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Ite: VIDEO'S GOLD RUSH
^FM UUDED ON

ADMINISTERING

OF DISK BAN
. Philadelphia, March 1.

' Unqualified approval of the way
the American Federation of Mu-
sicians administered royalty funds

•. bn dislcs has been made by Samuel
- 'R. Rosenbaum, who claims the
jVFM "operated the fund as a pub-
lic service, not as a feed-bag.!'

i

> Rosenbaum, Philadelphia attorney, i

' was appointed in December as iiii-
j

., partial trustee of the Music Per-
. tormance Trust . Fund, which , re-
! Wding and transcription compan-

ies are setting aside^ a$ musicians'
royalties for independent disbuirse-

' "ment by Rosenbaum to meet Taft-
' IHartley law specifications. Rosen-
;baum's appointment settled a

• .'James. Gi Petrillo recording ban
of over a year's: duration.
' Rosenbaum says he has had time
\no\K' to look into the administration
,of disk royalty funds under. AFM
setup, before the Taft-Hartley nix,
"and "found it admirable." The
•system set up for spending the
'monies was fine; he said; the funds
were Impartially administrated,
with no favoritism shown, distri-

buted very evenly by formula over
the country. In all likelihood, he
kaid, he'll continue to operate along
lines the AFM took, only difference

(Continued on page 63)

•^Warners Acquires

: 'Glass Menagerie' In

Selznick Talent Deal

,
: Hollywood, March 1.

. Warner Bros, has acquired rights
'to "The Glass Menagerie," Ten-
..nessee Williams' prizewinning legit
^Wt of three years ago, as part of
.the talent loanout deal the com-
pany made with David O. Selznick
Vvo weeks ago. "Menagerie" was
*w.ned by agent Charles K. Peld-

;taan, who negotiated the DOS-WB
- deal and threw in his own properly
'to sweeten the bait for Warners:

^'eldman bought "Menagerie".
Men the play was on Broadway.

,

He paid $200,000 for it, plus 82.;i"^
;ot the picture's net profits, and
V (Continued on page 63)

: Inside U.S.A/ as TV Revue
•^_ An hour-long, once-a-week tele-
; y»S}on revue based on his current
legit musical, "Inside U. S. A.," is
Wing dickered with producer-com-
Poser Arthur Schwartz. Tele show
.would carry a weekly $25,000 pro-

'•n!« ? and talent nut, making it

on the af
^ programs

!' ti.?."'"?^^ muW have each Week's
J thT ,**?voted to a different state.

with regional mer-
T**"^V;'ng. Beatrice LiUie and

•
^„,f,

.^laley. stars of the legiter,woum be used whenever possible.C f'f,
"•'^^ touring with the

S;. 4
""W'*'^ >ts Broadway shut-'«mg two weeks ago.

No Popcorn?
Triple features, long the

bane of the film industry, have
now spread over into tele-
vision. N. Y. Daily News'
WPIX, for example, has staged
a trio of features totaling four-,

and-a-half hours in running
time for tonight (Wed.).

Station has slotted "Six Gun
Playhouse," a western, for 6
p.m. At 7:35 it follows with
"Mutiny in the Big House"
and at 9, viewers will see Sir
Alexander Korda's "The Man
Who Could Work Miracles."
In addition, of coursCi the sta-
tion will run its usual film
nowsrofl.s at 7:10 and 10:30.

Odets Denies Cutting Up

H'woodViaUfe'Was

Prompted by Anger
Having heard of a playgoer's re-

mark to the elfect that "The Big
.Knife" seems to be "the result of
some man's intense anger at a corn,-

munity . that has done him some
personal harm," Clifford Odets
denies this in no . uncertain terms.

"The last year I spent in Holly-
wood," he observed, "I made an
amount running into six figures, so
you can see I have nothing against
the place on that score. Most of
tliat money, fortunately, I was able
to give back to the Government in

taxes. The principal reason I se-

lected Hollywood for the locale of

tins play was because I wanted to

write authentically—I never write

from hearsay—and Hollywood hap-
pened j,o be the suitable large com-
munity that I knew best.

"I might .iust as easily have
written this play against a Pitts-

burgh or Detroit background but

I don't know those cities. I could

have written a similar story about
any one ol several other profes-

sions, but there again I preferred

to write about people with whom
I am famihar.

"Furtliermore, everything that

takes place in this play actually

lias happened in Hollywood. I know
that from experience, so once more

(Continued on page 63)
,

SALES

LURES SPONSORS
By BOB STAHL

Tremendous upsurge in the num-
ber of top-spsinding advertisers
catapulting into television has
given video a start on its own ver-

sion of the '49ers. This year looms
as the Television Gold Bush of
1949. (Most of the advertisers en-
tering TV are finding "new money"
for the medium, rather than cut-
ting into established ad budgets.
See story on Pago 29.)

~

With the >ear only two months
over, 30 advertisers have already
pacted for new TV shows on the
four major networks; and web
chiefs are gloating that their bill'

ings this year should surpass their

fondest hopes. And, say the video
boys, that's only the beginning.
Figure

^
doesn't incUide the pror

grams bought for local sponsorship
in the key city tele markets nor
the mass of spots and participating
segments wi-apped up by other ad-

(Continued on page 40)

S.S. 10%
One of the borseht . belt

bookers who would buy only

acts with cars to provide trans-

"portation. . is: attempting to

book dates in Europe,

He's looking for talent with

boats.

IPOUNDHOMEPIX

AS TOP MART

FOR SCRIBES

'Hamlet' Roadshowings

In Florida Drive-Ins
Jacksonville, March, l.-

Because Universal is selling

away from Paramount's Florida
States theatre circuit in a battle

over rentals, U has plunged into

an entirely new form of roadshows
for "Hamlet," J. Arthur Rank's
filmization of the ^ Shakespeare
classic. Company is booking the
pic into Florida drive-ins in all

spots where the Paramount affilir

ate dominates the situation. The
film is played on a onerper-day
policy (shows start at 8:30 p.m.)

with the price paid by patrons

scaled on the location of the car.

Within the next three months,
U plans to go for mass bookings
of "Hamlet" in small communities.
Film will be played for three-to-

foui' day stretches in each house.

Toast' Too Hot a Cost

Item, EmersonMay Exit

TVer; Sullivan's Claim
Who: owns "Toast of the Town,"

hour-long vaudeo show now aired

Sunday nights on the CBS-TV
web? That question was pointed

up this week with the disclosure

that Emerson Radio has tentative-

ly decided to drop the high-rated
program at conclusion of its GUr-^.

rent 13-week cycle.

According to CBS execs,, the
show is strictly a house package
and, as such, the web has full

right to handle it following the

Emerson exit. Ed Sullivan, col-

umnist emcee on the program, de*

flared that he and Mario Lewis,

exec with the Blaine-Thompson ad
agency, own a hefty share of the

package. CBS intimated that Sul-

livan might: leave the show if

there's a change in sponsorship,

but Sullivan emphasized he'll stay

as emcee regardless of a switch in

bankrollers. ,

CBS is now offering "Toast", for

availability after March 20 and.

with several sponsors already bid-

ding for it, the web is confident'

it can continue the .show on a com-
mercial basis with no time lost be-

tween sponsors. Web is reportedly

pitching Robert Q. Lewis to re-

place Sullivan if Emerson drops

out, but no deal has been set yet.

Emerson's contract gives it the

right to renew on a certain num-
ber of days' notice. Outfit is be-

lieved to be mulling an exit be-

cause it can no longer afford the

upped budget called for ih the re-

newal clause. Budget is said to go

up $2,000 per week, which would
cost BImerson about $500,000 per

year for the package.

With income from book and
magazine writing on the slide, au-
thors are currently being hit with
a sledge by New York story de-
partments of major film companies
to get them to write for the screen.
Story eds are pounding home the
argument that films can be a writ-
er's most remunerative market and
he's a sucker to skip it.

Desire of the majors to get more
scriveners pounding out materii^l
aimed at Hollywood is a. result of
several 'factors. First js the pau-
city of acceptable published matei-
rial which the story departments
have been able to scare 'up in the
past few years. Either the writers
have changed or Hollywood has
changed in its demands, but since
the end of the war most books and
mag fiction have been sub-standard :

as far as the studios are concerned.
Secondary factor in trying to

line up storj' material directly for

the screen is the demand for econ-
omy., Most studios don't , want to.

pay high prices for published
yarns, since this entails not only
the original cost, but usually a gen-.:

erous additional charge before an.

adaptation and screenplay results.

Tales more directly slanted for the
(Continued on page 63)

Major Circuits Offer 50 Weeks of Vaude,

Indies SOMoreAsActs ' Top Outlet in Years
Willi last week's order by Loew

execs expanding spot vaude book-

ings throughout the country, the

major circuits are now able to ofller

more than 50 weeks of playing

time. As last as attractions can be

builti the majors will use them m
as manv situations /as possible.

With indie lime, about 100 weeks

are available.

The 50 weeks are only part of

the time lliat's available in the cir-

cuit houses. ^Many theatre bookers

will o])cn up nearly any house at

will in order to break up jumps,

permit a star to break in material,

or to provide more playing time

for a band or attraction.

In addition, the majors' houses

in New York and Chicago regu-

larly play acts for more than a

week. The 50 weeks are now avail-

able at any time a. suitable head-

liner can stay out that long;

Last week, Loew toppers asked

booker Sidney Piermont to get

shows into Providence, Louisville,

Syracuse, St. Louis, Kansas- Gityj

Columbus, Canton and Dayton.

Previously; circuit announced that

it would book shows in Buffalo,

Rochester, Norfolk, Richmond,

Cleveland, Waterbury, and Akron.

In addition, Loew's plays shows
regularly at tlie Capitol theatres

m New York and Washington,
Also rapidly expanding its spot

bookings is the Warner circuit,

which now has seven weeks. Aside

from New York, chain is running

spot layouts in Pittsburgh, Phila-

delphia, Buffalo, San Francisco

Washington and Utica.

RKO shuttles talent into Boston,

Cleveland. Cincinnati, San Fran-

cisco, Rochester, Syr?c;use, Dayton,
Columbus and Minneapolis.
Paramount, in addition to its

regular houses in New York, Chi-

cago and Miami, has: spot situa-

tions in Omaha, Chicago, Boston,

Detroit. Buffalo, , San Francisco,

Milwaukee, Minneapolis, Atlanta,

Salt Lake City, and most of the
Great States cii-cuit In the midwest.
In addition, jumps are broken by
one or two day playdates in a num-
ber of Ohio cities. Paramount will

start an occasional one-day booking
at the Tower theatre. Upper Darby
(a Philly suburb) as a break-in

(Continued on page 63)

U.S. Showman to Build

Theatres, Hotels, Etc.,

In New State of Israel

Two theatres in Israel, a 1,700-

seater in Tel Aviv and a 1,500-

seater in Haifa, will be the first

projects undertaken by the group
of New York film execs who or-

ganized a syndicate last week to

finance amusement enterprises in

the new Jewish state. Fred J.

SchwartZj. Century: circuit topper,
was named chairman of the group
at a session Monday (28); .

Outfit is laying plans to raise

$1,000,000 in capital via shares at

$10,000 each. It is figured this, will

be more than enough for tire two
theatres and liivestments'may then
follow in picture production, hor.

tels, resorts, ballrooms, etc. It's

not a charity or philanthropic plan,

<Continued on page 48)

Fred Allen's SGWkly. Nix
Chicago. March 1.

Mutual network has offerfed Fred
Allen $5,000 a week to do a five-

minute nighttime program cross-

the-board next season, but Allen
has nixed it on the basis that he,

wants to get out of radio, at least

for a yeaiv He checks off the Sun-
day night NBC Ford Dealers pro-

gram at end of current season. : :

Mutual was willing to plunk
down the coin even without a spon-

sor if it was agreeable to Allen.

But it was strictly no dice with the

comedian.
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Zanuds' $349,946 Tax Refund

Tops Show Biz Kickbacb for '48

: . Washington March 1. 4*
-Darryl Zanuck, 20th-Fox studio

pi'oduction chief, drew the biggest
tax refund from Uncle Sam during
the fiscal year ending June 30,

1948, according to Bureau of In-

ternal Revenue figures released
over the weekend. Under Galifor-

nia's split-inc.me law, Zanuck got
back $174,973 and his wife, Vir- Dalton Trumbo from a lower court
ginia, got another $174,973, making

\

conviction for criminal- contempt
«' total refund of $349,946.

,
of Congress.

Second honors for taking it away Decision Oh appeal

Lawson, Trumbo^
In CouVt of

Washington, March 1.

U. S. Court of Appeals has under
advisement appeals: of Hollywood
scripters 'John Howard Lawson and

: from the Government went to Louis
B. Mayer, with $78,003, and Marga-
ret Mayer, received another $78,114,
or a total of $156,117. William
Goetz, of Universal, got a fat

$46,087 . refund, his wife, Edith
duplicating - the figure to make a
total of $92,174.

Ringling Bros, circus banged the
gong for $285,058, of which $144,-

311 represented a refund on in-

come tax and the remainder a re-

fund for overpayment of excess
. profits tax. No slouch either was
the highly prosperous Iios ;Angeles
Turf Club. The Government re-

paid it $565,414 in overpayments of
excess profit and Income taxes.

The refunds cover taxes illegally

©r erroneously collected. . The
U. S. pays 6% interest on this

money foK the time the sum is

held.
Following are other big show

biz refunds to : California individ-

uals' and corporations. (In every
instance the refund is for income
taxes unless otherwise stated)

which was
argued here past Thursday (24),
is not likely to be handed down for
six weeks to two months.

No Jap Acts IforA Siding

To U.S., Billy Rose Finds;

Tokyo iiuAll-Ont Welcome
Tokyo, Feb. 28.

Japanese theatricar trade really

rolled oiit the cai-i)et last week for

Billy Rose and wife, Eleanor Holm,

during;' thij
.
cdtipleJt one-week visit

in NippbhV P*irV w0)re kept busy

inaldhg
;
personal ij?pearances at

theatres and sho'wsppts Ih w
and Kyoto and were atnazed to find

theii^ naines oh miarquees ahd::h^
wfelcome sighs On the stage nearly
everywhere they went. Houses the

„„ „ ,^ .
I
Roses .were scheduled to visit

GmgerHogeis $23,208; Sound Equ.p-I
, ^ to capacity entire day, al-

inent Corp. o£ Cal., $28,116, plus an-
f; ^ thp Hn<!P<« snmeHmes staved

other $3,201 in excess profits ie£und; !
"lougn me Koses sometimes siayea

Don Lee Broadcasting Co., $17,674 ex-
cess profits, plus another $8,936. on in-

come taxes; Adrian, Ltd., $37,256 ex-
cess profits plus $981 income; Clarence
L. Brown, $54,942; Walt Disney Produc-
tions, $24,408; Lloyd C, Douglas, $38,-

,666 ; Hollywood Restaurant Corp. , $8,617

plus $13,'724 in excess profits; . Mitchell
Leisen. $22,782; Stockton Theatres. Inc.

351et WEEK!
.3,590 Performance*

: All-time long run record In the
legitimate theatre.

KEN MURRAY'S
"BLACKOUTS OF 1949"

El Cupitan Theatre, Holly.woodi Cal;

: And now in world-wide release

"BILL AND COO"
. Ken Murray'*,

. Academy Award Film / ,

no more than a half hour.

Rose "told 'Vahiety, however, that

he had seen no acts in Japan—
or anyv^-liere else since ^eJjcgan

|
^.^ , j „ „

his world tour-^that he thought '

<=

were worth exhibiting in the U. S.

1st Break For

Admish Tax Cut
'Washington, March 1.

The first real break for a reduc-
tion of the wartime 20% admission
tax occurred here today (Tues.),

when Representative Joseph W.
Martin, Jr., minority House leader,
came out against excise taxes. Mar-
tin said that at. least five Demo-
cratic members of the House Ways
& Means committee also favor the
tax .slash. Since this body consists
of 15 Democrats- and 10 Republi-
cans, there is a good chance of the

A Privilege for ShowBiz
Show Buslneaw couldn't want or have a better sponsor than

Uncle Sam. The answer is that the rest of the world is forever
trying to latch onto Mister Whiskers. So when Washington asks
the amusement industry to take an «ncQre-<^meaning the up^
coming Savings Bond Drive—that's a return engagement nobody
can top.

If ever there was a straight line thrown at the amusement
industry to achieve good public relations, this is It. What's more
natural than to tout Uncle Sam in your community, in connec-
tion with the Bond Drive? It's a tribute to Show Business, of
which the industry should be inordinately proud.

Everybody in the entertainment industry did a signal job
during the war; in fact, there are eonljinulng manifestations
thereof with holdover engagements by such agencies as the
Veterans Hospital Camp Shows. And with this renewed request
for Show Business to crystallize, propagate and help consummate
the success of the Bond" Drivci, which tees off May 16 and runs
until June 30, this becomes no mere challenge to all showmen.
It's more than that—^it's a distinguished privilege. Abel.

Despite Commie Hex, U.S. Films Doing

Surprising B.O. Behind Iron Curtain

Martin wants a return of admis-

I
sioh taxes to the iO% bite of pre-

"I wouldn't give any of them
[ war days, Niteiy levy would be set

,
„, 1

house room,'' he said, "In the first Lat 5% instead of t^^

Aiberf%l!39r and" M^rgo'"' Bo^'do i

place,. resentment of the, Japanese
,
Rep„blican leader is for the reduc-

Albert. $6,393; Eddie Bracken $6,065

1

and Constance N. Bracken $5,423; i

Carol Brinkefhoft,' $10,682; Blng Crds-

1

'by^ $5,192. and Wiltni W, (Dixie Lee) ,

Crosby $5,192; Sabu Dastagn-,. S12,041

,pUts another $642 in, .;,i'efunds via the.

New 'Vork City returns; KMTR Radio
Corp., $525 plus another $10,785 in ex-
cess profits; Elsa Lanchester (Mrs,
Charles) Laughton. $11,190; David E.
l.oew, $10,990; Metropolitan Theatre
Corp. of L. A.. S13,862 employment
jlayes; Thomas Mitchell, $12,208.

Other California tax refunds :

Palo Alto Radio Station, Inc., $2,864

excess profits; Fairmount Theatre of
San Franci.sco, $2,992 excess profits;

Marshall Naify, $5,602; John G. Agar,
Jr., $2,97*. and Shirley Temple Agar,
$i2,974; Brian Aherne, $4,819; Sara AU-
Sood, $774; Don, Ameche, $589; Lucille
Ball Arnaz,: $1,731; Mischa Auer. |t,.<ill;

Maria MOnt«z'Aumont, $1,732; MihSilR.
Bakaleinikoif, |654; Yvonne Bakaleini-
koff, $867; Julia Bakaleinikofl, $770;
Benny Baker,, $M24; Vince .and Gene-
vieve ;BarnetV $2,016; -Bay Amus.
Corp., of Venice, $3,621 plus $4,521 ex-
cess profits; Edgar Bergen Interests,

f618; Turhan Bey, $3,693; Black and
'White Recording Co,, Inc., h. A.,
$2,321; Janet Blair, $751; : William

is still high enough in the states tion of excise taxes since he be-
that ng Nip entertainer would go

j
lieves they are hurting busines$

over with an American audience.
, in perfumes, furs and other so-

Besides, they never sent any show
j called luxurv items,

people to the states before the
]

it is believed that many Demo-
war except a few magicians and crats favor the tax slash in spite
some bicycle acts. Today there

, of President Truman's program
don't appear to be any outstanding

; vi-hlch calls generally for a hijte
magicians, and as for bicycle acts, in taxes. Whether the U. S. Senate
we have about 500 m America i would go for the cut if it passed
now, so why bring in another one

; the House is a question open to
Irom Japan?"

\ considerable doubt.
Rose said he was most impressed

I

with the large number of theatres ;

in ,Iapan, both film and legit,^and

'

Burton Lane Bicycling

Between Metro and BVay
Burton Lane will do the tunes

for "Royal Wedding," Metro film-

usical, to Allan Jay Lerner's book
and lyrics. Pic, which is based on
a story about an American vauder
who clicked a la Danny Kaye at

London's Palladium during the
royal wedding preparations, will

star Fred Astaire. Ginger Rogers
will probably play opposite for the

second post-war Astaire-Rogers re-

union in pix, the first being the

soon due "Barkleys of Broadway."

I
Metro's ticketing of Lane will

I set back the Theatre Guild's legit

I musical adaptation of "The Pur-

i
suit of jHappiness," for which he

j

will also do the score. Herbert

;
and Dorothy Fields are doing the

I
book and lyrics. A big part for

i Pearl Bailey, Negro singer,- has

; been written into the musical.

the evident thirst of the Nipponese
people for theatrical entertain-

ment. He said he thought the
possibilitiea of the Japanese the-

atre were "staggering."

Paris Ranaround
^By Borrah MInevltch

Paris, Feb. 26.
Model operation: The smooth.

; silk stocking pattern of Ray Mor-
, I

gan's radio platter (for U. S.)

I

series, "So This Is Paris,'^ starring

Ulcers Not Slowing Wald, ;^h'ose''(Bmr"scri^ited) saucy

Polishing 3, Readying 8 .

chevaiier win
, ,^ ' make your romance glands jumpy.

Hollywood, March I. The Versailles (N. Yi) will ijave

Mere ulcers are hot slowing up ,

tO-^se '^ar^st' wire instead of ropes
Bloom, $919; Broadway Theatfe of r_,.,„,, v-r-.j Prnriiir<»r iu<!t out of I

^^^^ '^'^^^ Montand gets going—
sant. Ana, $3,331 excess profits; Jo.^n ^f'

^ W aid. Producer just out ot
^^^^^ bobbys-oxers

Leslie Brodei, $3,742; Steve Bi odie, I
Cedars of Lebanon hospital, re-

i when they drag in their crooners
Corp. $4,301 ex-

1 ported back to the Warner Bros. I to learn a thing or three.
' cess profits; Edgar Rice Burroughs 1 /-• a V, . .

Inc., $1,591; Cagney Productions inc ' Studio yesterday (Monday) and im- 1
t^adgeteers can well skip the

•5.296 excess profits; Central Casting ! mediately started preparing eight
I

Household Appliance Exhibition—
Coi-i)., $5,810; Chaney $2,528; Pat ' ^ :

»" *' ^ " 1
nnthini? npw

Chan»y,
. $2,564; Harry and Esther

Chasfn, $604; Coast Music Co:, $.'")33

•xceu profltii: J. Cheever Cowdin,
f2.704; .Howard Da Silva, $698, arid
Jfan» Da -Silva, $698; Raymond A. Dis-
ney, W28; , Jimmy Dorsey, $740; Eagle
Lion Studios $3,661 employment tax.
Fox We.st Coast Theatre Corp., $709;

Fox Belmont Theatre Corp., $837 ex-

(Continued on page 20)

new films,: as well as winding up
{

three he has had in work—'Tla-

I

mingo Road," ''Task^ Force" and I

"Happy Times."

Ulcer attack was the second suf-

fered by Wald. He ducked an op-

ei«tion by going on an extremely

strict diet.
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1 nothing new.
If you're under 16 you can't get

in to see the film, "The Scaffold
Must Wait"—not account of "facts
of life" but "facts of murder."
The 20% drop last week in the

unofficial franc made a lot of tour-
ists rebudget.
Vivian Blaine in from a tWO-week

U, S. Zone Army tour.
Forty but Forte; U. S. semi-has-

beens would do well to come over
and gander Josephine Baker's new
head-to-toe glamor overhaul—her
blue sequins dress has a sheer
black lace over-skirt which she uses
as a veil, scarf, handkerchief, stole
or mantilla—and her bandbox hair-
do—wow!

Tete-a-tete-ers: Maxim's has re-
decorated its upstairs private din-
ing roonfis.

Harry Green weekending from
!
London wants his legit ^'Fifty-

I

Fifty" Paris-presented.
Cinema actresses Maria Montez

and Arletty feuding, causing plenty
of retakes on "Portrait of An As-
sassin."

John B. Nathan (Par) back from
o.o.ing.U.S. oo-la-la'd plenty when
he saw the fancy grosses Par rollenl
up during his absence.

Babette Deval (ex-Mrs. Jacques
Deval) has a big enough slice of
"Death of a Salesman" to angel all
her production plans for the next
decade.

Ingrid's $175,000 Plus

40'i on RKO-Rossellini

Pic to Be Made in Italy

Deal by which RKO last wee](
took; . over the Ingrid Bergman-

I Roberto Rossellini film to be made
in Italy gives the star $175,000
plus 40% of the profits. Rossellini
for his services as producer-direc-
tor, will receive 35,000,000 lire

(?50,000-$60,000) plus 1?% of the
net. . . ,

'

RKO is advancing the entire pro-
duction cost, $600,000, of which
part will be in dollars and rest in
frozen lire. In return for the
financing it will receive an ap-
proximately 40% participation in
profits, plus 7% interest on its
money. In., addition, it will get a
25% distribution fee off thfe top.

Ilya Lopert, New York foreign
j
pic Importer and exhibitor, wlio
rhad Rossellini under contract and
I

brought him to this country, is re-

j

ceiving $55,000 to buy out his in-

I

terest. This represents $15,000
which he expended in inking the
ace Italian director and bringing
him to the U. S., plus $40,000
profit.

Rossellini is slated to plane out
(Continued on page 24)

While the Communist propa-
ganda machine throughout Europe
keeps endlessly pounding Ameri-
can'pictures, it has failed to show
the slightest sign of success in

diminishing audience Interest. In-

tense desire in the occupied and
Soviet orbit nations to see Holly,

wood product has increased, if any^

thing, in recent months and the

sensational biz in such cities as

Berlin, Vienna, Prague, Sofia, War-
saw, Pilsen and CracAvir continues
to amaze even Motioqi„Picture Ex-
port -Assn. officials

. who service
them.

Pix which have registered only
moderately in the U. S.—and have
frequently been compared mifa-
vorably by critcis with the output
of European producers—do just as
well, if not better, than the Yank
prestige product. Technicolor, mu-
sic, a gal in a bathing suit, action,

costumes and all the standard ac-

coutrement of the big b.o. pic in

the U. S. apparently provide ttie

same zing' to European theatre-

goers, whether in cosmopolitan
cities or;tiie hinterlands,

'

Lineup Of current product In

European capitals gives all tlie evii

dence necessary. In Vienna, for in-

stance, where Metro's "Bathing
Beauty" and 20th-FoX's "Blaclt

Swan" are each in tliird weelc,

MPEA manager Wolfgang Wolf

states in his report to the h.o.

"The commotion goes on from tlie

first performance to the la.st and
several accidents have already oc-

curred, including one broken arm,

and the smashing of a big plate-

(Continued on page 20)

r ; i

PHILLIPS TO G.M. VHCS,

SIMON JOINS EQUITY
Lawrence Phillips - was named

general manager of the Vetei-ans
Hospital Shows at a VHCS meeting
held Monday (28). He succeeds
Louis M. Simon, who joined Ac-
tors Equity Assn. as executive sec-
retary yesterday (1).

Phillips started with the Friends
of the Army and Navy, an organiza-
tion which ultimately became the
nucleus of USO-Camp Shows.
During the war, he supervised the
entire CAmp Shows operation. At
one time, there were more than
3,000 performers working all war
theatres.

Now that VHCS is currently op-
erating with 10 units servicing I

Army ,Navy and Veteran Adminis- i

tration hospitals, Phillips will de-

1

vote part time to this chore, He
will continue his management con-
sultant office which he organized
several weeks ago after resigning
as director

, of the DuMont Televi-
sion network.

Lopert Bearing Down

On Italo-Made DP Pic

Under Magyar Megger

With his interest In the Ingrid

Bergman*Roberto Rossellini film

bought out, Ilya Lopert, New York

importer and exh'ib of foreign pix,

turned his attention this week to «

deal for another film to be pro-

duced in Italy. It will be made by

Hungarian director Geza Ratvany*

at a camp for displaced women in

Sablna.
Robert Goelet, Sr., New Yorlt

realty operator, is financing the

film. Lopert Films, Inc., in which

Goelet is a shareholder, will

put up some of the coin. Goelet

previously financed "Rapture," re-

cently completed in Rome, wWe*

was produced by his so?>, Bo^l*rt^

Jr., David Peiham and John GftW-

"•^Se.
. ,

Ratvanye film is tentatively la-

beled "Widows of History" «««

concerns women displaced during

the war. Yarn is by Geza Herczeg

and Ratvanye. Latter's '•Som*^

where in Europe,'' made Ih P";

tlcipation with the Hungarian i<f^'

ernment, is currently a top s"^

ce.w in Paris and other European

cities.

Burley Under the Stars

Burlesque may take to the gie«|

outdoors If plans by wrestling P™
moter Bill Johnston go througn-

Johnston, son of the late B8''

promoter James J. John.ston. pw"

to put on a series of buriej

displays in outdoor tlieatres

summer resorts. „rilv

The scheme would neceMaru

be limited to . the extremely " .

months. Strippers aren't expet-'

to risk pneumonia.



NEW CROUP (NOT BLOCK) BOOKING
Si Fabian Syndicate Talking To

A. W. KeHy (Chaplin) on UA Buy

B.O. Cut No Help
Hollywood, March 1,

In line with a disclosure by
Audience Research Institute
last week that average adniis-
u\on prices during January
reached an alltime high of
48V^c- (including taxes), was a
feport to National Theiatre
execs in convention here last
week

,
on experiments with ad-

mish cutting.

Herb Sobottka, of NT's
Evergreen circuit, reported
the conclusion that present
prices should be maintained.
He said

: that houses in his
northwest territory discovei-ed
when they tried trimming the
;b.o. levy that they only suffer-

ed a decrease in gross without
any change in' attendance. :

mmi DEiiLS;

Opeys Indies

Via WB Release

Si Fabian was reported talking

with, Arthur W. Kelly this week

on tourchase by a syndicate headed

bv Fabian of United Artists. Kelly,

exec V.p. of,UA, has long been a

close friehd^and representative of

Charles Ghaplin, who as of tomor-

row (Thursday) acquires an option

on the holdings in UA of his part-

ner in the company, Mary. Pick-

ford.

Involved in the deal with Pa-

Wail aire Ted Gamble, James E.

Coston and a group of other ex-

hibs. They are interested in acquir-

ing the company as a distribution

outlet for pix to be made coopera-

tively by the exhibs, plus whatever

other regular production is avail-

able. UA would be operated on a

modification of the old First Na-

tional lines.

Miss Pickford, in an exchange of

options with Chaplin, has held

rights during the past 30 days to

acquire his interest.' ' With her
option expiring tonight,' there has

been no evidence during the past

couple weeks, during which time

she has been to New York, that she

has found any takers,

Fabianj who returned to his New
York office from Florida over the

weekendj has been awaiting the pe-

riod when Chaplin held the options.

This will enable him to buy all the

shares. Miss Pickford has been in-

terested in staying in UA and
(Continued on page 24)

MPAA Blocks Those

Careless Downbeat Pix

Rumors Via Direct Mail

.
: Columnists, magazine writers

and radio gossipers are no longer

being allowed to get away with off-

hand remarks that film attendance

has seriously declined or isn!t

good. In line with the new indus^

try policy of reversing the down;
beat p.sychology
months?, writers
being called to task for "misstating i liam Saroyan play,

j

fact" when they indicate a serious i
Cagney-starring pix to be pro- ;

b.o. slump. . > . I duccd' under the Warner banner.

Motion Picture Assn. of America
|

(Continued on page 24)

flacks are carefully ogling the. pub- \ ,^ _ «,-,->,». a<<
lie prints and monitoring the radio

; fOF fllRTIS* OPTION ON
commentators for such cracks re- J"*^ tURlW W lIVll VII

garding the biz. They are 'promptly
po.sted a note pointing out that of-

ficial industry statistics, prepared
by the MPAA's research depart-

ment, indicate film rentals are
down only 8?^% from the alltime

peak year of 1946, and are still

(Continued on page 24) •

Hollywood, March 1.

James Cagney is going back to

the Warner Bros, lot , to star in

three pictures under a regular ac-

tor's pact. At the same time, War-
ners completed another deal with
William Cagney, Cagney Produc-
tions prexy, for the filming of three
pictures for WB release. At least

one of this trio. .will star James
|

Cagney in "A Lion in the Streets."
i

from the novel by Adria Locke
[

Langley. 1
Negotiations between the Cag-

;

neys and Warners broke oK last,

year wlien the brothers became in-

;

volved in a dispute with : United
j

Artists over release of "The Time

;

of Your Life." James Cagney. at
j

the time, was to star in 10 films
|

which he would have made for

A new form of selling pix has

ci'opped up as an offshoot of the

Government anti-trust suit which
both is and isn't the old, now ruled-

out, block-booking. New • method
is generally being tagged group-
booking as distinguished from the
outlawed block-booking. The big
difference is the fixing of a sepa-
rate price-tag on each pic in; the
group plus careful .wording on' con-
tracts- aimed at avoiding any charge
that one pic is conditioned on an-
other.

Columbia has been following this
system for the bulk of its product
for a number of months: Eagle
Lion has just swung into the same
sort. of . selling with a package of 18
films. Each of EL's pix are indi-
vidually priced and the exhib has
the right of: buying a lesser num'
ber if he so indicates. On the
films which have not been trade-
shown, a 20% cancellation privi-
lege is granted;

Number of other companies are
considering the same sort of .sell-

ing on lesser product. The method
has been given Government sanc-
tion In- the new Paramount consent
decree which provides that if the
distrib grants a license for more
than a single feature, exhib has a

: (Continued on page 18)

New Par Prod.-Distrib Co. Looms

As Best Financed Outfit in H wood

Cue to Goldenson
If there are still any doubts

in the trade as to who will
head up the new Paramount
theatre company, Barney Bala-
ban. Par's pre/., dropped the
final tipoif at a 21 club lunch-
eon tendered Charles M. Rea-
gan, former distrib veepee,
last Thursday (24). Explain-
ing his hopes for the new pro-
duction-distribution company
in an address to the Para-
mount execs at the affair, Bal-
aban turned to Leonard Gold-
enson, current theatre chief,

and said: , "I am even hoping
that Lenny will buy our pic-
tures."

Settlement officially con-
firms that Balaban will head
tlie studio outfit. There has
been no official word on the
identity of the theatre com-
pany's topper. .

20th-Fox Speeds

Own Settlement

Rank Cuts 2 Lots;

Ms Labor Orgs
London, March Iv.r

,

J. Arthur Rank's closiiig of his
Gainsbbi-ough and Shepherds Bush
studios within the next few weeks^
thus axing some 800 workers, fur-
ther ehlphasizes the British film
industry crisis. Staff notices will

of the past 18 ! Warners in return for the company
j

be is.sued Friday (4) and complete
and editors are

I
handling his filmization of tlie Wil- 1

shutdown is scheduled to become

' Talks are already under way be-
I tween 20th-Fox and the Dept. of

!
Justice towards settlement of the

I

Government anti-trust suit. With-

I
out: awaiting official announcement

I

of the Paramount consent decree,
these discussions were started sev-
eral weeks back, it has now been
learned Carrying the brimt for
20th in peace chats is Otto E.
KoegeJ. general counsel for the
company

, and member of the . firm
of Dwighl, Harris. Koegel & Cas-
key.

Koegel accompanied Spyros
Skouras, 20th 'jj president, to the
Coast, last week to huddle with
Cliarles P. Skouras

When-; Barney Balaban takes
over the skipper's job in the neW;
Paramount production-distribution

'

company, that studio will prob*
ably be the best'rheeled lot so far,

as cash and liquid assets are con-*

cerned of any production unit in
'

Hollywood. While the plan of
reorganization has yet to be aired,
all the signs indicate that the new \

outfit wiU be given a terrific cash
scndoff. In this respect, Par is

following the:'same strategy as the;'

RKO plan which involves a trans-
fer of $10,000,000 in cash from the
theatre cii'cuit to the prod-distrib
unit. :

-

Besides some $90,000,000 in clU'-'

rent assets in the parent company's
till—rbulk of which probably goes,

to . the ; studio—rthere is an addi- :

tional $30,000,000 in credits and
easily convertible assets which will

;

wind up on the studio side of the
lodger when the split is finalized.

Included is DuMont television lab
stock to which Par has fixed a
price of .$7,000,000; the Paramount :

homeolTice building on whicli the
company is now., negotiating- for .:

$12,000,000 ,as a sale price; and
some $12,500,000 in bank credits
which the theatre unit will;

guarantee.
The: $12,500,000 credit tO the

production company is understood
;

(Continued on page 61)

COLUMBIA PREXY EAST

ON IMPORTANT CO. BIZ
Significant discussions of Colum-

bia's policies, plans and financial
|

setup are expected to take place at
|

series of general homeoffice con-

1

ferences in New York this week,
|

Harry Gohn, company prexy, flew
cast for the sessions, as did Mendel

|

Silberberg, Col's general counsel.
|

Further indication of important

,

developments in the company's af-

1

fairs was the disclosure that Ar-

KORDA'S FILM FOR U.S.

Joseph Curtis, son of Columbia
veepee Jack Cohn and account exec
at the Weiss & Geller ad agency.

N. Ym has purchased a 30-day op-
tion from Sir Alexander . Korda on
the British p'roducer^s '"Winslow
Boy," Curtis has been huddling
with various distribs to obtain a

western hemisphere release for the
film and it may go to Eagle Lion
or United Artists.

In the arrangement entered into

between Curtis and .
Morris Hel-

prin, Korda's U. S. rep, Curtis has
the right to acquire a seven-year
lease on the film for $600,000 TTo

is endeavoring to swing a deal with

a U. S. distrib to advance tliis

quantity of trozen British (£12,5,-

effective in- three weeks.

In an official statement the Rank
Organization says that concentra-
tion of production at its Denham
and Pinewood studios will result
in a "substiHitial cut of overhead"
as well as "paring production ex-
ecutives on all levels." Despite
economies. Rank stated, costs are
still too high to justify spreading

i tional Theatres, and his legal ad-

!

I visers on proposed terms. Twentl-

'

j

cth's prez and Koegel are due back 1

east this week when the latter re-

i

hews his DC talks,
i

, . Company ; wants peace terms

,

I

which M'ould be unlike those of Par
I

I

and RKO in' that itwould be. per-
mitted to retain an integrated set-

1

1 up. By so doing, 20th could op- J

j
erate a substantial number of the-

1

. .. t
atres. Industry insiders are dubi-

1

a program over so many studios.
| ous that the D of J would depart

Ihe new policy, he added, is a,step
|
ft-om the formula hit upon in the

(Continued on page 20) ' Par-RKO decrees.

National Boxoffice Survey
Biz Off Post-Holiday—'Smith,' 'Joan,' 'Command,'!

'Wives,' 'O'Flynn,' 'Ships,' 'Hamlet' Pace Field
|

A'Stor week, "Sun Comes Up"
|

(M-CjI, trim in Detroit, is terrific in
[

Philly where boosted by Danny
|

Kaye tfnstage, "Faimly 'Honey-

;

moon" (U) teed ofT nicely at N. Y. i

Kramer's Negro Theme

Pic May Outrace^ fetltl

20th and deRoeteont
With anti-Semitism explored by

j

Hollywood films during the past
' ccuple. years. ^949 is definitely lin-

1

ing: up as the year of the JNre.gro

i problem pic. Announcement last

I weelc by Stanley Kramer that his,

I Screen Plays. Inc.. indie unit had
;

I

purchased rights to "Home of the

I

Brajfc" and would switch it from
a Jewish to a Negro angle made
the third such film to go into work
currentl.v.

Already on the agenda and well

under way Ai-e, "Pinky,'' being pro-
(Continued on page 18)

Natural i-eaction from big holi-

day week trade (Washington's
Birtliday) is in evidence this stanza
in most key Cities covered by i

VARfETY. Strong fare, however, is

holding up well while weaker pix,:i

a,5 noted recently, are being let-, -- — „ — , Music Hall iattd' is doing well m
000) funds to him, or to advan.ce i ,ione. by -too many patrons; . fWashirigt6n. ''Griss Cross" (U) is

part in s(eriing and part in dollars.
| j,^^ boxoffice champ is "Whis-

[

sturdy in Boston. ,

;

Curtis' option became effective jpering Smith" (Par), which climbed "Faisan" is playing humerous
nold Grant and Henrv Grown, who \

yesterday (Tuesdayi and runs pi-.^e on first week out on i FoK-Wesl Coast and Warner spots.

wereelectUtothrboaiVdUst^^^ "itf-
'
rolca.e last stanza. It is pace-

1 It made a record in L. A , is strong

and sat in on their initial session i

^^^^^ ""^^ outright lease al a
j,, two keys, biz in others > in Cleveland, smash in Denver and

Monday (28) had aEreed to serve .""^ not consider a
i j.aneing from sturdy to gieat.

! fine in Philly. Film is first foreign
for only one year. The contribu-
tions they can make as reprcsenl-

;

' (Continued on page 161

Picture, whicli

about a month, returning nl'ter tlie

Anfilo-.\)\iorican Film Council ses

sions in Waahinglon April 21-23.

Cowdin Flies Across

ect Mayer-Schenck

Pact Powwows Soon
Louis B. Mayer, Metro's studio

expected to reopen talks
the h.o. execs on a renewalM his employment contract when

ne arrives Monday (7). Mayer.,
, ,, , .

his wife, and studio publicitv head do" over the weekend
Howard Strickling shove off from

i

to the Contment.

M ""^^ the weekend.
.™^5'ers present ticket expires
AUg. 31 Both he and Nicholas M.
achenck, Metro's prez, have had
preliminary talks on renewals

tevm- Schenck's
terminates Dec. 31.

I parti^cipation deal y^""-. -joan of Arc" (RKO) managed
got top reviews m England, stai s

.^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^^ j.^^. ^^^^^^
\\-eek in a row whilg "Command
Decision'^ (]Vi-G) is third. Foui-tb

Letter To Threie

Robert Donat, Sir Cedric Hard
wicke and Margaret Leighton

Korda is due in the U. S. March
|

18 irom England and .ill be ^^^'^ ^"^Z^^^^^^,^^,, o'F.ynn
(U ) is slibwing enough to. grab fifth

1

place.- Others in the Big Eigiit, in

j, order of strength, are "Down To

j Sqa ih^ ShiiJs" (20th),. "Hamlet" (U),

and "Enchantment" (RKO). Failure

., ,. 1 of "Ships" to fare better currently
J. Cheever Cowdin. Lniversal s apparent major disappoint-

board chairman, planed for Lpn-

:

en route .

Cowdin is ex-

1

pocted to huddle with J. Arthur

men I.

Best in runner-up category arc

"Red Shoes" (EL\ "Wake oi Red
Witch" (Rep), "Dear To Aly Heart

British producer wjho is the
; ^^^^^ .,g^^^^ p.^,.

"Paisan" (Indict.

(20th) and

of
contract

Rank,

j

largest stockholder of V.

]

purpose of trip, however, is per
^ comer on ba,sis

production, outside of Britishers,
|

I
io land -in Variety's weekly survey !

as a big moneymaker. Another
j

smash foreign pic this session i.s :

"Symphonie Pastorale," French-'

i

.macle. Playing ihainly in small arty
\

Ihoatres, picture is fine in 10th ,

Fn.sco week, nice in Denver, strong Im Washington, solid in N. Y. ih
j

24ih standi and good on 10th L. A.
j

round. '
j

"Red Pony" (Rep) looks Solid in 1

Portland. Ore. "Dear Secretary" I

- lUA) Shanes robust in Minneapolis.
"Chicken Every Sunday" (20th); i

while not doing so well in most !

: keys this week, is nice in Pitts- !

burgh and Louisville. "Boy With I

[Green Hair" (RKO) is landing fine

'

(j( week in Buffalo.
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Par Divests 774 'Hieatres; Retains

Prod-Distrib, Foreign Showcases,

Certain TV; Ends 10-¥ear Gov't Suit

Paramount, the largest integrat-

ed film company in the world, will

split itself into two unrelated con-

cerns, within one yeai?, under the

terms of its anti-trust settlement

signed with the Government Fri-

eldy <23). The industry-shaking

event which sets up a new theatre

tompany of approximately 650

houses and a semi-integrated, pro-

duction-distribution outfit occurred

nfter rnonths of negotiations and a

10-year legal joust.

To win an end to litigation,

Paramount has agreed to divorce

Its domestic theatre interests after

the circuit is shorn of a minimum
©f 774 liouses. The picture com-
pany, for its part, retains its stu-

dio, distribution outlets, its 370-

theatre circuit in Canada, U
showcases in foreign countries, all

the 560,000 shares of B stock and
43,200 shares of A stock in DuMont CL-„IJ UIR IH* *_„
television' laboratories, television JUOlllO WD nlll Auy
statioh KTLA in Los Angeles, and

homeoffice build-

Gov't Timetable
Several important shifts in

the Government a n t i t t r u s t

suit timetable have been
pushed through as a result of

recent settlement' maneuvers.
The schedule of court events

as now set up is as follows:

March 3—Paramount decree
presented to the court. ;

March 29—RKO stockholder
meet on decree.

March 30^Deadline on RIfO
stockholder consent to decree.

April l^Gov't must file final

briefs. /
April 19—Final hearings be-

fore court.

Wilder'sN.Y.Baiikrott
Tentative deal has beep- made

by producer W. Lee Wilder with

Chemical Bank & Trust Co., N. Y.,

to advance coin for his next film.

It is the story of a women's prison,

temporarily labeled "Once a

Thief." Distribution will be made
by United Artists, with which

Wilder recently made a four-pic-

ture deal. This will be the first.

His "Vicious Circle" was handled

by UA last year, hut under a pre-

vious arrangement.^ :

Wilder returned to ttie Coast

last week after being in New York
to arrange th^ financing. He hopes
to put thet film into production by
April 1. Budget is $550,000. Bank
loan hinges on Wilder getting com-
plete guarantees. He had produced
five pix independently for Republic
release prior to switching to UA
and the assignment of residuals on
these to the bank facilitated the

deal.

the- Paramount
Ing.
The proposed decree comes up

before the three-judge statutory

court in N. Y; tomorrow (Thurs.)

for its approval. No opposition is

expected from either the defend-

ants or outside picture interests.

In early April it will be submitted

to stockholders for their okay at a

special meeting to be called. . It

will require two-thirds approval

«f all outstanding common stock.

Terms
The two new companies will is-

sue common stock to the parent
company. " Unlike the case: of RKO,

(Continued on page 16)

Concessions the Other

Majors May Benefit Too
Assiertipii

' tif Harry
,
Mi Warnerv

prez of Waraer Bros.,' that he will

have no tifuck ^ith a settlement of
the Government anti-trust cjise,

could ultimately lea<i to modifiea-
tiohs of the consent decrees now
in force or iii negotiation. War-
ner's; -no-peace stand means that
the suit-^&isted for repewed li^a''"

ings Match SO-rWill go oh to a
filial decision ultimately., Since;

the Paramount and RKO decrees
graht the companies the right to
take advantage of more favorable
clauses in other decreesv any, vic-

tory by WB could ease regulations
enforced against other majors.

However, even an all-out win by
Warners, would not result in light-

^ j ¥ M ii»
. er divorcement provisions for -the

PJv Prhniome i 'iko Hl^' niajors who have settled. Those
riX riUUieillb LllVe »"» provisions are hard-and-fast. What

Confab with Robert L. Wright,
j
would not stick would be the re

l).S. Tells Indie Recent

Decree Moves Will Solve

head of the Dept. of Justice's antl

trust division, was held in New
York, last weelf by James Mancuso,
operator of the Mancusg theatre,

Batavia, N. Y. Mancuso has' been
in a hassle with a number, of the
major companies in an effort to get
product for his house since it

.4)pened nine months ago.

Considering legal: action, Man-
cuso was advised by Wright to lay
off temporarily. Assistant attorney-

: general told him that he felt that ';

decrees further separating produc-

:

tion-distribution companies from

'

their affiliated circuits, expected
vithin the next couple of months, !

would cover situation sufh as his. I

In the event he finds that his di- [:

' vorcemenf does not give him ade-

.

quate relief, Mancuso was advised
by Wright to go to court. i

. Batavia theatre op, who visited !

sales managers or division toppers
|

of all the major companies during
j

his stay in New York last week, re-

ported that his situation—he is op-
po.sed in the town by two Warner

. houses and a Dipson theatre^—had
eased considerably since he publi-

cized his difficulties in a lengthy
letter to Variety recently. He said

that Paramount and Metro had
been particularly sympathetic and
cooperative in giving him a fling at

product to get the house on a pay-
ing basis.

strictions on the selling of product
RKO, Par and no doubt any other
company settling have the right

on written notice to take advan-

(Gontinued on page 63)

'Settlement Better Than

5-Year Fight'—-Bahihan

At Luncheon to Reagan
Barney Balaban, Paramount's

president, last week told a cross-

section of the company's executive
staff that he preferred the present
settlement of the government anti-

trust suit "to fighting in the courts
for another five years without
knowing what would ultimately
happen." Balaban declared that

the same five-year stretch can he
better used to establish the two
new companies on a sound eco-
nomic basis. His statement was
made in the course of a luncheon
tendered Charles M. Reagan, for-

mer Paramount distrib veepee, at

the 21 club Thurs. (24).

"

Some 26 officers of . the company
and close associates of Reagan
were Invited, Austin C. Keough,
Par's veepee and general counsel,

(Continued on page 22)

SHERMAN SUES A&C

NX Tnnes' ErrfHieonsHn 'Analysis'
With the industry ali*eady battling gossip columnists and ca.suai

writers who keep insinuating that '.'no one any longer is going to
the movies," it found itself another target Sunday (27) in the
ordinarily highly-respected. New York Times finaifcial section. In-
dustryites close to major company fiscal affairs were shocked by
the collection of half-truths and outmoded year-old facts by which

' staffer Thomas E. MuUaney arrived at the conclusion: "Doinestie
motion picture companies have reached a turning point; the result
of the convergence of a series of unfavorable developments which
seem certain to lead the industry to a position of lesser importance
au>ong the nation's industries."

Among the most easily.^checkable of the misinformation was the
statement that "only one major company has' jssued its financial
report for 1948" (Universal, with a net deficit of $3,162,812). Ac-
tually, statements have also been released by .Metro ($5,309,000
profit), Warner Bros. ($11,837,000 profit) and Columbia ($565,000
profit).

MuUaney admittedly got his facts from Mariys S. Jalet, a se-
curity analyst, whom he quotes as estimating that income in '48

before taxes and foreign revenue, would drop to $110,500,000 from
$218,300,000 two years earlier. Industry financial men were amused
by Uie "exactness" of Jalet's figures, since the coi^panies have

. never -broken down foreign from -domestic incoihe in their reports'
and such statistics coultl be nothing but the broadest of estimates.
"Expanding inroads on domestic film revenues" :are partially

being caused by television, MuUaney reports. In a check by Variety
as recently as last week, company statisticians said they were un-
able to detect any difference as yet in gross declines between tele-
vision and non-television territories.

Going into the losses of revenues froni Britain with year-old
info, MuUaney comes up with a dire picture. AetUally,, of course,-

the industry has already rearranged its affairs to .discount much .

of the British market (so has the stock market as far as film shares
are concerned) and, if anything, a brightening of the English sit-

uation is looked for as a result of the growing failure oi.the coun-.
ti-y's own industry to provide sufficient product to meet quotas.
As for the sharp reduction in feature production which th^ Times

says is expected, the company's 12 top distribs delivered -392 pix in

1948 and have scheduled 401 for 1949.

L.A. Par (F&M) Seeks

Out Because of 'Buy

Par Pix Only' Clause

FRED F0LAN6IN UPPED
Los Angeles, Mdrch l.

Frederick N. Polangin, director
of Buchanan & Co.'s Coast film
dept., has been upped to the post
of exec director of the ad agency's
Los Angeles oflSce. Promotion of
Polangin, according to Rudolph
Montgelas, agency prez,, is part of
an expansion of the Coast office.

Charles Coleman has been
named veepee in charge of com-
mercial accounts. Polangin was
elected a v.p. last week. Saul Bass
is Coast art director for film ac-

counts. .

. .^n oblique atta:ck on the Para-
mount consent decree has beeii

lauhchcid by Fan.chon ; & ;
Marco's

I*artmar' *.eorp,;,- operator :ii)f; the
PiiraiiHdunt-^^ th^^trei Los ^Angeles,
which . charges the Goverhitneht
and the filtn coiApaiiy - with .seek^

ihg to skirt the directiveii of the
tJ.S. Supreme Court. Partmar, as

FOR BACK COMMISSIONS ^{;!ght%o interv^nTln rittlement

, . , , I

heanngs. It has been feudmg with

„ , Angeles, March 1. Paramount for some time in an

T, ^j'"i'^u^^f'""5'V
former agent for

j eviction action brought by the ma-
Bud Abbott and Lou Costello filed . j^r to which Partmar has counter-

superior court charg- claimed for $4,500,000 treblesuit in L.A,
ing the comics with failure to go
through, with provisions of a set-

tlement of their contract, arranged
last year.

Settlement agreement, according
to Sherman, calls for 10% of the
team's earnings at Universal-In-
ternational for five; years, in lieu

of numerous commissions owed
him in the 'past. Agent declares
A&C paid him $12,000 up to last

Dec. 24 and then ordered the
studio to make no n^re payments.
Sherman said he negotiated the

team's film contract with U-I call-:

ing for two pictures a year at

$200,000 a picture, plus 20% of
the net. - His commissions under
the five-year deal, -he asserted,
would have amounted to approxi-
mately $450,000.

damages.
Actually, the subject of Part-

mar's attack is a clause in the

(Continued On page 63)

N. Y. to Europe
John Baragrey
Jack Cummings
Frederick Lonsdale
Eleanor Powell
David E. Rose
Roberto Rossellinl
Rudy Solmsen

Europe to N. Y.
Lou Bunin
Augustus Goetz
Ruth Goetz
GUbert Miller

Film Equipt. Export

Falls Off From 1947

Par^s 650 Nationwide Houses Make
It Still The Largest Theatre Chain

The new Paramount circuit of

approximately 650 theatres will

embrace every section of the coun-

try and probably remain the largest

single group of theatres in the U.S.

Paramount will end its joint qpera-
tions in the ioUowing giant chains:
Wilby-Kincey circuit; Butterfield.
group; Buffalo Theatres; Arkansas
Amusement Corp:; Central States
Theatres; Interstate Circuit; Jef-

Washington, March 1.

It will retain, almost intact, some
; ferson Amusement; Maico chain;

powerful wholly-owned chains such i Maine * New Hampshire; Para-
as Chicago's Balaban & Katz cir- mount-(E. V.) Richards; Comer-
cuit and the strong New England I ford and Tri-States circuit.
group besides operating many key

i rrUA .. ^u^"' %. it
de-luxers. (Twenlxeth-Fox-s Na I

company, however, has the

equipment fell off last year from,""""' ^« *""^e«^»u<, yer
, j^j.^^^ i„ 248 of these houses

the record high of 1947, but the '
P'""^"' .''^^ ^l*''?.': «f« 7 right is not a blanket one,

trade nevertheless continued good. I

^,
« Wceii/ to whittle

,
tg^^^ ^ ' ^

The
but ex-

group
.)

to a lower total thanFigures released today (1) by the
] ii ,

'

U. S. Commerce Department dis-
close that 383,482.000 feet of mo- I Addition of other theatres to the
tion picture raw stock was exported I chain, after termination of mpst
in 1948. This was a drop of about partnership holdings, is not
15% below the 1947 total. The ex* banned. New houses can be ac-
port of exposed feature films to^ quired if the court is satisfied that
taled 294,677,000 linear feet, only

j
the expansion ''will not unduly re^

slightly less than during: the previ- i strain competition." Not requir-
cus year.; !

ing court okay would be the re-
Exports of such motion picture i

placement of wholly-owned houses
equipment as cameras, projectors, Most through destruction or con-
Bound units, arc lamps, and screens

|

version _td non-theatrical purposes
has a dollar value of $10,972,000
This was. 30% behind the preceding
year, with all types of equipment
sharing in the decline. Largest
drop in raw stock export was in the
Standard 35m stock, which slumped
by 25%.

Renewal of leases or the acqui.si-

tion of additional interest in whol-
ly-owned houses can also be pushed
through sans coui-t supervision.

Of the more tiian 1,000 partner-
ship houses, the circuit must cut

[ the ties in 945 houses. This iueans

in various named situations. From
another 16 theatres bracketed as
partnered with an investor, the
ties must also be severed, but Par
has the right to buy back nine of
these theatres.

Partnerships must be severed in
at least one-third of the houses
within one year after entry of the
decree. Two-thirds must be sold
within two years and the balance
in three. To protect the company
ifrom holdout partners, Par has the
right to buy out the partnership in-
terest in verboten theatres provid-
ed the company sells the theatres
within six months after their ac-
quisition.

With reference to the 449 whol-
ly-owned theatres. Paramount must

seU a specified 69 of these within
two years. This action is required
to open up all closed situations In
towns exceeding 25,000 population.
However, the new company or the
parent outfit may withhold up to
12 from the market if it is unable
to sell on reasonable terms. This
dozen would then be sub-leased to
outsiders until the market eases
up.

35 In Florida

The sale of wholly-owned houses
particularly hits the Florida States
circuit. In Florida, Par must get'
rid of 25 houses alone. Other the-
atres are scattered through Illinois,
Minnesota, North and South Da-
kota, New York, Tennessee, Utah
and Ohio.

All pooling agreements must
end. The Buffalo tieup with Loew's
terminated yesterday (Tues.) under
the decree. The Buttterfield hold-
ings in which Par and RKO are
pards must be sliced by Nov. 8.

Several restrictions apply to the
new theatre unit: For -one, it can-
not operate, book or buy features
through any agent who is known to
be also acting for any other exhib,
indie or affiliate. Circuit is also
barred from making or enforcing
a d6al which restricts the right of
any other exhib to acquire a film.

B&KsBigBreaii

Under the Decree
That old saw about the ill wind

and its penchant for goodness
works out for Paramount so far as
one situation in the consent de-
cree Is concerned. While Par's
Balaban & Katz circuit blankets
Chicago and ordinarily would be
fair game for the Government's
divorcement epidemic, B&K es-

capes almost 100% under the
terms of the settlement. Out of

approximately 100 theatres, only -

four houses—the Iris, . McVickers,
North Center and United Artist!

—must be divested.

-

Ironically, new theatre company
won this break because of the re'

strictions on;' selling and booking
effective in Chi as a result of th«

(Continued on page 16)

N. Y. to L. A.
Paul Ackerman
Watson Barratt
Anthony Bartley '

Sidney Bernstein
David Butler
Alexander Cohen
William Danziger
Marlene Dietrich
Roy O. Disney
J. J. Donohue
Humphrey Doulens
Glenn Ford
Howard Hawks.^.
Russell Holman
Deborah Kerr
Dorothy Kirsten
Charles Levy
William B. Levy
Gordon Lightstone
Marijane Maride
Rudy Montgelas
Oscar Morgan
Richard Morgan
Ted O'Shca
Hugh Owen
H. C. Potter
Paul Raibourn
Cesar Romero
Per Scavlan
Alfred W. Schwalberg
George Weltner
Richard Whorf

L. A. to N. Y.
Rupert Allan
John Beck
Joseph Bernhard
Carol Brandt
Harry Cohn
Bullets Durgom
Lee Eastman
Richard Erdman
Mai Ferrer
Cy Feutr
William Guthrie
Al Horwits
Johnny Johnston
Gilbert tCurland
Keye Luke
Paul MacNamara :

'Joseph Mankiewicz
Charles C. Moskowitz
Virginia O'Brien
Milton E. Pickraan
Robert Rosscn:
Mendel Silberberg
Lee Tracy



BACK TO BALLY KEYS PIX SELLING
Ramifications in RKO Theatres Buy

Difficulty being encountered by several syndicates whibh are aim-
ing to get coin together to bid against Floyd Odium for the RKO
theatres is Federal Reserve Board regulation "U," it was said in

New York banking circles this week. This regulation, which gov-
erns margin purchases, limits tHe use of stock as collateral beyond
25% of the loan. That means that any group desiring to buy- RKO
theatre control from Howard Hughes would have to have 75% of the
cost in cash, since bank loans on such a deal aren't permissible
beyond 25%.
Hughes, when the RKO producing-distributing and theatre cdm-

panies are broken up in accordance with the recent consent decree^
will hold 24% of the circuit stock, which he is forced to dispose

of. Odium, from whom the wealthy film-oil-airplane magnate
bought RKO, has first refjisal on the theatre shares. He must
match the best outside ottetK-

A, number of syndicates are known to desire the stock and are
attempting 'to either raise the coin themselves or make a deal to

join forces with Odium. Minimum price agreed to by Odium is

$4,500,000. Under the Federal Reserve regulation that means at

least $3,37Si000 would have to be put up in cash, whicb is obvir

Qusly difficult for anyone with less - than the vast resources of
Odium's Atlas Corp. Banks feel that the shares representing 24%
of RKO merit a much larger loan than 25% of the value, but their

hands are tied.

: . In the meantime, Hughes announced in Hollywood yesterday
; (Tuesday) that he had designated Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner &
jseane and The First Boston Corp; to receive proposals from pros-
pective purchasers of his holdings in the new theatre company.
He said he has received many inquiries and had selected the in-

vestment banking firms to simplify and centralize negotiations.

If Outbid Exhibs Want to Know

What Rental Terms Beat "Wm
Exhibitors casting about for

some means of knocking the pins

from under competitive bidding
have come up with a new com-
plaint—that if they lost out on a

picture, the distributors will never
permit them to see . the winning
bid. New squawk follows close tfn

the heels of reports that the Gov-
ernment is standing pat on bidding
as the only non-discriminatory
method of selling pictures.

Distrib chiefs, in answer to the

complaint, declared their attorneys

have assured them they don't have
to reveal a winning bid under the
decree, as it's presently set up. In
line with this, some sales execs

revealed for the first time that

many exhibitors bidding over their

heads in order to buy a picture

away from competitors often are
able to get an adjustment on th6ir

losses. Because the decree states

the film must be awarded to the

best offer, the adjustment cannot

be below the second highest bid^

(Continued t>n page 24)

Bernkrd East For

Bankroll to Split

FC from Cinecolor

Hollywood, March 1.

Joe Berrihard* prexy of Cinecolor

and Film Classics, left for New
York over the weekend to raise

capital to bring about divorcement
of the two companies.
Plan is reported for Bernhard

to promote coin so that FC can
pay off Cinecolor obligations owed

. by distribution firm, which has
been a subsidiary of color company
for several years. Approximately

: $1,000,000 is Involved, it's under-
stood.

Bernhard will huddle with four
eastern groups in effort to raise

. this financing, he announced, prior
to trip east. Scheme would split

t\ii!o companies into separate or-

ganizalions having no - connection
with each other, and Bernhard
would liead Film Classics and bow

i

put of Cinecolor. At annual meet* i

ing Feb. 14; he was reelected prexy
o£ both companies.
Project has been in smoulder-

Choose Your Partner
The business of splitting

RKO's personnel into two
groups to man the two new
companies which will ultimate--

:

ly emerge from the company's
consent, decree is now being
pushed. Company's legal staff

has been asked to choose sides.

Legalites have been told that
they can indicate their pref-

erence for either exhibition
lawyering or productioh-distri-

bution.

Seek Extra 500G

In NT Rebate
Dissident 20th-Fox stockholders,

in a hearing yesterday (Tuesday)
before N. Y. Supreme Court Jus-
tice Ferdinand Pecora, argued that
a $3,500,000 settlement by Charles
P. Skouras and three other Nation-
al Theatres execs of a 19144 NT
stock option deal is "insufficient"
on the basis of todaiv's returns.
Through their'"attorneys they ar-

gued that the quartet should kick
in with another $500,000 to com-
pensate for inflation.

Settlement was previously okayed
on Feb. 15 by Referee Jacob De-
mov as a "fair and reasonable" of-

fer. Latter bid was first made
early last year in connection with
the 1944 stock transaction which
gave Skouras and the three other
NT officers a 20% share of the
company. Two years later they

(Continued on page 16)

BEST FORM OF

P.i.
^ Revival of ^ the hoopla days of

olditime showmanship, in which
20th-Fox is now attempting to pace
the industry, can- be one of the
most potent forms yet devised for
bettering the industry's public rela-
tions. That is the opinion of other
trade observers who believe that
getting the stars out to rub should-
ers with the public will do more to
stimulate the boxoffice, plus reviv-
ing general enthusiasm for pic-

tures, than any of the intricate

p.r. systems riicently aired.

. Attempt to retain the boxoffice
vitality, of course, is still the most
important factor in current film
exploitation, according to these in-

dustryites. Indicating the other
things to which the public can
turn for amusement,. it was pointed
out that penny arcades are spring-
ing up throughout the country,
just as miniature golf; bridge, and
other home games enjoyed a tre-

mendous fad during the last gen-
eral b.o. dip.

Twentieth, which has. come up
with a series of ballyhoo stunts
in the last several weeks plugging
its new pictures, is putting its main
emphasis on getting the stars 'out

to the- public^ That was the reason
for its "Down to the Sea in Ships"
junket to New Bedford, Mass.,
locale of the film, two weeks ago
and its current touring of such

(Continued on page 22) :

-

O'Shea Upped As Par Streamlines

Sales Setup For Theatreless Future

Ed Raftery't Wisecrack
. Washington, March 1.

Federal Trade Commission
continued hearings here last.

Friday (25) on its charges that
United Artists failed to prop-
erly indicate in its advertising
tliat it had cut J. Arthur
Rank's "Colonel Blimp" when
it distributed in the U. S. At-
torneys are to file proposed
findings next month.

At Friday's hearing, FTC
attorneys produced a femme
witness who testified that she.

did not like the cut version.
To which UA counsel Edward
C. Haftery replied: "I'm not
surprised. . We couldn't find

anybody who liked either ver-
sion."

Small-Ratoff Film,

'Black Magic' (Italo)

ViaUAat25%Terms
Reversing its previous stand

against accepting films for distri-

bution for less than a 27V&% fee,

United Artists closed a deal over
the weekend for release of Edward
Small's "Black Magic." UA will

handle it for 25% under a single-

picture contract, with the distrib

sharing in the advertising to the
extent of 25%.
UA's willingness to take the pic

under the first 25% pact is has
accepted in several years is due to

the fact "Magic" is classed as a

"big" film and the company hopes
to get a heavy gross out of it. It

was made by Gregory Ratoff in
Italy for Small with Orson Welles,
Nancy Guild and Akim Tamiroff.
First American ^ic to be made in

Rome after the war, it uses the lo-

cale for scenic and background

Negotiations have been going on
for weeks between UA prexy Grad
Sears, his assistant, Paul Lazarus,
Jr., and Harry Kosiner, Small sales
chief, in New York. It has been a
tug-of-war on the distribution fee,

with Kosiner refusing to give any-
thing beyond the 25% on which
Small previously distributed films
via UA and Sears and Lazarus
holding out for at least 27V^%.
They also wanted the producer to
commit to them several additional
pix; which he refused to do.

SIMPP Not To

Oppose Decree
Society of Independent Motion

Picture Producers, which had been
awaiting with much interest the
Paramount consent decree, will

take no action to oppose it when
it is presented to the court in New
York tomorrow (Thursday). £llis
Arnall, SIMPP prexy, en route
east from the Coasts hailed the
decree as a break for indie pro-
ducers.

Despite Arnall's statement, it

has been learned that all the indies
do not see eye to eye with him
on all points. They feel that the
divorcement aspect of the decree
is very favorable, but feel that
more study is needed of the trade
practice provisions. These include
clauses which permit a return to
modified block booking and grant-
ing of franchises to certain inde-
pendent theatres.

SIMPP's great interest in the de-
cree reflects its constant effort to

open up competitive situations in

order to get its members the best

(Continued on page 55)

Hollywood, March 1.

Parmount's big studio meet has
swung into fast action both in pro-
duction aindv distribution to trim
the company's sails for its new
course as, a major without domes-
tic theatre holdings. As to produ^i
tion, the company is going into a
larger volume of films—undoubted-
ly, an immediate reaction to the
need for hypoed pix rentals and
volume of business. In distribu-
tion, Par's sales setup has been re-
aligned in a shuffle which brings
on five - division chiefs and : a new
assistant general sales head.

B. K. (Ted) Q'Shea has been
tapped for the new No. 2 job un-
der Alfred W. Schwalberg, recent-
ly-named general sales manager.
O'Shea steps up from the post of
mid-eastern division chief.

New division heads are Harry
Goldstein and Harold Wirthwein.
Goldstein . takes over a newly-cre-'
ated' mid-eastern division with
headquarters in Kansas' City, He
formerly was Cleveland -district
manager. Wirthwein's new spot is

midwestern division manager, a
promotion from ass't Coast division
chief.

Other division jobs stay as is.

George . A. tSmith continues as
Coast topper; James J. Donohue
as central division head; and Hugh
Owen as eastern. Oscar Morgan is

reaffirmed as general sales man-
ager for shorts and newsreels and
Gordon Lightstone as Canadian
sales head.
. Production-wise, decision has
been made that Par will spend as
much in '49 as in the previous

(Continued .on page 24) -

EARLE SWEIGERT EXITS

PAR AHER 32 YEARS
Karle W. Sweigert, Paramount's

Philadelphia district manager, has
handed in'hiS resignation following
32 years with the company. Sales
exec will stay on until the company
names his successor in Philly.

Sweigert formerly was mid-
eastern division chief for Para-
mount befoi^e being switched
recently to the district spot. His
division chores were turned over
to E. K. (Ted) O'Shea. Ankling of
his job follows closely on the
switch.

Sweigert is currently negotiating
for a new spot In the film business.

Weitman^ Hyman^ O^Brien^ Netter^ Reagan
Mentioned In Par Theatre Reshuffle
With the ink still wet on the

Paramount consent decree, the

groundwork has already been map-
ped, for the new operational prp-

^^^^ ^^^^ cediire and top personnel of the

ing statr forLme" tinie, buVis'^un- ]
independent Paramount theatre

derstood to have finally broken out] circuit. The new chain coming
at annual meeting, which saw A. 1 »nto existence Jan. 1, 19o0, will be-

Pam Blumenthal resigning as chair- divided into three separate dm-
man of board of both companies, sions, it is rehably reported, and

' a trio of h.o. exces will handle the

managerial chores.

Understood that Robert M. Weit-

man, managing director of the N.Y.

and Brooklyn Paramount theatres,

will head up one division. Edward
LV Hyman, Paramount circuit yee-

pee and chief aide to topper Leon-

Mail Oscar Ballots

Hollywood, March 1.

i^inal ballots in the Oscar Derby
Were mailed today (Tues.) to 2,000
jnembers of the Academy of Mo-wn Picture Arts and Sciences. . .

. . ,

Votes must be returned by i ard Goldenson, will take over an-
Wareh 15. nine days prior to the other division besides continuing
presentations at the. Academy I

as assisitant to Goldenson. A third
Award Theatre.

1 man,- it isi, said, will be brought ih

from the field to direct the third'

division.

Goldenson, of .course, will hold'

down the skippers job. His .chief,

legal counsel and the head of the
reaf estate division is reported to

be Walter Gross who is currently
one of the mainstays in both de-
partments of the present theatre
wing.

Robert O'Brien, at present secre-

tary to the present company, who
was active in effecting the Govern-
ment settlement, is said to be

I marked for a top job with the

I new theatre circuit. According
I to one report, O'Brien will be a

i combined secretary and treasurer
I in the newly-welded chain,

i
Leon Netter, another veepee in

the present theatre subsid, is

heikding'for an independent com-

mand over a newly-created Florida
States theatrp circuit. This chain,
it is understood, will probably be
pieced together out of theatres
which Par must sell under the con-
sent decree in Florida.

StiU speculative but persistently
rumored is that Charles M. Rea-
gan, former distrib veepee of Par,
will take over a number of part-
nership houses of the Northio cir-

cuit in Ohio. Reportedly, Reagan
is now dickering with the banks
to raise sufficient coin to make the
deal.

While the Paramount decree is

brand new, plains looking towards
its adoption have been in the mak-
ing for many months. Belief is

that Par has a step-by-step blue-
print for unloading its partnership
houses.

Rank Arrives 23d in N.Y.

And Due in Court 28tli In

Nathanson's Suit Vs. U
One of the reasons for J. Arthur

Rank's early arrival in the U. S.

,wiU be to appear as a witness in
the $1,000,000 damages plus injunc-
tion action brought against him
and Universal by Paul L. Nathan-
son, head of. Empire-Universal
Films, Ltd. Trial is slated to begin
in the N. Y. supreme court, March
28, and Rank is slated to dock here
March 23.

Besides Rank, a number of other
biggies will take the stand as de-
fense witnesses. Scheduled to ap-
pear are Nate J. Blumberg, U's
prez; Robert Benjamin, head of
Rank's U. S. organization; Matty
Fox, veepee in U; and G. I. Wood-
>ham-Smith, Rank's general counseK-

Nathanson's action charges the
defendants with breaching a pact
which would have given his com-
pany : exclusive distrib rights in

Canada to eight British pix to be
handled by United World Pictures.
Latter outfit was later absorbed by
U and the deal was dropped.
Hp claims the loss of $1,000,000

on distribution fees which he
I would have collected, ranging from
' 17% to 22%. Suit also seeks fu-

ture distrib rights in the Dominion
on Rank product.

After appearing, as a witness in
the case. Rank will: entrain for
Florida to visit Robert R. Young,
railroad magnate and controlling
stockholder of Pathe Industries.
He then heads west -before return^
ing in time to participate : in the
Anglo-American Film council metts
scheduled to start April 20.

See AMPA Slate Set
Nominating committee for the

Assn. of Motion Picture Adver-
tisers will present its slate of
officers for the^ .coming year : to

AMPA's membetship next week.
Understood the committee, chair-

manned by David Bader, will urge
Max E. Youngstein, Eagle Lion's

ad-pub . veepee and incumbent
chairman of AMPA, to hold down
the job for another term. Young'
stein's term expires at the end of
March.
Committee meets Monday (7) to

make its selection. Other members
are Vincent Trotta, Gordon White,

Blanche Livingston and Chester
Friedman.



You can't tell 'em apart at the boxoffice!

Big«:est Ladd hit ever—shoots *'Paleface"

records to ''Whispering Smithereens" in

dozens of first dates ...

Heading for over-all gross right up in that

sensational ^'Paleface" bracket!



W<Jiieaa»y, March 2, 1949
T

ParatnoBot

chalks up another terrific hit in the

Does "Paleface" Business-Plus-
first week N. Y. Paramount—and in Denver, Minneapolis, Salt Lake,

Worcester, Sioux Falls, Wheeling, Altoona, Reno, Marion, O.,

Hazelton, Pa., Newark and Bangor . , »

Matches "Paleface" Business
in Duluth, San Francisco, Springfield, New Haven, Newport,

Torrington, Conn, and Hartford . . .

Leads Leaders Like "Welcome Stranger,"

"Unconquered" and "California"
in spots like Phoenix, Boise and Tuc6on.

-And Even Guns

for the Industry's

No. 1 Grosser of '48,

"Road to Rio"
as, in cities like Boise and Salt Lake,

it tops that great attraction's records!

If

ALAN LADD
ROBERT BRENDA DONALD

PRESTON -MARSHALL- CRISP

mmms sum
with

WILLIAM DEMAREST • Fay Holden • Mu:vyn Vye • ffank faylen

AssocateP.'odua- MEL EPSTEIN • SHE f ENTON
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Mother is a Freshman
(COLOR)
Hollywood, Feb. 25.

20th-Fox release of Walter Morosco prot
cluction. Stars- Loretta Youngi Vjin John-
win; feature! Rudy VaUee> -Barbara laaw-
rence, Robert Arthur. Betty Lynn, Griflt

Barnett. Kathleen Hughes. Directed by
Lloyd 'Bacon. Screenplay^ Mary Loos.
Richard Sale: based, on .story by Raphael
Blaui camera (Technicolor)..'. Arthur E.
Arllng; music, Alfred Newman; editor,
William Reynolds. Tradeshown Feb. 24,
'49. Running time. 80 MIMH.
Abby Abbott, . . . , . .Loretta Young
Prof. Richard Michaels., .,. .Van Johnson
Prof. John Heaslip '. Rudy Vallee
Louise Sharp ; , . .Barbara Lawrence
Beaumont Jackson. . . . . . . .Robert Arthur
Susan Betty Lynn
Dean Glllingham. . , ... . . . Grifl! Barnett
RHoda Adams ..Kathleen Hughes
George . : .

.- . . . . . . . Eddie Dunn
Mrs. GilUngham... ,!... . . . Claire Meade
Miss Grimes Virginia Brissac
Mr, De Haven Charles Lane
Mrs. Grammerton . Kathryji Card
Butch: , ... ... . . i , . .Richard Taylor
BeUlah. .. .. ... . . . . . .'.. .'. Marietta Canty

"Mother is a Freshman" is a
nifty piece of entertainment, cram-
ming a lot of fun into a snappy 80
minutes of footage. Trapped out
In a fancy color garb, smartly cast,

brightly dialoged, it's the type, of
romantic comedy that carries an
audience along a-, pleasure path
that :makes the ticket price worth
while.

• Story could easily have bogged
down in less understanding hands,
Mary Loos and Richard Sale fash-
ioned an adroit, clever script frdm
the Raphael Blau story, punctuat-
ing it with witty dialog and situa-

tions that come off with a sock.
Sympathetie directorial treatment
from Lloyd Bacon, emphasized
with bits of business and deft tim-
ing, transfers the yarn, to the screen
as ArstcUss entertainment.

Picture belongs to three player.s;

cohStars Loretta Young and Van
Johnson, and featured actress
Betty Lynn. There are able assists

from others, but these three domi-
. nate thei footage and : the fun. The
plot to-do concerns Miss . Young's
decision to take advantage of a
family scholarship endowment and
go to. college. She's a widow who

. has run short of cash while wait-
ing for a trust fund to come duei
Her daughter, Miss Lynnv already
is a student at the college and,

• along with all the other co-eds, is

in love with Van Johnson, lit pro-
fessor. Mother proves to be an able
student, book or look-wise, and
beats out her fellow co-eds for the
prof's affections.

First 15 minutes of the show gets
all the story twists established and
by the time mother gets to college
the pace is racing and holds that
beat to the finale. The Loos-Sale
dialog .is topnotch, pertly reflect-

. ing the college student and adult
in our times. Script is human and

. treats the situations in a manner
to make them credible.

Backing the handsome maneuv-
ering of the three previously men-
tioned . players, are topnotch per-
formances by Rudy Vallee, as a
prissy lawyer; Barbara' Lawrence
mother's college roommate; Kath-
leen Hughes, another co-ed; Robert
Arthur, romantically earnest stu-
dent; and Griff Barnett, a wise
dean. .

Of high interest for the femmes
: are the costumes worn by Miss
Young. Miss Young also adorns the
typical campus outfits, offering the
strongest kind of competition to
the sweatered and skirted co-eds of
the Utah U campus where the pic-
ture was filmed.

Walter Morosco's production su-
pervision is marked by the^particu-
larly apt casting of the jroles, use
of beautiful campus setting, and
the sterling physical values that
make this one a treat for the eyes.
The Teehnlcolored lensing by

: Arthiir JB. Arling shows oif the cast
and sets. On the music side, Alfred
Newman has a strong credit.
Worked into the score are back-
ground vocals of such tunes as
"M-O-T-H-E-R," "Sweetheart of
Sigma Chi" "Dream" and other
pops that fit naturally. Brog.

A Kiss In the Dark
Hollywood, March 1.

W.irncr Bros, release of Harry Kurnitz
production; Stars David Niven, Jane Wy-
manj features Victor Moore, Wayne Mor-
ris, Broderick Crawford. Directed by Del-
mar Daves. Screenplay, Kurnitz; from
«tory by Everett and Devery Freeman;
c.imera, Robert Burks: music. Max
Stelner; editor; David Weisbart. Trader
shown Feb. 28i '49. Running time. 88
wins;
E!ic Phillips .David Niven
Polly Haines . . . Jane Wyman
Horace Willoughby. . . i . . . . Victor Moore
Biuce Arnold .Wayne Morris
Mr. Botts .....Broderick Crawford
Peter Danllo. . i ....... . . Joseph Buloff
Mme. Karina. ........ .Maria Ouspensk<tya
Schloss. . . ................. :

'. . . Curt Bois
.Benton.. .............. , . .Perclval Vivian
Martin Soames. . ... . . .Raymond Greenleaf

chief lure in attracting returns for
this one.
Zany farcing has been given a

capable production backing by
Harry Kurnitz, who also scripted
from the original by Everett and
Devery Freeman. Physical values
are not lush, but are sufficiently

smooth to background the romantic
antics which the good direction
by Delmer Daves point up.

Starring opposite Miss Wyftian is

David Niveh as a high strung con-
cert pianist. Plot revolves around
the upset played with the normal
pattern of his life when his busi-

ness manager buys an apartment
for him. Ex-owner of the informally
operated menage, and the.; oddly
assorted tenants whom he has
coddled, practically adopt the re-

luctant pianist; and before he
knows it, he has been turned into

a human being with an appreciar
tion for a well-turned gam or a
well-Swung right uppercut.

Miss 'Wyman gives Niven the.

gam treatment, and also will re-

mind audiences that she has ex-

tremely atteactive unden)inning. As
a model of sports wear, she has a
chance to strike plenty of cheese-
cake poses in the brief costumes
which she 'enhances. Actress also

handles some snappy dialog , and
situations ably for comedy values.

Niven gives an excellent reading
to his part. ^ ,v

Victor Mopre is a choice laugh-
getter, as the former apartment
owner, a man of eccentric hobbies.
His deft sense of timing generally
sparks a good flavor of fun,
Wayne Morris, insurance sales-

man and Niven's rival in -Miss
Wyraan's affections; Broderick
Crawford, ha ra s se d nighttime
worker whose nerves crack during
his daytimes in the noisy apart-

ment; Joseph Bulofl, Niven's grasp-
ing manager; Maria Ouspenskaya,
.Curt Bois and others hold up their
assignments capably. .

A lot of classical music is woven
into the score, plus the venerable
Victor Herbert jtitle number; In-

terspersing of serious music is

treated straight but adds to the
comedy, particularly as used to

chase Crawford from his daytime
slumbers. Robert Burks* lensing

displays players and settings ably,

and a concise job Of editing has
been contributed by David Weisf
bart. Bi'Ofl-

Miniature Reviews
"Mother Is a Freshman"

(Color) (20th). Delightful,
credible romantic comedy for
all types of audiences.
"A Kiss In the Dark" (WB).

Zany, tomantic farqe with
good laugh content.

"EI Paso" (Color) Par).

Sturdy commercial western
slanted for good reception in
the action market.

"Tale of the Najrajos" (Col-

ttct (Metro). Slow-moving doc-
umentary about Indian lore
for special situations;
"The Walking Hills" (Col).

Fine westerner with solid cast
for good b.o. in all situations.

"Sheriff of .Wichita" (Rep).

Good Allan "Rocky" Lane
oater for the Saturday matinee

"Devil's Daugrhter" (French).
Pierre Fresnay, Fernand Le--

doux, Andree Clement in mel-
ler;' strong .for arty spots.

"Ride, Ryder, Ride!" (Color)
(EL). Sturdy oater for the
Saturday matinee trade.
"Bomba. the Jungle Boy"

(Mono); .Good programmer for
the kiddie trade Inltialer of
new series.

'

"Hidden Dancer" (Mono).
Routine low-budgeted western.

"Rozina. the Love-Cliild"
(Czechoslovakian). Ponderous
costume tragedy , mild even for -

fdreignrlanguage spots..

Kl Paso
(COLOR)
Hollywood, Feb. 26.

Par<™ount release of William Pine-Wil-
liam Thomas (J. Robert Bren) production,
stars John Payne, Gall Russell, Sterling
Hayden. George "Gabby" Hayes, ^ Dick
Foran; features Eduardo Noriega, Henry
Hull, Mary Beth Hughes, H. B. Warner,
Bobby Ellia. Directed by Lewis R. Foster,
Screenplay, Foster; based on story by J.

Robert Bren, Gladys Atwater; camera
(Cinecolor), Ellis W. Carter: music, Dar-
rell Calker; -editor, Howard Smith. Trade-
shown Feb. 25, '49. Running time^ 108
-MTNS. , ,

'

Clay Fletcher. . .. . . . . .... .. John Payne
Susan Jefters. .......... . Gall Russell
Bert Donner . . Sterling Hayden
"Pesky" George .

"Gabby" Hayes
Sheriff La Farge: Dick Foran
Don Nacho Vasquez. .. Eduardo Noriega
.Tudge Jefters ... ,i .

Henry Hull
Stagecoach Nellie M3ry Beth Hughes
Judge Fletcher . . ... i ..... . H. B. Warner
.Tack Elkins Bobby EUts
John ^Jkins, . . . ArUiur Space
Mrs.' Elkins . ..Gatherine Craig
Indian Chief .......... ...Chief Yowlachie
Indian Joe .................. Steve Garay

A nifty combination of the best
tricks and thrills of the standard
western programmer with a fea-
ture story makes "El Paso" 'an ex-

cellent entry for the action market.
It will show a healthy profit in all

but the de luxer situations.

Only detraction from the slam-
bang way it goes about its wild
west story is the length of footage.
The 103 minutes running time
needs decisive scissoring, particu-
larly to tighten the flat ending. Up
to that point, except for overlength
of the mass battle in a dust storm,
It carries . a load of spectacular
action and has a gusty handling
that will set very well with lovers
of brawling outdoor stuff.

Lewis R. Foster directed from
his own script, detailing early days
in El Paso right after the War Be-
tween States and what happens to

a southern attorney, who comes
west on business and to look up an
old love. Affronted with lawless-
ness of the town, domineered by a

Switch from heavy drama to
romantic slapstick , by Jane Wyr
man comes off rather neatly in "A
Kiss in the Dark." Actress doesn't
have a particularly strong vehicle
With which to make the switch, pic-
ture being'the lightest kind of fluff,

but it plays at a good pace and
carries a lot of pleasant laughs. As
the Wyman name ha.s. gained lustre
from her recent 'successful /'Johnny
Belinda," it should serve as . the i

The Wandering Jew
'*The Wandering Jew," Ital-

ian-made film opening at the
Little Met, . N, Y., tomorrow
(3), was reviewed in Variety
from Rome April 14, 1948. Pic,

which reincarnates in its hero
the Jew doomed by Christ to
eternal wandering, was thought
by reviewer "to have a strong
potential for export success,
with particularly favorable re-
actions on American market."
Reviewer also felt, "that ex-

cept for .symbolical angle, pic
registers very well, with plenty
of sti'ong action, impressive
scenes and an excellent cast
headed b.'y Valentina Cortesc"
.ijiow under contract to 20th-
Fax).

gang of cutthroat^ .the attorney
sticks around to. save the people.
He finds that Blackstone's rules of
procedure must be reinforced by
sixgun, becomes a marauder him-
self, only to see the .error of his
ways, and refdrms.'; ' '

'

A casting surprise is John Payne
as the barrister turned gunslinger.
Story gives as logical explanation
of the twist, Payne having been a
Confederate cavalry captain. He
sits easy in the saddle and In gen-
eral, gives an excellent account of
himself. Chief star of the film,

however, as far as the smallfry
western -fan is concerned, is

whiskered George "Gabby"- Hayes.

He has a running gag routine
with a couple of slick Indian
traders that's good for chuckles
-and gets the most from the scenes.
Gail Russell is the heroine, tied to
a drunken father played by.Heftry
Hull, both fit in well. Sterling
Hayden is not too convincing as
the gang, leader. Dick Foran does
okay by the crooked sheriff assign'
ment.

There's a colorful Mexican rdle
filled by Eduardo Noriega as a
fast two-gun slinger. A good action
treat is his coaching of Payne in
swift drawing of the frontier
weapon. Mary Beth Hughes spots
neat comedy touch as a gal who
regularly works the stagecoaches
relieving gents of their pokes.

Cinecolor hues used in the lenS'
ing show up the outdoor setting
beautifully but are muddy when
the camera moves indoors. Loca-
tions add sweep to chase sequences
being raw, western scenery of
rough mountains and dales.

Script is based on a story by
J. Robert Bren and Gladys At-
water, and Bren served as associate
producer to Pine & Thomas. Ex-
cellent camera work is contributed
by Ellis W. Carter. Brog.

Tale of the IVavajos
(COLOR)

Metro release of John A. Haeseler pro-
duction, story, Haeseler, ILirry Chandlers
narration, Edwin Jernme; music, Lan
Adomian. Tradeshown N. Y., Feb. 24, '49.

Running time, M MINS.

A chance to do a much-needed
documentary on modern American
Indian life was muffed in this indie
production which Metro bought
out. "Tale of the Navajos" starts
out as an intere.sting factual record
but soon loses its way in mystical
lore and legends. Standout aspect
of this pic is the superb Techni-
color lensing by an unbilled
cameraman of the western land-
scapes with their astonishing rock
formations. But too much accent
is placed on scenery and not
enough on people to carry atten-
tion; Film can be slotted as a
dualer in special situation.s.

Slight yam binding together the
panoramic shots concerns the
search of an Indian and white boy
for a lush pasture land located on
top of a remote mountain, accord-
ing to one of the Navaja myths,
Several sequences showing the kids
climbing the perpendicular cliffs

are fascinating as are the glimpses
of the wild life. But the film
meanders, for the most part, very
slowly through its story.

One. of the major flaws is the
repetitious background narration
which weaves a soporific instead
of the intended hypnotic effect.

Constant ' references to Indian I

god.s, without explanations, are
bafl-'inK, while fragments of Navajo ;

nn < "V are drdned bWr and -over

«

again. Herm.

The Walking Hills
(SONGS)

Columbia release of Harry Joe Brown
Sreduction, Stan. Randolph Scott, Ella
alnes; features William Bishop, Edgar

Buchanan. Directed ' by -John : SturgM.
Screenplay. Alan LeMay: additional dia-
log, Virginia Roddick: camera,, Charles
Lawton, Jr.: editor, William Lyon; score,
Arthur ' Morton; musical director, M. W.
Stoloft.' Tradeshown 'N; Y.. Feb. '9S, '49.

Running time, ^8 MIN8.
Jim Carey :.......,.«..'., . Randolph Scott
Chris Jackson EUa Raines
Shell . . . , . . . , . sWllUam Bishop
Old Willy.. ,;.^.»...... .IklEar Buchanan
Chalk. . . .. ............. .Arthur Kennedy
Fraiee . . . . .............. . John IrcUind
Johnny. ........... . . . .Jerome Courtland
Josh. : .ii... ... . .. Josh White
Bibbs. ..... .... Russell Collins
Cleve. .. V- . . - : . i . ....... .Charles Stevens
King . . . ............. .Houseley Stevenson
Young King . , .Heed .Howes

An intriguing theme, good cast

and tight direction combine to

make "The Walking Hills" an out-

of-the-way westerner for nice play

at the boxoffice in all situations.

Pic has a full share of straight ac-

tion but the main kick derives from
its gallery of sharp portraits of an
assorted group on the prowl for. a
buried treasure in Death Valley. :

,

Screenplay's attempt to handle,
the cross-currents of greed for gold
and a three-^way romantic tangle
is not fully successful due to a
slightly hazy plot structure. But
the main outlines of a sharp human
conflict are made to emerge none-
theless in an atmosphere of eler

mental drives and against the hos-
tile background of the desert.

Mainly responsible for this are
John Sturges' controlled and modu-
lated direction, some standout-'per-
formances and superlative scenic
photography, toned with sepia.
Opening in a. Mexican border

town, yarn introduces eight men
who-' accidentally stumble on some
information pointing to the location
in the desert of a 100-year old
wagon train presumably loaded
with bullion. Joining together to
protect their interests against out-
siders, the group comprises a horse,
breeder, a private detective who's
just nabbed his man, the wanted
murderer, two other shady charac-
ters, a Negro entertainer, a bar-
keep and an old-time prospector.
Later, they are joined by a gal, EUa
Raines, who becomes the pivot for
the romantic triangle: -

Major portion of the film con-
cerns the digging for the treasure
and developing hatreds among the
men. Brawls break : out and finally

mount to a point where three men
are killed, including the dick and
two of the criminals. At the climax,
a terrific sandstorm blows up which
scatters the searching party for a
time and then uncovers the gold.
The amorous complications 'are
solved with JVSss Raines riding
away with the> wanted murderer
who goes to turn himself in.

In the lead role, Randolph Scott,
as ' the horse-breeder^ contributes
one of his standard straight-jawed,
straight - shooting performances.
Miss Raines has a relatively minor
role which she acquits competently.
Excellent characterizations are con-
tributed by John Ireland, as the

«I Am With ¥on'
"I Am With .You," Swedish-

made picture which has been
dubbed into English for U. S.
distribution, should be natural
for the religioso circuits but
has little to offer the commer-
cial boxoffice, even in the art
houses. Story of a Protestant
Swedish missionary, the pic-
ture was lensed entirely on lo-
cation in Southern Rhodesia
and the authentic African set-
ting, coupled . with a fairly-
interesting .story, make it an
okay production. Entire theme,
plus the dialog, revolve around
the missionary's soul'^aving
venture among the Afri-
can natives, however, which
will militate too strongly
against its t h e a t r i c a 1 b.o.
chances.
Dubbing job. is a good one.

Even close study of the actors'
lips reveal little trouble with
synchronization and the voices
chosen to match the actors are
suited to each. Even so, the
lack of near-peffect synch
work is present in sufficient
measure to indicate that sub-
titling, to which American au-
diences are already accus-
tomed, is still the best method
of foreign film presentation in
this country. The story itself
has the missionary losing faith
after his wife and only Child
both die in Africa. He's ready
to resign his post and return
to Sweden when a young na-
tive girl proves to him with her
unbounded faith, despite
severe difficulties, that he must
stay and try to convert others.
The picture opened Monday

(28) at the Normandie, N. Y.,
for its American bow. Rudolph
Carlson Productions, indie
N. Y. outfit, is handling domes-
tic theatrical distribution, with
Religious Film Assn., N. Y.,
dl.s(ribbing it in 16m foftn to
churtihes; schools, etc.

detective; Arthur Kennedy, as a
surly underworld drifter; William
Bishop, as the murderer; Edgar
Buchanan, as the old-timer; Russell
Collins, as the barkeep, and Jerome
Courtland, as a young cowboy
who's also wanted by the police.
Josh White adds importantly to the
film >with his renditions of a-ccuple
of blues numbers and folk baUads.

Hcfjn.

Sheriff oH Wiehita
Hollywood, Feb; 25.

Republic release of Gordon Kay pro>
ductlon. stars AUan"Rocky" Lane; Fea-
tures Eddy Waller, Roy Barcroft, Lyn
Wilde, Clayton Moore, Eugene Roth, Tre-
vor . Bardette. Directed by R. G. Sprinfj-
steen. Screenplay, Bob Williams; clmera,
John MacBurnie; editor, Tony Martinelli.
Previewed' Feb. 24. '49, Running time,
60 MINS.

,

Allan "Rocky" Lane, .Allan "Rocky" Liinc
His Stallion ................ Black JiKli
Nugget Clark .. .: .... Eddy ; WiilU-r
Sam Stark . ... . . . .. . ... . . Roy Bam-oft
Nancy Bishop Lyn WilUe
Raymond D'Arcy . . . . . . . . . .Clayton Moore
Howard Thornton. ..... . . Eugene Rolh.
Ira Flanders. . . . . .... .. . Trevor Barilelte
Jack Thorne. ........ ...House Peters. .Ir.

Jenkins.

.

: ... . . .... ....... Enrle Hodeins
James . .v. . . . . . . . ...... .Edmund Cobb
Warden, .r. ... .. .. .. ..... .John Hamilton
Will. . . .. .i ... i. .......... , .Steve Raines
Joe. Jack O'Shea

Allan "Rocky" Lane gives the
proper authority to "Sheriff of
Wichita" to make it okay fodder
for the juve patrons of oaters.
Moppets may ^ave some trouble
following all .the story twists^ but
the action is strong with enough
tricks to please their fancy.

In putting his original script to-

gether. Bob Williams made it a bit
more complicated than usual with
straight western plots, but it's

never confusing. This time Lane is

on the trail of a five-yearrold Army
payroll robbery. The lieutenant
who was convicted of the crime
escapes prison after receiving a
mysterious letter. He goes to an
old fort, only to find other recipi-
ents of . similar missives gathered
there with Lane m.c.ing unravel-
ling Of the payroll disappearance.
It comes.out okay when Lane finds
the money, clears the lieutenant
and the name of a dead major,Vand
the crooks go to jail.*
.

' R. G. Springsteen's direction 'in:<:

jects plenty of chases, a number
of fist fights and a spectacular
Stunt or two, such as Lane doin^ a
home-base slide, to appeal to the
kiddies. Aiding Lane and his st.il-

lion. Black Jack in solving the
western mystery, are Eddy Waller,
Lyn Wilde, Clayton Moore, House
Peters, Jr., and others. Villainy is

ably contributed by Roy Barcroft,
Trevor Bardette, Eugene Roth,
among others. ; :

.

Production supervision by Gor-
don Kay helps to maintain general
suitability of the Lane series lor
the market -at which it is aimed
and technical assists measure up.

I
' Brog.

Ilevll's Daughter
(FRENCH)

International Alliance Films release Of
Pathe-Cinema'SaHa production. .Stars
Pierre Fresnay, Fernand Ledoux. Anilree.
Clement. Directed by Maurice Saurel.
Screenplay, M, G. Sauvajon, Henri Deeoin.
Alex. Joffe from story by .Toffe, Jean Le
Vitte: camera, Armand Thirard; editor,
Bretonneche. At Ambas.<iador. N. v..
starting Feb. 2Si. '49. Running iime. »8
91INS. ^

Saget ......... .: . ..... . ... Pierre Fresnay
The Doctor. .' .Fernand Ledoux
Isabelle. . .. .;,>.... .... .Andree Clement
Aunt Hortense. Therese Dnrnv
Clement .. Albert Rcmy
N'A Qu'Un Sou; . . .... . . .Serge AndrcKtiy
Little Boy..:.....;...... Albert Glado
George, . . ....... ..... . . .Francois Patrice
S-ilnt-Jean, . Felix Cliiiirie

The Mayor Robert Seller
The Priest. . , Pierre Juvenet
The Bartender. .......... .Paul Frankcur
Watchman . .. i Andre Wasley
Policeman i. ......... . Amato
Ludovlc Mercler. ......... Henri Charret

(In French; Enfjflish Titles) ,

Although made in France over
three years ago, "Devil's Daugh-
ter," . is an intriguing liuman-in-
terest drama in the pre-war French
cinematic tradition. Picture smacks
of the old nuances, bright direc-
tion; nice portrayals and marked
realism for which French produ-
cers were known before the war. It

will draw well in arty and foreign-
language houses, and' may even go
okay in other American- theatres.

There is nothing particularly
original In the story of a notorious
bank robber being able to a.ssiime

the guise of a returning villafier

who. has made a fortune in the

U. S. when the latter is accident-
ally killed in an auto crash N"'
Is the situation which finds him
emulating a rich do-gooder and a

man of distinction among hi.s old

townsmen. But M. G. Sauvajon,
Henri Decoin and Alex Joffe have
dressed this up, given the not un-

familiar situations verve and made
it .iell.

One medium employed i.s lliat of

having the town doctor, wlio liad

dressed' the robber's woun(l,s isup-

posedly suffered in the aiifo acci-

dent), gently blackmailing the

bandit into giving accidcnlalLv-

found money to various local chan-
ties. The point that the medico
knows the masquerading niillion-

aire to be the daring robhcr is

deftly but quietlv eslabli.'ilHMl carl.v.

While the robber likes Die pi'C''^''

heaped on him for his frr">-.'iiving,

(Continued on page 20)
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Ediiils Frown on Pix TV Dualing'
Suggested plan of having commercial television shows run siric.

Iby-iide with regular film features \yiU be resisted by exliibitors
and circuit operators who point out that attempts at commercial
hdirtf »nd adflUns were sharply resisted by their customers
Theatre ops believe patrons would raise a similar squawlc about

commercial tele shows, no matter how watered down the plues
•were. Patrons complained, they recalled, on the basis that thiy
were shelling out good money to be entertained and that thev
should not have to pay to see commercial advertising on the screen
Most-«xhibs feel that when and if theatre tele becomes feasible

on a mass circuit basis, it can only be used to pipe a few sports
and special events into the theatres, such as a championship fight.

PICTITRBS

$1,500,000 Added to Dbtribs' Annual

PayloadByNew lATSE Exchange Pact
An add^d $1,500,000 atinually-f

will be tagged onto the major dis-

tributor payrolls as result of the

new two-year union pact, covering

6,300 front and backroom emT
pioyees in 32 exchange cities,

wbiph will be signed Friday (4).

Aftfe* three months of negotiations,

settlement . of all details was
reached yesterday (Tues.) between

reps of Paramount, Metro, RKO,
20th-Fox,, Universal, Columbia and
Republic, on . one hand , and the In-

ternational Alliance of Theatrical

Stage Employees.

New pact grants an increase, of

$4.50 per week with minimums
established at $34 per week and
scales ranging upwards to an
average of approximately $75 per

week for head bookers. Increases

are retroactive to Dec. 1, which
will cost the companies a sum of

Close to $500,000 in back pay to b^
Issued after March 19, when the

new scales go into effect. Negotia-

tions with United Artists, Mono-
gram, Eagle Lion, Film Classics

and National Screen Service will

open shortly and are expected to

follow the pattern set by the

ma.ior companies.

The companies' negotiating com-
mittee Included Clarence Hill,

20th-Fox, chairman; C h a r 1 es
O'Brien, Metro; C. J. Scollard,

Paramount; A. A. Schubart, RKO;
G. F. Malafronte, Universal; H. J.

Kaufman,: Columbia; and Al Schil-

ler, Republic. lATSE's committee
consisted of Thomas J. Shea, as-

sistant to the president; interna-

tional v.p. Louise Wright and in-

ternational rep Joseph , D. Basson.

One on the Aisle
Perth Amboy, March 1.

, State Assemblyman John J;
Brlxie of this city made a tri-

umphant return to Reade's
New Majestic theatre here at
a recent ceremony, tp celebrate
completion of i reKqodelllhg
program.

Now in his first term as a
New Jersey legislator, Brlxie
was an usher at the house for:
four years.

NJ. ALLIED'S SQUAWK

OVER REPS 16M DATES
The running exhlb-distrib debate

over where and when a company
can book 16m showings of its prod-
uct without unfair competition
boiled over the pot again this week.
This time Republic is on the receiv-^

Ing end of a hot letter of protest
sent to the company by Edward
Lachman, prez of New Jersey Al^
lied. Lachman is demanding that
Rep cease Iweking 1,6m features in
the Jersey .sector, claiming the
practice is cutting into'35m grosses;

' According to the Allied com-
plaint. Rep. has recently launched
into selling narrowrgauge product
to schools and parent-teacher or-
ganizations in Elizabeth and the
Oranges. Among films booked, it is

claimed,' have . been several. Boy
Rogers westerners and "Bill and
Coo."

Allied $ Survey Accents Fact That

SPG Seeks to Nix

leftist' Label
Hit by a flock of resignations!

last week, the eastern Screen I

Publicists Guild is mapping a new
j

overall policy which will take it

completely out of politics. Move,
Vrhich reverses SPG's previous
practice of taking either open or
tacit stands on all general public

i

issues, is designed to erase the!

label of "leftist' which has been
|

stuck on the Guild. In the future

It will strictly confine itself to

economic union questions.

The policy switch came on the
heels of a joint resignation by 13

members of RKO's homeoffice
flackery from SPG. Reason for

the bowout was stated to be that
' SPG's political activity was detri-

mental* to its union functioning.

Slight, scattered sympathy with
the resignations was expressed by
other SPG dissidents, who are not,

however, planning to make a sim-
ilar move at the present time. Con-
flicts within SPG have arisen
sporadically due to the Guild's

politicking, and several years ago
. some; members attempted to have
the American Newspaper Guild
represent film publicists. Current-
ly, nine of the resigned RKO

' publicists have joined with the sign
. painters unioni AFL.

SPG, meantime, is still trying to

hammer out a new pact with the
majors to- replace the one expired
last September. Negotiations,
.which have been in progress for
over a month, have been dead-

.
locked over SPG's demand for a
25% wage hike although agreement
on some. mitior issues has been
reached. Another bargaining ses-
sion is slated for late this week.

Itttvak Wins. Award
HAUywobd, March 1.

screen Directors Guild an-
nounced it.s third quarterly award,
which goes to Anatole Litvak for
his wrk in piloting "The Snake

SOPEG Repels

lATSE Thrust

In Major H.O. s
Screen Office and Professional

Employees Guild, CIO, has com*
out on top of a year-long jurisdio
tional battle with the International
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Em-
ployees for control of the around
3.700 homeoffice whitecollarites.

SOPEG put the finishing touches
on its victory over its lATSE,
rival. Local H-63, by cleaning up in^

collective bargaining elections at
Metro, Paramount, RKO theatre
servicing and Columbia last week.
Local H-63 scored in only two
plants with comparatively small
staffs. Republic and De Luxe labs.

Victory at the polls reestab-
lished SOPEG as the major h.o.
bargaining.'! agency in almost the
same position it held wfaen lATSE
tried to edge it out of the picture
last summer. Local H-63, how-
ever, managed to gain a foothold
in a couple of SOPEG's former
bailiwicks, United Artists and Re-
public, aside from its' previous
dominance at Warner Bros.
Numerical strength of both unions
puts SOPEG way out in front,

representing a total of 2,700 work-
ers to about 1,000 for Local H-63.
SOPEG negotiations With the

major companies will open shortly

after the union receives its cer-
tification from the National. Labor
Relations Board. Although talks

for a wage hike last year were
conducted on a company-by-com-
pany basis, it's likely that this time
an industry committee will be set

up to write on overall pact.

24 MORE HOT PRINTS

RECOVERED BY THE FBI
Coordinated drive of the Federal

Bureau of Investigation and major
companies to round up the raft of
16m prints strayed, lost or stolen

from the thousands given to the

armed services during the war
brought further results this week.

In a Brooklyn raid, FBI seized

another 24 prints from a 16m
dealer. Prints, including such tpp

hits as "Song of Bernadette," "A
Man to Remember" and "Bandit of

Sherwood Forest," were turned

ovei- to Sargoy & Stein, counsel for

the companies.
Meanwhile, two defendants in-

dit'ted on charges of renting "hot"

film in Brooklyn, were sentenced,

in the Brooklyn Federal district

I
court Friday (25). Joseph Albino,

truckd river, who pleaded guilty

was hit with a $200 fine by Judge
Harold M. Kennedy. Henry L,

Brook, operator of the State Cam-
era exchange, interposed a nolo

contendere, and drew a $500 fine.

At the time of their arraignment

last June, U.S. Attorney George

W. Percey told the court that the

prints donated to the armed forces

;
had been stolen from the Army

I Servicing Center on Long Island.

Some Renewed Amus.

Stocks' Buying Cues

Wall St.'s Confidence
While bullish enthusiasm for

motion picture stocks still is lack-

ing, much in line with general sen-
timent inWaQ Street on all shares,
quiet 'accumulation of. better film

issues has been in progress for the
last few weeks. This buying forced
Loew's into activity and a smart,;

fractional gain last Friday (25).

while the whole market was: slip-

ping. .It also showed up in re-

newed activity in Warner - Bros.'

shares.'

'Paxamoxaii stock, however, rer
mained unaffected in both price

and volume of trading despite the
announcement of the decree settle-

ment; This development was probr
ably discounted some weeks ago
when shape of the Par decree was
first foreshadowed.

Much of this renewed Interest
In film company shares appears to
be predicated on three factors:

(1) ' Belief that the amusement
group as a whole has fairly much
discounted the bad foreign devel-

opments and any dip in the domes-
tic boxoffice.

(2) . Discovery that some picture
companies are not in as unfavor-
able positioni particularly in the
foreign field, as first feared, or"Sas

current quotations would indicate.

(3) . Possibility that the foreign
market is likely to improve reve-

nue-wise in the not too distant

future.

Some trade observers think that
there are several signs that for-

eign, biz may be shaping up better
than in the last two years;

One thing that Wall Street ap-
parently is just becoming aware of
is that the decline in theatre busi-
ness is not generally as severe as
believed by some. An inkling of

how boxoffice trade is running was
pointed up over the Washington
Birthday week with many theatres
reporting about as strong : biz as a
year ago.

: .. Currently the Improved attitude
toward film stocks is. tempered in

financial circles by recurring re-
ports about too many lukewarm to

weak pictures now out on release.
But the ability of most major film

companies to; rebound with several
strong boxoffice entries after one
or two weakies is taken as a fa-

vorable sign that production head-
aches on the Coast are being
straightened out.

Buying in recent weeks has
mainly centered in Loew's, Warr
ner Bros., Paramount, Republic
and RKO.

Weather ManHexesMank
Twentieth*Fox director Jo-

seph L. Mankiewicz, attempt'^
ing to shoot scenes in New
York last year for "Letter to
Three Wives," was forced back
to the Coast when continuous
bad weather created a costly

delay in his plans. -

Mankiewicz tried . it; again :

this week, arriving in N. Y.-

Saturday (26) with Susan Hay-
ward and a group of actoi^s and
technicians, who were later
joined by Richard Conte, for
background scenes, for his up-
coming "House of Strangers." .

Weather was fine over the
weekend but one of the worst ;

days of the winter, complete
with snow, slush and cloudy
skies, greeted Mankiewiczwhen
it came time to start work
Monday (28). Right now, he is

Sitting it out and waiting for

the weather to break;.

Expect Goldwyn

To Follow Disney

In Renewing RKO
Samuel Goldwyn, is expected to

follow Walt Disney in renewing
his distribution pact with RKO.
Disney signed a new contract last

week for release of his next three
films. Goldwyn deal, a one-year
ticket with .

options 'by the pro-
ducer^ .'is up June .1 and will be
taken Up.

'

RKO is thus assured product
from its two top indie producers,
which will tend to reduce the prob-
lem of a product shortage resulting
from the long hiatus in large-scale
production at the studio.: Slow-
down began when Howard Hughes
acquired control last summer. It

is apparently coming to an end
now and, with the indie product,
should relieve the fears of RKO
distribution execs.

Two pix are now before the cam-
eras, another will start shortly and
10 others are in preparation. This'

still . doesn't compare with RKO's
former schedule of production, but
it will mean the busiest period at
the studio since Hughes took over.

Three Disney pix included in

the new pact afe"Ichabod and Mr.
Toad," "Cinderella'' and "Treasure
Island." All will be in Technicolor.

I "Cinderella," expected for ne^t
Christmas, will be entirely in ani-

mation, while "Treasure Island"
will be Disney's first 100% live-

action pic. "Ichabod," b e i n g
prepped for September release,

will be narrated by Bing Crosby,
who will also sing three songs.
Renewal of the deal marks the

13th year of RKO-Disney assobla-

tion. Roy O. Disney, president of

Walt Disney Productions, and Gun-
ther Lessing, general counsel, were
east last week for the inking^ Wil-.

liam Levy, sales supervisor, and
i Charles Levy, pub-ad chief, went
to the studio this week for confabs
on sales and promotional plans for
the films.

Ajllied Theatres, whose 10,000

members survey threw a round-

house punch at so-called "sopliisti'*

cated" pix, is now admitting that

there's no such thing as an all-bad

film; According to Allied's latest

breakdown of its theatre poll, the
exhib organization is drawing the
lesson that one theatre's poison
can be another's boxoffice meat.

Only a few of the pix, evaluated
by the nation's exhibs according
to their ,bj0.. pull, were able to
mark up heavy plus signs in all

situations. Such films as "Fuller
Brush Man" «nd "My Wild Irish
Rose" were top drawers in small,
medium and large towns. A major-
ity of Hollywood'* product, how-
ever, varies between wide business-
limits depending upon the size of :

town or the location of the theatre.

Evaluating its own figures. Allied
says "the moral would seem, to be.:

that no .. piet-ure^ .has . a guaranteed
success .'for all exhibitors and very
few pictures are. made that some
exhibitor some place by some in-

genious showmanship cannot turn
into one of his more profitable en-
gagements. By the same token,
there were a scattered few theatres
in unusual circumstances' who re-
ported that the best business - for.

them resulted in themes 'or sub-
jects that were roundly condemned
by the great rank and file of thea-
tre patrons."

"The Wistful Widow, of Wagon
Gap," for example, ranked as the
fifth best b.o. picture by exhibs in
medium towns, and ninth in small
towns but failed to make any dent
in the big cities. "Abbot & Costello
Meets Frankenstein" met the same
response as did the "Babe Ruthv
Story." On the other hand, "On
An Island With You" ranked 10th
in the big cities but •barely made
a stir in either the small or me-
dium towns. "Magic Town" simi-
larly had its best play in the big
cities while "All My Sons" went
over best in medium towns^."Naked
City," on the other hand, was
strong in both large and- medium
towns but was :mild in -the 'rural
areas.' '

Taking Allied's own figures and
statements, distrib execs are using
them as ammunition in their cam-
paign for more exhib showman-
ship. . Although admitting there's
no substitute for a good picture,
distribs contend that theatre men
can help push average product
through "ingenious showmanship."

ESCALATOR CLAUSE MAY

HIT lOOG STORY BUY
^ With best-selling books ceasing
to be an important source of screen
material, 20th-Fox reversed the
tide this week in a deal for

"Cheaper by the Dozen." It paid
$75,000 for screen rights, plus a

maximum of another: $25,000 un-
der an escalator clause based on
book sales. With about 60,000
copies sold to date; indications are
that the $100,000 ceiling will be
reached. .

Book, by Frank GUbreth, Jr.,

and Ernestine Gilbreth Carey, is a

story of the adventures in a family

of 12 children, similar in some re-

spects to "Cliicken Every Sunday"
and" I Remember Mama." It was a:

Book-of-the-Month Club co-selec-

tion for January. Annie Laurie,:

William.'i agented the deal in New
York.

JOHNSTON RE-ELECTED

PRESIDENT OF AMPP
Hollywood, March 1.

Assn. of Motion Picture Pro-
ducers re-elected Eric Johnston
president and Y. Frank Freeman
chairman of the : board. Annual
meeting also elected B; B. ' Kahane
and L. K. Sidney as : veepees,
Charles Boren as veepee in charge'
of industrial relations, and James
S. Howie as secretary. '

Members of the board of direc-
tors: are: Columbia—Harry Cohn
and B: B. Kahane; Metro-^Louis
B; Mayer and L. K. Sidney; Para-
mount^Y. Frank Freeman and
Henry Ginsberg; Republic—Her-
bert Yates and Allan Wilson; 20th-
Fox—Joseph M. Schenck and Fred
Meyer; Universal - Internationale
Leo Spitz and Edward Muhl; War-
ners^--Jack L. Warner and Carrol
Sax. .

Under an amendment of the by-

laws, each studio will be repre-

sented by two members of the

board of directors,: instead :of one
as Under the old rules.

3 or 4 Per Month

For M-G Release
William F. Rodgers, Metro's dis-

tribution veepee, believes the film

market is ready to absorb product

at a faster rate, particularly the"

type pix turned out by his home
lot. Just returned from M-G's stu-
dio huddles, Rodgers told Variety
that the company "has no thoufiht
of building up- a film backlog" in;

announcing a speedup in produc-
tion of pix. Although he has no
fixed number of releases in mind
for the year, Rodgers plans to get
three-to-four films moving to the
theatres monthly.

"We will release films as fast
as the "studio gets them to us."
Rodgers said. "Of course, before
releasing them we must first pre»-

pare a publicity buildup for proper
penetration. But there won't ^ be
any holding back on ftlmsfor back-
log purposes."

Rodgers does not see the public
hankering for any particular type
of film and is inclined to scout
attempts to evaluate the appeal of
pix on the basis of bracketing. "The

I public wants any film that is highly.

.

]
entertaining. It has always been

I that way and it still is," M-G's
sales topper declared,

I
Metro is extending its sale of

j

pix on flat rentals in certain small

I situations. Rodgers said. Company
I advised Col. H. A. Cole's Allied

I

committee that it had no objec-

itions, in many cases, of selling flatsi

I However, M-G will not commit it-

' self to sell flats in the future as

a matter of policy. "If we did that,

We would be putting back selling

,
practices 15 years," Rodders de-

I clared.
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Chi Peik; Godfrey UnitUpsM'
To Bridit seam 'O'llymi' $20,000,

'Enchantment' 2(iG, 'Siren-'R^^

PICTURB GBOSS£S 11

Chicago, March 1.

Aided by six openings and strong

holdovers, biz here looks a bit

brighter. Top grosser should be the
Oriental with Arthur Godfrey
Talent Scouts Unit onstage lifting

"Kissing Bandit" to fancy $60,000.

Douglas Fairbanks dld-^ an opening

day p.a. at the Palace, for his new
film, "Fighting O'Flynn." Seems
apt to hit good $20,000.

"Enchantment" at Woods shapes
tidy ^6,000. "Siren of Atlantis"

and "Rose of Yukon" at Roosevelt
surprises with dandy $14,000.

Second week pix are much
stronger than In recent months,
with the catlcago the leader with
"Don Juan" aided by Mills Bros.

p.a., fancy $48,000. "Wake of Red
Witeh" at State-Lake looks boff

$32,000 on initial holdover round.
"Chicken Every Sunday" at United
Artists appears $14,000 probable.

Estimates for This Week
ApoUo (B&K) (1,400; $1.20-$2.40)

—"Hamlet" (U) (l4th wk). Neat
$8,500 or near. Last week, $10,000.

Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 50-98)—
"Don Juan'' (WB) aided by Mills

Bros, heading stageshow (2d wk).
Nifty $48,000. Last week, $53,000.

Garrick (B&K) (900; 50-98)—
"Valley of Giants" (WB) and
"Background, to Danger" (WB) (re-

issues) (2d wk). Light $3,000. Last
week, |7,000.

Grand (RKO) (1,900; 50-98)—
"China Sky" (BKO) and "Valley of
Sun" (RKO) (reissues). Tidy $11,-
000. Last week, "Lucky Stiff"

(UA), about same.

Oriental (Essaness) (3,400; 50-98)
—"Kissing Bandit" (M-G) with Ar-
thur (Godfrey Talent Scouts show
onstage. Bright $60,000. Last
week, "Letter ' to Three Wives"
(20th) plub vaude (3d wk), flne

$37,000.

Palace (RKO) (2,500; 50-98)—
"Fighting O'Flynn" (U) and "Clay
Pigeon" (RKO). Aided by Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr. p.a. Good $20,000.
Last week, "Dear to My Heait"
(RKO) (2d wk), solid $17,000.

Riallo (Indie) (700; 50-98)—"In-
visible Ray" (U) and "Invisible
Woman" (U) (reissues). Fair $8,-

500 in 6 days. Last week, "Sgt.
York" (WB) and "Castle on Hud-
son" (WB) (reissues), $11,500.

Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 50-98)—
"Siren of Atlantis" (UA) and "Rose
of Yukon" (Rep). Shapely $14,000.
Last week, "Flaxy Martin" (WB)
and "Parole, Inc." (EL) (2d wk),
$7,000.

Selwyn (Shubert) (1,000; $1.20-
$2.40)—"Red Shoes" (EL) (10th
wk). Staunch $14,000. Last week,
with two extra shows, big $16,300.

State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 50-98)

—"Wake of Red Witch" (Rep) (2d
wk). Sensational $32,000. Last
week, $37,000.

Surf (Indie) (650; 85)—"Dul6imer
Street" (Indie) (2d wk). Holding
well and should equal first week
take of $3;500. — "

United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 50-
98)—"Chicken Every Sunday"
(20th) (2d wk). Okay $13,000. Last
week, $17,000.
Woods (Es.saness) (1,073; 98)—

"Enchantment" (RKO). Nifty $26,-
000. Last week, "Red River" (UA)
(9th wk), $13,000.
World (Indie) (587; 80)—"Paisan"

(indie) (7th wk). Keeping sock pace
at $6,000. Last week, $7,000.

W Mighty f24,000,

Denver; 'Smith' Smash

19G, Taisan' Big 14G
Denver, March 1.

'Joan of Arc" shapes best here
this week, parochial schools being
excused for students to attend.
Whispering Smith" is packing the

. .penham to win holdover. "Paisan"
looks sensational at Tabor. "Sym-
phonie Pastorale" also is fine at
the bandbox Vogue.

, Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1.400; 35-74)—
Snake Pit" (20th) (3d wk). Fine

$3j000. Last week, big $5,000.
».fro«dw«y (Cinema) (1,500; 3S-
7*'— 'Enchantment" (RKO) (3d

$8 00?™"*
$6,800. Last week, good

Denijam (Cockrlll) (1,750; 35-70)
r Whispering Smith" (Par).

.?J9.000, and holding. Last

nn^^»r „^««"sed" (Par) (2d wk),
only $5,000 in 4 days.
..pVf»ver (Fox) (2,525; 33-74)—

anrt .Hff*..^v«''y Sunday" (20th)
•nd Tlighway 13" (SG), day-date

(i^ontmued on page 18)

Broadway Grosses

EsUmated Total Grosn
This Week $579,000
(Based on IC theatres)

Last Year $723,000
{Based on 23 theotres)

'SmiA' Snappy

$16,000 Tops K.C.
Kansas City, March 1.

Theatrical rOw has only two new
bills this week, with "Whispering
Smith" at Paramount leading by
a wide margin with solid takings.
Will hold. "Criss Cross" in Fox
Midwest's three bouses Is mild.
"Hamlet" in second week at
Apollo still looks nice. Weather
continues on warmer side.

Estimates for This Week
Apollo (Fox Midwest) (1,037;

$1.20-$2.40)—"Hamlet" (U) (2d wk).
Nice $7,500. Last week, nifty
$9,000.

Esquire (Fox Midwest) (820; 45-

65) — "Chicken Every Sunday"
(20th) and "Night Wind" (20th)
(m:0.) Slim $2,500. Last week,
"Wake Red Witch" (Rep) and
"Trouble Preferred" (20th) (m.o.),

average $3,500.
Midland (Loew's) (3,500; 45-65)—

"Command Decision" (M-G) and
"Piccadilly Incident" (M-G) (2cl

wk). Good $10,000 in 6 days. Last
week, huge $21,000.
Orpheum (RKO) (1,900; 50-73-

$1.25)—"Joan of Arc" (RKO( (4th
wk). Continues strong at $10,000,
Last week, fine $11,000,
Paramount (Par) (1,900; 45-63)—

"Whispering Smith" (Par). Best
of new films, solid $16,000 or bet-
ter. Holds. Last week, "The Ac-
cused" (Par), moderate $HjOO0.
Roxy (Durwood) (900; 45-65)—

"Stagecoach" (Indie) and "Long
Voyage Home" (Indie) (reissues).

Over average $4,000. Last week,
"Big Sombrero" (Col) and "Jungle
Jim" (Col), fair $3,000.
Tower—Uptown-^Fairway (Fox

Midwest) (2,100, 2,043, 700; 45-65)

—Criss Cross" (U). Medium
$12,000. Last week, "Chicken
Every Sunday" (20tliK trim $17,000.

'Command' Loud $21,000,

Cincy; 'O'Flynn' Fairish

$11,000, 'Island' Good 8G
Cincinnati; March 1.

"Comand Decision" is smash
here in this otherwise moderate
session. Of two other firstruns

"Fighting O'Elynn" is several
jumps ahead of "Unknown Island."

Holdovers are fair to middling. Pic
houses are getting plenty of oppo-
sition from 10-day annual Shrine
circus and opening week of Cincy
Garden, 11,500-seat sports arena.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 55-75)—

"Fighting O'Flynn" (U). Moderate
$11,000. P. a. of Douglas Fairbanks,
Jr., on opening day helped b o. and
hypoed press and radio attention.

Last week, "John Loves Mary"
(WB), $15,000.

Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 76-$1.25)—
"Joan of Arc" (RKO) (4th wk).

Okay $9,000 after hefty $13,000

third stanza.

Grand (RKO) (1,400; .5!)-75>

—

"Unknown Island" (FC>. Good $8,-

000 in 6 days. Last week, "Return
of October" (Col), fancy $11,500.

Guild (Indie) (278; $1.20-$2.40)—

"Hamlet" (U) (10th wk). Winding
up profitable run at modest $2,50Q

after plumpish $4,800 last week.:

"Red Shoes" opens Friday (4).

Keith's (City Inv.) (1,542; 55-75)

—"Kissing Bandit" iM-G) (2d wk).

All right $7,000 trailing good $10,-

500 bow.
Lyric (RKO) (1,400; 55-75)

—"John Loves Mary" (WB) (m.o.).

Fairish $5,000. Last week, "Canyon
Passage" (U) and "Frontier Gal"

(U) (reissues), ditto.

Palace (RKO) (2,600; 55-75)—

"Command Decision" (M-G). Wow
$21,000 and highest for this stand

in some time. Last week. ''Chickett

Every Sunday" (20th); mild $10,000

Shubert (RKO) (2.100; 55-75)—

"Letter Three Wives" (20th) (m.o.)

(2d wk). Satisfactory $5,000 follow-

ing hefty $8,000 last week.

Beneke Ups 'Manhattan*

Rousing $21,000, Omaha
Omaha, March 1.

"Girl From Manhattan," bol-
stered by Tex Beneke band and
vaude, is doing solid bi« at Or-
pheum this ; session, "Paradine
Case" at the Omaha looks big.
"Joan of Are" shapes great at the
Brandeis in second week.

Estimates for This Week
Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 20-

80)—"Girl From Manhattan" (UA)
with Tex Beneke band onstage.
Very big $21,000. Last week, "Un-
faithfully Yours" (20th) and
"Amazing Mr. X" (EL), very
skimpy $8,500 at 16-65c.
Omaha (Tristates) (2,100; 16-65)— "Paradine Case" (SRO) and

"Open Secret" (EL). Big $10,000;
Last week, "Wake Red Witch"
(Rep) (m.o.) and "Code Scotland
Yard" (Rep) nice $8,500.

State (Goldberg) (865; 16-65)—
"Walked by Night" (EL) and
"Trouble Makers" (Mono). Okc
$4,500. Last week, "Criss Cross''
(U) and "Shut Big Mouth" (Indie).

' good $4,000.
Brandeis (RKO) (1,500; 76-$1.25)

—"Joan of Arc" (RKO) (2d wk).
Still great at $12,000. Third week
looms. Last weekj smash $17,800;
house high for straight pix.
Paramount (Tristates) (2,800; 16-

65)—"Command Decision"^ (M-G)
(2d wk). Fine $11,000. First week'
was smash $15,000, over hopes.
Dundee (Goldberg) (660; 1^.40-

$1.40) — "Hamlet" (U) (4th-final
wk). Still surprisingly good at
$2,000 or near after $3,500 last
week.

'Smith' Sturdy

1000, St. Louis

SnowaipsB'way;'Honepoon'Happy

At $132,000, 'l^ps'-Vallee-Amsterdam

Only Oke92G. Door' Swings Wide 40G

St. Louis, March, 1.

Spotty weather that included
rain and snow Sunday (27) is slow-
ing down trade at big cinemas here.
"Whispering Smith," at the huge
Fox, will reap the biggest share of
coin with sturdy round. "John
Loves Mary" is. doing eVen better
with big session at the Ambassa-
dor. "Joan of Arc" shapes solid in
second round at Shubert.

Estimates for This Week
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 50-75)—"John Loves Mary" (WB) and

"Million Dollar Week End" (EL).
Big $19,000. Last week, "Chicken
Every Sunday" (20th) and "Miss
Mink 1949" (20th), good $15,000.
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 50-75)—

"Whispering Smith" (Par) and
"Jinx Money"

; (Mono). Solid $20,-
000. Last week, "He Walked by
Night" (EL) and "Amazing Mr. X"
(EL), $15,000.
Loew's (Loew* (3,172; 50-75)—

"Command Decision" (M-G) (2d
wk). Oke $15,000 following Sock
$23,500 for first stanza.

Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 50-75)—
"Every Girl Married" (RKO) and
"Wonderful Urge" (20th) (m.o.) (2d
wk). Fast $10,000 after wow $17,-
000 in initial session.
Orpheum (Loew) (2,000; 50-75)—

"Sea Spoilers" . (SG) and "The
Storm" (SG) (reissues). Mild $6,-
500. Last week, "Wlio Done It"
(Indie) and "It Ain't Hay" (Indie)
(reissues)i $7,000. ,

-

St. Louis (F&M) (4,000; 50-60)—
"Race Street" (RKO) and "Clay
"Pigeon" (RKO). Good $8,000.
Last week, "Don Juan" (WB) and
"Yellow Sky" (20th) (m.o ), $9,000.
Shady : Oak (F&M) (676; $1.20-

$2.40)—"Hamlet" (U) (4th wk).
Fancy $6;000 following big $7,500
third stanza:

'

Shubert (Ind) (1,500; 75-$1.20)—
"Joan of Arc" (RKO) (2d wk). Fine
$15,000 after wow $23,000 first ses-
sion.

Chance for a strong post-holiday

week showing w«s blotted out by
Monday's (28) all-day snow, most
Broadway firstruns being espe-;

daily badly hit that night. Result

is that deluxer business is very
spotty this session despite the

launching of eight new bills during
the last nine days. Usual letdown
after Feb. 22 holiday seemed likely

to be limited until the snowfall

that lasted until nearly midnight
Feb. 28. Rain on Friday (25) also

hurt many •situations.

Out in front is "Family Honey-
moon," which likely will finish first

week at the Music Hall with a nice
$132,000. Strong opening day and
big weekend promised a considerr
ably higher figure but Monday's
storm sloughed trade severely.
Next biggest money goes to the
Roxy, with "Down To Sea in
Ships": plus.; Rudy Vallee, Morey.
Amsterdam, Maurice Rocco head-
ing stageshow. Hit $92,000 in first

week, disappointing, especially in
view of terrific opening day.

Top straight-film newcomer is

"Knock On Any Door" at Astor
with big $40,000; ''Return of Octo-
ber" did fairly good $24,500 open-
ing,week at Mayfair;.but "No Minor
Vices" looks only fair $7,500 at
Rialto.

"Fighting O'Flynn" likely will
land solid $29,000 in first week at
Criterion, snowstorm -hurting on
third day of run. "Castle on Hud-
son'- and "Sgt. York," reissue
combo, finished initial week with
stout $22,500.

Another repeater -duo, "Johnny
Belinda" >and "Sierra Madre," is

doing only $27,000 at Strand, and
stays only two days past the first

week. "South of St. Louis" and
Desi Arnaz band are being ruslied
in next Sunday (6). Spotting of
these two hits^ which were smash
the first time played at Strand
with Stage show;: were brought in

as Academy Award nominees. Ap-
parently both had been milked well
not only by runs at. this house but
also on extended; playing time in
subsequent-run houses.

Strongest second week is being
turned in by 'Whispering Smith"
with Buddy Rich band, Mel Torme,
Henny Youngman heading stage-
show at Paramount. Wound up ini-

tial holdover round at $60;000,
good.

Capitol brings in "Three; God-
fathers" with Sammy Kaye band
tomorrow (Thurs.). Globe opens'
"Moonrise" next Saturday (5).

Estimates for This Week
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 70-$1.50)

-"Knock on Any Door" (Col) (2d
wk). First ended last Monday ;(2S),

helped by Washington Birthday,
teeoff, hit resounding .$40,000. In
ahead, "Enchantment" (RKO) (8th
wk-lO-days), fine $21,000,
Bijou <(City Inv. (589; $1.20;

$2.40)—"Red Shoes"- (EL) (19th
wk). Current round ending tomor-
row (Thurs.) back in regular stride
at $14,500; 18th week, taking in
extra Feb. 22 show, was $16,500.

Capitol (Loew's) (4,820; 80-$1.50l
—"Caught" (M-G) with Charlie
Spivak -orch, Dave ApoUon, Anne
Jeffreys heading stage bill (2d-

! final wk). Down to $49,000, mild-
l ish; first was okay $57,000, consid-
l erably over hopes with boost from
I holiday. "3 Godfathers" (M-G) plus

'John' Smooth $20,000, Oeve.; 'CHynn'

F^hting 14G, 'Shoes' Coridi^ 8G, 10th

Cleveland, March 1.

Moveovers are out-drawing the
firstruns here this week."Com-
mand Decision" at the State faded

' in second round and stays only six

. days. "John Loves Mary" at Hipp

I

and "Fighting O'Flynn" at Allen

I
are both doing welL

Estimates for This Week
Allen (WB) (3,057; 55-70) —

"Fighting O'Flynn" (U). Fast $14,-

000, helped by personal appear-
ance- of Doug Fairbanks, Jr. Last
week, "Unfaithfully Yours" (20th),

good $9,500 in. six days;
Esquire (Community) (700; 75t

$2.40)—"Red Shoes" (EL) (10th

wk). Corking $8,000 following last

week's $8,200.
Hipp (Warner) (3,465: 55-70)—

."John Loves Mary" iWB), Fairly

I brisk $20,000. Last week, "Flaxy

Martin" (WB), dull $14,000 in 6
-days. - - - ;

Ohio (Loew's) (1.244; 55-70)—"I
Shot Jesse James" (SG): (2d wk).
Still making noise at $5,000 after
excellent $8,500 for last frame.

Palace (RKO) (3,284; 76-$1.25)—
"Joan of Arc" (RKO) (4th wk).
Bright $14,500, on top of sturdy
$19,500 for last week.
Lower Mall (Community) (563;

I

50-70(— 'Paisan" (Indie) (10th wk).
; Strong $3,400. Last week, $3,700.
I State" (Loew's) (3,450; 55-70)—
."Command Decision" (M-G) (2d
I
wk). Fine $16,000 in 6 days after

I

big $27,000 on initial week.
Stillman (Loew's) (1,770; 55-70)

I — "Countess Monte Cristo" (U).
' Looks weak $6,500. Last week,
"Criss Cross" (U) (m.o.), nice $8,-
000.

Sammy Kaye orch, Harvey Stone
topping stageshow, open tomorrow ;

(Thurs.).

Criterion (Loew's) (1,700; 70-
$1.85) — "Fighting O'Flynn" (U).
First week ending next Friday (4)

is landing solid $29,000 or near.
Holds. Last week, third for
"Walked by Night" (EL) was down
to $17,500.

Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 90-$1.50)—
"State Department-File 649" (FC)
(2d-flnal wk). First holdover ses-
sion ending next Friday (4) is fall-
ing to slim $14,000 after modest
$19,000 opener. "Moonrise" (Rep)
opens Saturday (5).

Mayfalr (Brandt) (1,736; 60-$L25)
—"Return of October" (Col) (2d
wk). Initial session ended last
Monday (28) 'okay at $24,500. In
ahead, 10 days of "Dear Secretary"
(UA), mild $24,000.

Palace (RKO) (1.700; 40-$l)—
"Castle on Hudson" (WB) and "Sgt.
York" (WB) (reissues) (2d wk).
First round ended last Sunday (27)
night sturdy $22,500. Holds. "Back
to Bataan" (RKO) and "Marine
Raiders" (RKO) (reissues) due in
next with "Bad Boy" (Mono) pert'
died in for March 23.

Paramount (Par) (3,664; 55-$1.50)
-

—"Whispering Smith" (Par) plus
Buddy Rich orch, Mel Torme,
Henny Youngman heading stage-^
show (3d-flnal wk). Initial holdover
stanza ended last (Tues.) night held
fairly well at $60,000 after big
$110,000 in first week of 9 days.
"Nick Beal" (Par) with King .Cole
Trio, Larry Storch, Elliot Lawrence
orch opens Wednesday (0).

Park Avenue (U) (583; $1.20-
$2.40)—"Hamlet" (U) (23d wk). In
22d week ended last (Tues.) night
slipped back into recent stride at
$14,500 after big $16,000 for 21st
week, helped by extra' :show on
Feb. 22. Continues.

Radio City Music Hall (Rocke-
fellers) (5,945; 80-$2.40)—"Family
Honeymoon'' (U) with stageshow.
First week, ending today (Wed.) is
reaching nice $132,000. Snowstorm
cut in deeply Monday (28) night.
Holds. Last week, "Letter To Three
Wives' (20th) {5th wk), did remark-
ably well at $134,000, over hopes,
getting terrific boost from holiday.
"Little Women"(M-G) due in next.

Klalto (Mage) (594; 44-99)—"No
Minor Vices" (M-G). First Stanza
ending tomorrow (Thurs.) shapes
fairly okay at $7,500 or near, and
won't hold. In ahead, "Jacare" (FC)
and "India Speaks" (FC) (reissues)
(2d wk), $7,800. "Bad Men of
Tombstone" (Mono) opens Friday
(4).

Rivoli (UAT-Par) (2,092; 60-$1.25)—"Siiake Pit" (20th) (17th wk).
Present frame ending today (Wed.)
has dropped back to recent gait at
around $18,500 after climbing to
$25,500 last week, a bit over ex-
pectancy. Continues, with "Porf

I trait of Jennie" (SRO) set to open
: March 22.

Roxy (20th) (5.886; B0-$1.80)ss--
"Down To Sea in Ships" (20th)
with Rudy Vallee, Morey Amster^
dam, Maurice Rocco. and Cecilia ^

CoUedge (heading iceshow) onstage
(2d wk). First week concluded last
Monday (28) wound up at $92,000,
okay but way below hopes, failing
to hold up near terrific opening
day. Came near house opening day
high Feb. 22 but late rain Washed
out hopes of new record. In ahead.

1
"Yellow Sky" (20th) with Danny

I Kaye, Georgia Gibbs onstage (3d
wk), big $97,500. "Mother Was
Freshman" ,(20th), Cab Calloway
and Phil Baker topping stage bill

opens March 11.
State (Loew's) (3,450; 80-$1.50)—

"Command' Decision" (M-G) (7th-
final wk). Sixth week ended last
(Tues.) night was way down to
about $16,000 or near as compared
with big $26,000. over expectancy,
for fifth. "Take Me Out To Ball
Game" (M-G) opens March 9.

Strand (WB) (2,756; 55-$1.25)—
"Johnny Belinda" (WB) and
'Sierra Madre" (WB). Two Acad-
emy Award nominees playing re-
turn date here too soon after origi-

:

nal showings, and dragging low at
$27,000 or near. Holds only two
extra days, with "South of St,

Louis'' (WB) and Desl Arnaz orch
opening Sunday (6), - Instead of
regular Friday dpening day: Last
week, third of "John Loves Mary"
(WB) with Jack Carson Hollywood
Show, was $49,000.

Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 95-
$2.40)-."Joan of Arc" (RKO) (16th
wk). Current session ending today

;
(Wed.) looks to reach fine $18,000
or over after pushing up to great
$25,500 in 15th week, which wat

j over hopes. Stays on.
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Hub Full of Holdovers; 'Criss Cross

Tasty $26,0i; TonyVThisN.Y;ilG
Boiiton, March 1.

Biz is holding up nicely, around

fnwh this stanza resulting in hold-

overs at Jnost. houses. Newcomer,

"criss ' Cross" at Boston looks

solid. 'My Own True Love" at

Paramount and Fenway and "Red

Pony" at Pilgrim are about aver-

Estimates for This Week
Aster (Jaycox) (1,200; 90-$1.50^—

"Joan of Arc" (RKO) (m.o.) (3d

wk). Solid $16,000. Last week,

'^Boston (RKO) (3,200; 40-85V _
"Criss Cross" (U) and "Gun Smug-
Biers" (Indie). Tasty $26,000; X^ast

week, "Fighting O'Flynn" (U) and
"Arkansas Swmg" (U) (2d wk)
$13,000 in 5 days. ^

Esquire (ATC) (960: $1,231—
"Portrait of Jennie" (SRO). Up-
town house doing well with this,

getihg a strong $12,000 after $14,-

000 in first.

Fenway (NET) (1,373; 44-85)—
"Own True Love" (Par) and "Flaxy

Mai-tin" (WB). About average
$8,500, Last weeki "Wake Red
Witch". (Rep) and "Shep Comes
Home''.:(SG) (2d wk).big $7,000,

Maje^ic (Shubert) (1,500; $2.40)

_'lled Shoes" (KL) (15th wk).
Still amusing at $7,000. Last week,
$7,500.
Mayflower (ATC) (700; $1.25)-^

"Portrait of Jennie" (SRO) (2d

wk). Nice $10,000 after surprising
$14,000 for first.

Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 44-85)—
"Letter Three Wives" (20th) and

"Strange Mrs. Crane" (EL). Hefty
$34,000. to lead town. Last week.
•«o Near to Heart" (RKO ) and
"Sword of Avenger" (EL) (2d wk),
nice $15,000 in 6 days.
.Metropolitan (NET) (4,367; 44-

85)—"Down to Sea in Ships" (20th >

and "Miss Mink 1949" (20th) (2d

wk).- Okay $20,000 after solid

$29,000 first,

Orpheum (Loew) (3,000; 44-851—
"Command Decision" (M-G) (2d
wlc). Fine $21,000 after sturdy
$29,500 in first.

Paramount (NET) (1,700; 44-851

—•"Own True Love" (Par) and
"Flaxy Martin" (WB). About aver-
age $14,000: Last week, "Wake
Red Witch" (Rep) and Sliep Comes
Home" (SG) (2d wk), big $15,000.
PUgrim (ATC) (1,800; 44-85)—

"Red Pony" (Rep) and "This l.s

New York" (EL). Average $11,000.
Last week, "Let's Live a Little"
(EL) and "Unknown Island" (FC),
about same.

State (Loew) (3,500; 44-85)—
"Command Deci.sion" (M-G) (2d
wk). Nice $12,000 after nifty
$20,500 for first,

Key City Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week $3,203,000
(Based on 25 cities, 249

tixcotres, chiefly first riwis, in-
eluding N. Y.).
Total Gross Same Week

Last Year .$2,930,000
i Based on 22 cities, 221

theatres)..

'Pit' Powerful

U'viUe
Louisville, March 1.

Downtown houses are being led
tWs week by "Snake Pit" at the
Rialto. It is the only new film on
the main stem, and is catching the
lion's share of biz. Horace Heidt
show and broadcast at Jefferson
County Armory Sunday (27) hurt
pix trade.

Estimates for This Week
Brown (Fourth Avenue) (1,200;

45-65)— "Chicken . Every Sunday"
(20th! and "Miss Mink 1949" (20th)
(in.o,V. Nice $4,500. Last week,
"Ali Baba" (FC) and "Phantom
Opera" (FC) (reissues), $3,000.-

Mary Anderson (People's) (1,000;
4.V65)—"Sgt, York" (WB) (reissue).

(2d wk). Oke $4,000. Last week,
fine $5,500 for limited current
seating.

National (Standard) (2,400; 50-
85)—"Killer At Large" (EL) and
Hawaiian Paradise Revue on stage
split with "Smoky Mountain
Melody" (Col) and Grand Ole Opry
Cowboy Copus on stage. Fine
$9,000, Last week, "Ride. Ryder,
Rido" (EL) with Original Amateur
Hour Winners on stage, mild
$5,000.

Rialto (FA) (3,000; 45-65) —
"Snake Pit" (20th). Solid $16,000,
Last week, "Chicken Every Sun-
day" (20th) and "Miss Mink 1949"
(20th), brisk $14,000.

, Scoop (L'ville Theatres) (700; 45-
65) — "Louisiana Story" (indie)
Healthy $2,400. Last week, "Red
Shoes" (EL) (3d wk), neat $4,000
at $l.20-.$2.40 scale.

State (Loew's) (3,000; 45-65) —
Sun Comes Up" (M-G) and "High
^»ry" (Col). Mild $12,000, Last
week, "Command Decision" (M-G),
swell $24,000 in 10 days.
.
Strand (FA) - (1,000; 45-65) —

..Velvet Touch" (RKO) (m.o.l and
Vanety Time" (RKO). Moderate I

*s,000. Last week, "Far Frontier'^
«ep and "Angel on Amazon"
wepj, olce $5,500.

^Secretary' Hep Stepper

In Mpls., $14,000; 'Heart'

Oke 12G, 'Shoes' Sock 7G
Minneapolis, March 1.

There are only three major new-
comers this week "Red Shoes."
"My Dear Secretary" and "So
Dear to My Heart," but all are
showing above-average strength.
"Shoes," being roadshown at sure-
seater World, is socko. A surpris-
ing wallop is being displayed by
reissue combo of "Night at Opera"
and "San Francisco" at the Lyric.
"Whispering Smith" shapes great
on Radio City second ;week. Mild
Weekend weather will help to bol-
ster bi2.

Estimates for This Week
Century (Par) (1,600; 50-70)—

"Snake Pit" (20th) (m.o ). Still

formidable at $8,000.. Last week,
"Own True Love" (Par), light

$5,000.

Gopher (Par) (1,000; 40-50)—
"Adventures Gallant Bess" (EL)
and "Clancy Street Boys" (Indie)

(reissue). Light $2,800. Last week,
"Loaded Pistols" (Col) and '"Blon-
die's Secret" (Col), $3,000,

Lyric (Par) (1,000; 50-70) —
"Night at Opera" (M-G) and "San
Francisco" (M-G) (reissues). This
combination doing strong $7,000,

r e a t for this usual moveover
house. Last week, "Belle Starr's
Daughter" (20th) and "Jungle Pa-
trol" (20th), moderate $5,000.

Pix (Corwin) (300; 50-70)—"Pai-
san." (Indie) (6th wk). Still profit-

able at $2,200. Last week, $2,3^0.

Radio City (Par) (4,000; 50-70)—
"Whispering Smith" (Par) (2d wk).
Proving one of season's best bets
here, with great $14,000 after

smash $20,000 initial canto.

RKO-Orphcum (RKO) (2.800; 50-
70)—"Dear to My Heart" (RKO),
Neat $12,000. Last week, "Marine
Raider" (RKO) and "Back to

Bataan" (RKO) '(reissues), fair

$7,500 in 6 days.

RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 75-$l,25)
-^"Joan of Arc" (RKO) (3d wk).
Winds up wow roadshow engage-
ment this week at good $9,000
after virile $13,000 last week.

State (Par) (2,300; 50-70)—"Dear
Secretary" (UA). Well - liked
comedy may hit robust $14,000.
Last week, "Snalie Pit" (20th) (2d
wk). big $13,000.

Uptown (Par) (1,000; 44-60)—
"Wonderful Urge" (20th), One of
first nabe sliowings. Okay $4,000.
Last week, "Every Girl Married"
(RKO), good $4,800,
World (Mann) (350; $l,20-$2,40)— "Ked Shoes" (EL). . Crix and

customers heaping praise on this
one. Two-a-day showings except
on Saturday and Sundays when
there are two matinees. Reserved-
seat policy landing smash $7,000,
Last week, "Unfaithfully Yours"
(20th) (2d wk), okay with $2,500 in
6 days.

Duchin Tilts 'Henry' To

Nice $19,000 in Indpls.

Indianapolis, March 1.

Firstrun biz Is only moderate
here this week because of terrifiic

competition from first round of
state high school basketball tourna-
ment. But Eddy Duchin band is

boosting "Henry the Rainmaker"
to a nice figure at Circle and "Yel-
low Sky" is oke at Indiana. "Com-
mand Decision" is way off in
second week at Loew's,

Estimates for This Week
Circle (Gamble-DoUe) (2,800; 60-

90)—"Henry, Rainmaker" (Mono)
witli Eddy Duchin orch. Janis
Paige, others, onstage. Nice $19,^
000. Last week, "John Loves Mary"
(WB) and "Sophia" (EL), modest
$11,000 at 44-65C. scale,

Indiana (G-D) (3,300; 44-65)—
"Yellow Sky" (20th) and "Miss
Mink 1949" (20th). Oke $12,000,
Last week, "Wliispering Smith"
(Par) and "Old Fashioned Girl"
(EL), sock $17,000.

Keith's (G-D) (1.300; 44-651-
"Whispering Smith" (Par) and
"Old Fashioned Girl" (EL) (m.o.).

Strong $5,0,00. Last week, "Hamlet'

'Smith' NoWhi^r in Stroi^ier Ui.,

Fancy $47,000; 'Wives' SliG. 'Bandit'

Just Oby 43G, 'Walking' Slow 32G
Los Angeles, March 1.

Nine new bills, including reissues
and repeaters, are helping to

brighten firstrun biz this week al-

though only on^ abapea veiry big,

"Whispering Smith)'* iii two Para-
mount theatres, is setting the pace
with fancy $47,000, "Letter To
Three Wives" is fairly good $56,000
in four situations while combo of
"Kissing Bandit"-"Act of Violence"
sliapes up to barely okay $43,000
for tliree locations.

"Johnny Belinda"-"Sierra Ma-
dre," combo brought back on
strength of Academy nominations,
will hit near $34,000 in three
houses, "So Dear To Heart" looks
medium $34,000, two spots, "Walk-^
ing Hills ' is fair $32,000 also in
two.,

,

Girl.From Manhattan", is scrap
(U) (2d wk), only $6,000 for $14,000 ling bottom with dim $13,000 in four
total in two weeks at $l,20-$2.40
scale.

Loew's (Loew's) (2,450; 44-651—
"Cotifimand Decision" (M-G) (2d
wk). Mild $8,000 in 6 days on top
of stout $16,000 opener.

|

Lyric (G-D) (1,600; 44-651-"Un-

1

faithfully Yours" (20th) and "1

1

Cheated the Law" (20th i. Fair!
$6,000, Last week, "Every Girl I

Married" (RKO) and "Indian I

Agent" (RKO) (m,o.), $5,000

'WALKED' FAST 18G,

PIH; 'CHICKEN' 13iG
Pittsburgh, March 1,.

Only two new pictures in the
Golden Triangle, "He Walked By
Night" at Stanley and "Chicken
Every Sunday" at Harris, and they
are getting the best of it although
second stanza of "Command Deci-

sion" is doing well atPenn. "Joan
of Arc" still falling off at the. War-
ner and will call it a fun at end of

this week, its fourth.

Estimates for Tills Week
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 45-80)—

"Criss Gross" (U) (2d wk). Dipping
sharplv to $5,000, just about half

the $11,000 done last week, fine,

Harris (Harris) (2,200; 45-80)—

''Chicken Every Sunday" (20th).

Okay $13,500. Last week, "Fight-

ing O'Flynn" (U), disappointing

$10,000.
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 45-80)

—"Command Decision" (M-G) (2d

wk). Holding up well at $15,000 m
6 days, with "Whispering Smith

(Par) opening Thursday (3) to get

(Continued on page 18)

Kaye Lifts 'Sun'

Giant 73G, PhiUy
Philadelphia. March 1.

Danny Kaye on the stage at the
Mastbaum is boosting "Sun Comes
Up" to terrific $73,000 or near, Re^
turn of stageshows to city's largest
house gobbled up most of trade in
sight, with other spots not faring so

well.
The large crop of holdovers also

is slowing the overall pace. But
"Flaxy Martin" looks neat at the
Stanton and "Return of October"
is okay at tlie Aldine,

Estimates for This Week
Aldine (WB) (1,303; 50-99)—"Re-

turn of October" (Col). Oke $11,-

000, Last week, "Boy With Green
Hair" (RKO), light $7,500.
Arcadia (S&S) (700; 50-94)—

"Gotta Stay Happy" (U), Dim $3,-

500. Last week, "Every Girl Mar-
ried" (RKO), $5,000.
Boyd (WB) (2,360; 50-99)—"En-

chantment" (RKO) (3d Wk). Trim
$14,500. Last week, strike hurt and
$15,000 was good.

Earle (WB) (2,700; 50-99)—"Act
of Violence" (M^G) (2d wk). Light
$14,500. Last week, $16,000.
Fox (20th) (2,250; 50-99)—

"Chicken Every Sunday" (20th).

Tepid $12,000 in 5 dayS; Last week,
only $17,000.
Goldman (Goldman) (1,300; 50-

99)—"Whispering Smith" (Par) (2d
wk). Fancy $14,000 after neat $18,-

000 initial stanza.
Karlton (Goldman) (1,000; 90-

$1,80)—"Joan of Arc" (RKOi (.10th)

wk). Good $8,000. Last week, about
same. .;

Keith's (Goldman) (1,300; 50-99i

—"Command Decision" (M-G) (3d
wk). Down to $12,000, Last week,
hefty $17,000,
Mastbaum (WB) (4,360; 90-$1.30)

—"Sun Comes Up" (M-G), Danny
Kaye on stage and upped scale
helping this to huge $73,000 or
close. Last week, ''Man from Colo-
rado" (Col) (3d wk), $12,000.

Princess (WB) (450; 35-80)—
"Paisan" (Ihdie) (10th wk). Fine
$3,000. Last week, about same.

Stanley (WB) (2,950; 50-991—
"Wonderful Urge" (20th),- Dim
$19,000, Last week, "Criss Cross"
(U) (3d wk), oke $13,000.
Stanton (WB) (1,475; 50-991—

"Flaxy Martin" (WB). Neat $10,000.
Last week, "Sgt. York" (WB) and
"Castle on Hudson" (WB) (reis-

sues), $8,500.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; $1.20-

$2.40)- "Red Shoes" (EL) (lOth

iWki. Picked up after strike to solid

$9,500. Last week, $8,000.

Estimates Are Net
Film gross estimates as re-

ported herewith from the vari-

ous key cities, are net, i.e.,

without the 20% tax. Distribu-

tors share on net take, when
playing pereenti^ge, hence the

estimated figures ate net in-

come.
. , . ,

The parenthetic admission

prices, however, as indicated,

include the U. S. amusement
:taXi..:,,

sites, '"Paisan" teed off big at
upped scale in small-seater El Rey
taking record $14,500 in first seven
days plus preem.

Estimates for This Week
Apollo (FWC) (743; $1-$1.80)—

"Joan Arc" (RKO) (5th wk). Down
to $3,000. Last week, steady $4,400.

Belmont (FWC) (1,532; 60-$l) —
"Stagecoacli" (Indie) and "Long
Voyage Home" (Indie) (reissues).

Good $4,000. Last week, "Johnny
Apollo" (20th) and "This My Af-
fair" (20th) (reissues), $4,000.

Beverly Hills Music Hall (G&S-
Prin-Cor) (834; 65-$l) — "Girl
From Manhattan" (UA). Mild $2,-

500. Last week, "Siren Atlantis"
(UA) and "Highway 13" (SG) (2d
Wk-5 days), $2,200,

Carthay Circle (FWC) (1,518; 60-

$1) — "Chicken Every Sunday"
(20th) and"Miss Mink 1949" (20th)

(2d wk). Into split week Monday
28) after small $4,000 first week,

Chinese (Grauman-WC) (2,048;
60-$l )' — "Letter Three Wives"
(20th) and "Henry, Rainmaker"
(Mono). Handsome $16,500. Last
week, "Chicken Every Sunday"
(20thl and "Miss Mink 1949" (20th)

(2d wk-4 days), $6,600.

Culver (FWC) (1,145; 60-$l)—
"Stagecoach" (Indie) and "Long
Voyage Home" (Indie) (reissues).

Good $4,500. Last week, "Johnny
i Apollo" (20th) and "My Affair"
i(20th,) (reissues), $4,400.

Downtown (WB) (1,757; 60-$l)—
"Johnny Belinda" (WB) and "Si-
erra Madre" (WB). Back for repeat.
Okay $14,000, Last week, "John
Loves Mary" (WB) (2d wk-9 days);

$9,300.

Downtown Music Hall (Prin-Cor)
(902; 55-$!)-"Girl From Manhat-
tan" (UA). Scant $5,500. Last
week, "Atlantis" (UA) and "High-
Way 13" (SG) .(2d wk-5 days), $6,-

900.
Egyptian (FWC) (1,538; 60-$l)—

"Kissing Bandit" (M-G) and "Act
Violence" (M-G). Oke $11,500. Last
week, "3 Godfathers" (M-G) and
"High Fui-y" (UA) (2d wk), pleas-

ant $8,200,
El Key (FWCl (861; 85-$l,251—

"Paisan" (Indie) (2d wk). Into sec-

ond week today (Tues,) after rec-

ord $14,500 initial frame including
preem.

Esquire (Rosener) (685; 85-$1.20)—"Farrebique" (Indie) and "An-
toine and Antoinette" (Indie). Neat
$3,000. Last week, "Dulcimer
Street" (U) and "Snowbound" (U)
(3d wkl, nice $2,300.

Fine Arts (FWC) (679; $1.20-
$2.40)—"Red Shoes" (EL) (9th wk),
Fine $10,000. Last week, smash
$11,700 for best 7 days of run.
Four Star (UA-WC) (900; $l,20r

$2.40)—"Hamlet" (U) (18th wk).
Good $7,500. Last week, socko $8,-

500, best since 10th frame of run.
Guild (FWC) (968; 60-$l)—

"Walking Hills" (GoD and "Song
of India" (Col), Pair $4,000. Last
week, "Fighting O'Flynn" (U) and
"The Judge" (FC) (9 days), $3,500,
Hawaii (G&S-Prm-Cor) (1,106;

55-$l)—"Girl From Manhattan"
KUA). Fair $2,500. Last week,
j
"Siren Atlantis'- (UA) and "High-

i wav 13" (SG) (2d wk-3 days), $2,-
'600.

i Hollywood (WB) (2.756; 60-$l)—
"Johnny Belinda" (WB) and "Si-
erra Madre" (WB). Medium $10,^
000, Last week, "John Loves
Mary" (WB) (2d wk-9 days), $9,200.
Hollywood Music Hall (Prin-Cor)

(512; 55-85)—"Girl From Manhat-
tan" (UA), Less than $2,500, mild.
Last week, "Atlantis" (UA) and

|
(m,o,)

"Highway 13" (SG) (2d wk-5 days),
I
week

$2,600.
Iris (FWC) (828; 60-85)—"Walk-

ing Hills" (Col) and "Song India"
(Col). Slow $4,000. Last week,
"Fighting O'Flynn" (U) and
"Judge" (FC) (9 days), light $4,400

Laurel (Rosener) (890

aoth wk). Good $2,500 or better.
Last week, nifty $3,200.

Loew's State (Loews-WC) (2.404;
60-$l) — "Letter Three Wives"
(20th) and "Henrj', Rainmaker"
(Mono). Medium $20,000. Last
week, "Chicken Sunday" (20th) Mtd
"Miss Mink" (20th)' (2d wk-4i days),
thin $7,500.

Los Anireles (D'town-WC) (2,097;
60-$l)— "Kissing Bandit" (M-G)
and "Act Violence" (M-G). Moder-
ate $20,500. Last week, "3 God-
fathers" (M-G) and "High Fury'*
(UA) (2d wk), very smart $20,000.

Loyola (FWC) (1,248; 60-$l) —
"Letter Three Wives" (20th) and
"Henry, Rainmaker" (Mono). Just
okay $8,500. Last week, "Chicken
Sunday" (20th) and "Miss Mink"
(20th) (2d wk-4 days), $4,4Q0. •

Orpheum (D'town-WC) 3(2,210;

60-$l)— "Stagecoach" (Indie) and
"Long Voyage Home" (Indie) (re-
issues). Okay $13,000. Last week,
"Johnny Agollo" (20th) and "My
Affair" (20th) (reissues', good $15,-
300.

Palace (D'town) (1,191; $1-S1.80)— "Joan Arc" (RKO) (10th wk).
Mildisli $4,500i Last week,- steady
$6,400. . .

Pantaees (Pan) (2,812; 60-$l) —
"Dear to Heart" (RKO) and "Clay
Pigeon" (RKO). Medium $17,500.
Last week, "Every Girl Married"
(RKO) and "Rusty Saves Life"
(Col) (3d wk), $12,400.

Paramount (F&M) (3,398; 60-$l>— "Whispering Smith" (Par) and
"Dynamite" (Par). Fat $30,000.
Last week, "Wake Bed Witch"

(Continued on page 18)

'Ships' Sails To

Trim ZSG, Frisco
San Francisco, March 1.

Good holiday biz over Feb. 22 is

swelling trade here this session.
"Down To Sea in Ships" shapes
fairly strong at the Fox while
"Siren of Atlantis" looks fine at
the Unite.d Artists. Top holdover
is "Whispering Smith" with sock
second round at the St. Francis.

•Estimates for This Week
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,844; 76-

$1,40)—"Joan of Arc" (RKO) (5th
wk). Okay $I2,500i Last week, nice
$14,500,

Fox (FWC) (4,651; 60-95)—"Down
To Sea In Ships'' (20th) and
"Henry Rainmaker" (Rep). Fairly
strong $25,000' or less. Last 'week,
"Letter Three Wives" <20th) and
"Strike It Rich" (Mono) (2d wk),

'

6 days, fair $12,500.

Warfield (FWC) (2.656: 60-85)—
"Command Decision" (M-G) and
"Ala.ska Patrol" (FC) (2d wk).
Down to $15,500' after sock $28,-
000 last week.

Paramount (Par) (2,646; 60-65)—
"John Loves Mary" (WB) and
"Alias The Judge" (FC) (2d wkl.
Fancy $17,000. Last week, big
$23,000.

St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 60-85)
—"Whispering Smith" (Par) (2d
wk). Socko' at $19,000. Last W*eek,
tremendous $25,000.
Orpheum (No. Coast) (2,448; 55-

85) — "Walking Hills" (Col) and
"Rusty Saves Life" (Col). Nice
$12,000. Last week. "Criss Cross'*
(U) and "Blondie^s Big Deal" (Col),

okay $13,000."

United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207;
55-85) — "Siren of Atlantis" (UA).
Fine $8,500. Last week, "Dear
Secretai-y" (UA) (2d wk), $5,400.

Stagedoor (Ackerman) (3 7 0;
$1.20-$2.40) .— "Hamlet" (U) (lOth
Wk). Down to $8,500, still great,

after $9,500 last week.
Esquire (No. Coast) (955; 5g-85)

—"Criss Cross" (U) and "Blondle's
Big Deal". (Col) (m.o.i. Okay $5,-

000 or betteri Last week, "Act Of
Murder" (U) and "Law Barbary
Coast" (Col), $3,i50O.

Clay (Roesner) (400; 65-85) —
"Symphonie Pastorale" (Indic) JOth
wk). Fine $2,500 after $2,800 last

week.
United Nations (FWC) (1,149:

60-85) — "Letter Three Wives"
(20th I and "Strike It Rich" (Mono)

Big $6,000 or better. Last
"Red Pohy" (Rep) and

Trouble PrCfemd" (20thi (m.o.)

6 days, $2,200,
State (Par) (2,133; 60-85)— "So

Ends Our Night" (FO and "Moott
and Sixpence" (FC) (reissues).

Sturdy $7,500. Last week, "Flying
'$1.20)-

i
Tigers" ' (Rep) and "Fighting Se«-

^'Symphonie Pastorale"' (Indie) i bees" (Rep) (reissues), $7,500.



i949's nRST nc HOIJDOVER

Stoi^ton, t^hilodeiptiio; Orpheum, El

Rey/Voguer Belmont tindl Culver,

lo$ Angeles (2 we«k$)i trioveaver^

l^alace (2 weeks).

Pilgrim, Boston; lm|»eri<tt & Crest, i

long Beodhf Co!.? moveover, Long

Beach Theatre.

Esquire, Ookiand; Stote Uike, Cht*

cago; Downtown, Glendale; Stote &
Scdrboro, Toronto; Pordmotint, Son
Ftottcisco; (moveover to State); Roxy^,

Konsas Ctty; Ce^^re, Oklahoma Cily

(moveover 3lnd week to State).

. , , at California and Iowa, San
I ptegfo; Warhi^r/ 'Meifni^hi^r Hi|»|»o-

1
drome, Baltimore; Joy,New Orleans; .

Falace, Milwaukee. HE WALKED
BY NIGHT

RICHARD BASEHART- SCOH "CANON CITY" BRADY
>.ithRoy Roberts-Whit BisJell'JainesCardwell'JackWebb-ProduceclbyRobertT.KanB

Directed by Alfred Werker* Screenplay by Jolin C. Higgins and Crane Wilbur

Additional dialogue by Harry Essex • Original story by Crane Wilbur

A Bryan Toy Production • An EAGLE LION FILMS Presentation



TAKIKTT'B' liONnON OmolB

Jap Pix Producers, Exhibs Unite To

Fight StifOng 1% Admish Tax
Tokyo, Feb. 22: >— •—

;—
|

, Japan Motion Picture Assn. andiTyy^
i. -i ^ ^ , I

Theatre Owners Assn. have i JNew Distnb GrOUp Takes '•

launched a joiat publicity and lob-
1 Ovpr «5<»voii Tf PJv '

bying campaign aimed at reducing I
.

Wer ftCVen ItalO FlX
[

the present 150% admi.ssion tax j

Italian pictures formci-lv
|

which they claim is stifling show distributod in the U. S. by Film '

biz in Japai Producers and ex-l "'Shts International Corp. have

hibs have set forth' their case in a acquired by a syndicate

I^'TEIINATI®^'AL IS

Collier Woos Robinson
London, March 1.

Buster Collier is sailing oh the
Queen Elizabeth tomorrow (Wed. v.

to negotiate a deal with Edward
G. Robinson to star hi "Snow
Wine," Plans call for the film to
be made in Italy next August.
Treatment, has already been

okayed by Robimson, and Collier,
meanwhile^ is lining up a director.
Negotiations are also proceeding
in an eltort to determine whether
the picture will qualify under the
British quota.

ABP Sets $8,000,000 Program to Buck

U. S. Pix in Bid for Worldwide Markets

French Deny Any Curbs

booklet, published in both Japa
nese and English, which they are

distributing to Nipponese govern-

ment and occupation headquarters
officials.

Booklet points out that Japan's

150% tax is highest- in the world,

With Denmark's 60% being closest

figure. Even occupied Germany has

only a' 40% top. It concedes the
Nipponese tax has produced a

headed by Salvatore Casolaro and
Salvatore Billitterl, both of whom
are, associated with the Grondi ^

Film Distributing Corp. !

I

Films include "Marco Visconti," ;

"Rossini," "Elixir D'Amore," "Due
!

Lelteie Anonime," "Gelosie,"' "A >

Yank in Rome" and "The Sin of
;Papa Martin." Casolaro and Bil-i

litteri at one time were identified
j

with operation of the Cinema

!

healthy revenue amounting to 300,- 1
Dante and Cinema Verdi, Y. art

000,000 yen in 1945, 6,000,000,000 ,
houses,

yen in 1947, and nearly 10,000,000,

000 (about $3,000,000) in 1948.
,

Result, however, is that entire

industry is having hard time keep-

ing oat the red, the pamphlet de-

clares. Studios have slashed pro-

1

duction costs, resulting in an in-

1

ferior product. Theatre operators I

have cut maintenance outlays, with
]

the result that houses are run I

down and customer service is poor.
|

Firstrate houses have been obliged

IMPEAExecs Probe

German Coin Ease
Paris, March 1.

^
_

Difficulties facing the U. S. film

to stage "sex s^^ in the German and Italian

doors open,
Booklet also decries the govern-

ment-controlled ceiling prices on
the nation's boxoffice, a twin evil

of the admissTbn tax which is also

contributing to theatrical bank-

markets are currently being probed
by top representatives of the major
American companies. Seeking to
work out a deal for a possible
transfer of frozen remittances In
Germany, the Motion Picture Ex-

ruptcy. Biggest sufferers under
I

P"''*^ Assn's veepee-general mana-
Hhis system are second run and

I

Sef.'ffVing jMaas is studying thp sit

nabe houses, and firstrun theatres
in smaller cities, which constitute
90% of the film houses in Japan.
The two associations offer tliis

solution: abolish price controls and
lower the admission tax to 75%.

nation in Swltzei^and.

Any likelihood of a release of
blocked German earnings through
the Allied Military Government
appears rather remote at pre.sent.
Meanwhile, operations in Germany
are also drawing Universal Pic-
tures' scrutiny and its continental
Kuropean manager -Harry Novak is

preparing a survey there for U
board chairman J. Gheever Cowr
din.' : ^ .

- :

:

Preliminary report on Germany
j

probably will hit presented to tr

Sydney Feb. 16. toPPeis by company attorney

Rydge 'chairrhari of
' Adolph Shimmel who is slated to

Union 'cinema loop, !

l^ave London for the U. S. tomor-
' row (Wed.) On the Italian front,
Gerald Mayer, continental Euro-
pean manager fop the Motion Pic-
ture Assn. of Anierica, is huddling
with authorities there in an effort
to counteract a tightening attitude
toward U. S. film imports.

Aussies Pay $6 Yearly For

Fix; Need Showmanship

To Raise Ratio—Rydge

Norman' B,

the- Greater
told a meeting of Aussie film execs
tliis week tliat there must be no
dei'eate.st attitude within the in-

dustry. If everyone pulled their

weight in 1949, Ke said, the indus-

try would show a big boxoffice

advance over last year's tough
span. He added that there was a

wonderful future ahead for all

those who believed in- showman-
ship-^as he. did.

"The Au.ssie pie biz experienced,
from last July to December, its

,

toughest times since the difficult
i

days ol 1930-35. "With an effort,"

said Hydge, "we can keep the pub-
lic interested in the boxoffice,

especially as we have been prom-
ised top ia re from U.S. and British

producers."
Rydge then made these points.

Approximately 3,000,000 adults
|
tiny west coast state of Nayarit.

attend Aussie cinemas each week. i So tliai top road shows, ace long-

plus 750,000 juves, a total of ! hairers and other high-bracket

MEX RENT-FREE HOUSf

ACTOR-MGR. BONANZA
Mexico City, March 1.

There's a brand new theatre in
Mexico that's the trouper's deliglit.

Ditto road show impresarios.

It's the Piesidente Miguel Ale-
man theatre, named for the- presi-
dent, .iust opened by the municipal
governinont of Topic, capita) of the

Talk Stage Wordy

In Brit. Pix Crisis

London,' March 1.

Net result of the crisis talks, Ini-

tiated by Harold Wilson, Board of
Trade proxy, and attended by: Brit^
ish motion picture toppers, includ-
ing J. Arthur Rank, Sir Alexander
Korda and Anthony Havelock-Al-
lan, as well as labor chiefs, is that
there is to be a speeding up of
crisis talks! Only practical outcome
of the last session Wednesday (23)
is fact that Wilson is to convene
monthly meetings of the National
Film Production Council to exam-
ine the present critical situation.

At the outset, Wilson frankly
told the industry leaders not to ex-
pept miracles from the government
and Indicated that official action
is reaching its limit. The $20,000,-

000 Films Bank was cited as a
practical example of government
interest, and the current investiga-
tions into production costs and ex-

1

hibition and distribution may pave !

the way subsequently for further
|

state intervention.
|

But Wilson strongly resisted sug-

1

gestions from labor's side to take I

over at least two of the 18 shut-

tered studios and make them avail-

1

able to independents.
j

Board of Trade prez made it
i

clear that he was pinning consid-

erable faith on the Film Finance
Corp. and was hoping that . this

would lead not only to the produc-
tion of six or seven additional pix
in the next few months, but also

in bringing about confidence in

financial circles.

Industry spokesmen told Wilson
and his advisers that there was no
more money to come directly from
the industry for film production
and all available capital was al-

ready tied up in celluloid. They
emphasized that boxoffice earnings
were inadequate to insure a 'con-

tinual flow of new capital, into pro-

duction.
Union leaders, who received tele-

grams from workers in three stu-

dios, were frankly pessimistic after

the meeting as to the future pros-

pects, and the general consensus
of opinion was that more dismi.ssals

are inevitable.

* London, March 1.

New situation for British produc-
tion,.which has to compete through-

On TT S Piv FinanHne- w'"'''^ ^'"^ a plentiful^•°* •'upply of first-class American
Pans, March 1. films, was underlined by Robei t

French government officials em- ciark, executive director of prod-
phatically deny rumors that tlie juction for Associated British-Pathe.
cinema administration intends to ' i,(d.. in announcing a new S8,000,-
curtau American financing in co-

! ooo urogram for 194.')

productions with
,
French film-

! of" the 10 subiect.s listed for
makers with frozen funds from the filming at the companvs studios at
current one-half ceiling to one-

, Elstree and Welwyn this year, at

,.
'

' least four are skedded for Ameri-
According to a government

i can release. Minimum of two will
spokesman, steps are being taken

, be handled throughout the states
to ease restrictions on co-produc-

1 by Warner Bros., one will get dis-
by eventually permitting

' tdbution through Monogram, andtions

Americans to invest more than one-
half. Cited as a special instance
is fact that 20th-Fox is putting up
three-quarters of the coin for an
upcoming Paul Graetz production.

Brit. 2d Yr. Quota

Sets Tug-of-War

a fourth will go through another
Yank distrib.

Outlining the new program,.
Clark expressed the view that
competition from Yank . product
couldn't be niiet by slashing cost*
to an arbitrary fixed flgnre *>? fiOOi-^
000 per picture, and the subjects
intended, for world release would
be budgeted at around $1,000,000.
Although not included in thfe

current program, ABPC is fihaliz-.

ling negotiations with Gabriel
I
Pascal for the filming of Shaw's

T iv/r K 1
"l^cvil's Disciple," for which the

A tug-of-warVs"d^?e"loSn\^ ^^j^^
Fi^s^TwS^"h^s"?fwrt:.l*H''^«^^ ^^'^ option 'on'oeboiVlIiMlms Act, which is to be -decided Kerr This Die will rtlsn hp m->ili>
at a meeting of the Cinematograph onT$l 000 000 budBet
Films Council, representative of

| °Vcllded i"^^^^ is "M.n
fntP~^H°";f "tf'*'^'*'"/".^

labor iRSg." which Keock will

March 15
Trade I direct at Elstree in June and

Producers have already indicated PatriKral 'sta^re^r" now nISthey are intending to urge reten-
1 eompletion

*''""'^'^' nearmg

tion of the status quo at 45%. On
, According to Clark, unless con-
1
ditons "grow even worse," the

r J -i. i

company is proposing to spend
interests faced with rising unem-

! a„other $8,000,000 on productionployment among their members, i 1950
p^^vtui-uyu

will urge that the quota be hiked '
'

to a minimum of 60%. Distrib Plans This Year
Recent cuts in production sched-

, Modernization of the Elstree
li es make a higher quota an un-

1 jjtudio, according to ABP's oveivsea.s
ikely solution to present-day prob- sales manager Macgregor Scott,
lems and exhibitor members of the

| who returned to Britain last week
Films Council are hopeful there'l Ms helping to make possible distri-
be a realization that a substantial

1 bution of 12 pictures this year,
quota isnt a necessar.v solution to

1 Some 14 are contemplated next
I

a stable British film industry.
j year, and the company has an ulti-

j

Pertinent comments on the pres-
]

mate goal of 24 annually. As a
1
ent 45% are made by the Cinema-

1
supplement to Elstree, he noted, is

I
tograph Exhibitors Assn. in their i

ABP's smaller Welwyn studio,
memorandum to the Lord Portal Chief purpose of the ABP top-

I Committee inquiring into exhibi- 1 per's U. S. trip was to hold sales

I

tipn and distribution. Commenting
|
talks with Monogram execs on "My

i that the abandonment of di.stribs
;
Brother Jonathan" and' "Teihpta-

the other side, exhibitors are seek-
ing a cut to 25%, while the labor

3.750,000 . admissions— half tlie

Aussie population. These pay an
average admission rate of 25c per
person for tliree liours' entertain-

ment. Only one of every 20 people
pays ' more than 45c per seat for

cinema fare.

About $56,000,000 comes annu-
ally into the boxofflees. out of

which comes all rents, rates.

Wagesi salaries, film hire, deprecia-
tion, furni-shings, plant equipment
lighting, supplies, repairs and
maintenance, etc. What is left is

the margin for profit

investment.
"We supply the comfort of our

entertainers will play Topic, the
government lets them all use the
theatre gratis. ^

London's Elegit Preems !

Draw Mixed Reception
'

' ' London. March 1. :

Trio of legit openings drew a

mixed reception from first-nighters
:

last week. "Sweethearts and
,
Wives," a trivial naval comedy by

on capital Icomdr. Gilbert Hackford-Jones and
' his wife, bowed at the Wyndham's

Mex Lifts Reels Block
Mexico City, March 1.

U. S. and other foreign newsreels
1 are, now entering Mexico with full

official facilities after a halt that

I
blocked their import, due to the

j

straightering out^ of the new pic

I supervision law,

i Reel.s are exempt from the

I clause of tliis law that demands a

I pormit-per-pic to bring in any
i pictures. All that's now necessary
I is the former one permit to bring
' in 52 newsreels during a year.

I

quota has proved to be a big mi.s-

1

[
take, the CEA suggests that the

j

I substitution of the too higb quota i

i of 45% has been- another big mis-
j

take. I

I

Exhibs have suggested to the

:

j

Portal Inquiry that to present to I

I British producers a quota too higli 1

i for it to fulfill is an invitation to i

I introduce the conveyor-belt meth-

i

od of production. They complained
of too many films of mediocre na-

ture "without the necessary fillip

at regular intei'Vals of-a first-cla.ss

film to maintain the public inter-

est." .

Says *he CEA memorandum:—
"A 45% quota was introduced to , , » ^

restore confidence in British pro- " ' . '"''"^ ° property, in

duction. How lamentably it 'has ^/"^ the circuits, has

failed to do so" i deteriorated by one-third. So said

tion Harbor," which Mono is dis-
tributing in the American market,
as well as to work out a release
deal on "Silent Du.sl" and "Noose."
lie brought along prints Of the
latter films.

English Exhihs Taking

Swipes At Brit, U. S. Pix

As 'Inferior/ mbishV
London, Feb. 22.

Hike tin the quota act last year
was followed by sUch a quantity of
interior British product that the

.theatre Tuesday (22). Starring
cinemas and the great productions

!
Patricia Burke and Jessie Matthews,

of the U. S. and Britain costing in i the play was cordially received at
the aggregate about $312,000,000

|
the preem, but press reaction was

to produce at a cost to the local
i unpromising; .

payee of about $6 per annum. In
I .-The Foolish Gentlewoman." a

other words, the average Aussie
I delightful domestic comedy by nov-

pays
, no more than $6 yearly for

; giist' Margery Sharp, was unveiled
his fiilm fare," Rydge added.

I Wednesday (23 ) at the Dutchess
.

.

—^ l«and won a favorable audience re-

L . , _ V\ ' action. Svbil Thorndike and Lewis
evme S £.Uropean Quest !Ca.sson share 'the lead with Mary
Martin Levine, partner in Distin- 1 Merrall in a story of an exagger-

,

guished Films, foreign film distri- ; ated sense of honor. Stars' popu-
bulion outfit, heads for Europe larity coupled with the author's
April 25 for a month of scouting 1 fame Will assist the entry toward a

new product. He is also head of ;
profitable run.

the Brandt theatres' operations on
i^d street, N. Y.i and is partnered

. P'S.'^'nguishea with Harry Brandt
and Oliver Unger.

Havr,v Zeitels, formerly sales-
?l?'i»§er for Mayer & Burstyn, has
jomed Distinguished as sales chief.

Revived tor a six-week stay.

"Lilac Time" will , have little dii-

ficultv in remaining for the full

period at His Ma.iesty's. Musical,

which Is known to American

thealregoor.s as "Blossom Time,"

opened Thursday (24);.

Current London Shows
iFigures show weeks of run)

London, March !.

"Annie Get Gun,'' Col's'm (91 1.

"Bless the Bride," Adelphi (97 1.

"Bob's Your Uncle," Sav. (43i.

"Breach Marriase," York's (51.

"Browninff," Phoenix (251.

"Cage Peacock," Cambridge (47).

"Carissima," Palace ( 51 1.

"Chlltern Hundreds." Vaude (79i.

"Don't Listen," St. Jas. (26',

"Edward, My Son," Lyric (92'.

"Happiest Days," Apollo t49i.

"Harvey," Wales '9i.

"Heiress," Haymarket (5).

"High Button Shoes." Hipp. (11 1.

"Human Torch," Savoy (3'.

"Kid troni Strat ," Wint. (22i.

"Lilac Time," Maj. I2i.

"Little Lambs," Ambass. (47).

"Miss Mabel," Strand (141.

"Oklahoma!" Drury Lane <96i.

"One Wild Oat," Garrick dSi.
"Oranges & Lemons," Globe i5',

"Perfect Woman," Play. i2oi.

"September Tide," Aid, (12i.

"Slings & Arrows," Comedy 1 151.

"Togrethcr Again," Vic. Pal. (99'.

"Wild Duck," St. Mart. (16».

I "Worm's View," Whitehall (97".

1 20th Wins Distrib Rights

In French Block Ease

I

' Paris, March 1.

' Rigid government regulations

! which prescribe the percentage of
i frozen francs that American film

1 companies may use to finance pro-

jduction here, have been relaxed

j

for Paul Graetz's next picture. The
I maker of "Diable Au Corps," who
;

recently entered into a joint pro-
' duction arrangement witli 20th-

Theo H. Fligelstone, newly elected
vice-chairman of the London

! Branch of -the Cinematograph . Ex-
! hibitors Assn., recently at the or-
ganization's annual meeting.
Two years ago. Fligelstone

,
added, exhibitors had declared
there was no need of a quota act
as they were only too pleased to

I
show British pictures which were
drawing a large public. In conr
trast, he said, exhibftor contribu-
tion to loyalty at the pre.sent time
was playing to empty houses with
Briti.sh pix.

. Named chairman of the CEA's
London branch. Sir Sidney Clift

touched on the growth of telerFox, has been granted permi.ssion

^?„i"„^^1„™?rK.!52"^
^"'^'^

i

visTon'^and" also" reported on"his Ob
servations of the American market
which he made on a recent trip to

thp V. S. On the basis of what he
saw, Sir Sidney declared, British

programs are superior. "The rub-
bish I saw in America made me
think the Americans would accept

anything."

i
money in his budget.

I

Governmental approval means
j
that 20th can now finance the deal

j

which is in the name of Trancon-
tinental Film, Graetz's local firm.

In addition he has been permitted
to have the upcoming pic released

;
here by an American firm, thus
lenablini? 20th to handle distribu-

""^lfr"fll°fha^d" originally AUSSIE 'GOLDEN BOY' BUENS
planned to film the life of painter Brisbane, I'ob. 15.

Vincent Van Gogh, that project Tommy Burns. Aus.sie welter-

has been shelved in favor of an weight Champ, will play the lead

untitled romantic yarn. Pierre role in "Golden Boy" for the Thea-,

Bosc and Jean Aurenche have been trc Guild. Brisbane,

inked to do the script, and Jean Burns also plays an important

Delannoy wiU direct. Venture wiU role in Charles Chauvel's pic.

be shot at the Boulogne Studios. "Sons of Matthew."
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Par Divests 774 Theatres
Continued from paKe 4

the issue of each will be for half

the present total outstanding com-
mon, so that each stockholder will

be credited with 50% of his cur-

rent holdings in each of the two
companies. Under decree-imposed
restrictions against a stockholder
owning interests in both companies,
the theatre company shares will

be held by the Bank of New York
and Fifth Avenue Bank (which are

, now one merged organization) as
trustee,

Because of the peculiar terms of
the decree, the Fifth Avenue Bank
will be the controlling stockholder
of the new theatre outfit for a pe-
riod which can run five years. So
long as it holds stock of the circuit

In its name it has the duty of ex-

ercising full voting rights "having
due regard for the interests of the
Ijolders of the certificates of inter-

est." These certificates are held
until the stockholder either dis-

poses of his holdings in the theatre
company or the production-distrib
outfit.

Restraints

i Decree lays a restraining hand
on the management of each of the
infant companies. A majority of
the theatre outfit's board must have
no prior connection with the pai--

ent org. or the new production-
distrib company as either directors,

officers, agents or employees.
Names of candidates for the cir-

cuit's board must be submitted to

and okayed by the Uk S. Attorney
General and the Court.

: As for the production-distrib out-
fit, all replacements to the board
following reorganization must bb
filled by persons without prior tie-

ups either with the parent eompany
or the theatre chain. This course
must be foUowe^ until a majority
of such individuals has been
reached. Thereafter, the majefity
must be maintained.

To guarantee a complete sep-
aration of the Paramount twins, an
injunction will run against all of^ I

ficer.s and personnel to restrain
|

any attempt to control or influence
i

the business or operating policies I

of the other. Officers and person-
nel of the new companies who re-
ceive .stock in both units because
of present holdings or options are
given one additional year after re-

organization to divest themselves
of stock in the other company^

Directors Maurice Newton, Stan-
ton Griflis and A. Conger Good-
year, who each own blocks exceed-
ing 5,000 shares, may be given
added time to dispose of stock if

they show due diligence in seek-
ing their sale without an excessive
Ics.s. Barney Balaban, who will
head up the production-distribu-
tion company* is covered in a spe-
cific clause referring to $2,000,000
in convertible notes which he
holds against the company. Bala-
ban may convert the notes into

ants based on their acts as pro-

ducers are dismissed.
Under the terms of the decree,

the peculiar restrictions on the

theatre company's stock and the
trustee's duties are described as

follows: The trustee will issue cer-

tificates of interest, prorated, to

the stockholders. It will hold the

actual stock. So long as tlie trustee

has the stock, it will collect- all

cash dividends declared by the
theatre, company. .

As soon as practicable after re-

ceiving the divvies, trustee will

pay 50% of it to permit stock-

holders to apply the amount
toward payment of income taxes.

But if, after two years, less, than
51% of the stock has been re-

leased by the trustee as freed from
the restrictions because of -sale,

the trustee will not pay out any
further dividends.

When an affidavit of transfer is

filled and approved, trustee will

issue stock certificates. When the

trustee's holdings have diminished
to less than one-third original

total, court may terminate the

trust on application of the theatre

company. Bench must first deter-

mine that there- is no working con-
trol of influence over the studio

by persons affiliated with the cir-

cuit. .

The trustee will after four years,

on request of the D of J, or not
later than five years in any event,
take steps to end its job. This is

to be done by sale of the stock and
distribution of the proceeds to
shareholders who have failed to di-

vest themselves of one company
or the other's shares.

N.Y. Par Bldff. Sale
While uncertain economic

conditions in the real estate
biz have hampered Paramount
80 far in its attempt to sell
the Paramount homeoffice
building and flagship theati-e,
in New York, company's de-
cree specifically protects the
possibility of sale which would
bring in $12,000,000 or so in
cash. At the option of the
parent company, the Times
Sq. building and theatre can
go to the production-distribu-
tion unit instead of the theatre
company.
Par has been negotiating with

the Prudential Insurance Co,
for many months but the deal
has been hanging fire on Pru-
dential's request for a guaran-
tee that the property will turn
in an assured interest on capi-
tal. If a third party can be
brought in to • manage the
building and extend the guar-
antee, deal will probably go
through.

Meanwhile, decree provides
that if Par exercises its op-
tion to hand the Paramount
theatre and building to the
studio, latter cannot operate
the showcase. It must lease the
deluxer to the new theatre
company or a non-defendant
third party. Lease cannot in-
clude pr,ofit-sharing provisions.
Within five years, studio

must sell the property.

Minn. Exhibitor Asks

$1,500,000 Damages

Vs. Major Companies
Minneapolis, March 1.

Alleging an anti-trust law con
spiracy to give opposition Minne-.]

sota Amus. Co. and Publix (Para-
mount theatre circuit.) theatres an
unfair, injnrtous and unwarranted
14-day clearance over ' his three
houses, W. L. Grouse, Eveleth,
Minn., exhibitor, has filed suit in

federal district court here against

the big affiliated chain, its prede-
cessor,- Publix, and eight major
distributors. He asks $1,500,000
treble .damages.

Distributor defendants are M-G-
M, Paramount, 20th-Fox, Warners,
RKO, United Artists, Universal and
Columbia. Minnesota Amus. Co.
theatres enjoying the 14-day clear-

ance advantage over Crouse's three
houses are located in Virginia,

Minn., four and a half miles away
from Eveleth. Prior to 1932, Publix
operated a theatre in Eveleth as

BM'$ Break
SS Coniiniied from page 4

Jackson Park anti-trust . suit. If
this JP decree is modified or va-
cated so that the situation of indie
exhibs in outlying Chi becomes
less favorable, the Government, on
proof of this to the Court, may
reopen the theatre situation in the
Windy City.

Relief would take the form of a
court order afTecting the Para-
mount theatres, "in order to create
proper competitive conditions."
Court, undoubtedly, could order
further divestiture in the Chicago
area. Hence, strictness of the JP
decree, handed down by Federal
Judge Michael Igoe, insures' that
B&K remains intact.

Four houses ordered divorced
are those few held in partnership
by the *circuit,

well as the Virginia theatres and
stock under his option. If so, he i there was no clearance between the
will sell the theatre stock "as I two neighboring towns then,
soon thereafter as such sale may

j

Crouse's complaint avers. But
be . made without undue hardship i after Crouse bought out Publix in
and, in any event, prior to the
expiration of the trust." His notes
will be paid by the company not
later than three months after re-

organization.

Eveleth "and controlled the town
he was compelled to run his pic-

tures two weeks after the Virginia
theatre's.

In addition to the monetary dam-
Government-imposed restrictions I

ages, Crouse also seeks an injunc-
on selling product, now almo.st
commonplace, are directed against
the new distrib unit. Banned as
illegal are price-fixing; establish-
ment of a system of clearance:

tion to stop the 14-day clearance
He alleges his theatres have sus-
tained $500,000 damages in con-
sequence; of being forced to play
pictures two Weeks after the Vir-

granting of clearances to theatres
i

g'nia houses,
not in substantial competition; un- This is the second damage suit

rea.sonable clearances (burden on j

to be filed in the state by an inde-
distrib to prove reasonableness); pendent exhibitor against the Min-
franchises for more than one year;
formula deals and master .agree-
ments. .

20% Cancellation
Blockbooking is out. If more

than one feature is sold without
being tradeshown, exhib has a 20^0
cancellation privilege within 10
days of inspection of the pix. Par,
like RKO, has the right to come
under any more advantafieous
terms which Metro, 20th-Fox or
Warner Bros, might win in a de-
cree.

Films mu-st be sold picture-by-
picture and theatre-by-theatre.
Sales must be "solely upon the
merits and without discrimination
in favor of affiliated theatres, cir-

nesota Amus. Co, and major dis-

tributors within a fortnight. The
other suit, asking $225,000 dam-
ageSi was filed by Rose and Louis
Deutsch, Virginia, Minn., exhib-
itors, who charge a conspiracy to
keep product away from their one
theatre and give it to the three
Minnesota Amus. Co. houses.

Want to Buy Out Par

. Chicago, March 1.

Poll of Paramount partners, op-

erating houses which must be sold

in the Chicago area under the con-

sent decree, want to buy out Para-
mount, and said so to Vabiety to-

day (Tues.). Aaron Jones, officer

in Diana Corp., which runs the
McVickers theatre. Loop showcase
owned 50% by Par, declared he
will seek to pay off Par,

S & S Theatres, operating the
Lake and Lamarr, suburban houses
in which Par has an interest, also
is ready to bid in the major .slice.

Par must sell one or the other. As
for the North Center theatre, also
listed in the decree, Par's lease
ended last month and it no longer
has an interest.

hside Stuff-Pictiires

Newest exploitation tieup available to film companies is the Boxtop
Book Club, with a potential of 5,000,000 members. Club issues three
titles annuhlly and plans to use at least one picture title in each group
of three.

Formed quietly a year ago in a deal between Bantam Books and
General Foods, Boxtop Book Club currently is readying its third re-
lease, "Family Honeymoon,'' by Homer Groy. Special Iront-cover illus-

tration and creditline plug the U-I pic of that title, wMch goes into
general release shortly. Club teed off with Columbia's "Sign of the
Ram," but henceforth will concentrate on only one film in any 12-

month period.
Ian Ballantine, Bantam proxy, reported that the tifup includes win-

do-w posters in groceries throughout the country and national advertis-

ing listing the current title and the premium offer. Deal was under-

^

taken after research indicated that juvenile premiums offered in the
past had conditioned a segment of the public to believe the product
i40% Bran Flakes) was purely for moppets. Tieups are made with
care, Ballantine declared, and book production is plotted to break about
the time of fiilm release. Cover also is reproduced on posters sent out
by General Foods, for which firm allots a budget of $35,000,

To push local exploitation on J. Arthur Rank's "Hamlet," Universal,
its U. S. distrib, has hired a stafi of 15 special fieldmen who open the
film in each spot and then travel onto the next locale on the "Hamlet"
schedule. Meld force is working under supervision of Jeff Livingston,

h.o. publicist.

"Hamlet," incidentally, has already passed the $1,200,000 marker on
film rentals to U. Figured to do between $3,000,000-$4,000,000 in the

U. S. on a longterm basis, pic will undoubtedly be the biggest British

grosser in the history of the industry. Indicating film's strength, it has
averaged $10,000 weekly profit (over and above a $5,000 per-week house
overhead) at the Park Avenue theatre, N. Y.
Average weekly rental has now hit $65,000. Park Avenue theatre is

expected to turn in a $500,000 profit alone. In Los Angeles, playing at

the Four Star theatre; over $100,000 has already been netted. "Henry,
V," another British filmization of Shakespeare, did $73,000 in L A, at

the Laurel.

Inking by Howard Hughes last week of Lewis Milestone to meg a

picture for RKO may, paradoxically, extend the life of the now mori-
bund Enterprise unit. Principal item that 'has been keeping the David
Loew-Charles Einfeld unit alive is its 'commitment to Milestone for him
to direct one more pic for it. Milestone has insisted on holding Ent
to it. .

• '

Einfeld has left active participation in Ent to become publicity-
advertising veepee of 20th-Pox, while Loew has told friends that he'd
like to get out of the picture business aMogether. .Nevertheless, he is

maintaining offices on the General Service lot in Hollywood and it is

understood he has been casting about for a setup to fulfill the Milestone
commitment or for a settlement with the director.

Milestone's new RKO deal .wiU- Undoubtedly relieve the pressure on
Loew for a time. Director will make "The Bail Bond Story" for Hughes,
starting about May 1. His Ent pix included "Arch of Triumph" and the
current "No Minor Vices.''

In line with the industry's public relation campaign on the commu-
nity level, the second of the Motion Picture Association of America's
exhibits to promote films as a medium of education was held in St.

Louis during the. past four days. Exhibit held before a regional con-
vention of the National Educational Association, consisted of thr^e
panels: Films for Teaching" the Children's Film Library and Motion
Pictures for the Family. A list of films corresponding to the particular
purp'ose of each panel is supplied by the MPAA, plus pamphlets and
leaflets highlighting the educational advantages offered by each.

In -addition to films that have appeared on the commercial market,
the MPAA Is offering special 16m productions designed to help both
students and teachers.

Success of 20th-Fox's "Sitting Pretty" has meant a triple payoff for
Gwen Davenport, whose book, "Belvedere," provided th« basis for (he
pic. Agreement made by the studio gives her $25;000 every time the
Belvedere character appears in a film, even if Miss Davenport has been
in no other way responsible for the yarn. She is getting her first 25G
in this manner on "Mr. Belvedere Goes to College," now winding up
production, As in "Sitting Pretty," part is played by Clifton Webb.

Still another way that the original book sale proved profitable to the
author was 20th's quick snap-up of an original she presented, "Spare
the Rod." Comedy about a child psychologist, got Miss Davenport an-
other $25,000. It isnow in production.

Col. Prexy
Continued from page 3

While Metro has the right to open "Edwafd, My Son" domestically
in all spots except the New York metropolitan area under terms of ils

purchase of the film rights, company expects to hold up general release
until the current Broadway legit run ends. Meanwhile, M-G world
preem's the Spencer Tracy-Deborah Kerr starrer at the Empire, London,

-

tomorrow (3).

NT Rebate
Continued from page S

sold the stock back to the fifm for
a $6,500,000 profit.

Skouras has offered to return
$1,800,000 in cash to be placed in

., , ,, „ „. .
escrow. In addition he and Elmer

cuil theafres or others," Smce (Ih.s c. Rhoden, F. H, (Rick) Ricketson,
means that no comparative house
wishing for Par product can be
barred|from bidding, this provi.sion

is viewed as making that method
the only sure one of avoiding anti-

tru.st actions. .

Charges of monopoly in prq-

duutlon are dropped in tolo. Ail

claims against Paramount dcfcnd-

Jr., and Harold J. Fitzgerald would
al.so return approximately $1,750,-
000 of their earnings over the next
three .vears. Although the settle-

ment was approved by Releree De-
raov, it must also be okayed by the
court. Hearings began on Monday
(28) and will be resumed today
<Wed.>»

ing "outside thinking," it was said,
"can be accomplished in that time."
Cohn flew in Sunday (27), ac-

companied by Milton E. Pickman,
I

of the Famous Artists agency. Pick-

i

man was formerly Cohn's as.sistant
at Col. They'll be in New York for

I about a week. •

I

Addition of Grant and Crown to
;
the board is in keeping with a reso-

j

lution at the recent annual stock-
i holders' meeting increasing the di-
rectorate from seven to nine mem-
bers. Grant (who also reps Jack
Warner) is Cohn's personal at-
torney and active in film affairs as
a member of the law firm of Prinz-

i'
metal & Grant, in Hollywood, and

i Weisman, Grant & Jafle in New
I York. He was formerly a membw
of the United Artists board.

! Crown's background is interest-

,
ing, since this marks his introduc-
tion into films. He is an exceed-
ingly wealthy but publicly little

i
known Chicago businessman. He
heads the Material Service Co., one
of the country's largest building
supply outfits; is a major owner
and director of the Chicago & Rock
Island Railroad, and' a director of
the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad and

, of the Hilton Hotels chMn.

SCHARY AIDES BERGMAN

ON U. S. BOND DRIVE
Film industry's coast-to-coast

setup to spearhead the U. S. Treas-
ury's Savings Bond drive, opening
May 15, gneared completion this!

week with naming of Dore Schary,

Metro's production Vip., as* chair-

man of the Hollywood committer,
Schary wiU coordinate his activities

with Maurice Bergman, Univcrsal's

pub-ad chieftain, who's overall

chairman of the motion picture
bond campaign.

Other phases of the indu.stry's
drive will be handled by Andy
Smith, Jr., chairman of the dis-
tributors committee; Gael Sullivan
and Ed Lachman, co-chairmen of
the exhib committee; and Max
Youngstein to head the national

I

campaign's promotion, Bergman
will name a finance committee
shortly to raise coin for defraying
the cost of the industry's coopera-
tion with the Government,
Harry Mandel, RKO theatres

director of publicity, has been
named by Youngstein to handle the
campaign in the New York ex-
change area. Mandel will also co-
ordinate the bond activities of

. national circuits operating out of
|N. .Y, Other publicity directors

I

will also be appointed in each of
[the 31 exchange centers.

N.Y. Exhibs Converge

On 2 Bills Covering

Reissues and Bingo

Albany, March 1.

Local Theatre Owners A ss'n, the

Motion Picture Theatres Ass'n and

Theatres Owners of Western New
York today are sending bulletins to

exhibitors urging contacting their

assemblymen and senators to op-

pose two bills which all exhibitor

groups believe detrimental. One
is the Noonan bill, introduced last

Thursday, to I'cquire advertising to

include the original release date

where pictures are played more
than a year afterward. Another is

the Scanlan bill which removes the

criminal penalty for sponsorship of

Bingo by "any bona fide religious,

charitable, fraternal, hospital, wel-

fare, civic or veteran organizatio";

not formed for the purpose of

gambling," Assemblyman Leo

Noonan's proposal is presumably
aimed at spotlighting rei.s.sues. but

exhibitor associations says it would

be unfair" to small theatres which

sometimes cannot play current re-

leases until more than a year later.

It makes mandatory inclu.sion

"prominently in all advertising' ol

such film, date originally released.

Violation is a misdemeanor*
,

Bingo is con.sidered lottery whie"

the State Constitution prohibits.

This is rea.son Governor Dewey ve-

toed the Bingo bill in 1943.



LISTEN IN TOMORROW NIGHT!
Thurs. 10 P. M. over Station WNBC, New York and
across the nation the public will enjoy a Big Show with

Big Stars and Big Entertainment! Additionally, the

presentation of the Redbook Magazine trophy {held

by Clark Gable in Photo) will be made to M-G-M.

M-G-M's "COMMAND DECISION" WINS
REDBOOK MAGAZINE ANNUAL AWARD!

One of tke most coveted, konors in tke film world comes to M-G-M
and- , to all tkose wlio contrituted- to tlie making of ''Command.

Decision." Eack year Redkook Magazine presents its Silver Tropky^

to nonor "tke most distinguisked contrikution to tke art of tke

motion picture." Tkis year "Command Decision" kas keen selected..

Tomorrow Niglit (Thurs.) tke presentation ceremonies will ke kroadcast

from Hollywood ky tke Screen Guild, Players (courtesy Camel Cigarettes)

over 171 N.B.C network stations and kigkligkts of "Command,

Decision" will ke re-enacted ky tke voices of tke stars, Clark Gakle,

Walter Pidgeon, Brian Donlevy, Jokn Hodiak and Edward Arnold.,

M-G-M present* CLARK GABLE • WALTER PIDGEON • VAN JOHNSON • BRIAN DONLEVY * CHARLES BlCKfORP • JOHN

HODlAK " Edward Arnold in "COMMAND DECISION'Vwifh Marshairih^^^ • Richard Qoin» • Cameron Mitchell • Clinton

Sundberfl - Ray Collins • A SAM WOOD Production » Screen Play by William R. Laidlaw and George FroescM • Based on the Play

by William Wister Haines • Directed by SAM WOOD • Produced by SIDNEY.FRANKUN • In Awciflfion_vfUh GOTTFRIED REINHARDT,
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Picture Grosses

'Joan' Lusty $29,500 In

Frov.; 'Smith' Sharp At

$15,000, 'Wives' Hep 16G
Providence, March 1.

. Fairly happy combos here giving
theatres a hefty take -for a change,

. Standard smash is "Jodn of Arc"
it RKO Albee. Strong also are
Majestic's "A Letter to Three
Wives" and Strand's "Whispering
Smith."

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 7e-$1.25)—

"Joan of Arc" (RKO). Wow
$29,500. Last week, "Salome,
Where She Danced" (U) and
"Sudan" (U) (reissues), fair $8,500
In 5 days.

Carlton (Fay) (1,480; 44-65) —
"Snake Pit" (20th) (4th week
downtown). Swell $5,000, Third
week was nice $6,500.

Fay's (Fay) (1,400; 44-65)—"Wel-
come Stranger" (Par) (reissue) and
vaude on stage. School holiday
helping to neat $8;000. Last week,
"On Island With You" (M-G) - (re-

issue) and Jack Norton heading
sL-tge bill, big $10,000, 2-day school
holiday boosting it .way over, hopes.

Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 44.65)—
"Letter Three Wives" (20th) and
"Jungle Patrol" {20th). Very good
$16,000. Last week, "Don Juan"
(WB) and "Rose of Yukon" (Rep),

$12,000.
Metropolitan (Snider) (3,100; 44-

65)_"WaIked By Night" (EL) and
"Parole, Inc" lEL). Not bad $9,500.

Last week, "Stagecoach" (UA) and
"Long Voyage Home" (UA) (re-

issues), $7,000.
State (Loew) (3,200; 44-65) —

"Command Decision" (M-,G) (2d

wli). Snappv $14,000. First sesh
was sturdy $27,000.

Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65)

--"Whispering Smith" (Par) and
"Boston Blackie's Chinese Ven-

' tuic" (Col). Hefty $15,000. Last
week, "Wonderful Urge" (20th)

and "Miss Mink 1949" (20th),

$12,500.

DENVER
(ContiAttwd from page 11)

with Webber. Fair $12,000 or near.
Last week, "Let's Live a Little":

(EL) and "Mickey" (EL), $13,000,
Esquire (Fox) (742: $1.20-$2.40)

—"Hamlet" (U) (2d wk). Big $5,000,
and holds again. Last week, smash
$8,000.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 76-$1.25)

—"Joan of Arc" (RKO). Big $24,-

000. Last week, "Words and Music"
(M-Ci) and "Adventure Silverado"
(Col) (2d wk), fair $12,000 in 6
days..
Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 35-74)—

"Unfaithfully Yours" (20th) and
"Jungle Patrol" (20th). Mild $8,000.
Last week, "Duel in Sun" (SRO)
and "Smugglers' Cove" (Mono),
fme $11,000.

Blalto (Fox) (878; 35-74)—"Duel
in Sun" (SRO) and "Smugglers'
Cove" (Mono) (m o.). Dull $2,000.
Last week, "Don Juan'' (WB) and
"Blondie's Secret" (Col) im.o.),

$2,500.
VoeUe (Art Cinema) (600; 60-80)

—^"Symphonie Pastorale" (Indie).

Fine $3,000. Holds. Last week,
"Happy Breed" (U), $2,000.
Webber (Fox) (750; 35-74)—

"Chicken Every Sunday" (20th)

and "Highway 13" (SG), also Den-
ver. Good $3,000. Last week, "Duel
in Sun" (SRO) and "Smugglers'
Cove" (Mono), fair $2,500.
Tabor (Fox) (1,967; 35-74)—

"Paisan" (Indie). Smash $14,000.
.Moves to Aladdin. /Last week, sub-
sequent-run. :

.

'ENCHANTMENT' BRISK

IN BALTO AT $13,000
Baltimore, March 1.

Mainly . -in rholdover,. downtown-
list here is holding Up in fair.ish

f.Tshion despite this. Newcomers,
"Enchantment" looks nice at the
Town, but "Criss Cross" will be
only fairish at Keith's.

Estimates for This Week
Century (LoeW'S-UA) (3,000; 20-

60) — "Command Decision" (M-G)
(2d wk). Very good $15,000 after
fine $19,800 opener.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240;

20-701—"Tarzan's Magic Fountain"
(RKO) plus vaude headed by new
Tarzan, Lex Barker. Nice $16,000.
Last week, "In This Corner" (EL)
plus Fi-ankie Carle orch., not up
to earlier promise with $14,400.

Keith's (Schanberger) (2,460; 20-
601—"Criss Cross" (U). Fairish
$10,000. Last wefek, "Fighting
O'Flynn" (U) (2d wk), didn't hold
up near first round with $7,200;

Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 20-65) —
"Bed watch" (Rep) (6th wk). Wind-
ing up record making run with
*tout $5,000 after steady fifth round
at $6,200.
New (Mechanic) (1.800; 20-60) —

"Down to Sea in Ships" (20th) (2d
Wk).; Steady $8,500 after okay $10,-
.600 first round.

Stanley iWB) (3,280; 25-75) —
"Whispering Smith" (Par) (2d wk).
Going fairly well at $9,0OQ after
nice $15,400 last week.
Town (Rappaport) (1,500; 35-65)

—"Enchantment" (RKO). Building
toward neat $13,000. Last week.
"Joan of Arc" (RKO) (4th wk) solid
$10,300 at upped scale.

H.O;s Fail to Hurt Det.;

'Wives' 27G; 'Joan' Huge

33G,'Wit€h'Nice26G,2d
• Detroit, March 1.

Pletlrora of holdovers here this
week but this does not seem to be
slowing the pace much. "Letter To
Three "Wives" is fairly good at the
Fox while '.'Sun Come^ Up" looks
trim at the Adams. "Joan of Arc";

I

is blazing ahead in its second week
I at the Palms. "Wake of Red Witch"
' still is nice at the Michigan in
Initial holdover session. "Fair
weather helped firstrun:

Estimates for This Week
Fox i20lh-Fox) (5,000; (70-95) —

"Letter Tliree Wives" (20th). Good
$27,000, Last week, "Yellow Sky"
(20th), $25,000.

Michlgran (UDT) (4,000; 70-95) —
"Wake of Red Witch" (Rep) (2d
wk). Nice $26,000. Last week, solid
$28,000.
Palms (UDT) (2,900; 79-1.17)—

"Joan of Ai;c" (RKO) (2d wk).
Terrific $33,000. Last week,
$36,000.

United Artists (UDT) (2,000; (70-
95)—"Dear Secretary" (UA) and
"High Fury" (UA) (2d wk). Okay
$16,000; Last week good $17,500,
Madison (UDT) (1,800; 70-95) —

"Last Days Pompeii" (RKO) and
"She" (RKO) (reissues) (2d wk).
Big $20;ODO. Last week, $23,000.
Adams ftJDT) (1,700; 70-95) —

"Sun Comes Up" (M-G). Trim
$18,000. Last week, "Criss Cross"
(U). $19,000.
Downtown (UDT) (3,700; 70-95)— "3 Godfathers" (M-G) and

"Smugglers Cove" (Mono). Passable
$19,000. Last week, "Act Of Mur-
der" (U).$2O„'500.

Voyage Home" (Indie) (reissues).
Nifty $5,000 or near. Last week,
"Johnny Apollo" (20th) and "My
Affair" (20th) (reissues), nice
$4,700.

Wilshire (FWC) (2,296; 60-$l)—
"Kissing Bandit" (M-G) and "Act
Violence" (M-G). Okay $11,000.
Last week, "3 Godfathers" (M-G)
and "High Fury" (UA) (2d wk),
medium $6,600.

Wiltern (WB) (2,300; 60-$l) —
"Belinda" (WB) and "Sierra
Madre" (WB). Moderate $10,000.
Last week, "John Loves Mary'
(WB) (2d wk-» days), $7,900.

'HONEYMOON' HEFTY

$14,000 IN FAIR D.C.
Washington, March 1.

Despite schedules revamped to
debut new features on Washing-
ton's birthday,, current session is
only sorso. "Whispering Smith" at
the Warner tops the town with best
take at this house in weeks. "Fam-
ily. Honeymoon" shapes nice at
Palace. "Return of October" looks
stout at the National. .

Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew's) (2,434; 44-80)—

"Command Decision" (M-G) plus
vaude (2d wk). "Nice $20,000 but
sharp drop firom teiTific $40,000
opener, near house record, with
Job done by local flaelc staff a big
help.
Columbia (Loew's) (1,263; 44-74)

—"Paleface" (Par) (2d run). Light
$6,000. Last week. "Unknown Is-
land" (FC), $8,000.
Dupont (Lopert) (376; $1.20-

$2.40)—"Red Shoes" (EL) (8th wk).
Steady $4,000 for second successive
week, and stays on;

'

KeithV.-,(RKO) (1,939; 44-80)—
"Rogues' Regiment" (U). Neat
$11,000, with some help from holi-
day. Last week, "Joan of Arc"
(RKO) (6th wk), fine $9,000 in 6
days at upped prices.

Little (Lopert) (287; $1.20-$2.40)
—"Hamlet" (U) (19th wk). Smooth
$5,500 for final week. Last week,
$4,000.

Metropolitan (WB)' (1,163; 44-74)
—"Dark Past" (Col). Oke $7,000.
Last* week, "Tai-zan's Magic Foun-
tain" (RKO), ditto.

National (Heimah) (1,600; 44-74)
—"Return of October" (Col). Firm
$10,000. Last week, "Sun Comes
Up" (M-G) (2d wk), about same.
Palace (Loew's) (2,370; 44»74)-^

"Family Honeymoon" (U), Nice
$14,000 in first 5 days. Last week,
"Down to Sea in Ships" (20th),
okay $21,000 for 9 days.

Playhouse 4,Lopert) (432; 50-85)
—"Symphonic Pastorale" (Indie)
(2d wk). Strong $5,500 after sock
$6,300 last week. Holds again.
Warner (WB) (2,154; 44-74)—

"Whispering Smith" (Par). Leads
town with sturdy $19,000. Last
week,"ShDckproof" (Col), $13,000.

Trans - Lux (T-L) (650; 44-80)—
"Enchantment" IRKO) (lOtb wk).
Nice $4,500 in final 5 days. Last
week, big $7,000.

PITTSBURGH
(Continued from page 13)

|

back to regular opening day. Last I

week, big $24,000.
Ritz •(Loew's) (800; 45-80)—

•'Long Voyage Home" (UA) and
"Stagecoach" (UA) (reissues). Only
« days but $2,500 is not too bad.
Last week, "Sealed Verdict" (Par)
and "Dynamite" (Par), rather dim
«n firstrun twinner at $2,000;

Senator (Harris) (1,750; 45-80)—
"Jungle Jim" (Col) and "Jungle
Patrol" (Col). Okay $4,000. Last
week, "Unfaithfully Yours" (20th)
and "Shockproot" (Col), about
name, r

Stanley (WB) (3,800; 45-80)—
"Walked By Night" (EL). Got raft
of good notices and pulling spank-
ing $18,000. Last week, second of
"Don Juan" (WB), weak $11,000.

LOS ANGELES
(Continued irom page 13)

(Rep) and "Rose Yukon" (Rep) (3d
wk), nifty $13,500.
Paramount Hollywood (F & M)

(1,451; 60-$l)—"Whispering Smith"
(Par). Smart $17,000. Last week,
"Wake Red Witch" (Rep) (3d wk),
trim $9,900.
RKO Hillstreet (RKO) (2,890;

50-80) — "Dear to Heart" (RKO)
and "Clay Pigeon" (RKO). Fait*
$16,500. La.st week, "Every Girl-
Married" (RKO) and "Rusty Saves
Life" I Col I (3d wk), $10,600.

Ritz (FWC) (1,370; 60 -$1) —
"Walking Hills" (Col) and "Song

I
India" (Col). Dull $5,500; Last

I
week, "Fighting O'Flynn" (U) and
"Judge" (FC) (9 days), slender
$7,300.

Studio City (FWC) (880; 60-$l)—
"Walking Hills" (Col) and "Song
India" (Col). Oke $4,500. La.st
week, "Fighting O'Flynn" (U) and !

"Judge" (FC) (9 days), $4,600. I

United Artists (UA) (2,100; 60-

i

$1) — "Walking Hills" (Col) and
"Song India" (Col). Pleasing $14.-
000. La.st week. "Fighting O'Flynn"
(U) and ".ludge" (FC) (9 days),
slow $12,300. .

Uptown (FWC) (1,719; 60-$l) —I
"Letter Three .Wives" (20th) and i

"Henry, Rainmaker" (Mono). Good
I

$11,000. Last week, "Chicken I

Warner (WB) (2,000; 50-$1.50)—
i
Sunday" f20th) and "Miss Mink"

".loan of Arc" (RKO) (4th wk). Dip-
|

<20thi i2d \vk-4 days), $4,000.
ping to about $12,000 in 8 days. Vosuc - (I'WC» (885;. 60 - 85) —
tast week, fancy $16,000. "Stagecoach" (Indies and "Long

'Godfathers' Robust At

$11,000 in Slow Seattle
Seattle, March 1.

Town is nearly solid with hold-
overs or moveovers this session.
"Three Godfathers" shapes great
at Liberty. "So Dear to My Heart"
IS one of best holdovers, being
solid at the Music Hall.

Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse (H'E) (800; 50-84)—

[
"Letter Three Wives" (20th) and

I

"Shockproof" (Col) (3d wk). Good
$3,500 after last week's .$4,600.

I
Coliseum (H-E) (1,877; 50-84)—

T'Down to Sea" (20th) and "Jungle
I

Jim" (Col) (2d wk). Oke $7,000
after sturdy $16,000 last week.

Fifth Avenue (H-E) (2,340; 50-84)
—"Command Decision" (M-G) and
"Ladies of ChorujS" (Col) (2d wk).'
Fancy $11,000 after last week's big
$15,500.

Liberty find) (1,650; 50-84)—^'3

Godfathers" (M-G) and "Henry,
Rainmaker" (Mono). Great $11 -

000. Last week. "Every Girl Mar-
ried" (RKO) and "Incident" (Mono)
(4th wk), big $7,200.
Music Box (H-E) (850; $1.20-

$2.40)—"Hamlet" -(U) (3d wk)
Down to $5,000 after last stanza's
excellent $10,500.
Music Hall (H-E) (2,200; 50-84)—

"Dear to My Heart" (RKO) and
"Old-Fashioned Girl" (EL) (2d wk)
Solid $9,000 after last week's great
$11,500.
Orpheum (H-E) (2,600; .'SO-84)—

"John Loves Mary" (WB) and
"Girl' From Manhattan" (UA) I2d
wk). Mild $6,500 after big $12,200
last week.
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 34-59)—"Man From Colorado" (Col) and

"Wonderful Urge" (20lh) (2d runs)
Fair $3,500. Last week, "PalefScc"
(Par) and "Texas, Brooklyn" (UA),
good $5,200.
Paramount (H-E) (3,039; 50-84)—

"Whispering Smith" (Par) and
"Own True Love" (Par) (2d wk)
on (o $7,000 alter ]a.st stanza's fine
$14,400.

Wives* Wonderful 15G,

Port; 'Accused' Oke 9G
Portland, Ore., March 1.

Current newspaper strike is pre-

venting many changes of pictures

in downtown houses this week, ex-
hibs planning to hold over their

bills. "Rogues' Regiment" at

Broadway looks standout, : "Let-

ter to Three Wives" shapes sturdy
in two houses. ; c

Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parker) (1,832; 50-

85)—"Rogues' Regiment" (U) and
''Angel on Amazon" (Rep). Sock
$12,700. Last week, "Don Juan"
(WB) and "Christopher Blake''
(WB) (2d wk), nifty $7,000.

Mayfair (Parker) (1,500; 50-85)—
"Dear to Heart" (RKO) and "Ari-
zona Rangers" (RKO) (m.o ). So-so
$5,300. : Last week, "Countess
Monte Cristo" (U) and "Black
Eagle" (Col), $5,300.

Music Box (H-E) (1,000; 50-85)—
"Paisan" (Indie) and "Touch
Venus" (U). Big $4,500. Last
week, sock $5,700, record for
house. .

Oriental (H-E) (2,000; 50-85) —
"Letter Three Wives" (20th) and
"Trouble Preferred" (20th), day-
date with Orpheum. Solid $5,500.
Last week, "Dear to Heart" (RKO)
and "Arizona Bangers" (RKO), fine
$5,700.

OriAeum (H-E) (1,750; 50-85)—
"Letter Three Wives" (20th) and
"Trouble Preferred" (20th), also
Oriental. Big $9,500. Last .week,
"Dear to Heart" (RKO) and "Ari-
zona Rangers" (RKO), solid $8,500.

Paramount (H-E) (3,400; 50-85)—
"The Accused" (Par) and "Hatter's
Castle" (Par). Okay $9,000. Last
week, "Every Girl Married" (RKO)
and "Bungalow 13" (20th) (6 days)
(2d wk), excellent $8,500.

Playhouse (H-E) (1,200; 50-85)-—
"Every Girl Married" (RKO) and
"Unfaithfully Yours" (20th) (raf.o.).

Good $2,500. Last week, "Shake
Pit" (20th) and "I Surrender Dear"
(Col) (2d wk) (m.o.), $2,600.
United Artists (Paricer) (895; SO-

BS)—"Red Pony" (Rep). Neat
$7,000 or near. Last week, "Act of
Violence" (M-G), $5,800.

'Colo.' Cool 15G, Toronto
Toronto, March 1.

"Whiplash" is doing turnaway
business, with "Man from Colo-
rado'' also garnering nice coin.
Despite early, spring-like weather
attendance is holding well.

Estimates for This Week
Downtown (20th Cent) (1,050; 35-

60)—"Whiplash" (WB) and "Racing
Luck" (20th). Turnaway business
at about $8,000. Last week, "Gal-
lant Blade" (Col) (2d wk), $3,000
in 3 days.

Imperial (FP) (3,373; 36-66)—
"Man from Colorado" (Col); Fine '

$15,000 or near. Last week, "Song
Is Bom" (RKO) (2d wk), okay
$10,000.

Loew's (Loew) (2,096; 86-66)^"3
Godfathers" (M-G) (2d wk). Hold-
ing up weU at $8,500 after last
week's hefty $12,000.

Odeon (Rank) (2,390; 35-$1.20)

—

"Red Shoes" (EL) (6th wk). Nice
$10,000 after last week's $12,000,

Shea's (FP) (2,386; 36-66)—"En-
chantment" (RKO) (2d wk). Fair
$7,000 after last week's okay
$10,000.

Tlvoli (FP) (1,431; 36-66)—"Let-
ter Three Wives" (20th) (4th wk).
Tnm $5,500 after last week's big
$6,000;

Uptown (Loew) (2.743; 36-66)—
"Sun Comes Up" (M-G). Good
$9,i500. Last week, "In Navy" (U)
and "Pardon My Sarong" (U),
(reissues), okay $8,000.

'Paleface' $25,000, Mont'l
Montreal, March 1.

Three new entries spark current
week. Big news is coming from
Loew's "Paleface " which looks
smash.

Estimates for This Week
Loew's (C. T.) (2,8.';5; 40-65)—

"Paleface" (Par). Smash $25,000.
Last week, "Song Is Born" (RKO)
(2d wk), $14,000.

Capitol (C. T.) (2,412; 34-60)—
"Blood on Moon" (RKO) (2d wk),
Nice $13,000 following lusty $18,-
500 last week.

Palace (C. T.) (2,625; 75-$l.20)—
"Joan of Arc" (RKO) (5th wk). Big
$11,000 after fourth week at $19,-
500.

Princess (C. T.) (2,131; 34-60)—
"Johnny Belinda" (WB) (7th wk);
Solid $13,000 after steady sixth at
about same.

Imperial (C. T.) (1,839; 26-45)—
"Belle Starr's Daughter" (20th) and
"Trouble Preferred" (20th). Fine
$8,000. Last week, "Bodyguard''
(RKO) and "Secret Land" (M-G),
$8,500. ,

Orpheum (C. T.) (1,040; 34-60)—
"Time of Life" (UA). Good $7,500.
Last week, "Four Faces West" (UA)
and "Roosevelt Story" lUA), $6,000.

'O'Flynn' Forte $14,500,

Buff.; 'Wives' $18,000
,

Buffalo. March 1.
Many holdovers this week but

none is staying a full second round
"Fighting O'Flynn" at Lafayette
and "Letter to Three Wives" at
Buffalo look best.

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Loew's) (3,500; 40-70)—

"Letter Three Wives" (20th). Nice
$18,000 in 9 days.
Great Lakes (Paramount) (3,400<

40-70)-^"John Loves Mary" (WB)'
Only $10,000. "Whispering Smith"
(Par) opens Thursday (3).

Hipp (Par) (2,100; 40-70)—"Belle
Starr's Daughter" (20th) and "The
Creeper" (20th). Good $8,000. Last
week, "Don Juan" (WB) (m.o.), $7,*
500.
Teck (Loew) (1,400; 40-70)—

"Johnny Apollo" (20th) and "Show
Them No Mercy" (20th) (reissues).
Oke $5,500 in 9 days.

Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 40-70)—
"Slightly French" (Col) and "Jungle
Jim" (Col). Opens tomorrow
(Wed.). Last week, "Fighting
O'Flynn" (U) and "Strange Mrs.
Crane" (EL), nice $14,500 in 8 days.
Century (20th Cent.) (3,000; 40-

70)—"Boy With Green Hair"
(RKO) and "Gun Smugglers"
(RKO). Fine $15,500 in 8 days.
"Enchantment" (RKO) opens
Thursday (3).

Negro Themes
S Continued from page 3 ass

duced by Darryl F. Zanuck and di-^

.

rected by John - Ford from 20ihi

.

Fox release, and "Lost Bounda-
ries,", being produced, independent-
ly by Louis de Rochemont for Film
Classi(;s distribution; Result has
been the development of a race

.

to be first on the screen with the
subject. Kramer is believed likely

to win, since he immediately put
the pic in work and has estab-
lished^ 30-day shootfaig schedule.
He has a strong reputation for .

bringing his pix .in on- the prom*
ised date or sooner and wants to
hit screens by July. The 20th pic,

with a much bigger budget than
Kramer's $600,000, Will take long-

er, although de Rochemont, work-
ing on location in New England, /

will probably give Kramer a run
for his money.. : ^ . . .

•

The Screen Plays film will go to ,

United Artists under a five-pic deal
inked with the company by Kra-
mer. He has just delivered the ini-

tialer, "The Champion." His inter-

est in "Home of the Brave," legiier
which './on the 1946 best play
award by the New York Critics

Circle, dates back to his assoiia-
tion with Hal Home In Story Pro-
ductions. Latter unit, now defuncti
acquired an option on th(e play in J

1946, but let it drop.
"Home" dealt with the problem

of anti-Semitism in the Army. Carl
Foreman's screenplay for the pia ,

substitutes a Negro character for :

the central Jewish one in the play.

Role has been assigned to James
Edwards, Negro star of the Broad-
way legit hit, "Deep Are the
Roots." Production lineup is the

same as on "Champion,'' on which
Kramer produced, Robert Stillman
was his associate, Mark Rolison' di*

rected and Foreman scripted.
Coin 1.S being advanced com-

pletely by John Stillman, wealthy
Florida and California merchant, :

who put up second money for

"Champion." Now, because of stiff

terms being asked by the banks,
he is advancing the whole ccst

instead of calling in Bank of Amer*
ica, as in the case of the previous
film.

Group Booking
as Continued from page' 3 s

20% rejection right on such fea-

tures as have not been tradeshown.
Pi'ovision on franchises in th*:

Paramount decree also gives ;aii-

implied okay to the new technique.
It declares that franchises (which

necessarily includes sale of a com-
pany's complete product lineup)

are not legal unless made to an

indie exhib to enable him to oper-

ate a theatre in competition with

an affiliate.. The decree defines

franchises as a transaction cover-

ing more than one season. It. fal-

lows that agreements for one sea-

son or less are perfectly proper;

Individual prices are fixed be-

cause of another requirement
handed down by the court. It is

efi'ect that product must be s()ld

picture-by-picture. This proy'*".

does not prevent group-peddling,

but it does prevent any bargain

basement price in return for an

exhib taking a batch of pix.



PART OF THE PLAN!
"COMMAND DECISION"

f Clark Gable ' Walter Pidgeon
VanJohnson • Brian Donlevy

Charles Bickford • John Hodiak
Edward Arnold

"LITTLE WOMEN'^ {Technicolor)

June Allyson • Peter Lawford
Margaret O'Brien • Elizabeth Taylor

Janet Leigh • Rossano Brazzi

Mary Astor

"TAKE ME OUT TO THE BALL GAME'*
,

{Technicolor)

Frank Sinatra • Esther Wiiljains

Gene Kelly • Betty Garrett

pS^^^^^EPTUNt'S DAUGHTER"
(technicolor)

Esther Williams • Red Skelton • Ricardo Montalban
Betty Garrett • Keenan Wynn • Xavier Cugat

"THE SECRET GARDEN"
Margaret O'Brien • Herbert Marshall ' Dean Stock'n^ell

"THE STRATTON STORY"
James Stewart • June AUyson • Frank Morgan

, Agnes Moorehead * Bill Williams

"THE BARKLEYS OF BROADWAY"
{Technicolor)

Fred Astaire » Ginger Rogers • Oscar Levant

"ANY NUMBER CAN PLAY"
Clark Gable • Alexis Smith • Wendell Corey

Audrey Totter • Barry Sullivan • Frank Morgan
Mary Astor ' Lewis.Stone

"EDWARD, MY SON"
Spencer Tracy • Deborah Kerr

"THE GREAT SINNER"
Gregory Peck • Ava Gardner • Melvyn Douglas

. Walter Huston • Ethel Barrymore

Frank Morgan • Agnes Moorehead

"CONSPIRATbR"
Robert Taylor • Elizabeth Taylor

AND LOTS MORE!

M-G-M's

PROSPERITY

PLAN

SWEEPING
THE

INDUSTRYI
iSiSk "Movies Aad You" Series ForVwr IndMstr/s Stiitf)
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Zanuck's Tax Refund
Continued tiom page 2

cess profits; Fox Big Horn Theatre
, Corp., $506: Fox De Luxe Theatres,

inc., $799 excess profits; Fox Kansas
Theatre Co., $844 excess profits; Fox
Ozark Theatre Gorp,, $563 plus another
$i;i,127 excess profits; Fox West Coast
Theatre Corp., $3,620; Anna Marie Foy,

$076, and Eddie Foy, Jr„ $1,207; Ava
Gardnex', $1,936; Billy' Gilbert, $823;

Nils T. Granlund, $2,761; Sidney Grau-
man, $3,775; Cliarlotte Greenwood,
$4,062; Gumbiner Amus. <Co., $1,919;

Sam Hayes, $576; Horace Hcidt, $4,778,

and Adaline Heidt, $4,778; Skitch Hen-
derson, $2,804; Alffed Hitchcock, $4,160,

and Alma Bevilla Hitchcock, $3,783;

Walter Huston, $1,618, and Nan Suther-
Jarid Huston, $1,607; Betty Grable
James, $2,928; Harry James, $556 em-
ployment tax; Allen Jenkins, $716;

Victor J. Jurgens (c/o Louis De Roche-
nnont Assn.), $757; Marie MacDonald
Karl, $5,073; Genevieve Tobin (Mrs.

William) Keighley, $2,300; Frank Kin-
sella, $912; Cass Daley, $787; June
Knight, $1,001; Peter Lawford, $777;

^Fraricis Lederer, $1,115, and Marion
J-ederet, $l,lfe;. -.Allen Le May, $1,615,

: and Arlene Le May, $1,016; Sam
Xevene, $1,664; Bambi Lynn, $860; In-

grid Bergman Lindstrom, $890; Long
Beach Pleasure Pier Co. (.Silver Spray
Pier) , $4,607; Peter Lorre, $4,552, and
Kaaren Verne Lorre. $1,861; Ernst

Liibitsch, $1,822; Lynn Barry Luft, $715;

Kenneth MacKenna, $879, and Mary
Philips MacKenna, $774; Fecdric

March, $753, and Florence Eldridge

March, $753; Roddy McDowall, $3,189;

.Miller Amus. Co., $8,392 excess profits;

Ann Miller. $4,073; Frank Morgan,

$4,479; Patricia Morison, $2.4-10; Wayne
Morris," $530; Conrad Nagel, $893;

National Theatres Corp:. $556; Silver

Spray. Pleasure Pier, $1,294; John B.

Nesbitt,- $788; Richard M. Ney, $1,837;

Jack Oakie, $2,235; Margaret O'Brien,

$2,273; Johnny Coy, $1,536.

i Reginald Owen. S1.415; Pathc Labora-
tories oij Cal,. $2,629; June Preisser,

$530; Irene Rich, $3,116; Robert Rlskin,

$5,727; Charles Buddy Rogers, $501'

W<esley Ruggles, $2,439; Sandorf Thea

Wednesday, IVfarcli 2, \9^^

Co., $1,233; Combined Bronjc Amus.,
Inc.. $5,025; Marc Connelly, $2,433;

PendcU and Aline Corey (ol L, A.),

$1,686; Vicki Cummings, $1,100; Jean
Dalrymple^ $2,740; Galo Barriga-Diaz
(MGM International ) , $858 ; Nat N. Dorf-
man, $3,083; Jessica Dragonette, $1,420;

Drama Holding Corp., $883; John and
Beatrice Elberson, $2(135; Billy Eck-
stine, $2,148.

Cliff Edwards, $1,846; Duke Ellington,

$1,827, and Mercer laUngton, $671; Jose i

Ferrer, $1,340; Film Classics, $2,669;

Firm Amus. Corp., $2,265 employment
tax; Dwight Fiske, $2,519; Kirsten

Flagstad, $1,304; James Lawrence,

$6,562; Ralph Forbes, $825; Morton
Gould, $2,164; Bernard Grubman (c/o

Cinema Enterprises), $752; Ralph and'

Edith Harte (o£ Hollywood) $1,883;

Hearst Radio, Inc.. $679; Hercules The-
atre Corp., $6,020 employment tax;

Marcus A. Heiman, $9,908; Richard
Himber, $754; Dolly Haas Hirschfcld,

$1,677; Mirianij Hopkins Brock, $2,367;

Inteinational Newsreel Corp., $645;

George Jessel, $6,297; Junior Orpheum,
San Francisco, Ltd. (RKO), $3,022

employment tax; Oscar Karlweis,

$1,038; B.. F. Keith >Columbus Go.,

$2,247 employment tax; Keith Moss
Corp;, $9,299 employment tax; Keith
Ohio Corp., $5,302 employment tax;

Dennis J. King, $586; Haila Stoddard
Kirkland, $1,488; Robert W. Kirkland,

$3,937; Dorothy Kirsten, $2,276; John
Klempncr, $2,250; Lafayette Radio
Corp 0£ Illinois, $6,732 excess profits;

Bert Lahr, $2,222, and Mildred Lahr,

$4,964; Jack Lait, $2,763; Jessie Royce
Landis, $546; Herbert and Ruth Lang-
ner, $2,814; Francine Larrimore, $1,811;

Bert, Jr., and Evelyn Lebhar (Sta-

tion WHN)
, $3,638; Lew-, Leslie, $568;

Arthur Lesser, $1,313, and Shirley

Lesser, $1,320; Mildred Lewis (suc-

cessor to RCP Theatre Corp.), $3,356

plus $2,056 excess profits; John Loder.

$1,838.

Loew's Dayton Theatre Co.,

employment tax; Loew's Indiana The-
I atre Co., $2,959; Loew's Theatre and

Moscow Mulish?
It has been about three

months now since the Ameri-
can industry forwarded to the
Kremlin Its list of 100 pix
available for sale to the Rus-
sians, but no word has been
received from Moscow yet.

The list was prepared and for-

warded via the State Dept. in

conformity with the agreement
made by Motion Picture Assn.

!
of America prexy Eric John-

i ston when he was in the So-
I Viet last year.

Agreement calls for the
Russians to select pictures
from the list in blocks of 20.

They have been told if they
can't lind on it 20 that they
like, a supiSlemental list will

be prepared. In the meantime,
Yugoslavs have made some se-

lections from a similar roster,

submitted to them and it is

expected that the first prints

will be OK their way to Bel-
grade sooii.

Film Reviews
Continued from page 8

Commie Hex
Continued from page 2

$718; Santa Barbara Realty Co., $849; Johnny Long. $4,090;tre Corp.,, L. A,

Music Co., $3,374; Joseph Sohildkraut,

$555, and Marie Schildkraut, $555: Liza-

beth Seott, $5,115; David Q. Selznick,

, $529; Ii'ene M. Selznick. $7,308; Douglas

G. Shearer, $4,143; Julie Bishop Shoop.

,$570; Louis Sobel, $551; Lionel Stander,

$688, and Jehanne Stander, $688; Don-
ald Ogden, Stewart, $605; Geraldine

Brooks Stroock, $1,757; Preston

Slur.qes. $935; Robert S. Taplinger,
j

$6,372; Elizabeth Taylor, $1,001; JoVm
Charles Thomas, $6,082; Thomas Pro-
ductions. Inc.. $1,486; Kay Thompson,
$1,186; Marta Toren, $514; Mel Torme,
$3,977; Sonny Tufts, $5,871; United
States Pictures. Inc.. $2,603; "Venice In-
vestment Co.. $554 excess profits; Ver-
mont Avenue Theatre Corp.. L. A.,

$2,272; Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc.,

$8,401 sales tax; Dame May Whitty,

$3,342; Mae We.st. $2,901; Western
Costume Co., $6,807 excess profits; Bert
Wheeler, $680, and Patty Orr Wheeler,
$654; Andrea King, $1,105; ZaSu Pitts

Woodall. $2,018; Sol M, Wurtzell,
.$4,077, and Marian Wurtzell, $2,914;

Nan Wyhn $590.

Large New York returns;
Advertising Arts Corp., $81,924 excess

profits; Dorothy Brecker, of Roseland
Amus. Co. (dancehall), $12,640; Nancy
Brecker $2,646; Dorothy, David L. and
Meta , Loew Brecker, .$930 employment
tax; Irwin S. Chanin. $5,394. and Mary
Chanin, $800, Paul Chanin, $2,755, and
Sylvia Chanin. $7.073; . Columbia Elec-

Luba Malina, $3,283; Fletcher Markle,

$583; -Charles Martin, $598; Dorothy
Maytlbr, $908; Media Records, $6,228,

excess profits; Helen Smith Menken,
$678; MGM Distributing Corp., $1,234;

MGM of Egypt, $7,517; George Mon-
aghan (Station WOB), $659; Henry
Morgan, .$6,095; North Carolina Thea-
trical Corp., $2,704; Emmanuel Ornstein,

$3,590; Axleeh Whelan Owen, $6,853;

Lawrehce J. Owen (c/o Guy Lom-
bardo), $650; Paramount Pictures,

$4,150 employment tax; Tony Pastor,

$894; Lucille Coleman Paul (c/o J. W.
Seligman) . $3,436; George Paxton,
$3,943; Wilfred Pelletier, $2,524; Jack T.

Philbin, $750; Marion HUttpn Philbin,

$2,047; Jane Pickens, $i!,02e; Monte
Proser, $9,386.

RKO Midwest Cor^., $907 employ-
ment tax; RKO Orpheum Corp., $1,411

employment tax; RKO Radio Pictures

of Near East, $1,143; RKO Theatre, Inc.,

$1,116 employment tax; Natalie Rach-
maninoff, $1,489; RCA, $9,540; Howard
Reihheimer, $3,771; Republic Pictures
and its wholly . owned subsidiaries,

$6,450; Ethel Robertson (Columbia
Artists), $550; John R. Robertson (Co-
lumbia Artists), $554; Samuel Schneir
der (Apollo Records), $1,422; Kon.
stantih Simpnov, $2,043; ,lra J. Sobel
(c/o. M. J. Weinstein), $8,299; Ida S.

Sobol (same). $4,095; Sono Osato
Elmaleh, $1,219; Bella Spewack, $3,150;

K. T. Stevens (L.A.), $709; Ted
tronics Inc., $1,826 plus $10,169 ex9ess': Stra,eter, $2,544; Joan Tetzel, $978; The-
profits; Debs Memorial Radio Fund,

| atre Guild. $6.1551 excess profits; The-
$27,579 plus $2,466, excess profits; atre, Inc., $616 employment tax; The-
Arleiie Francis, $10,992; King Features,

J

atrical Realties, Inc., $2,123; Conrad
$11,512; Kipnis Family, $11,482; Leon &j ThibaiUt $554
Eddie's, Inc., $9,135 plus $10,319 ex- 1

,

•

cess profits; Panoramic Radio Corp.,

glass window at a next-door de-
partment store. A whole detach-
ment of police is on duty at the
Stafa and, from time to time, they
have, to summon ^ergency rein-^

forcements."
'

Other pix doing great currently
are "Hunchback of Notre Dame"
in Warsaw and Lodz, "Dragon-
wyck" and "Dr. Ehrlich's Magic
BuUet;Un Cracow, "Ziegfeld Girl,"

"Sun Valley Serenade" and . "Casa-
blanca", in Polish subsequents,
"Gulliver's Travels" in Prague,
"Men . in Her Life" and "Adven-

$525
I tures of Mark Twain" in Sofia and
"Ninotchka," "Best Years of Our
Lives" and "Sinbad" in Berlin.

All this, of course, would be de-
stined to make the U; S. distribs

much happier were they getting
coin out of these countries com-
mensurate with the big b.o. In
some countries, U. S. revenue :is

completely frozen, and in the
pthers the best they get back is

costs of prints and operation.

Despite the constant propaganda
blasts from Moscow, the Hollywood
product continues to play in all of
the Iron Curtain lands except Rus-
sia itself, Rumania, Hungary and
Yugoslavia and it is likely that
Yugoslavia will shortly be off the
nix list.

Main reason the Communists let
the American product appear is

apparently their own inability to
provide enough film to keep thea-
tres alight. In most countries, the
Russe product is guaranteed 60%
of screen time, but it doesn't hold
up to that average because, aside
from numerical. in.sufficiency, it

earns few holdovers or any kind
of extended playing time.

he finally has a show-down with
the doctor, with the physician
coming oft first best.
Another novel twist is that of

having the robber strive to reform
the village's bad girl, a femme at
war with the world. This off-shoot
to the main plot at times gets out
of hand as the director has laid
too much emphasis on this young
miss as a bad character. And the
sudden switch of the gal, from
hating the millionaire, into falling
madly in love with him when she
learns his true identity as a bank
robber is not done so convincingly;

Despite this obvious weakness^
the story as a whole is exciting and
well-knit. Smart direction by
Maurice Saurel is further height-
ened by the superb performances
of Pierre Fresnay and Fernand
Ledoux. Former as the daring
robber turned philanthropist 4oes
the role; tip brown, while Ledoux,
as the' medico, virtually thefts the
picture. Andree Clement, as the
devil's daughter, furnishes a new
and entirely different screen type,
turning in one of the most vivid
femme portrayals to come from
France in some time.
Remarkably strong supporting

cast is headed by Therese Dorny
and Serge Andreguy. Armand
Thirard's camera work is topflight,
being especially fine in the dra-
matic giin fight between the robber
and Paris gendarmes and in the
wild auto ride with a drunk at

the wheel. Bretonneche's editing
also is sharp. • Wear.

Rank Shutdowns
= continued from page 3 b

$57,520 excess profits; Louis Prima
$9,508; Leon Prima, $2,593. and Made-
line Prima. $2,594; Radio Develop-

excess profits; Stanley Co. of Ameri-
ca. $21,600; Stanley Mark Strand Corp.,
$1,269 plus $15;177 employment tax;
Ticket Office Equipment Corp., $680
plus $10,042 excess profits.

Warner Bros. Artists Bureau, $3,388;

forward toward further production-
al savings.

Tom O'Brien, M.P., and general
secretary of the National As.sn. of

J. Meyer Schine, $568; United De-
troit Theatres Corp., $4,014 employ-
ment tax; Ernest Truex, $2,511; Gloria

,
„ —

Swanson. $1,674; Universal Picture p^^^^tre and Kinematographv Em-
inent Research Corn S3 101 nius S'i4 164 !

*^°'"P' °* Mexico, $2,660; Universal
i

ployecs, described the shutdown ot
!".

. .!, ^°ll\\.r]!:. I'i" .
picture corp. of North Africa, $1,271;

:
Gainsborough and Shepherds Bush

Waybro Picture Corp., $1,306 excess
]
as a "tremendous shock" followine

profits; _Kathleen Winsor, $1,142; Ed
^

in the Wake of other layoffs Hewynn f?,948. .

, ^Isq hit hard at industrialists whom
Following are misoeilaneous refunds:

I

he termed "most unpatriotic" for
Interstate Circuit of Texas, $68,071

]

failing to support British produc
Wamci Bros. Distributing Corp., .$4,146; I

^''<:«ss profits; Henry L. Balaban,
| tiott.

Warner Bros. Theatre,, $585 employ-
ment lax; Warnel- Bros, of Wisconsin,
$21,114; Warner Bros. Theatres' of
Pennsylvania, $839 employment tax;
Harry Warner, ;$819; , Jack : Warner,
,$1,059.

Other New York retiirns

,
Xaboratories, Inc.,

Mu.sic Corp., $809
profits; , American Theatre Society,
$3,700; Harry and Beniice Antrim. $792;
;Audlt6rium Conditioning Co. (Len-iuel
Skidmoi-e), $4,395; AVCO (including
radio station subsidiaries). $13,364 plus
$11,619 excess, prbfits; Phil, Baker, $1,316;

Chicago, $12,343; Balaban & Katz Corp., i T„/iite » * W
Chicago, $5,107 employment tax; I if*J?"*^^

Others, O'Brien :

Lcoininster Allied Theatre Corp., of l^tt Hank to carry on the bUr-

'

Keene, N. H., $841; Maine Theatres i
">r years and

:
he: cannot be

|

Corp, of Boston, $30,5;i3 excess profits; ' expected to shoulder the entire re-

1

Butterfield Michigan Theatre Co.. $1,345 I sponsibility. MeanWhile the A.ssn
cxce.sB profits; R. B, Wilby (North ^ of Cine and Allied Technicians

er the \

Gscar Homolka, $1,717; Ace Film C,wlina) $1,345; Fred W. Rfckelson; general council will eonsid
.«1.007; Advanced J"".. $39,748; TrI-State Theatre Corp.,

plus $2 974 excess W.660 employment tax; Newport News
Theatre Co., Inc. (Norfolk, Va.),
$5,390: New Theatre,, Inc., Pdrtsmouth,
Vs., $12,790 excess profits; Alliance
Theatre Corp., Chicago, $3,109; Fair-
lawn Amus. Co. (D. C), $2,766 ex-
cess profits; Elmer D. Rhoden $12,634

situatioil.- tomorrow night (1),
While 800 workers reportedly are
being dismissed, Rank claims only
550 will be affected by the notices.

_
It's been known for some time

that Rank contemplated stream-

George. Balan'chlne,' $1,523; "'Tallulah Commonwealth Lawrence Corp., $11,297
\ fi7m"ma'ldnK" a\'T)pnhnm"?^^^^^

Bankhead, $iJ,607; Bruc'e Barton, $893; : -x-ss Profits; Commonweahh Sercy ^^f^^flP^ ''pTv, .-TL^.?.^.-
Count Basle, $4,556; Jacques and Tlieatre Corp., $1,202 excess profits;

'yvcnne Chevalier Belasco, $1,305; Hopkins Theatres, Inc., of Wilmington,
Irving Berlin, Inc., $9,217 excess pi'ofits;

I

^'^'^26.

Nathan Burstein, $4,920; Jack Bittner,

Sues Dale Evans, Rep.
Hollywood, March 1.

wood. His closure of the Islington
studio in January also marked the
first stage in a new policy. Top
British producer admitted last year
that he could carry out a present
production program of some 40
films annually at two major studios
and intimated that he could dis-

$560; Sidney and Suzanne K. Blackmer,

)

$3,301; Elijah Brien (c/o Eagle Lion), I

$571; Broadcast Music, Inc., $1,127 excess !

profits; Gerardo Brugnun (c/o Lecuona
j

, _ ,

, ^ ,, , »..i.iiieut;u uiai np rriiiii-i Hie
Cuban Boys, Inc.), $1,441; Yul Bryn-

i

Louis Lewyn has filed $330,000
; pense with Shon er s Ru<^)^

ner, $1,071; Buffalo Theatre, Inc., $1,2.52 ' damage suit against Dale Evans Islineton w%hn 7^
'i^^^^^^^employment tax; Igor Cassini, $768; and Republic.

iMinglon without aflecting his out-

Cellofilm. Corp., .$2,807 excess profits; j;,«>._ t;_ - j : .

'

Century Music Pubiishmg, $620 em- .

P/oducer charged actress prom- Ob.servers feel , Sydney Box's
pJoyment tax; Cine Theatre, Inc., $922 '''''^? Jast Aug. 15 to appear in a ' transfer from Gainsborough to
employment tax; Constance Collier, series of westerns for him but that Pinewood at the start of the vpir
$1,480; Irving Collins (c,o Station «ep induced her to remain in series to develop Independent Fnm» nc
WHOM), $968; Columbia Broadcasting

,
ojsposite her liusband, Boy Rogers.

. especially significant.

Ride, llyder, Ilidn!
Eagle Lion release of Equity (Jerry

Thomas) production. Stars Jim Bannon;
features Don Reynolds, Emmett Lynn.
Marin Sals. Directed by Lewis D. Collins.
Screenplay. Paul Franklin based on comic
strip, "Red Ryder," by special arrange-
ment with Stephen Sleslnger; camera
(Cinecolor), Gilbert Warrenton; cditur,
Jce Gluck. Tradeshown N. Y., Feb. 25,
'49, Running time, S8 MT.NS.
Red Ryder.... Jim Bannon
Little Beaver Don Kay "Little

Brown Jug'* Reynolds
Buckskin Emmctt Lynn
Libby Brooks. .... .i ..... .P6ggy Steward
Gefry ................ . Gaylord Pendleton
Kcno Jack O'Shca
Marge ... . . . .Jean Builingcr
Duchess .......,,:.».«.,» Marin Suis
Sheriff . , St.in Blystone
.ludge >.,.,.,....,.,.. Bill Fawcctt
Pinto Billy Hammond
Frenchy Edwin Max

As replacement for the Eddie
Dean series, Eagle Lion is han-
dling a new crop of oaters based
upon the McNaught Syndicate
strip, "Red Ryder." Produced by
Jerry Thomas, who also turned out
the Deans, the Ryder group stacks
up as good Saturday matinee prod-
uct on the basis of the initialer,
"Ride, Ryder, Ride!"

Juvenile quality of the script,
however, obviously limits the film's
draw to the small fry. But while
older filmgoecs will find the "Ride"
plot to naive, loss of this market
will likely be more than offset by a
pre-sold audience of the, comic's
lensing of Gilbert Warrenton is
also a big asset.

Ryder, as portrayed by carrot-
topped Jim Bannon. is a chaps-
clad .SJr Galahad of the plains
country. He breaks un an at-
tempted stagecoach hold'up in the
opening reel and in the ensuing
footage .joins with newspaper pub-
lisher Peggy Steward in cleaning
up the town's crime.
Although physically a fine choice

for the title role, Bannon isn't too
convincing as an actor. However,
his fistic prowess seems to more
than compensate for his lack of
histrionic finesse. Outlaw leader is
capably thesped by Edwin Max;
comic relief is supplied b.v Enimett
Lynn, while others lend okay sup-
port-under Lewis D. Collins'
direction* Gilb,

Roinlia, ihe Jiinjisle lloy
Hollywood. Feb. 23."

Monogram rclca.'ic of Walter Mirisch
pi odiiction. Stai s Johnny Sheineld, PecRVAnn Garnci-; features Onslow Stevens,
,V.V?,'".'<'S Irwin, Smoki Whitfield, Martin
Wilkms. Directed by Ford Beebc. Sci-oen-
pl.-iy. J.-ick DeWitt! adapted from story bvRoy R()ckwood; camera, William A. Sick-
ticr: editor. Roy Livingston. Prcvh'Wcd

70 'un's'"°''
gomba

-, - Johnny ShelTlcId
Hafland Peggy Ann Garner

George Harland ,. Onslow Stcvi n.s
Andy Barnes,.,.. Charle.9 Irwin
Ell,

. . , . ... . , ; . . .Smoki Whitfield
Mufti ......... i , .Martin Wilkins

"Bomba, the Jtingle Boy" is the
m'sl of several subjects based on
Roy Rockwood's stories which Wal-
ter Mirisch will produce. Initialer
has the stuff to interest the juve-
nile filmgocr and should fare okay
when marketed to attract the kid-
die trade. Johnny ShefTield, ex of
the "Tarzan" films in which he
played the son, goes it alone as
Bomba" and is a neat choice to

portray the jungle lad.
Film is more plausible proiec-

tion of a jungle adventure story
than usually encountered in such
sub.iects. Because it is the first,
there s more footage devoted to

establishment of character than
can be expected in subsequent
entries, but this doesn't slow the
pace too much.
There are a lot of scenes of

jungle animals worked into the
feature and, with the exception of
a few duplications of clips, it's a
good job of splicing that will in-
terest both juves and adults. Use
of sepia tint also is an added value
In, displaying African setting, both
studio and actual.
Ford Beebe's direction keeps the

melodramatics well in hand iji

telling of a father-daughter team
of photographers who trek to the
jungle, encounter a teenage boy
who has been raised among the
wild jungle life. Plot keeps moving
as the girl gets lost, is taken under
Bomba's wing and then brought
back to her friends in a windup
that rings in a locust plague, a lion
hunt and jungle fire to keep the
thrills "for a young audience always
on tap.
Peggy Ann Garner works well

with Sheffield and latter has con-
siderable heft for his age, fitting

perfectly into the character de*
mands. Onslow Stevens, the father:
Charles Irwin, game warden, and
Smoki Whitfield and Martin Wll-
kins, native guides, round out the
cast. Technical : credits in the
Mirisch production: are all good.

.:'..y Brog. ;

Hiddoii Danger
- Monogram release of Barney E. S»reoky
production. Stars Johnny Mack Brown;
features -Raymond Hatton, Max Terhune^
Directed by ' Ray Taylor. Screenplay. J,

Benton Sheney ^nd Elliot Gibbons; cam-
era. Harry Neumann; editor. John C,
Fuller. At New York- theatre, N. Y.. Peb,
23, Running time. n4 .MINN.
Johnny. ............ .Johnny Mack Itrown
Banty ............... ... .Kaymond Hatton
Alibi .;,..;............. Max Tej-tmno,
Valerie......... .Christine L.-irson

Carson Myron llc-iJcy

Mason Marslutll Hucd
Benda .......... Kenne Duncan

I SheriiT.. . . / Edmund Cobb
f Russell Steve Clark

i

Clerk .'Milburn Morante
Trigger ........ . . Carol Henry

I Sanderson Dill llalc

I

Joe ........... 4 Bob Woodward
Loop .Boyd "Stockman
Perry. .Bill Potter

Another in Monogram's .series of

Johnny Mack Brown westerns,

"Hidden Danger" follows the fa-

miliar pattern of low-budgeted

j

oaters, with plenty of gunplay,

I galloping and fisticuffs to satisfy

the juve and horse-opera patrons.

yarn revolves- around the forma-
tion of an illegUimate Cattlemen'!
Protective Assn., whose leader
(Myron Healey) has persuaded the

ranchers to sell their beef to him
for less money than they would
get at mark'eti
Some diversity Is supplied by

Max Terhune, a ventriloquist, and
Raymond Hatton, Brown's side-

kick, with a little romantic interest

injected via €hristine Larson and
Marshall Reed.

Direction, production and cam-
era work are all standard.

Ilozinu the Lov<^-rhild
(CZECHOSLOVAKIAN)

Verity Films release of Ozechoslovalt

State Film Monopoly production. Start

Marie Glairova. Directed by Otakar

Vavra. Screenplay by V.-iclnv llc-^nc from

story by Vavra. At Amlias.sniior. N-

starting Feb. 25, '49. Running time, 1«0

MINS. ,.

Father Anthony.

,

Ho7.lna
Jan Karf
NicOlo .........
Potmebily . .......
Joffn Kovar
Brother Bartolo .

.

Father Boniface .

.

Afra ............
Strakova .'.

.

.

Zdenek Stcpanek
iVlaric Glazrova

Francis Kreuzman
...Ladislav Boliao

. . . . .
.U\n Plvei!

Giislav Hllmar

. . . . . Sa.sii Rasilov .

Atonin Solo

Lola Srbkova

: . Zdcnka Bal(lov»

I
(In Czech; Enqlhh tilU's)

_

I This is described in t lie credits

as a- historical play. ,Unforlunateiy

Otakar Vavra, who wrote the orig-

inal .story and directed, apparently

was overwhelmed by this I'jict ana

' has turned out a strange. cu#ber|

some pot-pourri. Not oven a '|'"'!^

impetuous performance by Mane
Glazrova can save it from being.

a

I

.slovenly presentation of a tragic

story. Looks a mild entry even tor

; foreign-language spots. . „^
I

Chief drawback is tlial much ex-

I traneous matter has been alloweu

I to seep in. Opening reels
• sumed in ponderous bmltvng Z
, of characters, many of wliich mean

;
little to the main story, ami m
mounting the background. Plot T^'

volvCs about a 17th Century trji

edy. This legend about a,"""°
ling who is finally slain by nej

youthful Italian lover Is largely

done with a heavy hand, .

i The fiery performance ot !Vi m
I Glazrova is wasted in this prf '"^

ition. .Stepanek makes the AliBOf

:of the St. Agnes mona.stery

stately and then very eailliy. Dui

,
is so much better than ihe oinu

characters he .seems excellent. .

! This effort of the CzechoslovaR

; Slate Film Monopoly rales as »

'routine costume picture as

' by American .standards. Bombasiit

acting, faulty makeup, n'-^^^^M
[tinuity and uneven photofirapw

are among its flaws. V**"''



10th Annual Motion Picture Award Winner

'^COMMAND DECISION"
the Metrq-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture

with Clark Gable, Walter Pidgean, VanJohnson, Edwatd Arnold,

John Hodiak, Brian Donlevy and Charles Bickford

Produced by Sidney Franklin in collaboration with Gottfried Relnhardt and Sam Wood, wbo directed tbe film.

Presentation on Screen Guild Players radio program Thursday, March 3rd (NBC, 10 P. M. EST)

t.
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CGps fron Fib Row

NEW YORK
Lawrence Greib resigned his

post as general manager for Gity
Eiitertainment Co. (Astor, Victoria
ind Bijou, N, Y.). Will vacation
in Florida and announce his plans
'-'later. .

'

Metro's European junket for '.a

party of sales staffers, announced
'during the company's studio meet-
ings by distrib veepee William F.

Bodgers, has been expanded to 12
to add a field salesman and ex-
ploiteer. The trip, intended partly
to familiarize the junketers with
International film problems and
partly as a reward for sales cam^ dinator of community relations di-

"Paleface" contracts for some of
members.
Eddie Ruben, circuit Owner, and

his wife of! to Europe.
Ben Friedman, chain owner; va-

cationing with wife iri California
and Hawaii. «

Ted Mann and George Gran-
strom, circuit owners, spending
month in Honolulu.

Since her theatre banned the
sale and «ating of popcom by pa-
trons several weeks ago, patronage
has jumped 20%, says Mrs. J. L.
Jensen, owner of the Avalon, at

White Bear near here.
Duke Hickey, MPAA field coor-

paign efforts, has now been defi

nitely slated to start Oct. 21. First

port of call is Naples with Rome,
Paris and London on the itinerary.

Selections will be made by a special
committee named by Rodgers. Ten
of those going will be drawn from
M-G's branch, district and division
managers.

MINNEAPOLIS
/. Minnesota Amus. Co. tilted ad-
missions 5-lOc. at Aberdeen, S.D..

and Grand Forks, N. D^j to test

public reaction before boosting
along the line.

Howard Greenstein, Universal
salesman, back on job after being
laid up for six weeks after major
operation.
While admission prices are drop-

ping at_ many houses, Minnesota
|

vision, here on survey.
Bill Soper, Paramount booking

manager, laid up with mumps.
Aaron Rosen resigned from Par-

amount booking staff to become
Monogram salesman.
George Granstrom and Ted

Mann, independent circuit owners,
back from Hawaiian vacations.

Bill Volk, independent circuit
owner, returned from a Florida va-
cation.
Preem of "Red Shoes" roadshow

date at World for crippled chil^
dren's benefit a sell-out. -

Completely remodeled Ritz, nabe
house, reopened with "One Sunday
Afternoon."

BUFFALO
Loew's which acquires the down-

Amus, Co. is planning a general town Buffalo and Teck as well as

will handle publicity for the Great
Lakes, Hipp, Seneca, Niagara and
Kensington starting March 1 when
Par takes over these theatres. Re-
maining Shea houses go to Loew.

PITTSBURGH
Pittsburgh Lodge No; 31, Colos-

seum of Picture Salesmen, named
Carl Reardon president; and Jim
Thorpe, vice-president.
Bob Green resigned as Film

Classics booker and may join a the-
atre circuit in New Jersey.
Dondd Chabin, former Screen

Guil^f • salesman in Washington,
joined. 'Film Glassies sales force
here:.

.
;

.

William Skirball, owner of Barry,
to riemodel his house. '

QttliBt ' boosting of admission
scales at all downtown iirstruns has
been accomplished by the Theatre
Managers Assn. In order to at-

tract little attention, increase be-
gan couple of months ago at one
spot. •

B. E. Gore, who operated a the-
atre an Wheeling several years ago,
sentenced to 12 months in jail for
exhibiting "Valley of Nudists" at
Hanger theatre, Atlanta, Ga.
Leo Gottlieb, former U city sales-

man in Cleveland, named head of
Film Classics exchange here.

.

out of the hospital and back in his
northern Missouri territory.
Durwood circuit is sending Tom

Wolf to Leavenworth, Kans., as
Lyceum and,assistant city manager.
Wolf has :ib'^en .manager of Roxy
here; Earl Brown, in from Coast,
replaces him. '

admission boost for most of its

theatres. It would be the first tilt

In several years and is designed to
offset rising operating costS;

Louis Orlove, Metro exploiteer

neighborhood Kensington, Elm^
wood, Lackawanna, North Park
and Bellevue at Niagara Falls will
retain the - Shea name in connec-
tion with the title of the houses.

DALLAS
Johnny Sparks named manager

of Ideal in. Ft. Worth. L. N. Crim
owns the house.
Ed Hale, formerly with Inter-

state Theatres, named manager of
Fredericksburg Road drive-in at
San Antonio, which is operated by
Claude Ezell &^ Associates.
The Rio at Rockport closed for

facelifting.

DETROIT
American Brotherhood week,

celebrated in 500 picture houses
of Michigan. Co-chairmen were
Earl J. Hudson and Joe Uvick;
W. S. Butterfield circuit dropped

plans for new Grand Rapids thea-
tre and drive-in because of high
construction costs.
Charles J. Meril and Paul Threm

joined Sams Co., theatre brokers.
H. R. Stevens is manager of new

Dexter, Dexter, Mich.
Mr. and Mrs, Joseph Campis,

Priscilla Theatre, secured a settle-
ment of their arbitration case, giv-
ing them clearance of 9 to 10 days
after availability dates of the East

I

Side, and, 16 days after Rialto
playdates.

Douglass Mitmcsser bought the
Strand in Coldwater from Homer
Cox.
Krim Bros, expect the new

Metropolitan here to be completed
in about 30 days. A neighborhood
house, it will be used for longruns
on foreign and arty films, with
American product booked where
available.

out of hospital and will soon be i
Par which takes the other houses.

back on job,

LeRoy Smith; Metro salesman,
transferred back here from Mil-
waukee.

After laying off product for more
than six months, Theatre AssocL

plans to change the Lakes title to
Paramount and will hold a re-nam-
ing contest for the Hipp.
Park at Orchard Park,, Buffalo

suburb, sold by William Brett to
Sylvester Graff, former operator

ates, biggest local non-profit buying 1
of the Angola, at Angola. Brett

and booking combine, has made I continues as head of Sky-Ways

I

drive-in at Athol SpringSi

Charles B. Taylor, head of Shea-
Par-Loew Circuit's publicity de-
partment for the last 22 years, be-

1 comes director of publicity for
Buffalo paramount theatres under

deal with Metro.
Louis Orlove, Metro exploiteer,

still in hospital from operation.
Independent Theatres Associa-

tion, another large non-profit buy-
ing pool here, which has been re-
fusing to buy Paramount, inked Uhe new Par-Loew split. Taylor

KANSAS CITY
Bill setting up regulations . for

seats and aisles and other building
quajiifications for theatres intro-
duced, in the Missouri legislature at
Jefferson . City.

: Measure was in-
troduced by Floyd R. Gibson, Jack-
son County senator, and reportedly
has : the backing . of exhibitors.
Measure would be a replacement
for the statutes now on the books
and; felt to be outmoded.
Doug BurriU, publicity rep for

Durwood circuit, left the company
to be ad-publicity assistant for Sin-
clair Coal Co. Tom Cawley, Rovy
pubircist here, takes over BurriU's
duties.

Bill Adams, Columbia salesman.

CHARLOTTE
F. J. McCarthy, southern divi-

sion manager for Universal, here
to confer with Jimmy Greenleaf,
branch manager.

Bill Briggs, United Artists
booker, given stag party at Hotel
Charlotte, prior to his marriage.

Norman ;Jackter, salesman for
Columbia, to be transferred to
Washington, D. C, branch in same
capacity; will be succeeded by Bill
Henderson, formerly with 20th-
Fox and SRO.

MEMPHIS
Bob Bowers, Metro rep here,

named manager of recently organ-
ized Allied Indie Theatre Owners
of Mid-South, Inc.
James McCarthy, WB manager,

tees off with new policy here by
giving patrons sneak previews.

Indie theatre owners will con-
verge on Memphis for preem meet-
ing of new organization set for
Chisca Hotel.

II

Pix Bally
B5 Continued from page s 55

stars as Colleen Townsend, who is
out plugging her "Chicken Every
Sunday." In addition, 20th plans
to handle each iilm as a separate
unit, staying witU, it from its first
run key city engagements right
through to the fourth and fifth
runs. Company, for instance, is still
ballyhooing "Snake Pit" with full
strength, despite'the picture's hav-
ing been in circulation since No-
vember.

Taking a leaf directly from the
oldtime exploitation book, 20th is

now polling colleges throughout
the country to determine which
has the prettiest co-eds.

, Sixteen
schools winning the award will
have special preem performances'
of the company's upcoming "Moth-
er Is a Freshman," In addition, the
winning girl at each school will
compete for a week's vacation in
Hollywood as "Miss All-Anierican
Freshman" and will be screen-
tested if 20th production vecpee
Darryl F. Zanuck thinks she has
posibilities. "Freshman" stunt has
already paid off publicity-wise,
with the competition among the
various schools getting plenty of
space in the neighboring key cities.

Hypoed activity of the 20th exploi-

tation department is attributed
mainly to veepee Charles Einfeld,
who joined the company Feb; 1.

In line with, the new ballyhoo
emphasis, the Broadway Assn. yes-
terday <Tues.) awarded special
plaques to 20th-Fox and the Rivoli,
N. Y., to honor the fifth month of
"Snake Pit" at . the house. Assn.
prez RobertC Christenberry hand-
ed the awards to Rivoli manager
Monte Salmon and 20th star Rich-
ard Conte, repping Zanuck. Other
20th stars attending, which em-
phaisizes Einfeld 's stress on getting
the name talent out to rub shoul-

ders with the' public, -(vere Glenn
Langan, Jesse Royce Landis and
Natalie Schafer.

aAUDETTE COLBERT «« ih* play* oppoiH* FRED MacMURRAY fn "FAMILY HONEYMOON"

John Joseph's Drumbeatinsr

Hollywood, March 1.

John Joseph, newly-named aide

to Howard Dietz, Metro's ad-pub
veepee, will spend -two weeks on
the Metro lot looking at new prod-
uct before going to New York
While in Gotham, Joseph will take
up a month working out campaigns
for-forthcoming pix.

Former Universal ad-pub chief

has been given authority to plug
localized drumbeating drives in

key cities whenever M-G product
is opening in the town. His h.q.

will be on the Culver Gity lot.

SettBement Better

•" ANOTHM
FiNi riioDUcror

ItVn MOTHIRt COMPANY

Here's a proved complexion care: in
recent Lux Toilet Soap tests by skin
specialists, actually 3 out of 4 complex-
ions became lovelier in a short time!

"I smooth the creamy, fragrant lather
well in,'' Says Clawdette Colbert. "As
I rinse and then pat with a soft towel
to dry, my skin is softer, smoother."

Try the generous new bath size cake,
too-^so fragrant, luxurious I

use it

—

/ax^/yi^^/Bl(?i'e//er/

"FAMILY HONEYMOON"

.«(S\.V .

; Continued from pa;;e 4
'

emceed the affair at which Bala-

ban and Reagan were the sole

speakers. Balaban said he "under-

stood'' that Reagan was going intjo

exhibition, "We came to a point

'

where we all had to decide which
way we were going," Balaban said,

touching on both the decree and

Reagan's future career.

The film induiitry's economic
structure is sounder than it has

been in a long time and is headed
in the right direction, Par's prez

stated. He added that he was

"hopeful" that Par's stockholders

would agree that the peace pact is

in the best interests of the com-

pany.

Advantages of the peace treaty

were also taken up in a later state-

ment which Balaban made in an-

nouncing the agreement Friday

(25), "It opens' the way to one of

the most constructive move.'! in the

history of the corporation." toppw
declared. "It will leave the new

theatre company with a larger well

selected and thoroughly sound

theatre circuit. In my view, it wiU

be a strong, prosperous enterprise.

"The new picture company will

be a leader in the field ot motion

picture production - disliibution

with excellent studio facilities and

an unexcelled worldwide elistribu-

tion organization,"' Ralalian addeo.

"Both companies will be .strongly

equipped in manpower and finan-

cial resources to carry on success-

fuUy in their respective fields ot

activity." , .

Settlement was also hailed W
U. S. Attorney General Tom ClarK,

who sees it as a step towards te-

storing competition in the in<J"?'

try. Desire of the Government is

"to encourage and not to retard tW

development and orderly operation ,

of the motion picture indu-stry, .

ilark said.

'•' * I '

.
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Col% RKO Expand liim Distrib

In Both U. S. and Foreip Markets

Majors' activities in the 16m
distribution fleld, after simmering
for many months, are suddenly
getting hot again. Expansion of

operations, both domestically and
in foreign countries, ; are "being

pushed by a number of the big

companies. Some of the action

taken has been in the realm of the

hush-hush. Now the wraps are ap-

parently off-

After pulling out of narrow-

gauge : distribution on theatrical

dates some 18 months ago, Colum-
bia is now swinging into action

again. Its product has been turned
over to Screen Gems, Inc., new
Wholly-owned subsid, set up for

handling of Columbia 16m prints,

first of two pacltages-^onsisting

of three A's, eight westerns and
four series . features - of the

"Blondje" and "Boston Blacltie"

genre^is already being handled by
Screen Gems: Other package,

similarly stocked, will complete the

year's delivery.

Columbia subsid will not deal

directly with exhib outlets. It will

franchise the packages to distribs

on a territorial basis. Specific

clause in contract prohibits

licensing in competition to regular
95m houses.
RKO is also moving towards

more intensive exploitation of the

narrow-gauge field. Company this

week closed a deal with Sovereign
Film Distributor^ which Jiands the

latter' a frainchise on 44 features

and certain shorts in Canada. Sov-
ereign will snare , exclusive distri-

bution of .all RKO 16in product in

the Dominion when contracts with
other distribs now in effect expire.

Mushrooming of foreign activi-

ties is also under way. After hold-
ing off since the end of the war,
20th-Fox has dosed a deal with

v Kon Harris Co. for distribution of

: its product in 16m size in Britain;

As a starter, outfit is reportedly
getting a group of 30 films. Pact is

similar to the one which 20th had
for a number of years domestically

with Filmsi Inc. Understood most
of the bookings by the Harris out-

fit will be non-theatrical.

New English deal ts purportedly

Par Studio Meet
Continued from pue 5 ;

serving as the kickoff, foreign-wise,

for 20th; Company is now con-

ducting a survey of other overseas

markets to determine the right

sectors to get its narrow-gauge
program working. ; Meanwhile,
domestically, same major has been

testing 16m possibilities in Texas

and is expected to branch out from;

that point.

Metro is also gradually spreading

its activities. Latest move-in is

Alaska, where the. company will

distribute the lesser-gauge product

in fishing villages and other locales

where no theatres are located. No;

move toward either domestic , or
Canadian distribution, however, is

envisaged.

With 20th entering the foreign

field, every major now is slotting

16m prints to outlets overseaSi

Domestically, Columbia joins Uni-
versal (through its subsid. United
World Films), RKa and 20th in

peddling narrowrgauge product.

New York Theatres

JOAN
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U SEES BLACK INK IN

SECOND QUARTER OF '49
After a 12*month stretch in the

red-ink column, Universal's execs
expect the company to climb back
into the ' black in the second quar-
ter of fiscal '49. That quarter,
which began Feb. 1, is synchror
nized with the release of a group
of U's new economy-tailored prod-
uct including "Family Honeymoon,":
"Life of Riley" and "City Across
the River.'' While the net will not
be large, it would be the first 13-

iveek period since May 30, 1948,
that the company will show a gain
rather than loss.

U's domestic rentals : are curv

rently running ahead approxi-
mately $80,000 weekly better than
during the comparative period of
last year. For the first 15 weeks of

fiscal '49 (beginning Nov. 1, 1948),
company garnered $1,000,000 more
than the same '48 fiscal period in
home rentals. However, the im-
provement is partly cancelled out
by a drop of U's fofeign remit-
tances along with that of other
majors.

First quarter returns of fiscal '49,

which have yet to be publicized,
will show a loss of approximately
$1 ,000^)00, it is understood. The
main reason for . th6 added crim-
son touch is the continued amor-^
ttzation of old and expensive prod-
uct turned out before the' studio
slashed its production nut. How-
ever, the company will have prac-
tically cleaned up on writeoffs in
this teeoff quarter^
U showed a loss of $3,162,812 lit

'48 after It came up with a' net
profit of $232,866 in th« first six
months.

17th W^EEKli

' ftlthtril ' Llinil Dua
WIOMARK' BARRYMQHC •TOCKWELL

'DOWN TO THE SEA IN SHIPS'

. A JOth Cent«rj/-Fox Picture

On Variaty Stag*-RUDY VAUEE
Maiirin R«cc« • MOREY AMSTERDAM

BIG ICB SHOW= ROXY»-V==
^.RADIO CITY MUSIC HAU

R«k«fell«r .CciiUr '

CCI.AUDETTE t TRBD
[COLBERT • MacMURRAY
^*'Family Honeymoon"
A UniveTsaMntirnatUmat Picture

SPECTACULAR 8TA6E PRESENTA.TION
:

Fabian Syndicate
Continued trom pate I

year. The emphasis will be on

more pix for the same outlay. Since

the company has a substantial

backlog, the bigger turnout -of

films will go into geared-up re-

leasing. Previously; Par has been

unfolding 18 or so films annually.

The confab, which continues

through the week, is an all-out ap-

pearance of the company's;, top.

execs. Heading the h.o. contingent

is Barney Balaban, Par's prez, and

Adolph Zukor, board chairman.

Henry Ginsberg and Y. Frank

Freeman, two top ,
studio execs,

lead the studio brigade. •

j

Also "on the scene from the east

are George Weltner, foreign dept.

chief ; Schwalberg with all his di-

visional and dept. heads; Paul Rai-

bourn, veepee; Stanley Shuford, ad
manager; Ben Washer, eastern pub-
licity director; Russell Holman,
eastern studio: rep; and William
Danziger, exploitation head. Eric

Johnston, Motion Picture Assn, of

America's president,, addressed the
Paramount group tonight (Tues.)

at the studio commissary.

The Paramount consent decree
reversed Balaban's personal plans

of "yielding some of the burden
of responsibility to others," Par's

prez told, company execs in an
opening day talk. "I looked for*

ward to the time when I could be
relieved of the daily pressures and
devote myself to longrange plan-

ning. But it does not seem to be
in the cards. The consent decree
was something we : did not an-

ticipate."

The new company. Par's topper
said, will have "ample funds to

meet the needs and oportunities."

As for product, Henry
.
Ginsberg*

studio chief, was authorized late in

1948 to plan the '49 production pro^

gram for 150 release at the same
overall budget as in '48 "provided
the studio could effect enough sav-

ings to give us an additional num-
ber of quality picturlts.''

Any decline in the domestic, mar-
ket, he said, is only in comparison
with "the freak year of 1946.'' "Our
current domestic revenue still is

far ahead of the normal years of
1940. and 1941," Balaban added.
"Although currency restrictions

and quotas have cut down our for-

eign revenues; our : world - grosses
in terms, of local currencies, are
still far beyond any goal we dared
to hope for during the normal years
before the war."

rurning to video, he said: "Para-
mount beliewes tele«tsion can be
used to increase motion picture atr

tendance. By our development of
full screen theatre television and
the^many other facets for jyromo-
tiofi offered by television, PorO'
mount,, along with other companies,
has pioneered in developing this

great new medium and promises
you that in the near future we wilt
utilize it to increase the attrac-

tiveness of motion picture attendr^

once. .
:

See Gerard in U Spot
Phil Gerard Is understood likely

to be named eastern publicity

manager of Universal this week to

replace Al Horwits, who is being

shifted to chief flack at the studio.

Appointment will be made during

the current Visit to New York of

David Xiipton, Coast pub-ad chief.

Who is confabbing with Maurice
Bergman, his opposite number in

the east. Lipton, who arrived Mon-
day (28), is expected to remain in

N. Y. about a week.

Gerard moved to U about 10

months ago from Metro. He has

been handling special publicity

assignments as aide to Horwits.

Horwits goes to the Coast March 11
to take over permanently there.

His family will follow him out in

June.

Outbid Exhibs
Continued from pago 5 ;

But with that in mind, several of

.the companies have given exhib-

itors Credit on a winning bid where

the picture did not return them
the amount of the bid.

Exhibitors declared that, if they

are forced to bid for product, they

Should at least have the oppor-

tunity of ascertaining what bid

beat them out. Getting a chance

to scan the winning offer once in a

while, they claim, might give them
some idea of how liigh they must

go when subsequent pictures are

offered for sale. Moreover, ac-

cording to the exhibitors, with bids

sealed from start to finish, what is

to prevent the film companies from
continuing to favor their old cus-

tomers by granting the latter pic-

tures on a bid that might not have

been the highest?
Distrib chiefs are keepmg the

bids secret for their own protec-

tion. They labeled the exhibs'

complaiht against the system as

being entirely^ unfounded on the

basis that no film company would
take a chance on pulling a - stunt

that might get it into still further

legal entanglements with the Gov-
ernment. Sales execs noted they

keep a record of all bids, just in

case their books are ever sub^

poened. And they realize fully,

they said, that if they award the

picture to a bid calling for percent-

age terms over one offering a flat

rental, they must be able to prove

that the percentage would give

them the best possible returns.

Hawl(s Will Complete

. 'Bride' on Coast; Grant,

Ann Sheridan 111

Temporarily halted by the ill-

nesses of Cary Grant and Ann
Sheridan, ^'I Was a Male War
Bride" will probably roll again on
the 20th-Fox lot in April, according
to the film's, director, Howard
Hawks, who arrived In New York
Friday (25) on the Queen Mary.
However, resumption - of shooting
waits on the return of the picture's'

cast and staff from Europe. ,

When "Bride" is finally in the

can Hawks revealed that he'll pro-

duce and direct a film version of

Ernest Hemingway's "The Sun Al.so

Rises." He said that he has: held
the rights to the book:;for some
time ' and- expects to start shooting

this summer. Although his "Bed
River" was grooved through United
Artists, he declared that his policy

on "Sun" would be to complete
it first, then look for a distributor.

200G Nut For 'Bride'

London; March 1. y :

"I Was a Male War Bridie" was
transferred to Hollywood' after

more than $200,000 in salaries were
paid to British labor from unremitr
table sterling under the terms of

last year's Anglo-U. S. industry

agreement. This assertion was
made in the House of Commons ^

last night by Harold Wilson,.presi^

dent of the Board of Trade, in re-
sponse to a query made by a Mem-
ber of Parliament.

Unforeseeable and unavoidable
difficulties, Wilson declared, made
"Bride's" switch necessary three
weeks before its completion date.

H«*wever, . he noted that 20th-Fox
is starting its next British, picture
on location in April prior to shoot-:

ing interiors at Sir Alexander '

Korda's Shepperton studio.

«lanCadd
MERT PRESTON

RREMMHURSHiUii
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wanted to dispose only of Chaplin's
stock.

It is understood, however, that
j

the deal—if it is ever consummated
--may not be a simple buy, but !

that both Miss Pickford and Chap-
lin may stay in under a compli-
cated arrangement of notes and
bonds. The Falrfan group would,
however, have complete operating
control and would eventually have
total ownership.

Fabian, in his effort a few years
ago to buy UA, was associated with
Serge Semenenko, v.p. of the First
National Bank of Boston. It could
not be learned this week whether
Semenenko is still interested, but
it is believed likely.

Fabian operates a string of the-
atres in the New York area, while
Gamble owns houses in the mid-
west and is board chairman of the
Theatre Owners of America. Cos-
ton, Warner Bros, theatre ' exec in
the midwest, recently became a
partner of Gamble when the latter
bought an interest in Standard
Theatres, Wisconsin circuit in
which Coston was controlling
stockholder.

Should the UA deal fail to ma-
terialize, it is understood that Fa-
bian, Gamble, Coston and their as-
sociates are interested in acquir-
ing some other distributing setup
to hnndle the product they want
to make. They feel that production
could be profitable, since they

MPAA Blocks
Continued from pafe 3 ;

higher than during any wartime or
pre-war. period; :

It is hoped that by continually
nailing the alleged misstatements,
the scriveners and gabbers will be
forced to lay off the downbeat. Aim
of the industry now is to build up
the idea that grosses are really
great, although excessive costs may
have caused a postwar readjust-
ment in Hollywood before one be-
came necessary in other businesses.

In line with this though, MPAA
proxy Eric Johnston has been pxxh-
licly quoting the 8'/i% figure at
every opportunity. Press widely
carried last week a rather bullish
story on the state of the industry
that came, out of the current con-
fabs Johnston and his staff are
holding at the studios in Holly-
wood.
The 8Vi% figure is the first such

stastistic on income that has ever
been released by the MPAA. It

results from a campaign by its

flacks to get the Association to un-
leash some data with which they
can strike back at the offish biz in-

nuendo. In the past the MPAA
either has not had statistics avail-
able or has classified them as con-
fidential. Reverse tack was de-

U's Trancis' for O'C
Universal has purchased the fi 1m

rights to "Francis,*' ^ novel au-
thored by David Stein; and will

star' Donald O'Connor in the pic.
'

Stern was formerly; dramatic critie

for the Philadelphia Record, news-
paper which his father, J. David-
Stern, published for a number of
years.

"Francis" will be produced by
Robert Arthur and directed by Ar-
thur Lubin. It goes before the
cameras within the next 60 days.

decided upon at a meeting of corn-
could aim est guarantee the return i pany prexies in Florida la.st month,
of negative costs out of their own i although, statistical material avail-
theatres alone, . i able is still very limited.

'

Ingrid's Pic
SB Continued from pate 2 sB

of New York for Rome today
(Wednesday). He arrived east

from the Coast Monday (28) after

three weeks there, working out the

deal with Miss Bergman and a

week in New York earlier. He
will be accompanied to Rome by
Mrs. Luba Russo, a personal
friend, who came over with him;
Rudy Solmsen, who repped the Lo-
pert interests In the deal and ar^

rived from Italy with Rosselllni,

planed back yesterday.
Pic, which will be shot on the

isle of Stromboli, is slated to go
before the cameras early in April.

Miss Bergman is due to arrive in

Rome from Hollywood in about
three weeks. .

It was reported In New York
that part of the deal With RKO—
and one of the reasons dominant
stockholder: Hvward Hughes was
so anxious to consummate it-^was
a commitment by Miss Bergman to
do two pix in Hollywood for the
company. Furthermore, it was
said, that the star, as part of: the
deal, turned over to RKO her 40%
interest in Sierra Productions,
which produced "Joan of Arc,'' for
$1,000,000, on which she could take
a capital gain. There was no con-
firmation whatsover, however,
from any of the interested parties.

Complications of the RKO deal
were evident, nevertheless, from
the fact that the company sent its

European chief, Wladimir Lissim,
who happened to be in New York,
to the Coast to sit in.

While in Hollywood, Rossellint
signed a pact with Music Corp.
of America to represent him. Lew
Wasserman, MCA prexy, repped
Miss Bergman in the deal. It is

understood, the agency advanced
the Italian producer-director a sum
of . money against future earnings
when he sighed the agreement.
Miss Bergman's deal reportedly

calls for her to get the $175,000
; for 10 weeks' work, plus a week
1
for preparation and a week for re-

i

takes.
,
After that sh^ is tD> get

1 $17,500 weekly.

SYB &BOSS' FO SPOT
Sydney Gross has been named

pub-ad director of Film Classics,

replacing Al Zimbalist, r6.signed.

Stephen Strassberg, formerly
with Republic, has joined FC as

Gross' assistant.

Cagney's Indies
SS Continued from page 3

will include "White Heat," an origi-

nal story by Virginia Kellogg; "The
West Point Story," a musical with
the Military Academy background;
and a third film to be selected later.

Both the releasing and starring

deals were handled by Bill Cagney.
Cagneys now own five properties.

They are "A Lion Is in the

Streets," Only the Valiant," "The
Stray Lamb," "Bugles in the After-

noon" and "Too Many Boats." They
ankled the Warner lot in 1942

after Cagney had starred in a long

line of pix which ended with

"Yankee Doodle Dandy."

. AUutufi—

THE SHOWMAN'S FRIEND

in £o4. Anifelu

500 Modern Rooms
with bath and radio
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TRAHMELL DELIVERS AT BAT
. Gur*
Rank
:

2 3
3 2
4 4
S 6
6 5
7 7
8 8
9 80
10 12
11 15
12 11

13 26
14 20
15 37
16 33
17 \3
18 16
19 1'4

•20 25

IGelsen s Top 20
(Jan. 16-22)

Cur, Points
Program Ratlngr Chanee

Lux Radio Theatre . . i . . . .t, . . 36.0 -f 1.4
Fibber & Molly. . . . . . . . ^ , . 29.4 4-o!4
Jack Benny . . v . ; . . ; . . . i . .i. . , . 28.6 —2.9
Godfrey's Talent Scouts .. i . . ,ti 28.0 +1.2
Walter Winchell

26.4

-f 0.5
My Friend Irma . , . ..... . . 25.9 —1.1
Amos 'n' Andy 25.3 —1.1
Bob Hope 25.2 —0.2
Tills Is Your FBI 24.8 -f-5.6
Mystery Tiieatre 24.1 4-1.0
Mr. Keen

23.8

+0.7
Mr. District Attorney 23.6 +0.7
FBI In Peace and War 23.3 +2.2
Inner Sanctum 22.8 +1.8
Tlie Fat Man

22.4

+3 7
Mr. and Mrs. North 22.4 +2.1
Duffy's Tavern 22.2 +0.2
Sam Spade

22.0

+0.4
People Are Funny 21.4 —0.8

Suspense

21.4

—0.2

Royal s Die For Dear Old NBC Talk

Peps Up Web s Affiliate Powwow
Chicago, March 1. *

It remained for NBC: veepee
John Royal, to give the crucial af-

filiate : powwow the' old collegiate

rah-rah spirit that really had the
boys happy about their identifica-

tion with the NBC chimes.

,

Royal, who figured in the round-
robin of NBC presentations to the
Affiliates, a<!tually had them yelling

and applauding like school kids,

particularly in his ;clramatlc wind-
up, as he "sold NBC" to the sta-

tion operators with the same flair

for maximum showmanship that

made him one of the pioneer indus-

try programmers.
It was as though Royal had sized

up the situation, sensed what they
wanted to hear, and then let them
have it with both barrels.

Royal harked back to the days
when, In order to keep Jack Benny
happy, NBC had to give him the

Sunday at 7 period, tlius establish-

ing a precedent. He told of the
' Elaborate Hollywood shindig to cli-

•Miax - the occasion and to mark
Benny's 10th anni with the web, and
of the ominous note on which the
banquet ended, when word spread
that "the mighty Benny had just

fallen iuto the No. 2 spot," with
Fibber If Molly passing him for the
lead, (Benny has subsequently
moved over to CBS.)

" "And today," concluded Royal,
"the Hoopers reached me. Again

ilUSll[liSAI|Hooper-Nielsen-Rosl^^^

Looms at Chicago Meet Next Week

Nepotism in Reverse
Chicago, March 1.

. Ernie Simon's giveaway quizzer
over WJJD ran into a snag last

week, so Chi' listeners got another
crack at the $3,000-plus jackpot.

Prize was awarded telephone
owner Kenneth Perkins^ but spon-
sor Jerry Libby; of Libby Furni-
ture Stores,- said "no dice." Win-
ner was his brother-in-law.

30 New Shows

Set to Roll

thicago, March 1. :

NbC affiliates weire told Monday
(28) that the network is ready to

roll with at least 30 new shows,
with the web having either full, or
part control of the packagiesi and
talent, or the exclusive options..

The; following dozen were listed

as a eross-sectlbn of the; type of

^, . , 7 4. J, ,, J.
I programming the affiliates can -ex-

the mighty Be™y has fallen into
^^^^ j„ ^he future in the web's de-

the No. 2 spot. Fibber & Molly ^elopment of moderately-budgeted
have passed them. shows.

Screen Directors Guild "NB(j
•Theatre," which since its 'recent

Sunday preem opposite "Stop the
Music" has already hit an 11.7

'Hooper;.,.

Dean Martin-Jerry' Lewis ; sho.W<

Henry Morgan shoW. j^ch^du
to preeni next Sunday (iS)'^

Charles Boyer drainatic series.

Jose Ferrer show.
'

"Four Star Playhouse," utilizing

talents - of Olivia de Havilland, Rosa-
Hhd Ri^sseUi .Cary . Grant and Ed-
ward G» Rdbiit\so«, with Cosmopoli-
tan inag fiction pieces available for

adaptation.
james Mason and wife .

In who-
dunit series.

Radio serlalizatioh of "Man Who
Came to Dinner."
"My. Life and Hard Times," com-
edy series,based on James Th^
book.'..

':;''''

Douglas FairbankSi Jr., in svyash-

buckilng adventure type stuff,

. Kenny Delmar in series based on
Sen^CISghorh character.

By GEORGE ROSEN
Chicago, March 1.

Nlles Trammel!, president of
NBC, won probably his greate&t
personal triumph in broadcasting
yesterday (Mon.) as the entire af-
filiate membership, called into
emergency session here, gave him
and the network a complete vote of
confidence and unanimously en*
dorsed his "Operations: 1949/'

If any of the boys were expect-
ing fireworks or serious defections
from the network in the wake of
the CBS succession of talent raids,
they were doomed to disappoint-
ment. It was Trammell's show, and
he won hands down.

In one simple resolution behind
closed doors, the NBC affiliates

got behind the pattern for the fu-
ture which-. Trammell and his key
associates had .. presented to them
earlier in the day. There were no
sensational overtones to the new
modus operandi set forth by NBC;
no rabbits were pulled out of the
NBC hat. Rather, it was a point-by-
polnt, carefully detailed analysis
of policy and objectives by which
the network hopes to maintain su-
premacy, backed by the resources
of the affluent RCA parent organi-
zation. And the NBC affiliates

bought it, with the following reso-
lution:

"The affiliates of NBC in Chi-
cago today hereby express unani-
mous and enthusiastic approval of
the netwoi^k program policies past,

present and tiiose proposed for the
future. Further, they are in com-
plete accord with NBC's plan to

afford opportunities to new .Amer-
ican talent and are confident that,

this field has unlimited potentiali''

ties.

"To the end that aU NBC pro-
grams shall have the widest oppor-
tunity, the affiliates declare their
Intention to accomplish the most
aggressive promotion , campaign In

the history of the industry so that

B & B't Hooper CKeiekout
C. E. Hooper got some more

. bad news last week, when Ben- .

ton & Bowles, one of the
major agencies with a multi-
million radio budget, served .

notice on the rating outfit that
it was cancelling out, after the,

customary three-month notice
time. B & B was one of the
earliest Hooper subscribers in
the agency fold, and says it

will sit tight with the A. C.
• Nielsen operation.

B &, B bowout- accents anew
the Hooper*Nielsen rivalry for
future . dominance, with more
and more: agencies, as well as

,

stations and networks, weigh-
;

Ing the relative merits of the.

two operations.

Jolson Treems'

NBCs Tape Era
Al Jolson gets first crack "at

tape-recording an NBG show, now
that the network's transcription

ban has been permanently lifted.

Although NBC's recording equip-
ment has been at the disposal of

web personalities for the past cou-

ple of weeks, Jolson is the first to

"break the-tape" and his March 10

"Kraft Music Hall" will be an all-

wax job.

Jolson will transcribe the show
today (2) on the Coast, with Jimmy
Durante in the guest shot slot.

Client and agency (J. Walter
Thompson) gave Jolson the go-
ahead last week.

Jolson will do his Thursday (3)
airing with guestar Dorothy Kirsten
live, but remaining shows in Holr
lywood Will get the Ampex treat-

ment. Jolson takes the show to
New York in April for three or
four broadcasts, but whether
they'll be taped depends on NBC
having the facilities Installed by
then.

'Supper Clttb'For

Child. Revamp?
Liggett St Myers (Chesterfield

cigarets), which is plunking down
$27,500. a week for sponsorship of.

Bihg Crosby oh CBS starting in

the fall, is : ciirrehtly reappraising
its whole AM-TV programming
roster. 'There is a strong likeli-

hood that the bankroller's "Chest-
erfield Supper Club" NBC show,
for years a. fiive-times-airweek at-

traction, may underigb drastic re-

vamp and wind up as a once-

Weekly half-hour program as a

means of effecting a budgetary
coMpromise in view of the heavy
^Crosby- .tab.-',:'

:''.;/,'.,'.•

Despite some reports that "Sup-

,
per Club" is to be scrapped en-

NBC shall further strengthen its tlrely, this would appear to be un-
position as the nation's No. 1 net- likely, in view of the fact that

Chicago, March 1.

The ratings boys—C. E. Hooper,
A. C. Nielsen and Dr. Sydney Ros-
low (Pulse)'--may start slugging it

out here next week. There appears
to be a lot at stake and apparently
the one who can come up with the
most convincing story, in terms of
quantitative research, indicating •

that radio audiences . will be

,

around for long time, stands to
emerge as the AM champ. :

The Rating Trio will be here to

address the National Television
Conference March 7-9 on program
trends, but actually the most in-

tent eyes looking Ghi-ward will be
those of the AM boys. For a lot of
them think that radio is being sold
short in terms of ; the AM vsi TV
rating ballyhooed techniques being
used, with the recent subsequent
repercusislons in New York result-

ing In WNEW, WQXR and WOV
taking it on the lam and bidding
Hooper to "Include me out."

Particular interest is being
manifest in Dr. Roslow's pitch , on
behalf of the fast-expanding Pulse
setup. For the conference eve re-

port is that the rating doctor is

coming up with a prescription cal-^

culated to put new energy into the
champions of radio, which runs con-
trary to the Hooper TV paen.'Just
what Nielsen has up his sleeve no
one knows, but since many indus-
tryltes see in his NRI the inevit-

able answers to a lot of pertinent
questions, the trade will be fol-

lowing the three-way presentations
with more than passive interest;

work.
As the affiliate . members gath-

ered at the Stevens Hotel to hear
Trammell propose "Operations:
1949;" the situation was somewhat
analogous to the ninth inning of a

ball game, with score tied, two
outs, bases full, with the single by
Trammell needed to wrap-' up the
future.
That the aBffiliate boys were

rooting for that crucial hit was ap-
parent from the moment they
started drifting into town Sunday
(27). If anything, this ,Chi meet
will be remembered as art expres-

Perry Como has just signed a new
two-year contract with Chester-,

field. In any event, Liggett &
Myers and Newell Emmett agency
have until .Tune to come to a

definite decision on how the '49-

'50 programming semester will

shape up.

With its heavy audience-pulling

Avthuj- Godfrey cross-the-board

Kiomlng show, its 60-minute video
showcasing on Godfrey Wednes-
days nights on CBS, in addition

to Crosby (client also has first call

on his TV services) and "Supper
Club," Chesterfield is probably

sion of the broadcasters' feelings
[ ^Q^e firmly entrenched in the

toward Trammell as the boss man
who came up from their own ranks.

No Spirit of Panic

The affiliate aggregation assem-
bled in an atmosphere that gen-
erally betrayed the seriousness of

the situation attending the NBC
loss of top personalities and prop-
erties to CBS. That practically

every affiliate arm was represents

(Continued on page 38)

'Cisco Kid'sVMidweBt Spread

Chicago, March 1.
"Cisco Kid" started three-a-week

•eries over WGN Mon. (28) and
wght other midwest stations^
This marked first time "Kid" was

aired In this area, after three-
jear Coast run via Don Lee Diet-
vork.

RCA's '48 Net Income In

Sharp Rise; NBC Tele

Sponsors Double in Yr.

Radio Corp, of America, of which
i , _

National Broadcasting Co. is a sub- 15.

sidiary, showed a net income Of

- ~- - , I.$24,022,047 in 1948 as against $18,-
Dick Powell, In revived version

] ^gg gg^ 1947 according to the

daytime-nighttime AM-TV picture

than any of the clggie sponsors.

HARRIS WINS FIGHT TO

GO IT ON OWN ON NBC
Hollywood, March 1.

Phil Harris has won his fight to

stay on NBG. Rexall prexy Justin

Dart, sponsor of the Harris-Alice

Faye airer, announced he'll stick

With the net through 1950.

Harris held out for NBC after

Jack Benny left the web for CBS,
advising that he could hold onto
his rating without riding Benny's
coat tails. However, sihce then he
has dropped out of Hooper's first

NBC Sales Talk:

'RCA's 12 Bennys
Chicago, March 1.

NEC execs at the "affiliate crisis
•

meeting" here have been spotlight-

ing attention on the justrreleased

annual statement of the parent
Radio Corp. of America,: with its

net annual earnings- of $24,000,000.

as evidence that it will take more
than .the loss of a few shows and
personalities to put the network
out of business. Im effect, NBC's
argument is that "with $24,000,000
you can buy 12 Jack Bennys and
24 Bing Crosbys" (at the CBS rate
of exchange.)

Timing of the release of : the
RCA statement, on the eve of the
affiliate powwow, was deemed a
natural. While some of the affili-

ates take the view that NBC would
be a lot happier if the network
didn't have to answer to David
Sarnoff and his RCA operation; the
web chieftains, armed with the
tally ' of the parent company's
profit sheets, point to it as a : dis-

tinct asset as not only a bulwark
against emergencies, but in: en-
abling NBC to assume leadership
in development of television.

of "Rogue's Gallery."

300 Femmes for Chi Meet
Chicago, March 1.

Three hundred femmes are ex-

pected to attend the three-day

Assn. of Women Broadcasters meet

at Drake hotel beginning March
10. Sessions Will Include exchange

of on-the-job ideas, programming

trends and preferences, inevitable

radio vs. tele discussions, etc.

•

J. Walter Thompson Agency will

host gals at cocktail party and

buffet supper March 10.

29th annual report issued this week
This represented a big increase of

per share earnings, going • from
$1.12 in the preceding year to $1.50

a share. The net profit, after all

deductions, amounted to 6;7% of

the gross income as compared with

6% in 1947. Gross income rose

ABC '48 NET INCOME DIP

DUE TO TV EXPANSION
Although its gross income for

1948 was higher than its '47 take,

the American Broadcasting Co.
shows a decrease in its net earn-
ings in its year-end report. Reason
for the drop was the net's expan-
sion in television.

Harris will continue to appear
j

Net income after taxes for '48

on CBS with Benny, immediately w^s $468,676, equal to 28c a share

preceding his own half-hour show
at 7:30 p.m. Sundays.

Hank Ladd's Auditioner

Herbert M. Moss Productions cut

an audition record of "The Hank
Ladd Show" for Tony Provost,

$43 5Si3,659'in 194'7 to $357,617,231
|

WNBC programmer. Test platter

reported for last year.
j

also featured Johnny Guarnieri

Rise In net profit enabled the ;
Trio and Phil Goulding. Ladd,

corporation to boost the c<mimon !
Eddie Birnbryer and. Tom Langan

stock dividend to 50c as against 30c 1 handled the script,

in 1947. The divvy this year rep-
1 Moss says he is now cutting

resented an outlay of $6,928,522 to
; transcriptions with the "New

(ConUnued on page 38) I Length"-r32 minutes.

on 1,689,017 common shares out-

standingi as against $1,520,756, or
90c a share for '47 on the basis of
the same number of shares. Gross
for '48 totaled $54,047,043, com*
pared to $52,922,884 for '47.

STANDARD OH'S BOUTS COm
Chicago, March 1.

Standard Oil Co. (Ind.) Will spon-

sor WGN broadcasts of Golden
Gloves finals and international box«
ing bouts March 4 and May 18.

First time bouts have been com-
mercially sponsored. McCann*
Erickson agency handles.
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Taping of 'Command' as NBC's First

Proves Tricky Operation at Esty
Hollywood, March 1. 4

It's a neat trick if tliey can do
It and despite Tom Luckenbill's

monumental doubt the; boys at the

Esty agency say it's practically in.

But they're not uncrossing their

fingers. It all has to do with taping

Metro's "Command Decision," air-

ing Thursday (3 ) for Screen Guild
Players, the first of the tapers to

cross the country' on NBC's lines.

If it weren't that Clark Gable,

who has shunned radio like a

plague all these years, even for

$10,000 a shot, tried to duck it by
moving up the date of his vacation,

this "tricks with tape" wouldn't
have happened at all. Metro, Red
Book mag (which gave pic an
sward) and Screen Guild Players

all agreed' on a March 3 date for-

the ceremonial broadcast so, with
Gable out of reach, it was decided

; at a meeting of the minds to corner

him before he left town and, record
his speeches. That would have
Solved the problem nicely, but

there were other factors militating

against a complete taping of the

show. Others in the "Decision" cast

weren't available at Gable's taping

time and rounding up various other

elements broadened the dilemma.
So here's how it was done:

Oiie night last week Gable's part

was recorded on tape, with Elliott

Lewis reading the speeches of

other cast leads.

Three nights later the other prin-

cipals were Impressed; on the rib-

bon, with Lewis reading "Gable's

lines against them.
Sam Wood and Sidney Franklin,

producer and director, respective-

ly, of "Decision,;' had to be taped
on another night. An extra taping

was also required of the music
background and sound effects.

Now all director Bill Lawrence
had to do was to assemble the mul-
tiple tapings, match them up for

editing and make the continuity

flow as gently as sweet Afton. It

rot only was the trickiest operation
ever performed on a radio show
but was a new experience to Law-
rence, Don Bernard of the Esty
office, and Harry Kronman, who
scripts the shows.

If it comes off it will be more
of a surprise to Luckenbill than
the CQast lads^ who believe they
have it in hand. Contrary to the
general practice, the show will be
broadcast direct from the tape in^

stead of being dubbed to acetate.

NBC's Ampex machines not yet be-
ing in operation, the job was done
on ABC's facilities.

ABC Auditions Rooney
Hollywood, March 1.

; ABC is auditioning Mickey Roo-
ney for a half-hour situation com-
edy show.

Rooney, who played Shorty Bell

in a CBS series last season; would
play a "typical young fellow next

door." .

St. Louis Copty's KXLW

I Settles Engineer Snag

But Gets New Headache
St. Louis, March 1.

The first of the. numerous
troubles that have beset KXLW,
St. Louis county 'station, since it

tangled more than a year ago with

the trustees of Olivette, a resi-
dential community in the county,,
over the transmitter site, was
ironed out last week when a strike
of Local 1217, AFL-IBEW engi-
neers, of more than two months
<luration, was called off.

A joint statement was made by
Guy Runnionv prez and gen. mgr.
of the St. Louis County Broadcast
ing Co., owner and operator of the
station, and Henry Kulish, interna-
tional representative of the union,
and the five engineers who had been
replaced by non-union,men return-
ed to work Friday (25). Company

. and union representatives appeared
before the local NLlRB Thursday
(24) and announced they were
ready to bargain in good faith
following t he withdrawal of
charges of "unfair labor practices"
made by the union. In return,
Runnion agreed to withdraw a
$500,000 suit for damages which
he had filed against the union.
Howeverj a suit for a receiver-

ship was filed against the broad-
casting company and ftunnion by a
stockholder, Edward S. Granzhold,
a Clayton, Mo., attorney whose pe-
tition charged Runnion with "gross
mismanagement" of the station.
He also alleged that Runnion
"created the strike with the engi-
neers' union and had wilfully and
intentionally refi^sed to settle it."

Another charge made by Garnholz
is that the station now is "partially
insolvent" because of "inability
regularly to pay its d^bts,'*

Hearst Changes Slant

On Air News Coverage

With Emphasis on TV
The Hearst publications have

apparently changed their anti-radio

orientation, having added radio or

tele sections to some of their

sheets. The emphasis, however, is

mostly on TV.

In Baltimore, Aldine R. Bird is

doing a three-times-a-week tele

Column in the News-Post. In the

Sunday American there, Norman
Clark, the paper's drama critic, re-

views the week's video shows much
the same as he handles legit plays.

Jay H. Brown is covering radio.

Copy is dressed up with half-

column pix during the week and
with two-column cuts on Sunday.
Obvious reason for the big tele

play is fact that Hearst owns
WB^L-TV. But the Interesting

angle is that the papers never gave
radio; a break vrhen Hearst had
only an AM operation, WBAL.'

' The Baltimore papers sent copies
of their columns, together with
favorable reaction from readers,
radioites and executives, to other
Hearst journals across the country.

In Boston the three Hearst
papers—Record, American and Ad-
vertiser-^over both radio and tele:

Columns were started /before
Hearst had a TV station in the
Hub. In Los Angeles, the Herald-
Express and Examiner started
radiortele columns recently when
Nick Kenny, of the N. Y. Mirror,
went to the Coast to help launch
them.

Hearst has a TV station in Mil-
waukee, WISM, and an application
for Pittsburgh, WCAA, which may
result in additional broadcast cov-
erage in those cities. The big
question most radio flacks are ask-
ing is what will happen in New
York. Nick Kenny covers the field

lightly in the N. Y. Mirror, but the
JournalTAmerican uses only list-

ings. One new feature in the J-^A
is "Quiz Tips," which gives hints
on the "secret sounds," "secret
sayings," "mystery films" and
"mystery tunes" on the giveaways^

Bill & Buzz Stretched

To 45.Mrn. on KDKA
Pittsburgh, March 1.

Bill (Hinds) and Buzz (Aston)
show, which made its debut on
KDKA two years a^o as a quarter-
hour morning feature, has become
a 45rminute program five times
vveekly. It will be under coopera-
tive sponsorship from 8:45 until
9:30.

Both local radio vets, Hinds and
Aston got the idea for the setup
while both were in the service at
Fort Dix, N, J.

KLZ Sports Editor

GLEN MARTIN
One of KLZ's top announoers,

Martin, is a longr-tlme favorite with
Rocky Mountain fans; does a top
job, too, as editor of : KLZ's Satur-
day afternoon "Sports Extra."

KLZ, Denver,

Station Reps Ask

End to 'Raiding'
'

. Washington; Ma^^^ 1.-

The National Assn, of Radio
Station Representatives, yesterday
(28) urged the FCC to stop net-
work, operations, in the national
spot advertising field. Failure to
act, said NARSR,: would be an
"Open Invitation" to the webs to
take over the station rep business
"without limit."

In a brief containing its pro-
posed findings in the Commission
investigatioi^ of chain -spot sales to
affiiliateSi the association told the
agency, that "no matter what the
answer may be to other network
problems ^in other fiieldSi the an-
swer to this one is simple: stop the
cumulative process before it re-

sults in a further whittling away of
the independence of the affiliated

stations. Stop it before the sta-

tions find themselves blocked from
all independent access to national
advertisers. Stop it while there
is still time. Stop it now.''

NARSR said the Supreme Court
decision upholding FCC's network
regulations laid down powers the
Commision can apply in restrict-

ing spot sales to affiliates.

The brief said that television has
given the webs even greater op-
portunitjr to control station time
and rates than they had in AM
broadcasting. "That Opportunity,"
it added, "will be greatly enhanced
if the networks are permitted to
supplement their existing . power
by taking over the representative
function.''

NARSR asserted that under their
contracts with non-interconnected
stations, the nets are in effect plac-
ing spot business on the stations,

while exercising, network preroga-
tives." The brief was filed by
commanding position over all time
sales by combining the function
of network, and station representa-
tives." The brief was filed by
Fly, Fitts & Shuebruk, NARSR
counsel.

Salt Lake City—Sherril W. Tay-
lor, formerly publicity director for
KSL (CBS), has been upped to pro-
motion-publicity manager. He be-
gan with KSL in September 1947.
Raymond L. Bergman, whom he re-
places, is the newly appointed radio
director for the Francom Adver-
tising Agency.

No Rabbits in NBC Hat
Chicago, March 1.

Here, in essence, is the formula for NBC's "Operations: 1949"
as set' forth in the presentation to the affiliate membership by
prexy Niles Trammell and his associates:

1. ' There are "no rabbits in the NBC hat" and no sensational
maneuvers are being engineered to counter the CBS inroads on
acquisition of top talent.- . Whatever incentive NBC offers to talent
will be on a ''spiritual" level; .the> incentive to be with NBC.

2. NBC will buy and attract all the top rating shows that the net-
work believes will continue to have a longtime popularity;
- 3. The entire resources of NBC and the parent RCA company
will be available for a maximum expenditure, if necessary, to
build and develop fresh, new shows that can achieve top ratings.

4. If necessary, NBC. is ready. ' to enter into all kinds of deals,
short of capital gaihs, to 'prevent further inroads on the talent
roster. This could' include deals for literary rights or other maneu-
vering that definitely skirts capital gains.

5. The switchover of the 60-minute U. S. Steel"Theatre Guild
of the Air" from ABC to NBC may crystallize itself by some def-
inite action tomorrow (Wed.) its a fresh Sunday night program--

. ming' bulwark.
6. Fibber & Molly ar6 definitely staying with NBC; so is Bob

Hope, with Alice Faye-Phil Harris remaining through 1950. NBC
is ''confident", that' the' brace of Bristol-Myers shows, "Mr, District

Attorney" and "Duffy's Tavern" will remain.
• 7, Testifying to the soundness of NBG as a major network oper-

ation, "there are only one and a quarter hours of network option
time open in the evenings as of now, in contrast to three and a
half hours of CBS network option time. Similarly, Monday through
Friday daytime, there are only two andi a quarter hours available
on NBG, contrasted with eight and three-quarter hours on CBS."
• 8. The day has arrivfed for radio to broaden the economic base
of advertiser participation. In line with this thinking, the network
will support an "economical, radio" policy in keeping y/^th the new
trend which shows that the 10 highest priced shows in radio have
a $1,631 per Hooper point payoff for an average rating of 11.4,

while the 10 lowest priced shows in popular favor have -a $334
per Hooper point payoff, for an average rating of 13.3.

9. NBC wants to re-examine its policy as to crime shows and
giveaways designed to ease the previous bans, but the whole sub-
ject was dropped with the simple statement "let's take another
look at it."

Pulitzerjrown Attendance in Chi

Cues Concern on Future Press Status

WMPS' 259G Radio Center
• -Memphis, March 1.

WMPS, the Memphis ABC affil-

iate, moved into its new stream-
lined $250,000 . studios and offices

in Radio Center yesterday (28); Al-
though the new studios and officers

are not yet complete, the station
is vacating its quarters in the Col-
umbian Towers due to the: expira-
tion of its lease,

New studios and offices are
among . the most modern in the
South, comprising a total of seven
studios and complete recording fac-
ilities; Expansion program follows
close on the heels of the station's
changeover in; frequency to 680
kilocycles with 10,000 watts of day-
time power and 5,000 watts at
night; This change represented an
investment of about $275;000.

Out of Bondage Via Tape
Now that all the networks are tape-conscious and haVe lifted the

transcrip^n ban, a lot of air personalities are doing a fast double-
take and are wondering why it took so many years to "ease them
from their bondage," as one put it.

For all of a sudden the artists find that they're free to roam at
will and are not tied down by network protocol which committed
them to a pre-arranged studio spot at a specific hour. What Bing
Crosby found out a couple seasons back, others are fast catching
up with.

"

_ Lucille Ball, who heads up the General Foods-sponsored "My
Favorite Husband" on CBS, hopped east for 10 days, after the net-
work gave the "go-ahead" signal on taping of shows, and was be-
ing partied in N. Y. while listening to "Favorite Husband," re-
corded in advance on the Coast. (A couple months back the L A -

to-N.Y. fling would have been strictly no-dice so far as CBS Was
concerned.)

, Similarly, Basil Rathbone keeps up with his touring
•Heiress" legiter, far from any studio, while his "Fatima" series of
taped shows are unreeled Saturday nights on CBS.
The problem of Coca-Cola shifting Spike Jones from 10:30 Sun-

day night to 7 o'clock, and again into a Saturday night slot, would
have been completely snafued because it would have entailed a
complete rerouting of his extensive one-nighter band tour—save
for the fact that the show can be tape recorded any time, any place
in advance.

Parisian-Made Fenune

Spots Prepped For U.S.

By French Broadcasting
The North American Service of

the French Broadcasting System is

prepping a series of ^ight two-
minute spots tailor-made ftor U. S.
women's commentary programs.
The spots, transcribed in Paris by 1

Marjorie Dunton, the service's own
'

femme gabber, will be accompanied
by a special opening using the sub-
scribing station's call letters. The
series will foe offered at cost.
The French have also made some

title and format changes in the six
programs it offers American broad-
casters free. Thesp include "Gai
Paris," a* variety show; "Songs of
France;" "Five Centuries of French
Music,'! which now includes Eng-
lish interviews with composeris and
•critics; "Bonjours, Mesdames," a
women's show with questions and
answers; "French in the Air," an
entertaining language course; and
"This Week in France," a political
commentary.

P&G Appoints Smith To

Program Director Post
Cincinnati, March 1.

Gail Smith assumed title Mon-
day (28) of director of radio in
charge of night network programs
for Procter & Gamble Productions,
Inc.

One of seven shows under
Smith's direction is "Life of Riley,"
filming of which by Universal
preems here Friday (4) with radio
and screen talent due from Coast
for Hollywood splurge. Smith
Joined the P&G ad department six
years ago as assistant lb radio sec-
tion.

Chicago, March 1. .

Particular s^nificance is at-

tached to the fact, perhaps for the

first time in such NBC - affiliate

conclaves, that the owners of top

stations, along with their general

managers, have put in an appear-

ance here. The fact that such key
figures as Joseph Pulitzer, owner
of the St. Louis Post-Dispatch and
his subsid KSD and KSD-TV ra-
dio-tele operations, and Enoch
Brown, owner of the Memphis
Commercial Appeal and Press-
Scimitar and his all - important
WMC and WMC-TV, showed up at
the special two^day meet, has far
wider repercussions than the fact
that NBC prez Niles Trammell was
bidding for continued favor with
the affiliates.

Actually the Pulitzers and the
Browns are here because of a de^
sire to find out where they'll come
off in the future communications
picture; It's a recognition of the
fact that, in the transition from
radio to television, with its sup-
plementary impact on the entire
publications field, their future-
status as kingpins in the U. S.

communications field is at stake,
and with FCC Chairman Wayne
Coy on hand today (Tues.) to take
on all comers for a q. and a.

round-robin of opinion, this week's
Chi conclave became a "must" on
their agenda;

Pitt AM Radio Feeling

Pinch as Advertisers

Begin Segue to Video
Pittsburgh, March 1.

AM radio locally is beginning to

feel the pinch of TV already, even

though there's only one video sta-

tion in operation here, WDTV, and
that's on a parttime basis. At the

moment, switchover is being prin-
cipally effected in brewery ac-

counts, which is natural, since
right now majority of TV sets

locally are centered in the bars aba
saloons.

Biggest advertiser so far to cut

down on AM budget in order to

spend more on video is Duquesne
Brewing Co., which has increased
allotment on WDTV at expense of

KDKA. Beermaker has cancelled

out longtime Boston Blackie show
on KDKA, simultaneously drop-
ping choice time it has held on

Westlnghouse station for years,

and has further retrenched by
dropping big losally-produced

Bernie Armstrong musicale on

Friday nights in favor of less ex-

pensive Ronald Colman package,

"My Favorite Stoiy,"
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MUTUAL BACKS UP ED KOBAK
Business at Whoksaie

. . ^ ^ , X X , .
Chicago, March 1.

The future status of two networks was being resolved simulta-
neously and within a couple of miles distance here Mondt^ (28)
While Niles Trammell was trying to convince his affiliates gath-

ered at the Stevens hotel that NBC was still a pretty good spot
lor facilities to latch onto, the Mutual board of directors were in
conclave at the Ambassador East hotel, with Ed Kobak'S Cohtihu«
ance as prexy hanging in the balance. : ;

FCC Nixes Late Ridiar^ ^irprise

Plea; Will Go Ahead onLA Hearings
Washington, March 1;

The FCC stood firm yesterday

(28) in its decision to go ahead with

Its scheduled hearings March 16 in

Los Angeles of the George A. Rich-

ards stations. A late surprise peti-

tion of the majority owner of three
SOkW outlets admitting charges
against him and asking for a hear-

ing in person before the Commis-
sion was turned down by a vote of
four to one.

Richards had acknowledged the
genuiness of evidence against him
In Commission files, blaming
"shortcomings of the past"- and a
heart condition for his conduct in
issuing instructions to. staffers on
his L. A. station (KMPC) to slant

news in accordance with his preju-
dices. He had feared that injuries
already suffered by his stations,

their stockholders, and their em-
ployees would become "critical"

once the hearings were convened.
He Wanted to give assurance there
would be no further cause for com-
plaint and he expressed the con-
viction .that if the Commissioners
would hear him they would call off

the proceedings.
fiis petition, a lengthy document

drawn up by an array of six top
Washington lawyers headed by. Ex-
Sen. Burton K. Wheeler, daught the
Commission off guard. It was re-

ceived Thursday (24) as prepara-
tions Were under way to issue sub-
poenas for a long list of witnesses to
be heard at the L. A; sessions. The
next day the Commission met to
give the document careful study.
Only one of the five present
thought: the petition should' be
granted Commissioner Hyde. A
former general counsel of the
agency, he took the position the re-
quest was in line with administra-
tive procedure requirements and
that the investigatory hearings
could still go on if they were still'

considered necessary. ^

The Commissioners reached a
vote late Friday and issued its or-
der yesterday denying the petition
but making its action without prej^
udice to Richards' right to request
appearance at further hearings in

. Washington, when all other testi-

mony and- evidence has been taken.

Oh, Those Cops
Kenosha, Wis., March 1.

Local police built a new FM
radio tower after filing appli-
cation with FCC and Civil
Aeronautics Administration.!
Tower was completed, but no
okays arrived.
GAA Inspector William Cool-

ing arrivtd instead to see
building plans. CAA will de-
cide on unauthorized construc-
tion, as well as tower being
too close to. nearby flying

school. Meanwhile, the long
arm of the law is holding a
worried brow.

Indies 'Slighted'

Spending for Ads
Washington, March 1.

The National Assn. of Broadcast-
ers' Non-Affiliated Stations Com-
mittee has asked the association's

broadcast advertising department
to investigate Government spend-
ing for ads.- The indies want to
know: (1) the amount of money
spent for advertising; (2) radio's

share compared with other media;
and (3) the indies share compared
with networks' share. Feeling is

that Uncle Sam isn't giving the in-

dies a fair share of his ad, budget.
According to Ted Cott, chair-

man of the indie group, the Gov-,
ernment may be missing a bet.

For example, he; said, the indies
have more young listeners and
therefore they should get a big
slice of dough spent on, recruiting.

At its meeting here Thursday
and Friday* the group also passed
a resolution objecting to the Broad-
cast Measurement Bureau con-
ducting its study in March. Hun-
dreds of indies are airing sports
events eight or nine months a
year, it was said, with March an
unrepresentative month because
the basketball season is over and
baseball games not yet started.

The resolution asks the NAB to
require all future measurement
studies to have indie representa-
tion at the policy level.

SCHIl SEALED

IN CHI MEET
. Chicago, March 1.

Bitter two-day hassle among Mu-'
tual Broadcasting System board of
directors ended when Lewis Allen
Weissy board chairman, today ( 1

)

announced the re-election of Edgar
Kobak as web president. Tenure
of office was not announced, but
it was understood that the vote was
close. Kobak was unavailable for
comment after the session ad-
journed..

Meeting, suddenly called, pur-
portedly was to consider Kobak's
resignation. However, before the
meeting, Kobak was quoted as say^
ing, "I'm not resigning; . they'll

have to fire me." Chi Tribune-
owned WGN backed Kobak all the
way, with some of the other stock-
holders being in the .opposite camp.

It's reported that the current
crisis : was precipitated by a de-
mand that i Kobak do something
about .the-Mutual program adminis-
trative setup, but that the prexy
was prepared to back program vee-
pee Phillips Carlin to the hilt, even
if it meant resigning. Similarly,
it's reported that the present inde-
cisive state of the web's video op-
erations was a factor in the Kobak
vs. directprs schism.
During the meeting, a serious

breach between station ops—which
was likely to end Mutual as a net-

work; if continued^—apparently was
healed, Several stations went into
the .session with threats of with-
drawing if this or that demand was
not met.
Mutual programming plans call

for considerable revamping and re-

shuffling. Starting next month,
Mutual will have a four-hour after-

1

noon strip of -participating pro-

(

grams. Kingpin of these will be
"Hint Hunt," which exits ABC in

three weeks.
Tele plans for the web are still

in the discussion stage, but every
indication points to increased in-

terest and activity in that direction.

By next fall. Mutual is expected to:

have a video ratecard. It will then
have outlets in New York, Wash-
ington, Boston, Hartford, Chicago
and St. Louis. And with present
multiple affiliation of most tele

stations. Mutual is confident that
it can line up enough video outlets

for a network.

Toni s Hlfhich One s Got the TV'

Cues New Era in Sponsorship

Full-Press Rehearsal
Chicago, March 1.

NBC prexy Niles Trammell ,

called for a 24-hour in advance ,

"full dress rehearsal" of net-

work strategy behind , closed
doors almost the moment the
web execs arrived : at the
Stevens hotel Sunday (27) for
the two-day affiliate meet.
Carefully concealing the Tram-
mell formula, to prevent a pre-
meeting leak, NBC none-the-
less directed a two-way ad-
vance campaign to "set the
mood" and lift the spirits of
the affiliate boys.
Announcement by Justin Dart,
Rexall prexy, that the Phil
Harris-Alice Faye show would
remain with NBC" not only
through '49 but through '50 as
well, was timed to hit the af- -

filiates as they arrived in the
city. By Sunday (27) night
another NBC missile had hit

the corridor mark with full im-
pact. A carefully^aimed story
that CBS was going to lose one
of its top clients, thus suggest-

. ing that "Paley's comet" can
also shoot in the wrong direc-

tion, had become common gos-
sip. But the NBC strategy
failed to mention the show or
the client.

NBC Likes Drama,

CBS Yens Comedy

For Smnmer Fills

MBS, NBC TO VIE FOR

COnON BOWL CUSSIC

Reprise Due On

Cig Day Battle

The battle of the cigaret com-
panies for supremacy as the "big
smoke" in the daytime market,
looks due for a revival soon. With
Chesterfield way out in the lead
with its sponsorship of the cross-

the-board morning Arthur Godfrey
show on CBS, the. other companies
apparently don't intend to take it

lying down.
Although Lucky Strike cancelled

out on the five-times-a-week Don
Ameche talent-finding afternoon
program on CBS (representing a

I

$1;500,000 annual splurge for net-
' work time), American Tobacco

I

prez Vincent Riggio is still in the

!
market for another show—^if he

I can find one with a surefire for-

mula. Columbia program execs

;
have been pitching a number of

programs at Riggio in a bid to re

CBS Bags Nags

For Razor Coin
CBS last .week grabbed off a

nice chunk 'of special events coin
with the sale of a three-ply radio-
Jdevision package to Gillette. The
;XBS package" sale Includes AM^
TV commercial sponsorship of the
Kentucky Derby May 7, the Preak-
ness May ''14 and the Belmont
Stakes June ll.

,

Latter two events will get a di-
rect radio-video 'simulcast, via the
coaxial route, while the Derby will
..be kin0scoped for later presenta-
non. Just as Gillette did the Rose
Bowl and Orange Bowl grid games.

KFNPs25thAnni
KFNF, Shenandoah, started

OToadcasting Feb. 20, '24, with a
*5-minute noon-^hour program and
• one and one-half hour evening , ———
atlSlarrlast'week** WFTC's 61G Sale Asked Plain Dealer Sets Condon
Operated for many years by thei Greensboro, N. C, March 1.

Henry Field Seed Co., the station I

Jonas Weiland has asked toe

started as a 500-watt station and is ! FCC for authority to sell WFTC,
now a 1,000-watt station on 920 1 at Kinston, N. C., to Kinston
Kilocycles. Its present owners, the Broadcasting Co., for $61,000.

l^apital Broadcasting; Co., recently The purchasing company is

applied for a 5,000.watt. full-time headed by A. K. Barrus of Kui-
Permit.

-.""--waii, *im
includes 28 stockholders.

y Hollywood, March 1.

Heavily accenting mystery and
drama to the exclusion of music
and comedy, NBC is clearing the-

production decks for a raft of sum-
mer shows to fill the summer voids
and with enough production and
name backup to warrant holdovers
for fall sale. Homer Canfield,' the
net's Hollywood program director,

is laying out the agenda and con-
versations have been started with
more than a dozen names.

Practically set is Dick Powell in

a revival of "Rogue's Gallery,"

which did dog day duty for two
summers. Being groomed for an
adventure series, is: Douglas ..Fair-:

bankst Jr:, -and Alfred Hitchcock
has been broaclied on a stencilling

of Columbia's "Suspense," which
he would ;jerSonally direct.

Down the street at CBS, Harry
Ackerman is also getting his house
in order for the hiatus days to

come. Lrama will be played down
for the emphasis on. comedy. Cy
Howard has a new situation com^
edy show on tap, Joan Davis will

try out a new comedy format, BoIh
by Lee and Jerry Lawrence are
Iraming a new turn, and such for-

mer stanzas as "Shorty Bell'' and

^ Extent to which bankrollers are
curtailing . radio expenditures to
jump on the commercial video

i

bandwagon was particularly : illus-'

trated during the past week in
the round-robin of negotiations
launched by Toni, the home-
permanent, outfit. ;

Toni, which in a . short span of
time parlayed an inexpensive. prodr-. \

uct into ' big /'business strictly ',.

through radio, with result that it

had been bankrolling shows to the
tune of about $3,500,000 a year, is

now pulling in the AM . reins and:

.

eyeing video in a big way.

On the heels of its recent lop-
ofT of $1,250,000 in billings by can>
celling out .its sponsorship , 'of.

"Nora Drake" on NBC, Ton! has
now served notice on ABC that it

is no longer interested in picking
up the tab on "Ladies Be Seated,"
which it shared with Quaker Oats. ,

Toni cancels out on "Ladles" end '

of March.

Instead, Toni has bought the 0 ;

to 9:30 Thursday evening time on
CBS-TV and is planning for either
a May 1 or June 1 premiere. Show
is still to be chosen, with client

and network reps to decide on a-

pi-ogram this week. Toni, of
course, figures tele is a natural for ,

the plugging of its product.
New pact puts all the Toni; pro-

.

gramming eggs in the CBS basket.:

The. client also sponsored ' "Grime
Photographer" (which has ,just ;

been picked up for another 13-

week ride); "Nora Drake" (it was
,

formerly heard on both Columbia
and NBC), and the "Give and
Take" quizzer.

.Each CBS outlet is scheduled to
I carry Toni's basic show, "Nora

I
Drake." But then the, sharpened,
pencils came out, and Toni> with
Foote, Cone & Belding, got out ^

coverage maps, market statistics,

and rate cards. Result is that a
"large number" of stations former-
ly carrying "Crime Photog" and
"Give and Take" are not on the
new list.

Both client - and agency feel that
a number of AM stations are, and
have been, overpriced. Hence they,
after thorough scrutiny, were
lopped from Toni's list. Other out-,

;

lets, not considered previously,'
showed up well under the yard-
stick and were added. After th»'

re-evalution was completed, it was
found "Crime Photog" will be
aired on 15 fewer stations, and,
"Give and Take" will have 10 fevvi

er airers. Toni feels confident new
lineup will give maximum eoveiagle
at a considerable saving.

'

'Best Time Slot

Still a Question
Although the cry today among:

agencies and clients is "give us
better time 'next season'' (NBC's

_ _ _ been hearing quite a bit of it thes»

HawkTarabee" wYirbe dusted"off Past few weeks), actually the net-

for a fresh go. Hoagy Carmichael works find themselves m a posl-

Dallas, March, X.

Mutual Broadcasting System and
the National Broadcasting Co. have
been asked to submit bids over

radio and television rights for the

annual Cotton Bowl classic here, , tain" the lucrative billings, but thus

Mutual has had the game in the
j
far they haven't come up with the

past and now NBC: wants it. 1 right one;
The web which wins out will

' Camel, too, has been talking in

have to sign a three year contract,
i terms of daytime programming.

IS , also

board.
on Ackerman's planning ' tion where the only answer is:

"Who knows what will be better

:

time in the fall?"
With so many shows involved in

switehoyers, anticipated cancella-r

,

tions, etc., the average client at

<«piTir> tr iii/inc a inirP' <^^^^ '^''^ <}"'^^ sure what his

lALK ; VAIllra LAUlllI) competition will be when the cur-
' ' tain goes up on the '49-'50 broad"

QUAKER'S DONALD IN

(a) for broadcasting in 47 or 48

states; (b) for broadcasting and
television; (c) the privilege of tele-

vising the game to require that the

Cotton Bowl Assn. be paid 100%

(It showed some interest in "Win-
ner Take AlV before Rayve moved
in to pick up the tab.) Philip Mor-
ris wants a more ambitious go at

afternoon programming and may
of the revenue from sponsor of the - pass up its Mutual show for a CRS
telecast. showcase.

Cleveland, March L
George Condon was named radio

feditor of the Plain Dealer, succeed-

ing Robert Stephah, 53, who died

of a heart attack last week (20).

Condon, 32, formerly on the gen-

eral assignment side, is brother Of

Maurice Condon, producer.

Peter Donald will be starred in

a new audience participation show,
"Talk Your Way Out of It," on ABC
starting March 30. Program will

be heard three times a week-
Monday, Wednesday and Friday,
from 3 to 3:30. "Ladies Be Seat-
ed," now heard cross-the-board in

the 3 p. m. slot, will be aired Tues-
day and Thursday.

VTalk'': will be sponsored by
Quaker Oats": Aunt Jejraima pan-
cake mix, via C. J. LaRoche agen-
cy. Quaker has been bankrolling
five 15-minute periods of "Ladies,"
with Toni pickina up the tab for
three quarter hours. Both Toni and
Quaker are now dropping "Ladies,"
and when the shift takes place, the

casting season. Thus, argue the
webs, to squawk about "better
time next season" is strictly on the
premature side until the picture
crystallizes itself somewhat.

Denis Exits N. Y. Post
:Paul Denis, radio-television' Col-

umnist on N; Y. Post-Home News
until re cent ly, left the paper
last Week, one of 41 newspaper
Guild meimbets Nttho took "volun-

tary dismissals" with severance

pay. They hayef first refusal if

their jobs are restored.

Denis, on the paper six years,

, had been assistant to Post column-

show will be available for sponsor- ' ist Earl Wilson befqire doing tht
i ghip. I radio-TV column.
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FESTIVAL OF MUSIC; FESTI-
VAL OF SONG

,

Miih. LoDKlnes Symphonette,
Miihel Piastro, conductor; Cbor-
aliers and oroh, Eurene Lowell,
oondnctor; Walter Hendl, cuest;.

Frank Knight, announcer
Producer; Alan Cartoun
Writer: Harrison Cowan '

30 Mins., Sun., 2 S p.in,

LONGINES-WITTNAVER CO.
CBS, from N.
Switch in times on Sabbath

afternoon airers affords ottportun-
ity for the unusual setup of one
sponsor on two musical programs

; in one afternoon. This is. the Lon^
: gihes-Wittnauer Co., sponsoring a
symphonic "Festival of Music" on
CBS Sundays at 2 p.m. and a vocal
"Festival of Song" same afternoon
at 5 p.m. Combo (or each segment,
for that: matter) forms one of the
more attractive offerings on the
air that day—a credit to everyone
concerned.
The earlier program, featuring

the familiar, accomplished orches-
tral ensemble of Mishel Piastro,
presents an appealing list of light

; classical numbers for the most
gart, attractively orchestrated and
eautifuUy played: Program heard

Sunday (27) included the Overture
to "Martha," Grieg's Norwegian
Daiice No. 1, Lis2;t's Hungarian
Rhapsody No. 2, Lehar's "Merry
Widow" Waltz, "Till I Wake," and
themes from the first movement
of Tchaikovsky's first piano con-

, certo, with Walter Hendl as gifted
soloist. Commercials were just as
easy to take-^simple, not overdone,

, «nd certainly I not high-pressured.
But the "Festival of Song," with

the. excellently-trained male chorus
called the Choraliers, under
Eugene Lowell, was really a sur-
:prise. With a program consider-
ably lighter in vein, yet all of
worthy calibre, these singers put

• on a. half-hour that was a treat.
; TheirS ' is a robust male chorus,
iwith wholesome solid arrangements
x^none of the fancy frills, the
weird or even feminine caco-
phonies that spoil some of the
other radio vocal , groups. Group
has some excellent, unnamed solo-
ists, too. Orchestral backing is also
neat and high-grade. On Sunday
(27), etae heard "Here Comes The
Sailor," "Gypsy Sweetheart,"
"Song of Songs" "Me and My
Gal" and two numbers that espe-
cially stood out for their unusual
appeal—"Come Where My Love
Lies Dreaming" and "Drill, Ye
Tarriers, Drill." Orchestra did it-

self brown on two instrumental
numbers, "Beautiful Lady" and
"La Bamba." . Bron.

ABRIVAL OF THE DELAYED
PILGRIMS

With Bill Lazar. E. A. Krum-
.schmtdt, Rober de Koven, John
mcGovern, Bryna Raeburn, Joan
Laser, Leon Janney, Santos
d'Ortegra, Arnold Robertson; Ben
Grauer, narrator

Writer: Peter Lyon
Producer: Ted Hudes
Director: Frank Papp
30 Mins.; Thurs.,(25), 9 p.m.
WNYC, N. Y.
Continuing its drive agamst the

unfairness of the existing displaced

persons act, the Citizens Commit-
tee on Displaced Persons is fipng
another transcribed broadside at

the law's deficiencies. In "Arrival

of the Delayed: Pilgrims," a half-

hour platter aired over WNYC,
N. Y,, Thursday (25) as well as

some other stations^ it was urged
that the new Congress consider a

"just" law that would remedy the

faults of the present act.

Pointing out that the law as it

now stands will only, authorize ad-
missions of about 200,000 individ-

uals, the documentary-styled pro-

gram showed that entry to the
U. S. means a "second birth" to a
DP, while on the other hand it was
noted that thousands of other war
homeless will be denied this privi

lege. Purpose of this public serv

ice program is commendable. But
unfortunately an attempt to pack
too many thoughts into the stanza

tended to hamper an argument
that otherwise might have been
more forceful.

Show draws a parallel between
'the pilgrims of 1620 who sought a

new life of freedom and democracy
in the new world.

But rather than devoting much
time to the case history: of a Polish
DP who was barred from America
due to his failure to be a DP camp
inmate prior to Dec. 22, 1945,
greater emphasis should have been
placed on what the McGratJi-Neely
bill will do to correct the gaps of
the loosely drawn existing act and
why the public should support the
new measure.

Use of canned speeches of Sen-
ators Pepper and Chavez protest-

ing the original bill at the time
it was up for Congressional con-
sideration is also so much water
under the bridge, even though im-:

portant arguments are reprised. A
large cast under Frank Papp's di-

rection did what it could to get
across the message. Ben Grauer's
narration helped as did the musical
backgrounds of John Gart. Gilb.

From the Production Centres

HARRY SALTER
MUSICAL DIRECTOR
Stop the Mu«ie—ABC

; Pays to Bo .Ignorant—rCBS

THE EMPTY CHAIR
With Margaret O'Brien, Roger
deKoven, Joseph de Santis, Jim
Boles; Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt^

guest; Frank Gallup, announcer
Producer-Director:: Jack Lloyd
Writer: Alvin Yudkoff
15 Mins.;Thurs. (24), 9 p.m^
WNEW, N. Y.
Produced for the National Con-

ference of Christians and Jews,
this transcription was an effective

dramatic presentation of the or-

ganization's message. The story
dealt with the experience of 13-

year-old Mary Nolan, played by
Margaret O'Brien, who learns
about the viciousness of intoler^

ance when a bookie beats up a
Jewish Candy-store owner.
Then she writes an essay on

"The World We Want to Live In,"
sponsored by the NCCJ, speaking
out for the "warmth of brother-
hood and understanding." The
guesting of Mrs.. Eleanor Roose-
velt was neatly worked into the
drama, the late President's wife
being billed as speaker at a dinner
for the little girl. Mrs. Roo.sevelt
made an eloquent plea for an end
to prejudice.
The production was smooth and

the cast excellentj with Miss
O'Brien giving a moving perform-
ance. Bril.

-

THE CISCO KID
With Jack Mather, Harry Lang,

. othera. ,

Directors: Hildreth Sanders, Paul
Pierce

Writer: James McCracken
30 Mins.; Sun. (20), 3 p. m.
Sustaining'
WOR, N. Y.

Based on the characters created

TEXAS POWER & LIGHT SHOW
With Elmer Baughman, Richard
' Provenson, Billy Mayo and. orch,

Gregory Baker
30 Mins., Fri., 8 p.m., CST
TEXAS POWER & LIGHT CO.
WFAA & WFAA-FM, Dallas -

From the penthouse studios of
WFAA each week comes this new
series of airings by the local utility
company. ^ It's ' a , variety show
which should please the entire
family and prove a goodwill

by O. Henry, "The Cisco Kid" is a I

bujWer for TP&L. Program fea-

topnotch saddle soap opera. When K**""?* P'l^y Mayo and a 24-piece

the show debuted seven years ago orchestra in selections by the old
Cisco was a cowboy Casanova, mak
Ing love to western senoritas while
getting into and out of scrapes.

In this new edition, Cisco leaves
«ex alone, but he still has a pen

masters and popular concert
favorites. Music served up is easy
to listen to.

Each week there is a different
guest vocalist. On this second air

chant for riding into trouble. On '"^ Gregory Baker, baritone, was
the episode caught, Cisco and his r"vf^il"n,^;„i,w. w, . i. ^

'

pardner Pancho were picked up by I „ Jwfl^^'J.I?'"^"
"^^^ ^^^"^^ «

the sheriff of Broken Cinch for a
Ha-^ratiye,

. .
Texans,

bank robbery they didn't commit.
The actual crooks, out to divert the
town's attention from another bur-
gling job, stirred up a mob Which
$et out to lynch Cisco and Panchb.
But the hero escaped, foiled the
robbers and saved Pancho from the
necktie party. The story had,
therefore, an anti-mob violence im-
pact.

"Cisco" is well scripted, with a
: careful handling of suspense
values. The central characters, ably
played by Jack Mather and Harry
Lang, speak with a Mexican accent,
but without offending. It's good
"they went that-a-way" fare;

Bril.

Let's
Texas," which was devoted to a
tribute to Thomas A. Edison..
Baughman has a pleasing voice
and puts across the messages very
well. Richard Provenson turns in
a smart job as announcer, keeping
the show moving along at a smooth
pace: Program shows neat pacing
and production. - Andy.

WOMEN'S WORLD
With Mary Aileen Ranney

;

55 Mins., Mon.-to-Frl„ 9 a.m.
Participating
WROW, Albany

Miss Ranney, who uses the tagi
"Mary Aileen,'' on the air, moved
from the Office staff of WROW to
the directorship of women's pro-
grams and this feature, when
Louise Benay retired. She has
gained a certain flexibility of
voice, ease of delivery and facility

at reading copy, but she still must
travel a long road. Her voice, while
dear, remains hard and flat. The
articulation is unusually slow and
precise; the reading is not always
smooth. Manner is friendly.
Show is divided into sections,

with transcribed. music, recipe and
fashion hints, Hollywood gossip
and the like^inuch as Miss Benay
set it up' Miss 'Ranney does plenty

;

of plugging for participating spon-
laiK sors. Diespite a brief half Way news
" " roundup, the program runs long,

probably too long. Jctcb^

fJV mW YORK CITH ...
George Wolf, assistant tele director fpr Foote, Cone & Belding, is a

country squire, now being domiciled in suburban Rye. . . .Ed Kobak.
Mutual prexy, hopped plane to Chi Sunday (27)—but not for NBC-
affiliates cruicial powwow— Martin Weldon, of CBS, helping Na-
tional Council to Combat Blindness with radio publicity Sam Elfert,

WLIB program director, father of a boy, Jason Louis. Mother is edi-

torial assistant on N. Y. Post-Home News . . . . Charlotte Manson named
Miss National Five Arts by the National Five Arts Award, lit. and song-
writing contest offering $100,000 in prizes and fellowships . ..Herbert
L. Bachman. has left ABC to head up new research department for
Headley-Reed, station j-eps . . , Franklyn Pulaski doing an Army docu-
mentaiy film in March; . . .Man who brought Horace Heidt and Dick
Contino togethet after their split said to be James C* Petrillo. Rift

was caused when a Heidt pressagent talked the young accordionist into

leaving.

Phil Alampi, WJZ farm news director, to address Newtown, N. J„
Rotarians today (2) . . . Joe Franklin of WMCA's "Antique Record
Shop,'' penning tome : of anecdotage about vaude greats ... Starting

Monday (7) Dick Todd will get hiS own 11 a.m. cross-the-board musical
show on ABC ... . Robert Quarry, ex-J. Walter Thompson, has joined
Lester Lewis as contact man. . . .Robert D. C. Meeker appointed veepee
of the Nat'l Ass'n: of Radio Station Representatives^ succeeding Adam '

J. Young. Jr., <who resigned v.. :Bill Todman,- co-producer of ''Winner
Take All," "Hit the Jackpot" and "Beat the Clock" off for' Florida hoU- '

day . « Red Barber to Vero Beachi Fla^, Monday (28) to cover Dodger
spring training with Judson Bailey Mary Margaret McBride has
left by. plane for Hati, originating her WNfiC program from there. She's
accompanied by Her manager, Estella H. Karn. . . . Arthur Maitland and
Katherine Emmet added to the cast of "Backstage Wife" ; . . Anne Marie
Gayer, James Van Dyket llaskeU Coffin and Louis Sorin to"Front
Page Farrell."

Johnny Desmond has gone to Chicago for a week's guest stint on
•Don McNeil's "Breakfast Club" program; . . Dick and Mrs. Leibert re- :

tum«d Friday (25): from a two weeks' skiing vacation in Canada.. . .

Staats Cotsworth and Jan Miner did an original "Crime Photog-
rapher" sketch '(written by Cotsworth) at the American Photography
show last week at the 71st Regiment Armory.

Mutual's, "Great Scenes from Great Plays" received award from
Pulpit Digest Friday (25), day show went off the air. However, it's

reported program will return to MBS next fall .... Radio, actor Allan
Stevenson playing Henry Norris in "Anne of the Thousand Days".

.

Leonard (Buzz) Blair, producer of "Town Meeting," to wed Emily :

Emery, ex-ABC studio operations, March 11.:^. vH. R. ; Baukhage to

lecture to Wisconsin Road Builders Assn. in Milwaukee . i .. Don Han-
cock on five-day vacation in Miami. . . .ABC vip. Frank Marx to be on j!

panel representing industry engineers in discussion with FCC at NAB*
engineering conference, April 9 .... Martin Agronsky to speak before
joint meeting of UN Council and Foreign Policy Assn. in Philly,

March 9. . . Gail and Harry Ingram, who write, produce and direct

"Tales of Fatima," have been signed to write "Inner Sanctum". . .

.

ABC, MBS and CBS will air an hour-long special broadcast, "One
Great Hour," with cooperation of 76,000 churches March 26. at 10 p.m.

'

It will be prepared under the direction of Robert E^ Sherwood and
Erik Bamouw . . . "Beat the Clock'' (CBS) will be heard cross-the-board
at 4:45 p.m., starting March 7, in iEtddition to its regular Wednesday
evening airing.

HOLLYWOOD

BROADWAY'S MY BEAT
With Anthony Ross, Gene Carson, I

league club, when asked: by a girl
" ' '" ' " " I participant on the "Club House"

quiz over CBS (26), if ball-players
pay attention to the televising «Sf

garfies, replied, "No, but they like
to kiiow what is going over the
radio." Emcee Red Barber, who

Paul Luther, Joan Lorring, Mau
rice Gosfield,: John Forsythe,
Les DamoUr Louis Van RoOten

'

Writer: Peter Lyon
Director-producer: John Dietz
30 Mins.; Sun., 5:30 p.m.
CBS, from New York
"Broadway's My Beat" is another

whodunit with an . incidental
Gotham background that should
appeal to the mystery fans. After

EDDY DUCHIN SHOW
With Tommy Mercer; Jane Fro-

man,, guest; Ken Roberts, emcee
15 Minst; Tues., 9 p, u.
Sustaining
WNEW, New York

This cuffo transcription series
produced by the Navy sells recruit-

1
showgirls and the

ing for Navy fliers via Eddy Du-
1
corpse. This show is

Sidney N. Strotz made it official last week that he's giving up hit
roving assignment with NBC and anchoring permanently Here . . ^ . HaiTy
Ackerman solved Columbia's problem of filling iof; three weeks : be-

;

tween the time Spike Jones moves to Saturday night and Ozzie andl

Harriet come over from NBC to head up the Sunday lineup.. Rather:
than "waste" a new show on such short showcasing, he decreed double
duty for "Escape," now airing Saturday a.m. Name players will adorh:

the Sunday cast. . . .Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt due in town this week and
will cut her ABC records with daughter Ann for 10 days. . . Rita Wil-
liamson, widow of Dud, who owned and emceed "What's the Nahie of

That Song?", won the first round in her court -fight to regain i^Qhtrol of

the program from Don Lee:. . ; .Robert Kintner, executive veepee of

ABC, around for two weeks but dividing, his time between Hollywood
and Arizona. . . Mutual expunged the George O'Hanlon show after 17

weeks, but no sponsor interest. Bernard Schubert, who packaged the

comedy piece, is striking up a deal with another network.
Radio News Club, which threw the book at G. A. Richards, resulting

in an FCC hearing for alleged slanting of the news, riiay do a fold if

the members persist in absenteeing at meetings. Prexy Jim McNaniara

:

and others threatened to walk when only 15 of the club's 70 merobe«
showed up at recent session .... After an eight-yeaic absence* Dort*
Gilbert (Wolf's daughter) is back scripting for Gene Autry.. .Jim
Jordan, 3tt, son of "Fibber and Molly,'' will bone up on television under
the wing of Norman Blackburn at NBC in New York . . Dorothy Thack-
rey passed a short visit here with her son and then retraced her steps

to New York ... Walter Lurie around to look over the crop of avail-

ables and whip up some new shows for Mutual . . Hal Fimbcrg has

been pressed into service by Harold Jovian to inject some sanity intQ

Jim Hawthorne's program before it is presented to CBS for showcasing.
His wacky clowning around the turntable failed to smoke out any spon-
sor interest on ABC. . . Mark Warnow is hot too eager to return to

thP^'Vinh 'wnnc'i""
''"^ if American Tobacco's Vincent Riggto wants him backme y^iMo nouse ^n the Hit Parade he'd probably start packing. . . John Deering, whose

voice cracked in mid-broadcast some years ago, has completely recov^

ered and is now back at his old trade of announcing. . . Larry Bern*
hospitalized for his annual checkup .... Bob Crosby was renewed fpr

another semester by Campbell. . . Gag going the rounds is that even

NBC's test pattern: in the east got a two-point rating from lioppen

,
.... ... . . , , -r. r . , T T T T-T-: / >

;: Followup Comment

:

Jacliie Robinson, Negro second
baseman of the Brooklyn National

had conducted an adlib interview
with Robinson; laughingly com-
mented, "You shouldn't have said
that." Barber referred to the fact
Robmson handled a sports pro-

a brief nod to the glitter and 1
gram on WMCA six nights a week-1 -» i..

.
„. _ . this winter.

When a boy reported that he
would like to become a Sports an-
nouncer. Barber said, "Jackie and
I will have anothe'r year or two in
which to

glamor of the Main : Stem, Peter
Lyon's script slips into a familiar
groove of dicks, taxicab ..drivers,

mysterious
marked; bychm s music. Program opener was

]

smoothly meshing . production
a^ salute to the Naval Air. Station gears; solid performances by an I younger folks begin taldne uvc,
at Pensacola, with Duchm, a for-

1 ace cast and some firstrate musical The Dodger athlete, who snoke
^J^^Jl^l commander,

|

scoring by Robert^ Stringer.
|

with ea.se, poise and sincerity
.. ™ u._ ^ ., ., about the work Which he and Roy

liV CHICAGO ...
Dorothy Miller, WBBM education director, ho.sted at III. Women

Voters League. . . .Alton Farbcr of ,1. Walter Thompson agency, off .to

L. A. for National Kids Day Foundation . .Bob Lewis new contin-

uity writer at WGN, , . ABC'S "Junior Junction" back March 26 after

three week layoff .... Evelyn Knight guest singer yesterday (D o"

WBBM's "Melody Lane . . George Guyan new WGN western sales

manager... MBS visitors included program veepees Phillips Carlin,

chatting briefly on his war service.
Vocalist Tommy Mercer was also
billed as an ex-tar, having served
as a seaman first class.
- Duchin, of- course, plays with a

. solid beati and wraps up a good
musical show, with some standout

. solo passages at the keyboard. His
guest, Jane Froman, gave an excel-
lent chirping of "Begin the Be-
guine." Commercials plug the
training the naval air service offers

youtb. Bril,

On the preem (27), the yarn eon-
jperned the murder of a New York

j

Campanella, Negro catcher-team
drama critic. Anthony Ross, play- mate, had done at the Harlem
ing a detective on the Broadway Y.M.C.A., and its part in combat-
beat, is never fooled by the flock i ting juvenile delinquency ob-
of fake clues, and his deductions served, "I am off already''--refer.
lead straight to the guilty party.
The murderer was a hackic, father
of a chorine who was done wrong
by the critic. Despite its formula
tone, however, the program man-
aged to sustain interest throughoui

D broadcast before the
]

Walter Lurie, and owner Alex Warden of KMON, Great Falls Mont,
lolks begm taking over." WGN's "Mr. Heartbeat" contest prize now jumped to $15,000.

Phil Wood, national sales manager of WFMJ, YoUngstowhi 0.> mov-
ing to WKOW, Madison, March 3 . : . . Neil Weed, of Weed & Co., on

biz trip covering 14 cities . . .Gil McClelland, MBS promotion mi^nager,

on sick list.
. WBBM has switched title of "Your Daily Almanac" w :

"Patrick O'Riley's Show. . . Radio Features, Inc., appointed Ett»«*^

Samuelson district sales manager with offices at Kansas City, Mo.

.

George Hollingberry on Coast biz trip . . .Titiie buyer Dorothy Ayr**

from Morris Swaney agency to Henri, HUrst, McDonald; . . John ffS^^
rington celebrating 13 years with WBBM . . . Norma Schneider to NBi'

script dept. replacing Carol Someirville, who is bowing out for -roar-

riage career. . . . Vaughn Monroe to. air from Aragon via WBBM Marcn .

12. . . Glenn Uhles now assistant manager at NBC after two.
stretch with ABC Sylvia Mlkelson and Ketth textoF of AJJy»

"Honey Dreamers" plotting June wedding.

ring to the fact the radio stint had
ended and he was heading for the
Dodgers' training camp at Vero
Beach, -Fla. Barber will originate
"Club House'' from that point, pre-
senting President Branch Rickey
as the first guest Saturday (5).
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NBG-m 48% IN 'NEW MONEV
TV Must Develop Camera Technique

To Capture Big Show^-Liebman
By NAT KAHN

WNBT's Tun With Arts^
"Fun With the Arts," a quizzer

packagecl by. Jq Ranson aiid Dick
Piack,. indie flacks/wilt be launiEhed

Y , on

m-director of the new Admiral- -
-showTs' a revision of "The Seven

sponsored program, Admiral
, Arts Quiz" which was given a test

Broadway Revue, has come up run in 194T for Jello, via YftR,

A year ago a constant murmur
in television was that program-

piing would have to go far to

reach the - technical advances . of
' the new medium^ The shoe has

apparently been switched to the
|
^u^tg- *Vng" hy" WN^^^ N

other foot. Max Liebman, produ-
! jyjarch 10

with a show whose scope and size,

he feels, is at present a little ahead
of eUrtent'day video. :, . He believes

it's a healthy situation. "Now," he
says; "the engineers will find a way
to meet the camera's needs before

a revue-type program can be tele-

vised with maximum effective-

ne'ss."-

Liebman's show . has received

some criticism that "it lacks in-

timacy"—that it fails to bring pro-

duction and audience together. But
he has an answer for : that.

"You can't relegate production
values of a show to suit the needs
of the camera," avers Liebman.
"Just because the camera can only
focus on, perhaps, two or three
performers at a time, or just part

of a stage setting, is no reason why
the show should be planned withr

' in those limitations. If that were
the case, a show would lose its

'feel,' its warmth, its real per-
formance value." In short, Lieb-

man tlilnks that a regular theatre
sliow must be presented—that it's

now up to the engineers to devise

• . way in ; which to capture the
whole picture.

Vaude TV Gets Nix
. "If intimacy were the sole un-
qualified purpose of television,

then the best- format certainly is

the straight \ variety entertain-

(Contlnued on page 40)

Chicago, Mapch 1^

NBC threw the television book
at its affiliates hel:e, today

;
(Tues.),

comiilg up . with! « ronhdrtobin of
iigurgs ' aiid .sales potentials that
had eyeii thfr -ihost hard'bit^fen' oii

the 'AM drum-beaters doin^ sdme
eye-rubbing..
The "NBC Story." revealed for

the first titrie at today's closing
sessioh of the two-day affiliates',

ine^tjng/ ,b .r o U g h t pairticularly

heaftiSningv nfews to the station
operators,: who have long felt that
AM would be the first to take it

on the, chin wlien the commercial
video ball started rolling iii

earnest, Herei are sorne Of the , dis-

closures made by Harry C. Kopl,-

NBC's administrative sales veepee,
which Jtadlthe affiliate meiiibeicihip:!

Seeing MuiB' ,Ty-: Skies:,

A total Of 48% of NBC-tV ad-
vertisers represented new ihOney
—clients who did not use network
radio in li948. Figures for the en-
tire industi'y show tbat 24% of

tele revenue came froin advertisers
who were riot in radio in '48;- Of
all tele network advertisers, 61%

of top-name radio talent it has re- 1

did not use AM facilities last year,

cently latched onto, revealed this t^^us adding up to new money for

week that it will have almost all the web.

these stars on video before the No Radio Coin Cuts
start of the summer. Spokesman

|
While 39% of current NBC-TV

and is based on Ranson and Pack's
"Quizbook of the Seven Arts.'^

George Wallach will be produc-
tion assistant.

CBS Radio Name

Talent Due on TV

Before Summer
CBS, in the first disclosure of its

television plans for the long list

Set Prices Continue Downward Trend;

Help Build First Trade-in Market

Cars Come High
The "heavy industries"; in

television, notably represented
by the automotive clients^ find
tliemselves in a dilemma over
the commercials in their in-
ability to do them live. •

. Ford; for example, currently
represented by its 60-minute
TV dramsitic series, and with
its upcoming high - budgeted
"Crystal Ball" CBS show, is

known to favor a "live" com-
mercial whereby the cameras
could be trained directly on
the product and the announcer.
But as yet there isn't a studio
big enough to permit for the
live display, with result that it

entails an investment of sev-
eral thousand dollars to film
each series of filmed commer-
ci.ils.

Berle Again

Ahead in Feb.
Milton Berle's "Texaco Star

Theatre" again copped first place
in the N. Y. TV Hooperating for
Febrary, maintaining its place. at
the top of the heap With a hefty
76,6. New listings reveal several
newcomers in the charmed circle,

including the "Admiral Broadway
Revue," which gained third spot

during its first month on the air;

"Your Show Time," series of half-

-houf fltSis sponsored "By "American
Tobacco on NBC-TV, and "Colgate
Theatre,'' the only live dramatic
sltow to hit the top 10

for the web declared that plans are
now in full swing to build individu-
al packages around each of the per-
sonalities and that the venture will

not necessarily await the start of '

the fall season.

Web has recently bought a kine-
scope recording unit, which is now
being tested in N. ,Y. for shipment
to Hollywood as soon as all the
kinks are worked out. With most
of the new CBS talent roster head-

network advertisers are using the I

web's AM facilities, actually up to
|

the present time none of these i

clients have cut -their radio ex-|

penditures because of their entry
i

into TV. Advertisers who have not

!

used AM coin as, yet to enter video 1

include Admiral, American To-

1

bacco, Chevrolet, Colgate, General
Foods, Gulf Oil, Kraft, Liggett &
Myers (Chesterfield), Oldsmobile,
Philco, Procter & Gamble, Swift

No-Eastbound

Edict Snarls

Chi TV Plans

quartering on the Coast, the plan and Texaco,

is to originate the shows at KTTV (RCA's annual financial state-

( Hollywood station in which CBS ment revealed NBC-TV's sponsors

owns 49% interest) and then tran- had doubled during 1948. See story

scribe them on film for subsequent on Page 25.)

transmission over the entire net- 1 Addenda to NBC's video story:

work. Web has already begun dick- 1 as of Feb. 14, advertisers using the

ering for sponsors and, according
to the CBS spokesman, ''we hope
to be able to start these shows pn
a commercial basis."

While all the picts signed with
j

the new CBS tsilent are belieyed
to ,

include, fuU,; Arrangements: for
TVi it was pointed out that most
of the AM stars who had never
seen video in the east had ex-
pressed a desire to study the east-

ern ptograms before rounding out
the formats for their own. shows.
Stars also wArit tg wiake certain

"that the filBi' recording process is

.

good enOugiir to insure they'll look
okay bh the screen. Some Of the
talent may do an experimental one-

Following is the list, based only
|
shot from N. Y. when they come

network numbered 25. (CBS was
second with 11, DuMont was third

with seven and ABC had four.)

NBC led in sponsored time with

(Continued ou page 40)

96.1

50.6

48

on regularly-.scheduled sponsored
programs in the N. Y, metropolitan
area:

Progrram Station Rating
Texaco Star Theatre . . WNBT 76.5

Arthur Godfrey's
Talent Scouts. . WCBS-TV

Admiral Broadway J

Revue* . .WABD & WNBT
ToastOf Town . WCBS-TV :

Arthur Godfrey &
.Friends WCBS-TV 46.6

Break the Bank . .WJZ-TV 34.7
Your Show Time .WNBT 32.5
We, the People. . . WCBS-TV 32.2
Arrow Show .... WNBT 32.1

Colgate Theatre . .WNBT 30.2

;
•• Aired on bot)i sUiVionn; rating

;
,

w the combined audience- for bath.

east and Jack Benny, for one, has
already agreed to do a one-time
show on the Coast this month.

OHIO HOUSE PASSES

PART BAN ON AUTO TV

Full CBS Day

Airing Soon
Full davtime programming on

WCBS-TV," N. Y. flagship of the

CBS-TV web, is slated to get under
way within the next 30 days, CBS
tele veepee J. L. Van Volkcnburg
disclosed this week. No time iias

been sold yet on the station for

the new project, but the program-
ming staff has almost completed its

lining up of the. various type shows
that will be presented during the

early afternoon hours.
Van Volkenburg said the station

would tee off its Monday-through-
Friday program setup at 12 noon,

remaining, on the air continually

until signoff. Station then plans

to experiment to determine how

Columbus, March 1.

Ohio's House of Representatives
passed a bill last Tuesday (22) pro-

liibiting television receivers, with

screens visible to drivers, in motor i
far back to push the daily startmg

vehicles on the roads of OHio.
i

time, with the decision depending

As originally presented by Rep.
|

- ^ow manyjiew^^^^^^^^

Joseph X. Schwartz, of Cincinnati

Chicago, March 1.

Chicago's- determination to be-
come increasingly important as a
network video production center
suffered a severe setback and has
station ops hurling "unfair, un-^
fair" at the American Telephone
and Telegraph Co.

In April, AT&T will have two
more east-west cables in operation.
At the same time, they will re-
claim one westbound and the only
eastbound cable until 6 p.m. Chi
time. Reason given is that the
heavy long-distance load makes
neces.sary the use of co-ax for
regular phone company biz.

j This means tjiere will be two
!

cables for westbound daytime TV,
and none for eastbound. Chi tele
stations now oi'iginate about 35
eastbound shows weekly. In its

plushier AM days, the Windy City
was heavy on daytime stuff, and it.

was planned that Chi would see a
rejuvenation of network originaf,

tion, mainly in daytime and low:
budget video. But apparently
AT&T has axed those co-ax plans,

i
First victim of the no-eastbound-

j
daytime edict of the telephone

i
company .was_Irna Phillips' "These

1 Are My Children." which was can-
! ceiled last Friday (25). Soaper
! strip had just completed a four
! week run. However, it would have
1 been finished at the 4 p.m. hour
1 regardless, come April. NBC offi-

I

cials were sati.sfied with the pro-
: gram, but since it is soap opera,
; they felt it didn't warrant a night-
time slot, and cancelled it to put
efforts on other shows: Plans call

!
for "Children" to go back on the

i screen when eastbound daytime is

i again available.

I

ABC-TV is concerned about the
!
situation because of hefty Sun-

I day afternoon originations,, one of
i
which is "Super: Circus,'' now un-

1 der consideration for sponsorship
; by several advertisers.

Further indications that televi-
sion set prices will reach the mas*
consumer level soon were provid-
ed this week by a drastic slash by
DuMont up and down the line on
its new models and by similar
price cuts by other manufacturers: :

At the same time it was revealed
that the rush to buy larger-screeri

.

sets by viewers who had owned re-
ceivers for several years was build- -

ing TV's first trade-in market.
'

DuMont's price cuts ranged from
$20 on its 12Tiinch table model
(from $445 to $425) to $100 on
some of the larger sets, such as •

the 15-inch Savoy console, reduced
from $815 to $715. Crosley, which
manufactures sets on a cross-licens-
ing arrangement with DuMont, an-
nounced a reduction of $40 in its

10-inch table model, bringing the
price down to $299:95, believed the
lowest yet for any 10-inch set with

'

FM. Westinghouse, meanwhile,
brought out a lO-inch, table model
to list at $325,' and General. Elec-
tric introduced two new , sets, one -

:

a 12V^-inch table job at $399.95
and the other a lO-inch table model

.

at $325.

General price reductions, it is

believed, are mainly^ responsible
for the number of sales to set-

owners desiring larger screens,
which, thereby established the
trade-in market. Many of those
are now: able to buy, the new 16- '

inch metal tube receivers for :

slightly more than they might have
paid for their original 10-inch jobs.
The desire for the larger tubes has
been noticed by dealers in: almost
every price category. Thus, ac-
cording to United States Televi-
sion prez Hamilton Hoge, those
with seven-inch sets now want the
10-inchers, those with lO's want
the 121/i, and those with the 12W-
inch jobs now desire the 15 and
le^inch models.

10% for a Trade^n
Most dealers will, offer 1C(% for a

traderin if the: old set-is in good ,

condition. Dealer then , puts the.'

set into good working condition

:

and offers it for sale at a reduced
price and with a 90-day guarantee.
Heaviest trade-ins so far have been

(Continued on page 38)

Inces Silent Pix

Offered for Tele
Hollywood. March 1.

Sixty silent pix are being put on
the television market by the'

Thomas Ince estate. Films, all

made by the late director^producer,
include: subjects starring Hobart
Bosworth, Charles Ray, Leatrice
Joy and William S. Hart.
;Vaude-booker Eddie Sherman,

who is repping the'Ince estate oH
the footage, will get 50% of all

video coin realized. Deals are
afoot with KFI-TV here and with
N. Y. Daily News' WPIX. Sherman

I

has a pricetag of $100 per telensing
I on most of; the product.

Buzzell Preps TV Package

Of Pic Stars' Screen Tests
-Hollywood, March: 1,

Eddie Buzzell is working on a
Video deal in which he'll package
first screen tests of present-day
stars with live-action as they are
today. Director has already been
assured the appearance of several

I

-- -
, , . i. -^^

freslaiice players.
|

operated In New York is being

Lineup of thesps will probably offered in the Legislature by Sen.

the bill would have banned all TV
sets in motor vehicles, but this was
amended on the floor to limit the

ban to screens visib)ie to the

vehicle driver.

Bill exempts emergency vehicles

and those used in licensed televi-

sion transmission. It now is in

the Senate for action. Passage ap-

pears certain.

Albany BJU Prepped
Albany, March 1.

bill to outlaw tele in autos

be wholly confined to freelance
Players, since it's not expected stu-
ttios will okay appearance of anyM their stars on television, but
Biwzell, nevertheless, will make
P"ch for some of these, too,

Thomas C. Desmond; Newbiugh
Republican.
Desmond said that a bill now

pending in the Legislature pro-

hibiting tele in autos is "hasty and

inadequate."

be available in the pre-noon period

''Once we get on the air," Van
Volkenburg said, "research will

point the way." In line with this;

it is noted that WABD (DuMont,

N. Y.), which originated full day-

time programming, originally teed

off at 7 a. m. dally, but recently

switched its schedule to a 9 a. m.

sign-on.
According to the CBS-TV exec,

WCBS-TV will attempt to do a

".sounder job" than the type of

daytime shows which have been
the rule until now, revolving main-

ly around women's ehatter pro-

grams. Station will carry its full

daytime schedule up to the base-

bail season and then program

around the ball games. WCBS-
TV signed recently to pick up all

home games of the Brooklyn Dodg-

ers, under Schaefer Beer sponsor-

ship.

WDLE' IN BIG SWITCH

ON GOODRICH PICKUP
A switch involving networks,

, sponsors and time ' will take' place
I as a result of Goodrich, picking up
' the tab on "Riddle Me This" in-

I

stead of General Electric, the cur-
I
rent bankroller.

! In April, "Riddle" will move
i
from CBS to ABC, occupying the

I

spot previously held by "Actor's

I

Studio," Sundays at 8:30 p.m.
i ':'Studio" will be moved tp, another
i: night on ABC. with Thursday as

I

the most probable bet. Reason for

I

the shift is that both shows are
i World Video packages and are at
, present opposing each other. Con-
( rad Nagel is emcee and Ilka Chase
and John Daley regular partici-

i pants on "Riddle."

Benny, Lum 'n' Abner

In TV Bow On KTTV
Hollywood, March 1.

In the first bow of CBS' new
radio star talent into television,

Jack Benny j Rochester and Lum
'n' Abner, have been set to appear
in an hoiir-long variety show next
Tuesday (8) marking the official

dedicatory kickoff Of KTTV, Los
Angeles Times station in which-
CBS, owns a 49*'?; interest. Show
will mark the TV preem of the'

AM stars.

Also scheduled for the program
are the Andrews, Sisters, Bob Cros-'

by and Margaret Whiting, all of
,whom have appeared in other TV
shows on the Coast. Benny will

emcee the pregram and will also

do a new hillbilly skit, plus a sar

tire of his "Love in Bloom" rou*
I tine with concert violinist Isaac

I

Stem. Murray Bolen will product
[the show.
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British Woridng Class Due for Home

TV in Year; BBC Film Use Increasing

By HAROLD MYERS
London, Feb. 22.

Home television is going to be

within tlie means of tlie average

worlcing class British family with-

in the next 12 months. This Is

seen from the industry's price-

cutting policy; and the aim now
is to manufacture a modest-type

home receiver, whicli will cost

around $10C, including installa'

tion. .

Such a development would put

television in tlie forefront of com
petitive mass entertainment, and

i would play havoc- with boxofflce

receipts at picture theatres and
legit halls.

At the present time only 100,000

receivers are in use in the London
area—the only ^art of the country

equipped for video—but tlie num-
ber is growing rapidly, and up-

wards of 2,000 receiving sets are

being made available each week.

One factory alone is respionsible

for neatly half the total output.

With the extension of transmis-

sion to Birmingham later in the
• year, the potentialities of tele-

Vision are now being realized, and
in the picture and theatre world

it is anticipated that it, will bring

about a transformation in trends

of entertainment.

Exhibiting interests in the Lon-

don area, who have bpen eyeing

the growth of TV and endeavoring

to calculate its effect on receipts,

; do not believe it has been a major
factor in the substantial drop in

New Tele Business

U.S. Rubber Co. has signed to

sponsor "Luclcy Pup" on CBS-TV
starting Monday (7) and will later

switch to the Friday spot. Agency
is Fletcher Richards. Web last

weelc sold Tuesdays and Thursdays

on the across-the-board half-hour

stanza to Ipana Toothpaste.

WABD (DuMont, N.Y.) has com-
pletely sold out its ,

spots imme-
diately preceding and following

pickups of the N.Y. Yankees' base-

ball games this year. General

Foods, through Benton & Bowles,

has pacted for 71 spots; Emerson
Drugs has taken 35, through
BBD&O, and Barney's Clothes has

taken 36 via Emil Mogul Co.

Hughes and Hatcher, Detroit re-

tail men's clothing store, pur-

chased a one-half hour television

remote program to celebrate the

opening of their new store here.

The program, on WXYZ-TV, will

feature the "WAX Wackies" with
Johnny Slagle as emcee, and will

be telecast March 11, 7:30 p.m.

In addition, Hughes and Hatcher
ordered four one-minute spot an-
nouncements March 9 and 10, to

promote the store's opening on
WXYZ-TV.
WGN-TV, Chi, announced 13

week renewal of Camel Sports
Caravan for; Reynolds Toliacco
through William Esty agency; an-
nouncements for Cameo Curtains
through W. L. Sloan agency;
Maurice L. Rothschild through

TV's Sports Lexicon

TV programmers seem to be

studying the sports lexicon from

archery to yachting. WJZ-TV, N.Y.,

will telecast a lacrosse game be-

tween the Seventh Regiment Ar-

mory team and Dartmouth College

Saturday, March 12.

WOR-TV, N;' Y., ha-s. an option on
televising indoor polo matches
from the Squadron A Armory on
upper Park avenue, N. Y.

Contract would call for catching

26 games, including teams such as

Meadowbrook and Morristown.

Matches would also be negotiated

With- squads from Argentina and
Mexico*

Inade TelevisiiHi

Shudders of the Manhattan week: Any station from 8:30 to 9 Thuis-
day (24). There are such half hours.. . .that frozen smile on R.iy
Morgan's facei If he's as scared as he looks it ain't wuth it, .son

sponsors who, won't change their film commercials every two or three'
weeks it might be a help to WPIX if Guy LeBow would stop trying
to do comedy . . .'all-night jockeys who take a bow from Ed Sullivan's
audience then talk it into A big appearance on television the rest of the
week for their listeners couldn't we all chip in, and send PM's

'

Johnny .south? "Who dat" has either just reached Chicago or MJC's
Wayne GriiTen is still using the expression on his 'Wrestling telecasts
... .if a message comes from Phil Silvers of a Thursday answer it. He
needs you, . . .a football umpire would penalize that narrator for in-

terference on LS/MFT's three-reelers. The series still talks and talks
while nothing happens. . , .all the thinking is of television keeping .

people home, but few mention it can'also drive 'em out of tliore. in;
fact it has already done it. : ,

"
,

T. of C. in Best Position

To Buck Mike Jacobs

With Louis' Abdication

Joe Louis' abdication of

heavyweight championship and
consequent loss of the 20th-century
Sporting Club's biggest draw, has
put the Tournament of Champions
in most solid position since Its

formation last year. T. of C, com-
prising CBS, Music Corp. of

America, Dave Charnay's Allied

Syndicate and George Kletz, plas-

tics manufacturer, is currently at-

tempting to line . up a string of

Tielevisioni in addition io reviving oldtime vaude acts for iheglre';

dates, is furthering the resurgence of live theatrical shows with talent
developed on its own. For example, Chuck and Jack Luchsinger, cq-

emcees on ABC-TV's ''Cartoon Teletales,'' are scheduledfor an ex peri-,:

mental one-shot appearance on the stage of the RKO Kenmore, Brooit-
lyn, March 12.

. Theatre has ballyhooed the show with handbills -and
newspaper ads and, if it px'oves successful, the team will be booked ph
the entire RKO metropolitan circuit.

. Same house recently booked CBS-TV's "Lucky Pup'" show for its

the stage; bringing back the program several weeks later for a repeat.
Luchsingers will duplicate their. Sunday evening video program, draw*
ing sketches to the .accompaniment of story-telling for the moppet ,

.audience.-''

Mitchell-Faust agency;: XS.S. Rubber
boxoffice takings during the past

|

through Fletcher Richards agency:
year. Experienced exhibitors, in I Rosen's Men's Wear through Wil
the main, istill hold the view that,

its main competitive strength lies

in its novelty- value, but that the

overall standard of programs is

not yet of a sufficient level to do
serious damage to picture thea-

tres.

Oldies New to Younesters

In one week alone, out of a

liam : Futtcrman agency; Atlas
Brewing Co. through Olian agency;
and Van Gakler Co. througii'

Weston-Barnett agency.
WBKB, Chi, announced announ-

cements for Johnson's Wax through
Needham, Louis & Brorby; and
participations by N.. Pritikin & Go.
through Jones Frankel agency. -,

WNBQ, Chi, announced station

Bell Television, indie set distributor ;headi4ua!rteting.. i^
added distribution of viewing tubes its mercharidis^^^
lieving there will be a growing need for. retailers to: have' an ade.qi($t •

supply of replacement tubes on hand lor
. custtim^

their sets for several . years. Outfit, vi^lihxtndle' both ;the is^'and 15-

inch kinescopes under its own label.

Until now. Bell pointed out, most tubes were bought directly by
heavyweights for a series of elimi-

1 manufacturers for use in new sets. Now a steadily increasing number

total of ju.st over 20 hours screen
l

breaks for Cushman Rug Co.

time, almost one-third was filled I
through E. R. - Humphrey agency;

nation bouts,

T. of C. is now in its best po-

sition to buck Mike Jacobs' 20th
Century, which is contracted for

Madison Square Garden fights; T^

Of C. has a pact on the Polo
Grounds, N. Y. Louis' contract with
Jacobs was instraimental in getting

heavyweights to lean to the Garr
den because of the possibility of a

Crack at the title. The field is now
wide open and the outfit offering

the best terms is,apt to get the nod
from the fighters.

Unfortunately," T. of C.'s' best

bargaining position .
comes at a

time when prospective television

and radio sponsors are resisting

the terms ottered by fight pro-
moters. For a top non-champion-
ship battle at the Polo Grounds,

of sets have been in use long, enough to warrant retail dealers handlit)g
tubes for (direct sale as. replacements to customers who.se tubes have '

worn out and who are no longer covered by the manufacturers' guaran«
tee. (Average life of a viewing tube is believed to be about two years.)

KLAC-TV will use a staff of three camera directors to handle (lie

Los Angeles Angels and Hollywood Stars' baseball games this year.
Due to the heavy schedule, Fred Henry, program director, decided lliat

one man handling the cameras all season might tend to get sloppy and
eventually slack off on the : tough angles and fast:.play: :

Directors ^vill

therefore alternate to keep: from becoming stale^:' Satlfi Baiter will
handle audio on video games. Jack Sherman will announce, the games
oven KLAC's AM facilities.

With 'movine uictures. The firstl""^ announcements .for Belltone I it's believed that tele rights would

of the pix to be screened under Hearing through Ruthraufl! & Ryan

the recent deal with Baling Stu
dies, starring George Formby and
Florence Desmond, was aired re-

cently and, although it is a pre-

war production, I it was probably
new to many of the younger look-

ersiin. Some of the film enter-

tainment, however, is of an excep-
- .tionally low: standard -and can ap-

'peal only to a comparatively small
audience.

' Interesting trend in recent BBC
programs is the securing of direct

listener appeal and participation.

Recently, as part of a magazine
; program, the first episode of a se-

rial was presented. Subsequent
episodes were written by viewers
who were asked to adliere to the
humber :and type of characters,

and the winners of each six-minute
sketch received a $20 prize.

Another program with direct lis-

tener appeal is tJie Inventors' Club,
where very month new inventions
are demonstrated to viewers.

While presentation of straight

plays is still generally regarded as
the highspot of the BBC programs,
a marked improvement is taking
place in general vaudeville pro-

grams, such as "Cafe Continental,"
which is now attracting prominent
visiting artists to this; country.

40 British Pathe Pix

Acquired for Video;

CBS Gets First Call

Hollywood, March I.

Associated British-Pathe, Ltd.
has turned over 40 features to'Mar-
tin Ross' Film Highlights and
Scotty Brown's Embro Pictures.

Ross and Brown have also collected
: some two reel shorts from Pathe.

Deal calls for Brown to handle
the 16m rights to films while Ross
will manage tlie 35in rights. Brown
I'elated that he has not yet screened
the films to determine which will

be retained. CBS does,, however,
have first option on all those Brown
does put on his shelves. Brown
will ask $250 for television rental

of the features and $40 for the
' sJiort subjects.

Pictures are from three to five

years old. Brown said that he is

having trouble in the east trying

to get the music in the films

cleared for tclensing,

agency.
WENR-TV, Chi, announced Hoo-

ver Vacuum Cleaners will sponsor
one-weekly series "At Our House,"

(Continued on page 40)

go for around $75,000. Majority: of

fights would run between $25,000
and $50,000. T. Of C. is currently
getting $2,500 for video rights to
the tiffs it's been .staging at the
Manhattan Centre, N: Y.

Breakdown ofUM TV Sets
Number of television sets in the U. S. as of Feb. .1 numbered ap-

proximately 1,180,000, representing an increa.se o£ 180,000 over
those installed as of Jan. 1. Included in the latest total are 1 ,082,100
for .the 31 cities which now boast 54 TV stations on the air (includ-
ing Dallas, which has no station yet but which receives a signal
from nearby "Fort Worth). Rest of them were in other cities: which
expect TV in the near future. Metropolitan N. Y. continued far in
the lead, with 450,000 sets installed, according to the NBC research
division compilations. Following is the city-by-city breakdown:

No. of ;No. of. Inc. Over
City Stations Sets Last Month

New York .................. 6 4,50,000 40,000
Philadelphia ................ 3 119,000 17,000
Los Angeles 6 89,300 9,700
Chicago 4 75,000 23,000
Boston 2 '45,100 9,800
Baltimore 3 40,600 5.000
Detroit ......... ...... 3 39,500 7,.'50O

Washington ..... . . . . . 4 34,200 3,700
Cleveland 2 24,700 2,400
St. Louis 1 20,000 4,500
New Haven ..... ........ 1 19,000 1,800
Milwaukee '.

. . 1 16,200 2.000
Schenectady 1 16,000 2,200
Cincinnati 1 14,500 2,700
Buffalo 1 12,300 2.400
Minn,-Sl. Paul 1 9,500 300
Toledo 1 7,.500 2,400
Richmond 1 6,900 1,200
Atlanta I 5,500 500
Pittsburgh . . 1 5,400 "

li900
: Dallas 4,000 500
Louisville 1 3,900 900
San Francisco , 1 3,800 300
New Orleans 1 3,800 300
Fort Worth 1 3.000 500
Seattle 1 2,800 700
Memphis '.

. , . 1 2,800 600
Houston 1 2,800 300
Salt Lake City 1 2.500 800
Syracu.so 1 2,000 1,000
Albuquerque 1 500 200

Sub-total ; 54 1,082,100 146,100
Other Cities

Providence 5,200 300
Dayton

».

2,000 600
Miami 1,100 lOO
Indianapolis ..... 1 ... : 700 400
Erie ....................... .» 400 100
Others 88,500 32,400

Total 1,180,000 180,000

''Included in coverage area of Fort Worth TV station.

Several advertiser.s—kid products—are ogling Anchor Production.s*
video adaptation of "Wizard Of Oz," even though it isn't completely
packaged yet. Plans call for three early^evening quarter hours weekly
on ABC-TV, originating at WENR-TV, Chicago. Five basic ciiaracteis
will be used, and it is expected total east will come to a considerable
number. Phyllis Gordon is writing the series. R. W. Leach and D. W,
Orcutt of Anchor hold, the rights.

'

Coast television industry is pleased over KFI-TV's move into da.v-

time programming with reduced rates.. Ad agency feeling is that lotal
sj>onsors will now take a flier into the medium which could pay off

with the reduced rate card. Other outlets here are watching to .see

whether move will prove profitable at this time, thus saving them
from experimenting. Dealers appear , to be most pleased in that thii
is the first time they have been able to show prospective customers any-
thing but a test pattern.

Businessmen, who have always found it difficult to get their indii.s-

trial films exhibited, are descending on TV stations for free telecasts.
In more established video centers, such as New York, comf»anies which
want their pix shown cuffo are given the brush: But in Other citic*

new tele stations are taking the commercial films for free.

Tele Chatter

New York_
Maury Holland replacing Harry

Herrmann- as producer of "Kraft

Television TheatrOi" with Herr-

mann taking over production reins

on new Paul and Grace Hartman
show for Textron . . . Audio portion

of NBC-TV's "Eddie Condon Floor

Show" now being beamed overseas
by the State Dept's "Voice Of

America."

Allen W. Kerr, former senior ac-

count exec with WCBS, joined the
sales deparfment of the N. Y. Daily
News' WPIX Cartoonist-
fashion designer Gladys Parker
guesting on Lanny Ross' "Swift
Show" tomorrow night (Thurs,) on
NBC-TV,

, Allan Frank, actor on
DuMont's "Charade Quiz," signed
by Bud Gamble TV Productions for
a .series of six-one-minute film
spots, to be turned out for car
dealer Nat P a t te r s o n. , , ,Bee
Walker, Hollywood vocal coach;
closing her Coast offices March 15
to move to N, Y„ where Henry Wil-
liani Wicse

: is now: agenting her
joining a TV web as music consult-
ant and arranger, , , ,Jack Den-
ninger, southern ad manager of
Sales Management magazine,
joined the N. Y. sales staff of Blair-
TV, Inc., tele station reps , ,

.

James-Perry Associates, now work-
ing on aTV variety show using dis-
abled war vets, putting out a talent
call for vets who miglit want to ap-
pear on the program, which is to be
produced in conjunction with the
Purple Heart Order . . . , Merrill
Towne, assistant to Irene Beasley
on"Grand Slam," moved over to
World Video as assistant to Ernie
Aitflerson,;..Abe Ginnes, of "The

Growing Paynes," lectured at I'ele

Martin's (ABC) New School TV
class last night (1) To get back-
ground for forthcoming piece on
TV, Betty Forsling, radio-video
editor of Newsweek, has been work-
ing as assistant to producer Lester
Lewis on ABC's "Hollywood Screen
Test." Cast has thrown odd jobs at

her, including errands for cigareM
and coffee.

.lean Heaton axed from the ABC-
TV production staff, where she had
been a director, for economy rea-

sons. Sean Dillon, formerly With
the Abbey Players, is now an ABC-
TV producer . . . J*ck Partinxton,
Jr., son of the late prez of Fan-
chon & Marco (who was also a co-

director of the Roxy theatre with

A. J, Balaban), forming a televi-

sion package agency; with head-
quarters in the Paramount build-v

ing. Already set for sale to ad
agencies are a half-hour scries

starring Ilka Chase, not yet

titled, and a kids' .show with
Gene ' Kirby. titled "Zoo-Zoo
Hotel," . , , Madeleine Capp and

Greer .Tohnson have formed a te e

packagina concern. On agenda
is a nitery show built around Vlr-

Kinla Forbes of the N. Y. Sun.

Igor Cassini ("Cholly Knicker-

bocker" of the Hearst papeis) has

completed first of a series of vicl-

pix for Radio Artists Corp.
;

"Adventures of The Falcon " bem«
propped for TV by Bernard fc.

Schubert of RAG and Will have »

dry run for « commercial spo***®*

late this month.

Applications for commerciaHele-
vision stations were filed with im
FCC last week by Wcstinghousr
Radio Stations, Fort Wayne, »na

Richard Lewis, Jr., WinchesUr,

V«.
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Roach Sees Bars, Lounges, Homes As

Non-Tele Ontlets for lliis Vidpix

TELBVISIOJW SI

With Hollywood television film|

oroducers stymied by tlie limited

budgets which TV advertisers can

now afford, Hal Roach. Sr., plans

to release all his vidpix for non-

tele use in l6m form in order to

boost his gross. Roach hopes to

Sell the 16ni versions both to bars

and cocktail lounges and to homes,

as a means of expanding his out-

lets and thus obtain enough money

to permit the quality he hopes to

inject into his product.-

In N. Y. to showcase samples of
Parent station, WOR, N. ;Y., has

—
, .1 * t'ls^ir 27 years, and does

his first six series to ad^agencies
, g $5,000,000 annual business, but

WOr$ SRO Sign
Washington. March 1.

WOIC, Bamberger TV station in
,

Washmgton, has hung out tlie SRO '

sign for advertisers. The video
outfit, which has, been on the air
only since January 16, says It

can't even squeeze in another 30-
second spot.

WTMJ-m 45-Hr. Spread
Milwaukee, March 1.

WTMJ-TV, Milwaukee Journal
station, extended its daytime pro-
gramming to include Monday and
Tuesday afternoons, starting" Mon-
day (28).

, Added hours increases
the station's present average of 35
hours of weekly operation to 45.

Daily shows start at 2:30 p.m.
Mondays through Fridays and at
3:30 on Saturdays and Sundays.

DuMontUps Rates

For 2 Stations

FCC Sets Probe of AT&T Moves;

Co-ax to Unite 27 Cities Tiiis Year
Washington. March 1.

An investtgatibn. into the law-
fulriess of prpjjosed practices of

, „ , , , ,
American Telephone fit Telegi-aph

A rv four-bagger was scored by
, co. and certain Bell System com

Hodges' Four-Bagger

can t say it's "lull up."
on the air 35 liours weekly

I

DuMont television, following theWUIC IS
; pattern already established bv

Russ Hodges la.st week when he
appeared on all four video nets, itt

five days.

In addition to his daily DuMont
"Russ Hodges Scoreboard" stint,

Hodges reported the Tournament
of Gliampions , fights Wednesday
(23) over CBS-TV, substituted for

panics in furnishing coaxial cable
and microwave channels for tele-
vision transmission was ordered
.yesterday (28) by the FCC. Tlie
Commission acted on a complaint
filed recently by Television Broad-
casters Assn., DuMont and Philco,
charging that modified regulatioiiii

TV and emceed "Bowling Head-

LV31e Group Set

To Go Ahead
Washington, March: 1.

The Louisville Courier-Journal
told the Federal Communications
Commission today it plans to have
its television station on the air by
tlie spring of 1930 and that it will

go ahead with; the project regard-
less of- whether transfer of WHAS
to the Cro.sley Corp. is approved.
Victor A. Sholis, director of WHAS,
said the company has been oc

and networks, Roach, who is the

fli-st bigtime Hollywood producer

to abandon theatrical film produc-

tion entirely in favor of pix for

video; declared that bars should

offer a natural market for the

product. They do their best busi-

ness, he pointed out, between 5

and 7 p.m. or late at night. In the

Jjrte afternoon hours, he said, all

the bars can get on TV are kid

shows and late at night there is no

tele. Consequently, he said, they

should Jump at the chance to buy
half-hour films for 16m projection.

If the plan works out, Roach
'would set up a clearance system

lindeif which the pix would not be

available on 16m form until a cer-

tain time after they had played on
tele. Market for home sets, he

said, would lie in tho.se market
areas which will not have TV
facilities for some timeMn addi-

, j^^^^y. .^^ ^.^^^ a ume iromjpi.uuu up to $1,250, ; to be the first to br.
lion, he pomted out. people with

j^^^^ ,^ ^^^^ building and that con- » hike of 25%, Number of, sets in athy of the studios against letting
16m home projectors might want i

^^^^^^5^^^ difficulties have delayed circulation in the N= Y. metropoli- , their stars appear on tele.
the pix , to screen at times of the ^u. .. .

day or night when they would not
television station

be available on tele;

FartlcipatinK Sponsors
. Roach, also is mulling the idea

• of selling each series of films to

threr or more' participating spon-
sors, instead of to a single national
advertiser. Gross could also be

(Continued on page 38)

Martin Block on the "Chesterfield adopted by the telephone eom-
Supper Club" Friday over NBC-

j
panies are hindering video develoi>-

eral other stations, announced this l'"^^" Sunday over ABC-TV
week a .boost in; rate charges for
WABD ;n. Y.) and WDTV (Pitts-
burgh ) ,

both owned-and-operated
stations. Increases are based on the
hike: in set circulation, which has
far surpassed in percentage terms
the actual boost in rates in the
two cities.

At the same time, DuMont net-
work chief Mortimer E. Loewi
tapped Trevor Adams, former ra-
dio-TV contact for the N. Y. Yan-
kees, as assistant to web sales chief
Tom Gallery. Gallery also came
over to DuMont from the Yariks,
where Adams had been one of his
top aides.

WB to Use Stars

In Video Debut
Hollywood, March 1.

Series of big name television

shows utilizing studio contract
players is being mapped by Warn-
ei-s for the company's bow into

video. Plans are being made
despite Federal Communications

ment.
AT&T was charged with refusing

to inter-conneet its facilities with;
non-owned microwave relay links.
Hearings last December resulted in
modlfiication of practices which

'

video companies said still dis-
criminated against them. The Com-
mission ordered these modifica-

I
tions, wliich were to have taken

I

effect March 1, suspended until
June 1.

'

i.r.'.^v., CJommission delay of green light toWABD s rate increase, effective
, Warners for buy of the Thackrey

yesterday (Tues,), brings the sta-
1 television and radio interests,

tion's base hourly cliarge for Class Move by the company is expected „ . ,A time from $1,000 up to $1,250,
; to be the first to break down antip- ot channels now. available.

- ' "—'>' — .1 New cities to be added to th«
cable; or radio jrelay -channels Iri-

13 More Cities Linked
Thirteen more .cities are to be

linked to the east and midwest
television networks by an extension
of the Bell System's coaxial 'cable
routes this year, bringing.the num-
ber of interconnected cities to 27.
Expansion of networking facilities

will double the. number of miles

He estimated the outlet will take
a loss of $150,000 to :$200,000 the
first year of operation: ."If the loss

doesn't run that high, then l am a pj"^ rates
business genius," he said.

, | ^^^^^.^.^ ^^^^^.^ j_ ^^^^^^

tan area, since the last rate card
went into effect Oct. 1, is up 35%,
All advertisers currently on WABD
are to be protected on their pres-
ent contracts until Sept. 1 at the

WHAS officials testified at bear-
its nighttime rate from $250 to

lAmiBEWTeam

On TV Control

In a moVe to split control over
television technicians between
their organizations, two of three
major unions struggling for hege-
mony in the new medium have , ., ..^..TT^VV i

reached a working agreement on !

ham family, owners ol WHAS, to

jurisdictional problems. Informal

mgs which began yesterady (28) on
| $300 per hour, an increase of 20%

the delay in building the video sta- ^jji.j,, according to DuMont, is

!T ""wu^A^c'^^iifiSfo i.?f"^ consistent with the rapid increase

i^J. Jl^^^- WJ?AS-iM a n d i„ set ownership in Pittsburgh. Ad-WHAS-TV properties to Crosley. I

^ertisers currently using WDTV's
facilities will continue under the
old rates until Oct. 1

agreement between the Interna
tional Alliance of Theatrical Stage
Employees and the International
Brotherhood' of Electrical Workers
is the result of , more than six

[

Recently, Bob Hope and the Fort

i
Industry Co. withdrew from the
contest for the $1,925,000 package
deal. Earlier Lisle, Baker Sr.,

WHAS v.p. and' treasurer, testified

that the company has invested over
$1,000,000 in radio and video facil-

ities and equipment within the last

three years.

He said the decision to sell wa.s

due to the reluctance of the Bing- 1 , . , w , . . .

' The newly^organized Television

accept outside financing for expan- 1 Writers Guild is being more com-:

sion of their newspaper and radio
,

pietely integrated info the Authors

Video Guild's Position

In Authors League Made

Stronger Despite SWG

Kinescope recording unit will be
installed at KLAC-TV, , local tele

outlet that Warners will purchase,
in mid-March. Unit is being set up
at the studio. Present plans are to

^

put the equipment into use at the
tele station during the first week
in April.

Col. Nathan Levifison, Warners!
veepee in charge of engineeringi
is working on a mobile kinescope
unit. He said mobile idea hasn't
been popular to date because of
the recording ..equipment's sensir

tiveness. However, some type of

shock-absorber device can be
rigged up to make the mobile unit
readily practical, he said. Mobile
kinescope will carry its own film

developer to insure . immediate
availability for film. This would
enable the station to record day^
time events on the spot, present-
ing them as delayed telecasts dur-
ing the station's .evening operat-
ing hours. Unit will also allow

elude Providence and Wilmington
by summer; Lancaster, Pa., and
Erie, Rochester, N.Y., and Dayton,
Columbus and Cincinnati by fall,

and Albany, Syracu.se, Schenectady,
Utica and-Rome, N.Y., before the
end of the year. In addition, more
work has been scheduled on the
new radio relay link between N.Y.
and Chicago this year, which will
opei) up new TV channels between
the

. east and midwest. And, the
phone company announced, besides

(Continued on page 38) •

EddieSmaU-UA

Talidng Vidpix

operations. He added that personal 1 t ^-^ rpv,-.u.fi with ihp an- 1

^'^^ record local happenings

ownership and control has been ^^^^"^'
^/f'''^'"'"''

which could be developed and

almost "almost a fetish" with both !
nouncement that 1 \\C, reps will be

;
shown at the station almost imme

Edward Small and United Artists'
video department have been in

station "to'set up .quickly on "flash"' i

huddles for the past several weeks
events and record local happenings <"> a deal by which the producer

the late Judge Barry Bingham and

months' huddling between execs 1

his' son, Barry Ji-.

of both unions. WHAS was represented by Ne-
The National Assn. of Broadcast ville Miller and Wilson Wyatt

Engineers and Technicians, the] counsel, both former mayors oi

third union which has not been Louisville.

invited into the inter-unlon pact.
'

•

.— v. . - .

,

opened an attack against the '
I sit on the committees along with

t,,,
.

,

lATSE last week with charges that 1 fHI STATIONS TO reps from the Authors Guild, WMA R-TV CBS television

the latter union has made "peace,''
»>lrtIlUlli3 lU

1 Dramatists Guild and Radio Writ-
1 !f

^ h^^'c, Instituted a 20% hike in

in the television field impossible in
j CARRY CUBS* GAMES

named shortly to the league's diately

standing committees, such as cen-

sorship and copyright. Executive

committee of the TWG is submit-

I ting names of candidates to Oscar,

I
Hammerstein II. league prexy, to

I

sit on the committees along with
reps from the Authors . Guild,

BAITO'S WMAR-TV

20^ RATE CARD HIKE

the foreseeable future." NABET ac-

1

Guses lATSE of trying to take over!
jobs, such as dolly pushing, kine-

1

scope recording, sound technicians
and others, which, it's claimed, is

normally in NABET's orbit of tech-
nical operations. NABET and
lATSE are currently involved in
hearings before the National Labor
Relations Board to determine the

Chicago, March 1.

Three Chi tele stations will can y
all of the Cubs' home games this

year. Rogers Honisbywill be at

the microphone lor WF.NR-TV, .Joe

Wilson for WBKH. and Jack Brick-

house for WGN-TV.
In making the announcement.

ers Guild [
its rate card, effective today

TWG organizing committee met iJ"'^^''«?°5"'*'"S
the charge from

Friday (251 and at)p.-oved plans of I f50 to $300 for a nighttime hour

the executive comnntloe lor th. '

' kTv N Y o^tllf of
regular film staff for ped

setting up ot lour commiltees to P^^^l^wMiJ-hZ^T^? ^ling video -product. In.stoad

would turn out a series of shorts
and. featurettes for TV. Small is

anxious to get into the new field,

but won't go ahead until UA can
prove it will be profitable, which
it .is now endeavoring to demon- .

strate to him. '
.

Company has no performance
statistics to show yet, but expects
to very shortly. It plans to Start
selling to TV. stations within the
next few weeks. John Mitchell,
head of the department, has lined
up a considerable number of single
pix and series which can be oft'ered.

Company has decided against

handle membership, drafting of aidiiujc
„-„h.j,„„ i,niir ratp frnm *i nnft tn i

Will hire two salesmen, who will
constitution, craft meetings and " S'lti'ne houi late tiom $1,000 to

^jj^^y ^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^.^^

'""^l^tnfU^lll'l^}^:.^^^^^^^^^^ Despite the increase, circulation I

N^^.y^'"'';, Latter will be handled

\ Z rZ '^rZfrj^V^^^^^^^^^ rates for WMAR-TV have actuallv "y Mitchell. It is expected that the
eral policies: leasing ot mateiial,

^..-n-.^ 7,0/ .07 o-, („«d4i size of the road men's territories
with no outright sale; maintenance 'l^^^Pf^^J^l^' Thrirbased On the '

gradually shrink as new sta-

ul/ m-:;eri1viu;'acl^i\io?rt I'^c^ hrwhlie^'tt' ;atKve^^^^^^^ opened. UA exchanges

me'nt'-trl,^ ';e-te'oTl uPPed 20% over the last card, in-'-' "e used tor physical handling

centage arrangement foi contin- sUtuted in .April 1948. set owner-

„ing use via film or kincscoDc re- f'P ^hen has jumped from

cording; contracts to be made for ^'OO to more than 40.000. CBS

barsainine aaencv lor NBC-TV and \
C"hs g.m. Jim Gallagher said,

ABC -iTtechn cia^ {

""^^ rcali/.e that television is in its

Tlueatenh^^^ «11 n.,t fi^-ht
i^^^^wy. But we believe video may

aga'^^sulTsI, NABET^xy J^o'hn
i

P^^f - ^3''to '.WeMi;'Si^
^Donnell said his u'nion "will i

-e'rv'^ppm U.nu/ to dov^lop^Td

?i lT«w'^'\''
vigor" Its .lunsdiction-

j
^^^^-^ve televis on techniques.

'

al rghts over broadcasting Person- "'
'""\f^^ ^ charge for video

nel in both AM and TV. NABET's " " '
t u a 1

lui

!of the product, billing, colleijtions

and other details.

exec board met last week to di,scuss
rights.

their next step against the lA but
no decision has been d

JJ^^jg* jy g^,^.

NABET received its first jolt 1 o 1 L i n^^„:«„ DI^Uo
from the lATSE iBEw tacit united bchuoert Kegams Kignts
front a couple of months ago when „ , i r
Jt was edged out of WPIX, N. Y '

«ernaia 1. Schubert of Radio

iuiisdicIhTnVl picture."iA?SE -and
\ .^^jBtd Ze'' anf^.m fl-o^t^e

existing number ol stations, uith aclverti.sers using the station as o!

additional stations reqiuring addi- March 1 are to be protected at tlij

tional payment: copyright to be in old rate on all periods u.sed with-

name of author; when- writer has out interraption unti l Sept. 1.

provided the idea or format, .his . ,

interest in the p:ickai;t> should be Ditto in Toledo

consistent with his contribution Toledo, March T.

and should be in addition to his WSPD-TV. CBS tele outlet in

compensation as script writer, ™edo ups its basic nighltiine

Action ot the league in building rale effective toda,\ (Pues.) from

the TWG has riled the Screen SloO to $200 per hour. Increase

Guild which feels it 's ba.sed on a boost in TV set

TELESPORTS FORMED TO

OK CROSLEY STOCKPILE
Cincinnati. March 1.

To insure a stockpile for; sports
telecasts on its stations here and
in Dayton and Columbn.s. 0.,, Cros-
ley Broadcasting Corp. has
formed TeieSports, Inc., a $100,00(1

IBEW as7Ve%uU of NrR¥eTp«"'t<> "Bl'n^ '^"'•^ ana wiiiinumu.ee ^^.j^^,., (juild. which feels it oa.M-u u„ a ooohl 1" sc|
,

JjO'^POjat^on-
^^^^^

tions ^t WP^r walked off wuV » °"
T^;?!! 'fJiM a^aiTs^^^^^

.iurisdict ion over the
^ll^^'^'^^^^^^'

^« t""«« 'he last
; j^Xr^ e! Dunvfue a'nTDw^^^^

full control of tlie various crafl 1

Francis wUl agam stai as
, ^j^^^ ^^.^iptgj.j, some RWG mem- nine monthswiir again

divisions into'w-hich the" si^a lien's !

"^^''^''^^^ ceremonies,

personnel^ad been divided.

, bers also feel milled, believing that

As an AM network aircr during the RWG should have been given

the war, "Blind Date" featured ti,e greenliglit to organize TV
servicemen competing for Stork ^vnters. They point to the fact that

Club dates with models. In the 4|,e nwG's original charter gave It

video reprise, college students and jm-isdietion over video too.

of the

Tigers in Training
, Detroit, March 1. ,.„„., .-,- . - „

, , ,WXYZ-TV will televise spring alumni will be used. Schubei;

tramiiig activities of the Detroit
, was producer of the show when it

Tigers, starting March 9. The pro- debuted for Maxwell House Coflee Cleveland — JoseiMi A
»ams are scheduled for two days I in 1943. It has had sucessiiil stage formerly ot WBEN-T^ .

s the neu

» week, Wednesday and Friday.
|

engagements in New \o^-k, Boston pi-oduction mWM at '

enltr'*'«'» ''^ » P''^^-
^IS^'

' " °'•'•^^Snc«'«1\o"rSm^

Martin, vice presidents,

parent company. .

Under terms of its state charter,

Telesports may promote profes-

Jenkins,

NBC's
rt V J,

Erie WICU Bow
' Erie, Pa., March '

T,

WICU. television station owned 1 .sional sports events and also; bring
and operated by the Erie Dispatch. ' in road shows. Dunville said it

Wffs, scheduled to take the air -with : expects to get into operation vvith-

tc.st patterns today 1 Tues. 1 and to : in 60 days.

launch its regular programming ' One of the sites under consider--,'

IVlarch 1!5. , atioh is the 4.500-seat north wing
Station is the first in northwest- of Music Hall, where Ci osley'.s

ern Pennsylvania. Layman W. WLWT originates weekly wrestling

I
Cameron is general manager.

1
telecasts.



Hihe Affiliates of the National Broadcasting

Company hereby express unanimous and enthusiastic

approval of the network's program policies, past, present

and those proposed for the future.

Further^ they are in complete accord with NBC's plan

to afford opportunities to new American talent, and



CHICAGO, FEBRUARY 28, 1949

.are confident that this field has unHmited poteritiahties.

To the end that all NBC programs, present and fixture, shall

have the widest opportunity, the affiliates declare their inten-

tion to accomplish the most aggressive promotion campaign

in the history of the industry—so that NBC shall fiirther

strengthen its position as the nations number one network



S4 TBLG^1SIO]\' REVIEWS
VHE LAMBS GAMBOL
With Bobby Clark, Bert Lytell,
Gene Tunney, Otto Kru^er, Har-
old Hoffman, Walter Greaza, Jay
Jostyn, Jack Tyler, William Gax-
ton, Uobart Cavanaueli, Guy
Kibbee, Horace Braham, - Bob
Hawk, Mac Perrin, Jack Wilson,
Leo Bemache, Johnny McManus
orch, Male Chorus

: Producer: Herb Leder
Director: Tom McDermott
30 Mins.; Sunday, 8:30 p.m.
MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE
NBC-TV, from N. Y.

(Benton & Bowles)
Some sort of history was made

in television Sunday night on NBT
when Bobby Glark, he of the faked
specsv the gauche -costume and the
smnoking cigar, made' his-.fii'st ^W'
pearance before- the TV cameras,

vlt-s of comparative unimportance
that the occasion was the. premiere
in video of "Tlie Lambs Gambol,"
a weekly tele version of the pe-
riodic, private Lambs- gamboling.
The important item was that a-

great sight comic was making
what might well be his only ap-
pearance in tele, and only for the

. actoi's' club to which . lie is so
closely linked as a member. Clark
has professed to Ignore all TV
overtures;
Appearing in a scene from "As

the Girls Go." the Mike Todd mu-
»ica] in which he is staiTed on
Broadway, Clark saved the initial

Lambs tele show. Without him it

-would have been nothing more

THE HARTMANS
With Grace and Paul Hartman,
Harold Stone, Lorinc Smith

Producer:- Harry Herrmann
Director: Garry Simpson
Writers: Frank Wilson, Ted Luce
30 Mins.; Sun., 7:30 p,m.
TEXTRON, INC.
NBC-TV, from N. Y.

(J. Walter Thompson)

Apparently committed definitely

to straight comedy, sans dancingy

the Hartmans launched their iirst

weekly half-hour television show
Sunday night (27) on NBC-TV with
a straight situation comedy format.
Only trouble was, the situations
weren't funny enough. Despite the
team's comedic talents, the pror
gram dragged too miich in spots
and the fault obviously lay with
the script. Given a sprightlier writ-
ing job and some production brush-
ing up, this program should settle

down into a welcome Sunday night
offering,

Preefn performance,, static as it

was, gave promise of better things
to come. Situations revolved about
the Hartmans as a suburban couple
at .home on a Sunday morning.
Some of the gags were- good and
some not so good, but there was

Wednegj»y, March 2, I949

ENCORE
With Dorothea MacFarland, Har-
moneers; Pat r 1 c i a Morison,
Blanche Yurka, guests

Director:': Jack Batch
30 Mins., Thurs., 7:30 '^.m. .

SuiitaininK
WPIX, N. Y.
"Encore" has everj'thing one can

conceivably cram into a 30-minute
program, including an emcee,
Dorothea MacFarland, with enough
bounce, zest and emotional his-
trionics to distribute among a I

dozen femmes. At the bat of an
eye she can switch from a musi-
comcdy routine into an interview,
on the one liand, with a Patricia
Morison-type guest, to a Blanche
Yurkartype guest, and respond to
both with a variety of facial
grimaces and expressions that span
the gamut of emotion. She can
put so .much energy into a mere
shifting of positions on a sofa as
to leave both herself and her audi-
ence, gasping for air and breath-
less. A quiet evening of chitchat
in a studio is not for the likes of
Miss MacFarland.
For the first few weeks of "En-

core's" showcasing, it was a 20-
minute affair, but last week- it was
expanded iiito a SO^minute format
and slotted Thursday evenings at

too much time between the better
i 7:30, allowing the "hostess" greater

ones. Some of the slow pace might
also have, been due to the expan-
sive set; which was too big for: the
two chief characters to handle
with ease. Several more players
are due to enter the program next

help obviate

Harry Herrmann, producing: the
show for the J. Walter Thompson I

ad agency, and NBC-TV director I

Garry Simpson, failed to take ad-

1

vantage of one of the Hartmans'
best attributes-^their expressive

than ,an introduction to the public
,

of what the Lambs represent, the ' week, which should
history of the club, etc. For Clark that difficulty

clearly defined himself , in his TV
debut, as not only a star of a hit
musical, but also as a commodity tor
home consumption. Whatever the
age of his audience. Clark's broad
travesties and buffooneries are
whammo showmanship; though for
.the video "family time" that busi-
ness with the gay deceivers may
require a more sensitive approach.

Clark wa.s uproariously funny in
the barbershop scene from "Girls,"'
in which he dresses up, in femme

- gavbt as a manicurist. His little

pieces of business have been mod-
els for duplication~wherever there
are comics plying their trade.

There were other performances
on this first bill, but they seemed

opportunities to give vent to her
feelings and to grab off legit per-
sonalities before, curtain time.
Miss Morlson, in a hurry for the

8:30 "Kiss Me, Kate" curtain, had
to content herself with a brief
talkfest — with Miss MacFarland,
accompanied by the Harmoneers,
reversing thefpractice and "enter*
taining:' Miss Morison with a ver-
sion of "We Open in Venice" from
the "Kate" musical.
No soQner had Miss Morison dis-

I

appeared than-; tiie' hostess was ab-

faces. Apparently proud of that I
^"^^''^ 5*'^® TV'*? ?^

multiple-room set, they tried to get f.
b»t from "t ,,...-f-«f~" ~

. .. . "
I qmckie from '

as much of it into the cameras as
possible, which left little, room for
the necessary closeups. Hartmans,
nonetheless, still managed to pro-
ject their comedy well. Harold
Stone, as the handyman, and Lor

Lysistrata"; and a
Importance- of Be-

ing Earnest." Though why the
cameras insi.sted on focusing equal
attention on Miss MacFarland's
reactions to the Morison-Yurka
contribs is one of those unsolved

just stage waits, until the appear- TJE* -

.'^.^"^•"S^ ^^^^
ance of Ihe show's star. There was ^^P**'

mtormaUve and entertaining,

Jack Tyler with his pantomime '
t*'^'"^'^^ them easy to take,

drunk act; which he did eftective- '1

•

ly. There were "The Three Little I

Maids" (Mac Perrin. Jack Wilson I

and Leo Bcinache). also in temme * WOMAN TO RUMEMBER
attire and paraphrasing Gilbert & i

With John Raby, Patricia Wheel,
Sullivan's "Mikado" verse to in- 1 J^.'""'' ''''''''"'i'*' '•""^^ ^

,
troduce the show. I

Bert Lytell, Shepherd of the I

Lambs, introduced some of the
|

club's members for bows, and these I

included Gene Tunney, Otto
Kruger, former New Jersey Gov.
Harold G. Hoffman, Walter Greaza
and Jay Jostyn; Guy Kibbee, as a

ing S^)th, as the ebullient brother- |

TV mysteries. Except that, if the

in-law, fit their parts capably. success of a program is w'eighed
_ .

-
. , in terms of an emcee s animation

Textron commercials were con- _this is it. Rose.
fined to 'the usual opening, mid- » vw.

:: Tele Follow-up Comment
i

as th? Bt'itish docibr, and Nanii;
leon'» entourage, c b m p r i s i n a
Nicholas Saunders, Philip CpolidKe
Kendall piarll:, Steplien Gourtleigh'
Guy. Repp and; Frances Tannehili
handled, their parts well. Produe-
tjon and direction; undei- :tlie
supervision of Fred Coa, were up
to the series' lisustl top standards,

"Toast of the To*n'' offered an
uneveii variety layotit on CBS
Smiday tiight (27). Severial of the
acts were firstrate! but the

. session
as a whole Jelle<l only iato medlo-
ere vaudeo. This scission suffered
from p66r routining Which bunched
the show's top turns; at the outset
and failed to maintain the level.

After a standard atro-terp open-
ing by J?atrieia;W^^
Storchv yoting nitei^ coriilc,^: slBoied
vvith a SeriesI- of adroit irnpressiohs
of British arid French

; characters '

which, d^ispite their siibpety, wereV
efifectivfely

: p»dje<:te(i over Ty'i
Patrleia Morison* star of tlie legit
mWslcal, /'Kiss; Me, Kate," also
came oyer stu'ongly with two of the
Cole Porter Show tunes, "So in"
Love" and "Wunderbar." :

Don Cunomings, another coinit,
started off .slowly, laughing too :

ihiich at his own anticsy but wound
up with a kick as he swung into
his caricature of - a . spot announcer.
In the closing spot, Mlguelito Val-
qez gave a lift to the proceedings;
with his renditions' of a couple of
hot Cuban niiinbers, assisted by
the June Taylor line in the back-
ground. Two other acts slotted
before Valdez were fair. The Mag-
year pianistics arid fiddling pf
Etaist Schoen

; and Alfred Marx,,
from the- EI Borracbo, made ade-
quate filler while Cynthia Raglyn,
nine-year old Negro lass, delivered
a Song and dance routine in typi-
cal precocious style.

, Enicee Ed
Sullivan continues describing each
performer as "terrific."

Texaco show (NBC-TV) again
was a pretty poor hour of enter-
tainment, last week (22i on an
overall basis, though individual
minutes worked up some reaction.
Program was marked by uncertain
and slipshod production in the use
of artists—^for example, the almost
complete waste of Lucille Ball and
the too brief use of such an act
as the Inkspots, while turns infe-
rior in quality and name yalu^
dre-w overboard running time,

Walter O'Keefe emceed the show
in the absence of Milton Berle,
who returned last night. (Tues.),

and his gags and tunes added little

lustre to the generally poor,: per-
formances by :other. guest-subs for
Berle in recent .weeks. During
Berle's absence, thi|$ show degen-
erated into a straight vaude produc-

' tion, with little in. the way , of
production, lighting, and material
to recommeitd it.

'

Mathis Duo, Unicyclists, and Waliy
Brown's comical, double-talk act.
preceded the Ink Spots, who were
confined to "Maybe" and "If I

Didn't Care," two of their, oldies,
and both ballads, incidentally.
Then Miss Ball was thrown away
in a silly crossfire bit with ,Paul
Winchell and his, dummy Jerry
Mahoney, which called for her to
plant a kiss on the dummy's lips.
This looked more ridiculous than
It sounds, since she obviously felt
ridiculous. .'Actress was brought
back at'the finale for: a comical
aping of a radio giveaway show
that was okay.

Highlight of the hour waS Paul
Wlnchell's, turn, which had him as
a dentist drawing one of his dum-
my's teeth. It was a hilarious
routine most of the way and it

strengthened Winchell's hold as
tele's No. 1 ventriloquist. His ma-
terial is uniformly good and the
delivery well handled.

THE FLAME CLUB
With The Three Flames, guests
Producer: Wes Hooker
Director: Alan Ncuman
30 Mins.: Wed,, 10:43 pjn.
WNBT, New York
The Three Flames. Who do a 1,5- . -. ^ _-

minute afternoon stanza four times 1
^^^^ amicably with the program's

CBS radio comedian Robert Q.
Lewis made an au.spicious televi-
sion debut Wednesday night (23)
as sub- for the ailing Arthur God-
frey. He demonstrated consider-
able prowess as a visual comic,
projecting his unique type of
buffoonery even better over vi-^

deo than he's done on radio.

Lewis fell into the Godfrey pat

a week, have a combination of tal-

ents that makes this half-hour tip-
top TV. Their music and singing
is catchy and their humor, infor-
mal and jivey, is infectious. Kid-
ding of trio. Bill Pollard, on the

usual cast, including sirigefs Bill
Williams and Janette Davis, both
of whom thrushed their solo tunes
well. Gil Lamb, also telepreeming,
socked across a neat pantoinine on
a rookie baseball pitcher. Borrah

waiter in the Lambs restaurant,
was shown explaining some of the
club's traditions to a newcomer.

: Bob Hawk handled a too-long in-
troduction ot Clark, who was chief-
ly aided in the "Gvrl.';" sketch by
Hobarl: Cavanaugh, who's also iii

the Todd show.
For the uninitiated, the 75-

year history of the Lambs is brief
Jy reviewed. TV "Gambol

fied its intention to participate in
this variety-format show, using ma
terial. to a considerable extent
from past "membership only"
shows.
The video "Gaml)ol." inciden-

tally, intend.s to use women per'
formers as "special guests"; here-
tofore, the Lambs, an exclusively
male Organization, u.sed their own

Writer: John Hagrcart
Director: Bob Steel
1.5 Mins.; Molirilini Fri., Z prn.
Sustaining
WABD-DuMont, N. Y.

"A Woman To Remember" sue- bull fiddle, guitarist "Tiger Haynes^ I
^'"^vitch Hari^^ Rascals, with

ceeds in shaping the soap opera I

and pianist Roy Testamark, is j

Pint-sized Johnny Puleo leading
formula 'to television's require- rsharp.

.
1
the fun, changed their standard

ments. Like the AM soapers, this !
Each of the Flames competed to I

^"^'p* sufficiently to score the best
program inches along an infinite bring, in the best gue.st. and they I JXJ'*'' t" tlale- Same
story line, building small daily |

all did well—dancing vocalist Avon 1''^'" true for Gracie Fields, who
climaxes to lure viewers to the I

l^ong, trumpeter Hot Lips Page I

''**''*^®htrated on coinedv for top
following day's eoisode. John Hag- 1

and Pianist-.singer Martha Davis, ' f^®""*' Setting in a slightly-
gard's scripting has a professional 1

each performing twice, Camera !
laundered version of her "Aspidas-

tone with the hokey
, situations !

}5'°'''^ excellent. With Miss :

number. Mariners Quartet
given an aspect of realism via :

^avis, studio lights were dimmed ?

^'"9 P^^^sed with a brace of tunes
honest, simple dialog. and a spot u.sed,to lend an intime !

Archie Bleyer orch backed
A clever storv device -which atmosphere. ., For Long's' nutn-r 1

,»'»ow excellently^
oei". cross spots created the effect

Kyle MacOonnell and Earl
Wrightson launched the new slot-
ting on NBC-TV of "Girl About

iy reviewed. TV "Gambol" marked bases the serial on the happenings ' Tl ."'*>|s ' sPOts created the effect
the first time the show was given ' within a radio soap opera cast con- '

°* With two shadows
a public performance, and virtually 1 tributes heavily to making this ' f"S,- ""H''''' . exposure montage
the entire membership has signi- i airer per-suasive. The setting is a I ~. "™."^'"-'ing with himself.

in regular AM studio and the players
; ,„i "^tural co

a-
;

impersonate the full soaper com- iL'**,-:
^ ^'''^ ' -^"^ '''

it.iplement from director to sound ,

""'*'e- l^'iey le pi-ottv

Admiral Broadiray Revue is ap-
parently finding a refuge in the
multitude of singles doing tested
nitery and vaude routines. The pror
duction, while generally good, on
Friday s (25) display, served chief-
ly to frame the good individual
performances. By lumping a series
of solo specialties in sequence just
before and after tlie mldwa.v com-
mercial, "Broadway Revue" pro-
vided one of its most powerful
punches.
Jay Marshall, from the "Love

Life" cast, started the parade with
a pair of his nitery bits. He's a
smooth and assured performer
who indicated that he can be a
staple in this medium. Amagic and
ventriloquial bit with excellent
comedic values put him on a solid
tooting. Sid Caesar continued the
sock with a familiar, personation ;

of a_ juve at his fir.st prom and V

graduation into a hepcat. Iiliogene
Coca al.so resurrected her caie ma-

I
terjal, registering with the glamor
number. Mary McCarty did well in
a torch sequence and Ronnie Cun-
ningham hit a nice stride With a
song and dance turn. Maige and
power Champion turned in a good
lampoon of several teroers.
As the show's, impresaiios re-Thp piTinoL- >n" r, r. ^ iiooui ,, uie snow s, impresai-ios re-

d did rswol inh
'"m't^s

,
Town" Sunday night (27) with one

,

alize, problem of -performed idcn-
0 aid a swell 10b wit), .-, .lam'of the brightest oflerings in the I

tification is still to be solved. Ifs a
hot. ;

series to date.

efll,ects man.. The plot is Concerned Br'J,

with the cohflicts within the com- mn wvck iivi>nu;*c '. r^ - in.^h '^^'''i^^.'' ^K^'" 10
|

!>"ues wouia tena to slow up tiie
stemming fiom the direc- kVv« "'''•^^'''^ 'HE

,

1.0:.30 p.m., with Bates Fabrics con- proceedings. Until that difl^^ieultv ispan.v, stemming from th
tor's replacement of one of th6.i-^^j^,

regular.s with a newcomer who's il"',,,„i,, „ ,^
genei-ally detested. This yarn plays fJ

_ counterpoint with the inner serial ' jiVvrnL .^;'.-.V..P/J"^members to play lenime characters, which is glimpsed partially through 1

""^Jl'i-'fAL LLIXIRIC SUPPLY
There was a cute commercial for the rehearsal proceedings. 1 ,,,„,„U ,„„ „. .

Maxwell Hou.se Coffee, the spon-
1 ^hile ~ ,J WEVVS-TV, Cleveland

J r
'Progi'ain has been.l difficult assignment in this tvpe of

I

moved trom the Wednesday night ; revue inasmuch as an emcee or
'

'?A
'^""'•^y* 10:10 to I slides would tend t

sor. in which the latter was re-
vealed as .the club's "newest mem-
ber." Kahn.

nece.=;sari!v

.scope of the action is \ HMnn 'pu h,,,. j %

V limited, ^i^ht I J.^*"''' '."'''^'^ •^'"•'•''O'W''-)

to

sight values J

vv»«k R,.i. V ,

I
"""ins a^bankrolleri. Both in ex-

i
eliminated, televieweVs " cannot be

^S'*^ ""^ Ci"est
,

cellent voice, they were backed
;

on too familiar terms with ilie cast
^ith. spme well-staged production !

and acts must work under com-
numhera, parlaying the 20 minutes

,

paratively anonymous conditions,
into an amiable song-and-dancer. I The sketches also measured up.
Miss MacDonnell, still an ultra- I ^ ''t^ndout being tlife lampoon of a

videogenic gal. has taken oh con- ' Viennese opieretta. The dance and
siderable added personality since Production sequences "wei*. well

,add measurably to this soaper's ^ has eomtm? S'^ni^'^V m^^^
hei' TV bow last year and projected «laged

I
interest. Competent cast, headed , \1fn^:^^f" hr i°"r'» ^'>^':L^^^

her tunes

ACT IT OUT
With Bill Bcrns, emcee, -gruests
Producer: West Hooker
Director: Ralph Nelson
30 Mins.! Sun., 6:30 p.m.
J. B. WILLIAMS CO.
W.\'BT-NBC, N. Y.

'./. Walter T)iompson)

by John Rab,\-, as the director; beshu'I Linff hf>! ^^'Vu^'
Wr'ghlson makes a good partner "Kraft Television Theatre" came

Patricia Wheel, as the soaper star; 1 rWePmri inH Pi"''
''"'^^ particularly standout with ' "P with an interesting taste of

Frank Thomas, as the sound man whpnXpr hp ii!!.„c
"i^ws he exx-orpt from "HMS Pinafore," i

back.stage circus atmosphere with
and Joan Castle, as the heavv, per- !moS hp4 Pni'LL -L"' J^t ^^^^^^ "''^ Gordonaires Quai-

'

"The Flying Gerardos" Wednesday
form with a natural air that builds

, vvith Apvppfnrt^^^^^^^
8ue.sting on the show. Bates night (23i on NBC-TV, Story of a

the illusion of- a real soap opera al fees fnd wUI. N v'"v S'V^"' ^"It" ."^""^'^ P«
family. rr— i

lets ana wirn in. y. Yankee value as the rp«i -nf i-iio ,r,

soap opera ! tal fees aiid' wii-ir'N^'v'"^* ^^''j fl^
s'veii as iiiucn production

Hnrm i
iK^s ana witii N. y, Yankee value as the rest, -of the brocramHerm.

|
^ral n.anage^ George WeisS; helped*'uie i»«n-S^™^--'Hence, whoiiever he "reports" he'll '

'' ^ '

"Act It Out?' one of the best of J'''^''^''?
problems probably brings "'^k^

h-"''Ann.i„„ < ,

the long list of television charade 1

V""'
P'^.t^'ass. which " .f^,''

"P'^" "1
make* the sliow that much more -

^ '"-^^ "'""^ ''-V Tribe man
interesting for the audience. ; , fger Lou Boudreau who, collabor

As staged Sunday (27). emck-'W-"; .•SPOrts.Cdster, Bob
Bill Beihs gave each of! th
testants a
to work

programs now on the air, has been
taken over for sponsorship by the
J. B, Williams Co.,:and i^oved from
its former Wednesday night spot
to a choicer segment on Sunday.
With the exception of the added
commercials, the show is basically
the same as it was when a sustainei

yoting femme aertalist who; almost

;

broke tip the fainlly. act b,y falling
for aii all-brain : and rio-bbdy col-

lege profcs.sor, the hour-long pla)',

An admirable characterization of |

neatly directed by J. Walter
Napoleon by Dennis King |iit>h- 1

Thomp.son staffer Paul Belangeiv
man-

j
lighted an otherwise static presen- maintained the entertainment qual>

"r
{ tation of 'St. Helena" oh "Philto ities which have put the coiiiparar

Aeal,
j

Television Playhou.se" S unday tively low-budgeted Kraft seizes at'

gave eacn ot- tne con-
; nitHipi- In cihr.>.»'ci;^^^

1"^ night (27
1
via NBC-TV. Plav, pro-

problem, which he had second base^^ T^^^ ^l
''!'*? ^"^^^ "y Max Gordon and starHng

intil a member of his
: ^''f?««t?,f„ !

M Evans, had a short five-
team solved it. For some of the, Son-wU^'1eve.^n^'^^l?"f ™" «° Brdadwafin- 1936,
problems, the viewers weie shown ,

.
several slips

and should attra'cVa goodThare'o^^^ subtitles,' but other.s' were "Tone ' an '^''-'h^^^^
P^^ones^

Sunday night stay-at-homes '^^•"'^blind so. the audience could enter
into the spirit. It alt made for ah
intei-o.stins hall-hour. Beins han-
dled his emcee ctioros capably and '

the participants, froTn "Goodbye

'

My Fancy" and "Silver Whistle"," i

Format has two teams, each com-
prising some lesser player.s from
current Broadway legiters. compet-
ing, against each other for the
distinction of walking home with
the "Dincscosaur," a plaster of ''^Pt I'le program perlfing
paris prize. Winning team returns I Commercials lor Wiiliailis Shav-
each week against a new group of ! ing Cream and Aqua-Veiva, in-
contestants. .^inc^ the guests are Uegrated for the ; most part into
all thesps, their acting out of the , the script, were good. Sial.

were
;
when it was labeled too wordy,nes ringing Same held true for the televersion.

mmor points that ^<^^:r^;^.^'l^Lj:^ltr^fX
etc.

be corrected,
Veeck promises to answer ques-

tions submitted b.v the tans and
best question on

(he top of the hour-long TV legit-

ers rating-wise.

Belanger made excellent use of

the small set. employing several

novel camera effect.*! to get an illu-

sion of height in aerial perform-
ances. Cast helped set the circus

atmosphere with aulhcntu' ])oi"-

trayals. Lucille Fenton made the

mother role both hardboiled :
and

lull hour,

^
With an excellent makeup job,

snorts Pafh ,..i.«ir
"-"e actor gave full range to his 1 good-hearted and Barbara. Meyel-

will Bet a clock r-.Hi,I
week portrayal of Napoleon's mental and I was appealing as the family rebel.

G-E incide ita I sm,n.orp,i i.ci
'

deterioration during his
1

Hugh Reilly, as the prof, under-

year's home fiame^^ D/?"'
of exile on St. Helena.

.
played the parf in just the ri«h

nws havrit the llehl ro!™ '

'"''f^^^
!""'^ '^''? ^""^ enough

!
amount to make it a good piece ol

n be back aeain in /ILn. '
J^mpl^te'V overshadow the rest

,
work. Susan Thorne, Winfie d

win oe DdCK dgam in a bi.nilar snot, ol the cast, who nonetheless were Hoeny and William Thurnhurst did
Mark.

I equally- capable. VVhitfovd Kane ' well in lesser roles.
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' An account executive told us he had a national spot campaign

about to break in 200 major markets.

Each of these markets has more than one radio station.

Yet the spot campaign will be given lo only one station

in each market.

WILL IT BE YOUR STATION?
Do account executives and tlm« buyers know your call letters? Your

sales promotion ability?

Account executives and time buyers are cover-to-cover, week>hy-week

readers of Variety. Your advertisement in Variety is as effective as a personal

call on the men who spend the major volume of radio dollars.

Old eq^^^

^4 NEW YORK 19

154 West 46th St

HOLLYWOOD 28
S311 Yucca St.

CHICAGO 1

360 No. Michigan Av*.

LONDON WC 2
8 St Martin's Plac*

Trafalgar
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Spot Radio Biz Saik Smootiily Along

Unnilfled by Video Defections

Spot radio business isn't feeling*

yet tlje loss of dollars siphoned off

for television, station representa-

tives reveal, while the national In-

crease in spot sales was around
5% last year. The John Pearson
Co., which represents some 48 sta-

tions, reports that 1948's dollar

volume was 15% above 'dV's. NBC
Spot Sale? Department in '48 had
an even larger boost: in business,

Willi the first seven weeks of '49

showing an even steeper upward
trend.

The trend is significant because
the total of non-networlc radio is

almost double the talce of network
radio sales.

Jim McConnell, head of the'NBC
spot sales unit, says that most

,
ad-

vertisers are ; .maintaining their

purchases of spot time at previous

levels. Only a few have cut their

budgets for selective advertising,

although these cuts can be. attri-

buted to bigger TV allocations;

More bankrollers are using spot

programs, McGonnell finds, buying
15 and 30-minute programs in

•pecific .'markets.

One theorj' being advanced by
ome in the spot business is that as

NARND STANDARDS ON

PRESS SERVICE DUE
Minneapolis, March 1.

The National Assn. of Radio
News Directors is setting up stand-

ards on which press association

service cart be judged, with a pre-

liminary report on criteria due
early in April for the NARND
board meeting.
A committee is studying AP, UP,

.;„..„^„„i^„ v«
INS and 'Trans-Radio reports for

'

^-^^^ t^at all

WAH STRIKERS MULL

DIRECT APPEAL TO FCC
Atlanta, March 1.

WATL strikers, who have been

out on the picket line since Dec. 31,

may press their case befor« th«

FCC if their latest letter asking for

reopened negotiations produces no
results.

AFRA's contract with WATL ex-

pired last May, but J. W. Woodruif,

Sr., owhier, refused to renew. After
nine- months of negotiations, the

station was struck, with IBEW en-

gineers walking out in sympathy.
Since then the station , has been
broadcasting with non-union an-
nouncers and engineers. AFRA's
national board has pledged strikers

benefits of $35 a week and various
locals ' have contributed to the

*^"**"",!'!i,tv"'nf advertisers have left the stationwriting style.

Judgment coverage vj.w^.> u. .

Veterans Administra

l^f«"/tL„Hi^.Hf 2, nh^^^
tion. which uses AFRA waivers, has

After standards are establisnea in
etitinn tn <!tnn n<Ana its re-

April, actual testing and rating will " ^^"P "
be started. Co-chairmen of the voided shows.

committee are Sheldon Peterson, '

'
-

KLZj Denver, and Dick Oberlin,

WHAS, Louisville. Other members
are Edward H. Wallace, WTAM,
Cleveland; Ben Holmes, KOMA,
Oklahoma City; and Wayne Kearl,

KSL, Salt Lake City.

Sig Mickelson. WCCO, president

of NARND, said, "This study is

being done not in the spirit of criti-

cism ' of press associations but

Seebach May

Return to WOR
Julius Seebach; foririer. program

^ „r„v . -
. ,~ . . i i' i 1

veepee of WOR, N. Y., and now
the TV audience grows and cuts

i

rather with the mtention ot supply-
1 assistant to Metropolitan Opera

ing them with an evaluation and as
I

gengpgi
an aid to Wire service, editors in

^j^y be cSUed back to the Bani-

hade Stuff-Radb
Air Features plans to enter the video production field in 1949. Dur-

ing 1948, 52 persons made first appearances on Air Features programs
as direct result of its general audition system, which heard 597 hope<
fuls in 69 general auditions.

Since 1939, when the audition system began, 887 new actors aqd
actresses have been usedv chosen fi-om nearly 7,500 auditioned. Dur-
ing 1948, various Air Features' directors used 172 actors and actresses

for the first time, choosing this talent in 133 competitive auditions.

The Institute for Democratic Education plans producing a "Lest We
Forget" series of children's programs on bettering human relations,

which will be for simultaneous release to schools and radio stations

later this year. Harold Franklin will produce.
New members elected to the Institute's board of governors are Dr.

Anne Cooke; Wesley A. Sturges; Dr. Charles A. Siepmann, director of
communications. New York Univ., Frank N. Trager; and Harry Maiiji

lish, station manager, KFWB, Hollywood.

Reports from "radioites who have visited several stations across the

country are that some salesmen's commissions are being cut, with

some going to as low as 8%. It's also revealed that in order tO: hypo
biz with retailers, commissions of 20% are being offered for sales

placed direct.

into some advertisers' radio budg
•ts, ad men will have to be more
frecise with their expenditures,
nstead of using a shotgun strat-

egy, trying to cover the whole
country,

,
they'll rely more and

more on sharpshooting, aiming
their messages at'speciftc markets.
And tliat means more selective

replacement.

Early Hours to AM
The spot radio men reason that

TV is a visual medium and that
advertisers will realize that TV

preparing their reports."

Leighton Resumes Mgt.

Of WSNY, Schenectady,

Due to Court Order
Schenectady. March 1. ;

Presiding Justice Sydney Fbsteir

of the appellate division issued an

appropriations should come not S^'^tM'*. ?^^<i»i!^,.n^°,''nrt
froraOieradioallocation, but from Harold J. Salein and

oUier visual media. In addition, I

others, to show cause why a^^^^^

*v. Tir ,.,111 ..1,1,. t f I

issued by Justice Heffernan should I ''...t,. -„ ''„j„„„j „

berger station with veepee status
Negotiations . between Seebach and
Theodore C. Streibert, prexy of the
MBS outlet, are reported nearly
set.

The move would end the present
situation in which WOR has no
one program topper. Since Rod
Erickson left WOR in 1947 the
program department has been op-
erating undei- a three-man team,
Norman Livingston, 'Bob Simon and
Don Hamilton.

1 Seebach's return would give the

they say, TV will not be able to cut I

into radio's morning and afternoon
'

audience, which is generally too
busy with chores to devote time to

walcliing a screen. In these early
hours little time is optioned by
networks.

Hines Hatchett, New York head
of the John Pearson Co., says that
his firm is feeling no pinch. On
the contrary, business is increas-
ing. Part of the boost is the result
of better facilities and Increased
power, wiiicli has hiked ratecards
of the station.? his outfit represents.
Drugs are doing very well, and ac-
count for about 40% of its spot
business. Grocery items, including
food and soap, account for about
85Pp, and are holding up. In addi-
tion, there has been a .big return of

not be declared null and void.

Justice Heifernan's order appoint-
ed Harold . J. SaWrn temporary re-
ceiver 'of WSNY. Justice Foster's
order' is returnable before tlie ap-
pellate division in Albany March 7.

After he resigned as a program
exec, WOR kept him on as a: mem-
ber of the board of directors until
'47: In his new post, WOR would
undoubtedly give liim jurisdiction
over both AM and, TV, according

Radio Must Go Further

In Assisting Colored

People-Walter White
Radio has done more than other

media to wipe out stereotypes of

the Negro, but it has not gone far

enough, Walter White, head of the

National Assn. for the Advance-

ment of Colored People, told the.

Radio Executives Club of N. Y.

Thursday (24).

Radio and television have used

Negro musicians and singers.

White said; but it should set a new
pattern using Negro writers, com-
mentators, engineers and other
professionals. VMany programs
using Negro talent," the NAACP
chief declared, "may be turned
down because of fear, because of
the mistaken notion that 'the South
won't accept them.'

"But I feel: it's a mistaken no-
tion that all Southerners are big-

oted. It's my conviction that there
has been a tremendous growth in

Pending this hearina Justice '
Streibert's strategy of integrat-

Foster ordered that Salern should
' media Seebach's return

be,enjoined from acting as receiver : ., , . , ,. ,

and from complying with any of , « Pr!^."'lTl'^.^! „ I!

to WOR would be timed to John'

WSAY, AFRA Tiff.

Announcers Walk
Rochester, N. Y., March 1.

Four announcers, members of
the American Federation of Radio
Artists, walked oft their jobs at

WSAP and were Joined by the
Indie's engineers. The station is

still on the air, although the union
reports that some sponsors have

,

withdrawn^

.Station's management broadcast
a statement on the strike, which
AFRA tei-med an "editorializa-

tion." The union demand for
equivalent time was not met and
AFRA has filed a complaint with
the FCC.
A statement by WSAY declares,

"The recent contract which AFRA
has attempted to force WSAY to

sign would close the microphones
of WSAY to only those, whiclr the
union saw fit to use them. Tlie

Supreme Court has expressed its

decision that a worker cannot be
the number of enlightened people, fired if he refuses to Join a union,
both in the South and ,the. North.
Radio must realize that two-thirds
of the world's people are colored,

and they're tired of being kicked
around."

White cited tlie fact he had been
i

yet AFRA still attempts to insi.st

that WSAY sign a contract which
would force WSAY to fire an an-
nouncer who desired not to join~a

union."

The union's reply is that all an-

thfr terms of the order granted by
Justice Heit'ernan. He further or-

dered that George. R. Nelson and
the other plaintiffs and their attor-

neys l)e stayed from taking any
further steps in the matter.
Order of the presiding justice

has the . 'effect of restraining the
hearing previously set for Feb. 28
in the supreme court here. Wins-

I Met's head at the end of the cur-
rent season. Before joining WOR
several years back, Seebach was
CBS program chief.

McNELLIS-SHELDON

DROPPED BY ABC

^d ."/li&a^na-^i^^oTwT^^^^^and general manager of WSNY, re-
, ^ ^Zt^ . ' =„ „.

siimort nnerafinn nf flio ctafinn ITi-i.
""'^S a weCK on ABU, WUI gO OH

automotive advertisers to the spot

Vpot advertising, men in tlie
sumed operation of Uie station Fri-

fiekl believe, will always be the i

"''^ ^

'

:

most effective way of reaching the i
.

~'' '~

nation's huge farm market. TV will I PFfFFM FIT7^^FRArn
never be able to blanket rural

|

» l^"*^*'*' * HfiULUMliU
ai'eas,. they. sa5;,,4n. addition, adver-

1 AIIT AC TUC UnCDITAI
ti.'sers'will have to use the selective UUl Ur lIlE nUorililL

f'T-f^nVfh^T*^ Pegeen (Mrs. Ed) Fitzgerald istast.. 01 the farmer and to sell back at their Hotel Pierre, N. Y..him (he special products used on apartment and out of Lenox Hill a series of

I.,, ,'''IV t -v^r A -I hospital after several weeks' siege ' tional comedy
Impact of TV and the growing

, following serious surgery. She's "» the east. He

the air> after the March 26 ijroad
cast. The web is looking over
possible replacements. Go-stars,
who had a long-standing difference

on "To^vn Meeting^ of the Air''
j nouncers voted in an NLRB elec-

tion to join AFRA and that it is

not asking for a closed shop, only
for the regular union shop Which:
exists in AFRA^cpiititSct fetitions all

over the country. This permits aij

employer to hire whomever he
wishes, provided t^ join the
union after 30 days. The real

issue, according to AFRA. is that

three announcers are paid $35 a

week and one gets S40, none get-

ting commercial fees.

The union \vas called in, it re-

ports, because the men were asked

twice, with a 95% favorable mail
reaction. He said that radio has a
great opportunity to serve the
cause of democracy and it could
do this "by stepping up a bit the
courage you have shown in the
past." Negro entertainers on the
program included Maxine Sullivan,
the Delta Rhythm Boys, the Jubi-
lee Singers and Teddy Wilson.

SMALL SEHLES $2,500
VfiTi n inin TIT! r Iinn pons, oecaiise uie Hifii vveie HSRcu

rUK KAUlU lilLL Uoll management to sign a 'yellow

dog" provision, barring them

public interest in all

bi'oiidcasting, it is repor
, I OK now and plans resuming their theatre

rted, has
. Mr. & Mrs, a.m. AM and p.m. TV of

"P'

nf nnininn will onrf thoi,. •
^" ^hc first inslancc of a radio from working at any other Roches-

» hTfT«;.^^«^^^^
com-'ter station for one year if they

2?- ,^ -i., . ,
-

I
Pany for infringement, of a single- ever leave WSAY The roa.son for

Slieldon, It's reported, will take
,
..hot program title, Joseph Ruscoll,

! thfs AFRA savV is tliat -WSAY
up a new radio assignment on freelance scripter, has received a

! doesn't w^nt announcers to leave
$2,500 settlement from Edward for better-paid jobs after they
Small s Reliance Film Productions have built up an , audience,
for latter s using of the title, "The Rochester's five other stations all
creeper. have contracts with AFRA at

March 28 and will also devote time
Universal-lnternar

films, to be made
may also do a legit

tour with a planned revival

Djougjit many new advertisers to
, programs over the ABC network addition to performing, Sheldon ' atre" under that title, claimed

Ruscoll, who wrote a
. mystery hiphpv wiPHQ «nH with fees for

Personal Appearance,- In
I
show for the "Molle Mystery The'

,
'^^^,,S\CLZn\ll

AM as well as video. In addition to 1 next w«^k.
in

book and magazine publishers re
cently noted as big new AM banki
rollers, some sales reps find that
trademarked fabric manufacturers
are ti-ying AM spots for the first
time.

,

Some AM stations, of course, are
noting a lull in sales. They report
that one chicle: company has
adopted tiie policy of prorating its
AM-TV allocations according to
the ratio of sets in a particular
market.
They claim, however, that many

a present TV advertiser will soon
return to standard broadcasting.
Accordin.? to their reasoning, some
video, bankrollers are in TV merely
because of personal whim, not be-
cause their message Is especially
suitable to the visual medium. In
addition, some big advertisers are
experimenting with TV even though
they couldn't tolerate such high
costs in any other medium. And
V'lien these manufacturers find that
AM can sell their goods for less,

they'll be back in the AM field,

the Indies declare.

' During his wife's confinement,
Fitzgerald cut a variety program,
disk— he's a vet legit and vaude
trouper, before going radio^for
NBC, coast-to-coast. He may do
another now that his wife is out of
the hosp.

was writer -producer- director of ,
court that a valuable property of

the Latin Quarter series

VIP Pinch^Hitters Sub

For Adams on Mpls. Show
; ^^^^s, mvoiving crimes

N.Y. Police Files Will

Aid New Crime Series

his had been used without authorir
ty. Interesting aspect ofthe case
was that he made no contention
that the film company had swiped
hiS'.plot..

Greensboroi N. C. L. O.
Hutdiins of FOrest City and High
Point has been appointed commer-
cial manager of WFMY, the News-
Bec'ord FM station here.

Philly's WFIl

For Interracial Work
Philadelphia, March, 1. :

The thii'd annual award of the.

Philadelphia Fellowship Commis-

sion Was giyen Wednesday (23 1
to

WFIL and #*'lfciV, the Inguirer's

radio ; and television stations for

T,.. , 1 i , . , .
-

I iwo winpiv-senaraipri rtisir infifK achievements in the interest of ih-

«r' , r-
^'.""tlPOl'^' 1-

'

liave been solved by the '

spedalirinrfn the recorded Ss ' terracial harmony.
W.ih Cednc Adams, the emcee. N. Y. coppers with chenustry and j 'a^^TS^of 30 to 50 year^^ Specifically, the award was . in

....Il l, J- mo, ago,
recogiiition Of WFIL's pioneering

.: A. new program based on case
|

histories from the New York Po-

;

lice Department files is being
i

propped by Wilbur Stark and
i

Oldie Song Specialists

In Disk Programs Swap
Roanoke, March 1.

Two widely-separated disk jocks.

away on vacation, "Stairway to ! science, will be .scripted from ma
Stardom," his WCCO radio talent terial furnished by Dr, Alexander
Show, lined up most impressive ar- O. Gettler, toxicologist in the chief
ray of pincli-hitters in local radio medical examiner's office of the
hi.story last Saturday (26i night. It city. Gettler will serve both as
comprised a U. S. Senator iH. H, consultant and as model for the
Humphrey), the Hennepin county airer's leading character, "The Pro-
sheriff (Lid Ryan) and two members

;
fessor." The deal is reported close

of the .state legislature.
i to confirmation, awaiting official

Each of the pinch-liitters spon- confirmation from city officials,
sored one or more of the amateur Third partner in the package
contestants, introducing, question- will be Dorothy Ames, wife of Mi-
ing and encouraging them.. Each: chael Ames, Dave Alber flack. Lay-
also took occasion to toss bouquets ton, former ad manager of Craw-
to Adams who, is local radio's: ford Clothes, and Stark, former
Arthur Godfrey as well as a news- time saie.sman for WMCA, N. Y.-,

paper columnist with, according to own a number of radio properties'
surveys, the largest by far reader including; "Movie Matinee
following of any non^syndicated Hodges' Quiz Show" an

have agreed to exchange programs. ,
- • • „j

Ed Manning, of CKCR, Kitcliener developing ot such radio and

Ont., will send recordings of his Y'^^" programs as "Public Hear-

"Let's Roll Back the Years" air
production to Jim Walsh, Who will
play the Canadian show on his
"Walsh's Wax Works" from WSLS,
Roanoke. In return, Walsh's tran-
scribed show will be heard by Man-
ning's listeners in the Ontario area. » j: ^ n . „r il,£. «^1n.

Idea of swapping shows%rigi.
ei„'k'a"tfReds will haTa s^J^^^^^

1 ^:i*'J„.^?"l!.i»S. tTn out?efh,'centiTohio"^for the

ing." "Witl^in Our Gate-s," "Teen-

age Time," etc. It was the first

time the award had been given to

to Institution, previous recipients

having been Individuals.

columnist in the entire U. S.
I
"Kathi Norris Television Shopper."

i tioned in his books.

Zftu'^\^f^^^^^f^''%\ ^"V'^l^t" !
next three :vea~rs"under terms of. a

ter was bedded with flu, to talk
' contract signed earlier this month

over stunt. Roanokcr's program
, between WHOK, new AM station

iel). 7 was devoted to songs sug- here, and the ball club. Play-by'
gesled by novels of Charles Dick- 1 play will be broadcast of all games

Kuss ens, recorded excerpts from his at home and away. Waite Hoyt,
d the

I

book,s and musical numbers men- } former Yankee pitcher, Will do the

callins.
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Rural Ra£o Network 6d. Approves

<i Station Merger With Cornell Setup
Ithacaj March 1.

Board of directors of the Rural

Radio Network at a special meeting

here yesterday (28) approved in

nrinciple the proposed merger of

its -chain of six FM stations with

the radio, TV, facsimile and other

communications interests of Cor-

nell Univ.

l{. B. Gervan, RBN general man-

agfert was instructed to

with negotiations with

UNIV. OF OKLA. CONFAB

STRESSING 'SURVIVAL'
Norman, Okla., March 1.

The Uhiv, of Oklahoma's Radio
Corifererice wilt be held here
[March 3 to 5, Speakers wlU incltide

proceed l
Frank Marx, ABC ve^pee, who will

witn neKoiiauuuo « view to I

discuss "Factors in TV Planning;"

nresenting a formal proposal to the ' Beulah Zachary, of WBKB, Chi

board at its next meeting. Michael w"" will talk nn ti; „,./.a,./.h„«

B. Hanha, general manager of the

Cornell stations* told Variety,

"while considerable ironing out of

details iS' indicated, I expect ap-

proval of the proposal by the Cor-

nell trustees executive committee

at its. meeting pn March 15."

Reason for the merger proposal,
' Hahna said, is that there is great

similarity of interests in both or-

ganizations. RRN is sponsored by
10 New York farm groups, while
the university is the home of state

colleges of agriculture, veterinary
medicine and other sciences of inr

terest to farm dwellers.

Proposed fusion would help pro-

mote FM in upstate New York and
bolster financial position of the
farm organizations, with resulting
impact on farm-equipment manu-
facturers, suppliers and other agri-

cultural accounts;

who will talk on TV production;
Jerome Sill, WMLO, Milwaukee,
speaking on "New Problems for
Management;" and Capt. William
G. Eddy, chief of the Navy's radio
and radar school in Chicago.

This year's conference theme,
"Survival in a Changing World "

has been sub-divided- into current
problems, of operation and the tran-
sition to television.

CHI TELE SIGNS 2 MORE

NON-RADIO ACCOUNTS
Chicago, March 1.

Video keeps steamrolling with
non-radio accounts. Latest to sign
up is Delta Manufacturing, De-
troit, which starts March 13 with
"Tinker O'Toole and His Hobby," '

a how-to-do-it riding a Sunday

'

afternoon slot on ABC-TV net-
work. Show, originating at WENR-
TV, will plug Delta home Work-
shop equipment. Hoifnian Sc. York,
Detroit, is the agency.

"Tinker" comes on the. heels of
WNBQ's sale of "Walt's Home
Workshop" to Magna Electric Co,,
San Francisco, for Magna's Shop-
king power equipment. This IS a i

13-week test, with options for lull
I

NBC-TV web. J. Walter Thomp-
|

son, Chi, placed it.

AnacinEa^ Pix Talent Headache I

Via Its 'HoUywood Star Theatre'

WJZ's ThM Trailers
WJZ-TV, N. Y., is using a 15-

minute film condensation of its

two-hour "Market Melodies" tele-

cast, to sell the show to time-
pressed sponsors and agencies. The
trailers will be ready for showing
next week, according to Murray
Grabhorn, ABC veepee.

"Market," a daytime stanza
aimed at housewives and shoppers
In supermarkets, will feature Ann
Russell and Walter Herlihy. Com-
bining entertainment and shopping
hints, it was developed by WJZ-
TV in cooperation with Modell &
Harbruck.

WJW to Air Cleveland

Indians Over 'Network'
Cleveland, March. 1.

WJW and the Cleveland baseball
dub have pacted ' for broadcast
rights of complete ball games for
the entire season over a standard
network that may embrace as many
as 30 stations, either AM, FM or
both.

The deal assures northern Ghio-
ans of a full play-by-play broadcast
as against last year's contract in
Which WJW, because of ABC com-
mitments, was unable to handle
local AM-wide full play.

,

Jimmy: Dudley- and Jack Graney
will be at the mike and Erin Brew
will sponsor. Agency is Gerst, Inc.

SRL'S TV PACKAGING

AS HYPO TO LITERATI
Saturday Review of Literature

has decided to enter the TV pack-

age business and is lining up a
string of program ideas tied in

with book publishing. According
to SRL editor Norman Cousiijs,

Video has reached the point where
it is no longer wise to tiike swipes
at it from the sidelines and it is

believed that promoting book sales

through tele programs will help

compensate for the slump in book
reading attributed by some pubs
to TV.

SRL hopes to have about a dozen
package ideas ready for submission
to networks and ad agencies within
the next couple of months. Most of

the programs will run. along drama-;
tized versions of bestsellers. Al-

ready in mind are a series, of 15-

' minute short stories to ,be titled

I

the i
"0. Henry Theatre"; weekly

! book dramatizations , to nm an

Jersey *Jiltetf

In ADocations
Washington, March 1.

Inequities of present and pro-
posed television allocations to New
Jersey are "so glaring" that, if nec-
essary, additional channels should., , , , ,

be assigned "even at the expense 1

f',""'"
f^^^',

^"^ « '^^^X
children s

Greensboro, N. C. — Lorton A.

Tart has .been elected president of
the North Carolina:. Central Broad-
casters, the corporation that op-
erates WCKB in Dunn.. He was
unanimously elected to succeed
Earl McD. Westbrook.

I of surrounding states," Home News
' Publishing Co. of New Brunswick
told the FCC yesterday (28).

Although there are only two
channels assigned to the state,

Home News filed an application for
Channel 8, which it asked to be
allowed to use with a directional
antenna. The directional operation;

;

it said, would not interfere with
the use of the channel elsewhere,
and will provide "the sole remedy
for the: individual inequities that
must result in any general alloca-

tion plan."
The company offered an analysis

to show that the need for addition-
al video facilities in Jersey is "im-
perative." It showed that although
it is ninth in population it has only
two channels while Missouri, which
has less population, has 27 chan-
nels. Connecticut, which is SmalU
er, has four channels and North

I

Carolina, which is 11th in popula-
' tion, has 24.

show based on moppet books.

Cousins, just returned from a
trip to the Coast, said SRL is point-

ing its new venture towards - the
anticipated wedding eventually of
tele with the film industry. At that
time, he declared/ it should be pos-
sible to process stories simultane-
ously for TV and pix.

Okla. TV by June
Oklahoma City, March 1.

Oklahoma's first television sta*

tion, WKY-TV, Oklahoma City,

will begin commercial operations
by mid-May or early June, says
P. A.: Sugg, station manager. As
of to date, 90% of the TV trans-
mitter installation is complete;

A feature of the WKY-TV set up
is the combination control console
which will enable one engineer to
operate television, FM and stand-
ards as well as auxiliary trans-

! mitters simultaneously.

Hollywood, March 1.

: Radio, apparently, has become a

big factor in pushing young film

players into the stardom class.

During the last 18 months, NBC's
"Hollywood Star Theatre," bank-
rolled by Anacin, has alone spot- :

lighted over a score of up-and-
coming thespers. Out of 80 new-
comers featured on this a'irer's

half-hour skit, about 25% . have
been picked up for bigger film s

roles as result.

Anacin show talent includes
Dorothy Malone, . who's being
primed at Warner Bros.; Shelley
Winters,who's graduating to fea-..

tured parts at Universal; Jayne
Meadows, now with Samuel Gold-
wyn, and Betsy Blair (Mrs. Gene
Kelly),who appeared in "Snake-
pit" and "Another : Part of the
Forest."

Several thespers have; been
picked up for legit, as well as film :

parts. Cameron. Mitchell, after a
minor part in "Command De-
cision," is currently playing in
"Death of a Salesman," on.Broad-:
way. Alfred Ryder is now touring
with Margaret Webster's Shake-
speare repertory company.

Other film newcomers receiving
,

impetus from their performance
on "Hollywood Star Theatre," pre-
viously titled as "Hollywood Star
Preview," are Wanda Hendrix,-
Whitfield O'Connor, Raymond ,

Burr, Douglas Dick, Marcia Van
Dyke, Arlene Dahl, Marie Windsor,
Marta Toren, Patricia Medina,
Janet Leigh, Colleen Townsend;
Richard Lupino, Lois Butler, Bar-
bara Whiting, Helena Carter, Rich--

ard Basehart, Barbara Lawrence
and Bill Phipps.

Talent is selected by Nat Wolff

,

who's currently also - :directing

"Hollywood Star Theatre." Wolff
stepped Into the spot vacated by ;'

Dick Uhl, who went east last Oc-
;

tober to head up television opera--,

tions at Sullivan, StauffcFc Colwell
1
& Bayles, N. Y. ad agency handling

' the Anacin account.

to a man after a mountain
. . . with a molehill budget
IT REGULARLY HAPPENS—as in the casc of the lovely lady on the left

—

WOR's Barbara Welles—through some almost mysterious quality, that she

can provoke women into responding miraculously to suggestion.

Fof instance, twice in one week thousands of listeners to the

^'Barbara Welles Show" heard its conductor murmur quietly, "Ifyou'd

like a little can of paint—it's just a very small one, mind you—drop me

a postcard, or a note, and I'll see that it's sent to you.'' That's all,

And mentioned only twice. Well, Gentlemen, 19,334 women wrote in

within a matter of a few days. Said the sponsor, "Our sales are 25%

above those of last year."

In today's competitive markets, WOR's "Barbara Welles Show" is

creating sales mountains for advertisers wrestling with molehill budgets.

This WOR show, and others like it,

can save you money and make you

money in double-quick time.

'-'heard by the most people

where tA^ meet peopie mre

mutual WOR
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Tramtnell Delivers
Continued trom page 25

i

to the RCA board of directors.

Many of them feel that the pres-

ent crisis would not hive arisien

if Tramtnell held the whip haad.
Similarly, a lot of themi taike the
position that they don't want to be
rushed into television lihtU they'ris

ready; that here again RCj^ '- pres-

sures" leave NBG: with no, alterna-

tive but> to give video • the major
accent. As one key affiliate mem-
ber put it: "Why should 1 start

playing around with . a television

station now, with; the inevitability

of ttppeif high ,*reciu^4eies staring

me.in :the' face?!'^ ' ^f:

\

i,, v.;
.

;

:y

; VI think, too. that as an NBC
affihate operator I'm piit; in ah em-
barrassing positiohv as Is the whole
network, by the ability of RCA to

wield as a weapon its tubes and
other patented equipment in at-

that was headache I tracting programs and commercial
clients to NBC television. I, for

one, would prefer to remain aloof

from that, and that goes fbr a lot

of the other boys." .

ed in one of the most widely at-

tended sessions on record, was con-
clusive proof in itself that much
was at stake; that the stations

couldn't afford to take it lightly.

But it was obvious that they had
not come in a spirit of panic. Con-
sensus of the affiliates was that,

far from closing the barn doors
; after the horses had fled, NBC was
.still in a position to assert its su-
premacy. They knew that Tram-

; mell would have to deliver a story,

and for the most part they were
hoping it would be a. good one;
Like the "tar baby" in tfncie Re-
mus, who ''ain't ' saying . nuthin'jV

they came- to listen but with; the
reservation that "it better be a
pretty good story."

The boys weren't concerned about
television. Their AM future was
at stake, and
enough, s Although NBC, in call-

ing the two-day session, earmark-
ed the . closing day's agenda for
video, only the fast that FCC
Chairman Wayne Coy might spring,

something Important induced many
of the affiliate reps to stay on
after the principal • business—
"whither NBC in radio"<---was at-

tended to. They wanted to hear
Trammell sing bass in the .AM
choir, and if' it was any other way

. they would have resented it.

Actually, a lot of the affiliate

"resentment" toward the parent
HCA "pressures'* in . slamming
home, television at 'th« expense of
radio asserted itself in some off-

the-cuff corridor discussion. A lot

of the stations feel that they'd be
much better off under an auton-
lomqus NBC operation in which
l^ratnmeli-wouldn't have to answer

California theatre here last week.
Stunt was pulled to get « reaction
graph from the theatre audience
for presefntation to ad agency
execs;.' •

Roach got permission from Fox-
West Coast to preview the 27-

minute video film with the assur-

ance that there would be no men^
tion made to viewers that film was
produced for TV. Pic was billed

as a featurette. The word tele-

visiony however, was mentioned in

the credits of the pic. Film stars

Stu Erwin and June Collyer.

Roach took a laugh-meter graph
into the house along with a- tape
recorder. Producer took the film
and tape to N; Y. with him. . Roach;
expressed the belief that in this
way ad . agency execs can get the
same reaction from the pix as they
would from audience, attended
radio audition wax.

Roach Sees
Continued from page il

hypoed in this way, he said, since

it would be possible to charge each
one more than one-third of what
a single bankroller could pay,
while still keeping the cost to each
down below what they would pay
for the entire half-hour show.
Precedent for participating spon-
sors, he pointed out, has already
been established for radio. In tele,

it will be all the more, likely be-
cause the added sales impact of
TV plugs will make it easier for a
sponsor to. capitalize on a single

plug during a half-hour program,,
rather than the three he gets on
radio.

Series on which Roach brought
samples are "The Brown Family
a domestic comedy; : ''Sadie and
SaUy,'' story of two girls in N. Y.;

"Botsford's Beanery," a slapstick
comedy;"Foo Yung," satire on
detective stories; "Puddle Patch
Club," featuring a group of kids
whom Roach hopes to develop into
another "Our Gang," and "Main
Street," which he described as
presenting a "cross-section of
America." He also has six other
series ready to roll soon, plus

j

another six now in preparation. ;

|

Average price on the films, he
|

said, would be $10,000 per show,

RCA's Income
SS Continued from page 2S ss

common shareholders while $3,-

152,800 was paid to preferred stock-
holders. Earned surplus at the end
of 1948 amounted to $79,499,479, or
an increase of $13,940,725 in a
year's time;
Improvements and capital addi-

tions totalled $15,607,177 last year
while . personnel increased 1,470 to
41,791.

Report revealed that NBC's
broadcasting services in radio and
television continued to grow in
1948. Its total revenue from the
sale of network and station time to
advertisers in radio - broadcasting
was the largest in the 2'2-year his-
tory of. the company. At the end
of the. year, NBC coast-to-coast
radio network comprised 170 stand-
ard broadcasting stations, \ com-
pared with 167 in 1947.

It also was pointed up that two
new TV stations owned by NBC,
in Cleveland and Chicago, went on
the afr in the fall of 1948 while a
third, in Hollywood, started op-
erating early this year. With the
N. Y. and Washington stations, this
brings the total of NBC-owned sta-
tions to five, the maximum number
permitted by the FCC under one
ownership. It was cited that 33%
of the NBC network television pro-
gram 'hours

. were' commercially
sponsored in January last year but
in December, 1948, figure had
grown to 63% sponsored.

Vednesday, March 2, 1949

Louisville—. Harold Fair, NAB
director of programs, was in town
last week, to present at 'a gathering
of radio and newspaper execs a
plaque for the best woman's radio
program awarded by the National
Retail Dry Goods Assn. Award
was given to WHAS for it's '^Coffee
Call" women's participation show
sponsored by Kaufman's iDept.
Store, three times weekly at 9 . a.m.

Albany---George Michael and his
wife, Betty, are now doing a Mr.
and . Mrs. program five mornings a
week fi;om their home over WROW,
Albany, under the sponsorship of
Grand Cash Markets and Troy Food
Market. He's WROW announcer, '

Austin Tex.—A bill has been in-
troduced here to repeal the present
2% .state luxury tax on the pur-
chase of radios. A total of $1,364,-
934 was paid, into the treasury by
purchasers of radios the past year.

Set Prices Trend
Continued from page 29ll

Mercury Records

W^rt U ?,Hri'^rh,.T*l?,* ^^T^l^^^ Ihe seven-inch jobs which, ac-

?n«t^hfrwm 'h- h«»V^n !fw* '

'^'"'^'"g to dealers, are found too

J^Ll^ } ^l^*^ I

small by many viewers. Purchas-

: buTgetteU^lTm^ to^'ule.K^;
'^ traded-in sets.of course.

San Antonio— The San Antonio
Junior League is cooperating with
KITE in a series of special broad-
cast of education by radioV Pro-
grams will be heard each week and
will be aired for youngsters in the
4 to 5 age bracket. All local schools
will receive the programs and then
follow it with a discussion period.

'

Pallas—"United Nations Today^'
will be heard locally for the first
time as it makes its bow over KLIF.
To be heard each Monday, Wednes-
day and Friday, the series of re-
cordings will present actual on the
floor discussions of various United
Nations committees at Lake Suc-
cess of the previous day.

....
I.

'

' ' " '

'

'

St. Loul»-^A certificate of appre--'
elation for the weekly series of dis-
cussion progi-ams,"Wake Up St
Louis." was capped by KXOK.
The award was made by the St
Louis Junior Chamber of Com-
merce. One hundred and thirteen
programs have been broadcast.

left for Kearney, Neb., to become
executive secretary .of Cosmopolitan
International, a service club on the
order of Kiwanis and Rotary
Joe Tucker has picked Up a new
sponsor for his daily quarter-hour
sports show at 6:30 on WWSW
Spear's store for men began footihtf
the bill this week,

'^"""ug

BMB BOARD TO STUDY

CHANGES IN N.Y. MEET
The Board of directors of Broad-

cast Measurement Bureau will.
meet in New York today (Wed.)
reviewing a number of problems
before the industry body, including
the proposed breakdown of audi-
ence statistics into daily listening
figures. According to the recom-
mended plan, audiences Would be
shown in three listening groups—
1-2 days, 3-5 days and 6-7 days.
J3MB has conducted pilot studies

in 28 cities, which reveal changes
in listening habits. However, it's

reported, in some areas where a
new station entered the field, the
existing stations did not lose listen-
ers. In one test city, which had
four network outlets at the time of
the first study, a new daytime sta-
tion offered plattered music. It
showed a high percentage of listen-
ership for a new broadcaster; but
because it provided a supplemen-
tary type of programming, the old
outlets didn't suffer.

Three stations joined BMB in the
scTcond. half of February, bringing
the total number of subscribers to
825.

Detroit—James G. Riddell, gen-
eral manager of WXYZ and WXYZ-
TV, Detroit, is currently in Miami.
He is expected back March 14.

San Antonia— Dallas P. Wyant
has been named promotion man-
ager of WOAL. Wyant comes here
from WBZ, Boston, where he also
handled the promotion for the out-
let's television station, WBZA.

San Antonio— Harold Carr has
resigned his post as program direc-
tor of KABC here. No replacement
for Carr has been announced as yet.

will be shot at his Hollywood stu-
dios. After huddles with the Wil-
liam Morris office, "which is acting
as his sales rep fbr the films,

Roach returns to the Coast next
week.

•Life With Erwins' Preview
Hollywood, March 1.

.
Roach and Beaudette Enterprises

previewed: their television film,
"Life With the Erwins," at the

San Ahtonio — The "KITE
Record-a-phone" has made its ap-

must pay the usual installation fees
|

blfng"SLd ^to^ ah-" in^Jrvfewlf' with
and taxes.

I personalities in the local news by

I Tot Pniitoble Seiling-Investigate

WDEL
WILMINCrON

DEL A.;

WGAL
LAMC ASTER

PENNA.

IK

Another backer for the cOntro-
versiaM6-inch metal tube was re-
vealed last week when Freed Radio
brought out the first line of receiv-
ers using the metal kinescope in
all models. New Freed-Eisemann
consoles range in price from $625
to $1,295, and, according to Com-
pany prez Arthur Freed, the 16-
inch tube will soon dominate the
market "when prospective pur-
chasers have an opportunity to see
it in operation on a propefrly-de-
signed television chassis."
DuMont .receiver sales manager

Victor E. Olson, in announcing his
company's price cuts, attributed
them to savings made possible by
an increase in production three
times over that achieved several
months ago and the reduction in
cathode-ray tube prices announced
recently, . ;

.

WKBO
HARRISBURG

PENNA.

I
i

WRAW
READING

PENNA.

'

.

FCC Inquiry
Continued from page 31

WORK WEST
EASTON
PENNA.

STEIMMAN
Clair R. McCotlough,

,'/it Chicago

STATIONS

Managing Oiracfor

».pr....,.d<,, ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES
San Francisco . New York . lot Angelei

openii^ more channels by May 1

bCTween the two cities, three addi-
tional channels between N.Y. and
Philadelphia and one between
Philly and Washington are also to
be put in service this year.

;
Pacific Telephone & Telegraph,

' in the first move to connect cities

I

on the Coast, .plans to open "TV
i
channels between Los Angeles and
rSan Francisco within a year, which
j

will form the first link in the cori-

j
templated nation-wide hookup for

;

the Far West. That link is to be
provided initially by a single
micro-wave link comprising eight
or nine towers-. Radio relay system
between N.Y. and Chi will at first
provide two channels, with more

I

to be furnished later through in-
!
stallation of extra equipment. Plan

.calls for the erection of 31 inter-
mediate towers between the twd

' cities, with terminals in key cities
i
along the route.

Glen Krueger, KITE news editor.
The device is a wire recorder wired
through a special telephone line
which airs both sides of a telephone
conversation with the regular sig-
nal to meet FCC requirements.

Dallas—The local presentation of
Don McNeil and his Breakfast Club
at the State Fair Auditorium MarchU will be sponsored by the Variety
Club's Boys Ranch. In San Antonio,
the presentation will be staged at
the Municipal Auditorium with
proceeds going to the Kiwanis Club
chanties.

Denver—L. W. Michaelson, who
worked for UP in New York, AP
in Seattle and INS in Denver, has
joined the publicity staff at KLZ,CBS outlet here.

_
Des Moines.^James Kelehan has

S^T?^'.
sales manager of

KIOA, by Harold E. Baker, presi-
dent and general manager, Kelehan
formerly was veepee and sales man-
ager of KMDM, and recently was
announced as a partner with City
hafety Commissioner Myron J. Bet-
nett in the Musitone Go. Musi-
tone was recently organized here
to sell recorded music to restau-
rants, taverns, industrial establish-
ments and reception rooms.

„, Pittsburfh—"Expectant Mother's
^lub, new quarter^hour, three
times weekly series, bought by In-
jaut Di-Dee Service on WEDO in
McKeesport. It will be broadcast
by Mrs. Mary Bowdeii, professional
maternity consultant for Gimbel's,
every Monday, Wednesday and Fri-
day morning at 10:15 frOm scripts
written by Maddy Ross, wife of
Jimmy Ross, of Post-Gazette edi-
torial staff... Milt Kerns, Don
Tragesser and Ken Hildebrand
have picked up a new sponsor for
their giveaway quiz show, "House-
wives Holiday," which has been oft

* ^t?!?,?**"^ " y*^'^' «'»<J it will return
to KQV next month on a weekly
basis... Dwight Merriam, former
program director of WPGH, iias

"There is inreet music here tliat softer

falls tlian petals from blown roses on

the grasi" Thus wrote the poet Tenny-

lon> almost as though he had been

listening to WQXR and WQXR-FM.

For sweet fflvstc from these statiost

falls constantly upon the ears of more

than half a million New York families.

So constantly, indeed, no other stations

can reach them so effectively. Sweet

families these are to advertisers, too...

families who love good things and can

afford to buy them. That's why adVer-

tisjcrs seek them out as the most profitaUt

part of this biggest and most profitable

market. May ve blow some rose petal)

your way?

^NO WQ^R-fM

RADIO STATIONS OF THE NEW YORK TIMES
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VDE-TVAnswers

'StaDing' Charges
Washington, March 1.

Hepiying to charges made by a

rival television applicant that it

^as stalling on construction,

WDEt-TV, Wilmington, Del. sub-

mitted a petition to the FCC last

week contending that atiy delay in

tuilding its TV plant was beyond

its control. WDEL-TV's petition

was aimed at the Wilmington Tri-

State Broadcasting Co; which

requested the FCC to deny WDEL-
TV's application ' for additional

time for construction. Tri-Sta'te

aliso applied to the FCC for

WDEL-TV's facilities.

Documents submitted by WDEL-
TV claim firstly that the construc-

tion permit in its .present form was
not put into effect by the FCC
until Jan. 19, 194d, when requests

for reducing the power output wore
granted. Station says that despite

the delays involving the c.p. final

approval, it proceeded with con-
struction in February, 1948, when
It bought the transmitter site and
contracted for equipment with
RCA.' The petition states that
actually money expended on con-
struction to date is in excess of
$155,000.

One of the major reasons for
the construction delay, according
to the petition, was the failure of
BOA to deliver the equipment On
schedule. Affidavits from: RCA
employees attached to the petition
support the station's claim. WDEL
further claimed that Trj-State was
guilty of misrepresenting the facts
of the delay to the FCC,

PHIUY'S WFIL SETS UP

2 SPECIALIZED DEPTS.
Philadelphia, March 1.

Two specialized departments
have been set up by the Philadel-
phia Inquirer stations, WFIL and
WFIL-TV, to handle sales and au-

: dience promotion as separate op-
erations and to stimulate activities
In both these fields.

Fred Hayward, who came to the
station last year from KWSC, Pull-
man, Wash., has been named di-
rector of the audience promotion:
department and in that capacity
Will direct news and special events.
George Koehler, former assistant
to Hayward has been named direc-
tor of the newly created sales pror
motion department, a nd will
supervise all promotion material
directed at advertisers, agencies,
trade publications as well as the
station's merchandising activities.

Joseph E. Dooley, former news
editor of WFIL, has been named
publicity director, succeeding
Richard Koster, who resigned to
join Robert R. Young's Federal
Railway Progress staff.

Six New Members Go On
NAB Board for Chi Meet

Washington, March 1.

Six new members of the board
of directors of the National Assn.
of Broadcasters will begin terms at
the NAB's Chicago convention, it
was announced Friday (25). Six-
t*en seats were involved in the
mall balloting, with 10 incumbent
directors being reelected.

^ The new directors elected to the
board are: James D. Shouse, WLW,
Cincinnati, representing large sta-
tions; Kenyon Brown, KWFT,
Wichita, Falls, Tex., for medium
stations; Merrill Lindsay, WSOY,
Decatur, 111., small stations; Frank
U. Fletcher, WARL-PM, Arlington,
Va., FM-A stations; Allen M. Wood
al

. WDAK, Columbus, Ga., Dis
wict 5; ahd Glenn Shaw, KLX
Oakland, Cal., District 15.
Directors finishing their terms

»e! Paul W. Morency, WTIC
Hartford; Edward Breen, KVFD,
J,P«,?S,^6e, la.; Willard D. Egolf,
WBCC-FM, Bethesda, Md.; Henry

.Johnston, WSGN, Birmingham
and William B. SmuUin, KIEM
Eureka, Cal.

Third of FCC Station Bids

Coming From Newspapers
Washington, March 1,

An FCC analysis last week of 435
television authorizations and ap-
plications showed nearly a third
originating with newspaper pub-
lishing, 16% with broadcasting in-
terests (not owned by news-
papers), 6.6% with motion pictures
and theatres, 6% with radio manu-
tacturers, 6% with merchants, 4%
with oil producers, and 2.4% with
educational instiutions.

FCC estimated the construction
costs of the 124 TV stations author-
ized at the beginning of the year
at $30,300,000 and the 311 stationsm application status at ."666,300,000.
The retail value of the 1.000,000
sets produced since the war was
estimated at $300,000,000 to $400 -

000,000.

RADIO-HBLBVISION S9

Turn-the-Cheek Act For
TV by PhUly AM Station

Philadelphia, March, 1.

Radio recognition of its strap-

ping, swaddling rival, television, is

planned by one station here.

WJMJ will devote a half-hour seg-

.
ment (10 to 10:30) to announce-

I ments of TV shows and critical
reviews of programs. Broadcaster

i Ruth Chilton will do the video
I analysis.

I Idea stemmed from Pat Stanton,
1
owner and general manager, of

1
WJMJ, who said at a recent meet-

• ing of the Young Men's Republican
Club: "Television will not replace
radio. It is merely another med-
ium, one that you hear, see and
smell." Chilton show will treat
tele as if were films or legit shows
and provide critical radio reviews
of. new '.'three dimensional" med-
ium. :

Wifliams Testing Oatune Pic Material

On Vidshow For Brace of 3-Reeler$
Hollywood, March 1.

Video as a testing ground for

film material is the gimmick de-

vised by Tex Williams in connec-

tion with his NBC Western .-Cara-

van vidshow and his Universal-

International oatuners.

Williams*, deal with the film

I studio calls for him to furnish him-
I self, his band and .all musical

1 sequences in a series of three-reel-

, ers. He'll try out acts and songs
J. on the vidshow and also expects
I to. uncover new talent for pix by
! using the teleshow as a screen test
I nioclium.

Williams will test songs to be
used in pix and to be published
by his own firms, Dallas and Cara-
van Music: Since NBC has given
him a free hand insofar as video
material is concernedj Williams
feels the new system has consider-'
able promise. So far, as a result
Tof teletesting, he's picked"Sun in
the Sky," new Foster Carling-Hil
Qhman tune, for use in one of the
Ul three-reelers.

Guest stars utilized by William*
on the NBC telecast thus far in-

clude Pinky Tomlin, Sir Lancelot,
Judy Clark and Phyllis Lynn,
Vidoe seciuei\ces are penned by
NUC writer Phil Shukin.

Magna'. 'Workshop' Show
„- Chicago, March 1.
Magna Electric Corp. of San

'""Cisco has joined the list of
uon-radio advertisers using tele-

"w 1*; sponsorship here of

,wu7,\^ Workshop" on WNBQw ^^^^ *«>r 13 weeks starts

tK"?w (Wed.) with options for«e fuU NBC-TV web.
™«8na will plug home workshop
'er tools. Agency is J. Walter

Sometimes, LESS is Bettet

by EDGAR KOBAK, President^ Mutual Broadcasting System

TT has long been a practice of the net-

J[ works, including Mutual, to brag about

MORE. More this/ more that, more the

other thing.

I But sometimes LESS can be better. For

the advertiser. And so, by way of a "switch"

We are listing a few of the items of which

Mutual has LESS. With reasons why we

believe (and our advertisers believe) less

. is better. ,

I. FEWER SO-KILOWATTERS,

LESS TdTAL POWER

Here less is better for two reasons. First:

fewer clustered 50's mean less overlap,

duplication and waste in power and cover-

age. And second: it enabled us to build

our network with an eye not to total power

but distribution of power in markets where

it can do the most good. As a result,

Mutual has 172 one-thousand-watt-and-ufi

stations which do a great job in their mar-

kets; and 348 lower-powered stations

which blanket their own areas.

2. LESS NIGHTTIME COVERAGE

-

BY A SMALL MARGIN j

The obvious advantage in this case is: less

fringe coverage in so-called "scatterville"

where eostof coverage runs high. Mutual's

nighttime coverage ewers people, not

geography. (This is not the place to point

out that Mutual has more daytime cover-

age than the other networks-so we'll

skip that.)

3. LOWER COST PER 1000 RADIO HOMES

Here less is better and no explanation

needed. Mutual delivers radio homes at

less cost because (1) there is no power

wastel and a minimum of coverage dupli-

cation, (2) its cover-ige is distributed

where people and purchasing power are,

(3) its overall rates are lower, discounts

higher. Moreover, with 520 stations.

Mutual is able to add that powerful. Zoc<rf

touch to national advertising in practically

all of its coverage area.

4. LOWER COST SHOWS AVAILABU

FOR SPONSORSHIP

A low-cost show is not necessarily better

than an expensiveone. But a low-cost show

that costs /ess per ratingpomt and less per

1 000 homes reached is something else

again. We have many such shows (onc«

sustainers) which are doing some powerful

selling for their sponsors. We have many

JeM GUUsplt.ltMtitiliitt
Mtriss Irtquinth fmt4on
Mutual, posts in * eirt*.

1910 iMtbi»t tult *»i

such shows which are still available •

sponsorship.

S. LESS TIME SOLD

Here less is better for the advertiser

because it means better availabilities in

the better listening periods. On April 35

Gabriel Heatter moves to an earlier time;

and we will be programming for sequence

from 8:00 to 10:30 PM Monday through

Friday. This means we will have many

choice periods available and now is the

time for advertisers to get the details.

6. FEWER VICE4»RESIDENTS,

LESS OVERHEAD

With less brass, less ceremony, fewer rugs

on the floor, the Mutual organization

.$eems to be able;to move faster, to make

decisions quicker, cover the "bases, get

prompler clearances', give Uefter service to

advertisers, agencies, artists and stations.

With lower overhead. Mutual is able to

pass on savings to advertisers in the fomi

of better rates, more for their money.

When selling gets tougher, as it seems

to be doing, and results are what count-r

you owe it to yourself to getthe facts itbout

Mutual's sales ability.

Mutual Broadcasting System
Where Less Buys More,
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Video Gold Rush
continued from pac* 1

vertUers. Indicating the general

healthy stage of the industry is an

estimate by CBS prez Frank Stan-

ton that his web's tele billings for

the first quarter of 1949 will be 40

times over the first three months

last year..

Reasons for video's own gold
rush, according to network chiefs>

' are the tremendous increase in set

circulation; extension of coaxial

cable facilities, and the growing
realization on the part of adverr'

tisers that tele is no longer somer
thing to experiment with, but a
potent selling medium. Almost
every advertiser using TV has
come up with his own success
story, checked off in actual dollar
sales^ Multiplying , that by the
number of sets installed through-

. out the country has proved that TV
Ifr already big time.

More Sales Impact

New York, for example, now has
450,000 sets in use. Recent survey
conducted for Variety by Pulse
showed an: average of 5.2 viewers
per setv which would give N. Y. an
average audience of 2,340,000. That

; steadily-expanding circulation; de-
spite an accompanying . boost in
time jcharges, has already brought
TV advertising to a lower cost-per-

> thousand rate than some ot the
. top N. Yi newspapers. Video, ac-
cording to the web chiefs, has been
proved to have such potent sales
Impact that sponsors, : consequent-
ly, are beginning to recognize a
good buy when they see it.

Only thorn in the situation is

the fact that station operating costs
and program production charges
are also increasing steadily. As a
result, few stations in the country
expect to show a profit even during

the 1949 gold rush. But, the web
chiefs say, the day of the black ink
operation is drawing wer closer,

and is dependent, only on a con-
tinuing expansion of audience,
which at this moment looks sure-

flre..'

CBS-TV, among the networks,

has had the best two months this

year, pacing the parade with; 14
new sponsors, Including Philip

Morris, General Foods; Household
Finance, Ipana, U. S< Rubber,
Oldsmobile, Chesterfields, Lipton
Tea, Whitehall Pharmacal, Scott

Towel, Wine Assn., Ballantine's,

Schaefer -Beer and Barbasol. NBC-
TV so far this year has pacted Tex-
tron, , Admiral; Luckies; Mason
Candy, Motorola, Bona-Fide Mills,

Colgate, Camels' (on an iexpanded
basis) and RCA. DuMont has Ad-
miral, DuMont Labs, Whelan i

Drugs, Old Golds (renewal), Tel-

1

disco, Illinois Meats, Fashion i

Frocks, Allied ; Foods and Ballan-

1

tine's. ABC-TV has signed A.
Stein & Co., and has also done a
hefty spot and participating spon-
sor business.

While some of these advertisers

are cutting into their established

radio, newspaper and outdoor ad
budgets for their tele expenditures,
many of them also represent new
money, especially allocated for the
newer medium. Thus, according
to the network chiefs, whether tele

will dent the other ad forms is still

a moot point.

APRS Wins Kndoes

For Tolerance Work
Washington, March 1.

Distinguished Merit Award of
the National Conference of Christ,

tians 'and Jews for the Armed
Forces Radio Service's outstanding
contributions to mutual under-
standing during the past year was
presented last week to Sec. of De-
fense James V. Fbrrestal by Justin
Miller, prexy of National Assn. of
Broadcasters. Miller made the
presentation as chairman of the
Washington area radio condmittee
for "Brotherhood Week," : spon-
sored by NCCJ.

Forrestal received the citation

for the AFRS overseas broadcast
of "Miracle in Brooklyn," by
Robert :C. Vinson, and other -pror

grams. "Miracle" was based on the
true story of a Jewish gift to > a
Catholic parish, which :

.' later

brought about the rescue of many
Austrian refugees. Ceremony, held
Friday (25) at Pentagon, was cov-
ered by NBC and ABC television

newsreel cameras.

1^

NBC-TV'S 48%
Continued from: page 29

W^/- WDSU broidcisis 5000 WMB
from the. French Quarter to

the Gulf and South Louisiana listeners.

From daily association with time-honored
Km Orleans iui/iluliom WDSU has
developed a high. quality of integrity.

WDSU devotes fngram lime regiilaHy

•«d exclusively to the St. Louis Cathedral,

the International House, Moisant Inter-

national Airport, Tulane Univerjity,
Union Station,the Municipal Auditorium,
Symphonies and Operas. . :

. WDSU's dominate H(^p.^
crating pttives that hon-
oring local'.ins'titutiont'

creates high listence
loyalty.

17V4 hours weekly, and CBS, the
nearesit competitor, was more than
five hours behind that pace.

During the week of Jan. 2, NBC
stations were selling 128 hours of
commercial programs. This com-
pares witlr* 35 for: CBS, one for
DuMont and four for ABC. Later
figures are not available at this
time.

NBC anticipates an SRO on eve-
ning time by the end of 1949.
Prospective advertisers now mul-
ling entry include: Kaiser-Frazer,
Buick (planning an hour-long
show), Sterling Drugs, General
Electric, Socony-Vacuum, Lever
Bros., A & P, General Foods, Sun
Oil, Ksso, Hudson, Tidewater Oil,

Pon'tiac and Mohawk Rugs.

-2L

NEW
ORLEANS

1280 kc
WDSU ABC

Affiliat*

5000
Wattt

31 Philadelphia Schools

Start TV In Curriculum
Philadelphia, March 1.

Television steps into the local

primary and high school educa-

tional picture beginning next
Monday (7) when- pupils in 31

public and parochial schools in this

area start getting part of their

education via video. The young-
sters will watch tele programs in
their classrooms during regular
school hours. The project, tabbed
"Operation Classroom" by the
flacks involved, is sponsored jointly
by public and . diocesan school
officials, WCAU'TV and RCA-
Victor. ^

In addition to reaching the ele-
mentary school level of study, the
project will encompass junior and
senior high students, with special
programs designed for each group.

Independents Day' To

Stress Meaty Problems

At NAB Chicago Meet
Washington, March 1.

April 10,: "Independents Day" at

the National Assn. of Broadcasters'
Chicago convention this year, will

include lively sessions on meaty
problems, according to plans laid

here Thursday and Friday by the
Non-Alfiliated Stations Committee.
Mwuing session at: the Hotel
Stevens meetings will discuss pro-
grams, with the afternoon session:

to cover sales problems. The
luncheon, only session of the day
at which network affiliates, will be
permitted, will deal with;the : indies
as * vital force in the industry;

Justin : Miller, NAB prexy, who
Will make no formal address, to the
convention this year, will speak at
the indies lunch. It's felt that he'll

use the occasion to underline a point
he is trying to make with U. S.

legislators, that radio is not con-
trolled by four network presidents
and that indep,i^ndent broadcasters'
welfare is a yardstick for the in-

dustry.:

.

A new departure is that indies
which are not NAB members will
be invited to attend. The theory is

that non-affiliates have the smallest
percentage of membership in the
NAB and that the move .will help
build the association.

Ted Cott, WNEW, N. Y., veepee,

I

is chairman of the Non-Affiliated

I
Stations Committee and will chair

I

the April 10 sessions. Other com-
I mittee members are: Larry Mc-
Dowell, KFOX. Long Beach; Ben
Strouse, WWDG, Washington; Bob
Maynard, WSVS, Crewe, Va.; Patt
MacDonald; Pete Schloss,: WWSWj
Pitts.; and Melvin Drake, WDGY,
Minneapolis.

The committee has asked Judge
Miller to include an indie TV op-
erator and an indie FM-only op-
erator on the next Non^Affiliated
Stations group. It also" selected
Dick Pack, WNEW flack, to serve
as press liaison officer at the con-
vention.

TV Must Develop
Continued from p»f• JO :

Less Coast Pantomime;

KLAC Nixes 'Charades'
Hollywood, March L

Jack Stewart's "Headline
Charades'' will be erased from
KLAC-TV's schedule this week.
Stewart's show is one of four pan-
tomime programs being telensed
here.

.

KLAC execs, feel that the same
talent is being run in round-robin

.

form on all the charades programs
in town. A.side

. from the talent
trouble, station toppers feel that
pantomime has seen its day as a
time filler and will lose its audi-

;
ence to an entertainment format

i program.
In the panto line, KFI-TV has

1 "Can You Picture This" with
' Jerry Lawrence; KTTV has Mike
Stokey's "Pantomime Quiz," and
KTLA, "Movietown, RSVP."

"The bull doea the duckinft . . . Wheaties, you knowl"

Cincy'. WKRC Bows
Cincinnati, March 1.

WKRC started its television ex-
perimental operation today (1). It
nlans commercial bow April 4 and
CBS coaxial cable service linking
in October.
Has video studio in Times Star

building downtown.

ment^"- Liebman adds. And, he
feels, if the vaiideo shows con-

tinue to expand as they have been,

to the virtual exclusion of other

types of programs, then video must
inevitably collapse.

"The vaudeville type of enter-

tainment is easiest to do, and ;be'

cause of its more or less static type

of presentation, it certainly does
achieve ':he intimacy clamored for

—but is that progress? Is the va-

riety show to be: practically the

sole type of pres<«ntation in tele

just because it achieves a greater

intimacy between performer and
home viewer?" Programming has

got to be expanded, he adds, and
eventually he has high hopes that

the camera system will have been
extended sufficiently to capture a
large-scale production.

Liebman stresses that there's a
certain affinity between motion pic-

ture and TV camera work. "If you
can't do it in motion pictures, then
don't do it in video," he says. And
with that he describes the "tri-

umph of the fourth camera."

Triumph of 4th Camera

On the Admiral show, Liebman;
has a fourth lenser high in the bal-

cony of the International theatre

N. Y., where the show is telecast
(with an audience). With this

camera he is able to get the whole
stage and its performance,- though
the details, of course, are not de-

fined sharply. The nearest thing
to this, Liebman recalls, was in the
days of the early Busby Berkeley-
directed musical talking pix,- in
which Berkeley used a camera
from overhead to shoot large*
scale production numbers. (This

type of shooting in films, of course,
was later developed.)
And if Liebman had his wayt

and if circumstances and all situa-

tions were equal to it, he would
eventually ' have as many as a
dozen cameras v^hooting for TV, to

capture the show from all angles,

He admits, though, that for the
straight variety show there would
be no necessity for such extensive
cameraing.

Being a showman who recalls

the lighting techniques of motion
pictures and legit, in both of which
he's been a factor, as a writer, di-

rector and producer, Liebman is

employing stage and film lighting

in TV, and for its idea's and devel-
opiMcnt he gives full credit to

I

Frederick Fox, the show's scenic
designer. Before he put on the
show Fox insisted that NBC pur-
chase $35,000 wortli of lighting
equipment.
Liebman avers that the impor-.

tant thing in TV is not ,to discour-
age new ideas, that everybody is

still groping for the true pattern
of presentation. Video is the most
demanding of the entertainment
mediai he adds, since in a weekly
show one is expected to do in a
week what most producers do in

weeks. This is sometliing of which
he thinks critics should be more

|

aware.
Sophisticated Programming

He" agrees that the Admiral show
is a more sophisticated type of pro-

;

gramming than what TViewers
have been used to seeing, but in
stressing this he recalls a similar I

situation in the earlier days of
|

radio. Radio, he remembers, was
j

getting nowhere in, particular with
|

its "intimate" and stylized type of
|programming—the kind Where the
|

listening audience "didn't" have to
;

think." Then Fred Allen Came
along : to galvanize sophisticated .

comedy into the ether medium.
Allen, Liebman recalls, made

the audience think, and a revue
show with its attendant sophisti-
cated comedy, interpretative-dance
qualities, and the like, can like-
wise make TVers think, Liebman

|

stresses. This, he feels* is an an-
swer to certain critics who have
stated that his show might be a lit-

tle too sophisticated for the home.
Actually, there are many on TV
seeing this type of revue entertain-
ment ^ho, as non-theatregoers,
have never seen it before, and are
thus learning to appreciate it for
the first time.

Liebman reveals that he has
enough material right now for
about 25 of the weekly shows (Fri-
day, 8-9 p. m., NBT). A frequent
cry is: where can he get all the
material? He has several writers
working constantly, and has even
taken on one to write just for Mary

]

MeCarty, who's featured on the
show (Sid Caesar is the star.) And
the scripters are always working
on additional material. Also, name
writers are, constantly submitting

stuff, too. Plus which, Liebman
states, at the erRl of 26 we6k$ much
of the material can be repeated
because of the increase in the sale
of sets during that period and the
consequently greatly expanded au-
diences who had previously niissed
these shows. - ;

flew Tele Biz
S Continued from page- 3ft ar

starting March 11, through Leo
Burnett agency.
Camel cigarets has signed to^

bankroll Monday night in the
Philadelphia Arena over eight Du-
Mont stations. Agency for the
account, which teed off its sponsor-
Ship Monday (28)/ is William Esty.
Programs will originate witli
WFIL-TV (Philly) and be carried
by WABD (N.Y.), WAAM (Balti-
more), WGN-TV (Chicago), WEWS
(Cleveland), WJBK (Detroit).
WDTV (Pittsburgh) and WOIC
(Washington).
WEWS-TV, Cleveland; General

Electric Supply Go;, through Lang
Stashower and Fisher, 15-minute
Wednesday night stint, "Bill Veeck
Reports." Dodge Motor Co. spots
through Ohio Advg;; lO-ininute
daily participation in hour-long
femme"DistafI" show; Don De
Coffee spots through Gordon Best
Co.; Handmacher Clothers spots
through : Zan Diamond Co.; Cela-
nese Corp. spots through Ellington
Co,
the .National Bank of Detroit

ordered 10 one-minute spot ' an«
nouncements on WXYZ-TV to pro-
mote their centennial celebration
March 5 and 6.

This is the first time that any
local bank has used the television
medium. Agency was Grant, De-
troit.-

The annual Detroit Dog Show/ to
be held at the State Fair Grounds
Coliseum, will be televised Satur-
day (5) and Sunday (6), on WiSYX-
TV. The program will be televised
from 9 p.m. to conclusion on both
evenings.
The two programs were ordered

by the DeSota-Plymouth Dealers
of Detroit, through BBD & O. The
show will feature Mort Neff as
commentator, with Chuck Harbison
doing the color narrative.

M-G'M—
"On an Island with You"

THE CAMKT. SHOW
Rvery Friday I4lt«, S;!iO K.S,T.

Mgt.: LOU CLAYTON

'UNUSUAL"
—ILLUSTRATED NESS.

NEW ORLEANS, LA.

HMffHUKES

for Ivory: Hakoi
CBS, .Mon. : thru Fri.

,

2:45-3 P;M.

With JOHN K. M. MeCArFERV
.

: WrRtea and Diiweted :b)r

ADDISON SfMITH

PERSONAL
> The personal touch is the maf/c
touch :.. in. building up good iwui

and maklng contacts. Impress people

personally with a gift of a MICKO-
LITE, the handsome miniature key-

chain flashlight. Imprinted with

your name, product, show, program,
movie or service. It Is the pe'ffj
good will builder and promotiop
article.

For promotional plan tailored fjf

your purpose, price list, sample,
"J"

erature, write on your business let-

terhead to Dept. V-32.
I

MICRO-LITE CO.. INC.
|

44 West 18th Street, Ni-iv Vork City »
^

OFFICE SPACE FOR RENT

1 Block from Radio City

Several furnished offlres with prl»«»«

bnth for rrnt. Teloiilione Bwlt«hl>0»'"

find clennlnff servlre.:

HOTEL ABBEY, NEW YORK
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SEE BOP BOOSTING BAND BIZ
Waltz Lea^ Dsk Sales

A unique commentary on the current recording business is

reflected in the current disks occupying the top positions on the
bestseller lists at Columbia and RCA-Victor.
Columbia's No. J is Frankie Yankovic's "Blue Skirt Waltz," and

the second slot is held by an instrumental, Les Brown's "I've Got
My Love To Keep Me Warm." At Victor, the No. 1 disk is Dennis
Day's "Clancy Lowered the Boom," an outright novelty, with
Sammy Kaye's "Lavender Blue" running second.

Rarely do two such novelties take over ftom the pops by top
artists. Yankovic's disk is not a novelty in the sense that Day's
disk is, but it Is novel to Columbia that a waltz is leading sales.

. In each ' case, it's emphasized, the top^slot positions are on the

basis of records shipped, not necessarily sold to the public.

LIKEN STYLE TO

Fearful of Turning Down a Hit,

Many Pubs Giving Xom' Careful Eye

Andrews Trio Dip

Into Hillbilly Music
Andrews Sisters dipped into

country style music last week, re-

cording with Ernest Tubb, Decca

A few far-sighted band business

executives, ate -changing their . atti-

tude toward bop^music, which has

taken a hefty hold on a l.irge slice

of the teenage population in re-

cent months. They see in the

spreading acceptance of the jazz

style: a spark that could ignite ; a
fresh interest in name bands,' much
in- the way swing music started a

b.o. cycle in the late '30s that
earned millions for agencies^ band-
leaders and musicians alike in the
years up to the end of the war.

Bandleaders Would Save Plenty Coin

Via N.Y. State Tax Credit Plan

Decca, Brunswick Sue

Stores for Cutrating

made with Tubb will be released

on the regular 75c label.

Major music publishers are be-+

coming increasingly wary in their

evaluation of songs submitted to

th^m for publication consideration.

Last year, when simple "corn"

tunes began showing up strongly

In bestseller lists, most majors
fluffed the trend off as due to the

recording ban and the lack of so^

called good songs. . Then the trend

waned later in the year and pubs
; felt their original opinion of the

situation was correct.

In recent weeks, however, the

public has again showed greater
interest in waltzesj varied novelr

ties, westerns, hillbilly' and bop.
. And a good many of the publishers

/ are back, in the mental state that

the' initial trend in that direction

put them. To the point where
they're afraid to reject songs in

fear of turning down what eventu-

ally may become a hit. Since, in

many, cases, they can take some , of

the tunes offered with little invest-

ment in advances, etcv they are
doing so. And that is making
.trouble for the recording com-
panies.

: Artists and repertoire men with
the major labels are being
swamped by tunes. There was a

^^^^^ 5^5 ^jj^^ neither AFM nor
time when a responsible pub would . bandleaders who record for them

. New York State .Unemployment
Insurance bureau has agreed, to al-

low bandleaders who work withitt.

the state's borders to seek credit
from the Federal Government for
tax sums paid by their employers
-i-if the consent of the latter can
be gained. Permission to follow
this cour.se was granted last week
by Paul Mayerv UI division head,
after consultations with the state

wlKjn^the flame waned and profits -^^ knowingly selling records and
nose-dived as a result of rising gi^y^g ^^tjf!g^3„j

prices then called for in the pact.
Agency men are heavlened by Cutrate sales were haltpd by

the craze for hop because they' feel Decca through a stay order gVanted
that as soon as the initial enthu- by the court, and last week the
siasm wanes, the stylists who are waxei^y wolj a cohtlnUed stay piend-
now featuring it will smooth out its, ing trial of .the acttOni .

;

rough edges and wild jazz kinks to Vim companieSi in their counter-
the point where ' it can be sold

I claim, contend tliey were offering I his musicians. This knocked Out
. V .

I

commercially. It by then would as- 1 the product at a lower price since
j
the American Federation of Musi-

Records top name in that category.
|
gume the status of the swing mu- I the plaintiffs' stock was being dis-' cians Form B contract, which had

They did Don t Rob Another that so excited the band fans I continued. made the buyer of the band its
Man's Ca.stle" and "Bitm' My Fm-

. of the late '30s and early '40s,

'

gernails Thinking of You."
, Even now there are evidences of

It's the arst time the trio delved
;
softening in the bop bands of

into hillbilly music, and the disk charlie Ventura and a few others

Charging violation of the N, Y.
State Feld-Crawford' fair trade act,

Decca Records, Decca Distributing
Corp. and the Brun.swick Radio
Corp. have filed a $100,000 damage
suit in N. Y, supreme court against

t _ti,„^.A,v ^.^^^i k'i. :» i„«„u*
the Vim Electric Co. and the Vim I

«ttomf ge^^^^

Radio & Sporting Goods Stores, i f"^
its furfiUment will save band-

Tnc Defendants it's alleeed
leaders who spend much time

Sekched a Novi^ber 1946 rltaU ^^'"^'"^ ^'T
price-fixing agreement by wilfully f"ms annually. Herb Clicrnu,

b "t! r •'. (Phil Braunstein &), worked out
the details with Mayer after
months tif i

distussioh over the;;

culiar situation.

N. Y.'s Unemploymeiit.^ta^^
division heads have; refiis^ to',

agree with: the ' U. S. Siiprenlie

Court decision which stated that
the bandleader is the employer of

AFM Disavows

Standby Tax On

Transcriptions

American Federation of Musi-

cians has advised transcription

I

are responsible any longer for thesubmit songs one or two at a time
-a ballad and a novelty for ex-

1

_ "surcharge" or "stand
ample._ They jlo that now but then PfJ, ^^^^^ ^^^^ travelling bands
add a batch of others without mak-
ing statements as to their- promo-
tion aims. They ask the recdrders
simply to look the songs over for
possibilities.

One recording man, for example,
last week drew close to 60 tunes
submitted by publishers in the
space of four days. It's almost
physically impossible for a label's
recording people to keep up with
such: a- flow of material, do justice

by
cut "library" material. Prior to

the introduction of the Taft-Hart-

ley law, which forbids standbys,

travelling bands making any trans-

criptions outside the jurisdiction

of a homt local were required to

pay 15% of scale pay for the mu-
sicians involved to the local gov-

erning the area in which the disks

After the T-H bill, this

that employ the style in a more
modified manner:

At the moment, name bandlead-
ers playing one-nighters in metro-
politan centers, as well as occa-
sionally , in : small towns, ..are

plagued by kids who want: bop. If

they don't get it . they make the
lives of leaders miiserable with
their requests, or sneers if one ex-

plains that he doesn't use the style.

Whether or not the kids know bop
when they hear it is another story.

[ Some of the leaders play it as

I much for pay as for their own
edification. But they don't like the
word ''bop" because it is identified

with dim or- cellar jazz joints. But
so was swing to some extent.

Agency execs feel that the chances
for: hitting a new mother lode get
brighter as the craze spreads.

Kassel-Merc In

Feist Tussle Bn

louie' Disking

employer and liable for unemploy-
ment taxes. N.Y, men held'iwith
a previous N. Y. cOurt' of appeals

;

decision which decreed that the
buyer should pay the taxes and,
though all .other states allow the
bandleader, to pay the taxes, N. Y.
has-insisted the buyer pay them.

This set up a situation in which
taxes for dates within N.Y. were
paid by the hotel, theatre, nitery
or one*night promoter. At , the
end of the year, the bandleader
had to pay 3% of his overall an-

Is You Is or Is

YouAin'tM'Baby
- Music publishers : and ' jobbers

just don't seem able to make up
their minds on the condition of the

were cut
part of the rule was dropped by

juuii a-iiow oi maieriai ao jusuee ^
^pj^ national office. It was

to each, and yet fulfill all other "
,, , „ ..„;

"
ju,,..

duties. Especially since the tunes ,

called »
.„ ^.j.^ i

-
-

being submitted by well known I

"o^ever various to^^^^^^^

pubs are added to a consistent transcription company stlldlos "were

located either were not advised

that the 15% was no longer requir-

ed or the locals continued collect-

ing the "Surcharge." How miich

coin was turned over to locals

flow of unattached melodies sub^
initted by nonruame : songwriters
who hope to secure a recording
and thus be Iri a better position to
talk coin terms with a publisher.

at Barred From

Argentine By Tooters

Union, Cutting Tour

biz has been better during January
and February than the comparable
period last year, which was far

down from wartime norms, but
still good in comparison to prewar

undW' that 'iabeT is unknown, but . figures. Then, after checking, they

transcribers feel it was consider- assert that it's slightly below last

able. , ' .

Only a few weeks ago band

agencies, transcribers and band-

leaders found out that the tax was

year for the two months.

Publishers themselves disagree.

That's usually easy to do . since an
individual firm's sales reaction is

Montevedeo, March 1.

Xavier Cugat's orchestra will by
pass Buenos Aires on its current l in
trip in this area^ Maestro origi-
nally had expected to play a three
to four-week date at a nitery there,
but the Argentine Musicians Union
successfully fought to bar him.
Later, Cugat anticipated going into
the city to work three concerts at
Jt« equivalent of New York's Luna

no longer required, that it applies
|
based on whether or not its cur-

only to transcriptions made for
i rent pop tunes are selling to._any

commercial purposes. "Library

material is non-commercial nil

musK.

degree. But in today's market,

pubs also disagree to some extent

on catalog material—standards,

folios, etc. Some say biz is okay in

those grooves and others that it's

bad.

Pubs who do have hits and a

! good backlog, however, assert that

Herman-Cole Concert

Smash $7,400 in Pitt

Pittsburgh, March 1. „ ,„

Woodv Herman-King Cole con- biz is good. Leeds, for example, _

rert last Tuesday night i22) at Syria says that January and February
tj,g ^j^^ ^njy

M««n,if. nrovided biggest local jazz were its two heaviest months since ^^^^^^

ly over the novelty song, "AH
Right Louie, Drop That Gun,"
which may wind up in a legal

battle. Feist's Harry Link, who
took the song a month or more
ago, has demanded that Mercury
withhold the marketing of an ar-

rangement and recording of it by
Kassel's band. . And the leader has
retained attorney John Manning
'to file suit against Feist for $500

including taxes for the N.Y. dates,
which had already been paid by
the buyers in this state. He" could :

not get cteditj because the- Govern-"

'

ment insisted the leader is respon-
sible. If he can get credit, a.s is

likely now, the leader will have to

pay only 3% to the Federal men,
since the buyer in N.Y. pays the
state 2.7%

Savings to bandleaders, of

000," charging Feist with "prevent-
|

course, will depend on how much
ing him from making a living." I

work they do within N.Y.'s,borders

11 u J V. J 4V, 'u a year. a*id the size of their

.J^^'f^l ^^^^^^f""^ *°"f
"" musician payroll.

the Arthur Godfrey show, from *^
: •

:

his own statement, and apparently
|

copied it down, had an arrange-
|
fi.^>. T..—

«

ment made and recorded it for taU I bet UWU lUUeS
Mercury at his own expense. Feist

apparently was not aware that he
had it at first. Meanwhile, it has
been awaiting the recording of the
song by certain artists oh the Co-
lumbia and Decca labels. And it

didn't want Kassel's disk bref.'rng

first. Feist ordered Mercury to

Disked, So Songwriter

Sets Up Own Company
Nashyille, March 1,

A hew indie Tecordiing fithi: h$s

... , , , , ... , .been formed here,: called Select
withhold it when it became known

I
_ , i.,. ! lu * i.t. «

it was cut, which it could legally
i

Records, the outgrowth of the ef-

do since the recording was the first I
forts of Mrs. Hank Fort, an

on the tune and Feist has not is-
1 amateur songwriter currently get-

sued a license. By tliat time, how- .ting recognition from. New York
ever. Mercury had shipped copies f publishers due to her "Put Your
to disk jockeys and reviewers (re-

. ghoes On, Lucy" tune, published

jMk, Which is not under the juris-
Mosque

'l>^°l'^^^^fXt^^l
diction of the union. I ^tn? Stin Kenton show Gross, years ago. Currently, Leeds na.s

Apparently the Argentine tooters . "^^'f ^ '^"f tnx was better than "Pussy-Cat Song," "Galway Bay"
found a way of stymieing that deal,

^^'i'"^'\jKh Herman and CoL t^^^^ several othe;- pops moving at
too, for Cucat won't eo anv farther V-^'^^' . fill ."^t'r. .v,nr«. ' nnrp

even the firm was launched some 10

Currently; Leeds has

viewed in current issue of Variety)
and claims to have orders for 30,'

000 copies.

Mercury, on the other hand, al-

leges that Feist has given a license

to Decca to record the • song, and
under the 1909 copyright law, it is

free to go ahead and release Kas-
sel's waxing. In the same vein,;

Kassel asserts that he drew per-

mission from the song's writers,

Lucile Johnson and Ray Carter to

record it. before they asfsigned the

tune to Feist. And that the latter

firm Ordered Mercury to withhold
after they took it

claitns he'jj being

Cugat won't go any farther
•outh than Montevideo, where he
Plays four weeks at the Casino,
opening later this week. He comes
nere from a run in Caracas, Vene- Randy Brooks Reorgs

Ine around $4,500 as their share:

Big O.SOO-'seaO Syria Mosque

was packed, with about 200^-stand-

--.^ a run in uaracas, vene- ing ^ .^^i^concert wa^ i - = -

juela. While there, incidentally, •
chestra P/.^f'"f?°V -makfn local Randy Brooks, out of the band

, ,Cngie ran into a dancer to whom i
promoted by N.dc Lomakin^^ y ^ ^.^^^^^ ^^^^^^^ t,^^ Has deferred the release date

th/2.'^
'^^"^^'^ t° » '"i'"."'^'^, r,^nihe^ of similm- jazz- is reorganizing. He got a release

j

of its first Tele-Funken-classical re-
ihe States, and the performer, a nocd a n"ni°«'^ °^

.from General Artists Corp. last
! cordings. Originally, they were

shows neie.
^jg^^^ ^^^h j^,e ciasers ^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^

by Bourne Music. Mrs. Fort had
recorded foiir of her own tunes
(she writes Words,and music), with
singer Dotty Dillard ahd Owen
Bradley; assistant musical director

..

of WSM here. She took them to
N.,Y. to;; sell: the' inasters to inajor
record 'companies, but found that,

as a;*esult oi "LuCyj;' mbst (if the
companies had the tunes recorded^

:

So
; she set up hey :own disk label,

Mrs. Fort, who has beeri writing
songs for eight years, tried unsuc-
cessfully for ailmost thsit length of
time to get the?n pUblisheQ by N;Y.
music : firms. jShe finally got a
briE;a^- last: year jsrheri :La'«*ei4ce

Weflk aiT^hged her "Wc-V^-Nic-Iii
in the Park." This year her "Put
Yoiir Shoes'' came to attention when
Kiiig Records did it with Bob
Gleary and Evelyn Knight began
doing .it in nitery performances^
She sold the tune to Bourne {or ; t

^ .. . „ , . . , I $1,000 advance. Shapiro-Bernstein
Capitol Records for the third

^

tgkibg her "Let th6 Good Things

"squeezed"
artists.

to benefit bigger

Cap Again Defers On
Tele-Funken Releases

Hollywood, March 1.

native of Venezuela, split the maes-
s hp with an unexpected punch.

^
t'Ugat intends returning to the

"vS>. immediately after finishing newir ,,.,„, -..^
"ere His local date was booked ('hicafio took over *J4."w has found the preparations, prpduc-

, Za^^I"^^^"^ »"t of Mexico City, end of the wef
«'°«ff /'^^''^ad himMOf has been .on the "Coast for

,
tion, promotion! etc.tnot moving as

&nalP ^"^'^ A'""-ica. '18), .
despite three d-.j J. ot m

^^^^ ^^^j anticipabd.

Lionel Hampton orchestra
|

Associated Boo^
men ' now March 28 is the release date.

''"^
^^okll';%»or its !

ph^s'irSr' two 'it w!."l
;

Reason for the delay is that Cap

Happen" and another. "I Didn't

Know the Gun Was Loaded," is

going elsewhere. She has another
she's trying to place called "Save
That Confederate Money, Boys,

the South Shall Rise Again."

'

1 wcatlieiv Gross over $30,000.

, Al'aoloihbn 'joined Coast staflf •£

Mills Music m cwUftman.
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Video Gold Rush
continued from pag* t {

vertisers. Indicating the general

healthy stage of the industry is an

estimate by CBS prez Frank Stan-

ton that his web's tele billings for

the first quarter of 1949 will be 40

times over the first three months

last year. . ,

Reasons for video's own gold

rush; according to network chiefs;

are the tremendous increase in set

circulation, extension of coaxial

cable; facilities, and the growing
realizifition on "the part of adver-

tisers that tele is no longer some-
thing to experiment with, but a

potent selling medium. Almost
every advertiser using TV has

•come up with his own success;

• story, checked off in actual dollar

sales. Multiplying that by the

number of ; sets installed through-
out the country has proved that TV
Is already big time.

More Sales Impact

. New York, for example, now has

450,000 sets in use. Recent survey
conducted for Variety by Pulse

showed an average of 5.2 viewers
•per setj which would give N. Y. an
average audience Of 2,340,000. That
steadily-expanding circulation, de-

spite an accompanying . boost in

time jiharges, has already brought
. TV advertising to a lower cost-per-

thousand rate- than some of the
top N., Y; ; newspapers. . Video, ac-

cording to the web chiefs; has been
proved to have such potent sales [a moot point.
Impact that sponsors, consequent-
ly, are beginning to recognize a
good buy when they see it.

Only thorn in the situation is

the iact that station operating costs

and program production charges
are also increasing steadily. As a
result, few stations in the country
ekpect to 'show a profit even during

the 1949 gold rush. But, th« web
chiefs say, the day of the black ink

opieration is drawing ever closer,

and is dependent only on a con^

tinuing expansion of audience,

which at this moment looks sure-

fire.

CBS-TV, among the networks,

has had the best two months this

year, pacing the parade with 14

new sponsors,, including Philip

Morris, General Foods, Household

Finance, Ipana, U. S. Rubber,

Oldsmobile, Chesterfields, Lipton

Tea, Whitehall Pharmacal, Scott

Towel, Wine Assn., Ballantine's,

Schaefer Beer and Barbasol. NBC-
TV so far this year has pacted Tex-

tron, Admiral, Luckies, Mason
Candy, Motorola, Bona-Fide Mills,

Colgate , Camels (on an expanded
basis) and RCA. DuMont has Ad-
miral, DuMont Labs, Whelan
Drugs, Old Golds (renewal), Tel-

disco, Illinois Meats, Fashion

Frocks, Allied Foods and Ballan-

tine's. ABC-TV has signed A.

Stein & CO., and has also done a

hefty spot and participating spon-

sor business.

While some of these advertisers

are cutting into their established

radio, newspaper and outdoor ad

budgets for their tele expenditures,

many Of them also represent new
money, especially allocated for the

newer medium. Thus, according

to the network chiefs, whether tele

will dent the other ad forms is still

APRS Wins Kndoes

For Tolerance Work
Washington, March 1.

Distinguished Merit Award of

the National Conference of Chris-

tians and Jews for the Amed
Forces Radio Service's outstanding

contributions to mutual under-

standing during the past year was
presented last week to Sec. of De-

fense James V. Forrestal by Justin

Miller, prexy of National Assn. of

Broadcasters. Miller made the

presentation as chairman of the

Washington area radio committee
for "Brotherhood Week," spon-

sored by NCCJ.
Forrestal received the citation

for the AFRS Overseas broadcast

of "Miracle in Brooklyn," by

Robert C. Vinson, and other pro-

grams. "Miracle" was. based on the

true story of a Jewish gift to a

Catholic parish, which later

brought about the rescue of many
Austrian refugees. Ceremony, held

Friday (25) at Pentagon, was cov-

ered by NBC and ABC television

newsreeU cameras.

TV Must Develop
Continued from pa(« M i 3

NBC-TV'S 48%
Continued from pag«: V),

\

.WDSU

17Vi hours weekly, and CBS, the

nearest competitor, was mor« than
five hours behind that pace.

During the week of Jan. 2, NBC
stations were selling 128 hours of

commercial programs. This com-
pares with- 35 for CBS, one for

DuMont and four for ABC. Later
figures are not available : at this

time.

NBC anticipates an SRO on eve-

ning time by the end of 1949.

Prospective advertisers now mul-
ling entry include: Kalser-Frazer,
Buick (planning an hour-long
show), Sterling Drugs, General
Electric, Socony-Vacuunj, Lever

WDSU btoaulcast^ 50(>Q watt*

from the. French Quatter
: ca

the Gulf and South Louisiana li!tteneir$.
..

From dailyassociation with timc-hoitored

Ntio Orltam inttitutmm WDSU hajf

developed a high quality of integrity.

WDSU . devotes :^rogr(7OT Umt regularly

and exclusively to the St. Louis Cathcdt-al,
.

the International House, Moisant Inter-

national Airport, Tulane Univer^ityt

Union Station,theMunicipat Auditorium^

Symphonies and Openal*

WDSU^s dbminate HoQp.
crating proves that hon-

oring local institutions

creates high listener

. loyalty.

Independents Day' To

Stress Meaty Problems

At NAB Chicago Meet
Washington, March 1.

April 10,"Independents Day" at

the National Assn, of Broadcasters'

Chicago convention this year, will

include lively sessions on meaty
problems, according to plans laid

here Thursday and Friday by the
Nori-Aflaiiated Stations Committee.
Morning session at the Hotel
Stevens meetings will discuss pro-

grams, with the afternoon session

to Cover sales problems: The
luncheon,' only session of the day
at which network affiliates will be
permitted, will deal with the indies

as a vital force In the industry.

Justin Miller, NAB prexy, who
will make no formal address to the
convention this year, will speak at

the indies lunch. It's felt that he'll

use the occasion to underline a point

he is trying to make with U. S.

legislators, that radio is not con-

trolled by four network presidents

and that independent broadcasters'
welfare is a yardstick for the in-

:dustry. .

I A new departure is that indies

which are not NAB members will

be invited to attend. The theory is
Bros.; A & P, General Foods, Sun

, , , . ,, ,, .

Oil, Esso, Hudson, Tidewater Oil, '

t^'^t non-affiliates have the smallest

'AS*.

NEW
ORLEANS

1280 kc
WDSU ABC

Affiliai*

soos
WaKi

Pontiac and Mohawk Rugs.

31 Philadelphia Schools

Start TV In Curriculum
Philadelphia, March 1.

Television steps into the local

primary and high school educa-

tional picture beginning

percentage of membership In the
NAB and that the move will .help
build the association.

Ted Cott, WNEW, N. Y., veepee
is chairman of the Non-Affiliated
Stations Committee and will chair
the April 10 sessions^ Other com-
mittee members are: Larry Mc'
Dowell, KFOX, Long Beach; Ben

,, Strouse, WWDC, Washington; Bob
next' Maynard, WSVS, Crewe, Va.; Patt
in 31 ! MacDonald; Pete Schloss, WWSW,Monday (7) when pupils

public and parochial schools in this
i

Pitts.; and Melvin Drake, - WDGY,
area start getting part of their ^'""f^ffl'!:,
education via video. The young-

Tho committee has asked .Tudge
Miller to include an indie TV op-
erator and an indie FM-only op-
erator on the next Non-Affiiiated
Stations group. It' also selected
Dick Pack, WNEW flack, to serve
as: press liaison, officer at the con-
vention.

sters will -watch tele programs in

their classrooms during regular
school hours. The project, tabbed
"Operation Classroom" by the
flacks' involved, is sponsored jointly

by public and diocesan school
officials, WCAU-TV and RCA-
Victor. -

I
.

In addition to reaching the ele-
i
I aoe rnnct PantAminifi*

mentary school level of study, the I'OdM 1 dUlUlIIUlie,

project will encompass junior and
senior high students, with special
programs designed; for each group.

KLAC Nixes 'Charades'
• Hollywood, March 1.

'

Jack Stewart's "Headline
Charades" will be erased from
KLAC-TV's schedule this week.
Stewart's show is one of four pan-
tomime programs being telensed
here.

!
KLAC execs feel that the same

]

talent is being run in round-robin
.form on all the charades programs

; in town. Aside from the talent
trouble, station toppers feel that
pantomime has seen Ws day as a

^

time filler and will lose its audi-
! ence to an entertainment format
program.

In the panto line, KFI-TV has
I "Can You Picture This" with
1 Jerry Lawrence; KTTV has Mike
Stokey's "Pantomime Quiz;" and

I KTLA, "Movietown, RSVP.''

ment," Liebman adds. And, he

feels, if th« vaudeo shows con-

tinue to expand as they have been,

to the virtual exclusion of oth^r

types of programs, then video must

inevitably collapse. ^. .

"The vaudeville type of enter-

tainment is easiest to do, and be-

cause of its more or less static type

of presentation, it certainly does

achieve he intimacy clamored for

—but is that progress? Is the va-

riety show to be practically the

sole type of presentation ih tele

just because it achieves a greater

intimacy between performer and

home viewer?" Programming has

got to be expanded, he adds, and
eventually he has high hopes that

the camera system will have been

extended sufficiently to capture a

large-scale production.

Liebman stresses that there's a

certain affinity between motion pic-

ture and TV camera work. "If you

can't do it in motion pictures, then

don't do it in video," he says. And
with that he describes the "tri-

umph of the fourth camera."

Triumph of 4th Camera

On the Admiral show, Liebman
has a fourth lenser high in the bal-

cony of the International theatre

N. Y., where the show is telecast

(with an audience). With this

camera he is able to get the whole
stage and its performance, though

the details, of course, are not de-

fined sharply. The nearest thing

to this, Liebman recalls, was in the

days of the early Busby Berkeley-

directed musical talking plx» in

which Berkeley used a camera
from overhead to shoot large-

scale production numbers. .
(This

type of shooting in films, of course,

was later developed.)

And if Liebman had his way,

and if circumstances: and all situa-

tions were equal to it, he would
eventually have as many as a
dozen cameras ^hooting for TV, to

capture : the show from all angles.

He admits, though, that for the

sttaight variety show there would
be no necessity for such extensive

cameraing,
Being a showman who recalls

the lighting techniques of motion
pictures and legit, in both of which
he's been a factor, as a writer, di-

rector and producer, Liebman is

employing stage and film lighting

in TV, and for its ideas and devel-

opment he gives full credit to

Frederick Fox, the show's scenic

designer. Before he put on the

show Fox insisted that NBC pur-
chase $35,000 worth of lighting

equipment.
Liebman avers that the impor-

tant thing in TV is. not to discour-

age new ideas, that everybody is

still: groping for the true pattern

of presentation. Video is the most
demanding of the entertainment
media, he adds, since in a weekly
show one is expected to do in a
week what most producers do in

weeks. This is something of which
he thinks , critics should be more
aware. :,

Sophisticated Programming
He agrees: that the Admiral show

is a more sophisticated type of pro-
\

gramming than what TViewers
have been used to seeing, but in

stressing this he recalls a similar
!

.situation in the earlier days of
|

radio. Radio, he remembers, was i

getting nowhere in, particular with
{

its "intimate" and stylized type oil
programmingT—the kind \^here the !

listening audience ^'didn't" have to
;

think." Then , Fred Allen came
along to galvanize sophisticated (

comedy into the ether medium.
Allen, Liebman recalls, made

the audience think, and a revue
show with its attendant sophisti-

'

cated comedy, interpretative-dance
j

qualities,. ;ind. the like, can like

stuff, too. Plus which, Liebniaii
states, at the eilb of 26 weeks much
of the material can be repeated
because of the increase in the gaic
of sets during that period and the
consequently greatly expanded ou.
diences who had previously missed
these shows. >

New Tele Biz
3» SSBsjlContinued from page

Starting March U, through Leo
Burnett agency.
Camel cigarets has signed to

bankroll Monday night in the
Philadelphia Arena over eight Du-
Mont stations. Agency for the
account, which teed off its sponsor-
ship Monday (28), is William Esty.
Programs w 1 1 1 originate with
WFIL-TV (Philly) and be carried
by WABD (N.Y.), WAAM (Balti-
more), WGN-TV (Chicago), WEWS
(Cleveland) , WJBK (Detroit)
WDTV (Pittsburgh) and WOIC
(Washington).
,WEWS-TV, Cleveland; General

Electric Supply; Co., through Lang
Stashower and Fisher, 15-minute
Wednesday night stint, "Bill Veeck
Reports." Dodge Motor Go. spots
through Ohio Advg,; lO-minute
daily participation in hour-long
femme "Distaff show; Don; De

:

Coffee spots through Gordon Best
Co;; Handmacher Clothers spots
through Zan Diamond Co.; Ccla-
nese Corp. spots through Ellington
Co.
The National Bank of Detroit

ordered 10: one-minute spot- ' ah«
nouncements on WXYZ-TV to pro-
mote their centennial celebration
March 5 and 6.

This is the first time that any
local bank has used the television
medium. Agency was Grant, De-
troit." ,.

The annual Detroit Dog Show, to
be held at. the State Fair Grounds
Coliseum, will be televise'Si \5atur*
day (5) and Sunday (6), on W2iYX^
TV. The program will be televised
from 9 p.m. to conclusion: on both
evenings.
The two programs were ordered

by the DeSota-Plymouth Dealers
of Detroit, through BBD & O. The
show will feature Mort Neff as
commentator, with Chuck Harbison -

doing the color narrative.

M-G-M—
'On an Island with You'

THK CAMKT. SHOW
Kvery Friday Kite. 8:S0 K.S.T.

Mgt.; LOU CLAYTON

"UNUSUAL"
—ILLUSTRATED PRESS,

NEW ORLEANS, LA.

IMffMliaS
WUIKK?

for Ivory Flake*

CBS, Mon. thru FrI, \iu^\^i.
2:45-3 P.M. ItK

With JOHN K. M. McCAFFERY
. Written and DIreeted by

ADDISON SMITH

PERSONAL I

wise make TVers think, Liebman
|| ''."r'iulfdTn'j Sp'SSodT.'jS

'

stresses. This, he feels, is an an-
| and malcins contacts, impress people

I

swer to certain critics who have
|
l personally witii a s"* ^'Iv";."

stated that his show might be a lit-
I..ITE, tlie handsome miniature ke)>

|

clialn HaShllEht. ImPTinte'i..]!^'"!'
,

tie too sophisticated for the home. I

"
vonr"ria'ine."Srodiict.'"show, program, |

I movie or service, it is the P"'"! .

The bull does the dudcld^ . . . Wheaties, you know!"

Cincy's WKRC Bows
Cincinnati, March 1,

WKRC started its television ex-
perimental operation today (1). It
olans commercial bow April 4 atul
CBS coaxial cable service linking
in October.
Has video studio in Times Star

building downtown. ;

Actually, there ^ are many on TV
seeing this type of revue entertain-
ment who; as non-theatregoers,
have never seen it before, and are
thus learning to appreciate it for
the first time,
Liebman reveals that he has!

enough material right now for
about :25 of the weekly shows (Fri-

day, 8-9 p, m„ NBT). A frequent
cry is: where can he get all the
material? He has several writers
working constantly, and has even
taken on one to write .lust for Mary
McCarty, who's featured on the
show (Sid Caesar is the star.) And
the scripters are always working
on additional material.: Also,, name
writers are constantly submitting

icood wlU builder and promotion |

I
.
article:'.'' .

- :,:.,•

'

, For promotional plan tailored for I

" your purpose, price list, sample,
"f_

.

I erature, write on your business k'
' terHead to Dept. V-32. |

' MICRO-LITE CO.. INC.
,

I 44 W>»l ISHi Strert, New York City
^

OFFICE SPACE FOR RENT

1 Block from Radio City

Several furnished offices wUh P'"**!

bntli for rent, teleplione swltchboara

and : olOAnlnir eervlre.

HOTEL ABBEY. NEW YORK
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SEE BOP BOOSTING BAND BIZ
Waltz Leads Disk Sales

A unique commentary on the current recording business is

reflected In the current dislcs occupying the top positions on the
bestseller lists at Columbia and RCA-Victor.
Columbia's No. 1 is Frankle Yanltovic's "Blue Slcirt Waltz," and

the second slot is held by an instrumental, Les Brown's "I've Got
My Love To Keep Me Warm." At Victor, the No. 1 disk is Dennis
Day's "Clancy Lowered the Boom," an outright liovelty, with
Sammy Kaye's "Lavender Blue" running second.
Rarely do two such novelties take over from the pops by top

artists. Yankovic's disk is not a novelty in the sense that Day's
disk is, but it Is novel to Columbia that a waltz is leading sales.

In each -case, it's emphasized, the top-slot positions are on the
basis of records shipped, not necessarily sold to the public'

Fearful of Turning Down a Hit

Many Pubs Giving 'Com' Careful Eye

\m STYLE TD Bandleaders Woukl Save Pknty Gnd

Via N.Y. State Tax Credit Plan

A few farrslghted band business I

executives are changing their atti-

tude toward bop-musie, which has

takeyi a hefty hold on a large slice

of the teenage population in re-

cent months. They

Decca, Brunswick Sue

Stores for Cutrating

New York State Unemployment
Insurance bureau has agreed to al>

low bandleaders who work within
the state's borders to seek credit
from the Federal Government for
tax sums paid by their employers
—if the. consent of the latter can
be gained. Permission to follow

Charging violation of the i N. Y.
see in the l

^*'S*^^^^'"l'Crawford fair trade act,

SrsVrrttT^cU^ i

^-p' an^e '^B^^rn.s^icnliiif
I V"- was granted last week

fr«t LTJ^^^^Jtl^tJ^^tlrl Corp. have filed a $100,000 damage !

^^"1 Mayer, UI division head,
fresh interest in name bands, much

...jf y simrpmp rniirt aBainst .
'^^^^^ consultations with the state

i"n''!.v;r/ -Tt^i l

the Vim Electric Co' and tlfe' Vim i

attorney, general as to_ its legality,
b.o. cycle m the late .30s that i

jf^^j ^ Sporting Goods Stores,
earned millions for agencies, band-

, i„^ Defendant": it's alleged!

Major music publishers are ber-f'

coming increasingly wary in their

evaluation of songs submitted to

them for publication consideration.

Last year, when simple "corn"
tunes began showing up strongly

In bestseller lists, most majors
fldffied the trend off as due to the

. recording ban. and the lack of so-

called good songs. Then the trend
waned later in the year and pubs
felt their original opinion of the
situation was correct

In recent weeks, however, the
public has again showed greater
Interest in waltzes, varied- novel-
ties, westerns, hillbilly; and bop.
And a good many of the publishers

/-are back in the mental state that
the Initial trend in that direction
put them. To the point where
they're afraid to reject songs in

fear of turning down what eventu-
ally may become a hit. Since, in
many cases, they can take some of

-' the tunes offered with little invest-

ment in advances, etc., they are
doing so. And that is making
trouble for the recording: com-

: panies

leaders and musicians alike in the
years up to the - end of the war, I

wh(;n the flame waned and profits

nose-dived as a result of rising
costs. ,:,

Agency- men are heartened by
the craze for bop because they feel

that as soon as the initial enthu-^
siasm wanes, the stylists who are
now featuring it will smooth out its

rough edges and wild jazz kinks to
the point where it can be sold

breached a November, 1946, retail

price-fixing agreement- by wilfully
and knowingly selling records and
albums with brand names at lower
prices then called for in the pact.

Cutrate sales were halted by
Decca through a stay order grantedAndrews Trio Dip

Into Hillbilly Music
Andrews- Sisters dipped: into

country style: music: last week, re-

cording with Erne.st Tubb, Decca commercially. It by then would as

'.•H^"n'"^.*'"« I ''Sh'T; s-"'"^ the -status of the swing mu-
I the plaintiffs' stock was" being dis-

1]^^^, sic that so excited the band fans continued.
Man's Castle" and "Bitin' My Fin- „£ jate 'SOs and early '40s. I

gernails Thinking of You."
, :

| Even now there are evidences ot i

It's the first time the trio delved
; softening in the bop bands of

into hillbilly music, and the disk charlie Ventura and a few others
made with Tubb will be released that employ the style in a more
on the regular 75c label. modified manner.

and its fulfillment will save band^

:

leaders who spend much time
working in N. Y. State fairly large
Sums annually. Herb Chernin
(Phil Braunstein &), worked out
the details with Mayer after
months of discussion over the pe-
culiar situation.

N, Y.'s Unemployment Insurance

AFM Disavows

Standby Tax On

Transcriptions

At the moment, name baiidlead-
ets playing one-nighters in metro-
politan: centers, as well as occa-
sionally- In- sTOall, to\¥ns, :: .ire;

plaguM by .kids -who Want bo^. If-

they don't get it they , make the
lives of leaders miserable With

I their requests, or sneers if one ex-
plains that he doesn't use the style.

Whether or not the kids know bop
1
when they hear it is anjather story.

Some of the leaders plaj? it as

A.ti^t.. n>i.4 vor.aWr.i>.a mun mifh i ' 1 much for- pay 38 for thclr own

thP maior labels are b e7n g American Federation of Musi-
,
edification. But they don't like the

.wam^Prf hv fines There was i I

^^"'^^^^ transcription
|
word "bop" because it is identified

«me when a responsible Dub would Companies that neither AFM nor with dim or cellar jazz joints. But
time when a responsiDie pup woum i-jjg^jjgjjjg^j^^

submit songs one or two at a time
--a ballad and a novelty, for ex-

ample. They do that now but then
add a batch of others without mak-
ing statements as to their- promo-
tion aims. They ask the recorders
simply to look the songs over for
possibilities.

One recording man, for example,
last week Idrew close to 60 tunes
«ubmitted by publishers in the
appce of four days. It's almost

- phyisically Impossible for a label's

recording people to keep up with

are responsible any longer for the

payment of "surcharge": or ".stand-

by" taxes when travelling bands
cut "library" material. Prior to

the introduction of the Taft-Hart-

ley law, which forbids standbys,

travelling bands making any trans-

criptions outside the jurisdiction

of a homt local were required to

pay 15% of scale pay for the mu-
sicians involved to the local gov-

erning the area in which the disks

were cut. After the T'H bill, this

*^^T'^ . •
1 ^ * part of the rule was dropped by

rlph T„rt° v'ii^ f.'^i'fi 'i
AFM national office. It was

to each, and yet fulfill all other . . <.rf=nrtv,v" tav
duties.

so was swing to some extent.
Agency execs feel that the chances
for hitting a new motiiier lode get
brighter as the craze spreads;

Is You Is or Is

YouMM'Baby
Music publishers and jobbers

just don't seem able, to make up
their minds on the condition of the

by the court, and last week the I division heads have refused to

,

waxery won a continued stay pend- i
agree with the U. S. Supreme

ing trial of the action.
|

Court decision which stated that
Vim companies; in their counter-

]

the bandleader is the employer of .

claim, contend they were ofl'ering
i
his musicians; This knocked out

the product at a lower price since
I
the American Federation of Musi-
cians Form B contract, which had
made, the :buyer

; of the band its

employer and; liable for uriemploy-

:

meht taxes/ N-Y. men held with
a- jprevious N.: Y;- court' of appOails

'

decisipii which decreed that the.

buyer should pay the taxes and,
though all other states allow the
bandleader to pay the taxes^N. Y.
has insisted the bUye^ pay -them, :

This set up .a. situation in- Which

-

taxes for dates within N.Y. were -

paid by the hoteli theatre, nitery
'

or one-night promoter. -. A-t : the

'

eiid Of the year, -the' balidleadiiif

had to pay 3% of his overall an-
nual payroll to the Government—

.

including taxes for the N.Y, dates,
which had already been paid by '

the buyers in this state. He could
not get credit, because the Govern-

;

ment insiisted the leader is respoh-^^^

sible. If he cai» get credit, as Is

likely now, the leader Will have to
pay only 3% to the Federal men,
since the .buyer iii N.'Y^ the:

state ' 2.7%
..

•
.

.. ." ", :;':

Savings to bandleadersj of
course, will depend on how much,
work they do within N.Y.'s,borders
in, a year, and the size of their ;

.m;usi'c.ia(i: payroUi '".-';
:'.,.-:•'.

Kassel-Merc In

Feist Tussle On

louie' Disking
Art Kassel, Mercury-Records and

Feist Music are in a tussle current-
ly over the novelty song, "All
Right Louie, Drop That Gun,"
which may wind up in a legal
battle. Feist's Harry Link, who
took the song a month or more
ago, has demanded that Mercury
withhold . the marketing of an ar-

rangement ^and recording of it by
Kassel's band. And the leader has
retained attorney John Manning
"to file suit against Feist for $500
000," charging. Feist with "prevent-
ing him from making a -living."

Kassell had heard the song on
the Arthur Godfrey -show, from I

his own statement, and apparently
j

copied it down, had an arrange-
\ p it, n t ix T

ment made and recorded it for I LaU I uet UWU lUneS
Mercury at his own expense. Feist

'

apparently was not aware that he
had it at first. Meanwhile, It has
been awaiting the recording of the
song by certain artists on the Co-
lumbia and Decca labels. And it

pubs' are added t^ a^'^eonSistent
transcription comp^^^^^

busines-s. Jobbers at first state that
! didn't want Kassel's di.sk brer'rng

flow of unattached' melodies sub-
mitted by -non-name -songwriters
who hope to secure a recording
and thus be in a better position to
talk coin terms' with a publisher.

Cugat Bstfred From

Argentine By Tooters

Union, Cutting Tour
- Montevedeo, March 1.

Xavier Cugat's orchestra will by-
pass Ruenos Aires on its current
trip In this area. Maestro origi-
nally had expected to play a three
to four-week date at a nitery there,
out the Argentine Musicians Union
wccessfully fought to bar him.
;{j»ter, Cugat anticipated going into
Jjie city to work three concerts at
tts equivalent of New York's Luna
«tk, which is not under the juris-
oictlon of the union.
Apparently the Argentine tooters

round a way of stymieing that deal,

*"''v™r Cugat won't go any farther

„i.
" i""" Montevideo, where he

SIS?. weeks at the Casino,

?5*»»J8 later this week. He comes
"I" » ™n in Caracas, Vene-

««eia. While there, incidentally.

located either were not advised
|

biz has been better during January first. Feist ordered Mercury to

withhold it when it became known
it was cut, which- it could legally

do since the recording, was the first

on the tune and Feist has. not is-

sued a license. By that time, how-

that the 157o was no longer requir- and February than the comparable

ed or the locals continued collect- period last year, which was far

Ing the "surcharge." How much
|

down from wartime norms, but

coin was turned over to locals • still good in comparison to prewar

Under that label is unknown, but
|
figures. Then, after checking, they

transcribers feel it was consider- assert that irs slightly below last

able '

^1
year for the two months.

Only a few weeks ago band I Publishers themselves disagree. |

viewed in current issue of Variety)

agencies, transcribers and band- ' That's usually easy to do since an
j

^no claims to nave orders tor du,-

leaders found out that the tax was
j individual firm's sales reaction is i

W copies

no longer required, that it applies
]
based on whether or not its cur-

only to transcriptions : made forirent pop tunes are selling to any
commercial purposes. "Library"

, degree. But in: today's market,

material is non-commercial "fill-, i pubs also disagree. to some extent

in" music. on catalog material—standardson- catalog material-

folios, etc. Some say biz is okay in

those grooves and others that it's

bad.

Pubs who do have hits and a

good backlog, however, assert that

biz is good. Leeds, for example;

says that January and February

Big !3,80P-s'eat) SyWa Mosque

\vas packed, with about 200. stand-

ing rboniihd 85 extra in the or-

C"r- ™ tnere, inc.oeniaiiy, ^^'^^^t''"
P;V^f'?,it°\^nl°kfn'''loTalCugle ran into a dancer to' whom promoted by ^ick Lomak n loca

n« once refused to give a job in record dealer, who has Impresa

Hei'man-Cole Concert

Smash $7,400 in Pitt

•Pittsburgh, March 1.

Woody Herman-King Cole con-

cert last Tuesday night (22) at Syria
. ^ . .i,

• , ^ -

Mosoue provided biggest local jazz were its two heaviest months since
, ^^^^ Kassel claims he's being

bo of the year, topping even the firm was launched some 10
1

.. g^g^., benefit bigger

recent Stan Kenton show. Gross, years ago. Currently. Leeds has
] j

exclusive of tax, was better than |
"Pussy-Cat Song," "Galway. Bay'

$7 400 with Herman and Cole tak- ; and several other pops moving at

ing around $4,500 as their share. '
' once.

Randy Brooks Reorgs

iiaf!., ^*A^' the performer, a

W. ? "^ Venezuela, split the maes-

r.,™1^"*'^
an unexpected punch.

^jV.ugat intends returning to the

Randy Brooks, out of the band
business as a maestro for -months,

rPera"numbcr of similar ^a.-
,

i-eorgan^^^^^^^

shows here.

Lionel Hampton orchestra

^, ,
cordings. .

Originally, they were
week and signed with Joe Glasers

j^p on the market March 7, but
re- 1 Aiisociated Booking Corp. ,r w oo 4u i

New band will comprise 13 men ' now March 28 is the release date.

here
Tni^dlately after finishing newing vaude

"f„nn
'

pU,s"one or two voeaii.sts. It will , Reason for the delay is that Cgp
by hU ?AJ°*^al date was booked (--hitago- joo"^ o^ei ^m.uuu i^^^^^

start work on one-nighters. Brooks has found the preparations, prpduc-
juis brother out of Mexico Citv,

' end Of the week cio.stu II ui»^^^ - ...... .. . ,

by Music Corp olTmeVic^^^ three ..U;j;s of b.id .

0i$ked, So Songwriter

Sets Up Own Gompany
Nashville, iMarch 1,

A new indie::irecording firm -has

been /fbriiied here, .called; Select

Records, the outgrowth of the ,efr

forts of Mrs^ Hank Fort, an
amateur spiigwrltei' cuix'^ittl^ get-;'

" j" —• i.ting recognition front New York
ever. Mercury had shipped copies fpublishers due to her "Put Your

I
to disk jockeys and reviewers (re- ghoes On, Lucy" tune, published

by Bourne Music, Mrs, Foirt had
recorded four ; of .her ovirh ;tuiies

(she writes words -and .miisic), with
siiiger Dotty Dillard and Oweri
iSradley, assistant musical director

'

6f WSWC here. She took tliem tff:

N.Y. ; to sell the masters . to majpr ,.

record 'companies, but found that,'

as a result of ''Lucy^^ most ijf the

.

Companies had the tunes recorded.;
So she set up her own disk label. ,

Mrs. Fort, who has ''^eri writing
songs for eight years, tried unsiicr,

cessfully; for almost that length of
time to get them published by N.Y.
music flrnis. ': She finally got «
break

: last' year wbeh Lawrence:;
"Welk arranged her .''PidrA-Nic-ln

in the Park." This year her "Put
Your iShiifes''- tame to attention when
King ftebords did it with Bob
Cleary and Evelyn Knight began
doing it in nitery performances.
She sold the tune to Bourne for a

$1,{)00 advance. Shapirp-Berrtstein

is taking her 'tList the Good Things
Happen" and another, "f Didn't

Know the Gun Was Loaded," is

going elsev/liere. She has another
$he's trying to jilace caUi^ 'Save
That Confederate Monejr, Boys,

the South Shall Rise A^ain."

Mercury; on the other hand^ al-:

leges that Feist has given a license

to Decca to record the song, and
under the 1909 copyright law, it is

free to go ahead and release Kas'^

sel's waxing. In the same vein,-

Kassel asserts that he drew per-
mission from the song's writers,

Lucile Johnson and Ray Carter to

record.it, before they assigned the

tune to Feist. And that the latter

firm ordered Mercury to withhold
the disk only after they took It

Cap Again Defers On
Tele-Funken Releases

Hollywood, March 1.

Capitol Records- for the third

time has deferred the release date

of its first Tele-Funken classical re-

I
"*»»*»»«ly his agent. i weather.. Gross 'over $30,000.

msolf has been .on 'the Coast for , lion, promotion; ttc.,'not movihg'as i- • Al'SolOitabn 'joined Coast staff of-

I the past couple months. fast as first anticipated. Mills Music I
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ftop in Sales Finds Music Pubs

Getting Tougher With Small Diskers

Music publishers are getting px-

tremely tough with small recording

companies over royalty .prices for

the use of copyrighted music and

the cpllection of, quarterly-due

sales coin. The publishers at ope

time felt that they should go along

with indie firms, allowing rate con-

cessions, holding still for overdue

royalty payments and otherwise

helping them along. It's caused by

the general drop In music and

xecord sales, which, has reduced
publisher income.

§0 impatient have the pubs be-

coiiie with small diskers : that do

riot live up to quarterly statement

requirements, or otherwise have

incurred a pub's distrust, that some
of the latter have in recent weelcs

talcen to demanding $liQOO advance
against the full 2c. statutory rate

per side, before issuing a license

allowing an indie to. record a tune.

And the demand for that full 2c.

per side rate is becoming fairly

prevalent throughout the business,

*M#hether or not an advance is asked.

Many pubs are no longer accepting

114c. and l%c. per side on disks

selling at lower than 50c., on the

theory that it's often- hard to col-

iect indie royalties anyhow, so they
^ >inight as, well insist on - the .full

rate.

Ehis came up last week, when

empted by many of the pubs on
the theory he frequently records
songs before they are hits, takes a
chance on them and hence' is due
the break. There are some ,who
feel otherwise even where that
label is concerned, however.

What burns the pubs on the Hi-
Tone and Spotlight; clisks is that
they are using only hit songs-
after they have become hits. They
feel that every time a, 35c. platter
Is sold Us- quite possibly ' prevents
the Sale o° that tune by a major
artist on a major label, \vhich
would pay the pub 2ci—and he'd
be certain of getting it from the
majors. He's not so certain of

getting it iro: many of the indies.

N«W York.
Editov, Variety:

I should -like: to .point out that
in the story that appeared in the
Feb. 23 issue of Variety, pertain-
ing to my candidacy for the
ASGAP writers board of directors,

a most important fact was inad-
vertently omitted.

I mentioned Ihe name of John
Redmond merely to hiighlight . the
factthat the iiop!iiq.ating committee
proved Itself inconsistent in its de-
liberations and action. In an en-
deavor to explaifi to me the reason
for ignoring the 157 writers who

ASCAP-Tele Contract Talks Faced

With Costs Snag on Blanket License
One of the problems facing the

comtnittees representing television
Supreme to Distrib, , and the American Society of Com

Farm Out Its Pressing i

P?sers, Authors and PubUshers,

Loew s Pacting

Bandshows For

Spot Bookings
:
Band packages are getting a new

spurt of activity with' the : opening
I
of new vaude time. Loew circuit

c, f ""SLT^e itc no«, has already set Sammy Kaye, Louis

^^^lll'^f ''^^^^ and Tommy horsey bands
for swings: aroiind the circuit, :

Hi-Tone disks at 35c. retail, fol
- lowing by . a few weeks the intro-

.duction of the Spotlight label

vCApoUo subsid) in the same price

area. Pubs owning the tunes re-

; corded by Hi'Tone for its first re-

leases were not approached for

licenses prior to the vwaxipg of

^
them. Signature apparently expects
'to pay the usual lV4c. per side,

which the music business has in

the past accepted for disks selling

at 50c. or lower.
However, Signature is in for a

: surprise. The pubs whose tunes
were ihvolved in the first release

intend tO ' insist on the full .2c.

:
They say: the same will apply to

Spotlight's recordings. Eli Ober-
stein's Varsity label, selling at 44c.

retail, including tax, is being ex-

Eaye has been booked . for the
Capitol, N.Y., Buffalo, Cleveland
and Washington. Prima ^is: set for

Canton and Buffalo, while Dorsey
goes into Waterbury, Conn. :

Both Music Corp. of America and,

General Artists Corp, are currently
lining up more name- band pack-
ages for Loew's and other circuits.

It's figured that since most of

the towns which are being booked-
haven't had stageshows for some

I years, bandshows will be able to

fill the bill for some time.
Bookers: plan to alternate names

and name bands so that no definite

pattern will be set.

{
All dates -are being booked on

percentage basis.

Supreme Records will in the
future manufacture and distribute
its putput itself It has taken over
that chpife froin B5tW PistWhuting,
a California and N.Y. outfit.

, , . u J ,
Now Supreme will assign the

petitioned that body to place my
, distributing, and the pressing of its

name on the slate, one of the com- i disks will be farmed out, B&W did
raittee told me that, their negative

, the same so far as pressing was
action was taken because (and I concerned
quote), "they felt that I had been i _!
named a candidate in 1947 and '

that it was too soon for me to i; f Tl ,
again be named on the ticket. The I I ApiAT I ||p^flf|IC
inconsistency lies in the further I liVvVf l llCclll vv
fact that Redmond also was a
regularly-named candidate for the
writers board of' directors in 1947.

: I wholly disagree with their
reasoning and feel that a candidate
should, if he .has the support and
confidence of enough fellow- writ-
ers, be eligible each year. In the
interview with Variety, I stressed

|

the fact: that I was in complete
i

accord with the naming of Red-
I

take advantage of the heavy ex-

mond as a candidate and because f Ploitation and promotion possibili-

of my respect for him both s(s a
j

ties offered for its disk product by
writer and courageous leader that i

the 116 Loew's, Inc., theatres

I not only would give him one of throughout New England, the New
my votes, but that I would also York area south and midwest,

urge all of my supporters to sup- Company's promotion men have

port hlrn" laid out campaign ideas, backed

In Bally Backing

M-G-M Reconis
M-G-M Records is beginning to

Pinku Merman.

Cap Experiments

With Machinery

ToMake45RPM

by Loew theatre execs, which call

for all sorts of tie-ins with MfG-M
disk distributors almost to the
point where theatre ushers are
urged to "talk it up." Loew's owns
M-G-M.

Initial campaign was put into

operation in New England in be-
half of Blue Barron's "Cruising

|
established by

Down the River" hit, and is now
being extended to push Art
Mooney's "Beautiful Eyes" and
"Doo De Doo On Ab Old Kazoo."
Dozens of promotion ideas are
supplied theatre managers, from
the simple one of spinning MtG-M
disks on theatre p.a.'s to helping
organize artist fan clubs in small
towns, contacting disk - jockeys

'RH' Logging System
.Richard Himbeir's new deuclopmcTit m logfimg broadcast perform

atices lists tunes in the survey, based on four niajor network schedules.

TJicj/ arc compiled on the basis of 1 point for sti.staiTiin!; instrumental;

2 points for sustaining vocal;. ^ for Gomriierc-ial instrumenlal; 4 for

commercial vocal, respectively, in each of the 3 r.iaior territories. New
Vork, Chicago and Coast. For example, a Commercial Vocal in all

three territories counts 12. Added to these totals is the listener ratings

vf commercial showf, which account for the .arge point tallies below.

Week of Feb. 18 to Feb. Zi
Song Publisher Pts.

Far Away Places-^Laurel , . ...:.....,. i . » . . . . . . .... 19.")

So in Love—*"Kiss Me Kate"—T. B. Harms , 176

A Bluebird Singing m My Heart—Advanced, .„... .... . 165
Galway Bay—Leeds ....:., . , . ... . s . . 163
I've Got My Love to Keep Me Warm—Berlin ^ .....162
A Rosewood Spinet—Shapiro. . ... ..... . ....... ; 144
Sunflower—Famous 124
Cruising Down the River—Spilzer 112
Here I'll Stay—'"'"Lov* Life"—Chappell 106
Bouquet of Roses—'Hill & Range
A Little Bird Told Me—Bourne »

IMy Dream Is Yours— f"My Dream Is Yours"—Witmark 94
Senorita—"KLssing B^indit"—Feist . 94
So Dear to My Heart— i"So Dear to My Heart"-Santly 88
Someone Like You—t"My Dream Is Yours"^—Harms, ........... . 87
Look Up—Patmar 82
Buttflns and Bows—t"Pale Face"—Famous 82
Lavender Blue—t"So Dear to My Heart"—Santl.v 81

These Will Be the Best Years of Our Lives—Robbins 78
Powder Your Face With Sunshine—Lorabardo , • 76
Once in Love With Amy—*' Where's Charley"—Moms 75
It's a Big Wonderful World—BMI
The Streets of Laredo— ^'Streets of Laredo '—Famous.
You Was—Crystal
The Pussycat Song—Leeds
Tara-Talara-Tala—Oxford
My Darling, My Darling—*"Where's Charley"—Morris 62
By the Way— l-'When My Baby Smiles At Me"—BVC 61
I Got a Gal in Galveston—Republic , • 56
Little Jack Frost Get Lost—Spitzer 55
Underneath the Linden Tree—LaSalle 55
A You're Adorable—Laurel 51
To Make a Mistake Is Human—Record Songs 51
I Got Lucky in the Rain—*"As the Girls Go"—Sam Fox 51
On a Slowboat to China—Melrose 50
i Love You So Much It Hurts—Melody Lane 50
Brush Those Tears From Your Eye.s—Leeds 48
Ureamer With a Penny—"AH For Love"—Simon »

'

Hollyywood, March 1.

Capitol Records is currently ex-

perimenting with .equipment that

will produce: the new 45 rpm disks < soundtrucks, coinmachine operator

developed by RCA-Victor, and relations, etc

which Cap will also market, but so
far it is not cutting "any for comr
mercial purposes itself. : Victor is i

processing and pressing the 45

'

disks that Capitol will bring out
in April in conjunction with Vic-
tor's debut of the line, from mas-
ters supplied by the Coast indie.

Perhaps the major: reason for

the fact that Victor is pressing
Capitol's 45 stuff is that the latter's

factories have been busy on ma-
chinery changes in recent months

I

„

to accommodate the pressing of 12-
1

^
inch platters carrying material oh-;

tained from Tele-Funken, the Ger-
man disker. Cap's plants, in Scran-

ton and California, never handled
12-inch work before because the
company never released any. It

was quite a job in itself settingJip.

the necessary machinery and fii*

doctrinating employees in th^
I work. They weren't too happy

101 I about it either at the Scranton

97 [
Plant.

Cap fully intends, however, man-
ufacturing its own 45 disks in the
near future. Vietw's plant at Can-
Honshu rg. Pa., ineidentally, is

making most of the 45s.

Reorgs Ala. Symph
Philadelphia, March 1.

Arthur Bennett Lipkin, first

violinist with the Philadelphia
Orch, 'and founder and conductor
of the Main Line and Germantown
symphony orchestras, will - leave

I at the end of the current season
i to reorganize the Birmingham
I
Civic Symphony, a war casualty,

j

Lipkin will make the British

with the Philadelphians in

and then begin his task of
reviving the Alabama orch.

which went into their first contract
huddle in New York last -Week:
(24). is thi^ gathering of as much
music as possible under- a blanket
license, at least ; temporarilir, to:

' save costs. ; T

!

I

It's pointed out that vtelevision
[at the mortient is considerably dif-

, ferent than AM jadio in that net-
works are small, and the majority

I of videocasting is done on a DnO'^

I

station basis by the nation's 54;;out* -

I
lets in 33 cities. That means that
if a large portion of ASCAP's
repertoire is reserved within the
"dramatic" rights bracket, requir-
ing special negotiations and pay-
ment for its use, administration;
costs to handle these clearances by
both the televisors and AI^CAP
and its pubs, will soar.

Also, if the pact finally arrived-
at by ASCAP and the televisors is

agreed upon over a fairly , long
period, say two years (which is the
extent of ASCAP's current right
to represent its publisher mem^
bers in tele . matters), the addition:
of new stations during that time
would add to the problem. .. In
AM radio, those problems are les-

sened by the fact that shows which
are important enough to require
the securing of dramatic rights

,

usually are network ajfairs, , with
clearances easily obtained by the

;

originating stationi - .
;.

Initial huddle accomplished' lit-

tle beyond beginning to explore
the problems involved and a. peru-

I

sal of the language of the: contract
attorneys for both

sides. Another meeting is sched- <

uled for tomorrow (Thursday).

Committees representing both
sides consist of , for ASC^APi Edgar
Leslie, Max: Dreyfus,; John Tasker
Howard, Frank Connor, -Herman
Starr,; Lester Santly, Herman
Finklestein, Jules Collins, Louis
T. Stone and Dick Murray. For
television, Robert P. Myers (NBC);
Joseph A. McDonald, Julius F.

'

Brauner, DuMont; Roliert L."'Coe,

WPIX, N. Y.; William Fay, Clair^
R. McCollough; Ted Streiberti

WOR, N. Y., prez; Richard A.iMor-
roe, Thomas Belviso, ABC; Law-;
rence W. Loman, CBS; Edwin
McCrossin.

"Hurry, Hurry, Hurry" is doubly
plaguing the music biz. There are
two tunes by the same title, , one
by Don Reid (Peak Record), which
he sold to Dave Dreyer's publish-
ing firm, and the other is by Al
Rinker and Floyd Huddleston, piib-

lished by United Music, recorded
by Harry James (Columbia).

Bands at Hotel B.O/s
' '""TlVccks"

Band Hotel Played

Emil Coleman* Waldorf (400; $2) . . U
Gardner Benedict* New Yorker (400; $1-$1.50) . . . < , 12
Guy Lombardo . . . Roosevelt (400; $1.50-$2) 17
Tony Pastor Statler (450; $1-$1.50) 3

Covers '

' Total
Past :";Cover«:

;:Week On Date

2,325 33,925
1,150
2,200
1,550

13,925
39;750
4,900

64

You, You, You Are the One-Campbell 46 I

ten
^^^^^^^^

KAPP TO USHER IN NEW

DECCA FM PROGRAM
70

I

A talk by Jack Kapp, pre,siaent

67 of Decca, tomorrow iThursday*
64 ! evening on WABF, New Yodc FM

I station, will mark the start of a

I seven-hour - weekly record prograitt,

which Decca is sponsoring on the

station. Decca bought the time on
the theory that FM .stations, which

I go in for recordings fairly heavily
I as programming material, schedule

: mostly classical material. Seven-

hour show from 5 p.m. to midnight
every Thursday, will run the gamut
of children's, dinner, classical, folk,

hillbilly disks, etc —everything ex-

i cept pop .stuff, which can be got-

almost all

Waldorf, Corl Brisson; Wexo Yorker, ice revue.

Chicago
Barclay Allen (Empire .Room, Palmer House; 550, $3.50 min., $1

cover). Evelyn Knight down with flu. Mills Bros, and Dinning Sisters

subbed; 2,500 covers.

Henry Brandon (Marine Room,. Edgewater; 700, $1.20 cover). Fair
weather equalled consistent 2,200 covers. i;

Joe DcSalvo (Swiss Chalet, Bismarck; 200, $2.00 min , $1:05 cover)^

Family spot fine l,.'i00 covers.

Dick LaSalle (Mayfair Room,,Blackstone; 350, $3.50 min., $1 cover).;;

Zero Mostel in for short stay; 2,200 covers.

Franki'e Masters (Boulevard- Room, Stevens; 650, $3.50;min., ^l, cover).

Ice show and Masters a steady draw; 2,600 covers; ^ v .

Bill Snyder (College Inn, Sherman; 500, $2,5O-$3.50 min.). "Salute
to Cole Porter" fearing well with 3,200 covers. ;

in large doses Qii.

neo Roses For a Blue LadV-^MiUs :.......:: . r. ............
.

4a
Girls Were Made Take Care Boys^t"! Sun, Afternoon"-Remick 43

I

Besides Kapp, the initial pro

Down by the Station-American Acad 42
;

grams will have o^her gues s

All Right Louie Droo the Gun—Feist 40 Danny Kaye, who made seveia,

?haTc^eS HSHr^'^'^^, :::::::::::::::::::: tl '^l^^^^'^^
yho Hit Me—*"Lend An Ear"—Southern 3?

\r A Every Morning—Leeds ' • • •

"0 Orchids For My Lady—Leeds 34
My Own True Love—f"My Own True Love"—Paramount 33
J»reen Up Time—*Love Life"—Chappell 32
' *»miusicol. " Legit Musical.

,
....i.i..,.

dition to his pops, will handle the

hour devoted to kiddie disks. Alan

Lomax will handle folk tunes and

Louis Untermeyer another period.

Cost to Decca will be only the

time, since there are no other tal-

ent obligations.

Los Angeles
Grin Tucker (Ambassador, 900; $1.50-$2). With Victor Borge teeadi

lining. Fourth and final week; okay 3,000 covers. ;

Jan Garber (Biltmore, 900; $1-$1.50). Good 3,400 covers.
"

Ted Fio Rito (Beverly Hills hotel; 300; $4 miii ). Low 1,675 covers.

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels
(Chicago)

Cee Davidson (Chez Paree, 500; $3.50 min ). Jack Cole Dancers, Mary
Small and Joey Bishop. Snappy 5,000 covers.
Eddy Howard (Aragon, $1-$1.15 adm.). Howard out because of ill-

several
I

ness. Cut admissions to 12,000.
Art Kassel (Blackhawk, 500; $2.50 min.). Kassel also on sick list.

Dropped to 1,400 covers.
Griff Williams (Trianon, $1-$1.15 adm.), First week fine 14,500 ad-

missions.

(Los Angeles)
Dick Jurgens (Palladium B., Hollywood, 4th and final wk,). Fair 7,700

,
admissions.
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Jocks,Jukes andDisks
By Bernie Woods

Alan Dale "A Million Miles
Away"—"Waitin" For the Bobert
E. Lee" (Signature). "Million
Miles" is an unusually fine song,
a candidate for the high spots for
jukes and jocks. Dale does a swell
job on the vocal, with exceptionally
moving dance beat supplied by Ray
Blocbi^s -ojrchestra. There will be
many; ather disks of the solid tune
(by tJjijrles Tobias-Nat Simon),
but, niiea'nwhile. Dale's plattering
will push through. Flipover holds
a good rendition of .the standard
"Lee," cut at a fast tempo. It has
many good qualities, but ''Miles"
should capture most of the play;

' Ray Bolger "Once in Love With
Amy"; Ray Bolger-AUyh McLerie
"Make a Miracle" (Decca). This
disking may give "Amy," from the
show "Where's Charley?' the boost
it needs to hit the high levels it

has been promising. Bolger does it

exactly as he does it In the show,
and that means the only way the
tune sounds best» for he injects all

the personal nuances that make it

such a huge hit in the 'musical. For
jocks it's great material. Backing
is by Sy Oliver and a chorus. Flip-
over brings up Bolger'S' exact perr
formance, with "Cnarley's" Allyn
McLerie, on "Miracle." It, too, is

good material,' but it doesn't ap-
proach the"Amy" side.

George Towne "It's a Gruel,
Cruel World"-"Shuffle Boogie"
(Regent). Towne may have a jock
and juke 'Sleeper in the "Cruel"
side. An excellent novelty lyric

done in simple two-beat style, It's

the sort of material that either
clicks big or drops dead. And the
chances for this one hitting big are
great; Towne uses Sonny Hayes

. and Patti> Chapman, chorusing,
whistling and everything else to i

project the tune commercially.

'

Backing is a well-played but non-
descript boogie' instrumental.

Vic Damone "I Love You So
Much It Hurts"-"Again'' (Mercury).
Best sides Damone has made re-
cently from the standpoint of per-
formance. Relaxed control and
good understanding of the tunes
involved mark both sides, eittier of
which could be solid jock and juke
pieces. "Love You" is a swell tune
now riding fast, and this disk may
be too late to catch up. Reverse 4s
a newly rising melody launched by
Anne Shelton (London), Damone
works it over smoothly and it

should figure in request lists.

Glenn Osser band' backgrounds
nicely. :

•

BUly Eckstine "Caravan" - "A
Senorita's, Bouquet" (M - G - M).
Eckstine is becoming an increas-
ingly hot property and It shouldn't
be long before his diskings rate
among the top vocalists. His cut-
ting of the standard is a hefty
performance which jocks will find

to their liking. It's done with ap-

propriate desert background by
Hugo Winterhalter. Flipover puts

Eckstine into the ring with Vaughn
Monroe's waxing of the same tune.

He doesn't do as well with the new
melody, but in itself his job is

good and should rate attention.

Winterhalter handles the baton
again.

Dick Haymes "Rosewood Spin-

et"-"While the Angelus Was Ring-

ing" (Decca). Haymes doesn't get

as much out of the "Spinet" as he
could have, though his perform-
ance will help push along the new
tune, an excellent one. He does it

slightly too fast to draw the full

value of the melody, and he's not

as careful as his disks have shown
him to be in the past. "Angelus,"
another new tune, is slightly bet-

ter, clearly more up to his standard,

Jocks will use both, however. Vic-

tor Young's orchestra and Jeffry

Alexander choir provide lush as-

sistance. --

Ray McKinley "Missouri Walk-
ing Preacher"-"Simalou" (Victor).

A rhymthic spiritual, "Preacher"
holds solid possibilities for McKin-
ley. Done In a medium, definite

beat, with the entire band -doing a
handclapping routine behind Mc-
Kinley's vocal, the side has a lot to
recommend it to jocks and jukes.
It could be big. Backing is a good
version of another new tune. But
"Preacher" will take the play.

Kitty Kallen "I Don't See Me in
Your Eyes Anymore''-"Kiss Me
Sweet" (Mercury). Miss Kallen's
first sides for Mercury, and in the
"Eyes" tune she drew an unusual-
ly good new melody. She performs
it nicely, but the singer, who has
been out of action for awhile,
seems to have lost some of the fire

that formerly characterized her
work. This disking drags; the drab
background' doesn't give her any
help. In "Kiss Me Sweet" she drew
a curious rhythm air that is just
silly enough to have something
solid happen to it. Mitch Miller's
background moves nicely, and the
whole disk bounces.

Helen Forrest "I Don't See Me
in Your Eyes Anymore"-"Why Is
It" (M-G-M). The "Eyes" tune is a
natural for Miss Forrest, and she
wraps it up in a hangup b.o. pack-
age, pouring a maximum of appre-
ciation for melody and lyric into
her rendition and getting strong
assistance from the baton of Hugo
Winterhalter. She does almost an
equal job on the backup tune, but
the melodic content nowhere near
equals it. It's also propped by Win
terhalter.

Eugrenie Baird "Powder Your
(Continued on page 50)

MGM RECORDS TEAM

ASTAIRE & ROGERS
Hollywood, March 1.

Ginge^r Rogers and Fred Astaire,
currently reunited in Metro's
"Barkleys of Broadway," will be
teamed for the first time on wax
when MGM disks out an album of
tunes from; the fllmusical. They'll
duet on "My One and Only High-
land Fling."

Astaire solos on remaining three
faces, "You'd Be So Hard to
Replace," "Shoes With Wings On"
and "They Can't Take That Away
From Me," latter a reprise of an
Astalre-Rogers tune^of the '30s.

Col. Sets Dennis Morgan
Screen-star Dennis Morgan has

been contracted as a singer last
week by Columbia Records. At the
same time, CRC signed a pact with
Mary Martin, formerly with Decea,
and now rehearsing the lead in
Rodgers and Hammerstein's "South
Pacific." She'll do an album
first. '

Morgan's deal with Columbia is

a repeat. He was a name singer
before going into films, recording
for Columbia at that time.

hade Orchestras-Muac
Record collectors and Ray Noble fans are giving RCA-Victor a rather

hard tiiMt over Noble's recording of "Lady of Spain.:' Disk, now high
on Victor's bestseller lists, was dug out of the company's catalog and
promoted into a hit, starting in Boston via Bob Clayton's WHDH
jockey show.
Made in 1935, originally carrying a solo vocal by Al BowUy (killed

in the war), the disk now carries a quArtet vocal. And fans want to
know how come, They've been writing Victor demanding to know
stating that (1) Noble never has used a trio or quartet and (2) their own
recording of "Lady" features BowUy solo. Actually, when the disk
was brought out of Victor's catalog, the BowUy vocal was deemed
inadequate. So Victor engineers in N.Y. dubbed a trio on top of
BowUy's job and it worked out well enough to fool disk fans.

LORRY RAINE
"Can't Sleep"—Deceit Record*

Disk Jockey of the Week:
FRAN PETTAY, WJR

Fran Pettay's "Hour oC Kntertain-
nient" show is the goodwill feature
seven times a week, 1-2 a.m. spon-
sored by Chrysler Corporation on
Detroit's .^0,000 watt's clear Channel
Good Will Station, WJR.

_

He's handled shows on 'all nets,

everything from Cincinnati Sym-
phony to International Soap Box
Derby. Married, no children, Petta,y

served, as reconalsaance radio oper-
ator m the 102nd Infantry, including'

Battle of the Bulge. :

TIM GAYLE
(Publicity-Personal Management)

Temporary Mail Addressi -

HOTEL SHERATON
Detroit 2, Mich.

Publication of Sylvia Dee's novel, "And Never Been Kissed,"
by Macmillan points up the odd fact that . the author and
her mother, Elizabeth Evelyn, Moore, are the only mother-daughter
members of the American Society of Composers, Authors and Publish^
ers. Sylvia Dee is a pseudonym, since she was bom Josephine Moore.
In addition, she also occasionally writes under the tag of Josephine m'
Proffitt, although divorced from the latter. A lyricist. Miss Dee has
collabed with Sidney Lippman on such testsellers as ''Chickery Chick "

"My Sugar Is So Refined," "It Couldn't Be True" and "Laroo, Laro'o
Lilli Bolero." Her Macmillan tome tells of the romantic adventures of
a teen-age girl. Femme songsmith's talent for prose evidently is a
family flair since her mother is a staffer with the Rochester Democrat
Chronicle.

Columbia Records

Going Deeper Into

Bop; Cuts Jackson
Columbia Records is heading

deeper into the bop groove in com-

petition with Capitol and RCA-
Victor and the lesser labels that

feature it heavily. Columbia last

week signed and recorded a band
led by Chubby Jackson, former
bassist with Woody Herman, which
included saxi.st Georgie Auld, Jack

The difference in the shellac content in the manufacturing of record-
ings made in the U. S. and those made in England is wide. And it

makes a big difference in the durability of a disk. For example,: Lon-
don Records, U. S. subsid of the British Decca company, has easy access
to shellac since Britain is close to the source (India). London's press-
ings are made in England and shipped to the U. S. by boat in wooden
crates with little or no packing. They are encased in cardboard boxes,
then packed into the crates and, despite the rough handling by long-
shoremen on both ends, there's very little breakage; U. S. dislcs often
are cracked going through the mails surrounded by several layers of
cardboard insulation. Shellac is the answer. U. S. companies use very
little of it because it's so expensive (72c. a pound); most majors have
developed their own substitutes. London's disks contalq 22% shellac^

After three years of trying. Coast tune- touts finally got an okay from
Music Publishers Contact Employees national proxy Bob MiUer to stage
their own benefit show in 1950. StumbUng block until now has been
Miller's insistence that CoAst pluggers and publishers put full efforts

behind N.Y. benefit, held annually in late spring, which usually nets
organization around $25;000; Coasters wanted to allocate all coin for
disbursal to the needy on the Pacific shore. Miller finally gave in and
the jubilant touts promptly named a 15-man committee to work on the
project. Under present plans, plugs will ask CBS for loan of KNX
playhouse for one night and will ftsk top name musical artists to donate
their services.

Discovery Records, Hollywood indie, voices a mild complaint con-
cerning the statement that Columbia ReqOrds has OQly; Mercury Records
lined up on the side of its 33^& Microgroove platter^, asiaiiist RCA-Victor
and Capitol's use of the Victor-developed 45 rpm's. Discovery states

son's combination consisted of five
| that it is also marketing disks that spin at 33V&, using the MicrogroOve

brass, four sax and rhythm.
|

technique. It has so far issued two 12-inch recordings in that groove,
Columbia -recently took on Jerry

|

carrying works by Phil Moore's large orchestra, plus items by pianist

Wald's new bop crew, too, altliough il
Calvin Jackson,

this outfit is more in the "progres-
sive jazi!" style. This is in addi-

tion to Gene Krupa^s band, which
plays a lot of bop.

Big companies are going in heav-
ily for bop because dealers demand
it; they find an everincreasing mar-
ket for the style among teen-age
youngsters.

10 Best Sellers on Coin-Machines
Week of Feb. 26

J 1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

CLEVE. CO. EXPANDS
Cleveland, March 1.

Completing its first year of suc-
cessful operation. Lucky Music
Corp. announced a major program
for its second year featuring a
series of novelty, children, race
and international recordings.
The company began operation

last March under direction of.

Ernest Bruell and Lloyd Rosen-
blum, and featuring animal rec-

ords..' ,

8.

9.

10.

FAB AWAY PLACES (11) (Laurel) {S<iretl^hmng:\\\:::Ja%ol f
CRUISING DOWN THE RIVER (3) (Spitzer) . . , ... ..... . . . . . Blwe Bafron. . . . . . . . . v . .M-G-M

UTTLE BIRD TOLD ME (15, (Bourne)
"

l^^^^y^T^!--^^^^^^^ I

POWDER FACE WITH SUNSHINE (5) (Lombardo) { Evelyn Knight
' V^^^*^!?

'"

*
t PnTOO ' SfcaiB; •Lonoon • •

( DinaK Shore Columbia
'.

',

' l^ammy Raye', \ , . . . v. i , • • - Victor
;

;

\ Bing: Crosby.... . »
,'. .... ... ;0ecca •

\ Anne Shelton . . . . . .London

PUSSY CAT SONG (6) (Leeds) . .
{ Patti Andrev)s-B. Crosby .

.Decea
" " ' ' ""'

\ Perry Como. Victor

RED ROSES FOB BLUE LADY (2) (Mills) : : i Vaughn Monroe .. . Victor +
t Guv liombarda. ........ .Decca

I'VE GOT MY LOVE TO KEEP ME WARM (9) (Berlin) Lcs Brown Columbia
'

LAVENDER BLUE (4) (Santly-Joy)

.

gAlwAY bay (8) (Leeds) .........

M\ DARLING. MY DARLING (14) (Morris)

Coming Dp
SO TIRED (Glenmore)

YOU, YOU, YOU ARE THE ONE (CWbell)

DOWN AMONG SHELTERING PALM$ (MiUer)

i Stafford-MacRae

.

....... Capitol

I Day-Clark Columbio

I Russ Morgari. . , , . . . . . ... Decca
'
''"*""" IKay 'Sfarr/.'.\.,^:, . , . . Capitol

... vi. .. .;. Ames Bros. ; Coral

j Sammy. Kayk. . . . ...... , . Victor >

\AI J.oXson-MUls Bros ..Dccco
AGAIN (Robblns) ' ^cra- Lynn London
SO IN LOVE (T. B. Harms) \

Sing ' Crosby ..: Decca
„ ^ "

( DinoTi
' SHore.' Columbia

^ Ih U TRUE ABOUT DIXIE (Caesar) aI j[6Ummiis Bros Decco
BEWILDERED (Miller) j

Billy .Ectestine M-G-M
'V''V'V' V'vr' V •vi/nfcspote . , ..v.. .Decca

SWEET GEORGIA BROWN (Remick)
, Brot7icr Bones Tempo

BRUSH THOSE TEARS (Peter Maurice) ....... 3 Evelyn. Knight Decca

SWEET SUE (Shapiro-Bernstein)
. ^^r7 V '

o""*''"'"'
I^ Johnny Lon^ Signature --

GLORIA (Rene). .... .i .. ) MilLs Bros. ...... . Decca""

UP ABOVE MY HEAD (Taps)
^ Signature ?

YOU BROKE YOUR PROMISE (Pic)
Sister Rosetta' Thorpe /; . .Decco
Paulo Watson, ........ Supreme

j Russ - Movgan ............ Decca

BEAUTIFUL EYES (Leeds) •

! ! ! !

^
ArT^0^0^"

'

SUNFLOWER (Famous)

•..M-G-M ::mgwes in parentheses indicate number oi weeks song has been in the Ton 10J -
*

* " " V M M M I M « M . «;

Perry Como drew an unusual reaction from a performance last week
(21) of the song"A Million Miles Away." A Mrs. Gerard Allen wired
from Florida stating that after hearing him do the tune she had junked
divorce plans and was returning north to her husband: She had been
in Florida for that purpose. Whole thing sounded like $ publicity plant*
but Como is certain it wasn't. Tune, a new one by Charles Tobias and
Nat Simon, consistent hit writers, is being published by the jaew George
Paxton firm.

AFN ERASES ii^
ONBACKra^^^

Woody Herinan is the mosi proni-'

inent member of the American
Federation of Musicians tO have

been tossed out of the union and

then reinstated in recent weeks by

treasurer Harry Steeper. Steeper

has been on a campaign to collect

overdue taxes payable by travelling^

bands workuig one-highters, liit-;

'

eries, etc. 'V^hen he- took over the

treasurer's office in December, he
found dozens of instances of laxity

by bandleaders in paying th* sums.

Usually, when a travelling band
plays a date, a delegate of the local

within whose jurisdiction the band
is working collects the tax; b^t

solnetimes none is present, and it's

then up to the bandleaders to for-

ward the coin. ,

Herman owed the AFM $76. He
found that out when his agency.

General Artists Corp., tried to file

a contract for Herman to play a

concert at Symphony Hall here

Sunday (27) with King Cole. AFM
wouldn't accept the pact, and it

was then that GAC and Herman
found out he'd been erased from

membership. The $76, plus a $10

fine, was paid.

Herman joined Sonny Dunham.
George Olsen, Art Mooney and

several other name leaders, all of

whom have had their cards liftea

in recent weeks. AH were rein-

stated, of course, upon payment oi

the overdue coin.

Irving Fields As Disk Jock

Atlantic City, March 1.

Pianist Irving Fields, broadcast-

ing nightly from the Senator hotel,

also slotted for a disk jockey s^ot

on WMID, Mutual's local staUon

here.
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there ain^t no MAYBE about this BABYI

she '-s gonna, develop fasti
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45'S WINNING SALES,

RCA-VICTOR STRESSES
Philadelphia, March 1.

RCA-Victor sales executives as-

sert that the demonstration teams
now moving in and out of Camden
showing the- company's new 45.rpm
disks are meeting with unexpected
sales success. Victor men refuse
to quote figures, but it's pointed
out that ^Victor fully expected to
meet much heavier resistance from I

distributors and dealers to the
. 45's due to the widespread dissat-

isfactionu among the latter with
Victor's bringing out the new disks.

Distrifos and dealers felt that
Victor had confused, the public
with its 45's, following the intro-

: diiction of Columbia Records' 33
rpra disks, to the point where buy-
ing sloped off considerably. As a

result, Victor's teams fully expect-
ed to find the fire of stunted sales

lingering in the eyes of dealers
and distribs. They found it to be
true in many instances but, it's as-

serted, after the demonstrations
dealers placed orders. Whether
that's due to the fact that many
record dealers are also dealers in

BGA-Victor radio and combinations
is anybody's guess.

indecision Dropping

,
Cincinnati, March 1.

Re that argument between Co-
lumbia Records and RCA-Victor
over their .respective SSM) rpm Mi-
crogroove Long-Playing and the 45
rpm disks, one prominent dealer
here states the indecision of the
public over the two new types is

dropping. He claims that almost
of his current business is in

Columbia Microgrooves, and the
pei'centage is rising.

Columbia's local distrib asserts

those figures just about match his

evaluation of cuiTent sales locally.

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS

Survey of retail sheet mwsic

sales, based on reports obtained

from leading stores in 12 cities

ond. showing comporatitje sales

rating for this and lost toeek,^

National
Batinr

This Last
wk. wk.

Week Ending
FEB. 26

Title and Publisher

e
o
h

6

a

CO
I

T
O
T
A
L

P
O
1
N
T
S

1 1 "Far Away Places" (Laurel) .

.

2 2 1 1 4 3 1 1 1 2 1 1 112

2 2 "Powder I'our Face" (Lombardo). 4 1 4 4 1 1 4 3 2 6 9 82

3 3 3 4 2 2 8 8 8 5 3 5 5 75

4 4 "Lavender Blue" (Santly-Joy) . . .

.

'5 5 3 6 6 5 2 6 5 10 2 % 70

5 6 "Cruising Down River" (Spitzer)

.

1 3 3 3 3 4 3 9 69

6 "A Utile Bird Told Me" (Bourne) 7 9 2 2 5 10 8 34

7A 8
.

"I've Got My Love" (Berlin) 10 10 5 10 7 9 7 4 30

7B 9 "My Darling, My Darline" (Monism 9 8 9 4 9 6 2 30

8 "Buttons and Bows" (Famous)... 9 7 6 8 5 8 8 8 29

9 10 "So Tired" (Glenmore) . 7 2 6 18

10 13 "I Love You So Much" (Mel. Lane) 8 3 17

11 14 "Down By Station" (Am. Acad.) ;

.

7 10 7 4 16

12 10 "Slow Boat to China" (Melrose), , 6 7 6 10 15

13 11 "So in Love" (T. B. Harms) ...... 9 10 6 9 8 13

14 "Snnflower" (Famous) 7 4 11

BMI PLANS MPIS. PACT POINT i

Chicago, March 1.
j

Broadcast Music, Inc. licensing i

division will open a Minneapolis
!

office this month, increasing mid-
,

west expansion program started
last tall. Stan Myers, regional head
of BMI, will set up' new Minny oC-

lice and select local head from
'.area. .

'South Pacific' Album

Set by Columbia Records
Columbia Records will cut and

market an album from the score

of the forthcoming Dick Rodgers-

Oscar Hammerstein, 2d, musical

,

"South Pacific." Wax will be made
with the original cast, including
Ezio Piniia and Mary Martin, both
of wliom are under contract to

Columbia. Miss Martin was signed
only recently.

Contract terms for the disking
of the* tunes by the cast were com-
pleted late last week.

Wurlitzer Co. Sued
Chicago, March 1.

Coin Machine Acceptance. Corp.

.

I filed suit in Chi federal district'

j

court last week against Rudolph'

1 Wurlitzer Co. for $588,606.
|

I

Suit claimed Coin Machine Ac-'

I

ceptance had been financing pur-1

I chases of jukeboxes made by Wurl- i

. itzer, under an agreement in

;

i which Wurlitzer would make good
:

i when buyers failed to make pay-
I ments. Suit furtlier claims $255,-

170 was due from retail purchases
'

and $333,436 from purchases by I

distribs.
I

Ahlert Still Ailing,

Coast Trip Deferred
Fred Ahlert, president of the

American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers, was not
sufficiently recovered from a se-

vere flu attack to fly Coastward
over the weekend to preside over
the semi-annual meeting with
Coast ASCAP-itcs. •

Ahlert was supposed to get out
for the first time in three weeks
Monday (28), but bad weather in
New York kept him indoors.

PHILCO RAISES VOICE

VS. RCA-VICWS 45'S
Philco Corp. got into the word

1 battle of the rpm's last week when
i its John M. Otter, veepee and gen-
leral sales manager, stated that

I

Philco "has no plans to produce 45
! rmp record players" capable of re-
producing RCA-Victor's new dcvol-

,
opment. Reference, to Victor's baby

I was tacked onto a statement assert-

! ing that public reaction to Colum-
i
bia Record's Microgroove Lbng-

I Playing rpm disks convinces
Philco' that it is on the right track,

r Statement deplored the lack of
' standardization in the recording
' and phonograph industry, caused

;
by the introduction of 33VS and
later the 45 rpm speeds as against
the standard 78 spinning. Philco's
argument is based on the theol-e

I that both- 33 «j and 78 have been
accepted as standard for years.

Morris' $70,000 Campaign

On 'Yankee' film Score

I
Hollywood, March 1.

; Radio plug campaign on tune^
from Paramount's "A Connecticut
(Yankee" will be launched next
Wed. (9) when Bing Crosby will

' introduce the entire score on his

; program. It's the first time he's
' introed the entire score of a pic on

I

one film, and the ballyhoo is part
1 of a $70,000 campaign b e i n g
launch^ by the Edwin H. (Buddy)
Morris music combine to. sell four
new tunes from the film.

Morris' Melrose and Mayfair
pubberies will split the score.-

Melrose will get "Once and For
Always" and "Busy Doin' Nothing,"
and Mayfair will handle "When Is

Sometime" and "Stub Your Toe On
the Moon."

Although a total of 47 disks were
cut on the four tunes (ma.ior labels

etched several faces in November,
1947) when the wax ban loomed,
Morris and Paramount have sue-
ceeded-in keeping them from the-

market thus far. They are now
being shipped to wholesalers.
Sheets are being printed against
the film's April 1 bow at Radio
City Music Hall.

SHAPIRO, BERNSTEIN & CO. INC. present

THREE GREAT SONGS
England's Big Hit A Number One Song A Very Unusual Novelty

TIME A YOU

MAY ROSEWOOD RED

CHANGE
Lyrlci by LEIGH STAFFORD

SPINET
By

HEAD
By

Music by HUGH WADE

From the British Musical Succtti

"MAID TO MEASURE"

CHARLES TOBIAS
and

NAT SIMON

DICK ROGERS,
JAY TUCKER

and NAT SIMON

SHAPIRO, BERNSTEIN & CO. Inc.
i

GCORGE PIMCUS. Gor. Mgr. • RKO Building, 1270 Sixth Ave., New York 20, N Y • RICHARD VOLmR, Vicf. Pr«t. !

1
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i P^mmm CAVALCADE]
^^^^^^ (Musical-Historical Review. 18001948)

Compiled for P'SSRJETY
By JULILiS MATTFELD

. (Copyright, V

legends ontf other basic background in/ormo(ion, ottendonf fa. ffce compilafion

and pretenlafion, oi)peared in the Ocf. 6, 1948, issue when the Variety Song

Cavalcade started pub/icat/on seriai/y. (/ is suggested that these insta'/ments be

ch'pped and. filed ipt fuiuta reference. ;

Attention is hereby called to the tact that this material is/Copyright and may not

be reproduced either wholly or in part;

' (Continued from last Week)

Xg9'5 m., James Thornton. Jos. W,

All Coons Look Alike to. M«. w,
' Stern & Co., cop, 1896

Happy Days in Dixie. Two .step

march, m., Kerry Mills. K. A.
m^, lirnest Hogan. . JVL; Witmark &
Son.s, cop, 1896, ; - -i, lonc

,.„ ' „ nr^u /m. „ MUlSi cot>. 1896.
The Amorous Goldfish (llie groueht Home Another, w.

Geisha), w., Harry Greenbank m
j Dresser. Howley, Havi

Sidney Jones. London: Ascncrberg, '

Hopwood & Crew, Ltd., cop. 1898
by Hopwood & Crew

Beloved, It Is Morn. w<j Emily
Hickey. m.. Florence Aylward.
London: Chappell & Co.; Ltd., cop.

1896,
'

El Capitan. March, m., John
Philip Sousa. Cincinnati: The
John Church Co,, cop, 1896.

Cliin, Chin, Chinaman (The
Geisha), m',, Harry Greenbank, m.,

Sidney Jones, London: Ascherberg,
Hopwood & Crew, Ltd., cop, 1896
by Hopwood & Crew.
Chon Kina (The Geisha), w.,

Harry Greenbank. m., Sidney
Jones. London: Ascherberg. Hop-
wood & Crew, Ltd,, cop. 1896 by
Hopwood & Crew,

Don't Give Up the Old Love for
the New. w., m., James Thornton.
Jos. W. Stern & Co., cop. 1896.

Don't Tell Her That You Love
Her. w,, m., Paul Dresser. How-
ley, Haviland & Co., cop, 1896.

Ik Dream of My Boyhood Days
'., m.. Paul

ttaviland & Co., cop.
Elsie from Chelsea. w., m.,

Harry Dacre. Jos. W. Stern &
Co., cop. 1896 by Frank Dean &
Co.. London.

Coiner for a Pardon, w., James
Thornton and Clara Hauenschild.

land & Go,, cop. 1896.

He Fought for a Cause He
Thought Was Bight, w., ra., Paul
Dresser. Howley. Haviland & Co.,

cop. 1896 •

A Hot Time in The Old Town,
w., Joe Haydon. m., Theodore M,
Metz. Willis Woodward & Co.,

cop, 1896.

I 1 Can't Think Ob Nnthin' Else
i But You. w., m.j Harry Dacre.
I Jos, W, Stern & Co., cop. 1896 by

I

Frank Dean & Co., London,

i
I Love Yotf in The Same Old

I Way—^Darling; Sue. w., Walter H.
! Ford, nj., John W. Bratton. M.
' Witmark & Sons, cop. 1896.

I Wish That You Were Here To-
! night, w., m,, Paul Dresser. How-
1 ley, Haviland & Co., cop. 1896.

i
I Wonder If She'll Ever Come

I Back to Me. w., m., Paul Dresser.

I

Howley,' Haviland & Co., cOp. 1896,

I
In The Baggage Coach Ahead.

I w., m., Gussie L. Davis. Howley,

w., m.. Paul Dresser. Howley", I

^''"viland & Co., cop. 1896.

1896.
I

"'s* Your Nigger if You Wants
Me, Liza Jane, w:, m., Paul Dres-
ser, Howley, Haviland & Co,, cop.
1896. •

The Jewel of Asia <The Geisha).
W.; Harry Greenbank,
JPhilp. 'Lbiidoin: Ascherberg, Hop-

m.j James

wood & Crew, Ltd,, cop. 1896 by
Hopwood & Crew by arrangement
with Willcocks & Co,, Ltd,, Lon-
don, :

Kentucky Babe, w,, Richard
Henry Buck, ra.. Adam Goibel.

Boston: White-Smith Music Pub.
Co., cop. 1896.

Love Makes The World Go
'Round (introduced in: Bohemia).
w,, Clyde Fitch,, m,. arranged by
William Furst. Howley, Haviland
'& Co., cop, 1896.
1 Mister Johnson, Turn Me Loose,

i w., nr.. Ben R. Harney. M. Wit-
i mark & Sons, cop. 1896 by Frank
Harding; cop. 1896 by M. Witmark
& Sons.
Mother Was a Lady, w., Edward

' B. Marks, m., Jos. W. Stern. Jos.

; W. Stern & Co., cop, 1896,

My Gal Is a High Born Lady.
1 w., m., Barney Fagan. Arr. by
i Gustave Luders. M. Witmark &
,
Sons, cop. 1896.

I

- No One Ever Loved You More
I

Than I. w., Edward B. Marks, m.,

, .los. W. Stern. Jos W, Stem & Co.,

Cop. 1896.

On The Benches in The Park,
w., m,, James Thornton. Jos. W.
Stei-n & Co.i cop. 1896.

Rustle of Springs—original Ger-
man title: Fruhlingsrauschen (no,

3 in: Sechs Stuecke, op 32). I^iano

solo, ra.. Christian Binding; Leip-
zig: C. F. Peters, cop. 1896.

Show Me The Way. Sacred song,

w., m., Paul Dresser. Howley,
Haviland & Co:, cop. 1896.

Sweet Rosie O'Grady. w., m.,

Maud Nugent. Jos. W. Stern &
Co., cop. 1896.
The Toy Monkey (The Geisha),

w., Harry Greenbank. m., Lionel
I Monckton. London: Ascherberg.
Hopwood & Crew, Ltd., cop. 1896
by Hopwood & Crew,
Whisper Your Mother's Name,

w., Han-y Braisted, m., Stanley
Carter. Jos. W. Stern & Co., cop.

1896.
Won't You Be . My Little Girl.

w., Isaac G, Reynolds, m,. Homer
Tourjee. .Tos. W. Stern & Co., cop.
1896 by The Homer Tourjee Pub.
Co.
Woodland Sketches-^(l) To a

Wild Rose; (2) Will O' the Wisp;

(3) At an Old Trysting; Place; (4)
i

entrenched.: "On the legitimate
In ;, Autumn; (5) From an Indian

Lodge; (6) To a Water Lily; (7)

From Uncle Remus; (8) A' Deserted
Farm; (9) By a Meadow Brook; (10)

i
Told at Sunset. Piano solo, m.,

! Edward MacDowell, op. 51, P. L.

I Jung, cop. 1896.
i You're De Apple of My Eye. w.,
' George H. Emerick. m., Herbert
! Dillea. Jos. W. Stern & Co., cop,

i 1896.
You're Not the Only Pebble on

the Beach, w., Harry Braisted. m.,

Stanley Garter. Jos. W. Stem &<
Co., cop. 1896,

Zenda Waltaes. m., .>Fran* M.
Witmark, M. Witmark & Sons,

cop. 1896.

The innovation of rural free de^
livery was a great boon to the mail-

order house business. Henceforth
the omnipresSent catalogue' wai? the
farmers' bible.

Utah was admitted t(i the TsTnion.

In entertainment circles, Frank
Mayo and Andrew Mack were, re-

spectively, starring in Mark.
Twain's "Puddinhead Wilson" and

I "Myles Aroon." Andrew Mack, an
ex-minstrel, and later a writer and
exponent of Irish singing roles,

has subsequently gone' dowrt in

theatrical annals for his version of

the song "Story of the Rose."
j

Meantime, Weber and Fields, the
"German Senators," vaudeville
team, opened a music hall for
vaudeville in New York.

Agitation for iree coinage of
silver created a depression which
lasted a year, and marked the No.
18 financial gloominess since 1790.

stage, James K. Hackett, Maxine
Elliott and Julia Marlowe were
stars of the season. And a new-
comer to the same class was Maude
Adams, whose role in "The Little
Minister" was a sensation that
broke the house records at the
Empire Theatre, N. Y, Minnie
Maddern Piske and company were
playing an adaptation of Thomas
Hardy's "Tess of the D'Urber-
villes." "In (Jay New York" was a
marked success.

In vaudeville, Lizzie B. Ra.vmohd
was headlifted at Weber and Fields-'
Music Hall, N. Y., (her favortte
song, "Just Tell Them That You
Saw Me").
(Continued ne^ waek's isiiue)

U. S. Showman
Continued from page 1 =

but a straight business setup as
viewed by the members ol the
syndicate.
Norman Lourie leaves today

(Wednesday) for Tel Aviv to in-

vestigate the situation there for
the group. He will report back
by mail and cable within two weelcs
and return early in May. Lourie,
brother of the Israeli consul-gen-
eral in New York, is closely asso-

ciated with the amusement indus-

try there. He
.
reps United Artists

in the territory, and owns thea-

tres.

On the organizing committee
with Schwartz are Harry Brandt,;

Sam Rosen,Brandt Theatres; Sam Rosen, Fii-

V^au'd^eviUelheatres now ^^^^ bian Theatres; George J. Schaefer,

show motion pictures, which, since
|

former RKO and UA_^ proxy and
Edison's inventions in 1889, had '

"

valiantly tried for initial success.
The whole thing was still mote
novelty than reality.

and KoN? m • •

The NEWESTand BIGGESTHIT

by CHARLIE TOBIAS andNATSIMON

should have been A MIL-LIONMILES A - WAKjjrs^ Each time youwhis-pered

Recorded and Transcribed

PAXTON MUSIC, Inc.
1619 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

HOI^LYWOOD • CHICAGO

1897
Asleep in The Deep, w., Arthur

J, Lamb, m„ II. W. Petri. F. A.
Mills, cop. 1897 by Julie C. Petri.

At a Georgia Campmeeting. Two
step march, m., Kerry Mills. F. A,
Mills, cop. 1897. (Published as a
song: P. A. Mills, cop. 1899).

Badinage. Orch. composition,
arr. by Otto Langey. m.i Victor
Herbert. Edward Schuberth & Co.,
cop. 1897 (arr. for piano solo by
Alexandre Rihm, do., cop. 1895).

Beautiful Isle of Somewhere, w.,

Mrs. Jessie Brown Pounds. . m,,
John S. Fearis. Chicago: E. O. Ex-
cell, cop. 1897.
Break tKe News to Mother, w.,

m., Charles K. Harris,' Chas. K,
Harris, cop.. 1897.
Cupid and I (The Serenade), w.,

Harry B. Smith, m., Victor Her-
bert. Edward Schuberth & Co., I

cop. 1897.
I

Danny Deevcr. w., Rudyard
Kipling, m., Walter Damrosch, op.
2, No. 7. Cincinnati: The John
Church Co., cop. 1897,
Face to Face, w., 'm., Herbert

Johnson. Boston: The Waldo
Music Co., cop. 1897 by Herbert
Johnson; assigned to The Waldo
Music Co.

I've Just Come Back to Say
XJood-bye. m., Charles K. Har-
ris. Chas, K. Harris, cop. 1897.

If You See My SweMhearl. w,,
m., Paul Dresser. Howley, Havi-
land & Co,, cop, 1897.

I^et Bygones Be Bygones, w.,
Charles Shacklord. m., Kerry Mills.
F. A. Mills, cop. 1897. :

The Stars and Stripes Forever.
March, m., .John Philip ' Sou.sa.

i
Cincinnati: The John Church Co.,

! cop, 1897.

i

Tak,e Back Your Gold, w., Louis
! W, Pritzkow. m., Monroe H, Ros-
I

enfeld. Jos. W. Stern & Co., cop.
I 1897, •

"
,

" .

i There's a Little Star Shining for
You. w., m., James Thornton. Jos.
W, St«rn & Co,, cop, 1.897.

Wedding of the Winds. Waltz.
m„ .Jolw T, Hall. John T. Hall

I Pub. Co,, <:op. 1897.
You're Goin Far Away, Lad; or,

I
I'm Still Your Mother, Dear, w.,

j

m„ Paul Dresser, Howley, Haviland
I & Co., cop. 1897,

I now a producer's rep; Robert Gold-
stein, eastern studio rep. for Uni-
versaMnt,ern£.tional; Albert Margo-
lies. New York rep for Transatlan-
tic Films iinit, ;an4 Jack Londoit,
of the law ilrm of Pitelson &
Mayers.
' Also present at the organization
meetings during the past week and
indicating they'd hold shares in the

outfit were. Edward N. Rugoff (&
Becker circuit);: Williamv While,
Skouras Theatres; Max A. Cohen,
Cinema Circuit; Solomon M.
Strausberg, Interboro Circuit; and
Emanuel Frisch, Randforce Amus.
Co.
Gideon Strauss, commercial at-

tache of the Israeli con.sulate, and
'Israel B. Brodie, vice chairman
of the exec committee of tlie Pal-
estine Economic Corp., were also In
attendance.

In Belle.ville, 111,, one .Tacob
WaihwWght added a new thrill to
the bicycle era when he pedaled
backward 440 yards in SWs sec-
onds, and 880 yards (also back-
ward), in 51 .3-.'5 seconds,

William McKinley was inaugu-
rated president.

In New York City, Grant's tomb
was dedicated.

.

Bob Fitzsimmons won the heavy-
weight prizefight crown from Gen-
tleman Jim Corbclt after 14 rounds
in Carson City, Nev. Corbett is

said to have added the term "so-
lar plexus" to ring vernacular.

In the Klondike gold wa$ dis*
covered and a new rush for quick
wealth ensued. .

Vaudeyille was by now strongly

FRANKie LAINE
AppearlUB

MERRY-GO-ROUND CAFE
YOUMGSXOWN, OHIO

/SH/l/^ JOHES'

Latest and Greatest Ballad!

HOW MANY
TEARS

MUST FAIL
An \mpor\an\ new ballatl

by th» wril*r of I'll See

You In My Dreams," "II

Had To Be You" oi»d "Ol»

Tho filamo."

f MILLER MUSIC CORPORATION

A DREAM OF A LULLAIY

I

TARRA
TA-LARRA

TA-LAR
OXFORD MUSIC CORP*

•(MHiwtm Mwr



POWDER YOUR FACE WITH SUNSHINE
By CARMEN LOMBARDO - STANLEY ROCHINSKI

"^Citr^e.i ;.V
- EVELYN KNIGHT -Deccal • SAMMY KAYE (Victor! • DORIS DAY & BUDDY CLARK iColumbia! • BLUE BARRON (M-G-M,

OEAN MARTIN iCopitoD • ANNE VINCENT-JOHN LAURENZ iMercuryi • PRIMO SCALA iLondoTl

BARBARA BROWN-JOHNNY FRANK iVarsity' ' DICK BYRON with TED BLACK ORCH Da-o

EVERYWHERE YOU GO
By LARRY SHAY- JOE GOODWIN - MARK FISHER

<tr<:.3taW .'^ - GUV lOMBARDO Oecca • EDDIE HOWARD Mcrcu'vi • WAfNE K'NC. I^.-Jorl

JAN GARBER 'Cap toi • FRANKIE MASTERS 'M G-M'

SCALAWAG
Words and Music by AL JACOBS - LARRY STOCK - JOSEPH MEYER

YOURS WITH LOVE AND KISSES
By CARMEN LOMBARDO
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ARTIE 5HAW SIGNED

TO COL. DISK CONTRACT
Columbia Records signed Artie

Shaw to a recording contract Friday
(251 in New York. A two-year deal,
tlie agreement will make Shaw
available for both Columbia pop
and Masterworks divisions; There
are no prescribed details of how
he will work in either field. He
figures to cut pops with a studio
band or small combo, and with
string and other, combinations, as
well as work with large symphonies
in the classical end.-

"

, Shaw's initial recording for Co-
lumbia won't be attempted until
he does a guest date with the
Rochester (N.Y.) Symphony next
vcok. ' -

Shaw had been for years an
RGA-Victor property, He has a
considerable and active backlog of
Strictly pops in the Victor catalog,
from which he draws a substantial
sum in royalties annually. His
"Besin the Beguine," for example,
is in constant demand though it

was made in the late !30s.

ASCAP Establishes

Theatre Committee
American Society of Composers,

Authors and Publishers has estab-
lished a Motion Picture Theatre
Committee. Grouping is designed
to evaluate the possible future of
the Society's involvement with the
use of copyriglited music in films
and to work out plans to' be ready
for any eventualities. :

ASCAP was barred last fall

from' exacting fees for the exhibit-
ing of* films containing music in
the nation's theatres, in a legal'

battle with the Independent The-
atre Operators Assn. in New York.
The case Is currently on appeal.

Committee consists :Of Max
Dreyfus. Ray Henderson, Louis
Bernstein and Edgar Leslie.

Tops of the Tops
Retail Disk Seller

"Got My Love to Keep Me"
Retail Sheet Music Seller

"Far Away Places"
. "Most Requested" Disk
"Got My Love to Keep MeS?

Seller on Coin Machines
"Far Away Places"

From til* Currvnt

WALT DISNEY
Hit Pieiur*

A Beautiful Ballad

SO DEAR
TO MY
HEART

Santly-Joy, Inc.
EDDIE JOY, Prof. Mfr.

UI9 Iroadwciir. N«w York If

RETAIL DISK BEST SELLEBS
^KltTY '

Survey oj retail disk beat

sellers, based on reports ob-

tained from leading stores in

12 cities ond showing com-
parative sales rating lor this

and last V3cek. ega
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This Last
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1 3

LES BROWN (Columbia)
"I've Got My Love to Keep Me".

.

10 6 1 3 4 1 .
Q 6 3, 5 CO

2A 1

EVELYN KNIGHT (Decca)

"Powder Face With Sunshine 1 3 2 A
.1

.

1 2 at

2B 5

BLUE BARRON (M-G^M)
"Cruising Down the River" .

.

3 8 8 i 2 17
1 10 2 or

3 6
BING CROSBY (Decca)

9 7 4 3 O' "

a 4 8 z D OD

4 3
RUSS MORGAN (D«icca)

"So Tired" 5 10 5 * 2 8 3 3 Al-

5 1

EVELYN KNIGHT (DecCa)
"A Little Bird Told Me" . .

.

7 2 1
'

3 01

6A 9
TOMMY DORSEY (Victor)

"Down By the Station" • • 4 6 s 7 ,4; 36

63 7

BING CROSBY (Decca)
2 1 4

%
2 36

"

7 8
MILLS BROS. (Decca)
"I Love You So Much Hurts". 7 4 9 5 3 27

8 4
MARGARET WHITING (Capitol)

"Far Away Places" ....... ,

;

6 1 9 5
•

.

VAUGHN MONROE (Victor)

"Red Roses for a Blue Lady".9 7 4 S 6 7 •

10 10
SAMMY KAYE (Victor)

6 » 5 10

llA
PATTI PAGE (Mercury)
"So in Love" 2 9 11

IIB
BOB CROSBY-P. ANDREWS (Dec)
"Pussy-Gat Sons". • • - - . 8 7 7 11

12A
FRANKIE CARLE (Columbia)..

1 10

12B 15
RUSS MORGAN (Decca)
"Cruisine Down the River" . 1 10

12C 11
MILLS BROS. (Decca)
"I've Got My Love to Keep Me", .. 1 10

13A 16
DINAH SHORE (Columbia)

9

13B
PERRY COMO (Victor)

t". 9

14A
JIMMY WAKELY (Capitol)

"I Love You So Much It Hurts".

.

5 9 8

14B.

KAY STARR (Capitol)

"So Tired" ' 3 8

14C
.TOMMY DORSEY (Victor)

"So in Love" 3 8

15A
DINAH SHORE (Columbia)
"So in Love" . , .

.

7

15B
BROTHER BONES (Tempo)

6 9 7

15C 12

. SAMMY KAYE (Victor) :

4 7

N.Y.'S VILLAGE JA2Z

SPOTS RESIST BOP
Greenwich Village jazz niteries

continue to resist the inroads of
bop, which has taken over the un
town cellar spots. New jazz soot
being opened is to be run by Pe»
Wfe Russell, clarinetist, and Art
Hodes, pianist. It's to be called thp
Back Room; actually, it's in the
rear of the Riviera Bar. Russell
Hodes and Herb Ward, bass, make
with the music.

Russell-Hodes place is in opna,
sition to Nick's, long the Village's
best known jazz spot. Kddie Con-
don recently added a club of i,is

own featuring combos led by him-
self. And George Brunei's has
opened a; place of his; own nearbv

'

All are Dixieland jazz adherents iii

contrast to the bop workers upi
town.

Lorry Raine Gets AFM

OK on Publicity Disks
Detroit, March 1.

Tim Gayle, husband-manager of
Lorry Raine, has secured permis-
sion from the American Federa-
tion of Musicians to cut a series
of at least eight disks with her
which will be used strictly as pub-
licity recordings. It's Gaj'le's idea
to make a batch of things that will
be circulated among disks jockeys
to further her career.

Gayle and Mis^ Raine do not in-
tend to. go Into record manufactur-
ing. Recently they sold the mas.
ters of "Can't Sleep" and "Lonely
Cafe," which were being released
by Coast records, ^Hollywood indie:
to Decca. And Gayle has signed
the singer to that company. Pair
still have eight side of an original
24 cut by them independently be-
fore tht AFM's recent ban," and
Decca will listen to these for pos-
.sible release,

illy Arena 'Unfair'

FIVE TOP
ALBUMS

KISS ME, KATE

Broadway Catt

Columbia

WORDS AND
MUSIC

Varied Arlhh

M-G-M

3

SO DEAR TO

MY HEART

Varnd ArtUta

Capitol

VAUGHN MONROE
SINGS

Vaughn Monro*

Victor

STAN KENTON

ENCORES

Slan Konton

Capitol

Jocks and Jukes
.' Continued from pai^e 44

;

RED ROSES
FOR A

BLUE LADY

SUSY

BLUE SKIRT
WALTZ

MfLLS MUSIC, INC.
1 «l 9 roodwar N. Y. 1 9. M. Y.

Face With Sunshine"; Larry Dougr-
las "Red Roses for a Blue Lady"
(Hi-Tone). Two sides are among
initial release of 35c platters being
•marketed by S,ienature under the
Hi-Tone labeli .- They're good ret-
ords, . technically, and all maintain
'i* SQOd "aveirasie . artistically. Sigs'
idtia- tBllS fob hit tunes cut by. art-
ists who are not with .major labels
but have some name value. Miss-
Baird's cutting of "Powder-icis late,
but at 35c it's worthwhile; Same
applies to Douglas' disking of
"Roses '' Backgrounds, are lively
and the disk very saleable.

Louis .lordan "You Broke Your
Promise"-"Safe, Sane and Single"
(DeceaK Jordan's waxing, of
"Promise," which is showing a
good beginning in the pop field, is
a good one that jocks will u.se
widely. It's fast and jumpy; and
Jordan turns out his usual ex-
buberant vocaU On the flipover he
turns a tune that has possibilities,
too, On the order of his "Beware,"

.
etc., it's cut at a breakneck pace.
Only drawback is thai the lyric is
not quite up to Jordan's previous
musical stories.

Primo Scala "Dreaming"-"Cruis-
in,? Down the River" (London).
Scala and London were off the beat
in getting the "Cruising" side out.
Done almost the same as Blue
Barron's disking, except for the
addition of banjo, side is a sale-
able job that might have taken a
major, portion of the play. As it

I stands, however, Barron's and
I
other V. S: platters will keep Lon-

I
don's down. On the backing there's
a fairly good tune grooved in the
same ^tylew But it won't mean
much. Keynotes work with Scala
on both sides.

Blue Barron "You're So Under-
standing" .-- "Mississippi Flyer'-
(M-G-M). Barron may have a solid
followup to his "Cruising Dowh
the Rivdr" hit in "Understanding;"
It's a commercial^sounding tune

i done on a smooth ballad - beat,

i

Bobby Beers and the Blue Notes
;
working a silky vocal backed by
celest. Disk has a lot of possibili-

I ties. On the flipover there's a good
,
rhythm piece. Barron's 'did more

]
with "Flyer" than any other artist

{ so far. It bounces easily, arid
Jimmy MacDonald, Helen Lowe
and Betty Clarke knead the vocal
nicely.

Art Kassel "Allright Louie, Drop
the Gun"-"Did Anyone Ask About
Me" (Mercury I. Kassel's is the
initial recording of a novelty that i

,
Arthur Godfrey has plugged. Un-

'

fortunately, Kassel does it more as i

ja melodic rliythm tune than a I

I

straight novelty embroidered with
i

I
gimmicks. Nevertheless, the side i

is good and could start something '

-Gloria Hart cuts the vocal, aided
by bandsmen. Backing carries Miss
Hart again, cooking a ballad vocal
of a fair tune,

Betty Garrett "Humphrey Bogart
BJilttXiba"-"Johnny Get Your Girl"

(M-G-M). "Bogart" tune will either
be a hot jock piece or a flat bust.
Its a screwy piece sung fairly well
by Miss Garrett to good Latin

I

background and, while one moment
It sounds ridiculous, the next it
seems like it could create some ex-

I

citement. Miss Garrett gets little

I

out of the reverse, a new rhythm
I tune. She's aided by the Crew
Chiefs and Harold Mqpney's
musicians, Mooney alone on "Bo-
gart."

Benny Lee "Red Roses for a
Blue Lady"-"Flo and Joe" (Lon-
don). Hitting a solid dance tempo,
Lee and the Keynotes and Nat
Temple's orchestra tailored a com-
mercial approach to the "Roses"
tune, which has been gathering
sales speed. It bounces easily and
jocks won't go wrong with it. Same
grouping hit a faster pace on the
flipover, brought up here by King
Cole (Capitol). It's fair.

Platter Pointer*

Glnny Powell's "Grieving for
You," her first side for Decca, is
nicely done, but it's not quite aS
sharp a job as done by Tony Pas^
tor's Rosemary Clooiiey (Columbia)
. . . "It All Comes Back To Me
Now, • as cut by Cyril Stapleton
(London), is a good tune ... . Seems
unusual to hear "You Was" done
solo in the face of all duets on it,

but Art Lund's platter (M-G-M) is
food . . , Ditto Ames Bros, waxing
(Coral of "Clanqy Lowered the
Boom, which is heating up under

Day's (Victor) putsch , . .EmU Coleman band's rhythm
puneh on Latin material is demon-
strated by his "Siboney" and "Os
Pintmhos No Xerreiro" (Del,iuxe)

: Philadelphia, March 1.

The Philadelphia Arena, 7,000-

seat auditorium in West Philly.

owned by Triangle Publications (a

Philadelphia Inquirer affil iate I , has
been placed on the unfair list by
Local 77, American Federation of
Musicians:
Frank Liuzzi, president of Local

77, said the move was taken be-
cause' the Arena 'Corp. had violated
an agreement with the local, which
stipulated that 15 local musicians
must be used fpr shows. At two
recent attractions—the Bob Hope
show and a Gene Autry rodeo—

^

iopal men wete not engaged, Liuzzi
said.

Have you hear(d

ROSALIND PAIGE
singing

CARELESS HANDS

SPOTLITE ???

GOING ^^,,on^^'

fl'M A lonely!

IITTLE petunia!

RYTVOC, INC.
1 585 Bfcjdwav Nrw Y.-V 19 U i

DISC JOCKEYS
IT'S A HIT ALL-WAYS

YOU'RE A

SWEETHEART
Music by . .

.

JIMMY McHVOB
romins



On the Upbeat
Music Notes

Band Reviews
New York

At Cernick, singer, signed by'

npwey Bergman for King Records'

pop division . . . Sarah

VaUBhan's contractual difficulties

^ithT Musicraft Records not

Sghtened out and her suit

Sst the company will proceed;

she seeks a release from her con-

. m-to-Jack and a Dame
into Warwick hotel's Raleipsh Room
Friday (4) • • •

RCA-Victor con-

solidating its "Record Review and

"Tn the Groove" house organs un-

der the former title . . . Muzak is

marketing a vinylite compound tor

manufacturers of plastic products,

"filing it at the Elizabethtown,

Kv plant ... Joe Glascr in New
Orleans for Louis Armstrong's ad-

vent as "King of the Zulas" in

Mardl Gras festivities . , . Georee

Jov, of Santly-Joy, in Key West,

Fla on vacation . . . Harry Link,

Feist back from the same spot

yesterday (Tuesday).

Hollywood
Vtotor Lombardo orch makes its

iiiitial Coast appearance March 1,

opening a sixrweek stint at the

Mark Hopkins, Ftisco , . . CeePee
ioluison, back from Hawaii, re-

forming octet'. . . Charlie Ventura's

nilie'Plece bebop outnt, including

diirp Jackie. Cain, will get a flat

$2;000' weekly for a four-frame
stand at Hollywood-Empire ropm
beginning April 19.

: Ted Fiorito honors Harold Arlen
tomorrow night (2) at the first of

a ' series of regular Wednesday
night. "Composer Nights" at the

Palm Terrace of the BevhiJls hotel

. . . Johnny Green , batoning a 44-

Chicago
Vaughn Monroe set for

nighter at Aragon ballroom, Mai-ch
. Tin Pan Alley Ball skedded

. one

Pat Russo gave up tri-weekly,
warbling stint on KFWB and'
headed for New York as eastern FREDDY M.\RTIN Orch (17) it not only can punch out the hot
i-ep for Lutz Bros. Music... Cap- 1 With Mcrve Griffin

]
ones in keeping with the Clique's

itol's new thrush, Michael Tobin, ' St. Francis, Hotel, S. F,
|

policy but has the ability to switch
cut siX'-sided album of Irish songs ;

The melodic savvy of Freddy to <i concert style or even play a
for St. Patrick's Day.,.. Hugo Martin's crew is a strong draw in

; lune straight "if need be. Thus,

joins M,
plugger OinviLi r^iiiin^w '

^'^^ lour-week stanza booked solid for the ballroom trade,

mer eeneral Xpofor rhin.>,r« "^'i^'
P''""^**-''"

'"'^'T-
P'«5'"fj

'^V
t»'aditionai easy- Barnet's policy evidently is to

Opera 'Kre Sd m«n n?
adaptation

,
Leo Diamond op-

.

lo-d.mec-to rhythms, which draws give most of the boys a chance for

D lias in Sis navid ' ^^""^'^ ^^i""''^ ''V^f 'I.*
^'"^ T"" ^."^^ ^"f'

dowagers,
|
solo stints. Particularly well- done

LeWinter'^ wi -tv n;/.h n„u, I '
^'<'"*'''

i ^S""*-!" 'V^ '*'"''^*nS
and srtisry

, is "Concerto for Two Trombones."i.Lnuiitrs sociotj, oich now band booker tor the last six years,
I

olf to advantage. Twenty-eight
; handled by Richard Kenny and. „ now

doing, national NBC spots from
swank Pump Room of Ambassador-
East hotel . . . Jim Brayley, Chi
head of MCA band dept., returns
to desk after finishing trip in Flor-
ida . . , Billboard Attractions nick-
ed MCA's hold on swank buttery of
Ambassador-West hotel, by book-
ing Ramon Monchito's rhumba
band for four weeks v . . Frank
Laine couples with Connie Haines

applied for readmission into Music i minute melange, culled from his > o. B. Ma?ingill, Starts off slowly
Publisliers Contact Employes and :

own crew and dubbed "Meet .the i but later gains momentum to win
wiil move in as coast plugger tor ; Boys," is flashy fare that combines
Jimmy McHugh's - standard catalog ! good pacing, tlovelty, and talent
as .soon as he wins his card. . . ;Ext I . Breezing od with hiS: violin sec-
elusive Records inked Pinky Tom- ; tion of four, playing ''Fiddle Jad-
lin . . . Bob and Joan Rexcr hold

j

die, " which is strong opening bid,
over for six weeks at Biltmore the conipote has Roger Spiker,.
Bowl. . , , Margaret Whiting etched i piano,: with: "WarsisiW Cohcerto;"
quartet for Capitol with the Grew ' Merve Grifflh,- first VQcalihg "Be-

. Chiefs aiding on a pair, . , .Miklos , cause" and "What Did I Do," and
at State theatre, Cleveland, March

,
Kosza will score Metro's "Storm then with four other band voices

10 . . . Ken Griffin into Bill
Green's, Pittsburgh, March 11 for
two-weeket .' , . Rag. Doll,, north-
side jazz bistrOi shuttered when
owners declared bankruptcy . ; .

Mel Torme, singer, set for
Blue Note March 28 . . .

Johnnie "Scat" Davis current at

Over Vienna," which rolls early in
{
socking big with nifty "Marahajah

February .
. , .Ira (Bus) .. M o t e n, of Magidor," This 'is- followed by

brother of the late Benny Moten, Gene Conklih in Specialty of "Hora
top jazzman, inked by Capitol, to l Staeato" arid "Nola," both of which
etch as a single, combining blues.. • whammed by a -wide; margiri.
bleating with 88ing , . . Decca Firiaie, by eight voices, of : "Eco-.
inked Negro blues .sing- 1 homics" is a fla^h clftsej with enT
er Ernie Andrews, . . Ralph S. Peer i

core, of "Latin Medley," consisting
Show Bar, Detroit, for three weeks

[

purchased the music of 10 Si- of tvi^o Latin items and a Greek
BMI increased m idwest licens-

! ames'e Temple dances and will have j
tune, going over: with bullseye.

ing coverage with paeting of I pop lyrics set to them for publica^ I Sum total garnered mucho kudos
Dearborn Inn, Dearborn,
and Club Bali, Detroit-

Mich.,

Kansas City .

Ramon Torres rhumba crew, held
over in Drum Room of President

tion by his Southern Music Co. from check-payers.
Current Martin iombo of four

the pa.vces' rapt attention. Bass
player Eddie Safranski also stands
out in a lone interpretation of .

"Safranski," written for Tiim by
Pete Rugolo, These . solos come as
a plea.sing contrast to a number
i'vom the full band. For this small
room is a handicap^ both on the
orch- as \vell as the ' customers,
sinci! its limited space merely
makes the walls reverberate,

Barnet finales his set with a
terrific, modern arrangement of
"Rhap.sody in Blue." Gives it *
lift with his own saxing. and when
the full crew's treatment tends to
degenerate into something that
Gershwin would never recognize^
the boys play the melody straiglit
for a few measures in . a surprise

-

twist. Although noted for his
feinmc vocalists, leader has sepia,
pint-sized Bunny Briggs handling
the warbling department. Lad dis-

Bob Stern checked in as profes- . T^'^^^^T f£°™ ,.

sional manager for Coast opera- B.ywf„l.„ fS?V"S'T^ i
wa^uung uepanment, L.aQ ais-

tion of Duchess Music, one of Lou = ^J?,^^ ^^^^^^^^^SS Pl«ys a Callowayesque delivery on
Le;vy's three Dubberies, . arid will i'l^^l^^^ki^K^'^f^ Sfn w "Rockin? in Rhythtn" ; arid ' shows
also handle, hillbilly, western and j

talent ih his hboiing. Gilb. :

;

race ca_talogs _and publicity iorf^^SM^\ ^^^^^^^^ f: ry' \ y :;^::;:^ .^^>^y;,,,;

9 Utah Symph

piece studio orch to ,score Warners race Grill of Muehlebach hotel till 1 work for Levy's firms liere' , .
VVith Bunny Briggs Quit In Pay HaSSlc

**tlannv TimCS," ' Danny Knxrt^ 'Murn\i H Wf»i»1a r^ullfiT ic hn/.lr ! V'kiil., 1ir.«4eAW n,i,.i./^w,f' nt' i-Ut^

hotel, and playing floor shows with I Leeds. Goldie Goldmark, formerly
j

'"'"Snt

Three of Us, piano-song trio . , . I Duchess topper, will handle classi- L „.„„^„ ^^^„
Leiffhton Noble orch holds in Tei- cal catalogs and studio contact '

CHARLIE BARNET ORCH (14)

"Happy
starrer.

Kayc March 8 . . , Weela Gallez is back Paula WatsoH, current at the Red Clique Club, N. Y.

I
at Stulib's Tavern for her .second

|
Feather, southside nitery, booked ] Absent from batoning for some

;;Henry .King band, returning to
i turn within six months

Salt Lake City, March 1.

Nine "imported" members of the

the Coast this spring, will open at

the Mark Hopkins, Fri.sco, for six

weeks beginning May 17 . . . Bill
Fletcher band and the Skylarks
Sliced four sides for Tech-Art
records . Frank De Vol album-
ing his "Combat Concerto" for
Capitol . . . Spike Jones plays a
double-date at Washington (D. C.)

Constitution Hall March 12-13 be-
cause 3,844-seater is only about
half the size of spots he's been
playing on current tour. He comes,
back to the Coast in May for «
week at the Biltmore, I*. A.

Morton orch on bandstand at

Eddy's, new restaurant on Balti-

more stem . . . Vaughn Monroe
through here for a one^nighter last

Sunday (27) in the Pla-Mor Ball-
room. . . Travis, Nesbit doing piano-
organ turn in Tropics of Phillips
hotel . . 1 Johnny Bachemin in El
Casbah for .a fortnight with his
songs and pianistics ... Jeanie
Leitt switched to Maciel's Restau-
rant on upper Broadway . . . Dink

Ray
j
to open at the N. Y. Paramount ' time, Charlie Barnet is back with i

Utali Symphony, including Con-
March 30,

Earl Brent and Buddy Pepper
cleMng the score for; an untitled

revue which bows in Hollywood in

March . . . General Artist's Corp.

set Clark Dennis for 12^eity tour

of Warner and Paramount houses
this summer

a new combo. Outfit played a
vaude date at . the Apollo, N. Y,, a
few weeks ago, and last week
moved into the Clique Club, N. Y.,

Broadway bebop emporium hosted
by disk jockey Fred Bobbins. Sax-
playing leader fronts three rhythm,
five reed and six brass, a unit

certmaster Leonard Posner, drop-
ped out of the organization after
a brief unsuccessful meeting to
get their backpay. They have been
replaced with local talent as the
Symphony struggles to conclude
its season without State aid.

Weeks of lobbying at the State
Legislature could not override»jj . ti, that's numerically similar to his,

Eddy Arnold I v,„nds of the nast
opens fortnighter at El Rancho I whUe Barnet's' ci'eW can bop *he Governor's veto of an emer

,...». Xu^**' «•
i"

j Henke,
|

^,^,ill^ best of 'em, the orch i

f?ency defiicit appropriation of

Welch and his Kopy-Kats inaugu- 1

*-hicago 88-er, Inlced a personal ^,isely doesn't go overboard on the i $50,000 to help the orchestra meet
fate a floor-show policy in Penguin management pact with Bullets hew fad. Band shapes up as al a $22,500 payroll plus other ex-

Room of Continental Hotel. ' Dut^om. fairly versatile group inasmuch as > penses.

CHAS. K. HARRIS MUSIC PUB. CO. INC., Presents

RECORDINGS
CopffoZ-MARGARET WHITING Decca-DICK HAYMIS Mercury-EDDY HOWARD Vfcfor-TOMMY DORSEY

Co/umb/o-FRANK SINATRA lonc/on-ANNE SHELTON A1.G.A1.-J0HNNY DESMOND Metrotone-ARTIE MALVIN

LA SALLE MUSIC PUBLISHERS, INC., iWnf

Decca-ANDREWS SISTERS

Abbey-BILL DARNEL

RECORDINGS
Londofi-GRACIE FIELDS

Vicfor-FONTAINE SISTERS

Co/umbia-RAY NOBLE and Orch.

. . . AND MORE COMING!

Sole Selling AgenU SOUTHERN MUSIC PUB. CO., INC., 1619 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.

JERRY JOHNSON, General Professional Manager
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State Polidi^ of Agencies Breakdown

Forces Philly Percenter Orgs Merger
Philadelph'iai March 1.

Comple'.j breakdown of Penn-
gylvania's polieing of theatrical

bookers and the almost total lack

of supervision in licensing agen-
jcies haii forced the fusion of Phil-

ly's two largest booking groups-r^
the Entertainment Managers Asso-
ciation and the Variety Bookers
Association.
' Though both organizations will

retain their identities-^the Enter-
tainment 'Managers .

: handle club
dates largely, and the Variety
Bookers take care of cafes^ a

joint board of directors will . act

on all matters of major policy.

According to Joel Charles, sec-

retary of the Entertainment Man-
agers group, the State makes no
attempt at either enforcement or
-policing. "Since William Douglas,
difector of the division, died in

HELENE and HOWARD
. This W«ek

PICK AND PAT
TiLEVISION SHOW
AND CLUI DATES

1947 the . department hasn't even
made a replacement," Charles said.

The EMA and the VBA have
tried to do the policing onvtheir
own without success.: A sample of
this came up recently when a po-

lice raid on Town Hall netted over
400 men at a smoker. The agent
held for booking thf show,- only
recently had had his license re-

newed by the state. Tbfr license

of the: arrested: agent was renewed
after both the EMA and the VBA
had gone on record agadnst it,

Charles said.

The smoker raid on Town Hall
shocked official Philadelphia; even
if it failed to get a rise • out of
the state. . ;

Acting Director of Public Safety
Samuel. Rosenburg issued an order
to Town Han that any evidence of
another smoker in the place would
result in immediate revocation of
its entertainment license. The po-
lice order applied to every other
meeting : place, ' hall or auditorium
in tlie city, Rosenburg said.

COMEDY MATERIAL
Far' All Branchm of Thiatrieab

FUN-MASTER
"Th» ORieiNAl ShoW-Bii Sag Fib"

No>. 1 to 22 @ $1.0V Mch
(Ordtr in Sequence Only)

SPECIAL: The Firrt 13 FIlii

for $8.00 1 ! 1

3 DIFFERENT BOOKS OF PARODIES
> . :<I0 in EHh Bwk) 110 ptr BotK

h««i<1 '>iRc.. for Hats «f other comedy
niiiierin], aoiigs, parodiex. mlimtrvl
p»l ter, .bliick-oiits, etc. NO C.O.D.'B;

PAUIA SMITH
i;OA W. M St., Y. 10, CInrIn 1-1180
—rrEvery Day Iiicludhijr 8uiiflu.vH-~

Barbara Perry's Film

Break Via London Revue
The continued illness of Gary

I
Grant in liondon has delayed pro-
duction of 20th-FQX'8 "I Was a
Male War Bride" indefinitely. Di-
rector Howard Hawks hasretutned^
to Hollywood after «: sojourn' in
London.

Also just back in the U. S. is

Barbara Perry, American actre.ss,

who was signed for the film. Miss
I

Perry, while studying at the Royal
I
Academy of Dramatic Art in Lon-
don, appeared in Val Parneil'S
"Starlight Roof" revue. She's go-
ing to the Coast to do her stint in
"Bride."

Midwest Dates

Smith's Tucson Agcy.
Tucson, March 1.

I
Eddie Smith, former New York

I

agent, has opened a booking office
I here. He has an arrangement
I
with radio station KVOA to supply

{
talent for jiiteries, hotels, etc.

i Smith last year sold out Interest
in his N. Y. anency to Al Wilson

' and came here for his Ijealth.

Chicago, March 1.

Jack Russell, Entertainment
Managers Assn. prexy here, has ap-

pointed State Senator Abe Maro-
vltz, as legal adviser ... Gil Lamb
ambles into the Lake Club, Spring-

field, Hi., March 18 . . , Paul Gray
starts a stretch at the El Rancho,
i;.as Vegas, March 13 , . . Arnie
Hartman also plays Nevada at the

Flamingo Hotel, Las Vegas, April

21 . , . Joe E. Lewis headlines at

the Chez Paree beginning March ,

31 . . . Professor Backwards joins I

the Jimmy Dorsey band March 10

in Cincinnati ... Nat Kalcheim
back in town to appoint new head
for local William .Morris office . . ,

JUne Brady, listed With Ted Mack's
"Original Amateur Hour" unit at

National, Louisville, last week was
not With unit, but joins as emcee
at Carman, Philly, next week.

Aldrich Vice Edwards

At MCA, Latter Joins

Matty Rosen Agency
Mickey Aldrich, former booker

with the Edward Sherman agency,
joins the Music Corp. of America
theatre dept. Monday (7) as a ft-'

placement for Jack Edwards^ who
resigned last week. Aldrich lately

has been setting the tours for the
Lou Goldberg - Ted Mack - Major
Bowes units.

Aldrich, at one time with Co-
lumbia Artists BureaUi was with
the Sherman office for seven years
except for a btrief period with Con-
solidated Radio Artists.

Jack Edwards who resigned from
Music Corp; of America two weeks
ago, joined the Matty Rosen agency
this week; He'll handle theatres

and cafes there.

Prior to joining MCA, Edwards
was with Frederick Bros, for

several years.

Click of U.S. Taknt May Hypo

Vaude Return In Scotland llieatres

Glasgow, Feb. 23.

The 1949 American invasion of

Scotland by vaudeville acts has
teed-off with a bang.
Chico Marx scored such a hit at

Empire here that he will play re-

turn date within a few days—week
of March 7.

Two other American acts reglS'

tered strongly, the Schaller Bros.,

trampolinists, and Roger Ray, with
knockabout comedy and marimba
playing. The Schallers and Ray
buttressed a poorish British ( apart
from Irish tenor Joseph Locke)
variety program.
Next U. S. artiste slated for Glas-

gow is Eleanor Powell, who makes
British debut at Empire here
March 14, before London Palladi-

um. Kathryn Grayson, Johnny
Johnson, the Andrews Sisters, Ber-
nard Bros., are others expected on
later dates.
Enthusiasm is mounting for pro-

posed visit of Danny Kaye, expects

Siritzky Talking Vaude

Again for Ambassador, N.Y.
The Siritzky : circuit is currently

! studying plans for the return of

I
two-a-day vaude on Broadway.
Chain is considering changing the
policy at the Ambassador theatre,
which Is currently playing foreign
films, to stage shows sans pictures,

Arnold Jacobs, Siritzky general
manager, is attempting to. line up
deals with Local 802 of the Amer-
ican Federation of Musicians^ and
tha International Alliance of The-
atrical Stage Employees. Indica-
tions ar« that Jacobs has reached
no agreement with either union,
and at one point in the AFM ne-
gotiations, it was felt that project
would be dropped. However,
Jacobs stated that prospects now
look good.'

House win undergo some altera-
tions before new policy is started,
Name acts will be spotted on bilht;

Billy Eckstine repeats at the Mil-
lion Dollar, Los Angeles, March 8.

AGVA Revamps Scale

For Resort Dates
The American Guild of Variety

Artists' N. Y. branch executive

board has negotiated a $2.50 per
sliow increase for performers
working in Lakewood, N. J, Cur-
rent minimums call for $19 for the
first show and $12,50 for the sec-

ond show. New scale will be $17.50
per performer for the first display
and $15 minimum for the second.
Scale is in effect immediately.
This is the second wage hike

negotiated by the N. Y. branch
board. First was on the club date
scale in N. Y. area.

Both negotiations were carried
on with the Artists Representa-
tives Assn,, Entertainment Man-
agers Assn^; and the Associated
Agents of Anierica.

ed around June. Two one-niKht
concert stands had been pencilled
in for Kaye in Glasgow, but deal
is on for him to play a week's en.
gagement at Empire Music Hall
American acts also score in

Edinburgh. Chico Marx launched
his new British tour there.

Fans who normally favor films in
place of vaudevlllej are being won
over to music-hall by increasing in-
flux of U. S. performers.
Coinciding with Kaye's run at

London Palladium will be Scot re-
lease of his pic, "The Secret Life
of Walter Mitty," playing mam-
moth Glasgow Odeon week of
May 2.

Gil Maison pacted for the Hip>
podrome; Livei-pool, for the sum-
mer season.

NICK -LUCAS
-GwnMntlr :

KIN MURRAY'S ILACKOUTS
Hollywood

Gardner's N. Y. Cap Date
Reginald Gardner has b^en sign-

ed for the Capitol theatre, starting
April 21. It's his first vaude date
in the U.S.

He'll be on the bill with Florence
Desmond. Charles Fredericks and
Lane and Claire.

Manny Opper
ffiat ntw cdmcdiaii

94th W«tk
Hollywood Show leungo

Chleage

rm. Mit.: IRV LEVIN

CLINTON Homn\'ir.
aoO OUTSIDI ROOM*

lr<M*2 DAILY

tncmi wfiKtr *au*
HOUSfKtfPINO MCllirift

MHMW^IlKfNO BtytANCt Ol All iHiAiKtsmmm

THE DAY DREAMERS
"THE FABULOUS FOURSOME"

: Mow .Kentured ;Oii,

C %NADA'8 TOP RAUO SHOW
Swtct Coporal's "TALKING TO THE STARS"

anil AppcarlnK at

THI MOUNT ROYAL HOTEL, Montrtai

' DlrcetlonS' '
.-:

,
.

HARRY LAWRiNCI . USO BROADWAY
CI C-eiSS , New York It, N. T.
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Atlantic Qty Must Perk Up Night

: Life to Sunrre as Resort, Sez Mayor
\ Atlantic City, March 1. 4

- Back from a vacation at Miami,

Afavor Joseph Altman said he is

Jonvinced that Atlantic City must

Jlffer more entertainment at night,

hoth summer and winter, if the

resort wants to hold up its rep as

sn amusement center.

"iPeople are -willing to spend if

hpv «et something for their

money." he said. "They are spend-

ing $45 a day in Miami Beach ho-

tels while here they complain

about $18 rates. There the hotels

and the cabarets are offering the

l)est in entertainment."

Atlantic City, the mayor said,

must offer 'entertainment at night

Vin the broadest sense."

He then pointed out the Florida

resort has not only tops in enter-

tainmont but that the visitors can

samble at the dog tracks and the

Jai lai games.

His reference to gambling linked

With his other statements is .taken

as a hint that he would like a re-

turn of -the good old days when
Casinos flourished in every night

Wub, with big name acts drawing

the crowds. As soon as the casinos

were closed the names disappeared

tod. Night club operators now
fear to take a chance with top acts

without a 6asino. It's no secret

that Dean Martin tt Jerry Lewis at

the 500 Club last summer drew big,

t>ut not big enough to make the
Venture any too profitable.
> Back another season, Sophie
Tucker had the same experience
on the* walk. She drew, and drew
jbi(^ but there just wasn't enough
snoney being spent to make it a
%ooA deal. .

: The mayor spoke after Frank
Amstutz, Chamber of Commerce
cecretary, had been quoted as say-

ing that Atlantic City didn't need
amusements. His theory was that
the boardwalk and beach would
still draw them.

Phil Baker has cancelled out his
Palmer House, Chicago, date be-
cause of Roxy "theatre; N. Y., date
being moved up to March 18 or 25.

Handin Re-Elected Prez
Of NVA For 13th Term

Lou Handin was rcrelected prexy
of the National Variety Artists for
the 13th consecutive term at elec-
tions held la.st week. Jack O'Brien
was named first veepee; Harry
Jackson, second veepee; Rosa
Crouch, secretary; Al Friedman,
treasurer.

Elected to the Board Of Direc-
tors for three year terms are Ben
Bernard, Frank Campbell and
Jimmy Clark.

Gontino to Head New
Horace Heidt Unit

Dick Gontino, winner of Horace
Heidt talent contest, will head a
unit starting April 28 at the Orien-
tal theatre, Chicago. Gontino, an
accordionist, will

. have a band plus
four or five acts from the Heidt
competitions.
Gontino recently broke ; away

)

from Heidt but break was ad-

1

justed by American Federation of

'

Musicians.

AGVA May Cancel Chi Convention

To Conserve Treasury's Coin

Skelton's S. F.

Date Gives Brush

To Prior Pacts
The booking of Red Skelton into

the RKO Golden Gate theatre, San
Francisco, March 9, is expected to
set oft fireworks in several booking
offices. Skelton prior to the war,
was let out of dates at the Para-
mount, N. y., at $1,500, and the
Earle, Washington, so he could
accept a film pact with Metro. In
exchange he signed a stipulation
with the Paramount that he would
play that house at $1,500 before
making any other personal appear-
ances. Washington would be played
afterward.

: It's regarded that his acceptance
of the Golden Gate engagement
violates these stipulations.

'

What action will be taken by
Paramount and Warners hasn't
been determined as yet. Metro, to

whom Skelton is under contract,
also has a stake in his vaude
appearances. Comedian's film pact
specifies that th^ Capitol, N. Y.,

is to get first choice: -.wlien sub-
mitted for N. Y. vaude ' appear-
ances...

Lent, Taxes Cue

Slump inNXCafes
Advent of Lent today (Wed.)

and last .
minute income tax rush

are expected to give : niteries a
temporary setback. N. ; Y. cafes
have had an exceptionally good
month's business in February, at-
tributable to the warm weather
which brought plenty of transient
trade to midtown Manhattan.

,

. Downward business trend started
with Monday's (28) snowfall, which
made transportation difficult. Most
cafes were deserted Monday night.
However, this Lenten season

may produce only two foldos at
the most in New York. Majority
of weak cafes shuttered during .the
pre-Christmas slump, and most of
those now operating af-e in good
shape.

LOU WALTERS SEHLES

CLAIM OF DANCER
Latin Quarter boniface Lou

Walters and. dancer Anita Alvarez
arrived at a $1,550 settlement in a
contract arbitration held Monday
(28) at the American Guild of
Variety Artists. Hearings were sus-.

pended midway and p r i n c i p a 1 s
reached the $1,550 figure as being
satisfactory to Miss Alvarez.
Dancer was signed for the cur-

rent L. Q. show for four weeks at

$500 weekly. It was subsequently
discovered that there was too much
dancing in the layout and Miss Al-
varez, together, with tassle-terper
Sally Keith, were let out. Miss . Al-
varez then pressed for the. amount
of the contract . .

Marion Hutton in Hosp, !

Rejoins Carson in D.C.
Marion Hutton has temporarily

|

withdrawn from the Jack Carson
i

vaude unit, now playing the east..

!

Singer has entered a New Jersey
i

hospital for a minor operation and i

expects to rejoin the unit at the I

Earle theatre, Washington, D.C,
where it opens March 10. . !

. ' Miss Hutton will miss only the
;

week at the Earle theatre, Phila-

delphia, opening Thursday (3). She

;

played. Atlantic City with Carson !

over the past Weekendrand went I

into the hospital Monday (2i8)
j

evening.

AGVA Renews

Confabs on Roxy ;

Chorus Pay Hike
I

Some headway is being made in I

the negotiations between the Roxy I

I theatre, N. Y., and American Guild I

I

of Variety Artists. Roxy nepotiation I

I committee met Monday (28)- with
j

1 Dave Katz, Roxy manager. ' Latter
i

j

offered one week's vacation in four I

'; instead of the current five, weeks of i

straight work, and a $5 increase in i

' the starting minimum for chorus
j
now set at $45.

! AGVA, it's reported, is inclined
;

I

to accept the vacation clause, but

'

;
is asking for a $10 increase in I

j

starting minimum and $5 salary in-

[ creases every six months until a I

I

maximum of $75 is reached. Roxy .

i countered with offer of a $2.50 in-

1

i
crease until a $65 top scale is at-

1

[
tained. About 65 chorus girls and

j

! boys are affected. i

I

AGVA had threatened to pull out
I shows from the Roxy when nego-
I tiations broke down three weeks
i ago.

American Guild of Variety Art-
ists annual convention^ slated for'
Chicago in June, may be called
off in an effort to conserve union's
treasury. Question of whether its
funds can stand the approximate
$20,000 cost of running the con-
fab is being mulled by Guild top-
pers...."

So far thei;e's a sharp divisloQ
of opinion on the matter. Ohe
group within the union feels that
the meet at this stage of
AGVA's development is not neces-
sary, and all problems that would
ordinarily arise at the conven-
tion could be met at the March 7
meeting of the national board.

Others think that the problem
of television jurisdiction and some
changes in the union's governing
structure demands a full conven-
tion this year.

If convention is postponed, it's

felt that a different interim ruling
policy will be necessary.. It's llke^
ly that the national board meet4
ings will have to be called moris
frequently and should that be det
cided upon, it's seen that any sav-
ing by the Chi meet's postponment
would be eaten up by these con-
fabs.

The March 7 national board
meeting will study the situatioo
and final word will be handed*
down then.

Some criticism has been leveled
against the national board meet :

because the union Is only paying
expenses of those on the executive
committee. Others are coming at
their own expense. .

Friars Honor Violinsky
. Solly Violinsky, klabiash kibitzer,
Friars' frolicker and raconteur ex-
traordinaire, was guest of honor
at a "coming out'* party tendered
him by the Friars at their N. Y.
clubhouse Saturday (26) to cele-

brate Violinsky's recent discharge
from Polyclinic hospital.' .

The Friars also presented a gold
watch to Violinsky.

"Packed Them In And Cave a Creaf Show"
-TED COOK, MGR.,

'

Club Carnival, Mpls.

GIL LAMB
"Room W0S crowded throughout the Lamb engagement. ... Drawing n

power and comedic talents which have enriched vaudeville, films and

musical comedies, are a natural for a big club like the Carniyal. , . .

Scores repeatedly with eccentric dancing and gyrsitions, clowning and

gogs. . , .Material right up to snuff. . .
."

^Variety. Feb. 23. 1949.

SMASH HIT IN TELEVISION
Gil Lamb's great comedy values in motion pictures

are perfect for TV as proven by his success ort

TEXACO STAH THEATRE, ARTHUR GODFREY SHOW,

DON LEE THEATRE HOUR, telecasts on WBKB, Chicago, others

Currently at ADAMS THEATI^E, ^fewark

,^,8 Exclusive Management:

XOOC WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY, Inc.

New York Chicago Beverly Hills London
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(WALDORF-ASTORIA)
Gftrl ' Brisson, Eihit Golemaw and

MisBlto Borr wchs; $2 cower.

Carl Brlsson makes his debut at

the Waldorf-Astoria's Wedgwood
Room and is repeating with same
resounding click as he has mani-
fested in the top class and mass
bistros and hotels in this country
and Canada in recent years. (Of
course, it was his prestige In his
native Denmark, and later in Eng-
land, that firs', brought him to Hol-
lywood for Paramount In the '30s).

Brisson is the personification of
a time-tested showmanship: that is

vndeniable and durable. It defies

the tide of years and the trends
of come-lately fads. Fundamentally
it- brings a romantic, show-wise
singing personality back time and
again because, having an awareness
Of ever-shifting song fashions, the
seasoned trouper knows how to ad-

minister his wares. Brisson again
proves that here at the Waldorf,
as he did .when first coming to at-

tention as a saloon singer at the
Versailles several years ago. At
that time this reporter dubbed him

. ''the oldei" girl's Sinatra." It's rea-
sonable to assume that: some of the
then Sinatra fans have outgrown
their bobbysox and graduated
liearer to the Brisson league 'in

the apprt elation of more lidult

•ong styUngs.
Wisely, Brisson dispenses his

MEMO:

II ii gincrally cancurrcd that

thou ptoplM ativtrliting thtm*

mIvm for Kir* at pttUiqw* oxk

;

hibilioni) . peirait on abun-

donfo of original toltnl and •
high ability to ontorlain.

Rogardt,

BILLY BISHOP.

P.S^— to Variety composing
room ; Please underline above
last ten words, U no addir
tlonal charge. Thanks^ Bish.

nostalgia interspersed with a suf-

ficient quotient of current pops.

He breaks it up with characteristic

interludes like "Old Lamplighter,"

strikes an unadulterated woo pitch

with "Cigaret Burning" and "Pink
Cocktail," knows when to interject

his Danish fol-de-rol, frequently

enlisting his loyal countrymen for

a little audience^participation, and
then always has that surefire med-
ley of songs he made famous;
"Beer Barrel Polka," "Kiss Your
Hand Madame," etc. He even
makes It sound better than "and-

then-I-wrote."
, ,

If his style is slightly bombastic
that's his showmanship. Few per-

formersi and that takes In the
West End drawing-room comedy
set, wear tails and topper better

than the great Dane, Who is an itti'

posing broth of a man. Few know
how to handle the mike better, and
Brisson's now - stylized manner of

employing the portable hand mike,
which he cups so skillfully, gives

him a mobility that naturally is an
improvement over the anchoredTto-
the^raike singers. Brisson also has
added certain effective tricks; such
as violin obllgatos, better use of his

lights, etc. And he also has an
able assist from his own accom-
panist who maestros the Emil Cole-

man band. In the background, to

great musical results. Coleman al-

ways was the performer's delight

as a musical backer-upper, but even
With the maestro off the podium,
since the piano accompanist thus
officiates, the: house band does
right weU by Brisson.
Coleman has been here the ma-

jor portion of this season and after
Brisson's five weeks he will hit the
road to the Coast again, returning
next fall. Mischa Borr continues to
click, likewise, with his, standard
brand of dansapation as the alter-

nate combo.
The large^capacity Wedgwood

may not be the ideal room for a
theoretically intimate performer
like Brisson, but p.a, amplification
has removed that as a show busi-

ness hazard. Besides, It so hap-
pened that this reviewer caught
Brisson in the even larger Cocoa-
nut Grove of L.A.'s Ambassador
last month, and that miniature
Madison Square Garden of a hotel
restaurant is probably the toughest

1

for any performer. The Grove's
900 capacity compares with the

I Wedgwood Room's 400. Abel.

Copacabana* IV. V.
" Phil Regan, Irwin Corey, The
$zmy%s (2), Poul Godfcin, Tattlers

(4), Linda. Lombard, Herb George,
Michoel Durso Orch, Fernanda Al-

varea Latin Band; $3.50 miniwitiTO.

Phil Regan, as the darlin' of the
dolls, remains an amazing cafe
personality. Heading a bill that in-

cludes a mostly holdover producr
tion, Regan is charming his Copa
audiences to a fare-thee-well in.a
sock- demonstration of how to y/in

friends and influence people.

That infectious Irish smile, his

good looks and a disarming boyish
personality—these are his main at-,

tributes, and they go a long way
towards rendering defenseless those
captious enough to point up what
is really a thin though pleasant
tenor voice. There are a couple of
principals In routining that Began
violates, but that doesn't matter.
He had to beg off, when caught,
after more than a half hour.
Corny? Maybe, but that's obviously
by design, because Regan knows
the value of commercial corn and,
what's more important, how to sell

He does such numbers as "Grand
Night for Singing," then "Toora
Loora," followed by "It's Magic,"
all three of which are his starters
and practically of the same pace.
Then a cute rhythm novelty, fol-

lowed by "Whiffenpoof Song,"
"Blue Heaven'^ and other oldies,
plus the usual Irish tunes with
which he (and practically every
Irish tenor) has become associated.

One of Regan's main stocks In
trade is that he's an obvious per-
sonality for the gals without trying
to be toe cute or turning on the
obvious charm. While it's the kind
of boyish personality that the
women love, what's pro b a b ly
equally as important Is that the
men don't resent him either.

Two additional acts to this bill

are Irwin Corey and the Szonyis,
Continental brother-sister ballroom
team. With Regan, they replace
outgoing headliners Mitzt Green,
Carl Ravazza andithe Barrys.'

Corey Is occasionally funny viflth

his "professor" turn as he goes into
"discussions" of varied subjects.
For a spot like the Copa, the need
is for a faster, more brash type of
comic, not one with the . subtlety
that Corey tries to project. . And
frequently Corey can be even too
dirty for

,a cafe. .

Giselle and Francois Szonyi are

really cooks on special material
tunes, "All The Men In My Life"

and "Snatch and Grab It.'V

Martin Barnett, youthful magi-
cian, offers the usual card tricks,

chain cigarette puffing, but has a
novel ending with his six alarm
clocks, drawn out of a hat, and
which ring simultaneously when
placed on a rack. Mel Cole orch
does expert job of backing the
acts and for the rhumba addicts
Pancho's band brings them on the
floor. Zabe.

Cllifae Club, IV. Y.
Charlie Bornet Orch (14) tuith

Bunny Briggs; J. C. Heard Trio,
Ray Stapleton; admission 90c., min-
imum $2 weelcdavs/ $2.50 weekends.

Broadway's latest bebop empo-
rium, the Clique Club, which be-

gan the policy last December, re-
ceived a fresh marquee lure last

week when Charlie Barnet's new
combo moved into the: premises.
His is a lively crew that found
favor with the customers. Orch,
is reviewed under Band Reviews.

Quite similar to the rival Royal
Roost, a few blocks down the
street; the Clique Is emulating Its

competitor with a door admission
charge for those who. don't fancy
the higher-priced tables where the
minimum applies. Admish tap gives
a payee space in a railed off section
to the left of ;the bandstand proper;
He may just sit and listen or if

thirsty ean walk to an adjacent
bar.

Aside from Barnet the spot has
J. C. Heard's Trio as a relief unit,
along with warbler Ray Stapleton.
Comprising piano: and: bass with
Heard on the drums, the trio obvi-
ously has talent but when caught
the threesome played indifferently.
Heard does a fair job on the skins
and also vocals most of the num-
bers in so-so fashion.

Stapleton is a mediocre singer
who baritoned three tunei when
caught. He's okay with "Devil and
the Deep Blue Sea," but hit voice
proved too cloying on "I Cover
the Waterfront" and "Stella by
Starlight;" By showing more ani-
mation and omitting his constant
caressing , of the mike, his stint
would De helped considerably.
Brief conference with Heard be-
fore going on could also be shelved.
Presumably this was to iron out
details as to his accompaniment.

Gilb.

I

in America only recently, and they
have showed remarkable sales im-
provement since they appeared in
the fall at the now-closed Le Direc-
toire. They are a trickster : team
mostly hut show considerable ballet
training; They're very effective,
revealing remarkable precision and
technique, but their costuming
could still be improved. The audi-^!

ence went big for them.
Paul Godkin is in the production

numbers, an effective Interpreta-
tive dancer^ The Tattlers are a
mixed quartet of singers, and they;
along with Linda Lombard and
Herb George, also singers, comprise,
the production personnel.

Michael Durso's orch plays for
the show and the patron dancing,
and he does well by each. Fernan-
do Alvares' orch handles the Latin
rhythms neatly. Kahn, •

THE RUDELLS

Currenily

Comedy
On a Trampoline

ROXY1 New York

Thanks to SAM RAUCH
Returning to the Eost. «ift*r en* year with K«n Murray's
"BLACKOUTS" and a season wiili "SiCATING VANITIES
of 1948"

Direction

MARK LEDDY LEON NEWMAN

Tine Gardens, Chi
Chicago, Feb. 28.

Ph.il Foster i Ginger Kinney, Jes-
sie Rosella, Martin Barnett, Mel
Cole Orch (4), PancJio Combo (4);
$2,50 mmimitm, couer 50c.

El Chico, N. Y.
Rosita Rios, Damiron & Chanti

seoux, Cru,tina & Moll, Tina RamT
rez. Trio Los Guaracheros fZ
rique Visicaino Orch; $3 minimum.

As nltery casualties occur, or
the come-latelies experience a tr^
turn to normal economic hazards.2
blue Monday, slow Tuesday, great,
weekends-only, etc.—it's apparent
that the bistros with a Sefinlt.
character cau b^st buck the tide7
El Chic- is one of these. A class
Latin nltery, easily the foremost
of its kind, a 20-year fixture at its
Sheridan Square location in Green-
wich Village, boniface Benito Col-
lada insures its appeal with judl-
ciously selected entertainment. He
culls from Spain and the Latin
countriesi and invariably comes un
with a tiptop variety, Latin in char-
acter but each individually char-
acteristic, according to its locale.

Rosita Rlos is back as headliiier
with her well-schooled voice. She
has trained down and is quite
svelte, with vocalisthenics to match
Cristina & Moll are from Madrid
and click with their flamenco dan-
ces, introducing a new style of
vigorous hard-shoe terplng. Dam-
iron & Chapuseaux are from Santa
Domingo, but evidence close study
of American disk and rhythm

(Continued on page 55)

IN '49

IT'S
Th* Amultif Ur.,:

BAllANTINE

TrampoHningly Yours

Paul & Paulette Trio

UU Ci(ii«, tM N. Wakuk. CklnK

Vine Gardens has upped Its
budget: and is trying to compete
with the upper bracket bistros.
With a little revision in its lineup,
northside small-.seater nitery may
make the grade. In . its present
show it has two strong attractions,
Phil Foster and Ginger Kinney.

Foster, while using the same
basic routines as when last around,
has interjected more topical mate-
rial and delivers with polish. His
delineations of cafegoers, tlieatre
ushers, a barber and tailor ring
true. His bit about the bookie view-
ing a western film has the audience
chuckling. With the band playing
"That Old Gang of Mine," comic
goes into his standard bit about
his former pals and their tribula-
tions. Number is built up for sock
returns.

Ginger Kinney displays thorough
terp training, in fast and flashy
tapstering. Youngster does continu-
ous spins despite the small stage,
although much of her fine foot-
work is lost to :many of the seat-
holders, due to poor, lighting and
lack of elevatiom In her ''Donkey
Serenade" encore, she wins addi-
tional salvos.

Jessie Rosella takes a while to
get in the groove with her song
offerings. She fails to hold the
audience with her torch tunes, but

"Stop the Music!"

-STOPPED!
WHEN The Tap Dance Team of

WINTON
AND

II

DIANE
Siop the Show —

of Every Periormante on
STOP THE MUSIC! " Unif

NOW ON TOUR

MS Hfih AveeM

ftnunalHapnnntaliv!

JULES ZIEGLER
MUmy Hill 2.2010 Hew York. H. Y.
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been from the Skirball-Manning I

unit at RKO and the Screen Plays
and Sam fiischoff units at United
Artists. •

•

Harking back to the difference
of opinion between SIMPP and
Motion Picture Assn. of America
execs on the extent to which the
U, S. State Dept. should be asked

Night Club Reviews
Continued from page M

EI Chico, N. Y.
styles. - They are two
pianist being an

I tuate the present layout since thi

mpn thP I
Horseshoe instituted its catgut cbh-

extraordinarv .^F'- ^"bin's predec_essors, Henny

NEW YO""*

cimniy Kay* °"

P,ul HaskflP
jone Winter*
Alan Carney
ild« pa Valle

Henaia & Hudy
Andrew Linstrom

J„„y Slarroan

H-f'/e'Banet

Buddy We" Bd
Mel Torme
Hcnny Youngman
4 Step Bfo?
DeCartro Sis -

Rox» (I) 1

Judy Valle?

BudellS ,

Maurice Bocco
Morey Amsterdam
Cedli* CoUedge

BALTIMORE .

Hlppedrom* W '

Peter Lorre
K,n Whltmer
V <i C Haydock

Sl*t* (I) 3-S

J 4 V Cook
Tommy Igng

,

MUei Bell
• B Yoland^ Co

Natimne Bro*
. Sally -Marr.

Creat Lester
CAMDEN

Towers (l)>*
Arthur I^Fleur
Wallace & Michel
WlUcey t Dare
Jick Waldron
Yoaman Bro* It : :

.

France*
CHICAOO

Chlcig* <P) 1
Unrtnce Welk Bd
UUitTitch
Harmonic* H'tc'l*

Uoyd It Willi*
orlenlil (I) 1

"Arthur Godfrey
Talent Scout*"

Co Stoopnagle
Bemie George
9 Beau* & Peep
Bemii* Deamond
Aim Sch*ckner
Elizabeth T«lbot-
Uartlii

Mary Otborna
Georn Gue*t
Napoleon Reed
Ctrl Sand* 'Ore

DAYTON
Mllh'* (R) 1

FUl Spttaltty Ore
HAItTFORD

' Halt (H I
"Steit the Mu*ic"
lob Ruucll
filorla Elvrood

Ed FlBher
Winton & Dianne ^

Guy Maries
MIAMI

Olympia (P) 2
Wilfred Mae 3
Murie Neglla -

Pat Booney 'Jfj; .

Marilyn Maxwell
Raye Motte &
Pedro ,'

. : NEWARK
Adams (I) 3

Woody Herman Ore
Brother Bones
Pat Henning
Gcnove Dorn ;

PATERSON
Maleslic (I) 4-«

R .& M Norman
George Moore .

Glenn & Jenkins -

Bob Sydney : ,

Sherman Bro* &
Tessie ,

PHILADELRHIA
Carmali in . 1 .

Original Amateur
Hour. Winners
Earl* (W) 4

Jack Carson Unit
Robt Alda
Bob Sweeney
Hal March
Geo Mann
Emerald Sis

READING
Ralah (1) 3-5

Art Mooncy Ore
J & B Kenn
Virginia Lee.
Sid Kroftt

ROCKFORD
Palace (I) 4'4

"B'way Capers"
Tien-Tsl-Lui Trp
Rand & Raymond
YoneUi

.

The Dearo-*
Jimmy Lee

SPRINGFIELD
Court Sq () ' 3-*

The Karoll*
Duke Alden
Margie Taylor
Tune Tattler*
Charle* Althoft
Gautier* Bricklay'*
WASHINGTON
Capitol (L) 1

Billy Brandt
June Lorraine
Angle Bond 3
Stan Kavangh

Howard (I) 4
Earl Bostic Bd .

Roy Brown Co
Cubby Newsom '

Cozy Cole Ore
Dusty Fletcher
Mara Kim
Frankle Que
YOUNGSTOWN
Palace (I) 7-T

Ink Spots
Boyd Raebum Ore
Pann Merriman
Frank Marlow : ,

BBITAIN

RIGHTON
Hippodrome (M) 21
Hal Mack Co
Max MUler
B Lloyd & Betty
itonalde
Doiaire
Senor Carlo*
Van Dock
Jose Moreno Co
t Maxwell* '

Maid* 3
CHISWICK :

Empire (S) 21
Jack Train .

Buster Shaver Go
Brinnts
L Clifford & Freda
Hacktord & Doyle
Claude Lester
B * E Day
Fauilne & Eddie

IDINBURGH
. Empir* (M> 21
Jalraoral 4
Reginald Dixod

-Nelion Lloyd
Max Bacon v

WuUle Lindsay
Ilo»«r Hay
Henri Vadden Co
Hairy Moohey
Victor King
Anlt*

FINIBURY PARK
Implr* (M) 21

H«mut()i» 4 vassl
Halph Slater
Alan Clive
Gipsy* 3
Croiriwell*

Wright & Marion
' .GLASGOW
- Implr* (M) 21
ff'-^'odman
B CoUeano Jr
JoW.t CordcU
5 A«iton»

L?,W>We Bro*
H«It»r Jacklon
Charles Co
fitrrido Bd
.Hackney

fiLifWf Ore
• *™* ft Cowley

SchgUer Bros
Wally Wood
£va May Wonif
Raydini -

LEICESTER
PaUc* (S) 21

Harry Lester Co
ChrlB Sands
Biaou ; «t Carol
B & M Konyot .

P O'Farrell Co
LIVERPOOL.

. Empire (M) 21
D Henderson Jr
Chico Marx
D B Stuart
Tovarich Trp
Walter Nlblo
V Julian Pet*
Rex & Bessie

NOTTINGHAM
Empire (M) 21

Cynthia & Gladys
Josef Locke
3 Shade*
Forbes & Barrle
George Meaton
Freddie
Paul King
Louise's Animal*
Nicky Tymga 4
Freda Wyn
PORTSMOUTH .

Royal (M) 21.
Aqua Revuette
Frogmen
Air Aces :

Charih Indra :

Piet Van Brechts
Collins & Elizabeth
Allen Bros & June
Gerry Deader

SWANSEA
Empire (M) 21

Tatterhall It Jeity
Vera Lynn
MacDonald &
Graham

Stainless Stephen
Lester Sharps
in*
Alec Pleon
Dorothy Gray Co
Charle* Wood
Krandon & Kama

NEW YORK CITY

Poniere

gAJexander

SiBivJSfLn

Ignaclo Bola
Dave Martin Ore

Casino Ruts*
Emile Boreo
S. Wollekowek*
Constance Melodie
Diamond HorMsho*
Benny Rubin
Lucienne A Ashour
Jack Gansert
Billy Banks
Choral Sextet
H Sandler Ore
Alvarez i.Mera
Juenger Ballet Line

Kotel , Plerr*
Cardlnl
Florence It

Frederic
Stanley Uelb* Oro

kalph Lane Ore
Leon & Eddie's

Eddie Davis
Narda
Ethel Shell
Carewes &
.O'Connor
Boyd Heath
S & B: Stevens
Shcpard Line
Old Roumanian

Sadie Banks
Jan Bart
Rex Owen
Dorothy Dcering
Joanne Florio
Joe LaPorte Ore
D'Aquila Ore
Hotel Savoy Plaza
L & E Roberts
Irving Conn Ore

Hotel Taft
Vincent Lopez Ore

Hotel Warwick
Jose Melis Ore
Nancy Andrews .

Latin Quarter
Frank Libuse
Archie Robbins
David Nillo'
.Maria Karnilova
Steffen-MarteU 8
Elissa Jayne
Ruth Brown
Margot Brander
Art Waner Ore
B Harlow Ore

Clique
Fred Robbins
Charlie Barnet Ore

Copacoban*
Phil Regan
Irwin CoreyFAS Barry
Linda Lombard
Herb George'
Paul : GodklA
Skyrlder*M Durso ' Orc -

Alvares Ore;
Chin* Doll

Ming & Ling
Florence Ahn
Shanghai Twins
Paddy Wing
Noro Morales Ore
Jose Curbello Ore
Line (7)

El Chico
Rosita Rios
Damlron &
Chapnseaux

Tina Ramirez
Los Guarachero*
Vizcaino Ore

Hotel St Meritx
Erwin Kent Ore

Hotel St Regli
Julie Wilson.
Laszlo It Pepito
M Shaw Ore
Hotel ' Roosevelt

Guy Lombardo
Hotel New Yorker
G Benedict Ore
Ice Revue

I
Hotel statler

Tony Pastor; Ore
. Hotel Plaza
r.racic Fields
Mjo Rcisman Ore
Miirk Monte Ore
Payson. Re . Ore
Nyoola Matthcy Or

Lo Perroquet :

Hush Shannon
Deanc Carroll
Marvin Raymer

Le Ruban Bleu
Bibi Osterwald
Goodman &
Kirkwood

3 niits.

Mike Brown
Norman Paris 3
Julius Monk

Havana'Madrld'
Cuban Diamonds
Roberto & Alicia
Mildred Ray Line
Quintero Ore
Art'ueso Ore
Hotel Belmont-Plaza
Ames Bros
Viola Layne
R:& B Pickert ;

Eddie Stone Ore
Castcllanos Ore -

Hotel BMImor*
Phil Wayne Ore
Harold Nagel Ore
;Gordon Currie

Hotel Edison
Henry Jerome Ore
No 1 Fifth Av*

Owen & Murray
Barbara Ashley
Hazel Webster- '.;

Downey & Fonville
Hotel Ambassador
Fred Oliver Ore
William Adler . Ore
Willlaih seotti . .

Royal : Roost
Billy Eckstine
Charlie Ventura
Charlie Parker
T Dameron Ore:

Spivy**
Kelly & Keating
Splvy

Versailles
George Ulmer
Bob Grant Ore
Panchito Ore

: villag* Barn
Lucky .steel
Margie Them
Harold Barry
Kennys
Abbey Albert
Piute Pete %i

Village Vanguard
Maxine Sullivan
RoKer Price
C Williams
Chltisson 3

Waldorf-Astoria
Carl Brlsson
Emll Coleman Ore
Mischa Borr Ore.

to aid the industry abroad, Arnall fvo^T tickler and hirnaTd 7s u^ Bemie. almost
stated: "I am of the opinion that front for the maracas teraoo and i'?""^'','J".*''.y

^l^^ -""Elusion
the Government should utilize the persUlity stX Tina Rm^^^^^

^"'^'^ ^^^y'"^ <'°".'' f ^^I'i
powerful medium of quality Amer-

1
rounds it out with clas.^?al Spanish I i^fthro^ne^e/S

lean motion pictures in selling de- dance specialties, a lighter inter- :XcL tKobfi^m^^^^mocracy to the world. To that end lude but adequate tor the entr'acte. ?"re with X same sTritoev^and
I am hopeful our State Dept. will' Cuisine matches the show in^qual- Xes oi^ wayXad Rubfn 're^
actually deal directly with foreign
governments in the matter of the
flow and distribution of American
pictures in foreign markets."

Arnall, who had been on the
Coast about a week for hush-hush
confabs with indie producers, was
on his way back to New York this
week via Louisville, Ky., where he
had private business. He'll set up
headquarters in the International
Building in Radio City.

ity.

PorKian Room, S. F.
(SIR FRANCIS DRAKE HOTEL)

San Francisco. Feb. 18. ;

"Show Time at the Persian
Roovi," featuring Joey Rardin, Bhii

'

stories and a mite of terping.

New Acts

Yost's Singing Colleens, line ( 5 )

;

Bob Frellson, fiosalie Proscli.
Produced by Larry /lllen. Lyle
Bardo's Orch (12).

lived the late war in a couple of
yarns and came up with some tales
that have becomes classics through'
familiarity. But to the majority of
the patronage here, they're fresh
and lively. Rubin charms his way
through with a series of character

He

CHICAGO

BlackhawK
Al Trace Ore
Sob Vincent
Jackie Van
Red Maddoek
Dave DeVore
Lee Pines

Hotel BIsmark
The Maximes (2)

Charles & Janet
Joe Isbell
Joe DeSalvo Ore

Halting*
Gary Morton
Savlna
Tu-Tones '2)

Frankic Hyle
Billy Chandler Ore
H Edgewater Beach
Henry Brandon Ore
Carlos & Linda
Mary Ann Fcdcle
Preston Lambart
D Hild Dancers .(12)

Tabu
Tito Coral

Chaz Para*
Joey. Bishop
J Cole Dancer* (6)

Mary Small -

Jack Soo
Dorben Dncr* (10)

J Rodrlquez Ore
C Davidson O (11)

Sherman Hotel
Ruth Ann Koesun
Blossom Lee
Harry HaU
Kirby Hawk*

Ed: PrentMi
Bill Snyder Ore
.Tohn Krlza
Honey Dreamer*

Hotel Stevens
Frankle Masters O
Phyllis Myles .

Tommy Traynor
Neil Rose
Jean Arlen
Meryl -Baxter
Skating Blvdears
Bog Turk
Bill Keefe
Jeannie Sook
Charles & Lucille
Jerry Rehfield:
Manuel Del Toro
Elwood Carl

Palmer Housa
Barclay Allen O
Victor Borge
M Abbott Dcrs (10)

The Roulettes
Jimmy Carroll

Blackstona
A & D Russell
La Salle Ore (14)

Vina Gardens
Bobby SHelton
June Burnett
Bob Norris
W & J Brown
Nelson & O'Day
Silver Frolics
Sylvia Froos
Jimmy. Ames
FroUc Lovelies (4)

Bud .Prentice- Ore

RONNY GRAHAM
Songs, Comedy
23 Mins.
Cafe Society, N.Y.

Ronny Graham is an enterpris-
ing young comic who, with better
material, might be ripe for better
things. He works somewhat simi-
larly to Dwight Fiske* playing the
ivories in accomp to his comedy
songs. His numbers have a wide i

This sprightly floorshow has a
line of well trained, niftily cos-
tumed, gpod^ooking girls who offer
a brace ol routines for neat re-
turns.

Featured spot held by Joey
Rardin, hard punching comic,
whose songs fit well with his em-
ceeing and patter. Aping of musical
instruments and auto horn noises
get over, though mostly familiar
stuff. Carbon on Jimmy Cagney.
whom RSirclin resembles, pays off in
a medley of Geo. Mi Cohan songs,
such as Cagney did in the biopic,
"Yankee Doodle Dandy."
Ben Yost's Singing Colleens : ( 5

)

range.

: He does mostly recitative stories.

For instance, one on a user of ben-
zedrene; another on "how he loves
to see mother work," plus takeoff
on "Elsie the Cow." He was on
for 23 minutes when caught, most-
ly because the audience wouldn't
let him off.

Graham has a nice manner, and
he depends considerably on' a con-
tortive face for -his comedy. He
should, however, dress a little more
conservatively for a club, that4)ow-
der-blue suit and loud tie being
somewhat out of sorts. Kahn.

Idick' with femme appeal and ade-

CECILIA COLLEDGE
Ice Skatinf
7 Mins.
Roxy, N. Y.

Cecilia Colledge, a British skat-

ing champ on her first TJ. S. date,
I

quate harmonizing of "Wiffenpoof
Song," South American Way," "Or-
chids in the Moonlight," "Babalu"
and "Accentuate the Positive." Get
over, nicely, though stereotyped one of the smarter displays on 'the

doesn't miss in any direction and
he's strong at the finish.

Lucienne and Ashour have some
body-punishing adagio antics for
the tourists. Ashour is now work-
ing with a new Lucienne, but the
routine is the same. Male commits
mayhem on the female with better
than routine tricks and winds up
with the femme batting him all-

over the floor. They^re excellently-
received.

The rest of the show is showing
some, slight sighs of wear, under-
standable inasmuch as this produc
tion is in its second year. Many in
the troupe seem a little jaded at
the proceedings, but the ballet
work is still fresh and Harold Sand-
ler still gets some soulful interpret-
tation ^ in his concertmei-stering,
Alverez Manolo Mera with his
Spanish songs and the ballet work
of Janice Cioffo and Jack Gansert
are still lively.

But the few defects still do not
detract from the fact that it's still

format could be brightened by even
heftier response.
Ballroom dancing by Bob Frell-

son and Rosalie Prosch, whose tap-

saloon circuit. Any show designed
at a comparatively low budget that
can fill a king-sized spot for more
than a year is. certainly beyond

ping and strutting scores, is high- criticism from a commercial stand-
light of "Dark Town Strutters
Ball" finale, in Which the line and
Rardin: wrap up the breezy stanza.
Lyle Bardo's orch backs show: in

capable fashion. Ted.

Diamond Horseshoe,
X. Y.

(FOLLOWUP)
Billy Rose's excursions . Into the

past have boomed his ornate dun-
geon in the Paramount hotel into

lmV=as being v^«ed in a^de ^ ^hV^lt^* ""^^X^ll'tTs
variety of rink capers. She has a t^„t^;<, it Z tLl
good assortment of routines and ^^^^e^partv plan to nav exnensel

offermr^
her jba^f

c'^ste a"reS?t'huSan

Unfortunately; Miss
impresses as being unaccustomed
to the comparatively small confines
of a vaudeville stage. Tall femme
works as though she were getting
up enough power for a glide across
a king-sized rink, and it's prob-
able that her work is more effec-

tive on larger surfaces.

At the Roxy her glides are chop-

py and a staccato effect is achieved
where one of grace is essential.

More work on smaller floors before
hitting the Roxy would have pre-

pared her for theatre work. Jose.

,and the low upkeep of the fiddle
Colledge

J brigade makes It inevitable that

SIMPP on Decree
Continued from page 5

;

possible rental terms for their

films. It had been holding its

counsel, Robert J. Rubin; in the

east for the past four weeks await-

ing the Par decree so he could

make a quick study of it in the five-

day interval before it was present-

ed to the court. His brother-in-law

died last week, however, and he

was forced to fly back to the" Coast,

which meant the decision not to

make an appearance tomorrow was
made there in consultation with

Arnall and SIMPP leaders,

"The opportunities for inde-

pendent producers are excellent,"

Arnall declared. "The fight on mo-
nopoly is bearing fruit. Divorce-

ment is a step forward. The fight

against greedy and arrogant mo-
nopolies with the motion picture

industry must go on if the busi-

ness is to thrive.".

Arnall disclosed that several new
applications for SIMPP member-
ship had been received in the past

week, but refused to disclose

names. They are believed to have

Saranac Lake
By Happy Bcnway

Saranac, N. Y., March 1.

Vaudeville came back with a

bang at the local Pontiac theatre^

The first vaude show in eight years
dre\y capacity audiences and it

looks like flesh shows, are set for
the future here. Bill comprised
The Marcos, Diane Baron, : Alson
& Young, Bob Sergent and Clem-
ens, Billings & Co.

Johnny Jones, roller-skater and
former: Rogerite who. graduates
here, shot in for annual checkup.
He drew an all-clear and left for
Hartford to resume work.

Princess Elda Benedict former-
ly curing at the Rogers, now doing
nicely at the Baybrook, N. Y„ san-
atorium.

Dr. Irving Ross, ex-Rogerite
medico, in from N. Y. C. with his

frau to attend the bobsled races.

Robert Paquale, former Warner
Bros, manager in Philly, and Helen
Grupp, a Will Rogers staffer, to

be married in June.

; Eugenie Reed, legit actress, back
to the Rogers recuping from thojfr

acoplasty operation.

Dr. William Stern, Rogers med-
ico, to N. Y. C. to attend lectures

at the Cornell Medical Center.

Julia Kaufhold planed in from
Harrisburg to bedside husband,
Cliarlie Kaufhold, recuping from
recent operation.

Doris Carey, newcomer here,

has been upped for film shows.

Write to -those who are. UL

this institution shows a continual
profit even when a: half-house or
less shows up.
Monday's (28) opening of Benny

Rubin and Lucienne and Ashour
wasn't one of the most crowded be-
cause of the snowstorm, biit enough
tourists showed up to prove that
"Violins Over Broadway" is still an
enchanting: item: for the out-of-
towners. The additional spice pror-

i vided by Rubin and the fast adagio
j
twin of the Clifford G. Fischer im-

I
ports of several years ago, is suf-
ificient to: keep the spot going on a
I profitable basis at least until Rose
and Eleanor Holm (Mrs. Rose) - re-
turn from- an extended trip around
the world. :

Rubin is the third comic to punc-

point. Jose.

Cafe Society, N. Y.
Dave Martin A, Pete Johnson,

Ronny Graham, Mildred Bailev;
$3.50 mttiimum.

Barney Josephson's Greenwich
Village spot continues its policy

of introducing new performer!
mixed with veterans, and the cur-^

rent layout along this vein finds
newcomer Ronny Graham : (New
Acts) sharing the billing with Pete
Johnson, the boogie-woogie pianist,
and songstress Mildred Bailey.

Otherwise, Miss Bailey still gar-
ners her share of - the applause with
her unique selling of .- blues and
standard rhythms, with the in-

evitable "Rockin' Chair" as her
payoff. A fixture in the intimate
cafes these many-years, Miss Bai-
ley is dcing her usual numbers, the -

sort of stuff that the customers
still apparently want. :

Johnson, one of the original of
the boogie-woogies, smashes over
with his hot piano that, soon as he
sits down at the: stool, wins oVer
the ci{ustomers. : ; .

-

Dave Martin's instrumental auaP'
tet has an inning or two, with the-
leader: at the piano, and they pound';
out some highly rhythmic music.

.

Martin' also handles the introduce

:

tions neatly, ' Kahn.
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Roxy, Y.
Rudy Vallee, ilforev itmsterdam,

JWflitrice Kocco, Rwdell* (3) , Geci-
lio Colledge, Bruce & Joan, Gae
Foster line, H. Phil Spitalny Cho-
rus, Paul Ash Orch; "Down to the
Sea. in Ships" (20th), reviewed in
Variety Feb. 16, '49.

The suqcession of strong shows
at the Roxy seems to have come
to a temporary halt with the cur-
rent edition. It may be that Danny
Ka"ye is a hard guy to follow, but
it's more probable that there's no
litrdng focal point in the new lay-
out to warrant production staff to
extend itself as it has on previous

• chows. : ..

V Name value is vested in Rudy
Vallee a;id Morey Amsterdam; The
crooner of circa 1929 is currently
H hot*item in these environs, hav-
ing recently completed a highly

, successful stand at the Latin Quar-

Apollo, ;v. Y. ,;.;:„ ,

Erskine Hawkins. Orch (16) loith

terVnd*harbeen"doingTseVi1s of Jimmy Mitchell. Laura Washing-

on the pit elevator and acts per-
form on spacially constructed
api-oa in front General effect is

to bring th« performers right down
to the audience with as near tp
floorshow intimacy as you can get
in a house the size of th^ Mast-
baum.
Kaye had * 50-50 deal with the

house, with the comedian paying
for the acts and Warners sup-
plying everything else; Arrange-
iment worlied out very amicably.
For example, Warners had con-;
tracted for a 16'piece orchestra;
Kaye asked for double the nam-,
ber and paid for the additional
tooters. Local reception has made
town more vaude-conscious than
ever and return of variety to Earle
Friday (4) will be watched closely
by entire trade. Gaghr-

video appearances which have en
hanced his standing at the box-
office. Vallee does an abbreviated
edition of the act he did iit the
]LQ. which is okay for appearance
here. There are moments of hu-
mor, nostalgia and even a few Kin-
seyish memories for the femmes
that used to group around the At-
water Kents when Vallee was the
highlight of the Fleischman's Yeast
Hour. All this is quietly and per-
»onably delivered. But in a house
large enough to seat 6,000, a little
more punching is required. Vallee
did okay when he could have been
sock. -

Amsterdam fell down in his ma^
terial. At show caught there wasn't
• line that he hadn't done previous-
ly elsewhere. The fact that he
Walked off to a salvo strong enough
to warrant an encore also indi-
cates that he could have cut a
fancier. iigure here witii newer ma-
terial.

The Rudells' trampoline work
comes off: well, and Maurice Roc-
co's standup piano'playlng and JiVe
•inging is also oicasr,

The ice show's production is

clever and picturesque. Cecilia
Colledge (New Acts) does the
chief caper in this sequence, with
good assist from Bruce and Joan;

ton, Deefc Watson's Brown Dots
(4), Bob St Foster Johnson, Mary
Jane, Cook & Brovm, Pigmeat
MorkhoTJi & Co.; "Michigon Kid"
(U).

Maide «all, N. Y.
RusscZI Morkert prodMction, loith

Lida Da Valle, Renald & Rudy,
June Winters, Andrew Lindstrom,
Tony Starman, Alan Carneyi Paul
Haakon, M; H, Corps de Ballet,

M. H. Glee Club, Rockettes, M. H.
Symphony Orch; "Family Honey-
moon"' iU), reviewed in Variety
Dec. 8, '48.

Erskine Hawkins' solid combo
sparks the new layout at this col-

ored vauder and, since the ener-
getic maestro is a prime fave with j on a Unioii Sqiiare soapbox: Even

Apparently with the expectation
that the current pic will have only
a limited run; Music Hall looks to

have given Russell Markert the
word to go easy on the budget for
the show. Result is a very routine
revue, with the only flashes of in-

spiration in the settings for the,

ballet and a ''Singing in the Rain"
number done by a trio , of .

terpers.

Even the choice of the pre-curtain
selection by Alexander Smallens'
M. Hi Symph adds to the sleepy
atmosphere; It is Franz Liszt's tone
poem, "Les Preludes." Something
more colorful and ear-bending
would be desirable.

Topping the imported specialists

is Alan Carney with his mimicry.
His material is, at the, very least,

in questionable taste, particularly

for the Music Hall. He does a di-

alectic bit on' an Irish, Italian and
Jewish labor-leaders rabble-rousing

mastbaum, Philly
Philadelphia. March 1.

Danny Koye, Georgio Gibbs, The
Dunhills, Lou Schrader : House
Orch; "Sun Comes Up" (M-G).

Apollo audiences, rocks 'em with
solid arrangements which set live-

ly tempo, for the show. Comprising
four rhythm, five saxes, three
trombones and four trumpets (in-

cluding Hawkins), band tees off

with sizzling version of "Junction
Express" in which sidemen are
given a field day for solo work.
Jimmy Mitchell steps down from
stand for raucous vocal on "Cold-
Hearted Woman" for nice response.
Bobby and Foster Johnson follow
with slick tapstering session that
hits the mark. ' -

Laura Washington, band vocal-
ist, does a neat job oa a torchant
as prelude to Pigmeat Markham &
Co's comedy stanza, which despite
being familiar stuff has 'em howlr
ing. Band takes over >for another
brace of numbers, "King Porter's
Stomp" and "Brooklyn Bounce,""
which spotlights Hawkins for some
nifty trumpeting.

:

' Deek Watson's Brown Dots, run-
nerup tor top honors on show, con-
trib a.'sold session. Instrumental,
and vocal quartet, highlighted by
Watson's comedies, reprise some of

their former disclicks, including
"Darktown Strutters Ball," "As
Though You Didn't Know" and

really funny dialect stories have
become dubious- mass entertain-

ment, and Carney's certainly don't
qualify from the humor standpoint,
let alone the taste angle. That
he and the Music Hall manage-
ment are themselves in doubt
about the propriety of the turn is

evident from the fore and aft

apologies made by Carney for the
material. He precedes the dialec-

tics with standard, mimicry : of Ed-
ward G. Robinson, Charles Laugh-
ton and Wallace Beery;

'

. Another outside turn is Renald <e

Rudy in a moderately well-received
session of hand-to-hand balancing
in rhythms to music. Paul Haakon
tcrps a simulated iceskating rou'
tine in a Central Park lake set-

ting, while Tony Starman does a
fast tap turn to the accompaniment
of the M. H. Glee Club. Other non-
regulars include Lida Da Valle,

who opens, exhibiting a iine set of
serious ' pipes;, and June Winters
and Alexander Lindstrom, also

warblers, but of old fave tunes.

Ballet is revealed as the curtain
lifts in a stunning setting. Gals
are arrayed in classic ballet poses
before reproductions of two Degas

"Rnw' wnw W<iw" fnr npar <!hnw- paintings that cover the backdrop.
Bow Wow Wow lor .near show-

^^j^^ ^jj^j^g^, j^jg^ ^^^^^ ^^^^

Dann. Kaye, riding the crest of
his current popularity wave, and „ „ -it . , i

the return of vaude to the Mast- ,
^ Brown give layout an additional

stopping returns;
Mary Jane, ofay terper does okay

in a brief acro-dance> while Cook

baum after ' 15 jfears proved an ir

resistible combination for vaude-
Btarved Philadelphians.
A line two blocks long waited

patiently for the; holiday opening,
show Tuesday (22) morning and
the Mastbaum played to capacity
audience right through the run.
With upped prices (the 99c. top
was hiked to $1.30) Kaye report-
edly garnered a record $73,000 for
his six-day stand at the Warner
de'uxer.
The size of the evening crowds Eddy Duchin makes his first post-

was determined by the. number of ! war appearance here With smart
standees they could squeeze in and i band show: nicely balanced with
the audience cheered and whistled

I

three first rate acts, including Janis
for the film comic at every ap- Paige to help with box office lure.

comedy lift with their clownatics,
songs and hoofing; The lads are
especially solid in the latter de-

partment. Edba.

€Irel«, Indpls.
Indianapolis, Feb. 26.

Eddy Ducfiin Orch with ,/ani.5

Paige, Billy Rayes. The Barretts
(2), Tommy Mercer; "Henry: the
Rainmaker" iMono)^ :

is one of those things that takes
advantage, of the fabulous techni;-

cal facilities of the Hall's stage. It

embodies a drop behind the Glee
Club with a piano painted on it.

Lighting reveals the piano as actu-

ally a scrim and an elevated stage
Jbehind it simulates the piano top.

As the Glee Club does "Singing
in the Rain," three gals in slick-

ers and with an umbrella do a very
cute terp routine in what appears
to be a veritable rainstorm on the
piano top.

Rockettes do their usual terping
to a rather good tune by staff

don, featuring Winston <:hurchiU,
sends him off • solid hit.

Bennie Desmond comes up from,
audience asking Stoopnagle for an
audition. After aud approval,
youth breaks into comedy terping
that's tops. Also does fancy piano-
ing of classical and jive numbers,
with terptricks thrown in for a
definite click.

Harmonica playing of Alan
Schackner gets strong approval
With deft mouthing of "When Day
Is Done,V and encores with minia-
ture harmonica on "12th Street
Bag."

. Impressions of Elizabeth Talbotr
Martin, a tall looker with gracious
stage presence, garner plenty gig-
gles, especially from distaffers in
audience. Carbons of Bette Davis
and Greer Garson as Congress-
women seem sliced, but satire on
cabaret singers vocaling ''It's a Sin
to Tell a Lie," rocks house for a
begoff.

Highlight of unit is Negro tenor
Napoleon Reed; last .$een here: as
male lead in "Carmen Jones." He
gets spontaneous applause on
"Granada" and medley of operatic
arias, particularly "Pagliaecl."

Jerry Bresler,; fronting house
orch, does first-rate job of backing
showv . Only weak spot seems to
be Stoopnagle's overdone gags,
which occasionally slow up tempo
of proceedings. As emcee, he gets
aud in the mood in excellent-
fashionv but., succeeding banter
should^ be brushed ,up: " Greg.

Unit Reyiews

Olympia, Miami
Miami, Feb. 26.

Gonnee Bosioelt, Sammy Wolsh,
Don; -Henry Trio, Bobby : Lane &
Cloire, Jack Parker, Freddie Car-
lone orch; "The Accused" (Por).

Well paced layout celebrates this
vauder's 24th anniversary, with
topliner -Connee Boswell wrapping
things up with her svelte song
spinning.

Staging of her stint is lavish and
lighting smartly handled to bring
out the charm and soft personality
that has always marked her work.
The thrushing, per usual is top-
drawer; from the "Smiles" medley,
through the standard pops she has
been identified with to the
newies such as '^Faraway Places,"
'•Martha" gives her a begoff;

Sammy Walsh handles comedy
slot as well as the emceeing. His
special material is new and garners
laughs. Jack Parker's juggling
work is socko. The youngster
moves smoothly, with the comedy
interludes adding to overall im-
pact. .

Bobby Lane and Claire terping
brings maximum returns, while
the harmonica work of Don Henry
trio is also okay, with a Spike
Jones touch for added laughs.
Freddie Carlone and Orch back-
ground in top manner,v Lary.

Hippodrome, Balto.
Baltimore, Feb. 27.

Jerry & Jane Brandow, Wally
Brpion, Lea; "Tarzan" Barker, Ma-

pearance. .Kaye reciprocated by
putting on a lengthy show. He
did 35 uinutes the night caught,
Friday (2^)

-Duchin's- sparlding — keyboard
style is still a crowd pleaser, de-
spite long absence. Oldsters here
apparently like him as well as

thPnT'^r.^ 'V
l"tle of every- ;e7uirr"ba'nd fa„s."He openT'show

Sstra,Voes'fm&a^^^^^^^^^ -Wt .arrangement of "Hal-

runs down into audience to give
the froii'.-seaters an added kick. He
also gets a lot of audience partici-
pation with two of his numbers—
"The Gypsy,!' from his soon-to-be-
released Warner pic, "Happy
Times," and an old fave, "Minnie
the Moocher."
High spots are the satire on a

lelujah," followed by smooth med-
ley of"My Darling, My Darling,"
"Here I'll Stay" and "Nobody's
Sweetheart," Duchin, alternating
between band and mike, spends
enough time at piano to give satis-
faction. Tommy Mercer, band's vo- , u - v-.t,c u .. i; x.. i j-^
calist, does nice warbling of "Pow- i"." ""5 9?^ show, but that didn't

der Your Face With Sunshine." ' 9'"^*'^?.^ .^wc'ng up

yricist Al StSlman "Jack Fro ^ i Z'JJ'AZ- - ' — tiouse Orch (12) with Kay DeWttt;
"Tarzan's iwogic Fountoin'' (RKQ),

Hawaiian Paradise
(NATIONAL. LOUISVILLE)

>ii. , r
Louisville. Feb. 25Abel Lees, Danny Asbury, jgrmMarttn, Tony Rvila, Maile kJu?

Johnny Ahquin. Mrs. Hattie A,,'Hawaiuin Paradise Orch (8).
'

' This unit stacks up as about th.
most authentic Hawaiian groun nr
entertainers to hit the mainlanS
in quite a spell. As a rule, pa.trons are a little-wary of Hawaiian
talent, particularly from past ev
perience when some of them haw
proved phoney. This group, how"
ever, was organized during the war
under USO auspices to entertain
soldiers and Navy personner sta'
tioned in the Hawaiian Islands
Couple of the boys joined the comi
pany when it hit the mainland
Jerry Martin, dancer, and Dannv
Asbury; ventriloquist. . .

"Paradise Revue" has a line of
five Hawaiian dancing girls, who
give the show real zip. Open with
a nuinber, VTrip Around the Is-
land in the Moonlight,'" to teeoff
their hip-tossing routines. They
work in several numbers, princi-
pally "Mauii Chimes," "Hawaiian
Shouting Song," and "Hawaiian
Hospitality." Specialty dancer Maile
Kelii, young and shapely, gives out
with grinds dressed in floor length
Hawaiian gown, as do the other
gals. Even bring on Mrs. Hattie Au,
who plays the gourd in the orch
to show 'em a few tricks In bodily
gyrations; Mme. Au is the instruc
tress for the girls

.
in the danc«

contortions. Gals also have a lu-

minous hands number, which per-
mits them to exhibit gracefulness
in the hand movements, ' v

Martin, soft shoe dancer, regis-

ters with his deadpan expression
and eccentric stepping, as does
Danny : Asbury; ventriloquist. Gets
laughs with the smart comments
of his brash dummy, Norman, and
offs to heavy applause. .

.. Music is: mostly stringed instru*

ments, even steel guitars electri-

fied, with gourds giving it th»

proper Island touch. Musicians
are dressed in Hawaiian gowns,
some are : barefooted and bart

shoulders^ lending authenticity to

the ensemble.
Vocalist and comic. Johnny Ah-;

quin, highspots the show with his

comedy vocalS; Gets hefty palming
for "Ragtime Cowboy Joe,'/ givhig
impresh of how different nationali-
ties would sing the number.

Business was big for this unit,

proving that good shows will do

the business at this house, but un-

der par touring units prove disap-

pointing at the wicket. Hold.

Ora Agora Viras Tu
(Now It Is Your Turn)

Lisbon, Feb. 22.
Piero Bernardon production of revui

in two actA (30 Kcenes) by Carlos Lopei.
Stars Herminla Silva, Horacinai teatures
Va.sco Santana, AlVi-iro Perelra. Music by
Carlos Dias; dances' b,v Ciman-o and Cruz:
sets and costumes by ' Pinto dc Campos.
At Teatra Varledades, Lisbon.

Get Lost." Herb.

Orionfal, Clii .

"Arthtir Godfrey Talent Scouts,"
with Col. Stoopnagle (Chase Tay-
lor ) , George Guest, Mary Osborne,
Bernie George, Bennie Desmond,
Alan Schackner, Eligabeth Talbot^
Martin, Napoleon Reed, Jerry
Bresler & :House Orch; . *'Kissing
Ba7idit" (IVr-G).

Arthur Godfrey's Talent Scouts,"
current here, proves there's magic
in the name Godfrey. Latter isn't
on hand to Intro acts he featured

Impresario Plero Bernardon's

.
first revue of the year at the Tea-

I .. .
,.itro Variedades, ranks as the most

frnm^£Lff ^ plsys^well
,
gumptuous show ever, presented in

Wanv Rrn5„ c?'
"Pf^'^'^d by

I Portugal. Book and music Sre the
Wally Brown and strongly backed best since prewar days.Dy Jo Lombardi's- house orch. — - -

Strong getaway is provided by
Lombardi's aeereeatinn in a r^XolOmbardi's aggregation in a Cole
Porter medley in which Kay De-
Witt whacks out slick vocals; Jerry

The censor has been more gen-

erous than usual and the sketches

are full of political allusions to the

Salazar government in Portugal

and European affairs. The revue

miihmlf
pace has .such Vir""inTe7nationar appeal

J?*.'^??"? y^^^ .{"P-PSM tapping, that the foreign colony in Lisbon

Dpr'snnalitv lad .riniTincr "Hooin fi,« ^^^y Places" And "So Inpersonality laa singing Begin, the Love " Duchin Dlav« mpdlov hfBeguine" and flatting as if it were -
""^nm piays meaiey ot

in the. score, a biting satire -on
Frank Sinatra singing "Night and
Day," an old-time minstrel man
version of "Ballin' the Jack" and

favorites suggested by audience

outside of theatre, despite drench-
ing downpour.

building to a highlight in which
male member gives out on a piano
and trumpet to flashy stepping by
partner.
Lex Barker, current "Tarzan,"

next is built into an entertaining
sesh, with Brown foiling for funny
business in response to torchy war-
bling of "I Want to Be Loved" by

Solid lineup is preceeded by
!
Kay DeWitt. Gets over some Rood

and closes show in fine style with |

film short of Godfrey, in which he I chatter, a few gags', and makes
hep version of "Stormy Weather

Miss Paige is an eyeful who
a running gag of "Tiptoe Throush i

doesh't trade on her Hollywood rep
the Tulips." It's all solid stuff. i

solid hit as vocalist, espe

explains reasons Why he isn't with
the unit. After a few humorous
bits,' he explains nature: oif show
and intros Col, Stoopnagle, who

VocaHsf GeoTgir GibbJ afte^^ novelty numbers, she I ^"l*;^^* .

introductory two numbers; "Big i

swgs romantic ballads like "A Lit- 1

Stoopnagle breaks into his stand-

Wide Wonderful World" aiid "T
York's
for the

Wide Wonderful World" and "New '
"'^ ^'''^ '^"•" "O"* Sunday ard_ routine, but stuff doesn't

York's My Home" joins with Kave I

Afternoon" and "Girls Were Made
]

Pfoject well, because payees have
for the finale workout — that in-U° ^ake Care of Boys" with style, already waited 2() minutes for the
tludes everything from close bar- i hits lier stride in bouncy — '''

mony to ballroom dancing. The Pertormance of ' In My Merry Olds-
riiinhiiii:. Uni.^ AC . mobile" and a specialty "'I'ho iuii>i

his p;a, stand up for good returns.
Brown follows with his practiced
routine of funny broken sentence
stuff and parody on "O-H-I-O."
Leaves 'em hollering for more.

Closing spot of Manuel Viera

and Estoril is rushing to see it.

Talent is all fine, including Her-

minia Silva, folksinger and good,

comic actress; Horacina, samba
singer from Brazil; Vasco Santana,

a fine comic, and the dynamic Ai-

varo Pereira. They share honors of

the show with Maria Luisa, Por-

tugal's "pin-up girl;" *Barroso Lo-

pes, Carminda Pereira, tenor Luis

Picarra; the Cimarro Swedish Bal-

let; the Piero Girls, and acrobatic

dancers Helga Linne (German) and

Goncalves (Portuguese).
Production costs reached the, un-

heard of sum (in Portugal) of fii>r

Dunhills, trio of fast steppers who
combine taps with acrobatic work,
are in the opening slot.

From the Dunhills entry, the
show moves, fast and works without
an emcee. No little part of the

The Mild,
Mild West/', which give her person-
ality a chance to shine. The cus-
tomers like her plenty.

Billy Rayes adds a comedy punch
to bill with a good line of gags,

success was due to the staging,
|

a few juggling tricks 'and some
arranged in advance of Kaye's I

^">using satire on impersonators,
visit by Maurie Gable, of the War-

—
ner staff, instead of using the
enormous Mastbaum stage. Gable
Arranged to stage the whole pro-
auction in commodious Mastbaum

ft.

The 32-piece band, recruited
' the one-week show (and headed
Lou Schrader, long-time Earle

Mire maestro) rides Into view

acts. Pace could be quickened
here.
George Guest, succeeds in quick-

ening tempo, with flashy version
of "Flight of Bumble Bee" on the
marimba. Hefty accolades have
Guest encoring his own boogie
number, "Stump Hollow Stomp,"
for additional plaudits.
Mary Osborne, smooth guitarist,

miSg-Boyer! FrSllS: ^^^t'S^ Z^H^^Hepburn, Digby O'Dell etc He's '

giving ^out with a blues ar-

a smooth worker wUh fresh ap J^ke Me in Your
proach. June and Martv Barrett

"^"^"^'j Stoopnagle tosses

g'ive sh w a nic^^%SsToF\X e^r^^rdlfcoTn"
^oJ^^l '''' ballroom^«''Sr& wins sock re-

«; . .
sponse With his uni'que impressions

Biz was moderate at. opening, of crowd noises, celebrities! et^
Corb. I Impresh of a broadcast froin Lon-

standout and good for plenty
laughs along with Its novelty ap-
peal. Strength of TV indicated it-
self with hefty reception accorded
him by stubhoiders indicating fa-
miliarity with routine aired over
several recen , appearances with Ed
JsulUvan's video show. Drew a
strong series of curtains to wind
up a solid show.

Biz okay. Burm.

TOWER, phuly, stageshows
Philadelphia, March, 1.

Tower theatre here is resuming
stageshow policy next Monday (8)
after 18 years of straight films

which already assure a four-month

run in Lisbon at a $2 top. ,
The

show is 'presented twice a day ana

three times on Sundays. In its nrsi

week the second house always

ended in the early hours ot tiie

morning owing to the public o«:

mand for encores. Then the theatre

syndicates stepped in and the snow

had to be shortened, to comply witn

the law about closing hours in the

theatres; CJflrr.

Z i;ic-Ziegler jporm Own AgcSr

Marty Baum and Abe NewbfiJ

have resigned from Jules Ziegiei

--
,
agency to open their own agency-

Initial booking under the new Both have been with Ziegler sin<.»

setup is Elliot Lawrence bandshow , tl^e agency was founded last year,

which goes into tile N. Y. Para- Successors at the Ziegler otnw

niomt.
, 1 haven't been set yetj
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Members 'Donate Shares in Shows

To Dramatists Guild as Treasury Aid
In a new move to bolster its-

treasury, the Dramatists Guild is

jetting shares of Broadway pro-

ductions. The precise way the

device is being worlced is a .closely

nisrded secret, but it is believed

M involve' donations by , Guild

members rather, than investment

by the organization itself. A num-
'ber of forthcoming shows report-

edly have the Guild slated for a

glice of the profits, but in each

case the interest is said to be in

an individual's name. Idfea is ap-

parently to set up a $50,000 in-

vestment fund,

The subject has been rumored

in the trade, but came more or less

into the open last week with the

publication of the limited partner-

ship agreement for the Howard
liindsay-Russel Grouse production

of Sidney Kingsley's "Detective

Story," due March 23 at the Hud-
son^ Ni Y., after an out-of-town

tiyout. One of the limited part-

ners Is listed as Luise M. Sillcox,

with a $1,500 share, but she is as-

sumed to be an assignee for the
Guild.

A somewhat similar setup is ex-

pected to be used for the forth-

coming productions of the Richard
Bodgers-Osear Hammerstein, -Zd,

"South Pacific," the Robert E.

Sherwood-Irving Berlin "Miss Lib-

erty," and apparently applies to

SMch current shows as "Anne of the
Thousand Days," • "Life With
Mother" and "Light Up the Sky."
However, in the cases of these
shows,: the Guild share is re-

portedly in the names of different

members. Although everyone con-
cerned has refused to discuss the
matter, it is believed that in each
Instance the Guild . is getting its

Blice as an outright gift. Under-
stood the organization's attorneys
•re working out the corporate
setup to. cover the arrangement
before an announcement is made.
Need for more revenue for the

Guild apparently stems only partly
from its expenses in defending the
recent monopoly suit brought by
Carl E. Ring (the judge's decision.
Incidentally, still has not been is-

sued). To help defray that cost

. the Guild levied an assessment of

$25 apiece on its active members
and $10 on the associates, from
which it anticipated a return of.

about $20,000.
However, the organization has

been hit in the last couple of years
by the decrease in picture sales of
Wgit plays, from which It gets 2%.
Although sizable . returns are still

coming in from such past deals as
"Annie Get Your Gun," "Life with
Father" and "Statfe of th6 Union,"
the revenue from, this source has
dwindled. On the other hand, the

(Continued on page 63)

HOLDOVER N. Y.BILL

SETTING Tlx PREMIUM
Albany, March 1.

The Mitchell-Morgan bill, per-
mitting a charge of 50c in addition
to printed maximum price on the-
•tre tickets, for delivery to each
Durchaser of one or more tickets,
was on the Senate calendar Mon-
day night (28) but did not come to
• vote. Senator MacNeil Mitchell,
Whose district includes T i me s
Square, held bill over until next
*eek. Measure, also sponsored by
Assemblyman Justin Morgan, Buf-
fjlo, had passed the lower house.
It amends general business law.
Senator Seymour Halpern, Long.

Island Republican, is sponsoring
wo ticket bills, one of which al-
lows licensed theatre ticket sellers
to make an additional charge of not
jnore than 25c for delivery on each

,
ticket order. , The other bill elimi-
nates present maximum resale prcr

..
Wwijfi of 75c and substitutes a slid-
mg scale—50c for tickets on which
jegular admission price is up to
W.99, 75c for $2.40 admissions,
«.Q5 for those up to $9.99 and
yoarge would be $5 for tickets sell-

at $80 or more.
, Senator Halpern's counsel said
today that there had been no ac-
Mon yet on either measure.

Rep. Celier's Pitch For

U.S. to B R. D.C. Legiter
Washington, March 1.

Bill to have the Government pay
for converting the Belasco theatre

here to legit and leasing it for tour-

ing shows was introduced in the

House yesterday (Mon.). by Rep.:

Emanuel Celler (D., N.Y.), Meas-
ure is figured to have little chance
of becoming law.

Present plans call for the long-
dark Belasco to be razed to make
way for an addition to the Treas-
ury building. It has. been esti-

mated that it would cost about
$250,000 to renovate the house.

Coffee-Cowen Play

Optioned by Harris

For London or N.Y.
Jed Harris, who this week start-

ed rehearsals of Herman Wouk's
"The Traitor," : has also taken an
option on a new play by Holly-
wood scripters Lenore Coffee and
William Joyce Cowen. Scripts titled

"Everard," is a dramatization of a
novel. "Vera,'' by Elizabeth (Count-
ess Russell). Harris, who will stage
and co-produce' it (probably in

partnership with Fred Finklefioffe)

will con.^'er .this week with Gilbert
Miller about a premiere this spring
at the latter's St. James theatre,

London. Otherwise, he figures on
doing it on Broadway next fall.

There's apparently a difference
of opinioii about the proper pro^
duction treatment of the play. Har-
ris describes it as a "charming
Gomedy-,'' but . according to word
from the Coast it is a thriller,

somewhat on the order of "Angel
Street," about a Svengali-like man
who drives one wife to suicide and
almost does the same with her
successor. Story takes place in

Devon, England, in 1912. Producer-
director is reportedly seeking Basil
Rathbone for the lead.

Harris has postponed production
of hiS' adaptation- of Strindberg's
"The Father" until next season. He
has dropped his option on"Gaden,"
by Robert and Mignon McLaughlin,
but may. revive "The Green Bay
Tree," with Rathbone starred; pro-
vided the latter is "still interested."
He figures on presenting it first for
a summer theatre tour and on
Broadway in the fall.

Lee Tracy and Walter Hampden
will be: co-starred in "The Traitor'*

and the cast will include Wesley
Addy and Louise .Piatt (Mrs. Har-
iris). Raymond Soyey is doing the:

scenery.

Shows in Rehearsal
tt,"Cat 4nd Canary" (road)—Gate-

Repertory Guild.

Croule****^'
Story" V- Lindsay &

"Ivy Green"—Hall Shelton.

^, °<">th Pacific" — Rodgersfc
{.'"•"^••stein, in association with
.{Jayward & Logan.
• »»a'I"^New StJlgps; " •

'
*

*ne Traitor"—Jed Harris.

Mike Sloane Eyes N. Y.

For Musical Talent
Michael Sloane superchiefed

into New York from the Coast to
huddle with backers and eye top
talent for "Bright and Early," legit

musical he and his wife, Paula
Stone, are readying for a fall bow
on Broadway. Score has been com-
pleted by Harold Arlen, Robert
Emmett Dolan, . Johnny : Green,
Johnny Mercer, Harry Ruby and
Harry Warren, one of greatest arr
rays of name tunesmithing talent
ever lined up for one show; Book
by H. S, Kraft is. nearing com*
pletion.

"Bright and Early" probjibly will

get a Coast break-in. Bob Wiiliams
and Phil Gordota already have been
inked for featured roles. At least

eight other important spots re-

main to be filled.

Show will be budgeted at around
I $150,000, producers taking advan-

i
tage of lower costs: to mount the
production on the Coast. Under-
stood ^overtures have been made
for showcase spots both in LoS
Angeles: and San Francisco, where
"Bright and Early" could play a

minimum of five weeks before
trekking east, : :

Potter Rehearses 'Anne'
Film-legit director H. C. Potter

returns to the Coast this week af-
ter holding re-rehearsals of "Anne
of the Thousand Days," at the Shu-
bert, N. Y. Besides directing
Polly Rowles, who succeeded
Louise P}att in the part of Anne
Boleyn's sister. Potter wanted to
take out some of the "improve-
ments" that have gradually gotten
into .the performance since : the
premiere last Dec. 8, '

Miss Piatt quit the show to take One of the two spring musicals
a part in Herman Wouk's "The due on Broadway boards, "He and
Traitor," which her husband, Jed , She," Ken Englund - Stewart
Harris, piit into rehearsal Sunday i Chaney production, goes into re-

Playwrights, Producers Meet To

Discuss Cut m Production Costs

2 Spring Revues Due Via

Englund-Chaney, Gordon

(27), as a co-production with Fred
Finklehoffe.

Joint Service

For New Plays

^ In a new move to reduce legit,
production and operatihg costs,

series.of conferences is being held
by leading playwrights and Broad-
way producers. First of the sesi
sions, held yesterday (Tues.) at
the St. Regis hotel, N. Y., was a
luncheon confab at which various',
specific proposals of the author$
were tossed at the producers for a
preliminary reaction. Meeiting was
unofficial and informal.

Suggestions by the playwrights
were understood to involve pos- .

hearsul in about five weeks, with
Jose Ferrer directing and David
Wayne starring. Janet Blair may
have femme lead. Helen Tamaris
will do the choreography and ^ s;xepi;g7hanges"n"the''e"x:
Chaney will handle the costumes ' rcfina ;rn,h Ai„„ cX^ ^^n^^Li
..r,A c/ffi„„c T,„ir v«^i,» f^t-tv,-.,-!,,

•^'^'"8 production setup on Broad-
and settings. Jack Yorke, formerly
with Cheryl Crawford, will be gen-
eral manager of the musical for

way and the road. For instance,
the dramatists are reportedly will-

ing to consider a regular setup for'which Englund wrote the book, reducinTtalent rovam^^
.
Ofiden Nash the lyrics, and Vernon "^et^u^ns taient royalties and saia-

! Duke the music.
ries for shows on which the gross
slips below a certain level, The

.
Joint play service, to distribute : The orodupers are also nceoti-

new scripts to stock companies and atine with Sono Osato Mark Daw- arrangement would work automatl
community and college theatres, is l^^!^ Cothe" MacFkrUnd Pat i

^r"."^ f "a" Marehall and Jack Albertson. Rich- I

°^ ^""""^
Nationa Theatre- & Academy, the aid Maney will handle publicity, i

^"^^ guilds.

National Theatre Conlerence and
; Budget for the show has been set '

Another suggestion is understood
the American Educational Theatre at ,$165,000 with a 15% over call. i

to involve reversing the increasing
Assn. Committee in charge con- The other show is due from Max ! tendency of talent to get a per-

centiige of the gross frotn shows,
It's figured ' that if stai:s» directors,
etc., .will: agree to tkke a sh^re of

'

the pjofitsj ,01' at
; least a tombina-

tioh dejil for a smaller Slice of. the
grqsis and a piece of the rfet, :lt -

I

will enable shbw^ to • run longer

-

aiid give a fairer shake to backersi:

There's also a proposal that »
1 group of the top producers fdrjr^ a

CAlUr r^i- 'C- D-v-!£:a' I
P""! to purchase technical equip-

JUIYIL bets jO. TaCIlIC menti principally lighting, which
the' various niembe!rs\ Could use
when needed, at a nominal rental.
Siiriilar: afraiigemeiit inighi
made fbr; liopiing basic items of

.

scenery, drapes^ costumes and

sists of George Somnes, chairman;
; Gordon, written by Jerome

^nL r hJp™ 'Cl^odorov with songs by Harold J.

Sobtrt^KaTe ""Z^Zlfl'.S^.l^Z'- will co-pro-

Project will operate from New: " •

.

:
York, probably headquartering in

|

'"
.-. '

:
: ,,

~~~

New. setup will likely be .somer i 'Emerald' May Not Have
what similar to ANTA's present

I

: |» |» ,
- VW n i

play bureau, which has circulated i fartlCS DUO tO % Onan',
about 2,000 copies of 15 scripts, !

.

vw '

from which more than 75 produc-
tions have resulted. There will

probably be four distributions a
year, each including a selected best
play.. None of the plays will have
been produced on Broadway, but
occasionajly, .one will be included
that is under option for Broadway
presentation.

Besides selecting scripts and i Sabinson has refused to pay more
supervising distribution, the com- 1 than 5% commission on party
mittee. will attempt to encourage
and develop new playwrights*
where possible through personal-
contact and by suggesting, play
ideas and arranging for editorial

advice: from established authors
for promising candidates. There
are no immediate plans for fel-

lowships or other financial help;

but something along the lines : of
the NTC awards will probably be
'developed.

Unless producer Lee Sabinson
and the Assn. of Theatre Benefit
Agents come to terms in the next
few days there will be no theatre
parties on "The Emerald Stair- . _ ,. ^. .. . , ,, .

case." Dalton Trumbo play due P/ops, though it is conceded that

March 16 at the Mansfield, N. Y. ! ^\ '5,
uneconomical to store som.

I of these things.

I
Regairding lighting equipment,

the case is cited of one Broadway
producer , vyho had spent about

bookings, with the agents demand-
ing 10%. Also, the producer de*
clined to submit: a -script of the
show to members of the association
during production preparations.
Although Richard Rodgers and

Oscar Hammerstein, 2d, have a
non-theatre party policy for their

shows, they have agreed to allot

tickets to the Showrof-the-Month
Club for their "South Pacific" pro-

$250,000 for rental of such material
over a "period of several seasons,
but who has since purchased some
outright for $40,000, which he has
pro-rated between several produce
tions. Somewhat similar situation
exists in various other instances.

Yesterday's meeting was ar-
ranged by a special committee of

duction, currently rehearsing for the Dramatists Guild dealing with
Committee's first meeting was i an. April opening at the Majestic,

1ast Friday (25 ), and another will

be held this week.

NO 'MOTHER' ROAD CO.;

N Y TROUPE MAY TOUR '

^ ^^^^'^^ weeks. There had

N. Y. Musical will be the April
selection of the organization.

SOMC business will amount to

between $7,000 and $10,000 for
"Pacific," involving about 2,200
tickets in lots of.30 per night over

been some question whether Rodg-

Contrary "

to previous plans, !

ers and Hammerstein would okay

there will probably not be a road 1

the allotment of seats to the or-

company of "Life with Mother." |

ganization but they okayed the

Production of the Howard Lindsay- 1

«?ea last Fnday (25) after Sylvia

Russel Crouse comedy is expected ;

Siegler. SOMC president, ex- - -

tn nlaV thrniipH this «;pa«rin ,ind Plained the Setup to them and .CO- v^*^"
adpou,

1° Ji^,^. Leland Havward and 9".°'^^ S. Kaufman, Arthur

problems of the theatre. Confabs
had already been held with individ-
ual, representatives of various other
groups involved in legit, indudinn
talent and craft unions. Those
present yesterday agreed to con-
stitute a continuing committee ^ t6
work on the problem. Next meet^
ing will be March 17.

Present at yesterday's meeting
were Kermit Bloomgardeni Russel
Grouse, Max Gordon, Oscar Ham-
merstein 2d, Leland Hayward, Jo-

possibly into next fall at the Em-
pire, N. Y., with Dorothy Stickney
and Lindsay featured as Vinnie
and- Clarence Day. It would then

producers :Leland Hayward and
J6shua tjogan.

Aiiswering the t)roducers' fears
that some of the tickets might find

go'onThe"roa(r with'repi'a"^^^^ hands of scalp-

in the two leads. ' efs, Miss Siegler offered to have

Sequel to "Life with Father" has ,

all ma'l orders from members sent

imade a boxoffice recovery in re- directly to the theatre, or to the

cent weeks, having previou.sly i

R & H office Or she offered to sub-

skidded to around $18,000 with the '
J"it « «>f her membership and

end of its theatre party bookings. 1

"a^er the seat locations assigned to

Investors have received no return, [

each one who ordered tickets,

but the show had earned back SOMC business for "Detective

N. Y. Tryout
"Dark Morning," by Thelma Roy-

ton and Alice Thomson, will -be

presented in mid-April at the Na-
tional Academy; of Vocal Arts,

N. Y., as the first production of
the Actors' Creative 'Theatre, under
ther''dit6dtl(j)»';9% 3jt^<>tey< Phillips

alnd' Rodney Hale.
'

about half its $100,000 investment
as of Feb. 1, including approxi-
mately $25,000 available for dis-

tribution and a similar amount as

reserve.
Actual grosses for:the four weeks

during' January were .$22,300>

$20,700, $20,400 and $19,700: Com-
pany expense was about $12,500 for

the first week and around $11,000
for the next three. Theatre gets

30% of the gross.

Story," Howard Lindsay - Russel
Crouse production of the Sidney
Kingsley play, due March 23 at the
Hudson, N. Y., .• will . total about
$20,000, but that includes several
outside theatre parties; .The. show Is

the March selection af SOMC' .

Miami Beach Stock

Breaks Even on Season
Miami Beach,' March:!:

First attempt at legit stock in
this area in many years closed last

week, when the Stevers family

BROTHERSON JOINS TUNER
Pittsburgh, March 1.

Eric Brotherson joined cast of ranV' down the ' final curtain
^^^^^

"Make Mine Manhattan" at Nixon
;
"Blithe Spirit," which featured

last week, taking over parts Jack i Arthur Treacher. Play was the
Albertson had been doing in revue fourth in a weekly series, which

Schwartz, Luise Sillcox and Kurt
Weill, chairman.

starring Bert Lahr.
Albertson was reported dissatiS'

ANTA AND STAGE MGRS.

TO REVIVE 'SHOWCASE'
"Talent Showcase," presented

last
,
season by the Experimental

Theatre to give young actors a
hearing before producers, direc-
tors, agents, etc., will be revived
sometime during April. This time
the show will be directed by mem-
bers of the Stage Managers' Club,
under the sponsorship of the
American National 'Theatre &
Academy,

ANTA board decided Monday
(28) that the .organization should
assist in obtaining New York actors
to appear in a production of "Over
21," which Constance Bennett is

producing in Germany under
U. S. Army sponsorship, for GI
audiences. Members of the San
Francisco Theatre Assn. have ap-
proached ANTA for permission to
stage an "ANTA Album" benefit

;

show this spring.

teed off with Edward Everett Hor-
ton and Glenda Farrell in ^'Spring

fled with his spots in the show and
| tiine for Henry," follovired by

turned in his notice shortly after
i Turhan Bey in "Second Man," Guy

tour got under way. Madison in "John Loves Mary" and
the Treacher vehicle.

Godfrey Scripters Do Play
Lancaster, Pa., March 1.

Business was on the break-even
side, location of theatre (south end

"Fire 'Sale," comedy by Chuck
' of Beach), uncomfortable seating

Horner and Hank MileSi will be and bad acoustics militating
presented this spring by the Green ' against resounding ' success. Next

,
Room club of Franklin & Marshall 'year the Stevers expect td locate

ii coEj^^e-" Thfe* aWihoW ' a]fe radio-|iB>a 'midrbeiich sj[)6f*abaM^jiV? a'

i scriptefs for Arthw Godfrey, i subscription pl&A.

Gorelik's l-^Year Trek
Rome, March 1.

Mordecai Gorelik, New York
stage designer, is visiting ' Italy

with his son, Eugene. Gorelik is

getting facts for his book, "New
Theatres for Old," sponsored by
the National Theatre Conference,
with funds furnished by the Rocke-
feller Foundation.

' The tsip .will tiilt^' one yfeiar.'«tad

'tWy will visit 16 coUilttifes.'
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PA Regulation Clarified at ATPAM;

Union Maps Steps to Aid Jobless

. The status of general managers^
and general pressagents, a .peren--

nial issue among the members of

the Assn. of Theatrical Press
Agents & Managers, was clarified

'Somewhat last week with the adop-
tion of a new regulation covering
the pa. category. Hereafter, gen-
eral pressagents may- issue advance
publicity for their regular pro-

ducers without having a contract
: for the ; specific show prior to the

start of rehearsals. :

The union has also taken steps to

combat the 40% unemployment and
increase income among the mem-

; bers. Attempts are being made to

find jobs outside show business,

and a committee has been formed
to interview unemployed members
for this purpose. as weU as to work
out a program for increasing em-
ployment. Committee includes

John Shubert, chairman, and Ben
- Boyar, Samuel Friedman, Mack
Hilliard, Clarence Jacoby, Hal
Olver, Nathan Parnes, Oliver Say-
lor and Milton Weintraubi i

New classificatioh of^general
pressagents has been formed, with
the following members included:

Karl Bernstein (for Vinton Freed*
ley . and Joseph Kipness), Roland
Butler (Ringling Bros.^Barnum &
Bailey circus), William Doll (Hy-

man & Hart and Michael Todd),
Nat Dorfman (Max Gordon), Wil-
liam Fields (Ballet Theatre, Play-
wrights' Co. and Theatre. Inc.),

H^rry Forwood (Oscar Serlin), Leo
Freedmah (Leland Hayward: and
Xindsay & Grouse), Sam Friedman
(William Katzell and Lee Sabin-
son) and Claude Greneker (the

Sh-\berts).

Also, Joseph Heidt (Theatre
Guild), Helen Hoerle (Lewis &
Young), Barry Hymans (S. Hurok
and Whitehead & Rea), Wolfe
Kaufman (Cheryl Crawford), Wil-
liard Keefe and David Tebet (John
C. Wilson), ThomasvKilpatrick
(Brock Pemberton), Vince Mc-
Knight (Jules Leventhal), Richard
Maney (George Abbott, Gilbert
Miller and Herman Shumlin),
Michel Mok (Rodgers & Hammer-
stein), Bernard Simon (John Gold-
en), Tom Weatherly (Dwight Deere
Wimon), Ann WoU (Maurice
Schwartz) and Margaret Carson

; (Metropolitan Opera).

Contracts
'

I Although general press reps may
i issue advance publicity for their

regular producers without specific

contract, they must have a contract
with any other producer before
doing so. And they must have a

contract even: 'Witli their regular
producer when his show goes into
rehearsal. Regular pressagents
must have contracts before sending
out publicity for any producer.
One member, Weatherly, was fined

.
' $50 recently for breaking this rule,.

In the case of general managers,
their status remains moot; At pres-
ent, ATPAM has no specific g,m.
classification and no regulations
governing the field. However; there

. has been agitation within the mem-
bership for some such setup, but
the idea is strongly opposed by
those members who would be in-

volved.
Perhaps the most controversial

issue in the union, however, is that
of multiplicity of employment
among pressagents. Some of the
veteran road agents have been ad-
vocating a limit on the number of

. jobs any p.a. may >tak6> but most
of the younger members, particu-
larly the New York contingent

lOOG Sombrero Theatre

For Phoenix Stock Co.

Phoenix, March 1

.

Sombrero Playhouse is expected
to open here March 21 for belated
series of winter stock shows, with
plans calling for six-week sked for
current year. Theatre; was incor-

porated last week* and construc-
tion work on the 550-seat legiter

got under way immediately. Play-
house is being built at cost of
$100,000 and, when completed,
will be the only professional legit

house_ in town.

Ann Lee, co-producer of ven-
turev originally , had intended to

use converted barn as base of op-
erations but hit paydirt with new
setup, backed by score of promi-
nent localities, including Del E,
Webb, co-owner of New York
Yankees.

Dick Charlton^ who will co-pro-
duce with Miss Lee, is currently
on the Coast to signature lead&t^or
the Equity stock company^

Miss Lee, Broadway actress, has
just about taken over the town.
She even has the occupants of the
local jail working for her-^and for

free.

In an appearance last week be-
fore the Phoenix city council. Miss
Lee arranged for the prisoners to

be put tO! work removing trees and
landscaping the site of the play-
house. The proposal was passed
unanimously, even though the
theatre location is just outside the
city limits.

Stephens College, With

Permanent Pro Actors,

Plans Continuous Sked
Columbia, Mo., March 1.

Stephens college drama depart;
ment, which last year engaged a
resident company of actors to play
male roles with the student act-

resses, has gone a step further by
bringing two guest players from
Broadway for its production: of
"Parlor Story." In addition, it has
announced a continuous schedule
of plays, for next season in the 326r
seat Stephens playhouse.

'

Broadway actors who are guest-
ing in "Story" are Edward Fuller
and William ' G. Sanders. Produc-
tion-'.was directed by William C.

Cragin, actor-teacher in the drama
department. Plans for the continu-
ous schedule for next season are iii

charge of John Gunnell, depart-
ment head.
With the start, of the continuous-

run policy next fall, the Stephens
drama department will include an
additional director, four resident
professional actors, an acting
coach, a designer-technician, a cos-
tume designer, property mistress,

scenic artist, stage manager, box-
oifice treasurer and department
secretary. Plan is to run each pro-

i duction three' weeks, with new
I

shows being rehearsed during the
I afternoons. Femme parts will be
rotated among the students.

JEFF MORROW
Appearing with MAE WEST in

DIAMOND LIL," playing the role

of 'Chick Clark,' the man who gave
LIL most of her diamonds. He
broke through prison bars to get
back to Her.

CORONET, New York

Form Southeast

Theatre Group
Chapel Hill, N. C , March 1. ^

Formation of a Southeastern
Theatre Conference will be under-
taken at a meeting of delegates of
college and university drama ^de-

partments Friday and. Saturday
(4-5) at North Carolina Univ.
Feature of the session will be . a
presentation of Lillian Hellman's
"The Little Foxes,", by the Carolina
Playmakers, North Carolina thea-
tre group.

Subjects on the agenda for. the
meeting include "Theatre in the
South," "Broadway Today," "The
Negro in the American • Theatre"
and "Theatre in the Round."
Speakers will include Garrett Lev-
erton, of Samuel French; Robert i

Porterfteld, of the Barter Theatre, I

Abingdon, Va., and Walter Pitch-

'

ard Eaton.

hade Stnff-Legit
Three representatives of foreign theatres are currently in New York

one to live here. One of the others is on a research tour and the third
plans to attend college. "

Dr. Benjamin Hunninger, who founded the Netherlands gbveriimeht
touring theatre^ has joined the Columbia Univ. faculty and will resid*
in New York permanently. Peter Cox, director of the dramatic school
and community theatre project at Dartington Hall/ outside London if
on a tour of college and community theatres and drama schools in th^
U. S. He will remain about three months. Per Scavlan, young Nor
wegian actor, arrived last week and left Sunday (27) for the Coast"
where he intends taking a course in motion picture photography at
Univ. of Cajifomia at Los Angeles. All three men spoke Friday afteN
noon (25) at the weekly round table of the American National Theatre
& Academy.

Opposition is beginning to crystalize in several quarters to a national
theatre as proposed in the Javlts-Ives bill in Congress; Lead editofini
Friday (25) in the N. Y. Mirror, headed " 'Art' With Its Hands Out"
attacked the idea, opening with the statement, "Ah, come with us
a-boondoggling." Criticism has also been expressed by some southern
senators and congressmen, and Broadway producers Lee Shubert and
Arthur Hopkins have been quoted as opposing it. >

Anotherlilast, apparently aimed at a national theatre, is contained ia
an anonymous mimpographed sheet mailed in plain envelopes kst week
/) various people whose names have -appeared-: in the newspapers in
connection with the proposal. Statement, mostly accusations about the
old Federal Theatre and implying that the national theatre is a C6ih<
munist plot, « obviously from a crackpot source.

Herbert Freezer, co-producer of Mae West's "Diamond Lil," first

learned Saturday night (26) that Miss West could not appear in the
Broadway legiter that night when he tuned In to"Broadway in Review"
on the N. Y; Daily News' WPIX only 45 minutes before curtain timl.

Miss West was to -have guested on the tele program in an interview with
Daily News' drama critic John Chapman. It was when Chapman called

for her at her hotel that she tripped and sprained her ankle. As a result,

the critic rushed back to the WPIX studios and padded the show by
explaining to viewers what had happened, anir what Miss West would
have said had she appeared on the program., v ,

-

N.. Y. Daily News ran an' 'editorial elaboration last week of an ad,

quoting from John Cliapman's- notice of "They Knew -What They
Wanted," at the Music Box, N. Y. The piece noted that the ads had
quoted the daily's critic as stating,"Muni makes the most of his role.

perfect in its detail," and added that the complete sentence read, "Mr.
Muni makes the most of it, with a characterization of an Italian peasant
which is so perfect In its detail that it looks unreal."

. Incident is the first of its kind in New York in several years, although,

there have been several cases of critics grumbling over deletions whiclh

they claimed altered the sense of their opinions.
,

Wins Texas V. Award
Austin, March 1.

Graham Fergusonv young Cana-
dian playwright currently living in
New York, hSs won- the Play Pro-
ject of the Univ. of Texas, it is

announced by E. P. Conkle, head of

the drama department. His script,

"Burke's Peerage," will be pro-
duced on the campus April 6-9,

with the author present for re-

hearsals and performances.
Last year's Winner was Maxine

Wood, whose "On Whitman Ave-
nue" was presented on Broadway
several .seasons ago.

Richard Whorf-Richard Barr production of "Richard III," which
folded Saturday night (26) at the Booth, N. Y., after 23 performances,
involved a loss of approximately $26,000, of which Herman Levin, the

presenter, was nicked for $6,000 . personally. Of the original $15,000:

budget, Howard Cullman put up $10,000, Alfred deLiagre, Jr., Leland
Hayward, John C. Wilson and Richard Kodgers ; contributed $1,00D:

each, and there was a 33V&% overcall.
Whorf returns shortly to the Coast, where he has several film deali

in prospect.

Despite the bait of a chance to star in the AM -version as welli Irene

Dunne has nixed a bid to take over the starring role in "Goodbye,
Fancy," when Madeleine Carroll leaves the play in June. Miss Carroll^

was inked only for one season because her agent, Bert Allenberg, op<

posed her doing any stage work.
Following Miss Dunne's nix Abe Lastfogel entered a pitch for Ruth

Hussey to take over the- role. Her last Broadway vehicle was "State of

the.'Union.".-.; i .

Pittsburgh, March 1.

. William . Goonan, 22 - yeai - old:

chorusboy in "Allegro," pleaded
have been adamant in favor of the ' guilty in criminal court here last

Jailed onJlotelRap

John Pauker Tryout
Geneva, N. Y., March 1.

"The Virgin and the Faun,"
John Pauker's translation from
the Hungarian of Lajos Zilahy, will
be presented March 16t19;, at Coxe
Hall here by the little theatre of
Hobart and William Smith colleges.

Edward E. Griffith will direct.

status, quo.

Penna. Offers State

week to a charge of defrauding an
innkeeper, and was sentenced to
four months in the county work-
house,

William : Penn., hotel claimed
Goonan owed a $173 room bill and**J 1 -*IJJ > TL i .
(joonan owea a $173 room biU and

Alfl to fidUC. Ineatre also obtained $I0Q in cash on a bad

• • Harrisbdrg, March 1.

Community theatres, plays, pag-
eants and dramatic schools in

Pennsylvania are entitled to state

aid, as part of the program of free

I

check while a guest there during
!

the engagement of "Allegro" at
; Nixon in , December.

TRAPPS' DOWN UNDER TREK

Rival Names in K.C.
• Kansas Ciisy, March 1.

Town had pair of little theatre
productions with Hollywood names
running concurrently last : week.
Resident Theatre's version Of "The
Enchanted Cottage," starring
Margo, was a sellout for its origin-
ally scheduled one week beginning

,
Feb. 14. Run was extended through
[Feb. 22, with near capacity holding
for two extra shows. "Cottage" was
the second of the season for the
Resident, both plays being directed
by Stanley Ackerman. Following
engagement here, Margo returned
east to rejoin husband Eddie Albert

I

in radio and television work.
I Ruth

:
Warrick made a home-

I coming appearance with the U. of
Kansas City players in ''Candida"
last week. She is a former Student
of UKC.

Indication of the available legit audience in Texas' towns is seen in

the $30,000 gross racked up recently by Maurice Evans' production of

''Man and Superman" there. Revival played one-nighters the week of

Feb. 14 in Houston, San Antonio,. Austin, ft- Worth and Dallas. It was
one of the few touring shows to play, that area this season.

Lei^tBits

public school service, according to
,

Trapp Family Singers have been
A. W. Castle, of the Department of

' engaged for an Australia-New Zea-
Public Instruction. Provided they

; land tour by impresario Alexander
are organized and administered ds Levltoff. Tour is set for May-June
part of the local school pr9gram, >49, ^ith group leaving U. S. late
such activities are classified as "ex- April. They'll fill two concert dales
tension education," he explains.

^
i„ Hawaii on the way.

Under.the regulations state funds i Terms involve round trip air pas-
can be used for salaries of teachers,

! sage for 12 people.
directors and other personnel, but

,

not for equipment, materials or
| Cy Feuer, co-producer of "Where

supplies. Information on the sub-
j
Charley?" back from the Coast

ject is included in Bulletin No.
|
this week and partner Ernest

290, just issued by the Division of i Martin, due next week. Leo Rose,
Extension £«jlA/K^Btieji^..9^Dai?tincot i their «.m.s (hospitalij^ for, Cbeck-
of Pablie.Insttructlon here. I up:

30G ST. I. AMPLIFIER
St. Louis, March, 1.

Execs of the Municipal Theatre
I
Assn., sponsor of entertainment in

i
the al fresco playhouse in Forest

I Park, last week okayed the expen-
' diture of more than $30,000 for a
new amplifying system in the 12,-

000-seat theatre.
The new system, tagged "stereo-

phonic sound reinforcement," de-
veloped by Western Electric, will
replace the old single-channel
sound system and eliminate the
pld battery of loudspeakepa>})pv«s
the aprdn, ...

.Toanna Roos will guestar the
week of March 21 in a"production
of Arthur Miller's "All My Sons" at
Augustana College, Sioux Falls,
S. D;...Marero Jones is due in
New York today (Wed.) by plane
from Dallas to attend the theatre
conference at the Astor hotel
Watson Barratt has gone to the
Coast to design the settings for
Edwin Lester's production of "The
Last Waltz" for the Los Angeles
and San Francisco Light Opera
season. . . New Armstrong is press-
agenting New Stages while Regin-
ald Denenholas is on leave of ab^
sence for treatments of an ear ail-
ment. .. .Categories of "Tony"
awards for the current legit season
will be decided at a meeting today
(Wed.) of the Theatre Wing board

( The John Cv Wilsons left yester-

|

day (Tues.) for a month's vacation
1
at the home of Noel Coward in Ja-

1
maica, B.W.I., where the actbr-

I

author is working on a sequel to
this autobiog, "Present Indicative"

I
. . Helen Hayes has optioned Wil-
liam McCleery's "Good Housekeep-
ing" and will appear in it in a
strawhat tryout this summer with
her daughter, Mary MacArthur.
The Theatre Guild will sponsor the
production and may present it on
Broadway in the fall. . ."Diamond
Lil," at the Coronet, N, Y„ will be
dark until Monday night (7) be-
cause the star, Mae West, fractured
her ankle Saturday night (26) .

.

Kermit Bloomgarden and Gilbert
Miller have postponed until next
season their production of Lillian
Hellman's "Montserrat" . . , Philip
Loeb will stage Ed Caulfield's
"Bruno and Sidney" as the next
New Stages production following
the forthcoming "Sun and I"...
Einaneial' settlem«ilt\i* v«pOCt«!dly

I
being made of a claim by Lee Si-

monson, Philip Moeller and the

estate of the late Helen Westley,

former directors, against the The-

atre Guild. . Deal for the Shuberts

to acquire the Guild theatre, N. Y.,

has been delayed by Judge Henry

W. Goddard in federal court, N, Y.

I

Vet Hospital Camp Shows

I "Brlgadoon" company snowbound
I on a train for three days east of

jBoLse, Ida., last week, reports

I
Michael Higgins, who plays Jefj

I Douglas in the: musical . . •
Sol

Jacobson to handle p.a. chores on

"The Traitor" for Jed Harris .
.

•

Maurice Turet flew to the Coast

last weekend, to take up drumbeat

chores on "Mr. Adam" for Jae*

Kirkland . . . Gilbert Miller fle*

into N, Y, Saturday from London.

Longhair Shorts

Burl Ives recital at Town Halli

N. Y., Saturday (5) marks his first

N. Y. appearance this year on an

88-city tour . . . Artie Shaw making

first N. Y. longhair appea'^''"'"

,
with National Orchestral Ass".

I
April 18 . . . Toronto Globe an"

Mail signed Anatole Chujoy,

N. Y., editor of Dance News, to w
five daily reviews on <-ana°l''^

.

Dance Festival in Toronto "u

week . . . Cleg Tupine .and

Natalie Clare, signed with BaiiBi^

RUsse de Monte Carlo. He s formci

premier danseur with De Basil anu

Markova-Dolin troupes;

featured dancer with both coi
.

panics and -is daughter ol P-

"Scoops" Conlon . , .Mrs. Lauriw

Melchior left for South Atnc

Monday (2e),'i*o 'jOin-,<hBr''i«a""^

hunting husband.
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Total Broadway Grosses
The folloiuino or«' the compofatt«e flflurcs bosed on Vahwty's

boxoffice ettimatefi for Uutt week and th« corresponding week of
last teasoni

This Last
'Season.'' .''..Season.

Number of shows current 30 29
Total weeks played so far by all shows 880 957
Total gross for all current shows last week. . . $743,500 $728,000
Total^eason's gross so far for all shows. .. .$21,135,200 $20,692,500
Number of new productions so far. , 53 50

LEGITIMATB 59

Cbi Spurts; Tinian' $44,300, 'Harvey

2OI/2G, 'Roberts 281/2,taar $23,700
Chicago, March 1. 4r

"Last week's," fair weather and
Washington's Birthday hypoed
le«it b.o. here. "Streetcar'^ bowed
out (Sat. (26), closing in near-sell-

out fashion after profitable 22-week

'"Srifth Doherty's all-Canadian

froduction of "Drunkard" opened
eb. 27 at Studebaker for indef-

inite Chi run, with generous mail
order advances and healthy box-

office activity. "Make Mine Man-
hattan" is skedded for March 7

opening at Great Northern, also for

indefinite stay.

Estimates for Last Week
' "Flnian's Rainbow." Shubert (4th

week) (2,100; $4.94). Boff $44(300,

with weather and critics in favor

of musical.
"H»rvey,"'Blackstone (4th week)

(1,358; $3.80). Closes March 5 after

profitable run, with strong $20,500
fast week. .

"Mister Roberts," Erlanger (24th

week) (1,334; $4.83). SRO as usual,

$28,500.
< "Rase tiie Rioofi" Great Northern

(6th week) (1,500; $3.71). Last week
J picked up a bit to $14;200.

"Streetcar Named Desire," Har-
ris (22d week) (1,000; $4.33). Closed
Sat. (26) with sock $23,700.

'STAIRCASE' NEAT 8G

IN NEW HAVEN BOW
New Haven, March 1.

Preem of "The Emerald Stair-

Case" at the Shubert last weekend
(24-26) came through with fair

enough biz to accompany favorable
word-of-mouth. A $3.60 top gar-

nered close to $8,000 on four per-
formances.

Currently "South Pacific'' is

here for a final week of rehearsa.ls

prior to breakin next Mon. (7) for

a- one-week stand. Advance sale

has made history at local boxoffice,

being a sellout for all perform-
ances 10 days ahead of opening.

'Allegro' Swell $28,500,

/Blackouts' Usual 17G, LA.
Los Angeles,. March 1. ;

Only three houses were alight

last week, but all did: well. Rodg-
ers-Hammerstein "Allegro" breezed
into town fdr an 18-day stand, and
promptly copped a fine $28,500 for
the initial frame to lead the town.

. Estimates for Last Week
"Aliegrro," Biltmore (1st wk) (1,-

'

036; $4.20). Good $28,500, about
$13,000 being Theatre Guild sub-

' icriptions.
"Blackouts of 1949," El Capitan

'(S49th wk) (1,142; $2.40). $17,000.
"Out of Order," Las Palmas (2d

• Wk) (338; "$3). Okay $4,100 for first

full frame. Holds through Thurs-
day (3).

PARKER-CHANEY-'BORN'

NICE $19,800 IN FRISCO
San Francisco, March 1.

"Born Yesterday" with Jean
Parker and Lon Ghaney chalked
up a nice $19,800 for their second
week at the Geary (1,550; $3.60).
$3.60).

"Hellzapoppin of 1949" blasted
its way into the Curran, Sunday
(20) (1,776; $4.20), and local crix
and audiences alike welcomed back
Olsen and Johnson with nods of
approval: Gross for the first week
was a tremendous $35,000.. .

mia.!' Sock $34,000

In So. Carolina Split

Gharlottesville, S. C. March 1.

"Oklahoma!" (N. Y. company)
ground out $34,000 last week be-
tween Greenville and here.

Musical played four 'perform-
ances in each stand.

.'Desert Song' Sturdy

$21,000 in Baltmore
Baltimore, March 1,

"The Desert Song" made an oft-
repeated visit to Ford's here last
yeek and totaled a pleasing
$21,000.

_ House is currently dark, with
The Heiress" set for March 7, the
second of five plays promised
under American Theatre Society-
fheatre Guild subscription. Nice
advance in the till for this one with
fi?*'^'y response ^ from . nearby
Washington currently blacked out
for legit.

'Brig'$27mSt.L.
,

St. Louis, March 1.

,
Bngadoon" wheeled into its

™rd «nd final week at the Ameri-
can theatre Sunday (27) after a

. gooa second stanza. Stiff opposish
• worn many quarters, particularly a
sellout mob for the St. Louis U-
Oklahoma aggies basketball con-
jest, opening of nine-night stand of

Capades." plus lethargy of
natives for the piece slowed the
"•0.. activity.

,,„?'Sht performances ending Sat-
• hn?.^^

<26), with the 1,700-seat

«n«?Hf t° $4.88, grossed an

Current Road Shows
(Feb. 28-March 12)

"AMegtro"—Biltmore, L. A. (21-

10).

''Annie Get Your Gun"— Par.,
Toledo (11-5); Victory, : Dayton (7-

12).

"At War With the Army"—Wil-
bur, Bost. (1-5).

"Blackouts of 1948"—El Capitan,
L. A. (28-12).

''Born Yesterday"—jGeary, Frisco
(28-12).

"Brieadoon" —• American, St.
Louis (28-5); Hartman, Co). (7-12).

"Desert Song"^Lyric, AIL (28);
Rajah, Reading (1-2); Comm., Her-
shey (3-5); Blackstone, Chi (7-12).

"Favorite Stranyer"—Aud., Pon-
ca City (28); Arcadia, Wich. (1-2);

Mem. Hall, Irid. (3); Music Hall,
R. C. (4-5); Worth, Ft. Worth (7-8);

Majestic, Dallas (9-10); Par., Austin
(11); Music Hall, S. Antonio (12).

"Flnian's Rainbow" -^^ Shubert,
Chi (28-12).

"Harvey" (Fay Co.)—Blackstone,
Chi. (28-5); Shub.-Laf , Det. (6-12).

"Harvey" (Brown Co.)—Walnut,-
Philly (28-12).

"High Button Shoes"—Cass, Det.
(28-5); Taft, Cincv (7-12).

''Inside U. S. A."—Shubert, Bost.
(28rl2)....'' , .- .

"Ivy Green" Grand, London,
Ont. (4-5); Royal Alex , Toronto (7-

12). .

"Make Mine Manhattan"—Nixon,'
Pitt. (28-5); Gt. Northern, Chi. (7-

12).

"Man and Superman"— Aud.,
Denver (28); Aud., Boulder (1);

Chief, Col. Springs (2); Capitol,
Salt Lake (4-5J; Geary, Frisco (12).

"Medea" — Shea's, Erie (28);

Empire, Syr. (1-2); Strand, Ithaca
(3); Aud., Roch; (4-5); Nixon, Pitt.

(7-12).

"Mr. Roberts"—ErlangerV Chi.
(28-12).

"Olsen & Johnson Revue"
Curran, Frisco (28-5).

"O Mistress Mine"— Colonial,
Akron (7); Aud., Youngslown (8);

Shea's, A.shtabula (10); Shea's,
Erie (111; Shea's, Bradford (12).

"Oklahoma!" (No. 1 Co.)—Car;,
Greenville (28-1); Aud., Columbia
12-3); Aud., Augusta (4-5); Aud.,
Montgomery (7-9); Tower, Atlanta
(10-12).

"Oklahoma!" (No. 2 eo.)^pol-
onial, Bost. (28-12).

"Raze the Roof"—Gt. , North.,

Chi. (28-5); Amer., St. Louis (7-12).

"Show Boat"—Tower, Atlanta
(28-5); Carolina, Spart'burg (7-8);

Nat'l, Greenboro (9-10); Carolina,

Durham (11-12).

"South Pacific"— Shubert, New
Haven (7-12).

"Speak to Me of love"—Ly-
ceum, Mpls. (28-5); Davidson, Mil.
(7-12).'

"Streetcar Named Desire" —
Davidson, Mil. (28-5); Cass, Det.

(7-12).

"The Drunkard"— Studebaker,
Chi. (28-12). „
"The Emerald Staircase"—Ply-

mouth.' Bost. (28-12).

"The Heiress"— Hanna, Cleve-

,

iWei-^^ ;
E6rd'ji,;iB«ito f i7*ia>.b yf ''^

'

Lahr-'Manhattan'

NSiG 23G, Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, March 1.

"Make Mine Manhattan" was a
disappointment in first of its two
weeks j^t Mlxon, getting only

lurovnd iZ3,000. Aside from fact

that Pittsburgh has never been a

good revuf town since days of old

"FoiUes." 'Canities" and "Scan-
dals." thereH; no accounting for the

bleak biz since show got fine no'

tices and Bert Lahr has always

been a big fave around here. In

fact, last season his "Burlesque"
was a smash, the non-musical
drawing more at a lower top than
"Manhattan."

•'Manhattan," playing at $4.55
top, including tax, never got roU^
ing until late in the week, and
while it's expected to improve on
closing stanza, will hardly be
enough to make the fortnight ses-
sion profitable.

'Anny Return Bu[

$16,000 inBoston;

m'Botf34G
Boston, March 1.

Another quiet week so far as to
number of legits in town but the
two lighted caught sock biz. "At
War With the Army," marking
time here last week and awaiting
a Broadway house, returned from
Philadelphia after its initial bow

{

here. "Inside U.S.A." opened tour'
here at the Shubert: -and would
have made big b.o.: were, it not for
the fact Beatrice Lillie acquired
food poisoning and had to drop on
one performance.

: : Opener this week is "The Emer-

1

aid Staircase" at the Wilbur, i

"Oklahoma!" likewise teed off for|
a limited engagement . at the
Colonial. "Ice Follies" is also curT i

rent here, doing its usual wow biz
(about $250,000) at the Garden.

Estimates for Last Week
"At War With the Army," Wil-

bur (first week) (1,200; $3.60).

Second appearance of this one in

a month. Did great biz first time
around and more the second, first

week touching $16,000, which is

sock for no marquee value. Final
week is current.
"Inside U.S.A." Shubert (first

week) (1,750; $5.40). Long awaited
musical was sock ' on first ; week
here but only gave seven perform-
ances due to illness of Beatrice
Lillie. Even so, the near $34,000
was boffo: Has two more weeks
to go, with big advance.

Holiday dps B way; 'Knife' 14G in i

'Home Fast Flop, 'Girls Tops 53G,

'Shoes Hits 44G, 'Carousel' Stops

EVANS-'SUPERMAN'

BIG $12,000 IN K.C.

Kansas City, March 1.

Maurice Evans in "Man and
Superman," for two-days and three
performances in the Music Hall
under A & N Presentations ban-
ner, hit big $12,000 at top of $3.66
for evenings.
A & N has set Kay Francis in

"Favorite Stranger" as the next
legit booking, March 3-5. The
Lunts, in "I Speak of Love," follow
that March 22-25 as second entry
on the Theatre Guild subscription
list.

Joe Brown 111, But Nabs

$24,600 in Split Week
Wilmington, March 1.

Although Joe E. Brown was ill

with a virus X infeclion^Jiere last

Saturday (26) he managed to play
both matinee and evening perform-
ances of "Harvey," at the Play-
house, without either sellout audi-

ence realizing his condition.
Gross for the four-performance

stand here was $10,100. Added to

the $14,500 take for the four per-

formances the first half of the week
at the Community theatre, Hershey,
Pa., it gave the show a total of

over $24,600 for the semester.

'Medea'-Anderson

Nifty $20,500, Cleve.
Cleveland, March 1.

Starting a bit slowly; Judith
Anderson in "Medea" built up an
extra-good $20,500 last week at the
1,350-capacity Hanna in eight per-
formances at $3.70 top.

With Basil R a t h b 0 n e in

"Heiress" currently on deck, the

house goes dark next week, re-

opening March 14 with "Briga-

./ « '...... *
I

Sparked by lively business over
Washington's Birthday, grosses
made a sharp recovery • last week
on Broadway. The upturn was es-
pecially sharp since the holiday
fell early in the week, giving a
boost when receipts are normally
light. Attendance was excellent on-
the holiday eve Monday (21> and
repeated at matinees Tuesday (22).

There was the customary falloff
that night, but the pace through
the latter part of the week was
strong, as usual.

This week's only opening is

"Two Blind Mice," at the Cort, to-
night (Wed.). A single opening is

slated for next week and two the
following . :week. "Richard III"
closed Saturday night : (26), "Any-
body Home" folded last night
(Tues.); "Carousel" and "Blood
Wedding" will shutter next Satur-
day night (5), and "My Name Is

Aquilon" will close Monday (7).

Estimates for Last Week
Keys: C .(.Comedy), D Wrama),

CD iComedv-Drama), R (Revue)

,

M (Mttsical), O (Operetto)i
"All for Love," Hellinger (5th

wk), (R-1,543; $6), Musical im-
proved slightly with the general
uptrend, but is still running deeply
in 1 the red; poor $7,000.
"Along Fifth Avenue,'^ Imperial

(7th wk) (R-1,472; $6). Added ca-
pacity in the new location was a:

big help for the holiday and week-
end business; possible take is now
$44,000; last week's gross best to

date, $36,000.
"Anne of 1,000 Days," Shubert

(12th wk) (D-1,387; $4.80). There
was little room for improvement
here; over $32,500.
"Anybody Home," Golden (1st

wk) (D-769; $4.80). Premiered Fri-
day night (25) to brutal reviews; :

first three performances got $2,800;
closed last night (Tues.).

"AS the Girls Go," Winter Gar-
den (15th wk) (M-1,519; $7.20).

Michael Todd smash hopped back
to top figures; over $53,000.

"Big Knife," National (1st wk)
(D-1,172; $4.80). Clifford Odets'
newest opened Thursday night (24)

to: generally adverse notices;
claimed almost $14,000 for first

four performances and has large
advance; better indication this

I

week. . ' '
'

'

I "Blood wedding,^' New Stages
(3d wk) (D-299; $3). New Stages
production ends limited engage-
ment Saturday night (5); moderate
$3,000.
"Born Yesttfrday," Miller (160th

wk) (G-940; $4,80). Also rode the
holiday groundswell to okay $13,-
700.
"Carousel," Majestic (5th wk)

(M-1.659; S3.60). First week in the
new location failed' to maintain the
pace of previous weeks at the City
Center; two Sunday (20); perform-
ances at the old spot drew $8,700,
while first seven times at present
stand got $18,000, bringing the
total to $26,700 for nine shows;
closing Saturday night (5).

"Death of a Salesman," Morosco
(3d wk) (D-931; $4.80). Arthur

I
Miller smash, already virtually

]
conceded the Critics' Circle and

i
Pulitzer prizes, is getting every-

I thing that can be packed into the
I house, with theatre party commis-
i sions the only limiting factor; the
standee limit is reached every per-
formance; $23,600.
"Diamond Lil." Coronet (3d wk)

(CD.-1,003; $4.80). Hokum laff-

meller is apparently an established
draw; however, Mae West broke
her ankle Saturday (26), requiring:
the cancellation of that night's per-
formance and refund of $4,000;
gross for seven performances; $23 ,'

400.: to reopen Monday (7).

"Edward, My Son," Beck- (22d
wk) (D-1,214; $4.80). Another sell-

out week for this British 'import;
$28,000.

^•Goodbye, My Fancy," Fulton
(15th wK) (CD-966; $4.80), Chang,
ing location is a recognized test of
a hit, and this Madeleine Carroll
starrer has made the grade; ca-
pacity $23,300.
"High Button Shoes," Broadway

(73d wk) (M-1,900; $6). Holdover
musical profited from the large
capacity of the house, with the
holiday trade a strong factor;
soared to almost $44,000. —
"Howdy, Mr. Ice," Center (36th

wk) (R-2,964; $2.88). Skating spec
is always a holiday attraction; with
an extra performance (10 for the
week), the take went to $44,000.
. "Kiss Me, Kate," Century (9th
wk) (M'1,654; $6), Invariably gets
SRO trade; last week got abso-
lutely all the house will hold at
ju.st over $47,100.
"Lend An Ear,? Broadhurst
(Uth wk) (R-1,160; $6). First week
rat) new Jx^ctatiow showed' .a <ni«e tAtH

provement; underquoted last week;
topped $32,500, over capacity and
a new high.

"Life With Mother," Empire
fl9th wk) (C-1,082; $4.80). Day
family sequel has been overquoted
recently; $18,000.
"Light Up the Sky," Royale

(I5th wk) (C-1,035; $4.80). An-
other comedy that proved a holi-
day magnet; $23,600.
"Love Life," 46th St. (21st wk)

(M-1,319; $6). Holiday schedule
was a hypo here; almost $25,000.
"Madwoman of Chaillot," Be-

lasco (8th wk) (C-1,077; $4.80). Also
benefited from the earlyweek
boost: $22,300.

"Mister Roberts," Alvin (54th
wk) (CD-1,357; $4.80). Always
SRO. at this service play, -but the
holiday upped the standee trade;
$34,800:
"My Name Is Aquilon," Lyceum

(3d wk) (CD-990; $4.80). Also
benefited somewhat from trend,
but otherwise just riding out the
subscription period; closing der
layed for an extra performance
Monday,; night (7) for a theatre
party; $12,200 was nearly all sUb-
SCFib6I*S "

"Private Lives." Plymouth (21st
wk) (C-1,062; $4.80). Another one
that got a lift from the holiday;
fine $21,000.

"Red Gloves," Mansfield (12th)
wk) (D-1,041; $4.80). Has another
week to go; up a bit to $15,000.

'

"Richard III," Booth (3d wk) (D-
712; $4.80). Couldn't survive the
scheduled four weeks, and closed
Saturday night (26) after 23 per-
formances; spurted to $12,500 for
the finale.

"Silver Whistle," Biltmore (14th
Wk) (C-920; $4.80). Rose With the
trend; new high: for the engage-
ment at $23,000 for nine perform-
ances.' :'•;,'

"Streetcar Named Desire,"
Barrymore (65th wk) (D-1,064;
$4.80). Also climbed on the
strength of general conditions;
$25,700.
"They Knew What They

Wanted," Music Box (2d wk) ; (D-
1,012; $4.80). Paul Muni's personal
draw is the principal b.o. faptor;
first full week got $18,000.
"Two blind Mice," Cort , (C-

1,064; $4.80). Play by Samuel Spe-
wack, presented by Archer King
& Harrison Woodhull; opens to-
night (Wed.).

,
"Where's Charley?" St. James
(20th wk) (M-1,509; $6). Climbed
again to capacity; fine $37,600.

lice,' Nice 141/26,

'Okia!' OK, Philly

.
Philadelphia, March 1.

Philly, down to one legit house
this week, continues with that
sparse fare until next Thursday
(10), when the new Sidney Kings-
ley play, "Detective Story," preems
at the Locust for what is an-
nounced as a nine-day engagement.
It's PhiJly's first preem since

'

"Death of a Salesman" at the same
house.

Estimates for Last Week
'^Hershel, the Jester;" Walnut

(1,340; $3.25). Maurice Schwartz's
Yiddish Art Theatre did well as
usual in single week's stay, $15,000.
Joe E. Brown in"Harvey" now In
for two weeks' run, htit had to can-
cel last night's (Mon.) opening be-
cause of the star's illness.
"Oklahoma!" Shubert (41h week)

(1,877: $3.90). Big musical, on its

third local visit, turned in a nice
figure, considering it was battling
transit strike for 10 days of its
stay. Last week's $28,400 disap»
pointing. House dark two weeks,
then '"Inside U. S. A." (return) on
14th. '

',:'.

"Two Blind Mice,'^ Forrest (2d
week) (1,580; ^3.90). Comedy did
pretty well during two weeks' try-
out here although consensus of
opinion- was it still needed plenty
of fixing, especially in final act,
when it left; $14,500.

'Heiress' $12,800, Cincy
Cincinnati, March 1.

"The Heiress" grossed $12,800
last week in the 1,300-seat Cox the-
ater at $3.69 top. Biz was consid-
ered fair for reason that the show
followed "Medea," also of the
heavy type.
House has the comedy "O Mis-

tress Mine" this week, with .the

musical "High Button Shoes" ar-

riving next week in the 2,d.00'!'Seat;

'Taft 'i(tr.$4.-3l' top".
".»•'•. ';"'

.

< • 1 I I ('i > ! t J i' .
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Plays on Broadway
TI|<$ Bltf Knife iscrivener who happens to be as

Dwigtat i>«en W&«n and strosberg- > w.k. for her chapeaux or her chit-
Odets production of dirama in three acts chat.
<one set) by Clifford Odets. Stars John ' ^ u^.t
Garfleldi features Nancy Kelly. J( Edward ;

The castings arCv gOOd Dlit tneir
Bromberg, Paul McGrath, Reinhoid performances never convincing,

.
Schunzel. Joan McCrackeni Theodore ! ovon in thp inn Mnmpnt< hcpaii«p
Newton; Directed by Lee StraSberfti set. .

even iJl ine Iopmomenis,_Detau!>
tines, Howard Bay; costumes, Lucille Lit- 1 Of the lins. Relnhold Schunzel
««• -4*„i*?*'»"»'' - OP""'"* 2*.

: plays the benign 10%er lilie a

Busseii . . Frank Wilson 1
Dutch comedian, although intended

Buddy Bliss . . , i .Wtlliani Terry
Charlie Castle , v . . . John Garlleld
Patty Benedict, . .... i.. . , , ,Leona Powers
Marion : Castle. , . . v . . ....... Nancy Kelly
Nat Daniiger . . . . ; . , . . . Relnhold Schuniel
Marcus Hoit .. . ; . ., ; .J, Edward Brombere
Smiley Coy. ,,...;.,,... i..Fa\il McGrath
Connie Bliss. ,. ,..v; ..Mary Patton

to be a switch on the usual agent.

Theodore! Newton is the old faith-

ful author who would talce Gar^
field's wife "away from this all/'

since, he was cQei:ced inio: signing
that ole debbil 14-year play-or-pay

Hank Teagle,, ......i..Theodore" Newton
| contract.

Dixie Evans. . . i . . . . . , . . . Joan. McCracken
i ThBt*p ic a niho TtpvTiillc rnHn<iP

Dr. Frary John McKee t -f, i?
"'Ce JjevmilS manse

,
^ ____ I set, with a bar and much drinking

^. .. , „ , „ biz, as part of the action. The play-
••The Big Knife," for all its dull- wright's spiraled approach to his

ness. Is a two-edged sword as a i anti-Hollywood attack is matched
dramatic entry. In attempting to by a spiral staircase, leading up-

stick the titular stiletto into.Holly-
! UTi^''^ the^actior"'"'wood it achieves the dominating

result of exposing dramatist Clif-
Garfield like Charles Boyer in

ford Odets as the champ ^sorehead
^Jvance'^sale' and '^theatre-party
cushion but like the Sartre play,

The Hainan Touch
London, Feb. 14.

: Stanley Frencb presentation of Firth
Shepard production of new play in three
acts (seven scenes) by J. Lee Thompson
and Dudley Leslie; .Directed by Peter
Ashmore. At Savoy, London, Feb. U. "49.

Dr. James Y, Simpson. , ... Alec Guinness
Mrs. Simpson ......>,.,,.. Sophie Stewart
Gilchrist. .John Gregson
Lady Janet Griham . . , v . . , . Adrten Corrle
Professor Syme. . John Laurie
Dr, Maclntyre. .

,',
i , . , v. . .Robert Sansom

Dr, Shearer. , . . . Milton Rosmer
Dr. MiUer. . . ..ii,;.. ,Edward Wheatleigh
Dr. Ashwen., .Jack Hislop
Dr. Mandel..... P. Kynaston Reeves
Dr. Petrie Keith Shepherd
Sandy Simpson. . , .Archie Duncan
Davie; . . ....... .... , .David Cole
Angus MacGregor .Stanley Foreman

of show business, circa 20th cen-
tury. His hate, for Hollywood has

' Aici-^^i'^A ut^ ^yiMoV«Wf....nin«i the b.o.^or rather the lack- thereof

??io«?i*»/t^^mJi "i^nffp" ^^^^^^^ -must catch Up with the short-
talents as to make Knife dull its

, p„mine<! of thp Slav Ahpl
obvious rapier barbs before the ,

comings oi tne piay.
,

aoet.

flfst 'Act 'is' over. '

.

In choosing to view Hollywood I

Anybody Home
~ ' '

I. Phyllis. Holden production of di
two acts (foUr

, scenes) by Robert Pyzel;
Features -Phyllis Holdfn, Donald Curtis,
Rtiger Clarlc, Katherine And^rsOil, Emory
Rienardson. . Directed by RSlplV Forbes:
sbehery and lighting, 'Loiiis Kennel. . At
Golden-, N. V:. Fcibi 29, '49;. $4.80 top:($7.20
oiiening).'.'

Franklin, ... . .. .Jimmy Duttoh
Joah - .... . ... . , . . .Emory Richardson
Bill^ Gordon. ; ..V. ,. Roger Clark,
Kay Howard. , . ; . .> . . :. .Phyllis Holden
Julia ^Henley,, ...... ..Katherine Anderson
Harrys.. . . .... . . Lloyd Holden
Taylor. . ,j ; i ...... . . ... .Valerie Valaire
John Howard. .... .. . , , . . .. Donald Curtis

i combination of greed, vice and
chicanery, the tenrtwent-thirt over^
tones are so ridiculous, in their ebb
moments, of which'- there are not
a few, as to create an even greater
wonder-^why and how did John
Garfield, impresario Dwight Wi-
man,*et al., come to do it?

Overlooking that Odets was not
above being payroUed at BKO,

. Metro and Warners, the' heinous
grievance is tRat it's a bad play,

: It talks itself and the customers

This is an interesting study of
the life and struggle of Dr. Simp-
son to get his discovery of chloro*
form accepted by the bigoted med-
ical community of the Edinburgh
of 1847; While subject makes for
good drama its appeal is,: of: neces-
sity, likely to be 'Confined to those
interested in curative methods and
factual stories on either side of the
Atlantic,
Scene is set in - a modest home,

TVhere the -already-honored physi-
cian is endeavoring to convince his
fellows of the humanity of reliev-

ing the agonies of childbirth by the
use of his new drug. Not only is

he derided, but he's forbidden to
administer the panacea, foUowihg
the death of one or two patients
with weak hearts.

Undaunted, Simpson experiments
on himself, his assistant supplying
chloroform through a : gauze filter,

and triumphantly emerges : with
his own weak heart unaffected.

Alec Guinness gives a mem-
orable performance as. the . young

.H.Ks „SH,, .-..^....MH.s Anybody Homse'' is the sort of I

doclar* and Sophie Stewart

into an inprtla wCh nlmnst HiHn't ' desperately earnest attempt thatjplfes warm, motherly characteriza-

reauire tKar doinA^^^^^ a first-nighter's tolerance, i tion as his loyal wife. The staunch
require the star domg that suicidal

j^.^ another cruel demonstration., support of the doctor's young as-

that, at least in the theatre, sin- 1
sistant is ably delineated by John

The motivations are -mept, and cerity is no substitute for talent.
|

Gregson, and John Laurie as a
for all the attempts at realism the '

it is a hopeless .flop, at first unin- tough, but fair-minded opponent,
entire structure is thoroughly un- i tentionally funny and then pro- "
believable. Maybe there are sleek, gressively embarrassing,
suave and resourceful entrepre- For the record, "Anybody
neurs of double-talk and double-

1 Home-' was written by a retired
dealing like Paul McGratli, who i chemical engineer, and the pro-

1
ducer-femme lead is his wife. The

worthwhile. But if Garfield suf- piay, a "romantic drama," is about
fered so under a $3,000,000-plus-, a Westchester county (N. Y.) wife:s
14-year contract It was the easiest struggle to rescue her tottering
thing to walk out. If celluloid ty- * - -

-

coon J. Edward Bromberg. holds
, the threat of exposure over his
recalcitrant star, there is never an
acceptable explanation for it.

All of Garfield's mooning over
Nancy Kelly who iJleads for him
"to get away from all this"—mind
you, a $3,000,000-plus, 14-year play-

. or-pay
. contract--is about as con-

vincing as a political curve pitched
up from the Kremlin, Joan Mc

marriage. The terribly stilted
dialog is packed with cliches,, non-
.sequiters and unrelated topical
banalities.
Even allowing for the impossible

script, the production, direction
and most of the performances are
inexcusable. However, Katherine
Anderson somehow survives the
incredible part of a glamorous
femme edition of John J. Anthony
(relentlessly quoting a father who

Cracken, the round-heels, studio- 1 remains mercifully offstage), and
payrolled babe who rebels at her

. casting-couch, three-year contract
«nd yens ifor honest . matrimony
with Garfield is more oh-nuts than
Odets. •

"Big Knife" cast-wise and pro-
duction-wise is a sort of Group
Theatre reunion. Garfield was in
Odets' '"Golden Boy" which the
Harold Clurman group sparked
over a decade ago and in which
cast w«re (the late) Roman Bohnen,
Frances Farmer (sic!), Luther
Adler (title role), Art Smith, Lee
J, Cobb, Morris Carnovsky, Elia
Kazan, Michael Gordon, Howard
da Silva and Robert Lewis, most
of whom have carved important
niches for themselves in Holly-
wood and on Broadway.

, There are moments of fine writ-
ing and there are marathons of

Emory^ Richardson retains his dig-
nity as an Uncle Tom butler.

The opening night audience came
late and left early. Hobc,

(Closed last night tTues.y after
11 performances.)

€ock-A-Daiofllo»Doo
The Experimental Theatre, put-

ting on Iris Tree's play, "Cock-A-
Doodle-Doo," at the Lenox Hall
Settlement House, N,Y., Saturday
(26), under sponsorship of the
American National Theatre and
Academy, went overboard on this
one. A confused . melange of bur-
lesque and fantasy that included a
half dozen styles of playwrighting
and play-acting, the play went oft'

in several directions, and got now-
here. Satirical swipes at radio and
its super-selling tactics, at the

tp'n„f-'H,^™?J^"*- Pf"n«le';Jy'.nK doubtful pleasure of city life as
keynote is spurious but the exterior
trimmings are pseudo-sophistica-
tion. The Hollywood columnist
(femme) Js. an unbelievable harri-
dan but some of the inside-stuf
dialog about her politics would
have you believe It's a certain

LLAN WILLIAMS
Welsh American Tenor

OPERA—CLASSICAL—POPULAR

Bex 864. Hollywood
STate |il407 BTaia 481SS

compared to farm life, had som
point, but garbled speeches about
life, love, reality . and the "let-

me-take-you-away-frpm-it-all" stuff

simply bogged the play down
hopelessly.
An attractive group of actors

handled themselves as well as
possible under the circumstances,
Katherine Squire, as a neurotic
grandmother giving up country

;life for the city; Margaret Feury,
as a romantic farm woman, and

i Charles Heston, as a mysterious

I

lover from the mists, stood out.
I Wolfgang Roth's skeletonized set
t of a farmhouse was unusually good.

flron.

VIC HYDE
CURRENTLY Emile Littler's "HUMPTY DUMPTY"

CASINO THEATRE. LONDON

Porsenal Managomonf: ' NAOMr MORRABIN
Paramemi Thoorra Building, Dm Moinet, Iowa

LONDON: HARRY FOSTER'S AGENCY

brings all his Scottish forthright
personality into full play. Clem.

Cvuignol
Reunion des Theatres Nattonaux pro-

duction of comic operar Directed, by Max
de Kieux. Music by Andre Bloch. book by
Justin Godart and Henri Fabert; chore-
ography by Jacques Etchevery: sets and
costumes by Paul iCollln, At Opera Go-
mique, Paris, .

Guignol. ; . , . .Gabriel Couret
Gnafron. ..... ..... .. .. ; . . . .Emile Rosseau
Rosbach i ................. . Jean Vieuille
Leandre, . V ............ .Raymond Amade
Cotuiird .Jean Paul Yver
Cadet . Louis RiaUand
Dumb Man ... . . .. .. .Paul Payen
Captain ^ ,M. Sorcl
Corporal l Tirache
Urchin w . Saint ; Clair
disabelle.', Ii-ene. .Joachim
Madelon . . ..... .'. . . . . Marguei;ite Legouhy

Plays Out of Town
I Know My Love

MadisoQ, Wis., Feb. 22.
Theatre Guild {>nd John C. Wilson pro-

duction of romantic drama in three acts
by Si N. Behrman. Star* : Alfred Lunt
and Lynn Fontanne. Directed . by Lunt:
settincs; lightinf and costumes by Stew-
art Chaney. Opened at UniveransK of .Wis-
consin's Union theatre. Madison, Feb, 7,

'49i $3.60 top.
Lucy ...... . . ....... Esther Mitchell
WUUam..... ...... ..William Le Massena
ReiUy . vCharles Bowden
Frederic^.........,..'.,.,.'. Geoffrey: Kerr
Nicola,...;,.,.,....^..., .Betty Caulfleld
Claire . ... , , , . > . . . . . . , .Katharine Bard
Nicholas:. v'..r''>>><t'->,^<>ma* Palmer
Blanche. .Doreen Lang
Eugene, . . ; . . >. . . . : , . i . .Allen Martm
Louise ............. w 1 V ..... . Ranee Orsell
Katie; ... ... , . Mary Fickitt
Thomas ....... Alfred Lunt
Kmily . .Lynn Fontanne
First. Photographer. . , ...... Roy Johnson
second Photographer . . . J. P. Wilson
Kleanor..... Anne Sargent
Daniel Hugh Franklin
Richard; . . . , i . .: . Henry Barnard
Agnes. . , Lilian: Kemble-Cooper
Jerome.'. . . . ..i,. .. :Noel. Leslie
Fuller .

.

. . . . . . . . . . i . . Jr P" Wilson

Only in Paris could it happen at
a national opera house-^the pro-
duction of an opera that is hilari-
ously (and intended to be) funny
and at the same time delightfully
tuneful.

At the Opera Comique, "Guig-
nol," described by its librettists
as an "opera bouiTe de cape et
trique" (freely translated as "a
comic opera with buskin and trap-
door'') has been added to its reper-
toire,

Caught at its second per-
formance,. "Guignol,": with a score
b^f Andre Bloch and libretto and
lyrics by Henri Fabeit and Justin
Godard, gave this reviewer one of
his most pleasant evenings at any
opera house.
The plot, which sounds like a

happier eflFort in the collabora-
tive efforts of Bill Saroyan and
S. J. Perelman, deals with a set Of
marionets who come to life one
evening and go on what sounds
like a calvados jag. It starts with
a wedding and double kidnapping
by a highwayman; The drunken
wedding guests go off in pursuit.
The guests get pinched by the gen-
darmes after being taken for the
highwayman's henchmen.
The leading singers make en-

trances and d i s a p p e a r a n C e g
through more trapdoors than
Thurston ever used. The carpen-
try bill must have equalled the
French national debt. The story
makes no sense whatsoever but is
so brilliantly written With lyrics
so delightful that any moments
o£. lucidity are almost resented.
However, when it comes to the

score, it's here that the spectator
gets his big thrill. For Andre
Bloch has come up with haunting-
ly beautiful melodies. His second
act ballet music will rank right
along with Prokofiev's "Ballet of
Steel" score. If compelled to get
technical this 'reviewer would de-
scribe it as music which follows a
ridiculously rococo plot and is a
perfect hybrid of exquisite roman-
ticism interlarded with brilliant
.jazz. .^

The decor and settings by Paul
Colin are in perfect harmony with
the book. The direction of MaX
de Rieux takes full opportunities
Pi a daffy plot to play it broadly
but skillfully.

. Vandy.

S. N, Behrman's adaptation from ^

"Aupres de Ma Blonde," with Al-

fred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne, is a
conscientious, novel attempt tO:

trace a man's and woman's charac-;

ters from the time of their be-
trothal to their 50th wedding anni-;

v^rsary. Method of presentation—-
that of telling the story backwards
-^is the' play's chief merit, with
costuming, conversational topics

and settings adhering faultlessly to
the times depicted. Howeverj fam-
ily episodes and character devel'-

opments, 'revealed through flash-

backs, became verbose and discon-
nected at the opening, thereby los-

ing hold of original theme of play.

"I Know My Love" has an out-,

standing first act; remainder of
production never quite brings it-

self up to excellent pace and inter-

est set forth in opening scenes. As
play progresses—yet retrogresses
in time—^plot, humor, satire and
philosophy are lost. A lot has to be
(lone before this can achieve Broad-
way success.
Opening act displays family con-

flicts at golden wedding celebra-
tion of the elder Chanlersj bril-

liantly portrayed by the Lunts, A;
rebellious granddaughter who re-

fuses to enter into a planned mar-
riage, her stuffy but weak parents,
the frustrated and tyrannical eld-
est son who despises his octogena-
rian father, the meek and retiring
daughter, with her . boring husband
^11 are on hand, for the anniver-
sary. Each character is sharply
etched and every family conflict is

exposed through deft dialog and
sparkling, bits of action.
Mild love scene between the

LuntSr as the elderly couple, is

touching and eloquent, revealing
past life as a cue for the acts to
follow. Second and third acts,

however, are taken up by isolated
' family incidents that never suc-
ceed in throwing light upon the
theme set in first stanza. Thus pro-
duction falters to 4 weak finis.

There' is remarkable realism In
the players' progression of youth;
not merely in costumes, but faci-

ally, and in character, habit and
attitude. Apparent, too, are the
skillful performances by the en-
tire company, particularly Betty
Caulfleld as the granddaughter,
Geoffrey Kerr as son Frederic.
Katharine Bard's portrayal of
daughter Claire, Hugh Franklin as

I dipso Uncle Daniel, and Henry
Barnard's version of young Rich-
ard..'.

'''''.

Dialog discloses flashes of sophis-
ticated humor, wit and intellectual
discussions that, at times, tend to
rise above heads of general audi-
ence. Opening-night responses
came from an academic audience
at a university theatre long known
for its affection for the Lunts.

Lnnt's. adroit direction and Stew-
art Chaney's expert ' settings and
costumes reveal tremendous possi-
bilities. More concentration in
theme and action, plus a lighter
touch to the flashbacks of younger
days, could very well give the The-,
atre Guild and .John C. Wilson a
more successful New York opening
next fall. -

' Greg.

Tli« fiinerald Siaireasc
New Haven, Feb. 24.

Lee Sabinson production of Comedy in
three acts by Dalton TrumbO. Stars
Thomas MItctiellt features Walter Abol,
Rhys William.s, Ituss Brown, Dorothy
Peterson, William J. Kelly. Directed by
Herman Shumlin: setting, Leo Kerz; cos^

j

tumes. Eleanor Goldsmith. Opened at
I
Shubcrt theatre. New Haven,: Feb. 24, '49;

I

S3.60 'top,' ,

Bert Hutchins.. ...Thorrtis Mitchell
Hprton Paige , Russ Brown
Elsie Hutchms Dorothy Peterson
Laurie Hutchins. , . <. .Lois June Nettleton
Buddy Gwynne. ; ...

,

. Robert Readick
Dr. Jay Stewart Walter Abel
Misj Tipton. . .............. Charity Grace
Sam Wilkins Rhys Williams
Dr. Willow.,.. ............. .Brent Sargent
Col. Burnley...... ...Fay Roope
John Troybalt William ,r. Kelly
First Nurse Alexander Lockwood
i^econd Nurse , ..;.Ben Mctz

This particular "Emerald" Im-
I
presses as a comedy gem that can

I be cut and polished to high box-
office lustre for both stage and
screen. A quality of ingenuity that
perin^eales. th(^ play's conception,

development and presentation
stamps the overall setup to a
marked degree that presages readv
acceptance when it hits Broadwav
in Its completed form.
Author has charted a somewhat

different course on the sea of
dramaturgy. He has utilized the
potentially morose background of
a smalltown undertaking parlor as
the setting for some riotoUs com-
edy without resorting to the ele-
ment of farce. Also, he has in-
jected into the proceedings a quan-
tity of down-tp-earth philosophy
that leaves a substantial imprint.

Sharpshooters on the prowl to
pick off objectionable material
along certain lines (author Daltoh
Trumbo is one of the "unfriendly
10" listed in the Congress con-
tempt case) will not find such ma-
terial here. Although the script
does contain a stray line here and
there that might be questioned
primarily the play is a story of ap^
parent frustration such as is expe-
rienced by countless men who, on
reaching middle age, regard them-
selves as failures.

Central character is Bert Hutch-
ins, smalltown Colorado moitician
who thinks his 18-year-old daugh-
ter is ftbout to toss herself away
on a questionable lad while: he is -

powerless to do anything about it

because of a money lack. A much- '

disliked international financial ty-
coon* John Troybalt, who makes
his home in the town, is on the
verge of death, and Hutchins has
figured to capitalize on the event
by snaring an option, in Denver, on
the only bronze cdsket between
Chicago and the Coast,

Oh the night of the death vigil,

Hutchins' friend. Dr. Stewart,
drops in for a little drinking, and
the two are pretty well oiled by ^

the time the signal comes (it's a
light on Troybalt'S mountain-top
home, to be extinguished the min-
ute he dies) that the tycoon has
passed on; Fearful that the services
will . be turned over to a Denver
undertaker, Bert and the sawbones
go up to the mansion and kidnap
the "body," claiming that they had
been called in on the case. A hand-
some fee is arranged and it looks
like Bert's troubles are solved, but
the "corpse" revives, and it's a hec-
tic program from there on in,

Play's title is not an apt one. As
is, it's built around a minor charac-
ter, representing the emerald stair-
case to the castle of dreams of
Bert's youthful daughter. A more
fitting title could be devised cen-
tering on Hutchins himself.
Thomas Mitchell's portrayal of

Hutchins is bead-of-the-class thesp-
ing, His timing is standout, and
his emotional interpretation : rates
a bo\y, too. He has a worthy stage
colleague in Walter Abel, who fits

the medic-philosopher role to. a T,
Russ Brown, as the town's news-
paper editor, and Rhys Williams,
local druggist, cash in heavily on
good dialog and action tossed their
way. Dorothy Peterson registers
as: Bert's understanding wife, and
William J. Kelly is effective as the
ailing tycoon,
Good minor support is record-

ed by Lois June Nettleton and
Robert Readick, youthful romantic
interest; Charity Grace, an eccen-
tric nurse; Fay Roope and Brent -

Sargent, Troybalt's business asso-

ciate and private physician.
Staging hits a torrid pace in sec-

ond act and comes riglit back for

more in. early stages of stanza

three. A nosedive in final moments
is a problem that wilt require a

solution in order to bring the cur-

tain down to a sock finale,

A unique setting incorporates a

double-deck exterior, showing the

distant mounfain^Ttop;: with an .
inte-

rior funeral parlor that includes a

transparent wall disclosing a prep-

aration chamber.- It's clever de-
signing. Bone.

AVAILABLE-

SUMMER THEATRE
New Knglnnd CI».t, lli ml'''" po"

N. Y. stage i!» ft. ivl<l<>, 3» ft.

Sriits >)00. City 118,000 pop., has. »»"d

legit . following: Ample drewl"*

rooms, toilets, lounge;

RESPONSIBLE PARTIES ONLY

BO* VrSS, Vnrlety, IM W, Jdlh St.,

New iork 111,

EXPERIENCED
SUCCESSFUL WRITER

win wrllr, re-write or doctor plw
lis veliicle for star—nlone, in I '»™

< ollttborntion, or l>«-ii'd on 1»™*1!S"
lil«ns or slluntions, Wrl(o imrlit

nwTsi, Variety. 1,11 W, lOil. Street

New YUTk I». ^.
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Literati

Newspaper. Mag Reaflinif st Peak
. Wpwspaper and magazine read-

i«i in the U. S. has reached its

Srpatest peak, according to statis-

obtained from the 19^ edition

nf N W. Ayer & Son's Directory

nf Newspapers and Periodicals,

l isted in the directory were 445

new publications started last year;

Uf those, 18 were magazines of gen-

eral circulation. Newspaper publi-

cation, both daily and weeltly, was
tacreased by 307.

jjJie directory also revealed that

the' number of subscriptions and
newsstand sales of periodicals

reached a total of 229,000,000 per

issue, while daily newspapers
reached an alltime high circula-

tion of .
52,097,872 per issue.

Miss McGUl Death Ends Fund
''

Passing on Feb. 15 of Eliza Mc-
GUli 78, secretary to the late Dr.

Tjilcott Williams, first director of

{he Columbia Graduate School of

°
JoucfiaMcm, ends a fund which in-

volved many $how- business and
literary celebs, for the past several

fears, Miss McGilli who suffered

rom arthritis, was helped by a

'lund contributed to by many of the

jnBtt She had helped. Among them
Were publisher M. Lincoln Schus-
ter; Lester Markel; Sunday editor

of the New York Times; . Gerald
Sl>iero, of Spiero-Kayton; econo-
inijSt Merrylle S. . Rukeyser; pro-

' ducer-composer Arthur Schwartz;
'Kind Howard Dietz and Si Seadler,

of Metro.
She died in Evansville, Ind.,

wliere She:moved last year.

Due From Doubleday
. H. Allen Smith, A. J. Liebling

and ' W. ; Somerset Maugham have
neW' books; due soon via Doubleday.
"'Low and Inside," ' co-authored by.

Smith and Ira L. . Smith (no rela-
lloii), "Mitik and Red Herring." a
second collection of Liebling's New
•Yorker pieces, and "Quartet," the
'four ' Maugham stories already
filmed by J. Arthur Rank, are the
titles.

: Also slated by Doubleday is

"How to Play the Piano," penned
by Jacques Fray and Dr. David
Saperton; former is the first clas-
sical disc jockey.
Joseph Fields workins on drama-

tization of "Mrs. Candy," by Robert
Tallant.

UTBRATT 61

list is issued, there will be a meet'^
Ing held to discuss the identifica-'
tion with stories.

athy exhibited by the Abbey
Theatre directorate and by many of , — _
l"s friends could not crab the fact Ad, run by Nu-Fab Co., consisted

Most Expensive Ad
; Chicago Sunday Tribune ran the
most expensive single advertise-
ment to appear_ in a newspaper.

SCULLY'S SCRAPBOOK

that a new and creative artist had
brightened the horizon and given
the. decadent Irish theatre a re-
vitalizing shot in the arm. But the
bitterness engendered resulted in
O'Casey's departure for London,
and his valediction to Eire is con-
jury in words. A final ironic cir-
cumstance is made manifest in that
the actors of the Abbey wild joined
in

,

thp controversy against him,
years later presented this play and
others of O'Casey, in America, to
their great renown and plenty
dividends. Smit,

By Frank Scully

of rayon fabric' material which ran
through the presses . as regular

,

newsprint ; carrying an advertising '.

niessag^.'^ktolliiii; the product as a
cleaning cloth.

Ohe-tlme ruh fiOst $^^^ in-
cluding the cost of- 440,000 square .

yar^s of material. '.: '

,,
',;{

CHATTER ^'i
' Sprague Talbpt^ camera ace for

'

Look mag for four years, is step-
ping out to work on his own. ]

Publicist Arthur Miller .starting
weekly pieces for Collier's, "Among

Chi Sunday H-A to 15c interviewing celebs

Chicago Herald-American, one ,
Windsor French in Hollywood

of the last of the Hearst papers to ,

for a month to round up column

.

keep the 10c tag on Sunday edi- 1
™»terial for the Cleveland Press.,

tion, switches to 15c March 6. His- !
"Knife and Fork in New York, " i

ing cost of newsprint and labor restaurant guide, being completely
caused hike, according to Hearst i revised by Doubleday for August

I

official. . . publication,

While there is no immediate
j

Cosmopolitan mag will publi.sh

'

prospect that other Sunday papers,
I Elick Moll's yarn, "Purple Like

Tribune and Sun-Times, wiU I Grapes," with 20th-Fox paying
change their 10c price, Sun-Times

I $35,000 for the filming rights,
is holding management huddle i Clifford Odets dedicated "The

'

with one of the major issues being Big Knife" to Dr. M. V. Leof, father ;

price raise for both dai y and Sun- .of legit p.a. Madi Biitzstein, for the \day editions. Daily S-1 is now 4c.
,

forthcoming published edition of
the play. : .

.

'

j
Fire destroyed the publishing i

i
plant of three Chicago suburban
newspapers Monday (28). Building
hpUsed Cicero Life,- Betwyn Life
and Stickney Life;

;

Bing Crosby did introduction, to
"Gdlf: A:New Appirdach/' authored
by Lloyd Mahgrum, 1948 golf
champion, due for April publicfc
tion by Whittlesey House.

Holiday mag devoting its entire

Trask Buys Penn Play Co.
The Penn Publishing and Play

Co. of Philadelphia, iii biz since
1890, was sold last week to Frank-
lin Trask, summer stock operator.
Trask, who controls 14 strawhats,
and the Brattle Hall theatre in

Cambridge, will operate from Ply-
mouth... Mass.v. where, all mail or-
ders will be handled.
Penn Play Coi also acts as agents

for Samuel French, Dramatists I

Play Service and Baker's. The
Philadelphia office will- remain in
operation.

March 16 issue to coverage of New
York City, with special features on
city's government, art, commerce,
hotels, show biz and night life.

March issue of Mademoiselle to
carry article on trials and tribula-
tions of freelance writing, featur-

among others, the career of

Ask Gallico Ouster
Expulsion of Paul Gallico from

the Authors League was demanded
in a message sent to Oscar Hamr
mewteln II, league prexy, by 15
members of the National Council
of Arts, Sciences and Professions.
iThe group scored a column un-

4er Galileo's byline, in the N. Y.
doumal American Feb. 22^ which
was the story of a Russian father
of today telling his son in dialect
his version of the George Washing-
ton cherry tree episode. NCASP
writers labeled the column "anti-
Semitic."

The McCoy on O'Casey
Sean O'Casey, turbulent Irish

genius of the Abbey Theatre Play-
ers in Dublin, presents a further
Vol. of his autobiog, "Inishfallen
Fare Thee Well" (Macmillan, $4.75).
Like the three preceding books of
his tough and contentious career
up from the docks of the River
Liffey, this one too, will be her-
alded by literati circles with the
acclaim not always granted to his
controversial and explosive dramas.
From the coal dust of Dublin's
dockyards to the star dust of the
more rarified areas proved no easy

That Hub Censor Again
Boston's book banning process is

again under fire, this time by
Knopf, New. American Library of

|

mg.
World Literature and Duell, Sloan 1

Helen Colton. ex-VARiETY muggess.
and Pearce, who claim Massachu-

i Louis Bromfield, Ohio author
setts' law contravenes freedom of land farmer, has been selected as
the press and deprives publishers

I campaign chairman of a drive, to
of their property without due

i raise more than $100,000 in Ohio
course of law.
Books under question are "Ser-

enade" and "God's Little Acre."
Attorney General Francis E. Kelly
had secured an interlocutory de-
cree' finding the books obscene, in-
decent and impure, . causing them
to. be removed from book stands.

Eire Lifts Huxley Ban
Aldous Huxley's "Brave New

World," banned by Irish book cen-
sors in March, 1932, shortly after
its publication, has just been re-
moved from the banned list fol-
lowing an application to" the Ap-
peal Board.
Kate O'Brien's "The Land of

Spices," banned in 1941, has also
been removed from the black list,

together with. an English magazine,
Argosy, which got the censor's red
light a year ago.

for mental health purposes. The
seal sale will be sponsored by the
Ohio Mental Hygiene Assn.

Lester Markel, Sunday editor of
the N. Y. Times, investigates the
effect of U. S. propaganda abroad
in "Public Opinion and Foreign
Policy." He planned the volume
as well as edited the work of such
contributors as Times staffers Han-
son W. Baldwin, John Desmond,
Cabell Philipps, James Reston and
Shepard Stone. ; Harpers is pub-
lishing in March for the Council
on Foreign Relations.

New Par Co
Continued from page

I
to be part of a primary obligation

I

of $17,500,000 which the new the-

i atre company is assuming. Latter
sum, in turn, evolves from an origi

S & S UpS Blackwcll
Betsy Talbot Blackwell, editor . ^

in-chief of Mademoiselle- mag, has ^al $25,'000,000 "crecWt set Up by
been elected to board of directors Paramount several years ago :with
of Street & Smith Publications, a flhanciaj syhdicate headed by tbe
first femme so honored in com- Flibst National iB^k of Chicago".
pany's 94-vear-old history.

, . Out of $10,000,000 drawn from
^
As result, Miss Blackwpir has the $25,000,000 credit, $4,500,000

given up the, post she also held as j. -till owine This sum will be

ElitirSrSl Evan'^s^'Sion 'd,- on convertible notes to Bala-

PuUm;n^'umD W^hV^mnl^^^^^^^^ merchandise director of Liv- , " »'so be cleared "P- The
J""'P the unmthodox

ed-in-chiet po.st.
"^w theatre circuit incidentally,

"
I

will receive $2,000,000 in cash from
I

this latest financial transaction.

"O'Casey.
.
Having learned about poverty,

Irish politics and playwrighting
during the early hardpan years,
.Wis articulate and impassioned

29i/t'% in DuMont
Par owns 29i'S% in DuMont

consisting of' 43,200 shares of A
stock and 560,000 of B stock. Com-
pany paid $560^000 originally for

Goodrich Buys Trentonian
Edmund Goodrich, former com-

^„ ., ,
- - posing room superintjendent of the

postie of the Dublin tenement , Philadelphia Record, has pur-
Biums had established himself, by chased The Trentonian. Trenton,
ms late 30s, as Ireland's greatest

|
n. J. daily newspaper founded in

thP THcV.'''"^';"""'^-
^^'"Pe.lled by 1946 by the International Typo-

, fhese holdiri'gsT' Last^reATTt adme Irish Players, then in their graphical Union. Purchase price :

, irpripral rnmmnniratinnq
l}|5ty prime., his first

.
productions was^ot disclosecK Tlie paper was

^

S by^ieVm"ercan N^wtp PC?
for $7,000,000.. Since the prod-dis-

Guild shut down the Trenton f
t"b unit . is^ given the^ stock, the

Times newsiiapers. fu^ realized on it will go to the

Goodrich, who now lives in New ! lot.

(Juno and the Paycock" and "The
' J'ough and the Stars," 1925-26)
definitely notched him as the

HI*!,
Portrayer of comedy and

• pathos, native in idiom, savage in
.
irony and never-sparing-the-whip
In realism.realism.

i.
The fourth book of his Odyssey

inrough life brings one close to
jne terror and drama of the Easter-
week rebellion (1916), the .sniping

«„i m streets, the dread Black-
.

*?n raids, the summary road-
.
HUe executions. Lightening his

ground, you're with him as he
ifcj

elbows with the Dublin gods
™S half-gods political, theatrical
«na literary. His first stabs at one-
{F^Piays, his intimate closeups of
ilf/alera, Yeats, Lady Gregory
5?° others, and his first drama hit
«i the Abbey, give the reader a

• ii.®**^®
w"h nary a drag.

4»«1 u oawning of his first produc-
by the critics, and the antip-

York, was executive vice-president

of the Bronx Home News before it

merged with the New York Post.

Chi Journal Polit. Tag
Chicago Journal of Commerce is

labeling its news stories with po-

litical tags. Such items are brack-

eted with individual's or group's

association with any or all of 564
organizations which have been

Homeoffice building and theatre
will Ultimately ; be sold. , Current
negotiations are being pushed with
Priidential Ijife Insdrance Co. Ask-
ing pricii is $12,000,000 or there-
abouts and the new company has
five years to close the deal.

While the exact cash holdings
of parent company has not been
disclosed, Par had $45,000,000 in

labeled as Communist or Comnum-
1 that bracket at the end of 1947.

ist-front by governmental agencies
| Additionally, its film inventory

and the house Committee oft Un-
j
(,j,rne to another $45,000,000.

American Activities. Neither of these assets have been
Journal, Chi s affiliate of the

Wall Street Journal, said it would depleted substantially. Hence, the

4. ^^-j ctfMtn '.o Wntficf new production outfit goes to bat

^^I'ce'accirdinl trirno'suclfofil: with Approximately $120,000,000

cial list exists. If and when such a ,
m liquid holdings. . ^-

Hollywood, March 1.

The vei-y iught President Tvuman was calling Drew Pearson those
fighting words in Washington, Hollywood was catching highly flattering

closeups of the columnist in Maxwell Shane's production of "City

Across the River." In fact Pearson both opened- anddoscd the opus
and did his pitch for ways to reduce juvenile delinquency very well."

Unlike almost any other public character when confronted with the

dual responsibility, of looking into a camera and talking intelligently

at tlie: same time. Pearson never once looked down at his. .not^'ft^d

never once stumbled on his way to the Ultimate; fade. For a; 'l;$idii(<$i^j^ed
'

guy, additionally, he photographs okay: While okay-too foi? Sound, his

voice has defects! As in radio, he is on the.adenoidal .side and by no
means an FDR.
But he is an amazing fellow for keeping in the news while writing

about the news. The week which culminated in the ^President's blast
at him began with: an expose of his radio programs wherein he tossed
some mud at Father Charles Coughlin, a pastor long silenced to his
parish, in Royal Oak, Mich.; Over the ABC hookup Pearson alleged that ;

Father Coughlin had paid $68,000 to a Dr. Bernard F. Gariepy" of Royal
Oak for alienating the affections of Gariepy's wife.

Father Coughlin, Dr. Gariepy and the doctor's former wife all denied;
this Pearsonian inside story. In fact, they , described it as vicious slander,
reminding one and all that President Roosevelt, had previously called
Pearson a chronic liar; and that Pearson had subsequently been voted
by his Washington colleagues as the most influential but least: reliable
of capital correspondents. ; ..

On Friday, Feb. 18, the Tidings.: a diocesan paper in Los Angeles,- ,

gave a. column oti its front page and ran over five columns on Page 11 v

denouncing the eminent insider, his radio .program and his character -:

generally. ;.--^.;

To what payoff? The very next day, Pearson came into Los Angeles
with the French Merci train, France's grateful response to the Pear-,

son-sponsored Friendship train. Subsequently he heard himself praised
by Governor Warren, Mayor Bowron. Harry Warner and some badly
translated French notables as something a little short of the savior of •

mankind. .These tributes to Pearson went over the air and; certainly
fouled up the blast which the Tidings had directed against his prestige ..

and pei\son.

Two days later the President sa.w fit to express his unexpurgated . .

opinion of Pearson, and as far as Hollywood was concerned that was
nullified by the Maxwell Shane employment of Pearson as the valiant ;

defender of youth and a crusader for the elimination of slums, which
Pearson said he believed were ethe chief source . of the j. d's.

Charmed or CHarmine Life?

[ Unquestionably this guy leads a charmed life and has been doing
I SO ever since he and his pal, Col. Robert Allen, first published their
! "Washington Merry Go Round" anonymously, got fired from their

paper when their anonymity was exposed, and have both gone on to
I amazing journalistic heights ever since. Their climb has been through
I the device of perpetually'exposing. others, and even after they went .

their separate ways their mill kept grinding out the same gainful grist.-

;

1

" The day Mr. Truman took him on Pearson was visiting the Graiid
1 Canyon for the; first time in his life; the Santa Fe. having extended to

i
him and the French Merci train the hospitality of an overnight stay
of the El Tovar.

Pearson confessed that there were no inside stories to be written;;

about the Grand Canyon, and that he, supposedly an expert at crouch-
ing under the White House Cabinet table, was the last person to con-
sider himself qualified to write about the canyon. So he spent a good
deal of his space describing the effect it had on four French railroad-

men who also were seeing it for the first time.

Nothing new came out of their comments, nor his observation of
i

their comments, but it. was a nice way to get through a day while the •

i Prez was trying to make him the patsy of the press.

There is no question that Pearson has carved out for himself a

[ niche in American journalism that is recognizable and substantial.

Based on; gossip, it has substance. It's as if an old reporter of the
Police Gazette should work himself up to a Ph. D. '

He seemingly isn't interested in scandal per se; :He is a. demon, for

,
hunting out the news behind the news.

I Take His Word For It

I

The surprising thing is that so many papers are willing to take his

word for so many things which he couldn't possibly- have overheard
first hand.- -,'.-.--...•.; .

1 He always writes as Jf actually he were under the table, quite sober,
:

- and his ears as -wide open as a beagle's: His radio predictions of things

-

to come were as fantastic in the main as a gypsy palmist's. But every-

body felt these prophesies were merely' teasers to hold audiencerin-

. terest and satisfy a sponsor who felt that Pearson lacked Wincheli's
showmanship and had better simulate . it, or else.

Both these columnists, incidentally, have hopped in and out of

more hot water than anybody since Benvenuto Cellini, and Tom
Paine, Unlike Pegler, who has concentrated practically all his fire on
the Boeseyelts, labor and mobsters, Winchell and Pearson have ranged
all the.way^ from Peron to Peruna. Several times they have sought to

reduce the conflicts to personalities and now and then, as in the case
of Pearson under three presidents, have ;sncceededv .

1 Winchell has had his quota of Hollywood attention bwt Pearson has
somehow been neglected. There's a picture in- him obviou,sly; Why
not the Friendship-Merci thing? Like Stagecoaeh;-'lt has the .first

quality, of a good movie. At least:- it moves. •

His personal history is a bit unusual too. Bom in Evanston, the
Athens of Chicago, educated at ' Phillips-Exeter and Swarthmore, he
married a countess in Washington about 25 years ago,, dissolved that
one, married Cissie Patterson's daughter and moved- the old mother-
in-law fight to a literary plane until she fired his column out of her
own paper.

1
This Friendship Train type of extra journalistic activity is not new

to Pearson either. He was directing social services - among .Serbs,

;
Montenegroes, and Albanians as far back as 1919. . He -taught indus-

, trial geography at Columbia. He lectured over, the: Chautauqua circuits

: He interviewed Europe's 12 greatest men. He hopped- around Japan,
- China. Siberia. He rode on the coattails of Frank • Kellogg; when he
1 was secretary of state and got everybody to sign an anti-war treaty in
Paris (with tommyguns, as it turned out.)

He lieaded one of the best writing teams of his time. He and Allen
needled Washington into being not only the No. 1 news spot of the
world but the liveliest. They even turned their less plausible stories-

into a comic strip, where anything is believable.

1: Came the war and Allen . enlisted and was kicked up.stairs to be;

Patton's press agent; only to see Pearson exposing the general for
- slapping a sick soldier. By then Col. Allen couldn't even slug his old
pal, having lost an arm in combat.

There is mo question about it. Pearson has become tiie: Richard
Harding Davis of his time, ahd in many respects lots more believable

When reduced to the documentary demands of a modem picture

[audience.

I i 1. i>'*.w.M-;
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Broadway
Eleanor Powell and Frederick

J^onsdale off to Europe, Saturday
<26) on the Queen Mary.

George Skouras, chairman of tlie

Amusement Division for the Boy
Scout drive, has been ailing since
December.

Harry Blair, RKO homeoffice
tradepaper rep, doing okay after

hurried appendicitis operation last

Thursday (24).

Sardi's, w.k. show biz restaurant,

celebrating 22nd anni Saturday
(5), It's also birthday for Renee

;

Carroll, Sardl stalwart.
|

Metro producer Jack Cummings
and wife (Betty Kern) sailing on
the Vulcania, Friday (4), for three-

month Fiuropean vacation.

Milton M. Raison, Universal-In-
ternational scripter^ due east soon
to have* a story approved by the
.Customs Bureau in Washington.,

Kadio City topper Gus Eyssell

has been in Lenox Hill hospital

the past 10 days for a minor opera-

tion. Expects to be out this week.
Jack H. Skirhall, prez of Skir-

ball-Manning Productions, named
a member of the board of gov-

ernors of Hebrew Union College.

He was formerly a rabbi.
Hugo Del Carril, South Ameri-

• can radio singer and film actor, in

New York with his actress wife,

Ana-Maria Lynch,, on their first

visit.

.Thelma Ritter, who planed to

the Coast over the weekend, will

appear in "Father Was a Fullback"
as the first assignment under her
20th-Fox contract.

Robert Rossen, indie producer,
arrived in New York Monday (28)

to look for story properties for his

three-pic releasing deal with
Columbia Pictures.
Dorothy Kirsten and Humplirey

Doulens planed to the Coast Mon-
day (28)' where Miss Kirsten guest-

stars with Al Jolson on the Kraft
show tomorrow (Thurs.).

C. G. Castor, Spokane attorney,

searching for his parents, Frank
and Lillian Gilmore, vet circus

performers, who were last known
to have been with Ringling Bros.

He's an adoptee.
Henry Klinger, associate

"Tramlyn Begeerte" and' doing
good biz. -

'

Following prolonged squawks
fromJ publishers of purely local

material, Radio Hilversum's Sun-
day night "Hit Parade" airing has;

been revamped entirely. New for-

mat doesn't stick strictly to a "Top
10'' Style but is so worked to in-

clude a bigger proportion of Dutch
tunes, regardless of their position

in the sales lists.

London

editor for 20th-Fox, elected secre- 1

l^a^'a. Madrid
tary and to the board of Mystery

Nat Kalchelm, William Morris

exec, in conferring with local Wil-

liam Morris heads.
, .

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., domg
p.a. at Palace this week in conjunc-

tion with his "The Fightmg
O'Flynn."

^ ,

Victor Borge opens at Palmer
House Empire Room March 3 in-

stead of Phil Baker because of

Baker's Illness.
,

Mrs. William B. Walrath, found-

er and guide Of Evanston Cradle,

houseguesting ; with Bob Hopes in;

Palm Springs, Calif.

Zero Mostel, comic appearing at

Mayfair Room, Blackstone hotel,

flew to Detroit for Institute of

Blind benefit, returning in time for

his own show same night.

Jules PfeifEer, legit; producer, is

organizing a stage producing com-
pany to originate from Chi, with
John Cosgrave, director of "Glass
Menagerie" and "Joan of Lorr'

raine," as general manager.
Evelyh Knight, currently at Em-

pire Room of Palmer House, bed-
ded with flu, necessitating subbing
of entertainment. Mills Bros., now
at Chicago theatre, filled in two
nights; with Dinning Sisters, local

radio ti;i0) taking care of another
night.

Spain
By Geeho Garr

Blanquita Amaro- and her d^hic^

ers from Cuba made their bovV in

Barcelona night club.
"La Sin Pecado" ("She Had
Never Sinned") melodrama in three
acts by Julia Maura, is having an

gtQj'y I imexpectecl success at the Teatro

Anamaria Gonzales from Mexico,

Writers of America. He's not a
',

Afro-Cuban singer Oscar dc Campo
whodunit scrivener himself, but his

;

and Fernando Garcia Bvawlian

interest in the group led to the Orchestra appearing at the J. Hay,

honor nilery in Madrid. . 1

Victory Lodge, B'nai B'ritli, to !

"Fllomena," a comedy by Italian
i

stage its fifth aAnual contest and actor-manager Eduardo De 1- ihppo, '

concert in memory of the late 1
was produced at tlie lealio J'on-

George Gershwin, April 23 al Car- Ualba, Madrid, starring Tina Gasco

negie Hall, with a cash prize of and_;Fernando Granada

Nellie Wallace left around
$33,000, all to charity.
Daughter born to film stars Bar-

bara White and Keiron Moore in

London, Feb. 22.

Johnny Firman, managing direc-

tor of B; Feldman Music Co., back
from fortnight's holiday at Nice.

Robert Sh'ackleton shares the

leading role in "Carissima" with

the Norwegian singer Ivan Ceder-
holm, who plays at matinees.

"Portrait by Lawrence," new
Norman Ginsbury play, is having
tryout at Stratford theatre, prior

to West End. Author is dickering
with Jessica Spencer to play the

lead.
Soon after his arrival from New

York, Lew Grade flew to Paris to

take looksee at current acts in the

Circus Medrano new bill .for im-
portation to America.
Helen Backlin, American, wlio

appeared In J. B. Priestley's "Home
Is Tomorrow," making screen
-debut in filmization by George
Brown of current stage success,

"The Chiltern Hundreds."
Flora Robson on five weeks' tour,

from end of March, for Combined
Services Entertainments Unit,
Germany. She appears in "Cloge
Quarters," play in which she
starred with Oscar Homolka before
the war.
BBC- televising Jack Waller's

oldie musical, "Yes, Madam," done
pt London Hippodrome some 12
years ago. Bobby Howes and
Wylie Watson will play their orig-

inal roles, with Carol Raye skedded
for Minnie Hale part. Show's in-

itial TV is March 20.

Richard Greene expected here
from Hollywood early in April on
two picture assignments. Fii-st will

be for Anatole de -Grunwald, fol-

lowed by pic to be produced and
directed by Anthony Havelock Al-
lan in which Valerie Hobson will

play leading femme role.- :

- ;
Gregory Ratoff off to Paris for

short vacation, then departs to

Hollywood to finalize deal, with Ed-
ward G. Robinson to come to Lon-
don to costar in "My Sister Jo,"

wliich he is to direct for Alexander
Korda, Shooting is to start at

Sound City in June. Costars will

be Peggy Cummins and Peggy Ash-
croft, who leaves cast of "The
Heiress."

Capri," seriously ill at his suite at

the Excelsior Hotel.
Elaine Shephard, Hollywood ac-

tress, visiting Rome. Her husband.
Col. George Hartman, joined her
from his post at Istanbul.

Carnival season is here, and
every night is New Year's Eve, with
every night club, hotel and bar do-

ing capacity business to people in

costumes and masks or evening
clothes.

Sinclair Lewis, who has been liv-

ing in Florence for the past few
weeks, will move to Venice, where
he will continue his articles foi"

the Hearst papers and work on his

new book.
William C. Tubbs, Broadway

character actor, has been signed
for his fifth picture in Italy. Tubbs
has been cast as "Prince Pigna-
telli" in the Victor Pahlen-Edgar
Ullmer production, "Pirates of Ca-
pri," starring Louis Hayward.
The "brownout" of Rome con-

tinues. The city is zoned and each
zone is without current two days
a week from 8 a.m. to 7 p.m. At
other times of the day all through
the week, the electricity is cut to

about half of the normal amount.
American Express :: Co.; piloses at

4:30 p.m.

Dublin

on

Hollywood

$1,000 to the best, young American
composer.

Lillian Hellman and Kermit
Bloomgarden, while in to cast Miss
Hellnian's new play, "Montserrat,"
houseguested with Arthur Kober,
her ex-husband. Latter, incident-
ally, doing another play on his
own. also for Bloomgarden.

Irene Manning, who's been ap-
pearing in London legit for the
past 18 months, I'eturned to New
York Friday (25) on the Queen
Mary. She'll vacation here for
about six weeks witli her husband,
Clinton Green, then plans to trek 1

Barcelona,
to Britain for a possible film,

Milton Berle to. be feted at testi-

monial dinner sponsored by Inter-
faith in Action at the Waldorf,
May 12. Berle was selected as hav-
ing contributed in both time and
money "to every, philanthropic and
humanitarian endeavor . , . without
prejudice to creed, color or race."
Spyros P. Skouras chairman of the

Mexican legit company appear-
ing at the Teatro Madrid. Madrid:
Pepita Serrador and her Argentine
legit company appearing at the
Teatro. Espanol, Madrid

Paris
By Maxiine de Beix
(3;i Blud: MontpantasseV

Carmen Amaya will open at the
ABC March 4.

,

Chaz Chase back' at Lido after
six-week vacation.
Cirque Medrano scheduled for

new show March 4'.

Kirsten Flagstad does guest

By Maxwell Sweeney
Christine Norden In town

vacation.
Nigel Fitzgerald to London for

film roles. '
.

'

BBC producer Maurice Browne
on visit here.
Tenor James Brittain to England

for vaude tour.
Michael MacLiammoir .planed to

Paris on vacation.
Comedian Cecil SheFidan

skedded for English vaude.
Robert Wolff, London boss of

RKO, due in Ireland on biz.

Scriptwriter Harry O. Donovan
out of hospital after operation. .

Monty Morton,' United Artists
sales manager, in from London.

Micheal MacLiammoir on" sick-
list; will be out at lea.st six weeks.
W. R. Rodgei-s here to disk pro-

framms on W. B. Yeats and James
oyce for BBC.
Stanley Adams, Irish manager

for G. B. Instructional Films, to
London for talks at h.o.

Iris Lawler and Aidan Grennell,
lead players with Longford Pro-
ductions, planning late spring
wedding.
Government spokesmen say no

prospect of video station - here, in
near future owing to high cost of
equipment and installation:

Frank Perritts celebrated thpii.
21st wedding anni.
Gary Cooper back in town after

a Colorado vacation. -

Jimmy Stewart to Chicago to
emcee a; Red Cross show. .

Richard Conte suffered a slight
concussion in a fall on 20th-Pox
lot. •

Wladimir Lissim arrived from
Paris to gander hew product a»
RKO. "

.

Henry Ginsberg hosted David
Lawrence, mayor of Pittsburgh oh
Paramount lot.

'

Monte Hale emcee at charity
dance for paraplegic veterans in
Birmington hospital.
Andre Hakim in from Paris to

spend a month with his brothers
Robert and Raymond. '

Lois Butler planed to Alaska to
be queen of annual ice show and
dog race at Fairbanks.
RKO tossed a luncheon for Pearl

Gage to celebrate her 25th year
on studio switchboard.

Bing Crosby drew a Nipponese
Oscar, a vase three feet high, as
most popular screen player in
Japan.

Jane Wyman leaves for London
late next month to star in "Stage
Fright," which Alfred Hitchcock
will direct. .

'

William S. Hart, Jr., was granted
a 60-day continuance of his suit to
break the will of his father, involv-
ing $1,200,000 estate.

Saul Bass, on his way to accept
medal at Art Directors' Award
dinner, wound up in a hosiptal as a
resvilt of an auto crash in Pasa*
dena.

i. B. Priestley's "'Ever Since I
spots at the National Opera March

Paradise" produced at the Teatiol4, 7, 11 and 14

Gran Via, "Madrid, with music by
Dennis Arundell,. starring Conchita
Montes and Guillerme Merin.
Miro Quesada's Peruvian Ballet,

with dancer-singer Teresa Bolivar
and choreographer Dimitry ; Ros^
toff, arrived from.Lima and is ap-
pearing at the : Teatro Comico

Pittsburgh ,

By Hal Cohen
Evans Family on Las Vegas en^

gagement.
Jane Gibson, of KQV, in Magee

Hospital 10 days for check-up.
Gene Austin playing the Copa, i

Katharine Dunham and troupe
to Nice for one^night stand, and
then back to Palais de Chaillot.

Edith Piaf, on tour in middle
east, returns in three weeks for

|

personal appearance in Barcelona.
Lacy Kastner, Columbia exec,

leaves for Holland and then will

go to Germany for first postwar
tour. •

.

Henri Salvador won the Grand
Prix Disque of 1948 with his re-

cording of "Because J HavejSpod
Courage.". , .

.

Gerry Levin to produce '.'Anna

Lucasta" for Paris. Jean Mercure,
who directed the French version
of "Skipper Next to God," will han-
dle this one

'^^Joti'ph
'

r'"b i n n s succeeded
, in^'^S^'^^if

°^ 'foUoVing cha^'i/pS the^pail of a n^'.
- - -*- I mm in ivinnnjv i /i

|

paperman m the French prodUG-
headlining

I

tiOn of "Thank You, Mr, Crock."

By Lee Rees
"Carousel" set for Lyceum in

March.
Ted Weems into Prom for one-

nighter. •

St, Paul Civic Opera Co. to. do
"Song of Norway." ^

Edyth Bush Little Theatre has
"I Remember Mama" underlined.

Pied Pipers into Hotel Radisson
Flame Room with Mel Cooper orch.
Hotel Nicollet Minnesota Teiv

race has Art Kassell orch on four^
week date. -

•Ton Hall stopped over to visit

wife, Frances. - Langford; now i.at.

Club Carnival.
Sigmund Romberg orch to make

fourth local appearance at RKO-
Orpheum March 16-17.
Abe Burrows, appearing at Hotel

Radisson Flame Room, completing
Henry Cassidy, NBC European . ^is first book for Doubieday.

„> ^ „ '"ii him fn Monday (7)Wangeman as g.m. ot cross and Dunn
Carousel this week, with Siapsie
Maxie RoSenbloom coming iii Fri-
'day,-(4). -/'^-^-r

Sid Dickler left Triangle Rec-

I

ords to do publicity for Penn-
I

Midland Sales, Lou DePaul replac-
I

ing him.
I Mrs. Bert Lahr ruished back to

Frank G
Plaza hotel, latter to manage tlie

new Hilton Caribe, now under con-
struction in San Juan, P. R., while
Binns who is a veepee of the Hil-
ton Hotels Corp.. will ahso super-
Vise the company's inteAst in the
Roosevelt, N: Y., and the May-
flower hotel; Washington.

Story is a biopic on the life of the
famous Swiss clown.

Rome
By Heien McGill Tuhbs

Myrna Loy and Gene Markey ex-

ba^L"aSt^ontM'r°"o^n^ t>>«l f- l?48 reached the

Vienna
By Emil W. Maass

Douglas Sirk of Hollywood, 'in ^

town.
Fix admission prices upped 10

groschen.
Upton Sinclair's "Atom Bomb''

at Theatre of '49.

EUabelle Davis, U.S. singer, to

appear in Konzerthaus,
Crete Wiesenthal off to South

America for dance tour.
Teddy Kern, 48, legit and film

comedian, died suddenly.
lohn Dored of Paramount look-

ing over story prospects.
First U. S. pic to be synchron-

ized here is "Guest Wife."
Bruno Walter inked for two con-

certs during Salzburg season.
Paula Wessely ended her work

in film, "Vagabonds," done in Salz-
burg studio.
Hans Moser, comedian, back

after extensive tour through North'
and South America.

Fi-ench star Francoise Ro.say
filming in the Tyrol under direc-
tion of Marc AUegret.

Thirteen more musical tele-

vision pix made by Helios, Berna
and Ambassador in their studios.

;
Rudoh' Sieczynski, composer of

"Wien, Nr Du Allein," and vice-
President of AKM', is 70 years old.

Burg Theatre ensemble appear-
ing in provinces, playing Tenne.s-
sec Williams' "Glass Menagerie."''
Noomi Aleskovsky, solo dancer,

of Tel Aviv state opera, inked for

.evening in Mozarthall, Konzert-
Iiaus..

Alfred Do.stal, founder of Capi-
tol Disk Co., which produced no
disks: got three years for erabezr
zlemcnt. .

Director Erwin Turga and actor
Otto Hoerbarth seriously hurt,

when theatre bus collided with
train near St. Poelten.

President Urban of the Book and
Music publishers Assn., announced-

it played to more than 75,000 per
sons."
Dorothy Lewis Ice Sliow con-

eluded nine-month run at Hotel
Nicollet Minnesota Terrace and re-
turns in May for usual spring-
summer engagement.
Kay Francis, at Lyceum in

Show biz and sports ceJebriiies I " Wiit after 'V.l^e
"Favorite Stranger," and Abe Bui

inoH in a frlhi.+n *n +ho - V.,f« i i^^V *.9'^ altCr MaK? IVlme Mdn- pe^^^ Wnfol RnH conn Winmjoined in a tribute to the late
. Fiorello H. • La Guardia at the
Skouras Park Plaza theatre, Bronx,
last night (Tues.) as part of the

:

$150,000 fund-raising campaign for
the community Haarlem House.

'

Proceeds from a special showing

'

of ''tether Is • a Freshman" were ,

turned over to the campaign

I hattan" opening because
i children was ill.

one of ! Riviera.
Elline

Washington

Amsterdam
By Den Berry

, Paul Robeson booked to do con-
cert tour in Holland in May.
"TJie Iron Curtain." ro'ccntly-

banned, has been okayed b.v cen-
sors.

J. B. Priestley's "The Linden
Tree" at the Stadsschouwburg un-
der: Dutch title "De Lindenboom,"
;FraBS Vroons, tenor of the

Nederlandsche Opera, is set for

appearances in New York and Chi-
cago this year:

"Streetcar Named Desire" run-
ning at Centraal theatre here in

Dutch, version under title of

Walter, last seen on
Broadway in "Marinka." is in
Rome studying opera.
Edward Cianelli and his wife are

in Rome. Cianelli will start his
third picture in Italy soon.
John Mills, owner of the Milroy

,

Club in London, is vacationing in '

Rome before leaving for Africa.
j

Gregor Rahiriovitch will leave

rows from Hotel Radisson Flame
Room, entertained Northwest
Variety club's Valentine party.
Old Log, local strawhatter, .or-

ganizing touring company to pre-
sent- "Glass Menagerie" in Minne-
sota, Wi.sconsin and North and
South Dakota towns this winter.

I

record figure of $943,000.

I

Mary Maddox inked for appear-
lances in Mozarteum, Salzburg, after

successful concerts of Negro spir-

ituals in Konzerthaus here.
Heinrichhof building opposite

opera, badly damaged during war,

to be torn down. Heinrichhof Cafe,

once hangout of theatrical foll'i

will not be reconstructed.

Miami Beach

By Florence S. Lowe .

James Elliott, youthful Broad-
v,a.y producer, in town for pow-
wows with State Dept. olTicials pto-
paratory to taking off for South . , „.„
America to tour three legil com- 1 for a business trip, first to Paris,
panies under aegis of the depart-

\
then Now York and Hollywood, I

By Lary Solloway
ment.,

, i
City of Milan making plans for Sheila Barrett into Leon and

I^ibby Hohnan and Gerald Cook an International Congress and Ex- i Eddie's, Palni Beach,
return for a two-day dale of lolk po.sition of Television next fall, j Carroll and Gorman into Five ! retui-ned for pie work
songs iVIarcli 16 and 17. '

. "Six Characters in Search ot an |
O'clock club. Joining holdover' "

'

Maurice Bergman, chairman of Author," by Luigi Pirandello, in '

~"

industry bond committee, in town- Italian, at the LitUe Theatre in
for Treasury confabs on savings : Rome.

Mexico City

By D. L. Grahame
Fredric March and Florence

Eldridgc visiting.

Mother of Linda Christian (Mrs.

Tyrone Power) has opened a gi»

shop here.
. „

Max Gomez, Monogram skippe".;

booked "The Babe Ruth Story

into the Cine Mexico.
Fernando and Mapy Cortes,

Puerto Rican stage-pix players,

bond . drive
Ringliflg Brothei-s-Barnum

Bailey will play season's first can
vas date here, opening May .17:

Woody Herman band and King
Cole Trio here last week for a
benefit.

Hildegarde in.for her annual ap-
pearance at Hotel Statler's Em-
bassy Room starting March 3.

Winifred Heidt and Eugene Con-
& i ley, two American singers, scoring

al the San Carlo Opera Co. in
Naples. *

"Hamlet" in Italian and "The
Eagle Has Two Heads", in Frencli
are at the Arcoboleno --and Quii'i^
netta, respectively.
Mihail Rasurany, Hollywood ac-

l^i' now appearing in "Pirates of

Mickey Shaughnessy
Ben Blue, Lessy and Moore

being ticketed for Copa City, en-
gagement in mid-March.

Both Cliallis plus Copsey and
Ayres join the Vagabonds in new
.show at Clover Club, Wednesday
(2).

.
Brook Club closed Saturday (26)

several weeks jearlier than usual'
though Hildegarde engagement had
them standing up. Gambling
crackdown by governor blamed.

Strike on against six local sec-

ond-run cinemas to enforce de-

mands for pay hikes of 50'/c i"

80%.
Maria Conesa, Spanish come-

dienne, 45 .years a trouper, misuew

of ceremonies for the Blue Boom
floor show at Hotel Waldorf.

Justino and Secta, of the Royai

Repensky Family, bareback naer*,

headlining with the Circo Atayoe,

Latin American circus curient

here, will go to N,Y, for season

with the Ringling circus.
,
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AFM Lauded
ConttawA from pact 1

being that the locals will no longer

control the funds.

Office for the new trust fund
was opened yesterday (1) at 11 E.

47th st.> N. Y. Rosenbaum will

devote two days a week to his

job as trustee, and : has already
picked Ralph Bimes, formerly with
W<>rld' Broadcasting Co., to head
his Staff as chief accountant. When
the new fund gets rolling towards
the end of. '49, he says, the office

will make from 15,000 to 18,000
payments a: month (previously paid

out by the locals), creating quite

an accounting problem.
'Bosenbaum expects that receipts

to the fund for the first full, year
will he about $1,250,000, which is

a smaller amount than the AFM
annually had for welfare disposal.

Payments for the last quarter of

1948 are practically all in (the

fund started on- disk sales

made since October, '48), and gross
receipts for that quarter are rough-
ly $330,000. This is about a 25%
drop against the- last quarter of '47,

explained by the fact that sales of . _
records have dropped that much. ' completed story. He also later re-

I'anything's good tnough for Holt
lywood/' and then are surprised
when luoh material doesn't sell.

Metro, jZOth'-Fox and Paramount
have been leaders in the practice
of going out and tapping writers
to do stories. Sometimes the ed-
itors supply the nucleus of an idea,
which the writer can work out or
sometimes the scrivener has an
idea.' of his own which an editor
can help him develop.

Encouragement . of this ftlmr.

slanted writing was easier when
the' companies were freer with sub-
sidies for authors. . Economy de-
mands have Teduced: the amounts
available, but Par, M-G and 20th
are still handing out largesse in

the form of option, money to tide

over authors with an idea that
seems worth developing. Books
and mags have now cut out these
advances or are being so frugal
with them that film companies are
getting something of a break.

"Slattery's Hurricane," currently
in production. at 20th, was obtained
in this way. It was originally an-

idea contained in aH-i-page letter

by Herman Wouk to his agent, Hal
Matison. Fox handed Wouk $5,000
to expand and develop the yarn
against $50,000 for an acceptable

MARRIAGES
Carol, N. Starr to Robert L. Wal-

den, New York. Feb. 27. Bride is

daughter of Herman Starr, Warner
Bros, veepee and prexy of Music
Publishers Holding Corp;

Ann Arient to William .G. John-
son, Feb. 24, in New York, Bride
is a model; he's stage manager for
legit play, - "The Ivy Green." cur-
rently trying out.

Patricia Gurry , to Don -.Hine,
Hollywood, Feb. 24. He's a tele-
vision producer at
KTSL.

MES FRANCIS DOOLEY scripter of "Fairy Tale Theatre"
James Francis Dooley, 69, one program for WGAR, Cleveland,

of yesteryear's vaude headliners, died after a heart attack in that
died at his home in Freeport, li. It, city, Feb. 26.
Feb. 23. A native of Pittsburgh, she was
A dancer, singer and comedian, the widow of Morton J. Beistl$,

Dooley with his wife, the late former head of Allied Products Co.
rinn T oo'c I Corrinne Sales, formed the
Lion J^ees

^ggjjj Dooley and Sales, which
_ , _. , ... ^, . .

,
toured the country as one of the

Rosalyn Simon to .\llan Shine, i ^tars acts of the Keith circuit.
Pittsburgh Feb. 27. He s with We$ They retired 20 years ago.
Parker orch.

| Dooley, an Irish Catholic was
Oolagh Herity to William Dun- converted to Judaism when he . came to this country 40 years ago

phy, Cork, Ireland, Feb. 19. Both
i
married Miss" Sales after they ; and for 24 years functioned as as-

are actors with the George Daniells ' teamed their talents for vaude- ' .sistant conductor of the L. A. Phil

HEKRY SVEDROFSKY
Henry Svedrofsky, 60, concert

master, died Feb. 21 at his home in
Los Angeles.
Born in Vienna, Svedrofsky

Co.

Payouts End '49

: Rosenbaum won't begin his dis-
bursements till, end of '49, when
^the old fund (which the AFM dis-

bursed till the Taft-Hartley law
prevented), will be used up. There
was about $4,500,000 collected up

|

till the end of '47, About $1,600,-
|

000 each was disbursed in '47 and
'48; $1,500,000 Should be expended
in '49, to wind it-up.

: Rosenbaum, who is former prez
of WFIL, Philly, and former vice*

prez of the Philadelphia Orchestra
Assn., say he also noted something
else of interest in AFM adminis-

. tration of welfare funds.. Although
most of its members are pop musi-

ceived another $35,000 for work on
the screenplay and as technical ad'
.viser.r..

.

Another 20th deal in the effort

to develop stories was purchase of

a second original from Eleazar
Lipsky, New York attorney, who
provided the basic yam for the
company's succes.sful "Kiss of

Death." Eastern story ed Bert
Block and his associate, Henry
Klinger, had an idea for a script

concerning-a lawyer. They handed
it to Lipsky to develop, giving him
$3,000 againist .$15,000 if the com-
pleted original was successful.

Lipsky turned out a 30-page synop-
sis which was snapped up hy 20th
production chief Darryl P. Zanuck

ville. His wife, who died la.st year,
was Jewish and w;iii tod their chil-.

drcn to be broui£hi up in her faiths

Ten years, ago, Dooley bought:
the Hi-De-Ho night club in Bald-
win, L. I. He operated it for nine
years.
A daughter, Patricia

Dooley, survives

harmonic Orchestra. For the last.

10 ye.irs he conducted the-Standr-
ard Sympliony on the radio.

Funeral services were held Fri-
day (25) at the Riverside Chapel,
Far Rockaway, L. I.

Mother. 74, of Ratherine Forbes,
author of "Mama's Bank Aceotmti''

;

which formed the basis for the
Rachel play and screen production of "I

Remember Mama," died in San
Francisco, Feb. 24.

cians, the AFM looked oh longhair
|

has been set for production
as its best public relations medium
a valued means of winning favor-
able opinion for the Federation.
They felt that the thinking ele-

ment in the country that supports
legislation, is interested in serious
music. Hence, the AFM, in plan-
ning its programs on which it

under the tentative lable,

Story of Harry Kincaid." .

"The

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs; Cbnrlef! Barton,

daughter,- New- York, Feb. 14.

Father is .member of Barton &
Brady vaude team: mother ; was
also a vaude performer known pro-
fessionally as Cindy Blair.

Mr. ;and Mrs. Jo.seph Friedman,
son. New York, Feb. 23. Father
is, with Warner . BroSi home office
publicity dept.

Mr. and Mrs. Harold Rosner,
son. New York, Feb. 23. Father is

with Warner Bros, contract dept.

Mr. and Mrs. Erv Sesjebrecht,
daughter, Chicago, Feb. 20.'Mother
is Marie Gifford ;,on . WMAQ's
"Town and Farm" radio show.

Mr. and Mrs. Ted Nasser. daugh-
ter, Hollywood, Feb. 23. Father is a
film producer.

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Grinde, I

daughter, Kansas City, Mo., -Feb. ! -, ., ,. . , , , , . , , 14. , j- j . t,i

13 Father is announcer at WHB
i

'-'^ Guild and Actors vision consult.int, died m Phoenix,

in 'that city. i

Equity. •
, Arizona, Feb. 22

St j »« -n ,1.7 11 ,1 His wift, Mary Fanning Hen-

ie^'V^s^Thfy^''^'^^^^^^^ « retired^ctress, died in

Surviving are a daughter, and a
brother.;,-

Son, 11, of Jules Epstein, owner
^rr- ! 0f a midwest chain oi hotels in-*

JOHN B. HENDRICKS 1 eluding the HoUenden. Cleveland,
John B. Hendricks, 76, an actor;died of drowntng^eb. 23 in Chi-

and singer who retired in 1945
1
cago, when ice o& which he was

after a stage career: of more than ! skating gave way.
30 years, died in Elizabeth; N. J.,

'

Feb. 26.
He made his stage debut with

DeWolf Hopper in "Isle of Spice."
He later appeared in both, dramatic
and musicomedy productions.'
He appeared in many Gilbert

and Sullivan operetta voles in this
country as a member of the Savage
Opera Co.
He was a member of the Lambs

Father of Tony Hardt, former
radio producer for Young & Rubi.*
earn agency, died in :Harrisburg,
Pa„ Feb. 4.

•

Father of Kay O'Grady, dancer
in "Make Mine Manhattan," died
in Boston, Feb. 26.

Mother Of Richard Hubbell, tele-

Father is announcer at WHB there.

Mr. and Mrs. Al CiemieleWski,
daughter, Pittsburgh, Feb. 15.

Father's on WWSW .staff.

Mr. and Mrs. Barrie O'Daniels,

Dramatists Guild
Continued from page ST

Warners Acquires
Continued from page 1

'

CHARLES HANSON TOWNE |
ihcome frbm Broadway produc-

_ , , Charles Hanson Towne, 72, au- |
tions, on which the Guild gets, a

daughter, Detroit, Feb. 24."Father i thor and editor, died in New York 1
sliding scale amounting to around

is managing director of the Detroit 1 Feb. 28. He was a prominent fig-
|
2% of the gross, remains about the

Civic Opera; mother is an actress,
i

ure in legit and literati circles, and : same.
known professionally as Avis Kent.

spent the disk welfare funds, lean'' .1%% of the gross over $400,000.
ed to the longhair on the practical

grounds it would interest those
people whose support, legislatively

or otherwise, it sought.
The AFM, says Rosenbaum, did

not use , the disk welfare funds
under the old setup merely to hand
out jobs to members, or to its un-
employed, but adopted a plan to

use the money exclusively for pub-
lic service. Quality of product was
the first thing emphasized.

. AFM
gave concerts in schools, play-

gi-ounds and hospitals. Figures
compiled for '47 first year AFM
fund was administered, give a full

picture -how the- money went, says
-Ro-senbaum, while pointing out
how the AFM leaned to longhair
for better public relations.

Under the fund in '47, the AFM
gave 2,Q11 playground perform-
ances; 4,700 performances in hos-
pitals (with small units); gave 1,-

764' militarY'- band concerts;
appeared in 140 parades; gave
1,394 symphony concerts (with
orchs under 60 men), and 143

^concerts with symphonies of over
' 60 men each. Thus, he points out,

of about 11,000 performances of
every character, over 1,500 were of
concert of symphonic type.

What WB paid him for it isn't

known. It -has been learned, how-
ever, that the studio handed Selz-

nick $1,500,000 for the seven play-
ers and a director which it is bor-
rowing.

Not included in the WB deal is

Selznick'vS portion of his contract
for Robert Mitchum. Jack Warner,
it is understood, refuised to con-
sider Mitchum in view of the play-
er's jail sentence. Another top
DOS star not included is Dorothy
McGuire.
Hard feelings which developed,

because of the deal, between Feld-
man and Music Corp. of America
was heightened during the past
week when Feldman .sniped Clif-

ton Webb out of the MCA stable.

MCA was burned on the Selznick
arrangement because ; it agented
the original deals for the players
with DOS. It continues to get only
its 'commission on.the salaries Selz^

nick is paying them, while Feld-
man is getting his 10% on the
overage being paid by Warners to
Selznick.

L. A. Par
Continued from page 4

was at one time editor of Smart
i There are numerous other show

Set^mag. Besides authoring^
"i®"^ i business names, besides Miss Slll-

...III.
» .. jox. among the "Detective Story"books, he collaborated with Amy

Woodforde^Finden on four song
cycles, including "Five Little Jap-

backers. They include publicist
Ben Sonnenberg, $1,500; film writ-

Pound Home Pix
Continued from pace I

Maior's 50 Wks.
Continued from page 1

lease which requires it to buy Para^
mount product exclusively for the
LA. showcase.' Paramount's evic-
tion case is based on the claim that
the F&M subsid has violated the
clause. Partmar is contending that
the Supreme Court decision in
the Government suit makes the
provision illegal.

In its intervention move, Part-
mar is asking for an injunction
to restrain the eviction action. Or-
dinarily, its lease expires in 1952.
The settlement, according to the
F&M', operator, . would arbitrarily
junk the high court decision with-
out any court deciding on . the
specific question. Other theatres
are also tied by the same clause,
Partmar's attorney, John Harlan
Amend, claims.

Paramount theatre has been op-

anese Songs" and "The Magic
|
gr-producer Billy Wilder, $1,500,

Del'msTa ^or^'n wrUing^ «^'«<=tor Anatole Litvak,'$l.:

of C'.'^aid in 19T0 ^pf-eaTed hi a ; ^f;
.Tfedda Harrigan Logan, wife

road company of "Life With I

'V'^ecto'- Joshua Logan, $750;

Father." '
^ "

i

her daughter, ex-actress Ann Con-

A sister survives. 1
nelly Lester, $750; theatrical attor-

.

'

.
.

jney Mortimer Becker, represent-

ROMAN BOHNEN J ing a syndicate, $750; Irwin H. and
Roman Bohnen, 55, character

j
Natlian Kramer, owners of the Ho-

actor, died Feb. 24 in Hollywood
i
tel Edison, N. Y., $1,500 each; Har-

following a heart attack. He was I riet Amase, wife of producer Paul
stricken while_ working backstage

! Amasfi, ' $7,500; pressageHt LeO
in the Actors Laboratory Theatre,
of which he was chairman.
Bohnen began his stage career

in 1928 and became ,a film player
10 years later. His first picture was
"Vogues of 1938." He was deeply
interested in the little, theatre
movement and was ! the driving
force behind the Actors Lab. Sur-
viving is his -daughter, 11;

Frecdman, $1,500; general mana-
ger Herman Bernstein, $1,500.

Also, pressagent Sol Jacobson,
$750; house manager Carl Fisher,
$1,500; Irwin Shaw, $1,500; attor-
ney Arthur B. Krim, $1,500; 20th-
Fox executive' Joseph Moskowitz,
$5,250; pressagent Harry Sobol,
$1,500; film director John Huston,
$1,500; Paramount executive John
Byram, $750; theatre managerCARLOTTA

Lottie Aymar, 92, who had been i Louis A. Lotito, $1,500; Edgar, Jo-

x«ia...uu«t u.^-tic ,.<,s ucc UM- "2 featured aerial artist and bare- seph and Howard Cullman, a total

erated by F&M since 1933 TlTet"^*''' 'i^^^
under professional of $13,500; Hilda Kook, wife of

«i~ «™ . 1 • u name of Carlotta, died in Santa i lightine technician EHdiP Knnirfilm company's eviction suit has Monica, CaL, Feb. 22.
I $i sn^ coS, ™ri wuC'been inactive for several months Durine her career she had been Si 'cnn '^'^^P^'^^ .^l

after it was taken off the calendar featS w'fh "leading oLustf, '

fepresUuncTusic Cor'n Xtr'in LA pending the results of the , and after retiring as a Performer
;
?^?'^f,7n''"^p™"5,'%^°^P-

Government action. Partmar's $4,- 1 she became a wardrobe woman l?^' "^'-P'' Bellamy, $4,500

screen—although they may also
find a market as books or mag
:PieGes-^are figured to save coin on
preparation for filming.

What burns the story eds in
making their pitches to authors is

that the writers almost always take
the attitude that films are a lesser
field not quite worthy of their tal-
ents. Despite the fact that the
returns from a yam sold to Holly-
wood are generally many times
greater than proceeds from a book
or mag, the writers frequently take
the view that a film sale Is strictly
incidental.

The second thing that gripes the
eds is that writers, when they are
convinced that picture sales are a
worthwhile effort, will whack
something off their typewriters in
short order and with none of the
thought or care they'd put into a i

piece for print. Editors say they
jare constantly receiving manu-

1

scripts from well-known authors,
Of material that is so shoddy that

.

they'd never think of letting their
publishers or a mag editor see it.

i

xhey have a supercilious idea that

date for its shows at the N. Y.
fiagship.

The Big' Four's 50 weeks are the

largest number of playing time
they've had since 1935,

It's currently estimated that in-

dependent playing time provide
approximately another 50 weeks.
Schine circuit has about nine

weeks, Sherman office has six

weeks, Al Rickard. Charles Hogan,
the one and two day stands of the

RKO and Loew circuits around
New York booked by indie per-

centers, and the Bert Levy time in

the northwest, Eanchon & Marco
in St. Loiiis, the Katz houses in

Ohio, Century circuit, Siritzky

houses, Comerford chain, among
others, can probably approximate
the time booked by the majors.

Of course, the approximate 100
weeks now available is a drop in

the bucket in comparison to the
time offered in the days when the

Keith-Albee vaude empire flour-

ished. Nonetheless, the vaude in-

dusti-y is at its most optimistic

.state since the middle '30's. It's

expected that more time will be
forthcoming as the top picture

shortage becomes more acute and
when effects of divorcement be^

come more apparent

500,000 action, however, based on
alleged compulsory bookings still

stands.

WB Concessions
Continued from page 4

for circus productions.

tage of easier selling strictures

which, are incorporated in other
decrees.

It iS: not believed that Metro
will seek a settlement since it is

generally conceded that the com-

Gertrude Apnelbaum, representing

i

a syndicate, $750; Kermit Bloomgar*
EMELIA J. SCHNEIDER I

den $7,500; Leland Hayward (who
Emelia Joan Schneider, 72, dra- ,

originally held the script), $4,500,
matic coach and former actress, j.

and film director William Wyler,
died at her home in Stapleton, ! $.1,500, , ./

Staten Island, Feb. 23. Play, in which Bellamy and Meg
For several summers Miss

i

Mund.y are co-starred, is budgeted
Schneider directed plays for stu-

,
at $75,050, subject to- 33V6% over-

dents at Columbia University's call. General partners are Lind-
McMiUen theatre. say, Crouse and the author's 'sister,

Surviving are a sister and a May Kirshner.
brother. .

lldets
Continued from pace I

CLARY SETTELL ,.

' Clary
'

.
Sfettell, 66, sports;, writer

and sportscaster for the Canadian '

pany is in the .strongest defensive Broadcasting Corp., died in To-

i

position of the Big Five. As for ,

ronto, Feb. 3. He had been with
|
you have the item of authenticity

20th, Spyros Skouras, company CBC since 1938. i as itriiffected my selection of the

prez, has already announced that
I

P™"^ to that Settell had been , Hollywood background."

it will go after a settlement irn- > %':''^»"i'^^}J°^^^^
Frankly, Odets doesn't Uke Hol-

mediately following announcement ^^^^l^'T^
of a> ' Paramount pact
Skouras wants to maintain an inr
tegrated film setup which, : Would
retain many of . the theatrels, ob'

casts for Columbia Broadc^ting
»ince System from the Coast;

has: done to him personally^ but be-
cause of What he feels it has done,
to many others.

"Hollywood," he concludes, "hasSIR STANLEY MARCHAN'T
Sir : Stanley Marehant^ 65^^ com.- u„„"""' "'""^,,^lY;,^^^

servers do not credit the. company ' poser of the Te Deum sunglit the ^^^^^..^n^^'Tn^"
with much chance of winning a jubilee service for King George V '^P"^^,^'"^',

""^f/ hlc v««^
favorable deal. ,

in 1937, died in London, Fib. 28. :

s™il/«r liabilities. It has been

Principal of the Royal ^fademy ; schemeM, cheats, e^^^

of Music, London, siricfe^ 1936 i and despots; ^But that is Changing
we nyrarr-hon* -Tni.moY.i,, fiow. The ncWep geiifiratiOii Bhiong.

in declaring that his company ^i"'"^-J"\"'^^""J't „^
will fight on Warner said: "wi London, since 1936

will not give up our theatres with^

out a court fight. We have taken
years to accumulate the company
assets we have, and we will fight

to hold them." WB operates over
450 houses.

Marchant was formerly an: organ- now.
ist at St. Paul's Cathedral. 1 the leaders is getting away from
A wife, son and daughter survive, that sort of thing."

-—-— i But despite his low opinion of

MRS, ALDARILLA S. BEISTLE the film center, Odets insists that
Mrs. Aldarilla S. Beistle, 53, .

"getting even" had no part in th*
author of children's books and creation of "The Big Knife,"
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I,

Allen, NBC Mull

Five-a-Weeker

Next Season
Fred Allen and NBC Hre tailing

a de.al whereby the comedian may
i

wind up next season doing a 15-

1

minute, cross - the - board nightly

;

program on the network. Alien
|

broached the idea to N^C, and net-

'

- work execs, in turn, are all. for it.
|

. however, there won't be a definite

decision until May, for it's all con-

1

tingent on Allen's health and I

"V^hetlier he gets his medico's okay
when he gets his seasonal checkup.

Allen checks out of the Sunday ;

at 8 period for Ford Dealers at end
'

of the current season. If he re-i
turns to the air at all next season,

. he prefers the nightly capsule rou-

1

tine which would be mostly adlib

;

(a la the late Will Rogers), thus

^^*^^?hlES:^I« rPacific Another

Legit Enti^B^^^

Filois Can't Touch

Chicago, March 8,

WENB-TV will telecast the fir,st

all-Negro television show April 1,

titled "Happy Pappy." Weekly
program will bring top names of
Sarah Vaughan and Ella Fitzger-
ald, but also maintain searcli for
new talent. Entire cast and studio
audience will bo all-Negro.

Vagabonds will back musically,
wliile Ray Grant will emcee.

Pyramids?—Sphinx!

Satdbo a Natch

InROJardiGras;

B.O. at
By TED LIUZZA

New Orleans, March 8;

.
Disguised as unhinged bedlam

eliminating the weekly scripting this old city on the Mississippi's
; Logan's "Mr. Roberts," Tennessee

and reliearsal chores, i
levees turned out last Tuesday (1

) ;
Williams' "Streetcar Named De-

NBC and Allen reportedly * for the maddest, merriest, most
' sire" and Fay Kanin's "Goodbye,

haven't talked coin as yet, but the :
.iampacked Mardi Gras in its his-

, My Fancy
network, it is understood, is will- 1 1'Ory.

'

ing to go for any amount Allen' Louis Armstrong. Salchmo him-

figureshe is worth as' a five-limes- 1
^fU. reigned as king of the Zulus,

a-week personality I
8"d with his tribe ot moss-skirted

Mutual, as disclosed in last i
cannibals, set oil the Carnival

week's VAniETY, has offered Allen !
merrmient at 9 a.m., the first df

Pyramid cra?e has hit sho* biz
in a botherSbine way, frortt; Coast
to coast, Waiters and vvaiter-cap-
tains, chorus girls and songplug-
gers, theatrical oiEEice ' secretaries
and bookies^they all buttoiihole
you to ''become members;"

1 Most bothersome and obstructive

j

nuisance is in the radio broadcast-
'

iir-4i; Ti II . J : I J I, 1. •
i
ing studios ot the major networks;

,

wall Hollywood interest hot m
^.j^f^f, j„ jjew York and Chicago

obtaming screen ri^ts to Rodgei^
| j,, .^^ ^^^^^^ ^^i, ha„gouts for

1& Hammerstein s South Pacihc," i .^.^ secretaries, rSusicians

•f^l":^ f«i'"^'S^V*'''f''.?ri' -."'^nd friendly actors for "membei-agamst a growmg hst of hit legit-
, meetings. Fad snowballed

. ers which they can't acquire at any , . ^ ^, p °^

1 price. It's a case of Broadway pro- ;

tne »-^oast.

I

ducers and authors not wanting to

I

sell their big hits -and the studios
I not caring much about the minor

I

ones.
"South Pacific," if it scores in

1 New York in^ keeping with the
promise of the New Haven preem
Monday (7), will bring to five the
smash Broadway legiters which
Hollywood can't touch. Others are
Arthur Miller's "Death of- a Sale.s-

man." Thomas Heggen and .Joshua

Theatre Splitup

Decrees Sparking

MoreFihnProi

MPAA Prexy Souud^ Off

After Tour of H'wood

Film Studios

$5,000 a week for a five-minute
cross-the-board shot, with vreb

. exec's claiming the negotiations are

. still very much alive.

the. day's monarchs to hit the ,

streets.
|

Satchmo y e 1 1 e d, waved and!
threw coconuts at the crowds that

!

jamnied about his golden float. By
|

afteriioon his gravel voice was
j

sanded to a whisper. But to Louis I

Armstrong, the New , Orleans waif
jDan Topping's

DuMont Buy-In
Dan Topping, owner of the N.Y.

Yankees, has been buying up as
many shares of DuMont television
iBtock AS he can get on the open
market, and it is reported that he
hopes to get enough of the stock
to give him some part in the com-
pany's operation. That rumor has

,

been bulwarked by the fact that' A film .star is not in a position to
j

Tom Gallery, former Yankee exec, claim the right of privacy because
:

is now Di.I.tont salesmanager, and his face and risme are .sold to tlie

Hollywood, March 8^

The ma,iors' surrender of thea-

'Added" to those are a pair of ^^'^ holdings via anti-trust consent
~ ' decrees has its brighter side^par-

j

ticularly for the tliousands of Hoi-
|

lyWood's Aim producers, players
and studio employees. Tlie imme-
diate effect of the RKO and Para-

|mount peace pacts will be a steep

1
surge in the number of' films

|

i
turned out by those lots. If the

j

I
RKO-Paramount post-divbrcement

j

j

thinking holds for the other

!

i anti-trust defendants, Hollywood's
|

voUime of filmmaking should Sky- i

I

rocket in the coming years.
j

No longer able to count on their

(Continued dh page 241

Over-Showed Fla.

Cafe in t^^
Miami Beach, March 8.

'

Majority of Florida cafe opcra-
vvho gj'ew up to be the king of the

j
tors are resigned to winding up in

Negro Slardi Gras, that was "Okay, the red for this season. They've i „ '"'T'
"'""^

i

man, okay." i discovered that there just i^„a
theatres for consistent moneymak-

;

For ypars Armstrong has ruled
i

enough touri.st money around to I

o"^dtsJribu«oS The m^e for vol-
I ume business in the form of film

the world's hot trumpeters. But
i
support super-budgeted shows

Mardi Gras, he got his heart's de- i comprising three top-monied head- , . , u j i i i. i-
(Continued on page 63) I liners plus trimmings. They've also '

rentals showed up at -last week s

-X found out that vacationers have I

Paramount studio huddles when
-'A ! rebelled against the high menu ' S^rney Balaban, company prez, or-

i

PICTURE STARS HAVE NO '

^"^^''^^ "'"^ beverage charges fre-
:

^ered production to be gunned to

The general pattern of Miami
i
28-30 films for the 1949 output.

I Par needs more films because the

'PRIVACY; COURT RULES and Miami Beach business this i
company will be depending on

Lbs Angeles, March 8. 'year follows those Of major cities |

sales alone and the greater the

(Continued: on page 22) (Continued on page 24)

Trevor Adams, once one of Gal-
lery's chief aides at the Yanks,

(Continued on page 15)

Pix Names in Current

B way Legits Generally

Lauded for Histrionics

public. That 'was the verdict of

Judge Williaht*. B. McKesson in

L. A. superior', court, dismissing

:

Robert Mitchui^'s $10,000 suit
j

against Nanette Bordeaux.
Plaintiff charged the defendant

!

with invading his", ri^ht of privacy

by advertising fu^'niture for sale,

under the heading:
Heie."

"Mitchum Sat ' '^ork. city are sympathetic to re-

i vision of the muhleipa^
laws which would liberaiize new

, ! theatre construction, ••according to
With a dozen top film names ' <M„ ft, M*.!. ' ku'Aa T'ii'IaiJ Howard S. Cullman, chairman of

showing their stuft' in Broadway i
all. <X iUrb. VJ luK l/dl lUdU the Port of New York Authority,

plays, the virtually unanimous ver-
1 Feeling that husband-wife teams As a tlieatre owner and backer of

diet of the New York drama critics I make efl'ective daytime airers, Broadway shows, Cullman spoke
Has been that 'the Hollywoodltes ' WOR NY., is auditioning Bud last week before the theatre con-
are better than average actors. No-

; Collyer and Marian Shocklcy and ference at the Astor hotel. N. Y.,
uces tor the unprecedented num- ' Les Tremaine and Alice Rinehart. to lirge legit Interests to approach,
^er ot pix players treading the ' Other teams the MBS key is inter- 'the authorities for a change in the
ooards this season have ranged ^ es'ted in are Betty Grable-Harry ' building code. The session subse-
troin straight commendation to un- James and Adolpbe Menjou-Vera quently voted to form a committee
restrained raves. i Teasdale.

j
to carry out Cullman's suggestions,

Altliough most of the film stars ' And although there is no matri- I Cullman explained that the

tn^f 1
" displaying their wares , monial lie. the station is listening ; present building code is discrim-

n «Slt clicks, even where the , to Frank FArrell, Broatlway col- : inatory against the theatre, since

(Continued fon page 63) i (Continued on page 24) ' it requires that legit auditoriums

O^Dwyer 'Sympathetic^ to

Liberalising Theatre Bldg.
Mayor William D'Dwyer and the i be on the ground floor- and forbids

Democratic administration of New the construction of offices above
the 'Stage and- does noit permit
smoking or the sale of liquor viiith-

in the premises.' 'Under the mod-
ern metliods of production there is

less fire hazard in legit than in

nightclubs, he 'sSi'd; yet the latter

may be housed in basements or on
upper floors. . Also; he noted,
smoking is permissible in niteries
and in some sections of film the-
atres.

Housing legit theatres in large
office buildings would help cover
construction and operating costs,

he explained. That would ^make
posssibte proportionate reduction in

tlieatre rentals and thereby cut
legit operating expense and, in

(Continued on page 63)

. Hollywood, Mareh 8.

America is in for pix that

are "more adult>" if .Eric John-
ston,, head of th'e Motion Pic-
ture Assn. of America', has His

way. Johnston has just com-
pleted touring.-the film stUdios,
where he made rejieated* pleas for

producers to raise tb*il'' Sights '0n
fihn content by seeking- a more 'ma-
ture treatment of story and pre-

sentation. America, he empha-
sizes, is growing up, and films must
catch up: with' that "phenomenon."
Johnston made a series of

speeches at all studios, addressing
hundreds of execs. has told

them that he believes declining,

theatre p;itvonage is partly due to
;

iContmued on paye 24)/.'"

WW'sZOGMw

ForCBSVaudeo
Walter Winchell has been

offered $20,000 a week to emcee a
once-weekly half-hour television
variety show on CBS-TV. It would,
in effect, be a Winchell package,
with talent coin to' be over and
above the 20G weekly WN tab.

. Winchell, still in Florida, is re-

ported seriouslj' mulling the bid,

proffered on behalf" of the poten-
tial bankroller by Irving Mansfield.
Latter is keeping the client aus-
pices under wrap,'; pending further,

talks.

Couple, of possible snags would
have to be ironed out first. There's
a question whether or not Kaiser-
Frazer, WW's AM Sunday night

I bankroller on ABC, has first call

i on his video services. And since

1 Winchell is under contract to ABC,
'the question of whetlier tJiat net*
' work's exclusive on the commenta-
' tor extends into television would'
have to be settled. '

Hard-to-Get Names

Now More Amenable

To Comm1 Tieups
Hard-to-get names arc rtow more

agreeable to plugging commercial

]
products, for a fee, according to

i
Jules Albei-ti, head of an endorse-

I ment outfit that secures these tl«i-

!
ups. '

i

I

Alberti, eX - bandleader and
, nephew of cartoonist - comedian
1 (Contuiued on pag« 38)
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H wood's Newest Headache-A Paris

Neckline Iliat Plunges and Plunges
By LUCETTE CARON

Paris, March 5.

^ The Paris fashion shows go on—
but most of the foreign buyers are

on their way home, having picked

Grade's 42G Trek
London, March 8.

Empress Hall management, in as-

up "over 5,000 new ideas," accord- 1 sodiation with Victor Hauchhauser,
Jng to some of them. ' has booked Gracie Fields for seven

U. S. women will have a lot to concerts, starting middle April,

play with. They may not adopt the after which she tours key cities for

magnetic shoes of Schiaparelli's or .
seven more concerts,

Pierre Balmain's silver foxes with
\ Understood Miss Fields is

"12 carat diamond" eyes. They may tipg $42,000 for entire series.

tliink beach hats with armholes are
;

' •

too cumbersome and almond or

'

walnut-shell embroideries a trifle

odd, but tliey will all want Chris'

tlan Dior's "panel" dresses and
shorter-in-the-front dancing frocks,

Jean Desjses' one-armed stoles and I

spiral skirts, Balenciago's beauti-

fully cut suits, Jacques Fath's bo-

leros, choches, berets and even his

"burlay" redingotes. I

Practically all N. Y.'s Seventh
i

Avenue invaded SaintrLazare raib '

. road stati0n last week, on the
• way back' to New York via Queen

\

Mary, and purchases were openly
j

discussed. It seems coats and
|

suits were sold in a greater quan-

1

tity tlian ever before. Also furs i

lor the first time since the war.

'

As for dresses, both day and eve-

.

ning, averaged about the same as

last season and accessories were ;

,

more popular than ever.
i

Prices have naturally gone up,

!

They always do, but the better ex-

1

change evened things :up.

One thing the Hollywood censors
|

will ponder over is the new "sep-

;

aratist" garment—a "bra" built in

such a way that a neckline can
plunge as low as it fancies without
ever revealing anything it, should

i : not. Where the demarcation line

should stop in films will be an en-

tirely new problem.
One by one the couturiers are

now taking their collections and
exhausted mannequins for hectic

48 hours to Monte Carlo, St. Moritz,
etc., so that the wandering Interna^

- tional set, sunning or winter-sport-
, Ing.nnay not be left out. Reports
• show that private clientele, in that

set at least, is so interested that
they, put in even more orders than
foreign manufacturers. But secret-

ly Dior, Fath and Balmain hope
that Paris women will also be able
to alford their glamorous ereations.;

get-

Bills to Nix 20%

Tax Piling Up
Washington, March 8.

|

Bills continue to pile up to
'

eliminate the 20% admissions "tax,
|

plus the nitery bite. : !

Rep. Dwight L. Rogers (D., Pla)
'

introduced one last week to kill the
i

admission^ tax on film theatres, i

Rogers said picture shows are i

largely attended by low income
|

groups and should be considered I

educational and Informative rather
i

than luxuries. I

. Rep. Kenneth B. Keating (R,,

N. Y.) offered an overall measure
to whittle down excises which
would eliminate the 20% admis-
sions levy on ' all admissions
amounting to $1 or less. "The
estimated loss of revenue result-

ing therefrom, I am informed," he
said, "is about $350,000,000.

My Most Meprable Fvst N^t
-By Raymond Massey-

352ml WEEK!
3,600 Performances

AU-time Ions I'un record In the

legitimate theatre.

KEN MURRAY'S
"BLACKOUTS OF 1949"

El Capitan Theatre; Hollywood, C«l.

And now in world 'Wide release

"BILL AND COO"
Ken Murray's

Academy Award Film

The London opening of Marcel
Pagnol's "Topaze" in 1930 was my
most memorable and horrible first

night, I had turned down an ott^r

to play my original part of "The
Man in Possession" in New York
in order to. play ' the title role in

"Topaze" in London—a play which
had' triumphed in Paris and on
Broadway where Frank Morgan
had scored so heavily in the great
part. It was to be my big break.
We had a. wonderful cast which

included Alice DeLysia, the re-

moon was over! Only Shaw has
been able to persuade the London
audience to .accept satire and
Pagnol's barbs, one after the oilier,

were flattened again^st . the armor
of British sentiment. The second
act with its magnificent wit, so
ably expressed in Benn Levy's ad-
mirable adaptation, rang down to
terrifying silence.

Disaster came in the third.
Aiioiit half Way through thi,s act .

Alice had a line which if I reitiemT
. . r, . .. . .. « . ber correctly vvfent something like

S?."? w»Tm?ff„«rrthP T^/tP
' "T0Pa==e. I haven't much more

first legitimate part the late Frank
. with a technical precision

Celher, and Martita Hunt, now
| ^ ^^.^^"jand Martita Hunt

playing, so magnificently in "The
Madwoman of Chaillot" at the
Belasco. A young actor named
Donald Wolfit was playiiig a small
part, The play had .Ijeeti long arid

loudly touted as ''tKe millipil dollaf
show" and >ve all ihdiight we were.
loaded for a hit. When we went
to the New Theatre for our final

dress rehearsal, after a three
weeks' most successful tryout in

the provinces, we passed some 300
people queued up for the un-

. reserved gallery, facing a wait of
' 24 hours. The pres.s-agent arranged
later for Alice

, and me . to serve

, . , . •

j, , them soup as a press stunt! Later
Waslungton, March 8.

; j ^^ ^^^^ ^y^^ g„„p ^^^^
Tightly knit, name talent show I contained arsenic!

whooped up the annual dinner of . Finally the curtain rose. The
the White House Correspondents

,
first act, the schoolroom scene,

Assn. Saturday night i5). Show went so wonderfully that we were

Danny Kaye Sparks D. C.

Correspondents Shindig

Before Big Brass Audience

was topped by Arthur Godfrey as
emcee and Danny Kaye in the star

act slot.

Kaye, who begged off at 11 p.m.

because Pres. Truman had to catch

some sleep prior to flying to Key
_ West next morning, gave a fine

I
I

display of his virtuosity, hauling

forced : to revive an outmoded
tradition and take calls.

But at that moment the honey-

urge- young actors to emulate,', a
stentorian voice from the gallery :

bellowed "Thank God!" From
there in. the battle was on. There
were some ardent supporters of
our play in both the orchestra tind

upstairs and the noise of conflict

wjis deflfening.

In many ways the dialog of the
contestants out front was better
than ours—at least it was more
audible. Three times we wore
"counted out" in chorus by the
gallery—"!, 2, 3, and up to 101"

We got thi-ough and took two timid
curtain . calls and nursed our
wounds. And that horror of the :

theatre took place, a full dress
after-the-openlng party. Alice De-
Lysia is French and she is there-

fore gallant. She said Aver a glass

of champagne, "I thought we were
all. verreee goood!"

France will never die.

Berlin's 'Cheek to Cheek'

(Top Hat' Excerpt) May

Encore Astaire- Rogers
Hollywood. March 8.

Metro is dickering with RKO for
cejrtain rights to the latter studio's
"Top Hat," Fred Astaire-Ginger
Rogers co-starrer turned out 12
years ago. : M-G wants mostly to
use Irving Berlin's "Cheek to
Cheek" tune from the film as the
title song for a new picture star-
ring the ~duo; plus rights to a
couple of other songs from the
score. New M-G film would fol-

low in the new series of Astaire-
Bogers filmusicals, with "Barkleys
of Broadway" having been com-
pleted recently.

Incidentally, Berlin's deal with
RKO for "Top Hat" set a prece-
dent in composer-studio terms. The
foiiipany originally refused Berlin's
(l ^iiand for a flat $75,000 for the
lim's score, making him an alter-

nate offer of 10% of the gross.
Berlin made $225,000 on the deal
and other composers subsequently
began seeking percentage terms.

out a sample of nearly everything
I in his kit bag to show how varied
a job he could do. He rated top

hand of the evening from the Big
Brass audience which " included
Pres. Truman, Vice-President Al-

ben Barkley, mo.st members of the
Cabinet and Supreme Court, as

well as other lop government glit-

ter, plus the newismeh. Kaye flew
from Montreal for the appearance.

[

r Godfrey kept things rolling with
a fast line of patter. Including a

I

lot of topical gags aimed at the
correspondents and government
officials. He also did a song and
told some stories. To crown it, he
slowed up a slightly tanked heek-
ler in the audience.

Also on the bill were Polyna
Stoska

,
Metropolitan s o p r a n o ;

Zucker Sisters, classical piano
team; Artirii arid Con.suelo, for the
terping; veteran juggler Stan
Kavanaugh, vaude comic. Wally
Brown; and—surprise of the eve-
ning—Julia Lee, sepia jazz pianist
and singer of blue chanteys, to-

New York Brewers Board of gether with jazz drummer Baby
Trade and the Brewers Assn. of : Lovett.

New Jev.sey combined to stage one I The Lee-Lovett team, brought in
of the biggest one-night stands in i from Kansas City tor the party,
New- York with its Bock Festival I had the audience shouting "more,
at the lesth Infantry Armory to- more" in the most spontaneous
night (Wed.). Entire gate to the tribute of the evening. Bill was
Red Cros.s. The brewers are pay- 1 rounded out by chanteuse Kay De

ia«r
1 j„(j Capitol Theatre pit

strongly urge, however, that par-
ticular consideration be accorded
those who pay a few cents, rather,

than several dollars, for admission
tickets."

Keating introduced a second bill

repealing the 20% bite on. nitery
tabs. He said that, the tax is now
hurting business so much in restau-
rants offering entertainment that

' there are threats of severe layoffs

among workers.

"I am informed," he said, "that
; the estimated revenue derived
' from this tax is about $53,000,000
• a year. In my mind, there is. a

I
very serious question' whether the

t economic upheaval among a large
1 group of faithful workers may not
I constitute a greater drain on the
resources of Government than is

ollsct by this income."

Pro Sports Gets Bid From

Film Exhib to Unite On

Answer to TV Inroads

See New Wave

Of Film Biogs

N.Y. Brewers' Bock Beer
1 -Niter; Coin to Red Cross

Washington, March 8.

A bid to professional sports to

join with film exhibitors in seek-

j

ing a solution to the problem of
I

television competition, has been
i

put out here by Sidney Lust, op-

erator of a nabe flicker chain and ' be published in the falL
,. , r *u i t l First is a life of W. C. Fields by
director of Theatre Owners of

| Robert Lewis Taylor, writer for
America. Lust made his pitch in

i the New Yorker mag. It is to be
a letter to Abe J. Greene, manag- published by Doubleday and serial-

Paramount's purchase last week
of Gene Fowler's biog of Mack Sen-
nett may trigger a whole scries of

screen biographies later this year.
Film companies are manifesting
interest in two new such books to

ing for Normal Bel Geddes-de^
' signed settings, Kaj Velden sets,

ads, promotion, and naturally are
contributing all the beer at the

j

event. It's estimated that the Red
I
Cro.ss will get $30,000 for this one-
night stand.

Performers, per usual, are do-
nating their services. Rex Harri-
son and Madeleine Carroll, Milton

I
Berle, Ray Bolger, Sid Caesar, Cab
Calloway, Jack Carter, Perry
Coino, Jack Dompsey, Henry

I Fonda, John Garfield, Arthur God-
I froy. Phil Silvers and others are
.slaled to appear.

orch. Lowe.

Paris Rimaround
By Borrab Mihevitch

ing editor of the Paterson Evening
News arid president of the National
Boxing Assn.

"Wrestling, football, baseball
and motion pictures are all in the
same boat," wrote Lust. "The
TOA is giving television very seri-

ous study. We cannot afford to let

our industry fall by the wayside
because television people are al-

I

lowed to televise all these different

1 events, for a little or nothing, and

I

.stand by and let this continue. -It

should be stopped.

I

"The motion picture industry is

I

not going to stand by idly and let

I
this octopus put us out of busi-

I

ness. While I want to encourage
new developments, it may be possi-
ble that we can work hand in hand,
someho,w.

"I vn hopeful that I shall be
able "'to have conversation with
some of the big men in the induS;
try, and if I learn anything of in

ized in Satevepost. Second is

Fowler's forthcoming book on
Jimmy Walker, late mayor of. New
York, Cosmopolitan has a 25%
condensation in its current issue,

jit will bear the Viking Press im-
print. .

I

Par last week purchased Fow--

t ier's "Father Goose" as the basis

! for its pic on Sennett. Studio re-

portedly will combine the yarn
with some biog natural on Mabel
Normand, one of the famed comedy
producer's stars.

Comedy based on radio's give-

away shows will be made by 20thr;

Fox. It bought last week John
McNulty's New Yorker blow-by-'

blow of what happened to a Con* ;

necticut family that won $24,000 in

prizes. A number of originals

based on the same idea had been
submitted to the studios during
the past couple years, but produc-
ers showed no Interest in them un-

Subseription Order Form
Enclosed find chock for $

Please Send VARIETY for One Year

3/9

To
(PJeaa* Priijt N.^inc)

Street

City. . Zone State.

Regular Subscription Rates for On« Ytor—$10.00

Canada and Foreign>^$1 Additional

• P^nmfY Inc.

1S4 Wast 4Atli Street New York 19. N. Y.

Paris, March 5.

Who will buy: 119 Hitler and
Mussolini love-life letters for sale:

Anatole Litvak nixed directing
the Casey 'Robinson horse-pix-—not
because he's bedded with flu^but I ment are unable
account he's allergic to horses.

i
potentialities,

, Hnn ZZJy^ll''^ ^'"'T'? i

"I «™ not concerned immedi-
a dull marathon—except tor onelatelv about its direct pffert nnnn

{'ime".'nH"nHr'n7 '

ihe Cub whicl "i'-mitffis'S
r^-vct^^B^lw "''"I'f

'°n-
\

to be televised. What I am wonder-
Ciystal Ballet, a plastic bluejing about is what it will do when

; , til the McNulty piece was pub-

terest to you, I shall certainly be !

Ushed.

pleased to pass it on to you,"
I

^—^ ^'-^- —
Greene answered, in part. "The !

great difficulty which is impo.sed
by television is a great unknown
quantity. 'I think even those who
arc deeply involved in its develop"

to foresee , its

the
and white job with tricks.

Palhe's recording .stage has
newer RCA equipment than most
N. Y. labs.

Local Herald. Trib Kave the
Vishin.sky - Molotov .switch war-
sized type.

Doc Bennett 'Ray Morgan's "So
This Is Paris" - sound engineer)
kisses his - Stancil (Holly) tape-
recorder before he heats it up.
The Cafe de la Paix bunches all

the dog-accompanied customers in
one corner,
New Lido show

a 5-minute yak from the natives
when Carrie Finnell flips her first
one.

I
Report: Teenage Hollywood

claims Bob Clarcy now crooner
j

No. 1. ,

I

Tliey doubled the guards on
!
Kravchenko ("1 Choose Freedom").

good boxing shows are videoed
from key cities and smaller clubs
seek to compete against this free
attraction."

SWEDISH FILM STAR IN

FROSTY BAYREUTHP.A.
Bayreuth, March 1.—

Swedish Kiinstiria Soderbaum,
former starlet of several Nazi-

Gucrin expects ,
made films, got a frosty recojition
at her one^night comeback stage
performance here last -week.

.
Audience booed .and» ^catterei^

sneezing powder iit the thea^
tre when she appeafedi
"Phooey" and "Get Out
baum!" It took 20 German cbi>s to
disperse the crowd.

IV% Mac Kriendler To

Help Israeli Export

Top Grade Vintages

Mac Kriendler, prez of the ;2l

Club, N. Y., who recently returned

.

from a tour of the newly-lounded.
state of Israel, is currently trying

to arrange for a U. S. outlet' to

handle Israeli's wine produce, An
expert on vintages. Kriendlei' be'

lieves that the soil of the Near East

is capable of growing the best wine;

grapes in the world. Riglit noxy:

I

Israel exports 10,000 ca.ses anifiu-:

ally,. mostly of the sacramental

I type, but he will assist the Israeli

i
vintners to boost the output
100,000 cases. „

Kriendler, reporting informally

on his trip to a group of friends at

his club recently, was impressed

mostly by Israel's high degree ot

industrialization. Many Ameiiean

firms are eyeing that territoi-y toif

capital investments. Jack Kapp,

Decca proxy, is planning to open

a platter-pressing plant there whicti

tfrying I will employ 60 persons. Several

Soder-
';
major U. S. bankin.c; firms, includ-

ing Lehman Bros., are also consid-

ering investments in Israel.
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BRinsfl QUOTA OJT sra lusr
TV AS SHOW BIZ TONIC
Video's pace Is exceeding schedule, which in turn is prbpelling

talent sooner into the newer medium than it thought. .This in

turn must force^that coast-to-coast coaxial long before '52 or '53.

It's a safe inside show biz bet that by midsummer 1950 both coasts
,

should be co-axed.

Showmanship-wise, video is a tonic to the entire business.

There are many veterans in the trade who have long since been
concerned because of ."the manner we have started to live off our

own fat." Others have gone further and observed that "we were
dying on the vine." Tele is getting them back on . the beam.

There's no gainsaying that pix and radio were in trouble with-

. out TV. Video may be the tonic to revitalize all of show business.

Maybe its inroads in AM budgeting don't make TV the broad-
casting industry's delight, but TV may prove the stimulant to

many another phase of show business.

' That long-nursed dream about vaudeville's comeback has a
good chance for achievement, Judging by the amount of playing
time existent today. New values may emcrge-^who knows? Cer-
tainly the intangible that is yet to come may be the headliner of

tomorrow. We already see puppeteers blossomed into headliners. .

Emcees of amateur programs make like Belascos. Vaudevideo is

starting to make for monotony. One or two undeniable talentir

stand out. But the intangible something new, the unpredictable,
has yet to assert itself.

History shows that the burlesque dollar wheel gave way to

vaudeville. Vaude was eclipsed by pictures. Then came the talk-
ers to further bolster the picture business. Radio didn't kayo pix,

just as pictures didn't kill , the theatre. If anything, each pro-
gressively new medium spawns fresh stars, and television like-

wise should create potently new marquee values,

Wlmt's the good of being in a creative business if we lose the
excitement or the ability to attune ourselves to a brand new me-
dium? Television may prove to be the most onward thing that
has happened to show business in a generation. Abel.

Sears Balks at Fox-Wisconsin

Dualin^ 'Red River with Taleface
• Grad Sears, United Arli.sts4

prexy, declared war on Fox-Wis-
consin Monday (7) night, refus-

ing to provide the circuit with
prints of "Red Hiver" when he
learned the film was to be double-
featured with Paramount's "Pale-
face," Bob Hope starrer, in the
Milwaukee territory. Sears de-.

clared he "will not tolerate *Red
River' being ruined in any terri-

tory by being billed with the sea-

son's other big picture."

(In Milwaukee, Gordon Hewitt,
Pox-Wisconsin iilm buyer,; said he
was'out of town when the booking
was made and had ordei-ed the two
films played separately in the
nabes as soon as he heai'd about:

it.)

<Paul' Lazarus, Jr., exec aide to

Sears, replied that he had had no
word of a change in booking from
Hewitt, but had no desire to with-

' hold films from the circuit as long
as it didn't "abuse" them. I|aza-

rus added, however, that it wasn't
only this particular instance to

which UA was objecting, but a

growinf? practice nationally, among
large circuits to fritter away prod-
uct. He pointed to "Paleface" and
Samuel Goldwyn's "Enchantment"
being dualled in Fox-West Coast
houses and "Paleface" and "Snake-
pit''' being double-billed in a Chi^
cago theatre.)

The Howard Hawks production
was scheduled to open today
(Wednesday) in the first three of
14: subsequent houses in Milwau-

(Continued on page. 18)

SELZNICK'S FOREIGN

MARKET MOPUP YEN
While personnel 1 changes con-

tinue to take place in David O.
Selznick's domestic distribution
Setup, producer is strengthening
his foreign forces and lining up a
worldwide; sales drive to get all

possible coin from overseas. A
good many recent Selznick films
are yet to be liquidated in large
areas of the world and DOS is

aiming to reduce those spots as
far as possible within the next few
months.

I
In

, addition to the as-yet-unrer
leased product available in many
terntorles, the Selznick overseas
sales force has been handed eight
reissues to peddle. These are the
Pix that recently went to Eagle

(Continued on page 22)

,

Mercury Evicted
I Hollywood, March 8.

Orson Welles'' Mercury Produc-
tions was ordered off the Na.ssour
lot, where it had; been occupying
quarters, which it sublet to a
dramatic school.

Nassours declared they didn't

want a school on their lot.

DIRECT OUTCOME

OF STUDIO CRISIS
Lonaon, March 8.

As a direct outcome of tlie Brit-

ish studio crisis, the: government is

faced with no alternative but to
cut the quota for .British films in

the second year of the 1948 Films
Act. It's understood on liighest au-
thority that close advisers to Har-
old Wilson, Board of Trade prexy,
are suggesting the second year
quota should drop to- 30 or 35%i

In any event, a minimum cut of
10% is regarded here as a cer-

tainty; and is unofficially admitted,
though with some reluctance, by
production and labor interests.

(Further details on acute British
film status on Foreign pages).

FormaP consideration to the sec-

ond year quota will be given by
,

the (Cinematograph- Films Council
]

meeting at the Board of Trade ;

next Tuesday ( 15 ) , when various l

industry groups will indulge in a
|

game of tug-of-war. Although at
|

this gathering numerical strength
will rest with the producer, and
union reps, the tactical advantage
is unquestionably, with the exhibs
who are seeking a 20% cut In the
quota.

Decline in feature production
during the past few weeks rules
out any question of retaining the
45% quota, even though this is

being operated at the cost of large-

scale relief and even larger-scale

default.
Latest announcement from the

Rank Organization, following the
clo-sing of the Gainsborough Shep-
herds Bush . studios, that produc-
tion is to, be restricted to 25 an-
nually, with an allround budget of
$16,000,000, makes a quota revision
at once imperative.
Forthcoming quota cut repre-

sents a major triumph for the Cine-

(Gontinued on page 18)

Century Circuit (Schwartz) Anns To

Upset Loew-RKO s N.Y. 'Protection

RKO's Double-Trouble
Hollywood, March 8.

For the second time in six

months, RKO is beefing about a
similarity between a sequence in

its picture and that of an indie,

RKO lodged a protest with in-

die's chief, Stanley Kramer, that ^ ^
sequence in which gangsters beat

i houses priority on product thiwiglv
up Kirk Douglas is similar to

i out the area
footage in RKO's "Set-Up," Robert Indie circuits have long squawked

Radical change in the entire sys-
tem of theatre booking in the New
York metropolitan area is threat-
ened by a multi-million-dollar suit
against the Loew and RKO circuits
and most of the major distribs re-
portedly being readied by the Cen-
tury chain. Fred Schwartz, Cen-
tury toppei", is understood deter-
mined to upset the traditionaLset-
up which gives the Loew and RKO

Ryan starrer. Similarity was
•claimed after "Champion" was
screened for RKO execs. Kramer
is understood to have advised that

he'll view "Set-Up" tliis week, and;

it there's any marked similarity,

he will reshoot "Champion" foot-

age.

Fabian-Gamble

Have

ForUA Purchase

Lichtman Into

SchencksSpot

At 20th Studio?
Al Lichtman, it is understood,

is being groomed to step into the
shoes of 20th-Fox studio exec Jo-
seph -M, Schenck when the latter

leaves the company to devote his

full time to his theatre holdings.

Lichtm&n, former member of

Metro's studio exec board, arrived
in New York from the Coast Mon-
day (7) to assume his new duties

as special "business consultant"*

.for 20th, What those duties are to

be have not been clearly defined

by 20th prez Spyros P. Skouras,

but with Lichtnian's long experi-

ence in the industry, capped by his

tenure at the' Metro studio, it is

believed he would be a logical

successor to Schenck, ' Latter ' is

buying into the United: California

circuit, of which Mike Nail'y is now
a part owner, and wants to bow

(Continued on pago 22

1

While no price has been dis-

!

cussed yet, the $5,400,000 valuation
placed on United Artists by owners ;

Mary Piekford and Charles Chap-
|

lin would prove no stumbling
|

block to a deal for purchase of the i

company by the exhib syndic&te-i

which Si Fabian and Ted Gamble ,

head. That was disclosed to Variety \

Monday (7) by one ol the prin'

cipals in the negotiations

against the pi-edominance of tlie

two affiliated webs, which forces
other houses to follow them. -In

the past eouple years, under the

;

pressure of anti-trust proceedings
in other areas, such as the Gold-
man suit in Philly, clearances have •

been trimmed somewhat, and a
small number of more important
indie houses have been permitted
to play da.v-and-date with the ma- ;

jor circuits.

Schwartz has long contemplated
legal action to blast the situation,
but with business in most of his
houses good, he ,has hesitated at
court action. As a result, the' sys-

I
tern has hardened over a period of

!
years, and Schwartz, along with

!
otJicr exhibs, had begun to accept
it as almost inevitable. Now he is

(Continued on page 20)

ROSEMAN, BYRNES IN

ON 20TH'S D.C. TALKS

MARVIN SCHENCK MAY

SHin TO M-G STUDIO
: Marvin Schenck, eastern studio
rep.: for Metro, may shift his base
tO;- Culver City. An exploratory
trip of several months, ; commenc-
ing some time this spring, will de-
termine whether the vet Loew-
Metro showman will follow another
ex-Loew vaude exec— Benjamin
Thau—into the j)roduction phase
of the company.

*

Schenck has supervised stage
shows, talent, story properties,
scouted. plays, etc., since shifting

from the Loew vaude phase in

New York to representing the
Metro studio adjunct. He recently
was elected a veepee of Loew's,
Inc.

j
Washiiigton, March 8.

I

Spyros Skourasi
. 20th-Fox presi-

I dent, slipped into . Washington last

1
week to join several of the settle-

j

ment talks now taking place be-
Fabian "has been in prolonged !

tween the film company and the
huddles in New York during the
past week with Arthur W. Kelly,

UA exec v.p., who reps Chaplin.
Kelly is expected to go to the
Coast later this week to confab
with Chaplin on the deal. Gamble,
who has been at his home in Port-
land, Ore., and in Los Angeles for

(Continued on page 18)

Dept. of Justice. Among the
others participating in the hud-
dles have been former Judge Sam-
uel I. Rosenman and ex-Secretary
of State James F. Byrnes who
repped for 20th in the anti-trust
appeal to the U. S. Supreme Court,
Terms would insure 20th re-

taining a substantial number of
theatres. New offer was worked

' Jose Ferrer's 'M' Remake? ^en'd^^
'''''''' ""^^""^^ «^

Jose Fen'er is being sought by j

Seymour Nebenzal to star in the
!

remake of "M" which he is plan-
j

ning to film on the Coast in July. '

Peter Lorre was starred in the
original German version which
brought him to prominence in this

country.
Wliether Ferrer will be able to

take the role hinges on efforts he
is now making to reshuffle his

I

commitments. He's currently star-

ring in "The Silver Whistle,"
' Broadway legiter.

Skouras and Otto E,
Koegel. company's general counsel.

National Boxoffice Survey
Lent, H.O.s Hit Biz—'Smith,' 'Wives,* 'Honeymoon,'

'Joan/ 'Command,' 'John' Big Six of Week
Lenten season ^apparently is be-

ing felt this year more than at any
time since before the war. with
many key cities suffering this ses-

j

sion. Spring-like, weather plus
! overly-extended holdovers also, is

j
denting biz. '

; "Whispering Smith" (Par) conr

I
tinues top grosser for second week

tially strongest newcomers. "Riley,"
given 160-theatre, day-date open-

,

ing in Ohio, Indiana, We.st Va.,

'

and ^Kentucky, is smash on big
i

Cincinnati preem week and lively
i

in Baltimore. Did nearly as much ;

first two days in Cincy, as some i

films do in a full -week at this
|

house. "Boy," with strong Variety
|

in succession while "Letter To i
Club help, teed off big in San

Three Wives" (20th) has moved up ' Francisco, and wound up trim in

into second position. Both are get- Boston.

Mayers Visit Schenck
touis B. Mayer, Metro's studio

head, his wife and Howard Strick-

ling. Coast publicity manager, push
off for Miami Friday ilV after

their New York stopover. Trio will

visit Nicholas M. Schenck, com-
pany prez, who is vacationing in

Florida. Schenck is • expected to

stay on another month. Mrs.
(Lorena) Mayer's motlier is also

wintex'ing in Miami.
Party arrived In N. Y. from the

Coast Monday (7) via Boston
Where Mayer undei'went a periodic
chei^up.

ting bulk of real coin being racked
I

up this week. "Family Honeymoon''
(Uj IS doing strongly enough to

cop third .place. "Joan of Arc"
(RKO). still big in many keys cov-

ered by V-wiETY, has dropped
down to fourth.

Fifth slot has been taken over by
"Command Decision" (M-G); with
"John Loves Mary" (WB) display-
ing enough substantial trade to

finish sixth.

Other: big grossers fall into run-
ner-up category in tliis order:

"Walked By Night" (EL), "Wake of

Red Witch" (Rep), "Red Shoes"
(EL\ "3 Godfathers" (M-G), "En-
chantment" (RKO) and "Hamlet"
.(U).

"Life of Riley" (U) and "Bad
Boy" (Mono) loom as poten-

"South of Si. Louis" (WB) is;

doing nicely if not big on N. Y.
i

preem. "Shot Jcs.se James" (SG)
j

shapes sturdy on three dates this ,

week while "Canadian Pacific''!

(WB) is top newcomer in Seattle.
:

"Cover-Up" (UA) is mild in L. A, '

"Symphonic Pastorale" and

'

"Paisan," two foreign indies, con-

1

tinue registering smash trade.!
"Unknown Island" (FC) shapes!
solid currently. !

"Chicken Every Sunday" (20th)
|

is doing better this round, being !

trim in Omaha, big in. Toronto and ;

fine in Frisco and iBuffalo.
|

"Don Jufjn" (WB) shapes nice
]

in Cincy. "Red Pony" (Rep) is

neat in Boston.
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ED WEISL ON PAR'S UNUSUALLY STRONG

POSITION, PARTICULARLY PROD-DISTKIB
With Paramount's plan of reor-f

ganization earmarking the ,, main

'

cash assets of the parent company
as heading for the new distrib-

production unit, the studio will

shove off into new operations Jan.,

1, 1950 with hard coin which may
hit an unprecedented high oZ $58,-

000,000. In all, the lot will have in

its coffers some $110,000,000 in cur-

rent assts,' making it the finan-

cially "the strongest company op-

erating a studio in the industry," ac-

cording to Edwin Weisl, important
Paramount director.

Moreover, the studio will have a

past history of consistent money-
making operations which,. projected

in the future, should guarantee an-

nual profits of $7,000,000 or more.
In the first nine months of '48, its

take was $4,495,000 while the 1947

profit totalled $10,735,000. Para-
mounters believe the net will rise

In the next couple of years.

;

As for the new theatre chain, it

will have some $19,000,000 in cash
assets st>read through subsidS' and
$2,000,000 working capital lodged
in the top company. Additionally,

it stands to get an approximate $7,-

900,000 or so more cash prior to its

- teeoff from the sale of theatres un-
der the decree.

While theatres and land are

listed at $37,055,414 book value and
Investments in partnership circuits

at another $6,941,362, these figures

represent only a fraction of the

true or replacement value. As an

Foreign Averaged 30%
Despite the much-talked de<^

cline in foreign remittances,

the Paramount prospectus
demonstrates that overseas
rentals have consistently held
to about 30% of worldwide
revenues through fluctuations

in the overall totals for the

past four years. The 30%
ratio, incidentally, applies in

the first nine months of 1948

although Par switched dur-

ing the year to scoring dollar

remittances rather than rent-

als earned abroad.

In 1945, $47,800,000 came
from the U. S. and Canada,

$20,700,000 from overseas.

Other totals are $59,800,000

domestic. $26,000;000 foreign,

in '46; $55,100,000 domestic,

$23,600,000 foreign, in '47;

$37,500,000 domestic, $15,-

400,000 foreign . in first nine
months of '48.

Wanger's $370,000 To

Date From 'Joan' On

Its Broadway Date
The $250,000 guarahtee-^pos-

sibly thfe highest in Broadway Hs-
^ , , tory^which Gity Investing Co.

^^'^^,''''J'''^^''^^'^T^I^T\ Walter Wanger to get "Joan
illustration, the Balaban & Katz % .„ . ... virtoria theatre
subsid alone is regarded as worth
more than $37,000,000. To further

point up the discrepancy between
book and actual value. Paramount
took $6,500,000 in profits from its

pard chains during 1948 and the
(Continued on page 22)

'Ha]nIet,"Sioes'

May Gross Over

mm in U.S.

It is now regarded touch-and-go
which one of J. Arthur Rank's two
heavy-grossing r o a d s h o w pix
"Hamlet" or "The Red Shoes" piles

up the biggest rental on the first

time round in the U. S. market.
"Shoes," which Eagle Lion dis-

tributes in the U. S., has just

passed the $500,000 marker on
rentals after 19 weeks of careful

roadshowing. "Hamlet," With
$1,200,000 in rentals, is consider-
ably ahead, but has had the gros-

sing advantage of heavier bookings
and an earlier release.

Each picture is figured to gross
between $3,500,000-$4,OCO,000 with-

in the next two years, a terriflc

total for British-made product; Sur-
prisingly, "Shoes," which has the
double disadvantage of a longhair
subject and British antecedents, is

showing remarkable b u i 1 d 1 n g
power. In Boston, at the Majestic
theatre, pic did $11,500 in its 14th

week against $9,000 in the opening
stanza. Los Angeles Fine Arts the-

Of Arc" into its Victoria theatre atre gave it $12,700 in the eighth
has long since been paid off, it was i week and $10,800 in the ninth
learned this week. Producer, as i against a $9,500 opener. At the
a matter of fact, has received about

(Continued on page 24)
$370,000 in rentals from'the house.

Pic is currently in, its 1.7lh week.
"Total gross has run about

$575,600. While this ihdicat^^

eeptional businei5S> : "Joan" stands

I

little chanGe of catching up to at

I

least three other top grossers in

IS NEW COMPANY lk!^'^r%^'l^^
I

wyn's "Best Years of Our Lives"
in ^ 39 weelis : their* threw off

production-distribution company is lSrt"°n»^'H n?/l';/*Rftn n^'^^nd
assured under the plan of reorgani- !l?™£,„Pail°Ut ^""^

zation. The new board will con

UNITED PAR THEATRES

Maintenance of Paramount's
present management for the new

sist entirely of individuals who
have been directors, ofBeers or em-
ployees of the old parent company.
Barney Balaban, Par's prez, will be

Wonder Man" over $500,000.
Producer, in all cases, pays the

entire cost of the advertising cam-
paign out of his rentals, which
reduces them considerably but still

elected president of the new com- !

l^a^^^ a heavy net on a long run.

pany.
;

:
All that is now required is two-

thii'ds .approval by. Par's present
stockholders. Show of hands will

be asked at an annual meet slated
at the homeofflce, April 12. WhenT'
the greenlight is given, certificates

cf incorporation, probably in New
York, will be filed. They will au-
thorize issuance of 4,500,000 shares
«f stock apiece at $1 par. value.

Present name of Paramount Pic-
Jtures, "possibly with jjome varia-
tion," will be the tag for the new
distrib outfit. The theatre chain

(Continued on page 22) .

4 Outsiders Join Par

Trio on New Theatre Bd.

WILBERT SHIFTS INTO

ROXY'S PUB-AD TOP SPOT
Christy Wilbert, 20th-Fox adver-

tising manager since 1945, was
tapped this week as new ad and
public relations chief for the Roxy
theatre, N. V., 20th's Broadway
showcase. He succeeds Homer
Harman, who resigned last week
after llVi years with the theatre.'

Wilbert has been with 20th since
March, 1936, in the ad-publicity
department. His successor hasn't
yet been named by veepee Charles
Einfeld and the post is still wide
open, but it's expected the job
will fall to Jonas Rosenfeld, Jr.,

Wilbert's assistant for the last sev-
eral years. Harman, who was with
Loew's and the Fanchon & Marco

The new Paramount ^theatre
company's board of directors car-
ries over to it a triumvirate of execs I circuit in St. Louis before joining
consisting of Leonard Goldenson, i the Roxy, plans to announce his
Walter Gross and Robert O'Brien I future plans following his- return
besides taking up four biggies from from a vacation
outside interests. This quartet

. .will be Coleman, E. Ches-
• tei- (Gersten, William T. Kilborn

and Walter Marshall. Selection of
the seven-man board has been ap-
proved by the Government and the
court;
• Coleman, formerly chairman of
the board Of governors of the N. Y.
stock exchange, is partner in the
firm of 'Adler Coleman & Co., stock
brokers. Gersten is prez of the
Public National Bank & Trust Co.
of N. Y. Kilborn is head of Flan-
nery Bolt Co. of Pittsburgh, and
Mar.shall^ prez and director of
Western Union.

Goldenson, who has headed the
Paramount theatre wing for" 10
years, will be elected president of
the new chain. He, O'Brien (sec-

retary of present Par setup) and
Gros.s (general counsel of the thea-
tre subsid) will hold ; office for
three years; Coleman and Gersten
for two years; Kilborn and Mar-
chall, one year.
Under the decree, majority- of

bo'ird must at all times consist of
persons who have ° had to tleup
with the old Paramount bs either

officers, directorji or employees.

:
David Golding is another new

Enfeld appointee as publicity exec
with Ulrich Bell.

MCCARTHY'S SHAMROCK

BALLY BILL~$80,000
Shindig with . which Glenn Mc-

Carthy next week will simultane-
ously preem his'Shamrock hotel in

Houston and his' pic, "The Green
I
Promise" iRKO), will undoubtedly
rbe one of the most costly ever.

Tap will run about $80,000.
McCarthy has made arrange-

ments to bring 168 newspaper writ-

ers, radio Commentators, name
guests and VIP's from the Coast
to Houston, plus 35 more from the
east^ In addition, there will be 15
execs of Eastern Air Lines, headed
by prexy Eddie Rickenbacker.
Guests are being flown in by East--

ern and a Shamrock train special

is bringing the Coast bunch.
Crowd will begin to arrive in

Houston next Wednesday (16), with
the invitations welcoming them to:

stay as long as a wdek. The gi-

gantic, modem hotel will officially

throw open its doors March 17—-
St. Patrick's Day---in keeping, with
the Shamrock motif.
' McCarthy's film—his first—will

be unveiled Friday (18) night. Re-
leased by RKO, its players include
Marguerite Chapman, Walter Bren^'
nan, and Robert Paige, (reviewed
in current issue).

Talent lined up for the dine-and-
dance rooms in the hotel include
Dorothy. Shay, Russ Morgan, Nat
Brandwynne^s orch, Mischa Ragin-
sky, Ben Yost's Royal Guards and
Gordon Gurrie. • Entertainment di-

rector is William A. Burnham, Jr.,

former topper of the William Mor-
ris office's band department. Burn-
ham also acts as entertainment di-

rector of the Biltmore hotel, N.Y.,
and other spots.

Par Theatres Vs. Distrib Profits
Earnings of the Paramount theatre wing of the company as com-

pared to the distribution outfit is broken down for the past eight
years in the Paramount prospectus. Analysis of the figures shows
the exhibition end bringing in about 60% of company's total profits
over the years. However, breakdown gives the distrib end the take
on Famous Players-Canadian, 370-theatre circuit, since the chain
goes to the new distrib company. Figures are as follows:

Year Theatre Net Distrib Net
1940 $4,089,000 $2,313,000
1941 4,097,000 5,109,000
1942 4,562,000 8,563,000
1943 6,581,000 8,004,000
1944 7,838,000 6,905,000
1945 7,421,000 8,004,000
1946 20,498,000 18,701,000
1947 17,505,000 10,735,000
1948 (9 mo.) 10,976,000 4,495,000

In order to correctly assay thfe figures, against the distrib totals.
Famous Players-Canadian profits should be deducted. Par's take
from FPC was $811,000 in '40; $941,000, in '-ft; $1,006,000. '42:

$1,078,000, '43; $1,078,000, '44; $1,283,000, '45; $1,934,000, 'i6'.

$2,154,000, '47, and $1,715,000 in nine months oi '48.

TV Hurting Pix B.O. -IX-GaHup
Audience Research Institute, headed by Dr. George GallUp, es-

timates in a bulletin to its clients Monday (7) that video is currently
cutting film boxoffice receipts by slightly less than 1%. It states
that about 500,000 admissions weekly, e^ual to $194,000 at the
wickets, are now being lost to TV.
About 5,000,000 people can now be classed as regular tele view-

ers, ARI asserts. It points out that the current rate of set buying
the cut into films will become increasingly apparent. "This as-
sumes," ARI points out, however, "that the 'film Industry will do
nothing more to combat this growing problem than is evident now.
Undoubtedly by that time (1950) combatative steps will have been
taken to lick the trend or join the competition."
ARI data are.based.on interviews.. Outfit figures average weekly

attendance in January as having been 67,000,000 persons. At the
current average ticket price of 38.8c (with Federal tax included
48.5c), the 500,000 admissions lost to TV amount to' $194,000, re-

' search outfit states,

Inroads of video have been too slight, even in heavy TV areas,
to permit theatre owners to make really accurate measurement jif

. their size, ARI states, adding: "Too many other factors influence
boxoffice—differing drawing power of pictures, weather, other '

competing forms of entertainment, etc. For that reason; compari-
son of boxoffice levels in TV, areas and in non-TV areas is still

unlikely to reveal -clearly the effects of video on movies." >

AHI estimates the admission loss due; to, TV in the New York
area (within a 40-mile radius) at 210,000 per week. ; .

•
•

TV Not Keeping Kids From Pix
Teen-age school kids, to whom the film industry looks as (he

. backbone of its future audience, hasn't cut down on its film-going
as result of television.. That was the consensus of the panel and

:

audience at a Youth Forum sponsored , in New York Saturday (5) -

by the N. Y. Times. According to the participants, TV does not

'

interfere with the established pattern of ftlmery attendance and it

also inspires, rather than detracts from, reading habits.

In line with the theatres, exhibitors in video areas have found ;

that TV^ particularly towards the middle of the week, offers little

entertainment to keep setowners; at home.

'Joan' Grosses $1,198,000 To Pace

Feb.; Ked fitch' Zilires' 3(1

Feb.'t Big 9
(The Big Nine boxotfice win^

ners 'in February, in order of
. showing in representative key
cities, are:

"Joan of Arc" (RKO).
"Wake of Witch" (Rep).

"Letter 3 Wives" (20th).

"Snake Pit" (20th),

"Red Shoes" (EL).
"Don Juan" (WB).
"Hamlet" (U).

"Command Decision" (M-G).
"Whispering Smith" (Par).

SIMPP Doesn't Want To

Be 'MisinterpretedV Has

Minor Beefs on Par Split

Last-minute switch in plans
which saw the Society of Inde-
pendent Motion Picture Producers
interpose a court squawk against
certain aspects of the Paramount
consent decree last week resulted
from fear that silence might ,be in-

terpreted as assent. While most
aspects of the decree were accep-
table to SIMPP as increasing com-
petition in exhlbtion, it specifically

objected to court approval of the
new Par circuit of as many as 650
theatres.

While the chain would be totally
divorced from the production com?
pany, an independent Circuit of
that size "offers every opportunity
for monopoly," it was argued by
Robert J. Rubin, SIMPP counsel,
who flew in from the Coast for the
hearing Thursday (3) prior to sig-
naturing of the decree by the
three-.iudge statutory court in New
York,

SIMPP plan now is to carefully
police enforcement of the decree
and to raise a holler in the court if

,

at any time, it feels that Par or
any other of the defendants are not
living up to the letter of their
agreements with the Dept. of Jus-
tice. Aim of the indie producers'
association is to maintain the
greatest possible amount of com-
petition between exhibs in order
to keep up rentals on Indie prod-
uct.

Fact that the wording of the Par
decree is rather sparse, with the
do's and don'ts not spelled out in
detail, is felt by Rubin to be ad-
vantageous. He feels that the Par
chain win be held In greater check
that way than If the restrictions
were very specific, thus by. indi-
rection permitting the new circuit
to engage in any activity which was
not in detail prohibited.

Ellis Arnall, SIMPP prexy, who
has been handling some personal
business in the south, is due in
New York this week. Announce-
ment is expected within a few days
of the opening of the Society's
headquarters in Radio City.

Champion for three successive
weeks, and second best the other
week of the month, "Joan of Arc"
(RKO) won the February box-
office sweepstakes hands down,
according to reports from Vahiety
correspondents in key cities. .The
Ingrid BergmanrWalter. Wanger
picture rang, up ah amazing $1,- '

198,000. in the four-week period.
Not only was "Joan" sock to ter-
rific in keys where played but it

held up strongly In most spots and
grabbed off many extended-run

"Wake of Red Witch" (Rep) cap-
tured second place. Although
easily outdistanced by "Joan" in
actual money; "Witch" did great
biz in virtually every city where
opened, though not having the ad-
vantage of any affiliated theatres.
Third spot was captured by "Let-

ter to Three Wives" (20th) al-
though only slightly ahead of
"Snake Pit". (20th). Latter, third
nationally in January, slipped to
fourth place mainly because it
slipped the final two weeks of the
month.
"Red Shoes" (EL), showing

(Continued on page 18)

L. A. to N. Y.
Barney Balaban ™
Don Belding
Constance Bennett
Olive Carey
.{Lenore Coffee
Lester Cowan
Jerry Devine

: Sam Engel
Ted Gamble
William Horning
Henry King
Dorothy Kirsten
David Lipton
Oscar: Morgan
Arnold Moss
Ted O'Shea
Hugh Owen
Walter Reisch
Tommy Rockwell
Irving Rubine
Alfred W. Schwalberg '

Carleton Smith
Sam Wood

N. Y. to L. A.
Irving Berlin
Hoagy Carmichael
Richard Conte
Susan Hayward
Arthur W. Kelly
Milton Krasner
Elsa Maxwell
Mary Pickford
Grad Sears
Jule Styne
Rudy Vallee

STILL HERE
Henry Morgan
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SHOWCASE HOUSES ON WAY OUT
Down Only 81/2% from 1946 Peakr
With Eric Johnston and his flacks at the Motion Picture Assn.

Of America engaged in a campaign to convince the public that film
biz continues great, despite the pessimistic statements out of Hol-
lywood during the past year, the industry has been subjected to a

. spate of statistics during the past month or so. One «f the most
popular is Johnston's oft-repeated statement that film rentals of
major companies are down only 8V^% from the peak year of 1946.
MPAA claims that the figures on which this info is based are con-
fidential and will not disclose them.
Many industryites familiar with the financial side of the business

have hoisted eyebrows in surprise at Johnston's 8M!% figure and
: what statistics are publicly available would tend to support their,

doubt. Major companies' regular financial statements are difficult

of comparison because they are based on fiscal years ending at
• varying times. In the last two weeks, however, both Paramount

and .RKO have made a large number of statistics public in proxy
. statements issued in connection with divorcement of theatres under
v consent decrees.

Figures' are given for calendar years '45 to '47 and first three-
fourths of 1948. By projecting the '48 figures to a whole year in

order to make a comparison and combining the RKO and Para-
: mount figures (since the two companies fairly representative
; for the purpose), the drop : in film rentals .fromv1946 to 1948' was

V about 17%. On the other hand, the slide from '46 to '47 was only
about 1.4%.

, 'Admissions received from their theatres by the two companies
dropped 13Vi% from '46 to '48. Downcurve in admissions from

.
'46 to '47, however, was fractional, amounting to less than $1,000,000

: : from the. combined $154,845,000 receipts of the two companies.

Schine Quietly Negotiating For

Consent Decree In Buffalo Court
Buffalo, March 8. 4

. Consent decree in the Schine
:case is in the making, it was
learned last week via an affidavit,

quietly filed in Federal court
.
al"

most a month ago. Paper asked and

.

the judge granted a: 30-day post-

ponement of all pending proceedr
ings becaufie of progress of nego-
tiations between Schine counsel

and Herbert Bergson, assistant at-

torney general in charge of the
anti-trust division of the Dept of

Justice.

Settlement of the Schine suit

"Via agreement between the Gov-
ernment and the defendants out-

side of court would follow the pat-

tern in the overall anti-trust suit

against the major companies. In
I

. .1. -t,

that case, Paramount and RKO 1

"i^nt ot a settlement

have already arrived at consent

!

decrees and others are in the mak-
ing. '

I

•
' Government's action against the
Schine circuit with its 150 theatres

in ftye eastern states is considered
of virtually equal importance to

the anti-trust battle against the
majors. Efforts by the Dept. of

. Justice to break up the chain went
to the Supreme Court last year

(Continued on page 18)

DEGREES. EXHIB

SHIFTS CUE END
Distrtb-owned showcase theatres,

long held by the major companies
to. be. vital accessories to proper
sale and exploitation of their films,

j

are nearing the exit point, in the
opinion of exhibition execs. Not
only are the show case houses be-
ing eliminated by consent decrees
into which the majors are entering.

Metro and WB See Par Settlement

Aiding Their Non-Monopolistic

Pleas; 20th s Own Negotiations
Signing of the Paramount con-

« I • r I Oi 1 l^^*^*^
decree last Thursday (3) by

MOSfcOWltZ S LoeW Stock W^e F<^deral statut9ry wurt was^un^:

iir ;^ i ''-''^r"' ^

officially hailed by the two chief
, Washington, March 8. holdouts—Metro and Warner Bros.

.„„j„,., Charles, e. Moskowjtz; Metio s , ^as a break for them. Whiife 20th-

but by the changing character , of ^e^pee and treasurer, has bought
i pox, still seeking its own peace

tho Avhihitinrt ' sp»ni»_nri*ir.injiirv I 3 ^,000-snare D 1 oc K ot liis com- terms. Was non-committal: lawVpri
! pany's common stock.

! Moskowitz now holds

.

i shares of Metro common.
3,500

Indie Chains Yen

RKO'sNI Houses

terms,'Was non-committal, lawyws
for M-G and WB gave every indi-
cation that they believe the settle-
rriftnt iinproves their chanceS: of:

beating the Government oh its di-'

vorcement !;unt. They are making
the poiht that evei^^' 4ecree^ y<rfui>-

tadly entered; lessens the bepti^
JusticC'js case on' monopoly^

'

Their strategy on the three-hour
long vi^rahgling which preceded the
decreets inking was itp lie low aiid
let the Others rap : the : settlement.
The^ blasts directed against /the de-
cree by suph diverse /industrjr:

forces as 'the Little - Threer—(C«»^-

lunibia. United Artists and. 'Ijaiver-'

;

sal); Society of Independent Mo-
companies acquire cannot nave

! rip-iVnrf'nn In^t w Picture Producers; Theatre
been formerly ovvned by their own

i

^8 Of of America; and several
affiliated circuit or by circuits held jpenner &"Beane an^ I

^""^^^^ "^^^^^^ "P ^""^^

by any of the other defendant com- \^Co%^Z^S^'^^^flZ -^.^-y
o?.tsTdflnttests

'"^'^^

prospective purchasers, opening ne- f^^'^ ^^XJm^^^^
gotiatiohs indicate that control ot

! R^nort ^iJ^Ti^^i,.*,!^^^^^
fV,» ^-Wnnt^n ...ill f„ ' poiiea uown—anQ in Certain TC-
the new theatre chain will go for

g„ect<! still nnan<!W(.rpdi-wn<! thi»
substantially more than $4,500,000

spects siiji unanswered—Was the

the exhibition' scene—prihcipally

the growing geographic decentral-
ization of theatres.

The two consent decrees negoti-
ated so far—RKO and Paramount

i

—make no specific prohibition
against acquisition by the produc-

!

ing companies of showcases. As
pointed out by Par counsel Edwin

|

WeisI last week, the company can
\

acquire houses of any kind without
obtaining court approval.

|

There's a big hurdle in that
|

right, however, so far as important Howard Hughes will recoup the
midtown houses of the present con-, bulk of the $9,000,000 which he
ventional showcase type are con-

1 ^4,^5 corp. for control of
cerned. The decrees state, that RKO if present offers for his thc-

^„'!^lTiL*''^,l'".^f™''^?nir^^ company stock stand. Folloxy-

panies.
That leaves a producing company

two alternatives. It can acquire a
house from an independent, or it

can build one. Both are unlikelyPar's Stock Dip
, ^ ,„ - \ ; i , : possibilities. In the first place, a

Paramount common stock has
| ^^.g^t ^ ^jj^ first-class mid-

been showing weakness on the
, ^^^^ ,,^5 ^^hich would be de-N Y. stock exchange Since dis- gi^able belong to defendant corn-

closure of the terms of settlement
i panig^ a^e thus eliminated. And

last week In the face of a rising
j
whatever topnotch indie houses

trend on the exchange both yester-
j there are, are very unlikely to be l^^ars

, , , ,day (Tues.) and the day before,
] ayaiia^jg purchase or lease. ! v^'"'' °^ '"^ stock but was merely

Par common dropped y» of a point
| Tndie ons are haneine on td their ^^t as an arbitrary "collapse figure"

i?irt.,..i vif «A(!nnAftn ;.,»i. i„ - question: Does the Paramount
Jil^^Z^L^:^'^^A^tL s.] «iecree require compulsory com-

r^TcnSr/'l^v^^^enMSr^ fai^\the Little

LTwe^e-SiKKh^f^H^^
ever, it is now said that this sum

no relation to the actual

1 going so far as to charge the Gov-
1
ernment and Paramount with "de^

(Continued on page 22)

on each day, closing at 20V6.
Stock slid over the week from

24. Iff' is Relieved that restrictions

on the ownership of the stock oi

the two new companies has hit its

investment allure. RKO stock, on
the other hand, without these re-

striction, climbed . on announce-

I Indie ops are hanging on to their

(Coritinued on page 22)

Brit. Coin Freeze

HitsH'woodAFL

SCHWALBERG MEETS

WITH PAR SALES EXECS

by dividing in half the $9,000,000
sum paid by Hughes.

Interest in acquiring the circuit
Is considerable, it is further said,

and the designees for handling bids
have received requests for complete
details from a number of indie cir''

cult operators throughout the coun-
try. One offer has already been

(Continued on page 18)

Minority Stockholder

Cohn Protests Col. Prexy

Cohn's New Deal; Sues
stormy annual meeting of Col-

umbia Pictures, held on Feb. 8,

came up with its first legal reper-
cussion Friday (4) when minority

:

stockholder David Cohn filed suit

in N.Y. federal court against the-

j

company and its directors. He.

Tom Clark Amenable

To an AlMndnstry

Arbitration System

Hollywood, March 8.

I Hollywood American Federation
of Labor Film Council told Mo-
tion Picture Assn. of America prez

charged the board is "incapable of

Hollywood, March 8.

Al Schwalberg met five divi-

sional and one Canadian sales man^
[

ager in informal ge't-together to
|

work out distribution plans for pix I . ,t. . . n tw^tto on itt
viewed last week at Paramount

\ PAUL LAZARUS, SR., IN ,

Studio huddles. At- the huddles
| vii»¥ii«« » ¥' '

v«nkt*«.<m A>t vnaxgcu me i

iJ^ternS CRITICAL CONDITION ;]'anaUn^^the ^n^^^^^
em Division; J, -J. DonohuB, GenT Paul

.

I»azarus, Sr., is in serious ! tion "

tral; Harry H. Goldstein, Mid-east- condition in St. Joseph's hospital,
, Holdinff 1 152 Cblumhia sharps

ern: George A. Smith, Western;
|
Kansas City, Mo., following a brain blaintiff CoM ohieX fo T.ivv

Harold Wirthwein, Midwestern, I hemorrhage suffered last Thurs-
;

p^^^^^^^
and Gordon Lightstone, Canada.

,
day (3). Lazarus has been contract

I whereby he'is^to^g^^^^
Also participating were Ted

'

manager and a sales exec ^''^^^ T^ov m inde^^i^^^
Eiuc" Johnston and Parambunt

i

O'Shea, ass'istant general sales
i

United Artists since the company
| «3qo ^ggj^jy g^penses He is suin^

veepee Y. Frank Freeman that it
,

manager and Oscar Morgan, shorts was founded in 1919. He is the
] ^^ ggj^ig ^ g

would call In the entire AFL, if
I

head. Prexy Barney Bala- father of Paul, Jr.,_executive aide a feature of the ticket which per-
mits Cbhh to give six ; moriths'necessary, in order to solve the i

ban spent the. iday huddlitig with

frozen coin restrictions which are 1
Y. Frgiik Freeman and Harry Gins-

causihg studio unemployment, At 1 berg, then planed to N. Y;
.
M^in-

a three-hour meeting hel(f yester- day ( 7 )

.

V, S. Attorney General Tom { day (Monday) at the Beverly Hills i Before heading east, Balaban in-

Clark has already indicated a will- i hOtel, both sides , agreed the lack ] dicated Paramount would likely ex-
ingness to call an all-industry con- of coin returned from overseas was

to UA prexy Grad' Sears, and Ted
of the Donahue & Coe ad agency.
The elder Lazarus was changing

planes in Kansas City on his way
to Albuquerque with his' wife for
a month's vacation when he keel-

one of the principal reasons- for
idleness.

However, despite its threat to
(Continued on page 22)

pand production schedule during !
ed over. Paul, Jr., who returned

1950-51. He also announced the i
to New York the same day from a

1949 program of 21 pix may be ma- 1 Caribbean vacation, planed to his

terially increased if right stories father's bedside the following day,
are found. :

". t; accompanied by his brother Ted.

ference to establish a uniform arbi
tration system. Ciark would sum
mon. the confab in Washington af-

ter he has all anti-trust decrees in
the. Government suit out of the
way. He and his staffers, it is said,

are opposed to the arbitration
plan' offered by Warner Bros, be-
cause of certain objectionable , .

*

IS%arnyr^arl^it?rtio^n ^^^^^^^ Cos. Call Add Tlieatves and/orNew Studio
''as .such..' .,'•.:'.,:,.

. ... .
.

'. ,

Par Execs Stress That^ IfNeeds Be^BothNew

Theatre Owners of America in-

(Continued on page 22)
I
compahy, if the need arises, can

i go right back into the exhibition

Riir Pa vrtflF ne M<>(*iiinnpciC! business without first obtaining the^ .7
as mtiruinnehh ^^.^^^ ^j^^^.^. ^^^^^

fciXltS M-G After 16 Years ; Government. What'.s more, the

Hollywood, March 8. j

"^w theatre chain, if it feels the

James K. McGuinncss, editor-in- '

u»"ge '« t-he future, can buy itself

chief on the Metro lot, arrived at a a studio and make pictures. These

The new Paramount production
I

' Vica-'Versa, the theatre company r open the present one-. There is a

i
notice of termination of contract:

I As approved at the^stockholders*
! conclave, the Cohn wage agree-
j
ment is retroactive to Nov. 1, 1948.

i Previously the company head had
I

been on a week-to-week salary

.

I basis since 1945.
' Action comes as no surprise

I

since dissident shareholders atr

I tending the. annual meet threaten-
I ed to test the validity of Cohn's
i
pact in the courts. Despite its

i
vociferous objections at the con-

I

clave, the protesting faction was
j
only able to muster 49,562 votes

1 against the salary agreement in
contrast to the approving 323,062
shares.

can go into the studio business
without court approval.

Explaining further, Weisl said:

"The Supreme Court held that

mere ownership of theatres by a

picture company is not illegal of
itself. Of course, this does not studio

great diSference, however, in the
situation now and that faced by
Adolph Zukor. when, he first ac-
quired houses. He did nc)t believe
in a studio going into exhibition,

but had to do so to protect the

Col'Board's Resolution

Of Praise To Prexy Cohn
Simultaneous with filing of the

minority stockholder action pro-

I

testing Harry Cohn's new contractj— u,i L.iL- ivituo loi auiveu ai a ,

Govemmeht is going to^ "Paramount now starts with cer- the Columbia board passed a reso-

settlement of his long-term con- i

two features of the consent decree .
permit us to pick up circuits whole- tain rules laid down by law which lutio'n of praise last week for the

tract, which had several years to were made clear in a round robin sale,

run at approximately $3,000 a
' interview with Leonard Golden- Picking up the thread, Keough

Week.- Understood the McGuliihess se"i prez-to-be of the theatre I added: ''The essence of the decree

departure is the result of differ- chain; Austin C. Keough, Par's
ences of opinion with Dore Schary veepee and general counsel; Edwin
on story material. : Weisl, Paramount attorney; and
McGuinne-ss had been with the '

Robert H. O'Brien, company sec-

stwdio for 16 years, moving over retary, holding down the fort. •

from the old Fox lot, where he! While divorcement is a disad-
was a member of the John Ford vantage, Weisl si^d, "the new com-
Unit. For a time he virais a pro-- pany is completely protected be-
ducer and story editor but became r

cause it has the right to buy the-
editor-in-chief when Metro elimi- atres if it needs them." "This is
hated -executive producers' two an ab.solute right not subject" to
years ago. "

is absolute divorcement at the

outset of the two companies. Ul-
timately,' there will be complete
separation. (Planned for Jan. 1.

1950). In the course of ; businety
if it is necessary to protect that

! we never had before. Therefore,
there should be no need for Para-
mount to have theatres. But if it

'

turns out in the future that we
need them, we will buy them."
Time and' Leiral Expense Saver

company prexy, Cohn, as exec-
head of the studio, and his pro-
duction staff were thanked in the
resolution "for the outstanding
quality of pictures recently com-
pleted, and for the schedule of pic^

Pointing out that the Supreme tures now in production and plan-
Court had ruled the defendants ning stages at the studio
guilty of conspiracy, Weisl said

business by theatre buys, we can' the settlement Was .%orked .out to

do so. That goes for RKO too. rpreveht prOtrsHjyd r litigatibh:

"If we start out buying theatres "which ^yQuld have cost us a foi-t-

and violate the decreCi the, Gov- i une and taken up the time of im-

ernment would probably start a ; portant executives." The court ,

\ court approval," he went on. j new . suit or go to the court to re- j
(Continued on page 22> -|

Cohn, who was in attendance at
the meeting in New York at which
the resolution was passed, re-

turned to the Coast over the week-
end. He had been ea.st ,for a week
of huddles on programs and plans
with the company's top execa«
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Take M« Out to the
Bttll (jiame

(MUSICAIi-COLOB)
Metro release of Arthur Freed produc-

tion; Stars. Esther WiUiams, Gene Kelly,
Frsnk Sinatra; features Jules Munshin.
Bettv Garrett. Edward Arnold. Directed
bv Busby Berkeley. Screenplay. Harry
rufjoncd and George Wells; story by
Gene Kelly and Stanley Doncnf : sonss.
Betty Contden. Adolph Green and Roger
Edens. Jack NorWorth and Albert Von
Tilzer; editor, Blanche Sewell! camera.
George Folsey; music. Adolph Deutsche
Tr.idcshbwn, N. Y.. Feb. 23. "49. Running
time, ns MINS.
rennis Ryan ......... Frank Sinatra
K. C. IKgRins . . , Esther Williams
Eildie O'Brien i^... Gene Kelljf

• Shirley DelWyn ... Betty Garrett
Joe Lorgim Edward Arnold
Nat Goldberg . . Jules Munshin
Michael Gilhuly Richard Lane
S>a(>py Burke Tom Dugan

With Esther Williams, Gene
Kelly and Frank Sinatra for the

;

jnarquee, "Take Me Out to the Ball
,

Game" has fundamental boxoffice.
i

Musical, backgrounded by .an:i

early-day baseball yarn, is short on ;

story, but has some amusing mo-
ments-^nd Gene Kelly.

. I

Kelly is one of the most exciting

examples of oldtime song-and-

1

dance showmanship, linked with a •

mixture of the new. It is this ex-

citement that Kelly imparts to

"Ball Game" that helps lift the
' pi".;,.-.

Aided by Technicolor, Miss Wil-

liams is an eyeful, and Sinatra

Miniature Reviews
"Take Me Out to the Ball

Game" (Musical-Color) (M-G).
Gene Kelly, Esther Williams,
Frank Sinatra for ok b.o.

"Edward, My Son" (Metro).

Gripping British-made domes-
tic drama, with Spencer Tracy,
Deborah Kerr. Surefire b.o.

"Britannia Mews" ("Affairs

of Adelaide"). (20th) Brit-

ish-made sentimental drama.
"The Green Promise"

(RKO). Rustic drama for the

rural belts, small and medium
towns. ,

"Canadian Pacific" (Color)

(20th). Randolph Scott in two-

fisted story of pioneer rail-

roading.
, , ,

"Jigsaw" (UA). Modest who-
donit angled against racial in-

tolerance; for dualers.

"Homicide" (WB). Program
melodrama for lowercase

bookings.
, ; „

"Bad Men of Tombstone"
(Song) (Mono). Actionful

western; for secondary spotjs. ,

"The Blue Lagoon" (GFD),
Mild British yarn of ship-

wrecked children.
"All Over the Town" (GFD).

Lightweight British yarn of

small-town politics.

The' Green Promise
Hollywood, March S.

RKO release ol Robert PaUe-Monty F.

Collins (Glenn McCarthy)^ production.
Stars Marguerite Chapman, Walter Bren-
iiah, Robert Paige. Natalie Wood; features

Ted Donaldson. Connie Marshall, Robert
Ellis, Irving Bacon, MUburn Stone, Jeanne
LaDuke, Geraldine Wall. Directed by Wil-

liam D. RUssell. Original story and screen-

play, Monty F.: Collins; camera, John. I..,

' Ru.ssell; editor, Richard Farrell. .
Trade-

shown March 3, m ^ Running time.

:

Deborah Matthews. .Marguerite Chapman
Mr. Matthews Walter Brenniin.

David Barkley ^J*?",^''' S?^^%
Susan Matthews.. ...i. . ..' Natalie Wood
Phineas Matthews Ted Donaldson
Abigail Matthews........ Connie_ Marshall
Buzz Wexford Robert Ellis

Jessie Wexford Jeanne LaDuke
Julius Larkins .' Irving Bacon
Reverend Benton Mdburn Stone

Mrs. Wexford : ........... Geraldine - Wall

Saraband
,

"Saraband" (Bank),, being
tradeehows by Eagle Lion in

N.Y. tomorrow (10) was re-

viewed in Variety from Lon-
don, Sept. 15, 1948, under its

original title, "Saraband For
Dead Lovers." Reviewer
Myro felt the film "should
readily find favor on both
sides of the Atlantic," and
praised its "colorful pro-

duction, "magnificent settings

and costumes enhanced by un-
obtrusive use of Technicolor."
"A powerful dramatic story

of court intrigue in the 19th
century, with reality establish-

ed by excellent characteriza-
tions of a ,weU chosen cast

adds up to a' first rate piece

of hokum : entertainment,"
review stated.

cavorts pleasantly as shortstop ambitious man \vho allowed noth-

Kelly's second' baseman. Jules ing to stand in the way of his de-

Munshin and Betty Garrett are the termination to reach the top rung

comedy relief, and the overall of the ladder. Deborah Kerr dis-

combination of talents is actually plays remarkable ability in trans-
,

-
nenetration

worthier of better material. i lormmg tne cnaraeier pi Jiyeiyn
|

f
^ ^^^^J^

"The Green Promise" isn't the

class epic that the exploitation

spending backing it would indi-

cate. It's strictly a bucolic tear-

jerker slated for the rural belts,

small and medium towns. In that

category, it is okay and will satisfy

the filmgoer who likes his dra-

matics rustic with soap-opera over-

tones.
RKO is releasing the film, which

was backed with the oil millions

of Glenn McCarthy:. , With typical .. . ^ ^ , -

Texan open - handedness, he's I tion with which factual circum

throwing in another fortune to stances are glossed puts too much
exploit its Houston premiere in ! strain on credence. An example is

conjunction with the opening of his ,
the explosion or a numbfsr bdxes

boys and Indians with his usual
rugged skill.

Nat Holt produced independent-
ly for 20th-Fox release and overall

results are good for the market.
However, picture needs plenty of

nitery. Although killed off early
Mccormick turns .in .a good perl
formance as the crusading news-
paperman. Rest of the cast, many
of whom are radio actors, do well
in stock parts.

Production values show maxi-
mum utilization of the budget re-
sources with varied settings, good
lensing on locations and fitting
musical score. Hem,

Homicide
Hollywood, March 8.

iVarner Bros. i;dea»e Saul Elkins
produetion. Stars Robert Douglas, Helen
Westcott, Robert Aldtis features Monte
Blue, Warren Douglass Richard Benedict.
John Harmon, James Flavin. Directed bv
Felix Jacoves. Screenplay, William Sack-
helm;

.
camera. Peverell Marlcy; editor.

Thomas ReUly. Tradeshown March 1. '49
Running time, IT MISS. ,

Lieut. Michael Landers. . .Robert Douglas
Jo Ann Rice, ......... .Helen Wcstcott
Andy . .... ... .-. ........ .... .Robert Alda
SheriiX. ., . ............... . j . Monte liJue
Brad Clifton. . . .Warren Douglas
Nick . . V .Richard Benedict
Pete ... . . ...... . . . . . John Harmon
Boylan . . . .... ........ ... .. James Flavin
Cipt. Mooncy...

. Cliff Clarjt
Landlady . . ........ . ... .\ . Esther >loward
Mrs. Webb . ; . ... ........ , .

- Sarah Padden

tightening -from its present 94 min-
| aramaiSr'* g'enlral Si^ns'"'M

utes and some of the romantic ftc- 1^™?-*. [t hints of tenine an' offn,^„ «nfh <vhirii fartnni pirnim- '"^ ^tdri II nims 01 Teiimg an ott-

beat thriller but soon settles, down
to pat coincidences that are routine
in the moderately budgeted subject.

conjunction witn xne opening ox ni»
,

nie caijiusiuu. vx. « uuiuufi u«.».cr=
There's little name streneth to fipln

Shamrock Hotel in that city. The of dynamite beside the hero and
Inff ft alove loweT bSe^^^^

film has the stuff to please the vet he cOmes out alive. The ex- ]"« « aoove lower^^^^^

audience at which it is aimed. The plantory dialog isn't clear. Picture
, ,t±,bles on a murder b^Us thieZ

ballyhoo will give it added help in has plenty of scenic values derived
| |ned inL repwtiW it as a^^^^^^

a degree depending upon the, ex- from^he Canad^^^^^ Sor fla"vor I
d-t. lIU KodyVfouSd apl

Dy noit to snarpen puiqoor navor, „ suiridp. A hnmiririp r nn

The yarn "is about a couple of from the demure happy young
,

A heap of h^^^

singing-dancinf? major league ball- women to the embittered, drunken
|

the
f
onty F Collins s^rteMtogr

PV"yi'^^,'"''h'!?nV.°;^;Snh™ cip^al'^su^Por^^^^^
"''^"^^ ^'^^^^

which they become involved when upai supporting roie, idii numei
with a hparts-and-flowers Miss Olson is a screen newcomer

they meet some gamblers and Miss
,

gi ves a warm, understanding study
,

P'^ .
^ith a hearts and nowers miss uison is a screen newcomer

Williams, owner of the club. The ?f the family doctor, who is unable
,

tech^^^^ It

J"^?: faJ^'!
m"ans bv which Kcllv extricates 1o hide his love for Mrs. Boult. I pathos scale in tiepicnng a larin

himJ^lf is sheer nra of Leueen MacGrath is superbly cast :
mg family dominated by a pig-

cZ'st but ttreisTo'.pretense ,

ns Arnold's secretary; Mervyn headed a^^^^^^^^

that "Ball Game" is anything more -lohns has a sympathetic role ^ ,^^^R^^f^^:^f^^^^^^
arriving ai

than a. romp for Kelly's virtuosity. Boult's business associate who goes f«^''^_t'i*_'=i^ i„ the cast is
There is, for example, a late pro-

,
to .jaU for his partner's^ misdeeds,

1

i^^°'V/trfte AVood as youngest
member of the familyl As

Na^v Olson is the im^^ « ^ homicide cop

daulS ?f the wilds who'^tlmpo! t»kes time off

rari?y loses her man to a femme | his own to pro^^^^^^^

duction sequence in which " his and James Donald stands out in

dancing, brUliantly staged, is as ;
bit part. Myro

exhilarating as anything seen in a
|

-filmusical. :

I

The title tune, of course, is the
,

did standard by Jack Norworth i

and Albert Von Tilzer, and,
throughout it pervades the pic as i

background. Both Kelly and. Sina-

Britannia Mews
(Affairs of Adelaide)

(ANGLO-tr. S.)

London. March 1.

eager youngster who wants; to; join

the 4-H Club and raise lambs, the
kiddie is the film's best asset, per-
formance-wise. Her work gets un-
der the skin and there's none of

the typically obnoxious screen
moppet in her personality. :

Marguerite Chapman and Robert

comes ah: ordinary nieller, with no,
ingenuity in 'writing, direction: pp
playing.,:.'^'

.
Robert Douglas is the doiibtinig.

cop who becomes involved in Some
incredible sleuthing at a desert spa
where obvious clues have led Jiimi

In between his detecting that in

Victor Jory does a flamboyant job ^K'^fj^'tJ^'^^^^^^
as a fur trader tvho incites the f^W^ for the rubo^^^^

trappers and Indians against the f»""e t"ueh beatings h^^^
railroad. Robert Barrat, Walter ^asfi"?* romance Helen

Sande, Don Haggerty, John Hamil- ^^^1?°^*' cigaret girl; exchange

ton are amon| others helping l^^alled tough,, brittle, dialog with

Jane Wyatt. i

but does an acceptable perform'
ance. Miss Wyatt is good. J. Carrol
Naish will' -please as the high-ex-
plosive man with the gang and
there are a number of thrill spots
in his footage that are excellent.

, aoth-Fox release of. William' Perlberg
ft-n Viflvp spvpral intiinCS of sonG ' production. Stars Dana Andrews, Mau- , .

_

J-frf rtnLp whilP M^^^^ Williams features Dame Sybil Thorn- Paige carry off the adult romantic
and dance, while Miss vv imams

, Compton, A. E. Matthews. Di- »hp ac thp siiffpi-ine eldest
has little to do but just look beau- reeled by Jean Negulesco. Screenplay by I ^^^^f^L.^ri^^f t„ „
tifnv Munshin is a funnier euv ' i""'! Gardner. Jr., based on novel by I

daughter of the tamjly and ne as

than his material permits mm to
y^^^^,^ coop. ^^^^^^ Malcolm Arnold. At

be, and the same is true of Miss Odeon, Marble Arch, London. Running
Garrett, though both acquit them- t,me,2i^ .min^^^^

^^^^^^
selves well.

j
Adelaide as child. . June Allen

Busby Berkeley's direction keeps Gilbert Lauderdale) ... . . . , Dana Andrews
- Henry Lambert . J

Mrs. Mbunsey . ; . ...Dame Sybil Thorndike
'I'reff Culver ............. Anthony Tancred
Treff as child . . Anthony Lamb
Mr. Culver . . .... . . . . .Wilfred HydeiWhite
Mrs. Culver . Fay Compton
Alice Haihbro Anne' Butchart
Alice as child ........ . . .Suzanne Gibbs!
The Blazer. . . . . . . .i,... . . Diane Hart
Blazer as ehlld.,.. v.... Heather Latham
The Old 'Un. . ......... ;Herbert Walton
Mr. Ely.. ..... A. E. Matthews
Miiiy Lauderdale— . ...... Mary Martiew ever they have puUed all stops

the pic at a breezy pace. Kahn.

Edward. My Son
:v <ANGLO-U.' S.)

j

London, March 2. i

Metro release of Edwin H. Knopf pro- ;

duction. Stars Spencer Tracy, Deborah]
Kerr,; Ian Hunter. Directed by George i

Cukor. Screenplay by Donald Ogden i

Stewart, from play by Robert Morley and
i

Noel Langley; camera. Freddie Young;
:

editor. Ray Poulton; music, John Wool-

'

dridge. At Empire, London, March 1, '49.
;

Running time, 112 MINS.
I

Arnold Boult. Spencer Tracy
i

Evelyn Boult. .;: . , :
. . ..... Deborah Kerr

I

Dr. Larry Woodhope ; . Ian Hunter
Eileen Pcrrin . . . . . . . . .-. .Leueen MacGrath
lirontOKi James Donald
Harry Simpkin . ....... . Mervyn John.'i

the likeable, understanding farm
agent. Walter Brennan does okay
as the know-it-all father whose
ignorance almost loses the home-
stead for the family. Ted Donald-
son and Connie Marshall are the
other two members of the Mat-
thews tribe.

Producers Paige and Collins
have tossed in- a puff for the 4-H
Clubs of America. It's an intelli-

gent injection without overstress-
ing. In depicting the ten-twent-

along the heroics
Edwin , L.' Martin's direction

spaces the excitement and gets a
number of strong action moments
out of the mass clashes between
railroaders and Indians. Backing
the action emphasis is camera
work of Fred Jackman, Jr. Color
hues are satisfactory but not the
best. ; ' • 'Brog.

•ligsaw
United Artists release of Tower (Ed-

ward J. and Harry Lee DanziKer) produc-
tion, stars Franchot Tone; features Jean
Wallace, Marc Lawrence. Myron- McCor-
mick. Directed by Fletcher Markle.
Screenplay. Markle, Vincent O'Connor;
from story by John Roeburt; camera, Don
Malfcames;: editor, Robert Matthews; score,
Robert W. Stringer, Tradeshown N. Y.,
March 7, '49. . Running time, 71 MINS.
Howard Malloy. ... . . Franchot Tone
Barbara Whitfield

Benson
Jimmy Hambro

First of the new
! 20th-Fox British
i
"Britannia Mews," based on the

i well-known novel by Margery
Phyllis "Siay'dert Harr^^^^^ Johns

;
Sharp, has big names for the mar-

Mr. Hanray
,

^ ,Kl^^,,^l}l!SS l quee but doesn't rank high as gen-

Beu.v Foxiey -^V-V:/ -Ki^f^li
I

eral entertainment. The theme has
Walter Protiiiii . ... I Ernest Jay

j

been romanticized, and should do

limmLs ;: :::;:::;;:
"

jSlan" S'^A^itiS
• ^eU with femme patrons. (Film is

thiVt qualities of-the story, how- ISIS RS'?^:.V:V:Myr<m*cSJi??k
„ , „ „„ ..,, i ever they have pulled all stops. Angelo Agostlnl., Marc Lawrence

^"'5 hS I
Such stunts as a barren hill erod- ff5,*i„"rfe„ Winifred Lenihan

:.^fSe*ii"NJr1{! ing onto the farm, a lost waif in
; gl.'S'.iSS Srich •

Hemey" "a>Z"
a storm, the menace of mortgages District Attorney Walker. .Waiter Vaughn
hovering over the homestead, are Rnuekies

all thisre is abundant riieasure for
tearjerking.

Picture could Stand further . scis-

soring to snap UP; thetace and re-
duce presence running time of 92

program of
productions,

Set. Ken.von Clement McCallin

This is one of the finest dramatic
offerings to come from a British

studio for some time. With its star-

studded cast, "Edward, My Son"
will set the boxoffice clicking away
m'rrily.

Transformation of the stage-

to be released in U. S. under title

;
"Affairs of Adelaide.")

Picture tells the simple story of
a girl on the better side of the
street who falls in love with a
drunken art teacher in the mews.
(The mews is a back alley formerly
used as stables). By marrying him
she is ostracized by her family.
Kventually, after a period of black'

rhl°"lfra/a.?n°nsn^P?p''hns\^ip^
aS^e "JigTaw" is awK enUo^^^^^

the rural atmosphere has been
. lightweight film that will give

contributed by John L. Russell's
. adequate support in dualler situa-

camera. Further contribution to
! h.Ji pj „rndupi-{\ in Npw Vnrir

Canndian Pa^ifie
' (COLOR)
Hollywood, March 5.

20th-Fox release of Nat Holt productioh.
Stars Randolph Scott; features Jane

play to the screen has widened the
i mali'lohowrng 'the''"death"'oriii<^^^ '. Nancy oiMirPoireited by^dwiS'L": mSI

film's mood come from Milburn
i

Stone's pulpit talk on bigotry of
man and ignorance. Brog.

Robert Aida, : th^e chief heaVy,. arid
generally appear iridre stUpid thari

.

a cop has a right to be.
Direction by Felix Jacoves man-,

ages to stir up one bit of excite-
ment -^,th^ slug-it-Dut session ' her?

'

tween Douglas and Alda—i but
otherwise follows the formula mel-
odrama pattern in the William
Saekheim original script. Produc-
tion background given the story by
Sail! Elkins Is bkay, iis is lensing
and oj^her technical coiitributibns.

.':"V'j ;
Brog.

Bitt4 ?fen of Tombstoiie
'"

.

'^
.:'. (SONGS) .'.

Monogram release of Allied Artists

^

production, Features Barry Sullivan; Mar^
jorie Reynolds, Broderick Crawford, For-
cunlo Bonanova. Directed by Kurt Neu-
mann. Screenplay by Philip Vordan, Ar- '

thur Strawn from Jay Mohaghan's book,
'Last of the Badmen": editor, Richard
Heermance: camera, Russell Harlan.
Song, "Girl on Flying Trapeze," by Kurt
Neuttiann, iCIarerice. Marks. At Rlalto*
N. ,Y|.vstarting March 4. '49, Runqing timet

...... George Brcen iTom,;. Barry SulIlvaJi
. .

Robert Gist
| Julie , Marjorle Reynolds

Hester Sondergaard
|
Morgan .Broderick Crawford

....... LucUa Gear
i Mingo . Fortunio Bonanova

L_ i
Red 1 . . . . , . , .-.Clutam "Big Boy" Williams

_ . - , . .. ,. .. , !
Curly John Kellogg

Carrying on the cinematic attack ' Ma Brown , . . ... . .
:

' Marv Newton
against raee. and religious intoler^ E'- • . .Louis Jean iieydt

•'-'•
' . ^ -r

. .. ^ - Mrs, Stover. Virginia Carroll
Bartender ; Dick Wesset.
NeUie ... . ... .iv...... ...Claire Carleton
Blackle. ; ... . . -Ted Hecht
Miner ., Harry Cording

• ,
Old Man..............: .liucien Littlelield

on a $400,000 budget, financed by I

Mattson ,...>... ........ Horry naydcn
Franchot Tone and Edward J. and

, gffi''^*'"Har^y Lee_Danziger (first venture Doiiy Lane' '.'.'.'....".'.".'.*.".'.'
.luiic oitison

Superintendent, .......... .Joseph Crchan
Foreman.:....;...,,.,.;... Ted Mape?
Sherilt ..... .... ..... . ; Ror.v Malllnson.
GSiflWer . . . . . . . . ...... . Douglas ' Fowley

Tommy Quigley.
Mrs. Borg
Pet Shop Owner

of Tower Pictures),- fails to piece
together its diverse ingredients
into a unified and convincing story.
Film opens as a hardhitting in-

dictment of hate groups but rap-
idly becomes entangled in who-
dunit complications of a routine

fPRf."'; °£„f.'!f „?.'"ili""„L?"? -fi::^" l
husband and her subsequent re-

, S?.'7»i«f£^tT^"A^^^^^^^^ I

P.^der, In this case, however, radiO'
it the impetus of movement. There
is never any doubt that Edward,
son of the Boults, is a .spoiled child
as his parents rise in the social

strata. Arnold Boult is the proud
' lather whose conception of love
for his offspring is to anticipate his

ev J-y wish

i
marriage to an out-of'-work lawyer,

i. who helps, "her riiri a puppet thea-
tre, i^ecbnciliatibn Is effected.

Prodtietldn is staged almost en-
tirely in ' the sordid surroundings

i
of Britannia Mews. This main set-

I

ting is a triumph for the art direc-

. .. . I
tor as it captures the grim, degrad- ( „ „, . ^ u^^^„i^n,

into the mam theme IS dehcately
, ing atmosphere necessary to indi- g?«'Lson .•::::.\:.\;;::.Bra51n Xd^^

woven the estrangement between
; cate the gradual degradation of its Mrs. Gautier Mary Kent

Arnold and Evelyn Boult. When
;
inhabitant.S.

—""" "

—

the picture first opens they are
; Production auspices are domin-

secn in modest surroundings and anily American, from producer, di-
idcally happy. But as Arnold pros- rector and scripter to the stars,
per.? through shady methods, first Local atmosphere and frozen Brit-

original. Jack DeWitt: camera (Clnecolor)
Fred Jackman, Jr.; editor, Philip Martin.
Tradeshown March 3> '49. Running time.
!t4" MINS.
Tom Andrews ...'..... Randolph Scott
Dr. Edith Cabot . . ... . . . Jane Wyatt
Dynamite Dawson. ,J. Carrol Naish
Dirk Roui ke ... i .......... ; Victor Jory
Cecillc Gautier , . Nancy Olson
Cornelius Van Homo ... Robert Barrat
Mike Brannigan . • . . Walter Sande

Mr. Gautier . ...........ly, John ParrLsh
Pere LacomU. .........; s . John Hamilton

Based on Jay Monaghan's novel,

"Last of Badmen," this Is not cal-

culated to blaze any big b.o. trails.

Yet "Bad Men of Tombstone" is

more than another western. Real
trouble is that it suffers by com-

ite Fletcher Markle, who directed
and collabbed on the screenplay,

j
„

has been unable to bring the plot
}
parison with so itiany othei* big-

into the clear. A half-dozen corpses
|

ger outdoor - operas cui?reritly in

are strewn through the pic with lit- disiribution, ahd likely will suffer

tie motivation and the windup is I the : same way . in Wiiding biggei*

>

too obviously contrived. Customers i playdates. Spotty biz lootris. >

will be tickled, however, by the i There^s a slight apology at the

.

surprise, unbilled bit parts played end from a homesteader to point
by Burgess Meredith, Henry Fonda, tip quote that criniti doisS not pay
Marlene Dietrich, John Garfield

j

unquote. Otherwise, this centers

Bliiey''''°°!"^;::::::::;: RlShm-r^^^^^ I

and Everett Sloane.
I
on a marauding band of five rulh-

Maiiis . Howard Ncgley
|

Yam concerns the efforts s of i less, trigger-happy western out-

Tone, as special prosecuting attor- ! laws. Landscape is cluttered up.... . . ... ...... ,

I

parade of outdoor features that are r who killed -.newspaper columnist I erack shot of the quintet. Bari'y

to 1 hitting the. market. It's two-fisted pal Myron McCormick. Through a
j

Sullivan, shoots >down a fi<"T'b'5J

^ "Canadian Pacific" is an okay
!
ney, in tracking, down a racketeer-- i with cold-blooded, senseless k!l-

receiving a. knighthood and finally . ish funds figured in making this action entry to ioin the current I ing group of "200% Americans" lings, as for instance when the

a peerage, the drift is complete. ; one ih England. , -
... „ ...

A 'though caught in an affair with Li ttle effort has been made .

Ji' : secretary, Arnold refuses a di- lift the story out of its sentimental !
enough to give a good account of

v.'n-ce. as it may interfere with his sphere and in consequence the per- itself, and has the added advan-
tage of Randolph Scott's action
narite to help ;swing it through the
situations 'customarily playing this

am 'litious plans. He compels his formances by the stars are neces-
wife, whose love has long since .sarily restricted. Dana Andrews
gone, to live with him for the sake plays husbands number one and
of 'Edward, their son. two, and there are obvious signs rtype filmfare

Skillful direction has brought of dubbing. He handles both parts i It's the story of railroad pioneer-
th is play to the scSreen. with full

.
with confidence but much of the 1 ing in the Canadian Rockies, filmed

dramatic force. There is no letup . illusion i.s lost by the unnecessary I on actual locales in Cinecolor..
in its intensity and it moves surely

i resemblance which arises from the
i
Scott is the hard'^punching, two-

and swiftly from ohe ' dramatic
|
playing of both roles. Maureen : gunned surveyor and trouble shoot- ^_ _ ^.„„

phase to another. I O'Hara inclines to be static al-!er for the rail-laying gang. He i tributes greatly towards holding
Much is due to the .sterling work though looking most attractive, and jtangled in .some incredible derring- ! the loose script together Mifes Wal-

of the cast. Spencer Tracy as Arn-
1
the only live characterization ! do, takes a couple of flings at ro- lace is also effective as a .sultry

old Boult dominates the screen j comes from Dame Sybil Thorndike
l mance; (whieh the smallfry won't , chanteuse operating within the

with a forceful portrayal of the as a repulsive hag. Myro, \ like), and generally plays at cow- precincts of The Blue Angel, N.Y.

devious route. Tone, is led into the
arms of the racketeers' femme fa-
tale, Jean Wallace, who gets a bul-
letin her back ju.st as she's about
to spill the beans. Tone also crosses
paths with numerous other unsa-
vory characters but, according to
formula, the head of the gang turns
out to be one of most respected
ladies in the community.

Tone's polished thesping con

because months before he had

cheated him out of a horse,

Otherwise, "Bad Men of Tomb-
stone" holds fairly much to tne

familiar western plot formula. A
slight attempt is made to iustity

Sullivan's hanging on wiln the

bandits by having him marry
,

a

.

dazzling blonde and seeking a stake

to start life out right.

Sullivan strives strenuously w
make something of the robber-

lover boy role but he merely cnos

up as a handy mfin with a fiun vvno

outsmarts his pang pals and geU"

(Continued on page 20)
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20™ OILS PROD.-DISm GEARS
MG s BaDy Less on Junkets and TV,

More on Ads and Radio-Dietz
Scanning the current) ferment in*^

the film industiir'qn ballying prod-
'

uct, Howard Dietz, Metro's ad-pub

veepee, sees his company sticking

to the old tried methods' of pub-

licizing pix—only more so. Dietz

told VARIETY this weelc that MrG
"will continue to use more than

50% of scheduled radio time pur-

chased by the entire industry" and
maintain monthly ads in 35 nation-

al publications.

As for ad copy, Dietz thinks

"there should be more daring in

it." "Money, in advertising, is only

one thing," he elaborated. "The
copy has something to do with it

too. The public is a little tired of

the same old stufif—phony violence,

clinical clinches and . ads that are

laid out as if a chicken with ink on
his feet walked across the page."

Despite the hullabaloo over get-

ting on the video bandwagon,
Dietz wants to wait. "Motion pic-

tures have not yet gotten around
to using television for promotion.

They can afford to wait until tele-

vision gets greater circulation.

Using trailers on television, may be
dangerous as the television image
never looks as good as the motion
picture screen."

Stars' Place Is On the Screen
The current cry for more bush-

wacking by stars as a way of beat-

ing the drum, gets this answer
from the Metro topper: "As a wide-

spread policy it should be frowned 1

upon. The star's place is on the '

screen." :

DietZi however, does not have a

blanket; tabu against the practice.

He supplemented: "Personal ap-

pearances of stars for publicity on
openings has always been a good
promotional device. It is not al-

ways easy to do, as the ambition
of a studio is to keep its stars

working on the lot,, and sometimes
. a planned tour goes- awry because
of the inability of the star to make
the trip. However, on very big pic-

tures opening in special spots

there is more fitness to the cere-

mony when it asks for the pres-

ence of a star."
: Metro during its present 25th
anniversary "will make the strong-
est promotion bid in its: history,"

ad-pub chief said. "While it is im-
possible to fix budgets, it is esti-

mated that the minimum will be
the same as in 1948 (understood to

be $5,000,000) and the maximum
will vary depending on the caliber
of the pictures^ If the pictures are
great, ., the expenditure will be
greater."

Exhibs Should Help Spend
"Instead of interviewitig me as

the: theatres and say to them
to how much M-G-M is going to

. spend on its product," Dietz inter-

jected, "I think you should go to
*M-G-M has announced its most
important program. How much are
you Roing to spend promoting it?'

"Motion picture companies are
always forced to go out on a limb
because we have to start promot-
ing a picture and contract for
space before the film is proved at
the boxoffice. Theatres,: at least,
benefit by a chain reaction: They
know what it did in another city."

Wolta Partay!
Metro's flackery . over the :

weekend made a bid for a full

turnout of Ryans, O'Briens and
Goldbergs at Loew's State,

Broadway showcase, to greet
the world preem today (Wed.)
of "Take Me Out to the Ball
Game." Some 7,400 of the
three clans, all ihose: listed: in

the N. Y. telephone book, were
telephoned and advised that
the names Ryan, O'Brien and
Goldberg play a big ^ part in

the Metro musical.
The nickel-a-throw plug was.

pinned on . the film's^ tune
"O'Brien to Ryan to Goldberg:'^
Special telephone operators
were Miss Ryan, Miss O'Brien
and Miss Goldberg.

EYES POSSIBLE Goldwyn May Unload Own Studio

And Lease Space as He Needs It

U s Top Salaries

Cut 20%; Durbm s

$366198 Led 1948
Universal's economy moves in

the past year has slashed the com-
pany's top-bracket salaries by $1,-
866,739 and reduced its overhead
in that category to a total of $6,--

564,160 for the year. In saving it-

self some 20% of the wage nut, U
has reduced the number of persons
receiving $20,000 annually or more
to 103 from a high of 143 during
1947.

'

Cost-cutting operation by the
company were directed equally
against employees and officer-di-

rectors. U .paid 16 officer-direc-

tors $833,581 for the 12-month
stretch against $1,132,000 in the
previous stanza.

Screen actress Deanna Durbin
led all other U personnel in the
amount of pay she took home from
the company. Miss Durbin col-

lected $366,098 during U's fiscal

1948. She was trailed by Fredric
March who received $333,917 and
William Goetz, studio chief, whose
pay was $260,000.
As for 11 other Universal top-

pers, while their contracts expired
Dec. 31, 1947, the board voted ex-
tensions pending renegotiations^

Each of these 11 also have percen-;

tage-sharing deals on net profits.

(Continued on page 22)

Despite the attempts of 20thTFox
to maintain its theatre holdings
in current peace talks with the
Dept. of Justice,: the company is

losing np time in getting the pro-
duction-distribution end of its busi-

ness in as good a position as pos-
sible. Thus, if it is eventually
forced to divest most of its thea-

tres (as Paramount and RKO have
recently done) ; 20th plans to have
the production-distrib. branch well-

heeled enough to carry oft full-

speed ahead.
That premise is backed up by

several factors, chief among which
j

are the. record number of new con-
[

tracts sold and playdates- booked 1

so far this year. Sales veepee Andy
W. Smith, Jriv disclosed this week
that during the first nine weeks of

1949, 82.84% more contracts on
new films were sold than for the
same period last year. In addition.

Smith said, during the same nine
weeks, feature bookings on ; new
product reached a peak running
89.13% over last year. He also

revealed that "Snake Pit," in re-

lease since November, has aver-

aged three-and-a-half weeks in the

174 key cities where it has played
so far.

Exact amount of the rentals 20th
will receive from the record activi-

ty of its distrib branch won't be
available until' all the figures are

in. It is expected, however, that

the company's first quarter earn-
ings, based on these rentals, will

be the highest in years. This fact,

coupled with a steady upsurge in

production activities at the studio,

indicates the company's attempt to

oil its production-distrib branch
and, incidentally, its optimism for

the future, no matter miat the out-

come of a consent decree.
Under stepped-up studio plans,

nearly a dozen films are currently
being readied for early shooting.

These include "12 O'clock High,"
starring Gregory Peck and which
Henry King will direct; Clifton

Webb in "21 Bow Street," story of

(Continued on page 22)

Popkin Drops 3 Pix
Hollywood, March 8.

Harry Popkin is revising his pro-
duction program downward by
dropping three story i properties,

"The Carnation Kid," "The Phony"
and 'IFrancis." The last' named
was grabbed by U-I.

Understood the revision is the
result of the $900,000 expenditure
on "Impact.": Popkin's future
budgets will be $500,000 or under.

TOA Joins in Nixing Full

Rentals on Industry Pix

TRESHMAN' SNOWBALLS

INTO ALL-STATE NEWS
Boomer, Okla., March, 8.

Twentieth-Fox's ballyhoo stunt
for "Mother Is a Freshman," which
calls for the selection of a "Miss
Freshman"! in 16 colleges through-
out the country, is paying off with
unexpected return^ -at the Univ.' of:

Oklahoma. By working tieins with
local retailers, 20th has arranged a

jackpot prize for the Oklahoma
winner, with awards including $500
worth of clothes, a Ford convert-
ible, free permanents for a year,

etc., which already total over $10,-

000 in value.
As a result, the college daily

newspaper has given the contest
front-page publicity for the last

UMW MOVES IN ON

PHILLY USHERS ROW
Philadelphia, March 8.

The United Mine Workers has
moved in on the theatre ushers
union squabble, which has left film
house staffs here without an or-
ganlzatiotf and a working contract
smce last August.
Angelo J. Cefalo, organizer for

District 50, UMW, claimed to have
hned up some 500 of the theatre
employees following an early
morning rally yesterday (7). Ce-

.
falo estimated another 350 employ-
ees of the 80 theatres affected
jvould join UMW's catch-all Dis-
trict 50

, before the final question
went to a State Labor Relations
Board election. The Internationa]
Alliance of Theatrical and Stage
Employees, which originally repre-
sented the employees, and an in-
aependent union will be the op-
position slater on the ballot

Informal poll taken by the Thea-
tre Owners of America of its execu-

tive committee members has re-

sulted in a recommendation to turn
' a7d"both thTAsVociated

down a distnbs request for full-
p,,g,j. united Press are filing

scale renta s on the series of public
,] words daily on the stunt,

relations shorts made as a Motion
pinajists are being' judged today . „,„ _„

Picture Assn. of America project. (Tygg , vimrxer will be
^"^^^ is also on the agenda

While TOA committeemen were crowned at a special preem of the !

divided on (he quesUon, most of
fiim Thurs. (10) at the Boomer the-

| Yafnc C\\ae PJv Volnn
the;n plugged for renewed negoti-

^^^^ universitv town. :
UlCS FIX ffllUe

TOA to Circulate

Info OD Pix B.O.

Among Members
Theatre Owners of Americaj

which started off as an exhib or-
ganization- without concern on
trade practices, is taking another
giant step away from that stand.
Within the next few weeks, TOA
will inaugurate a system for the
exchange of information on how
well particular pictures do in vari-

ous situations; Plan which in some
respects resembles the National
Allied Caravan exchange of info
comes up for final approval at an
executive committee meet to be
held within the next couple of-

weeks. . - .
.

Nattonal TOA org would set it-

self up as the information - center.
It would compile the data coming
in from all TOAers in the field and
then see to it that the dope is sent
out in the form of letters to every
exhib member of the group's lo-
cals.

The idea, it is said, was orig-
inally proposed by Arthur Lock-
wood, TOA president, and has been
given, the blessings of other offir

cials. Exhibs sending in their re-

ports on each film would bracket
it as excellent; good, fair, etc. TOA
is particularly anxious to obtain
information from members in
towns of 25i000 or under.

Allied's Caravan also circulates
information how well each film
does. Its main purpose, however,
is to advise its subscribers what
terms on films are being paid by
exhibs in other situations.

Exec -meeting .will also discuss
current television developments
and attempt to get projects on
large-screen video started. TOA's
tele committee, headed by Mitchell
Wolfson and Walter Reade, Jr.,

will be on hand for the talks. Com-
mittee intends attending a confab
of the Society of Motion Picture
Engineers, set for April 4-5, which
will concentrate on television.

Ironing out of the differences
with National Screen Service on
trailers; discussions of a uniform
arbitration plan; and of the indus-
try's public relations shorts pro-

Hollywood, March 8.

Samuel Goldwyn, who has op-
erated his own, studio for many
years, may step out when his pres-
ent lease is up Nov. 1 and rent lot
space as he needs it, similar to the
operation of most other indie pro-
ducers. Purpose, of coursej would
be to trim overhead.
Producer found no trouble main-

taining his ovra studio when space
was: scarce and there were plenty
of indies around seeking rental fa-
cilities. That's not the case now,
however, and the Goldwyn lot, on
which the producer wound up
shooting his own "Roseanna Mc-
Coy" a few weeks ago, will be dark
until he begins tensing again in
July. That: puts a terrific oVei>
head load on him.
To put the studio into use, Gold-

wyn has on a limited scale begun
to compete with other rental lots
in offering, deferments and financ-
ing to indies. His first such deal
was $100,000 in credits which he
allowed the Sam Bischoff-George
Raft unit for their United Artists
production, "Outpost in Morocco/'
His recent negotiations with Wil-
liam Skirball and Bruce Manning
were different in that Goldwyn
and they would actually be in part-
nership, but the purpose was the
same—to get production into the
studio.

Goldwyn's plans regarding the
studio will hinge partially on the
outcome of current court proceed- -
ings in which he is engaged with
Mary

. Pickford, who is his partner
in ownership of the property. She
owns a fractional percentage more
stock than he, giving her control,
and wants to sell it. Price she

'

wants, however, , is prohibitive of a
sale. Goldwyn maintains, and so
the partners have asked the court
to set a fair value. Hearing is due
within a few days.

There's a possibility, if a sale is

agreed on, that Goldwyn may con-
tinue to rent space on the lot from
the new owner when his current
lease expires in November. Inci- ;

dentally, Goldwyn has bought out
the third partner in the. property.
Lady Sylvia Ashley, Douglas Fair-
banks? widow. Since she is living
in England, he purchased her in-
terest with frozen sterling he had
blocked there.

Producer plans to visit Europe
in April for a general look-see and
then go to work on a big program
in July. First pic will probably be
"Illinois Incident," with which he

'

hopes to start a major buildup of '

his juve Stan Gigi Perreau. Others :

on the slate are "Earth and High
Heaven," "Commencement," "The
Goldwyn Girls," a yarn on Annap-
olis, a story on a New York police-
man and some other ideas on
which he has writers at work.

ations to bring down the price;
Activities here will be covered

asked- Revolt of large circuit op-
i,y ^ 22-station Oklahoma radio

erators brought on a recent with-
; network, and Gov. Roy J. Turner is

drawal of the first of the series,
^
gg^g^uig^ attend, in company

"Let's Go to the Movies, by RKO,
; ^jji, g group of civic dignitaries,

pic's producer.
I
Campaigns in each of the 16

As Competish for TV
Hollywood, March 8.

Pix can meet video competition
by paying greater attention lo pro:

Rep Skips Divvy
Board ' meet of Republic last

more in entertainment value,
penny-for-penny, dollar-for-dollar,

than any other form of mass en-
tertainment," Herbert J. Yates
declared at a meeting , with Re--

public studio Toppers.
He expressed optimism regarding

the foreign market. Naturally
Europe has a long way to go, but
when it gradi.ally regains a greater

-^ael Sum^an, TOA's exec direc-
1 ^ehooT meanwhrre, "are \o "be cU-

tor, will meet with a four-man I jnaxed vvith selection of a ''MiSS
group headed by Robert Mochrie, AU-American Freshman," the win
kRKO sales chief, this week. Sulli- to get a free trip to Hollywood,
van is expected to reiterate a re-

quest that distribs charge $1 per

reel in houses over 500 seats and
50c. in houses under. Some com-

j
promise may be reached.

i ,

' TOA poll showed that exhibs be- week failed to take action on the

l iieve the distiibs would make : a i
company's preferred stock divi-

,

' healthy profit on the j-eels if stand- j dend. Skipped divvy would ordi- ,
percentage of productivity, there

' ard rentals were Charged.' One ^ nariiy be paid April 1. .; will . be. an increased demand for

I exhib pointed out that he would .
Rep has previously passed pre- i American pictures and lessening of

I have to pay close to $500 in his ferred dividends payable Oct. 1. restrictions m
I

I

I TrVin" the" U. s" played the' shorts ^ J. Yates, company prez, said Rep tor the worst and hope for the

because of concerted industry re- 1 would apply all funds not required ; best. It is on this
,
note that Re-

quests, he argued, distribs would in normal operations towards liqui-
j

public is continuing a forward

pile Up an unfair profit. 1 dating bank loan*. |
policy of production.

1. . .Ik . >JI 11 . '<i,r»'->l.i 5 ;
'!

YATES' $173,613 FROM

REP; lOOG STILL DUE
Herbert J* Yates, Republic's

president and board chairman; was

:

the top-paid official and employee
of the company during fiscal 1948,
receiving $173,613 for the period.
Of the sum, $100,000 accrued to
Yates but has been unpaid in ac-
cordance with his wishes.
Producer Frank Borzage held

second spot with take-home pay of
$166,000. Included in this figure
was $31,934 in the form of a prof-
it-sharing cut. Actors John Wayne
and Nelson : Eddy shared third
notch with $125,000 apiece.

Entire nut to 32 employees who
were paid over $20,000 annually •

each : came : to $1,664,224. Salaries

,

slotted for 15 officer-directors

toted to $377,084. This sum- in-

cludes the $100,000 accumulated by
Yates under his March 1, IQiS em-
ployment contract but still unpafdi..

pay close to $500 in his ferred dividends payable Oct. i. restrictions on quotas and blocked

! town for showings at nine first-^run 1948 and Jan. 2, 1949. In its an- funds, the only way any of us can
' houses; If practieally every thea- nual report for fiscal '48, Herbert remain in business is to prepare

RKO Adds 5 More
Hollywood, March 8.

RKO's 1949 production program,
originally pegged at 13 features,

has been upped to 18. \ V
Currently only two productions

are active, "Love is Big Business"
and "The Big Steal."
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NATIONWIDE FUROREI
Did you see Life Magazine's double^

spread photo of M-0-M*s G>ast Con-

ference with all the might of Its stars

and production genius gathered together

before the press correspondents of the

world i Just part of a nationwide deluge

of publicityl M-G-M leads the industry

forward into a new golden era of show-

manship and security]

Nothing like it in the entire

history of our industry! The
nation knows that film business

is on the march, spearheaded

by the Roaring Lion! Read the

amazing list of product on next

page either completed or in

work That's M-G-M's Prosperity

Plan told in courageous and

optimistic action! Join!
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Holdovers Hold Back LA.; 'Cover-Up

lid $20,000, 'Green Hair' Bright 44G;

'Smith' Sharp 3/^ 'Wives' M, U
Los Angeles, March 8.

Only two new- bills this session
so overall total is moderate. "Boy
With Green Hair" took off strongly
over.the weekend, shaping up to
nifty $44,000 in five theatres. Other
newcomer, "Gover-Up," looks mild
$20,000 in four houses.
Among the holdovers, "Whisper-

ing Smith" is out in front at sturdy
$29,500 in second frame, two Para-
mount houses. Four-theatre unit
'is givihg "Letter to Three Wives"
an okay second stanza, at. $39,000.
Combo of "Johnny Belinda" and
''Sierra Madre," on return dates,

"is'down tO:$22,000 In second: round,
three situations. "So Dear to
Heart" is okay $22,500 in two spots,
second week. Second week of
''Paisan," at upped scale, is hearty
$11,000 while "Red Shoes" is smart
$9,500 in 10th.
Following estimates show &nly

hey theMre^ in each firstnLwimit^ ;

Estimates for This Week
Downtown (WB) (1,757; 60-$l)—

"Johnny Belinda" (WB) and
"Treasure Sierra Madre" (WB) (2d
wk). Fair $10,000. Last week,
Qkay $14,800.

- Downtown- Mnsic Hall (Prin-Cor)
(902; 55-$l)-^"Cover-Up" (UA)
Medium $10,000. Last week, "Girl

, From Manhattan" (UA), dim $5,-
100.
Fine Arts (FWC)' (679; $1.20-

$2,40)—"Red Shoes" (EL) (10th
wk). Nifty $9,500. Last week, $9,-
800.

El Rey ^(FWC) (861; 85-$1.25)—
i

"Paisan" (Indie) (3d wk). Into'
tHird; frame today (Tues.) after
hearty $11,000 on.second.

Four Star (UA-WC) (900; $1.20-
$2.40)—"Hamlet" (U) (19th wk).
Good $6,000. Last week, $6,700.

Loew's (Loews-WC) (2,404; 60-
$1)—"Letter Three Wives" (20th)
(2dwk). Mild $13,000. Last week,
and "Henry, Rainmaker" (Mono)
$19,400.

Los Angeles (D'town-WC) (2 ,097

;

60-,$!)—"Kissing Bandit" (M-G)
and "Act Violence" (M-G) (2d wk).
Pair $12,000. Last week, okay $20;-
700.

Orpheum (D'town-WC) (2,210;
60-$l)—"Boy Green Hair" (RKO)
and. "Gun Smugglers" (RKO).
Sturdy $18,000. Last week, "Stage-
coach" (Indie) and "Long Voyage
Home" (Indie) (reissues) (9 days),
$15,400.

Palace (Dtown) (1,191; $1-$1.80)
—"Joan Arc" (RKO) (11th wk).
Okay $4,000. Last Week, $4,200.
Paramount (F&M) (3,398; 60-$l)

•—^"Whispering Smith" (Par) and
"Dynamite'' (Par) (2d wk). Stout
$18,000. Last week, big $28,800.
RKO Hillstreet (RKO) (2,890;

50-80)—"So Dear to Heart" (RKO)
and "Clay Pigeon" (RKO) (2d wk).
Slow $11,000. Last week, fair
$16,200.

United Artists (UA) (2,100; 60-
$1)—"Walking Hills" (Col) and
"Song India" (Col) (2d wk).
About $8,500. Last week, pleasant
$13,900.

I

Laurel (Rosener) (890; $1 .20)—
"Symphonic Pastoi-ale" (Indie)
<ljth wk). Steady $2,500. Last
week, $2,700.

'John* Okay $12,000 In

Omaha; 'Island' Lush lOG
Omaha, March 8.: '

"John Loves Mary" at Paramount
is standout new film here this ses-
sion. However,"Unknown Island",
is doing comparatively as well at
Omaha; Weather is helping biz all

over town. '

,
• .

Estimates for Tfaist Week
Paramount (Tristates) (2,800; 16-

65)— "John Loves Mary" (WB).
Okay $12,000. Last week, "Com-
mand Decision" (M-G) (2d wk), nice
$10,500.
Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 16-

65)—"Don't Trust Husband" (UA)
and "The Flame" (Rep). Fair $11,-
500. Last week, "Girl From Man-
hattan". (UA) with Tex Beneke orch
on stage, good '$20j0OO at 20-80c
'SCfll6t

Omaha (Tristates) (2,100; 16-65)
—"Unknown Island" (FG) and "For
You I Die" (FC). Fancy $10,000.
Last week,"Paradine Case" (SRC)
and "Open Secret" (EL), $11,000,
and over hopes.
Brandeis (RKO) (1,500; 76^$1.25)

"Joan of Arc" (RKO) (3d wk). Nifty
$8,000. Last week, great $12,000.

State (Goldberg) (865; 16-65)—
"Chicken Every Sunday" (20th) and
"The Judge"' (FC). Trim $5,000.
Last week "Walked By Night" (EL)
and "Trouble Makers" (Mono), $4,-
000.

'SMITH' SOLID $18,000

DESPITE PORT. STRIKE
Portland, Ore., March 8.

"Whispering Smith" at Para-
mount and Oriental is coining real
dough despite two week-old news-
paper strike here. "Command De-
cision" also is faring well.

Estimates for This week
Broadway (Parke*) (1,832; 50-85)

—"Don't Trust Husband" (UA) and
"Valiant Hombre" (UA). Big $10.-

. 500. Last week, "Rogues' Regi-
ment" (Ul) and "Angel On Ama-<
ZOT\": (Rep), sock $12,700.

Oriental (H-E) (2,000; 50-85)—
^Whispering Smith" (Par) ahd
"Dynamite" (Par), day-date with
Pp'-flmount. Solid $6,000: Last
v 'c. "Letter Three Wives" (20th)
ar 'Trouble Preferred" (20th),
$.'; 00.

Orpheum (H-E) (1,750; 50-85)—
"Walked By Night" (EL) and "Last
Wild Horses" (SG). Slim $4,500.
Last week,"Letter Three Wives"
(20th) and "Trouble Preferred"
(20th), big $9,500.
Paramount (H-E) (3,400; 50-85)—

"Whispering Smith" (Par) and
"Dynamite" (Par), also Oriental.
Big $12,000. Last week, "Accused"
(Par) and "Hatter's Castle" (Par),
okay $9,000.

United Artists (Parker) (895; 50-
85)—"Command Decision" (M-G).
Excellent $11,000. Last week, "Bed
Ppny" (Rep), $7,000.

'Walked'FastliiG

In D.C.;'James 8G
Washington, March 8.

Another humdrum week, with
biz about average at most down-
town houses. Big noise is being
made by "Paisans'' terrific at
Trans-Lux. "Walked by Night"
and:"Jesse James" alsoi.look nice.

Estimates for Altis Week"
Capitol (Loew's) (2,434; 44-80)—

"The Bribe" (M-G), plus vaude.
Nice $24,000. Last week, "Com-
mand Decision" (M-G) (2d wk),
$20,000. :

Dupont (Lopert) (376; $1.20-
$2.40)—"Red Shoes" (EL) (9th wk).
Satisfying $4,500 in final week
here after 11-week run at National,
making 20 weeks downtown. Last
week, $4,000.

Keith's (RKO) (1,939; 44-80)

—

"Dear to My Heart" (RKO). Brisk
$13,000. Last week,"Rogues'
Regiment" (U), $12,000.
MetropolUan (WB) (1,163; 44-74)

^"Shot Jesse James" (SG). Nice
$8,000 for this firstrun. Last week,
"Dark Past" (Col), oke $7,000.
- National (Heiman) (1,600; 44-74)
—"Return of October" (Col) (2d
wk). Firm $8i000 after $10,000
opener.

Palace (Loew's) (2,370; 44-74)—
"Family Honeymoon" (U) (2d wk).
Fine $14,000, Last week ,$18,000.
Playhouse (Lopert) (432; 50-85)

—"Symphonic Pastorale" (Indie)
(3d wk). Down to $3,500 after
slow $4,000 last week.
Warner (WB) (2,154; 44-74)—

"Walked by Night" (EL). Strong
$16,000. Last week, "Whispering
Smith" (Par), sock $20,000, and
over hopes.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (650; 44-80)—

"Paisan" (Indie). ~ Smash $14,000,
huge for this small spot. Last
week, "Enchantment" (RKO) (10th
Wk), $4i200 in &

"

'Married' Torrid $17,000,

Toronto; Xommand' 16G
Toronto, March 8.

"Command Decision" and "Every
Girl Should Be Married" are split-
ting the big coin here this week,
with all major firstruns currently
doing exceptional business.

Estimates for This Week
Downtown (20th Cent) (1,050;

35-60)—"Chicken Every Sunday"
(20th) and "Arthur Takes Cover"
(20th). Big $7,000. Last week,
"Whiplash" (WB) and "Racing
Luck" (20th) (2d wRs), big $3,800
in 3 days.

Imperial (FP) (3,373; 36^66)—
"Every Girl Married" (RKO).
Smash $17,000. Last week, "Man
From Colorado" (Col), isatisfactorv
$11,000.
Loew's (Loew) (2,096; 36-66)

—

"Command Decision" (M-G). Ter-
rific $16,000- Last week, "3 God-

(Continudd on page 20)

'Command' Lusty $20,000,

Buft.; 'Smith' Wham 21G
Buffalo, March 8. •

Big news this week is the smash
trade being garnered by "Command
Decision" and "Whispering Smith,"
at Buffalo and Lakes respectively.

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Loew's) (3,500; 40-70)—

"Command Decision" (M-G). Sock
$20,000. Last week, "Letter Three
Wives" (20th), $16,500.

Great Lakes (Par) (3,400; 40-70)

-"Whispering Smith" (Par). Wow
$21,000 or near. Last week, "John
Loves Mary" (WB), $11,500 in 6
days. ;

Hipp (Par) (2,100; 40-70) —
"Chicken Every Sunday" (20th).

Fine $10,000 or over. Last week,
'IBelle Starr's Daughter" (20th)
and "Creeper" (20th), $9,500.

Lafayette (Basil) (3.000; 40-70)—
"Slightly French" (Col) and
"Jungle Jim" (Col). Mild $9,500.
Last week, "Fighting O'Flynn" (U)
and "Strange Mrs. Crane" (EL)
(9 days), nice $15,000.
Century (20th Cent) (3,000; 40-

70)—"Enchantment" (RKO^ and
"Clay Pigeon" (RKO). Trim $14,-
500. Last week, "Boy Green Hair"
(RKO) and "Gun Smugglers"
(RKO) (9 days), $15,000.

'Wives' Wows Cleve at

24G, 'Smith' Loud 22G,

'By Night' Speedy 21G
Cleveland, March 8.

What "Letter to Three Wives" is

doing for the Palace is something
to write home about. Outlook is
for two weeks. ''Whispering
Smith" is loud at State and Hipp's
"He Walked by Night'! are getting
just a normally good play;

Estimates for This Week
Allen (WB) (3,057; 55-70)—-

"Dark Past" (Col), Exciting $13,-
000. Last week, "Fighting O'Flynn"
(U) $14,000.

Esquire (Community) (700; 75-
$2.40)—"Red Shoes" (EL) (11th
wk). Still dancing on air at $8,500
after last- week's $d,000.
Hipp (Warner) (3,465; 55-70)—

"Walked By Night" (EL). Big
$21,000. Last week, "John LOves
Mary" (WB), $19,500.

Ohio (Loew's) .. (1,244; 55-70)—
"Long Voyage Home" (UA) and
"Stagecoach" (UA) (re 1 s s u e s).
Stout $8,000. Last week, "Shot
Jesse James" (SG) (2d wk), oke
$5,500.

Palace (RKO) (3,284; 55-70)—
"Letter Three Wives" (20th). Socko
$24,000, and may hold. Last
week, "Joan of Arc" (RKO) (Vh
wk), excellent $11,500. ,

State (Loew's) (3,450; 55-7'0)—
"Whispering Smith" (Par.) Smash
$22,000. Last week,"Command
Decision" (M-G) (2d wk), fine $16,-
000 in 6 days.

'Moon' Not High $12,000,

L'viUe; 'Island' Hot SG
Louisville, March 8.

Plenty of new product here this
week, and biz is brisk in most sit-
uations. "Unknown Island" is a
winner at Strand for best biz in
several weeks. Gene Krupa band
is helping "Sword of Avenger"
at National to fairish week.

Estimates for This Week
Mary Anderson (People's) (1,000'

45-65)—"John Loves Mary" (WB).
Looks big $6,000 last week, "Set
York" (WB) (reissue) (2d wk), oke
$4,000.

National (Standard) (2,400; 50-
85)—"Sword of Avenger" (EL) and

Krupa orch onstage. Fairish
$10,000 or less. Last week, "Killer
At Large" (EL) and Hawaiian Par-
adise ReVue on stage split with
Smokey Mountain Mielody:' (Col)
and Grand Ole Opry Cowboy on-
stage, $8,000.

<*lo"rt'* Ave.) (3,000; 45-

SS-'r" Moon" (RKO) and
Jhe Pearl" (RKO). Medium $12°

,
Last week, "Snake Pit" (20th),

sock $17^000.
..State (Loew's) (3,000; 45-65) —
"Cnss Cross" (U) and "Racine
Luck'- __(Col) Modest $13,Oo" Last
week, "Sun Gomes Up" (M-G) and
"High Fury" (Col), $12,000
Strand (FA) (1,000; 45-65)—"Un-known Island" (FC) and "The

Judge" (FC). Solid $8,000. Last
.'?;?^'^'

. YS^^*. Touch" (RKO) and
"Variety Time" (RKO), mild $5,000

lliley' Preem in Cinc^ Great $17,500;

'Witch' Wow 18G, 'Juan' Sweet IIG

Estimates Are Net
Film gross estimates as re-

ported herewith from the vari-
ous key cities, are net, i.e

.

without the 20% tax. Distribu-
tors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net in-
come.
The parenthetic admission

prices, however, as indicated,
include the U, S. amusement
tax.

Key City Grosses

Estimated Total Grom :

This Week $2,786,000
(Based ori 24 cities, 204

Wieotres, ehie/li/ rtrst runs, in-

cluding! N. Y.).

Total Gross Same Week
Last Year $2,691,000
(Based on 22 cities, 202

theatres )

.

ISfluith'B^ Noise

brpitt,$aooo
Pittsburgh, March 8.

"Whispering Smith" is big noise
this week at the Penn, with strong
session in prospect. "John Loves
Mary" is not too stout at the Stan-^

ley but "Letter To Three Wives"
shapes nicely at Harris.

Estimates for This Week
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 44-76) —

"Enchantment" (RKO). Shapes
weak at around $9,000. Last week;
"Criss Cross" (U) (2d wk), nice
$7,000.

Harris (Haf-ris) (2,200; 44-76)--
"Letter Three Wives" (20thK
Started slowly but should reach
fairly fine $14,000. Last week,
"Chicken Every Sunday" (20th),

$12,000.

Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 44-76)
—"Whispering Smith" (Par). Big
noise in town currently with re-
sounding $23,000 or near. Likely
holds. Last week, "Command De-
cision" (M-G) (2d wk), $12,000 in
6 days.

Stanley (WB) (3,800; 44-76) —
"John Loves Mary" (WB). Modest
$16,000. Last week, "He Walked
By Night" (EL), $17,000.
Warner (WB) (2,000; 44-76) ^

"Walked By Night" (EL) (m.o.).
Nice $6,500. Last week, "Joan of
Arc" (RKO) (4th wk), fancy $11,000
in 8 days with upped scale.

K.C. Better; 'Wives' Fat

At $17,000, 'Jesse James'

Nifty $6,000, 'John' IIG
Kansas City, March 8.

Film offerings are good to strong
all along theatre row, with trace
of spring helping. "Letter To
Three Wives" in Fox Midwest 3-
house combo shapes fine. World
preem of "I Sliot Jesse James" at
Esquire will be hangup.

Estimates for This Week
Apollo (Fox Midwest) (1,037;

$l,20-$2.40)—"Hamlet" U) (3d wk).
Oke $5,000. Last week, slowed to
$5,500.

E.SQuire (Fox Midwest) (820; 45-
65)—"I Shot Jesse James" (SG)
and "Highway 13" (SG). With
James" on world preem bally,

going to nifty $6,000, and po.ssible
second week. Last week, "Chicken
Every Sunday" (20th) and "Night
Wind" (20th) (m.o.), $3,000.
Midland (Loew's) (3,500; 45-65)

—"The Bribe" (M-G) and "Girl
from Manhattan" (UA). Mild
$14,000. Last week, "Command
Decision" (M-G) and "Piccadilly
Incident" (M-G) (2d wk), $10,000 in
6 days.
Orpheum (RKO) (1,900; 45-65)—

"i? " Loves Mary" (WB) and
Flaxy Martin" (WB). Fair $11,000
Last week, "Joan of Arc" (RKO)
(4th wk), strong $10,000 at $1.25
top.- .

.

..-.fwamount (Par) (1,900;, 45-65)—
Whispering Smith" (Par) (2d wk).

$Sooo
•

..J??*''x^°"'"W00d) (900; 45-65)—
York" (UA) and

fl?^f /"F Switch to new
films looks average $3,500. Last

"T^^^'„ v^*^^^'^",?'^**"
<I"die) andLong Voyage Home" (Indie) (re-

Issues), $4,000.
,,T«»wer- Uptown -Fairway (Pox
Midwest) (2,100; 2,043; 700; 45-65)— Letter Three Wiv6<i" fMthv

K"Vt?>T- I-^tTelk, 'Scriss
Cross' (U), average $12,000,

Goldwyn Inks Robson

n/r , T, .
Hollywood, March 8.Mark Robson signed a five-year

director contract with Samuel
Goldwyn, with the privilege of do-mg one outside picture per year

First assignment under the hew
pact IS "Illinois Incident," co-star-
ring Dana Andrews and Gigj Per-
reau.

Cincinnati, March 8.
• "Wake of Hed Witch," a hotsy
town topper, is being elosely fol-
lowed by smash Hollywood-hypoed
world preem of "Life of Riley t
These two alone will give appreci-
able lift to biz general^ this round
"Dou, Juan" also is lively. "Red
Shoes" is bowing favorably at tiny
suburban Guild. . ^

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 55-75)-;

"Wake of Red Witch" (Rep). Hot.sy
$18,000.

;
Last week, "Fighting

O'Flynn" (U), moderate $11,000
Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 55-75)—

"Don Juan" (WB). Pleasing $11,;
000. Last week, "Joan of Arc"
(RKO) (4th wk), okay $7,50O at 76-
$1.25 scale.

Grand <RKO) (1,400; 55-75)—
"Life of Riley" (U). Smash $17,500
on world preem in hometown of
Procter & Gamble, sponsor af radio
show of same tag.: William Bendix,
and others of screen and air casts
on hand for rollicking special open-
ing at $10 top. Raised $5,200 for
Children's Home. Film got rousing
reviews locally. Holds. Last week,
"Unknown Island" (FC), 6 days,
perky $8,500.
vGuild (Indie) (278; $l.?0-$2.40)

—

"Red Shoes" (U). Encouraging $4,-

500 with buildup expected via top
ratings by Cincy crix. Last week,'
"Hamlet" (U) (10th wk), same
scale. $3,000.

Keith's (City Inv.) (1,542; 55-75)
—"Act of Murder" (U). So-sO $6,-

500. Last week, ''Kissing Bandit"
(M-G) (2d wk), $7,000.

Palace (RKO) (2,600; 55-75)—
"Command Decisios" (M-G) (2d
wk). Good $11,000 In wake of $21,^
000 bow.

Sliubert (RKO) (2,100; 76-$1.25)
—"Joan of Artr" (RKO) (m.o.). So-
so $5,000 for fifth downtown week.
Last week, "Letter Three Wives''
(20th) (m:o.), at 55-75 scale, pleas-
ing $5,500.

Lorre Lifts 'Past' Nice

$16,000 in Balto; 'Riley'

IIG, 'Honeymoon' Big 17G
Baltimore, March 8.

Trade remains fairly steady here;
with good response for "Family
Honeymoon" at Loew's Century
and "Chicken Every Sunday" at
New. "Life of Riley" looks lively
at Keiths.

Estimates for This Week
Century (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 20-

60)-^"FamiIy Honeymoon" (U>.
Sturdy $17,000. Last week, "Com-
mand Decision" (M-G) (2d wk),
$11,200.
Hippodrome (Rappaport)' (2,240;

20-70)—"Dark Past" (Col) plus'
vaude headed by^ Peter Lorre. Pay-
ing off nicely at $16,000. Last
week, "Tarzan's. Fountain" (RKO)
plus vaude headed by new Tarzan,
Lex Barker, $13^900.

Keith's (Sehailberger) (2,460; 20-
60)—"Life of Riley" (U). Lively
$11,000 or over looms. Last week,
"Crlss Cross" (U), Only $12,200 in

11 days.
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 20-65) —

"Countess Monte Cristo" (U). Over
average $8,000. Last week, "Red
Witch" (Rep), nice $5,400 for sixth
Week of record run.
New (Mechanic) (1,800; 20-60)—

"Chicken Every Sunday" (20th).
Good $13,000. Last week, "Sea in
Ships" (20th) (2d wk), okay $8,000.

Stanley (WB) (3,280; 25-75) —
"Sgt. York" (WB), (reissues). Fair-
ish $8,500. Last week, "Whispering
Smith" (Par) (2d wk), fine $8,600.
Town (Rappaport) (1,500; 35-65)

"Enchantment" (RKO) (2d wk).
Holding well at good $11,000 after
first round built to $13,300.

'Canadian' Lively $11,000,

Seattle; 'Heart' 6G, 3d
Seattle, March 8.

Holdovers again hold down the
major spots. Orpheum's "Canadi-
an Pacific," launched with - plenty
of bally shapes solid. Also stout
is "Dark Past" at Coliseum. Other-
wise, biz is quiet.

Estimates for This Week '

Blue Mouse (H-E) (800; 50-84W
"Letter Three Wives" (20th) and
"Shockproof" (Col) (4th wk). Good
$4,000 in 8 days. Last week, $4,800.

Coliseum (H-E) (1,877; .50-84)—

"Dark Past" (Col) and "Slightly
French" (Col). Solid $9,000. Last
week, "Sea in Ships" (20th) and
"Jungle Jim" (Col) (2d wk), nice

$7,300.
Fifth Avenue (H-E) (2,349; 50-

84)— "Command Decision" (M-G
and "Ladies of Chorus" (Col) (3d

(Continued on page 20)^
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Lent Putting Dent in Chi, But John

With WeMascals $55101 Tatlock'

$16M'BanditmeyUnit45G,2d
Chicago^ March 8.

Lent is really puttlnjf' a dent in

Chi Loop biz, with first four days of,

last week also way off. Trade picked

up a little Friday, but pre-spring

weather over the weekend didn't

help much. Best opener appears

to be "John Loves Mary" at Chi-

cago with Lawrence Welfc band and
Harmonica Rascals on stage at

very fine at $55i000. Grand's "Act
of Violence" looks okay $13^000.

"Tatlock's Million" at State-Lake

is nearing minor $16,000. "Walk-
iiie Hills" at United Artists also is i

barely fair with $14,000. "State'

Department-File No, 649" at Gar-
rick might hit neat $8,000.

Estimates for This Week
Apollo (B&K) (1,400; $1.20-$2.40)

—"Hamlet" (U) (15th wk). Neat
$8,000. Last week, $8,700.

Chicaso (B&K) (3,900; 50-98)—
"John Loves Mary" (WB) plus Har-
monica Rascals and Lawrence
Welk orch onstage. Fine $55,000.

Last week, "Don Juan" (WB) with
Mills Bros. (2d wk), fine $45,000.

Garrick (B&K) (900; 50-98)—
"State Department-File No. 649"

(FC) and "Alaska Patrol" (FC).

Trini $8,000. Last week, "Valley of
Giants" (WB) and "Background to

Danger" (WB) (reissues) (2d wk)

,

$5,000.

Grand
"Act of
$13,000.

Broadway Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week $545,000
(Based on IC tHeatres)

Last Year ... . $685,000
: (Bose4 on 23 tfieatm)

(RKO) (1,500; 50-98)-^
Violence" (M-G). Okay
Last week, "China Sky"

and "Valley of Sun" (RKO) (re-

issues) (2d wk), $9,000.

Oriental (Essaness) (3,400; 50-98) „. eionnn
—"Kissing Bandit" (M-G) with Ar- i

^^^MW

Carle Ups 'Alasb'

Hot $24,000, Indpls.

Indianapolis/' March, 8.

. Public is shopping plenty here
this week, firstrun biz ranging
from good to thin. Frankie Carle
band is. helping .''Alaska Patrol"
to hefty take at Circle. "Wate of
Red Witch" at Indiana and "Sun
Comes Up" at Loew's are okay.

Estimates for This Week
Circle (Gamble^DoUe) (2,800; 60-

90)—"Alaska Patrol" (FC) with
Frankie Carle orch, others, on-
stage. Hot $24,000. Last week,
"Henry, Rainmaker" (Mono) with
Eddy Duchin orch, Janis' Paige,
$23,000. . ,

Indiana , (G-D) (3,300; 44-65) —
"Wake Red* Witch" (Rep). Nice
$13,000. Last week,. VYellow Sky"
(20th) and "Miss Mink 1949" (20th),

thur Godfrey Talent Scouts unit
onstage (2d wk). Solid $45,000.
Last week, big $55,000.

Palace (RKO) (2,500; 50-98)—
"Back to Bataan" (RKO) and "Ma-
rine Raiders'' (RKO) (reissue). Fair
$13,000 in 6 days. Last week,
"Figliting O'Flynn" (U) and "Clay
Pi.geon" (RKO), $14,000.

Bialto (Indie) (1,700; 50-98)—
"Wake Red Witch" (Rep) (m.o.) and
"Homicide Three" (Rep). Modest
$11,500 in 8 days. Last week, "In-
visible Ray" (U) . and "Invisible
Woman" (U) (reissues), $10,500.

RooseveU (B&K) (1,500; 50-98)—
^'Siren of Atlantis" (UA) and ^'Rosc
of Yukon". (Rep) (2d wk). Tidy
$10,000. Last week, $14,000.

Selwyn (Shubert) (1,000; $1.20-
$2.40)—"Red Shoes" (EL) (11th
wk). Holding Well at $13,000. Last
week, $14,000.

State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 50-98)
—"Tatlock's Millions" (Par). Minor
$16,000. Last week. "Wake Red
Witch" (Rep) (2d wk), big $25,000.

United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 50-
98)-^"Walking Hills" (Col). Not
going too far with $10,000. Last
week, "Chicken Every Sunday"
(20th) (2d wk), Oke $12,000:

Woods (Essaness) ( 1 ,073 ; 98)—
"Enchantment" (RKO) (2d wk).
Passable $18,000. Last week, fancy
$25,000.

World (Indie) (587; 80)—''Paisan"
(Indie) (8th wk). Fine $5,000, Last
week, $8,000.

Loew's (Loew's) (2,450; 44-65)^
"Sun Comes Up" (M-G) and "High
Fury" (UA). Fine $12,000. Last
week; "Command Decision" (M-G)
(2d wk), $8,000 in 6 days.

Lyric (G-D) (1,600; 44-65)—
"Let's Live Little" (EL) and
"Parole, Inc." (EL). Tepid $5,000.
Last week, "Unfaithfulfy Yours"
(20th) and "I Cheated the Law"
(20th), $6,000.

W Whopping

$15,000, Mpls. Ace
Minneapolis, March 8.

As has been the case recently,
majors newcomers again are in
minority currently, : there being
only three important fresh entries.
"Wake of Red Witch" looks stand-
put and sock. "Fighting O'Flynn,"
IS okay. Recurrent weekend low
temperature is hurting.

Estimates for This Week

Frisco Puts Out Carpet

For 'Bad Boy/ Plush 20G;

'Jesse James' Grabs 15G
San Francisco, March 8i

Variety Club benefit is boosting
first week of "Bad Boy'^ at the
Paramount via extra publicity. It

will wind up with a strong session.
Personals by Preston Foster and
Barbara Britton on opening day of
"Shot Jesse. James" at Orplieum
helped but teeoff week is. not big.
"Chicken Every Sunday" started
well at Warfield.

Estimates for This Week
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,844; 74-

$1.40)—"Joan of Arc" (RKO) (6th
wk). .Around $12,000. Last week,
good $12,500. .

Fox (FWC) (4,651; 60-95)—"Sea
In Ships" (20th) and "Henry, Rain-
maker" (Rep) (2d wk). Fair $12,-
500. Last week, strong $25,000.

Warfield (FWC) (2,656; 60-85)—
"Chicken Every Sunday" (20th).
Fine $16,000 in 5 days. Last week,
"Command Decision'' (M-G) and
"Alaska Patrol" (FC) (2d wk).
$15,500.
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 60-85)-

"Bad Boy" (Mono) and"Big Fight"
(Mono). Strong $20,000 or near.
Last week, "John Loves Mary"
(W-B) and "Alias The Judge" (FC)
(2d %vk), $17,000.

St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 60-85)—
"Whispering Smith" (Par) (3d wk).
Husky $13,000. Last week, $19,000,
Orpheum (No, Coast) (2,448;

55-85)—"Shot Jesse James" (SG)
and "Crime Doctor's Diary" (Coi).

'Wives' Winning $20,000,

Denver; *By Night' $9,000
Denver; March 8.

"Letter to. Three Wives" shapes
standout new entry this session,
doing well in two theatres.
"Walked By Night" looms 'good at
Paramount.

Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Cinema) (1,500; 35r

74) — "Enchantment" (RKO) 4th
wk). Slim $5,000. Last Week, $6,-
500.

Dcnham (Cockrill) (1,750; 35-70)
—"Whispering Smith" (Par) (2d
wk). Trim $13,000. Holds. Last
week, smash $19,000.

Denver (Fox) (2,525; 35-74)—
"Letter Three Wives" (20th) and
"Parole, Inc." (EL), day-date with
Webber. Stout $16,000 or near.
Last week, . "Chicken Every Sun-
day" (20th) and "Highway 13"
(SG), $12,500. .

Esquire (Fox) (742; 35-74)—
"Hamlet" (U) (3d wk). Thin $2,000.
Last week, big $5,000.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 75-$l,25)

-—"Joan of Arc" (RKO) (2d wk),
Down to fair $14,000 or less. Last
week, big $24,000.
Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 35-74)-^

"Walked By Night" (EL) and
VHenry; Rainmaker" (Mono). Good
$9,000. Last week, "Unfaithfully
Yours" (20th) and "Jungle Patrol"
(20th), $8,000.
Voffue (Art Cinema) (600; 60^80)—"Symphonic Pastorale" (Indie)

(2d wk). Fancy $3,000. Holding
Last week, $3,500.
Webber (Fox) (750; 35-74) —

"Letter Three Wives" (20th) and
'Parole Inc." (EL), also Denver.
Nice $4,000. Last week, "Chicken
Every Sunday" (20th) and "High-
way la" (SG), good $3,200.

'Smith' Roars to Smash

38G in Det.; 'Honeymoon'

Happy 19G, 'O'Flynn' 20G
: Detroit, March 8,

"Whispering Smith" issoaring to
smash Michigan week, i Opening
on Friday was biggest in two
months. "Family Honeymoon" at'

Adams also got off to fast start.

"Letter to Three Wives" at Fox
and "Joan of Arc" at Palms are
fading slightly in sebond weeks.

Estimates for This Week
Fox (20th-Fox) (5,000; (70-95)—

"Letter Three Wives" (20th) (2d
wk). Fading to $25,000, Last
week, good $27,000.

ajichigan (UDT) (4,000; (75-95)—
"Whispering Smith" (Par). Smash
$38,000. Last Week "Wake Red
Witch" (Rep) f2d wk), $18,000.

Palms (UDT) (2,900) (79-$1.17)—
"Joan of Arc" (RKO) (3d Wk), Good
$24,000. Last week, nice $27,000.

United Artists (UDT) (2.000; (70-

95)—"Fighting O'Flynn" (U). Oke
$20,000. Last week, "Dear Secre-
tary" (UA) and "High Fury" (UA)
(2d wk), $14,000.

Madison (UDT) (1,800; (70-95)—
"Siren of Atlantis" (UA), Fairly

good $13,000. Last week, "Last
Days Pompeii" (RKO) and 'iShe"

(RKO) (reissues) (2d wk), trim
$11,000.

Adams (UDT) (1,700; (70;;«5)—
"Family Honeymoon" (U). Fast
$19,000. Last week, "Sun Comes
Up" (M-G), nice $17,000.

Downtown (UDT) (3,700; (70-95)
-*"3 Podfathers" (M-G) and
"Smugglers Cove" (Mono) (2d wk).
Fair $18,000. Last week, $19,000.

Lent Product Slap Broadway But

Mathers'-Kaye Sturdy $7(im*

Arnaz Tilts 'Sl Louis to

start of Lent plus a surplus of
,

lagging holdovers is giving Broad-

!

way firstruns a very spotty appear-

'

ance this. Stanza. The strong bills i

are an exception, disappointing to
{ ^ztVL Avenue

weak returns being reported all $2.40) "Hamlet"
down the line. .

Both the Capitol and strand,^
while doing nicely, are not measurr
ing up. to hopes, : Latter opened
"South of St. Louis" and Desi Ar-
naz b'and. last Sunday (ft) instead of
Friday, usual teeoff ^^S'- M^y reach
$64,000, fine. Cap," with "3 God-
lathers" . plus Sammy Kaye band I

orch, Mel Torme, Henny Young-
man heading stage bill (3d wk),
okay $50,000 after good $60,000
second. .

(U) (S83; ^lad-
(U) (24th wk);

I

Twenty-third stanza, fancy $14,500:

; Radio City Music Hall (RockefeN
lers) (5,945; 80-$2.40)—"Family
Honeymoon" (U) and stageshow
(2d-final wk). Winds up on weak
side at $113,500 after okay $125,000
opener but below expectancy. "Lit-

' tie Woman" (M-^O) opens tomor-

and Harvey Stone onstage, is climb- i

. ,<=^,
ing to $70,000, good but not a big | R>a»; <^^?ee) (594; 44-$l,20)—

first week 1
Bad Men of Tombstone" (Mono).

,"Moonrise" looks just okay $17,- :
First frame looks very nice $11,000.

500 at Globe. Mayfair started nice- : Splds-. ..La^st week, 'No Mmor
ly yesterday with "Red Pony." "Bad
Men of Tombstone" is trim $11,000
at Rialto,

Mortality of product in recent
sessions has many house managers
on a treadmill with changes every
two weeks becoming,almost a habit.
Batch of . newcomers- open . later

this frame.
"Family Honeymoon" is fading

fast in second week at Music Hall
with only $113,500 likely, and won't
stay. Same is true of "Sea =in

Ships" with Rudy Vallee heading
stageshow at Roxy. .

Estimates for This Week
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 70-$1.50)

—"Knock On Any Door" (Col) (3d

Wk). Falling back fast with around
$22,000 likely this week after

strong $28,000 in second albeit

down sharply from first.

Bijou (City Inv.) (589; $1,20-

$2.40)—-"Red Slioes" (EL) (20th

wk). Very strong $15,500, a pickup
from 19th week. Continues, with
reservations eight Weeks in ad-
vance

Vices" XM"=G), $7,800,

Rivoli (UAT-Par) (2,092; 60-
$1,25)—"Snake pit" (20th) (18tU
Wk). Current round will hit $17,000
or near after sturdy $19,000 in
17th, Stays until March 23 when
"Portrait of Jennie" (SRO) opens.

Boxy (20th) (5,886; 80-$1.80)—
"Sea in Ships" (20th) plus Rudy
Vallee, Morey Amsterdam heading
stageshow (3d-final wk). Stays only
three days in third stanza. Drop-
ping off abruptly to very thin $68,-
000 in 10 days .of second stanza;
first was just okay $92,000. "Motlier
Was Freshman" (20th) with Cab
Calloway and Phil Baker topping
stage bill, opens Friday (11).

State (Loew's) (3,450; 80-$1.50)
—"Ball Ga'me" (M-G). Opens to-
day (Wed.). Last week, ''Command
Decision" (M-G) (7th wk), finished
light $16,000 after nice $21,000 in
sixth frame, over hopes. '

Strand (WB) (2,756; 76-$1.50)—
"South of St. Louis" (WB) with
Desi Arnaz orch and the Garcias

heading stage bill. Doing fairly

well at $70,000 ordose. Last week,
"Caught" (M-G) . plus Charlie
Spivak orch, Dave ApoUon top-
ping stageshow (2d wk), $42^500,

Criterion (Loew's) (1,700; 70-
$1.85)—"Fighting O'Flynn" (U)
(2d-final wk); Down abruptly to
$14,000, mild; in final 6 days; first

was very good $25,000. "Criss
Cross" (U) ooens Friday (11),

\

Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 90-$1.50)
^"Moonrise'' (Rep). Looks okay
$17,500, Holds; In ahead. "State I

Dept,-File 649"- (FC) (2d wk), I

$12,000.
;

Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 60-$l,25) i

—"Red Pony" (Rep), Opened I

nicely yesterday CTues,). Last
i

week, "Return of October" (Col)

{2d wk). was way ofl' to $14,500
after good $24,500 opener. 1

Palace (RKO) (1,700; 40-$l)

"Back To Bataan" (RKO)
"Marine Raiders" (RKO)
sues). Open today (Wed.). Last
week, "Castle on Hudson" (WB)
and "Sgt. York" (WB) (reissues)

(2d wk), slipped to $11,500 after

nice $19,500 in first.

Paramount (Par) (3,664; 55-$l,50)

—"Nick Beal" (Par) with King
Cole Trio, Larry Storch, Elliot

Lawrence orch. Opens today
(Wed.). Last week, "Whispering
Smith" (Par) plus Buddy Rich

#^ -i t i-, , 1 ooA on a.1 cn^ ,
heading stage bill. Looks to reach

i^°.1^^l^*'^?2'^^^*^ -« I fine $64,000, In ahead, nine days—"3 Godfathers" (M-G) with
;

..j^j,nny Belinda" (WB) and "Si-
Sammy Kaye orch, Harvey Stone

, erj,^ Madre" (WB) (reissues), slight'

$30,000 at 55-$Us Scale sans stage-
show.

Victoria (Citir Inv,) (1,060; 95-
$2.40)—"Joan of Are" (RKO) (17th
wk). Present stanza holding nicely
at $18,000 after Stout $19,500 last

'Bad Boy' Good $aOOO. Hub; Violence'

Oby $33m 'Smith' Quiet said

,
Centttry (Par) (1,600; 50-70)— !"-'" .r , j

• Snake Pit" (20th) (4th wk). Good Neat $15,000. Last weeH. "Walking
$7,000. Last week,

"' - •^•^^1^'- HiIIo" rr^v^ onH "niii^i^w coooc r.ifB"
-_- strong $8,000:

Pix (Corwin) (300; 50-70 )-^"Pai-
san" (Indie) (7th wk). Fine $1,800.
Last week, $2,200. 1

Eadio City (Par) (4,000; 50-70)—
• John Loves Mary" (WB), Healthy
$18,000. Last week, "Whispering
Smith" (Par) (2d wk), fine $12,000.

-RKO-Orpheum (RKO). (2,800;
50-70)—"Fighting O'Flynn" . (U).
Fair $9,500. Last week, "Dear to
Heart" (RKO), $11,500.
RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 75-$1.25)

^ Joan of Arc" (RKO) (4th-final

JirL^ ^""d $7,000. Last week,

.state (Par) (2,300; 50-70) —
Wake Red Witch" (Rep). Sock

|15,000 or over. Last week, "Dear
Secretary" (UA), $13,500.
World (Mann) (400; $l,20-$2.40)
Red Shoes" (EL) (2d wk). Big

Week?
"^'^"^ ^raas\i $7,000 first

Hills" (Col) and "Rusty Saves Life
(Col), $12,000.
United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207;

55-85)—"Girl From Manhattan"
(UA). Thin $5,500. Last week,
"Siren of Atlantis'' (UA), $8,500.
Stasredoor (A c k e ir m a n ) (370

:

$1.20-$2.40)—"Hamlet" (U) (17th
wk)., Still nice at $7,000. Last
week, $8,500.
Esquire (No.; Coast) (955; 55-85)

—"Walking Hills" (Col) and "Rusty
Saves Life" (Col) (mo,). Okay
$4,500, Last week, "Criss Cross"
(U) and "Blondie's Big Deal" (Col)
(2d wk) (mo,) $5,000.

Clay (Roesner) (400; 65-85) —
"Symphonic Pastorale" (Indie)
(11th wk). Fine $2,200. Last week,
$2,500,

United Nations (FWC) (1,149; 60-
85)—"Letter Three Wives" (20th)

and "Strike It Rich" (Mono) (m,o.)

(2d wk).. Nice $3,000. Last week,
$6,200.

Boston, March 8.

: Trade here -ls being helped by
the prevailing mild weather al-

though there's nothing outstanding
this week with holdovers in many
spots. Launching of"Bad Boy" at

Met got strong opening day and
should do well on week. 'IWhisperr

ing Smith" shapes okay ' in two
spots.

Estimates for This Week
Boston (RKO) (3,200: 40-85)—

"Criss Cross" (U) and "Gun Smug-
glers" (Indie) (2d wk). Fairly good
$19,000 after $26,000 last.

Esquire (ATC) (960; $1.25)—
"Portrait Jennie" (SRO) (3d wk).

!
Okay $10,000 after $12,000 in last.

I Fenway (NET) (1,373; 40-85)—
"Whispering Smith" (Par) and
"Kidnapped" (SG). Okay $6,000,

Last week, "Own True Love" (Par)

and "Flaxy Martin" (WBi. $7,000:

Majestic (Shubert^ (1.500; $2,40)

—"Red Shoes" (ELI (16th wk).
Still doing well at $6,000 after

$7,000 last.

Mayflower (ATC) (700; $1.25)—
"Jennie" (SRO) (3d wk). Okay
$10,000 after $12,000 on last.

Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 40-85W
"Letter Three Wives" (20th) anrl

"Strange Mrs. Crane" (EL) (2d
wk). Still big at $24,000 after wow
$34,000 opener.

Metropolitan (NET) (4,367; 40-
85)—"Bad Boy" (Mono) and "Big
Flight" (Indie). Trim $23,000. Last
week,"Sea in Ships" {20th) and
"Miss Mink 1949" (20th) (2d wk),
$20,000,

Orpheum (Loew) (3,000; 40-85)—
"Act of Violence" (M-G) and "Dark
Past" (COD. Good ,$22,000, Last
week, ,"Command Decision" (M-G)
(2d wk), $20,000,
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 40-851—"Whispering Smith" (Par) and

"Kidnapped" (SG). Oke $15,000.
Last week,"Own True Love" (Par)
and "Flaxy Martin" (WB), $13,000.

Pilgrim (ETC) (1,800; .40-85)—
"Red Pony" (Rep) and "This New-
York" (EL) (2d wk). Neat $8,000
after $11,000 for first.

State (Loew) (3,500; 40-85)—"Act
of Violence" (M-G) and "Dark
Past" (Col). Okay $11,000. Last
week, "Cohimand Decision" (M-G)
(2d wk), $11,000.

'Wves' Tops New

Philly Pix, $3W
Philadelphia, March 8.

Spring-like weather over week-
end brought out big crowds but.
only the new bills seemed to lure

:

patrons. Jack Carson's unit re-
and I lighted EarJe stage for first time

(reis- in almost two years. Will boost
"Girl From Manhattan" to a sock

.

week. Next biggest is "Letter to
Three Wives," great at Fox.

Estimates for This Week
Aldine (WB) (1,303; '50-99)-^"Re-

turn October" (Col) (2d wk); Mild
$9,000 after $11,000 opener.
Boyd (W«) (2,360; 50-99)—"En-

chantment" (RKO) (4th wk). Okay
$13,000. Last week, $14,500.

Earle (WB) (2,700; 50-99)—"Girl
From Manhattan" (UA) with Jack
Carson onstage. Sock $40,000. Last
week, "Act of Violence" (M-G) (2d
wk). $14,000.
FOX (20th) (2,250; 50-99)—"Let-

ter Three Wives" (20th). Great
$32,000. Last week, "Chicken
Every Sunday". (20th), $12,000 in
5 days,

Goldman (Goldman) (1,300; 50-
99)—"Whispering Smith" (Par) (8d .

wk). Trim $12,000 after $14,00(>
last week. '

'

Karlton (Goldman) (1,000; 9(ji-

$1.80)—'-'Joan of Arc" (RKO) (little
wk). Stout $7,000. Last week, $8,-
000.

Keith's (Goldman) (1,300; 50-99)
^"Command Decision" (M-G) (^th
wk). Fairish $10,000 after $12,000

'

last week.
Mastbaum (WB) (4,360; 50-99)-^

".lohrt Loves Mary" (WB). Mild,
$19,000, Last week, "Sun Comes.
Up" (M-G) and Danny Kaye on-

i stage, terrific S73.000 at $1.30 too.
Princess (WB) (450; 35-80)—"Pai-

.san" (Indie) (11th wk). Big $3,000.
Last week, near same,

1 Stanley (WB) (2,950; 50-99)—
,
"Wonderful Urge" (20th) (2d wk).

I Fine $18,500 after slow $19,000
I opener.

Stanton (WB) (1,475; 50-99)--
. "Parole, Inc," (EL) and "Northwest
i Stampede" (EL). Mild $9,000. Last
' week, "Flaxy Martin" (WB), $10,000.

Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; $1.20^
$2.40)—"Red Shoes" (EL) (lltli

Wk). Sock $9,500, About same l9s(;

I
week.' . •;
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TRADE SHOW
TRADE THRILL

" MICHAEL CURTIZ
PRODUCTION '

WARNER BROS;

...hADOLPHE &2;a,ooLEs- SELENA ROYLE • FRANKIE CARLE'M
DIRECTED BY

MICHAEL CURTIZ

SCREEN PLAV BY

m HARRY KURNITZ
%NoDANE LUSSIER

MUSIC BY HARRY WARREN MUSICAL DIRECTION

LYRICS BY RALPH BLANC RAY HEINDORF

MARCH

14!
ALBANY
Mfamir ScrMning RMin
79 N. reail St. • 12:30 p.M.

ATLANTA
20lh Century-Fox Scruning Rcom
197 Wollon St. N.W. • 2:3»ril

BOSTON
RXO ScrNnIng (tom
122 Arlington St. • 2:30 l>.M,

BUFFALO
roromount Smining Room

Fronklin St. • 2:00 P.M.

CHARLOTTE
2llth C*nlur|r-F«x Swomlng lo«M
308 S. OittKh St. • 10:00 A,M.

CHICAGO
Warner Screening ll««m

1307 So. Wabash Av«. • 1:30 MH
CINCINNATI
RKO Palace Th. Screening Ream
Poloce Tb. Ildg. E. Mb • fcOO P.M.

CLEVELAND
Warner Screening Room
2300 Poyne Ave. • OiOO P.M,

DALLAS
20tli Century-fex Screening Room
1103 Wood St. • 2:00 P.M.

DENVER
Paramount Screening Room
2100 Stout St. » 2:00 P.M.

DES MOINES
20th (entury-Fox Screeiiin| Roam .

1300 Higii St. . 0:00 P.M.

DETROIT
[Film Excliange Building

2310 Cass Ave. • 2:00 P.M.

INDIANAPOLIS
I
20th Contwry-Fox Screening Ream.

,
320 No. Illinels St. • 1.00 P.M

KANSAS CITY
i 20th Ctntury-Fox Screening Room
1720 Wyandotte St. • 7:30 Pit

I

LOS ANGELES
Warner Screening Room

I

2025 S. Vermont Ave. • 2:00 P.Ml

j
MEMPHIS

I 20th Century-Fox Screening Rooni

1 151 Vance Ave. • 10:00 A.M^

j
MILWAUKEE
Warner Theatre Screening: Room
212 W. Wisconsin Ave. • 2:00 P.M.

MINNEAPOLIS
j
Warner Screening Room
1000 Carrie Ave. • 2:00 P.M.

NEW HAVEN
Worner Theatre froiection <

70 College St. • 2:00 P.M.

NEW ORLEANS
20th Century-Fox Screening Room
200 S. liberty St. i° (jOO P.M..

NEW YORK
~

Home Office

321 W. 44th St. • 2:30 P.M.

OKLAHOMA
20th Century-Fox Screening Room
10 North lee St. • 1:30 P.M.

OMAHA
I 20th Century-Fox Screening Room

]
1502 Oovenport St. • IO:0O A,M.

I
PHILADELPHIA

I
Warner Screening Room

230 No. 13th St. • 2:30 P.M.

PinSBURGH
20th Century-Fox Screening Room

1 1715 Blvd. of Allies • 1:30 P.M.

I

PORTLAND

I
Jewel Box Screening Room
1947 N.W Kearney St. * 2:00 P.M.

I SALT LAKE
1 20th Century-I'ox Screening Room

l 2UEasl1stSoulh.> 2:00 P.M.

I
SAN FRANCISCO

I
Paramount Scnening Rttom .

205 Golden 6g|t Ayt. • 1(30 PJl

SEAHLE
I Jewel Box Screening Room

2310 Second Ave. • 10:30 A.M.

ST. LOUIS
I S'renco Screening Room

3143 Olive St. • f:30 A.M.

WASHINGTON
I
Worner Thialrt MMKni
13th S I Sti. N.W. • 10:30 Mk.

•OOK "THE AAOVIES ANa VOU" SHORT SUIJECT SERIES... THE STORV OF YOUR INDUSTRY
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U.S. FOm bports, Bad B.O. On Native

Product, Vex Italo Fix Industry
Genoa, March 1.

Italian market Is at present so

crowded with pix that not only do
• the weak boxoffice Italian films

have trouble finding playing time,

but many good U. S. pictures can-

not be exploited fully because they

have to make way for the next film.

Problems faced by the Italian

film industry are varied and many.
There's strong effort to reduce the

flood of U. S. pictures into Italy

(some figures are over 800 pix a
- year into a market holding 300-350

normally). An increase in general

playing time available (to all)

Would result from a weeding out of

poor and old pictures. Recent sup-

port from exhibitors in this case

stems from the fact that, after years

Dublin Council Pays Pix
U D L n r L Pracuce. An mjunction ana ?>^oi

House DOmO Uaniage tost <
damages were granted the cartoon° 'maker.

Disney Keeps His Doe
Buenos ^ires, March 8.

Walt Disney's rights to "Bambi"
a cartoon doe created by him,
were upheld here last week in an
infringement action tried by a local

.court.-.. .^ '

.

Court held that tlie manufacture
and sale by Amadeo H. AUocati of
cloth Bambis, was a fraudulent
practice. An injunction and $4pO

Mono Stakes Half of New $8,(

Proi-Distrib Deal With Assoc. British

Dublin, March 1.

Dublin City Council has agreed
in court liere to pay the Carlton
Cinema $1,552 compensation for
blast damage caused when un-
identified hoodlums pushed a
home-made bomb through foyer
shutters after house closed Dec. 4,

1947. Cinema was showing film of
British royal wedding—Princess
Eliisabeth and Duke . of Edinburgh^
during week incident occurred.

Same cinema, at same court,

caused by unidentified persons.

- . , o ^. i: I

also got an award of $312 from
of gomg to any U. S. picture (the

, Q^^y Council for damage caused
war and absence of U. S. pix in the various dates to seats by hood-
ihalket created a tremendous de-

sire for them), there are signs that

the Italian public is beginning to

shop for its pictures.

Exhibitors are now complaining
that they cannot find playing time

for their pictures, and when they
do they often have to yank the pic-

ture befojce it has earned its full

value to make way for the next pic-

ture scheduled for the theatre.

(One. local U. S. company agency
has a backlog of 10 A pix il is try-

ing to place.)

Closely related to the problem
of reducing the import of U. S, pix
into Italy is that of increasing the
earnings of Italian films.- It is

hoped that cutting down the num-
ber of foreign (U. S.) films will

help; this situation.; Position, ho<v-

ever.; is relative, and an increase
in playing time wiU only bring
more money to Italian films if their

abilityito make money is increased.
Not even the law forcing theatres
to^ run Italian films 80 days per
year (though not strictly enforced)
brought about an increase in earn-
ings. Exhibs in the past have pre-
ferred to pay fines easily remade
in earnings on U. S. pix than run
an- Italian picture.

. Although the best of Italian films

rank,- artistically, with the best in

5% Token Pay

Due U. S. Fixers

On Italo Funds
Rome, March 8.

U. S. film companies which have

received no dollar remittances

from Italy since before the war will

lumS '. slashing' them with razor
blades-^ fairly common form of
damage in Irish cinemas. City has

, , , , . ,

to foot the bill after court |

be permitted to transfer in foreign
|

examination: of claims for damage i exchange not exceeding 5%" of
j

British Pick 'U. Story'

As Best Documentary
London, March 1.

British Film Academy has voted
''Hamlet'' (Hank) the best pic in

1948 ''from any source." ''Fallen

Idol" ( Lion ) topped the poll as the
best British picture, and "Louisia-
na Story" (Lopert) was .isliosen as
the best documentary.

'Because none of the pix nomi'^

nated secured sufficient votes, the
Academy has decided, to withhold
the. United Nations Award, created
at the special request of UNO for
the film best illustrating the basic
principles of the UN Chaj'ter.

Presentation of the awards,
bronze statues by Henry Moore,
will be made in May,

^ An $8,000,000
production and

New Film Color

.

.

\
'

X ., Lohdoni, March 1.

'N<!W -color "process which uses
standard panchromatic Stock and
adds nothing to the normal cost Of
a black and white picture has been
perfected here by .Dr. Charles Ru-
dolph Rltter,. : onetime .U pro-
ducer. '.v'::

System, which is now ripe for

commercial exploitation, ;lnvplves

the Use ;of a gelatine caijtera^^ f^^^

of negligible cdst aiid : a' -projector
attachiiifent Which, Under cbndi-,

tiohs of mass pi^Qduction$,' coul<i be
made for less than $25.

Tlie projector attachment c6n-

1

sists of a' bifocal lens designed to
pick up the image in the same way

the"woW^'Tlia 'far Varg^r number I

human eyes,

of average films are of a far minor I Variety o£ tests taken during re-

nature and value. Selection of cent months demonstrate that the

subjects is poor, and much money system goes much nearer to natu-
exoressiv noiea inai even m

is wasted in films which are defeat- ral cobrs than many others now " ' expressij noiea inai even m
ed from the stTrt 1" normal use. Wide variety of fermediai-y Italian companies ar
ea irom ine sian.

^^^^^^ ^ .^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^^^ ban^ejJ from i^t^nrng monies ovve.

Foreign Product Bow

whatever blocked funds they may
have on hand in special "cinemato-
graphic" accounts as of Dec. 31.

1949. Token payment is authorized
in a list of 1949 financial regula-

tions issued by the Italian Ex-
change Bureau.

Despite outcry of the local indus-
try that foreign product was flood-

ing the domestic -market, the Min^
istry of "Foreign Trade again has

|

granted permission to importers to
bring in virtually the same quan-
tity of outside pictures subject to

certain restrictions. These regula-
tions, with few exceptions, are
basically, the same as last year's
code.

While ,it ;was previously stipu-

lated that all income from foreign

product gained in Italy both on a
rental basis and outright sales must
be deposited in a "non-transfer-
able'' film account, this feature is

further reinforced under the new
regulations. It's emphasized that
such payments to the account must
be executed - forthwith as - soon - as
sums due are collected.

Wording of the. "prompt pay-
ment", section indicates there may
have been slipups in the past, for

it's expressly noted that even in-

e
d

foreign film companies on a "tem-
porary" basis. Picture firms must

lighting.

DAFFS LONDON QUICKIE

Strong As 11 Pix From

6 Lands Are Set For U.S.
Turned out in six different coun-

tries, 11 foreign films have been
announced for U. S. distribution
.by several independent releas-
ing firms. Slate is topped by
Lu.K Film Distributors, which is

hanclling five new Italian imports.
Runnerup: is the newly-organized
Interfllm Corp. headed by M.'jreel
Aubry with ''Rubens," a Belgian-
made documentary on the famed
painter, and "Operette," an Aus-
trian musical starring Willy Forst.
Armanac, Inc., another newly-

launched foreign film distrib, has
"His Young Wife" ("Le Misene
Del "Signor Travel") as its initial
entry. Company, whose prez is

A. R. Hourvitch, a onevtime pro^-
ducer for Luna Films of Paris,
expects "Wife" to open at the
Elyssee, N. Y., sometime in April,
Representing the Gallic indu.stry
is Spalter International Pictures,
which is bringing in "The Wench,"

;

.a ...Msii'la Casares starrer,
|

Flow of Soviet product continues
i

, i. |, • » i
unabated with "Life in Bloom" ! A|nn«A Ivil pt III AnnPUl
earmarked for early U. S, release I

*>mi\. Ill AppCdl
by Artkino. Pictures. A color film.
'Life" is based' on the career of
Ivan Michurin, sometimes referred
to as the Russian Luther Burbank.
Rounding out the tally of 11 is a
feature-length documentary from
Israel which Jewish Film Distrib-
utors is handling. Due to open
shortly at the Stanley, N. Y., the
picture is tagged "Tomorrow's a
Wonderful Day," and was spon-
sored by Hadassah.

colors have been obtained from
film shot in the open air without, , , . , .

any artificial lighting and in the
j

fL's". keep the Obligatory Import

studio with normal black and white Register thoroughly posted on
I costs and proceeds of each im-

Processing is by the black and i

Ported film

white system, which makes the i Frozen lire in 1949 may be uti-

method particularly useful for ,

Hzed in practically the same ways
newsreels. l

as the government decreed last—.— year. These include investments in

I equipment of existing Italian stu-

1 dios, joining in local production up
to a maximum of 80% of the coin

TO HIinniF WITH RANKl»^^^«'«'=' producing each indi-
lU:nUJ/l/lj£ HUll IvnillV I viduaf film, or "producing for own
Ai Daff. Univcrsal's ass't foreign account."

chief., planed to London Thursday
(3) for a 10-day quickie. Daff is ;

huddling with J. Arthur Rank,
prior to tlie hitter's projected trip

to -tlie U. S. Under.stood that .J

Chee\'ei- Cowdin. U's board chair-
,

man; Who is also in JSurope, will
'

join the c'onlab.s,

Dall; returns to the U. S. before

Rank makes the crossing this

montlT. Universal exec was ac-' i

oompanied by his wife, who i.s a

native Briton. This has been her
first residence in America since Switzerland. It's featuring several

TOP SWISS RADIO BAND

ON FIRST P.A. WITH SHOW
Zurich, March 1.

Cedric Duniont Orchestra, offi-

cial dance and light music orch of
Swiss Broadcast and the country's

most popular radio band, is pre-

paring its first personal appearance
tour through principal towns of

Further Rank

Closings Set

London. March 8.

Concentration of production by
the .Rank Organization, which was
announced following the closing of
the Gainborough Shepherds Bush
studios last -week, is to be carried
a stage further in the near future.

. It is now learned that Rank is-

planning to close his Denham: outfit

and concentrate his restricted out-

put of 25 pix annually at the Pine-
wood studios, using Independent
Frame as far as possible. Denham
closing is not expected for some
weeks but is already . : being dis-

cussed by Rank with his associates

as a practical and urgent proposi-
tion.

' Denham, with its seven stages, is

the biggest British studio and was
opened a few years before the war.
For some time it has been linked
with Pinewood by joint ownership
through the D, & P. Studios, Ltd.

[ Depression in the studios has
now reached a new low level and

! the forthcoming closure of Denham
! will definitely rock labor. It is

now frankly admitted that the ma-
jority of those now out of employ-
ment will have to seek work else-

where and there is little prospect
of any maf!s re-absorption for at

least a year.

In an endeavor to restablish

I

confidence in British production,
i Tom O'Brien, M.P., is asking
{
Harold Wilson to convene a meet-
ing with leading British industrial-

! ists, such as Lord Nuffield and
1 Lord McGowan, to advise them of

\
the plight of the industry,

i
Pub-Ad Dept. Slashes

Retrenchment policy .within, the

Rank Organization has been car-

ried a step further with the dis-

missal of some 75 employees in its
j
last week for homeoffice confab.s,

deal calling for
distribution of

eight pictures to be made in Britain
has been finalized b^ween Asso-
ciated British Pictures Corp. and
Monogram Pictures. The arrange-
ment, discussed by the two firms as
far back as 1945, is being jointly

announced today ( Wednesday i in

London and New York by William
Moffat, managing director of Asso-
ciated British-Pathe, Ltd.; Robert
Clark, director of ABPC, and Mono-
gram chief Steve Broidy.

Sanctioned by the British treas-
ury, the agreement stipulates that"

Mono will make available the
equivalent of at least $4,000,000 in

U. S; currency. Final details of the.

joint production contract were
worked out by Monogram Inter-

national prez Norton V: Rjtchey
who recently returned to. his New
York homeoffice fi'ora Britain.

Projected eight filmsi which will

be made at either ABPC's Eistree
or Welwyn studios, all will be dis-

tributed in the western hemisphere -

by Mono.
Initial picture under the deal Is

expected to go before the cameras
some.! time In July. Production
policy for the series will be to
utilize both British and American
stars in; scripts that have been
written especially with a view to
their acceptance in the interna-
tional market. In addition the pro-
gram will benefit by the use of
ABPC's rucently modernized 8-

stage Eistree studio on which the
company has spent $4.000j000 in
imnrovenients. .

By coincidence, the $8,000,000
matches a similar sum which
Ro'bert Clark. ABPC executive di-

rector of production, recentl.v
stated his company would spend
on its own production for the
calendar year of 1949. This film-

making schedule provides for the
completion of 10 pictures from
ABPC studios this year. Clark em-
phasized the budgetary outlay was

I

made possible only by Uie coopera-
I
tion of Warners and "two other
companies" in the U. S. market.
Of ABPC's own 10, Warners will

handle "Hasty Heart." a Ronald
Reagan-Patricia Neal starrer, now
winding up at Eistree, along with
one other. Monogram will also re-
lease one in the U. S. aside from
"Temptation Harbor" and "My
Brother Jonathan'' which it pre-^

viously acquired from .Associated
British-Pathe»,

Australian 1949 Film

Remittances Seen Same

As '48; Reps Dickering
. Axistralian pix remittances in
1949 will likely be the same" as
1948, according- to RKO's Austra-
lasia managing director Ralph
Doyle, who planed into New York

: central publicity, advertising and
I public relations department. Fur-
ther widespread. sackings in these

, divisions are viewed as certain
' when Rank winds up a portion 'of

I his current '-activities in the near
future,

; Personnel released includes
i

their marriage in London about a

year ago.

AVthur Pincus' O.O.
Arthur Pincus, Metro's assistant

adr-pub director in the foreign
dept., planed for Latin America
Monday (7) on a three-month jaunt
to cover every country in central
and South America, besides a num-
ber of Caribbean islands.
Metroite will inspect ad-pub fa-

cilities of the company in the vari-
ous Latino spots.

To Mex Prez for Its Coin
: Mexico City, March; 8.

Ballot Alicia Alonso. had to ap-

peal to President Aleman to get

its coin after a succes.sful engage-
ment at the National theatre. Miss
Alonso told the President and
press, that the Asociacion Musical
Daniel, tliat brought herself' and
troupe of 38 from Havana, had
left them flat, owing $2,500.

The President and the Mexican
actors union fixed it for the troupe

vaudeville acts, such as Medlock
and Marlowe, , English acrobatic

dancing i team, West Indian bari-

tone Uriel Porter, and Dutch im-
personator Maxim Herman-Raft,
who also figures as emcee.
Show will be produced by Max-

well Wray and is having its tee-off

March 19 at the Kuechlin theatre,

Basle. This marks the first time
in this country for a radio band to
go on a p.a. tour with a show of its

own.

I every grade from executives to

stenographers, and eventually the
axings will represent two-thirds of

Rank's entire pub-ad staffs. Latest

i
labor cutdown is directly attributed

: to the recent closure of the Gains-
borough studio with a consequent
curtailment in production. Re-
trenchment is also being extended

; to the Denham and Pinewood stu-

! dios where the publicity personnel

is slated to be trimmed.

Sir Ben's Talent Hunt
Sydney, Feb. 23.

Sir Ben Fiiilter plans ' to fly to

London - earls'. ;
ins; ApMl oh; talent

looksee and new show buys. He'll

to'give Two speciai 'shows March !
also visit N, Y. for two weeks, and

4 at a $2.50 lop, and after their Chicago and Los Angeles for one

take the rest would go to the na- 1
week each, before going home.

tional school building fund. Miss
,

It's his first trip abroad in many

Alonso said of the $5,000 guaran- years,

tee Daniel made when it con- i

traded the troupe in Havana, onlyj
half was paid. Understood that!

Daniel has agreed to pay the i

troupe in full pronto. I

More Foreign Ifewi

on Page 15

Crest Films Starts Off

With Italian Release
Newest firm to enter the foreign

picture distribution field is Crest

Films, Inc., headed by Jack Ellis,

who formerly was metropolitan
|

district manager in New York for
United Artists. Other officers are

I

Arthur H. Canton, veepee; SanfOrd
1 Weiner, veepee, while attorneys.
' Emil K; EUie (Jack's brother) and

I

Arthur Stang are directors.

: Company's initial release is an
Italian import "Outcry." Directed
by Aldo Vergano, It stars Lea Pa-
dovani. Firm is also handling a
reissue of "Pygmalion;"; British--

made version of the George Bern-
ard Shaw play.

Representatives of American com-
panies, he said, currently are on
the verge of inking' an agreement
with the government, as before,

.

which would permit c oil e c t i v e
withdrawal of SO"" of the earnings
of the base year of 1940. '

Proposed pact, Dovle revealed,
is substantially the same as last
vear's accord that freed roughly
$3,500,000. With its blocked coin,

Doyle disclosed, RKO bought a
processing laboratory at Sydney

:

with a capacity of 5,000,000 feet
annually, Yank companies may also
buy government securities ;with '

their frozen funds, but theatre

"

building is banned due to the.
housing shortage. There's little

chance of American filmmakers
.

producing in Aussie, he said, since
adequate facilities are lacking.

In three or four weeks U. S. stay,

Doyle will confer with RKO, for-

eign chief Phil Reisman and firo*

ducer Walter Wanger on the -Aats-

sie sales campaign for the latter's ;

"Joan of Arc,"

The Longhair Menace!
London. March 8.

As an alternative to films, the

J. Arthur Rank Organization is

promoting a series, of concerts at

selected nabe theatres.

Last Sunday (6) the 4.000-seater

Gaumont State in Kilbum featured

the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra,

conducted by Muir Mathieson,

when for the first time the ballet

music from "The Red Shoes" was

performed at a concerti ,
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Amsterdam N^ht Life Hits M-Time

Low; Films, Legit Setup Is Better
Amsterdam, March 8.

Night life in this city has reached

a new all-time low, with the Amster-
dammer turning every dubbeltje

(nickel) over twice in his poclcet

before spending it. Hardest hit are

the popular cafes, particularly

those in and around the Rem-
brandtplein (city's Times Square),

where it's rumored some will soon

sbiutti^r. However, everybody is still

kteping open, although the amount
' of business being done is extremely

'.'Small.
'•

Both the cheaper, popular places

and the ritzy clubs make a feature

of foreign bands, usually from Bel-

gium or France, and in- an effort

to attract the crowds some of the

better-class spots are now import-

ing well known acts. This policy

seems to be paying off to a certain

extent, though what's left over

after everyone has been paid is
j

another story;

Business in cinemas and theatres i

hasn't been as hard hit" as cafes. I

for a good. film . or. play can still i

pack 'em in. A new form of tax has
j

recently been levied on picture;

houses and in some places this has
'

resulted In the axing of the house
band and/or abandonment of the

variety half of their previous pix-

variely type of show. Following a

loud squawk from the unions and
associations involved in this ques-

|

tion. the government is reconsider- ;

ing the' matter, and the tax may be
withdrawn or adjusted, resulting in

,

a resumption of work for those i

laid off. i

Although the summer months

;

will undoubtedly bring a pick up
in biz, it's difficult to see how

[

things will eventually shape up. !

The coming Benelux union which ;

Is set for Jan. 1, '50, will have
\

some effect, and. is in fact already
|

casting its shadow .before it. Gen-

1

erally speaking, most things are I

cheaper in Holland than in the
]

other two "partner" countries (Bel-

I

gium and Luxembourg), although
wafjes there are higher. Unless <

there are big economic adjust-
ments, it looks as if the average
Dutchman will have even le.ss loose
change to spend on amusing him-

i

self then, than the little he has :

now. .
' "

'.. ,.'

,

Renoir Planning Indian
Film Made in Calcutta

|

Madras, Feb. 28. i

French film director Jean Renoir
i

is In Calcutta at present. He plans

!

directing a picture in English'
titled "The River." Story concerns

!

the ehequcred existence of a Brit-'
ish family in Calcutta. To impart
real atmosphere, Renoir intends to
use most of his cast from among
Indians. Search is on for suitable
actress to play the heroine.

After fixing on studio and loca-
tions, Renoir plans to go back to
France and return to Calcutta in
October, Picture, which is to be in
color, is to be produced by Orient
International Pictures.

No 'Gloomy' Pic

• Paris. March 7.

Laszlo Javor. composer of the

song, "Gloomy Sunday," has be-

gun legal action to halt the distri-

bution of a film bearing the same
title.

He contended that the pic, in

which he and his song are - used,
was unauthorized.

Col Pix Sued On

French Distrib

Of Serials
Whether serials may be exhiUlt-

ed as"features,'* is the basis of a
$650,000 N. Y. supreme court suit
brought by A-merican European
Film Industries ' against Columbia
Pictures International Corp. and
Columbia Pictures S o c i e t e
Anonyme Francaise. Plaintiff

« /I . ni. I ,
seeks an injunction restraining the

tensor
.
Grip 1 ightens

;

^v"™ ^"u^'^^''*"?
"

r a I 1947 contract which gave it exclu-
sive distribution and exhibition
rights to some; ib Cbl serials in
French territories. - ; »

Full Ban on English Pix

Is Rumored in India As

Butlin's $56,mi0 Village Empire

Keeps Growing; Mexico May Be Next

Rose Finalizing New Brit.

Pic Co.; Harrison as Aide
London, March 8.

David E. Rose, in London for

three weeks before returning to

New York, is finalizing plans for

his initial production in England
later this year. Rose is now com-
pleting arrangements for the for-

mation of a . British company to be
known as Coronado Productions,
Ltd., which will be in association
with his American outfit, Coro-
nado Productions, Inc.

First production .skeddcd by
Rose is budgeted to cost $1,000,000.
and will star Robert Mqntgomery,
who has also been inked to direct.

Rose will himself act as exec pro-
ducer and he is bringing over Joan
Harrison as his associate.

Madras, March 1.

Censorship is being tightened
furtlier. Two pictures tlwt came
under the axe of the Bombay Cen-
sor Board recently were "Loves of
Carmen" and "Lady Ermine."
"Loves of Carmen" did swell busi-
ness in Madras at the New Globe.
Both these pictures have been
totally banned. Drinks, kissing
and bathing costumes are the main
targets.

Incidentally, public opinion is

gaining ground that exhibition of
English pictures undei-mines In-
dian moral stature, and develops
false slant in the younger genera-
tion towards lite generally.
Pressure is reportedly being ap-
plied against the central govern-
ment to set up a committee to go
thoroughly into the question of al-

lowing EngU.sh pictures to be
screened at all in India.

U.S., British Cooperation

Needed to Aid Anglo Pix

Slump, Sez Sir Alex King
London, March 8.

Industry problems Won't be solv-
ed by working parties or commit-
tees but by industryites on both
sides of the Atlantic, declared Sir
Alex B. King, Incoming president
ot (he Cinematograph Exhibitors
Assn., at the organization's annual
banquet held tonight (Tues.).

Cataloging the events leading up
to the current crisis which began
with the introduction of the con-
fiscatory ad valorem tax. King con-
tended that the producers led
Board of Trade prez Harold Wil-
son up a garden path by claiming
a high quota would stimulate pro-
duction without sacrificing quality.
King laid the blame for the pres-

ent unsatisfactory situation square-
ly upon the producers' bad advice
and claimed that if the filmmakers
could write scripts' as well as they
did alibis, it would be good for
business. As contrast, the new
CEA chief ofl'ered, some concrete
proposals of his own to Stimulate
the industry.

Solution to the slump, King
Chax-ged, might well be found in in-
cieased production by Americans,
a slashed quota and closer coop-
eration between the British and
American industries. Honor guest
Herbert Morrison. Lord President
oi the Council and Prime Minister
AUlee's deputy, refused to be
dra.wn into commenting on the
crisis, but believed that with the
help of Lord Portal's committee
and other groups the industry and .

government would find a way out.
In an oblique reference to pro-
duction costs, he appealed to the

;

"Kliislry not to waste manpower, i

money or time.
'

Rank's N.Y. to Fla. to D.C.

And Home Within 1 Month
J. Arthur Rank, who arrives

March 23. will remain in New York
eight days before trekking to Palm
Beach (o guest with Robert R.

Young, railroad magnate who con-
trols Palhe Indu.stries. Britisher
and his wile then head to the Coast
to visit Iheir daughter. Mrs. Fred
Packard for 10 days,

'fhey will attend the U. S. preem
of the R;:.nk-made "Scott of the

Antarctic" in Washington. April 20i

sit in on the Anglo-American coun-
cil meet in D. C. April 21-22 and
sail for England April 28, While
in N. Y , Rank vvill be a witness
in a suit brought agaiiist him and
Universal ' by Paul L. Natlianson.
Canadian showman.

After paying $40,000 in advance,
American European asserts it made
a May, 1948, deal with Films Orage
of Paris whereby the latter was

[
granted exclusive rights in French

I
territories to distribute and ex-

i hibit the 10 pictures. Subsequent-
!
ly, according to the complaint, Col-

i
lumbia allegedly refused to permit
the Paris firm to release the serials

j

as features and directed its Paris
i
branch to prevent such distribu-

1 tion.

I
In answering the suit, Columbia

1
contends that none of the films se-

!
lected by the plaintiff in the 1947

1
deal may be exhibited as features.

', On the other hand. American Eu-
' ropean argues the facts are other-
wise and wants a decree to that
efl:ect. Suit came to light last week
when Justice Felix Benvcnga de-

I

nied the plaintiff's motion for a

]

temporary injunction. However,
!
the court added, it appears the ac-

i
tion should have an early trial and

i
tentatively set March 14 as the

. date.

Dan Topping
—

-

Contiiiiied from piijfe 1 ss;

was recontlv named assistant sales

chief.

DuMont spokesmen diclaimed

any knowledge of Topping's .stock-

buyirif! activities this week, and
pointed out that, under present Se-

curities and Bjxchange Commission
regulations, there is no way pos-

sible to check the repoit. In addi-

titon, they declared, there is not

sufficient stock available at this

time for Topping to gam more
than a small minority interest. With
Paramount ali eady having consent-
ed, under FCC requirements, to

divest inself of its considerable
holdings in DuMont, however, it is

believed that Topping might
emerge as the eventual buyer.

Par now owns the entire block

01 ,'560,000 B shares, plus 43,200

A shares. The B stock gives it the

right to elect three of the com-
pany's eight directors. Par report-

edly wants $10,000,000 for its hold-

ings and.' it's pointed out, Topping
could swing a deal of that size.

fiross in 1948 of U. S. pix in
Mexico is figured at around $11.-
000,000 iU. S.), which yielded
Hollywood some $4,000,000, But
I'U' net shrank, both for Holly-
wood and Mexican cinemamen, as
taxes took 34.23% and wages 17%.

Cliff Almy in Hosp
Cliff E, Almy, Warner Bros, man-

ager in the Philippines until re-

cently, hospitalized at Pottenger
Saniloj'ium, Moravia, as a result of

malnutrition suffered in a Japan-
ese prison camp during the war.

His wife, w'ho also spent three
years in the Santa Tomas- prison,

died shortly after their liberation

by the U. S. Army.

! SWITCH ON PIX DUB TAX

BEING MULLED IN ROME
Rome. March 1.

Negotiations to switch dubbing
1 tax on pix imports into a refund-
! able reserve for subsidizing local

production are currently being car-

,
ried on by government officials

I
and leading foreign film distribs.

Under the plan, importers would
I be permitted to remit dollars from
their iced "earmiigs in an amount

' equivalent to the tax payment.

In talks with American distribs.

Trade Minister Andreotti has in-

1 sisted that America participate In
the Venice Film Festival this year
as a gesture of friendliness. Fol-

lowing squawks of discrimination
against U. S. films at last year's

i festival, many Anierican producers

I

indicated they wouldn't participate
' again. ''

; Current London Shows
London. Marcih 8.

' "Annie Get Gun," Gol's'm (921.

"Bless the Bride,", Adelphi (98).

;
"Bob's Your llnolc," Sav. (441.

I

"Breach Marriafre," York's (6).

"Brownins." Phoenix (2(>i,

i
"Caffe Peacock," Cambridge (48),

"Carlssima," Palace (52).

"Chiltcrn Hundreds," Vaude (80).

' "Don't Listen." St, Jas. (27).

"Edward, My Son," Lyric (93).

i
"Fool. Gcnt'w'm'n," Dueh (2).

i "Happiest Days," Apollo (50).

! ".Harvey." Wales (10).

I "Heiress," Havmarket (6).

i
"High Button Shoes," Hipp. (12).

' ''Human Torch," Savov (4),

"Kid from Strat.," Wint. (23).

"Lilac Time." Maj (3).

"Miss Mabel," Strand il5).

Italo Producer Suggests

Joint U.S. Production Pgm.

To Aid Native Industry!

A joint production program' with
American film-makers might well

|

be the solution to the current woes
of the Italian picture industry, ac-

cording to producer-distributor
1

Ferrucio Caramelli. who arrived in
New York recently. To offset the
almost complete domination of

Italian playing time by U. S. pic-

tures he disclosed a plan whereby
his own organizations would co-
operate with American companies

I

in Italian production ventures.

I

As outlined by Caramelli, his

I

scheme calls for the U. S. produ-
leers to contribute stars, equipment,
I writers and partial dollar financing

I

while he would supply studio space

,

I administration know how and
I

handle the labor. Under this ar-

Irangement, he feels, American

I

firms that contemplate production
'in Italy would benefit financially

I through an association with him in

iview of his long experience with
I native industry.

! Caramelli, who has produced
jsome 42 films in Italy, heads the
jlCET (Industrie Cineniatografiche
;e Teatrali) studio in Milan as well

ias Ardea Productions in Turin.
I I^'ormer has two stages while the
other has one. In addition, he op-
erates Artisti Associati and Atlan-
tis Film, both distributing firms.

Through AA he has handled United
; Artists' Italian distribution since
1946 and also releases Selznick
product.

I In the nature of a trial balloon,

;.Caramelli has just completed a film

;

jointly produced with Meridian
' Players. Inc., a British company,
i Picture is based on Leonardo da
Vinci's "Last Supper" and was
made in English dialog 'principally

with a British cast. On the basis of

i
this experiment that such joint pro-

i duction will prove economically
feasible.

-> By HARRY REGENSBERG
i

; London, March 1;

Starting with one holiday village,
at Skegness, millionaire W. E. But-
lin has in less than five years built
up the biggest resort circuit in the
world. His "holiday villages" ofrer
a complete vacation setup of en^
tertainment, food, lodging, sports,
etc, aimed at the working class

PQcketbook. .

His spots cover the entire Brit-
ish Isles, and eompriste Skegness, '

(5 500 capacity), Filey (5..'j00)j/

both in England; Pwllheli. Wales;
(.i.-iOO); Clacton, England (2,.'j00i;

Ayr, Scotland (2,5001, and Mosncv,.
Ireland (2,500).

It's now a $56,000,000 concern,
and with his latest acquisitions in
Bermuda and the Bahamas ( the lat-

ter is skedded to have a Butlin vil-

lage early in 19,50), concern will
have an added capital of around
$10,000,000.

But Butlin does not intend to
stop there. He has aspirations to
ring the entire Caribbean with his

villages in the next five years. He
will then concentrate on Mexico,
and already he and his scouts are
eyeing suitable Mex properties.
This should bring the company into
the $100,000,000 class.

Company now caters to 500,000.
per season of six months, and iS

ali'cady .spending in entertainment
well over $1,200,000.

'Visitors' overall charges range
from $29 to $38 per week, wit h
some of the inducements compris-
ing wrestling, boxing, tennis, bil-

liards, skating, musical and vaude-
ville shows and orchestral concerts.

Butlin is certainly not stinting in
his vaude offerings. Those already
played and under contract include
such standards as Vera Lynn. Vic
Oliver, Arthur Askey, Eddy Gray,
Anona Winn, Murdoch^Iorne-Costa
radio combo "Much Bi"nding in the
Marsh," Jack Train, Afrique, Cavan
O'Connor. Peter Cavanagh, Jimmy
James, Jack Warner, Elsie and
Doris Waters. Mills and Bobbie,
Nat Jackley, George Elrick, Issy

Bonn. Max Wall, Charles Kunz,,
Hutch, Horchel Henlers. Leon Cor-
tez and Doreen Harris. Dennis
Noble, Max and Harry NcsbiU et
al: •'

'

Although Butlin is reticent about
some of his other promotions, it is

understood he is contemplating
spreading further in Europe, with
property in Holland practically-

acquired already for two villageSi

"Oklahoma!" Drury Lane (97).

"One Wild Oat," Garrick il4),

"Oranges St Lemons," Globe (6),

"Perfect Woman," Plav. (26),

"September Tide," Aid. (13).

"Slings & Arrows," Comedy (161.

"Sweet. & Wives," Wynd. (2). ,

"Together Again." Vic. Pal. (100),

"Wild Duck." St. Mart. (17).

"Worm's View," Whitehall (98).

London Film Notes
London, March 8,

Marc AUegret, director of "Maria
,

Chapdelaine," produced by Ru-

:

dolph Cartier for Everest Films,

'

subsidiary ot Apollo Filmsi which
made "Corridor Of Mirrors," is on
nine weeks' location work at Iims-
bruck. Pic stars Michclc Morgan
and Keiron Moore, and will be re-

leased by British Lion Films. On
return from Austria, company will

put in five weeks' interior work at

Sound City, ... After six weeks
hospitalizing for duodenal ulcers,
film producer Mario Zampi now on
four weeks convalescence in Ital.v.

Then starts on Italian remake for
Associated British Pictures. . . .

Two Cities Films' "Madness Of The
Heart," directed by Charles Ben-
nett, for J. Arthur Rank and star-
ring Margaret Lockwood, with
Cathleen Byron and Paul Dupuis
in support, was made in 12 weeks
as skedded and well within bud-
geted cost of $800,000. Pic is now
in cutting stage, and will be trade-
shown early May. ... James Min-
ter, head of Renown Pictures, has
bought specially written script by
Ted Willis for picture for Lucan
and McShane, . . . Kay Harrison,
London head of Technicolor," is

moving his wife and family to
Hollywood permanently and will

make periodic visits to England
from there.

Top Films Among 48 U.S.

Pix to Be Released In

Germany Through 1949
Frankfurt, March 1,

Some 48 American films will be
released here, dubbed into Ger-
man, through' 1949. Irvin C. Scar-
bock, chief of the Motion Picture
Branch of Information Services
Division announced. All the pic-

l:ures will be releas<?d through Mo-
tion Export Assn, for Germany.
The 48 pix include top produc-

tions of the past 10 years by tlie

major studios united within MPEA.
Among the pictures are "The
Yearling," "Dr. Jekyll and ~ Mr.
Hyde," "Gulliver's Traveli<;" "The
Road to Morocco." "Treasure ot

the Sierra Madre. " "Boom Town,"
"The Sea Wolf," "Boy's .Town."
"Captain Kidd." "The Mark of

Zorro," ."Penny Serenade," "I
Remember Mama." "Waterloo
Bridge." "Rachel and the Strang-
er." ^'Sitting Pretty," "Blood and
S;md," "Seven Sinners." The
Phantom of the Opera," "The Ad-
ventures of Robin Hood ' and two
Tarzan pix. All the filnis uiU be
dubbed into German at a Berlin
studio.

MPEA's chief competitor. Rank's
Eagle Lion, is handling British

film releases and reportedly is also

planning a stepped up release pro-
gram as compared with last year.".

Harry Zeitels. formerly witli

Mayer - Burstyn and RKO, joined
' Dislinguished Films as sales di-

.1 rector.

Marian Anderson Opens
European Tour May 5

Marian Anderson will make her
first European appearance in 11

years when 'she sings at the Chail-

lOt in Paris iVIa.v

This will be opener of a summer
concert tour of 22 recitals in Scan-
dinavia, Switzerland. Belgium,
France and England. S. Hurok in

booking the tour.



House-record business in Oklahoma City set the pace for better

than ''THE EGG AND I" in a fifty-city territorial premiere.

Top business and holding-over in Washington, D. C.

Holding-over with record-breaking business in Columbus, Ohio.

Terrific in Dallas and holding-over,

Outgrossing ''EGG AND I" in Nashville, Chattanooga, Tulsa, Norfolk.

i

mil
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JUST BEGIMNINGf

"THE LIFE OF RILEY- Teed

off in Cincinnati over the weekend in

150 theatres day-and-date Midwest

Premiere to aLsolufe top record-

breaking business the territory has

ever known* For exhibitors who want

to live «THE LIFE OF RILEY," this is itl

MA AND PA KETTir- The

loMgh successor to ''THE EGG AND I"

premieres in Kansas City and terri-

tory with Mar|orie Main and l»ercy

Kilbride heoding a Hollywood troupe

»o 9ive the eify a great $how pnd a

great pkfure!

up

RED CANYON' - March 1 7th red

CANYON" week starts in Utah under

Governor's proclamation with Holly-

wood stars and two national network

shows in Salt Lake City to mork the

territorial premiere. It's as hot as a

firecracker!

and evKitc^^
CITY ACROSS THE RIVER"

The natural successor to "THE NAKED

CITY" in box-office impact.

THE LADY GAMRLES" and

mmmmi RIDE HiGH u/V/; U IJ
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5 Majors OK Flat Rentak m Poll

By Allied; One Sez Mebbe, 2 Nix 'Em

hside Sbiff-Hctures

Col. H. A. Cole's Allied commit-*'

tee which recently made a round-
robin of distrib toppers in a plea

for flat rentals, garnered five favor-

able ftnSwers, one maybe and two
refusals from the eight majors.

While "must", percentage pix will

still go to the bigger-grossing the

'Film Appreciiation'

.Detroit, March 8.

Wayne University and, Jim
H aiidy , commercial film producer,

have cooperatively launched a mO'

jities, the five distrlbs favoring an tion picture appreciation program

extension of flats said the policy , at the college's SOO-seater audl-

would go for the smaller houses.

Giving the nod to Allied were
Columbia, Metro, Paramount,
United Artists and Warner Bros:

Both Universal and RKO reacted

unfavorably to the request to can-

cel "must" films. Twentieth-Fox
lofimed -to be committed one. way
cr the other. .

Abp Montague, Col's sales topper,

told the committee that his com-
piiny was not :only willing but
anxious to Sell its top pix on flats

wlieve grosses averaged $300 or less

on these films. William F. Rodgers.

torium

Hollywood classics are given

four showings every Tuesday with

no admissions charged. Lectures

are delivered by local drama, and
film critics and visiting producers.

Sears Balks
Continued Irom pnfte 3

Brecher tohverted to film, sparjciid

daj'-and-date openings: this week
at 180 houses in iOhiio, ladiati;!**

Kentucky and West Virginia.

P&G biggiies were numetous
among the 400 pattofts who occu-

pied $10 iseats for . the prfemiere.

If raisied $5,198.50 for the Chil-

dren's ydme* the check for that

amount being handed over by
William Bendix, star of tH« radio

artd screen versions-
:
A ^ ^tahza of

the weekly radip ser^i^s originated

from the stage before the screen-

ing. ;

I

' Besides, Brecher and Bendix,

I members of both easts on hand for

kee for which it had been bought, i
the, double-bafreled program In-

It was in on a flat-rental deal, eluded Meg Randall, Richard Long,

which, theoretically, at least, gave Rosemary De Camp, Ken Niles,

BIG BALLYHOO IN CINCY

FOR RILEY PREMIERE
rp^g„ueth-Fox's "snake Pit" came up with its 55th citaUon this week

Cincinnati, March 8. ^^^^ Foreign Language Press Film Critics Circle voted it the best
Universal exploiteers tossed in picture of 1948. Film got practically a clean sweep of the awards, with

the ballyhoo book for the world star Olivia de Havilland cited as the best actress of the year an.d Analole
preem Friday (4) of "The Life of Litvak, director and co-producer of "Pit" with 20th production veepee
Riley" at the RKO Grand. i Darryl F. Zanuck, named best producer.

Kickoff in tills home town of
j

Other citations handed out by the circle, which comprises 85 editors

Procter & Gamble, bankroUers of of foreign language daily newspapers throughout the country, included

the NBC show which Irving
i
sir Laurence Olivier, named best actor for "Hamlet"; Roberto Hosscl-

lini, best foreign producer for "Paisan," which copped the best foreign-

language film award, and J. Arthur Hank's, "Red Shoes" as the best

British-made film. Best picture award to "Pit" marks the second suc-

cessive year the title has gone to Zanuck, with his "Gentleman's
Agreement" having wpn oiit in 1947.

In the wake of international protests over J. Arthur Bank's film

version of "Oliver Twist," parent and teacher groups in the U. S. are

opening 3' drive to remove the, Charles Dickens' novel from the compul-
sory reading list of high schools. Spearheading the drive, the Teachers
Union of Perth Amboy, N. J., has requested the local board of educa-.

tion to strike the book because of its allegedly anti-Semitic portrayal

of Fagin, tHte classic's principal heavy.

British military government in Germany; meantime, has banned the'

film as result of riots in Berlin when the pic was shown there recently.

The film had previously been shut out from the American and Russian
sectors of Germany,

Metro's distrib veepee, stated that ! the circuit the option of playing it John Brown, Paula Winslow, Tom-
his company has been selling flats

in small towns and subsequent-runs
for .some time and that the com-
pany is broadening the policy. M-G
is taking flat rentals where per-

centage formerly returned $200 or,

In some cases, even more.
Paramount will sell any exhib,

regardless of size, on a, flat basis,

Charles M. Reagan, company's
former distrib veepee, told Cole.

His stand is backed by his succes-

sor, Alfred W.. Schwalbergi For UA,
GradweJl Sears declared no objec-
tion to the request and cited "Red
River" as a top' film sold on that
basis where so desired. ^Warner
Bros, has set a cellar of $150 on
A'.s. Below that figure, flats will be
asked to save checking charges,
Ben Kalmenson, sales head; said.

Andy Smith, Jr., 20th's distrib

veepee, declared he could not com-
mit his company to eliminate all

"must" percentagers. He Indicated
a d(>sire to expand fiat sales but did
not say what grossing level would

: be set. RKO's Robert Mochrie de-
clared it reserved the right to re-,

ti^uest percentage terms in all situa-
tions. A. J. O'Keefe, ass't sales I

as it desired

Sue for Delivery

Hewitt informed Sears he will

sue for delivery of the film under
the terms of the contract and for

losses incurred by UA's refusal to
service him. He added, that he
would never play another UA fllm.

Sears replied thpf he'd chance all

those contingencies.

"The booking' of 'Red River' and
'Paleface' on the same bill in Milr
waukee is In my mind the most
flagrant, dangerous and downright
stupid abuse of exhibitor power
in my recollection," Sears declared.

"To chew up top product and spit

it out like so many: melon seeds
is sabotaging our industry. This
kind of thinking Is precisely what's
wrong with the • motion ,

picture
business.

"Mr. Balaban (Barney Balaban

mie Cook and Barbara Eiler.

Ilieatteide fi^h

OnSMllAp^
Demonstration- of the latest de-

yelopments in, theatre television

equipment and two full days of
panel discussions on basic video
problems will highlight the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers' five:^

dayeonvention, whlfih starts April *
at the Hotel Statler, N. Y. Time to

be devoted to TV underlines the

ihteriaclng Of interests betvveen
the film and tele 'industries and the
emphasis to biB placed on TV is

'

believed to indicate that the film

Paramou1S"prM) naturallyTan "sell
i

industry is waking up to the pos-

his pictures as he chooses, but I for
|

sible advantages they can gain,

one will not tolerate 'Red River' (SMPE's Interest in video is also

being ruined In any territory by I

believed due to new prez Earl I.

being billed with the season's other iSponable, who hai5 been active in

big picture.
^ '-T^—d&velopment- -as_.20th-rox r«-

'
' [search chief.)

Society decided to stress TV on

Flock of show biz friends . Of Orson Welles are awaiting opening of

"Outcry," Italian film import, at the. Avenue Playhouse, N. Y., Satur-

day 112) for their initial gander at Welles' latest femme companion,
Lea Padovani. She's starred in the film, her first to be seen in America.

Welles, Who has been seen with her almost constantly In Italy during
the past six months, is said to be so taken' with Miss Padovanl's talents

that he has written special roles for her in Italian films in which she

appeared. ,
.

.

Metro's foreign ad-pub dept., headed, by Dave Blum, has moved back
to the company's homeoSices in the Loew building. Wing was forced

into the Capitol theatre building over three years ago in the course of
Metro's expansion.
Also returning to the h.o.s is the dubbing and tilting dept. previously

iocated in thevMayfair theatre building, ' where MrGrM Records is

quartered.

Cinecolor and Film Glassies are planning no separation, .Toe Bern-
hard, prexy of both companies, said in New York this week. Bernhard
stated that reports he planned to seek fliiaocing lor luch a deal were
false. FG is a wholly-owned subsid of Cinecolor. They combined forces

several yoars ago and Bernhard took over as chief exec of . both outfits

a few weeks ago.

Fabian-Gamble's UA Bid
Continutd from, page, 3

"The exhibitor's threats of a

chief at Universal, Would not con- I freczeout, direct and Implied, do
suler elimination of percentagers.

|

not deter me for one moment from
He was backed by his chief,
liam A. Scully.

Wil- this decision. I shall refuse to

Schine Decree

service- this booking under any
circumstances. Every producer,
distributor and every fair-minded
exhibitor will recognize the justice

of my position."

Sears' balk results from fear
that other exhibs,, seeing the pic
dualled by Fox-Wisconsin, will re-

fuse to pay the top, terms UA Is

asking. It has been getting excel-
lent terms everywhere on the basis

Paramount's Bob

: Continued from page . I

and, as ii. the case of the Para-
mount, et al, action, was sent
back to the Federal district court
for further adjudication; Addi-
tional argument was to have been

i beard here.;

No hint had been given that a
consent decree was on the way un-i •„ „„„t„i„
til the affidavit by Willard S. Mc- ^^^^tawer Is likewise stroneKay, Schii.e counsel, came to light

i

" UKewlse strong,

this week. It had been filed with
the Court Feb. 10. It states:

"Since the last appearance of
counsel before the court there
have been further negotiations for
a consent settlement of this case
between Irving R. Kaufman, rep-
resenting the defendants, aiid Her-

the assumption that the two indusr
tries have never sat down to talk
out their mutual problems. SMPE
has just completed two reports on
theatre tele and Alms for tele,

which proved that broadcasters
and ad agencies, without the basic
knowledge : of fllms, are spending
time and money experimenting
with things which film engineers
wrapped up years ago.
Leading off the meet will be a

TV forum chairmanned by tele
consultant Ralph B. Austrian and

^L^f^^t^^.Ji^^J'tZZ\^ moderated by D. E, Hyndman ofthe top grossers of the season, and t?...*^,,- tr„j.,, ci„+„j jf_«..„
will probably earn about $4,250,000

Eastman Kodak. Slated for discus-

British Quota
Continued from page 3

;

matograph Exhibitdrs ASsn., which
I
has been , a lone wOlf in the British

bert Bergson, assistant attorney I

i"^^**''"^*"
'^^'B^ajion against the

general In charge of the anti-trust I

Ever since the figure was

division of the Dept. of Justice. ,

announced last summer, it has

"The negotiations have reached
Plodding away in its cam-

a point where I am advised by Mi" ^
P^^^n, and in Its annual - report.

Kaufman' that a postponement for
SO days ot all pending proceedings
Is highly desirablte and that upon
his having so suggested to Mr.
Bergson the latter has said that he
would not object to such post-
ponement.

"This request is solely the re-
sult of the pending discussions be-
tween Messrs. Bergson and Kauf-
man, and is not made for the pur-
pose of delay."

Schine case, along with the ac

which will be considered in London
today (8), it contends that too

sion are engineering techniques in
TV, video studio lighting, sound-
on-film recording for tele, film
laboratory processing for tele, re-
quirements placed on TV film pro-
duction.

Theatre tele showing is to be
conducted by RCA's Barton Kreut-
zer, who will leportedly unveil a
new RCA film pickup system for
large-screen video. RCA until now
has concentrated its interest on di-
rect large-screen projection. Other
tele problems to be discussed in-
clude video recording, problems of
tele transmission and reception
and a discussion of Zenith Ra-

^t^S^f^^^^- be-'^oSSS" br°Srprl°z4ucers to churn out films

In its ' evidence
Committee of exhibiti

talks with other participants in the
deal during the past couple weeks,
will liead for New York over the
weekend to get together with~
Fabian.

Fabian's talks with Kelly have
been mainly for the purpose of
getting a 45!'day written option on
the total outstanding shares of the
company. With this, Fabian and
Gamble will be in position to com-:
plete arrangements with their
backers and with other circuit op-
erators who are going in With them
on the deal.

Among exhibs. who have shown
an interest in their venture and
whom Fabian and Gamble will at-

tempt to be down once they hav^
the option are Bob O'Donnell, Sam
Pinanski, Robert Wilby (and Kin-
cey) and James E. Coston, Warner
Bros, theatre exec. It is expected
that Serge Semenesko, v.p. of the
First National Bank of Boston, will

be - in on the ''financing. He was
associated ; with Fabian's efforts to

buy the company two years ago.
Meantime, Miss Pickford, who

was to have left Manhattan for the
Coast at the end of last week,
put oil her departure until to-

day (Wednesday). She has been
east attempting: to sew: up a deal
for sale of all or part of the com-
pany prior to expiration of her op-
tion on Chaplin's stock next Sat-
urday (12). At that time, Chaplin
will automatically obtain an option
on her shares; The Fabian-Gamble

in thP "Pnrtai;L,.T^.J"??°"''^*'^ ..,^"** ,? !

group has been awaiting that day

jUion and rik ^^nt ^l.?"^* "l**"* 'i^""" "eto^^ attem^ing actually to elose
, ,,

^"'on antt ois- leant papers to be presented, ac- ! a Yiiiai ^
^

tnbution the CEA, apart from urg-
1 cording to SMPE, will be Otto

jing a quota revision, also advocated
i Schade's iRCA) outline of the com

.loint production with American in-1 parative Image quality of TV and
terests using frozen coin for the

;
motion picture i^Mfm-;

purpose. '! .' '

.

Quota Not Hitrh Enough?
While British theatremen have

tion against the Griffith circuit of been lambasting the 45% quota as
Oklalioma City, on which a deci-,too high. Eric Fletcher, M.P. and
sion was handed down by the Su-

1
director of the Associated British

preme Court at tht*. same time, is
;
Pictures Corp., feels the present

held to be particularly important regulation is pfot enough. Addres.s-
because of ' a number of points

,
ing the House of Commons "

Indie Ciiains
Continued from patie i

made by the Government. D. of J. I termed the existing quota as un
contention is that a circuit does I realistic ' and especially deplored
not have actually to be a monopoly] the relief which has been granted

made which goes considerably
higher than $4,500,000 while others

he ilnterested are also talking in higher

to be illegal if it has the poten
tiality for stifling competition.

Also contended is that the man-
ner in which theatres were ac-

quired and the reason for acquiring
them is vital in determining
whether their being in a circuit is

Illegal and undesirable. Both
Schine and Griffith are indie chains

that wield ^reat weight, although
both have started to divert certain

upwards of 2,000 theatres as a
great handicap to production.

Replying to Fletcher's and other
charges, A. John Edwards, Parlia-
mentary secretary to the Board Of
Trade, stated that Harold Wilson,
fiOT head, will make an early aU'

figuVes.

Understood that several of the
circuit ops talking terms want the
RKO chain as a way of breaking
into the lucrative New York theatre
locale. RKO circuit shares with
Loew's the first-run nabe control
throughout most of the city. Cash
or its equivalent mu.st be offered
for the entire price of the stock, it

has been leaimed.
Atlas still-holds the inside track

nouncenrient in .'regard to
,
the quota

following the Films Gouneirs con-
fab next Tuesday (15). Playing |

Company is perttiltted to nieet any
time law has been in effect since

i

bona fide offer of purchase under
houses since the Supreme Court ' last Oct. 1 and may be revised an- 1

the terms of the contract which
decision. ' nually. isold Hughes the Atlas RKO stock.

Miss Pickford last week obtained
a 10-day -extension on her 30-day
option, which originally was to

have expired March 2; This was
commensurate with the terms un-
der which she and Chaplin ex-
changed options for each other's
stock in February. It . was agreed
that if a deal was in the making,
either side would give the other a
10-day extension. ;

Actually, it was learned, the
granting of the extension to Miss
Pickford was done as a matter of
courtesy, since she had no deal on
the. :'flre that was near enough to
closing during the 10-day period
to come under the extension clause
legally or technically. Chaplin Is
willing to give Miss Pickford any
needed time to conclude a deal for
his interest and also felt that the
courtesy of an extension was ad-
visable since he might well need
one himself during his: option pe-
riod.

Fabian-Gamble group, it was
said, would consider nothing less
than a complete buyout of the

company. Chaplin and Miss Pick-
ford may be handed notes or other
paper, but Fabian and Gamble will

go for no deal in-which either-ot-
the present owners retain any say
in operation of the company.
The $9,400,000 price grows out

of the tag of $2,700,000 agreed on
for either partner to buy out the
other. Fabian-Gamble spokesman
declared that whether it was
agreed to pay the $5,400,000 or a
smaller sum, price would not jeop-
ardize the purchase. "It is like buy-
ing a theatre," it was said. "If you
want it and you think you can
make it profitable, it makes no
difference whether the price is

$100,000 tor $190,000."

'Joan' Grosses
Continued: from pais 4

added strength via a batch of new
bookings, shot up to fifth position,
a big climb from. 12th slot, where
it was in January. "Don Juan"
(WB), also in top nine of previous
month, won sixth money, while
"Hamlet" (U) finished seventh, the
same as In January.
"Command Decision" <M-G)

wound up eighth, being on full

distribution only two weeks and
fell back after one big session.

"Whispering Smith" (Par), in

much the same category,: landed
ninth position strictly on Itsf' two-
week showing.
Trade was so Widely split up last

month that there were more than
the usual number of runnerup pic-

tursgi all of about the same stature.

They were "So Dear To My Heart"
(RKO), ".Yellow Sky" (20th),

"Fighting O'Flynn" (U). "Ac-
cused" (Par), "Enchantment"
(RKO) and "Every Girl Married"
(RKO). All except "O'Flynn" and
"Heart" were among the top 12

champs in January;
Among the most promising new-

comers were"Criss Cross" (U),

"Knock On Any Door" (Col) and
"Paisan" (Indie), latter finally go-

ing on general release. Also new,
"Down To Sea In Ships" (20th) had
not measured up to original hopes

on first few playdates. Same was
true of "Three Godfathers" (M-G).

"Walked By Night" (EL) turned in

several stout February weeks while

"Red Pony" (Rep) fared well in

some keys.
A major disappointment was "My

Own True Love" (Par). "Whip-
lash" (WB) also did not gel far.

Nearly every company had. one or

more big pictures that proved

minor moneymakers..
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'Competitive Bidding' vs. 'Negotiations'

Fme Point of Distinction in Biz Now
Continued reliance of most of-

the major film companies on bid-

ding sales has brought up a fine

point of distinction between two
different methods — "competitive

bidding" and "competitive nego-

tiation." Difference between the

two is, however, more than a

matter of mere definition and one

which sales chiefs are convinced

can only be settled by the final

ruling in the anti-trust case.

Competitive bidding is followed

by those companies which have
Interpreted the Supreme Court's

ruling to the letter of the law.

Under this system, competing ex-

hibitors mail in sealed bids for

each picture. Bids are then opened
at the branch office in the presence

of the interested parties and the

picture arbitrarily goes to the

highest offer. Proponents of the

method claim bidding must be
conducted in this manner if it is

to ease the very practices for which
tlie courts introduced it.

Cplnpetitive negotiations, on the

othdr hand, talce into account a

number of factors in addition to

that of the highest bid. Sales chiefs

following this system offer a pic-

ture for bidding in the same way.
Once the bids are mailed in, how-
ever, they judge each one on such

points as the admission price

structure of the competing houses,

the exhibitors' advertising and ex-

ploitation records, seating capaci-

ties, etc. Decision is then made
but the amount of the winning bid

Is not disclosed. Such a system,
according to its proponents, is

more equitable both to the exhibi-

tor and distributor and, through
not disclosing the bid, also protects

both.
'Old Customer* Angle

Second system naturally gives
distributors an opportunity to favor
their old customers but, according
to its backers, the courts have
never arbitrarily ruled out the
"old customer" policy. By taking
all factors into consideration in

this way, these sales chiefs aver,

they can see to it that they don't
take a loss through accepting a bid
from an exhibitor who cannot

^ afford it.

^ Those who favor selling arbi-
trarily to the highest bidder believe
that system will prove better, in
the long run, for all concerned. If

an exhibitor tosses in a higher bid
than he can afford, they declare,
the loss he takes on the picture
will deter him from repeating his
error a second time. In this way,
they point out, the house that can
return the highest grosses will
eventually get the major part of
the product and the competing
exhib will be forced to accept the
position to which he is fitted —
either as a second run operation
or as first run on the lesser prod-
uct. ,

.
^

•

Pasadena Exhib Files

$1,050,000 Anti-Trast Suit
Los Angeles, March 8.

Crown theatre, Pasadena, filed

an aiiti-trust suit demanding triple

damages Of $1,050,000 from 13 de-

fendants, involving seven major
distributors, three theatrp chains

and three individuals. Plaintiff

charges that a conspiracy existsj

among the defendants to restrain
|

trade and squash competition.
i

Listed in the complain are 20th-

I

Fox, RKO, Paramount, Universal, i

Selznick Releasing Organization,
I

Eagle Lion, Republic, Fox West i

Coast, National Theatres, United
Artists, Joseph M. Schenck and
Charles and Spyros Skouras.

13 M-6 Fix Being Cut

HoUyMTOod, March 8,

Metro's film editors, buster than

at any time slnc6 last spring, have

13 films in the shearing process.

Six are completed as far as

shooting Is concerned, and seven

are still before the lenses.

Picture Grosses

WEEDING-OUT AT

CENTRAL CASTING
Hollywood. March 8.

Howard Philbrick, Central Cast-
ing veepee. Is running through the
bureau's list of 3,000 registrants to
eliminate, all whose records show
the industry is not their main
source of income. He also planned
to remove all who are unavailable
or unusable.

Notices of cancellation will be
mailed within a few days. Current
list won't have bearing on new reg-

istrations, which will be added as

needed. Extras dropped for un-
availability may re-register later if

they wish to resume work. Extras
not wishing to accept cancellation
may submit a written petition for
reconsideration within 10 days.

Film Reviews
Continued from pate 6

Century Circuit
Continued from pace 3

determined to do something about
it, and has counsel working on
papers. It is not known whether
other important indie operators
will join in the battle.

Schwartz is prepared to file suit
as result of refusal of all major
companies, except RKO, to enter-
tain bids for product. Century has
attempted to break down the RKO
and Loew protection systems by
getting the distribs to allow it to
bid for pictures in each situation.
According to a Century spokesman,
only the RKO distribution outfit
has acceded to this request.
System that has grown up in the

New York area has the indies fol-
lowing the RKO and Loew chains
with the same dual bills they play.
At one'time there was a time lapse
of as long as 28 days between
Broadway and keys, and then an-
other lengthy clearance of varying
time from the Loew and RKO
nabes to the indies. This has been
cut dovm generally now to seven
days.

AACABCAMFAIGirSET
Hollywood, March 8.

William Kester & Co. has been
named by Nassour studios to han-
dle national ad campaign for
"Africa Screams," Abbott & Cos-
tello. vehicle.

Walter Blake of the Kester
agency is account exec, working
with Weiss & Geller wliich is han-
dling the eastern end;

'Nevennore' First Rank

Pic Via U in 9 Months
After staying off general re-

leases o£ J. Arthur Ranlc's British
pix for nine months. Universal has
tapped ''Nevermore,"

. adaptation of
H. G. Wells' "The Passionate
Friends" for general commei-cial
distribution. Pic which stars Ann
Todd and Claude Rains will bit the
theatres within the next couple of
months.

Last Rank offering to be given
regular distribution by Universal
was "Bad Sister" in June of last

year. One before was "Dear Mur-
derer" in May. At the time, U
found the going rough for British
pix and stipulated that it must first

approve a film before giving it

general release treatment. Be-
sides "Nevermore," U has also

earmarked "Christopher Colum-
bus" for general distribution.

In the interim, U, which shares
U. S. distrib rights to Rank's prod-
uct with Eagle Lion, has been han-
dling "Hamlet" on a special road-
show basis. Other films have been
routed to its Prestige unit for art

house distribution.
.

TORONTO
(Continued from page 10)

fathers" (M-G) (Zd Wk), okay
$10,500.
Odeon (Rank) (2,390; 35-$1.20)—

"Look Before You Love" (EL).

Fair $11,000. Last week, "Red
Shoes" (EL) (6th wk), big $10,000
in 5 days.

Shea's (FP) (2,386; 36-66)—
"Yellow Sky" (20th). Fine $9,500.

Lhst week, "Enchantment" (RKO)
(2d wk), $6,000.
TivoH (FP) (1,431; 36-66)—"Let-

j

ter Three Wives" i20th) (5th wk).
]

Still hefty $4,500 after last week's

!

$5,500.
I

Uptown (Loew) (2,743; 36-66)—

|

"Sun Comes Up" (M-G) (2d Wk),
i

Trim $9,000 after last week's
hefty $11,000.

No Tram Passes/St. Loo

Biz Slowed; 'Violence'

Mild 15G/Criss' Ditto

St. Louis, March 8.

Exhibitors are blaming upped
unemployment, abolition of street-

car and bus bargain rates plus mild
product for slow biz this week.
"Letter to Three Wives" shapes ab
top newcomer, "Act of Violence"
being next best.

Estimates for This Week
Ambassador (F&M) (3,500; 50-75)—"Letter Three Wives" (20th). and

"Fighting Back" (20th). Nice $17,-

000. Last week, "John Loves Mary"
(WB) and "Million Dollar Week-
End" (EL), $16,500.
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 50-75)—"Criss

,
Cross" (U) and "Strike It Rich"
(Mono). Mild '$15,000. Last week,

i "Whispering Smith"' (Par) and
' "Jinx Money" (Mono), big $24,000.

Loew's* (Loew) (3,16r, 50-75)—
"Act of Violence" (M-G) and "No
Minor Vices" (M-G). Modest $15,-

000. Last week, "Command Deci"
sion" (M-G> (2d wk), $14,000.

Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 50-75)—
'John Loves Mary" (WB) and
"Every Girl Married" (RKO) (m.o.).

Okay $10,000. Last week, "Every
Girl Married" (RKO) and "Wonder-
ful Urge" (20th) (m.o.) (2d wk),
fancy $12,000.

St. Louis (F&M) (4,000; 50-65)-.
"Whispering Smith" (Par) and
"Jinx Money" (Mono) (m.o.). Big
$12,000. Last week, "Race Street"
(RKO) and "Clay Pigeon" (RKO),
$8,000.
Shady Oak (FM) (676; $1.20-

$2.40) "Hamlet" (U) (5th wk).
I Good $4,000 after $55,000 in fourth.

I Shubert (Ind) (1,500; 75-$1.20)—
I
"Joan of Arc" (3d wk). Fast $10,-
000 after $13,000 on second.

Bad Men of TonibsAone
shot down as a common horse-
thief. Marjorie Reynolds is the
blonde, and quite artificial for a
western film. Broderick Crawford
per usual is effective as the outlaw
chief while Fortunio Bonanova
does well as his righthand man.
Well-picked supporting cast is

headed by Guinn Williams.

Kurt Neumann's direction is

nicely gaited with action stressed.

Russell Harlan's photography is

topflight as is Dick Heermance's
editing. Film has nice production
values for such type; western.
Passably good song, "Girl on Ply-
ing Trapeze" is acceptably sung by
an unidentified femme. Wear.

The nine Lagoon
(BRITISH—COLOR

London, March 1.
GFD release of J. Arthur Rank^Indivld-

ual (Frank Launder-Sidney GiUiat) pro-
duction. Directed Launder, Gllliat. Stars
.Tean Simmons; features Donald Houston,
Noel Purcell, Cyril Cusack, James Hayter.
Screenplay by Frank Launder, .Tohn
Baines, Mleliael Hogan, from novel by H.
de Vcre Stacpoole; camera (Technicolor):
Geoffrey Unsworth, Arthur Ibbetson:
editor, Thelma Myers; music. Clifton
Parker. At Odeon, London. Running
time, 103 JIINS.
Emmeline Foster ..Jean Simmons
Emmellne (as child) ....... Susan iitranks
Michael Reynolds. ...... .Donald Houston
Michael (as child) Peter Jones
Paddy Button .. i,... .Noel Purcell
Doctor Murdoch .......... .James Hayter
James Carter..:. .....,... . Cyril Cusack
Mrs^ Stannard, ; . . .Nora Nicholson
Ship Captain. .Maurice Denham
Mr. Ansty .

: .v , . . ; . . .Phillip St'ainton
Second Mate. ,.;......,>.., .Patrick Barr
Trotter.........,.....'....... L.vn Evans
CragKs .Russell Waters
Niclc Corbett . , John. Bo.^cer
Maraden Bill Raymond

S PASS STATE FILM EXAM
Albany, March 8.

Thomas C. Stowell, of Albany,
assistant director of the division of
public health education. State
Health Dept., and Kenneth Abeel,
of Schenectady, were the only suc-

cessful candidates in the recent ex-

amination for director of motion
picture unit in State departments,
at starting salary of $6,700 per an-
num. Six failed.

A position in the Department of
Commerce will be filled from the
list within 30 days.

SEATTLE
: (Continued from page 10)

wk). Neat $7i000 after big $10,000
last stanza.

Liberty (Ind) (1,650; 50-84) —
"3 Godfathers" (M-G) and "Henry,
Rainmaker" (Mono) (2d wk). Good
$8,000. Last week, $1'(T;200.

Music Hall (H-E) (2,200; 50-84)—
"Dear to Heart" (RKO) and "Old
Fashioned Girl." (EL) (3d wk).
Nice $6,000. Last week, $9,400.
Orphcum (H-E) (2,600; 50-84)—

"Canadian Pacific" (20th) and "Big
Fight" (Mono). Solid $11,000. Last
week, "John Loves Mary" (WB)
and "Girl Manhattan" (UA) (2d
wk), $6,300.
Paramount (H-E) (3,039; 50-84)—

"Whispering Smith" (Par) and
"Own True Love" (Par) (3d wk).
Mild $2,500 in 3 days. Last week,
"Whispering Smith" (Par) and
"Own True Love" (Par) (2d wk),
nice $7,000. ;

'Bandit' Slim at f17,500

In Prov.; 'Wives' 15G,2d
Providence, March 8.

Host of holdovers hereabouts
with nice biz in most spots. State
with "The Kissing Bandit" is

fairly healthy. RKO Albee, with
"Joan of Arc," and Majestic's with
"Letter To Three Wives" both are
great in second weeks.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 76-$I.25)—

"Joan of Arc" (RKO) (2d wk).
i Great $21,000. First Week, wow
I

$29,500.

I

Carlton (Fay) (1,400; 44-65)—
;
"Countess Monte Cristo'' (U) and

j
"Sword of Avenger" (U). First-run

I healthy $8,0CI0. Last week, "Snake
jPit" (20th) (4th wk dqwntown),
1
nice $5,000.

i

Fay's (Fay) (1,400; 44-65)—"Fish-
; erman's Wharf" (Indie) (reissue)

I

and Bobby Breen heading stage-
show. Healthy $8,500. Last week,

j

"Welcome Stranger" (Par) (reissue)
and vaude onstage, $8,000.

I
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 44-65)—

1 "Letter Three Wives" (20th) and
."Jungle Patrol" (20th) (2d wk).
Packing them in at $15,000. First
Was solid $16,000.

Metropolitan (Snider) (3,100; 44-
65)—"Walked By Night" (EL) and
"Parole, Inc." (EL) (2d wk). Fair
.$7,800 in 6 days, Last week, nice

I

$10,000.

I

state (Loew) (3,200; 44-65)—
. "Kissing Bandit" (M-G) and "Dear
Secretary" (UA), Mild $17,500. Last
week, "Command Decision" (M-G)
(2d wk), good $14,000.
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65)

i "Whispering Smith" (Par) and
i "Blackie's Chinese Venture" (Col)

Technicolor photography of a
glorious South Sea setting provides
appropriate romantic background
for this picturization of H. de Vere
Staepoole's novel. For British au-
diences the title and star are vir-
tually enough to insure healthy
business, but the picture has few
other attractions to interest Yank
exhibs.

There is very little plot to the
film and the story of the two
children, who are shipwrecked on a
South Sea Island, is developed by a
series of incidents rather than by a
woven theme.
The story opens just before the

ship on which they are sailing
cat(;hes fire and they drift for days
with an old sailor until they sight
land^ They find themselves ma-
rooned on this uninhabited island,
confident that they will be sighted
by rescuers any day. But as the
days pass into montlfis the sailor is

killed and the youngsters are de-
stined to pass many years alone on
the island.

As the production relies for its
appeal mainly on its eye-filling vir-
tues, little demand has been made
on the cast. Jean Simmons displays
a sarong to advantage and Donald
Houston has little more to do than
show off his manly torso. Noel Pur-
cell gives a ^arm study as the
irascible old sailor and other mem-
bers of the cast competently fill

their roles. Myro,
'

All Over th*i Town
(BRITISH)

London, March 2.
GFD release ot J. Arthur Rank-Wessex

a«n Dalrymple) production. Features
Norman Wooiand, iSarah Churchill, Cyril
Cusack. Directed by Derek Twist. Screen-
play by Twist and Michael (Jordon from
play by R. F. Delderfield; camera, C. Pen-
nington-Richards, Nigel C. Huke. At Tiv-
oli, London. Running time, 8* WINN.
Nat Hearn ...Norjnan Wooiand
Sally Thorpe.... Sarah Churchm
.Gerald- Vane, . i . Cyril Cu.sack
Sam Vane, i

, .Ronald Adam
Trumble Bryan Forbes
Baincs James Hayter
Miss Geldincr ..PabU Drake
Sleek..

; John Salew
Gruiimctt Bdward Rigby
Burton^ Patric Doonan
Beryl Hopper ...Eleanor SUmmcrfleld
Tenor,. ....i ,i........Trefor Joneii
Marlene,. .... , ..Sandra Dome

The Wench
(FRENCH)

Spalter International Pictures relente
ot George Legrand production, Stars
'Maria Casaresi^ features Roger Pliiaut,
Jean Murat,. Joan Brochard. Dlrcctetl by
Henri Caleif. Cam'era, Michel Kelb; music.
Joseph Kosma. Previewed in N. Y., March
3, '49. Running time, 00 .HINS.

'

Carmclle. ....... .. ... . . .Maria Gas.ires
Antoinc. .... .. . . . . ... ...... Roger Pigaut
Baptlste..;.....:.>i.. ...... Jean Murat

: Rabasse. I ... . Jean Brochiud
Martha i . .Orane Demai:is

I
Uuiseppe ........a........... . Dclmont

I Gino . ..Jean Vinci
I Angelin . .Mouloud,|L
Jacques ...J. C. Malouvier

(In French; English Titles)

"The Wench" is a mediocre, over-
long French import built ground a ,

domestic servant who freely dis-'

tributes her favors. . Art house ex-
hibitors may eke out fair, returns
by exploiting the film's earthier
qualities.

Story is a sordid one of a gal
who takes a job as a cook and'
housemaid to a wealthy, unmarried
farmer. She spurns his advances
but capitulates when he names her
as his heiress. When he con-
veniently dies of a stroke, she has
a few other affairs and finally
leaves the town with her true love,

a charcoal-maker.
In the title role, Maria- Casai-es

paints her part with a Mona Lisa-
like quality, seldom . smiling. ; As

.

the winning suitor, Roger Pigaut
displays ample virility. Jean Bror
chard overplays as the farmer.
Others who are less successful in
pursuing Miss Casares are J. C.
Malouvier, Jean Vinci and Del-;

mont. AH are only so-so.

Henri Calef's direction is often
heavy - handed. Michel Kclb's

I

camerawork is poor, while Joseph

j
Kosma's musical backgrounds nre

I adequate. Screen credits list no
writers on the story or screenplay.
Incidentally, one wonders how this

'

one received the censorial green-
light, for in addition to the wench's
varied amours; the film bints at
incest between the gal and her
brother. Gilb. *

Rapture
.(ITALIAN)

Rome, March 1

.

Goldrldge (David M. Pelham) produc-
tion (no release set): Stars Glenn Lan*
gan, Elsy Albion; features ^douardo Cia-
nelll, Lorraine Miller, Douglass Dumbrille.
Directed by GofCrcdo Alcssandrini.
Screenplay by Geza Herczeg, David M.
Pelham, John Sheprldge; music, Giuseppe
Rosati! camera, Rudolf Icsey. Previewed
at Rivoli. Rome.

"All Over the Town" is a light
piece of entertainment, centering
around local politics, which has
obviously been designed for the

I

home market, with little Value to
American exhibitors.

Plot concerns a newspaper re-
porter who returns to his small-
town job after the war to and the
paper is still carrying out a policy
of subservience to business inter-
ests. With the death of the pro-
prietor he takes a share in the busi-
ness, transforms the contents and
comes out triumphant after a bat-
tle with local bigwigs.

This is an obvious medium to
exploit, in a Ughthearted fashion,
the intrigues of smalltown politics,
and it is done here effectively with
all the usual trimmings. There is
a competent cast to handle the
story, with Norman Wooiand and
Sarah Churchill as the romantic
leaders and Cyril Cusack/ stand-
ing out among the supporting
Playtri. Myro.

"Rapture" is a beautifully photo-
graphed better-than-average pro-
gram picture. Italo-made, It is en-
tirely in English. Lacking in top
stars and produced on a modest
budget, it should be an interesting,
unusual film in lesser flrstrun and
nabe houses. Its typical Italian
backgrounds should prove an asset
as everything Roman was used in
backgrounds from the Coliseum to
the Victor Emmanuele monument.
The first film of Goldridgte, Inc.

(David M. Pelham, John Shepridgc,
Robert Goelet, Jr.) It has a decid-
edly Italian flavor with an eye to

American audiences. Barring mcr
chanlcal defects which can be
easily corrected, it should earn-
word-of-mouth comments in the
states as well as Italy and Latin
countries.
Yarn concerns an American

artist who has run out of inspira-
tion in a country packed with the
works of Michelangelo, Bernini,
Monteverdi, etc. While roaming
through an old castle at night, he
believes he has seen the vision of

a beautiful girl dive into a lake in

the moonlight. The caretaker
(Edouardo Cianelli) assures him
that the girl was in his imagina'.
tion. When the artist (Glenn Lan-
gan) comes back later to rent a cot-

tage from the caretaker to live

near the lake and make a statue of

the "vision," the caretaker admits
that the artist actually saw the
girl.

Girl turns out to be an American
neighbor recovering from a mental
shock. As statue is complete ex-

cept for face, the girl agrees to

pose. Femme sister arrives from
Paris and recognizes artist as man .

she once had affair with. Gin s

happiness and almost complete re-

covery are ruined by sister. And
although the artist plans to marry
the girl over protest of her father,

just before wedding girl comple-

tely breaks down and commits sui-

cide.

Langan plays the handsome
artist nicely. Elsy Albion, fiom
Sweden, is excellent as the gir''

Beautiful and always convincing,

she plays every scene with re-

straint. Cianelli, Douglas Dum-
brille and most of the cast are c<)rn-

petent. Lorraine Miller, as the

mean sister, does an okay Job.

Direction of Goffredo Ales.ian-

drini is go6d, and Rudolf Icscy^

photography excellent. Musicu

score by Rosati is pleasant ana «P-

propriate. .
Tubo.
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Metro and WB
Continued from page 5 ;

fying" the U. S. Supreme Court
ruling on the point. Frohlich ar-

gued that the backdoor has been
opened by the decree's require-

ment for theatre-by-theatre sales.

Herman Levy^ TOA's general,

counsel, saw an honest division of

opinion on the riddle, and then
stoked his doubts with the declara'

tion: "I can't see how any one pic-

ture can be licensed theatre-by-

theatre unless through compulsory
bidding." Finally, Judge Augustus
N. Hand conceded that "the prac-

tical application of the provision

is going to present real difficul-

ties."

The Little Three aired another
j

peeve which hinted of future thea- >

tre-shopping on their part. They
i

ob,iected to a ban in the Para-
i

mount treaty against sale of any of
i

Par's houses to defendants in the
;

suit, U. S. Ass't Attorney General !

Robert L. Wright "has secured an \

injunction against us by indirection

from negotiating for any Para-

mount theatres," Edward C. Raft-

ery, UA attorney, protested, while

Frohlich asserted that Columbia
may have to obtain showcases "in

order to survive,"

Judge Hand could "see no harm (

in allowing these three defendants •

to buy Paramount theatres." After I

all, he said, "while you are ac-
\

cused of being conspirators, you
\

were more or less involuntarily
;

pulled into the soup." The court,,

however, as on prior occasions, li&

Par, RKO Can Roadshow
One peculiar result of both

the RKO and Paramount anti-

trust settlements is this—these

two companies, along with
Columbia, United Artists and
Universal, can roadshow pix
while ZOth'-Fox, Metro and
Warner Bros, cannot. None of

the companies, of course^ can
set advance admissions on
booking pix in houses since

that comes within the 'price-

fixing ban.
However, 20th, Metro and

Warners are barred from four-

wall deals Since there still re-

mains against them an abso-
lute freeze on theatre acquisi-

tions. A temporary lease is

considered an acquisition. The
freeze, however, is thawed for

Par and RKO under the con-
sent decrees and there is nn
restriction on theatre buys or
leases. Hence, they are able
now to make four-wall deals.

Ed WeisI
Continued from page 4

U's Salaries
Continued from page- 7

entire value of these interests are

set at the $6,941,362 figure.

Theatres

Theatre net took a sharp plunge
in the past two years. Par's pros-

pectus discloses, but minimum an-

nual earnings of $12,000,000 is

more than likely. In this regard,

company earned $10,976,000 after

taxes during the first nine months
Of '48 against $20,498,000 in '46 and
$17,505,000 in '47.

- For the first time. Paramount
circuit's admissions and receipts

(exclusive of realty rentals) has
been disclosed. According: to the
prospectus, in 1945 the chain took
in $73,820,195. Total for '46 is $92,-

810,327; '47—$92,471,796; and first

nine months of '48r-$65,401,853.
Tentative breakdown of the new

production outfit's assets show a
net working capital of i $72,378,497
but this is far from telling the en-
tire story. As Paramount execs see

it, DuMont Laboratories' stock held
by the company alone brings in

$10,000,000 on a .book evaluation of

.$164,000. The Paramount ^ h.o.

building should be sold at between
$11,000,000-$12,000,000 on a bQok
value of $7,700,000. Then there is'

Prod. Co. Gets TV
All television patents now

held by Paramount go to the
new production company in-

cluding the rights to large-

screen projection, Austin G.
Keough, Par's general counsel,
declared. The new theatre
company, however, will have
large-screen privileges avail-

able to it.

As for the 560,000 shares of
Glass B common of DuMont
Laboratories and 43,200 shares
of Glass A stock now held by
Par, Barney Balaban, company
prez, believes a fair valuation
on sale would be $10,000,000.
Company will not sell unless
it gets a "fair price." This
stock, originally acquired for
$164,000 and still on the books
at that figure, lands with the
distribution-production unit.

Fla. Cafes
Continued front pago 1

are entitled to 1% of the first $2
!)00i000 net and 2% in excess of

tened to Wright's protest against that sum,

None collected a slice, however,
during '48 since the company
showed a loss for the year.

Top-bracketers on salary are J.

Cheever Gowdin, board chairman, [the added $7,500,000 maximum cash

and Nate J. Blumberg, company i take from sale of theatres,

president. Each took $117,000 rep-
|

Fancy Arithmetic
re.senting a cut from 1947's $188,-

| Division of assets between the
775. Under their tickets, top duo, companies is rather tricky. Any

proceeds coding from liquidation

of theatres before Jan. 1, 1950, date

permitting transfer of theatres

from one defendant to another and i

: deferred to the Government argu-

,

ment. I

SlMPP's future line of attack

,„.„. . _ „ , ., ^. I

of divorcement, will be equally
William A. Scully, distribution

j shared between two companies un-
veepee, was paid- $91,000 while

j

til $15,000^000 overall total is hit.

Proceedjs Oyer tliat total go to theCharles D. Prutzman, vcepee and
general counsel, received $75,400.
Both have deals for Vj,% on the

against big circuits was tipped oft
i
first $2,500,000 and 1% in excess,

by Robert J. Rubin, outfit's attor- i Joseph H. Seidelmfn, foreign dept;
veepee, has the same arrangement
as Prutzman.
John J. O'Connor, veepee, who

took $52,000 for the year- is en--

titled to %% on all net profits.

ney. Declaring that his org's main
concern is with the accessibility to

theatre markets, and that large

chains are standing in the way,
Rubin assaulted the decree as cre-

ating another tremendous circuit

"whose very size and buying power
represents a violation of the Su-
preme Court's ruling."
The chances of any outside party,

particularly exhibs, intervening in

the future are less than nil if the ^
court statements mean what they

]
also gives them 1/8% cut

theatre ; chain. Liquidation cash
after Jan. 1, 1950 lands exclusively
in the theatre treasury.

Besides turning over the theatre
assets to the new chain. Paramount
will give the company $2,000,000 in

cash. In the event Barney Balaban
does not convert his $2,000^000 in
notes against Par prior to the split

A. J. O'Keefe, ass't sales chief, and 'or the company does not pre-pay
E. T. Gomersall, ass't to Scully,

|
these notes—as it has the right to

each were paid $41,600. Their
| do^-theatre unit receives $3,000,000

share of profits is Vs%.
|
rather than $2,000,000. Added $1,-

Diyision sales managers F.
1 000,000 would be used to pay half

J. A. McCarthy and Fred Meyer Balaban's claim. Other half would
were paid $36,400 on a deal which ibe met by the distrib unit.

^ J „ , ., , , ,

^'so 6'ves them V&% cut. Charles Under any circumstance, Bala-
say-

.

Judge Hand reiterated the
j

d. Feldman, another divisional |ban has the right to stock warrants
position that outsiders had no right i chief, got $31,200 and also 1/8%. ifor 80,000 shares of the production
to come m and seek modifications a1 Daff ,ass't foreign manager, re- company and a certificate on 80,000

ltT^tJ'\^fL.?^J^^^^^il'^^^^^ *29,900 with his share of shares of the theatre unit at $12.50problems. He specifically referred
1 profits set at per share Hevould

Tom Clark
Continued from page 5

dicated last week that the group

would request the D of J to send

out the request for an all-industry

gathering. That plea will probably

be made after the next TOA exec

committee meeting slated within

several weeks. TOA has an-

nounced its public dissatisfaction

with the little progress made so
far for an arbitration system and
warned against the likelihood of
a fiood of exhib-distrib litigation.

While TOA has started a con-
ciliation system in a half-dozen test

spots, exhibs are staying away
from these boards in droves. It

is felt the main reason for the
lack of business is the fact that
rulings are not legally enforceable.
Arbitration, on the other hand, re-
sults in awards on which both
sides can be held;

Advantage of tne Government
calling thO' huddle is the fact that
it is a neutral party and all

branches of the industry would
undoubtedly recognize the sum-
mons. If TOA made the gesture,
it is unlikely that Allied would
participate. Under Government
supervision, a system could be
worked out without it being tagged
as an exhib or distrib proposal.

throughout the country. There's
been fair dinner business, but late
business is sparse.

Probably the only spot that came
out ahead this season is Harold
Minsky's Colonial Inn, Hallendale,
Fla., which had an admission
charge and moderate priced food
and drinks.- The modified bur-
lesque policy is a heavy attraction
here, but trade feels that the huge
ads in the Miami paners stressing'
low prices have contributed more
than anvthins else^to the prosper-
ous trade there.
As result of the Florida down-

beat, talk has been revived that
some arranfement will be reached
between Ned Schuyler'"! Boaeh-
romber and Murrav WPin^er's
Cona Citv. both Miami Beach. Deal
for dual oneration of both spots
wherebv Copa City would house
the m.Tior shows and Beachcomber
would be kept open on s cocktail
lounge policy has been ofl? and on.
These cafes Jlre the heaviest bat-
tlers and both have been fiehting

each other with multiple headlin-
ers. As result, any profits have
been dissipated on the costly tal-

ent wars. Mf?rger was announood
several months ago. but .some
snaes dfveloDed and -deal was
called off Both are ready to talk
pennp-terms again.
The gambling spots in Hallen-

dale have al.so been hit. It's not
yet definite whether I^a Boheme
will shutter March 12 after the run
of Danny Thomas. Thomas, how-
ever, has been drawing heavy bust*
nesR. "

Next vear's polt for Miami and
Miami Beach cafes hasn't been
graphed as yet, They're all talking

about p.iring co.sts, forcing talmit

prices downward, and lowering
prices generally. Whether the
cafemen will be able to carry out
that plan deoends on next sum-
mer's talent buying. If the boni-
faces grab up every available head-
liner at the prices offered, it's

probable that the same old .story

will be repeated next year.

to objections raised at the hearing
by Partmar Corp., Fanchon & Mar-
co subsid operating the Paramount
theatre, Los Angeles, and the op-
erator, of the Ambridge theatre,
Ambridge, Pa.

Lichtman
Continued from page, f

The percentage-sharing deals all

call for reduction in the event
that Federal or state taxes on in-

come are increased over the 1940
scale. Stock warrants currently
held amount to 86,876 for Cowdin;
32,400 for BlUmberg; and 28,000
for veepee Matty Fox.

J. Arthur Rank's General Cin-
ema Finance is still the biggest
common stockholder with 134,375
shares or 14%. Ludovic (Laudy)
Lawrence, former Metro European
chief, holds 15.5% of the cumula
tive preferred, totalling 10,000
shares. -

:

New Par Cos.

out of 20th and concentrate ex-
clusively on the theatre operation.

Lichtman originally was said to
have been joining 20th as a liaison
between the studio and sales de-
partment. Recent upping of sales
manager Andy W. Smith, Jr., to a
veepee rating cemented Smith's
top position in the company's dis-
tribution branch. Lichtman resign-
ed from Metro last year but his
resignation was not effective until
March 1 to permit him to take ad-
vantage of M-G's pension plan.

Schenck, former board chairman
but now with no corporate title at

f^J^.-^i^^LZ'fLiA^,
\

'^^^y. 0- it Without pan
concentrating on aiding production I pomr
veepee Darryl F, Zanuck in the
studio operation.

Brit. Coin
Continued from page 5

take drastic action on the problem,
the AFL council agreed to co-
operate fully with the producers in
helping to bring about a solution
to the vexing situation. Meanwhile
the group appointed Freeman to
act as liaison with the council. It's

expected that Johnston, backed by
the labor group which reps some
20,000 film workers, will contact
Government authorities in an at-

tempt to have overseas countries
ease their restrictions. .

Repping the AFL Film Council
were committee chairman John

;

Lehners, Roy Brewer, John Dales,
Jr., Ralph Clare, Ben A. Martinez, i

B. C. Duval, A. T. Denison, Aud-
rey Blair and Buck Harris. Also
attending were John McGowan for

Continued from page S

might very well "mangle the the-
atre circuit and cut it up so that
the value of the theatres would be
destroyed."
"We wind up with the biggest

circuit in the history of the iil-

and we own
Weisl said. "Our studio

company will be the strongest
financially of any in the business."
The big disadvantage in the

peace pact in Weisl's eyes is the
restriction on the ownership of
stock. "We fought it with all our
might. We walked out of con-
ference after conference but the
Government insisted. They told
us that RKjO is different because
there (Howard) Hughes owns con-
trol and must sell out.

thereupon,
sell his theatre shares and hold
those of the production company.

New $17,500,000 Loan
The division of assets goes fur-

ther. A new $17,500,000 loan has
been set up with the First National
Bank of Chicago, and Manufac-
turers Trust Go. and Bankers Trust
Co. of New York. This loan will be
paid by the theatre unit. Some $4,-
500,000 still owing on an old loan
to these banks will be deducted and
the balance of $13,000,000 inures
to the studio company. An added
$12,500,000 credit is created

, which
is available to the theatre company
if it requires more cash.
To pay the $17,500,000 obligation,

the new theatre company will issue
notes to the banks. Annual pay-
ments of $1,500,000 will be made
during the first two years; $2,000,-
000 during the next two years; $2 -

500,000 during the next three and
$3,000,000 in the last year, ending
Feb. 1, 1958.
Bank loan agreement limits the

theatre company to $10,000,000 on
mortgages or funded debts exclu.sive
of the loan in question. Total cash
must not be less than $10,000 000
and current assets not less than $7 -

000,000. Dividends cannot be paid
except out of earnings garnered
subsequent to reorganization and
not then unless there is sufficient
cash at hand to pay all notes matur-
ing during the year.
AH liabilities such as outcome of

anti-trust suits and other future
obligations are to be divided

United Par
Continued from page 4

Showcase Theatres
Continued from page K ,

theatres now tighter than a Pov-
erty Row producer to a buck.

That leaves only the alternative
of building, and there the decen-
tralization angle comes in. There's
very little urge now to erect a big
first-class theatre in the central
section of any city. Population
move is toward the suburbs, and
adequate car parking facilities are:
almost a necessity for any newr
house. Tendency to build, there-
fore, is entirely in outlying areas
which can be reached easily by car
and where ground is cheap enough

I to make an adjoining parking lot

;
practical.

!

There is a slight possibilitj*,

j

therefore, of the showcase contin-

I

uing, but in a diflferent form from
1
the present. It might eventually

!

take on the aspect of three or four

I

key houses strategically located in
various areas of a city and playing
a pick day-and-date first run. This
has already occurred in the Los An-
geles area, although the houses

I

there are not operated in the con-
1

ventional pattern of a showcase.

will be known as United Para-
mount Theatres.
The employees investment com-

pany plan, intended to give bonuses
to top Paramounters through stock
issuances, has been abandoned,

j

Stockholder actions prevented the

j

plan from ever going into effect.

I
Among the facts disclosed by the

I

prospectus is that the film backlog

I

which will be lianded to the new
i
studio company was reduced $6,-

1 000,000 in the course of nine
! months ending Oct. 2, 1948. It

now stands at $45,000,000, and will

be approximately that figure when
the new production outfit takes
over.

Of the 16 pix, completed but un-
released on the Oct. 2 date, three
cost less than $250,000. Six were
between $1,000,000-$1,500,000; four
between $1,500,000-$2,000,000; two

I

between $2,000,000-$2,500,000, and
one over $3,000,000.

Selznick's Yen

Lion

Continued from page 3

for domestic distribution,

The Gov- • ,, , .
- —

V

ernment wanted to withhold all i^^l^^^'^y between the two new com
dividends from the theatre com- P^'"''*'-

pany until a stockholder sold his
interest, but we compromised at
half."

Goldenson does not anticipate
difficulties in working out deals
with Par's^ partners. He will not
negotiate until the stockholders ap-
prove the compromise. According
to Weisl,' if certain pards prove
"too tough," Par can ask for a
receiver in some states to admin-
ister the circuit and divide the as-
sets. It is conceivable ,too, he
added, that the Government would

McCarthy, KKO Talk
HoilywOod, March 8.

Glenn McCarthy and Howard
Hughes are cooking a deal whereby
the Texas oil tycoon will release
his future pictures through RKO,
to follow a one-picture coinmifc.
ment for the distributloii of '"Hie
Green Promise." .

'
:

, ,
Understood McCarthy Will move

the Screen Directors Guild, while ' ask the court to make the hold- into RKO Within two weeks to start
Alice Penniman sat in for the ,

outs defendants in the suit and
|
work on "My Sweetheart Was a

Screen Writers Guild. i subject to its mandates.
j
Kangaroo."

20th Oils
Continued from page 7 ^

i
Scotland Yard to be lensed in Eng-

i

land; "Par East Story," which Otto
Preminger will direct and for

;

which he's now on his way to Hong
Kong for background material;
"Methinks the Lady," which fol-
lows on Preminger's schedule, and
"Pinky," production veepee Darryl
F. Zanuck's personal production
for the year, co-star log William
Lundigan and Jeanne Grain.

Pointing up 20th's optimism for
,

the production-distrib branch, in
,
addition, are the recent story buys

iat the studio. Company last week
[bought "CheaiJer by the Dozen,"

I

co-authored by Frank Gilbreth, Jr.,
|and Ernestine Gilbreth Carey, for
r$75,000, plus a maximum of an-
jotiier $25,000 under an escalator

i

clause based on book sales. Also
recently acquired is "Modesta,"

,

book by G. B. Stern, on which Le.s-
ser Samuels is doing the screen-
I'play.,^

I

Producer retained rights to have
j

them sold by his own organization
i abroad.

I
In strengthening the stafi', DOS

jhas .switched Fred Gulbren.sen
from his San Francisco office to

Far Eastern salesmanagcr. Gul-
brensen had held that post prior

to being placed in the S.F. job.

Manny Reiner, Latin American
i
sales chief, will leave New York

I'in about a week for the Caribbean;
,
territory to launch "Portrait of

I Jennie" and sell other product.
I He'll make a six-week swing. Si-

i
multaneouisly, the two field men

i
under him, Alfredo Holguin in

!
Mexico City and Isidro Rosenfcld

I

in Argentina, will make tours,

j
Holguin goes to Central America
and Colombia and Rosenfcid to

;
Brazil and Chile.

Louis Lewis Exiting: Sclznick

. London, March 8,

Louis .Lewis is leaving the Se!/.-

nick organization at the end of

this month to join Warner Bio.s.

here as a director and .secretary,

succeeding William Turner.
Lewis joined Selznick in 1947

and recently visited Now York and

Hollywood.
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NEW YORK
Joseph Samartano, Loew's State,

Providence, appointed city man-
ager of Loew's Baltimore Theatres
(Century, Valencia and Parkway),
succeeding William K. Saxton, re-

signed to enter non-theatrical busi-

ness. Providence vacancy will be
filled by Maurice Druker, manager
of Loew's State, Cleveland.

Paul Broder< Bealart head, on
extended tour ,of midwest ex-

changes.
William Howardy assistant gen^

eral manager of RKO Theatres,

left Friday (4) on an inspection

junket through Boston, Lowell,
Providence and Washington. He's
due back early this week.

New Europe, which featured
Hungarian and Irish films, sold last

week by Gilbert Josephson to Ida
Levay and Morris Kelter, co-own-
ers of Noble Films, Inc. A new
policy showcasing pictures from
all foreign countries will be. put
into effect: in the near futujre. .

ALBANY
Albany TOA unit warned exhib-

Itors that State Education. De-
partment inspectors have been
checking theatres in this district

about state licenses for motion
pictures. TOA stated that in in-

stances which brought to its atten-
tion, exchanges had circuited out'
of-state prints which did. not carry
license number.

C. Dayton La Pointe, who with
his wife acquired full ownership
of the Crandell in Chatham, plans
tO: switch from films to stage rep-
ertory policy for 10 weeks next
summer. Remainder of year, the
600-seat house will show pictures.

The Community, 900-seater, in
CatskiU, reverted to W. W. Farley,
owner of four local film- exchanges,
at expiration of 10-year lease held
by Fabian Theatres. Farley, who

. owns three Schenectady theatres
(pooled with two Fabian-owned)
and: two in Yonkers, took over
operation of Community under ar-
rangement with Brandt Theatres.
Abe Sunberg, manager of

. Fabian-Hellman Lincoln drive-in.
North Philadelphia for. last ' two
years, appointed assistant; general
manager of organization.
Work on rebuilding of Leland,

oldest theatre here* which was
damaged in three-alarm fire Sun-
day (6) will start at once, accord-
ing to Saul J. Ullman, Fabian up-
state manager. Damage was esti-

mated at $100,000, worst hurt be-
ing two balconies.

Robbers escaped with safe, con-
taining $1,600 from Louis theatre
last "W<iek. Picture was "Here
Comes T\uble."
Film hou.se in a mountain is one

of attractions planned for Ghicar
go's Railroad Fair this summer.
Denver and Rio Grande Railway is

importing large boulders to use as
front of theatre.

PITTSBURGH
Jim Velde, former SRO man-

ager here who joined Eagle Lion
sales staff when Selznick folded, its

distrib setup, made head of EL
Des Moines exchange.

Dave Leff, UA salesman in Buf-
falo,' new UA branch manager
in New Haven, succeeding Jack
Meadow, who used to sell for that
company in Pittsburgh.

Al Glaubinger, who quit RKO
sales berth here to take one with
Eagle Lion in Cleveland, slated to

head EL office . in Cincinnati.

Ted Laskey, partner of the late

Gene Basle, now owns controlling
interest in the Basle-Laskey Amus.
Corp., which has houses ' in ^Con-
nellsville, Republic, Brownsville
and Uniontown.

Theatres Corp., at Miami Beach for

two weeks.
Managerial changes for Warner,

circuit in Lawrence include a new
assignment for Joseph Liss, man-
ager of Palace, sent to 'Wamej
office in Newark, N. J., as booker,
with John H. Melincoif, manager
of Warner, replacing him. Guidp
Luminello shifted to Warner from
Modern, while relief manager
James McCarthy takes over latter

spot. In Worcester, Murray How-
ard installed as manager of War-
ner, transferring from Art, Spring-
field to replace John Matthews,
who is sick.

YOUNGSTOWN
The 1,200-seat Belmont on the

north side here is the 10th indoor
house operated by Peter M. Well-
man. He also has four drive-ins.

New house cost $200,000.
Robert Gale purchased the Peo-

ples, Akron, which was reopened
by him following redecoration.

LOS ANGELES
Two films houses changed hands

in a swap between Robert L.. Lip-
pert and August Panero, involving
two small California towns. Panero
takes over ownership • and opera-
tion of the Pix, in Pixley, and Lip-
pert gets the Sanger, Sanger.

Sherrill Corwln and Sol Lesser
officially took over operation of the
Forum, long a neighborhood show-
case for Warners, • .

No longer will film fans squirm
in overstuffed seats, whether the
picture on the screen is hot or cold.
R. H. McCollough, National The-
atres executive, hsfs patented Air-
Cooled Opera Chair, designed to
keep customer's sacroiliac at an
even temperature.

'Pacific'
Continued from page 1

Rodgers & Hammerstein hits

which have already closed lengthy
runS' on the Stem and are now on
the road. They are "Oklahoma!"
the grandpappy of all recent-day
musical successes, and ''Carousel."

Hollywood is holding out very
sweet bait for either of them, pref-

erably, of course, "Oklahoma!"

Paramount, Warner Bros., 20th-

Fox and Metro had all scouted
"South Pacific'V in script form be-

DALLAS
City Council here reversed it-

self and denied zoning for a drive-
in in South Oak Cliff. Two weieks
ago the council gave tentative ap-
proval for this drlve*in but when
residents' of the area protested', the
council banned the operation.

.
Bill Robinson sold^Jhis Moran at

Moran, Tex , to V. E. Davis. Davis
comes here from Lueders where
he operated the Texas.
Over 450 Chi exchange workers

were affected by new pay hike.

PHILADELPHIA
Earle W. Sweigert, Paramount

district manager in Philadelphia,
resigned, but continues on job
until successor is picked.

Mike Weiss, recently with 20th-
Fox, named company manager for
"Red Shoes" on road-showing at
Trans-Lux; succeeds Peter Bayes,
who has gone to Hartford, Conn.,
for Eagle Lion.

Ted Schlanger, Wainer Thea-
tres zone, chief; named entertain-
ment committee chairman for 1949
Cancer Crusade.

(Dharles Judge,- assistant mana-
ger of Trans-Lux, upped to man-
agership, replacing Tom Speck, re-,
signed.

'

Cautious on Kingsley
Sidney Kingsley, whose "De-

tective Story" legiter opens

out of town this week, offered

to sell screen rights to the play

on a pre-production deal .be-

fore its Broadway preem, but
found major studios hurriedly^

backing away at the fancy fee
he asked.

Price set by the author was
$200,000 down against 15% of

the picture's gross, with a ceil-

ing of $500,000. Consensus
was that the play would make
a good film^but not at that
price.

N.Y. News' Wea
Latest panacea .for ailing,

boxoffices, offered by the N. Y.

Daily News, calls for a wiping

out of all films with "propa-

ganda, social significance and
messages with a capital M."
According to the tabloid's

Sunday (6) editorial, the suc-

cess formula for Hollywood in-

volves returning "pretty large-

ly to entertainment, escape

stuff, some slapstick comedy,
plenty of human interest and
generous doses of melo-
drama," along the lines of

"East Lynne" and "Nellie, The
Beautiful Cloak Model."

Taking its cue from the re-

cent Allied poll, the editorial

slams the sophisticated and
psychological pix which are al-

legedly aimed at the critics

instead of the public. Included
in the strictures is "The Snake
Pit," 20th-Fox's film on mental
hospitals. (The editorial failed

to point out, however, that this

picture has hit top grossing
levels.)

BOSTON
While here on a business trip

to see Lew Breyer, head of Madi-
son" Pictures, Ben Levine ^bf Film
Rights International of N. Y., was
stricken and rushed to Mount Au-
burn Hospital.
Sam Pinanski, head of American

New York Theatres
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fore it even hit the boards and
sounded out the authors on cellu-

loidizing it. Following the open-
ing in New Haven interest got even
hotter; and another spurt is ex-

pected when the show opens in

New York next month; .

That R&H wouldn't even listen

to bids came as no surprise. The
duo, who authored, the play and
co-produced it, explained in an
interview in Variety a few weeks
ago that they are not interested in

selling any of their properties.
They gave as their reasons: (1)

they are already in top tax brack-
ets and would get very little out of
the film money, and (2) picturiza-

tion of their properties woiild limit
the income of touring companies
and auxiliary rights, which they
anticipate will go on for years.

Other authors have these and
other reasons for not letting their
properties go to major studios. In
the case of "Salesman," "Roberts''
and "Fancy" it is because the au-
thors and producers have an idea
they'd like to produce the film ver-
sions themselves. In the case of
"Streetcar," feeling is that it would
be more profitable to wait awhile
and sell it when the present Holly-
wood economy, wave has worn off
somewhat.

"Kiss Me, Kate," the street's
second leading: mu.sical currently,
As for sale, but the price is close
to fabulous-.-somewhere In excess
of $650,000. Nevertheless, Par is

interested in it as a Betty Hutton-
Bing Crosby vehicle; and Metro is
also in the bidding.

Mike Todd's "As the Girls Go" is

the No. 1 b o. sock, but Hollywood
interest is passive. It's pretty
much a revue, with just a trace of
a story that the studios figure is
too weak to make it worth any big
price. Lindsay & Grouse's "Life
With Mother" is likewise arousing
little heat, most of the companies
looking back on "Life With Fa-
ther," which Warner Bros, filmed
and found disappointing at the b o.

Clifford Odets' "The Big Knife,"
which opened two weeks ago,
hasn't had a glimmer from the
Coast. That's not surprising, since
it is a bitter attack on the film
colony, "Silver Whi.stle," in which
Jose Ferrer is starred, may find a
Hollywood taker. Par and Metro
are both interested.

Adult Pix
SB Continued from pate 1 ass

the low-key at which the average
film is aimed.

Johnston's main point has been
that the level of education in the
U. S. surged sharply upwards in
the past two decades. At every
meeting he cited figures showing
the rise as evidenced by tremen-
dous increase in the number of
.students attending high , schools.

Since 1929, he said, total enroll-

ment has been boosted over 100%.
His argument is that the lost

boxoffice is. due, in part, to the
failure of film content to keep up
with the change. Johnston assert-

ed that the producers are not play-
ing up to this educational shift but
rather still playing down to its au-
diences.

At the same time, Johnston fre-
quently, reassured his listeners that
he was . not telling them how to
make pictures. Moreover, he in-

sisted, he is not telling them how
to make more nroney. His series of
charts and statistics, aired at all

the meetings, were intended to
demonstrate what is happening to
the entertainment dollar and how
well the films are currently doing.

Statistics

To show; the shocking failure of
films to earn their own way In the
domestic market, one of Johnston's
graphs: breaks down picturcTby-
picture revenues against cost. In
1946, this graph demonstrates, only
one film in 10 paid its way on U. S.
rentals alone. His point is even
stronger because '46

. was the in-
dustry's most profitable year. At
the same time, Johnston stressed
that business is below 1946, but
not the "normal yearsi"

Other graphs showed where the
entertainment 'dollar goes in an
analysis of its divisiSn among all
amusement fields. Rise of the cost
of living and a reciprocal rise in
national income were also demon-
strated by slides projected on a
screen.

Johnston has also given an ac-
count of his recent European trip
besides summing the foreign situa-
tion. He said that Premier Josef
Stalin and - former Foreign Min-
ister Vyacheslov Molotov wanted
to show American films but only
those which were chosen by the
Russians,

Apparently Johnston had a mas-
ter speech which he made to top
studio heads at some of the meets
and abbreviated forms which -he
delivered to larger gatherings. In-
dicating the number of talks made,
four were given at the Paramount
studio alone.

Theatre Splituii
5S Coi|tInn«d< from page i

number of pix released, the bigger
the total grosses.

That sort of thinking is expected
to spill over to the other majors
one of whom, 20th-Fox, is now
negotiating for terms with the
Government. Complete lopping of
theatres as in the RKO and Para-
mount instances or even partial
divorcement— a development now
considered inevitable will mean
a drastic upping of film produc-
tion schedules to build profits
sliced by the loss of theatre
revenues.
The majors have been gradually

whittling the number of pix turned
out over the years from a high
in 19a7 to the present all-time low.
Paramount's ,

decision is already re*
versing the tide.

The final 28-30 figure for Par,
including a trio by Pine-Thomas, is

four to six more than originally

reported by Henry Ginsberg, stu-

dio chief. The upsurge may reach
as high as 10-15 more films than
originally announced. Ad d e d
starters will increase the overall

budget some $6,000,000 ^ $9,000,000
over the $32,000,000: outlay, indi-

cated last week.
AH additional pix are carrying

budgets of $1,500,000 /at least-i
showing- that the boost in Holly-
wood output means an increase in

spending at the studios. Among
those definitely added are another
William Wyler or George Stevens
film, possibly one more from each
plus "The Furies" from the Hal
Wallis-Joseph Hazen combo, glviiuigv

them four for the year.
Adding weight to this is a state-

ment by Balaban on his departure
yesterday (Mon.)'by plane for New
York.. Par's production program,
he said, for the. first nine months
of this year "may be increased ma-
terially, depending on the avail*

ability of outstanding story, cast-

ing and production values. The
years 1950 and 1951 are likely to

see expanded production sched-
ules." There is no definite ceiling
on production. Par's topper de-
clared.

'Hamlet'-'ShoBj^
SB: Continued from page 1 BIS

N. Y. Bijou, film has held between
$15,900 and $16,400 for the past
19 weeks.
EL is using a system similar to

that of Universal, distrib of "Ham-
let," to stoke local exploitation.
Company has taken on a staff of 16
fieldmen which will be upped to 24
within a few weeks to work fuU^
time on the film. Under super-
vision of William Toumey, exec in
Rank's U. S. office, fieldmen open
the pic in each situation. Unlike

I

U's force, these exploiteers' stay on
I

in the locale for the entire run of
the film. Fieldmen also serve as

]
checkers. Keeping tab is regarded

ias important since
, the distrib is

1
getting 60% rentals on the iUm.

'Mr. & Mre.V
ss Cpntinned from page 1 ^

umnist . for the World-Telegram,
and Monica Lewis. Format would
be a half-hour cross-the-board
series, featuring Broadway chatter
and Miss Lewis' records;

From Abroad, Too
Hollywood, March 8.

Allan Jones and Irene Hervcy
are being packaged by Mitchell
Hamilburg. in a new version of a
Mr. and Mrs. airshow. Tagged
"Keeping Up with the Joneses," it

will cover the forthcoming Euro-
pean tour of the husband-and-wife
team. Show will be taped in

Europe and flown to the U. S. for

editing after each episode.
Program will be made up of

musical numbers by Jones, plus

guest interviews during the six-

month continental jaunt. Camera
crew is also going to film each epi-

sode so that footage can be used

later on a television shot now con-

templated. Taping will be super*

vised by James DoHUle and

Leonard Key who leave with the

performers for- Europe March 21.

Among guests already slated iov

appearances are Princess Elizabeth,

Noel Coward, Gracie Fields, Sir

Harry Lauder, Sir Laurence
Olivier, Vivian Leigh, Maurice

Chevalier, Tallulah Bankhead and

Rita Hayworth. .

Rep. Readies 10
Hollywood, March 8.

Republic is starting five features

in March and five more in AjprUi

starting with "Fathoms Deep j
«

preachment against Communism.
Others for March are "Eagles in

Exile," "Down Dakota Way," "The

Vanishing Westerner" and "Nava-

jo Trail Riders."

ApriT starters are "King of the

Rocket Men," "The Arizona Cow-

boy," "South of the Rio," "Flammg
Fury" and one still untitled.

Now Speclalizi'ig}

in Re/reshm"*'

Service for

[DRitfE-lN THEATRES^
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CBS'm AND MY SHADOW
They Are Expendable

This is the era in radio when, to lose a sponsor, is tantamount to

•folding up your show for keeps. There are,a handful of top per-

sonalities capable of commanding Top' 15 audiences who are the
exception and would have little difficulty romancing . ne^tr :spoq.r

sorship auspices. But it is generally conceded that fout out of live

shows currently riding the four-network kilocycles are now "ex-

pendable" as the transitional AM-to-TV era finds more and more
toankrollers eyeing the video pastures,

Until this past year, such shows as "Qne Man's Family,""Dat«
With Judy," etc., which over a period of years built up loyal audi-

ences of millions, would have encountered but little difficulty find-

ing new clients for a continued showcasing. But that era-has Jaded.

When Standard Brands decided a few weeks back to cancel out
"Family" because of budgetary retrenchments, it probably signaled

the all-time demise of the show as a strictly radio presentation; If

Carlton Morse, who owns the package, has any future plans for the

program, it better have a TV tag attached to it.

That goes for "Judy," toOj Avith the Turns cancellation a couple

months back marking finis to "the show's radio career, despite its

ability in the past to wrap up a sizable ' segment -of the nation's

weekly audience.

NBC Plans To Send Out Shows On Tour

In New Overall Promotion Scheme
As part of its overall promotion

scheme for "Operations: 1949" and

as an additional incentive to talent,

NBC is setting up elaborate ma-
chinery for -sending a number of

shows out on tour.

Pointing to the $660,000 gross

chalked up by Bob Hope in his

recent swing of key cities, NBC
is now mulling a series of such

tours for one-night appearances.

Network figures the payoff will not

only lie in the additional coin for

the talent, but in the promotional

publicity values inherent in such
tours and in the goodwill engen-
dered by "giving the talent back
to the people."

NBC aifillate stations will be
enlisted for local promotion and
the network will set deals with
talent agencies for additional acts
with which to sivrround the tour-
ing radio talent. .

As one.NBC exec put it: "Just as
CBS has gone into the doU busi-

- nessi ' we're going into the show
promotion business/' '

BUUSISS
;

By GEORGE ROSEX V

' CBS isvbecomiHg subsidiary-cpn-
seious in a big way these days and
the gag around tlie network is to
the effect "we've got some shows,
tboi" Right now the eitira-cUrriC'

ular accent is on dolls and kid'

slatited novelties, with dealSi in

the main, stemiriihg from Williarh
S, Paley 's capitjil' gains acquisition

of top talent. But in the overall
scheme Columhia fihds itself today
dabbling in lllins, legit, a ptojected
ne\yspiaj)er4sy^^

Of cburse,, such
. auJciiiary : hrdad-

casting enterprises as program
piackagiHg, its own sales rep oi;-

iganizatton and the corporate; setups

,

attending Paley's
,
acquisitiph

, of;

Jack BenMy, Anios W A.ndyi Edgar

I

Bergen, Bitig Crosby, et al, : cph-
; tinue. r

'?--' '

The; CBS-built program packagie

operation is, probably the most 1

i

successful setup of its kind to date,'

I

.
! geared to an annual gross running

omMa^w ...M mm m mt I
into the milUons. And on the capi-

'

STERLING MAY NOW NIX ^al gams front, on only one minor
kJlLilUilllU Hint 11V ?f lim

i
acquisition alone—the Housewives

|

ITQ 'AIRIIM' WFII Protective League — which CBS i

llU ALOUlU All Tf a year and a half ago I

There's now a strong possibility i

from Fletcher Wiley for $1,000,000, i

that Sterling Drugs will not only I

Columbia today is reaping a bo-

1

cancel its Sunday night at a "Man- 1
nanza in coin through the epast to-

hattan Merry-Go-Round" show on '
coast HPL radio programming ac-

NBC, but the 9.30 '^Alburn of Far tivity.

NBC-Affiliates' 500G Promotion .

Binge Set; Hassle Rises On Coin

Spending With Anti-Radio Dailies

His Master'* Voice
Despite overtures initialed

to move Eversharp's "Take It

Or Leave It" from NBC to

CBS (a m6 ve which would
probably h a v e induced the
Horace Heidt program, out of
the same Milton Blow agency
s t a bl e, also to make the
switch ), it was definitely de-

cided over the weekend to

keep "Take It" entrenched as

an NBC fixture. Heidt is now
expec.ted to vacate the 7
O'clock period, and- return to

his 10.30 NBC niche as the
companion show to "Take it.")

'
. CBS and Blow agency found

one little hurdle standing in

the way. Frank Folsomy prexy
of the NBC parent company,
RCA-Victori happens to be a
member of the Ever sharp
board.

miliar Music" program as well.

Move is cued to the drug com-
pany's decision to tighten its purse
strings on radio expenditures.

NBCPerksWith

Gen. Foods Axes

Bums & Allen
General Foods, becoming in-

creasingly videio-mlnded, as is its

top agencies. Young & Rubicam
and Benton & Bowles, gave fur-
ther evidence over the weekend of
its TV vs. AM thinking, when it

sent through a cancellation on the
Burns & Allen Thursday night
Show on NBC. B & A have been
the star salesmen for Maxwell
House oytir I>eriod of years and
the GF coffee' account has just
made its initial blgtime video
splurge with sponsorship of the
Lambs Gambol on NBC-TV.
GF figures today that $17,500 for

a radio show is a lot of coin, de-
spite of the ability of B & A to
hit the higher Hooper brackets
over the years and Its present top
NBC Thursday rating. Food com-
pany first gave evidence of its

trend toward lower-budgeted pro-
gramming when, a couple of sea-
sons back, it dropped Fannie Brice
and her "Baby Snooks" character-
uanon because she "came too
high."

GF doesn't intend to give up the
Thursday time. But it has bought a
cheaper show. B & A check off
the GF bankroll at the end of the
;jeason. It's considered a natural
that, eventually, they'll be in the
TV" program' sweepstakes.
New GF show is "Father Knows

Best," situation comedy starring
Robert Young as the next season
replacement

• Half hour show Will cost Max-
well House $7,500 weekly and is

slated for late August start.
S»crappy Lambert, who packaged
Show, negotiated deal, and set fed
James as scripter. Benton & Bowles
wUl assigu own' director.

Coup on Steel

Things began looking up at
NBC this week, with the network
grabbing off the U; S. Steel "The4
atre Guild of the Air" from ABC
with its lucrative hunk of billings.

Actually; NBC . engineered a
double-biilings coup in romancing
the U. S. Steel biz. The company
is not only shitting "Guild" into

the 8:30 to 9:30 Sunday night NBC
time, but has negotiated a deal for

sponsorship of the NBC Symphony
during the summer months. Symph
will be moved out of its present
Saturday evening period and also

go into the 8.30-9:30 Sunday niche,

starting June 12. It reverts back
as a sustainer when "Guild" moves
into the Sunday time starting

Sept. 11.

With U. S. Steel buying the hour
period, it will involve a switch in

time for the new Henry Morgan
show, which preems in the 8:30-9

period starting this Sunday (13).

Switchover of "Guild'! comes as

a blow to ABC. which has had the

business for the past four seasons.

A few weeks back ABC also lost

the Philco Bing Crosby show.

With CBS' subsid activities now
"big business" with its own or-

ganizational characteristics, the

network is planning to coordinate

the multiple facets under a separ-

ate staff which will be supervised
by an unofficial "Vice President

In Charge of Subsidiaries."

The following, for example, il-

lustrates only partially how deeply
entrenched CBS has become in sub-

sidiary enterprises

:

Amos 'n' Andy: CBS is ijow in-

volved in distribution of an Amos-
andra doll in all department stores

throughout the country, to tie in

with A & A's script continuity of

"Ruby's" new baby.

Six Figures From Dolls

It's estimated that there will be
a six-figure net income from the

dolls alone. Amos 'n' Andy jig-

saw puzzles are being set up for

nationwide distribution. Columbia
Records is bringing out an album
of A & A fairy tales and Amos'

(Continued on page 42)

NBC gangling

Coin To Stations

In Bid For Talent

CBS Nixes Plans For

Bill Lawrence Segue

To Lucky's Hit Parade
Plans for Bill Lawrence to

. . - _„ ;+„

change brand of cigarets and move
!

^"""^ry 'f radu, pute its

from Arthur Godfrey's Chester- showmanship toot lorwartt.

field show to Lucky Strike's Hit

NBC has embarked on a policy

of "going back to the local sta-

tion" in developing potential net-

work talent. Whereas, in the past,

such bids for new names and new
faces were built strictly around
pep talks, NBC is now offering a

new incentive to affiliates, trans-

lating the talent finds into a dol-

lars-and-cents payoff.

Taking its cue from veepee John
Royal's ''let's-get-back-into-show-

business" talk to the affiliates at

Jast week's Chicago powwow, NBC
is now willing to talk partnership

deals whereby the stations will

share in the earnings of future

talent developed on a local level

and graduating into the big time.

Similarly, NBC is willing to share

expenses with the station in de-

veloping and coaching promising

srtlsts '

'

.u^^i???"^^*^ }^ cj? ' a single concentrated effort,
the Mills Bros., the Boswell Sis-

,
" .

.
.

.
. .

.,

ters, Dinah Shore. Garry Moore. ^ ___ ^
the An-drews Sisters, Amos 'n' f^I^^l^ I,-, |U||| •
Andy, James Melton, Jane Froman, I l.n|02TP ||1 llDL-
et al., came out of the local i

VVlgHlV IV AlW*
station, there's a wealth of poten-

I

tial blgtime talent around the
best

^ NBC and its affiliates are blue-
printing a promotional drive which
may involve a total outlay of some
$500,000. Taking its cue from the
resolution adopted at last week's ;

Chicago meeting, which voted the
"most aggressive promotion cam-
paign in the history of the indus-
try," a committee comprising key
affiliate men. along with the
Charles Hammond, : NBC veepee
and administrative assistant to
prexy Niles Trammell, and James .

Nelson, weB: director of advertis-
ing and promotion, are already at
work on a formula keyed to Tram-
mell's "Operations: 1949."

In addition to Hammond and
Nelson, the promotion committee ;:

includes Harry Bannister, of WWJ»
Detroit; J. B. Conley, KYW, Phil-
adelphia; John Gillin, WOW,
Omaha; George Thomas, KVOL,
Lafayette, Ind ; P. G: Sugg. WKY,
Oklahoma City, and E. C. Kelly, of
KCRA, Sacramento.

: Even in its initial stages, a hassle
has developed among affiliates as -

to, how to channel the promotion
coin. While some go along with
the contention, as outlined in Chi'
by George Burbach, general man-
ager of KSD, the St. Louis Post-
Dispatch station; that the bulk of -

the money should be allocated for
newspaper advertisings other idfiU*
ate members are opposed.

Latter see an opportunity to re^
taliate against hometown news-
papers whose anti-radio policy has
too often reflected itself in giving
the local station the brusheroo.
They would rather channel the
coin into billboards, car cards,
throwaways, direct mail or oon-
tent themselves with on-the-air
promotion.

It's unlikely that NBC will go
for a policy of cooperative adver*
tising, wherein the web would
share the cost of the promotion
with the affiliates. Rather, NBC
prefers to contribute its own maxi-
mum share of national advertising,
with the affiliate going all out on
a local level, spending its own coin,
but with a know-how assist from r

the web.
If, as it presently being talked

up, the NBC-affiliate expenditure
|adds up to $500,000, it would be

I

the largest chunk of coin ever'/

I
plunked down in radio' history on'-

Parade as succe.ssor to Frank Sina- VinglnlAn Nnf I hp
tra, hit a snag this week when CBS »JI«5"5l''" ""^

said "no dice Lawrence is under
<g|ondie' Type, SCZ

Colgate After 10 Yrs.

CBS Sets Two-City

Pull out on Hooper;

FC&B in Cancellation

CBS is dropping the Hooper
service in two of the major U. Sf

markets—Boston and Chicago. De-

cision to pull out of Hooper stems

from CBS' latching on to the Pulse

service in the two cities;

It wasn't a case of any dissatis-

faction with the job Hooper has

been doing but rather a conclusion

that the combination of the Pulse

said "no
contract to Columbia and although

Godfrey initially chimed in with

an okay for the switchover, CBS
has refused to release the singer

for the American Tobacco pro-

gram, heard on NBC.
Meanwhile; deal looks set for

Mark Warnow to move back into

the Hit Parade stanza. Warnow
was replaced a couple seasons back
by Axel Stordahl when Sinatra

moved into the show. Warnow
would, switch east for the program,
with the show to have a New York
origination. .

loye That Policy

]
Aiipai-entiy. NliC need not.W.dis*.

ttirbed aboiit 4iay Cptgate-Palmbl-:
Ive-Peet desertions from the: web's
programming ranks. It represehts
ai healthy chunk of the network's
annual biUings, iricluding the Den-
nis Day and Judy Cahbva Saturday
night shows. Bill Stern Friday
night pr o gr a m and "Wednesday
night "Blondie" show for Supers-

as synonymous as any pairing of ;

Suds.
: . ..

flesh to character. In the air and ^ known that web prexy Niles

on the screen her miming of Chic Trammell has
^^^^^ *t mffnt

Young's flighty and addle-brained «;J^"^tl^'

creature of the drawing board has

Hollywood, March 8.

For going on 11 years Penny
Singleton and "Blondie" have been

been as popular as the cartoon

itself,

gate prez, commending him for
the web's stand in opposition ' to
capital gains deals, with ; the inti-

Last week Colgate's Bob Healy i

™/tion that
^^^^^^^^

arrived at a momentous decision. ;

S"'^" maneuvering.

She just isn't the type.

Pillsbury Pours AH Its _.1* T% ent interpretation of 1

FIniir in Kiirnptt Kaff ter." w it wasn't an '^o
riUUI 111 UUIIICU "<»5

after it certainly sound.

His letter

bt dismissal to IVliss Singleton said

that the sponsor wanted "a differ-

the charac-
out" ,he was

-
> aiici 11 i;t-iLaii.i.y sounded like one, ,

- - \v v ~
Pillsbury Flour which had pre-

| as things haven't been going too fpr Nedick's. When Dick Leone,

viously divided its products be- i^moothly on the show. i the original "Little Nick," turned:

teclinVquer"n"crnTuncUon w^ McCann-Erickson and Leo
|

Ten summers ago Arthur Lake up at the Basch office it was dis-

netS-rown resear^^ operations, ; Burnett has thrown all its ad busi.|and Penny Singleton were slotted
,

covered that he had lost his boy
networKsown rtseaici. ope.ai u. . ,

, ^^^^ Burnett, a move which in-; for hiatus duty, and did so well
]

soprano in the three years since

Volves two network airers. ! that they were retained in the fall, the first waxing. ,,

Pillsbury shows which will flow j They have been doing "Blondie" So Basch \auditioned dozens, of

be handled by Burnett are Kay s ever since and paying off point- 1
youngsters to find one W ho

Kyser's daytime strip on ABC and 1 wise better than any of the comedy wouldn't quickly^turn intp,a basso

"Grand Central Station" on CBS. i shows. Now one of the most suc-

vealed "that Foote, Cone & Beld- I Programs Burnett continues to cessful learnings in Hollywood ra-

ing has pulled out of the Hooper I handle for the flour company are dio has been broken^ up, and the

AM Service, but is being serviced 1 Galen Drake on ABC and a Bob
,
Esty agency is holding auditions

on television. i Trout newscast on NBC. ' for Lakes new vis-a-vis.

served CBS' own ends to a move
satisfactory degree. .

The CBS two-city puUout follows

on the heels of Benton & Bowles
agency dropping the Hooper serv-

ice the previous week. It's also re-

Boy Grows Older
Basch Radio-TV Productions ran

into a snag transcribing a new
series of the "Little Nick" jingles

profundo and who had the same
vocal range as Leone. Boy chosen
was 11-year-old Alan Shay, Th«
jingles will hit the air in a week,
via Weiss and Geller.
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SCHISM WITHIN MUTUAL BOARD SEEN .

PRELUDE TO ERUPTION IN Mt
Besignation of Phillips Carlin as+-—

fT'^t^r^.^lTter'^^l SEALTEST MAY BACK
Kobak won a 5-to-2 reelection en-

dorsement by the MBS board in

the face of an attempt to oust him
gave the minority but influential

• stockholder interests the satisfac-

tion of having accomplished half

their mission.

Kobak himself refused to resign,

asserting "you'll have to fire me

MARTIN-LEWIS SHOW
Sealtest is talking with NBC

with an eye toward possible spon-

sorship of the new Dean Martin-

Jerry Lewis comedy show. Net-

work is grooming the comedy duo
for Sunday night showcasing as

first." But as for Carlin, despite
i
part of its new programming pat-

the fact he had Kobak's backing to f tern

the last, he decided to call it quits,

turned in his resignation and an-

nounced he was going away for a

rest, with the intention of getting

a new job upon his return.

Carlin's bowout marks the sec-

ond within recent months among
the higher echelon, with Robert

Swezey (now with WDSU, New
Orleans) resigning in a partipg of

the ways with Kobak after the lat-

ter revealed his intention of bring-

ing in another sales-programming
administrator. Latter post remains

unfilled, although Kobak has in-

terviewed a number of key men,

and on top of that Carlin's pro-

gram spot must now be filled.

Demand for the ouster of the

Kobak-Carlin regime reportedly

came from the N.Y.-L.A. wings of

the Mutual operation (holding 39%
of the Stock), represented by the

Jack Straus-Ted Streibert-WOR
heirarchy In New York, and Lewis

Allen Weiss, chairman of the

Mutual Board and Don Lee's No. 1

operator on the Coast; As op-

posed to their thinking that the

Kobak administration has failed to

pay off in terms of big-league pro-

gramming, the remainder of the

stockholders, including the Chi-

cago Tribune-WGN-Col. McCor-
jtiick faction, and Gleyelaiid

Scripps-Howard group, the Yankee
Network and Ben Gimbel (WIP,

Philadelphia) voted for retention

of Kobak.
It's known that neither the

Stockholders' nor Kobak are tied

' (Qontinued on page 40)

MimL Gets Bill To

Ban lurid' iUrers
Minneapolis, March 8.

, Broadcast of "lurid" crime stor-

ies would be barred by bill intro-

duced in state senate and referred

to committee. Bill is authored by
Sens. B. G. Novak and Donald Sin-

Claire • It would outlaw local or
network shows dealing with mur-
der, bloodshed, rape or attempted
murder. It also bans shows tend-
ing to make "heroes or heroines"
of criminals. Similar bill is now
before Wisconsin state legislature,

Novak said.

Right of stations to broadcast
"legitimate" crime news, however,
Is protected, measure providing
station may broadcast news of ac-

tual crime "within a reasonable
period" after it has been com^
mitted, or news of developments
and- background material leading
to solution of the crime. Exempted
are radio stations operated by
Jaw enforcement agencies.

:

Sealtest this season has been
sponsoring the NBC Thursday
^ight variety show which has an
AFRA tiefn, but the client re-

portedly hasn't been too happy
with the payoff. Present show has

a $10,000 weekly nut. .

N.- W. Ayer is agency on the

Sealtest account.

N.YJgrs.idroup

Mulls Tackling Of

Mutual Problems
Mahagers and top executives of

all stations in New York—includ-
ing both indies and network affili-

ates-^laid plans for^ the formation
of a managers' group to work out
unified policies on mutual prob-
lems, especially labor, at a lunch-
eon in the Waldorf Monday (7).

A three^man committee was
elected to arrange for future meet-
ings that will' shape up the organi-

: zation. - The committee is lieaded
by Eldon Park, WINS, and includes
Herman Bess, WLIB, and Norman
Boggs, WMAC. The lunch also

served as an official welcome to

Boggs, who last month assumed the
management of the Nathan Straus-
owned indie. '

One proposal aired at the meet-
ing was that the new . organization,
when formed, should make a con-
certed pitch for simultaneous ex-
piration dates, for all labor con-
tracts, so that new pacts could be
negotiated along the same general
lines. Some toppers feel, however,
that in the complex New York
field, setting up uniform expira-
tion dates is "a pipe dream;'?.

In addition to serving as a clear-
ing house for information, the pro-
posed group would work on coor-
dinating requests for cuffo public
service time. The problem of mul-
tiple and conflicting appeals has
long been a beef of the station
biggies;

In a Nutshell
World's smallest mike was

used for the first time on the
air by Lyle Van on his "News
on the Human Side" over
WOR, N. Y., last week.
The mike, which weighs less

than a quarter :of ' an ounce,
fits into a half'a walnut shell.

Canadian Clergy Blast

Disk Jockey Airer; M.P.

Calls It 'Ravings, Tripe'
• Ottawa, March 8.

Latest blast directed against a
morning disk jock airer, "After
Breakfast Breakdown," comes
from House of Commons, where
Douglas Ross, Toronto M.P., last

week called it "meaningless lavr

ings and -tripe—ran insult to the
Canadian p e o p 1 e." Broadcast
every morning «( 8: 30 a.m.) on a
limited Ontario and Maritimes web
of the Canadian Broadcasting
Corp., sho w follows a religious

program. Recent replacement for

"Morning March Past," recorded
martial-music airer, "Breakdown"'
and its jockey, Max Ferguson, have
r e ached nation-wide attention
through blasts originated by Ot-
tawa clergy and followed by let?

ters to the editor.

Ferguson's comic-slant show, in

which he uses a number of voices

all produced by himself to lighten
the Burl Ives type format on disk,

riled the clerics and created the
opposition that has whirled itself

right into Parliament. CBC top-

man A. Davidson Dunton and his

programmers, as well as many dial-

ers, are supporting the "Break-
down" airer against the attacks.

Dunton says CBC will not be in a

hurry to . make a switch.

P&G NIGHT ROSTER ON

NBC DUE FOR CHANGE
With ; Procter & Gamble moving

its Red Skelton show from NBC to
CBS in the fall, P & G's remaining
nighttime roster on NBC is due for
a re-scheduling in the fall.

It's considered a certainty that,

"Life of Riley" and "Truth or Con-
sequences'' Will again wind up as
back-to-back attractions. (Until
this year they occupied the 8 to 9
Saturday night NBC stretch).

Either "Riley" will be moved out
of Friday night to precede "T or C"
on Saturdays, or the latter will be
shifted as the Friday companion
show to "Riley."

Top 20 and the Opposition
(March 1)

Chevalier Disks Fitst

'This Is Paris' Program

From Cafe de la Paix
Paris, March 1

The premiere, performance of

the "This Is Paris" show was taped
V from the Cafe de la Paix last •week.

The half-hour program is slated for
:a<Thursday evening 10 o'clock slot

over the Mutual- Broadcasting
sy.stem.

Maurice Chevalier starred, with
Claude Dauphin, French film star,

Acting as emcee. Format of the,

show was a musical variety deal,

with Paris fashions thrown in to

catch the feminine ear. Guest stars,

on the first program were , Yves
Montand; Line Renaud, French re-

cording artist, and Jean Lanvin,

Who (jliscussed fashions.

Paul Baron handled the music
and Bill Kbbson and Sam Pierce

scripted and produced. Since Che-
valier will be on tour, his part of

the program will be filled in for fu-

ture broadcasts by tape. The rest

of the show will -be broadcast from
the Cafe de la Paix «acfa week.

Proerram
Walter Winchell

Fibber & Molly

Lux Radio Theatre

Sponsored Network
Hooperating Competition

28.1 Electric Theatre
Man. Merry^Go-Round

26.6 Edwin D. CanhaM
Johns-Manville

Gabriel Heatter25.1

Jack Benny 25.0
Bob Hope 21.0

Godfrey's Talent Scouts 20.8

Duffy's Tavern

My Friend Irma

Amos 'n' Andy

Stop the Music

19.7

19.6

18.9

18.8

Mr. District Attorney 18.6

People Are Funny 18.0
Mr^ Keen J6.9

Big Town ^ 16.5
Crime Photographer 16.3

8 6
8.6

1.7

21
6.5

Fishing & Hunting Club. 1.8
" " " 2.1

7.5

9.4

9.7

10.4

4.4
7.4

3.6

5.3

6.0

10.0

6.9

4.4

1.2

3.4
7.2

2.4

4.7

14.0

11.6

8.0

11.3

12.1

3.6

2.1

Total
Network
Competi-

tion

19.9

8.3

14.1

Johns-Manville
Telephone Hour
Dr. I. Q.

;

Horace Heidt ; .

We, the People
Gabriel Heatter
Railroad Hour
Henry J. Taylor
Sherlock Holmes
Voice of Firestone
Milton Berle
County Fair
Gabriel Heatter
Arthur Gaeth
American Forum
Contented Program
Carnegie Hall
Mayor of the Town

j'Phil Harris'Alice Faye
Sam Spade
Lum & Abner
Fred Allen
Groucho Marx
Harvest of Stars
Johns-Manville
(No spons'd network programs) 8.0
Theatre U^.A. 3.0 20.8
Burns & Allen ,15 9
Hit the Jackpot 10.3
Jo Stafford 2.2
Johns-Manville 2.1
Sealtest 9.^

17.3

17.8

16.8

20.5

12.6

21.1

23.1

17.9

14.8

14.9

KLZ Announcer /

ED SCOTT
, Personable Kd Scott has been
show-wise since he was 13; does a
brisk job aa/KLJS!8, pjatter-master,
and handles a number of KLZ'b top
local programs.

KLZ, Denver.

'Soap QueenV
AM-TV Shuttle

On TIayhouse'
Elaine Carrington, whose author-

ship of the Procter & Gamble-

General Foods-sponsored "When A
Girl Marries," "Rosemary" and
"Pepper Young's Family" daytime

serials fetches her an annual in-

come of nearly $300,000 a year,
has negotiated a deal with NBC
for her bow into television.

Despite the daily grind of script-

ing three soapers (and keeping two-
three-weeks in advance). Miss Car-
rington is inaugurating a "Carring-
ton Playhouse" for a once-weekly
halfrhour NBC-TV showcase in

which she'll adapt her published
short stories -for video. Series is

scheduled
, for .a lat« April preem,

when - Miss Carrington returns
from

, a Florida vacation. She will
also emcee the program, introduc-
ing the characters, etc.

Several years back the soaper
scripter did a "Carrington Play-
house", radio series on Mutual, but
in that instance it was designed to
give new writers an airing.

RICHARDS HEARING

AGAIN SHOVED BACK
Washington, March 8.

Hearings.on the George A. Rich-

ards, stations in Los Angeles, De-
troit and Cleveland were post-

poned for the second time last

week , by the Federal Communica>
tions Commission to give the
agency more time to prepare for
the proceedings. The schedule is

now set for March 23, with the
first phase of the investigation to
begin in L. A. in the Federal build-
ing. Commissioner E. M. Webster
win preside.

Commission recently turned
down a request from Richards to
be heard in person before the full
membership in advance of the
L. A. proceedings. In a petition
declaring the hearings will create
a "critical" situation for himself
and his stations, Richards acknowl-
edged the genuineness of certain
evidence in FCC files relating to
instructions he issued to staffers
to slant news to reflect his preju-
dices. ,.

•
•

•

,„,

,

Thursday N^t

NBC Show Poser
Considerable interest is attached

to the "Thursday Night NBC
Story," particularly as it shapes
up for the '49-'50 broadcasting
season. In contrast to its present
state of flux, time was when NBC
could boast of

;
an impregnable

Thursday night fortress against
which no network could hope to
compete. But a lot has happened
since then, notably CBS' dominant
position on audience pull with its

sequencing of moderately-budget-
ed crime stuff ("Suspense,'' "Crime
Photographer," "Mr. Keen," "FBI
in Peace and War," etc.).

Here are the current Thursday
headaches facing NBC:

^.

Burns & Allen have been can-
celled by General Foods, with a

,

lower-priced Robert Young com-

'

edy show going in next season.
Kraft "Music Hall" status is in

doubt,' with return of Al Jolson
next season probably hinging on
public reaction to his new picture.

Sealtest show looks headed for
the cancellation heap, with the
client now eyeing the Dean Mar^
tin-Jerry Lewis comedy show for
Sunday sponsorship.

"Screen Guild Players" has just
been- renewed for- ' another 13.

weeks in the- same 10-10:30 p.m.
period. 'Camel cigarets would like

•

to unload this one, but is commit-
ted to a contract for next year.

However, it will probably demand
new time next season.

General Electrlc's Fred Waring
program is in the doubtful col-

umns, now that GE has bought
Sunday night CBS-TV for a War*
ing video show. However, it's-

considered likely that GE will can-
cel out on the Thursday night
NBC radio time.

WMIN AFRA Pay Hike
Chicago, March 8.

American Federation of Radio
Artists midwest activities resulted
in

. a 12-17% pay increase for
WMIN, St. Paul, staff announcers,
in the face of a strike threat.

AFRA will attend NLRB hear-
ings at Rock Island, 111., centering
around WHBF refusal to exclude
station supervisors from union
voting.

R&R'S NEW CHI BIZ
Chicago, March 8.

Consolidated Royal Chemical has
appointed Ruthrauff & Ryan to han-
dle Krank's shave cream and Mar-
row Oil.

Both products will continue their
present radio lineup, but plans call
for changes in other media.

B casters Alert

Selves Vs. Labor
Washington, March 8.

Protection for the broadcaster
against abusive labor practices was
asked by the NAB last week in

recommendations to< the Senate
Committee on Labor and Public

-

Welfare considering legislation to
displace the Taft-Hartley Act.

NAB urged that the new labor
law Include a provision against

.

"featherbedding." Few people,
NAB said, "will disagree with the
proposition that an employer
should not be compelled to pay for
services which are not required or
to pay exactions for services not
performed.''

The Association stressed the
obligation of; both labor and m an-
agement to "bargain collectively
in - good faith" pnd suggested that
labor organizations be given,
parallel responsibility with em-
ployers. It also asked for broaden-
ing of boycott prohibitions to ex-
pressly cover radio broadcasting."

A statement by Don Petty, NAB
general counsel, ; asked that
"abusive practices by either a
handful of labor leaders or a small
minority of employers should not
be used as an argument against
adequate laws in this field."

HUB'S WHDH IN BLACK

FOR 1ST YEAR IN '48

Boston^ March 8.

WHDH, Hub indie operated by
the Herald-Traveler, reported its

first year in the black this week
with a net profit of $38,810. Sta-

tion last year lost $98,814 before ,

claim for refund of $38,900 in fed-

eral taxes; Herald-Traveler itself

netted just under a million, down
about $100,000 from last year.

Net sales of station time in 1948
exclusive of talent and lines was
$622,199, an increase of 47% over
1947. This resulted both from an
increase in hours sold and pro-

gressively higher rates as the sta-

tion's Hooper has jumped. Sta-

tion was taken over by the Heraldr
Traveler in 1946 and has rapidly
gained a strong daytime listening

audience, but this is the first time
it has shown a profit.

Station recently went to 50,000

watts and carries FM- It has ap-

plied for a video channel, but even

if it gets one, chances are it won't

be on the air until 1950^
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AM-TV INTEGRATION-WHEN?
Brbpig 'Em Back From Above

For years the guy in the commercial film department of adver-
tising agencies was operating out of the "rumor division." He was
always the "fellow on the floor above," while all the creative pro-
gram braintrusting was going on downstairs. If an agency wanted
to "kick someone upstairs*' because he had fallen out of grace, he
invariably wound up in the commercial film department.
But now that these selfsame agencies have been smitten with

the video bug, with clients today putting the major accent on tele-

vision, it's the boys with the knowhow 6n commercial film tech-
niques who are in demand. They're being treated with a new
respect. What they learned upstairs ,is just what the client needs
today for proper treatment of commercials on video.

Job Situatnn Plenty Tough For

Radio Actors, Singers, Survey Fmds
Washington, March 8. —

—

, -
.
—'—^—

One out of every four radio ac-
) j^,

, _ . . _
tors in the major cities of the coun- I f'nillv S LOnShair jtaUOIl

was totally unemployed in the
j

Spring of 1948, which was eight or
l

nine times the unemployment rate
i

for the working population as.

Whoje, according to a. report just

issued by thp U. S. Dept. of Labor.
Based on a survey made by the

Bureau of Labor Statistics in co-

operation with the American Fed-
eration of Radio Artists, the report
showed that thp unemployment
rate among radio' singers was high
also but less than among actors.

However, moat announcers and
sound effects: men were regularly
employed.
The survey findings, said the; De-

partment, points to "a serious
problem of unemployment" , among
actors and singers.. Many of them,
it found, were entirely without
work during half of 1947, with one
out of five actors and one out of 10
singers affected.

Aside from serious unemploy-,
nient, the survey found that many
artists and singers had. long pe-
riods of little employment and low
earnings. One out of every 10
actors who had no weeks of total

unemployment . during 1947 had
gross earnings of less than $2,000
from all sources during the year.
Counting both those unemployed

: part of the' year and those with no
weeks of total, unemployment, the
proportion earning under $2,000
was one-third, those earning over
$3,400 was one^half, and those over
$10,000 was one-fourth.

L. A. Idle Peak
During the period in early 1948

When the survey

Philadelphia, March 8.

WFLN, first all-FM broadcasting
station, in this area, goes; on the
air Monday (14). New station's an-
nounced policy

, is expressed by the
slogan "Good Music; and Good In-
formation," following a pattern de-
veloped successfully by WQXR,
N. Y., KFAC, in Los Angeles, and
WQQW, Washington, D. C.

Entire air time will be devoted
to playing recorded and live clas--

sical music, presentation of forums
and debates, discussions of impor-
tant foreign and domestic issues,

news broadcasts and other educa-
tional and cultural programs.

Station will begin operations in

suburban Boxborough, highest sec-
tion; in city area. Central studios
are on the immediate future plans.

Angeles had the highest propor-
;tion of unemployed radio artists,
with one-third of the actors and
one-fifth of the singers out of
work. In New York the proportion
was nearly as large but in Chicago
and other cities tile rate of un-
employment was much lower.
Various factors were found

Corwin to UN

Radio Division

Global Projects
Norman Corwin has joined the

Radio Division of the United ; Na-
tions Department of Public Infor-
mation. His tie-in with UN is part

of an ambitious expansiori program
inaugurated by the Radio Division
under which top writers from all

was made Los
j
parts of the world will be brought

IN THE \mm
More and: more trade observers

are coming to the conclusion that
the, sooner the sales-administrative-
program echelon within the frame-
work of

; networks, stations aiid
agencies subscribe to a policy of
radio-television; integration, the
less confusion and headaches Will
crop -up.- ,

With sponsors already thinking
in terms of both radio and Video
in; the pacting of deals for person-
alities and properties^ inevitability
of a merger becomes more and
more pronounced. Right now there
are collisions and conflicts all over
the lot.

While the radio sales depart-
ment of a network is involved in
ha.cfcing away at one side of a com-
pany budget in wrapping up a
sponsorship deal, the TV sales rep
is hacking away from the other
end. In its wake, i-idiculous situ-
ations crop up. The sales admin-
istrative boys are assailed by doubts
as to whether, on the one hand,
the radio department is doing the
dirty work, only for the TV fra-
ternity to Step in and rule the
Toost, while on the other the video
contingent is baffled as to . whefe
they'll come off. •

Serious Morale Problem
The , solution, it's pointed out,

does not lie in the present formali-
ty of bringing the AM-TV crews
together for once-weekly briefing
and general discussion of problems
but, trom a creative point of view,
there must be a continuing and
permanent- integration.
Meanwhile, around the networks,

there's a serious morale problem
shaping up because of a non-inte-
gration policy. TV personnel in-
creases day by day, the strictly-

radio boys, with a full awareness
of the fact that inevitably television
will be the big noise in the era of
diminishing radio returns, are ask:?

ing themselves: "Will there be
room enough for me, too, in this
not-too-distant future?" They
realize that, as part of an integrat-
ed picture today, their chance of
survival in the bigtime TV era will
be.: more secure.

Hoover Commission s Task Force

Report to Congress Takes Some

Jabs at FCC But Is Vague on Cures

Taking a Chance
Lever Bros, and J. Walter

Thompson agency are going
out: on a limb on its "Lux Ra-
dio Theatre" presentation for

April 4. Attraction that night
will be the newly-released
Claudette Colbert-Fred Mac-
Murray "Family Honeymoon"
"Pic.

"Lux, practice in the past

has been to hold off on prop-,

erties until their b.o. values
have been established in film .

houses around the country.
"Honeymoon" was set without
any b.o. figures, strictly on the
basis of past Colbert-MacMur^
ray audience pull. ^

4 f ,

to

(Continued on page 40)

'Overlap Stalls

WHASTransfer

here as guests of UN;
I

Corwin will; create and direct

I

special projects which, in turn, will

j

get world-wide distribution. In
addition to functioning in a con-

! sultanl-advisory capacity for UN,
he will become involved in actual-

rUN programming, with a "Human
Rights'' show already on the up-
coming agenda. .; .,'

Corwin's deal with UN Is on a
non-exclusive basis, which; permits
him to do outside work. (He has
nixed network bids in order to

freelance.) In addition to his UN
activities, he's writing a play,

1
which is on the Irene Selznick pro-

duction schedule, and is doing a

I

one-shot CBS documentary on
world citizenship slated for a June
presentation.

]
As part o£ the UN project to

! bring writers here from foreign

countries to aid in planning and
, execution of special programs

I
based on major themes of interna-

tional concern, Louis MacNiece

Sarnoff, Stanton on Exec
Club Dais for H. Hoover

{

Gen. David Sarnoff, RCA proxy;
j

Frank Stanton, , CBS topper, and i

Orestes Caldwell, first FCC com-

1

missioner,; will bt'on the dais wheti'l

ex-President Herbert Hoover i

speaks at the Radio , Executives ;

Club luncheon at the Roosevelt I

tomorrow (ThursJ.
I

Hoover will be presented with i

the first microphone he ever spoke i

into, when he delivered an address '

over KDKA on .Jan. 15, 1929. i

WMCAWstic

Shakedown Under

'Operations Boggs
In a drastic . effort to cut costs

and h.ypo saleSi WMCA, N.. Y., is

consolidating its staff, tightening
up operations and propping a new
rate card at lower prices.

On April 3 the indie will start,

using the new rate structure, with
a preview to be announced this

week. Rates will be cut to what
is termed "a realistic level in line

with the station's coverage and
ratings;" The new card will have
a uniform rate from 7:30 a.m. to
11 p.m., eliminating the nighttime
premium. There will, however, be
reduced rates from 11 p.m. to mid-
night and another price for the
all-night show.

Operationsrwi'sei general man-
ager Norman Boggs and manage-
ment consultant Ralph Atlass.
working with a carte blanche from
station owner Nathan Straus, are
considering consolidation of the
indie's staff on a single floor, in-

stead of the two previously used.
It's also reported that use of stu-
dios is being: minimized so that
only two are' taken by staffers at

any time, as many of the remain-
ing seven being rented. In the
past, WMCA has-" rented studios to

record companies and netSi but the
policy is now being heavily
pushed.
The chief engineer, P. C. Verse-

( Continued on page i34 ) :

^ ' Washington, March 8.

j

Both by implication and specific

! criticism, the Hoover Committee

I

on reorganization of the:; govern'
I ment ; jabbed at the Federal Com-*
munications Commission yesterday
(7) in its Task Force report to Gon-^
gress. That part of the report on:
the, independent regulatory agen-
cies dealing with FCC operations
slapped hard at "serious weak-,-
nesses" in "performance" but rec-

I

ommendations for, improvement

I

were couched in somewhat vaguci
\ academic terminology,

'

I ; The Commission's general find"^ :

j

ings on the regulatory bodies,
I while seldom mentioning agenciesi

|

seemed to fit the FCC as much as

I

its separate chapter on FCC opera-
tions, although the comments were

: I directecL at other agencies also: For

I

example', on the subject .of impar*
tiality of regulation and the pos-

j sibility of "favoritism," the report

I

said: "The regulatory interests are
i powerful and often politically in-

I

fluential. The privileges which the

;
regulatory agencies can grant or

I

withhold are often of great value,
and regulation will obviously have

:

^

a tremendous impact on the profits,

1 service and finances of the indus-

I

try involved." So, said the report,
''there is a vital necessity for assur-

I ing that such regulatory agencies
\

are insulated from partisan in-

fluence or control to the maximum
extent feasible."
The Task force study gave staff

workers of the agencies generally
a clean bill of health but said there

I

is "probably" no need for members
I of the commissions to be "true ex-
I
perts in the area of regulation . . .

Their main contribution should be
wise and intelligent judgment;
which, does not necessarily require

'

expertness . .
" Whether this, was

I

a crack at FCC for: having mostly ;

engineei-s and lawyers among its

I members, the report didn't say.

i Too Many Turnovers

i
The report criticizfed the regula-

„

I

tory agencies for too much turn-"
1 over of members, pointing out that ;

(Continued on page 40)

Washington, March 8.
Federal Communications Com-

mission hearings in the WHA'S,
Louisville, transfer case were re-
cessed today (Tues.) until April 4.
The move came after commission
counsel refused to accept Cro.sley

I

— -

.
technical evidence relating to the Britain's top radio writer, is due
crucial question of WLW, Cincin- here soon, and is scheduled to col-
nati, overlap into Kentucky, on ,

l.)bnrato with Corwin on a program
Vhich approval will be determined, project.

Commission hearing examiner Corwin checked off radio a
Leo Resnick granted request by couple of years ago following his
Crosley counsel this afternoon to ; CBS scries based on his Willkie
recess the proceedings long enough ]

"One World Award" qlobal flight,

.to give WLW engineers time to He has returned to N. Y. after liv-

make new measurements to sali.sfy ing on the Coast.
FCC requirements. It was under- ,

—' —
stood the move was taken by Cros- • ,^ «t .
ley as a "take-no-chance" decision , MusiC Please Uoes IM6t
on^he transfer not being approved.

I

Chicago, March 8. ;

Cros.s. examination by FCC coun- 1 "Music Please" goes on CBS net
set indicated Crosley may have a Friday* (11) night in the 11.05 to
hard time getting by on the over-: n.so slot, after several months of
lap issue, since WLW and WHAS WBBM mail pulling, Musical fea-
».re only 105 miles apart. Data al-

, tures 26-piece orch Under direction
ready submitted by Crosley shows of Caesar Petrillo backing vocals
substantial coverage by WLW into , bv Connie Russell, Louise . King
jne area Served by WHAS. Only ' and George Ramsby.wo other 50-kw. stations are as i show continues on 55 minute

(Continued on page 42) 1 basis for WBBM local airing.

Feltis Bowout Cues Conjecture On

Ultimate Fate of Strife-torn BMB
Ultimate f ate of Broadcast

Measurement Bureau was a topic

tor industry discussion this past

week as Hugh Feltis officially re-

signed as No. 1 BMB operator,, to

: accept the, general managership of
KING in his hometown of Seattle.

The; inner economic-political
i.strife attending BMB's administra-
tion eulrainating in. Feltis' bowoijt

;

is generally deplored by the indus-
try as a whole. He initially re-

signed six weeks ago, but deferred
' official announcement while he got
i himself a new job and went on a

sales binge to wrap up a lot of new
i
stations^ including WLW, Cincin-
nati. It's recognized that, more than
ever, the radio industry will need
a BMB or something better, par-

: ticularly in the coming era when
radio gets smacked hard by ad-

vertisers, questioning whether ra-

I dio can deliver. As a matter of

self-preservation, the industry must
support a uniform basis of self-

measurement, under a tri-partitc

administration.

I If the BMB can foe salvaged, and

out of it emerge a stronger ad-
ministration, the industry will sup-
port it. That's why CBS, for one,
although debating whether tO: poll
out in the wake of the inner^poli-
tical snarl,, decided to string along.
Meanwhile the economic status

of BMB poses a problem. The suc-
cession of resignations and re-
trenchments will permit for econ-
omies of $100,000 or so a year.
There's enough coin in the till to
assure all the ballots coming in
for Study No. 2. But, some say,
don't be surprised if the BMB and
the industry are ; confronted with
a warehouse fuU of master cards.
Whether there's enough money to
permit for the stations getting all

the info back, appears to be a
moot point.

In that event, the networks and
stations will be faced with the
problem of having the cards on
coverage breakdown duplicated.
This, of course, can be done from
the master cards without too much
difficulty.

And after Study No. 2, many are
asking, then what?

Lever Bros. May

Reverse Trend
Reversing the trend of top bank-

rollers who are beginning to siphon
coin off from radio budgets to en»,
ter the commercial; video arena.
Lever Bros, is mulling an addi-
tional half-hour of AM program-
ming in a bid to hypo its Tuesday
night spread: on NBC.

.

For a while Lever was consider-;
ing cancelling out "Big Town" for
Lifebuoy and slotting; Jerry Lewis .

and Dean Martin in the 10-10:30
Tuesday slot, but permitted its op-
tion on the L & M duo to lapse;

Company now wants to move "Big
Town" into another time period
and acquire a new comedy show
for the. Tuesday ride as; a compan-
ion stanza to the Bob Hope Show.
An additional half-hour of Lever .

programming, coming on top of the;

U. S. Steel biz acquisition; would
represent a sizeable hypo on the
NBC morale-billings front.

WHDH's Grapefruit Repeat
I Boston, March 8.

WHDH, Hub indie, is set to

; carry direct coverage of Grape-
1 fruit league baseball games of Bos-
ton Braves and Red Sox. Initial

i

broadcast is set for March 12. This
' will be the second year such cov-

erage of training camp games has
been carried with sportcasters

Jim Britt and Tom Hussey han-
dling the mike.

Programs are under the joint

I sponsorship of the Atlantic Refin-
' ing Co,, Narragansett Brewing Co.
and the Boston Herald-Traveler.
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Church Steeple Looms as Tomorrow's

Radio Station, in Baptist Activity

Washington, March 8. *
The church steeple of today may

be the radio station of tomorrow.

It may also be a godsend to FM.
Through the development of

low-power 10 watt transmitters,

allowing FM stations every 10

miles on a single FM channel,

thousands of: churches may soon

be able to broadcast services and
social activities to their immediate
congregations. The little stations,

Which can be established for aP'
proximately $2,000, would serve to

project community liferback to the

chtirch, which used to be its cen-

ter, and to give it greater relig-

ious and cultural impact.
Spearheading the project is Al-

ton Reed, director of the radio de-

partment of the Baptist General
convention of Texasi which al-

ready has 180 churches associated

with it in the state "definitely in-

terested" in obtaining permits.

Reed, however, visualizes a far

greater use of the 10 watt stations.

The Baptists have a membership in

20 states of nearly 7,000,000 adf:

herents. If the Interest of Texan.
Baptists is any indication of . the

rest of the country, there may be
700 stations operated by this de-

nomination alone.

In Washington to confer with

FCC officials in furtherance of a

petition, filed by Cohn & Marks,
counsel, to open up the 88-92mc
noncommercial educational band
for the church stations, Reed said

he believed various religious de-
nominations would put in 1,800 to

2,000, and possibly many more,
low powered FM outlets, FCG per-

mitting.

ABC Sets Seattle Fiesta

Seattle, March 8.

The 20th Annual Fisherman's Fes-

tival here, set for March 20, will

be broadcast over the entire ABC
network from KJR, local ABC put-

let.

It marks the ninth consecutive

year that KJR has broadcast the

affair, which is the highlight of the

readying of Seattle's, large fishing

fleet for departure to the halibut

fishing grounds in Alaskan waters.
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Legislative Hearings

In Mass. to Be Aired If

New Bill Is Enacted
Boston, March 8.

^ A bill filed in Massachusetts gen-

eral court last week by Sen. Sum-
ner G. Whittier calls for the enr

actment of a permissive law allow-

ing radio stations to cover all leg-

islative 'hearings either on a live
basis or with tapes for rebroadcast
later. . . .

Whittier, who conducts a top-
ranking local show called "This
Week at the State House," a show
that won the local Peabody award
last year, figures his bill would-
keep the legislators on their tOes
in hearing rooms and prevent a

Dinah Shore Thmnbs

MBS Disk jock Offer;

Sinatra May Spin Platters

Hollywood, March 8.

Frank Sinatra may turn disk

ii->k shortly, but Dinah Shore has

decided to stick to making platters

instead of spinning 'em. Mutual

Broadcasting System had pitched

the two singers for a back-to-back

network deejay setup.

Understood Sinatra and the

skein have almost come to an

agreement. Miss Shore, however,

nixed the idea on grounds that she

depends a great deal on promotion

of her Columbia disks, the back-

bone of her income, and feels many
local jocks might be offended if she

muscled in on their dodge.
.

Miss Shore countered the deejay

hubby George Montgomery be

paired in a Mr. and Mrs. Show on

the net. Mutual wasn't exactly

titillated by the thought, where-

upon thrush notified them she

wasn't interested in becoming an

out-and-out disk jockey.

From die Proda(^n Cnlres

and foolishness that often: charac-
terizes hearings.

It has long been customary for
the governor's messages, etc., to

be broadcast, but radio has always
been prohibited from actual hear-
ings. Sen. Whittier claims that re-

porters, 'by the very selection of
leads and story lines, are actually
editing the news while radio would
offer legislative talk straight from
[the horse's mouth. Some opposi-

1
tion has been shown to the bill on

1 the grounds that it might make
1 fools of some of the speakers, but
!
that's the senator's point. If they

I

knew they were on the air, they'd
be more careful of what they say. '.

Thes bill, stirring up a lot of in-

terest, has been endorsed by Craig
Lawrence, WCOP manager; Louis
Lyons, Niemann Fellowship direc-
tor; Neil Wallace, WEEI news-
caster, and others. • It's currently
in the joint rules committee,
which can grant the right to radio
stations without actual legislation.

TV-FM Set Sales

Show AM's Slip,

SezFMAPrexy
Washington, March «:

Production by major manufac-
turers of medium-priced television:

sets with FM facilities was hailed
by the FM Assn. last week as defi-
nite acceptance by the industry
and the listening public of the
«uneriority of FM in aural radio.
FMA prexy William E. Ware said

the TV*FM receiver is gradually
moving the family AM set "out of
the living room and into the attic."

Stromberg-Carlson, DuMont and
Crosley combinations have been on
the market for some time and other
manufacturers are now falling in
line, he said.

An FMA spokesman also found
comfort in the most recent industry
-figures on receiver production
Which showed FM output well

fi*^h°v,^-^^''^«''*"'?^'^i*V™°"* tion, treasurer; Harold Holz,

1^,1 of. *•
pointed to an i^vMGM, secretary; Sam Taub, and

f V? ^v. /!i""f?"''
P'"0'l"'^i'?n Ted Husing, both of WMGM. vee-

which, after deducting automobile I

and portable sets, left only 277,000
p

*^
'

AM home receivers compared with
I

147,000 FM or FM-AM sets and
121,000 TV sets.

He pointed out that the dollar
volume of FM and TV set produc-
tion during January . far exceeded
that of AM sets, f'ln other words,"
he assertedi "the industry is al-

ready getting more dollars out of
the new services than out of AM.
From now on AM is on the down-
grade and the trend is definitely

toward FM."

SPORTS B'CASTEES ELECT
Marty Glickman, of WMGM,

N. Y., was elected prexy of the N. Y.
Sports Broadcasters Assn., suc-
ceeding Bill Stern, at a luncheon
meeting; Monday (7).

Other officers voted in are:
Jimmy Dolan, NBC, executive sec-

retary; Andy Lang, Press Associa-

m mW YORK CITY
Dick Swift officially appointed gen. mgr. of WCfiS as Ari Hayes*

successor , . V. Robert Friedhelmi director Of the Recording Dlyi-
sion of NBC for the past 12 years, has checked out to join World Broad<
casting System as sales manager . . ; . Robert Lewis ShayOtt
of a daughter. Sheila Russell, Monday (7) John Gambllnk celebrated
24th year at WOR yesterday (8) . . . ,A committee of the Badio iDireetbrs

Guild will meet with reps of the four networks tojnorroW (lO) to nego*
tiate a national contract covering freelance flirectors, <Ted Corday ijj.:

chairman of the RDG committee.

Jack Beall subbing for Elmer Davis while thie ABC nOws- anali'st is

on two-week vacation. Davis was cited for "best foreign news interprei .

tion" for radio from this country and NBC's Henry Cassidy for reporting
from abroad by the Overseas Pre.ss Ciub at thci Waldorf Friday (4) . .

.

"

ABC's Martin Agronsky commended; by Jtteywooft^^B corn*;
mittee for his payroll kickbacks expose: . • ;''$tbp the Music"^^ ^ to

.„,^„ ^ mark first anni March 20 with recorded greetings from celebs. Show's
offer with a suggestion that she and

i xv format still being hammered out . David & Dorothy Paige to
guest with Bob Houston on WMGM Friday (11) . . , Richard Hogue, ex-
Ra-Best Features, named ABC's accoiirit exec in charge of cdmniercial
network expansion, replacing Wylle Adams, who inoves to web's TV
sales staff .

. . .Mel London, ex-prograiifi: director of WGNR-PM, New
Rochelle, has joined Wilbur Stark-Jerry Lajfton. Inc., to cb-write Mu*
tual's "Movie Matinee" G: Richard Swift, ass't; genv mgr; at WCBSi
to Pinehurst, N. C, for vacation . .Morey AmiSterdain's raoiiner ^ied
in Hollywood Wednesday (2) . , . . Robert Hudson; CBS; education iand

opinion programs director,; to Lsmsing fOr Mi'chijian 1^dio^:C^^

; . Priscllla Kent's option: has been picked
;
lift for .second year by

Y&R for "The Second Mrs. Burton" . . . ; Lester and jjiUet Lewii^ left

<by piane Monday :(7) .for 10 days in Bermuda. . . ;. Edward J. Dcivney. ex;;.:

Headley^Reed Co., has joined William C; Rainbeau Co., station rCps./aS
veepee. . . .CBS press dept. has absorbed three members of the staff of

'

the defunct N. Y. Star: Bob Fuller, Irving Haberman and John HOrnCi
Arnold Moss (new beard 'n' all) due back this week from the Caast

to resume radio work after completing featured Motro .Stint in "Border
Incident," filmed in Mexico. . ; . John Reed King. tO: California, for two
weeks. Returns March 14 , . : , William

.
A/ Schndt, Jr., CBS; direH^^

Station Relations, married last week to registei-ied' riurse Jeati'' ftichards
'

at Amityville, L. I. , . : ; Luis Van Rooten added to cast of ".Rprhance of .

Helen Trent". . . .Andy Donnelly to '"David 'Hariim''. ,,. ;,Naomi Gamp-
bell, Kenneth Lynch, Ralph Camargo and Ruth Yorke.added to cast of
"Just Plain Bill"; . . Rod Hendrlckson to "Front Page Fai'reir'.

Paul Winchell slated to speak to the: 800 student editors of the Co-
lumbia Scholastic Press' Assn., Saturday (12) on "Ventriloquism for
Everybody.". , . .Sara Burton gets initial featured role on "Theatre .:

Guild of the Air," in next Sunday's (13) presentation of Aldous Hux-
ley's "Gioconda Smile'' with Charles Boyer. . : Bob HeniTr, program dfc ;

rector of WABF, has resigned from the station to enter television pro*
duction.
Ed Kobak, Mutual prexy, leaving today (9) for Miami, to confer with

Gabriel Heatter on latter's time shift, then up to Augusta, Ga., for-

'

weeks' vacation . . Morty Ncvins, of Three Suris, married in Norfolk
Sunday (6) , , Herlihy brothers, Walter (ABC) and Ed (NBC), on 18-
day Caribbean cruise . . . Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt, ABC commentatpr,
awarded American Hebrew Medal for promoting inteMaith ;tiftdiei^^

ing, . , Herman Maxwell, account exec, celebrated 26th J*ea* With ^ W
• Lisa Sergio, who left WOV to concentrate on net and TV plains, to
tape discussion program tonight 1 9) in 'Theodore's, . . , ABC announcer
Bob Sabin subbing for Don Hancock on WJZ's "Old Gold Party Time''
while Hancock tours with the web's "Amateur Hour." Grace John-
sen, ABC continuity acceptance chief, to be honored at Ad Women's
Club in Philly, today (9). Morris Novik, radio consultant, back from
two weeks in Cuba ... . Nancy Craig (ABC) leaves today (9) for six days
in Bermuda. , She has also been signed to do fashiort commehtarir foi;

Universal-International newsreel Singer Ruth Holland signed by
Ben Tucker Hudson Bay Co. for 13 weeks sumnier series on WINS
Radio Writers Guild tossing theatre party to preview Barrle Stavis'
new play "The Sun and I" at the New Stages theatre nights of March
17 and 18, Supper party at the Montparnasse will follow thb play.

Balto Outlets

Band^^^

- Baltimore, March 8.

, , ,.1. . , ,,...4 Seven of the nine radio outlets
good deal of the aimless chitchat

^^^^^ ^ave formed a committee to

meet the challenge of TV witti a

combined program of positive pro-

motion and aggressive activity.

Included are WFBR (ABC),

WCOA (CBS), WCBM (Mutual),

WITH, WBMD, WSID and WMCP.
WBMD and WSID are daytimers

and WMCP is exclusively FM. Not
In the setup because of TV affilia-

tion are WBAL (NBC), a Hearst

setup, and WMAR-TV, owned by
the Baltimore Sun and licensed for

AM as well. WAAM, other local TV
outlet, is exclusively video. :

Promotion pattern will stress the

constant all day-night coverage

of radio, its proven sales potential

and the variety of programming
Which does not immobilize the audi-

ence and raise the question of pro-

gram choice in the homes entered.

All stations will feature an iden^

tical slogan which will be changed
from month to month and which
currently is stressing "a radio set

in every room to suit everyone's,

taste."

Two of the three local TV outlets

are newspaper affiliates and AM is

being considerably played down or
ignored by the press.

An idea now being mulled by the

seven stations is a simultaneous
Sunday morning show with one
outlet piping to all the others- and
playing up the advantages of radio
without hitting out too hard at TV.
Entertainment will be stressed but
the positive picture of AM as a
still lively and effective medium
will predominate the pitch..

'

SILLERMAN IN EXIT

AS KEYSTONE PREXY
Michael M. Sillerman, president

and director of Keystone Broad-
casting System, has resigned both
offices, effective March 15. Siller-

man indicated that he is exiting

KBS because the transcription web
was not adopting his plans for ex?

pansion in coverage, promotion
and research.

Sillerman, who has served as

president since the wax web
sitarted; in 1940, retains his stock

interest in the corporation. He has

not yet announced his future plans.

No replacement for the presiden-

tial post has been made yet, but
Naylor Rogers, former manager of

KNX and Keystone veepee, has
been named executive veepee with
headquarters in Chicago. Noel
Jlhys, account executive, will head
up the net's Nc^ York office.

Webs Deny as 'Absurd' Domination In

Spot Field; See No FCC Violations

•WashiWton, ,March 8.

Cut the networks out of the sta-

tion rep business and you stifle

rather than stimulate: competition,

the Federal Communications Comr
mission was told last week by

NBC, CBS, and ABC, who are op-

posing any regulation to restrict

their representation of affiliates in

the sale of national spot advertis-

ing. The webs filed briefs on their
arguments before the Commission
at hearings last December and
January.

NBC called monopoly complaints
of the major reps "absurd'' and
said there is no danger of domina-
tion of the national, spot field by
the nets. On the contrary, said
the web, regulation of network
spot operations would restrict the
independent .station's

' freedom of
choice.

CBS said the reps failed to prove
any violation of FCC chain regula-
tions. The "safety valve" in the
whole situation, asserted the net-
work, is the station itself., which
would be quick to fire its net's spot

m HOLLYWOOD . . .

Margaret Whiting drops off CampbeU's Cltib 15 next ilionth to set up
housekeeping and do the wifely chores for Hubbell KoWnsori in NeW
York .;. Jackson Wheeler, onetime CBS chief anhbuncer, is sb all-fired
enthused over television that he's throwing in his lot With the CBS
video setup and has a nightly program going . . Ed Buckalew, CBS
western division station relations mgr, swinging through his territory
after officiating at linking of Fresno's KFRE with the network, . . .Frank
Gross, one of the town's top announcers, is: in danger bf beiiig typed.'
He replaced Truman Bradley on Prudential Hour Of Stars, his third
dramatic show. . , Frank Oxarart pulled stakes at CBS, where he was
manager of network sales for the western area* to join Hunt Foods as
ad and merchandising manager , . . Harry Ackermah off for New York
to huddle with Hub Robinson on the CBS summer patteim. Before
shoving off he ordered a recording of Erskine Johnson's "Make jBelieve
Town," a dramatic series about Hollywood . . Hector Chevigny's new
book, "Woman of the Rock,'' carries a dedication to many of his old
writing friends in Hollywood..--Paul Franklin, D6n^uinn, Tnie :floa^^^^^
man. Arch Qboler, Sam Moore and Glenhau Taylor. Chevigiiy wais on*
of the top writers in Hollywood before he Ibst his sight; ... Jerry Field-
ing replaced Stan Meyers as music director bf the GrOubho Marx show

. Louis Merlin, director of Radio Luxembourg, observing television
under convoy of Harry Engel and Rich Morgan Of the Raymond Morgan
agency ,., Mark Warnow winds up his scoring job ott Ida fcupino's :

'Not Wanted" so he can start packing for permanent residence in New
York. He'll be missed in Hollywood, being one Of the nicer guys in
the music end of radio , . . Eddie Bracken has a cOuple of deals wOrltihg
which will include Artie Phillips as hii head writer; He wants to get
back in radio to prove that the unkind things said jabout him aire ttntrue,

m CHICAGO . . .

Singer Andy RusseU and pianist Ray Sinatra guesting over WGN's
"Teens and Tunes" show March 12 ; . vNew FM station WMOR hosted
local press at party touting March 2() formal Opened. "Jhe 40,000 watts

^ „ makes vet-backed station Chi's biggest . . . Ex-OPA chief Paul Porter

major reps who 'covet' the rela- I

heading U. of Chicago Round Table Sunday (13): , . .John B. Walt new
lively small proportion of the na- 1

assistant manager of Admiral Corp. ad department CBS' "Dr. Chris
tional spot business now done by !

tian" nr/im.or« ti.i tt ..t. ,.

sales division if it tried to rob the
affiliate of its independence.

Briefs supporting CBS argu-
ments were also filed by WRVA,
Richmond and KSL, Salt Lake
City, affiliates represented: by the
web's. Radio Sales Division,' ,;

ABC pointed out that no com-
plaints came from anyone : except
the ; 24 members of the National
Assn. of Radio: Station Represen-
tatives. "It is clear," said the
weto, "that NARSR in arguing for
the 'public interest': is really plead-
ing for the 'private interest' of the

the networks.
Edward Petry & Co., a leading

rep, submitted a brief supporting
the petition previously filed by
NARSR, of which it is a member.
Petry pleaded with the Commis^
sion to "lock the door before the
horse is gone" by adopting a sim-
ple rule prohibiting the nets from
representing non-owned stations in
national spot. Whether anything
wrong has been done up to date,
the firm said, ''is beside the point
and totally inconsequential."

program to air from Palmer House through WBBM April 27 as

feature of Better Business Bureau convention . . .Breakfast Clubber
Don McNeill catching two^week Florida tan starting March 21. AUe»
PrescQtt will sub as emcee . . WBBM musician Frank Panico will wed
Claire Pallelo here April 23. . , ,Hank Grant emceed "Teen and Tunes''
show at Marillac social center Arnold Carlsen, Gil McClelland and
George Herro all back at MBS Office after SicknesS . ... Shelby Gordon
added to WBBM script staff.

Horace Heidt's Youth show will be aired from Civic Opera via NBC
March 13 ... Jean Craig new Mutual trafficker. ..Pianist Don Fair-
child subbing for Jimmy Blade on WMAQ. . . .NBC'S Don MarcotteS
new song plugged over Fred Waring show NBC'er Howard Luttgens
in Gotham for Radio Engineers' convention Lon Saxon recent

WBBM addition as instrumentalist Stu Dawson, Feature Frodu(!-

(Continued on page 40)
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AUTOMOTIVES RACE INTO TV
Take Me Out to the Kine Ballgame
. Plans to take kinescope recordings of baset)all games for transr

jjiissioi) of tlie games' highlights late at night has become one of

the hottest things in TV, with sponsors in most of the key city mar-
ket areas bidding for rights to the night telecasts. Baseball club
owners, although they have signed no such deals yet, now believe
the rights to the delayed airings will eventually bring them more
cash than the simultaneous live pickups and have assigned their
attorneys to study the situation thoroughly.
Reason for the hot bidding, of course, is the much larger audi-

ence anticipated fqr the late evening shows. Many fans who can't

take time off during the -afternoon to attend a game in person or
to watch it televised, would welcome

; the chance to see the high
Spots of each game late at night. Biggest obstacle to overcome is

the question of whether the sponsor who bankrolls the live pickup
should have first crack at the delayed transmission. N. Y. team
owners have agreed to that but are demanding that if the original

sponsor turns down the nighttime rights^, he. must give way to an-

other bidder.
' Idea for. the nighttime show was originated by the J. Walter^
Thompson ad agency for its Ford dealers account, which, hopes to

get the ball rolling in Chicago. Prospective, sponsors now agree
that, in addition to kinescoping an entire, game so as not to miss
out on any important action, it may also be necessary to do all

games possible each day. In N. . Y., for example, that might in-

clude two teams playing at home at the same time. Idea there is

that if a ' game turns into a pitchers' battle, , the delayed • trans-

.mission might be too dull. With two games from which to cull

footage, there would be more of a backlog to fall back on.

Since. kinescopirig: two to two'and-a-half hours of baseball is

highly expensive, possibility exists also that the nighttime airings

may be bankrolled by two; or more sponsors. In that case,; of course,

the different sponsors would have to be non-competive.

WPIX, In Bullish Trend, Hopes To

Hit Break-Even Point Durii^ 'SO

N. Y. Daily News' WPIX, which*
has had an extremely rough road ,

to travel as one of two indie tele-

vision stations competing with four

major network outlets in N. Y , is
|

now on the upward path. Latest

Chi's Paree Show

irSJHE PICTyRE

THm- GETS 'EM
Automotive industry, which has

never fully meshed gears with ra-
dio, is now racing into television
on all cylinders. Latest to join the
steady parade are Buick, which
has optioned a full, hour on GBS,
and Dodge, which is mulling spon-
sorship of Jack Carter's "Pick &
Pat" minstrel show on ABC. Line-
up, in addition, now reads, Ford,
Chevrolet, Oldsmobile and Lin-
coln-Mercury, with Pontiao having
already been in on a one-shot and
Kaiser-Frazier possibly bankroll-
ing simulcast of "Walter Winchell
in the near future.
Race of the auto producers and

dealers into TV is a throwback to
the early days of radio, :,vhen most i

of them took a crack at the older '

medium. Chewy at one time I

bankrolled Jack Benny and Chrys-
i

ler was the longtime sponsor of the
Major Bowes amateur show. On

{

the assumption that mere; oral i

description oE their product was
\

not enough to merit the cash out-

;

lay, most of them since then have
dropped out of AM, with the ex-
ception of Ford. With tele's in-

;

herent
;
visual qualities; the auto

|

firms believe they have, come up
i

withvone of the most potent ad '

mediums they've yet had; hence,
the rush to get in.

Buick's 20G Show Plan

Buick' is looking for a big-name t

variety show, similar to Milton I

Berle's "Texaco Star Theatre," and 1

is 'reportedly ready to spend $20,-

000 a week on talent and produc
tion alone

Too Much Chesterfield
With Chesterfield cigarets

slated to sponsor Bing Crosby's
radio show Wednesday nights
on CBS, next season, the ciggie
outfit plans to move the "Ar-
thur Godfrey and Friends"
television show from its pres-
ent Wednesday night at 8 slot

to Thursday night.

Idea, of course, is that keep-
ing both shows on the same
evening would dissipate the
value of the commercial plugs
for each, whereas moving the
Godfrey opus will give Ches-
terfield two separate nights of
advertising. Godfrey show,
with a 46.6 Hooper, was fifth

in the TV ratings for February
and, with Crosby also expected
to pull down a hefty Hooper,
Chesterfield anticipates two
good payoff -nightSi

CBS Sunday SRO;

GE Buys Waring,

Taast' Gets B.R.

•^^ Number of new sponsors tagged
by GBS television during the last
few weeks is expected to presage
an all-out battle for top network
position in TV between CBS and
NBC, similar to the one now raging
in the radio industry. NBC, at the
moment, still holds the upper hand
in that the web, with the exception
of a few half-liour segments, is

practically sold out on its nighttime
TV. And, according to a top NBC
spokesman, it is concentrating all

its efforts to stay on top because of
the future importance of TV.
Unlike radio, in which NBC has

been accused of failing to build its ;

own house packages and develop,
new talent, the web is emphasising:/
its own TV package production. Al>
ready on the air are sucli programs
as Robert L. RipleyJs "Believe It.

Or Not " and the "Camel News Car-
avan." Coming up in April are a
half-hour Saturday night show fea-
turing Jane Pickens and a Wednes-
day night program featuriiig
columnist. Danton Walker, who was
signed to a longterm TV , Contract
this week.

In addition, it was revealed this
week that "PHilco Television Play-
house,'' which had been mulling a ,

bow-out from its present Sundiy
night 9 to 10 spot, has decided to
stick it out on NBC-TV. probably
through the summer.- Opposed by

1
Ed Sullivan's "Toast of the Town"

,

|on CBS-TV, Philco had never been:
.. Jable to show much of a rating. Now

'that "Toast" is to be moved down
an hour and General Eleetric's neW

GBS; tlJfe'i'isiphi contlmvirig
new sponsor drive, snagged two of
its biggest last vrek when Gen-

1 Fr-j, Warine show tato* ov^i- ih..
Kudner ad agency, ,eral Electric signed to bankroll

| ^^bS sp^ Ph&S
which now produces both "Texaco" i Fied Waring in a full-hour Sunday

, °^ See to snare a maior nart
and the "Admiral Broadway Re- I

night show starting in mid-April
! °ftuj^3^p„r.

^^^^^ ^

Chicago. March 8.

_ Paris fashions : will be flown

audience 'Vkngrs'lTowThe station I

direct to Chicago for a March 13

more than holffing its own against showing over WENR-TV m a

its opposition and. according to special telecast.
snonsor i

^ue," has grabbed off the Buick
j
and the Lincoln and MercuiT deal- rip«i„nprt

r Coe WPIX ho"uWrt'the''bS 1^ Ry- agency
' account. Lincoln and Mercury ers pacted to pick up sponsorship ,^r„t,r uf Tv'readershfp" NBCL. Coe, WPIX should hit the D^^^^^

.— dealers also came m only this I of "Toast of the Town" starting uuj, ^..^ _„„_rt

to

even point some; time next year if

TV's current rate of development
continues, both in receiver sales

and entry of new advertisers.

Most recent Pulse tele report for

the Monday through Friday 6 p. m.
to midnight times shows WPIX
third among the area's six stations,

running. behind only WNBT (NBC)
and WCBS-TV (CBSK Daily News
outlet last month was in fourth
place. In addition, the station tops

the Saturday night list, as against

its second place rating the pre

'Pigmy' NABET

Arrayed Vs.

IATSE,IBEW

, . . rr,,,, I »«^ 1. nn T.yii. j 1 1 1 I this WBck reucwed its optiou OH thc
week, signmg to sponsor CBS-TV's ' March 27 With a deal also close international theatre. N. Y., for an-
"Toast ot the Town," stalling ' to the inki.ig stage for its Sunday

| Qtjjer three-and-a-haif vears The-
March 27, after Emerson Radio

I

night "Studio One" series, CBS-
, ^tre will give the web a prime orig-

drops the show. Agency on that TV will be completely sold out Sun- ination point for some of its bigger
account is Kenyon & Eckhardt
Ford and Chewy, so far have

paced the auto field in tele. Ford
at one time bankrolled sports
events over, at least one station in

each TV. market area. Today, it

d.iy nights from 7 until 10:30 be
lore the start of the summer.

New bankroHers necessitate a

complete revamping of the web's
Sunday night schedule. Waring jtral building,
show, which is to start either April

shows in opposition to CBS, which
now has several former legit the-
atres in addition to its own king-
sized tele studies in the Grand Cen-

I

has only the "Ford Television The- I 17 or' 24, takes over' the 9 to 10 I

I

atre" once monthly on CBS-TV but

, .; . .; ,. ,. ... , i starts April 3 with a three-time.s-
a hot jurisdictional

, g.^onth airing of "Crystal Ball"Threat of

vious month. Station, moreover, ' fight for control of television tech-
[ ^^j^ ^^le same web and is now at-

now has three programs in the top
,

nieians within the next couple of
|
tempting to lineup nightlv 15-

10 across-the-board shows, includ- months looms over the fast-grow-
1 ^inuje showings via film of Chi-

ing "Pixie Playtime," "Six-Gun ing medium as three unions opened '

p^g^ ^lajor league baseball games
(Continued on page 42) battle last week on a complicated j Walter Thompson' agency has

-| Iront. As the inter-jlabor struggle
account, with K&E rcp-

I

bcs.'>n shaping up the. newest 'and
| the parent company

smallest union in the field,
; the,N»-

.f j

1
fetxal Assn. of Broadcast Engineers

1 and tecliriician.s, is finding' itseji

arrayed again.st two intrenched
AFlI gtoups—the Iriternational Al-

liance of Theatrical Stage Em-
(Continued on page 381

CBS'lorey,

We're Sorry'

CBS, in a change of heart, would
like to have it otherwise, but
Morey Amsterdam's video sliovv

last Monday (7) was his last on-
Coiuiiibia TV facilities under his

present contract. CBS served no-
tice on Amsterdam a month a?o
thSt he was through, both AM and
TV. But lasst week web execs got
bu.sy trying to enforce a 3.0-day

. ,. , , , . , j ,,„x„ . ,,„„
continuing clause in a bid to keep s'ons, ' telecast which debu(.od two

slot, which will be vacated by
"Toast.'' Latter moves back a

notch; to the 8 to 9 period, with
"Studio One" slated to alternate

each week in the 7 to 8 segment
with the web's "Film Theati'e of

the Air." "Ford Television Thea-
tre," which now occupies the 7:30
to 8:30 Sunday ni!?ht slot once a

Rehearsal Time Snafus

Take 'Dimension' Off

Air in KFI-Boyd Tiff

Hollywood. March 8.

"ITollyvvood in Three Di men-

the Amsterdam video show still

"'rolling.

CRS huddled with Mu.Sic Corp
of America, which controls the
Amsterdam package, . but : MCA
execs stood firm with the comic in

refusing to continue.
Meanwhile, several clients, in-

cluding DuMont Labs and Admiral,
have options on the Amsterdam
progfam.

weeks ago on KFI-TV. failed to

show Sunday (6>. Station said pro-

gram would be back next week, but

Mal^Boyd, who owns and packages

show, wouldn't .confirm show's re-

turn, Packager said he won't put

show back on station until "con-
, . , , „

flicting orders by various station i
Phil Silvers will leave the Ar

personnel regarding rehearsal time row video show March 17 or 24

arc cleared up,"

Tihns Only For

Rudy Vall.ee heads back, to the

month '"Studio One"- now runs :
Coast .Friday fll i aftei-.-a -couple of

twice a month in that period,' with months in New York, during which'

a feature film ;filling in the fourth i
he appeared both at the Latin

;

Sunday), moves to the Monday !

Quarter nitery and at the Broad-

liight 9 to 10 time, still on a 'once- 1 way Roxy, ;gue,sted on several tiele-r ;

a-month basis, with Ford's new vision and radio shows and audi-
'

"Crystal Ball" show taking the !
tioned his Vallee Video films for

Monday n^ghl 9 to 9:30 slot the i
TV to networks and ad agencies,

other "three Mondays each week I
He opens at the Coconut Grove,

starling April 3. i Los Angeles, March 29, and starts ,

"Riddle Me This,"' now hank- work next week in .20th-Fox's

(Continued on'page 38) "'^^^i^'^^^^^^^^^
a sequel ,to ; 20th s *1VIother Is a .

Freshman,'! which opens ' Friday at

th0 Roxy and in.which Vallee also

is featured, wilt star Fred Mac-;

:

'Murray,
' ,

'
.':";'' '.

On the. basis of the live TV shows
on which he has guested in N/ Y.,

Vallee this week reasserted, bis,

"Admiral : Broadway ^Revuie" is |
conviction that film is the only log-

;

, , i, , .
J. , > • i,i_„„„.:, I

ical answer to tele's current pro-
the first major television Program

g^3j<,^^j^g .^ijjj^.^,j^^^^^^^^

to announce, d(;finitely a suninjer
, he said, can take the: onus of mem-;

hiatus for this year. Sponsor picked 1 brizlhg iehgthy scripts off ah act-

up its option this week for an ad- i
o«''s shqu|dew and lt^)s, th^^o^jlf

; r,,. 1 / J 1 1 means possible of getting either a
ditional 26 weeks (and also i«-

, commercial or a dramatic show let-
No replacement is being set and pacted producer-director Max Lieb-

1
ter-perfect, Vallee noted that the

Chewy,. Uirough Campbell-
Ewald, now bankrolls "Chevrolet
On Broadway." a, half-hour drama-
tic series once weekly on NBC-TV,
plus "Winner Take All" on CBS-
TV. In addition, the outfit runs
an intensive spot campaign on most
stations and also sponsored pick-

ups ot the Brooklyn Dodgers' foot-

ball games last fall,; plus the two-
hour, special Christmas show pro-
duced by Arthur Schwartz on CBS
last winlei-. Olds has the CBS
1,5-minule news show twice week-
ly and Pontiac, also through
Campbell-Ewald, sponsored a spe-
cial one-shot to introduce its 1949
models over CBS-TV several

months ago.

Admiral Show, Off

For the Summer,

Set for 26 Wks. More

SILVERS BOWING OUT OF

ARROW TV SHOW; NO SUB

Chicago, March 8, ;

Notre Dame football coach Frank
Leahy was signed last week to nar-
rate and demonstrate 13 film shorl-s

Bovd said he had been getting tentative plans caU for a guest star
-^j^, ,^^,^^3 -^^^

one hour of rehearsal time and ..policy. It's not yet knwn whether
. _

cameras for "Dimensions" until he the rest of the show will stay w,th- long Program 0^ we air tr^^ June

I 1 > Tir r«1 CI 1 started prepping Sunday's show, out Silvers, although Young & 10 to Sept. 16 because of the antici-

LeanV S 1 V rilm JllOrtS Then, when he wasn't given re- Rubicam agencv is anxious to re- pated slump in TViewing during

hearsal period, he cancelled per-
,

tain others in the cast, comprising
^j^^ summer,

forniance Show' is sustaining, with Joey Faye, Jack Gilford, jJaCk Dia-

'

Boyd given pavoffi at "Sustaining ; inohd, Temple Texas, BettJ^ Gepr^^

cancelled layout, ! "lil^rret&t from the
-^'r=t t"t ^3 ^e^kTy"^^^^^tor video showing during the 1949|B„vd had lined up as guests Helen show was mutually agreed on.
:'*„^?,7^""V|ft,,;f

gncl season.
;

Walker. Eddie Albert, Florence Comedian, doubling from "High AprH

Carl Krueger and Hugh King, Bates, Charles Martin and Rudolph Button Shoes," found the task of
'^^^'^'^^^^

Hollywood co-producers, said
,
St.emad. All were making cuflo working both shows too great a

^' 3'^fjXn^r2^^^
shooting will take place May 1-11 '

tele appearances to plug current strain, while agency heads felt tha
JaA 20 1950

durinri spring practice and will also pix. Station would have had to more could he done With the show Piogiam

l)e packaged for tlieatre and 16m "pay technicians for rehearsal time, despite Its high position in the Kudnei agency iianaie* tne ac

cast of the Phil Silvei-s' "Arrow
Showj" one of those on wrhich he;

guested, was perfectly relaxed dur-
ing rehearsal but, he said, when
the show went on the air at night,

most of them became nervous and'

Aired Friday nights on both the tense, with a resultant line-fluffmg.

NBC'TV; and DuMont webs, the

Use. consumed by program. ' Hooperatings.
' count.

ABC'S PICK & PAT CO-OP

ABC-TV is mulling a co-op tele^

casting of the Pick & Bat minstrel

show, now booked on Thursday
from 8 to 9 p.m.

If the deal goes through, "Min-
strel Show*' would be shaved to «
half hour. .
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ABC s Saudek heps Fffst Major

Videomentary-On Marshall Plan
Video's problems in creatintf its

own documentary technique, going

beyond the, patterns of radio, film

or legit documentaries, are being

explored by Robert Saudek, ABG's

public affairs veepee, in the pror

duction of a full scale teleshow on

the Marshall Plan. The TV show,

which may run for an hour or

more, is tentatively scheduled for

June 7,:the second anniversary of

former State Secretary George C.

Marshairs epochal speech at Har-

vard.'

Work started last summer, when
Saudek retained Julian Bryan, ex-

Regency Productions, indie N.Y.

package agency, has wrapped up a

series of authentic film programs

on various folk dances, ranging
from Korea to Israel and the Amer-

ican Indians. Kach film is to be

introduced by a simple dramatized

episode or narration, and stations

are also given the opportunity to

keep the pictures for a dance film

library. : Regency has also pack-

[lew TelNew Tele Business

director of the International Film aged a^^series of kids' shows on

Foundation, to Shoot footage m
Austria, Germany, Poland, Italy

and France. In addition, Saudek
has footage from a ; European Co-

operation Administration camera'
man in France and from the Brit-

ish and U. S. governments.

Second step was conferences

with EGA heads in Paris last fall,

at the time of Saudek's trip to get

facts, for his AM documentary on
"The Berlin Story." W. AveriU
Harriman told the ABC exec why
he considered ECA a vital force

for the security of democracy, and
promised high level support for

the TV project.

Third step was the drawing up
of specific plans. As originaHy
blueprinted, Saudek wanted to use

80% film and 20% live scenes.

Now, however, he expects to reverse

the ratio. Reason for the switch,

he explains, is that film fails to

convey the vast scope of the re-:

eovery program, and its signifi-

cance' as "the first time in history

that countries habitually jealous of

each other have decided upon a
common destiny."

"Tale of a Dollar "

The videomentary theme will be
"The Tale of a Dollar." It will

show what happens to U. S. moner
tary grants for economic recon-:

struction and physical, spiritual

. and political aid. The live por-
tions will include some five scenes
that dramatize problems and de-

Vi'opments in human terms. One
scene will show a farm family's

difficulties before ECAid and its

life afterwards; Another will.deal
with the-City wprkrirand the trans*
formation effected with U. S. help.

One scene, to show planning at

(he governmental level, will be
televised live from Washington,
with heads of the State and Com-
merce Departments and EGA par-
ticipating. But despite its official

film, titled "Penny in Your Pock
et;'' each running: ' 13% minutes,

and a group of films dramatizing
personal problems sent to Emily
Post, in which she will appear.

Series of live programs on, in-

terior decoration- has been pack*
aged by indie producer Henri
Leiser. Leopold Kleiner, prez of
Kleiner & Rotter, N. '5f,r» interior

decorators, is to act as technical
expert; with the project calling for
actors and actresses to Wander
about the set, furnishing explana-
tions and also their own ideas tor
furniture arrangement.

liSpotPolicy

Baffles Clients

Hollywood, March 8.

Television's om minute spot
commercial regulations are: a con-
fusing issue with local sponsors.
As opposed to radio, which is

pretty much standardized, video
outlets ^each have their own dis-
tinct policy regarding the place-,
ment of spots.

NBC's KnBH has ruled that
spot buyers cannot purchase time
at the beginning and end of a sus-
taining program. Practice ^vould
give the appearance ot sponsoring
the program and thus riding on the

I

benefits of the telecast. The case

I

has, to date, not arisen at KTTV
I

but Frank King, sales manager of
station, related that he doesn't be-
lieve; outlet would allo.w the pur-
chase of spots at end of a show
either.

Kjl-TV has no policy against
any. type of spot buying at the pres-
ent time. Station is making a con-

backing, "Saudek says, the program \

verted effort to get into the black
will not be merely a rubberstamp

|

?."f|
restrict its time buyers as

public relations job. It will spot-
1
"H^ ^?

Possible. Don Lee's KTSL
light issues in a critical analysis I fx .

^
,

sponsors to insert

of the plan. It will also show the I
P'VSs ^t opening and closing

reaction, to the Marshall Plan by !

sustaining show if the sponsor
countries in the Soviet sphere, us- 1

insists .and will discard the.
ing celluloid shot by Biyan last i

?""re spot program if not allowed
summer and fall.

"Our experience with this proj-
ect is teaching us a lot about cre-
ating a purely TV documentary,"
Saudek says. "We've got to get
something that has an emotional
Impact, that's exciting, intimate
and topical, and that will come , ,

across on a small TV screen. We '
closing of entertainment

expect to use the 'living newspa- 1

'^^^f?"'^-
KTLA will allow spots

per' technique developed in the r""""
'

30's as well as animation, marion

to do so. Otherwise .station will
advise against this type buying.

Spots on KLAG-TV will always
•be fenced off by station breaks and
w;ill usually have additional bar-
riers such as trailers and program
highlights in between tlie one 'min-
ute commercial and the opening

WGN-TV announced spots for

Chi Tribune 15 daily for 13 weeks;

and once weekly for Admiral Corp.,

nine weeks.

WTMJ - TV, Milwaukee, an-

nounced new spot announce-
ments for Gimbel Bros., Consoli-

dated Apparel; Mermax Furniture
through Gustav Marx agenc^; Rob-
ert Johnson Go. tlirough Howard
Monk agency, Rockford, 111.; and
Klau-Van Peterson-Dunlap agency,
Mil.; Milwaukee Boston store

through Loise Mark aejency; Seal's

Roebuck and York-Wagner Corp,

Rival Manufacturing Co., Kan-
sas City, bought "Needle Shop,"
45-minute daytime show on WABD
(DuMont, N. Y.), for 13 weeks
starting March 17. Agency is Potts,

Calkins & Holden of K. G.

WEWS-TV; Cleveland, Dress &
Guess, half-hour Thursday night,

renewal Van Heusen Shirts, Gray
Adv.; wrestling, from Chicago, 13
weeks, Cuyahoga Garment Rental
Co., Ohio Adv't.; boxing, from Chi-
cago, 13 weeks. Miles Auto Stores,,

Ohio Adv't.; A. Polsky, spots,

Kaase - Baking Co., participation;
Jack :& Jill Shops, participation;
Ideal Dog Food, participation,,.
Ewell & Thurber, and Immerman
& Sons; participation renewal, Ann
Koblitz, Inc.

Word-Slin£;ing Renewed

By'WDEL, Tri-State

On Wilmington Permit
Washington, March 8.

The battle between the permit-
tee of the only video channel allo-

cated to Wilmington, Del,, and a
seeker for his permit, broke out
again last week, with the FCC
asked to decide what constitutes
stalling on construction and wheth-

i
er more time ' -should be given

I

WDEL-TV to complete its station.

Wilmington Tri-State Broadcasting
Co. has asked the commission to

designate WDEL's last extension
reauest for hearing.

Tri-State told the . commission
"it is quite interested in the meth-
ods employed by reluctant appli-

cants to postpone their actual con-
struction until such time as they
may feel that the time is propi*
tious to commence such construe*
tion.' Regardless of its previous
answers, to charges of. stalling,! Tri-'

State said WDEL-TV "has yet to
turn its first spade of dirt, even
for its publicity releases."

I To this, and more, WDEL-TV
I replied that Tri-State refuted^ no
I "factual evidence'' presented \by
I
WDEL with respects to constru-

i tion progress on the station. Tri*

I
State's reply, said WDEL, not only

I
failed to present new facts,: but

lis "sarcastic in tenor throughout"
Moreover, the reply "by its vitu*
peration, indicates a lack of fac*
tual position upon which to sus-
tain the wild , and unsupported
charges" by Tri-State.
Word slinging for WDEL was

executed by George O. Sutton,
Washington counsel. Tri-State's
script was written by Harold E.
Mott, Washington counsel.

Inside Tefevision

Television marked up anotiier Impressive achievement in on-the-spot

special events' programming with NBC's' coverage of the consecration

of three Roman Catholic bishops in Holy Name Cathedral, Ghicagoi
Monday (7)., In a three-hour segment which spread over the full

I ceremony, the video cameras succeeded in: projecting the solemnity and

}
spectacular awesomeness of the historic chui'ch event. Chiefly' x-espon-

!
sible for the program's impact was the narration of Rev. John Mc-

I
Carthy, who has been associated with NBG;.special.events crew in cbv- .

I ering other religious events in the Chicago area. Revi- McCarthy pre* :

I sented a lucid, and at times, poetic translation of the Latin prayers and
I

explained the meaning of each step in the rites.

The video cameras, located: at several strategic points in the cathei
dral, alternated between panoramic long shots, encompassing the full
High Mass -proceedings, and closeups of the three~tiisfa6ps and Samuel
Cardinal Stritch. Due to the inadequate lighting, the long shots lacked
clarity but Jules Jlerbevcaux, NBC centiHl division manager who acted
as director* wisely accented the eft'ectively executed closeups.

Ashton Stevens, Chicago's dean of American drama critics, who has
been watching television for the first time while convalescing from his
recent illness, declared this week that, televising a legit show in its

original stage production will never be the answer to goodTV.: "Tele-
vision in its present state,'' Stevens .said, "would seem to demand
groupings as close as those of the early silent motion pictures/ An en-
tirely new kind of direction must be developed. The start of this de-
velopment was evident (in a recent TV legiter), but for putting drama
over; television must discover its own D. W. Griffith." ,

Stevens left Chi's Passavant hospital last week after a lengthy illness.

Ray Morgan, emcee of "I'd Like to See" on NBC-TV, pulled the show
out of a hole last Thursday evening (1). Morgan introduced a film clip

on tlie eruption of Mt. Vesuvius, at which point the projector jammed.
The emcee, who happens to know something about volcanoes, spouted

ad lib on the subject for four 'minutes. .

ettes, graphs and maps.
"Actually, we're just feeling our

way in this uncharted field," Sau-
dek explains. "We don't want to
do just the eajsy things in TV
documentaries. Wo don't want to
be frightened by the big problems
we're facing. We in public affairs
have the luxury of being able to
experiment with new video tech-
niques."

within a program, if they can be
comfortably fitted, but blurbs will
be separated from show by sta-
tion breaks. Spots preceding and
following a program will also have
an intervening .station break.

NBC SLATES COSTLY PIC

FOR EASTERN SPONSORS
Hollywood, .March 8.

Most expensive teleshow ever
put together for sale hci-e will be

Whiteman Reverting To

Teenagers for New Tele

Show From Philly'sWFIL
: : ,

Philadelphia, March 8.

Television stepped into the teen-
agers picture hero Saturday night
(5) when Paul Whiteman began
organizing his "TV-Teen Club" at]
the 103d Engineers Armory. The I

bandleader plans to train and
present to the television audience

filmed Friday (11) at NBC for pre- I over the ABC network, talented on^
sentation to eastern sponsors.
Titled "On With the Show," it stars
Bill. Goodwin as emcee.
This may be first variety pro-

gram to- be kinescoped for eastern
chains. On test recording, talient

includes Ginny Slmms, Anna Tri-
ola, Robert Lamoret, "The Duck
Man," Aubi'ey, kid magician, and
Billy Mills and his 15-piece orch.

Grant Garrett is scripting.

tertainers between the ages of 13
|

and 19. A chorus of 200 and a '

dancing line of 16 will be perma-
1

nent fixtures on- the weekly show,
which goes out Saturdays between
7:30 and 8.30 p.m.

Programs are expected to get
Under way early in April and will
be staged at the Armory and sent
from WFIL-TV to stations in the
east and midw<est.

TV RUNS TO BOOKS AS

PLAY SOURCE DRIES UP
Indicating

: that the' well of-

Broadway plays for television adap-
I
tations Is already running dry, both

I

NBC-TV's "Philco Television Play-
Ihouse" and CBS-TV's "Studio One"
|liave scheduled adaptations of

I

books during the next few weeks.
Philco, for the first time since

it started its dramatic series, will
base its March 20. program on a
novel—Francis Parkinon Keyes'
"Dinner at Antoine's," for which
Sam Taylor will script the dramatic
version. Philco 'leretofore has
done only adaptations of past
Broadway plays.

"Studio One" producer Worth-
ington Miner has scheduled Storm
Jameson's "Moment of Truth" for
his show April 3. Novel, with the
action centered around a British
airport following a defeat of Eng-
land in World War III, was pub-
lished only last week, and marks
the first time such a recent publi-
cation has hit TV. In the twice-
a'month schedule for "Studio
One," Miss Jameson's novel will
follow "Berkeley Square," slated
for March 20.

New York
Jackson Grecnj. former Veter-

ans Administration exec, joined
,GBS-TV staff as director of pro*
duction facilities. Other additions
to the staff include Eilean Lange,
former fiction editor of Woman's
Home Companion, as story editor,
and Arthur £. Duram, formerly
with WBBM, Chicago, as sales pro-
motion chief . , ^ Gerald Blank,
formerly with the N. Y. Star, nam-
ed press chief for Pathescope Pro-
ductions ... Wendy Sanford, sec*
retary to CBS tele veepee Law-
rence Lowman, baclc at her desk
after an appendectomy. .

Pub relations specialist Walter
F. Wiener signed as visiting lec-
turer for a .series of 15 lectures at
the New School's Dramatic Work-
shop on films and TV in public
relations, to be given in association
with Workshop chairman Sidney
Kaufman. . C. M. Sherwood, for-
merly with the Elliott Lewis Corp.,
Philadelphia, named Andrea Radio
sales manager. . Hollywood Tele-
vision. Productions, indie package
firm repped by Ted Grovcr as
sales chief, has completed double
open-end series of filmed weather
spots for TV, which can run as lit-

tle as 20 seconds . . , Ridgewood
Grove Wrestling, which Guy Lebow
narrates on the N. Y. Daily News'
WPIX, up to a Pulse rating of 24
from a 3 in November , . , Johnny
O'Rourke, radio producer and
writer, readying a teenager show
for TV.
Byron Palmer, singirig lead in

the current Broadway musical,
"Where's Charley?", and Kenny
Bowers, former juvenile in "Annie
Get Your Gun," added to the cast
of CBS-TV's "Make Mine Music"
. . . Garl Fisher joined OeOrse Ab-
bott's tele package agency as busi-
ness manager. He's house manager
of Hudson theatre and a legit gen-
eral manager, . Jack Lemon, star-
ring in "Arrival of Kitty" «on the
Kraft Television Theatre via NBC*
'rv tonight (Wed.) is fresh out of
Harvard's ''Hasty Pudding" Club.
Mark Goodson's "Beat the Clock"

being readied for early bow on
CBS-TV.

. SherUnff Oliver, pro-
ducer of "The Wrens' Nest" (ABC-
TV) on delayed honeymoon to
Treasure Island, Fla., via Bucca-
neer line . General Electric deliv-
ered WOR-TV's transmitter to the
station's site last week, in time tor
IRE conventioneers to inspect it.

vision commercials being made by
Jerry Fairbanks Productions . .

.

Screen Plays is making two video
trailers for '"Champion," Kirk
Douglas . starrer, which Stanley
Kramers produced. Trailers
will be filmed without music
. . Roland Kaye and Baden I'ow*
ell have been added to sales staff

; of KFI-TV . Jim Bannon has
i been inked by George Fox Corp.,
to narrate a new video film series
titled '"Over the Back Fence."
Pix will be 15 minutes with human :

interest angle. ., ; Newly : incor-
porated film firm, Golden Bear
Productions, will make a -series of
teevee pix titled "Children of the
West" using some 500 juve thesps
...Ken Growe formerly with:
KPOA, Hawaii, has been added to
announcing staff of KTLA. . , TCle-
mount Pictures/ which has just
completed 13 one reel vid pix
titled "Magic Lady," will make 26
more this year, : Henry Donovan;

'

Telcmount head, is one of the -few
producers here ' who has made a
complete series on spec. First
series of 13 ran the firm about :^

$6.,'500 apiece .Marshall Grant-
Realm Productions has called a
halt to production to await ap-
proval of the last four television
scripts from Lucky Strike. Firm

:

has completed 22 vidpix in the in-
itial series of 26.

Chicago

Detroit—Be-bop trumpet tooter
Johnny "Seat" D.ivis was gu,es(

i

Monday (7) on "Rehearsal Call,"
WXYZ-TV's weekly half-hour mu-
sical. Davis currently is packing
em in at the Falcon Show Bar
where he.s held for a second week,

Hollywood
Gordon Levoy,' head of General

Television Enterprises, planed to
New York to set up eastern offices
tor the video film distributing
firm. GTE, which incorporated
for one million dollars la.st month,
will finance teevee film for video
producers on a percentage basis if
a sponsor has been set for the
series. . , Two-hour television show,
first of that length to hit the air-
waves here, teed off on KFl-TV
Sunday (6). Layout is "Harrison
Productions Presents." written
produced and directed by Jack
Stewart, former producer for
Mutual. VInco Barneit emceed
and cast consisted of Harrison Pro-
ductions talent

. Doris Cole,
Mary Blanchard and Ann Zlka
will appear in Camel cigaret tele-

WBKB pre,em of "Telefa.sliions"
postponed one week to March 6.

Consultant Larry Kurtze back
with show after biz tiff . . Quinn
Ryan, longtime Chi radio an-
nouncer, is new guest columnist
for Her-American. Stint, started
March 6, will emphasize television
. . Trca.sury Bond show featuring
new format, on WBKB with stars
of film, legit, radio and sports tak*
ing leads . . NBC tele producer
Noman Felton will speak on TV's
future of Univ. of Iowa March
26., Mountain warblers Karl and
Harty top gueststars on ABC-TV
Barn: Dance, . :Russ Davis will nar-
rate grunt 'n groan finals of A.A.U.
for WSKB March 26 . Howdy Doo-
dy back on WTMJ-TV, Milwaukee,:
after tykes voted 13-1 for his re-
turn in mail ballot , . ,

Former
WBBM sales promotion manager
Arthur Durham named to same

;

spot with CBS-TV, N. Y.

London
Ballerina Moire Shearer, star of

the film "Red Shoes" and the "Cin-
derella" ballet at Covent Gai'dcn,
making her video debut March 19
with Alexis Rassine in "Spectre de
la Rose" : . New documentary scries
began Monday (7) showing Scot-
land Yard handling a typical case
of the,ft and murder in small
hours of the morning . . .Telcvi-sed

book reviews are to be featured
in the "Designed for Women" pro*

gram beginning March 17 . .
Edith

Arnot Robertson will be the critic

. Viewers have voted in the tele-

vision Dancing Club contest and
awards will be presented to win-
ners on March 14 by Anna Ncagle
. . Forthcoming sporting features
to be televised include police bo?c*

ing and football games from Wemb-
ley and Twickenham.
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HOUSTON TV SHOWS 'EM HOW
Show Biz ffistory Repeatii^ Itself

Television, in its search for new talent to fill the steadilyexpand-
ing programming structure and to satisfy the different tastes of
viewers throughout tlie country, is no different in that respect from
vaudeville, films and all other older forms of show biz. Viewers
have already voiced a desire to see new faces on their screens and
the possibilities in the medium for new talent have been noted by
many in the business.

In line with that, and pointing up a system which tele might
eventually be forced to follow to unearth that new talent, is the
following letter; penned in 1923 to the late Keith-Albee prSz E. F.
Albee by John F. Royal, then an exec with the vaude circuit and
now an NBG veepee. Letter was discovered in Variety's files:

"You are building marvelous theatres, but I don't think we are
building anything to go into them in the way of talent. By that I

mean I do- not think, we are systematically searching for new ma-
terial. It is true that the staff in the office do the best they can.
They look around New York but this is a country of 100,000,000
people and there must be a lot of talent in it somewhere.

''Baseball owners pay scouts to go all over the country and into

every little backyard looking for ballplayers. Colleges send scouts
looking for football players. Would it be well for us to enlarge
our scope of scouting so that instead of looking at New York or
Chicago, the entire country is. combed systematically? In the
small theatre, perhaps a dive, the making of a great act could be
found. You might say the- managers in the various cities, could
visit the smaU theatre and get a report on such.acts. This wguld

. trot work out well because the managers have not the. time -to do
this 'And a real scout could go from place to place, day after day,

. and if he picked out the makings of five good'acts a year; he would
be earning his salary.

"This is just a thought or suggestion that comes to my mind in

view of the fact that I personally notice an apparent shortage of
talent, especially novelties, that can be boomed. There are plenty
of - singer.s and dancers, but somewhere, in this country of 100,*

OOOiOQQ, there, must be real, novelties of the soi-t that make good
exploitation stunts."

Albee never acknowledged, the letter.

Zenith 'Obsolete' Ads Spark Fight

As Competitors Charge 'Em 'Unfair'

Daytimel'ele Programming Gets

Setback As DuMont Curtails Sked
Television daytime programming*

took a severe folt on the chin this!

week with revelation that Du-
Monfs WABD (N.Y. flagship) was I

cutting down drastically on its a.m.
j

schedule. Ostensible reason offered i

by the station was the advent ot

;

the baseball season, which would
.

have tied up most afternoons for
:

the next several months. It is re- •

ported, however, that inability to
'

make the daytime venture pay off;

was -mainly responsible for the
station's early hitch in its a.m.

skirts.
,

'

!

DuMont's daytime retrenchment

'

is considered especiallly signifi-

1

cant, since WABD was the first in
|

the country to institute full dawn-

1

to - closing programming, having i

embarked on that schedule early

.

last November. Station subsequent- -

ly changed its sign-on time from
,

7 a.m. across-the-board to 9 a;m.
j

Under the new. schedule eftective

Monday (7), it comes on at 10 a.m.

(Continued oh page 42)

KTLA on 35-Hour Sked
Hollywood, March 8.

Paramount's KTLA has ex-

panded its television schedule to

35 hours weeklyi Station has added
an extra half-hour to its lineup
daily.

KTLA which ha.s been telensing
entertainment s li o w s starting at

6:30 nightly, now signs on at. 6
daily except Friday when tune is

upped to 5.

Chicago, March 8;

Biggest bombshell tossed into,

the National Television: Conference'

was the announcement by Sidney

Balkin, general manager of KLEE-
TV, Houston, that his video station

made over $5,000 la.st months sec^

ond month- of operation, after
breaking' even first month.

KLEE-TV had over $150,000 in

contracts before first pattern was
aired; and currently has signed
total of $340,000 in bi7. Galveston
and Houston breweries, through
Ruthrauff and Ryan, were by far
the biggest spenders, with con-
tracts totalling $110,000 for base-
ball and boxing for the year. .

Balkin claims to . have the an-
swer to low-cost tele construction,'
equipment and operation. Station's
complete staff totals only 26 per-
sons: This isn't the usual book-
keeping system of personnel be-^

cause no emplo.vee of KLKE
doubles on the TV outlet. Each
tele employee, however, is able to

handle .lust, about any job in sta-

tion, Uniquely, this profitable op-
eration has no commercial mana-
ger and no sales staff. Balkin and
his national rep, Adami Young, do

I
the entire job.

i
Programming of 100 hours

I

monthly presently consists of half
film and half live telecasts. Balkin

I points out that the film percentage
! will skid much lower when baser

I

ball gets under way in another
month. Willi exception ot $20,000
paid for baseball rights, station

has not had to

Not Even With Mirrors

Chicago, March 8.

Fullscale toe-to-toe slugging, hsts-

started in consumer advertising on
Eliminating any possibility of. television sets following the in--

Arnold Slang's being able to sortion of Zenith Radio ads in 39
double on • two: television shows, i daily newspapers over the -weolc-*

ABC-TV has slotted the comedian's ' end plugging the Zenith receiver
new "Billy Bean" program in the as . the only one on tlie market
Tuesday night 9 to 9:30 period, v which, won't become obsolete when
same , time in which Stans now

i and if the FCC moves into the
appears in DuMont's "School-

j
ultra-high frequencies (UHF).

liouse." As result Stang bows off , . Half of th ' fullTpage newspaper
DuMont show. :

i
layouts stated in large-size type

"Bean," which, will be Slang's ; that "expected chan,ges in wave-
first starring Venture on TV, starts

March 22, With Marty Ritt direct-

ing.: Pi-ogram- preems as « sustain-

er but ABC-TV already has had
nibbles from several prospective
sponsors.

RCA Plans New

Plant for Mass

lengths will not obsolete Zenith
television." Copy declared that
"Zenith is the only television re*
ceiver on the market today with,
a specially designed built-in turret
tuner with provisions for receivinif

the proposed new ultra^high fre-:

tjuency channels on the. present •

standards." Such advertising,

cording to Zenith's competitors,
will serve only to confuse the pub--

lie and may convince some pros-
pective set-buyers to forego tlieir

purchase entirely for some time.

Admiral prez Ross D. Siragusa
wired publishers of all dailies in

1 C Tm TssLa Mftf«
' TV cities, cautioning them that "I

lO'int lUOe Ifllg. i"*"*'**^^
accuracy of the adver.

RCA, cracking . back at dispar-

agers of its new 16-inch metal
viewing tube for television sets

tisements is questionable and the
appearance' of the ads would be
detrimental to the entire TV in-

dustry." Several of the pubs re-
viewu.s luue lui i.imcv.«uii =>^>-». i portedlv checked the ads with the
this week announced plans for the

1 1^,. fj-j.^.^ ^^.-^^^^ comment
construction of a nevy plant m Ma-

\ forthcoming from the Commission,
rion, Ind., which is to be devoted

^^^^^^ ^^wn them. Siragusa,
exclusively to mass output of the
tubes; At the same time, Bell Tel-
evision; indie TV set distributor,

revealed this week it had joined

shell out for rights ' t'^^- I'St of those who want; nolhnig

wrestling-r boding ' to do with the metal kinescoi>cs

meanwhile, has requested both the

(Continued on page 42)

to basketball, „ ,.,,, , .„ , , , .

and rodeos, and this saving is ''"^ will concentrate exclusively on

what made it '^comparatively : easy" I

all-glass tubes,

to land spon.sors for sports events.
Houston has 3.000 tele sets. KLEE-
TV rate is $200 for hour.

IjCO Burnett, head of the agency
bearing his name, told conferees
that hi,s company bought home

WAGA-TV Gala

Hoopla for Preem
Atlanta, March 8.

Foit Indu.stry's AVAGA-TV bowed
formally tonight (Tues.) at 7
o'clock without customary fanfare
that has marked debuts of video
Stations elsewhere and in -,marked
contrast to ceremonles that person-
ified dedication of VSB-TV, At-
lanta's first teevee outlet.

Dedication, program was in form
Of a "Communications Pageant,"
divided between flsh and, film and
lasting one hour. Written and pro-
duced by James : Loren, station's
production director, and John Bar-
::, (Continued on page 42;

Still Too Early

For Video Code,

Despite Censors
Television industry, despite the

I rash of demands cropping up for

I local and state censorship, feels

I

the time is still too early to estab-

i lish a programming code. :Accord-

ing to a spokesman for the Tele-

i

vision Broadcasters Assn,. it took

i the National ,\ssn. of Broadcasters

years to draw up its AM code,

which is still not considered per-

fect. Because tele is so new and

I

will undoubtedly see many changes
I in programming format before it

' settles into a steadv pattern, the
' establishment ol a TV code at this

i
time would not benefit anybody.

I
Industry, nonetheless, is consid-

i
erably disturbed over demands for

RCA, Which already operates the

! world's biggest tube manufacturing

I

plant at Lancaster, Pa,, said its

I new factory wduld be corhplcted
by early fall. Temporary equip-
ment is expected to be installed in

tele sets for every kcv employee, i

^'i^ Plant meanwhile to turn out

and encouraged his clients to buv the first 16-inch tubes by suinmer

and use video in their homes so .

^''ftal tube, according -

is . the result of 13 yeai-sthat they could realize the terriffic
|

impact of the medium.
jABC national tele director Paul
;

Mowrey said that Saturday night
j

video shows, instead ot being
}

lightweight affairs, would be de-

1

veloped into heaviest shows dur-

:

ing 1949. Other pi'edictions were i

more new stars, dramatic and audi- j

ence participation shows over all ;

TV nets.

! NBC veepee I: E. Showerman 1

j

told delegates that television would
,

I

never supplant radio but would
'

j

improve, radio standards through
|

I competition, CBS veepee Jack

;

! Van Volkenburg predicted bigger i

I crowds at sporting events because ;

I of tele-stimulated interest. i

I M. E. Strieby, staff exec of Amer-

to RCA
research

and development. Manufacturer
did not counter-attack the charges
made against the tube by ./ other
manutaeturers, but declared :it ' is

designed to furnish at low cost a

large-size direct view picture, in-

termediate between the 10-inch

set and the projection receiver.

Output of the new Marion plant
will be devoted both to new sets

and to replacements for old sets.

Bell Television, in announcing
its decision to fojrego the metal

tubes; declared it had studied their

practicability and found a "lack of
complete field testing." Contrib-
uting to its decision was the need
for extra insulation nece.ssary witli

the metal jobs, since the glass

tubes "cause no such trouble."
jo(,]^

(lean Tel. & Tel:, said A, T, & U

i would double present coaxial mile- _ :
. . /i » rxr

age and add 13 more cities by end Canadian GOVt. LOBn Of

Mowrey, Moore to Coast

To Aid ABC Operations
Paul Mowrey, ABC's national

TV director, and Richard Moore,
who has been a special coun.sel to
the net's TV program department
Sdvising on administrative setup,
at-e going to the Coast to organize
the Web's video operations in Los
Angeles and San Francisco.
_
Bud Barry, veepee in charge of

television, said the two. men would
work with Frank Samuels, acting
manager of Coast operations.
Mowrey will leave New York
ammd March 15 and Moore
Wound April 1.

o.f .this year; Beginning in 1950,
. cable will be laid on demand.
I J: R, popp«ile, TeleVisioh Brtfad-;:

casters Assri. prez. dbes; not iSntici- ;

I

pat*; any true coa.st to ' coast tele
j

service for at least five years, but

'

: he predicted by 1956 video would
,

I be available to 95 percent : of the
,

I
U.. S. Also

:
by that date Poppele

i thinks North, Central and South
;
outside bluenosing and plans to i America will be exchanging tele
fight them whenever and ulieiever programs regularl.\'

' they appear. TBA. because it is a
^ ;

1 Delaware corporation, was not per-

I mittcd to take direct action in the

battle for censor.ship now going on

in the Penn.sylvania courts. As a

result, the organization will file

an amicus curiae -brief through its

legal counsel to^ protest the move
in that way.

Because lele is licensed and

controlled entiiol.v by the redcral

Communications Comniission. TBA
feels that no states or cities have a

right to meddle in censoring it.

Vejw fact thai TV programs are

now piped from one state to an-

other would bring it under federal

interstate commerce jurisdiction

and thus take it out of the hands
of state authorities, it is believed.

In addition, TBA is attacking the

local bluenoses as attempting to

abridge the industry's fi-eedom of

speech,

Mardi Gras Makes Preem

Bow on New Orleans TV
I

New Orlean.s, March 8,

This year's Mardi Gras was tele-

vised for the first time in its his-

tory by WDSU-TV. Both night
and day pageants were telecast

from a special platform :at City

Hail, where the carnival kings

,
paused to greet their queens and
royal courts. Special banks ol

,

lights were set up on the stand for

the telecasts of the nighttime
parades,

;

The WDSU-TV mobile unit

! roamed the city and downtown
' business area on Mardi Gras to

. bring viewers a piclui-e^ of both

I the parades and masking;

$6,000,000 Seen to Aid

CBC Launch TV Stations

Ottawa, March 8.

Informed sources on Parliament
Hill predict formal announcement-
soon by the federal government of

its plan to help Canadian Broad-
casting Corp, in inaugurating tele-

vision in Canada, Assistance will

be in the form of a loan to launch
TV stations in Toronto and Mont-
real, the sum expected to exceed
S6.000.000. Sources expect the, an-
nouncement any day,

CBC is currentl.v without sulfi-

cient funds to begin video opera-

tions, but should it get stations in

operation, returns from license

fees and commercial airers will

help progress and provide revenue
for repayment of the government
loan. CBC is currently mulling
designs for TV outlets in Toronto
and Montreal, latter city to have
one French-language and one Eng-
lish-language station. Privately

! owned .stations and others interest-

ed in video outside CBC have been
consulted on possibility of linking

with CBC in vid6o work, but noth-
ing definite ha« come of the con-

i sultations.

Chi February
—

—

Picture Bright
.Chicago. Marq,h 8.

Chicago tele showed a bright
February, with V/ENR-TV alone ac-

counting for over $200,000 in new
i biz. Other video stations either ,

! held, the pace or scored new gains-
? in the' past month,

WENR-TV nowjias sold all Of its

'major sports events —- Chi Cubs
: games to Gobel Brewing, wrestling
i to Courtesy Motors, and boxing to

iBerghoff Brewing, Roy McLaugh-
lin, WENR-TV sales maniiger, said

program and announcement sales

tor March througli June would be
heavier than past couple of months.;
WBKB, Balahan & Katz Indie^

l YS^'n commercial now. doesn't anr
iticipate much increase in business
i because of time allotted to public
Iservice programs. Station is con-
: .sidering a longer operating day.
I WBKB management credits Multi-
i scope for big commercial percent-
lagcsi..

I

WGN-TV reports a 50';o commer-
t cial schedule, with three new shows
Isold, :"Women's Magazine of the;,

; Air," "Individually Yours'' and
"Needlecraft News."
WNBQ, rounding- out six .weeks ;

of operation, sold two shows I'e-

cently, "Quiz Kids" to Dr. Miles
t,aboratories and "Walt's Home
Workshop" to Magne Electric,

Oliver Morton, central division

sales manager; listed a fair load of

spot announcement sales, and an-
ticipates "the next 60 days will un-
doubtedly show a marked improve-
ment" in sales, .

'

Sylvie St. Clair Exits

DuMont Over Budgets.
Sylvie St. Clair, French chan-

teuse who; has had her own; half-

hour show on the ; DuMont weh ;

three times weekly for the last six

weeks, has bowed off the. network ;

following DuMont's daytime pro-

g r a m m ing retrenclvment. Web
wanted to give her a half-hour
show spotted o p p o s i t e Milton
Berle's "Texaco Star Theatre" on
NBC-TV and Miss St. Clair would
have accepted it with a sufficient

budget hike to permit her to match
; Berle's pull. When the budget- ante
was. turned down, -she nixed the

1 offer.

'
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SACKSTAGE WITH BARRY
WOOD

With Russell & Aura, Glgl DursM>n,
,- Kuests
Producer: Wood
Director: Kingman T. Moore
Writer; Charles Spcer
15 IMins.; Tues., 10 p.m.
HOUSEHOLD FINANCE CORP.
CBS-TV. from N. Y.

{LeVally, Inc.)

"Backstage with Barry Wood" is

the same 15-ininute show that CBS'

CITY HAHi
With John Crosson; At a y o r

; O'Dwyer, fuest '

5 Mins., Sat., 7:10 p.m.
RHODES PHARMACAL
WPIX, N. Y.

(O'Neil, Larson Sc MacMahon)
This is a rather silly progi-am,

carrying brevity to an extreme,
that conjures up the "don't-sneeze-
now-or-you'U-miss-it" bromide^
Idea is to spotlight civic officials

for a capsiile interview on their

TV ttrmerly ran' as a sustainer in t administrative contribs, with John

the e^rly evening hours under
!

Crosspn, vet city hall reporter for

the title of "Places. Please." Now
j ^Jf^.^Ji,,^,-

^^^^^ ^ews, tossmg the

that Household Finance Corp. has
jj^y^^, o'Dwyer was the initial

picked up the tab, the show has guest, answering in a couple
been moved up to a more advan- 1 minutes flat the 20-volume ques-

tageous spot, Wood has replaced I

tion: what have you done for the
" ' city administration; and are you

satisfied with what you've done?his former .sport shirt with a jacket

and tie and his femme assistants

have changed their sweaters for
dressesi In that simple switch,

however, the program has also

taken on a more austere air with
a consequent loss in the infor-

mality it formerly had. Since the
title is "Backstage," etc., the show
Would be much better if the cast
reverted to their previous ease of
presentation

HOUSE PARTY
With Molly Picon,.JK!un Williams
Director: Babette

IS Ming., Tuest^l^ p.m.
HOROWIT%;afARGARETEN
WJZ-TV,
Molly fffcon, long a staple on the

Yiddislr stage, who has found a

niche for herself In the standard
vauders and has appeared in such

spots as the Grosvenor House. Lon-
don, in her video preem for Horo-
witz-Margareten Matzos has auto-

matically confined herself to a Yid-

dish clientele.
Miss Picon is personable and

talented and her special material is

of the calibre that can please vir-

tually every type of audience. But
her lavish use of Yiddishisms
makes it difficult for others to fol-

low her,
As far

: ajS the ,
sponsor IS cpV'.

cerned, it probably makes little dif-

The camera had just begun to set terence whether he gets other types
its sights on the Mayor when of listeners, inasmuch as the show
Crosson cut in with "we're running
short oftime" and a quickie thank-
you-come-again.

There were a couple minutes to

spare for Rhodes Phannacal's
filmed Imdrim commercial—a drug,
judging from the plug, that's anal-
ogous to a "Duz does everything,"
and for Crosson's breathless revel*

leader will tell everything—from
approximately 7:11 to 7:13 p.m.

Rose.

With Wood in the role of a ^hat next week another civic
pseudo-taleht discoverer, the pro-
gram remains a logical Showcaser
for young performers. : On the
preem sponsored stanza (1) Bussell
and Aura, dance team, terped a
couple of very good impression- BYRON WADE AT HOME
istie numbers Which should have wade, Sherry Speeth, guest
evoked interest m any BroaawayJ producer-director: Saund«rs
producers looking in. Gigi Dur-

i Thomas
ston, blues singer who has already
played several N. Y. niteries,

doubled with Wood on a neat
rendition of "My Darling, My
Darling" and pleased with two
solos. Interspersed with the guest

15 Mins.; Thurs., 6:45 p;m.
Sustaining .

WNBK-TV, Cleveland

People with unique hobbies

is designed to plug its products for

the coming Passover trade.
Aiding Miss Picon is ; Alun; Wil-

liams, who can spiel the dialect

with a great deal of proficiency. He
chimes in with song arid aids the
eommercial pitches.
The organ accompaniment is in-

adequate, but the " living room set

is good.
The show isn't an ingenious

presentation, appearing naive in

projection.; Miss Picon's abilities

transcend language barriers, but it

isn't fully brought out here. Jose.

;i Tele Follow-up Comment
I

f» « t > t t-»»>»^^-»-»»»^^»»»»-^ > »--• *
,
'»!» .-»»^»!

;

"The Druid Circle," on Philco much easier to take than when the
~ ' show preemed.

Oh the night caught (1), Kenny
it e lm a r as the schoolteacher
demonstrated a good video person-
ality and the talepted group of
young performim oil the show
now that they've beeii given some
material ,

the^y can handle, im,
pressed with their work. Cast
changes from week to week but
last Tuesday included singers
.Eileen Stanley, Jr., protegee of the
yesteryear headliner, Russell Arms
and Beverly File; dancer Patty
Adair; comic Buddy Hackett, and
ventriloquist Walter. Walters.

Television Playhouse Sunday (6)

over NBC, was grade-A drama, as

fine a dramatic tele presentation

as one could wish. Smoothly
adapted from the recent .lohn van
Druten Broadway play; well cast

(with Leo G. Carroll and Ethel
Grilfies repeating their Broadway
leads), and beautifully performed,
it provided an absorbing hour of

video.. Version was tauter and
more successful than the legit

counterpart, because it was less

sprawling. Compression gave it

'more impact, and though it yias

still -somewhat talky, it was always
interesting.

Story concerned two college kids

in love, bedeviled by an embitter-

ed professor whose own marital
experience hadn't been at all

haopy. Carroll, as the prof who
hated youth, gave a fine perform-
ance of the rigid reactionary, while
Miss Griffies was priceless as his

gossipy, shrewd, mother. Support-
ing cast was excellent, with Elinor
Randel and Jimmy Dobson, as the

Of the falent on the "Ad-
miral Broadway Revue" (Du-
Mont), Marge and Gower Cham-
pion, the dancers, last Friday
strengthened their stature as
stellar performers on the program.
They did a roundelay to "Three
Blind Mice," in dance, that showed
imagination and execution.

Otherwise, the .show had its spot-
moments, especially in Mary

talent. Wood carried on a running this stanza, Byron Wade brings be-

commentarv with his three assist- 1
fore the camera a guest with an

ants (all beauts, incidentally) and outstanding hobby. It's an informal

demonstrated an amiable person- chat in the Wade library, and in

alitv Ian effort to bring into the interview

Plugs for IIFC, in addition to i
"its of news and oddities. Wade

Wood's closing announcement, were
on film. Tliey represented a good
production job and should sell the
sponsor's service .adequately to
short-on-ready-cash viewers.

Stal.

I-.\DY OF THE MOUNTAIN
^^Vith Barbvy ElU^n Rogers, Tommy

Sands; John. Dunham, announcer
Producer: Johnny Graff
Director: Fred Freeland
15 Mins., Tucs.-Thurs., S:40 p.m.
Sustaining
WBKB, Chicago

Ten-year-old Tommy Sands with
guitar and a clear sweet voice
teams tip with Barbry Ellen Rogers
in a show that will please kids and
grownups alike. Format uses
mountain cabin, rustic setting and
western songs in mellow combina-
tion. ,. .

Opening note is. good: camera
sweeps: mountain .-range scenery
slowly while voice of Miss Rogers
is heard hauntingly in background.
Sands is shown scrambling up slope
to come upon cabin of mountain I

stitute

lady. Pair becomes acquainted and stanzas

sit down outside cabin to strum
guitars and Warble a la Burllves.
Show closes with kid promising re-
turn visit,

Young Sands looks like a natural.
His acting is trifle eager beaverish,
however, even for kid audience.
Costar Mis,s Rogers does creditable
job of matching youngster in song
style that is smooth and pleasant.
Her easy manner gives authentic
flavor to nature setting, but exce.s-
sive makeup hurts illusion. Simple
camera changes and stationary
props make show good low-budg-
eter for suppertime viewers;Mart.

SPORTS SLANTS ...
'

'

yn^' Bernie BracHcr, Albiert Wolff
is Mihs.; Mon.j 8 p.m;
Producer-director: W'a It? r K.
Witherbee •

:

WAVE-TV. Louisville [V:

.

. , „ , .
This sports interview stanza

make good video performers. In demonstrates that video is several
jumps ahead, of radio: when it

comes to diihensioh, for the sports
figures who are quizzed aboiit their
professions or hobbies^ are invited
to give a demonstration right there

. . . before your eyes. That's better
uses a "next door" boy, At times

i

than mertly hearing a discussion
the gimmick approaches the obvi-

| of rules, statistics, etc.
ous, thus cutting down the pro-

1 Week before, Bernie Bracher
gram's effectiveness.

|

had hockey players from the local

Stanza reviewed (2) dealt with I
pro team as guests. Week of pro-

the dollrcollecting hobby Of Mrs. J. l

gram caught, his sport figure was a
Dustman. Program developed mo- I

local resident, Albert Wolff, recent
ments of drag when Mrs. Dustman soldier, and a member of the
had to reach off-camera for doll. Olympic team. He explained the
In so doing- she -also -was-oiI-raikeJ,Ihree_types^ weapons, the foil,

,

,ty

voung kids in love; Maiy Alice
|

McCarty's song-guitar parody,

Moore and Philip Faversham, as !
Imogene Coca's satire on a loo-

the sympathetic young couple, and I
highly arranged singer of "Night

Katherine Squire, as the prim .spin ' ""-^ n=„" ..nH m m.<:c Mnr-..,!.,'.

A third camera would have eased 1
epee and' sabre

the production problem. '

,

.Wolff had a couple of chaps from
his YMCA class give a fencing

Set-wise, stage crew has an im-
pressive .fire-side library scene.

Marie. .

LINN SHELDON
With Linn Sheldon, Vivian Rattray,
Ann Morrie .

Producer-Director: Jim Breslin
15 Mins.;. Wed. and Fri., 7:4S p.m.
ROGERS JEWELRY CO.
WEWS-TV, Cleveland

Linn Sheldon, comic, songster
and pantomimist, takes off with 15
minutes of fast programming, fea-
turing a guest performer and
series of pantomimes that con-

one of the better video

demonstration, quite colorful in
their protective equipment. Makes
a good video feature, but rather
difticult for the cameras tc keep
the fencers in camera range. At
viewing caught, WAVE-TV camera
and sound crew were on their toes.

Hold.

ster teacher, handling their assign-

ments in great style.

Scene of Dobson reading .aloud

at the professor's order an inti-

mate letter he had written his girl

^with the boy's tortured face, the
girl's woebegone appearance and
the professor's sadistic stare^ start-

lingly revealed in do-seups^was a
fine dramatic moment. So was
the scene when the boy. told the
professor off, and the rinoment
when the kids are reunited. Di-
rector' Fred Coe scored a bull's-

eye with this one. :

and Day" and in Miss McGarty'.s
wine-tasting bit. Latter was really
a version of an old Red .Skelton
piece of material. Sid Caesar, the
show's star, was effective in two
spots despite the material. , This
show, however, . is still one of the
most imaginative pieces of pro-
gramming in tele. But how can it

lick that bugaboo of trying to turn
out sock material every week'?

"Lambs Gambol," as seen in its

second edition Sunday (6) ov«r
NBC, is still far' from a profes-
sional production; in .fact, it was
rather amateurish. There was no
smooth continuity between num-
bers; most of the skits were second
grade, and the \yholc show didn't
measure up to Sunday evening
prime tele faro. Best part of Xhe
ItarllThoTir-was-Joan-Edwai'ds-whose-

"Toast of the Town" unfolded an-
other one. of its standardized
vaudeo layouts on CBS Sunday
night (6). Several turns were top-
notch, but the format of this ses-

sion has become too rigid to spark
any new excitement. Guest star
Charles Laughton's recitation of
the difficult and unfamiliar prolog
of Shakespeare's "Henry V" was a
bold . and unusual item for this

type of show. Frank Fontaine, in

a return booking, scored with a

frank impression of Ed Sullivan's
deadpan emceeing, ^hich ' the lat-

:

ter picked up for a nice- laugh, and
his-caricature-of-a-sweepstake_win-_

Latter half of the show
'personality and showmanship stood

i ner _
out sharply in contrast. Her song

| sagged badly with both the De'cas-
rouline was dressed up nicely in a (ro Sisters (3), and drummer, Jack
flavorspme, sentimental sketch Powell stretching their acts way
dedicated to her uncle., Gus Ed- beyond their material. This was
wards, and her .songs and per.son- jn contrast to the fast pushoff given
ahty clicked.

. lo ^how by Bill Graves, Negro-
I

The "Minuet" sketch, starring . terpen and his two hoofing kid-s,

I Otto Kruger, was well acted and ! aged about six anad three,
had some charm, but it was e.s.sen'

OHIO STATE U. PREPS

SECOND TV SEMINAR
Columbus, March 8.

Ohio State Univ. second tele-
vision seminar dedicated to pro-

I moling television as an adverti

j

medium gets under way

I tially stilted and old hat. There
was also some bad tele direction
or camera work here, with studio
audience getting glimpse of the
actor long before the home viewer,
and shots of the guillotine in the
background not always cleanly

His pantomimes of Eddie Cantor
and Johnny Mercer in program
caught (2). were neatly executed.
In latter stint Sheldon was assisted,
by Vivian Rattray. Guest perform-
er was pianist Ann Morrie.

i

Sheldon mars his performance i

with an occasional slip into corn-!
fed dialog that's not in keeping i

with act. Camera work moved i

entire range from good closoups i

in Cantor series to poor frames in ! program _ _
Johnny Mercer routine. Program ( following speakers: Thomas Get
has nice set that lends sparkle '

"

"Ted Steele Show" Sunday
ijiihti^i via DuMortt, has been ttansr
formed from a hiaifihour fnusical;
prbgram into another vaudeo of-
fering, arid the switch is for the

;

better: On the night caught fO,

handled. A comedy sliit, "BabieiT^S^?"*,«^^^ ^'''f' PY^%
Must Play," featuring Senator Ed I ^*?fit^4i!®"'''*'^*

^}™''

moting television as an advertising fe^PrX^err^/^rh'^^a i

^
• way here i its nioments h.it WpHv rnrnv

' "i''" ^eJ^t more lime for Sicele to
March 17 at the Fort IIa.yes and

i siap^t?S^"^Xe Verdrf^n^^^^'I 'JAM ij lie Verdi 'ft
' *'TiiPoiTi .

Chittenden hotels. Seminar is
;

x^i'x Expert" skit also was '<veak. i

""^^ ^'o*" '^'""^^ quests to

sponsored by OSlTs college of
j

The three-"girl" comm^rtia'l setup '^K^.K
[Commerce in cooperation with ad-
vertising organizations in Ohio.
Dr. Kenneth Dameron is con-.
fei'enee chairman.

also .seemed rural. Guests coitiprised Delora Bueno,
who did a neat selling job on some

' ^T^: I
Brazilian folk tunes via an in-

Tcxaco Star Theatre again be- fiiatiating pcr.sonality; Caren
j

.Mars'
who

Richard A. Borel, general man- :
'•''''"*' t'>e Falace of the Vaudeo cir- ] 'V^.^''^*'!.. erstwhile Hollywoodian,

ager of WBNS will preside it -i
^^'f' Milton BerJe's return 1

"'^o thrushed a couple of pop

which will inrliifle ih'p i
^ lour-week absence. A .series :

so"Ks well; and comedienne Bibiwiiiui will intiuae me of topnotch acts combined with two i

Osterwald, with some lowdown

1 iplnriii vipo nrociHont a ^ '^'^^t'^'^'^'' that have been familiar !f;!ng»ng. Program's pacing was
I

Lelman, vice-president ot the A.
, to burly fans for many years com- 'ine and Ihc camera work, while
i bined to give the show pace and i too clipped at some points, in-

Morfc. 'Gettelman Brewing Co., Milwau-
I kee; William E.

THE STORY LADY
15 Mins.; Mon., 4:45 p.m.
Sustaining :

WRGB-TV, Schenectady
General Electric Co. television

station h{is reported excellent
Viewer reaction since the. program
was introduced last fall. It carries
more of the highly desirable- home_
participation appeal : than most
local shows here, children outside
the studio being asked to draw a , „ . .x,

-

picture of the yarn spun by • «o"S .session with generous re

"Tommy Atkin" (not otherwise ''"''^t ditties for oldsters anc

Identified) and the three best re- '
J'oimgstcrs.

cpiving an invitation to sketch at '

Bonner registers well on cameras
WRGB the following week. and his voice quality and piano

While "The Story Lady" is nar i
P'?^'"'' '=3"""^

CARL BONNER
I

^'^'^'tis'ng director. General Electric
' 13 Mins.: Mon., 8:15 p.m. i

- G'l.oige L. Moskovics, man-
I Producer-director: Burt Blackwell ^^'^^ development for

i
WAVE-TV, Louisville I

television, and E. V. Flanigan,

j

Currently playing a local night
. ?lTr,^^^1f^

director, W.SPD-TV, 'r«-

1 spot, and doubling on an a.m. spot
! l^''*''

^"1 president ol the Ohio
, on WAVE'S AM station, this lad is 9^ Broadcasters.
' a triple-threat entertainer, as he Seminar is held in. conjunction
includes this Monday night yideo ^^'th the Advertiiiing and Sales
spot to round out his vocalistic :

Pioiiiotion Conference; March 17
activities. "He's discovered at the i and 18. Theme. of -the conference
piano, with a friendly greeting in is "Adveiii.sing in a Buyer's
rhyme to teeoff a relaxed, cheer- Market."

Burnett,_ Jr., ad-
; sparkle. Bcrle inade audience con
tact immediately .with a series of
gags and continued hi.s impact with
his antics with the Four Moroc-
cans, billed as the Gauchds on this
.show. Rest of the talent were in
the

eluded a few novel effects for good
results.

Bankroller Signs For

'DuMont Kindergarten'
name category, comprising

|

Billy Gilbert, Robert Alda, Vir-

;

ginia O'Brien and Pat Rooncv.
, "DuMont Kindergarten," da.y-

Because oi time limitations, lime .show on WARD IN. Y.)

^'f,
O'Brien did but one

, which has attracted more publicity

^pT^rrifrtJ aAL '•'"y other program on the
tedm.e di.dnt give either a chance ^station's a.m. log. finally tagged a

rating, three kids are drawing their
idea of the central theme, Cameras
rove from the Story Lady to the

effortless. He has a trace of Irish
brogue, which sells, and probably

WEWS' 'Distaff'
:

: Cleveland. March 8,
This city's most elaboi'ate daily Berle,

to build, but they got their chance
I
in skits that followed. Alda con-

,

tribulod to the Foreign Legion skit,
I
the stand-in number and the heart-

i
warming and nostalgic tap turn
with the venerable Pat Rooiiey. i

naturally, supplied the i

sponsor this week. Prophylactic
Toothbrushes .signed for a par-
ticipating, spot on the ..show .stailr

ing March 22 through the Lambert
& Feasley ad agency.
Show features Pat Meikle as a

his entertaining tours in Europe I through-Friday program .showing

video performance is WEWS' comedy fipark, " donning "femitiie
|

TV baby-sitter. Miss Meikle and
Distaff" a one-hour Monday- ' ^or the Rooncy sequence. Gil- Hal Cooper write and produce it

and Australia have :contributed to
youthtul artist.s., and to a group of

1 a ccrUun definite wholesomcne-ss
•1i'X!l"'i^?_''^^^"A?Si..Severa; young-,,,„ti -good follow" approach, all
sters aI.so stand around the nar-

rator. At the end of the telecast,
the Story Lady inspects and briefly
comments on each drawing; she
also gives them a prize and a 'club

pin.

Program should hold

projecting as .solid video assets.

Hold;

Omaha— WOW - T y broke
i ground this week for- Its hew

, , _-- interest
;
building which stands adjacent to

,

for children under 10 or perhaps a 502 feet TV tower. Building will i
Western

12. Perliaps a little parental direc-
,
cover quarter block area, is two ' Thwing Hall, and Mi\s. Zelda Wyatt ' nafi'iH^I!.^^^^^^^

tion may be necessary or advi.sable, stories high and syill be put into
|
Schulke, flower arrangement and are the key Com^

the latest in cooking, fashions
shopping hints, decorating and
gardening.

Featured performers include
Mrs. Alice Weston, formerly of
WWJ, cooking; Dorothy Fuldheim,
news analy.-^t, shopper's service;
Arnold Davis, gardening; Ophelia
D, Steed, assisting dietician at

Reserve Uhiversity 's

berl's dialog with Berle was fair,
his work in the sketches showed
up best.

for DiiMont.

"Schoolhouse," which .stai tf-d as
somewhat of a fiasco on DuMont
Tuesday nights, has improved con-
siderably during the last several
weeks; Better production mount-

,

ing, including Danny White's orch *\
to replace the former single piano,
a sprlghtlier script and some im

CALLAHAN'S CROSLEY SWITCH
Cincinnati, March 8.

Walter Callahan, vet exec of the

Crofiley Broadcasting Corp.. has

switched from radio to television.

He became an assistant to Marshall

Terry, veepee in charge of

video, . after serving as assistant

general sales manager of WLW for

the past 18 months.

here arid there; feature is in no ' commis.sio'n as sooH^as it is finish- i table settings. "
" Sine DnMn^i' TniTZ^''';*-^!^' , ?^<.".fJ^Tn The

sense a thriller. ^aco.
.!
ed. Equipment is akiving daily. 1 Producer-'director is Betty Cope. IZe''\^^'b^t&^o%ev^'il^^y ofsTlel repres: representation.
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MARY KAY AND JOHNNY

;

Mary Kay. J«hn A. Stearns

Writer: Stearns „ . .,

Producer: Show, ProducUons
10 MIns.. Wed., 9 P.m.
WHlTEHAtli PHARMACAL
CBS, from N.Y.

{Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample) .

"Mary Kay and Johnny," which

originally debuted on WABD,

N. Y. and then transferred to the

NBC networlc before landing on

rB'i is an unpretentious and

amusing series of domestic come-

dies/Allegedly paralleling -the ac-

tual experiences of its stars, the

nrogram has an unforced quality

of naturalness which is its greatest

asset Both Stearns and wite Mary
breeze through their lines, cas-

ually dropping gags and weaving

the half-hour session around some

SUSPENSE
With Eddie Albert, Mareo, Rex

JUUtrS CAESAR
("Studio One")

O'Malley, Stefan Sclinabel, Ralpli With Wiliiam Post, Jr., Robert
Camargo, Mary Stuarts Josephl Keith, John O'Shaughnessy,
de Santis, tiilbert Macli;

j
Ruth Ford, Pliillp Bourneuf,

Producer>director: Robert Stevens
I

others
Writer: Franlc Gabrielson "' Producer: Worthineton Miner
30 Mins., Tued. (1), 9:30 p.m. > Director: Paul Nickell
ELECTRIC AUTO-LITE I 60 Min.; Sun., 7:30 p,ni.

CBS-TV, from New York I CBS-TV, N. Y.

(Ncxcall-Emmett) ' CBS' "Studio Oiut" got in underu\iiieuMmneit)
^^^^ ^.^^ Sunday (6) with the first

' BELIEVE IT OR NOT
; With Itobcrt L. Ripley, Peggy Cor-

day, Mine & Linr> Fritz De
W'ilde, Bob Stanton

Producer}! Vic McLcod
Director: Joe Cavalier
30 -Mins.; 9:30 p.m., Tucs.
MOTOROLA
NBC-TV, from New York

(Goitr/aiiiCobb)

Widespread interest in Boji Rip-

PREVIEW
With Tex MoCrary, Jinx Faliien*

burr, guests
Producer: David E. Scherman -

.

,
Director: Ellis Marcus

I
30 Mins., Alon., 8 p.m.

\
PHILIP MORRIS
CBS-TV, N.Y.

, (Biowt „

This w.'is a fantastically bad
show—at least as it unfolded in

For Its television counterpart,
^
yide,, presentation of "Julius ley's "Believe It Or Not," which ' its CBS-TV premiere Monday <7)

"Suspense" made an inauspicious i Caeser" (NBT has one coming up,i,_. h„„„ -n-j u. :„ vai-imiK fm-mo ^''^e liipley is that, after what wont
- .....r:.. next month). Worthington Miner's i"'^^"**^"^"*"'"'"- '"^^'"'"'^^''^'^^nn fnr an mlni.t,.s thov h:,r] Ih^debut. It was as if Auto-Lite, the

sponsor, were presenting a B film
in its production of "Revenge." the
Cornell Woolrich short story
adapted for TV by Franlc Gabriel-
son. The adaptation was wealcly
motivated, and vail the perform-
ances suffered proportionately. So
did the direction. The play was a
combination of live action and film

on for 30 minutes, they had the
production of this modern-dress j^oi' years, runs true to form in tele-

; courage to flash the credits on the
version, plus Paul Niokell's direc- j vision. But not in the form pre-

] video screen.

"Revenge," an adventure story
stbrv on the preem program (2) I

Key
. , „ v, i

, CBS revolved around the week- 1
played afjHinst a Cuban back-

end visit of the boss' nephevv, a

nedantic 16-year-old student. After

Stearns failed to loosen him up

through dLscussiofts ot football,

dancing and gals, a neighboring

lass succeeded via the i-omanlic

Jl""*-?,- A^i ^in^anneaUn^^^ with their lovers. All this, and p;u-ent the 'Miistory repeats itself''- 1

ena, lo que^suons pui oy pnoiogei

\?,hir/thP naWor sS "n^al crackers, loo. The objec- ! parallelism, and the .similarity in Peggy Cordaj
,

were sketchy and .

"l,^""f^t',.Y^P ovprtll feefol^^^^^^^ the situation ; all people whether Roman states- complete
1;
or example, many vie

*^^''?„'i"Ji^itt ' itself, only in the unguarded way men or presentday gangsters. ers must have been anxious for

age domesticity.
_ .. „ . it was done. ! If there weve any distractions In

;

m<?i'e,'nfo;^n

Eddie Albert
friend of the

ground,: deals with a racketeer and
a wife who : flees his cruelty. She
runs- out with her lover. : At 9:30
p.m., vhen kids are stealing their
fin.il glances at TV, it's nice that
video can teach them so blandly
about wives wlfb flee husbands
with their lovers. All this.

plus
tion, repi'esented a big step for-

ward in mastering television tech-
^^ (Hhnfp fn the iminiirlv

niques. The fine integration of
'H- « was a liibute lo tnc uniquely

movement, lighting and camera,
,

mtcrestmg data that Ripley has

plus the shading achieved in the
|

gathered from all parts of the
Staging, helped considerably to-

]
^^^.1^ ti^^t his first video program,

ward overcoming the limiiations ot i ^ , . , . . . „, .
.

video's range. The happ.v" combi- !
sP°°sored by Motorola, held atten-

uation gav
to an exciting
speare
The controversial point as to

whether modern dress makes

sented on the first show last week
\

Tex MoCrary's long - cherished
ambition to "bring to life" on video
a miigazine-format show, With the
inevitable "Filrti of the Week;" '

"Pliiy of the Week,;- "Song of the
Weelcy"retc.-, civnte; .a^^sroppfer alfttb

iVom sei^Titch.: Granted fh
ceptiori ' posed a nitiltiplicity :bf .

.e breadth and "intensity tion in spite of the obvious opening
l^'^.};};^;;;^^,^'"^^;;.^;;^,;;,',"'^^^^^^^^

ating version of Shake- night jitters of all concerned.
, hit a succession of embarrassingassing

Criticism must start with Ripley !
snags that practically threw the

himself, fle's pretty wooden, plus "what-not-towlo" book at its TV
Shakespeare more palatable is which he was plenty (ncoml'orlable

j

heightened in this instance because
, ihe first show. Beyond that the

'

Shakespeare in any form is still i..,,,,.^ . „,^,.„ :
uncioubieciiy looked

new to television. There's little K^\"tv H,?' nr^^^^ nfnw i ^'''i f
?^

question but that a modern garb jA'S^yiJ techniques, of i

version does .iccent the timeless- attempted to pack too much into
,
cd mag material, ^

ss of the Shakespearean char;>c- :

t'^e debut, which meant that Rip- i coming Hollywood pix, "preview"
'•izations, and makes more ap- ' 'e^'s explanations of his plienom-

1 of a leijit out-of-town opening^

audience/

This is the kind of show that
undoubtedly looked hot on paper—-

the resources
hewsreel,. print-
clif)s from Up-

Filmed plugs for the Kolynos
dentifrice were brief, but socked

home the sales message in a vis-

ualized demonstration of the tooth-

paste's action. Herm.

MYSTERY CHEF
Director: Desmond Mar<iuettc

15 Mins.: Tues. and Thurs.. 3 p.m.

Sustainine , „
WNBT-NBC, N. Y.

"Mystwy Chef" is one of the
|

pen.se" needs also is more billing

latest additions to WNBT's con- for the

ena, to questions put by photogenic
, dramatizing a mag cover pic, etc.

in-
I

But what unfolded Mond.iy was a
view- hodge - podge of poorly - synchro--

nized talk-ahd-caniora sequence?
th.it frequently fotind the caniera-!

•t nlaved the' bov- i Hie CBS production, it stemmed l

^';'"eli. an Indian hand made inl^ man "a.sleep at second." What
wil-e whose murder .

more from inability ot some of the
!

« »rtl>ng y-;h elike^^f.^ ^.t"."",'!':'""^ been.imaginative and

failed to give excitement to the
play, though the basic fault was in

the script itself. And what"Sus-

performance as the hapless Caeser gia by Miss Martin bantering with
On the other hand, Philip Bourneuf Main portion of the: show wiis i her longtime aia-anger

"
with aii

as Antony was at le.i.st able to 'taken up by Kuda 3«x, ..Indian endless succession of stills, cards.

stantly shifting d.iytime program
ming format, under the station's

experimentation to come up with

sellable shows. This one, because of

its very nature, might appeal suf-

ficiently to the housewife viewers

to gain bankroller interest, but it

will require some production
brushup first. :

The chef is the sam* man" (for
j

the initial shortcomings,
some reason unidentified) who has J sponsor needs most t

- been conducting-a-similac. program
|

sparkplug to relieve

on AM for the last 20 years. On of some of its. gas;

the TV version, he seemed a like-

able, albeit slightly nervous char-

acter, with a cultured delivery and
knowing way about >the kitchen.

It seemed slightly incongruous,
though, to see him puttering
around with messy condiments
while dressed fully in a bu.siness

suit, French cuffs, etc. He could at

-least don an apron and roll up his

sleeves.

On the show caught" '3), he pre-
pared a coffee ring. He was ob-

Margo
''Suspense _ .

independently of the radio series

of the same name although there
may occa.sionaHy be an interchange
of "stories. Auto-Lite also sponsors
the radio series.

"Suspense" is a good TV pres-
tige-builder for Auto-Lite, despite

show. l ories. This dre\/ - a big buildup
The treatment of the- Soliloquies, from the "I'd Like" show (he left it

by utilizing the disembodied voice
]
to go uptown to do the trick for

of the alter ego, was particularly Ripley's succeeding program), but
effective.

1 the buildup surpassed the evcnr.
But regardless of : the Brooks [Kuda Bux didn't ride in the race,

Bros. vs. Roman garb controversial
1 ;,s it was said he would, he rode the

rise to stardom.

Next cami? a quickie fashion lay-
out (with the first of a series of
camera miscues that spotted Peggy
Ferris, under.study to Patricia
Morison in "Kiss Me, Kate," in
the wrong place), with the latter

WOMEN'S MAGAZINE OF THE
AIR

'49^ MAGAZINE OF TELEyiSlOK
With Rita Hackett, Bob Duanc,
Nancy Wrigrht, Jack Jellison orch, rWith RushHughes, Ruth Crowley,

: Kuests
I

Mary Stuyvesant, t'eggy Cun-
PrOducer-.Dircctor: Don Faust ningham, Carline Upchurch, )|rfei

20 .Mins.; Wed., 7:30 p.m. ; I Haley
WLWT, Cincinnati ; Director: B.wbara Corriing'

There's no question about the
i
Pfoduc^r: Herhert S. Laufman

popular entertainment value of this
j

30. Miits^ Mon^^^
new weekly series. It is a switch fo

|

HYLAND ELECTRICAL CQ.

video 'of a pattern that clicked on WGN-fV, Chicago

viously pressed for' time in the Croslev's clear channel WLW for l

Premiere of this .show revealed

short 15 minutes allotted the .show two years with the same Rita Hack- new type format for women s pro-

and barely managed to get his pa.s- i ett showcasing names via inter- gi iim where everything went astray,

try out of the oven and in under the vicw,s. '•
Potpourn theme v\ iih magazine

1

are to be permanent members .ot
I
the Week" with Elsa Maxwell, Jim

1 Ripley's cast, as his "houseboys."
I

Farley, 21 Club boniface Mack
iThey can be used much better than ) Kriendler and a Bell telephone
1 they wore on this show. For ex-

1
exec spotlighted for a half-minvite

I ample, the .studio provided for this i laugh (?) ciuizzer. The McCrarys'^
' show (it looked like Ripley's apart- child, Paddy, enacted the "cover
i

ment), ;
could be the scene- each I sequence" and whileTex & Jinx

I week of a gathering of
, friends were debating whether to dish up

! anxious to see and have his "Be-
J the "Film of the Week" or news

I

lieve It or Nets" explained; that
|

photos next, t:he cameraman decid-.
i would take Ripley off the spot of.

i
ed for them, with a few clips frorh

nervously explaining them to the
j

Paramount's upcoming Ray Mil-
;:lens. And Ming & Ling could be

|

land starrer, "Alias Nick Beal"
worked in as houseboy entertainers,

j

icalled, Nicholas by Miss Falken-
There's a plenty that could be 1 burg).

wire. That apparently was a lack of
adequate preparation. Director Des-
mond Marquette, whose work
seems mainly to know when to cut
in for the necessary closeups. han-
dled his lenses, okay. Stol.

VICW.S,

Instead of the m.vihical "Cross-

roads Cafe" atmosphere for the AM
stint, Miss Hackett now uses a

nightclub settling that IS a credit to

television.' In it she visits from

pages being turned to indicate new
|

sections resulted in helter-skelter i

race against watch, with program '

winning by three full minutes.
Co-reditors Rush Hughes and

Ruth Crowley, apparently unre-

done. But the opening show didn't.

Wood.

HOLLYWOOD IN NEW YORK

table to table, allowing closeups lor
j^gg,.^^^ ,^1^ through various in-

lalks with guests, most ot wlio»«
. |(?rludes representing home plan-

-.v,iu»..„v,,,« ,1, tvom the entertainment held a .so
ning. fashion, world events, liouse-

With Wanda Hale; Julie Harris, give off with samples ot then siocK hold hints and cookery. Commercial
I in trade. items are plugged in manual de.m-
' For ovcnill handling and selec- on.^lrations.

lion of guests to date, the programs Show is good idCa. despite preem
stack up with many in the variety snafus., Wholesale- rehash ,6f cori

' trend that the " '

'

"

"

INDIVIDUALLY YOURS
With Celeste CarLyle
Director: Barbara Corning
;iO Mius., Fri., 1:30 p.mi
BLAJR CORSKT CO.
WGN.TV, Chicago
'

;
- : {Jones, Frctnkcl) ' ' ,

Fashion consultant Celeste Car-
lyle conducts a one-woman style

show, using drawing board tech-

"Slunt of the Week" for the
windup was tabbed "Billion Dollar
Glee Club," comprised of indus-
trial and commercial execs led by
Fred Waring. It the energies ex-
pended in getting such top echelon
together went into the TV produc-
tion, it might have paid off : with
better results. Rose^

ffuest
Director: Clark Jones
20 Mins.; Sal., 8:10 p.m.
Sustaining
WPIX, N. Y.

"Hollywood in New Vork'V is 1
duced from film.

, „ ,.„„
another attempt of the N. Y. Daily sm^rtd^-^s^J!'",

'''T,*' ^ ^.iii
Ncw.s' WPIX to press into service advan age ol lacial and 1 an raake-

the nPH-enanpi-'c" pnliimnicfs and up. ThCSe qualities were cmpUd
f nlniv vvriWs "n\ c w-,nrtn .siz^^^ " 't'l Johnny Downs, Helen Gal- la.shion problems of studio guests,

|

,

Il^rihe N™4' seco,^^^^^^^^
Powers and seven ofjiis — -.-.-^ '^H^^Hn. h H„ft 1

JACQUES FRAY MUSIC ROOM
With Fray; Charles Stark, an-

nouncer
Producer: Jack Munhall

station has repro- linuity would provide femme eye- ""i"<> '« ^haU-hour progrnn a mod ^™»^jeer-^^^^^^^^

. .Miss (Tackelt is a catcher, and make sock sales for i't housewives, and featuring show-
! ,7$^?^^-. stt 8 nm

•lu> I lakes full <;.vm«m- Mart, ing ot Undergarments in a commer- 2r.„V'l"?l'„ " '
sponsor

MANHATTAN SHOWCASE
I'ith Johnny D(
lagher, others

mg
ciaJ

Sustaining
ABC-TV, from New York

crUic. luUerth^ sW de^oring
|

niodels during their guesting Bob
,

I..odue..: Barry^ W
part of the time to reviewing cur- P"ane, dapper a'^, /'le n gl t 1 b Dncctors Kingman

rent pictures and the rest to inter- ^ '.manager, eases
_

the ^-M'l^'n^^toi y Stevens
^^^^^^

ood
an T. Moore, Rob-

Miss Carlyle straightens -out the, . .
. , ...

.c..=iiion problems of studio guests,
i

,
t'his is a musical variety show,

showing with deft pencil" strokes ;

style, .fhe setting is a
hnw an old flrpss can hf marie into I

tairlv large room with a classical
teeling, and the camera opens on
Jacques, Fray at the keyboard, Af-

vicwing film 'celebs who niight '

'^V'}''VP- ^'f
happen to be in N. Y. at Ihe lime, with Miss Hackett.

how an. old dress can;be made into

a new spring suit; a' last year's hat
into an Easter creation; a veil can
be a charming head piece. The

.lack Jelli.son's eight-piece combo Jl"*^"*"'"?

15- Mins.v Mon.-Wed.rFri., 7:^5 p.m. s k e t c h e s are accompanied by

Only
; trouble is that Miss Hale

wi-ites reviews much better than
she can interview.

On the night caught
seemed extremely frightened at
the camera eye. Her delivery was
halting a«d lacklustre and those , : , „^,.i,„i <iV,,.m a
pauses. While she was obviously

'^'"'^'f
• Vn;. vnHcf

'

thinking of the next question to gucster and hotsy ot the none

^

put to her guest, were embarras- ' Handlers of the Cameras are

sing to the viewer. Belter prepara- .skillful. Presently t'lc time limila

makes with the music in the tra-

ditional Cro'sley - nianner. On the

Ci) she 'program caught i2) it hacked Nancy
' ^'

liVright, stall: charm chirpcr. and
^fuiian : Patrick,: baritone; a guest:

t'rom the Cincy Con-servatijry of

CBS-TV, from N. Y.
Johnny Downs and Helen Gal-

Kigher have taken over the con-
ferericiering ot "Manhattan Show-
case." a replacement for another
talent discovery format, "Places,

Plea.se;" The 15-minute .session is

enough feminine .jargon to make
the program my.stifying to male
vieweis and completely reasonable
to their better halves.

Thi.s show Will .stop all house-
woi'k lor 30 minutes.: Miss Garlylc
obviously knows what she is about
in the style game. Her adlibs are

hardly adequate lor the proper aw\ gu'^hy enough to

make the bridge set take notice.

ter ))laying a few bars. Fray ex-
plains that he has several talented
guests and that the best, in the
opinion ot the .iudges, v/ill get a
.special, prize. Two of judges (who
are shown) are in: the studio, and
one .iudge (.seen in a .still shot) is
at home, phoning in his vote.
On the show caugTit (5) the

guests included Allan Wayne, bal-
let dancer, who did a socko voodoo
ritual; Elizabeth" Brovvji, a pianist
with Juilliard musical and Con-?

Camera is excellent on closeups, i over modeling background, play-
w'hich necessarily dominate show. 1 i„g two Chopin pieces; Mimi Allan,

presentation of three aCts plus bits

by the show toppers.

tion, or course, could help correct '
tion is about the only Miortcoining ^get an^Salion^^th1!'^potcn- u";^'' 7'aup4's'"Der^rsT?rshow^^^ i i!'^ ^^°F"5T'*'''"«'-n"?J^^?h'',"'

tliis. but Miss Hale ha.s still to of this setup. It bears stretching ' i,a,i,ies of the individual perform- L." trH.jinflnfm^M'finn^ and Mary mil Doolittle,

denionst rate that e a s y g & ing
run
an

smooth-flowing speech that's a pre-
- requisite of any emcee.

:
.
Otherwise, the .show has the

I'lglit ingredients. What with the
public's general interest in the

ersm.Ui4f nuX;"Mit-andl.S 3fewe« 'on^^^^^^^^^ -Jji^„'i i

cellist,
'
who duoed on ^a Spanisi;

1 strategy is frequently good, for
^^^^ To'si^' up dress to" be^"aT-

established entertainer, but in a "P oiess lo ot ai

a poor

ABC-TV on Skates
ABC-TV will televise the Roller

show that wants to acquaint the
^

sil;?.,hio'5fH"^' '-'"'r'^^^^^^
starting March 17, for •

''^^^^.i'J^^^i ^''^l.i^^y afli'able job. gifdles and bras." As a low budg-
si/.eablc Saturdayinight audience it con.secutive weeks. uowii!, uiu a juhj^ uii«w.<. j" , ^_ .<T„ji.,i.^„_

flamenco huiitiber; arid Eddy Man-
.son, harmonica player, who did
Ehesco's "Rumanian Rhapsody,"
accompanied by hjs wife.

AH the acts were fine musically
and. Surprisingly enough, made
good viewing, aidfed by excellent

Miss
,jr"-"'"".M".B..v audience It consecutive weeks.

chiming in with song and dance, eter for women only, "Individu- i camera handling. Lenswork on

tl e'fiil L,^^*-^
coopera ion liom

I .p, before the ^^Jl"'5^ien Gallagher did a per- ally Yours" shows what can be the harp-cello team, utilizing

bM set TeSr wt%l^^^^^^^ l'""'^'- '""^''^ """"8 Ihe i"e' bit in the same vein done with short cost .ind long through-the-strings angles w-as

^^
iiiisn set designer who woikcci

.^^^j weekly .after- , show caught indicated that more brains to put video on paying basis, particularly noteworthy. I ray is

' — It also gives tipofl: that a natural I dignified bttt plea^^^^

viewer with various turns, more ; Commercials are handled neatly,

time could be allotted, even if one starting with title roUup and work-
ing into closeups ot sponsors
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EXPERIENCE SPEAKS
With Bill Adams, emcee; Lanny
.Boss, oUier guests; Emci-son
Buckley and orch; John St.

; Lege)'; announcer
Producer: Ilendrik Booream
Writer: Richard Dana
30 Mins:, Fri., 8 ]k.m.

Sustaining
Mutual, from N. Y. i

MuUial's now show, in which
people tell their own life adven-
tures, is an interesting program
with plenty of audience pull. Vxo-
gram is definitely aimed at mass,
audience appeal, couched on a. man-*

!

of-the-strcct level, with its true

!

confessions material on the slightly

sensational side. It makes good
radio material especially when as
smartly produced as this show..

'

Judged by the lirst program Friday
(41, this airer will have lots of dra-
matic appeal sufficiently varied in
<!ontent. emotion and style. It

'

sounded unaffected and real.
|

Bill Adams, who- is ain amiable i

rather than an over e'ffervescent
j

host, gently but cleverly draws out :

the salient point in a person's life
|

Story. ; On Friday's program life had
]

a Brooklyn chiropodist and his I

wife, the doc with a hobby of get-
\

ting out of straitjackets.
|

Adams also presented a Scars-

1

dale, N. Y., bus driver witlv a pen- i

chant for entertaining his passen- i

gers' with singing welcomes and i

song departunes. '

{

A woman who was so poor that
her kids were taken away from , her

i

and put into an institution, sud-

1

denly became rich when oil was
|

found on her grandfather's prop-
'

erty.; Now she was hunting for , her
|

tldest son, who had been given

:

away to someone for adoption Iby
|

her absent husband's consent). An- •

other woman, a Detroit model, told
|

her story of innocently being used i

to sell stolen goods and spending a :

week in .iail. Several men and

'

women argued the pointwhether
j

women should give up their seats
I

in trains to men. A protege of
\

Lanny Ross; whom Ross found in
j

service in Jlew Guinea, gave some
j

amusing impersonations. Ross was
,

also present to sing a song. It made
;

up quite an entertaining program.

!

THE WALRATII FAMILY
With Glenn Walrath
15 Mins., Mon. to Fri., 5 p.m.
Sustahiing
WPTR. Albany
A mildly amusing multl-charac*

ter creation is this program by

WPTR's assistant program director,

Glenn Walrath. He presented it

over WBCA, Schenectady, for

some time and did it on a break-

fast-hour spot via WPTR when the

10,00-waiter first went on the air.

Recently the feature was cut from
30 to 15 minutes, after being
shifted to a late-afternoon block.

It tends to be talky.

Three characters are usually
projected by Walrath on each
stanza: Ma, Boob and Susie Jean.
He plays himself as the fourth. Ma
is the fullest blown, most lifelike

and most rib-tickling. Walrath
sketches broadly, sometimes wlih
touches of burlesque, an emotional,
romantic, middle-aged widow.

Program holds a number of

chuckles and a homey
.
appeal,

which should snare a quota of lis-

teners, Walrath handles the story

and character creations . well.

Sound effects are nicely handled:
Joco.

New Orleans—A. Louis Read has
j

been appointed commercial man-

;

_agex_ol Ihc _WDSU Broadcasting',
Services, executive veepee Robert

'

D. Swezey announced Friday (4>.

'

He succeeds Charles Pi-ice, who re-
signed.

HI-SCHOOL REVUE
With Len Hathaway, Lubo Zell,

v ' Joanne Morgan, Bill Doty; Bobby i

Breen, Guest
Producer: Fran Di Rocco '

25 Mins.; Sat., 11:30 a.m.
FOWI-ER'S DEPT. STORE
WKOP, Binghamton, N. Y.

"Hi-School Revue'' is a varied,

fast-moving, mix of .iuveniUa pro-

duced by and for youngsters. Pi'o-

gram is pitched at the high school

level but withotil; any academic ac-

cent. Most of the participants are

school kids and the show covers
campus fashion notes, sports, guest
stars and music. .Kach week, locale
of the show shifts to a different
high school.

On session caught (12), pro-
gram opened .with a fashion and
etiquette column by Joanne Mor-
gan, who pointed out that noisy
giggling isn't nice. Good middle
section recreated via wire record-
ing an exciting basketball game
between__two • of_ihe _local sthools._
Windup portion featured guest star
Bobby Bveon in a dramatic sketch
which gave him a pretext for a
neat song rendition.

pollowup Comment

Screen Guild Players' transcribed

version of William Wister Haines'

"Command Decision" as aired from
Hollywood via NBC Thursday night

(3) was well condensed and packed

a dramatic punch. Ether adapta-

tion, bankrolled by Camel, not only
marked one of Clark Gable's few
radio appearances but also was the

first recorded coait-to-coast NBC
show.

Inability to have Gable, as well

as cast members Walter Pidgeon,
Van Johnson, Brian Donlevy, John
Hodiak and Edward Arnold, on
hand simultaneously for the wax-
irlg session, forced producer-direc-

tor Bill Lawrence to tape record

most of the players' lines piece-

meal, then splice 'em together es

a unit. Despite this problem, dial-

ers likely were none the wiser; for

there was only the slightest sugges-

tion of an uneven continuity.

Stoi-y of Air Force top brass by
now is familiar to most listeners

through both the play and the

Metro picture. Gable, Pidgeon,
Donlevy et al recreated their orig-

inal roles to good advantage. On
the basis of this stanza, tape re-

cording's possibilities are almost
limitless.

Henry Morgan, in the second of

two successive guest shots on the.

Fred Allen Show via NBC Sunday
night (6), helped Allen ride to one
of his best shows of the season.
Purpose of Morgan's guesting, of

course, was to trailerize the preem
of his own NBC half-hour, which
'starts next Sunday (13), and Allen,

is slated to reciprocate as Morgan's
first guest.
Duo participated in, . some neat

kidding on how Allen could protect
his radio audience against switch^
ing over to TV^and it sounded
like kidding on the square. Mor-
gan's remedy: for Allen to buy a
half-hour on video immediately
preceding the start of his AM airer
and beam two spotlights directly
into the camera eye. That, of
course, would blind the viewers,
forcing them to. tune In their
radios.

RED BENSON'S MOVIE MATINEE
With Benson; Carl Warren, an-

.'.nouncer' :.•

Producers: Jerry LaytoMj Wilbur
Stark

Writer: Nat Eisenberg
30 Mins.; Mon. thru Fri., 3 p.m.
Sustaining
Mutual from New York
As originally introduced, "Movie

Matinee" was a quiz on questions

the average fan might be expected
i

to know. Present format, however,

leans more' on the audience par-
ticipation . side, with two con-
testants competing for the cham-
pionship and the winner defend-
ing his title against the next chal-

lenger. In addition to straight

questions, participants are asked
to sing or act, all of which adds
up to good=natured fun. ;

Benson is a personable emcee
who hypoes the show and garners
plenty of ; laughs in his banter with,
participants, always . keeping the
audience with him. o He also adiibs
snatches of a ; vocal or two, where
it fits in with the business at hand.

"Matinee" is taped at night, to

get a "fresher audience" and to

permit WOR, N. Y., to kill three or
four minutes and insert local com^
mercials. The arrangement seems
a happy one, avoiding the psycho-
logical drop, which often follows a
transcribed plug. On a promo-
tional tleup there are also some
discreet mentions of a fan maga-
zine. Bril.

PM EXITINGW BUT

LIKELY TO STAY ON MBS
Philip Morris is exiting "Kate

Smith Sings" on Mutual when its

current contract is up April 22.
It's, reported that the ciggie outfit

is smoking because Miss Smith and
Ted Collins didn't give them "fun
cooperation;"

The agency, Cecil and Presbrey,
hasn't, set further plans yet, but
it will keep Philip Morris in day.
time radio. C&P have a two-
brand rate, on MBS, getting a 50%
discount on time for "Kate" be-
cause of the sponsor's bankrolling
of "Queen for a Day." It's likely,

therefore, that Philip Morris will
pick up tab for another airer 'on
Mutual.

Miss Smith's other MBS show,
"Kate Smith Speaks," is co-op.

WMCA
Continued from page 37

WLIB's Spanish Disk Jockj
Miguelito Valdes, rhumba maes-

1

tro, started a dick jockey show in i

Spanish on WMB, New York, Mon- i

day (7).

Valdes will be heard from 3 to 4 !

p.m. Monday through Saturday,
according to Herman Bess, station
prexy, in keeping with the indie's

drive for predominance in the
Spanish language field,

' Bess has
boosted WLIB's Spanish time ' six .

hours daily. He says it's 80% '

sold. ,

_Jncome tax time is h_ere again,
and Edcde Cantor took the occasion
to build his last Friday's NBC show
for Pabst chiefly around that situa-
tion. Cantor has a breessy way of

pro,iectlon, as do the rest of his
retinue, but the script attendant
to the tax setup missed fire.;

It was never a question of the- per-
forming talent—-it wa^ strictly in
the writing. "Cantor; p'erennially
one for bringing in a patriotism

I

angle, this time stumoed for the
' citizen's duty to pay taxes.

put, has been shifted to the trans-

mitter and use of master control

setup is now held to a minimum,
being used only on big shows. Op-

erations have been rerouted so

that on routine shows, which com*

prise the bulk of the station's, pro-
grams, master control is not in-

volved. This means that the disk
.iockeys themselves must keep the
log of records, transcriptions and
live spots.

According to a station spokes-
man, the payroll has been cut from
125 to about lOOi but some insiders

say that the, staff was actually

aroimd 150 or 160 two months ago.

Management's policy is to pattern
WMCA after WIND, Chicago,
which operates with a staff of

about 70. It has also been reported
that station toppers are planning
talks; with AFRA on the pruning
of announcing personnel.

To boost all-night ratings, Sym-
phony Sid Is starting his show •
half hour earlier five nights a

week, going on the air at 11:30

p.m. -The early start was tried o
oh Saturdays during the pa.st two
months, with higher ratings re-

l>oited.

®

@
I

©
I®

4:30AM-upb«fortdawn

5:00 AM-on the air 'til 9

9:00 AM -melting With

visiting farmerj

10:30 AM -shave ond breakfast

1 1:4J AM—on the air 'til noon

12:15 PM-on the air 'til I2:3Q

12:45 PM-guest speaker al

United Nations Club

1:30 PM-guest speaker at

Youth luncheon

2:4SPM-50 miles to Shelby, N.C,

for County Fair meeting

4:30 PM-7S miles to Monroe, N. C,

for Civic Club directors' meeting

7:00 PM-guett speoker at banquet

8:30 PM-emcee of

Civic Club jamboree

11:15 PM-2j miles bock home

12:20 AM-to bed at last .

Onr Eing Cole is a bnsy or sonl . .

.

Being king of radio personalities in the Carolinas

is a full-time job, 20 hours a day. No time for fiddliu*

around, as you can see by thivS log of a typical day*

in the life of Grady Cole, WBT farm director.

Makes it easy to understand why Cole is king

in the Carolinas . . .all the time. On the air

hours each weekday, his average share of the

Charlotte audience in all Hooperated periods is a

royal 59^;. -44% better than all competition

combined. I And outside, in 94 other

counties, Grady Cole has virtually vo

Charlotte competition. If -you'd like .

an audience with his majesty-and

his ma.iesty's large audiences-

Radio Sales will gladly present you.
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No. 1 -foreign reporting...

"Best consistent radio reporting on foreign affairs

during the last year." That was the citation for Henry

Cassidy, NBC's European news director, by the 700

members of the Overseas Press Club—the pfofessional

newsmen appraising themselves.

A reporter for eighteen years, foreign correspondent for

thirteen, Cassidy joined NBC in 1945, and has covered

every major post-war event and development in

Europe—from the Moscow four-power conference to

the British royal wedding . . . from black market raids in

Berlin to the 1948 Italian elections. Astute, experienced,

able, he is typical of the men who staff NBC news.

He and his colleagues, backed by the news-gathering

and news-broadcasting facilities of NBC, assure

repeated audience response to news on the air: when

national or international news events provide the same

programming for all networks, listeners turn to

NBC—for accuracy, for timeliness, for thoroughness,

for the all-round "best consistent radio reporting."

America's No. 1 Network
radio

and television

THE NATIONAL BKOADCASTING COMPANY

A service of Radio Corporation of America
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CIRCLING THE KILOCYCLES

Baltimore Management of
WCAO announces the appointment
of Robert M. Richmond as assistant
manager, in charge of national
sales and promotion, He'll join

WCAO on Monday (14). He comes
to the station from The May Co.
in Ualtimorei where for the past
four years he was director of pub-
licity.

, J. Harpole and W. J. Harpole. Wil-
1 liam T. Kemp, a third partner
I sells his one-third interest to the
I Harpole brothers for $7,000. He is

manager. . of / KVEH, Albuquerque,
, N. M.

Boston — Lydia Perera; w.k.
"Story to Order" lady, returning
to WBZ and WBZA to take over
.moppet show "Chimney Corner"
next Sat. (12). In addition, she will

be featured on Tues. a.m. ?how
beamed to. schools, the -education
series, "Listen and Learn." '

Boston—Charles B. H. Vaill has
been appointed Director of Sales
Promotion for Hub's CBS outlet,
WEEI. Fomerly with WNBC, he
will replace Guy Cunningham, who
has been upped to head of National
Sales Dept.

San Antonio — Jack Foster has
rejoined WOAI announcing staff.

He left here to become program
director of KSIX, Corpus Christi
and then went to KOO,T, Orange
as . program and : prDduction man'
ager.

Dallas—Ted Straus has been ap-
pointed commercial manager for
KIKL and KIKL-FM. Straus is a
former account executive for
the outlet and will now. 'handle
both local and national sales.

Kansas City^Sally Baker is the
new dlractor of the KMBC-KFRM
home economics department. She
conducts two daily home service
programs—"Happy Kitchen'' and
''Food Scout'"—as well as other
assignments of the department.

Chicago — WEEK, Peoria, and
WEMP, Milwaukee, have appointed
Headley-Reed Co. as national sales
reps.

Chicatro 7-- John Hopkinson was
appointed national sales rep with
Offices in Chicago for XERF, Villa
Acuna, Mexico. He is former sales-
man for Chi stations WJJD. and
WIND.

Kansas City-Herb Bush is new
• announcer at WHB. He was with
KOAT, Albuquerque. This fills

the vacancy created^ When Sid
Smith recently . left the announcing
staff.

Columbus— Mrs. Luella Engel,
former farm director of WMOH,'
Hamilton, O., has taken over as the

I new '-'Polly" on the "Kitchen
Kettle" program over WRFD,
Ohio's rural radio station. She will
also, conduct , the daily "To the
Ladies" show. '

D.C. Men Elect Davis
Wasliingtoni March 8.

The Radio Correspondents Assn.
held its annual election here today,

naming Elmer Davis; ABC <:om-

mentatoi", it;: new president, suc-

ceeding Albert Warner, of Mutual.
William R. McAndrew, chief of.

NBC news activities here, was
elected vice-president and W.
Francis Tully, Jr., of the Yankee
Network, was reelected secretary.

Willard F. Shadel, CBS commenta-
tor, was chosen treasurer. The
three members at large of the ex-

ecutive board will be Rex B. Goad,
of Trans-Radio Press; Howard L.

Kany, of Associated Press radio;

and George E. Reedy, Washington
commentator of the Arrowhead net.

Wednesclay,. March 9, 1949

WBAL CONVICTED

IN CRIME NEWS CASE

.
Reg'ina, Sask.—^New manager of ^ Philadelphia—Philadelphia Daily ,

CKBM here iS' Norman A. Bot-
|
News, in a 52-week campaign over

'

terill, of CFBC, St. John, N. B. He 1 KYW, has purchased a quarter
succeeds Stuart MacKay, ti-ans- i

hour cross-the-board using William
ferred to Toronto.

j
R. Wilson, station news analyst.

Albany—Leo Ro-sen. former mo-
tion picture theatre manager and
for the past eight months' promo-
tion manager of WROW, has been
appointed sales manager of ' the
station.

Odessa, Tex.—-Bruce Mack, pro-
gram director for KOSA here, has
resigned his post to join the staff
-Of-KPno,-Phoenix.

Minneapolis P a u 1 W a n n ,

:

WGCO announcer, has left the sta-
j

tion to seek a balmier clime. Rea-
[

sons of health prompted Wann's
\

resignation and he returned toj
Chattanooga to resume radio

f

work; ,

•
.

\'

. Uvalde, Tex.—FCC has approved
the sril." of KVOU to the Uvalde
Broadcasts, composed of Edward

1. St. Louis—H. Y. Calhoun, public !

j

service director for WBND, Belle-

1

,
ville. 111 , News-Demo.crat station.

[

j
has filed as a candidate for Mayor !

\
of the town at the April 5 election. I

!
Calhoun is one of four seeking the

,' post. . ...,1

Femmes May Lead Fight

OnW Shows; 4-Day

Session in Chi This Wk.
Chicago, March 8.

Possibility of women broadcast-

ers spearheading the fight against

bad radio programs was indicated

by George Jennings, president of

Assn. : 'for Education by Radio.
SVmmes can reflect boycott of
women's ' groups across the nation
in pressuring against shows voted
"unfit" for home consumption.
Jennings said r a d i o presented

continuing challenge to women
airers" because of premature em-
phasis on television, giving per-

sonnel still in radio "a defeatist

complex." He will spark Assn. of
Women Broadcasters convention
here March 10-13. .

Better than 400 members are ex-

pected at four-day session. Ses-
sions will include advertising, edu-
cation, public relations, rural work
and public interest. Gals Will tour
main Chi stations between meet-
ings.

Speakei's lined up are Robert
Richards, National Assn. of Broad-
casters public relations director; A:
D. Willard, NAB veepee; and
George Jennings, president of
Assn. for Education by Radio.
Panel discussion leaders are Anne
Tlayes", "KCMO,- Kansas City, "Mo";
Beulah Karney, .. ABC. Chi; and
Fran Harris, Ruthrauff & Ryan
agency, Chi.

Baltimore, March 8.

WBAL, Hearst-owned 50-kw. sta-

tion here was convicted yestei-day
(Monit of violating the city's court
rule., restricting crime news that
may be caiTied by the local press
and ' radio. The station was fined

$200 and counsel for the defense
immediately announced that the
decision will be -appealed.

Other Baltimore stations' were

Fi^idaire h
50-50 Disk Deal

In a uniqiife jjiove io njake na.
tional .spot l>rogrammihg

njbre
flexible, tegidaire has picked uh
50?fc of tlie tab: :on 24: tranidribed
program packages from which deal

S?. different localities : can taJ
, .... ,

choice. Shows approved h,^previously convicted on the same the General Motors subsldlfl,-,? t'
charge and are appealing with 50-50 participation with rtiaiNAB and American Civil Liberties I range from five to 30 minuteTo *
Union support. The case followed

|
and include the gamut of wnal'

the airine of newscasis rnnrernins types from soap opera to vaS™
T-rigWaire also will shell bl^ f

half the cost for station time undet^
Its cooperative advertising plan
^The_pFj^elypo., ;m^:e^^
O., is haindling distribution of tSvarious, packages which

the airing of newscasts concerning
the arrest of a janitor who was
later convicted of the knife-slay-
ing of an 11-year-old child.

; Purpose of the court rule is to 1

bar publieation or broadcast of
|

facts which may prejudice jurors.
I .— . ^„v«»6cs ^v^lcn u-pro

Defendants, however, term the rule I bought from five producer.s iniMi.7
a gag on freedom of the press and

I

ing NBC, Harry S. Goodman Mnn
add that newspapers and radio sta-

1
ogram Radio Prograins Ford Boni

tions in Washington only 35 miles I
and Hopkins Syndicate. McFeplv

away, may flout the Baltimore rule national rep for e t producers win
with impunity. also line up auditions for the shows

for any dealer or station requestihg

_

^he. 24 available shows include^A House, in the Country," "Piav.
house pf Favorites," "Hauntin*

!

.WQ5.""Weirt
cotfs "The Wife •Saver,'l "Aunt

Gibson-Wiley Break

Sets New WBBM Show
Chicago, March 8.

WBBM-CBS has bought out Mary." "Betty and Bob," "Carson
Fletcher Wiley's remaining interest Robison and His Buckaroos," Art

in Housewives Protective League I YJ"." °^7!Tf*^T'''*-'J'"''*' Suns
.

,

;.anci a otailet. "Five Miniit<i m*,..
and will air Chi commentator Paul » - -iV'.""'® M.vs

Gibson under a new handle as the
"Paul Gibson Show." New flve-

and a Starlet,
teries,'', ''Name You Wi!^^^^^^^^^^

Arnn '^^"'^^^^ Sing" frbtn the
. . .,, j NBv .stable. From Goodman thpfByear contract will supersede the are "Mystery House " "

\ ii

present pact, which had three and
j
Western Theatre." ''Personal Pmh''a half years to run.

j

lems," "Linda's First Lov'^ '•

''Marv
Continuing "friction and di.s-

1
Foster," "The Editor's Daughter"

cord" between Gibson and Wjley
j

"Mystery Chef" and ''Secret
was given as reason for break.

'
Agent K-7 Returns " Monogram is

Contention revolved about differ-i supplying "Plantation House
'

ence in rates and handling of
!

Party" and "Breakfast in tlie Blue
Ridge," while Bond is deliVerihg
"Pun at Breakfast''

: and Hopfctaff
Psycholog.v in Action." ;

' -

shows between Gibson and other
League broadcasts.

Two Gibson Shows will be af-

fected: a one-hour airing at 6 a m
and 30 minutes at 4 p.m., both par-
ticipating. Gibson is also on a 15-

minute program at 10.1,T-p.m. un
dev First Federal Bank sponsor^
ship. All tliree shows are six-a<
week.

Seattle—AI Amundsen, formerlv
scripter at KOMO and KIRO, is
now -freelflncingT—He- -will -offer—
Ireelance script services, as well as
production, research and inter-
viewing.

come, come Sanderson!
these'll cure your tizzy

in a jiffy

POo„ s,^No.„^. H.'s all adrift. II.'s just rocoW.a note" from his sales
jmigei, Harry Lock, Hariford salos arc down. The Georgia .erriioty',, kind
of iunp Ono ran hoar the dealers hollering in Iloboken. Poor Sanderson.

J^.n, chin up, Sander..on, AVOR's got three cure, for you. TheyVe names- h pn..n andiences. They're tluee of the most merchandisable people in
r d.o. Thcj re priced low. TheyVe timed to attract the majority ol 36.000,000
pooplcni4J0cou«tiesin ISslates.

vl^^^lf^o A m'^V^'^'
'^'"""''^••^ ^'^'^''^y

CI ij, 11.^0 A M • The great commentator m a program as unique and
heart-stirring as anything ever aired. Simple, sincere answers to listeners-
letters. A bargain, and sure-hre radi,o for any product.

i^l"! 'f^^^'T'"' "Th^ P^'^"'g P^.rade-; Monday thru Friday, 2 30
-VJ.: Packs all the power of this great narrator's four-time Academy Award
ummng movie shorts. Stirring stories of great and Imle things in life. Pure
dynamite for the manivho wants action, A/5f.'

'

BlNG tROSBY, «Bing Crosby Sings"; Monday thru Friday, 2 45 P.M.:
^oed we describe Crosby ^ A program of the great crooner's past and present
melodies, interspersed with quick-selling ad-libs. Especially tailored for a
woman s product, but will sell anything.

our address is

•*.tli«t pQwer-full station
at 1440 Broadway, in New Yr k

mutual WOR
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WCAU-TV offers 125,000 showrooms in

Philadelphia for a gigantic demonstration of

the new models. Philadelphia, the nation's

third largest city, is second in number of

TV sets. Use the combination of eye and ear

appeal in this very important concentration of

buying power. WCAU-TV is a CBS affiliate.

THE PHILADELPHIA BULLETIN STATIONS

TV
AM
FM
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Names Amenable
Continued liom page 1

Harry Hersli field, is head of En^

dorsements, Inc. This is the testi-

monial tieup outfit which couples

names from screen, stage, radio,

sports, society, politics and even
royalty with commercial commodi-
ties.

As such, it's a familiar exploita-

tion operation, but something new
has been added, notes Alberti, in

that heretofore unapproachablcs
are now more amenable to plug-
ging beer, cigarets, liquors, etc.

As times get tougher, as the names
need extra values for s(;lt-af!gi'an-

dizement—^this, of course, has most
i bearing on show biz personalitie,s

—

i

the more inclined are they to okay"
: ing these tieups.

I
Tlie advertisers, in turn, condi-

, tioned inherently to the marque.e

j

system, "cast" their tieups with the

I

same discrimination ^ and also

\ payoffs.

Most unpredictible are .the so-

cialites. Approached forthrightly

I

they'll balk. Given a pitch by some
I industrialist's wife, usually with a

I social-climbing angle to it, they
I lall easier. But the socialites are
; a real solt toucli lor the blandish-

I

ments of certain topflight restau-

I

rants' attaches. It's no secret that

I

many a class dinery's headwaiter
1 knocks off $25 per tieup, especially

j

if the snob appeal is the common
denominator. This runs the gamut
from endorsing vintages to cozy

at-home scenes featuring this or

that beverage, smoke, houseliold

furnishings or apparel, and the

like.

Cabinet officers, congressmen
and the Catholic clergy are the

toughest holdouts. The first two
classifications take the position

they're the duly elected represent
atives for their constituents, and
should they endorse a certain razor
blade, for example, it may cross
up some home-state steel manu-
facturer. So they play it safe and
say nay.

NABET
Continued from page 29

Currently-

Appearing

CAPITOL
THEATRE

New York

Direction:

General Artists Corp.

ployees and the International

Brotherhood of Electrical Workers.

Replying to charges that^hij

union was trying to freeze NABET
out of the picture, Richard F.

Walsh, lATSE prexy, asserted he

was ready to make peace with any

other labor group in TV. However,

Walsh asserted, lATSE demands

control over every technician

"working in front of a television

camera." The.IA chief said such

an agreement had already been

worked out at several stations with

IBEW, but NABET has refused to

come in.
, , , ...

NABET-IATSE squabble, which

ma* be intensified when NABET's
pact with ABC and^NBC expires

April 30, Stems from Walsh's pro-

posal to "clean up" a situation In-

volving 30 projectionists and 100

electricians belonging to NABET.
By '^cleaning up" Walsh meant

that the 40 workers should join the

IA. In return, the IA will give

NABET, as it has given IBEW, ju-

risdiction over electronic workers

within stations where both unions

are operating.

"We don't want to put manage-
ment in the middle of any union

dispute," Walsh said, "but if

NABET declares war, then lATSE
will take every measure to protect

itself. Walsh intimated that his

union might also claim jurisdic-

tion over electronic workers if

NABET persisted in carrying on

the fight. Walsh stressed .the

growing Importance of video with-

in his union setup by disclosing

that over 115 stage employees were
now employed in New York video
operations, as against only 15 a

year ago. _
j

NABET, meantime, continued to I

press its jurisdictional claims over
members now in its ranks. Clar-

ence Westover, NABET exec sec-

retary, said his independent union
would resist all efforts by lATSE
and IBEW to queeze it out. West-
over also said that NABET will

continue to spurn repeated at-

tempts by IBEW to absorb his

union.

CBS Sun. SRO
2^ Continued from page 29

rolled by GE from 9:30 to 10 Sun-
day nights via CBS-TV. is slated to

move over tt the ABC-TV web in

April under Goodrich sponsorship.
Emerson Radio; now rankrolling
"Toast," bows off after this week's
(13) stanza. Program will be car-

ried the following week as a CBS-
TV .sustainer, with the Lincoln and
Mercury outfit coming in the fol-

lowing week. Columnist-emcee Ed
Sullivan, incidentally, stays with
"Toast" regardless of the shift.

Whether he or CBS owns the pack-
age has still not been clarified, but
it has been revealed that he has a
binding contract with the web for
his services on the program, which
would be too costly for CBS to
buy out if it wanted to.

New Waring show is to be simi-
lar to his present AM program
Thursday nights on NBC, but With
TV innovations. He'll thus con-
tinue with his orchestra, chorus
and soloists and may bring guests
in occasionally. Agency for GE is

Young & Rubicam. Kenyon & Eck-
hardt handles tlie Lincoln and Mer-
cury dealers on the 'JToast" show.

Disparity in Ratings

Points Up Need For

Complete Mfr. Lists
Pointing up the television rating

services' needs for more complete
manufacturers' lists of set owners.
Pulse and Hooperatings on the

I

"Admiral Broadway Revue" for
I February showed a wide disparity

in the share of audience snagged
by WNBT (NBC. N. Y.) and
WABD (DuMont), N. Y.), both of
which carry the program. Dis-
parity is believed due solely to
the: fact that' neither service has
been furnished with sufficient
names of setowners, indicating that
a check with different homes is re-
sponsible for the different results.

Pulse, which takes quarter-hour
ratings, gave DuMont the top hand
for all four quarter-hours in its

check on the Feb. 4 show. Hooper,
on the other hand, came up with
a 46.3 for WNBT as against a 4.3
for WABD for a cojnbined rating of
50.6 on the Feb. 11 stanza. It had
first been thought that the Pulse
system of followup survey was
weighted in favor of the DuMont
station. Pulse asks viewers to check
a program roster on which the sta-

tions are listed at the left in alpha-
betical order. Since WABD would

'

come .first on the roster, viewers
were thought to have checked the
show off on that station without
scanning the list further to deter-
mine which channel their sets had
been tuned to.

Pulse spokesman, however, dis-

claimed that report, declaring the
order of stations was changed for
each month's survey and that Pulse
was extremely careful in first re-

constructing setowners' complete
viewing activity before springing
the program sheet. That the sta-

tion listing was not at fault was
proved by the fact that WPTZ in
Philadelphia showed a higher rat- •

ing for the Admiral show than did
WKIL-TV, despite the latter sta-

tion's having been listed first. Ac-
cording to the Pulse exec, the dis-

parity was just one of those things
which will be eliminated when the
rating services get better coopera-
tion from set manufacturers in
providing names of setowners.

Crosley Swaps Help
Cincinnati, March 8.

In latest personnel chahges of

the Crosley Broadcasting Corp.,

Bernard Barth moved up from pro-
ducer to program director of
WLW-T and Chester Herman,
who filled the post on loan to the
video station, returned to WLW as
assistant program director. Ken
Smith switched from WLW as-
sistant program director to mana-
ger of WLW Promotions, Inc., suc-
ceeding Lale Harkness, resigned.
Robert E. Dunville. veepee and

general manager, at the same time
appointed George Henderson, for-
merly of the Columbus Citizen ad-
vertising staff, as sales manager of
WLW-C, Crosley's video station in
the Ohio capital. Programming
there is slated to start March 27.

Buffalo—Chuck Healy, former
sports director of WKIP, Pough-

I

keepsie, is new assi.stant to Ralph '

Hubbell, sports director of WBEN
|

and WBEN-TV, Buffalo. Hcaly does !

TV sports play-by-play and a new i

weekly television news quiz. I

964,200 TV Set Shipment

Since War, RMA Reveals
Washington, March 8,

Shipments of television sets dur-
ing the fourth quarter of 1948 in-

creased 88% over the tlurd quar-
ter, Radio Manufacturers A.ssn. re-

ported last week. RMA member
factories shipped out 354,314 sets

during the period, bringing ship-
ments for the year to 802,025. The
Association represents about 90%
of the industry's output.
RMA said .shipments always lag

behind production reports which
showed member companies produc-
ing 866,832 sets in 1948. Total in-

dustry output was estimated at

975,000 units.

A breakdown of RMA shipments
since the wjir showed that 964.200
TV receivers had been shipped
into 42 states and the District of

Columbia by the end of 1.948.

States in which no sets had been
shipped were Arizona, Idaho. Mon-
tana, Nevada, South Dakota and
Wyoming. In 11 other stales there

wer<ip less than 30O sets shipped
altogether.
Shipments were largest to New

York, followed by Philadelphia,
Newark, Los Angeles, Chicago,
Washington, Boston, Baltimore and
Detroit.

M-G-M—
"On an Island with You"

THE CAMKL .SIIOW
Kver.v Frlduy NUe, K::iO 10..S.T.

Mgt.: LOU CLAYTON

OFFICE SPACE FOR RENT

1 Block from Radio City

Si'vornl (iirniiihed nffic.oH wKli iirlviite

bntli for r<>nt. I'olfiihoiieKwiieliliourd

lUKl cleiinhifr flervl<'«.

HOTEL ABBEY. NEW YORK
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"Medea"

"Pygmalion"

"Three Sisters"

"Doll's House"

"Pettieoat Fever"

"I Married An Angel"

"Searching Wind," Etc.

>9^Particularly fine
New York Times

Splendid characterization '*

New York Sun

''Terrific . broke all screen

limitations "

Variety

**Philco9 starring Dennis
King, hit the highest Hooper
in its history"

Television Guide

PHILCO TELEVISION PLAYHOUSE "DINNER AT EIGHT" NBC-TV

PHILCO TELEVISION PLAYHOUSE "CHRISTMAS CAROL" NBC-TV

PHILCO TELEVISION PLAYHOUSE "ST. HELENA" NBC-TV

CHEVROLET "EXPERT OPINION" NBC-TV

ACTOR'S STUOlO "INEXPERIENCED GHOST" WJZ-TV

ABC-TV "CRITIC AT LARGE" WJZ-TV

Exclusive Management For ttadio and Television

Est. 1808m WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY, Inc.

New York Chicago Beverly Hille London
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Radio Lux on Rebound With Annual

Gross; French Time Sold

Radio Luxembourg, world' s-»

largest commercial station, has re-

covered from its troubles during
tlie German occupation and is

now grossing $1,000,000 a year, ac-

cording to Louis Merlin, head of

Informations et Publicite, exclu-

sive time agent for KL.
Merlin; in the U. S. to look over

video setups, said that all French
language time vis sold but that
some time in English is still open,
because of sterling export difficul-

ties.-;-';

Technical quality of French TV
is superior to ours. Merlin be-

lieves, but programwise there is

no comparison. Tlie government
has only a small budget for. video
and high set prices restrict the
number of viewers. A further
complication is lack of an inter-

national standard on the continent,

•with the British telecasting on a

-433-line basis, the Dutch on .615

and. French on 815. American, tele
' uses 525 lines

Hoover
» BSsjiContiilued from page

FCC has lost 17 commissioners in ,

14 years, with 15 having had an
i

average tenure of less than four
i

years. Six of the present seven
^

members have had an average of

only one year's service. .

j

Low salaries were blamed :
for

;

this turnover, which leaves "the

les qualified" in office. The report

therefore recommended that salary

scales for members and top statT
i

be "sharply increased" to attract
]

the best personnel and to retain
'

them. Inadequacy of commission
salaries has been primary factor

in FCC membership losses and has
prompted many rumors of Inpend-
ing resignation of Chairman Wayne

NAGELSETTOSTARIN

MBS PSYCHO-SOAPER
Mutual has a new corop show,

"Secret Lives," starring . Conrad

Nagel as Dr. Roberts, an analyst.

A psycho-soaper, "Lives" will be

a quarter-hour afternoon cross-

the-board airer directed at women
and dramatlying on each broadcast
an actual case of a mental or emo-
tional problem.
The show was created for WOR,

N. Y. by Sherman H. Dryer. Starts

ing date is not set, but MBS outlet.s

auditioned the show via closed cir-

cuit.

From the Production Centers
Continued from page 28

{

Mutual
Continued trout page 26 ;

Coy
Hoover .

report did not go into

various controversial policy mat^
Last week Merlin completed a I ters for which FCC has been se-

percentage deal with Ray Morgan f verely criticized in some quarters

to air "Queen for a Day" for Euro-^ i or pass judgment upon regulations

pean . listeners, under :the title
|

adopted.
"Reine d'un Jour," One of RL's
most popular programs, produced
by his company, Les Programmes
de France, is "Ploum-PloumrTra-
La-La," a talent hunt show that

originates from a park in a differ-

ent .town every day. Police esti-

Imate that ''Ploum-Ploum" played
-in six months to a live audience
of 1,250,000 who san^ the bank-

/ roller's commercial and . cheered
the coronation of "la plus chic
fille."

The sponsor, Monsavon perfume,
will launch a new proBram,"Radio
Circus." March 2^, .to play vnder
canvas in 210 cities in the next
seven months. Using a traditional
circus, -the program will also stage
« treasure hunt in each town

—

awarding prizes to the persons who

Instead^ Hoover Commission!
concentrated its studies on the per-

j

formance of the agencies, their]

suitability for their assigned jobs,
i

their relation to other branches
of the government, and how they
can be organized to operate more
effectively.

'

FCC, the Hoover investigators

found, has gotten out of kilter adr
ministratively as a result of the
avalanche of applications for radio

and television stations, which, to-

gether with the turnover In its

membership, has made it necessary

for "relatively inexperienced Com-
missioners" to cope wlth an abnor-
mal volume of work.
To remedy these defects, the re-

port recommended an immediate
emergency short-range planning

find the ballerina's jewels or the program to break up the log jam
ringmaster's whip. created by rapid developments in

Besides the razzle-dazzle. Merlin
produces shows of cultural value.
One is "Exceptional Destinies,"

the radio field: This program
should be instituted to relieve the
Commissioners of "their burden-

which dramatizes the lives of the ' some work load" which diverts

world's great, including F. D. R. i
them from the "basic and far^

and P. T. Barnum in the American i
reaching problems pf communica-

representation. This series is tape- ]
tions regulation." The full Com-

recorded and produced on loca- 1 mission, said the report, should

tion, a la Hollywood, Merlin says. I
divorce itself from administrative

Scenes in church are taped in ac- |

Problems except for major policy

to a contract, And it is generally
felt that the Kobak reelection, far

from putting a quietus on the sit-

uation, . has only resolved- another
chapter in a . series of recurring
crises. • It is no secret that there's a
schism within the framework of

the Mutual directorate, and that

key Mutual executives are .beset

by uncertainties. ' Comes the. end
of the 13-week cycle and the next
meeting of the Mutual board in

June, and as one broadcaster close

to the picture put it: "anything
can pop."

Carlin is one of the pioneers in

radio and only recently he received
high industry tribute at a banquet
tossed in N. Yi upon occasion of
his 25th anni, in radio. He helped
establish many of the program pat-

terns for radio while the indnstry
was growing up and has been close-

ly associated with Kobak for ' a
number of years.

It is conceded that Kobak has
parlayed Mutual into a sound busi-

ness operation, but on the pro-
gramming end he's been up against
some tough obstacles frequently
beyond his control. Too often
Mutual has been at the mercy of
the stations and: regional nets
which own its stock. With either
WOR, WGN or Don Lee on the
Coast passing up a show, the
web's programs can be stymied. In
the past there hav^t been instances
of bankroUers yanking stanzas
from MBS because key city out-
lets couldn't be guaranteed. .. '

tions, Inc., off to New York to sell network show, .. .WBBM visitors

were Guy Cunningham, WEEI, Boston, and Jim Clark, WAPI, Birming.

ham AFRA's Ray Joites in Rock Island at NLRB hearing NBC
commentator Clifton Utley skedded for five midwest talks in March at
South Bend, Oshkosh and Ottawa, 111 . . , ,Dwlght Orcutt, co-producer
of Anchor Productions, recovering from amputation of left leg; result
of fall beneath Chicago & Northwestern train WLS farpi expert
Al Tiffany at Marengo, III., for father-son banquet.
Bob Elson starting 18 years as baseball announcer on WJJD April 19

with White Sox at Detroit . . . .WBBM announcer Jim Campbell guested
at Evaniston High school .... Patsy Lee of Breakfast Club injured in
skiing accident, . . NBC commentator Alex Dreier sparking Industrial
Editors' Assn. meeting March 21. .Announcer Bill Bailey in new
chore with WLS Barn Dance, after out-of-town work Publicist
Maraleita Button taking week's rest, doctor's orders . . .Author Ben
Kartman guested on Emmett Dedmon's WJJD show Sun. (6) . : . .'CYO
founder Bishop Sheil on WBBM public servicer for Master Eye Foun-
dation.. : . Adeleine Smith away from NBC desk with flu. . . ;WMAQ's
Elizabeth Hart to conduct fashion show benefit at Geneva, 111., April 0
WGN news director Robert Hurleigh awarded merit certificate by Polish
American Congress . . .WIND staffer Bill Walker composer of three
new tunes for recording. . . . ABC sales manager Gil Berry off on south-
em biz junket. ..Howard Neumlller celebrating 18 years as WBBM
staffer John W. Shaw agency announced establishment of research
library with Elizabeth Fahey in charge . ^ : ;Roger Baldwin, American
Civil Liberties director, will discuss occupied

:
countries via WMAQ

today (Wed.). . . Ralph Atlass and John Carey; WIND wheels, back
from Gotham biz ... . ABC's Walt Emerson hospitalized in Evanston.

m WASHINGTOI^ . ,

,

: Bryson Rash, ABC director of special events here, named public re-

lations division chairman of local Cancer drive. Other-radio, names on

committee include WWDC's Ben Strouse and DuMont's Walter Comp-
ton. . . Alan Cummings, ex-WITH, Baltimore, and currently all-night'

man at local station WWDC, replacing liCS Sands* has teed off with a
contest for listeners to tell why, "I hate radio contests" Party
tossed by. NBC veepee Frank ("Scoop") Russell for RCA proxy Frank
Folsom past week, garnered one of most celeb-studded guest lists of
the season. . . .WTTG-Dumont and U. S. Depijk. of Agriculture combine .

ing in a new TV show on household problems, "Family Time".^ ..;

Jack Beall, ABC staffer, replacing Elmer Davis on the 7:15-7:30 news
slot while latter vacations in Key West . . . . Ruth Crane, director, of
women's activities for WMAL-ABC, off to Chicago to wield the gavel
at annual powwow of Assn. of Women Broadcasters, of which she is

president. . ; .U. S. Naval Academy's famed concert band, iinder direc-
tion of Lt; Alexander Cecil Morris, now being aired over Continental
FM network Thursdays, 8:30 p.m. ., .Hoa^y Carmichael and Johnny
Long headlined a Police Boys Club benefit show as result of radio
campaign carried on jointly by WOL-Mutual and Washington Times
Herald. . . ;MlchaeI Fooner, ex-D. C. newsman, now in charge of visual
presentations of the Hoover Commission reports to Congress, has
shaped up a new process of handling graphic material for telecasts.

Under name of Graphic reports, Fooner is already supplying such
material for the NBC Camel News Show.

Job Situation
. Continued from page 27 1

tual cathedrals and rural scenes
done on farms with live animals
for sound effects.

Next month BL will add three
broadcast hours daily in the after-
noon, opening them for sponsor-
ship in September.

Wash. State B'casters Nix

Tournament Fee Offer
Seattle, March 8.

; Washington state broadcasters
have nixed proposed fee of $15 per
game per station for broadcast
rights on state championship high
school basketball tournament, to
be played here beginning March 16.

Stations will broadcast scores by
quarters only and are protesting
loudly to board of the state high
school athletic association. School
outfit also had asked $1,000 for
television rights to the tournament.

matters.
As for the panel system which

FCC was reportedly planning to

invoke until a recent Senate re-

port seriously questioned its de-
sirability, the Hoover Commissioir
suggested it might be "advisable"
to postpone adoption until other
recommendations ' have been given
an adequate trial. These, said the
report, may enable all the Commis-
sioners to give their attention to
matters requiring action at the
Commission level;

St. LouiS:—The . broadcast of
Charles Stookey, KXOK's Farm
Editor, on efforts to nationalize
Daylight Saving Time, first enacted
in St. Louis in 194.7, were entered
in the Congressional Record by
Congressman- Melvin Price of East
St. .Louis. Stookey's remarks and
Price's opinion of the subject were
inserted in the congressional
paper.

affect the regularity with which
artists are employed, said the De-
partment, outstanding being talent,

personality, "and just plain luck:"
In addition, the findings indicated
that "in each occupation unemploy-
ment generally tended to be more
frequent among young people than
'among those in the next older age
groups, who are likely to be bet-
ter established and more - widely
known.

I

"Among actors in the age groups

i
above 50, however, the rate of un-

j

employment tended to become
somewhat higher again. Few an-

I

nouncers and singers aged 50 or
over were included in the survey;

i these few usually had steady em-
' ployment."
[

The report, the first of a series
:
on the survey, was designed by the
Department to aid in vocational

1

guidance "of the thousands of
I
young people who aspire to enter
this ivadio art) field but who Often

have only a fragmentary knowl-
edge of it, gathered largely from
glamorized accounts of the careers
of a few outstanding stars."

The study Included 3,742 artists
in 16 metropolitan areas and re-
late only to AFRA members^ How-
ever, said the Department, since
most radio actors in: the major
centers belong to AFRA the? sur-
vey is representative for this group
and also to a large majority of
singers and sound effects men. But
the findings on announcers do not
take into account many employed
outside the unionized centers.

Salt Lake's 2d Outlet

Plans to Preem in June
Salt Lake City, March. 8.

Ivor Sharp, exec vp of KSL, has
announced video operation over
Channel 5 beginning early June.
About 8,000 sets in the area are
now seeing KDYL-W6X1S (NBC).
A 5*0o0 watt transmitter plus other
equipment is scheduled for late
March delivery.

Staffers have been televising on
a test basis since last April when
the Mormom Conference was
picked up at the Tabernacle and
screened in the Assembly hall with
ehurchrpurchased equipment.

ABC Bam Dance Airing

To Kudo WLS on Ann!
Chicago, March 8.

Farm station WLS is flexing its

25-year-old muscles this spring

with the ABC net airing of Na-

tional Barn Dance, March 19 and

special anni celebration broadcast

April 23, date when Bai'n Dance
first was aired to a local audience.

Committee is lining up the Chi

amphitheatre for a giant show in

which Uncle Ezra, GSne Autry and
other headliners who got their

start here, will appear. :

'

ABC airing will extend the local

broadcast to west and midwest,
Phillips Petroleum wiU sponsor,
through L a m b e r t & Feasley
agency, N. Y. April 23 festivities

will include special programs and
25 year highlights, including first

ship-to-shore and international live

stock exposition broadcasts.
- Anniversary committee members
are Glenn Snyder, George Cook.
Harold Safford, George Bigger and
Al Boyd. The Prairie Farmer
newspaper will collaborate with
special cdition.s April 2 and 16.

ON MUTUAL—Fridays at 8:00 p.m., EST

LISTEN WHEN ...
A picture producer tells how he is paying for his first picture

with his own blood!

A preacher demonstrates how he uses a Charlie McCarthy
dummy in the pulpit!

A cab driver tells that he has made a deal with the Stork!

EXPERIENCE
SHAKS!

'THE LAUGHTER AND TEARS OF THE WORLD'
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In the fourth annual ''Best Teachers Contest," Quiz

Kids piled up another mountain of mail. Our thanks to

the N.B.C. affiliates for helping make this another great

Quiz Kids' milestone in their nine-year record for th©

Miles Laboratories through Wade Advertising Agency.
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Zenith 'Obsolete' Ads
Continued from page 31 i

FCC and the Federal Ttade Com- 1 gation tests showed the need for

mission to check Zenith's claims. much greater power output in the

Admiral pre? also phoned Zenith ! upper band to achieve comparable

execs claiming the Admiral re- ' coverage, running as high as four

ceiver is also equipped with a tur- : or Ave times more than the out-

ret tuner which would effectively
|

put of the most powerful present

receive both frequency bands -with- ' TV station*.. It was also found that

out use of a converter. Zenith the "shadowing effect" caused by

veepee H. C. Bonfig wrote Sjra-
\

obstructions, such as hills, build-

gusa, expressing amazement at ! ings, etc., is much greater in the

that claim and invited Admiral to uhf band,, thus necessitating added
put its set to the test either at the height for the transmitter.

Zenith or Admiral plant. He of-

fered to get the local FCC inspect

tor to sit in on the test and of-

fered to turn on Zenith's UHF ex-

perimental transmitter. Letter

ended: ''If you* will demonstrate
UHF reception on your set with-
out use of a converter, we will be
glad to alter our advertising,"

Bonfig's letter was mailed Sat
urday (5).

'Overlap'
S Continued from page 27 s

close WGAR, Cleveland, and I

WJR, Detroit, owned by George
!

A. Richards, Moot question arising
'

from the recess was whether the
When no answer was: commission would rule on the re- '

received by yesterday (Mpn.), the i iquest. of WHAS for an extension i

same invitation was telephoned
! of time to complete its TV station.

|

but, at Variety's press time, was|:Denial of the request, it was re-

1

still unanswered. In reply to
, a ! ported, would result in calling the

|

question, meanwhile, as to whether
1 whole deal off, although contract

the Zenith set will receive satis- [ evidence submitted at the proceed-
factorialy both UHF and the pres-

|
ings did not specify that the trans-

ent frequency signals. Zenith i action is contingent on extension
prexy E._^F. McDonald, Jr.; am being granted. <

WPIX' Remote Binge
N. Y. Daily News' WPIX,

with Its new emphasis on
sports and other events of

particular interest to N, au-
diences, has lined up 31 differ-

ent remote pickups for March*
which will cover more than 60

hours on the air.

Station's mobile crews, un-

der the i^upervision of special

events and news chief Carl

Warren, will handle seven
hockey- games from Madison
Sq. Garden; 11 boxing nights,

including Golden Gloves
matches .. and pickups from
Ridgewood Grove and Eastern
Parkway Arena; seven wres-
tling nights; the St, Francis-

St, John's basketball games;
four "Big Top" shows originat-

ing from McCreery's depart-
ment store, and the annual St.

Patrick's Day parade.

WPIX
Continued from page 29

swered, "Hell, yes." Siragusa was
not available for comment. :

-

N, T. Burns, Tod
In N, Y., competing manufac-

turers also did a quick burn

Testimony at Monday's (7) ses-

sion reached a temporary impasse
When FCC counsel objected to the i

admissibility of evidence regarding
the extent of WLW overlap into

'

WHAS territory. Commission
at the Zenith ads. They noted ; Counsel Walter R. Powell, Jr„ chal-

that RCA has already successfully ilenged measurements submitted by
demonstrated a converter, said to

|
William S, Alberts, Crosley engi-

retail at '$35; which can be attached tneering witness, as incomplete, out

tO i.any. set now on the market to of date, and not based on FCC tech-

bring in the uhf channels if the
|
nical standards.

FCC decides on the move. Even
\ Earlier in the hearings, James D.

more important, they say, are the
; shouse, Crosley president^ esti-

constantly reiterated statements of [mated his company eitpected to lose
FCC chairman Wayne Coy, plus

|
$670,000 in 1949 from operations of

almost everyone else of importance
, jts television stations in Cincinnati,

in the mdustry, that the prpposed
|
cdumbus, Dayton arid Louisville*

move upstai.s will not render i

if the WHAS purchase is approved,
present sets obsolete.

, He said this loss could be met from
In Ime with that, Philco engi-

, the profits of WLW, which netted
neermg veepee David B. Smith de-

, $705,000 in 1948 after taxes,
clared this week that commercial-

; oi,„,.o>, j r<»Ac;i«4, ir^^a,
Ization of the ulif band is now ,

.Chouse said that C^^^^^^

unlikely for several years. Speak- L^°^„™f urnilnc t^^^^^
..f tui, „r;„i.„„ ™„,.n„™ „f I experience, its plans to hook up

ini.? .tP „f Sinin FnLiL.i nlLou^ with its Ohio vidco sta-
institute 01 Radio Jingineers in .

' »_,4 (.t.^ «»„..i«-„4.!«.» „,..~r,.iu

N. Y., Smith and Philco researcher
Joseph Fisher declared :.uhf propa-

COLOR TELEVISION
Your Radio-Video Commerciolt will

: have more COLOR when delivered

LIVE arid MUSICALLY by the

TELEGENIC

LANNY & GINGER
GREY

: (2 voiect and a piano)

YOUR Jingle Sung or Written and
produced. Some ..of our clients:

ADAM HATS, MARLIN BLADES,
SUCHARD, COCILANA, etc.

Write for Cofflp/e>e tier

'

Listen Dailys WM6M~8:00-8!30 A.M.

LANNY & GINGER GREY
Radio-Video Productions & Jingles

1350 Madison Ave., NeW York 28
• • ATwater 9-4020 • •

of television advertising would help
Crosley to keep down the loss in

the first year of WHAS-TV opera-
tions to $125^000 tp $150,000. Pre-
viously, Victor ShoUs, WHAS direcr

tor, anticipated the first: year deficit

at $150,000 to $200,000.

Shouse testified that the reason
for buying WHAS is that it fits into

the radio expansion plans of AVCO,
the parent, company. He thought

-
]

the WHAS properties were ^'a good
» I investment."

i Shouse said Crosley planned to
•ilose $250,000 in the first year of

I WLW-TV operations but actually
I lost $320,000. The difficult thing to

• determine when starting a video
outlet, he said, "is to find the point

•:when you dare thitik of breaking
• even."

Playhouse" i and ''Gomics (jn Pa-
radej".'' •

According to Coe, those ratings
show: a definite audience accept-
ance :for„WPIX and prove the sta-

tion's original reception problem,;
"if it ever actually existedj" has
been cleared up.; (WPIX operates
on channel 11, and many setown-
ers had complained when the sta-

tion took the air last June, of in-

ability to pick up its signal) . Coe
said the new sets being installed
are attuned, to both the lower and
higher frequency stations in the
current band. In addition, he
said, servicemen

. called in to read-
just the old sets have now learned
enough about the problem to bring
in the WPIX signal without diffi-

culty.

Coe noted the big problem still

lies in keeping operating costs
within reason, but asserted WPIX
is now in a better position than it*
ever been. Situation Indicates, he
said, the position of an indie TV
outlet in a key metropolitan area,
^which means tailoring everything
'to the small advertisers' budget.
WPIX is pointing all its forces at
the N. .Y, audience exclusively, as
evidenced~when it abandoned its

syndicated newsreel in favor of a
local reel; In addition, thfe station
is concentrating on sports cover-
age. It now has four nights weekly
of boxing and wrestling, plus
hockey on Sundays and baseball
coming up (with the N. Y. Giants).
Because the web stations have net-
work commitments to worry about,

j

WPIX might pick up some of the
night ban games scheduled by

j

them, if there is no conflict with
its own schedule. In addition, Coe

I indicated the possibility of WPIX
1 covering both the Yankees and
^

Giants in 1950, since the two teams
;
never plar at home on the : same

' day.

lie McCarthy products, including
dolls, with Bergen sharing in the
royalties. Subsid products is now
in the blueprint stage.

"My Friend Irma": This CBS-
built top Hooper show has. been
sold to Hal Wallis Productions for

filmization.

"The Whistler": This longtime
CBS whodunit package has been-
the basis for a Series of films by
Columbia Pictures, with CBS
cashing in on each.

"Crime Photographer": CBS-de-
veloped show which will get. comic
book distribution.

"You Are There": This CBS
Sunday afternoon prestige s h o w
dramatizing top events in history
is getting a Columbia Records re-

lease, with the "Battle of Gettys-

burg" and "Magna Carta" stanzas

the initial ones to be waxed;

Arthur Godfrey Productions: In
itself a one-man industry, with
CBS now channeling ' his talents
into non-radio-television channels
with touring vaude units built

around "Talent Scouts'' finds.

Edward R. Murrow: CBS is

planning a three-timesra-week syn-
dicated newspaper column based
on Murrow's analysis of the news.

CBS Symphony Orchestra: Re-
ciording of this CBS-house band
marks one of the initial ventures
into subsid activity; It's paid off'

with sales .o£ several hundred
thousand albums.

"Let's Pretend": More than
250,000 Columbia albums Of fairy

tales from this CBS Saturday
morning show have already been
sold; the "Jack and the Beanstalk"
album alone hit 75,000 sales mark.

"Suspense": Another CBS top
audience pulling whodunit was the
basis of a magazine which folded a
couple years back. .. However, CBS
is planning to revive it, with the
show : now. more solidly entrenched
in radio than ever.

1 . CBS" initial excursion into films
Las co-owner with Jack Benny of
I Amusement Enterprises' "Lucky

I

Stiff" shapes up negatively. CBS
says its . capital gains negotiations

I for Bing Crosby's show :bis enter-

I
prises also embraces an interest In

I

his Paramount Pictures deal. Also,
1 because of its recent acquisition of

I

the corporate setups of new per-

i
sonalities, CBS. now has an equity

j
in two of the current Broadway

I legit hits.

WAGA-TV
Continued from page 31

lett, Quitman, Ga., radio station
owner, the 60-minute program
traced history of communications
of all types and climaxed with
"and now we come to WAGA-'TV*
etc." Live participants in this
show were personnel from WAGAAM and FM, Columbia's Atlanta
mouthpiece, also owned and oper-
ated by Fort Industry. Bill McKain
program director of WAGA, AM^
FM^ was the voice on this portion
of show. :

From 8 to 8:10 p.m. CBS Pre-
views gave foretaste of what sta-
tion's listener-lookers can expect in
way of entertainment to be offered
by mill's outside affiliations,

'Next 50 minutes was devoted to
live talent show, titled "All-star
Preview," also written and pro-
duced by Loren and Barlett, in
which top talent was presented
including several production num-
bers. Jon Farmer emceed.
From 9 to 9:30, Gulf Oil's "We

The People," Kinefilm, was tele-
cast,

WAGA-TV will sign on each
evening at 7 o'clock and will be on
air 21 hours: per week, seven days
per week, broadcasting on Chan-
nel 5. Test patterns will run 28
hours per - week. In addition to
CBS-TV affiliation, station has a
tieup with DuMont.

G, B. Stprer; Jr., son of prez of
Fort Industry, is manager of
WAGA^TV. Claude H. Frazier is

commercial manager and Arch
Ragan is promotion manager.
Aforementioned James Loren is

production director, Ernest L.
Eisner, film director, and Paul
Cram is chief engineer.

Two New Chi Packagers
Chicago, March 8,

Two new Chi tele packagers
have hung out shingles, Ted Ma-
terna and Nellene Smith; radio
writers, have formed American
Television, Inc.; with comedy and
quiz shows packaged.
Jane Ashman, former NBC and

Mutual writer-producer, has joined
with Ralph Fcrrin of Hollywood in

Ashman-Ferrin Productions, Chi.

Daytime Tele
||

Continued from page 31 sssSml \ J ^
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Philadelphia -— Tom Moorehead,
WFIL sports director, supplies the :

narration and does the blow-by-
blow description of fights at the

'

Philadelphia Arena for the TV
1

"Sports Caravan" now being tele-

1

cast over the DuMont network. '

CBS 'Shadow'
:
Continued from oage 25 :

( Freeman Gosden ) "Lord's Pray-
er" (annually reprised on the A & A
Christmas broadcast) is being
recorded for Easter release.

Edgar Bergen: CBS deal in^

volves a flock, of subsidiary Char-

ITS THE FACTS
WOV believes that facts in radio arie as
important as facts over radio. That's why
WOV has and is continuing to mako thor-

ough, accurate studies on each of S
AUDITED AUDIENCES. That's why you, the
advertiser, and the agency can know ex-
actly who is listening when you buy WOV.
That's why sponsors on WOV know that
on WOV
RESULTS IS THE BUY-WORD
get the facts on AUDITED AUDIENCES
from your WOV salesman today.

V/AKE UP NEW YORK

1280 CLUB

BAND PARADE

PRAIRIE STARS

Italien language market

2,100,000 individuaU

(larger than Pittsburgh).

daily, runs its studio shows until

I 2:15, and then, with the- exception

; of basefall when it starts, will

' shutter until 6 p,m. Some station

; operators, who had not yet gone
, in for daytime logging, have al-

ready begun to wonder whether
iTV actually has the power neces-

I

sary to support morning and after-

I noon studio programs.

DuMont attributed the basic
! reason for the change, to the fact

I

that the baseball season "will soon

I

open," But, it is pointed out, the
I first game scheduled is April 15,

a good five weeks away. Station
had originally planned to carry the
N.Y, Yankee baseball games locally
but continue with its studio pro-

i gramming for the benefit of other
!
outlets on the network. It has since

i learned that most of those stations
I are committed to carry their local

I

ball clubs, so that there, would have
j
been no reason for a continuation

I
of daytime shows during the sum- i

! mer,. .-

i
Actually, it is believed, WABD's

,
daytime sales have fallen off con-

[siderably. Teldisco, a DuMont
i
Teleset distributor, for example, )

i
signed for two hours a day of 1

Originators of

WOff
NBW YORK

shows when the program was
instituted,: but has since cut down
to a single 45 -minute show,
"Johny Olsen's Rumpus Room," It
is recalled that WARD offered
special rates to bankroUers Coming
in for the first 13-week cycle.
Those come-on rates have Since
been replaced with the regular
card charges and, with insufficient
evidence of an adequate audience,
too many sponsors have dropped
out.. :

. ,

To compensate for the daytime
cutback, WABD will move some
ol its Monday - through - Friday
£ifternoon programs replaced by
baseball to the evening hours; In
addition, the station takes on an
extra hour-and-a-quarter of Sun-
day shows. Station announced it
is currently planning new pro-
grams for afternoons when the
Yanks are on the road, but details
aren't yet available.

"One of the most oriitlnni and

fiiNclnntinB proKriimM on tiKMilr."

—-REGISTER. Det Moinn, la.

fdt Ivory ."najiat.: • N.fTlMll^
CBS,- Mon.'.thru FH' •

2:45-3. P.M. ,

W^,.--**-, .. .

With JOHN M. McCAFFERY
Written and Directed br

ADDISON SMITH

TV Production Assistant
Tounpr man, 94, deslrea I'"'"''''",,'',!?-'

telovl«16n station, or iiBemy
imitment. Television, films, "S. niM
nrftadway show experloni'e. Siiropw"

of iny work available on film-

Ilox V-»6, Variety

m W. 4«th St., New Ifork 1», «•*•
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6-MaD Cnniiiittee as ASCAP Coast Rep

Part of Plan to Ease East-West Friction
Hollywood, March 8. f

Stanley Adams and A. Walter

Kraif^r, who conducted the semi-

annual, meeting with the 500 or so

ASCAP writers here last week (1 )

,

advanced a plan under which the

Coast contingent will finally get

the representation they, have been

yelling for in eastern Society coun-

cils: Adams and Kramer, conductr

ing the meet in place of the ailing

president Fred Ahlert, who stayed

:

home, suggested to the Coast men
that, they name a six-man commit-

tee' to represent them, headed by a
^Hairrtian who will give way each

six months to another member.
And each six months the chairman

will head east, presumably at

ASCAP expense, to discuss the

Coast situation with N.. Y. execu-

tives.

Six-man committee is to be se-

lected by a nominating group of 12

writers. It's quite possible that

"the group named will, in the final

naming, include a publisher or

two who is headquartered in the

Hollywood area. It's figured that

any committee that will be a liai-

son between the N. Y. and Coast

fiictions should include publisher

representation, since there are

.jneihbers of both factions here.

T.D. Singer Slated

For London Return
Denny Dennis, English singer

'

who has been worlcing with Tommy
|

Dorsey's band for almost a year, i

will quit that outfit and return to
England within a few weeks. He is

'

still under contract to London Rec-
ords, British Decca-owned com-

1

pany which circulates London
pressings only in the U.S.. and he'll
resume recording for that outfit

'

He has done no new disks for Lon-
j

don since he came here to join '

Dorsey (London didn't argue with
his recording for RCA-Victor with
T.D.).

Dennis' stay in England will be
for only eight *'eeks, after which
he'll apply for a new visa (second
is now expiring) and return here.
Whether he will re.ioin Dorsey's
band upon his reentry into,the U.S.
isn't disclosed.

Varnum Dies At 36
Wayne Varnum, former head

of Columbia Records publicity and
promotion in New York and later
head of his own agency, died of
cancer last week (1) at the Naval
Medical Center, Bethesda, Md. He
was 36.

Originally a member of Colum-
bia's advertising division, Varnum
became N. Y. publicity director in

1940. He went into the Navy when
war broke out and rejoined Colum-
bia in 1946. A year later he set up
his own publicity agency, which'
was sold out to Marvin Drager only;

a few months ago, when varnum
went into a hospital. . .

Survived by a 10-year-old daugh-
ter, his parents, of Butler, Pa.; a
sister and brothers

Capitol Names Continental Artists To

Be Available Via Tele-Funken Deal

N. Y. Execs in Favor
Plan submitted last week to the

Hollywood contingent of writer

members of the American' Society

of Composers, Authors and Pub-
liishers; under which it's hoped a,

smoother and closer relationship

will be established between the

western group and New York head-
quarters, is expected to be ap-

proved by the. Society's director

board.' Plan, which calls for the

election, of a six-man committee
of Hollywood: members to rep the
Soeietjr on the Coast, was promul-
gated without the knowledge of

the board. It was explained to the
Society's executive committee in

N. Y., and the reaction was fa-

vorable.
Entire idea was blueprinted with

one thought in mindr-rto eliminate;

the almost constant friction be-
tween the Coast' group and the
eastern powers-that-be. It's ac-

knowledged that the Hollywoodi tes,

.consisting of some of the more
prominent and active writer mem-
bers, should' have some iheans of
communicating

;
complaints to

ASCAP executives and the board
in N. Y.. That would be accom-
plished by having the chairman, of
the western committee, occupant
of which would rotate every six

months (giving each of six com-
mittee members elected for three-
year terms one crack at the chair-
manship) to come to N Y. and dis-

. cuss and air western gripes. Thus
. the 'westerners would tend to erase

. one cause: of, the friction—the
plaint that the Coast group is kept
in the dark and never consulted
on important issues.

Columbia Begins

Oberstein Pressings
Hollywood, March 8.

Columbia Records Corp. will be-

gin manufacturing pressings this
week: for Eli Gberstein's ;i9c 1 44c
with tax) Varsity label, Ober-
stein, according to advice received
here . from Columbia's e a stern
plants, concluded a deal >vith GRC
executives which eventually will

have the larger firm's equipment
turning out 200,000 platters week-
ly for him. And they'll be the reg-
ular laminated di.sks pressed by
Columbia for its own label.

Columbia will, do all the neces-
sary processing and. pressing, in-

cluding printing- of labels, for Ob-
erstein, from masters supplied by
him. Work will start in the Bridge-
port home factory first and later
the local- CRC plant will join in;

working from stampers sent here.

Studio Sidemen

Sour on Tele Pay
New York radio studio musicians

aren't too happy about the recent
extension by the American Federa-
tion of Musicians _ofjthe temporary
scale set up for the' playing -of "tele-

vision shows. AFM renewed for 30
days, as of March 1, a . scale that
calls for three-quarters of the radio

1 price, or $5.63 a quarter hour as

I

against $7.,')0, and $13.50 a half-

j
hour as against $18 in radio, and I

1

the tooters feel it isn't worth what
they must go through in tele. ;

I

They? point out that hot lights

I and other uncomfortable angles of

1 video make the performance of

I

music for that medium • twice as
I difficult as radio. They understood
the AFM's initial willingness to go
along with the heavy operating
costs of the developing medium,
but-they feel that the constant in:-

crease in commercial video shows
should soon open the way toward
their drawing salaries at least on a
par with AM radio.

ASCAP-Video

Confabs Facing

Tough Problems
While the television-rate negotia-

tions; between the American So-
ciety of Composers. Authors and
Publishers and radio men are pro-
gressing smoothly' and amicably in

New York, the problems both com-
mittees arc facing make it appear
that tlip terms of a deal won't be
quickly resolved. Meanwhile, al-

most half of the 30-day extension
on the Sl-a-yjear blanket license
granted by ASCAP has passed.
And three months of the two-year
assigrimenT ~ s'eciifed " by ' "ASCAP
from its publisher members to rep-

' the Decca releases. Company's
resent them in tele negotiations

|

execs are concentrating on gather-
have gone by.

I

ing good new talent for use on

Decca's Coral To

Be Major Label
Decca Records is planning to put

more time and talent into the new
I Coral label it debuted a few
i™Qnths_ago, and. make of it a full-

I

fledged major item on a par with

Norman Shouts Tetrillo'

As Jordan Quits H'wood

Spot Over Exploitation

Hollywood, March 8.

Gene Norman's hassle with
Louis Jordan, who ankled Holl.v-
wood Empire after playing one-
,week of a two^week stand, may be
dumped Into James C. Petrillo's
lap. Norman tried to take his beef
to Loc* 47, AFM, but was told
that since Jordan -is a, traveling
band, national headquarters would
have to take jurisdiction.

Berle Adams, Jordan's; manager,
claimed Norman had failed to buy
eijough newspaper ads to live up to
contract; provision calling for "ex-
ploitation" of the bandleader. Nor-
man was concentrating his adver-
tising coin mostly on air blurbs.

In at no guarantee but with the
imderstanding he was to get all

admis,sions and a cut of bar prof-
«s, Jordan got $986 from admis-
sion coin, according to Norman,
yhp said that was all the band
drew. Adams claimed Jordan drew

,a»id got $2,200 during the week.
• Norman's figure of $157 from bar
profits was not disputed bv Adams.
Roy Milton combo, at $1,150

weekly, and Slim Gaillard, at $550
Weekly, are current at the Empire.

Ili-Tone Records, Inc., chartered
|o conduct a records and electrical

. iranscnptions business in : New
000 *^*P"»^ °^ ?20,

Ventura-RCA to Plug

Bop Style With Special

lessons' for Jocks
RCA-Victor is doing a unique

routine' with maestro Charlie Ven*
tura, in its eft'orts to help push bop
along commercially. Company is

recording Ventura in a series of
five lessons about the style, which
will be pressed on ; one 16-inch

•

vinylite disk waxed at 33V6 rpm
and served,to jockeys all over the

country. It will not be sold.

To make the platter, Victor paid

Ventura and his men transcription

rates as against the American Fed-
eration of Musicians recording
scale, Regular disk pay is $41.25

for three hours, overtime extra;

transcription rates are $54 an hour
for leader and $27 an hour for

sidemen.
Ventura's lessons begin with the

origin of the word "bop" and pro-

ceed through verbal and musical

explanations. For example, he
plays a melody, and then in bop.

Labelling of Ventura's new Vic-

tor disks are subtitled "Bop For

The People."

One of the stumbling blocks is

the desire of tele men to determine
how much "special": or "dramatic"
rights will cost them, in addition to
the regular blanket license ASCAP
will issue. This angle is important
to video men since it figures that

the use of melody on tele will en-
tail more frequent programming
of songs done in .such a way as to
demand "dramatic" rights. ASCAP,
of course, cannot answer that ques-
tion since sueh rights must be ob-
tained direct> from the publisher
and writer owning the copyright
of a tune. It does not come under
the blanket license heading, and
ASCAP has nothing to say about
such a situation. \.^i^r, At^^.^^,AA

Tele men want an, idea of "dra- ''^'"S discussed.

matic" rights costs so as to bebetter
I

able to discuss blanket.'license costs

. . Hollywood, March 8.. -

Capitol Records has compiled an
impressive list of European artists

available to it ithrough the recent
arrangement with Tele-Funken,
German recording giant. A com--
plcte list of singers, instrumental-
ists, conductors, symphony orches-
tras and choral groups whose works
will be released in the U, S. ort

the Capitol , label has been com-:
piled All will be marketed; on 78
rpm 12-inch disks, and in time Cap
will make them available, on 43

.

rpm platters. The list follows:

Singers: Erna Bcrger, Peter An-
ders, Martha i"uchs, Elizabeth
Hoengen, Gerhard Huesch, Max
Lorenzi , Mdria ; Mueller, : Hanns-
Heinz Niessen, Aulikki Rautawaa-
ra, Maria Feining, Hans Rcinmari

- Helge Roswaenge, Erna Sack. Wil-

;

helm Schirp, Karl Schmitt-Walter,
Leo Schuetzendorf, Elisabeth

I Schwarzkopf. Carla Spletter, Italo

; Tajo, Franz Voelker, Marcel Wit-

i

risch, - Josef von Manowardat Ru-
I doif Bockelmann, Margareta Klose,

j
Jaro Prohaska.

I

Instrumentalists! Claudio Arrau, .

! pianist; Erik Then Bergh, pianist:'
! Calvet String Quartet, Caspar Cas-
sado, celio; Eduard Erdmann, pian-
ist; Conrad Hansen, pi:mist; Georg .

Kulenhampff, violin; Mitja Nikisch,
pianist; Tibor von Machulla, cello;

Arturo Benedetti MichelangeU, pi-"

anist; Stross Quintet, Fritz Heit-
mann, organist
.Conductors:. Eduard..v.an_Beinum,_ _

Franz Andre,: Wilhelm Furtwang-
ler, Antonion Guaneri, Paul Hinde-
mith, Eugen Jochum, Paul van .

Kempen,, Erich Kleiber, Clemens
Krauss, Tor: Mann, Gino Marinuzzi.
Willem Mengelberg, Hans Schmidt-
Isserstedt, Carl Schuricht, Antonio
Votto^ Heinz Tlefjen, -Igor Stravin-
sky. ;

Symphonies: Berlin Philharmon-
'

ic, Concertgebouw Orchestra (Am-
sterdam); Prague Philharmonic^ -

Berlin State Opera Orchestra, Or-
chestra of German- Opera House
(Berlin), La Scala Orchestra, Or^

Coral and, if possible^ shifting
some of the names now on Decca
to the latter's companion series.

.

For example, Connie Haines,
who recently signed with Decca
after bowing off the Signature
label, will be marketed via Coral.
Bob Eberly> lor some time a Decca
artist, may move, which may be ad-
vantageous to him since on the
Decca, label he has Bing Crosby
and Dick Haymes to buck for pop

|
chestra of Maggio Musicale Floren-

tunes. Ames Bros., new quartet, is
|
tino, Sinfonietta Musicum of Wies*

on Coral and they've been doing i baden, Bayreuth Festival Orches-
well; Jimmy Atkins, recently
signed, will also be a Coral artist

Ditto the Four Knights, if they and
Decca officials close on a deal now

scuss bianket.license costs n t » i»: • ifi

with the Society. And Ivmped into
| SeOk tO fOrCe IllUSICrait

that picture are the expenses in-'

volving the paper work necessary
to make .separate clearances for

"dramatic" rights. As pointed out
in last week's Variety, the current
lack of large networks will force
individual video stations to do their

special rights dickering.

whereas in AM radio, programs de-

manding the securing of such
rights are as a rule network shows
demanding clearance at the source.

tra, Goteborg Radio
:
Symphonyj

Stockholm Concert Orchestra,
enna Philharmqhjti, Ofchestjfa
the Bavarian State Opera :(^^u-

Jiich), Stockholrh Radio Symphony,
Hamburg State Philharmonic Or-
chestra, Brussels Radio Broadcast-
ing Orchesttia.

Choral Groups: Chorus of State
Opera (Berlin), Chorus of Gerinan
Opera Housfe

. (Berlin)v Chorus of
Hamburg State Opera, Chorus of
ta Seala (Milan), Chorus of Maggio
Musicale Florehtlne, Chorus of

week took a new tack to secure the
i .;^f'^lT;„°/h ^f/l*^FP^H^

rpleaw nf the <!inepr from her Mu- °' Bayreuth Music Festivals, Don
release ot tne singer irom ner mu

cossacks Choir, Regensburg Dome

To Record Vaughan Or

Release Her From Contract
Sarah Vaughan's attorney, last

)

ASCAP DEFERS ACTION

ON PUB RE-EVALUATION
Efforts of the publi.shers' clas-

sification committee of the Amer-
ican Society of Composers^ Au-
thors and Publishers to reevaluate

I the availability worth of the cata-

; logs of pub members of the So-
' ciety apparently have sloped to a,

ihalt. Committee: hasn't had a

: meeting on the subject in months
i Whereas it had been huddling once

I

a week trying to work out the dif-

I

ferences in various catalogs. Gus
; Schirmer is chairman,
i Basic reason for the committee's
' attempt to place new evaluation on
each catalog stemmed from the

I

belief of many ASCAP-ites that no
two publishing firms can be alike

in their worth to the Society. And
too many have identical ratings,

such as the 14 thfttbold 6,900 avail-

lability points. , .

RCA Sets 45s For

March 31 Debut
Philadelphia, March 8.

RCA-Victor is issuing its 45 rpm
disks so they will be available on

1 dealer counters on March 31. ; Un-

]

veiling of the disks to the public

I originally had been predicted for

1 "early in April" by Victor. In all

I probability it will precede the de-

but of the 45s being manufactured
by Victor for sale by Capitol Rec- 1 she was cl^r of the Musicraft pact
ords under that company":* own

I

trademark;

I

Victor is preparing a hefty dealr'

I er window campaign to .start the

I
week of March 24. Company is

shooting to have 3.000 windows

sicraft Records contract and enable
her to move over to Columbia Rec-
ords. ' Petition was filed in N. Y.
federal district court, which has ju-

risdiction over Musicraft's Chap-
ter II of the Chandler Act case, to

make the company either release
the singer or record her and dis'

tribute pressings.

Miss Vaughan filed suit against
Musicraft some time ago for al-

legedly unpaid royalties and for
a release on the complaint that
Musicraft had not lived up to con-
tractual obligations. Advised that
the company no Ipnger had a hold;

on her, she made a deal with Co-
1 lumbia, and even recorded some
I

sides for that label. Before they

I

were marketed, however, Musicraft

I
was able to induce enough doubt
in the minds of her handlers that

Choir; Wiener Saengerknaben.

to make ' Columbia stop work on
the disks.

Musicraft at that time claimed
that Miss Vaughan's agreement
was extended by the duration of

the 11-month recording ban. Also

Ad Twist Ups Varsity

Biz in Key Cities For

His Low-Price Label
Eli Gber.stein's 39c Varsity re-

cordings have encountered an un-
usual twist which gathers new dis-
tribution, for the label. It has re- .

ceived bids to^ handle the Varsity
line from department stores in key
cities which had never heard of the
company; the stores having been
put wise to its product by newspa-9
per advertising men.

Since Macy's, New York, began
selling - Varsity disks and taking
out fairly-heavy ad space in N. Y.
papers, - stores in Various key cities

which sell the disks; began doing ::

the same thing. All told, it's esti-

mated that the various stores com-
i bined place between $30,000 and
$40,000 worth of advertising with

I

prepared .so that only a small peep- ^ that she had been: ofEeVed unpaid daily newspapers every 10 days in

I hole will draw attention. W^ <..!, ._j .i r— j i.- ,

see, only a small sign asking; them
to "watch next week" for the new
45 disks.

Victor is also conducting a spe-

cial trip to its Indianapolis factory

next month, on which top engineers
of various rival recording com-
panies have been invited. They'll

be shown how the 45s are made..

royalties in full, and she refused to
accept the coin. She hasn't re-

corder since, and her attorneys
hope to force Musicraft to make a

move one way or the' other.

Percy Faith, RCA
Near Pact-Signing

Percy Faith and RCA-Victor are

close to .signing a contract,

i
Faith was with the Musicraft

1
label before it folded and was

1 taken over by Mercury Records.

behalf of the la^el.

T'his rad Mileage ieamfr .to at-

tehtipiii Of •iiewspape'r: assijciatioris

and syndicates, and they followed
up. In sortie cities, bb: Varsity ads
appeared. When this happened, the
syndicates Advised the local papers
of what they were missing, tp go
after the local store that carried
Varsity and show its execs What

,
stores in other parts of the coun-

Art Ford signed a new contract i try were doing and the results

ART FORD CONTRACTED

FOR 3 YRS. BY WNEW

with WNEW, New York, fbr three
years. Pact covers Ford's han-
dling of the station's "Milkman's
Matinee," which he runs five

nights weekly, from midnight to

SIX a.m. (to 7 Sunday morning).
Ford has spun disks on the all-

i night show for |even, years.

they were getting. In many cases,

the store execs so approached
' never heard of Varsity, but, on the
ba.sis of what the newspaper ad
solicitors had to say, applied to

. Varsity in N. Y. to try out its line

1 of recordings. And the papers
I thereafter got their advertising, -
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Expect New Contract Soon as Pubs

And Pluggers Resume Negotiating

Quite a' tussle developed last^

week at the resumption of meet-

ings between the Music Publishers

Contact Employees and the Music

Publishers Protective Assn. over

terms of a new contract between

them. Meeting was the first be-

Mills Reactivates

Its Chi Pro Dept.
With a quartet of its tunes re-

ceiving brisic attention from the
public, Mills Music is reactivating

4S

Tops of the Tops
Retail Disk Seller

"Powder Face With Sunshine"
Retail Slieet Mnsio Seller

"Far Away Places"

"Most Requested" Disli

"Gmising Down the River"

: Seller, on Coin MacliineB
"Far Away Places" .

Best Britisli Seller

"Slow Boat to China" '

tween the two factions in weeks f^""'^; .^"'"s "^usic is reactivating

^nfn deal expired Dec. 31, but held | 'll.
^l^cago profes.s onal depait-

( old deal: expired

over until a new one is written),

and enough palaver went by the

boards to allow attorneys for both

sides to begin putting results on

paper for perusal by both sides.

And a deal will soon be set.

Bone of contention at last week's

meeting was the insistence of

MPCE that an attempt be made to

curb the payola situation by drop-

ping from radio performance logs

any musical entertainer who in-

sists on payment for plugs. Objec-

tors to that method pointed out

that Such a procedure would, under

the Taft-Hartley law^ be a sec-

ondary boycott "preventing the

making of a living." Attorneys

figured the argument a rather

liberal reading of the T-H Act, but
apparently could 4ee some merit in

It.

Then, it was suggested that the

MPCE buy the daily service of

Accurate Reporting, which supplies

performance logs in N. Y., and
for the pubs, to buy It from the

MPCE, which would remove the
boycott and enable the MPCE to

cancel the programs of offending

talent. It was then pointed out

ment, which has not been operated
on a fulltime basis for several
years. Firm's general professional
manager, Sidney Mills, headed for
Chi over the weekend to appoint a
contactman.
New rep in the Windy City will

supplement Mills' educational and
sales office there headed by Ed
Adams. Kxpansion move comes on
the heels of recently made contact-
men additions both in New York
and Hollywood. Harry Bemie and
Jack Hooke were taken' . on itt

Gotham while Al Solomon joined
the Coast office.

Lower Royalty Rate OK'd by Pubs

For Prompt Papents, Otherwise 2c

Rockwell Nixes Bonus

Payment to Ellington;

Henry Miller Named V.P.
HoUyw'ood, March 8.

Tommy Rockwell, G e n e r a 1

Artists Corp,, prexy, didn't lui-e

Duke Ellington into the fold dur-
I ing, his stay here, as he had hoped,

I

but he went back east with a neW;
I
vice-president for his outfit. Henry

tha'f a union-'Couldn't 'be -in- bu.si- 1
Miller, who has-been band-booking

ness in any way. It now appears i
foj" GAG.'s Coast office for years,

all payola-curbing ideas are out, I
was elevated, by Rockwell before

excepting the rules now in exist- 1
the agency topper trained back to

ence; I his New York headquarters after a

It was settled, however, that 10-week slay,

fines for publishers caught paying
I

Rockwell spent several weeks
talent for plugs would be set at

$500 for the first offense and $1,000
thereafter. At first a scale of

$1,000 and $5,000 for al! following

tied by both sides in meeting, it

will go to arbitration.

Wexler Forms Agency
Hollywood, March 8.

World Amus.. Inc., Is the tag
. selected by .Elliot Wexler, Benny

- Goodman manager, for his new
.personal management agency.

Wexler plans to groom talent
from the Goodman band as singles

in addition to seeking new faces
from other fields of showbiz.

Fox Meets With

RCA Over 81/2%

'Breakage' Tiff

Harry Foa, music publi.shers'|

agent and trustee; huddled with !

RGArVictoT men at the company's i

Camden, N. J., headquarters last

week over Victor's attempts to
secure a flat 8Vi% "breakage" de-
ductions from pubs' quarterly
royalty statements. Fox sought to
investigate- the justification of Vic-
tor's plea, and the company is said
to have ofTered to throw open its

books.
Prior to Fox's visit to Camden,

a group of publishers' attorneys

{
and accountants had a meeting in

I
N. Y. on the subject. And they con-

1 eluded that allowing Victor to make
i flat deductions . from individual
rstatements would not be advisable.
It's agreed by them, and Fox, that
Victor should be given every right
to make deductions for , returns
ifrom dealejSi .on _pop songs, which
Victor says it does not .do now,
but that an arbitrary .slicing of
81/4% on each statement should
not be countenanced. '

Attorneys and accountants base
their arguments on the theory that
a flat deduction would be injurious
too often to individual pubs. It's

pointed out. that if one music firm
does not have a' hit during the
course of thre. months, six months
or a year, such deductions would

Majot niusic publishers have rfr-

I
Tented a bit in the royalty situatiQi)

[

evolving from the recent moves by
In MpIS., New Orleans ^'^^ Slgnatipe and spotlight record-

^ » . mg labels into the 35c and 39c re-

.

1
tail market. At first bent on insistr
ihg on tlie full statutory rate of 2c
per side fbr disks sold within that

i price range, as against the 1 Vic "a

I
side the music industry has ac-

,

cepted for years for disks priced :

I

under 50e rietail, the pubs h^tvC rfe-r

,
treated slightly. Bilt tjhly under
certain conditions

.

' Harry Fox, ptiblishers' agent and
trustee, has or will advise all com-
panies that they can continue to te-
CfeiYe the loN^'er' rates-rrif they pay
on time quarterly royalties due.
In the event there is any delay in
the remittance of coin or any at-
tempt is made to make deals undep«
which the companies can pay over
extehded; periods of time, the pubs
will immediately demand payment
on the basis of 2c a side.

Lee Castle, trumpeter-maestro, > -^"l'?. »"itude beeaiise

and Dean Kincaid, saxist-arranger ! °J ?'» Oberstem's 39c Varsity disks,

BMI Opens Offices

Chicago, March 8.

Broadcast - Music, Inc., h as
opened Minneapolis and New Or-
leans offices. Frank J. Collins^
heading; Minneapolis layout, will
cover upper Michigan, upper Wis-
consin,

, Minnesota,' North and
South Dakota. Bill Kimmell, of
New York BMI officii will open
New, Orleans setup; •

BMI has inked Ted Lipsitz's and
Joe Bathey's in Detroit, Danny's
Musical : Bar, Cincinnati, a n d
Caruso's Club, Chi.

Castle-Kincaid Combo

Set Dixieland Style

Band in Face of Bop

working on Ellihgtoh, whose pact
with the William Morris expires in

November. Understood Ellington
wanted a special bonus considera-

convictions was established. That
I

tion to make the switch and Rock-

was judged too high. Another I

well refused to pay.
, , . , , .

angle settled was that the MPCE |
GAC has been steadily taking I only add to losses already incurred

tOunCil will hot have final say on |
over former Morris bands ever !

—plus which the slice would be

all disputes between pubs and con- i since the latter agency decided to
|

made on a minimum amount of

tactmen. That if one cannot be set- iget out of the band business, on
which it has been losing coin. Nine
orchs already have moved to 1 involved wouldW a Tarfe staHdafd

GAG with Morris' blessing, and [
house, the deductipn woiJia be

only Ellington and Chprlie Spivak made mostly on the basis of the

have ignored Morris' gentle prod- sales of standard tunes, whichmost
ding to ink with GAC: Spivak pre- 1 Pubs won't stand for. -They Say

.fers-MCA;:'; ,
,

Cress Courtney, William Morris
iiational band-booking chief, who
is still on the payroll although the
department has been axed, was in

Roclcwell's party when the GAC
chieftain returned to N. Y. Also

I

_
i > »» i H .

accompanying him were his secre-
j Ka)rj|i| 5 \^ KCai HOt

tary, Victoria Kearny; Art Weems,
i^. Y. booking chief of the agency,
who. has been vacationing here with

his wife; and Milce Nidorf, who
handles Sammy Kaye and Jo Staf^

:fbrd.- :-^-.---:;'-':::;\;-v.:.

now with Ray McKinley's orches-
tra, have formed a partnership de-
signed to place a. dixieland-style
band into competition with the bop
outfits springing up. Castle is the
leader and owner of the new com-
binatioUi but Kincaid will have a
piece of it in return for supplying
all arrangements the crew needs.
It is now in rehearsal in N. Y,

|

Castle's idea is to follow in theJ
footsteps of the old Bob Crosby

|

orchestra, for years the only- name
crew featuring a dixieland style.

Since that outfit broke up none
has used it. He has corraled a
combination of two trumpets, one
trombone, four Sax and three
rhythm. Castle figures the band
won't cost more -than $900 weekly

j

to operate, whichr again indicates
I the trend of bandleaders in reduc-

j

ing costs to prewar figures. Music
Corp. of America will book the
new combo.

Before he went into business, the-
majority of majors agreed to
accept the 1 Vic rate from liiinw

They couldn't now rescind that
easily. Yet, they couldn't diso'im-
inate by giving him the . rate and;
not Signature and Spotlight. How-
ever, Signature still owes pubs i

back coin on its more expensive
disks and they couldn't see giving
the- company a lower rate for its

new Hi-Tone label, the 35c sides;
and perhaps be unable to collect,

I

So. the okay with strings on
I prompt payment was the answer.: .

I Spotlight, a new company, Vtici-

dentally is not tied up with Apollo
Reeords, as stated last wpek.

: :Decca Records last week declar-
ed a regular dividend of 12V2C a
share on capital stock for the first

quarter of this year. Payable
March 29 to stockholdeFS Of pecs'

ord March .15. »

. Massey Music Co., chartered to
conduct music publishing and rec-
ord business in New York, with a
capital stock of 100 shares, no par
value..; .

I recordings sold of that publisher's
songs. If in the event the pub so

neither Victor nor any other com-
]

pany incurs losses on the return 1

of standard tunes. Those records 1

are always saleable and usually are
{

Shiped out to other dealers. i

Bands at Hotel B.O.'s
Band Hotel - Played

Emil Coleman-)- . . . Waldorf '400; $2) 12
Gardner Benedicfi' New Yorker (400; $1-$1,50) .... 13
Guy Lombardo . . . Roosevelt (400; $1.50-$2) 18
Tony Pastor Statler (450; $1-$1.50) 4

* lVoldorf, Carl Bri'sson-.- Wcw Yorker, ice revue.

Coven Total
Past Covets
Week On Date

36,0752,100

1,050
2.100

1,600

14,975
42,850

6,500

Revival on Lone Record
I Irving Berlin points to his oldie,;

! "I've Got My Love to Keep Me
I Warm," as evidence of what one

j

recording can do to snowball a re-

: vival into hitdom. Les Brown's
' Columbia disk single-handedly did

j

the trick, and the extraordinary

I

part of it was that the waxing
1 doesn't even have a vocal chorus.

I

It's proof that an unusual interpre-

j

tation will always garner public

1
attention.

j

Originally. "Warm" was a sec-

londary number in a^ 1937 Alice

. Faye filmusical (20th-Fox), titled

I

"On the Avenue." The top song

I

of that score was "This Year's Crop
; of Kisses."

Berlin points to "Whafll I Do?"
' as proof po.sitivei you can't force a

revival into hitdom. Last year he

Chicago
Barclay Allen (Empire Room, Palmer House, 550; $3,50 min.-$l cover)

Evelyn Knight closed (2), Victor BOrge. followed. Fine 3,400 covers. ; . _ _,
Henry Brandon (Malrine Room, Edgewater, 700; $1,20 cover). Nicked,

; fgit that this song, coupled with a
2,000 covers. " Metro film interpolation, was sure-

Joe DeSalvo (Swiss Chalet, Bismarck, 200; $2.00 min.-$1.05 cover), fi^c. Cro.sby, Como, Sinatra, Dinah
Lent effected, family spot; 1,300 covers. Shore and all the^other top diskers;
Dick LaSalle (Mayfair Room, Blackstone, 350; $3.50 min.-$l cover), waxed it, but ln.stead his "Say It

Andy and Delia Russell and LaSalle, Okay 2,000 covers. '

isn't So" asserted itself even more
Frankie Masters (Boulevard Room, Stevens, 650; $3.50 min.-$l cover). ' strongly, from amongst the old

Ice Show and Masters consistent; 2,500 covers. : Berlin catalog. However, the real
Bill Snyder (College Inn, Sherman, 500; $2.50-$3.50 min.). Steady

; surprise hit is "Warm."
.3,100e.o'vers.

With Modernaires.
Los Angelet

^ Carmen Cavallero (Ambassador, 900; $1.50-$2)
First week okay, 3,300 covers.
Jan Garber (Biltmore, 900; $1-$1.50). Steady 3,400 covers.

Ted Fio Rito (Beverly Hills, 300; $4 mln.). Sloping 1,300 covers.

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels
" (Chicago)

Cee Davidson (Chez Paree, 500; $3.50 mln.). Jack Cole Dancers,
Mary Small, Joey Bishop. Okay 4,500 tabs.
Eddy Howard (Aragon; $1-$1.15 adm.). Upped 14.000 admissions,

„ Al Trace (Blackhawk, 500; $2.50 min.). Art Kassel out d). Snappy
2,600 tabs.

Gritt Williams (Trianon; $1-$1.15 adm,). Slow 12,300 admissions.

(Los Anpeles)
Benny Goodman (Palladium B., Hollywood; 1st wk.).

admissions.

Len Joy Rejoins Decca
Leonard Joy rejoined Oefeca

Records Monday :
( 8); Ini; New :' York.

He'll -work in the con^pahyV Jr.' "Y.

studlos : to some extent, but plans
as to how he will be fully used
aren't definite, according to; i)resi-

dent Jack Kapp.
Joy was with Decca as ;head Of

its Coast offices for a cbuple years,

before that handling the musical
director chores only in the Jlolly-

wood office. He dropped -Off the
Decca payroll last year.

Decca's renewing of Joy makes
three directors taken on in recent

Solid 15,400 t weeks^ Gordon Jenkins and Sy
I Oliver are the others.

Songs With Largest Radio Audience
The top 32 .songs of tJie iueefc (jnore in case of ties), based on

the cops/rishted Audience Coverage Index Survey of Popular Mu-
sic Broodcastouer Radio Networks. Published by the Office of
Research, Inc., Dr. John d Peatman, Director.

Survisy week of Feb. 25-March 3, 1949

A Bluebird Singing In My Heart . . Advanced
A Little Bird Told Me . . . . . . . , . Boume
A Rosewood Spinet ...... Shapiro-B
Always True To You In Fashion—*"Kiss Me Kate".T. B. Harms
Brush Those .Tears From Your Eyes. . . Leeds
Candy Kisses . . . . . ; . . . ........ ... ....... . . . . . Hill & Range
Cruising Down the River , . , Spitzer

Down By the Station, ..,:,.;,.....,....*. «... Amer. Acad.
Far Away Places ....^Laurel
Galwav Bay Leeds
Here I'll Stay—i'"Love Life" Chappell
I Got Lucky In the Rain—*"AS the Girls Go" ..... . Fox
I Love You So Much It Hurts; .Mslpdy Lane
It's a Big Wide Wonderful World BHTt
I've Got My Love To Keep Me Warm . . . - ..... i . . Berlin,

Lavender Blue—t"So Dear To My Heart" . .... .... . Santly-Joy
Look Up Patmar
My Darling, My Darling-^+''Where's Charley" ..... Morris
On a Slow Boat to China Melrose
Once In Love With Amy—*"Where's Charley" ...... Morris
Powder Your Face, With Sunshine ................. Lombardo
Red Hoses For a Blue Lady ... . ..... .... ..... . . Mills

So In Love—*"Kiss Me Kate" T. B. Harms
Someone Like You—fMy Dream Is Yours". .Harms ;

Sunflower Famous
Tara Talara Tala Oxford
These Will Be the Best Years Of Our Lives . .. .... . Robbins
Underneath the Linden Tree. .................... . La Salle

While the Angelus Was Ringing. ..i. .......... .... Harris
You Was Crystal

You Were Only Fooling Shapiro-B
You, You. You Are the One .... Campbell

21 songs of the week (more in case of ties) ^ based on the. copy- .

righted- Audiertce Coverage Index Survey, of Popular Music Brood-
east over Radio Networks! Publislied by the Office of Research,

Inc., Dr. John G. Peatman, Directors

All Right Louie Drop That Gun Feist

As You Desire Me -. Words & M
Buttons and Bows—t"Paleface" Famous
By the Way—("When My Baby Smiles At Me" BVC
Coca Roca . , : ..... . . . . ; . .... . .. United

; Dreamer With a Penny—" 'AH For Love". ... . , ^. Simon
Hold Me . . . . : . Robbins
I Couldn't Stay Away From You . . . ............. . .Johnstone-M
1 Got a Gal In Galveston... ...................... Republic
If I Could Be With You Remick
I'll String Along With You Witmark
Little Jack Frost Get Lost ; Spitzer

My Dream Is Yours—t"My Dream Is Yours"; . ..... Witmark

;

No Orchids For My Lady Leeds
One Sunday Afternoon— i"One Sunday Afternoon". Remick
Pussy Cat Song Leeds
Say It Isn't So, ... . . : . ; ... . . . ..... Berlin

So Dear To My Heart—t"So Dear To My Heart". .. Santly-Joy

So Tired .- . Glenmore
Streets Of Laredo— "'Streets Of Laredo" Famous-
Who Hit Me—1"Lend An Ear" Southtetti
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London Label Boosts Use of Brit

Songs Via Pub, Writer Pressure

Recent shipments of London*
Records to the U. S. indicates that

the British Deeca-owned diskery is

bowing to considerable pressure

brought by English publishers and
songwriters.

Lately, the percentage of Brit-

Jsh-owned and written songs oc

Art Jarrett a Jock
Cincinnati, March 8.

Art Jarrett, vocalist and former
bandleader, joined WCPO as a

dish: jockey. Starts spinning his

'cupyi"n7 London's"disks h'as''ris"'en
|

own shovv tomorrow (Wednesday)
" . .. •

I He landed in town Saturday (5)
sharply, in comparison to tlie orig-

, j„„
inal groove London followed in and

^
guest bowed

^
that day with

competing in the U. S. with ECA-
Victor, Columbia, Decca and other

major manufacturers;

During the American Federation

of Musicians recording ban, Lon-
don gathered tunes from U. S. pub-

lishers, took them to England, re-

Corded and pr e s s e d them, and
shipped them back here for sale.

That practice continued up until
i

the past month or so, when the per-

centage of U. S. tunes dropped and
British material rose. London
execs won't say much on the subr

ject, but it's hinted that British

Paul Dixon, the station's premier
turntable man.

BAND BIZ BULLISH IN

DEL SECTOR, SEZ AGCY.
Detroit, March 1.

Despite a reported leveling off

of club and party bookings on botli

the east and west coasts there's

been no "drastic letdown in busir

ness" through this territory, ac-

,

cording to Ray Gorrell (Delbridge
publisliers and writers have been

| & Gorrell agency). Rosy condi-
clamorlng much more loudly for tion, he said, can be attributed to

the greater percentage of London's
production, as an avenue for their

songs into the U. S. market. For
years there had been ,

considerable

agitation among English pubs and
writers against the fact that too

much time was given songs of U. S.

origin on BBC to the point where

the fact that as long as high, em-
ployment continues in the mid-
west, business will continue to be
good.
Postwar moves of MCA and the

McConkey agencies in opening of-

fices here, Gorrell emphasized,
'has presented no obstacle to us.

rules were instituted limiting U.S-
1 it proves that business is here for

tunes. I all, and that competition is still a

British pubs obviously hope by
|
good healthy situation." Fact that

securing wider use of English songs i his own firm has been in business

by London to increase the V. S. for the past 20 years has helped
dollar flow in their direction and 1 considerably since the agency has
enhance the chances of success for

i retained its clientele built up over
their own melodies. The dollar I the two decades,

flow to England was the basic idea
I

As an indication of the volume
for the formation of London in this of business his organization is han-
country. dling, he disclosed that the agency

•——-
I
has seven salesmen assigned to

Camairata's Scouting Trip I club date bookings alone, This

London, March L ,

type business particularly has

„ ,. „ . rr T J
! Staged an upswing in the furni-

•Tutti Camarata U S. conductor • ^^^^^ UapMs.
and arranger, lelt here for New "As for the current lull," Gorrell
York ast week after a seven-week -^^^^ .j^.g ^ repetition of a con-
trip during which he conducted, dition that is brought about each
recording dales, and visited France year by the Lenten season. Post-
and Switzerland seeking material

, Eggter bookings look good, with
and talent for London Records,

|
^ay already filling in nicely, es-

}i:±J.^ tl'/. I
Pecially the._ Saturday nights.

LORRY RAINE
''Can't Sleep"—Decca Records

Disk Jockey Salute:
BILL GRIFFITHS, KOL

Bill Griffiths Is toast of Seattle

with hia daily "Disk Date" show over
KOL. His mall pull exceells 200

letters per day.
A registered Bill Griffiths fan club

has over 3,000 members. Besides his

popular, high-rated "Disk Date"
stint, he's emcee of two top audience
participation shows, plans another.

TIM GAYLE
(Publicity-Personal Management)
Hotel Sheraton, Detroit, Mich.

Jocks^Jukes and Disks
————i By Bernie Woods

Perry Como "Bali Hi"-"Some
Enchanted Evenittg" (Victor). Ini-

tial releases of Rbdgers-Hammer-
stein "South Pacific" score. "Ball

Hi" the best; a haunting ballad

melody that figures to swell to

wide appeal. "Evening" also a swell

tuiie and coHimercial chances good.

Como hits them both solidly with
good background by Mitch Ayres.

Gordon Jenkins "I Don't See Me
in Your Eyes Anymore"-"Because
You Love Me" (Decca). Jenkins'

recording of promising "Eyes" is

a winner from the opening bar.

With the StardusterS and lush ac-

companiment, it's perhaps the most
commercial cutting. It'll be big.

Flipover, a waltz, is cute,, effective

to a point In its oWn way.

Frank Sinatra "Bop Goes My
Heart"-"Where Is the One" (Co-

lUimbia). "Bop" is the bestj^rhythm

Siriatira has done lately. Working
with a Small Phil Moore conijbina-

tion, he makes it move solidly.

Good jock stuff. Backing brings
up a pre-ban ballad; a Ustenable
tune done capably with Axel Stor-

dahl's assistahce,

Jd Stafford-Gordon MacRae "A
You're Adorable" - "Need You"
(Capitol), Miss Stafford and Mac-
Rae use a good new tune to but-
standing advantage on the "Ador-
able" side. It bounces, smoothly
and lightly to Paul Weston's baton-
nlng. ''Need Y6u'' doesn't sound
like mucli.

Tony Martin "Comme Ci Comme
Ca"-"The Bells tn Her Barings"
(Victor). Another good recording
of a commercial tune, Martin's
"Comme Ci Comme Ca'' is worth-

A television program featuring while. He's aided by the Jud Con-

Video Show To

Use Name Bands

name bands and comics is due to

hit the air April 18. Weiss & Geller
ad agency is putting it together
for an undisclosed client and as
yet the agency has not secured
time on any New York, transmitter.
Monday night spot is being sought.

Music Corp. of America is try^

ing to line up the bands; which
will be changed weekly or every
two weeks. They will use outfits

that are working N. Y. dates as
they are available in that area on
program nights; Names from the
top down will be used.

Camarata made a deal with Morris
Rosengariien, Swiss disker, via

which London will issue in the
U. S. foreign-language disks cut

by various Continental artists.

He snagged Will Galhe, Lys As-
sia, Billy Toffel, Lale Andersen,
Los Clippers Orchestra, Hans Al-

bers, Franz Winkler Quartet, Ja-

nina Gembicka, Joan Evans, Cetra
Quartet, Jack Rollan, and . Etly
Xizette. He: also signed the Uni-
tones, 16-voice mixed vocal groUp.
Camarata did no recording under
his own name thi.s trip, but will

when he retuips here m June.

I
School and college proms. Masonic
parties, private dancing dubs and Chubby Jackson orchestra drew
society parties continue about the ! a run at the Royal Roost, N, Y., as ___

same, although the latter have la result of a one-nighter he did I ties, will continue the strfng'" It's
eased oft somewhat." ' • t^— ---

Ion Singers and Earl Hagen's or-
chestra. Song is headed high.
"Bells" isn't in the same league.

ITnitones "It's a Big Wide Won-
derful Worid" - "While We're
Young" (London). "World" has
shown possibilities. If it has any-
thing, this disking should bring it

out. Unitones make of it a com-
munity sing in waltz beat. It's

very saleable. George Mitchell di-
rects. Another two-beat rides the
flipover. It's fair.

Guy Lombardo "I Get Up Every
Morning"-"Little Old Church Near
Leicester Square?' (Decca), Lomr
bardo is at the moment hot with
four or five sides selling. His cut-
ting of the excellent "Morning," a
new tune showing solid potentiali-

there last week very good. Kenny Gardner and

.i^L-lO Best Sellers on Com-Macliines.*'!^.!'f,ffr?^.?t
.I...rAEAWAY PLACES (!» L.a...) . . . ;

{ I : !

!

Ingle'Stmt Tele

Axed by AFM
New York local 802 of the Amer-

ican Federation' of Musicians has
decided that its' rules applying to

AM radio, which bar a travelling
band from doing sustaining broad-
casts witl\in its jurisdiction, also

apply to television. : As a result,

802 ' has knocked out the coupling
of Red Ingle's orchestra with comic
Henry Morgan' on' 'a five-times
weekly show, on' NBC scheduled to

start March 22.

Ruling also eliminated the per-
formance of the Page Cavanaugh
Trio on a test show of Hs own on
NBC Monday (7) evening. Trio
could have worked as a gue.st, but
tlie program was designed to fea-

ture it.

Barring of Ingle from the NBC
program brought up the question
of why 802 let.Ingle do weekly NBC
show from the. Village. Barn, N. Y.,

which he played, for .weeks,, starting
in January. It was explained that
tliose shows were looked upon as
"remotes" akin to the AM broad-
casts any travelling band- is allowed
to do from a location job in N. Y.,

subject, of course, to the. $3 per
man broadcast tax.

2.

- 3. GALWAV BAY (9) (Leeds).

4.

5. POWDER FACE WITH SUNSHINE (6) (Lombardo),

f 6. LAVENDER BLUE (5) (Santly-Joy)

7.

9.

:: 10.

Col. Signs Julie Wilson
Julie Wilson has been signed to

a term recording contract by Co-
lumbia Records.

Singer is now at the Maisonette,

St, Regis hotel, New York.

LITTLE BIRD TOLD ME (16, (Bourne) l^::Tw^l::u:::::::::s^
]

:

( BtTifif Crosbj/. , . , . , ,.v. . . . Decco

.

'""f ' X Anne SJicltoTt, London
;

;

CRUISING DOWN THE RIVER (4) (Spitzer) [^^^ _M-G-M •
:

: . : .
'

I Keynoters .London
"

S
EucZyjx Knight Decca ^•

' "'
\ Pnino Scold; .... .London ',

( DinoJi Shore .......... Columbia "
' *

I Sammy Kaye .Victor
'

'.

PUSSY CAT SONG (T) (Leeds) * Aiidrews-B. Crosby. .Decca
' {Perry Como ..............Victor.,

8. RED ROSES FOR BLUE LADY (3) (Mills)

,

I'VE GOT MY LOVE TO KEEP ME V^ARM (10) (Berlin)

.

1 LOVE YOU SO MUCH IT HURTS (1) (Melody Lane) .

.

Coming Up

.

j VaiigJiw Monroe . . ... . . . . Victor
'

[Guy Lombardo ..... \ Decca ^
f Les Brovm . Columbia
X,MMs Bros. .. i ......... . .Decca i
(Mi/Is Bros Decca
\ Buddy Clark ... . Columbio •

;

SO TIRED (Glenmore) . ( Kitss Morgan Decca
V"' V'''' V' "iKai/ Stan-. ... .. . .... . .. .Capitdl^^y

:: YOU, YOU, YOU ARE THE ONE (Campbell) Ames Bros Cbral

I
YOU BROKE YOUR PROMISE (Pic) Paula Watson. .Supreme
AGAIN (Robbins) r Vera Lynn London ::

SO IN LOVE (T. B. Harms) ji
Bine/ Crosby ... Decca "

. .
: ,

,

'V'. ''''"V IDiimh Shore ......... ..Columbia,".'.

SWEET GEORGIA BROWN (Remick) .( Brother Bo7ie,?. ......... .Tempo
; [

> i Gujy Lombardo. .......... .Deccrt ..

DOWN AMONG SHELTERING PALMS (Miller) i . . J
Sammy Koj/e ............ Victor

"

' Ml 'J'o!.s-on-AIiUs Bros . .Decca •
NO ORCHIDS FOR MY LADY (Leeds) i....: ^ 1

Billjy Eckstine
-(infc- Spots. .,.

,

BEWILDERED. (Miller)
,

'

\ Billy Eckstine
""""'"""{Ink Spots....,

BEAUTIFUL EYES (Leeds) ^rt Mooney..
.. IS IT TRUE ABOUT DIXIE (Caesar) ai joUon-Mills Bros: Decca 1
SOMEONE LIKE YOU (Remick) ( Pc&sy Lee Capitol

:: SWEET SUE (Shapiro-Bernstein)

'*

^

.M-G-M .:

.Decca • •

, M-G-M
, . Decca •

;m-g-m

SUNFLOWER (Falnotts)

UP ABOVE MY HEAD (Taps)

Johnny Long Sifimatiire
] [

S Russ Morgan Decca ' •

IFranfc Sinatra ...Columbia
"

Sister fiosetta Thorpe. . /.Decca T
I BRUSH THOSE TEARS (Peter Maurice) i ^'"elvn Knight. ...... .i .. .Decca
t (Born/ Green... Raimboto
I IFJflurcs (n porenthcses indicate number at weeka t<mg has been in the ton 10

1

M ii<it t > i .
1 1 fttttttn ii rMUMi iiMmu

Trio vocal. "Square" Is okav
Lombardo seems to have done it
slightly too fast to make it reallv
effective.
Frankle Laine "Old Fashioned

Love"-"Tara Talara Tala" (Me,"
cury). Laine may have gotten
himself a solid side in "Love"' he
sells It strongly, dressing it gau-
dily in the style to which his fans
have become accustomed. Carl
Fischer directs the accomping
band, suplying a bright, bouncina
beat. Laine's disking of "Tara" is
late. It's excellent nevertheless
in ballad form. '

Sammy Kaye 'Love Me, Love
Me, Love Me"-"The Right Girl for
Me" (Victor).. Kaye's cutting of
"Love Me" could alone make the
song. An excellent^ commercial
rendition by tlie band and Kaydets
vocal that draws everything possi-
ble from the melody. Backed with
a tune from the new film, "Take
Me Out to the Ball Game." Good
melody and lyric, and Kaye's Tony
Alamo does it well.
Gordon MacRac "I Get tip

Every Morning"-"The Right Girl
for Me" (Capitol). MacRae's ver-
sion of "Get Up" is not quite the
equal of Lombardo's, but it's a
saleable di.sk. Starlighters and
Paul Weston help him along at a
medium rhythm beat. "Right Girl"
is good, too. It's cut solo.

Tommy Dorsey "Someone Like
You"-"Where Is the One" (Victori.
T. D.'s solid rhythms come iii

handy on "Someone," a good new
tune from "My Dream Is Yours"
film. It' rocks solidly and forms
an extremely spinnable side.
Denny Dennis vocal is fair; would
have been better to use the band's
vocal group. Yet, the disk is sharp;
Stuart Poster, out of the band
some time, does the vocal- on
"One," with the Clark Sisters. It's

fair.

. . . Another likely tune is "I'm
Wearing I^ast Night's Smile To-
night," cut by Dick Jiimcs (London)
. . . Guy Lombardo's Kenny Gard-
ner hits the spot with his vocal of

"Be Mine'' and "'VVlien You're In

Love," both good sides.

Platter Pointers
Freddy Martin is hot on the ball

with his "Humphrey Bogart
Rhuniba" (Victor); best disking of

it so far . . Micliael Douglas' cut-

ting Of "She's a Home Girl"
(Decca) offers possibilities; a good
tune ... Irvingr Fields makes an
eerie thing out of "St. Louis Blues"
(Victor); it could be a sleeper , . .

Bill Darnel uses "Underneath tlie

Linden Tree" (Abbey) to rack up
a good side, with organ accompani*
men! . . . Peter Lind Hayes proves
his first vocallings for Decca were
no accident with "! Got a Gal in

Galveston." a good side . . . "Mary,
Mary" Is the Golden Gate Quar-
tet's best side in quite a while
(Mercury) . . . Danny Kaye didn't

seem much interested in the nov-

elty "Coca Roca" (Decca) when he
cut it; Ray Gilbert's (Cohimbiai is

superior . . . Victor wa.s plenty late

With Three .Suns' "Cruising Down
the River"; a good side surpassed
for jock purposes l)y reverse

"Allah's Holiday" . . . Georire
Shearing's pianistics on "Cosy's

Bop" and 'So Rare" (Savoy) .is

solid stuff for jazz jocks . . . "Sing-

ing With a Band." by Ted Weem»
(Mercury), presents unique Jna-

terial.

Standout western, hillbilly, coun-

try, ja&., race: "Park Your Pistols,

fBenny Lee, Keynotes (Londoni;

"r Cover the Waterfront"-"Pent-
house Serenade," Errol Garner

(Savoy) . . . 'Keep Your Big Moutii

Shut," Bull Moo.se Jackson
(M-G-M) . . . "Careless Hands" and

"Panhandle Rag," Leon McAuHffe,
(Columbia) . . . "Wish I was on

That Train," Prairie Ramblers

(Mercury). . . . "Run for theRound-
house, Nellie," Zcke Manners (Vic-

tor) ... "You Broke Your
Promise," Tex Williams (Capitol*

. . . "r Got the Milk 'Em in tlie

Morning Blues." Tennessee Ernie

(CapitolJ.

Merge St. L. Wired Music

St. Louis, March ,8.

Two local wired music services,

Wired Music, Inc., and Miisic

Service Co., were merged las'-

week. The surviving company-

Wired Music, Inc., will continue w
be managed by Robertson J. KK^"*

ardson, Jr.
c vwK

Robert T. Convey, prez of K-vvrw,

and the surviving company, sa "

three types of professional musi^

service will be supplied; one

specially programmed for oi»J"

and retail stores; the seconci io\

manufacturing and industrial co
^

cems, and the third for
.f

«

rants, clubs and similar estabhsn

ments.
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COLUMSrA

ARTHUR GODFREy

CORAt

y JIMMY ATKINS

9CCCA

CASS DALEY

ART KASSEL

MCRCURY

TWO-TON BAKER

M-C-M

MARION MUTTON

NArroMAi

!mSON BROS.
UNIVERSAL

JOHNNY DAVIS
.VICTOR

DENNIS DAY MORE TO FOtiOW
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On the Upbeat

New York I

Carnival Club, Minneapolis, has i

lined up jaz7- celebs, with,NelUcj
Elliot Lawrence, Tommy Dorsey

| xutcher in March 3, Mel Torme,
j

and Sammy Kayc to take part in
; April 14, and Gab Calloway

i

a "Battle o£ Music" in the Detroit
; Mav 12 . . . Carlos Molina into i

Armory, Ajiril 23. Talent nut re-
, Balcer hotel, Dallas, March 4,

ported at $11,000. . Margaret I for a montli . . . Anita O'Day, bop-
Phclan to make hei' NY stage • pi.st_ into Hi Note, new near-north
debut at the Paramount April 20,

, gide jazz spot, on indefinite basis,

on .same bill with Gharlie Barnet
: March 4 . . ; Art Kasscl set lor

i

orcli.
.

' Schfoeder hotel April 5 for two

:

Monoffram Records, Canada, will
; weeks. Kas.sel. currently at Black-

1

distribute Apollo disks in that area
; hawk; leaves for one-nighters be

Eournc music lias taken ''It's
; fore Milwaukee date Hal Mc-

Too Late Now," recorded hy Lorry jntyre set for one-nighters a( San
!

Kainc on her "Publicity" disks for
j
Antonio airbase week of April 11 i

disk jockey use Pyramid Rec-
; _ Dinnins Sisters, sinking trio,

j

«rds recorded a tune called the
; jnto Chesterfield Club. Des iWoines, I

"Pyramid Song," by Elmo Kuss,
, ^aj-gh n, cutting Uieh- March 17'

hooked up with the current pyra-
! j-adio show on Mutual . . . Pec Wee

|

mid club craze . . Arthur Miehaud n„„t get for ballroom date at
1

ill on Coast alter vacation trip to
| Amarilio, Texas, April 5 for two i

Hawaii
. . Sammy Ka.ye lookin,g for

j wcekg w'l^'i options . . . GAC

I

road manager to replace exiting booked Jimmy Feathcrstone,
|

John Hall Sam Arnold to do ad- wayne Gresar apd George AVinsloW
I

vance promotion work for EUiot
| m-ch into Riverview Park, Des

Lawrence's orchestra Eve 1 y n
| Moines, starting May 27, breaking

Knisht and Vic Damone pacted to down another MCA stronghold.
Associated Program Service for'

, , .

transcriptions , RCA-Victor issu- .Charlie Ventura's orch- joins,

ing records carrying course in '
Nclhe Lulcher for Oriental stage

Best British Sheet Sellers

(Week Ending March 3

)

London, March 4.

Slow Boat to China Morris
Buttons and Bows. . , Victoria

When You're in Love ,.Wood
Heart of Loch Lomond .Unit

Cuckoo Waltz , . Keith-Prowse
Faraway Places Leeds
My Happiness Chappell
Maharajah Magador. .Chappell
Cuanto lo Gusta . .. Southern
On 5:45 . ...Strauss-Miller

Dream of Ohven Wright
It's Magic . Connelly

Second 12
Little Bird Told Me, .. Gay
For You , . . . . . . . . . Feldman
Periiaps Southern
Little Girl Connelly
Suvla Bay . Box & Cox
Until . ; . .... Kassner
Anything I Dream Reid
Cool Water . ; Feldman
Cigarcets & Whusky . . Chappell
Crystal Gazer Dash
All Comes Back . , . Cinephonic
Gloria Sun
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Inside Orchestras-Music
Recording companies are having a ball with the new "Humphtev

Bogart Rliumba," publislied'by George Simon Music. Construction of
the tune calls for the use of a lot of film and other star names. Simon
huti a set lyric, but in some cases the diskers are having fun inserting
tlieir own. M-G-M last week, for example, released a version of Betty
Garrett, Metro comedienne and singer, who uses the handles of. almost
every star on the JVIetro roster—-including Betty Garrett. Freddy Mar-
tin's KCA-Victor recording features an^eritirely .different set of names,
the majority gleaned from Simon's original c6py. . There are other ver-
sions forthcoming, many of which are said to be different. Tune is

by Allan Roberts and Lester Lee who, as Columbia contractees^ nat-
urally plugged the Col talent stable, from Rita Hayworth to Larry
Parks. Miss Garrett's M-G-M rendition, when she came to her hus-
band's name, gave the "Larry Parks" a "Sonny TuftsV" inflection..

Englisli for circulation in Spain. bill March 17 for three weeks

I

Louis Armstronff set for State the-

I

atre, Cincinnati, April 21 for one
I week ;. . Rondo Records has re^Hollywood

Frank De Vol Will peer in. the i

{cased t«o sides^ of ^the Gordon
crystalball May 13 and tell stu

"'~

dents of Pacific University, Forest
Grove, Ore., of the future of niusi-

cions in tele . . . Saxist Zoot Sims
anklcd the Woody Herman herd
and was replaced by Jimmy Giuf-

Trio. organ combo formerly on
Sonera labels . Eddie Hubbard,
WIND disk jock, back from
Gotham after confabbing with
Chesterfield people about his
"Supper Club'' show.. Lionel

frcss. Bart Varsalona in vice Bob ;

HamPton into Fox theatre, Dfl roil, i

Ig^jfj I for a week, starting Friday 111) ...
I

GcAe Conklin. whistler-vocalist i Herbie Fields into Continental,

wifh Freddy Martin for a consid- Club. Milwaukee, Marcli 21 fori

erable spell, quits the band tills {o'^'^weeker .. Larry ^Fptine set|

week because he doesn't want to for. rrea.sury Band Wagon" via i

travel . . . Swan Club in Southgale. national Imokup. every Friday,
1

Inaugurated a new band policy ]
fr.om Melody Mill ballroom here, .

.

with Bob Kcenc's 16-piece crew Tmy Hill in town, to organize new

:

set to come in March 23 . . , Car- unit, with intent of starting mid-,

men Cavallaro, current at the west tour around Easter Hal
|

Coconut Grove of the Ambassa- 1
Ot'.s Trio held over indef in Celtic

|

dor, heads through the southwest !
Room, Sherman hotel

. . Rose Mur-

1

on one-niters after winding here, i
Pny. and Dusty Brooks

_
set for

;

toward Houston where he opens at ,
Latin Quarter. Cincinnati, Mai-eh '

the Shamrock hotel April 17 . . .lH .Vivian Blaine into Carnival

]

Ted Fio Rito's weekly kudosing of Club, Minneapolis, March 17 . i

composers spotlights Gene dc Paul i
Carlos Molina into Baker hotel,

and Don Raye tomorrow niglit Or i
Dallas, for month Art Kasscl,

at Bevliills hotel. set for Schroeder hotel, Mil-^ waukee, April s for two weeks ... >

PI,* „_„ I

Hal Mclntyrc set for one-nighters

:

VyiiK^dgo
j

at San Antonio, Air Bases, week of
Charlie Ventura orch added to I April 11 , . GAG booked Jimmy '

Oriental stage bill, starting March
]

Feathcrstone, Wayne Gregg and
17 for three weeks. Nellie Liitcher George Winslow into Riverview
is headlined . . . Larry Fotine con-

1
Park, Des Moines, starting 'May 27,

tinning indefinitely at Melody Mill, I breaking into another iviCA
Chi . . , Louis Armstrong into State i stronghold . . Cab Calloway set for
theatre, Cincinnati, April 21 for I Don Carlos Casino, Winnipeg, for
one-weeker . . . Rondo Records ! one week. May 27 .. Desi Arnaz
has released two sides of the i conies into midwest for Chicago
Gordon Trio, organ combo, for- [

theatre engagemenb, April 22 :

mei'ly on Sonera labels , . . H,yman ! Marion Hutton set for Riverside
Schallman booked Lionel Hampton :

theatre, Milwaukee, March 31
into Fox theatre, Detroit, lor a 1

Connie Haines doing fivc-wfok
week, March 11 ... Eddie Hubbard, booking of Loew's theatres, com-
WIND disk jock and Chesterfield ' ing. into Loew's St. Louis theatre,
supper clubber in these part.s, off ,

in near future . . Don Limdahl and
to Gotham for four-day huddle his Bob-Tet will begin series of

Barnet's 'Rhapsody'

Arrangement Ordered

Destroyed by Harms
George Gershwin estate last

week advised maestro Gharlie
Barnet tliat his jazz arrangement
of the composer's "Rhapsody in

Blue" was not something to be
admired from their way of thinking
and to stop playing it Barnet.was
also requested to turn the parts of
the writing over to the executors
of the ^tate so that it could beide-
stroyed (Gershwin Music is a part
of the Warner Bros, publishing
group.) Harms music sent the wire.

At the same time, operators of

the Clique Club, N. Y. bop spot
which Barnet is now playing, were
asked to be certain Barnet halted;
his use of the tune. Subsequently,
tlie leader changed the title of tiie

music he is playing. Instead of
calling it "Rhapsody in Blue," he
now announces it as "Blues on the
Rhapsody."
Arrangement was written by

Johnny Richards and has been
; drawing attention of rival

: leaders who have heard it played
,
by Barnet's band. He had been

! preparing to record it for Capitol,

;
but whether he will under the cir-

cumstances is problematical. By
. law, a publisher can force an enter-
tainer to stop using an undesirable

: arrangement of a copyrighted tune.

Ignoring the usual promoters, Josef. Marais and Miranda, balladuo,
have carved out a notable concert career by acting as their own entre-
preneurs on the Coast. In the last 18 months, pair has given 18 concerts
in California. Each was a sellout. Most drew turnavvay crowds. They
handle all details tliemselves,. from leasing the auditorium, printing
tickets, paying for house staffs and programs and arranging publicity
and advertising: Leaving nothing to.chance; they insist even on the
final okay on ad copy. Miranda, working With a staff of secretaries,

supervises mailing list drawn from fan mail received from tlieir airshow
"with Meredith Willson, and as a result of the Decca albums. They've
found their greatest audiences among girls' clubs, university students
and recreation centers. And they benefit both wayij since they plug
their disks at each concert.

Efi^eet of a single disclick on a band's popularity is graphically illus-

trated by Les Brown, currently on the Coast. His Columbia platter,

"I've Got My Love To Keep Me Warm," has been zooming, and so has
attendance at one-nighters. He took a smash $2,800, for example, as-

his end of a pair of stands in Bakersfield and Pomona and notched a
two-night attendance record of 11,000. He's got a four-weeker coming
up at the Hollywood Palladium beginning May 3, at $3,500 plus an un-
disclosed percentage, and then goes to Salt Lake Gity for a four-day
stand June 15-18.

Frank De Vol is awaiting a ruling from London on his pitch to swish
tlie stick over the Palladium's pit crew when Jack Smitli appears there

for two weeks this summer. De Vol and Smith were pencilled in as^a

package for a stand starting July 11 but British union must clear it

before the deal is finalized: James G. Petrillo's ruling that no British

band could come here and work resulted in a similar; barrier being
erected by the British several years ago. It was relaxed last year to
permit Duke Ellington to work as a "guest name" leader with a British

crew, and De Vol hopes to get a green light under the same terms.

Capitol's first salesman, Lee Palmer, has shitted to Mercury as South-
ern California distrib chief as a result of a wage liassle. Palmer, who
handled distribution for Cap in Southern California, had been with

the firm since it was inaugurated and had set up its first distrib office.

Recently, he asked for a raise, and when he couldn't get it. checked out.

Cap has pulled Frisco rep Voyle Gilmore south to fill the void and
shifted Ed Nielsen, Portland office manager, down to Frisco to replace

Gilmore.

After kicking around for more than eight years, BMI's ' It's a Big
Wide Wonderful World" is currently shaping up as a hit tune. Written

, by John Rox, song was introduced on Broadway in 1940 in the short-
! lived musical revue, "All. In Fun" (three performances), but was favored

iby intimc' cafe performers, Rox is married to Alice Pcarce, legit and
i nitery comedienne.

Vith agency Newcll-Emmetl
Jerry Jackson, veteran Chi book-

er, recuping from heart attack . . .

Art Van Damme Trio slated for
radio show appearances here
March 14 and 15 . . . Silhouettes,

Sunday concerts March 13 at Nob
Hill, south side bistro Jack
Owens returns to "ABC Breakfast
Club" after month's vacash in
Hawaii Frankie Masters, cur-
rently at Stevens hotel, held over

Fire Detroit Symph
Detroit, March 8.

All 90 members of the Detroit
sympliony orch have been fired.

This climaxed a season of con-
flict between management and
musicians.

"Blue Skirt Waltz." Czech import, is creating an increasing flurry of

interest in the recording trade. Frank Yankovic's waxing for Columbia
is already up among that company's best sellers and last week other
disk firms turned out 11 cuttings of the number. Written by Czech
composer Vaclav Blaha, witli English lyrics by Mitchell Parish, tlie tune
was acquired last year by Mills Music.

musical group; into Theatre Inn. ] until August, rounding out 10
Logansport. Ind.. March 28 . . . month Chi .stay.

1 DAVIS' VENEZUELA TREK
I

Meyer Davis is leaving for

I

Venezuela Friday (11) via Grace

I

Line to book orchestras for next
1 winter's season.
' He'll return March 30.

Current issue of Life mag has an unusual tribute to Jack Kapp in an
editorial devoted to the Decca prexy's slant on new frontiers. in the U, S.

Kapp recently made a lecture swing around the college circuit where
students have been asking him: "What chances have I got in this eco-

nomic system?" Life's editorial suggests that Kapp, on the basis of
his own experience, reply; "What's stopping you?" '

"LORRY RAINE has a potential-

'Near You' called 'HEARTBROKEN'

which the disc^|ox vyrilj 0^ for^^^

-i;. Says.

WALTER
WINCHELL

in his famous world-syndicated column (Feb/ 25, '49)

Dn Decca RMonb: "CAM'T SLEEP" "LoHely Cafe"

Now fhes* sides going

out io the deejays by

TIM GAYLE
P.ublicity-P»r$onal Management
«/o Sheraton Hotel, Defroif 2,

Mich.

"HEARTBROKEN"

"YOUR LOVE IS ONE
THAT WILL REMAIN"

•IT'S TOO LATE NOW"
*

"JUST A RECORD 6n
A PHONOGRAPH"

Hazel Scott is "no longer available" for vaudates. That's the answer
given SherriU Corwin, operator of the 1,. A. Million Dollar theatre,
when he pitched a series of concerts at his Lincoln theatre to the 88-er.

She's confining her stints now to highbrow sites and has a repertoire to

suit that clientele. Her two recent recitals at the L. A. Philharmonic
netted hefty takes.

"Heart of Loch Lomond," published by the Unit Music Co., was
inadvertently omitted from the list of Best British Sheet Sellers for

the week ending Feb. 10. It should have appeared fourtli on the list,

a position it still holds.
'1 ,11

I

^
,

-

, I

La Salle Music's "Underneath the Linden Tree" uses the original
Swiss melody, as composed by ArtOr Beul, with an Englisli lyric by
Dick Manning.

VARIED STARS AS LURE i

FOR PHILLY'S DELL
Philadelphia, March 8.

S.vmphony tickets priced as low
as 50c, an informal atrao.sphere in
which the customer can whistle if

lie feels so inclined, and varied so-
loists ranging from Artui;. Rubin-
stein and Helen Traubel to Duke
Ellington and Lena Home are
among the devices planned to lure
the Philadelphia summer concert-
goers back to Robin Hood Dell.

!
Philly's noted al fresco symphony

spot in Fairtnount Park folded l^ist

Summer after a combination of
;
rainy weatlier, too many political
conventions and the general busi-
'ness slump kept the customers
away in droves.

I ,A group of business and civic
leaders he^ed by Fredric B. Mann,

I

paper box company president and a
:
member of Local 77, American

I
Federation of Musicians, took over

j

the outdoor stadium after the pre-
lyjous management gave up the los-
ing struggle.

RCA Chi Jock Show
Chicago, March 8,

RCA-Victor Distributing Corp.

and 10 dealers in the Chi area liave

inked for a disk jockey show, tee-

ing off Jtpril 4 (9:0,^-9:30 p.m.),

via WIND.
Bob Bodine, Of distrib's record

promotion staff, will jockey the

layout, a 13-weeker, with options.

DISC JOCKEYS
irS A HIT ALL-WAYS

YOU'RE A

SWEETHEART
Music hy . • •

JIMMY MeHVGH
ROMINS
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to pal around with

Decca's sensational parade

of 8 of the country's 10

current best-sellers...

cogpled with

"The Uttte Old Church in The Vallef"

Both Fox Trots with Vocal Chorus by

Published by PICKWICK MUSIC CORPORATION
RKO BLDG., RADIO CITY, NEW YORK

5o/e Selling Agent LEEDS MUSIC CORPORATION
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^2^^SONG CAVALCADE':
* »< ^ (Musicttl-Hislorical Review : I ftOO-1948)

Compiled for ^^^lETY
By JLLILS RIATTFELD

(^^ All Right* Reierveil)

Isqeiidi ond Wher basic baeksround informofion, attendant to th* eompilorioi.

•nd presentofion, opp.ored in th, Oct. 6. 1948, iisu. wh.li fl.. Variefy Song

Cavalcad. tfarted publication •erioHy. II h tuggetttd that fhcs* in(rafli»«nti b»

dipped ond filed for futur* referenc*.
_

Atfenlion i> hereby called to the fact thot thit malarial ii copyright and moy not

b* reproduced either wholly or in part,

tC«ntiitU*d from lati Week)

1898 by G. F. Trctbar; and others.

The Rosary, w.i Robert Gameron I

Rogers, ni., Ethelbert Nevin. Bos-

ton: The Bostoh Music Co., cop,

1898 by G. Sehirnier, Jr.

Salome. Piano solo, in., Williatn

Lorainie. A. MlUs, cop, 1898. ,

She Is the Belle of New York
(The Belle of New York), w., Hugh
Morton, m.. Gustavo KerKer.
Harms, Inc., coi), 1898.

1 She Was Bred In Old Kentucky.'

|w., Harry Braisted. m., Stanley
Carter. Jos. W. Stern & Co., cop.

1898.
Society tOh! 1 Love Society]

<A Runaway Girl), w., Aubrey Hop-
wood and Harry Greenbanlc. m.
Lionel Moncfcton. London: Chap
pell & Co., Ltd., cop. 1898.

Soldiers In the Park (A Run
away Girl), w.. Aubrey Hopwood

1898
Baby's Prayer, w., R. A. Mullen,

m., R- L. Halle. Mullen Music Co.,

coi). 1898.

Because, w., Charles Horwitz.

in.: Fred'k V. Bowers. M. Witmark
& Sons, cop. 1898.

The Boy Guessed Riffht (A Run-
away Girl), w,, m., Lionel Monck-
ton: London; Chappell & Co , Ltd.,

cOp. 1898.

Come Tell Me What's Your An-
swer, Yes or No. w., m., Paul Dres-

ser. Howley, Haviland & Co., cop.

189B
Don't Leave Me, Dolly! w., Wil-

'iiAm H. Gardner, m„ Harry Weill.

Jos. W. Stein & Co., cop. 1898,

Every Night There's a Light. w„
m., Paul Dresser, Howley, Haviland

^ ir'" -, ,i«..cf 4„i.,ti.i«o- '
and' Harry Greenbank," m., Lionel

Gold Will Buy 'Most An.ything: Mf,nr.ktnn r.nnrinn- Chanoell &
But a True Girl's Heart, w,.

Charles E, Foreman, m., Monroe
H. Rosenleld. Howley, Haviland & • jtbE

Monckton. London: Chappell &
Co,,- Ltd.. cop, 1898
A Stein Song. Part song for

Co,, cop. 1898
w., Richard Hovey. m.

Frederic Field Bullard. Boston
Good Niffht, Little Girl, Good I

^^^^.^^ j^j^^^^ ^898
Night, w, Julia M. Hays, m., J C. g^^.^^ Savannah. w„ m„ Paul
Macy, Boston: Oliver Ditson Co., Howley, Haviland & Co,,
cop, 1898,

.
' iQQO

Gypsy Love Song (The Fortune
,

'^"^^^

Teller), w,. Harry B. Smith, m
Victor Herbert. M.
Sons, cop. 1898

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS

Survey of retail sJicet music

soles, based 071 reports obtoined

frojii leadtififf store.? in 12 citie»

and showing comparative sale*

rating -for this mid Vast week.

National
Rating

This Last

wfc. wk. '

Week Ending
MARCH 5

Title and Publisher :

i

e
u

. n

a
U
s

!

•S I.

I
w

T
O
T
A
L

P
O
I

,N.

T
S

1 1 "Far Away Places" (Laurel) ... . 2 2 1 2 3 3 2 2 1 3 2 2 107

2 5 "Cruising Down River" (Spitzer). 1 1 10 I 2 1 1 5 10 1 4 1 94

3 2 "Powder Your Face" (Lombardo). 4 3 7 4 1 4 4 4 5 10 4 71

4 3 "Galway Bay" (Leeds), , 3 7. 5 3 9 2 9 2 2 3 8 6K

5 4 "Lavender Blue"' (Santly-Joy) S 5 8 7 S 3 3 5 10 1 5 61

6 8 "Buttons and Bows" (Famous) .

.

8 4 6 6 7 6 6 34

7A 14 7 4: 10 5 9 3 7 32

73 6 A Little Bird Told Me'^ (Bourn*) » 8 4 8 6 1 9 32

8 7 "I've Got My Love" (Berlin) . . .
.

,

10

6 6

2

5 8 7

10 4

7

8

9 29

219

lo

13

12

"So In Love" (T. B, Harms)

"Slow Boat to China" (Melrose).

.

3 9 6 15

11 "Bed Roses for Blue Lady" (Mills) 5 10 9 6 14

12 10 "I Love You So Much" (Melody LI 7 3 12

13 11 "Down By the Station" (Am. Acad) 9 10 "..,5 9

14 9 ^'So Tired" (Glenmoi'c) 7 7 8

We Fight Tomorrow, Mother, w,
"V m., Paul Dresser, Howley, Havi-

,

Witmark & land & Co.. cop, 1898. !

When i\ Fellah Has Turned SiX-
I Guess I'll Have to Telegraph , j^^^ ^ E ^ 3 ,

My Baby. w„ m., George IVICichael]
, ^3,,,,^, ^ ^898 ^ Francis, i

Cohan, George ]U. Spaulding, cop.
; ^ Hunter.

1898. When You Ain't Got No More
•";^.L^V,.J^^ ' Money, Well, You Needn't Come

'Round, w,, Clarence S, Browslor,
m., A, Baldwin Sloane, M, Witmark,
& Sons, cop, 1898,
When Y'ou Were^ Sweet Sixteen,

w., m,, James Thornton. M, Wit-
mark & Sons, cop, 1898,

in.. Lvn Udall, M. Witmark & Sons
cop. '1898.

Just One Girl, w,, Karl Ken-
tieit, m., Lyn Udall. M, Witmark
& Sons, cop, 1898.

Kiss Me, Honey; Do, w,, Edgar
Smith, m,, John Stromberg,
Wol)er, Fields & Strombefg, cop,

lf!')8

You'se Just a Little Nigger. Still

You'se Mine, All Mine, w,, m.,
Paul Dres.sor, Howley, Haviland &

IJttle Birdies Learning How to 1898
;. (The Telephone GW). w ,

Tiagh. Your Cod Comes First, Your
^ ^ Country Next, Then Mother Dear.

w,, m,, Paul Dresser. Howley, Ha"
land is Co,, cop, 1898

Morton, ra., Gustave Kerker
H' rins & Co., cop, 1898.

'.Vlid the Green Fields of Vir-
ginia, w m., .Charles K, Harris.

CHas. K, Harris, cop, 1898,
Mister JohnsoH' Don't Get Gay.

w,. m„ Dave Reed, Jr. George Li
Spauldinc;, top, 1898. , ^^

The Moth and the Flame, w., ' In Cuba an in,siii-rpction again,«it

George Taggert, ni,. Max S. Witt. Spain caused the U S. to .send the

Zizzy, Ze Zum, Zum! w., K
Kennett, m,. Lyn Udall. M, Wk
mark & Sons, cop 1898,

Jos, W. Stern & Co,, cop. 1898.
;

battleship "Maine" to the -island

My Creole Sue, w,. m., Gus.sie to protect American intere.ssts. In
L. Davis. Hamilton S. Gordon, l'>bruary the "Maine" was blown
con. 1(!98: renewed 1926. ' "P. " 'th 260 fatalitie.-i and—follow-

iMy Old New Hampshire Home, ing a terrific pro-war newspaper
w ., Andrew B, Sterling, m., Harry blast—war between the (J, S, and
Von Tilzer, VVm. C. Dunn & Co.,

i

Spain broke out the following
cop. 1898. .. .

i month.—
-'rire--ord-Flwnnr-Fliske-re,"'and-Tt—eommodor€--Dwej' ilefeated-th-e

Wonder Why. w., m,, Paul Dresser, 1
Spanish fieet at Manila to such an

Howley, 1 laviland & Co,, cop, 1898. 1
extent that he destroyed virtually

Our Country, May She Always i
one-fifth of Spain's naval might.

Be Right. W., m,. Paul Dresser. 1 Two months later, at Santiago,
Howley. Haviland & Co., cop. 1898. |

Spain sufl'ered another extensive
The Path That Leads the Other 1

naval loss—the greatest, perhaps;
Way. w., m., Paul Dresser. Howley, 1 since the English destroyed the
Haviland & Co,, cop, 1898, 'Spanish Armada,

Prelude [in C Sharp Minor] (no. ' In the charge up San .luan Hill,

1 in a Collection of 5 Piano Pieces: .
Theodore Roosevelt and his Rough

Morceau.x de Fantaisie); first pub- '
Riders distinguished themselves to

liahed in Russia, m,, Sergei Rach- '
the extent that Roosevelt was later

: maninod'. G. Schh-mer. cop. 1898; i
elected governor . of New York,

Edv\ard Sthubertli & Co., cop. Peace was declared at the end of

thP vear and the U, S, acquired E. Howard and Ida Emerson. T. B.

the Philippines and Puerto Rico.
;

Harms & Co., cep, 1899.

Also in this year Hawaii was an-; I've Waited, Honey, Waited Long
nexed to the U. S for You. w., m„ George A, Nichols.

War made stage plays of the Hugo V. Sehlam, cop. 1899,

same stuff. Typical legitimate fare , 1 Wonder If She's Waiting. w„
of the season included: "Dewey,

! Andrew B. Sterling, m., Harry Von
the Hero of Manila," "Remember

1 Tilzer. T. B, Harms & Co,, cop,

the Maine," etc. Two other, enter-
1 1899,

tainment sidelights of the season I | bonder Where She Is Tonight,
were the appearance of George M.

,ni,, Paul Dresser. Howley,
Cohan and Al Shean, Cohan was a

; Haviland & Co., cop. 1899,
member of the Four Cohans

^^^^^ My' Happy Home for
vaudeville ,^-^^^1 yon. w.. Will A, Heelan. m., Harry
sketches such as Money to Buin,

,^ ^ j,^,^^ ^
"Profes.sors Wite ana Kunning

1

'

,

for Office." Al Shean. in 1898, was ;

cop- i»99.

manager, and a member of, the , It
.
Only_ You Were Mine (T ie

Original Manhattan Comedy 1 Singing Girl). w„ Harry B. Smith,
"

' - m„ Victor Herbert, M, Witmark &
Sons, cop. 1899.

In Grtod Old New York tdwn.
w„ m., Paul Dresser. Howley, Havi-
land &. Co., cop, 1899,

1"" ' Mandy Lee. w., m., Tburland
Absent, w., Catherine Young

,
Chattaway, Howley, Haviland &

Glen, m,. .lohn W. Metcalf. Boston:
;
Co., cop. 1899.

The Arthur Pv Schmidt Co., cop. 1 The Mosquitos' Parade. Piano
1899. ;

! piece, m., Howard Whitney. M,

Ben Hur Chariot Race. March, WJtiiiark & Sons, cop, 1899,

m., E. T. PauU. E. T. PauU Music
I

^ My Little Georgia Rose, w.,

Co „ cop, 1899. '

f-^^^ h..,.,«,. IV- vi7«n't Jos- W, Stem & Co,, cop. 1899.

n " v^^ u, m P»nl My Wild Irish Rose (A Romance
Do a Thing to You. w m Paul

, , Athlone). w., m.. Chauncey
Dres.ser Howley. Haviland & Co.,

, 0,^^^ Witmark & Sons, cop
cop, 1899.

1 1899
The Curse of the Dreamer, w., i o,; the Banks of the Wabash Far

m„ Paul Dresser, Howley, Havi-
: Away, w., m., Paul Dresser, How-

|land & Co., cop, 1899.
\ jgy, Haviland & Co., cop. 1899

Four," giving sketches such as

"The Fringe of Society's Holiday,"
etc.

m., Sidney Jones.. London; tCeith
Prowse & Co., Ltd., cop. 1899 by
Sidney: Jones.

Smoky Mokes. Cake walk, m,,
Abe Holzmana. Feist & Franfccn-
thaler, cop, 1899,

Stay in Your Own Back Yard,
w,, Karl Kennett, ni., Lvn Udall.

M, Witmark & Sons, cop. 1899.

There's Where My Heart Is To-
night, w., m„ Paul Dressci'. How-
ley, Haviland & Co., cop, 1899,

We Came From the Same Old
Statfe. w., m., Paul Dresser. Howley,
Haviland & Co., cop. 1899,

Where the Sweet MaRnolias
Grow, w., Andrew B, Sterling, m,,

Harry Von Tilzer. Wni. C. Dunn &
Co,, cop. 1899.

Whistling Rufus. Two stop, m.,

Kerry Mills. F. A. Mills, cop, 1899
Marr,

; as song with words by W.
Murdoek Lind. do,, cop, 1899).

^T)bari Ye Cry, Mall "Honey, w., ' One Night" , in" June, w,, m.,
m., Albert W, Noll. Boston: Oliver : Charles K. Harris. Chas. K. Harris,
Ditson Co., cop. 1899. ! cop. 1899; renewed 1926.

I Face to Face. Hymn. w.. Mrs. I A Picture No Artist Can Paint,

i Frank A. Breck, m„ Grant Colfax ;
w„ m., J, Fred Helf. Hylands,

iTullaf. Tullar-Meredith Co., cop. Spencer St Yaeger, cop. 1899.

1899 . I She Was Happy Till She Met

I

ilands Across the Sea. March, i K."Vpn^»nJii?i Sj'^,!?,?!?' ^l^J^u^\
' m., John Philip Sousa. Cincinnati:

^lo^ley, Haviland

; The John Church Co., cop. 1899. i^'Ca.c^op^^^^^^^^
the Song. w„

,

Hearts and Flowers, w., Mary D, will D. Cobb. m.. Gus Edwards.
;
Brine, m^ Theodore Moses Tobani. Howley, Haviland & Co., cop. 1899.
;Carl Fisclier. cop. 1899.

1 Six Little Wives (San Toy). w„
Hello! Ma Baby, w,, m,, Joseph i Harry Greenbank and Adrian Ro.ss.

Sir Thomas Lipton made his first

attempt to take the America's
I yacht trophy back to lingland with

1 his boat "Shamrock" but the

1
American "Columbia" trounced the
Lipton entry thrice in e row.

: The horseless carriage was sm-h
'a nuisance that the mechanical

;
contrivances were barred from
Central Park, N, Y.

i
James J. Jeffries won the heavy-

weight title froui Bob Fitzslmmons
, at Coney Island, N. Y„ in U
i
rounds.

!
Martha .Place was .Jhe ..first,

.woman to be put to death in tli'e

electric chair,' at Sing Sing.

Forty-flve persons lost their

lives in the Windsor Hotel fire.

Now York City.
Food prices were about as fol-

lows: round steak 13c lb ;
pork

chops, 11c lb,; bacon. 14c lb,; eggs,

20c do'i!,; butter, 26c lb „;and sugar,

.6c 'ib, .

There was a lot of beer-drinking,
• and the saloon was the poor man *

club.

(Conlhiued next week's issue)

EVERYBODY IS GETTING A GREAT THE MOST SENSATIONAL NOVELTY

BIG BANG OUT OF! • • • • * IN A DECADE! . • • .

i DIDN'T KNOW THE GUN WAS LOADED
By HANK FORT and HERB LEIGHTON

BEING RECORDED BY ALL RECORD COMPANIES
LEWIS MUSIC PUB, CO,, Inc.

1600 Broadway, New York 19, N, Y (Material Available) HFPP LEVENTHAL Prof Mar
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B.G. Signs With

ABC; Eyes Paris

Joe Glaser's Associated Booking
i

Corp. snagged Benny Goodman last
i

week from the various agencies
j

trying to sign a pact with the maes-

1

ti-o. Glaser's deal with B.G. is
]

identical with the one he recently '

cancelled with Music Corp. of

;

America—based on a 30-day can- i

cellation clause. It becomes effee-
j

. live April 18. i

After Goodman quit MCA he had
a number of people, such as. Billy.

Shaw, who recently set up his own'

agency, and Willard Alexander,

also head of his own selling outfit,

after him. Goodman prefers much
more personal attention than that

i

which talent usually gets fi'om vast
|

organizations ; such as MCA.
Glaser also took on Dick Contino^^

accordionist formerly, with Horace
Heidt. Contino Is signed to ABC
and no longer is under contract to

Heidt.

Goodman, incidentally, has
been invited to participate in fes-

tivities marking Grand Prix Week
in Paris. If he goes he'll take his

entire 17-man band and before and
after the Paris appearance will

play concert dates in various other
. .countries. In Paris, too, he'll do
two shows for the United Nations
Appeal, for Children.

All told, Goodman would stay
abroad six weeks,' Gla'S^r 'booking
him in Monte Carlo, France, Bel-

gium, etc. He has never been
abroad since becoming one of the
greatest jazz figures of the past

: decade. .

TORONTO TO GET 55G

IN AFM DISK FUND COIN
Toronto, March 8.

The American Federation of
Musicians local here wil spend
$55,000 for free entertainment to

hospital shut-ins and schools dur-
ing 1949, according, to . Samuel
Rosenbaum, trustee of the Music
Performance -Trust Fund.

He said here that this- sum will
be paid to musicians for the free
concerts they will be directed to
give; that $20,000 of the sum will

come from Canadian .manufactur-
ers of records and the other $35
000 from U. S. platter-makers.

FRANKIE LAINE
A|>pearliij;

LOEWS
CUaVKrAND, OHIO

RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS

Surrey of retail disk best

sellers, based on reports ob-

tained from teadino Stores in

12 cities and showifig cony
parotide sales rofing for this

and last week.

National

Rating

This Last

Week Ending

MARCH 5

Artist. Label. Title

1
CO

S

T
O
T
A
L

P
O
I

N
T
S

EVELYN KNIGHT (Decca)
"PnwHor F»rp With Suiislline*'l . 1 5 2 5 3 3 1 7 61

2 3
SING CROSBY (Decca)

3 6 10 8 4 4 2 2 3 57

o
: O .

2
BLUE BARRON (M-G-M)

9 9 1 2 1 7 1 54

4 0
EVELYN KNIGHT (Decca)
"A 1 HilA^ Rli^ii Tn1<1 Ma*' 10 3 I"' 7 1 3 2 noov

5 9
VAUGHN MONROE (Victor)

Uieoi Koses lor a niuc ijauy . .

.

4 ao -
.

ft
.. .Iff

.

tn 1X- A
'If . va

6 1

LES BROWN (Columbia)
8 8 1

'

' 5 1 9 9 0<v

7
1 u

BING CROSBY (Decca)
''•far Awav Plarosl**

' 4 7 2 2 9 36

8 6
TOMMY DORSEY (Victor)

in.111 fx . < •1
. o-.O •

9 4
RUSS MORGAN (Decca)

<j
1 'in i. 111 1 n ' eo t>

7 '
a oV

MILLS BROS. (DeCca)
in 7 "T Love Ynii Si) Much It Hurts". 6 4 9

'

6 6 24

11 13
MILLS BROS. (Decca)
^'I've Got My Love to Keep Me".

.

3 8 1 21

12 12
RUSS MORGAN (Decca)
"Cruising Down the River". . , . .

.

10 6 7 4 17

13 8
MARGARET WHITING (Cai)itol)

5 7 5 16

14 15
DINAH SHORE (Columbia)
"So in Love" 2 7 13

15

VERA LYNN (London

)

"AgainV ... 6 4 12

16

AMES BROS. (Coral)

"You, You, You Are the One". .

.

1 10

17A 11

PATTI PAGE (Mercury)
2 9

17B 14
KAY STARR (Capitol)

2 9

17C
EVELYN KNIGHT (Decca)

2 9

17D 13
BROTHER BONES (Tempo)

2 9

18A 13
DINAH' SHORE (Columbia)

3 8

18B
DINAH SHORE (Columbia)

3 8

18G 15

" SAMMY KAYE (Victor)

3 8

19A 11

BOB CROSBY-P. ANDREWS (D)

"The Pussy-Cat Sonx" 7 8 7

19B "Sunflower"

FIVE TOP
ALBUMS

1

KISS ME, KATE

Broadway . Cost

Z

WORDS AND
MUSIC

Varied Ariiiti

STAN KENTON

ENCORES

Stan Ktnton

'4
'

JAZZ AT THE
PHILHARMONIC

Volum* 9 •'

Varied
. Artists

5 • ,„

VAUGHN MONROE
SIN6S

Vaughn Monro*
Columbia Capitol Mercury Victor

Music Notes

OF A LULLABY
I
A DREAM

TARRA

TA-LAR
OXFORD MUSIC CpRP»

1619 Broadway ; Now York

f I'M A LONELYI

mil petunia]

RYTVOC, INC.
1585 Broodway New Y.rk IV. N, Y.

Jaclt Smith set for serie-.=; of east-

ern vaudales after his Oxydol airer

! winds tlie current season in June
;. . . Capitol added a pair of blues

I
bawlens. Addie Williams and John

i
Taylor, to its stable;. . , . Ray Mc-
Donald and Peeiry Rvan vwJiitjDed

up a new act and open March 24
at the Hippodrome, Baltimore," at
a: flat $2,500 per frame. Other
.stands have been set at the Adams,
Newarlc and" the State. Hartford
, . . Tim G<Ue paclcaged Illinois
Jacquet and - Horace Henderson
combos plus Savaniyih Churchill
and the King Odom Four for a
one-wcelcer at the Million Dollar,
L. A., weelc of March 29. Two other
acts will be added and Gale and
the house split the talce over the

I

first $2,500 . . . Manager Berle
]
Adams packaged Paula Watson and

I

the Louis Jordan Tympany Six for
,8; cross-country tour.

Irvins Berlin's newest ditty,
"Let's Go West Together," will be
added to the original muslcomed

v

score for Metro's filmization of
"Annie Get Your Gun," which
stars Judy Garland . . . Billy Eck-
stine returns to Cricket Club,
southside nitery, March 18 for two
frames at $1,750 per . ; , Capitol's
blues-bleater, Bigr Sis Andrews,
etched four faces . , . Assets of Ted
Yerxa's Lamplighter RecordSj in-
cluding some old Kay Starr mas-
ters, will be auctioned off in a,

bankruptcy action March 14 , . .

Sid Robbins and Paul Weston re-
trieved their "Congratulations"
from Buddy Morris Music and are

plugging the tune themselves on
the grounds Morris never did any
work on it . . . 20th-Fox bought
Johnny Mercer's ditty, "Dream,"
from Capitol Songs and will use it

in "Mother Is a Jj'reshman."

Quartet of scormg assignments
was announced at Univeisal-lntor-
national; Frank Skinner on "The
.Western Story;" and "Sword in the
Desert;'.' Milton Schwarzwald for
"Abbott and Costcllo Meet tlie

Killers" and Walter Scharf for
"Curtain Call at Cactus Creek" . . .

Billy Eckstine starts a repeat stint
at the Million Dollar" Theatre to-
day (8) at sa,5G0 guarantee and a
sliding scale percentage deal. If
house take hits $15,000, Eckstine
will reap $3,500 . . . Robert-Mon-
net, gallic crooner, will get $300
weekly for a four-week stahd at
Billy Gra/s Band Box . . . J. Ar-
thur Rank offered Hugo Friedhofer
$50,000 to score three British pix.
Columbia converted Kay Kyser

vocalist Harry Babbitt into a kidisk
star . . .- Frank Sinatra etched a
pair of sides from the upcoming
"Tales of the South Pacific" score
and followed it with two tunes
from Metro's "Take Me Out To the
Ball Game" for Columbia . . .

Clark Dennis and manager Tom
Shells set up Pegheart music pub-
lishing firm . . Mark Wafnow
pubbery will bring out the Charles
Gould-Leo Popkiu ditty "It Can't
Be^' from the score of "Impact,"
Harry Popkin film ... Gene Autry
productions shelled Out $2,500 for
Nick Kenny's "Beyond the Purple
BUUs," as theme song and title of
Autry's next galloper for Columbia
release,. Pubs, Gold Min? Music,
has promised to lay olt plugs iintif
film is completed.

Wesson Bros. Ask

%are in 'Louie'
Wesson Bros., comedy act, have

gotten into' ,the Feist Mpslc act
re the lafter's new novelty tune
"Alright, Louie. Drop That Gun.''
Claiming the tune is based on an
expression that they have used in
their act for several years, the pair
want something done about the
situation. Their manager. Bullets
Durgom, in N. Y. from the Coast
has a date to discuss It with Hari v
Link of Feist.

"

Wessons, who, incidentally, re-
corded the song for the National
label last week; base their argu-
ment on the history of "Open the
Door, Richard," novelty published
by -Leeds a couple years ago. Dusty
Fletcher, Negro vaude comic, had
used the line in a skit, and he suc-
ceeded in having himself named as
co-writer of the tune.

Meanwhile, Feist is rushing
ahead with getting recordings of
"Louie" on the market. It has set.

Friday (11) as release date on the
song. By tliat time Columbia Rec-
ords' version, by Arthur Godfrey,
will be ready to go. Cass Daley re-
corded it for Decca and Jiminy
Atkins for Coral. Licenses have
been issued for all for that release
date,: including the Art Kassel
(Mercury) version, which ci-Oated
another situation last week. Kassel
asserted- tliat Feist, was doing hitn
wrong in forcing ;.-Mercury to «titli«

hold his- aisk beyond a claimed
previously set release date of Feb,
23, and wants: to sue.

RADIO SCALE STYMIES

MOONEY'S AIR PROGRAM
Insisting that the - sidemen in

Art Mooney's orchestra be paid
full r a d i o rates, the American
Federation of Musicians has so far
stymied the leader from starting a
new amateur talent program on
ABC. AFM's stance forced ABC
to pass the salary buck to Mooney,
and Mooney can't handle it himself.

I Unless there's a change in the
jAFM attitude, it. Isn't likely the
I show will be aired. ^

I

Idea of the new show was to air

I
Mooney from various cities in'

1
which he ^ may be working, each
Tuesday at 8-8:30 p.m. He would
use amateur talent dug up through
local contests, with prizes to win-
ners. It was a 13-.week deal that

originally was to have started last

night (Tuesday).

Band Review
LEIGHTON NOBLE ORCH (14)
Muehlcbach Hotel
Kansas City, Mo.
One of the infrequent bands

which come in here from the

!

Coast, Leighton Noble crew holds
i

the Terrace Grill bandstand in the i

Muehlcbach hotel for a month or I

so. It's part of a swing which
Noble is making through the east
and midwest before returning to
the L. A. Ambassador April 26.

First time in town for the out-
fit brings in a full-flavored band
with ejnphasis on sweet and
melodic tunes. Capable crew gets
its rep not from any unusual ar-
rangements or instrumentationi
but simply from doing its music
in creditable, listenable fashion.
Noble style grooves his outfit for
hotels and ballrooms, with dans^
ability and Vocal versatility its
highlights.

Noble carries trio of fiddles,
which isn't seen too often in bands
playing these parts, but otherwise
instrumentation is fairly staiidard
with trio of trumpets, four reeds,
drums, string bass and piano.
Noble takes to the lead-piano a
good deal, giving band brace of
pianos for much : of its • Work. Ar-
ranging brings out strings to best
advantage.

Vocally Noble- takes the lead
himself. Mac McGraw steps down
from the stanfl to chirp out the
rhythm tunes, and both Noble and
McGraw are joined by Paul Maged
for trio AVock on novelty aiid
sprightly tunes. Quin.

LAUREL MUSIC CO.,

1619 Broadvi'ay, New York

Performance PYRAMIDS

CARMEN LOMBARpO'S

SWEETHEARTS

ON PARADE
MAYFAIR MUSIC

RED ROSES
FOR A

9LUE MiDY

SlisY

BLUE SKIRT
WALTZ

Mais MUSIC, INC.
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Miami Hotels Relaxed Curfew

Looms as Opposish for Niteries

fSixaa Beach, March 8.

^ The Miami and Miami Beach

niteriesCP*''' to face the added

competition of hotels next season.

Report in the resort area is tl^at

the hotels will get liquor permits

allowing them to operate nitery

rooms until 4 a.m. instead of shut-

tering at midnight as now obtains.

Hotel operators are seeking to

enlarge present cafe operations to

a sizable scale which will permit

them to use names and name
bands. Under present curfew laws*

most inns are running small rhum-

ba combinations for dancing, and

at that it isn't too profitable a ven-

ture because the money crowds

seeking entertainment give the top

niteries the greater play.

Movement was started by a

group of the larger hotels, who
have been negotiating with the

city administration as well as

state officials at Tallahassee to

amend current laws. , It's re-

ported that their quest has been
successful and go-sign will be given

for full-scale operation next sea-

son.
Florida cafemen; ordmarily

might continue the present policy

of three headliners to combat the

added hotel competition; However,
the multiple attraction policy

hasn't paid too much dividends I

this year, and the top spots may be
-forced to- drop that format next I

season. This would put the cafes
and hotels on the same competi-
tive plane.

The probable opening of lavish
entertainment rooms in the top
Beach hotels puts the talent agen-
cies in a favored position. The
top percenter offices feel that en-
try of hotels opens up new sources
of revenue.

,

Delfont Plans To

plaint;

New, Fresh Talent

Needed to Hypo

Nitery Grosses

top business anymore. Diminish-
ing returns has set in with names

JACK PARKER
"THE JACK
OP ClUBS"

Currantly

HENRY GRADY
HOTEL
Atlanta

MAimireuientt .

TOM FITZPATRICK
.DookliiKs:

WM. MORRIS
AGENCY

Pacts hk Spots
"London; March 8.

Bernard Delfont is planning to
resume: London vaude operations.
He has signed the Ink Spots .to an
eight-week deal which stipulated
an opening Jn a West End theatre
for four weeks and four weeks in
the provinces. No definite starting
date is set, although pact specifies
between Sept. 5 and 19.

Deal indicates: that Delfont will
lease a theatre and produce a show
to surround the Negro quartet.

j xt * i i- j- i.i V
House isn't definite, although it's !

Nitery operators are fmdmg that

reported he has several in mind, i

established attractions aren't doing

It's also probable that Delfont will

not operate consecutive shows in- 1 . , . , i j ., .

asmuch as a sufficient number of
,

^^"^ previously played the cir-

U. S. headliners will not be avail-
^"^^•^^'""n'l. •'^^ 'I'^ang^^ fo"^

able to him because of the com- ^''^^'i
"J"*

upcoming talent - the

,

petition of the Palladium. Conse-
scarcest commodity in showbusi-

quently. it's seen that Delfont, if I "^S''- , /

he elects to continue vaude opera-
'

,
Several top names are currently

,
tions in London, obtain a house i

laymg bombs in quite a few cafes,

'whenever a suitable headliner is
Operators claim that at the pres-

I available . , I ent state of the business, its tough

!
Delfont operated the Casino thea-

! tre last year, but was forced to give
: up the house because of an insuffi-

! ciency of headliners.

I

Ink Spots played England for

I

Delfont previously and at that time

I

kicked up a considerable amount

I

of unfavorable publicity because of

their rebellion at doing too many
shows outside the theatre.

Mass. Solons Nix Repeal

Of Performer Registry Law
Boston; March 4.

Repeal of the so-called True
Name statute . in Massachusetts,
which requires all entertainers,
athletes and others making public
appearances in- the . state to regis^

ter their true names with> the Com-
missioner of Public Safety, was
rejected by a vote;of 121 to 90 by
the Mass. Legislature.
The law, written last year, calls

for a fine of $100 for any one ap-
pearing in public under a stage
name who has not registered with
the state.' Repeal ' was asked by
Rep. Daniel Rudsten of Boston,
but the' opposition claimed . more i

than 700 entertainers had so regis- '
It was pointed up that shice AGVA

tered in the last year without com- contributes most performers to

AGVA Bd. Wants More Say on Benefits,

Also Mulls Bypass of Chi Confab
First quarterly meeting of the

American Guild of Variety Artists

national board, which started Mon-
day (7) at the Park Sheraton hotel.

burgh; Don i< ' ancisco, representing
the outdoor field; Jack Gwynne,
Chicago; Unabelle Howard, Phila-
delphia; Halph Morgan, Boston;
Lenny Paige, Buffalo, and Eddie

N. Y., has authorized the AGVA
|
Rio, Hollywood. Other board reps

representatives to withdraw from ' are expected to come in later in the
Theatre Authority . the . first time

| week.
the TA boaiil overrules them on
benefit clearances.

Resolution passed during the
first day's preceedinRs calls for

stricter control of all tree shows

benefits, 'Union should not be over-
ruled by the rest of the Associated
Actors and Artists of America

Meetinj^ still has some thorny
problems to tackle including tele-

vision jurisdiction and problem of
holding the national convention
slated for June.

No fight 1 ant cipated on the
video problem, because board is

reported in accord. However, the ;

convention problem will raise a
serious fracas. AGVA's national, sec-

unions. The e was some talk of ' retary, Dewey Barto, will sound out
AGVA getting a larger cut of thel the cancellation of the Chi confab
TA melon; but no action was taken
on that point.

I

' AGVA's action is taken to mean
I that the number oi' benefits will be
cut drastically if the gratis affairs

1 are to get vaude and cafe perform-
\ ers. Several times previously,

I AGVA had threatened to walk out
I of TA, but were prevailed upon ,

by
i the 4A's to stay in the setup. This
time, vaude union's position is

stronger because of the board's
backing.

First day's business was spent
mainly on organization; Little

action was taken. Gus Van, AGVA
president, is chairman -of the meet-
ing. Board members attending are:

Jerry Baker,, Alan Cross, Henry
Dunn, .Timmy Lyons, Georgie Price,

all New York; Lois Donn, Pitts-

in order to save the $20,000 cost.

However, many objections may
come from: the membership because
of the fact that cancellation of the
palaver might put the- union back
into the one-man rule setup. -

:

. Several board members are very
much : opposed to the convention
cancellation as it might put the
union in a precarious position ; be-:

cause of litigation pending in the

N. "Y. supreme court. Boston Fac-
tion steered by Arthur W. A. Cow-
an, a Philly attorney, could bolster
their charge that union was being
run undemocratically, and press

for invalidation of last year's

election.

Jackie Miles inked for the Copa-
cabana, N Y , March 24.

NICK LUCAS
Currently

KEN MURRAY'S BLACKOUTS
Hollywood

tt) make a profit on a $5,000 or up
ward talent investment. The de-

!

cline isn't attributable to Lent in-'

asmuch as the dip started prior to
that. ^"^'^:. —
According to the boiiifaces, the

same iiames have been repeating
i

too frequently. '

' Uiifoi'tunately, talent agencies
are in ho position to supply the de-

jmand for new names, simply be-
. - « cause very few have been.devel-!

WALTER JACOBS' 0.0. OF »Pf:?,
^mong those that have

WEST COAST HOTELS i^dV/eTrvTew

fL.._ „
I reached the top category in the

are Dean Martin
Jerry Lewis and Peter Lihd

Manny Opper
. that itvn comtdian

95th WMk
Hollywood Show loungo

GMCM*
;Pwt. Mlt: IRV LCVIM

Las Vegas, March 8.

Walter Jacobs, the Miami Beach

I

and Pike, N. H., hotelier, is here
I looking over hotel sites, as he has

I
in Palm Springs and Tucson: Since

I

leasing his Lord Tarleton, in the
I Florida resort, for $250,000 annual-

I

ly net—it's been renamed the Hyde
I
Park for the duration^the.: hotel
man has had sundry west coast

offers.

Jacobs is here with his wife. His
closeup on the town is that the

hoteliers have a natural resort and
are making a mistake in pitching

for the fast weekend trade, with

too much accent on the gambling.
He feels Las Vegas could be a

more substantial town if the nat-

ural advantages- were _accentedi
the human element will take care

of the gambling conveniences (le-

gal throughout the entire state of

Nevada) automatically.

Hayes. Kay Thompson and the
Williams Bros, made a terrific

splash when they first hit the cafe
circuits, but since then haven't
held: up in certain situations,

Operators are at a loss as to what
policy to follow now. Some are
considering name b a n d s, while
others are thinking along lines of
big girl shows.

It IS known, however, that some
operators will close for the summer
to think the matter over.

Paul Benson opens at the Olym-
pia theatre, Miami, March > 16.

SLOPPY JOE'S, N.O.,FOLDS

AS MORTGAGEE TAKES
New Orleans, March 8.

-. -Sloppy- Joe.'s,— which _ suffered:

suspension of its liquor license for

allowing "lewd and immoral enter-
tainment," has gone out of busi-.

ness.

The club was closed after a;

seizure order was served on Joe
and Ola . Segreto, its owners.
The order was obtained against

the Segretos on the petition of

Martin Burke, who formerly opr

crated a night club at the spot.

Burke, former heavyweight boxer,

said he sold the place to the Se-
gretos, taking $10,000 in cash and
a mortgage for $15;000 to be paid
in three installments.

The first installment of $5,000

was due Jan. 1, but Burke said

in a civil district court petition,

it was not paid.

The Louisiana board of alcohol

control ordered the liquor license

of the Segretos suspended for ::15

davs because of the show they had
presented there.

Sophie Tucker's June

Date at Riviera, N. J.

For the first time in some years,

Sophie Hucker will play a New
York date away from the Latin
Quarter. She's set for the Riviera,

Ft. Lee; N. J,* sometime in June.
She'll follow the run of Jane Fro-
man.

Riviera, so far, has lined up
Danny Thomas, Miss Froman and
Miss Tucker. Wesson Bros, will

play on show with the latter.

Miss Tucker's switch from the
Latin Quarter surprised the trade

inasmuch as LQ operator Lou
Walters gifted her with a Cadillac

a the GonclU$i(>n of date there last

Januaiy.

2 WEEKS

COPLEY PLAZA, Boston

4 WEEKS

BLACKSTONE, Chicago

rr weeks] -Just Completed

PIERRE HOTEL, New York
Thanks to STANLEY MCLBA for a Wonderful Engagemenf

Currently MARCH 9

PARAMOUNT THEATRE
NEW YORK

Personal Mgt.: WILLMM MORJIIS AOBHCt
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Agcys, Flirting With Pix, Radio Names

To Head Package Shows for Vaudates
The Hollywood talent offices and too much of what they need at the

N. Y. agencies with Coast branches I right prices. Names like Dennis

are now in a key spot since the

reopening of more vaude time than

.

there's been since 1935. Percent-

ers have come to the conclusion

that employment in yaude for all

types of acts will depend on \yhat

film arid radio names are available

to head up bills.

It's felt that one top name will

sjpiark the employment of a mod-
erate priced band and several

other acts. Agencies, claiming

they can get as much time as an
act will take, are redoubling their

efforts to get Hollywood names to

head packages. Once a headliner

agrees to go out, agency will set

up a package and percentage deals

will be made with theatres.

The William Morris agency has
already lined up Eddie Cantor for

dates in Chicago and- Columbus.
Peggy Lee is being submitted by
General Artists Corp., Music Corp.

of America is still concentrating

on bands, but Coast oftice has been
asked to get busy 'on headliner

pacts so that they can move, some
of the lesser acts and orchestras.

So far the bookers haven't found

Day and a few others have, been
Offered, but prices asked were fig-

ured too high.
Agencies' big problem is to get

the acts to play at moderate guar-

antees and percentage. So far most
of the desired lieadliners are ask-

ing for guarantees which makes it

impossible for them to get dates

in all but the top houses in key
cities.

Midwest Date$

8.

MEMO:

It it generally concurred thai

tho» paoplet advertiting them-

telvet for hire at publique ex-

hibiliont, pottest an abun-

dance of original talent and a
high ability to entertain.

Regardi,

BILLY BISHOP.

P.S — to Variety composing
room; Please underline above
last. .ten words, if no addi-
tional charge. Thanks. Bish.

Former Owner to Reclaim

Garden Pier, A. C, For

Operation Next Summer
Atlantic City, March 8.

. Tlie uptown Garden pier may
give Hamid's Steel and the Cos-
tello Million Dollar some competi-
tion this summer after all.

Superior Court Judge Vincent S.

Haneraan Friday (4) approved a
transaction whereby the pier : will

be returned to private ownership
after the city gets a net payment
of $94,265:35. The city has held
title to the structure for several
years after seizing it for nonrpay-
ment of taxes.
Mrs. Miriam Richman Levin, of

Bala-Cynwyd, Penna., in w ho se
name possession has been sought,

was given 60 days by Judge Hane-
man in • which to pay the amount
agreed on and make redemption.
William S. Carlton, her attorney,

said after the- court session that In

all probability: Mrs. Levin would;
reclaim it before the 60-day period.

, -He added that it was Mrs.
Levin's plan to make extensive re-

pairs at a cost of $200,000, so that
the structure could be used next
summer. .

Pier has a series of stores ex-

tending out over the ocean for a
city block. On pier's end is a large

i
dance hall and a theatre.

Chicago, March
Dolores Hurtig has left the

David P. O'Malley office to open

her own agency Martha Glazer

has signed Eddie Robertson, singer,

to personal pact as well as v the

song team of Hope Rider & Lida

Dolan . . . Glenn's Rendezvous.

Newport, Ky., has Myron Cohen

and Low, Kite Jk Stanley in

for week of March 18, followed

by Harmonica Rascals , and Cop-
sey & Ayres starting March 25 . . .

Judy Manneis subbing for Jessie

Rosella, who Is ill, at the Vine

Gardens Joey Bishop- Into the

Tie-Toc. Milwaukee. April 1 with

Henny Youngman slated to follow

Bishop set for Latin Quarter; N.Y.,

May 15 Mel Tomre had his

dates switched at the Carnival,

Minneapolis, to April 31. . .
Jane

Russell set for the Oriental for

three- weeks beginning April 7 . . ,

Marcus Glaser, of Charles Hogan
office, is booking the State House,

Cincinnati, and has lined up Louis

Armstrong for April 12..,Llnd

Bros, into Vine Gardens, Chi.,

April 26 . . . Marie Lawler and
Randy Royce to the Flame Club,

Sioux City, March 14 ..Johnny
Morrison,, comic, into Palace thea-

tre, Rockford,' lU., March 25

SPIKE JONES UNIT SET

FOR LEGIT STANDS
Hollywood, March 8.

Spike Jones, currently on a tour

of one-night concerts, "will do a se-

ries of stands in legit houses. He's

already set for the Biltmore the-

atre, Los Angeles, May 15, for three

weeks, and will follow with the
Curran theatre, San Francisco,

June 6.

Jones' Cast will include the per-

sonnel of his radio show and sev-

eral outside acts.

HELENE and HOWARD
PARAMOUNT

THEATRI

New York
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SALLY RAND FANS OUT

BOP AT CLIQUE, N. Y.
The Clique, N. Y., will he the

first bop spot in New York to drop
the be-^bop policy. Spot has signed
Sally Rand to, open there with a
.girl show, : March 17. Miss Rand
is set on a guarantee and percent-
age deal.

The Clique management had
been finding it difficult to get bop
attractions, majority having been
tied up by the competitive Royal
Roost. : .

; In changing to girl showSi Broad-,
way is now following the trend
established on 52d street. When le

jazz hot and bop policies.failed to

draw on Swing street, majority of
cafes changed to strippers^

Small's H'wood Unit

Set for Loew Houses
First all-Hollywood star unit in

several years has been assembled
for vauders by agent Paul Small.

1 Unit will comprise Marie Mc-
1 Donald, Vivian Blaine; Martha
I Stewart, Ray MacDonald and
George O'Hanlon.

Outfit labeled "Hollywood Girl?

on Parade" has been- set for a se-

ries of dates for Loew's. Opening
Is at Loew's, Rochester, April 21j

and will follow with Cleveland, St.

Louis and Kansas City. Bookings
are on a guarantee and percentage.

MONTAND'SUeS. DEBUT

STALLED, SABLON SUBS
Jean Sabloii opens at the Ver-

sailles, N. Y., next Wednesday (16)

as emergency replacement for

chanteur Yves Montand who will

remain In France. Ifs a repeat

stand for Sablon who had a long

run at tills spot several years ago.

It was reported that Montand
had difficulty in getting an Ameri-

can visa because of leftist leanings.

However, Clifford C. Fischer, Mon-
tand's representative here, de-

clared that the singer had been

completely investigated by both

U. S. arid French officials and had
been cleared. Fischer stated that

Montand sometime ago, asked for

a postonement of his Versailles

stand because of European offers.

Delay was granted when Sablon

became available.

Chorine's Mother Filing

25G Suit Vs. Detroit Cops

On False Arrest Charge
Chicago, March 8.

Mother of Annabel Ricks, 16-

year-old chorus girl, is filing

$25,000 suit against the city of De-

troit for false arrest of her daugh-

ter. Miss Ricks, member of the

Dorothy Dorben line, was arrested

last week for violation of the De-

troit curfew law. Dancer claims

she vvaS held four days without be-

ing allowed to communicate with

her family.
Line had played a club date at

the former Latin Quarter, Detroit.

After the performance Miss Ricks

said -she went to a late film show
with friends and was later arrest-

ed; Mrs. Marion Hunter, head of

the women's division of the Detroit

police force, said that terper had
been held as a material witness

against the owners of the Latin

Quarter for violation of the child

labor law.
Miss Ricks, a high school soph-

more, had been playing weekend
dates with the line..

Mianirs Crackdown On

As Hotel Stymie Next Yr.
Miami Beach, March 8.

Miami Beach hotels face a con-
siderable loss of revenue next year
if the current plans to eliminate
bookmakers goes through.' Book-
making concessions in the plush
beachfront hotels are worth as
much as $50,000 per season, and if

the bet-takers can't operate with-
out interferences from the law,
they will not be able to shell out
that kind of coin for privileges.

Gov. Fuller Warren recently
ordered the arrest of all off-the-,

track bookies because state was
being deprived of the 8% tax on
pari-mutuel betting at the 17 horse
and dog tracks throughout the
state. State realized more than
$13,500,000 from that source. De-
spite the fact: that state was hav«
ing one of its biggest seasons as far
as visitors were concerned, handles
registered a drop of 7% . :

Chief target of Gov. Warren's
campaign Is the Dade county re-
sort section where Maima .and
Miami Beach are located. The
governor ordered state beverage
Inspectors, hotel commission as
well as law enforcement officers

to begin the crackdown.
From the chief executive's order,

it's Indicated that the hotels which
continue to piermit bookies to op-
erate will lose its liquor license.

WELKES WITH MCA
Music Corp. of America has

added Danny Welkes to Its thea-
tre dept., to work with Harry
Romm and Mickey Aldrich.

It's Welkes* first showbusiness
assignment.

Tishman Joins Wilson
Max Tishman joined the Al

Wilson agency this week. He had
been operating as an indie agent,
but previously was with the the-
atre dept. of General Artists Corp.

He'll handle theatres at the
Wilson office.

PETERS SISTERS GET

REPEAT ROME BOOKING
Rome, March 1.

The Peters Sisters, U. S. colorefl

trio of singers, were engaged by
Rome's Jockey club for seven days.

This is the second time they've

been in Rome within a year's time.

In last two years they've played
England, France, Sweden, Den-
mark, Norway, Holland and. Italy.

After leaving the Holy City, this

time, the girls expect to go to Paris
where they will be in a local revue
for the next .six months,

COMEDY MATERIAL
.For AH Branches of Theotrieob

FUN-MASTER
"The ORIGINAL Show-Bii Gag File"

Noi. 1 to 22 @ $1.00 each

(Order in Sequinc* Only)

SPECIAL: The Ffrit 13 FIIm

for $8.00 ! !

!

3 DIFFERENT BOOKS OF PARODIES
(10 1* EMh Bwk) $10 vtr Book;

S«nd 2Iia for lists o( other, com«1:r
mnterlol, sonics* pnrodinst mlnntrrl
imtteri black-outs,, ete^ NO C.O.D.'ti,

P AO I A SMITH
200 W. 54 Ht., N. Y. 1». Clrvlo 7-lUO
^Kvery l>uy liicludbiff Sundays^

^ World Famous Photographers

to ARTISTS of STAGE...SCREEN...RADIO

REPRINTS

We are now equipped to make quantity

original reprints at reproduction rates.

CARNEGIE HALL STUDIO :154 W. 57th ST. N.Y.C

Phone Circle 7-3505

BOSTON STUDIO ; Hotel Lenox ; Kenmore 5 300

SaranacLake
By Happy Benway
Saranac, N. Y., March 8.

Local merchants so enthused
over vaude's comeback at the Pon-
tlae theatre, here, they took full
page ad in local pa|>er to oiTer con-
gratulations for the continued suc-
cess of the new venture.
Mary Lou Weaver (Warners

Cleveland Office) into the general
hospital for the thoracoplasty op-:
eration.
William Chenier, -Rogers me-

chanic, hospitalized after ' a heart
attack.

Birthday greetings are in order to
Joe Phillips and Mable Burns, both
Hogerltes,

Louis (Lew) Stantzer, all agog
over top medical report that ups
him for all, meals and mild exer-
cise.

Sig Mealy (Welsh, Mealy & Mon-
trose) showing nice improvement.

Alice Farley, nitery, entertainer
who cured here,, in for checkup end
given an all-clear.

George Sheppard, of Grand the-
atre, Camden, N. J.,:and Frank Cos-
ftella of Trenton^ H;' J:.,, in for week'
end to visit Helen Pelechowicz, who
is showing good progress after ret
cent operation.

, Marie Southard to head the Red
Cross Drive at the Will Rogers.

Write to those who are ill.

N.Y. Cafe Society Sold
Louis I. Louis and Max Mansch

have taken oven operation of Gafe
Society, Downtown, N. Y.

Spot- was sold by Barney Joseph-
-son,_-owner,-subject^-to-transfer_of
lic|uor license, which was: approved
March 2.

TED LEWIS' PHULY DATE
Ted Lewis band and revue has

been booked into Palumbo's, Phil-

adelphia, starting March 21 for two
weeks, :•••

He'll follow into the Vogue Ter-
race, McKeesport,. Pa., April 17.

Joe E. Lewis pacted for the Chez
Paree, Chicago, April 'l. ^

Sparkling Musleof Coined]r

Dancers

CtRBESTI-T

Leon and Eddie's
, NEW YOKI^ "

Routines and Personal nianaaTincot

JOE MANN
BEP. VIDOBAT P»OD., INC*.

1650 Broadway, N. V. C.

T

H

E

WORLD RENOWNED MENTALISTS

DESTIS
''A PYRAMID IH MENTAL FEATS

Nrional DIreellon: :

JULES ZIEGLER
54S FIFTH AVENUI, NEW YORK MU. 2-20S0

Trampo/i'nfngly Yours

Paul & Paulette Trio

JOE TERMINI
Everything New But The Name

Sensational Comedy Pantomimist-lnstrumentalist

Ask:
Duke Ellington, Hal Mcintyre, Sonny Dunham

Manh 11 until 24, Jofferson Hotel, St. Louis
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Night Club Reviews
Cotillion Room, TS. Y.

(HOTEL PIERRE)
Cardini, Florence & Frederic;

Stanley Melba and Ralph Lane
orchs; $3 and $4 minmum.

The Cotillion Boom is flirting

with the idea of tackling a name,

like Evelyn Knight, Morton Down-
ey or Jean Sablon, rather than its

conventional two mild acts, good
dansapation, class atmosphere,

easily one of the best values in

town with its modest $3 and $4
minimum tariffs, and menu and
drink prices to match. Biz at the

inornent is off, as much a reflec-

tion of the times (back to normal-

cy, hence more conservative spend-

ing, as is being evidenced all over

)

as to the seasonal pre-Income Tax
Blues.
With the Gopacabana around the

corner and the Persian Room
(Hotel Plaza) across the park, the

Pierre's Cotillion Room recognizes

that attractions more than ever

are the compelling, element for

business. Oracle Fields is proving
that at the Plaza (Hildegarde due
on the 17th), and it's ditto in the
bistros where there is a definite

attraction of some kind.

In Florence & Frederic, ball-

roomologists, and Cardini, easily

the best of the sleight-of-handers,

the Cotillion Room has nothing to
he ashamed of. Maestro-emcee
Stanley Melba, who also books the
talent, does quite well with the
limited budget that this room,
which is figured to be an automatic
attraction, is allotted. Melba is

breaking down the hotel's natural
conservatism by going on NBC with
multiple shots with^his band. The
management at the moment is still

dubious about it, figuring that the
radio buildup wtll attract a "non-
tierre type" clientele, not to men-
tion the songpluggers who inevit-

ably follow:any mike pickup: But
Melba'ts -also leaning to the name
idea.
Meantime, current show sees

Florence & Frederic, Parisian terp
pair who have been on this side ber
fore, doing all ri£ht with their
standard waltz and tango routines,
of which the dominant feature are
his somewhat amazing holds and
littSi It's unusual because they're
both a slight pair, yet he handles
her with the ease of an under-
stander. ' Their postures and slides

are effective but the prime short-
coming is the sameness of pace.
They're overboard on waltz rou-
tines and of course even the tango
is languorously tempoed. They do
only one beguine, for windup.
Team would help itself consider-
ably by making their sequencings
more sprightly.

Cardini, after an absence of a
year because of illness, is back
with the same skillful card, ball
and other manipulations, and in

"Cecil" (a lovebird) he has an
amazing novelty. The bird picks
out cards in suits, as called by
the customers; selects audience
aides' cards, tells time (via a nu-
merical trick), etc. It's a real
novelty and when perfected Car-
dini will have a new socko foot-

aote to .an already standard . and
sianaout card-mariipulati(iir~a«t;

Abet.

seems strange in a setup such as
presented. His mouthings of "Fire
Dance,",' "Malaguena" and "Rou-
manian Rhapsody" are as slick as
ever.

"Bubbles" Darlene handles her
strip routines well.
Tommy Raft presents some tired

blackouts in the same vein. The
timing is slow, the strain for laughs
via the bearded gags too obvious.
In a room such as this, the little
guy who shows plenty of comedy
talent seems to be content with the
standard burlesque bits. It doesn't
go too well.

Overall, the value' presented for
the dough is, drawing them in; Min-
sky adding lip one of the more
successful operations of the sea-
son in this area. ^ Lary,

lloimoiiico Room, Y«
(HOTEL DELMOMCO)

Paula Laurence, Helene Arthur,
Joel Shaw Quartet; $3 minimum.

When the Delmonico Room ulti-
mately completes its refurbishing,
it should be an interesting spot for
intime entertainment. It's now a
question of putting it on a busi-
ness-like basis, namely the right
type of show. Question seems to
be whether it's to be a continental
type of setupi or a layout such as
that now headed by sophisticated

]

comedienne Paula Laurence.
Miss Laurence shows consider-

I

able talent, but at this catching
I suffered las would any performer
I
in a room of barren tables. But

1
she punched away with a varied

I
routine that included a satire on

I

a French diseuse, , a southern
I
psychopath, one on Tennessee
Williams, "Far Away Placeis," a
flower song, and the like. Her
great need now is for good mate-
rial, since she remains an interest-
ing personality.
Helene Arthur, singing pianist,

handles the lulls nicely, and Joel
Shaw's four-piece outfit of bass,
drums, sax and Shaw at the ivories
does a particularly neat job for the
dancing. Kahn.

9Ia;^fair Room, Chi
(BLACKSfONE HOTEL)

Chicago, March 3.
Andy & Delia Russell, Ray

Sinatra, Dick LaSalle Orch (10);
cover $1, $3.50 minimum.

Usual disk personalities mean
nothing in this swank room, but
Andy Russell and his frau, Delia
Russell, register in their, stint.
Russell opens with a rhyhtm ver-

sion of a pop and scores with two
oiher Hit Paraders, before repris-
ing medley of his disk tunes,
"Besame Mucho" and "Amour" for
solid returns. Crooner then brings
on his frau for duet on ''Fine and
Dandy" and "I\o Business Like
Show Business" for additional
plaudits.

Mrs. Russell takes over for a
special, "My Life Is a Big Success."
Russell, folldvfrs with impreshes of
Tony Martin and Frankie Laine
that hit the mark, but Gable satire
is weak. Pair wind with duet and
fox-trot wherein they invite pa-
trons to dance with them. Ray
Sinatra does neat backing for the
Russells while Dick LaSalle takes
over for ^customer dancing.

' Zobc.

New Acts

Ciro's, Hollywood
Hollywood, March 2.

Savannah Churchill & King
Odom Four, Jack Nye's Orch (7), I

Chuy Alfredo Rhumband (5); min-
i

im«m $3-$3.50. i

Cl«»ver Club, Miami
Miami, March 6.

The Vagabonds (4), Copsey &
Ayres, Beth Challis, Roche^Gar-
Vyle Dancers, Dave Tyle orch; $2.50
minimum.

Colonial Inn, Miami
Miami Beach, March 5.

, Rose La Rose, Tommy Raft, Stan
Fisher, Steve Condos, Corinne &
Tito Valdez, "Bubbles" Darlene,
Carrie Finnell, R a I ph Young,
Jeanne Courtney, Lee Royce,
Muriel King line (17), Ken De-
laney Orch. Produced by Harold
Minsky and staged • by Natalie
Komarova. Music and lyrics by
Y,^OWe Komaroff and Hugh Prince.
Production by Harold Minsky; ad-
nitssion: $2-$3.

One of the niftiest revues in the
area, production, costume and
music wise, is this "burlesque" show
at the Colonial Inn.

.
The Minsky idea has been a click

since inception some weeks ago,
the strip idea, plus top produc-
tion values, drawing the guy who
>vants to pay the admission and
then order what he and his party
desire.

It is typical bui:ly, dressed and
Cleaned up. Rose La Rose is the
Joj^Stripper. Her conception Of the
undressing art; comboed with grind
jno bumps, is okay though some-
Wat edged by the goings on be-

comes on, in the featured
spot.

There is the Mme. Komarova
"he of 17 gals, in slick routines;
Pfus the production singing of
«aiph Young and Muriel King,
i"* songsters hit with tunes as-

u,Wi|6o. them. • Steve Condos socks
i»s heel and toe terps. Corinne

and Tito Valdez score with their
IF?' spins and routinings with
meir clever ballroom stuff.
standout is Stan Fisher, though

""s classic harmonica virtuosity

The Vagabonds, who clicked in
this showcase four seasons, are
back after a stay at the Beach-
comber, on the Beach, as featured
act.'

Following an in and out support-
ing show, they pick up the proceed-
ings and wrap up with their screw-
ball approach to: harmonies and
instrumental work

Their standard "Dark Eyes,"
"Hawaiian," featuring Pete Peter-
sen, the bass player; satire on the

I

hillbilly singers, with the sock
I playing of the dead-panned, accor-
I dionist member adds up for howls

I

and applau.se.
Copsey and Ayres, do okay,

I

though addicted to too much of
the Jack Cole type head move-
ments in their Indo-Javanese rou-
tines;—In - their-'-iive-'—n-u-m b-er,-

however, they click.

Beth Chains, long a fixture on
the Beach at the Bar of Music, is

a pleasant performer, but im-
presses as the type who'll do best
in intime rooms. Her special ma-
terial is tailored for the 100 seat-

ers, not for the larger spots of the
Clover type.

Roche-Carlyle Dancers contrib

their usual smartly costumed and
imaginative routines. Lary.

Village Vanguard, N. Y.
(FOLLOWUP)

Max Gordon is making a strong
bid for business with a show hav-
ing the name lure of Maxine Sulli-

van and the comedy of Roger Price.

At this period, he's bucking) not
only Lent, but the potent lure of

Mildred Bailey in the nearby Cafe
Society Downtown.

• The Village Vanguard display is

a quality layout with Miss SulUr
van reprising the success she's had
at this spot on previous runs. Her
quiet song-style and sapient tune
selection charm the customers.
Miss Sullivan can stay on as long

as she elects and the longer the

better as far as the patronage is

concerned.
Price is a comparative newcomer

in these environs, having his gene-

sis as a gag-writer on various radio

programs including the Bob Hope
show. Having written good mate-
rial for others, he decided to go in

business for himself and the re-

sults have been good. He's already
appeared at the Blue Angel and oh
various video shows. His nitery

turn comprises a series of pseudo
illustrated lectures on family back-
grounds, art and sundry other sub^

jects. It's a litera,te stanza deliv-

ered in a manner that ShoiUd do
well in any smart room. Jose,

Pairing of Savannah Churchill
and the King Odom Four was . a
happy .decision. The combined act,
quietly booked into. -Giro's for a
limited stand, emerges as iirst-class
entertainment with great poten-
tialities.

As far as Ciro's Js concerned,
the act is a sleeper. It came in vir-
tually unheralded. A ' little plug-

1

ging, however, could result in the I

biggest bonanza the Sunset Strip I

nitery has had in some time—par-

1

ticularly at the bargain package I

rate of $1,750. i

There
. are only a few minor I

flaws to the presentation. One is
the omission of solo spots for

'

Miss Churchill, a gal With an ex-
cellent set of pipes and a keen
sense of how to use them. She
delivers in a relaxed style that is
sock stuff. She's backed by the
quartet, which dishes a trio of vo-
cal-instrumental numbers itself. It's

solid all the way and with some
disk pairings in . the offing, the
combination should zoom quickly.

Second flaw lies in the staging
of encore numbers, done on a one-
at-a-time basis, which is awkward.
It's a minor matter, however.
Following the Giro's stand, pack-

age is set for a vaudate locally at
the Million Dollar, thence east. By
the time the Savannah Churchill-
King Odom Four hit N. Y., the ask-
ing price will be considerably in-
creased—and well worth it.

Terp chores at the nitery now
are shared, and well, by Jack Nye
and Chuy Alfredo. Kap.

Empire Room, Clii
(PALMER HOUSE)

Chicago, March 4.
Victor Barge, Jimmy Carroll,

Roulettes (3), Merriel Abbott
Dancers (10), Barclay Allen Orch
_(12_L; $3.50 .minimum,. $1 covers _

DEA CARROLL
Sontrs.
IZ Mins.
Bagatelle, N. Y.

Dea Carroll has apparently been
rushed into the big time prema-
turely. In her present state of de-
velopmentt Miss Carroll is in no
position to hold down an assign-
ment in the majors and should get
further seasoning in the lesser
spots.
Miss Carroll, a personable lass,

attempts a comparatively difficult
style of singing— one that relies
more on vocal equipment rather
than styling. Show caught indi-
cated that she needs more groom-
ing in breath control and phras
ing.
notes in a manner which might in^

dicate she could do a Bea Lillie
turn once she acquires a knowl-
edge of comedy delivery.
Another major mistake by Miss

Carroll is 'the annoying habit of
starting a conversation with table
occupants down front which leaves
the rear pewholders without enter-
tainment for interminable stretch^
es. And once having gotten the
customers in a talking-back mood,
waits for long periods for the cus-
tomers to get quiet. jA seasoned
performer would sail . in and get
attention on the strength of her
pipes. Jose.

ladSi she also essays one risque
novelty, "Always True To You In,
My Fashion" (also from "Kate")
which earns nice laugh response.

Herm,

HAYES GORAON
Songs
15 Mins.
One Fifth Avenue, N- Y^.

Hayes Gordon; in his; fii-st Cafe
date after: aj|peai;ing in a c6uple Of
Broadway hiusicals, is a l)romis-
ing young baritone. Gordon par-
lays a .dfamatic flair and standout
vocal eiiwipweht into a solid item
for class nitery si^ots. Displaying .

unusual .savvy in this sinair clubi.

, . , s, , Gordon knows how to give the im-
She too frequently flatted pression of power without knock-
,„ 1„„>, ,„ i-.jjp

jjjg ^y^jjg

He tees off I Conventionally with
"Most : Beautiful ;: Girl in the,,

World" Jand follows with a stirring
rendition of "Solilbquy'' . frbtn;

Rodgers & Hahjmersteiri's "CJarou-^

sel." in deliveiring this long and
difficult number, Gordon pades the
recitative expertly with smooth*
transition between, the forte ind
dulco passages. He closes in a
nostalgic vein with the BOdgers &
Hart classic, "My Heart Stood
Still." Herm.

Victor Borge emerges as a most
popular entre in the Palmer
House's Empire Room Comedian^
pianist does 50 minutes in a tal-

ent-stacked show.
Packed room responded enthu-

siastically to Merriel Abbott's
dance productions, Irish tenoring
of Jimmy Carroll and excellent
rollerskating of the Roulettes, but
it's Borge's nonsense that; evokes
the plaudits. His humorous banter,
interspersed with piano renditions
of classical and pop tunes, is solid
entertainment. Rendition of "Clair
De Lune" under blue spot, serves
as effective closer, but three en-
cores found Borge doing his pho-
netic punctuation reading, telling
dry stories of fabricated ancestry
and exaggerating classics on the
piano.

Carroll scores in musicomedy
and pop -tunes.
The Roulettes are a classy trio

that maneuver gracefully : on noise-
less skates to background music
from Gounod's "Faust." Fast spins,
aero-technics and lightning . twirls
rate hefty applause.
Dance numbers by line feature

Barclay Allen's"Gumana," which
serve, as opener, and a can-can
number that enables each looker to

project terping ability. Allen's
orch, with leader at the keyboard,
does neat job of backing show and
for costomer. dancing. Greg,

LEO DE LYON
Comedy
12 Mins.
Strand, N. Y.

Leo De Lyon: has an act that's as
odd as his name. De Lyon is an
exuberant performer with a trick
voice that enables, him to sing like

a coloratura and impersonate musi-
cal instruments as well as singers.
This jumble thrown together
makes for an effective low comedy
turn that will rouse audiences in
most any vauder.
De Lyon starts mildly enough

with a softly modulated song soon
interrupted by a piercing yell; He
goes into his impressions of vari-

ous singers and instruments and at

the piano sopranos his way through
"11 Baccio'V ivith divers interpola-
tions. There are sudden surprises
during his turn that panic the
house.
De Lyon is by no means a pol-

ished performer. There are- some
majorbowes aspects to his de-
meanor, but his departures from
orthodoxy give him added comedie
values. He originally gained at-

tention as a winner on an Arthur
Godfrey Talent Scouts show. Jose.

CHARLES CARTS
Magic ,

12 Mins.
Blue Angel, N. Y.

Charles Carts is a young, good-
looking magico ' who specializes in
card stuff, and he clicks with an
intime type of audience because of
an ingratiating style of selling.

None of his stuff is beyond the
standard tricks, but Carts, a French

' import, has considerable charm,
and this chiefly establishes him.

Carts at this showing revealed
only card stunts, but would do heU
ter to stress other types of pres- :

tidigitation, if he has any, because
otherwise he is too limited in scope;
of presentation. Kohw. . ;,

MARTHA WRIGHT
Sones .

15 Mins.
One Fifth Avenue, N. Y.

: Martha Wright, musical comedy
songstress currently doubling on
the Lanny Ross "Swift's Show"/on
NBC television, is making an ap-
pealing debut in the cafe circuit
via this intimate lower Fifth Ave-
nue talent showcase. A comely
blond with a pleasing personality,
Miss Wright also has in her favor
well-trained, flexible soprano pipes
which she sells with a distinctive
style. Althougli tending towards
an operafic delivery, she avoids the-

classical effect by neat vocal shad-
ings..',.

Her repertory is also on the pop
side, including '"Wunderbar" (from
"Kiss Me Kate"), "What Is There
To Say?" and a Tchaikowsky tune
from "Music In My Heart."
Switching from the romantic bal-

REGGIE RYMAL .

Novelty ,.

9 Mins.
Strand, N. Y. .

Reggie Rymal . has an okay
novelty i_turn comprising the bat-
ting of a ball attached by a rubber
band to a paddle. He gets some
effective patterns out of, this »!>
rangement and winds up by work-
ing three paddles: In different di'
rections. -He accompanies himself
with some patter.

It's not an act for sophisticates,

but one that can provide a novel-
ty note in the family vauders.

Jose,

Unit Review

China Doll, IV. Y.
Line ( 6 ) , Paddy Wing . Florence

Ahn, Peter Chan, Dak Chung
Troupe (5) , Jose Curbelo and JVoro

Morales Orchs; $2.50 minimum.

An all-Chinese show, with two
non-Chinese rhumba bands'-^that's

quite a parlay, bvt it seems to be

an effective biz-getter at this

chowmeinery.
Peter Chan is the nominal head-

liner, and he gives out with ac-

cordian and gags. And to borrow
an old (and bad) joke, if there's

any similarity between Chan and
Phil Baker, it's strictly Occidental.
Chan sings, too, in addition to
doubling as a layoff from the Mae
West showv "Diamond Lil" (closed

pending Miss West's recovery from
a broken ankle).
Paddy Wing is a young hoofer

flU-in who gets by, and Florence
Ahn is a diminutive soprano who
fills the large room with her voice
despite her lack of physical stature.

The Dak Chung troupe (5) is in

the tradition of old vaude, where
Chinese jugglers used to open..

Here is a troupe of two boys, two

firis and their elderly mentor,
hey're entertaining with their

juggling, acrobatics and the like,

all strictly , itt the Oriental tradi^

tion. :

ThC: line is comprised: of six

Chinese lookers, with Jose Curbelo
and Noro Morales' orchs handling
the Latin dansapation neatly. In
fact, with the two. Latin bands
there is hardly a difference in for-

mat between the old La Conga (the
Doll's predecessor), with its' Latin
rhythms, and the Doll, Which is

\ obviously making a play for the
rhumba hounds. Kahn.

Polaek Rros. Cirens
(Majestic, B'klyn)

In line with a policy of weekend
vaudeville, the Majestic booked an
indoor circus for a three-day stand,
which began Friday (4). Billed as
"the world's largest indoor circus/' :

Polack Bros, presented 30 acts.

Expert acts do not alone make up
a-circus, for this-unit-lacks the -pro--

duction numbers, atmosphere and
hoopla that go into a real Big Top -

show; The Polacks' presentation
shapes up as a vaude bill with an*

excess of circus performers. Show
opens with the conventional clown
routines, followed by a tiger act,

and succeeded by aerialists, acror
bats, trapeze artists and other
standard circus features/:
Standout are Hubert : Castle,

tight-rope walker; Melita & Wil-
cons, balancing act; Miss Malikova,
high wire cyclist; Capt. Wesley's
seal act and Dwight Moore's dog
turn.' Show is handicapped by
limited space, but . presents an in-
teresting array of talent in a not
too exciting production: ,

'Ice Follies' Hitting High

Grosses, Sez Johnson,

CiHng 400G Huh Take
Minneapolis, March 8;

Oscar Johnson of Shipstad k
Johnson "Ice Follies" says the
show is not feeling any effects of
a supposed business recession. The
attraction, he' asserts, went into

.

Boston with the biggest advance^
sale, $400,000, in the city's history
and that attendance ran ahead of
last year in Cleveland, Buffalo.

Montreal and Boston, which last-

named town always has been on*

'

of its best. : •
'

"Ice Follies" comes to Mlnne*p-

,

olis for a three-week run, startinC

April 20, and the local ' advance
sale is the liiggest of any yeag,

excepting 1946, .which set an aOr

I
time high.
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House Reviews
Capitol, N. Y. I

the ice with "Disk Jockey' Jump,"

Sammy Kaye Orch with Don '
a piece by saxist Jerry Mulligan.

Cornm, Laura Leslie, Chubby Sil- 1
Elevation,'' another by Mulligan,

tiers; Harvey Stone, Olsen & J03/;
I Vf^P^iY^* , * fancy interpretation in

"3 Godfathers'- m-G) , reviewed in ;

Winding's trombone solo. Max
Variety Dec. 1, 1948. \

Roach on drums, Howard McGhee
I on trumpet and their, fellow side-

Sammy Kaye's orch is the meat
!S ,"J.".L",^*.'f'i:j,^"J:}j;;.?:ji Ij?

and spice oi the current : 60-min-

1

lite Gapitol layout. Kaye's band, '

of course, is more than a musi'

trombone, singing and playing
"Pennies From Heaven.'* Johnny
Bello, another high blowing trum-
pet man, figures - prominently In

the band tunes. <' '

Biz moderate at opening.
Hold.

Earlc, Philly
Philadelphia, March 5,

Jack Carson, Robert Alda, Yvette,
sock individual improvising to win

i

Jitne Garoll, Bob Sweeney St

Kays's hahA, V^ Soo<i response

crow; it's a versatile, self-contained
entertainment package.

Teeing off with "Powder Your
Face With Sunshine," orch, neatly
spotlights its variety of vocal com-
bos and background comedy antics
involving the oversized sax player,
Chubby Silvers. Midway in: the
show, Silvers delivers a be-bop
solo, with solid backing,, for a sharp
switch , in the orch's. normal pace.
Kaye climaxes the bill with his

surefire "So , Vou Want To Lead a
Band," a u d i e n c e participation
stint. Kaye's gentle joshing of
the volunteers, the stage fright of
the amateur batonists and the ex-

pert work of the band in following
the wrong beats combine for a first-

rate comedyi-music payoff.
Band's two featured vocalists,

George Mann, Emerald Sisters.

Irregular bebop beat is hardly 1 Lou Schrader's House Orch; "Girl
a rhythm, suitable, for accompany
ing a lyric. However, Buddy Stew-
art and Dave Lambert make a
good try at it in mouthing some
rapid-fire gibberish. The , ofay
pair's earnest treatnient drew a
heavy mitting. In contrast to this

frenetic duo .is the more conven-
tional baritoning of Harry Bella-
fonte.

In keeping with the bebop idiom,
comedy team of Peck & Peck rat-

tle off a few bars of unintelligible

lyrics. When one partner strives

to interrupt the other, the: duo
shifts to a slow-motion fistic match.
Idea is none too original and they
harm its effectiveness by dragging
it too long. Copped fair returns.
Funmaking is also contribbed by
hous« comedian Spider Bruce,
whose zany antics get across with

Gilb.

from Manhattan" {VA).

VARIETY BILLS
WEEK OF MARCH 9

Nnmernlii In coiinei'tlon with IiIIIr below inillniite opening Uny «t aiinW
wlietlier (all or siillt week .

"

I^etler In pnrentlieseii Indlvutes itiroult: (I> Inilepenilent; (Ij) Loew (M\ nini.
<!•) rnraniuunt; (B) BKOi <S) StoH; (W) Wamer; (WK) Waltir Reade

NEW YORK .CITY
Capitol (L) 1«

Sammy Kaye Ore
Harvey Stone
Olsen St Joy
Music Hall (I) 10

Patricia Bowman
Paul HaaKon
Paul Sydell
Richard Wallace
Robert , MiUi '

Corps de Ballet '

Rockettes

Laura Leslie and Don Cornell, also .,, , „„,.„u„
contribute topflight turns. Miss "^ual good results.

Leslie scores especially strongly
with a cute hillbilly number, "Pap-
py Gave His: Shotgun, Away.''
Cornell croons a' couple of roman-
tic tunes in : polished style and
winds up ducting: with Miss Leslie
on another novelty click, "The
Pussy Cat Song."

Layout's comedy values are but-
tressed by Harvey Stone with his
familiar, but still effective GI rou-
tine-. Stone, however, is slow get-

Strand, V.
Desi Arnaz Orch (17) with Ter-

ri Stevens, Garcias (2), Leo De
Lyon, Reggie Rymal; "South of
St. Louis" (WB) reviewed in
Variety Feb. 16, '49,

ting started, wasting time on a !
feature bill of Warners nominees

mild parody of "Buttons and Bows" i

for the Academy Award. Harry

and some flat gags before shifting Mayer booked a decorative, well-

pie catching fiim in face
StraigHtman tasks : fall to Robert

Alda^ his Hollywood coUeagiu.ev who
sells both on looks ahdi repu1:ation.
He

:
sings

,
; a medley

, from :.
"April

Showers" and an Italo-Eriglish "Oh
Marie" for solid returns, •

Marion Hutton left tlie' -.show,
after the Atlantic City wefekbhd
due to illness and Yvette- was
brought in to supplant her. Vocal-
ist has been here. befbre and knows
hdw' to: handle the -Earle Siidieiice.
Her 'seltedtiohs are- well chOseii,
especially "So In Love," "Powder

Stageshows r e t u r n e d to the
j

Your Face With Sunshine"-, and:
Strand Sunday ( 6) following a

|
"My Darling."

nine day excursion into a double
j

Another , added starter is June
"

"' " ' '

Carroll, winner of a recent Arthur

into high with his description of

Army life. Completing the line-

up, Olsen and Joy execute a snap-
py and intricate aero terping rou-
tine which earns nice response.

, Herm.

riilttago, Chi
Chicago, March 4.

. Lav)rence Welk. orch (13) xoith

Helen :Ramsa?/. Lloyd & Susan Wil-
lis, Borrah Minemtch's Harmonica
Rascals ( 5 ) with Johnny Puleo;
"Jolm Loves Mary" (WB).

. Lawrence ; Welk orch toplines
new layout here. Basically the
combo follows usual line of bands
with the exception of the addition

. of ;Hammond organ and macstro's
accordion. Otherwise, it's four
sax'es, two trombones, .two trum-
pets, and rhythm section. Welk
opens the show with keying "Pow-
der Your Face With Sunshine"
.with Tex Cromer, bass player step-
ping down to do the vocals. Roy

' Woldrum does some fancy whis-
tling on "So Tired," after *hich
pick Hill scores in skat version of
"Georgia Brown:"

Helen Ramsay reveals a clear
voice which depends on straight
vocaling rather than trick styling.
Slie gets a warm reception for on

—a—trio- -of— tunes- Tex—Cromer
swings a novelty ,tune, "Deep
Freeze Dinah" before pairing with
Dick Hill to stop the show with

;
hillbilly verson of "Beguine.*'
The Willis', sister and brother

duo, are neat terpers but in spots
overdo their satires on the ball-
roomology, Ho)vever, they get
yocks with their ballet stuff.

Harmonica Rascals sparked by
the buffoonery of Johnny Puleo,, , „ , Gene Krupa, his band and sup
click both on comedy and har- porting acts, are delivering hangup

playing show for the occasion
Desl Arnaz' band garbed in

rhumba costume is a colorful self-

contained entertainment unit that
can carry the major burden of sat»

isfying the patrons. Arnaz, in this

comparatively small house, is

equally as effective as he is in a
cafe, and he personalities his way
through some exciting Latin stuff.

Band beats out some strong rhy-
thms with an outfit that, includes

Capitol, Wash^
Washington, March 6

Bobby Brandt, June Lorraine,
a trio of bongo drummers In addi- ^„ g ^ j j g^ KavonoMoh!
tlon to an orthodox rhythm section

! Mift Slosser, house organist; "^heand 10 pieces of brass and reeds.
| Bribp" ( M-r )

yu^wi., 1

In addition, Acnaz carries the
Gatcias, a Latin dance team and

pidly while balancing a water-
tumbler on his head. Miss Stevens,
although in need of better phras-
ing, has nicely modulated and per^
sonable pipes which show up best
while duetting with Arnaz on the
"Pussy Cat Song."; It remains for
Arnaz to get top response .for his

BOSTON
•oston (RI 10

Art' Mooiiey Ore
Lex ParKer
Henny YouAgman
Manuel Viera

CAMDEN
Tewefi ,(l), II-II ,

Berk * Hallow
A J Johnston
Miltoit Douglai
Great Lester

'. CMICAOO.'
.,ChiMs« » :

Lawrettee W«lk Bd
Mliievich
Harmonica R'sc'ls

Lloyd & Willis
Oriental (I) 16

"Arthur Godfrey
Talent Scouts"

Col Stoopnagle
Bernie George
3 Beaus & Peep
Behnie :Desihonft
Alan Schackner
EllzabetK Taibbt'

Martin-;'^,.;,-
Mary Osborne
George Guest . .

Napoleon Reed
Carl Sands :Ore'

cinginNAti
' Albn (R) Id

Eddy Duchin Ore
Marilyn MaxweU
Gary Morton

CLEVELAND
State (L) I*

4 Macks
4 l^tep BroiS
Cqnni« Balnea
iFranfc Marlowe
Frankie Lalne

HARTFORD
Stat* (I) ll-IJ

Louis Priina : Ore
Jane Wynn
3 Nonchalants

KINeSTON
(WR) 10-11

.^iine : ^ .

I

•-•
. ,| 3 PredaYryr":^"^

'
depends on facial I "rtinta Lee""*"

singer Terri Stevens. The Garcias 1

This layout is run of the mill,

show routine Latin steps that fail !
S?"=ept for smash finale of Stan

to generate too much excitement '
^avanaugh and his standout jug

until the male starts spinning ra-
gling act, and organ playing of Milt
Slosser.

Kavanaugh rates the aiUoUt te-
sponse he gets from the galleries.
His act combines the showman-
ship, patter and pantomime of old
time vaiidev with plenty of really
hep juggling.

,

. , „ -..^ - .
Angle Bond Trio register well

band efforts with a reprise of
1 enough with their combo of piano

tunes with which he's associated.
\ accordion, cello and voice "Sabre

He goes down into the audience
! Dance," featuring piano,' and a

with a portable mike to register his
| Latin American number sung in

strongest hands.
, ,

I Spanish to accompaniment of all
Rest of the bill comprises Reggie

i three instruments; go over best
Rymal and Leo De Lyon, both

1 There's some good music here but I

New-^cts Jose^J gals could Jmprove presentation 5jf,"'Lvnne
rfoinjefter results! .

:*"^5 i-y"""

Helene Howard '

Roxr (I) 11
Phil Baker
Cab Calloway .

Joan Hyldoft
strand (W) 7

Desl Arnaz Ore

10

Philly goc its second vaude bill in

some time with the arrival of Jack
Carson's unit at the Earle. Crowd
that packed house was well re-
paid by solid entertainment.
; Carson keeps things rolling at a I sym^ord
merry pace. He also furnishes the

|

.Paramount (Pv »

slapstick, playing the butt of the lin/'cSre"'*
gags and mixing in with most of Larry starch
the acts. His "Melancholy Baby,"
while three femme acrobats in
long underwear gyrate behind him
socks for laughs. For finale he's
doused with water and sprinkled
with flour and winds up with a

|
Leo' D^Lyoii
Garcias
:Heggle .Rymal

BALTlMORS
Hippodrom* (I)

Coco, Steve & Eddy
Gloria Villar
Eddie Manson Co
Pat Henning

Royal (I) 11
Earl Bostlc Bd
Roy Brown. Bd
Chubby: Newsom*
Dusty Fletcher.
Pinkey Roberta
T McCleary Ore

State; (II: lO^il
Harry Shaw
-Gloria French-
Greg Talbot
2 Jacks

IJ-U .--

Arthur. XaFleUr
Nichols & Haley
Dick ShaWn

. Jack Bennon. 3
Godfrey talent .-show; - Gal has a
fine set of pipes which score in a
couple of numbers.
Comedy team of Bob Sweeney

and George Mann work fine with
Carson, and the rough and tumble
work of the aforementioned acro-
batic trio, the Emierald Sisters,
completes the bill. Gagrh.

National, L'viile .„»
Louisville, Mar. 4. 1

expression as well as voice for her Danny shaw

ene Krupa Orch (17) n-i.i Roy
\ T&tS^^^u^L^tt^^^^ P^m-ounP^v.'!?,".

r,iiap Tinlnrrs Hawkins Bill and Lionel Barrymore Gal spe-
cializes in caricatures, rather than
straight imitations. Winds up with
Jimmy Durante's classic ditty
about the "Letter X" and walks off BKITAIN
to hearty mitt adtion

« xxj««

G
Eldridge, Dolores Hawkins
Black, Johnny O'Brien, The Bar-
retts (2): "Sword of Avenger"
(EL).

monica offerings. Wind with|stage
"Donkey Serenade" for sock re-
turns.

.

Welk band returns tot series of
polka tunes for slick finale.

Zabe.

fare for the customers. !

Brandt, curtain raiser, is

Krupa band gives out with a pleas- 1 "^f^ "1^?'"? conventional terping,

ant mixture of the soft melodious ! Tn/i = ,3*^?"' precision

stuff, mixing it with bebop and
ana a nice soft shoe number,

boogie.
i

-
S'osser, on stage with a sextet of

Petite Dolores Hawkins tees off
, IIJn/uM.tr*' « ^'ce job of

with a bop version of "I'm Goin' P'"^"?'""*^ Sam Jack Kauf-
Up On A Mountain," segues into '

currently
, vaca-

a blues and "Gene's Boogie" for Lowe,
nice returns.

Circle, Indpls.
Indianapolis, March 5.

_
Frankie Carle Orch., with Mar-

jorie Hughes, Bob Locken; The Ah

only
Jack Norton
Radio Ramblers
Ade Duval Co
The ReddiHgtonf

Dale SIS -

.. MIAMI
Olympla . (P) f

. Andre & Delphine

,

Harvey
Bob Bromley -

Guy Rennle .

Vivian Blaine
NEWARK :

Adamt (l> 10
Arthur, Godfrey's

'

Talent Scouts
Jack Leonard
Florence Aim
Guy Raymond
4 Heathertones

'

Owen Sc Murray
Jimmy Dolan
Roy Douglas ,

Polka Dots
PATERSON

Malettic (I) 1M3
Nathane Bros
Judy Valentine
Dawn Bros
Sully & Thonuti
Brown Baddies
PERTH AMBOY
Maiestlc (WR) »

only
Ada Lynne
3 Fredarrys
R & M Carnevale
Virginia Lee
Danny Shaw
PHILADELPHIA
Carman (I) 10

Anthony &: AUen
Doris Abbott
Lee- Davis
Claire & Hudson

Earle (W> II
Stop the Music

PLAINFIELD
Oxford (W<t) 13

only
Jack Norton
Radio Ramblers
Ade Duval Co
The Reddingtons
Dale Sis

READING
Ralah (I) 10.11

R Anthony Ore
Mel Torme
B & J Marco
George Conley

ROCKFORD
Palace (I) 11-1]

"Time ol YoiA ,

Life" .

Egony Trp :

Gene Fields
Bunnell Sis
M & R Sobey
SAN FRANCISCO
Golden Gate (R) 10
Red Skelton
SARATOGA SPGS
Congress (WR) ,11

only
Ada Lynne
3 Fredarrys
-R & M Carnevale

,

Virginia Lee
Danny Shaw
.SOUTH BEND

Palae* (P) 10 only
Ink Spots
Boyd Raeburn Ore

SPRINGFIELD
Court Sq (I) to

3 Rhythmettes
Wally Dean
Joyner & Foster
Hilton Sis
Young & Kaye
M & H Case
WASHINGTON
Capitol (L) 10

Herzogs
Mary Montoy
Fred Sanborn
Dunhills
Warner (W) 11

J, Carson. Unit
Jack Carson
Marion Hutton
Robt Alda
Hal March
Bob Sweeney -

Geo Mann
Emerald Sis
WATERBURY- -
Poll (L) MO

Tommy Dor.iey Ore
EAST HAMPTON

(CANADA)
Granada (i) 7

Dynamic 4
R Overbury &
Suzette

Saltos
Jo Ortnes

Rex & Besslfe- -:

Dick Henderson 'Jt
4 Kentons
Les Raymer tc

Betty
SHEFFIELD

Emplr* (M) / .

Aqua Bevuette
Frogmen
Air Aces .

Charlh. Indra
Plot Van Brechts ,

-

ColUns ,& Elizabeth
AlleA Bros ,& -June
Gerry lieadeV ,

SHEPHERDS BUSH
Empire (S) 7

Joe Loss Ore -

Jimmy Edwards
h & B Lowe
2 Tbaikas

.Tanner Sis
Stella Marie tc PaulWOOD GREEN '

Empire ($> /
Cavan O'Connor
Harold Berens t

Freddie Forbes
Dick Henderson
Reg. Salmon
Chas Hague
Balmoral '4 -

Pharos & Manna-
YORK

.
Empire (i) f .

Fogel
Lionel King
Gloria Mayne
2 Pirates
Reggie Dennis
Sensational Dcnvers -

Morecambe & Wise
Sylvia

Cabaret Bills

NEW YOKK CITY

ASTON
Hippodrome (I)
Michael Miles
Unusual
Musicians -

Jenny Hayes
Ike Freedman
Shane Sis
Madrigal & Joyce
Ivan & Yvonne

BIRMINGHAM
Hippodrome (M)
Johnson Clark
Ralph Slater
Roslnas
Leslie Strange
Gipsys 3
il Adair.s .

DOSCOMBE
Hlppodromo (I) /

Lee Brooklyn
Frank Formby
4 O'Keefe Sis
N & V Munro(»
Mike Howe
Bklyn Lovlles

BRIGHTON
(M) j

Apollo, Nr. Y.
Machito Orch (11) vrith- Graziel,

. Symphony Sid's Bebop Festival
\

Roy Eldridge, trumpeter, demon-.
with Kai Winding Band (6), Harry 1 strales his skill in specialties, and
Bellafqnte, Stewart & Lambert,'

[
spells Krupa at the drums during

Peck & Peck, Henry LeTang's ' a good part of the show. Comedy
Brownskin Chorus (11), Spider t number is capably put across by . -„ .-->.,v^,„ .^iBruce & Co.; "Fear in the Wifiiht"

!

Johnny O'Brien, .harmonicist, but !
bins (2), Bewson & Matin' "Alatkn

(Par).
I
lad registers best in the laugh de- Patrol" (FC).

• —r-.—- I partment.::-' '

[

,

' '

-, —
^

—

'

Bebop is the main course hereJ Vocalist Bill Black has a soft i Frankie 'Carle is keebing the
while the payees weren't wildly voice, and fresh, modest manner

j

wickets turning at the Circle with 1
1.

enthusiastic over the latest trend at the mike. Does okay on trio of :
another good combo of band anri 9 'S""?-"."*,

In pop music at Friday's (4) show, ,
ballads. vaude show. Band side is up to

' 5 SmUh'mos'''
nevertheless the eager, spirited I The Barretts, June and Marty, * ' ' ' " " "

tooting of Kai Winding's group open the show with a fast stepping
plus Machito's Latinized bopping ' routine of taps and ballroom stuff.
i9und a receptive audience.

i
They're personable, and register

Sesh is off to an eye^filling start 1
strongly,

•with a production number handled
|

Krupa handles introes as well
by Henry LeTang's Brownskin I as drummer assignment, and step-
chorus. They pave the way for

|

ping down from his rostrum to
Machito's combo comprising five { intro the acts. He socks over a
rhythm, four reed and three

;

solid hit with his brief sesh at the
trumpet. Group registers nicely

1
skins. His fast drum work gives

with some Afro-Cuban numbers '
show an accelerated finish which

{hat are further embellished by
j

builds to boff applause,
he chanting of buxom Graziel,

{
Sidemen are topnotch and give

Emceed by disk jock Symphony Krupa stalwart musical aid in
id, one of bebop's chief protagon- i

"Love That Man," tenor sax man
its, Winding's small crew breaks > on "Yesterday," and Frankie Ross,

the Carle standard in both music I

Km<'=.>^>'"and showmanship. Two arts nn ! Ml ", Kusicii

the bill, the Albins and Benson ^
!

Morris^& CowleV^
Mann, give it strong com e d v "wiss stars
punch, M -

m£^/i? ^'i!?
sock arrange-

ment of Cruising Down the River "

whole gang chiming in on vocal
chorus. He has a cinch closing in
a keyboard medley of "Back Home
in Indiana," "Charmaine," '"Carle
.Boogie" and other items. Band al-
so is solid on "Alabama Bound,"
Marjorie Hughes gets a nice rise
out of the customers in her song
stanza. Bob Locken, other band

(Continued on page 61)

Herschel Henlcro
E Vicki & Sasha

BRISTOL
^, Empired) 7
Charlie EUis
Graham Bros
S Courtney 3
Barbara Hickman
Martell Sis
Gene .-Morris
Wondy Miiye
8 Redheads
FINSBURY PARK

.
Empire (M> 7

Earl * Babet*^
Frankie HOwerd
C.vnthia Glndys
J<mmy James Co

Aimee Fontonnji
S *r M Harrison
3 Harstons

> GLASGOW
. Eniplr* fMi 7
B Bemand's Birds
I hico Marx
Melville & Hckar
Koy Lester
Iionald B S'i.a.»
Tommy Biirke C:o

Clifford Stanton
GRIMSBY

„'»l««e (I) 7
DuBarry Lovliet
Len MarteU
Wally Wood
Lupe Valez
George Williams
Dutch Serenaders

HACKNEY
Empire (S) 7

Buster Shaver Co
Senor Wonces
George Elrick
V Julian Pets
Claude Lester
Tiki & Del
Dorothy Gray Co
Adele

NEWCASTLE
Empire (M) 7

Anita
Josef Locke
Bil Sc Bit
Reginald Dixon
Walter Jackson
Roger Ray
Gold & Cordell
Bobbie Kimbcr
Eva May Wong
PORTSMOUTH
Royal (M) 7

Vic Oliver
June Mantoni
Krnte Brooks
Jeanette Hughes
Elliabeth Gfay
Mauriike O'DeU
Lionel Smith
Freddie Sales
Senor Cariot .

I . Bagatelle
I
Dorothy Ross

I

Delta Rhythm Boys
Dea. Carroll
Jack CorUes

Blue Angel
Kay Ballard
Chris Alexander
Wally Cox
Ellis Larkin 3
Martha Davis

' Brevoort
Daphine Hellman
Shiela Barrett
Freddy Caye
Jean Rose
Syd Strange- Ore

Cafe Society
Mildred Bailey
Ronnie Graham
Ignaclo Bola
Dave Martin Ore
Diamond Horsesho*
Benny Rubin
Lucienne Sc Ashour
Jack Gansert
BtUy Banks
Choral Sextet
H Sandler Ore
Alvarez Mera
Juenger Ballet Lin*

Hotel Plerra
Cardliil
Florence * -

•

Frederto :
Stanley Melbk Orl!
Ralph Lane Ore
Leon ft UdMf*

Eddie Davis :

•'Syra
Maria Lament*
Biny Frick
Croydons
Boyd Heath
Shepard Line

Old Roumanian
Sadie Banks
Jan Bart
Rex Owen
Dorothy Deering
Joanne Florlo
Toe LaPorle Ore
D'Aquila Ore
Hotel Savoy Plala
L & E Roberts
Irving Conn Ore

Hotel Taft
'

Vincent Lopez Ore
Hotel Warwick

Jose Melis Ore
Hi. Lo. Jatk 4c
Dame
Latin Quarter

Frank Libuse
Archie RobbinI
David Nillo
MarlK Karnilova
Steffen-MarteU 8
Ellssa Jayne
Ruth Brown
."Margot- Brander-—

-

Art Waner Ore
B Harlow Ore ,

Clique
Fred Robbins
Charlie Barnct Ore

|

Copacabana ,

Phil Regan
Irwin Corey
F & S Barry
Linda Lombard
Herb George
Paul,.Gbdkin
Skyrlders
M Durso Ore
Alvares Ore,

China Don
Ming Sc Ling
Shanghai Twins
Paddy Wing
Noro Morales Ore
Jose Curbello Ore
Lin* (7)

El Chlce
Rosita Rios :

Damlron Sc

_ Chapuseaux
Tina Ramirez
Los Guaracheros
Vizcaino Ore

Hotel St MorlH
Erwin Kent Ore

Hotel St Regit
Julie Wilson
Laszlo Sc Pepito '

M Shaw Ore
_ Hotel Roosevelt

,

Guy Lombardo -

Hotel New Vorkgr^
G Benedict Ore .

Ice Kcvue: ,
, ,

Hotel Stalier
Tony Pastor Ore

Hotel Plaza
Grade Fields
Leo Reisman Ore
Mark Monte Ore
Payson Re Ore
Nycola Matthey Or

La Perrequet
Hugh Shannon
Deane Carroll
Marvin Raymer

Le Ruban BImi
BIbi Osterwald
Goodman Sc „
Kirkwood

3 Riffs ,

Mike Brown
Norman Paris S
Julius Monk

Havana-Madrid
Cuban Diamonds .:

Roberto & Alicia
Mildred Ray Lint
Quintero Ore
Argueso Ore
Hotel Belment-PItu
Ames Bros
Viola, Layne
R * B PIckcrt
Eddie Stone Ore
Castellanos Ore

Hotel Blllmor*
Phil Wayne Ore
Harold Nagel Ore
Gordon Currlc

Hotel Edison
Henry Jerome Ort
No 1 Fifth Avt
Owen St Murray
Barbara Ashley-
Hazel Webster
Downey & Fonvillt
Hotel Ambassador
Fred Oliver Ore
William Adler Ore
William SootU:

Penthouse
GIgl Durston
Paul Villard
Kurt Maier

Royal Roost
Harry Belafonte
Charlie Ventura
-X:hatlie..Earker_^_
T Dameron Ore

Splvy's :

Kelly & Keating -

Spivy
Versailles

I George Ulmcr
I
Bob Grant Ore
Panchito Ore

Village Barn .

Lucky Steel
Margie Thorn
Harold Barry
Kennys
Abbey Albert
Piute Pete ^
Village Vanguard
Maxinc SuUlvan
Roger Price
C Williams
ChlUsson 3 ,

WaldorfrAstorli :

Carl Brisson _
Emil Coleman Ore
MIseha Borr Ore

CHICAGO
Blackhtwk

Al Trace Ore
Bob Vincent
Jackie Van
Red Maddock
Dave DeVore
Lee. Pines

Hotel BItmark
The Maximes (2)

Charles St Janet
Joe Isbell
Joe DeSalvo Ore

Hclslngs
Gary Morton
Savina
Tu-Tones (2)
Frankie Ilyle
BiUy Chandler Ore
H Edgewater Beach
Henry Brandon Ore
Carlos &' Linda
Mary Ann Fedele
Preston Lambart
D Hild Dancers (13)
Tabu
Tito Coral

Chez Pare*
Joey Bishop '

J Cole Dancers .
<6)

Mary Small
Jack Soo
1)0lorben Dncrs (10)
J Rodriquez Ore
C Davidson O (11)
Sherman Hotel

Margaret Gibson
Blossom Lee
Harry Hall
Kirby Hawka

Ed Prentiss
BUI Snyder Ore
Charles Tate
Honey Dreamers

Hotel Stevens
Frankie Masters O
Phyllis Myles
Tommy Traynor
Nell Rose
:Jean Arlen
Meryl Baxter .

Skating Blvdeart
Bog Turk
BUI Keefe
Jeannie Sook ,„
Charles & Lucill*

Jerry Rehficld
Manuel Dei Tore
Elwood Carl

Palmer Hous*
Baiclay Allen 0
Victor florge
M Abbott Dcrs (10)

The Roulelles
Jimmy Carroll

BIsckstone : .

A Sc D Russell

La Salic Ore (14) , .

Vine Gardens
Bobby Shclton
June Burnett
Bob Norris
W & J Brown
Nelson ft o'Day
Sliver Frohcs
Sylvia Froos,

Jimmy Ames
FroUc Lovelies W
Bud prenuce ore
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3-Day N.Y. Pariey Names Committee

To Deal with FroUems of tiie Theatre
The only tangible result of the< •

iiiree-day theatre conference at the

Aster hotel, N.Y., last week was

a decision to appoint a standing

committee to deal with legit prob-

lems From a broader viewpoint,

however, the meeting was regard-

ed as a success, since it marked

the first time that all elements in

the theatre had ever been able to

agr«e on a united program of

action to meet a common need.

Among the numerous proposals

advanced by various groups rep-

resent^'' were plans for cutting

production and operating costs,

obtaining legislation favorable to

legit, extending the presentation

of plays into new areas, incre&sing

the use of present theatres and

carrying out an extensive public

relations campaign. On the other

hand', no specific suggestions were

made toward the all-important de-

velopment of new playwrights.

Organizing new audiences or ex-

tending playing routes.

Under the brisk chairmanship

of Morton Baum, of the N.Y. City

Center, the sessions were free of

long-winded, irrelevant speeches,

and there was a free exchange of

Ideas, including several warm
arguments. Some of the sugge^^

tions offered were original and
appear to have interesting poten-

tialities. Above all, the meetings

showed the effect of hard, prac-

tical planning.

Equity, which originally propos-

ed the conference, was the only

interested group or organization

represented by a full delegation.

Its spokesmen generally sat to-

gether and acted in unison, on one
occasion holding an intermission

caucus and subsequently carrying

its resolution by an overwhelming
vote. - ^

in that instance the seemingly
|

Innocuous issue was the method of
i

procedure for settiqg up the com-
mittee or committees to carry out

the various resolutions adopted by
the conference. The Equity con-
tingent favored formation of a new
standing committee, the composi-
tion ,of which was to be decided
on the spot, to have the power of

appointing sub - committees to

handle the various proposals in

different oategories. Other sug-
' gestions were ' for the steering
committee of the conference to

name the standing committee or
for the American National Theatre
& Academy board to act as the
standing committee.

In the long, involved and occa-
sionally vigorous discussion on the
question, a smouldering suspicion
of ANTA was Anally expressed by
representatives of Equity and at

least one other union. In the end,
Equity won this and every other

_n?ea5urfi_ilL_backed. On virtually
all questions of labor policy those
present expressed themselves
rather gingerly and in ouearly all

cases the union reps were united.

Those who made provocative
talks during the sessions included
Helen Hayes, Robert Morley,
Howard S: Cullman, Margo Jones,
Aline MacMahon, John Effrat,
Mady Christians, Rep. Jacob J.

Javits, Marjorie Gateson ;and
Baum. Among the notables present
wSre Clarence Derwent, Brooks
Atkinson, Oscar Serlin, Vinton
Freedley, Robert Porterfield, Mary
Hunter, Gerald Savory, Richard
Aldrich, Luise M. Sillcox, Bleinche
Yurka, Peggy Wood, Brock Pem-
berton^ Lucia Chase, Agnes De-
Mille, Lawton Campbell, Alfred
deLiagre, Jr., Philip Loeb, Sawyer
Falk, Gilbert Miller, Sol Hurok
and Nat Karson.

Arbitration Awards Qn

Conley Won by San Carlo
The San Carlo Opera Co. has

been awarded $1^500 damages from
tenor Eugene Conley for breach of
contract, and Conley has also been
directed to refund San Carlo an-
other $1,500, with inteiest, which
the company had loaned him. De-
cision was made by a board of ar-
bitrators at the American Arbitra-
tion Assn., who decided that the
San Carlo had a valid ^eointract
with Conley, which he breached.

Arthur Garfield Hayes acted as
the umpire, and the other two ar-
bitrators were Charles Stewart, for
the opera company, and William
Phillips, for Conley. Max Schoen-
gold represented the opera com'-
pany, Gins & Massler represented
Conley.

Tallu-Lillian Reprise
Feud

, between Tallulah.
Bankhead and Lillian Hellman,
dating from the former's - ap-
pearance' in the latter's "The
Little Foxes" several years
ago, almost prevented the in-
clusion of a scene from the
drama in the "ANTA Album"
last Sunday night (6) at the
Ziegfeld, N. Y. Only the pleas
of various ANTA representa-
tives persuaded the authoress
to permit the play to be used,
as she had long ago sworn
she'd never again permit Miss
Bankhead to appear in any-
thing she'd written.

Ironic payoff of the incident
was' that in; the introduction
of the scene -Sunday night.
Miss Hellman's name was not
mentioned.

N.H. Legit Special

A HR. B.O. Click

By HAROLD M. BONE
New Haven, March 8.

Financially, the New York, New
Haven & Hartford Railroad's first

show train, "The Silver Whistle
Special," which took off last Tues-
day (1) as a feeler for a series of
similar excursions, wrote "success"
in lower case; piiblicity-wise,, the
venture shifted into capitals-

History making, in that it was
the first time that Broadway hit
seats were sold by railroad ticket
agents at regular boxoffice prices,

the experiment was gratifying to

r.r. and b.o. factions alike.

On the money end, an original
: allotment of .500 theatre tickets

was about 50% taken up: An ad-
vance sale of 209 ducats was aug-
mented by last-minute purchases
which boosted the total to an ap-
proximate 250. For a first, this

response was optimistic enough to

follow through with a second book-
ing, so "Where's Charley?" is set
for April S as the No. 2 entry.
Accommodations- were grade-A,

train being made up of several
stainless steel streamlined coaches,
plus two grill cars. Latter's facili-

ties included drinks and sand-
wiches on the going trip, and a
bacon', eggs and coffee special on
the return. Dinner was not served
as the train, leaving here at 5:35,
arrived in New York in ample time
for a meal prior to curtain. Ex-
cursion ta J included only transpor-
tation, at 25% below normal round-
trip r^te, plus_show ticket price at

regular b.o. selection~and scale;

This setup enabled riders to set

their own budget on food,' etc.

Floating entertainment was pro-

vided by a femme-male trio of

vocal-instrumentalists circulating

through cars.

Originating here, stops were
made at Bridgeport, Southport,

(Continued on page 60)

ATPAM Drops

Case vs. Lotito
Case against Louis A. Lotito;

president of City Playhouses, Inc.,

and manager of the Martin Beck
theatrei N. Y., has been dropped
by his union, the Assn. of Theatri-
cal Press Agents & Managers. At
an extended hearing before the or-
ganization's - board of governors
last Thursday (3), he denied a
quoted statement that pressagents
are overpaid. His explanation was
accepted by the board.

Matter arose several weeks ago
when Lotito^ in an interview with
Ward Morehouse, in the N.Y. Sunt
was quoted as having expressed the
opinion that pressagents should not

57

Legit Interests May Seek Rider To

Fed Educi Bill Asking Theatre Aid
t Instead of backing the Javits-
Ives reSoliition for thie establish-
ment of a nsitlbnal theatre; legit in-
terests niay seek a $1,000,009
rider to the Truman adiriihisfra-
tion's $300,000,000 bill fOr a pro-
gram of Federal aid to: education;
the idea woiiid be that the Javits^
Ives proposal has little chance of
passage, whereas the education
legislation is likely: to be .adopted.

:

Also, it Would probably be easier '.

to attach a rider to : » .^ending bill
than to obtain passage bf a new!-
measure. .

.

Suggestion of working for an
5% and the agents wanted 10%. amendment to the education bill

Because many of the party book- 1
instead of actively working for the

Sabinson Compromises

On VjJo for Parties
Lee Sabinson has reached a

compromise with the Assn. of The-
atre Benefit Agents on the. com-
mission for theatre parties for his

production of "The Biggest Thief
in Town" (formerly "The Emerald
Stairca.se")., which is due the week
of March 21. at the Mansfield, N.Y.
The margin is 7l/i%i whereas the
producer refused to pay more than

ings are only tentative, dependent
on the ability of the agents to sell

them to groups and institutions,

the exact number there will be is

still uncertain. However, there
will probably be about a dozen set
before the preem, involving a total
of around $30,000.

Several of the agents saw the
play during its Nev/. Haven breakr
in.

Kid Matinees As

Aid to Theatre
With an awarenes? :bf the legiti- m

mate theatre's curirent problems,
Herbert Mayes, editor of both Cos-
mopolitan and Good Housekeeping,

be permitted to hold more than ]
comes up with a proposal for the

one job at a time, adding that they i Broadway stage which he thinks is
' sure to build additional good willshould 1 also receive less money,

P.a. members of . the union immedi^
ately protested to the board on
the ground that such statements
were harmful to the union and its

members. Lotito was summoned
to appear before the board, but
meantime he had gone to Florida
for a vacation;

Multiplicity of employment has
been an issue in the pia. chapter
of the union for some time, so the
case stirred a controversy within
the board. There was a particular
uproar because that and other
"unauthorized'' stories of ATPAM
affairs had appeared in 'Variety,

as well as extra trade. It's the
idea of a midweek children's mati-
nee, possibly more than one in the
case of certain shows, where the
accent would be on kids and for
parents to brilig their children.

This differs from the habitual
JVednesday or Saturday mats be-
cause, as Mayes has found it, that's
for the matrons and the - regular
theatregoers who don't want to be
harassed by children. Mayes has
seen how it works, from his own
children on Sat. mats when they
bark out embarrassing questions,
sit perched on seats for better
vantage point (usually to annoy-

,

ance of adults sitting back of the ' been "much attacked" for propos-

Javits-Ives resolution was made -

last week; by Morton Baum, as
presiding officer of the theatre
conference at the Astor hotel, N. Y.
He advanced the Idea during a dis-

cussion of various proposals relat-

ing to theatre tax and legislative
matters. That and other sugges-
tions on the: subject were uiti^

mately referred to, a special «om-
miteee, to be estabIished,.-to con-*

sider possible legislative action to
help legit.

According to Baum, an attorney
and former legislator, the Javits-
Ives resolutfon has practically no.
chance of passage. Both - its

sponsors are RepublicanSj . ; he
noted, so the Democratic majority ^

-

in both the Senate and HcJlise. are
virtually certain to oppose it and,

any case, President Truman
would probably veto it. On the
other hand, the Federal education
bil}', sponsored, by Sen; Elbert D.
Thomas, a DemoCratt' is supported
by the Administration and is given
a good chance of passage,
Baum pointed out that Thomas

is known to be friendly to the thea-
tre (a Wire of greeting to the cour
ference was read aloud at one of
the' sessions) and would probably
welcome a rider to his education
bill. Furthermore, the addition of
$1,000,000 would be relatively

modest , considering the
$300,000,000 appropriation already
proposed under the measure, par-
ticularly since the states receiving
the money would be required to
allocate similar sums. .

Rep. Javits attended the final

session of the conference to report
that although he and Sen. Ives had

HELEN HAYES INTENDS

JOINING REPERTORY
Helen Hayes intends to join the

repertory company being formed
in New York by Jose Ferrer, Sam
Wanamaker and Richard Aldrich.
She may not be able to do so next
season, as she's first committed to
do William McCleerys "Good
Housekeeping" and to star in a
Theatre Guild production. How-
ever, she vrants to "make that con-
tribution to the theatre which has
given me, so much,"
The actress revealed' the plan

jast week in an appearance at the
theatre conference at the Astor
hotel, N. Y. She urged those pres-
ent to approach, the theatre's prob*
terns "in the spirit ol gtvintt.'*

GILBERT MILLER MAY

FORM LONDON REP. CO.
Gilbert Miller may form a rep-

ertory company in London next
season. His plans are vague at the

moment, but he's tentatively fig-

uring on housing the troupe at his

St. James theatre in the West End.
No other details have been re-

vealed.
Project was revealed last week

by Robert Morley, star of the

Miller-Henry Sherek production of

"Edward, My Son," at the Martin
Beck, N. Y.

Gateway Guild Drops

Founder - Director

In Reorganization
Gateway Repertory Guild, young

actor group which recently ac-

quired Equity status in prepara-
tion for a tour, has recast the com-
pany and dropped its founder-di-
rector. Regular Broadway players,

ineludingji semi-name _leads, ^have
been engaged and the oiiWt is now j^»ilargeT)otential market midweek

for these special legit matinees.
Private and public schools wouldn't
mind that kind of class-cutting be-
cause educators have long since
agreed that entertainment is e^ii-
Ciftlon,

He knows from the manner in
which certain juvenile programs at-

the Barbizon-Plaza, the Heckscher
Auditoriiim, Camegie Hall (but
chiefly that's around the Xmas-New

(Continued on page $1), v^:

'

British Equity Rift

: Lottdonv'March 8.

.

Split has occurred in the ranks
of British Actors Equity Assn. over
the proposed rate of pay for chorus
work. All five chorus members of
the Equity Council have resigned
in protest at the proposed mini-
mum of $28 weekly.
Honor Blair, Equity vice-presi-

dent and leader of the chorus
group, is agitating for $32 mini-
mum for once-nightly shows; $40
for twiceTiiightly and $48 for twice
dailir. ...

rehearsing a single show, "The Cat
and the Canary."

There's a question whether the
group can continue to use the
Gateway name. The founder-di-
rector, John Richards, claims the
Gateway tag is his property, as
originally used it for a strawhat
venture at Gatlinburg, in the Great
Smokey mountains of Tennessee.
He threatens legal action to pre-
vent the use of the name.

With the decision to do "Cat
ajnd Canary" instead of the former
plan to tour a repertory of three
revivals, most of the original mem-
bers of the Gateway company
were; fired.

Original members of the com-
pany, who- had been with it in

Tennessee, complained to Equity
when- they were

;
fired, but noth-

ing could be. done, as the dismissals
were within the five-day limit after

kids).

For these
. special mats he cites

shows like "Life With Mother,"
"Annie Get Your Gun," "Love
Life," "High Button Shoes," "Char-
ley's Aunt," "As the Girls Go,"
"Lend an Ear," "The Silver Whis-
tle," "Carousel," Goodbye, My
Fancy," "Inside USA," "All for
Love" and "Along 5th Avenue."
As perhaps the only double fea-

tured editor of two such topflight
mags as Cosmo and Good Houses
kMping, Mayes' pulse-feeling sees

ing a national theatre, they've also

received • heavy mail - response
favoring the idea: He said that his

bill would probably be only a rela-

tively small expense, to the Gov-
ernment.
Among the other legislative pror

posals advanced during the three-

day meeting were the abolition or
reduction of admission taxes, sup-
port of the Celler bill authorizing
the Government to renovate the
Belasco theatre in Washington for

use as a legit house, revision of
income tax-laws-to.-,enablei.lalent

.

to average their earnings over sev-

eral seasons, and revision of the
New York City building regulations

covering legit construction.

hospiital here over the weekend for
treatment of an ''acute ulceri" His
illness has caused cancellation of
this week's engagement of "I Know

, , „ . , V, ,
My Love" In Milwaukee, but the

the start of rehearsals. However,
]
star's physician has indicated he

the actors who had joined the
I will be able to play next week's

union so they could tour with the scheduled appearance at the

LONDON MAY SEE

'LtBERTYMN THE FALL
"Miss Liberty," ihe forthcoming

Robert E. Sherwood-Irving Berlin

musical comedy, ma;- be produced

in London early in the fall. Emile

Littler and Louis Dreyfus, present-

ers of the composer's "Annie Get

Chicago. March 8. I

Your Gun" in the West ' End. are

Alfred Liint PntProd Pawavant ^""^ English nghtS
Aitrea Lunt entered Fassavant

^j^i^ ^^^^ „f

spotting it in the Palace or - His
Majesty's. ,

AUyn McLerie, Mary McCarty,
Eddie Albert and Ethel Griflies are

set for leading parts in the musical,

which Moss Hart will direct. Sher-

LUNT ILLNESS FORCES

30G M'W'KEE REFUND

troupe were repaid the Equity
dues they had put up. They are ap-
parently out the coin they paid
for clothes, publicity pictures, etc.

Roberta Sherritt, one of the
original Gateway members, is re-
maining as a lead in "Canary."
She's related to the backers of the
project. With the departure of

American, St. Louis,
An advance of about $30,000 had

to be refunded in Milwaukee.

Musical 'Kiki'

John Latouche, lyric writer, and
Michel Emer, French composer re-

Richards, managemenrof the com- !
cently in the_U. S., will collaborate

pany is in the hands of Clarence '
--j--

Foster Bell, former circus advance
man who is booking the tour, and
Roy Jones, whom he brought in as
company manager. :

"Show Boat" is next for Newark
(N. J.) Opera House, Marish 28.

wood, Berlin and Hart will c'o-

produce. The show will go into re-
hearsal in mid-May for a July 4
premiere after a road tryout. -

Berlin planed to the Coast over
the weekend to undergo dental
treatment. He is due back In about
a week. While in Hollywood he will-,

huddle with Metro execs on the
film version of "Annie/' which- is

about to go into nroduction. Pic-

ture will feature a western song,

which Berlin originally wrote for

the stage edition of the show, but
whleli was eliminated during the

on a modem musical version of
"Kiki,"' a comedy by Andre Picard.
Emer has bought the musical
rights.

"Kiki" was originally adapted i tryout.
for the U. S. by David Belasco in i

1921 with Lenore Ulric in the title I Juvenile Theatre of America,
rolet '

'. Albany, oi^anized for Idd shows.
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Having Small Investors Allows More

1 Freedom to Producers-Bloomgarden
; Having set some sort of record

by having 80 backers for his

'

"Death of a Salesman" production,

Kerralt Bloomgarden is now deter-

mined to maintain a policy of

financing his shows in numerous
email units. He is convinced that

it frees Kim to do the kind of plays

he wants in the way he wants, and
he believes it is fairer to the

backers.
Bloomgarden points to "Sales-

man" as an illustration . of his

thesis. If he had tried to. obtain

backing in large amounts, he says,

ho might have had considerable

difficulty, as most investors are

reluctant to back a tragedy. How^
ever, he explains, he merely noti-

fied his list of investors from, other

Fleischmann, $100,000

Ballet Patron, In Legit

Among some of the recent; new
investors coming into legit, inter-

est is centering on Julius Fleisch-

mann, of the Cincinnati yeast fam-
ily. Fleschmann, who made his

first play investment w^.th $10,000
in the current hit, "Goodbye, My
Fancy," -got the bug to produce
plays. : Now he's slated to; produce,
with Richard Aldrich and Richard
Myers, Eva Wolas' "Laughter from
Downstairs."

Since 1938, Fleischmann has

Guild P.A/S Taper Moon'

For June Strawhat Bow
"Paper Moon," new comedy

about a married couple, both
writers, will be the opening pro-

duction of the 0\i Town theatre,

Smithtown, L. I., June 27. Com-
edy was scripted by Peggy Phil-

lips, Theatre Guild associate pub-
licity director; whose "Listen,

Professor!" was done on Broad-
way in 1943.

If strawhat tryout clicks, Rob-
ert O'Byme, Old Town's producer

,

plans a Broadway production in

the fall.

Britain Putting Its Best

Ballet Toe Forward For

been a patron of ballet. He was
productions that he had a new play i president of Universal - Art, Inc.,

by Arthur Miller, to be directed by which sponsored the Ballet Russe
Elia Kazan, and that he would ac- I de Monte Carlo, and in the past 11

cept backing in units of . $2,000
j

years is reported to have put over
(representing 1%) or less. , i $100,000 into the ballet troupe.

Because he never submits a
;

.

script to prospective backers; there

Was no question of what sort of a

play "Salesman" was. tragedy or

otherwise. Also, since he never

consults his investors about pro-

duction problems, th«re was no
chance Of attempted interference

from the financial end. He feels

that helped him concentrate on his

duties as producer and thereby
contfibuted to the success of the

•how.
Since he doesn't permit inves-

tors to see a script or consult them
On any production matters, Bloom-
garden feels that he has a special

responsibility to his backers, par^

tlculariy since they tend to be less

affluent than the normal "angel"

who puts sizable amounts into

Bhows. .Conseciuently, he discour-

Inside Staiif-4e|^
Postponement of "Miss Liberty," the new Robert E. Sherwood-Irvini»

Berlin musical, to a July 4 New York opening was necessitated bv thS
refusal of Ernest Martin, Cy Feuer and Gwen Rickard, producers nf
"Where's. Charley?" to release dancer-singer AUyn McLerie from hpr
run-of-the-play contract with the latter show. According to Martin
they J;ook Miss McLerie from the chorus to give her the chance as fea
tured lead in "Charley," opposite Ray Bolger.

Realizing her value to the show, they protected themselves by signine
her to a run-of-the-play pact; effective until May 31. They believe thev
would by jeopardiiiing the click run of "Charley" if they released her
without having a suitable rieplacement, They've been unable to find
one. It was then that Sherwood, Berlin and Moss Hart, producers of
'Miss Liberty;" set back rehearsals of the new musical to May le in
order to get her.

"High Button Shoes," playing to a $4.80 top through the week and
$6 Friday and Saturday nights, at the Broadway, N. Y;, will probably
cut the scale again this summer. Present idea of co-producier Joseph
Kipness is to try to keep the musical running through the slack season
by charging $3.60 top. It will probably be necessary to pare the show's
running cost to do this. He figures by doing that to keep the produe-

'ANTA Album' Clicks

On Stage and at B O,;

Ranaflf rrncoc tion on the boards well into next fall, possibly completing two full ye^rs
OCuClU UrOpCw Jfci2"

i on Broadway. The road company, playing Cincinnati this week, will

The second ''ANTA Album," the

gallery of great moment^! of thea-

tre history, was another sentimen-

tal and boxoffice click Sunday

night (6) at the Ziegfeld, N. Y. Re-

peating its success of last year,

it .drew cheers from, the capacity-

work west and probably wind up its tour with engagements on the
Coast; under the sponsorship of the Los Angeles and San 'Ffancisdo
Light Opera Cos.

B'wav'c RiffOPCf VpntllTPiaMe scenes from the past and
"«y a DlSgC'l "^"l""'

' present. Not since the previous
What will represent the biggest

| ''Album" have so many celebrated

ballet venture in America since the names been onstage and out front

apearances of the Serge Diaghilev a* a performance,

troupe in 1915 and '16 will be the ,
Among the standouts of the

coming of the Sadler's Wells Bal-'sh?w were scenes from Oscar

let, of Covent Garden, London, to ,

Wilde." with Robert Morley re-

N. Y. in October. Not even Sol
j

creating his title Portrayal of

Hurok's 1932 importation of the !

1938-39 (and Gi bert Mil er mak-

Ballet Russe was as imposing. Hu-
\

'"S acting comeback as a

rok, who will manage the tour, flew !
'"ed-faced waiter); Lillian Hell-

tn M V fmrh T.finilnn Inot WBolr I
man S IhC L:

Reviews of "Two Blind Mice," which opened last week at the port'-
N. Y., covered virtually the whole range of reaction, IndUding "no
opinion.'' On one extreme, Robert Coleman (MijworV called it :a ''laii^g^^^

riot" and on the other Brooks AtkinsOii (Times) thought it ''more lively
than funny.'' Three of the notices were favorable and four unfavorable,

plus audience' of more than 1,700 with William Hawkins (WorldrTelegram) on the fence. Only viewer-

that had paid up to $100 a seat to with-alarm was Robert Garlanid (Journal-American), who thought "this

top stars of the stage in memor-h^njj^the^bes^^ the- farcical bellttlement of most things

to- N. Y. from London last week
]

after finalizing details. ,
|

Jttle Foxes;" With
Tallulah Bankhead as the malig-

nant Regina Giddons again; Jose
, . - . , English company of 60 dancers,

I
_ ,. „, „ , .

ages them from Investing unless
, pjyg director Ninette de Va- Ferrer and Walter Hampden m

they can well afford to write off
, i^ig various managers and officials, ,

excerpts from "Cyrano de
the loss, and he tries to prevent f^ju come by plane, with costumes 1

Bergerac" and: then presenting a

them from taking too big a share.
! and sets for about 18 ballets pre- '

contrast picture shaking hands be-

Because of his diversified financ- i gg^jj^g j,y boat - Transportation is |

fore the curtain; Ray Bolger can-
ing setup, Bloomgarden figures he

|
ggm.g^,at $60 obo Company which tivating the house with his "Old

is less dependent on any single inr
j ^e here 10 weeks will entail ' ^o** Shoe" routine from "Three to

vestor,. or group of investors. Any j^^oooo weekly in operating nut i Make Ready''r ,a"Mister Roberts"
individual who declines to come
into a -show can easily be replaced,

he points out; Also, he says, peo-
ple.who invest small amounts they
can aflford to lose are more likely

ito string along with him in case
of failures. Finally, he thinks that

having many backers tends to

spread interest in the show among
more people, which helps not 'only

V that production but the: theatre as

a whole.

Frompt on Retfinis
As his investors know, Bloom-

garden is a stickler for business-
like operation in the accounting
end of his productions. He is noted
In the trade as being exceptionally
prompt in distributing returns
from his shows and in submitting
clear, complete financial stater

' ments. He believes that; also, is

an obligation to his backers and
to ' legit in general.

In the financing of "Salesman,"
Bloomgarden raised 70% of the

or $100,000 for the 10 Weeks, this I

l^it deleted from the show during

amount not including orchestra and ',
rehearsal, with Henry Fonda and

stage hands, picked up here, as '

David Wayne, and possibly best of

The theatrical columns of the Weldpresse, British Sector daily,

in Vienna, recently carried a storyflheartily panning "Oklahoma" as a
thoroughly disappointing show, according to Italian reviewers. Since
"Oklahoma" is still to make its appearance in 'Vienna- the item got
several interested parties hot under the collar.

Investigation revealed a slight error in translation: The Italian -pan-
ning was of a honkytonk girl show by the name of "Oklabama" whifch
the translator had taken to be Italian for "Oklahoma."

To supplement the exploitation in the dailies, David Nederlander,
manager of the Shubert-Lafayette, Detroit, is going in heavily on radio
promotion. For the current (repeat) engagement of "Harvey," with
Frank Fay, he has lined up 12 interviews, two contests and 20 spots on
disk jockey programs. William Cornell, radio director of the Wayne
Univ., is handling the radio and television promotion for Nederlander,

vjrell as rentals, publicity iand other
costs.

Visit, the English troupe's first

all. the opening and closing num-
bers, in which Mary Jane Walsh,
Nanette Fabray, Ray Middleton

is being sponsored by the GoVeht and the choruses of all the current

Garden Opera Trust, in association !

Broadway musicals sang "There's

with the serai-government British 1
No Business Like Show Business"

Arts Council, with the latter guar- and "This Was a Real Nice Clam-
anteeing the visit. Tour, however, bake."

may make its expenses. Company Other acts Included Norma
will be at the N. Y; Met for three i Terris singing -"Only Make Be-
weeks, starting Oct. 9; at a $4.80

j

lieve," from "Show Boat"; Frances
top, house could gross about $65, — " - " " '

000 weekly. Troupe will also ap-
pear in Washington, Richmond,
Philadelphia, Chicago, East Lans-
ing, Detroit, Toronto, Ottawa and
Montreal, sailing for home Dec. 11
to resume Covent Garden apear-
ances. ~ —
Troupe will include amoffg its

leads Moira Shearer and Robert
Helpmann, stars of Eagle-Lion's
film, "Red Shoes," and Margot
Fonteyn and Frederick Ashton.
Hurok, apparently, is back in bal-

Dance im.

Starr in the final scene from the
David Belasco hit of 40 years ago,
"The Easiest Way"; Carol Bruce
singing the "Louisiana Purchase"
title sons: James

Alfred de Liagre, Jr., vacation-

ing in British West - Indies, with
his wife . . . Harold Gordon, who
has appeared in both "Annie Get
Your Gun" and "Oklahoma!,"
sailed for Europe Monday (7) on
the De Grasse. After a stay in
Italy for a film, he moves to- South
Africa in mid-summer for a stint
in "Annie" there.

Canada Ballet Festival

SRO In 6 at Toronto; Fix,

R^di()Iie In^

Toronto, March 8.

Second annual Cahadian Ballet
JPestival, held at the Royal
andra last Week (1--5), for .six pei>,

Ipfmances, proved a huge succesi^:

with all six shows SRO. Ten com-
panies from Winnipeg, Vancouver,

John Yorke is dickering with
|
Toronto, Montreal and Hamilton

Margaret SuIInvan to star in his fall 1 participated. At $2 top, event took
production of "To Tell the Truth
Joseph Harris has completed his
apprenticeship aud has been ad-
mitted to the managers' chapter Of
the Assn. of Theatrical Press
Agents & Managers .Hugh Brown
has transferred from the music

song: James Barton in his • ^^^IJi^ SJOMp .
..

"Mart Dnp" skptph' finpp pnri Paul ' "^pe" Freeier, co-producer of

Hartman's "A ^ - '

J^^amond Lil," left last week for

in $16,000 from ticket sales. There
was also an additional $15,000 . in

the kitty^$2,000 from the board
of education of Province of On-
tario, and $13,000 donated by On-
tario citizens—^to aid the festival.

With expenses estimated at $27,-

000, a profit of $4,000 remains.

Canadian National Film Board
"Tal-

1
photographed the festival for a

$100,000 budget and co-producer
Walter Fried brought in the bal-
ance. As it turned out, the pro- 1 let with both slippers
duction cost only $50,000, so half
the investment was repaid imme-
diately after the play's opening.
Bloomgarden figures it will be en-
tirely paid off In about 12 more
weeks. He plans to send out a
road company about Labor Day

. and there will probably be a Lon-
don production in a few months,
possibly; with Fredric March.

• Bloomgarden's next production,
Lillian Hellman's "Montserrat," is

now being readied, although it will

not go into rehearsal until fall. It

at

Arthur
i a short vacation in Miami.
ent -Showcase" -will be -T)resented

j
short °in the'''Canada Carries-0n'^

presario, who gave up managing jried Away," from "On the Town ,

big ballet troupes a couple of sea- j an aria from "Four Saints in Three
sons ago, has an imposing roster i Acts"; a dance from "Shuffle
of dance attractions lined up. ! Along"; the "Easter Parade" nuiri-
While abroad, he signed Katharine

;
ber from"As Thousands Cheer";

Dunham and her troupe for the Gracie Fields and the revival of
'50-'5l season, American dancer

|

some of their old song*; by W. C,
will he Abroad until then, with

j

Handy, J. Rosamond .Tohnson and
dates boohed for more than a year

I

Herman Hupfeld. As last year,
ahead in France, Italy, Portugal ' John Garfield made a brief appear-
and England. lance sweeping up the .stage.

K.^"anVi 'hi.'"'i"f ^m/. ^k^^T! Calhem, as m.c. was in-

l^Ln i'^ ZTf V «^''^ gratiating, but marred the effectnext season (49-50). for the first by having to read the introduce

Lesson by .^^^^.^^ ,

Murray;r' - -from'-- -'%ngel-^-4n--T-the-!-^„^

'"^^^''^ bedroom scene [for a matinee April 12 at a theatre
! series And for the first time infrom "Three Men on a Horse,"

|
to be announced . Former film

"

with William Lynn, Sam Levene, ! scenarist George Brendan Dowell
Shirley Booth and Martin Gabel;

[
will guest-lecture on the theatre

the "Fancy Free" ballet, with
|
and will stage a production of Con-

Jerome Bobbins; Betty Comden I
grove's "The Way of the World" at

and Adolph Green .singing "Car- !

Smith college.
. .Apparently undis

Canadian broacasting, the CBS
broadcast two hours of ballet

music and backstage interviews

pver the Trans-Canada net. Fes-

tival was the biggest event; in

mayed by the critical (and finjin- Canadian ballet history, with the

cial) beating they received last Lieut. Governor bf Ontario, Bay
week with their "Anybody Home,"

|

Lawson, opening the festival and

is budgeted at $60,000, but he
i
time since 1938. He's also signed '

tTon^' The settinHs and costumeshopes to dojt Jor only about
,
the Viennese Ballet Ensemble, di- ! ^^ll^n.^l'^ess^^^^^^^

for
j
that reason as well as insufficient

$35,000-$40,000. He will try to do , reeled by Crete Wiesenthal,
that by having the physical pro-

[

next season, as well as a reappear-
! editing, some of the scenes were

Par's 'Blondes' Share
Paramount, which produced the

Ifilm version of the legit comedy,
"Gentlemen Prefer Blondes," will

avoid overtime rates for labor.
Excluding "Salesman," which is

obviously destined to be his big-
gest success, both financially and
artistically, Bloomgarden has had
three hits and one flop. The clicks ._

,

wore "Deep Are the Roots" (done get a 16%% shai% of the' picture
In association with George Heller),

;
rights of the musical comedy ver-

*'Another Part of the Forest" and > sion. Latter is being adapted by
"Command Decision." The failure ! Joseph Fields and the original au-
was "Woman Bifes Dog." It's esti- thoress, Anita Loos, with Jule
mated that anyone putting the Styne composing the score and Leo
same amount in each of his shows Robin the lyrics,

(not Including "Salesman") would Herman Levin and Oliver Smith
have Feceived back about 200% on

i
have scheduled the t)rodUction for

rected by Max Mcth and the en-

duction done this spring, which is
,
ance of Mariemma and her troupe.

! overlong The music was ahlv Hithe slack season and therefore ma- , He also admits to negotiating cur-
""^

i."^ ^l^^^P ^as ably di

terials are -available and studios I rently with the Marquis de Cue-
and craftsmen have ample time. • vas for the first U. S. visit of the
Thus, he hopes to take advantage i Grand Ballet de Mpnte Carlo,
of

,
lower prices for supplies and

actress-producer Phyllis Ilolden
and her author-husband Robert
Py?el announced another play for
fall presentation. It is "Blue,
White and Bed,'' which Pyzel is
writing and his wife will produce
with herself again in a leading part.
All the backing is set, they add. In
the interim, the couple has gone to
Mississippi for vacation.

Louise Larabee, who closed last
week in "Carousel," goes to Swit-

parties : preceding and
every performance.

following

WANT A HOT TICKET?

WHY NOT ADVERTISE.
Wholesale extent of theatre

ticket-scalping ,in New York was

, indicated last Week by the heavy
zerland about April 1 to join her response to a classified ad seeking

assignment. They'll both be backm May . . . In order to get Allyn
McLerie for the title part in "Miss

^^^^"''^'''^^ ^"'^ I'^erlPn^n'] mL &a"v'e

husband, John" Baragrey, who
i four seats to "kiss Me, Kate," at

planed there last week for a film i the Century, N. Y. According to

Joseph V. Connolly, Jr., son of the

late Hearst executive, he was of-

fered plenty - of choice tickets for

Houseman
Gross for the show was about

$32,500, including $24,500 admis-
sions, and $8,000 from program ad-
vertising and sales. Production

postponed the start of rehearsals
until May 16. Actress-dancer is be-
ing held to her season contract as
femme lead of"Where's Charley"
at the insistence of the show's star,

cost of around $13,000 was annroxi- **ay Bolger . . . Lee J. Cobb ele-

the total investment. inext fall.

mately $5,000 more than last year.
Profits go to the American Na-
tional Theatre Sc Academy.

Hobe,

Shows in Rehearsal
"Cat and Canary" (road)—Gate-

way Repertory Guild.
"Mairnolia Alley"—Lester Culter.
"Sun and I"—New Stages.
"The Iraltor'Wed Harris.

vated to stardom in "Death of a
Salesman," after Arthur Kennedy
agreed to waive his contractual
right to equal billing . . . Elliot
Norton, of the Boston Post, was
the only out-of-town critic to at-
tend last week's theatre confer-
ence at the Astor hotel . , . Supple-
ment to "Blueprint for Summer
Theatre," by Richard Beckhard
and John Effrat, to be published
April 1, will list 200 strawhats and
the new plays, tryouts and stars
who appeared last summer.

the musical, at prices up to $25

apiece. Since he's employed by the

Carl Byoir publicity firm and fre-

quently has to entertain clients, he

figures the $13 he spent for the ads

was a good investment, for he now

has a list of sources for obtaining}

scarce tickets. ^

Despite the supply of "Kate

tickets ofi'ered him, Connolly re-

fused to pay the bottom price oi

$15 each for four good seats on the

specified date. Instead, he took his

guests to see "Anne of the Thou-

sand Days," at the Shubert, N. t^-'

and then bought four March i'

tickets to "Kate." During his vari-

ous negotiations for seats he heara

of cases of "Kate" locations selling

for as high as $60 apiece.
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Total Broadway Grosses

The following ote the comparative figures based on Vamety's

boxofflce estimates, fot last week and the corresponding week of

last season:
This Last

Season Season

Number of shoWs current 29 32

Total weeks played so far by all shows 910 989

Total gross for all current shows last week . $629,800 $651,000

Total season's gross so far for all shows.
. . $21,764,800 $21,343,500

Number of new productions so far 54 52

LEGlTimATB 59

Tinian Sweet $39,0(10, 'Harvey

Quits at Nice $17,500, Merts27G, Chi

Grosses Sag as Lent Hits B way

;

Me$23,600FirstWk;Ear3iy2G,

lice $12,800 in 5, *Kate'47G Again

Chicago, March 8. •

Advent of Lent clipped legit

b 0 here last week. Unusually fair

weather on weekend upped grosses

somewhat, but not enough to coun-

: "Harvey" bowed out of Black-

stone theatre in profitable fashion-

making way for "Desert Song,"

which opened Monday (7); "Make
Mine Manhattan" also, debuted

Monday at Great Northern.
"Finfan's Rainbow ' and "Mr.

Roberts" continue at potent pace,

with "Drunkard" is uncertain

after shaky first week. Darkened
Harris theatre may light, up with

Elisabeth Bergner's "Escape Me
Never" in the near future.

Polack Bros. "Shrine Circus"

opened Friday (4) for 17 days, and
"Ice Capades" at Arena is in for 18

days, teeing off Sunday (6).

EstimilteB for Last Week
"Desert Songr," Blackstone

(1,358; $4.40-$3.80). Opened Mon-
day (7) with $17,000 chalked up in

advances.
"Drunkard," Studebaker (1st

week) (1,246; $3.10), Ash Wednes-
day affected first week at $7,300;

may fold here this Saturday (12).

"Finlan's Rainbow," Shubert
(5th week) (2,100; $4.94). Expected
drop from last week. Still sweet

$39,000.
"Harvey," Blackstone (5th week)

(1,358' $3.80)i Last week, plus big
ads m papers, helped combat
slump. Nice $17,500.
"Make Mine Manhattan,"! Great

Northern (1,500; $4.94). Opened
Monday (7) With advance sale not

. as high as hoped. Should pick up.

"Mister Roberts," Erlanger (25th

week) (1,334; $4.33). Slightly af-

fected this week, but still sock
$27,000,

bey OK 12G

For 7, PMly
Philadelphia, March 8.

Philly is still a city with one
legit house, but the situation will

be somewhat rectified Thursday
(10) with the preem of "Detective
Story," new Sidney Kingsley

—drama with Ralph-Bellamy and
Meg Mundy, at the Locust. There
will be three more arrivals next
week. After that it looks as if

there would be a lot of gaps in the
booking chart from now on until
the season's end.

Estimate for Last Week
"Harvey" Walnut (1st wk;) (1,-

340; $3.90). Illness of star, Joe E.
Brown, led to cancellation of open-
ing night's performance (Feb. 28),
but comedy did an okay $12,000 for
seven performances in first week
of its second Philly engagement
with sellout performances at end
of week. Brown had to drop out
again this week, with James Dunn
substituting.

'HellzVBooming 26G
In 2d Frisco Week went back to Frisco

mgro' $36,500, LA.;

/Blackouts' Usual 17G
Los Angeles, March 8.

:

"Allegro" picked up speed last

week to hit virtual capacity in its

second frame at the Biltmore.

Show finals Thursday (10) after 18
days, to be followed Saturday (12 >

by "Man and Superman." Nothing
else is due this week.

Estimates for Last Week
"Allegro," Biltmore (2d' wkl

(1,636; $4.20). Good $36,500 for

nine performances.

"Blackouts of 1949," El Capitan sultant slushy- streets, knocked
;

$9,100 of that.

(350th wk) (1,142; $2.40). As usual, '

^"'''^ receipts at the start of the
i _

"Private Lives,"

$17,000.

;

"Out of Order," Las Palmas (3d tional boom at Easter Week
I

wk) (388; $3). Finaled Tuesday (1) This week's only opening is "At

I
with a total of $9,000 for 15 days, i

^ar with the Army.'' Nothing is

_ ; ^, ,.
"

, ^ Misted for next week, but there arc
' So-so for the tiny house. Company three slated for the following

! Combination of several factors

I

brought a sharp drop in Broadway
I attendance last week. There was
! the expected reaction from ' the
I Washington's Birthday spurt, plus
I the start of Lent. Also, the snow-
I
.storm of Monday, with the re-

volume here, but the show went
clean all performances;; $34,400.
"My Name Is Aquilon," Lyceum

4th wk) (CD-990; $4.80). Theatre
Guild . offering closed Monday
night f7); topped $13,900 last week,
with subscriptions responsible for

'Plymouth
week. Business is now expected to i

{22d wk) (€'•1,062; $4.80), : Re-
be generally offish until the tradi- 1

vival also slid with the trend;
~ ' over $15,700.

"Red Gloves,"

San Francisco,' March 8.

"Hellzapoppin of 1949," with
Olsen and Johnson; moved on fol-

lowing its second sock week at the
Curran (1,776; $4.20) on Sat. (5),
returning to Frisco's Geary theatre
March 25. Grosses hit a booming
$26,000 for a second week.
Curran will yemain dark until

Monday (14), when Jack Rirkland
will preem ''Mr. Adam" with Rob-
ert Hutton, Elizabeth- ^aser and
Frank Albertson. '

.

"Born Yesterday,", with Jean
Parker and Lon Chaney, hit a good
$19,000 for its third week at the
Geary (1,550; $3.60). .

Current Road Shows

Francis-'Stranger' NSG
$7,500 in Kansas City

Kan$a8 City, March 8.

Kay Francis starrer "Favorite
Stranger," played to light trade in
three-day stand at the Music Hall
here March 3-5, with matinee Sat-
urday, Four shows very light $7,-
500.

Although, wesfther was favorable;
competition was rough, with two
jnajpr attractions going in same
building concurrently, Electrical
{xposition in the downstairs exhir
bition hall drew over 75,000 ia six
aays, while Police Circus in main
noor arena likewise played to heavy
trade.

Canadian Ballet I6V2G
. Toronto, March 8.

Indicating the town's interest in
the dance, the Canadian Ballet
'cstival, embracing teams from
across Canada, sold out at all per-
.lormances at the Royal Alexandra
nere for the five nights and one
matinee for a capacity $16,500.
House (1,525) was scaled at $2.50

(March 7-19)

"Allegro"—Biltmore, L. A, (7-

10); Met, Seattle (14-19).

"Annie Get Your Gun"—Victory,
Dayton (7-12); Center, Norfolk
(14-19).

"Biggest Thief in Town"

—

Plymouth, Bost. (7-12); Walnut,
Philly (14-19).

"Blackouts Of 1948"—-£1 Capitan,

L. A. .(7-19).

"Bom Yesterday''r^Geary, Frisco
(7-12); Aud., San Jose (13); May-,
fair, Portland (15-17); Temple, Ta-
coma (18-19).

"Brigadoon"—Hartman, Col. (7-

12); Hanna, Cleve. (14-19).

"Desert Song"—-^Blackstone, Chi
(7-19).

"Detective Story" — Locust,
Philly (14-19).

"Drunkard"— Studebaker, Chi
(7-12).

"Favorite Stranger"—Worth, Ft.

Worth (7-8); Majestic, Dallas (9-

10); Par,, Austin (11); Music Hall,

S. Antonio (12); Aud., Shreveport
(15); Poche, N. Orleans (16-19).

"Finian's Rainbow" — Shubert,
Chi (7-19).

"Harvey" (Fay Co.)—Shub.-Laf.,
Det. (7-19).

"Harvey" (Brown Co.)—Walnut,
Philly (7-12); Radio, Richmond
(14-19). '

" "Heiress"—Ford's, ^Balto (7^;
Playhouse, Wilmington (14-17);

Community, Hershey (18-19).

"High Button Shoes" — Taft,

Cincy (7-12); Murat, Indpls. (14-17);

Aud., Lafayette (18-19).

"I Know My Love"-^American,
St. Louis (14-19). ^ ,

"Inside V. S, A."—Shubert, Bost,

(7-12); Shubert, Philly (14-19).

"Ivy Green"—Royal Alex, To-

ronto (7-12); Plymouth, Bost. (14-;

19).

"Make Mine Manhattan'?-^Gt.
Northern, Chi. (7-19). , :

"Man and Superman"—Aud.,
Denver (28); Aud., Boulder (1);

Chief, Col. Springs (2); Capitol,

Salt Lake (4-5); Geary, Frisco (12);

Biltmore, L. A. (14-19).

"Medea"—Nixon, Pitt. (7-12);

Forrest, Philly (14-19).

"Mr. Adams"—Curran, Frisco

(14-19).
.

"Mr. Roberts"—Erlanger, Chi.

(7-19).

"O Mistress Mine"^Colonial,
Akron (7); Aud., Youngstown (8);

Shea's, Ashtabula (10); Shea's,

Erie (11); Shea's, Bradford (12);

Fairbanks, Spgfld. (14); Weller,

Zanesville (15); Aud., Newark (16);

Hartman, Col, (17-19),

"Oklahoma!" (No. 1 Co.)—Aud.,
Montgomery (7-9); Tower, Atlanta

.[10-12); Albany, Albany (14-15);

Aud., Macon (16-17); Aud., Savan-

nah (18-19).
, „ „ ^ ,

"Oklahoma!" (No. 2 Co.)—Col-
onial, Bost. (7-19),

"Raze the Roof"—Amer., St.

Louis (7-12).

"Show Boat"r^Carolina, Spartan-

burg (7-8); Nat'l, Greenboro, (9-

10); Carolina, Durham (11-12);

Ford's, Balto. (14-19).

"South Pacific"—Shubert, New
Haven (7-12); Shubert, Bost. (1*'

19).

"Streetcar Named Desire"-^
Cass, Det. (7-19).

'U.S.A/ Cracks

Record In Hub,

Tops $38,700

Boston, March-'S.

"Inside U. S. A." is proving big-
gest grosser Hub has had in years..
Broke the Shubert record on its

second week and remains SRO for
finale, now current. "Oklahoma!"
also stepped into big business on its

fifth visit; while "At War With the
I Army" did great on its second and
'final week; "Emerald Staircase,"
which opened against "Oklahoma!,"
got mixed but generally unfavor-
able notices and is doing biz on the
strength of the marquee draw.

Estimates for Last Week
"At War With the Army," Wil-

bur (2d week) (1,200; $3,60). Big on
second and final week. pre-Broad-
way, with $15,000. Moved out Sat.
.(5).,...'^:\;.

"Inside V. S. A.", Shubert (2d
week) (1,750; $5.40). Broke house
record on second week, getting
boff0 $38,739. Only Shows to touch
it were "Annie" and "Ziegfeld Fol-
lies of 1943." One reason for high
gross is the $5.40 top Fridays and
Saturdays. Third week is current,

"Qklahonta!/' Colonial (first

week) (1,500; $4.80). First week
clocked $26,200, suffering a little

on opening night snowstorm but
still okay. Second week current.
"The Emerald Staircase," Ply-

mouth (first week) (1,200; $3,60).

Didn't fare too well at hands of

crix, most of whom reported it so-

so. Thomas Mitchell in cast, how-
ever, helped it hit $10,000, not too
bad but not good enough. Show
is being retitled "The Biggest
Thief in Town."

LUNTS HOT $42,000

IN MPLS., ST. PAUL
Minneapolis, March 8.

Grossing a smash $25;000, Lunt
& Fontanne in their new play, "I
Know My Love," at $4.20 top in the
1,890-seat Lyceum, drew capacity
for four nights and a matinee, with
hundreds turned away. Fact that
attraction was one of Theatre
Guild-ATS subscription series held
down takings, Completing the
week in St. Paul, oilering added
about $17,000. more, which made
approximately $42,000 for the six

nights and two matinees.

.

Local critics showered praise on
performances and production.
They turned thumbs down, . how-
ever, on vehicle.

'Heiress' NG $12,200

In Week at Cleveland

Cleveland, March 8,

Basil Rathbone and "Heiress"
found themselves squeezed be-

tween two hot-selling attractions

at the Hanna last week, and ended
with a losing $12,200 for eight per-

formances at $3 top.

Apparently the p r e c e d i n g
"Medea" took the edge off the

rather heavy Rathbone drama.

week. Last weekfs closings Includ-
ed "Anybody Home," "Blood Wed-
ding" and "Carousel,?' Scheduled
to close Saturday night (12) is

"Red Gloves."

Estimates for Last Week
Keysi C (Comedy ). D ( Drama )

,

CD (Comedy-Drama); R (Revue),
M:(Musical), O (Operetto),

"All for Love," Hellinger (6th
wk) (R-1,543; $4.80). Sammy Lam-
bert-Anthony B. Farrell revue has
gotten some new material and
beeji restaged; still operating heav-
ily In the red, but apparently con-
tinuing indefinitely; has reduced
the scale to $4.80 top; $6,000 last
week.
"Along Fifth 'Avenne,v Imperial

(8th wk) (R-1,472; $6). Slid a bit

with the general trend; $24,200.
"Anne of 1,000 Days," Shubert

(13th wk) (D-1,387; $4.80). Matinee
was cancelled Saturday (5) because
of a technical breakdown back-
stage; $26,000 for seven per^
formances.
"Anybody Home," Golden (2d I

wk) (D-769; $4.80). Closed March
1 ; final two performances copped
only about $200.
"As the Girls Go," Winter Gar-

den (16th wk) (M-1,519; $7.20).

Town's top grosser was hit with
the rest; $49,500.
"At War with the Army," Booth

(C-712; $4.80). Play by James
Allardice, presented by Jerome
Rosenfeld & Henry May in.associa-<

tion wiOi' Charles R. McCallum;.
opened last night (Tues.).

"Big Knlfe,''^ National (2d wk)
(D-1,172; $4.80): Big advance! sale.

Including theatre parties; helped to
nearly .$23,600 for first full, week,

"Blood Wedding," New Stages
(4th wk) (D-299; $3). Spanish folk
drama ended regular schedule
Saturday night (5); mild $2,500 for
the- finale.

"Born Yesterday," Miller (161st
wk) (C-940; $4.80). Also hit by
conditions_^ but is holding up well,
with the aid of two-for-ones; almost
$12,000.

"Carousel," Majestic (6th wk)
(M-1,659; $3.60). Musical failed to
survive the move from the larger-
capacity City Center; closed Satur-
day (5); final week totaled $20,100.
"Death of a Salesman," Morosco

(4th wk)-(D-931; $4.80). Getting-
the absolute maximum every per^
formance; . theatre party commis-

Mansfield (13th
wk) (D-1,041; $4.80). Offish with
the others; closing Saturday night
(12); under $12,000.

"Silver Whistle," Biltmore (15th
wk) (C-920; $4.80). Joined the
downbeat chorus, but lotsa margin
at nearly $20,400.

"Streetcar Named Desire," Bar^
rymore (66th wk) (D-1,064; $4,80).
Continues to roll along to power-
ful business; $22,400..
"They Kne w Wh at They

Wanted,'^ Music Box (3d wk) (D«

,

1,012; $4.80). Paul Muni's name
is the principal magnet; just be^t -

the stop limit at $13,400.
"Two Blind Mice,?' Cort (1st

wk) (C-1,064; $4.80). . Opened
Wednesda.y ; night (2) to divided
notices; first five performances
drew over $12,800, plus $2,100 for
a paid preview.

"Where's Charley?" St. James
(21st wk) (M-1,509; $6). Slipped
slightly, but still plenty profitable

at nearly $35,500.

'Streetcar Rides

To New Record In

Mwaukee, $28,155

Milwaukee, March 8.

"A Streetcar Named Desire" tore
the lid off the town last week, shat-
tering the all-time straight-play

:

b.o. record at the Davidson theatre
with a groJs of $28,155 at $4.20 top.

The take might have been about $2,-

000 more if the show hadn't been on
subscription. . Tennessee Williams
drama was alinost completely sold
out before the premiere, so the
rave reviews merely swelled the
standee trade.

Previous straight-play marks at

the house have included "State of
the Union" ($23,596), "I Remember
Mama" ($23,547), "Othello" ($22,-

063), the Maurice Evans "Hamlet"
($22,000), and "Harvey"! ($20,100).

'Manhattan' NSG 19iG

In 2d-Week, Pittsburgh
' Pittsburgh, March 8.

"Make Mine Manhattan" wound
up losing two-week engagement at

the Nixon with around $19,500,

about $2,500 under what it did the
first stanza. Bert Lahr show was
first big musical of the local season
to finish in the red.
Nixson has "Medea" current

under Theatre Guild-ATS auspice?
and then has nothing deflnitely set

until"Inside U.S A." on April 11*

sions limiting the gross to $23,700,
"Diamond. Lil," Coronet (CD-1,-

003; $4.80). Revival was dark last

week because of Mae West's frac-
tured ankle; now slated to resume
Monday (14) for its fourth week.

"Edward, My Son," Beck (23d
wk) (D-1,214; $4.80). Slid a trifle to
$27,000.

"Goodbye, My Fancy," Fulton
(16th wk) (CD-966; $4.80). Eased
a bit below capacity; $21,500.

"High Button Shoes," Broadway
(74th wk) (M-1,900; $6). Holdover
hit felt the tough going; $29,800.
"Howdy, Mr. Ice," Center (37th

wk) (R-2.964; $2,88). Also skidded;
$30,000.

"Kiss Me Kate," Century (10th
wk) (M-1,654; $6). Another SRO
week for this top musical draw;
topped $47,100.

"Lend an" Ear," Broadhurst
(12th wk) (R-1,160; $6). Maintain-
ing near-capacity pace; over
$31,400.

"Life, With Mother." Empire
(20th wk) (C-1,082; $4.80). Felt the
general downbeat; has been some-

1

what offish early in the week.^but I

.gj^^^ g^^^, Disappoints ^

'Brigadoon' $27,000 In

Final St. Louis Week
St. Louis; March 8.

"Brigadoon" wound up its third

and final week at the- American the-

atre Saturday (5) with a gross that
equalled the second stanza ($27,000)

and brought the total for the en-
gagement to $81,500. This was be-
low management expectation.
House dark currently but teljghtt

Monday (14) with a week of the
Lunts in "I Know My Love." The
house is scaled to .$4.27.

Ivy Green' $5,100

Ontario Opening
London, Ont., March 8. I

Competing with basketball finale
|

and subscription concerts series,
j

Hall Shelton's production pf "The ;

Ivy Green" did healthy biz in

three performances at the Grand
j

theatre (1,210; $3 top) Friday and
Saturday (4-5).

Gross was an estimated $5,100. 1

selling out weekends;
$15,800.

"Light Up the Sky," Royale (16th

wk) (C-1,035; $4.80). Show biz

comedy has also had empty seats

early in the week and at mid-week
matinees, but gets heavy play
weekends, $18,300,
"Love Life," 46th St, (22d wk)

(M-1,319; $6). Was hurt by last

week's general droop; $20,100.

"Madwoinan of : Chaillot," Belas-

At $30,000 in Atlantii
Atlanta, March 8.

"Show Boat" grossed a disap-

pointiilg $30,000 in seven perform-
ances here at Tower theati-e last

week, despite fact that last three

shows were sellouts. Have reviews
and word of mouth brought sti-ong

closing,

..luo-i Tower; nee Erlanger, will light

CO (9th -wk) (C-1,077: $4.80). Still I
up its foots again this week when

running in the hit class, though re- I No, 1 "Oklahoma!" company opens

ceipts were affected last week;
$20,500,

"Mister Roberts," Alvin (55th

wk) (CD-1,357; $4,80). General
downbeat reduced the. standee

Thursday (10) for three-day, five-

show engagement. Demand for

ducats was so great that Harvey
Smith, Tower manager, tossed in a
special matinee for Friday (It).
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Plays Out of Town
jSotttli Pacific
New Haven, March 7. I

more

population (his wife bore him 10

children In their personal .mater-

nity sweepstake).' According to

"Ivy" air the women who came

to leave an audience a.kin.,for •^-^^XXoA'^''Tki^''^
Comedy, . drama, and a

Leland Hayward ana Joshua .Logan) pt i g^QOth blending Of dialog, action,
musical play in two acts. „ Stars, .Jtory |

...
Martin, Ezio Pinza; features Myron McCor'
mick. Bill Tibbert, Martin Wolfson. Har
"ey Stephens, Juanlta Hall. Betta Stricg

ler, Henry Slate, Archie Savage. Music,

Richard Rodgcrs; lyrics, Qscar Hainmer-
Btein; 2d! book, Hammerstein and Joshua
Logan, from James A. Michencr's Tales

of the South Pacififi book and musical

numbers staged by Logan; scenery ,
and

lichting; Jo Mielzinerj costumes. Motley;

musical director. Salvatorc Ddl Isola:

. orchestrations, Robert Russell Bennett,

oneikid. at Shuberl theatre. Now. Haven,
' March 7. '49; $4.80 toP. _ ^ , , I

Ngana Barbara, Luna I

song and technical appurtenances
maintains a high average in hold-

ing audience interest from curtain

to curtain. ^ , ; y

Book, Which has plenty of punch
per se, makes an ideal ground'
work. It's much more than simply

something on which to latch tunes.

It's the story of a Navy nurse who
finds romance with a middle-aged

„ ^ n, ,
French plantation-owner on one of

(Michael DeLeS.1 1 the South Pacific islands. When
(Noci DcLeon it develops that he has been pre-

'*''S?=;r'y!iar.JS!vlously married to__a_ Polynesian

Daniel O'Herlihy's appearance or

manner to justify him as a target

for such feminine yearning,

Jerome . . ^ . , . v. .

.

Sde'Becque . *'So~ i
woman who" dVedl, leaving him with

Bioodv Mary juanita Hall I two children, the racial angle in-

Her Assistant Tchie Savage ' volved is repugnant to the nurse,

StewDOt ........... Henry Slate

luthM BilllS
Professor i.. AFred Sadoft

ft Cable ......... Bill Tabbcrt

Capt. Brackett Martin Wol'son

Cmdr. Harbison "''''^^ „^ rV.w?Veoman Quavle ^9
Sgt. Johnson Ttiomas Gl'^^on

Seabee West Dickinson Eastman

ifa^n ^-'rrien bSi f^^tl
ISman McCaffrey .

,
McOUire

Marine Cpl. Steeves . . James Hawthorne
Staff Sgt. Hassinger.. . Jack Fontan
Seaman Hayes , , Bfau T Iden

Lt. Marshall Jacqueline Flshei

Ensign Murphy Roslvn Lowe
Ehiiign MacGregor. . . . . .. Sandra ^ee]
Ensign MacHae Bernice Saunders
Ensign Yaeger Pa* Northrop
Ensign Minelli .P^^.'i'^n "f,''i
Ensign W!\lewska Mardl Baync
Ensign Whltmore .„ Evelyn Colby

Ensign Noonan Helena Schurgot

t,iat i . . ......... i , i ... Betta Stricgler

Marcel ............... /V. Richard Loo
Lt Adams .

Don Fellows

Islanders. Sailors. Marines. . Mary Ann
Keeve. Ghin YU, Alex Nicol, Eugene Smith

^OMar Heat $35200

In Southern Split Week
Augusta, Ga., March 8.

The No. 1 company of "Okla-

homa!" piled up a total gross of

^ ^„^„ ^ „. over $35,200 last weelc in engage-

Basically, letting the cad out of
; ments at the Carolina, GreenviUe,

the bag, Mervyn Nelson in his first • s. C; the Auditorium, Columbia,

play depicts Dickens as a noisy
, and the Auditorium here.

Victorian wolf who refuses to grow i Musical is dividing this week be-

old and is continuously on the
|
tween Montgomery and Atlanta,

scent into the senile years when
he hjis henna'd his hair and whisk-

ers and suddenly decides to be-

come an actor in his own plays
after falling in love with an in-

genue. Dickens is an actors part

and O'Herlihy plays it to the full

and with Carmen Mathews as his

passionate sister-in-law, overshad-
ows the top billed co-stars.

Some fine talent is expended by
the excellent cast. Hurd Hatfield

Legit Special
Cohtinned from page. S7

of the authoress. Kobert PiMiii
gives an amusing characterization
of one of the husbandsy a renowned
JPoUsb ypianist, and Roger TreviS
•is e:«icerieiit as the first "father '• *
somewhat stuffy Mteihber of Par
liament.: The single setting, of a
comfortable English living-rooin
is pleasant and tasteful. Fred.

:
,

(THESE ghosts:)
vv:^ •Rome.f'.March'S-'

«douar4o, de FiUpSo^^^ .*
comedy Itk. tlwee. acts hy FUippo. S :

C. Santonoclto; At^atro E16e«, nJme''^
«»«aele; • • • • • • .Giovanni Amtii.
ist^ Porter. . . . . . . . . . . . . , . , Giacomo S;

,

2nd^ Porter . ... , ... . . . ; , , Antonio Earain'
Gastone Callfanp, . .... . . , . , Aldo Giultere

I

Pasquale
.
LoJacono . \ . . , ,..

. Edouaido

Westport - Saugatuck, Norwalk-
' .'./.•.•..•.•..'f' ^fe

South Norv alk ahd Darien. ;
Alfredo MarlglUno, .

. . pjetro Carlonl

Although the tr-ain was pubii- ^i?vt'":: I.::; :;™.''\°„':
^Jlssj

cized as a 'special," actually it Artur». ^s. Manganeiii

wasn't

who turns down the planter's

marriage proposal.
He takes on a dangerous assign-

ment to «f'^t «)f„Sus"m^siSn wife," has "a" colorless role which
the Japs, and the penlous^^^^^^^^

j written; Ernest Cos-
brings to the grl a realizatmn^^^^^^

satisfyingly broad
their Presef^t 's all that m^^^^^^

Dickens' father; but

h^d leen Finale bri^^^^ them I
Miss Mathews is the dominating

ti, t n?ntHmnnv Pers^ 1" this Stage docu-

*°SfMart n^said t^ have pa^ssed'"^ Stewart Chaney's one set

^„fw ^'nc1n,l in ftvrfr nf and Victorian costumes aro onu-
up another musical .in tavor ot

.^ntiv <kvp.fiifii^ir
this one, should cash in heavily on ^^""y eye-hUing.

her Choice. She does everything
in the book, and does it all terrifi-

cally. She hits all the stops, from
sobs to solos, from humor to
hoofing.

Ezio Pinza, shifting from the
Met to legit, evokes the opera fans'

typical salute of "bravo." He sings
i

magnificently and provides strik-

ing stage presence. To his present

uie exceueni cast., jtiuiu iiamciu wcini v^w—.v-., — j-- -..,' i

gives a credible performance as I general passengers also could utu-

Dickens' agent and disappointed
|
ize train spacet which made it pos- i

exclusively so. In short,
, |-«Jiy«„^^^^^^

fViendV'Judith' Evelyn, as'the no-
1
sible for the road to spread. the p °P^"'"^a'^i^^t%orallv^«f11'?;^,^

velist's dull and unsatisfactory nut over a greater carrying list
Co. is a smash locally as it has

are opu-
McStay.

Play on Broadway

longlocks following he is bound to

add many of the . clipped-curls
variety, too".

There's a lot of other talent , on
tap here, ace support coming from
Myron McCormick, Bill Tabbert,
Martin Wolfson, Harvey Stephens,
Juanita Hall, Betta Striegler,

Henry Slate and Archie Savage.
Music and lyrics are another way simon. .... .... — Aionzo Bosan

They'lJ soon

Those Ol' pattern-setters; Rodgers

and Hammerstein, are at it again.

Although not entirely without pre-

cedent, "South Pacific" is as far re-

moved from the conventional type

of musical as the Ballet Russe is

from a session of ring-around-

Kosie. It can't miss.

Show isn't quite a smash yet-
but it's gonna be. It contains all _ _

the elements that go to make good
I of spelling sterling. . ,

entertainment. The final blending I be dropping nickels in the juke-

of these elements, properly han-
1 boxes for "I'm in Love with a

died by the skilled artisans wlio
i wonderful Guy" (Miss Martin's

^ ^
have this one under their collective

i show-.stopper). "There's Nothing
j
sergeant'

•wing, should result in something I Like a Dame," "Some Enchanted

'

on a plane of its own.
j
Evening," "I'm Gonna Wash that

R & H have again slid out on a Man Right Out a My Hair." "This

limb in an effort to sidestep the — i^"!-"" 'd;—"

typical musical. For "Oklahoma!"
. ^ - ^ . -j .„ .,

,- - " bert's topper), "Ball Hai" (Juanita m
Hall's

.
special), and "A Hundred

and One Pounds of Fun,"
Dancing, as such, is largely In-

cidental, being, confined to ad lih

. hoofing of servicemen and a morale
entertainment staged by the group.
Also in the terps category is

Two Blind Mice
Archer King'& Harrison Woodhull pro-

1

duction of comedy in three acts by Sam-
uel Spewack. Stars Melvyn Douglas; fea-
tures Mabel Paige, Jan Sterling, Laura
Plerpont, Richard Kendrick, Howard St.
John. 'Staged by the author; setting, Al'
bert Johnson; costumes, Natalie' Barth.
Walker. At Cort, N. Y., March S, '49; $4.80
top ($7.20 opening):
Mrs. Letitia TurnbuU L.iura Pierporit
Miss Crystal Hower.. ...... . Mabel Paige
Mr. Murray. . . Roland Wood
Miss Johnson.. Jane Hoifman

i
~ a_h-..i n«j

Mailman .Howard Fischer |
Connecticut and

I Tommy Thurston. ...... .Melvyn Douglas
A Visitor.. .. . . Robert P. Licb

Karen Norwood.;.......... fan .Sterling
Wilbur F. Thrcadwaite . . . Geoffrey Lumb
Major John Groh, USA Raymond Bramley
Lt. Sol. RobbiHs, U.S.A.F Walter Brooke
Commd. Thos. Jellico, U.S.N Robert Pike

I
Dr. Henry WcGill ..... Richard Kendrick

Robert Weljber
Charles Brenner ... . . Howard St. John
EnsiKn Jamison, U.S.N. . • Elliott Reid
Senator Kruger. . . . . , Prank Tweddell

than the actual playgoers. On this

basi;;, it was figured that the Jaunt

drew slightly better than an even

break on this initial run, and can

start io really cash in at around

300 riders. Also, there's the take

from the two grill cars.

From the theatre angle, it means
the sale of several hundred seats

on an early-week performance that,

might otherwise be off, plus a raft

Of publicity for the show. Attest-

ing to the interest in the venture

was the wide coverage given the

trip, not only in New York dailies,

,. but also in the several communi-
ties concerned.
' Project was brainchilded by Joef

Heidt, Theatre Guild p. a., and
Samuel Boyar; New Haven Road
V. p. in charge of public relations.

Acting as road liaison on the trip

were Leslie Tyler and Dwight Nor-

ris, public relations managers of
' New York divi-

sions, respectively. It was a trib-

ute to this crew that the opening
gun reached the target it did, ih'

asmuch as the venture was born
under somewhat of a veil because

they broke tradition by coming up
with no opening chorus line of

girls. For "Allegro" they continued
the deletion idea by hpving no
stereotyped procedure. This time
they have no stilted song cues, no
beTlet, no cut-and^dried pattern.

two-week stand in Westport on its

;tryout. This is the heart of the

.district from which added trade
, ... .

I

. was solicited via this excursion so
Nearly Was Mine,". (Pinza's ace),|

nrnmic:in? fnrpp i<1pi it's conceivable that the reaction
Younger than. Springtime". (Tab-

,

.._There P^e that did develop points to a poten-

been in Milan, Naples and Flor-
ence. This is Italy's favorite rcp'
troupe, composed of about 15 tal-

ented Neapolitan- actors, most of
them of the de Filippo family or
relatives by marriage.

"Questi Fantismi!" concerns a
middle-aged man who finds it nec-
essary to move, with his young
bride, from a house he believes
haunted; to a. huge apartment in
an ancient palace in Naples, and
the events that ensue.

It's pleasantly frothy piece of
enteMainment, expertly played, by
a company who have found perfect
timing by having worked together
every season since childhood.
Edouardo De Filippo (billed always
as; EdouardoV plays- the husband,
with explanations and asides to an
imaginary neighbor who lives, in

the next apartment—towards the
balcony. Titina De Filippo, Edou-
ardo's sister, plays a very friendly
and happy ghost. Clara Bindl, as
the young wife, is beautiful and
humorous. Pietro Carlone (Edou-
ardo's brother-in-rlaw) is amusing^
ly dastardly in his burlesque of the
lover. A generous sprinkling of
aunts, uncles, nephews, nieces mi
counsins of Edouardo play the:

'Whistle" had already played a
[
porters, neighboi^ and bits deftly;

Tubb.

Spewack has given it ingenious
comedy trimmings, Melvyn Doug-
las and a knowing supporting cast
bustle about to bring the piece to
life. But somehow the joke merely
sputters without ever exploding,
and the evening remains a dis-

tial increased draw when the sec-

ond stanza strikes virgin territory

with "Wiiere's Charley?''

PHv i.af<k<! a <!iihqi,nntial mixtm-e '^^s" the terps category is. a
|

""" .>"«-
flay PacKs a suosianudi HuxLUJie . j „ movement done hv aPPOmtment. However, on the
Hi„.,.=,„n intn it. rnnnme time I

^|t>ve dance^ movement «one.
] st';'ength of the star's b-o! dra

thing, wrapped up in charm.
I

the dearth of hew comedies, the
j

The combination of color in sets, f

show should have a moderate run
]

costumes and lighting furnishes land is an outside possibihty to pay
eye-appeal aplenty. There's novel- '

o" '

ty here, too, in a technique that dis-
solves from One scene into another,
sometimes through ; a scrimv ! other
times via lighting. Borie.

.

of diversion into its running time
Which, incidentally, needs a good
20 minutes lopped off, Preem was
overtime even in face Of -a continu-
oi's structure which allowed for no
er ores.

A noteworthy asset of this pro-
duction is its tremendous enter-

tainment values from a variety

standpoint. There isn't enough of

any one element to glut the on-

Plays Aliroad

.loDker._ As_a matter of fact, there _ Tlie Ivy CirCten
is just enough oreacH componenti '"T^mi^frT^^

Lcs Enfants D'Kdonard
(Edward's Children)

Paris. Feb. 8.
Madeleine presentation of .comedy in

by Marc-Gilbert Sauvajon,

'Shoes' Fair $27,800

In Final Det. Week
Detroit, March 8.

"High Button Shoes'' grossed a

I very good $27,800 in its third and
final week at the Cass.
"A Streetcar Named Desire"

opened three-week run at Gass
Monday (7). "Harvey" opened a

fortnight's booking Monday at the
Shubert-Lafayette.

TtJronto, March 7.

The play is about two nice old ; adapted from play by Frederick ,lackson

ladies who still run the Office of
j

5"<* 9- Bottomle.v. staged, by Jean WaU.

Seeds and Standards, in Washing-
ton, though Congress voted it out
of existence four years ago. They

Available at

THE ALGONQUIN
A few rooms and suites at

attractive rates for extend-

ed stays.

^ ^ Telephone the Monacier

ALGONQUIN HOTEL
59 W. 44th Streer. New York City

MUrray Hill 7-4400

Theatre de U Madeleine
Bruno Darvey-Stiiai^t;

„ , ,, ., . , , Walter Darvcy-Stuart
carefully burn all their paychecks i Janc
and~r-e£use-4o -answ.er—tlie phone, Ijvroiiinot

but maintain operations by renting l^^l-'if^e °Da"^v^stSaH
out space to a rhumba teacher, a
pants pressor (who also uses his
basement for choir practice), a
young married, couple,, and sell

N. Y. OPERA PACTS 7

Robert B y r n (fiernauer), - ot

"Love. Life" (46th St., N. Y,);

Helena Bliss, lead in "Song of Nor-

^ „,., „ _ way"; Richard CharleSj from . IjOS

reaux; costumes by .lean Desses. At the
j

Angeles Civic Light Opera; Lloyd

three acts-

Sets by Willy Remon, Deshavs and -Chev-

Paris,
Micliel Francois
. . . , Ivan Dcsny
. , . ,.lane Morlet
Camllle ' Cuerin^
;T Dcnise (,rcv
..Suzanne Grey
GiUes Watteau

Thomas Leech, of St. Paul Civic

Opera; Frans Vroons: Margarita
Zambrana, and David Garen,
joined N. Y. City Opera Go._ :^

Martine Darvey-Stuart;
.lean-Pierre Douclicmin
Michael Norman. . , ..... ; . Roger Treville
Jan Letzarctzko ; . Robert Pi7,ani
Dominique Revol Pierre Le Coq
Madame Doucheinin . . . . Marcelte Pralncc
Helene Douchemin ......... Brigitte Mars

Hall Shelton production of Mervyn Nel-
son's three-act drama. Features Judith
Evelyn. Daniel O'Herlihy,: Carmen Math-
ews, Hurd Hatfield. Ernest Cossart^ Neva
Patterson. Staged by Roy Hargrave; set. , . .
tings and costumes designed by Stewart

' narkine room out.SideChancy; incidental music by Andre ^ *
,

—
Singer. At Royal Alexandra. Toronto,

,
A prankish newspaper COrrC- Marf-rtilhpH <!niivninn'«! nrimtnMarch 7, "49: S3.G0 top. I snnnHpnt rli«(>f«>prc ttiS citiiatinn '

,
.
4"art-ljflloeu &duva,10n S aoapta-

Mary Hogarth Joy Reese ^P^k u ' i^^ ^ "^"^ suuation
,
tion of "Love and Learn," by

Martha Wpham . . Ruth White and bamboozles representatives ot
, prcderipk .Tarkson and R Rottnm-

Danlel Maeu.se Oliver ciift the Army, Navv Air Forces and j'^"?"*-'^ JdCKSon ana tt. BOttom-
Baroncss Bnrdette-Coutts Neva Patterson

| Statp npnartmpnt inin work np for '"-'y' °^ ''^^ outstanding hltS

^SSS ^S^o? : ; ,S ^1^' 'i^-i^l- '
""."lil^lPr r:.'^!?.? IZ' of the season m Paris. A celebrated

Chnrles. Dickens . Danici O'Htirlihy
GeorRina Hogarth. ... . .Carmen Mathews
Maria Bcadncll.. ,., Lcta Bonynt^G
Martm ... . /. . . . ; . . i .Barnard. Hu^^hea
Harriet ... ^ .(....... . .Mary Lou Taylor
Ellon Tcrnan.; .; ... . .June Dayton
Chfirles Dickens; Jr. . . • . . . . . Don White

for "herbalogical warfare." After-' ^.t'^yT,^!^^^^'
^^'"^^ '•'hi'-

some elaborate dramatic invention I

^"^"^ by three d fTercnl men.

s an economy-happy I

I", order to legitimatize their

legislate the agency ,

P°«.''-^°n' she invites thr three

SAMUEL FRENCH
, SIM K tmi

Play, Brokers and
Authors' RcprcBcntatives
Zli U'cst llitlr direct, Nr\v York

TOS.s Sunset Itlvd.. ilolivwood m. Cat

he blackmails
Senator to
back into existence.

I Maybe such a situation is pos
sible, but in this instance it seems
strained, synthetic and; never more
than mildly funny. Douglas, back

Long ,on - authenticated^ i bio-
graphical detail covering Charles
Dickens' married life and extra
curricular. infidelities; "The Ivy
Green'' dredges up much of the on the stage after 14 years in pic-

1

mud that adhered Ho the English Tures, is deft and likable" enough
j faf^er)
I

This slight comedy; has a Wealth

I

of funny lines, and is expertly;

.
j

played by an excellent cast. At the
!
head is Denise Grey, who

VIC HYDE
CURRENTLY Emile Littler's "HUMPTY DUMPTY"

CASINO THEATRE. LONDON

Personal Manac|einent: NAOMi HORRABIN
Paramount Theatra Buildings Des Molnel, Iowa

LONDON: HARRY FOSTER'S AGENCY

fathers to her hdirhe, jvith the
intention of marrying; one of
theih. Each of the children decides
that hiis or her father should be

i

the husband,
. but she decides

against the three of them, rptiirn-
the fiction of a mythical

author's private Ufe. Members of as the smart-alecky correspondent
Dickensian societies won't like it;

,
though there's just a trace of cat-

nor, does the play look like a com- 1 that-ate-thc-canary in his manner,
mercial success. I Laura Pierpont is Skillful and ^di- ,, , • T^ • ^
Dickens was not only prolific in Tcct as; one of the women, and i

'*^^'* is JJenise Grey, wno man-
his writing; he also set a high Mabel Paige is amusing, if a bit I

^Ses to convey both the intelligent

record in increasing England's forthright, as her daffy co-conspira- 1
and the feather-brained qualities

;—
; tor. There are acceptable .support-, r

"*'^^''"'^^'^^"'^;
" ,,

.

'..

ing performances by Jan; Sterling !

as the hero's iraseiliile; ex-wife,'
Geoffrey Ltimb as a striped-pants

i

stalwart, Robert Pike as a bi'as.s-

bound Navy officer, Ricliard Ken-

'

driek ^is. a ;hijiffll)skuli doctor, and
'

Prank Tiifeddell as the outraged ,

Senator. .1

The author has staged the per-
formance energetically, and there

'

IS a passable setting by Albert

'

Johnson. Hobe. i

SUMMER THEATRE

FOR SALE OR LEASE

Barn PlayhouH. 40 ft. by 80 ft.

with complct* equipment. Coin-

modleus farm house, other buiW-

inqs. Electricity, gas, water, land-

scaped grounds, ample parking

space, main paved road In large

prosperous summer resort on Lake

Erie east of Cleveland. Ideal for

theatre school or "straw hat" thea-

tre. C. C. Fliedncr, R. 3, Madison,

Ohio.

LLAN WILLIAMS
Welsh American Tenor

OPERA—CLASSICAL—POPULAR

Box 864. Hollywood
STato 61407 ST"'*

MIDTOWN OFFICE SPACE

FOR RENT
Adfeining Algonquin Hotel, 6$ West 44th Street

SEPARATE STREET ENTRANCE
Floor—Approximately 2,000 square feet2nd

' Fred E. Hand, oldtime legit ac-

'

j
tor, prdtlucer and theatre manager, i

retired last week as managing di- .

I rector of Washington's Constitu-
I
tion Hall, He is 62.

Apply:

3r4 Flooiv-^A|>|M'6x}mately 2,000 square feM

IMMEDIATE POSSESSION
Manager, Algonquin Hotel—MUrray Hill 7-4400
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Story Markfet Up
The story markets among

periodicals Is up.
Hollywood MTlters are return^

InK to writing, say the magazine

editors, and they in turn are doing

their part by upping their prices.

Where, heretofore, the well-heeled

fllitt scriveners would "dash oft

something," now they are taking

these chores more seriously, and
their values are proportionately

'^''with the war sufficiently behind,

and with the Hollywood film mar-
ket also a contributory factor be-

cause of its ebb-tide, the magazine
editors note that many more writ-

ers are -story-minded, as a prolific

output in recent months attests.

"Dear Sir, You Cur"
Westbrook. Pegler does a close-

up on himself and his fan mail,

li^P whiThe°tmes ^^nfa^iVntil you get Robert Ryan giving

ITr!C Cur^'% g^s i^^
mtncate, instruction on. making

WINTERS IN FLORENCE

TORGY AND BESS' DATES! I SCULLY'S SCRAPBOOK i!

about ait "anti-Semitic" connota-
tion to the Washington fable rests
chiefly with the group of dissidents

jwho wrote Ted Thaclcrey, publish-
i

er of the N.Y. Post io that effect. '

,

" Gallic© has been "cleared" by
the Anti-Defamation League for
his good record on interfaith rela-
tions and his assurance that Tmy-
thing of like nature was not like-
ly to occur again. The author I

leaves for England tomorrow
i

(Thurs.), to spend eight months
abroad on a new novel which may
be published first in England via
the Michael Joseph firm. His
American publisher is Knopf.

Recipes—With a Byline

Few Broadway or Hollywood
names are missed in the, ''Favorite
Recipes of Famous Men" cookbook

Lawrence Winters, last seen on
Broadway in "Call Me Mister,"
and more recently with the N. Y.
City Opera; Co., has signed to sing
the lead in Gershwin's "Porgy and
Boss," for five or six performances,
at the Florence Festival in Italy
next June.

Winters, managed by S. Hurok,
will follow tills engagement with
a concert tour in Europe.

By Frank Scully

Walker's Point, Wis., March 4.

Shortly after moveable type began adding eyestrain to min's m^
infirmities it became known that labor pains went with ' ba^ieS arid

.

also the making of books. I suspect, that Gene Fowler's ''Beaul^J^
the Jimmy Walker story, caused him more grief than the lauiichiiig bf
many babies, his own included. ;

Seems to me he has been years on it, I Was, too; and gave it up.
So merely to complete a task in this day of anger, anxiety and a wpirld
at loose ends calls for congratulations.

I'm glad to get that intro over because this book has built ah enibar^
rassing spite fence between Gene Fowler and mb.^ with neither of lis

contributing: so much as a picket. Fifteen years ago I had a priority
on Jimmy Walker's life-story, but nobody, not even Fowler, quite

Year's holidays), Columbia Univer-
1 boxed him until it was up to the dead man's heirs and assigns. In

sity, etc.. sell out, that there's a
]
fact the kind of publishers I dealt with didn't want any part of Walker,

vast adolescent market.The par- i. Gene's obviously didi

They Followed Protocol

Kid Matinees
Continued from p.ig;e 57

ents want it as much as the kids,
since the youngsters these days
outgrow the Punch & Judy era very

published by Ziff-Davis this week. ' fast, as is already evidenced with
Most of the recipes run to form

tails- about his fan and pan mail,

and mentions which columns got

the most attention. The champ
letter-getter was one on aspara-

gus plant-growing. When he de-

tailed his gardening difficulties he
got hundreds of letters on how to

So it, recipes for asparagus, etc.

probably in the same Cosmo edi-

tion will also appear Eddie Cantor's
profile on Jack Benny titled "The
Jack in Benny," which deflates

the radio legend of the latter's

penuriousness. Cantor also has a
Show biz short story upcoming In

the same monthly.

Chi Sun. Trib. Hikes Price
Chicago Sunday Tribune, follow-

ing in the wake of the Chicago
Herald-American, which hiked its

Sunday edition to .15c, March 6,

will also raise Its price to 15c,

Usual mounting costs in printing
and labor are given as the cause.
Chi Sun-Times is the only hold-

out at present but it is likely that
It, too, will follow the others. :

' Attction-Biddin^: by Mags
Not a first-time, but unusual,

was the auction-bidding for Robert
Lewis Taylor's story on W. G.
Fields, which Doubleday will pub^
lish in book form next fall. The
Satevepost paid $65,000 for the
rights. Almost all the national
magazines competed excepting
Cosmopolitan.
Editor Herbert Mayes took the

position that if this auctioneering
is to become a vogue '"then let's
go to the Parke-Bernet galleries
and at least we'll see who's bid-
ding, and how much," but the idea
of submitting sealed bids. With
Doubleday to make the award to
the highest bidder, . didn't appeal
to him.

Incidentally, SEP must have a
soft spot for Fieldsiana because
some years ago it published a two-

,
parter on the comedian while h«
was still alive.

gefullte fish and Harry Hershfield
offering "Hershfield's Corned Beef
and Cabbage with Beer." In the
same genre is Dan Duryea describ-
ing the making of cheese hlintzes,
while spaghetti in one form or anr
other is the fave of Harry James,
Bud Abbott, Doug PairbankSj Jr.j

Phil Harris and.Jack Benny.
Book was concocted by Roy Aid.

who at one time ran a gym and
massage parlor in New York and
got interested in the recipe busi-
ness through recommending diets.
Eddie Cantor has done the forward—a lengthly series - of gags on
cookery. In addition to a favorite
by each of the names, there's a
short biog—so even if you're not
interested in stove work, the book
may always come in handy as a
Who's Who. It offers such iiifo, for reserrch7be7ause"l),"pTsSbTe''e'ye

television programming^ and the
idea of "going to the theatre"
would be a very worthwhile build-
er-upper for the future.

Mayes envisions an educator's
group choosing a dozen or more
plays per annum, and selling them
all en bloc. At these special mats
certain lines and situations might l

. Once assigned tlie labor of giving biographical substance to a song-
and-dance man who had taken a terrific pratfall on the political level.

Fowler felt he should make some overtures to see what he could
salvage if I wasn't going, to use the crated material anyway. He ex-:

pressed this through several intermediaries of standing and well-versed
in protocol.

But sickness and the strain of writing a story that would satisfy a
reading publlG« a picture producer,, the Breen cleaning establishment:
and the late mayor's heirs : had worn Gene to a frazzle, and he didn't

get around to me till quite late in the production.

Nevertheless, before he left Beverly Hills he called up to explain the
be modified. It might even be

j

whole humiliating thing, confessing that he was dreadfully broke and
Wbrthwhile. for special cutrates

|
couldn't in all conscience come and ask for material without money

for the kids. As for the thrill to i in his purse. I assured him that as far as I was concerned he would
actors, to see a sea of kids' faces

|

have been welcome to what I had on Walker, since most of it had
in the audience, Mayes thinks that I either been published or couldn't be.
would be an histrionic "kick" of

| Break It Up, Boys!
hicjhi ordGi*' '

'

The timiiie he fppl<! i<! fiirthpr in i

A"'' » condensation of "Beau James" appears in March issue

objections to the comics, and even
to certain video programs. The
latter are meeting paternal resist

ance in some quarters, Mayes has

tors "as one of the best loved, most fabulous public figures of the cen-
tury; the gay-hearted, quick-witted James J. Walker, Mayor of the
City of New York," is squeezed down to 27,000 of Fowler's well-chosen

;

words.'. The book is further cleaned upr by being sandwiched between

found via his Good Housekeepine nine Sweetheart soap ads, and two of Blue White flakes. These flakes
- ••

*^
I are guaranteed by Good Housekeeping, another Hearst property, as

instance, as the fact that Ed
("Archie") Gardner was born in
Astoria, L. I„ a« Eddie Poggenberg
and that Sherman Billingsley (he
likes chicken hamburger) ; used to
run a drugstore in the Bronx.

Herb.

strain; (2) keeping them indoors;
and (3), the horror factor via films
on competitive channels, since
children will always ignore tabus
and. dial away from the supposedly
approved channels with puppet and
kindred kid-type showsi

House Reviews
B Continued from page 56 s

Maugham's Slgnoft
Somerset Maugham's valedictory

'Will be published -in-CoismopoUtan
m July in book form next fall by
Doubleday. Alternately titled
"The Notebooks of W. Somerset
Maugham," it may also be recap-
tioned "I am on the Wing," be-
cause in his final notes, in these
casual jottings, the noted author
signs off that way. He observes
that he had another novel in mind
but he knows he'll never do it.

Maugham is in his mid-?Os.

Clapper Award to Edson
Peter Edson, NEA columnist

Won the 5th annual Raymond- Clap-
per Memorial Award in Washing-
ton Saturday (5), presentation be-

CHATTER
Bennett Cerf and wife due back

from Coast holiday next week.
Paul Denis collabing with Al

Wilde on book about :: practical
jokers. Circlv^ Indpls.

Archibald MacLeish, poet and i vocalist, does equally well on brace
author, planed to Nassau last week I

of ballads.

for a month's stay at the resort.
I

Irving Benson draws some loud

Gertrude Walker is novelizing '

guffaws for liis wacky brand of

the 175-page screen script she !

humor presented in f r e s h style,

wrote for "The Victim" at Warners.
!

V'^h an able assist from stooge

„ T _ 1 c ^ i Jack Mann. Heftyi laughs also are
Chicago Journal of Commerce IS ' . ^ ^ .

the Windy City's affiliate of the
N. Y, Journal of Commerce, not of
the Wall St. Journal, as erratumed.

Pete Smith's "What I Want
Next" is getting a plug through
counter cards and posters sent out
to all mag distributors by the Mc-
Graw-Hill publishing house.

Llewelyn White, author of "The
American Radio." is managing edi"

tor. David Wills, former D. C.
radio commentator, heads mag/s
D. C. offices; Headquarters are in
-N.--Y. - .

March issue of The Wi'iter

features piece by Martin Field,

"How My Story Was Edited" giv?

ing lowdown on changes made by
Woman's Home Companion on
short story penned by him.

Martin Field, screen scribe, is

featured in the March issue of The
Writer mag with a yarn titled

"How My Story Was Edited," de
scribing
changed by the Woman's Home]

proof that these boys certainly know how to take in each pther's
washing,. .r-',

Curiously, this condensation does not come to life until ''Beau
James'' is dying, I suspect the explanation of this is that nobody wflll

;

be hurt by telling the truth about a.man's last' days, v
Repeat "Supposedly"

Gene records that "a newsreel clip: released in New York in Jahuaiy, ;

1 1933,. showed Jim at work on his memoirs. With Betty Compton sup-
! posedly taking dictation from him and tliie. author'Frank Scully preS;r

l
ent as adviser. Scully had been chosen.by JihJ to ghostwrite tiie pro'

' posed Walker autobiography."
The exiled Mayor, Gene further explaihedv ''badly Heeded the $50,QOO.

1 offered him for his memoirs but eventually he abattdOH^^
of them. Too many lives would be hurl." .

I Well, that's pretty good, reporting. Actually it was $60,000, and
for working six months while Walker worked off his spleen it turned

i

out I picked up . all: the tabs and nothing else. It would be nic.e :t6 rer ;

I port: that Walker later reimbursed Scully fbi' his labors. It Hvo have
!

i been nice but it wouldn't have been true. '

i We first met on a drizzling- afternoon as an Italian: ship anchored in

! the harbor of Villefranche, It was late in the ajtitumn of For .

; the next several months there was hardly : a day ;
we- ,didri^^^^^^

j

together, '

.

:'.'':-. ::;>, .

.

I
Far from home, it is easy : to understand that they told m^

known to none other than their cohf«ssors,: .Essentially, ttiferp was
nothing new in his story. His life had :;beeh lull Of

;

played the field. Finally one caught uj? with him, Like Edward 'VIII
:

he had to give: up a crown: for: love.

I Walker belonged to a handsome, tree-wheeling set of Irish lads like

Rex Ingram, Errol Flynn and Tyrone Power, I once described Jim as

I

the Celtic ver-sion of Conrad's "Lord Jim," and to the very end he
H-^: ' seemed to follow that melancholy script.

One of the better playing layouts . t„ ^oM a Sharp Creasem recent weeks IS Bn tap here, i „. , x . . • . . < ^ i m- i

Film thrush- -Marilyn MaxWell I- Did-Lleam nothing fromLSO emiaent_a_bon vivant,_rac_onteur,_p.olilical _
looks as good as she sings. The ' figure and habitue of the Central Park Casinp, where e'ven during a

lush blond projects the smartly ar- ;
depression caviar cost $2-a bite? Yes I did. .1 was reminded of it only

ranged versions of pops to warm
[
the other night when .sitting in front of the fire at Bedside Manor I

reaction all the way. |,
looked down and saw how badly my trousers ,were bagging at the knee,

Pat Rooney, Jr., works In genial i Then I remembered a Walker- tip to the well-dressed man. I pulled the
manner to sell his hoofery and gags

j

trouser up and twisted it inward so my knee rested on the outside
for nice response. i

i seam.
Maria Negiia, who scored at a

] Being no part of his past, I had happy times with Walker up to the
local club, is a good bet for the x.\mt he decided to split with Allie and marry Betty. But when Walker

registered by flie Albins, a dance !

duo, in satires on ballroom stuff, :

Biz was oke opening day. Corb.
j

Olympia, Miami
j

Miami, March 5. !

Marilyn McKcwelX, Mario Negiia,
Pat Roo-ney, Jr., Raye Motte &

,

Pedro, Wilfred Mae Trio, Freddie ]

Carloiie Orcli; "Fighter Squadron" i

(WB).

vaude circuits. Her violining and
how his brainchild was r impish comedies get over neatly.

Teeoff spot is a well handled
Companion.

Irving E. Rogers, president and
treasurer of .WLAW, Lawrence,
Mass., and the Eagle^Tribune Pubr

ing made by President Truman at i J's''»"8 Co. of Lawrence, has

the White House Correspondents i

fought the Consolidated Press of

Assn. dinner. Edson received a Andover Mass. Deal chained wi h

plaque and $500 l

it both the presses and the Ana-
He promptly Announced that he o^*'^' Townsman, a weekly.

would break the $500 into five $100
prizes to be awarded Washington
reporters for outstanding news
Stories of 1948. He will announce
judges later. It was the first lime
• winner has switched the cash end
Of the award into another channel.

pace setter via the hoop work of

tlie Wilfred Mae trio, Closing seat

has Ray Motte and Pedro, who rack
up- laughs and gasps with their lifts

and balancing, interspersed with
comedy bits. Lary;

lItpi»oilroiiic, naito.
Baltimore.iMarch 5.

Peter Lorre, The Haydocks (2),Economy drive last week on the
, ^ .,

. . . ..,

Arizona Times, Phoenix daily, saw Canlield Simth, Ken Whitriier, Jo

the axe descend on Lee Kerry, ' Lombardt House Orch (12)-; The
nitery and motion picture editor, '

Dark Past" (Col).

Whose amusement column appeared
! ; ——7 ,.

twice weekly. At the same time, ; This is a talented setup making
sheet dropped its radio column, al- : the most of each one of the four

though retaining radio columnist entries and building to a telling

T, L, Johns on the pavroll, 1 climax with a real highlight via

The Reporter, new fortnightly , Peter Lorre. The Haydocks. mixed

magazine of opinion edited and ;
team, pace things with neat tap-

member, save for treason. Hence
. nothing about the How-
ara Fast-headed group which took
exception to a dialectic "fable" on

League Can't fCensure' Galileo
As Oscar Hammerstein 2d, presi'

oent of the Authors League 'Of .---o _ .
.

America advised Lulse Sillcox. Its published by Max Ascoli, will have
j

stering for nice returns,

executive secretary, the organiza- ' first issue hitting the newsstands Canfield Smith, ventro, offers a

tion has no power to censure any ;
April 5. Mag, supposed to have

,
good line of patter and sure han-

y. '-"'''"^-"'y
been started with $1,000,000 cap- Idling of his prop. "SnodgraSs,"es-

,r „, k c r.r,^ Aiion ,.h„
ital reportedly hds no\v changed I pecially in strong vocalizing. Makes i the Lackawanna character called Phoebe Snow. Janet Alien, who
its capital structure to a limited

i
good spot for Ken Whitmer to fol'

|
subsequently became the first Mrs. Walker, played the name part and

partnership of $2,000,000. It hopes ! low with his variety of musical in-
1 sang their songs.

;
struments, giving out on trumpet

I \vhen Walker ultimately teamed with Ernest Ball, who ^c^^^

for a rousing finishi : r ^ tuneful ballads eveh while drinking gdl, he clickeja .W
Lorre on to a knowing and Love Me in December As You Do in Slay?"

not only didn't invite us to the wedding but tried to slug a camera-
man at tlhe civil ceremony, 1 knew what had happened' to Lord Jim.

Nobody quarrels with photographers on: his wedding day unless he is

tiying to keep a fact from becoming a public : record.

:From then till his second divorce and his subsequent return to the

faith of his fathers, Walker was a shadow wailing for the night,

' His Rainbow Charm
Fowler describes Jim as "this man of rainbow charm." This is a

very happy phrase, for he went through ail the colors of a chameleon.,

on a rainsoaked scotch-plaid. Had he had LaGuardia's character there

is no question he could have become President of the U. S.

After his downfall while using the Riviera as his Elba, I recall a
party we threw for him across the road from, our hillside Villa in «
bislro peasants used on Sundays. It had a loud g^t-sized jukebox
for dance music. Some of the literati refused to come to the party.

But Kay Boyle braved all, even shook hands with Walker. He sensed

the awful pressure around him of what Conrad called "the acute con-

sciousness of lost honor,"
"My," said Kay Boyle, "your hands are warm."
''They got that way from being in other people's pockets," Walker

ex.plained.

The crack left the Bohemian's Willa Cather gasping.

Fowler has painstakingly researched on Walker's songwriting days.

They began when Jimmy Walker and Harry Carey had adjoining seats

in New York Law School. They collaborated on a vaude skit around

Meorge Washington cherry-tree le- 1 in time to become a weekly,
fend, written by Paul Galileo in I Louis Bromfield; who recently
S?e N.Y, Journal-American last 1 purchased a 411-acre farm near
*eb. 22. The fact that the syn- [Wichita Falls, Tex., plans to spend highly audible reception lends con-
dicafed column was yanked after about a third of the year in Texas 1 siderable stature with a highly

Jne first edition has nothing to do and the rest of his time at Mala-
1 dramatic rendition of Edgar Allan

y«h it either. As for Galileo, 1
bar, near Mansfield, O.

[
Poe's "The Telltale Heart." Pre-

mtra-League opinion Is that none i
Ivan Black doing public relations ceedin'g chatter is smart. He s

ever questioned his liberal motives on refurbi.shed Theatr& Arts mag sdlid all the way to sew up show.
.« the, pastj hence the allegations i under Charles MacArthur, * Biz okay. Bvrm.

It was the autumn of his life where the going was tough for Jimmy
Walker—for both himself and his public. But by December New
Yorkers at least had got around to feeling about him as they had m
Mayi :,, „: '...„, ' „ '

For my part I trail along with the French who say, "To know aU it

to pardon alL"
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Broadway
Producer Sam Wood in from the

Coast fop a two-week vacation.

Leonard Strudley named pub-
licity head of Music Corp. of Amer-
ica.

Jack Goldstein's pub-ad org into

larger quarters in General Motors
Bldg,

duced by Orrin Davenport, passed
130,000 attendance mark in 14

days.

Lenny Colyer, nitery comedian,
recovering from an eye-straighten-

ing operation and getting set for

television tests.

Loew's State switching on foot-

lights for second time this season
March 10, for stage show topped by
Frankie Laine and Connie Haines,

Max Hart, who agented the top
; jp^yr ^3^,53 ^^A Four Step

names years ago, into Polyclmic.
, 3j.„thers in support,

Charlie Ventura jazz concert

slated for March 19 here was called

off because of band's vaude com-
mittment in Chicago, but local

promoters will handle his date at

Akron's Armory, March 16.

He's in his 70's.

Herald Square Players of Macy's
to present musical revue, "Raring
to Go," this month.
Maurice Lancaster, European di-

rector Of the March of Time, in last

week on the America.
Nat Dorfman, who has press

9gented upwards of 200 Broadway
shows, adding a special radio and
television dept. : Benny Fields at Flamingo pool
Sam Seidelman, Eagle Lion for-

i ^ally, backed by Bernie Cummins'
eign chief, planes today (Wed.) on

]
ork, De Havillands, and the Dane*

a two-week junket through France, i„g stapletons.
Switzerland and Britain.

j
week ending: Grade Fields,

Ann Sheridan, Gregor Rabino-
, giossom Seeley, Bob Preston and

vitch and Adolph Schimel, Univer-
1
^i|e; Virginia Lederer, for divorce

Las Vegas

from Charles Lederer; Victor Ma-
ture, Diana Lynn and Estelle Tay-

lor. ,

Zero Mostel at El Rancho Vegas
a click. Will Mastin trio of colored
dancers includes Sammy Davis
who, when not dancing, does sur-
prisingly good imitations. Tenor
Johnny Dugan fills out bill.

Looking over hotel properties
Walter Jacobs, prominent

London
Ganjou Bros, and Juanita left

for Australia March 3.

Angela Baddeley's next London
part will be in a nev/ play by
Jacques Deval, "Wife of Thy
Youth."

"Bob's Your Uncle," musical,
closing at the Saville Mskrch 19,

after which show goes on extended
provincial tour.

Lovat Fraser, former general
manager of Old Vic Co., Is now
general manager for Laurence Oli-

vier Productions.
William Turner is ©jtiring from

Warner Bros, end of March after

28 years' service. For the last 17
years he's been secretary.
Jack Golden, former Harry Rich-

man pianist, writing songs for soon-
due Tom Arnold-Emile Littler re-

vue, "Latin Quarter," at London
Casino.

impresario Victor Hoehhauser
acquired the- Empress Hall, a 10,-

000 seater, for month of June.
Albert Hall leaving concert biz

practically to Hoehhauser.
Bonar GoUeano, Jr., playing a

few vaudeville dates for Val Par-
nell prior to resuming in Maurice
J. Wilson's "Tale of Five Cities,"

with shooting in Some due early
April. ,

•

Success of Emile Littlfer's "Lilac
Time," in for six weeks at His Maj-
esty's, as stopgap to "Brigadoon,"
causing transfer to Palace, with
Lee Ephraim's "Carissima" folding

sal attorney„in, from Europs Mpn-
. day (7) on the Queen Elizabeth.

Rudolf Bing, director of the
Edinburgh Festival (Scotland) and
general manager of the Glynde-
boume Opera Co., arrived in New
York Monday (7).

Margaret O'Brien, Paul Gallico,

Theresa Helbum and French film

producer Joseph Bercholz among
those sailing on the Queen Eliza-

beth today (Wed.).
Myron Eichler, ex-Columbia and

20th-FoX and also p.r. director of

•USO Camp Shows, teamed with
Heil Berg, also ex pix p:a., in indie

publicity bureau,
Alfred Hitchcock's daughter, Pa- New customer for topflight eif-

tricia, sails for England today
1 tertainment expected in local mar-

(Wednesday) to begin the^second of jtet this summer with probable
her two-year course at the Royal completion of Desert Inn, fifth
Academy of Dramatic Arts.

, ygsort hostelry for Las Vegas' big- ^ ~

Columbia p.a. Milton Sliver, the
I time strip. Approximately $750,000 l

son and John Buckley Ma
social butterfly of the film industry,

|
\vorth of constrifttion currently Adele Dixon has title role i

hosting Elsa Maxwell and the King
1, underway on three-quarters com-

and Queen of Yugoslavia at Col s pigjed layout. Management will
"Knock On Any Door at the Astor. compete with other local spas for

Eric Johnston, prez of the Mo-
|,jest available entertainment from

tion Picture Assn., of Amei-ica,l nation's supply,
elected to the board of directors i jimmy Savo
of

_
McCormick _& Co., Baltimore

, .-rootsie Bolls"' and chewing gum
spice and flavoring extract concern.

1 to friends between acts, doing good
Dodo and Si (Metro) Seadler ^t Last Frontier with -tradi-

making their first European trip
1 tional chatter. Triplet daughters ,

,m May. Will be gone a month or 1 Ambassador Jorge E. Boyd of holidays, opening April lo, but has
more, swmging from London to

| Panama to Mexico — the Boyd 1
to turn down work for Buster Sha-

Paris, Rome and other Continental
1 Triplets— harmoni-^ing in pleasant I ver, Olive, George and Richard due

key cities. -
,

, !
vocals. They're grand nieces Of I

to prior commitment at Chinese
John Joseph, ass t to Metro s ad- gdith Boiling Wilson, widow ol theatre, Stockholm,

pub veepee Howard Dietz arrived
, President Wilson. Banjoist Uncle 1

Gil Maison, on finishing in Val
for huddles with his chief and the

I

Willie on same sh
h.o. staff. Joseph will be lining up o'Neil as singing host.

here: .
, ,

Miami ,peach and New Hampshire
I

to make room,
^.

innkeeper (Lord Tarleton hotel. For the first time since 1932 the

Miami Beach; Lake Tarleton Club, 1

Drury Lane theatre is able to pay
Pike, N.H.). "Town beats anything

I

a dividend. Distribution of 10% is

I've seen in Florida and season : a sequel to the record-breaking run

lasts all year 'round," he observed, of "Oklahoma!" which is now ap-
- preaching its 900th performance.

• Next Saville theatre ptoduction
Will he "Belinda Fair," a new musi-
cal by Eric Maschwitz and Jack
Strachey, presented by Leslie Heri-

- - - - March 24.

in a cast

of 40
Willie Shore, here to star in Tom

Amold-Emlle Littleir Casirio revue,
"Latin Quarter," opcnhig March
19, offered indefinite run at Em-

jimmy "Savo, who passes out i bassy Club by owner Bob Barnett,

if he can Obtain permission from
Ministry of Labor. :

Irving Tishman offered month's
work at Roxy, New York, for Easter

campaigns for Metro's next batch
of film releases.
The Jack Kapps (Decca) to Eu-

rope again in June. Ditto the Jock
Lawrences and General Royl Lord
(retired) . latter planning a leisure-

ly European motor trip. Lord is

w.k. in show biz. '

Max Rosoff, Times Square res-
taurateur, celebrating, his 50th anni
in business this season,- claims' his
eatery has been on the Stem longer

Rome
By Helen McGiH Tubbs

Director Mike Warshinsky left
Rome

, to visit Paris for a few
weeks.

Charles Moses, Gregory Ratoff's
Rome representative, has returned
from San Remo

Parnell's Palladium pantomime
"Cinderella," opens in Tom Ar-
nold's ice show, "Stars On Ice,"
opening in Coventi-y March 28,
with six months' provincial tour to
follow. Act replaces Cairoli Bros.

Paul: Stein is going back to his
first love—producing: stage musi-
cals, which he used to do in Ger-
many some 25 years ago. He's to
produce Hans May's filmusical,

"Waltz Time," which he made for
Lou Jackson's Anglo-American
Films in 1945. Show will star Janet- .u 4. i. u -- - I

Mihail Rasumny, has resumed
than any other restaurant bearing

| work in the film, "Pirates of I
Hamilton-Smith and John Har

name of its owner.
, Capri," after his illness. . greaves, and is already booked for

Saul E. Rogers, film attorney and
1 "Fabiola," Italian epic film ' 32 weeks, opening in Leicester

former veepee of Fox Film Corp.,
, opens simultaneously at the Bar- 1 April 18 under Lee Epliraim's di-

to succeed S. Arthur Glixpn as i berini. Metropolitan, Plaza and
' rection.

gresJident of the Cinema Lodge of Supercinema theatres^
Maria Michi, Italian actress seetT

in "Open City" and "paisah," left
for Glasgow, Where she will re-
present Italian films at the film
festival.

Italian newspapers filled with
anti-American articles using Hoily-

B'nai B'rith. Glixon, in turn, be
comes prez of the B'nai B'rith met-
ropolitan council.
Mrs. Arthur Schwartz (former

Kay Carrington, legit actress) is

another who, .when she dines out
with her producerrcomposer-hus
band, brings her own cooking

| wood stars as examples of the
utensils and dietic food because of

, average American on divorce, alco-
the "rice diet' (for hypertension) holism etc '

which she took while curing at ~
'

Duke U. hospital.
Harry Brandt named entertain-

ment committee chairman for the
N; Y. City Cancer Committee for
the fourth consecutive year. As-
sisting him during the organiza-
tion's $1,250,000 fund raising drive
that starts April 4 will be Frank
White, : Earl Wilson, Lawrence. W.
Lowman, Ted Huslng and Brock
Pemberton

Geza Radvanyi, director-producer
of "Somewhere in Europe," has
returned from two* weeks in Paris,
where the premiere for "Some-
where" was held.

Philadelphia
By Jerry Gaghan

,
Ann McGormack (Mi-s. > Jackie

-i . , ,
Coogan), is headliner on new Efn-Twentieth-Fox director Joseph : bassy Club show

+iiu

L. Mankiewicz wound up shooting I The Four Tunes, currently atbackgroimri scenes in N Y. for hi.s Lou's Moravian Bar, have been"House nt Strangers" Monday (7)
,1 signed by Manor Records

and reiv.nc.d the same day to the Zanzibar Cafe, one of leading
Coast to supervise the start of edit- Negro spots here, sold bv ' owners
ing on the film. Accompanying I Dick and Bob Walls to a syndicate
hira were co-stars Susan Hayward

! Artie Shaw slated to appear at

limsterdam
By Den Berry

Chanteuse Lys Gauty here from
Paris for guest one-nighter at Ex-
tase nitery.

Strassburger Circus again in
Carre theatre with a completely
new program.
French Ballet des Champs Ely^

sees group playing season at the
Stadsschouwburg^
Open-air 1,000 seater in Wittter-

swijk, near the German border,
set to open in May.

Local songwriter Johnny Steg-
gerda doing song and piano act
with Belgian singer Nina Clere in
City theatre stageshow.

Jolian Kaart's Dutch -language
production of Avery' . Hopwood's
"The Model Husband" preemed at
Kleine Komedie theatre and got
good reviews.

Mexico City

and Richard Conte
man Milton Krasner.

and camera-

Cleveland
By Gleen C. Pullen

Harry Weiss, local 20Ui-Fox
llack, joined Ohio Ad Agency.

Phil Basch, Skybar Club co-
owner,, recovered from . operation.
Sokatch - Habat Tune - Mixers,

Decca-recorders, moved into Bowl
Ballroom as, new house band,
Harry Weiss, local promotion

man for 20th-Fox exchange, re-

signed to join Ohio Ad Agency,

Academy of Music here April 20 as
guest soloist with the Philadelphia
Pops Orchestra.
Bosh Pritchard, crooning half-

back for pro-grid champion Phila-
delphia Eagles, signed for disk
jockey show over WDAS.
Ben Hollander sold the Plaza

Hotel and the Palm Room to two
newcomers in local night club biz,
Leon Wanger and Al Leeman.
Golden Slipper, Philadelphia's

first all-Jewish night club, opens
March 15. Jennie Goldstein, Yid-
dish stage veteran, heads initial
show.
MaHon Hutton's illness in At-

lantic City forced her to leave theMeg.Randall and Richard Long, .

irom Universal lot, here for one
' Jack Carson unit, her place being

day to plug film, "Life of Hlley."
;
taken by Yvette when show opened

Twentieth Grotto circus, pro- 1 at Earle.

By D. L. Grahame
Manuel Salinas the new WB

office manager.
Ann BaJctcr and parents visiting

ihere and in Acapulco.
Americo Rosenbergcr, Par man-

ager, back from a swing of the
provinces.

Cantinflas (Mario MorenoV inked
by Juan Guthman for a pic in
Buenos Aires/

Alfred Holguin, SRO manager
here, to Central America and Co-
lombia on biz trip.

Magician Barnum opened well
at the Teatro Eabregas March 4
at a 75c (U.S.) top.

Felipe Mier, of Mier y Brooks,
pic producing -distributing firm,
back from a biz trip to Central
America.

Felipe Gregorio Castillo has quit
as chief of the Miuisti-y of tlie

Interior's radio department to
devote himself to pix. He's an ex-
chief film censor.

Loss of $1,000,000 (U.S.) to

producers and studios on the 82
pix produced Idst year indicates
that production this year won't
exceed that ofi 1948.

Indie pic distributors association
formed here. Members are mostly
distributors of European pix,

chiefly French, Spanish and Italian,

of which they say they have big
s|pcks.

Dublin
By Maxwell Sweeney

Tenoi' Frank Ryan back after

U.S. tour.
Maurice O'Brien leaving soon

for tour in Germany.
Warbling team of MoUie and

Melda Davey sailed for N.Y.
Singer-accordionist Phyllis Pow-

er skedded for Paris cabaret date
this summer.
Liam O'Laoghaire. to London to

:

edit two road safety filmis made
for Irish government.
"Ask for Me To-Morrow," new

play by Ralph Kennedy, inked for
Abbey production this season.
Tommy Watson, general sales

manager Gaumont-British instruc-
tional films, back to London after
visit.

Jarlath Goldsmith, assistant to
Morton Spring, vice - proxy - of
Loew's International, here on short
visit. «.
Angela Lansbury expected to

visit Belfast relations, when on
coming honeymoon . with Peter
Shaw.

: Maureen Dclaney pacted for
BBC video showing of Lennox
Robinson's "Drama at Inish,"
March 17.

, ,

Glyndebourne. Opera Co. has
inked for a one-week stanza, com-
plete with symphony concerts; in
Belfast, starting Oct. 24.

Merian C. Cooper laid up withvirus flu. w ;W«n

Jane Wyman awarded plaque hvSeventeen mag. ^ "J

Tim Holt to Oklahoma Citv tn
ride in a rodeo. "
Robert Montgomery leavinu

England May 15.
^'^

Billy De_Wolfe booked at PalmerHouse, Chicago, in May.
^

Ralph Morgan going to Londonnext summer in a legit show
Charley Hogan in from Chieaeo

to set bookings for Oriental ffi
tre there.
June Havoc and spouse, BHi

Claude Jarman's new minor con.
tract with Metro approved by L A
superior court.

'

Gordon HoUingshead to Balboa
on a four-month leave of absence
from Warners, . ,

Francis Sullivan arrived from
east for a spot in "The Red
Danube" at Metro.

^
Peter Lind Hayes and Maiv

Healy signed for four weeks at
Flamingo Hotel, Las Vegas, start-
ing March 24.

Johnny Hyde vacationing in
Phoenix. William Morris agency
bossman Abe Lastfogel due to go
there the end of this month.
George Jessel's footprints were

immortalized in cement in forecourt
of Grauman's Chinese theatre as
"America's Toastmaster General"

Washington

Zurich
By George Mczoefi

Italian singer Tito Schipa on
Swiss concert tour.

Schauspielliaus preparing preem
of Carl Zuckmayer's new play,
"Barbara Blomberg."

Original Paris version of Sar-
tre's "Les Mains Sales," " with
Francois Perier, set for Schau-
spielliaus, Zurich, and other Swiss
cities;;

French screen and stage stars
Victor Francen and Elvire Popesco
starred in old comedy by Jacques
Duval, "Tovarich," at Kongress-
haus, Zurich.
U, S. trumpeter Bill Coleman,

sax-player Don Byas, vocalist and
dancer Pops Whitman, French
pianist Bernard Peil'fer and en-
semble of four gave a jazz concert
at Kongresshaus, Zurich.

By Florence S/Lowe
Annual Shrine Circus for charity

skedded for March 28 at Uline's
Arena.

Hildegarde, current click at
Statler Hotel's Embassy Room, will
highlight Invitation preem at Eagle
Lion's "Saraband" at Playhouse
this week.

Belle Penstock, wife of J. C.
Brown, Metro newsreel boss here,
presented "Hebrew Rhapsody," her
latest musical opus, at world
preem in town last week.
Burgess Meredith feted by Brit-:

ish Ambassador Lord Franks aiid
Lady Franks at an Embassy parlv

1 before invitation screening of "A
Yank Comes Back," short that
Meredith made for British govera-
ment.

Chicago
Cornelius Vanderbilt, Jr., doing

repeat dates around Chij featuring
his travelogues.

Jack Irving, regional aGVA
head, in N.Y. confabbing with na-
tional AGVA toppers.
Mary Small,--singer currently-at

Chez Paree, stays on two additional
weeks, keeping her off her TV show
in N. Y. '

Jascha Heifetz, Artur Rubin-
stein and Gregor Piatigorsky slated
for appearances here at Ravinia
concerts, which open June 28.
Chi Sun Times columnist Irv

Kupcinet due back from a quickie
junket to Israel, via Paris, Mar-
seilles and Rome, with a Chi UJA
group.

Miami Beach
By Lary Solloway

Jane Froman and Jerry Lester
into Copa City March 13 following
Ted Lewis' run.
Musicians union and AGVA. will

stage benefit show, all coin going
to welfare funds,
Maurice Schwartz, sunning at

Delano, following personal appear-
ance at Plaza theatre.
Emile Boreo into. Club 22* which

in trying mixed show£ policy with
the Hot Shots on same bill.

Audio Murphy expected with
Wanda Hendrix for Variety Club
preem: of 'Bad Boy" March 15.

:

Proceeds go to South Florida Chil-

drens Home, the tent's own proj-

ect,:.
•

Scotland
By Gordon Irving

Albert Burden, English comic,
heads revue,^'Paradise Parade," at
Gaiety, Ayr, with Karina, Vadie
and Hertz.
Vet cinema pioneer and show-

man, Albert Ernest Pickard, host
to 120 film men at 75lh birthday
junket to Glasgow.
Jack

; Anthony heads summer
company, with tenor Robert Wil-
son, at Empire, Edinburghj for six-
week stint July 11.
Harry Gordon,- Scot comic, re-

turns after summer trip to states
for Christmas panto at Alhambta,
Glasgow. Tom Arnold has option
on Gordon for two more years.'

Vienna
Alpenfilm inked Curd Juergens!

as director.
Cilli Loewinger, 72, wellknO%n

actress, died.
Trude Marlen off to Hollywood

on Metro contract.
State Opera to Paris during

latter part of March.
Willi Forst to Zurich to put

finishing touches on
, "Vienna

Girls." Fihn was started during
war.

Austrafia
By Eric Gorrick

Cecil Marks, London Films gen.,

sales mgr., visiting New Zealand.

Martin Spring, Loew exec, hud-
dling with Metro's local topper,

Bernie Freeman.
,

Arthur Collins' Aussie-made pic,

"Strong Is the Seed." gets preem
via the Fullers at Majestic, Ade-
laide. .

Tom Shenton, makeup man from
Ealing, London, here to work on

"Bitter Springs" under Ralph
Smart.
Noel Coward's ^'Present Laugh-

ter" will tour New Zealand for

Fuller - Carroll. Peter Grey is

starred.
Joey Porter playing in the

Olsen-Johnson ' show, "Hellza-

poppin' " in Perth for indie pro-

ducer Harry Wren."
Peter Dawson, who operates

the indie 456-sealer Savoy, Sydney,

has replayed Disney's "Fantasia

no less than six times.
Herschell Stuart, National Thea-

tres' rep attached to Hoyts' cinema

loop, much-improved since stricken

some months ago with heart ai-

Harry Walker lias quit Post of

general sales manager at 20th-i',o^

on doctor's orders lo relax irom

high-pressure work for a span, i^"

successor named. Wn
Peter Grey, British aclor v,Do

clicked In Noel Coward's "Piestm

Laughter" in Melbourne, is star;

ring in "Distinguished Gathering

at Majestic, Adelaide, for we
Fuller-Carroll combo.
Ralph Smart, British director

attached to Ealing, planed in w
Sydney to set production plj"?

next pic to go on the floor at ns^
wood with Tommy Trinder ano

Chips Rafferty. Yam, written »>

Smart, ii Utled "Bitter Springs-
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OBITUARIES
March 4. He was associated with
the motion: picture industry almost
from its inception, and as head
of the Peter Siebel Publishmg
Corit., printers, WSS responsible for
many of the business systems em-
ployed by the industry.
He was a :

physical director for
,

the New York police dept. until

The Storv of
his retirement a few months ago.

World's Great Novels" ^ ^"'^ s^^r^nve.

Satchmo a Natch
, Continued, from p.! se I

CROSBY GAIGE
|

series were "Land of the Free,"

rrosbv Gaige, 66, theatrical pro- ,

"1'he American Story," "Your
iiiiV-cr and more recently a food United Nations," "'".-

»nd wine expert, died of a heart
i

Music," "World'

ailment March 8 at the Peekskill and "Our Foreign Policy."

'""oafge h^'d^' meteoric career in LADISLAS CZETTEL
show business, where he amassed Ladislas Czettel, 55, fashion de- : March" 3
a fortune, only to drop it later in signer, died in New York, March 5. a veteran
the crash of 1929.

^ ^ ^ _ ;
Czettel was active in films, legit, played with the companv

sire. He was king of his beloved flciat down to the wheels and chas-
Zulus. ;

:
''r

. y;\

Hundreds of whites: and Negroes That: night Armstrong and Ms
braved the cold morning to wait IJanf provided the .iumpin' jive at

Satehm'o's arrival at:Si CaiTOllton a lia'l* He had shed his royal

and the new Basin canal. He was ,
raunent but he was sul) king to

Janos (Jean) Palfi, 54, musical scheduled to arrive at 8 a.m. "more the crowds,
director, died in New York, or less," but got there about 9 to Orleanians straggled back to

find the "royal" yacht, a tug loaned; work the next day, many with
vaudevillian, Palfi ' by a sand and gravel company, heads as big as the proverbial baU'

JANOS PALFI

Starting out as a play broker in

1903 he later fomed an alliance

with' Selwyn & Co., N. Y. legit

producing firm, successively ris-

ing to general manager and event

known
as the Ro.se Parisian Midget Fol-^

lies, and was also the music ar^
ranger. Originally under the man-
agement of Ike jRose,' who died in

ballet, Opera and fashion desigriing
both,: in Europe and U. S.

A student of Leon Bakst. de-
signer for the Rus.sian Balletj Czet-

„ tel was selected by the Max Rein-
ually a partner in the concern with

j

hardt theatres, the Salzburg Fes-
Edgar and Arch Selwyn. The tri- tival and Paris theatres as head de-
umvirate produced a number of

| signer. He also worked at the Moss
Broadway hits, notably ''Within the I Empire theatre in London and in BEN.IA1VIIN A. McDONALD
Law" and "Lilac lime, both star- the fihns ol' Gaumont-British and Ben,iamin A. MacDonald 55
ring veliicles for Jane Cowl. i Universal Pictures. ' genera] sales manager for Station
Branching out as an independent

j
He came to New York with the KYW, died March 3 in Philadel-

i

producer m 1926, he produced,
, George Bernard Shaw production phia. He worked on the sales staff i ,. j u- u - u ,

among others, ''The Butter and i starring Wondv Ililh'r in 1938. He
,
ot WHAT, WLIT and WFil before ^^^^^ ^"'^ ^^^^ golden shoes

illed with people who insi-sted on loons, after what observers de-

iding along the canal with him. •
sOribed as the "biggest, craziest

filled

riding „ _

He alighted from his big Cadil-
j

'^^Pf
^^"^^ ^

---- ,- - ^'^K'' hi^''.hiH.'' H^*^!!Tn !

' The was rung down on
1930 the troupe has since been ,

ci own, tilted h^^^^^
the ".greatest free show on earth"

du^cted by his widow, Mrs. Carla waid. and c^^b^d ^up ^a

^rg^ -'^"'f„t^ Stif^coZf"^
raphers outnumbered his Zulus,

j ^Xhe^'i^n^ention
riie king was in blackface with

j a„c[ toui.ist buiVau of t^^

whitening around his lips and his
j
tion 6f Commerce said the visitors

eyes. He wore a; red velvet tunic
j get a new reeord-iover 100,000

trimmed M'ith>gol4 ;^cquins, black
|

coining; here for tjje celebration,

and eslimaied tliey led a heat
Egg Man,"

_

The Shannons of
|

also worked with the Metropolitan
,
joining KYW. Yellow cellophane "grass" hung ' $5,000,000 i,n the city's tills. Ho-

Broadway," /House Beautiful' and
; Opera House on "The Masked Surviving ai*e W?ife and daughter. . down from under his tunic. His tels, restaurant*, night chihs. thea-

(in association with Jed Harris) Ball," ' The Marriage of Figaro" I scepter was silver, and Satchmo ' tres, taxicabs and the Fair Grounds
"Coquette and Broadway. His ' and other operas. He designed the 1 WAYNE VARNUM

j
kept it in action waving to the racetrack being the prin( ip;>l bcne-

'"^
I,?.

*"* Accent on co.stumes lor several Broadway i Wayne Varnum, 36, former head ' crowds. , ficiaries.
Youth."

I legit productions including '^Rosa- I of Columbia Records promotion,^ * !.• • - f 1. • 1 ies>i> pruuuciuins HiciuwwiB :
^vusa- oi

,
Ai,oiBmDia wecoros promoi on Hi« i-nval eraft hiimnpri alrinp theUpon retiring from .show busi-

] Unda'; and "Helen Goes to Troy." J and publicity division in New York, 1

ss he,turned to writing, author-
I Eight of his sketches are now at died March 1 in Bethesda. Md. '

fno Inr Tpffer.^^^^
Details in Orchestra-Music sec- X^L^^IoT off and me? Ms

ing "Standard Cocktail Guide,
"Crosby Gaige's Cook Book" and
"Footlights and Highlights." Until
recently, he was food and wine
editor of Country Life m'ag. :

' Swvived by wife and son.

SOL BLOOM
Gongres.sman Sol Bloom,: 79,

Democratic member of the - House
and one-time legit ^producer, thea-
ti.'e operator and songwriter, died
of a heart attack at the U. S. Naval
Hospital, Bethesda, Md.. March 7. „, ,. , , . .

Bloom, who left showbusiness in recently television. He

the Metropolitan' Museum of Art,

.M Y.:
'

A':.,
:;;:,

AL BERNARD
Al Bernard, 61, radio actor and

tion;

NORBERT GARAI
Norhort Garai, 48, died in Tel

singer, known as "The Boy From ,
Av'v, March 1. He was a play

Dixie," died in New York, March
6. He began an early career in
show business with a troupe of
amateur minstrels, which later led
to his writing a number of books
on minstrel shows, Bernard turned
professional entertainer at the age
of 18, and appeared In vaudeville.

1920 to enter politics where he be- I
''"^ been active in radio since 1923

came one of the inner circle dur- i , Besides his stage appearances,

ing President Franklin D. Roose- I Jje was a member ot the American
velfs administration, started his ' Society of Composers, Authors and
Cfireer in the theatre at the age Of Publishers, with 125 songs accred-

13. At that time, he was a part'
time actor and had charge of the
Alcazar theatre in San Francisco.
Soon after, he became a play pro-
ducer, with Maude Adams as -a
walk-on in one of his productions.

At 17 he built his first theatre.:
Two years later, he became secre-
tary and manager of the Midway ;

daughters
Plaisance of the Columbia Exposi- ,^^^„„ „ „„„„^^.
tion iij Chicago, where he was in I

JOSEPH H. BRENNAN
charge of a band of scorpions and j

Joseph H. Brennan, 65, former,
glass eaters. Following a trip to i theatre .manager, died at his home
Algiers, he brought back a group in Brighton, Mass . Feb. 28.

ited to him, including "Let Me Be
The First To Kiss You Good Morn-
ing," and "Blue Eyed SalLv."
He was among the first to make

recordings in the U.S., and
throughout the years disked 4,000
songs.

Surviving arc his wife and two

wright and .scenarist in pre-Hitler
Vienna.

Survived by wife.

Mrs; Walter Hcebner,, wife of
the West Coast recording director
for RCA-Victor, died March 2 in
Los Angeles.

Mother, 65, of Morey Amster-
dam, comedian, died in Hollywood,
Feb. 25.

BIRTHS
Mr., and Mrs. William Thieman,

son, Pittsburgh, Feb. 28. Father's
traffic manager of WCAE, Pitt.

Mr. and Mrs. Max Bonor, daugh-
ter, Chicago. Feb. 25; Father is ad-

i
ministrative assistant in Chi Para-
mount exchange.
Mr. and Mrs. Berne Wilkins,

daughter, Los Angeles, March 1.

Father is a radio executive at

KFWB.

queen, buxom' Bernice Dxley,- a-

theatre ticket seller^ who was
gowned in white-lace.

As the king said when he
greeted the queen, "Man, this is.

rich," and the queen answered, "It
is something now, ain't it," '

:

And it was, too. It was the first

time that the queen went along for
the ride on her own float.

^

Soon after the parade got under
way, the Marshall of the Zulus
forgot his high position and got in

Pix Names
Continued from pace 1 sss.

Of native perfomers to Chicago:
He also compo.sed several songs for
the Chicago Fair. In 1897, Bloom
moved to New York and became a

Born in Charlestown, he early be.
came a theatrical manager, man-

plays have been panned, the screeii

names have been singled 'OUt for
special praise. Many of the film-

ites,' of edurse, had .long stage reo' ;

ords Tiijder their belt ibefore mak-
ing their trip back from Holly-
wood.

,

Hollywood male stars have been
batting with singiilarly 'high aver-
ages on Broadway, \Charles Boyer,
opening . last I. December in "Re|l
Gloves,,":was credited with a per*

a fight with a spectator who isonal triumph. Rex Harrison, mak-
knocked off his high hat. Satchmo !

Ing his N. Y. stage debut a few
looked down from his throne on [days later In^'Anne of the Thou-
the golden float specked with i

sand Days," was hailed by the varir

black notes and commented, "My, l ous reviewers in unqualified terms
my, just like old times in New Or- ;

as a standout actor,

leans." ,

I

Henry Fonda let the mass pro-

Satchmo's wife, Lucille, got lost |

cession of Hollywood names back

near the start of the parade, but i

to Broadway with his highly-lauded

she turned up at the Jabncke performance in tTie smash hit,
' Jlr.

Sand & Gravel Co., where the king !

Roberts," which opened the pre-

took time out to have some cham- 1
vious season. This year, John Gar-

pagne. Lucille, a wise wife, told i
field, in "The Big Knife," and Lee

Louie, "Goodbye, honey. I'll see J- Cobb, in "Death of a Sales-,

you later. Maybe, tomorrow." I

man," have also racked up top no-

Tt xvac fir<!t time tint in ai ipaot '

^ices to rank with Boyer and Harri
It was tirst time that in at least .... Garfield, incidentally, hMMr. and Mrs. Hugh Harbin,, _ _ . __.

daughter, Burbank, Cal., Feb. 27-. i a dozen years that any Zulu king
Father is' a sound nian at RKO. i had been on time for his parade. b^^" despite the critics' n-a-

._j — 1. 'r„i„ I
«

1 ]or reservations on the Clifford
, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Tole, son,

Satchmo later paused at the,; Q^igjg pjgyaging the old Columbia theatre and
,

New Yorl. March 3 Father is in
| ceddes Funera Home." and re-

the St. James (now the Uptown). |
CBS aa-protiuciion aept. •

I
Paul Muni, who has not been ac-iiiuveu i« inew xorK ana oecame a rne oi. james inow tne upiowni. *.'";' ""=i;^-

, , Apiuprf » Vrhiflpn Vpv tn tvip ritv ' . ' '"^ <>•-•

real, estate operator. In 1920, he |
He also owned and operated the I

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Paar, daugn"
frnrii T'ertriiViB r'prfrfee Willie i

tive 111 Hollywood tor several
retired from " business~Wd" three I

State Ballroom and held an interw^^ Holywood, March 4. Father I from Gertrude Geddes Willis,

years later, he was elected to his !
in the State Ballroom in Revere,

i

is a radio and screen actor, ^
i Double-Featured Golden Keys

first; terra in .Congress.
Survived by daughter, Vera, with

vhom he lived in Washington.

VIRGINIA CHAUVENET
Virginia Chauvenet, 65, actress

who for the past five years Was on
the Staff of the American Theatre
Wmg Hospital Committee, died in
New York, March 6,

For more than 30 years he man- 1 Mr. and Mrs. Stephen McNally,

;

years, received mixed notices for
his perlormance in the. revival of

Sidney Howard's ''They Knew
aged Loew's State theatre and was

j

son. Hollywood, March 4. Father
|

It was a golden day tor Louie
^.j^^^ Wanted," but his stage

Allied Theatres of is a screen actor. ,„^„_,„, ^.TlTf-J '^.i'J *;^t±;^^^^^^^^^
was generally ac-

New England. In recent years he
had been largely interested in
legislation effecting the film in-
dustry locally. -

MELVILLE KEAY
Melville Keay, 49. legit producer

Mr. and Mrs. James Frangooles,
,
the second key to New Orleans. ! ^NJ", '^y

pip,.,.p An'mnntMK„„„ M V v,..„nHv The day before he got the real one iff" y^^^^^^

i U^n o7hiTown p^'af•"iyName''fs

daughter, Albany, N. Y., recently

Father is head booker and office

manager for RKO in that city a small gold one you could wear
Mr. and Mrs. Phil Wayne,, son.

] (,„ your watch chain, and with it a

.deb.U.t ....V/.* ,11 lilt: xjxzvil, iiuu .»

was active on the staec until IPSO
when she made he? last aonear-

^^'ewar, he was the manager oi

ance in "I Know Wliat I I^ke "
^"-''^^ Raymond

T,..„i„ "'u-^ "^""w vvnat 1 Like.
-^^^^^^^^ ^on. Vincent Massey

Prewar, he was the manager of
•ttl

'

"

P.":i^l8 <i«reer shT^rayTd ^in
j
f„ ^„„„r „f their grandfather; was

Aquilon," tared least well at the
hands of the critics, although many
blamed it on the script :

In the Hollywood distaff contin-

genTTTjilll 'Palmerr^IsiD"in qu£-^

New York,. Marches;
,

Fatljer is goi^^jned certiificate as an honoi?
bandleader at Hotel . BiUmore s

1 Ify (jit^lygn
•

SsrCh™^^^ ^^''•'1-
Mrs. Gertrude Geddes Willis-

but in 1908 in "The Devil," and
Military hospital, foi onto, March ^^.""^^^^^^ Satchmo a trumpet, then ion," made he- debut on the Amer-

Newark, N. J.. March 8. Father is someone passed Aip some wine..fle
, ipgh stage to unanimous acclaim,

manager of the Adams theatre took the trumpet but soon; handed
, ^ her

there. :
vack.

:
I American stage debut in "Good-

After he climbed down from the
;
bye, My Fancy," caught the critics'

float at the funeral hoine, he said, I fancy. : Irene Rich; another Holly-
support of Nance' O'Neil. Con
stance Collier, Margaret Illington,
and was with Ethel Barrymore in

director of the Toronto Repertory
Theatre. His latest production

Ritzin' the Blitz," a- musicalfour plays. "Declasse
"

''A RnvM "Ritzm' the Blitz," a. musical

Fandango," ''The Twelve Pounc i

^hich had a trans-Canada tour

Look," and "The Lau^hi^e Ladv "
i

Latterly, he was conducting theu lilt i.au„ning Ldoy i

^^^.^^ Costume Co. and a drama

A. ATWATER KENT

She was secretary of u.c v^vci-
,

wSV^r'Tnd iSfoiileS
" ^y wife, Arden Keay.

a stock company that playid for
''^"8^ "'•^""^ *

the occupation forces in Germany. '

iJunng the recent conflict, Miss
^nauyenet was active in the Thea-ue VVing a.s executive secretarv of
"le Wjngs, Speakers Bureau, and
l^J^r as a .stafiC member of tlia Vic-
toiy Players.
A brother survives.

O'Dwyer
Continued from p,ige 1

"Man I blew my top already with-
j
wood veteran, also received a solid

1
out a horn. T'night I'll get after it I Broadway vote in her role as

t'night at the concert I ll_ hit a I Madame President in "As the Girls
Go," although her role is. seeorid-

ary, '
,

PR. JAMES R. ANCELL

tuni, making possible more pro-

:4tiction and longer runs.

Shocking ,
Rookeries

Pointing out that the last the-

n. niintxMi^ty. '''^re constructed in New York was Satchmo" everywhere tlie parade

A Atwater Kent 75 radio manu- the Ziegfeld, erected in 1927, Cull- went. And the king loved it. He
Cactiirer, died Mavfh 4 on his Bel- 1 man described Broadway houses as handed out coconuts with his au-

Air, Cal, estate, where he had I "shocking rookeries" with small lograph. The people packed
spent- hi.s declining", years tossing [ lobbies, poor, ventilation, iriacle- around his ' floats so tightly at

lavish parties lor motion picture! quate backstage lacilities and un- times the mules couldn't move,
notables. comfortable scats. That applies to -Nothin' like this nowhere else
Born in Burlington, Vt., he

^
(he three houses of winch he is in the world. Man. this is my

few high ones. You know I alius

wanted to be king. I alius lived
lor just this. I alius been a Zulu
but king, man, this is the stuff."

Crowds shouted, ''Mr. Louis I

,
' Dorotiiy
Flaherty,

:

March 5.

ganist^

Mora 'Currie : to I'Harold Pearl-
man. Chicago, Marfch

'

' Ho's. ad-
vertising, director , ot' Filmack,
Trailers

MARRIAGES
T u r n e r to
Santa Monica,

Jesse.
Cal.,

lie's a night club, or-

. - .

.

Lbdenria Austin to Clois: :Jdhn'*
established'Jhc Kent Manutaclur- pgi-t owner; the Alvin, Hudson and

i town. This is the greatest city in • son, Gh^iidale, Gal., Feb. 26;-: He's

Dr T.im„. r, ,
' „ '"S P"''adelphia in 1902 to

, jjj,,.„^g,.gtgin added. the whole wide world." head of the RKO publii-ity raail-

l'ubli\- Wwi.» "'^ Angell, '79, make telephone receivers, batteries ^c<n\es urging change of the After the king put awav turkey ing department

NatioMl Rvn^ri.S.T'-!^''"!^
^" t"«;

,

iHitoinobile parts In 1919 the|^^,i^,i
^ Cullman suggested sandwiches, pickles, olives and Blake Chatlield to Rocci Mas-

President FmpWtnc ^1 v^?- tt"^ J"iN?''''"f''lf,^.i«l rn ' the establishment of a consolidated ' champagne, he climbed back on his ehetti. Los^Angeles, March 5. Both

Versi\rLd March 'kin his^hY^^^ "'-•'^et distribution setup float. He had ihre.
at New Haven ''"'"^

I ^"hc retlicd rom ac^^^^ manage- '"after all, the Pennsylvania, the champagne nestling near his feet

New York Central and other rail-
I "This stuff is somethin' —r it's

roads trust each other in the sale Mtnockin' me out—^I've blowed my
of tickets, why shouldn't the the- : top."

Satchmo flashed his teeth, and

- "V ^^^^ Dr. Angell forsook the I ment in 1936.
m^P"^,-,P.n,.Which he had spent

|most of his life, to become the man , WILLIAM J. BLATT , .
, ,

1 *'*^P<*"sible for planning and ' 'William J. Blatt, 47, of the Blatt
,
atre?" he asked), and the decen

oeveJopmg the field of radio pub- ; Bro.s. theatre circuit, died in Pitts- tralization of theatres so there shouted to the mob: "Come
t^^.^'^rviee programming as It is i burgh, Feb. 28. With his brothers, ' ...
Known today. ,Tohn A. and Charles R. Blatt, he

tlio
'°remost. radio pro.iect fur- operated a chain of 22 houses in

{lI'I:!?^ the aims of his policies was the Pennsylvania area.

fii.;f ,
University of the Air, the Besides his brothers, he is sur-

"ist endeavor by a U. S. network vived by Wife, three daughters and
10 provide systematic sHb.icct mat- two sons.
;„J"struction in a carefully bal- ,

lilo/ ^.^r'^ty subjects, corre- PETER SIEBEL

itif.i-^**'? existing classroom in- Peter Siebel, 65, former cwcus

ii^rPi*''" schools and universi- trapeze performer, and charter
"es throughout the country. Among member of the Motion Picture
tne programs ptoduced in this Pioneers, died in Long Beach* Cal.,

bottles of are radio, flacks.

M'liss McClure to Marvin A.
Finch, Oakland; Cal ,

March: :3i

She's a screen actress.

Helen Jane Ban- to Morty Nev-^

ins. Norfolk, Va.i March: 6.

accordionist with the Thr'-
'

would be no more than two or ; around to the ball at the Coliseum,

three houses to a block, with the Man I'll blow my top with my
idea of simplifying theatre attend- ' horn."

ance by those with cars.
i

And the king of tlie Zulus was
In a private discussion subse- , off in a trail of surging humanity,

quently, he revealed that a recent
i

The Zulu's parade ended abrupt-
]

Wester
move to build a six-story garage

|

ly about 4 p.m. whe^x his august
;
with-

in the Times Square district has I chariot brbke dowAi Armstrong 5r

been abandoned as •unepononiic. It: > immediately abdicated his throne ,

would have been necessary to get ' and left the scene in his bif

$2.'^0 i,cr day rental for each car ', limousine. Within 10 minutes av'

space in the building, he said, 1 souvenir hunters stripped the rf

Wheeler Her

William
ted pres?
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DECCA

RECORDS
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RUSS MORdAN'S OWN

"SO TIRED"

OPEHING MARCH 17

SHAMROCK HOTEL
HOUSTON, Texas

BOOKED SOLIDLY

Opening in MAY
CAPITOL THEATRE, New York

Just Concluded 16 WEEKS-BILTMORE HOTEL, New York

dusive :Management: ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION
NEW YORK
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5Q0G PEM ADVANCE SALE
P'Dwyer Sore At

N.Y. Stations In

Wiretap Case
-New York radio and television,

jrtirtions may find titemselves on
the- hot seat because of tape-record-

ed and "in- person" statements
made over the air and via TV cam-
eras by Clendenin J. |lyan, key
.figure in tlie wiretapping "plot"
Bfiainst New York's Mayor O'Dwyer
and City Hall.

. It was reported yesterday that
jyiayor O'Dwyer was prepared to

flje a protest with the Federal Com-
niunications Commission against
.the New York stations, and oi'-

dered a monitoring of the outlets

in an effort to determine whether
the stations laid themselves open
to libel as a result of the Ryan

^

statements.

. Some stations, in their anxiety
to get on top of the wiretapping
picture, tape-recorded the state-

ments made by Byan on Monday
(14) and incorporated them in

their newscasts, while some of the
'video outletj nabbed Kyan for
guest shots to repeat his assertions
for .the TV audiences.

Itt O'Dwyer's lestimation, it adds
lip to an indiscriminate and reck-

46s$ use of facilities, for as far as

Mayor is concerned the Ryan
'statements are wholly unreliable.

Cowpoke With Muscles
Hollywood, March 15.

Vaughn Monroe is turning slng-r

ing cowpoke hi a deal with ex-
batonecr Abe layman, who'll make
hi.s bow as a film producer.

Lyman and Monroe are joining
forces, with a five-year contract
calling for one picture annually.
First, Mas Brand's "Singing
Guns," hits color cameras Sept. 1.

ShockedbyBias

Vs.H'woodO'Seas
Hollywood, March 15.

George Seaton, Screen Writers
Guild proxy just returned from a

one-month trip to Germany for
story material on a 20th-Fox Berlin
airlift film, reports that there is

177,520,000 Tied Up

In Color Pictures;

39 Set for Release
Hollywood, March 15.

;
Ov.erali amount of money tied

J.up in color pictures now shoot-
'ing, finished and in various stages
of readiness for release and in cur-

;
rent release, has reached a stupen-
:dous $77,520,000. Tack on another
$5,500,000 for .shorts and cartoonS:
,and you have $83,020,000.
t Highest figures, of eourse, cov-r

vers those pictures on studios' back-
i^l^gS Which haven't gone out in re-
i l^ase, totaling 39 and repping in-

; vestment of $46,970,000. Five
more currently are in production,

;
jor total of $6,900,000, and in cur-
rent release are 17, for an outlay

..of $23,650,000.

i .
Pour color processes are reppcd

,
in this latest gander al Hollywood

.
color scene, Technicolor, Cine-

,
color, Trucolor and Ansco. Tech-

.nicolor, of course, leads with 47
J pictures in the three categories,
. Unecolor trailing with eight, Tru-

t '"iS'"
with five and Ansco with one.

Metro and Warners top list of
Studios in amount of financial out-

f J?"**
"mnber of pictures. Two

fWwiS rival one another, with
Metfo having $16,950,000 tied up

,.«n six pictures awaiting release,
. 1^0 in production and four in cur-

» ; release, for total of 12 pic-
lures, Warners has $16,450,000 in
10 pictures, nine awaiting release

.
and tour in release.
Metro's lineup of pictures ready

tOontinued on page 55)

Current TV Sets

Will Be OK inm
Asserts DuMont

Ai^ument over the obsolescence
of present television sets, sparked
by Zenith Radio last week via full-

page newspaper ads throughout
the country, erupted into a hot
name-calling session this week
that tended only to make the gen-
eral buying public more confused
than ever.

Dr. Allen B, DuMont. prez of
DuMont Xabs, noted that it has
been "the history in this industry
to confu.se the public;" adding that
"we are now told by no less a per-
son than a U. S. Senator that our
sets may become junk by the end
of the year." He was referring to
Sen. Edwin C. Johnson (Col.),

Churcbiirs Lecture Nix
London, March 15.

Winston Churchill had to turn

down a U. S. lecture.tour offer for

next season, due to lack of time.

Offer was made by concert im-

presario Sol Hurok, .'who was

abroad recently on ballet business,
and who offered the British states-

man a contract for 50 lectures, at

$2>000 net per lecture, 'tax free.

Churchill cabled. '"Regret but
cannot add to my present engage-
ments."

"too much anti-Hollywood preju^

dice in the world." Declaring that i chairmln'of thV Senate "intersta'te
such bias in influential European
circles is responsible for the for-

eign restrictions against U. S.

films, Saaton said, "Too many
highly-placed people have never
seen a Hollywood film but actually

believe our films are socially un-
desirable and detrimental."

"What I saw abroad," he said,

"convinces mc' this.' prejudice has

(Continued on page 55)

INCREASE IN SALES

OF POPULAR MUSIC
Music jobbers are again con-

fused by the activity of the Sheet
. ; . .. . . _i , sales market. As a. rule, sales

Its roots m this country. People
, ^ ^^^^^^ -^^^^^ But not

have been sniping at Hollywood so
^j^j, \ns\.enA jobbers assert

long things . have gotten out of
, ^^^^^ ^een an increase in pop-

hand. It IS a situation where a few buving on an overall basi.s. Indt
dollars ot preventive education
might have prevented millions of

dollars worth of harm. Overcom-
ing prejudice against Hollywood
is not something that can be done
by any one branch of the industi'y

alone." t'eaton added that the

SWG "is ready to do its share" te-

I

ward counteracting false impres-

I Sioiis and inaccurate information,

j
He admitted "Hollywood is far

1
(Continued on page 55)

Films Technique

For Legit-Wood
Sam <Wtfod;^,

ducer, wants to ' take time put 'Oh

his film contract to produce and di-

rect a Broadway legit show; In
New York for the month of March,
Wood is reading plays With that
idea in mind. If he can find the
right play; Wood will bring in sev-

eral .freelance; Hollywood starS-r-

Jam^is Stewart ifof oiie

legtt^ir. ^tewatt, he .s&idi is. anstidus
for a return : stint on .:Broaidway if

Wood cah find the right, p^^^

him'.'

Wood believes legit prpdueers
aire missing out on someVof thei
fllmrmaking technique vvhich cOuld
be applied to stage shows. .For
that reason, he lias the ;yen to try

,

put hiii ideas in a pl^y. ' "I thinlj
J

the contimipus us^ of big set^ for
|

the stage, for instance, (San be pretr
j

ty tiresome, to audiences," he said.

'

"There should be more intimate !

stuft' similar to pur use of ' Close-
j

vps^' - y:^, :::;]
"One idea W'hieh

.
I would like to

try in a play," Wood explained,

!

tions, tliat any slight jump in sales :

"would be to show a larger scene
;

seems bigger beyond its true pro- 1
such as a suite of, rooms; then

j

portions. (Continued on' page 16) i
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$300,000 Already in Till

For Hit Musical Comedy

Currently trying Out

vidua! publishers feel it only in

the event they have a hit tune.

Standard music sales have not
experienced a, seasonal slump
either. That, too, is a bit unusual.

Jobbers jokingly refer to the ab-

sence of a Lenten drop as due to

the fact that sales cannot be hurt
too much in View of recent condi-

"South Pacific" may come into
New York with the biggest ad-
vance sale in theatrical historj-.

The Richard Bodgers-Oscar Ham-
merstein 2d musical had an esti-

mated $300,000 in mail and box-
office sale by Monday (14) and is

expected to have as high as $50f),-

000 by April 7, when it opens at
the Majestic, N. Y.

Production will involve an actual
cost of slightly under S200,000 to
bring into town, including a loss
of about $30,000 on the Jour-week
tryout tour. That is despite abso-
lute capacity for last week's New
Haven break-in and an advance
sellout of $40,000 a week for the
three-week engagement at the Shu-
bert, Boston. Rea.son is that
Rodgers and Hammei-stein, who
are co-producing with LeIand Hay-
ward and Joshua Logan, are iLsing

a full crew for 4uneup rehearsals.

Show can gros.*;- about $50,000 a

Continued on page S2)

British Move to Lower Quota to 33%
Augurs Easing Anglo-U.S. Film Stress

London. March lb.

British I''ihns Council voted to-

day (Tues.) to reduce the present

45?f. quota to 33Mi%. Council con-

sists of producers, exhibitors and.,

unions and is adviser to the gov-

lernment on film matters, which

I

makes it almost a foregone conclu-

sion that Harold Wilson, prexy of

the Board of Trade, will recom-

inend the reduction to Parliament.

Ten to nine vote by the Council

is viewed as of the greatest sig-

nificance, representing the first

major c.ipitulation to American

filmmakei'S since Britain embarked;

immediately after the war, on its

campaign of building up its own

industry. It's the Straw in the wind

indicating that the British them-

selves have finally come to the

realization that they can't improve

their own situation by restricting

1

Hollywood's product.
' Despite the fact that the reduc-
I tion in quota will give U, S. pix

more playing time on British

screens, there's no increase in im-

mediate sight on the ceiling of

$17,000^000 whYch American com-
panies are allowed to take out'of

England yearly. However, as addi-

tional credits pile up as a result of

more rentals irom the increased

split which gave those in favor of
reduction their edge

'At-Your-Service' Pitch

By Actor-Waiter Gets

Him R.&H. Thesp Job
New Haven, March 15.

After being elirainatsd in audi*

tions, William Ferguson got a
sincting part in "South Pacific" by
twking a waiter's job in New
Haven during th'.! .show's tryout
here last week. His idea was to
bo with his wife, singei' Evelyn
Colby, who was already in the
cast. But co-produeers ' Richard
Rodgers and Oscar Hammerstcin..

Labor organizations, which had '
2d saw him and decided to make

favored a high quota as a means of

giving more work to their mem-
bers, have apparently come to dis:

agreement on whether the restric-

tions help or hurt. At least part
playing time, plus the fact that the

i of the union leadership has come
British economic situation m gen-

eral is improving, Americans are

looking for a better deal when the

current Anglo-U. S. films agree-

ment comes up for renewal next

year. It runs until June 13, 1950,

bitt renewal talks are expected to ' produce
begin early in the year.

|
Tom O'Brien, M. P. and general

to the conclusion that there's little

chance of the British industry
realty getting on its feel in the
immediate future and 'so more jobs
arc in prospect by having Holly-
wood studios come over here, to

Another more immediate result

of the quota cut may well be addi-

tional production in England hy

U. S. companies, since they'll have

more coin to spend. As a matter

of fact, it is this prospect <fhich

was undoubtedly behind a split

union vote in the Films Council on

the quota reduction. It was this

secretary of the National Assn. of
Theatre & Kinematograph Em-
ploye.s, is understood to have voted
for flowering of the quota. He
thereby split away from other
union leaders who had been ad-
vocating a boqst to 60%. a sugges-
tion which won Sparse support.

(Continuea on page 60 'n.

a place for him in the company.

Ferguson previously worked for
Rodgers & Hammerstein as a mem-
ber of the singing chorus of
"Carousel" on the road. Miss
Colby . was also in the troupe, and
the two met and were married dur-
ing the tour.

When -Rodgers- & Bammerstein
went to the New Haven restaurant
a few days . before th e local pre-
miere they were surpris-ed to have
Ferguson approach the table in a
waiter's outfit with .the remark,
"Well, here I am working for you
again." Just before the dress re-
hearsal, a couple of days later, the
producers told the singer they'd
made a place for him in the cast,
Ferguson went to the theatre to
tell his wife, who was standing in
the wings with the other chorus
singers, waiting their entrance cue.
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U. S. Army Film Chief Finds German

Picture Industry Recovering Slowly
By ARTHUR h. MAYER

{Civilimi Chief of Army Motion
Picture Branch)

Bavaria Filmkunst is the only
large motion picture studio in the
American zone of Germany. Lo-;

cated at Geiselgastelg, it is to

Munich' what Hollywood is to Los
Angeles—that is Hollywood minus
the Brown Derby, Romanoff's, IIol-

lyCtrood Boulevard, and all of the
studios.

When General Patton reached
Munich, he sent out a detachment
to liberate the studio. At the gates

they were greeted by a sight calcu-

lated to terrify eyen these war-
liardened: veterans: a motley arr.iy

of pirates, dandies in doublet and
hose, ladies in evening gown.s,

Volga boatmen, Napoleonic grena-
diers, Geisha girls, gangsters of

all nations, and Indians brandish-
ing papooses. They all spoke
Yiddish!

They cookedr in the. powerhouse^
worked in the shops and ate on the:

biggest stage. They also slept in

the projection rooms, a tradition

which I now maintain. :

The idle studio had been con-

verted during the war into a Jewish
DP camp. The inmates; short of
clothes, had raided the wardrobe
department and become" the; best
dressed, as well as the best housed
DPs in Germany. Chickens;
straggled about the stages laying
eggs to replace previous production
activities, and the DPs had planted '

vegetables so that there was no
i

scarcity of the usual studio corn.

Black Market Gray '

'

In ; Germany, Itself, the black
^

market' is now showing silver

threads among the grey. Three

'

years ago, there was little that you
|

could - not buy for two cigarets.

Now the "Getpaecktrager" mat-

.

ters disapprovingly over halt a i

dozen. When I arrived here lour,
months , ago, a carton; of Camel.s !

was worth' 75 -marks; now black '

market mamas' trade them for 25.

A tin of G. I. coffee is not gu aran-

1

teed to melt what passes for the i

heart of the most available fran-

i

lein, although Germans still com-

,

plain that their men stood up.
against the Americans four years.

,

but their girls capitulated in lour
minutes.

Currency reform last June gave i

the entire western area of Ger-

1

many a shot in the alms. Produc-
i

tion mounted by November 1948 to i

78% o£ what it had been in 1936.

,

Fifty percent, however, of German I

food must still be supplied from
j

outside sources. My breakfa.sl i

every morning is a truly interna-

1

tional affair: Italian oranges, Dutch I

eggs, Canadian bacon, Brazilian
\

coffee, Danish cream, Swiss sugar,
i

English marmalade. If I added]
meat, it would come from Argen-

1

tine. But what is breakfast with-
out the American spice of Bosley i

Crowther's or Kate Cameron .s

'

(usually unf-ivorable) comments
I

on yesterday's new pictures?

Pays and Pays
Uncle Joe is still collecting rep-

arations over here in the form of
factories and equipment, but oiir
American activities in Trizonia aj-e
co.sting Uncle Sam (you remember =

when, he used to be called Uncle
Shylock) $1,200,000,000 a year. In
the good, old days, the victor en-
joyed the spoils. Now he .spoils
the vanquished. The situation i.s

reminiscent of the triumph of
American exhibitors over the ma-
jors in the Paramount case, as a
result of which they wiU pay.-

I
higher Aim rentals than ever be-
fore.

]
Last year the Irish Premier vis-

I ited Bizonia. When he alighted
: from his plane back in Eire, he was
I asked, if his country could make
I the same progress as Germany.
"And sure," he is reported to have

;
answered, "all we would have ta

,
do is to declare war on the United

i Stales on day, surrender the next
' and then tell the Americans, we
! need 10 billion dollars to feed us
! and set us up in business."

i Thus far it must be . admitted
! thiyt we have not made marked
progress with the democratizing
program, which .Is described in Mil-
itary Government English as "re-

orientation." Why we should refer
to our effort to promote a better

! appreciation of western institutions
as re-orienting rather than re-oc-

I

cidenting the German people,- is a
1
semantic mystery.

|- My favorite not too funny story
. concerns • German who recently
; appeared before a Denazification
' Board and asked for clearance,

j

".We are discontinuing our activi-

! ties," declared the chairman, "why
i did you not come to us two years
ago?" "Two years ago," answered
the German, "I was not a Nazi."

'Little Man' Plaint

Talk to any German and ask him
f

whether he was a Nazi or even I

sympathetic to the Party^ and you
i

will invariably get in answer an
|

emphatic "no." Next you inquire, I

if he was anti-Nazi, what he did, if

!

anything, to protest against the 1

crimes of the regime or aid those I

who suffered from its bestialities.
|

Invariably he shrugs his shoulder-s :

and whines: "What could Ij just i

a little man, do?" i

To a far greater extent, than is i

the ca.se In other countries, these
|

people are overcome by the "little !

nvan" complex. Apparently a party
j

to which nobody belonged ruled a
'

nation jubilantly shouting "Heil
Hitler!" An applicant for a dis-

tributor's license was in to see me
;

a few days ago: He denied all con-
j

nection with the Nazi movement

'

until I pulled out of my drawer a
picture of him wearing his Nazi in-

,

signia. This did not faze him for :

a moment. He shook his head sad-

'

ly and said: "They must have !

doped me with the -same drug: the
j

Communists are using on Minds-
zenty."

,

When the Jewish ' stores were .

smashed and their proprietors beat^ 1

en up by a comparatively small ;

number of gangsters, thousands of

,

good Berliners stood on the streets:!

and said quietly so the goons
would not hear: "This is terrible;

'

this is a disgrace to our country."
,

Then they went home and washed
their : Wiener Schnitzel down with
good German beer.
What has been ordained by the

authorities is accepted without
question by the common mdn. We
Jield a screening of some documen-
taries In Berlin and were per-
plexed that a large number of our
German guests failed to arrive. We
found them standing on the plat-

form of an elevated station only a
few blocks away. The gates were
open, but they did not feel author-
ized to leave because the official
who stamped the tickets had gone
home for dinner.

The Local Spyros S'^ouraS
Since I last wrote to Vawety I

have become the Spyros Skouras of
Germany. I am not referring to
affluence but accent. I make
sagacious, constructive, critical

speeches,: and audiences are- con^
(Continued on page 14)

353rd WEEK

!

3,610 Performances
All-time long run record In the

legilirnate theatre, y'
:

'

KEN MURRAY'S
"BLACKOUTS OF 1949"

Er Capitan Thaatre, Hollywood, C«l'

And now in world-wide release

"BILL AND COO"
Ken Murray's

Academy Award Film

Niece Seeks to Break
Carroll Will for 500G

Los Angeles, March 15.

Stilt to break the will of the late

Earl Carroll was filed in L. A.
superior cQUrt by his niecet

Patricia Carroll Peck, who asks
approximately $500,000,

Carroll's last testament provides
the residuary to be used for a
memorial and cancer clinic Miss
Peck's: action claims this is invalid

under California laws and declares
she is entitled to all the re.siduary

as nearest heir at law. In the will

she was left $5,000.

Carson to M.C. At

Photogs' D.C. Dinner

To President Truman
Washington, March 15.

Top Hollywood talent will per-

form here Saturday night (19) at

the White House Photographers'
annual dinner .to the President.

With Jack Carson as emcee, others

booked are Red Skelton, Dick
Haymes, Betty Hutton, Billy De
Wolfe, Gertrude Nlesen, Liberace
and Marina Koshetz.

Large delegation of film company
execs will be in from New York
and the Coast for the affair. ..Night

before the. dinner; Eric Johnston,
prez of Motion Picture Assn. of

America,will host a cocktail party

and :reception for the industry
guests at MPAA headquarters, first

time this has happened in connec»
tion with one of the annual press
dinners. Mr. Truman, incidentally,

will fly in from Key West Satur-
day, especially: for the dinner.
Present also will be ' members of
the Cabinet, Supreme Court, and
other, government bra,ss-

White House Photographers
Assn. includes the .newsreel lensers
here. Through them the film emn-
panies provide the show, with one
company each year handling the
arrangements. Paramount is in
charge this year.
The photographers dinner is be-

ginning to shape up as an annual
Aim industry aff'air, just as the
yearly dinner of the Radio Corre-
spondents Assn. has become an
all-industry p<nrty, with the net-
works, putting on the .show to dis-
play radio at its best for the Gov-
ernment biggies.

Selznick to Bow in Tele

With Bard; Recent Pix

Returns Disappointing
Hollywood, March 15. !

David O. Selznick is making his
video bow with a streamlined ver^-

sion of a group of Shakespearean
pl.nys. Reportedly they'll be .shot

in 16m. Selznick may make some
in England this summer, and also

I

plans to secure rentals from
schools and other cultural groups
in addition, the TV idea being to

make study of the Bard easier. He
has already lined up "Love's La^
bor Lost," "Merry Wives of Wind-
sor," 'Winter's Tale," "Twelfth

, Night," "Two Gentlemen of Ve-
Irona," "As "^ow Like It," "The
I Tempest;" "Comedy of Errors" and
I "Othello."
i Selznick has expressed dissati-s-

j
faction with returns on recent pix

I

for regular theatrical release, and
has said he will seek other out-

I lets. He said he will devote himi-

self to finding different ways of
making and exhibiting pix than
heretofore utilized.

New Hope Tour Covers"

Towns Formerly Missed
Holl.vwood. March 15:

Bob Hope is hopping out again
on . a tour of 12 one-night stands to
hit the spots he missed on his re-
cent .34-town trek which grossed
over $600,000.

^ - On the new trip, starting April
20, Hope will be accompanied by

I Les Brown orch, Billy Farrell,
Irene Ryan, Hy Averbach and the

: Titans, and Doris Day if she can
arrange clearance of film commit-

j
inents at Warners.

Flop Play Collecting

Big Via Hit Film's %
Hollywood, March 15.

Although it was a failure three

seasons ago as a legit play, "Beg'^

gars Are Coming to Town" has
turned into a financial click from
its share of the gross of the film

version. Latter, produced ; by Hal
Wallis and released by Paramount
as "I Walk Alone," had grossed

$2,496,500 (including foreign dis-

tribution) as of last Dec. 4. On its

sliding scale arrangement, the legit

edition received $173,841 of that.

"Beggars," authored by Metro-
.sccnarist Theodore Reeves, was
produced on Broadway In the fall

of 1945 by Oscar Serlin, with
Harold' Clurman directing and a

cast including Paul Kelly, Luther
Adler, Dorothy Comingore and the
late Adrienne Ame.s. It was a flop,

running three weeks for the screen
rights and involving a loss of about
550 000.

Under the Dramatists Guild
minimum basic agreement, Reeves
gets 60% of the proceeds of the
film sale, while the balance goes
to the legit production. Thus, the
loss on the show has already been
more than recouped by- the picture
version. Moreover,, under the per-
centage deal for the screen rights,
the gross is about to go into a
higher bracket, .so future earnings
will be at an increased rate for
both Reeves and the play's backers.

Goldwyns $150,000

Story Buy Keys

Films' New Trend
Signal that the Hollywood hy-

per-caution is coming to an end
is seen in the $150,000 paid by

Samuel Goldwyn last week for a

novel, "Edge of Doora,'V following
$100,000 paid a few weeks earlier

by 20th-Fox for "Cheaper by the
Dozen." Goldwyn figure is the
highest paid for a book in several
years and -that, plus the 20th-Fox
sale, indicate a decided switch
from the last 18 months' policy of
living off the story shelves .as far
as possible. ' '

'

Notable, about the heavy : coin
passed out by Goldwyn is that the
volume isn't even a book dub sc<

lection and that only he and Darryl
F. Zanuck, 20th's production chief,

were interested in it. : Zanuck had
not determined how big a bid to:

put in, but pretty definitely Avanted
the yam. Goldwyn, tb*^nead off

the -possibility of losing it,:ordered
'

his eastern story ed, Carolyn Stagg,
to give agent Mrs. Ad S'chulberg

;

the $150,000 she was demanding.

Producer made the purchase
without reading the novel or even
seeing the manuscript, following. 'S;

synopsis and strong, recommenda-

'

tion made to him by Mrs. Stagg.
Goldwyn feels that this may be the
successor he has been seeking to

."Best Years of - Our Lives."

Yarn is basically a. murder mys-
tery with .strong religious under-
tones. A Catholic priest and a

Jewish detective are the principal

characters, giving the story an im-
portant ."brotherhood" aspect.

Book is to be published by E. P.

Dutton & Co. in the fall.

Author is Leo Brady, assisstant

professor of speech and drama at
Catholic University, Washington,
D. G. He collaborated with Walter
Kerr on musical biogs of George
M. Cohan and Joe Cook at the . Uni-
versity and on "Count Me In." «
short-lived musical on Broadway.

Further buttressing indications

of renewed interest in books is

Paramount -s current negotiations

for an option, on "Olympus" by
Mitchell Wilson. Book is to be '

published by Little, Brown next
year. Deal Par is making is for a

.'SS.OOO option against $35,000, plus

an escalator clause, if it can work
out a successful script. Escalator
clause gives the author additional
coin based on number of copies
sold and could push the total price
to about $50,000.
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'
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Jennifer May Return For
'Jennie' N.Y. Preem 30th
David. O. Selznick is due in New

York next week and will remain
east for the preom of his "Portrait
oC Jennie" at the Rivoli on March
30. Jennifer Jones, star of the
film, who is now in Paris, may be
back in New York in time for the
opening. In anj^ case, she is due
to be back at the Metro studio on
the Coast by .^pril 15 for retakes
on

,
"Madame Bovary," which re-

cently completed lensing;
Paul MacNamara, Selznick's pub-

ad chief, arrived in Manhattan
from the Coa.st last week and will
aKso stay over for the unveiling,

Selznick has pushed back until
late spring or summer his pro-
jected trip to Europe. In the
meantime, Miss ,lones has been
using part of her current vacation
time in Paris for confabs with
Em eric Pressburger and Michael
Powell, who will co-produce with
Selznick in Europe "Gone to
Earth," in which Miss Jones will
star.

Parnell Sets Elaborate

'Plans Vs. KayeTix Specs
• London, March 15.

Extraordinary precautions are
1 being taken by Val Parnell to stop
' black marketeers racketeering in
seats for Danny Kayc's six-week

,

Palladium stint commencing April
25.

At every performance at the
I Palladium and other Moss Km-
I
pires London shows, a slide is to

I

be flashed on the screen warning

I

the public to buy their "seats : only
from reputable ticket agencies or

I

direct from the boxoffice. Where
I the public buys from an agency,
the name and address of the pur-

,

chaser is noted and returned to the
,
Palladium management. If, there-
fore, two ticket holders should ar-
rive at the theatre for one seat,
the managejnent will have no diffi-

culty in deciding who is the law-
ful holder.

Gored Femme Gets Bull
Mexico City, March 15,

i Concbita Cintron, half-American.
1
and : only femme bullfighter, was

i
badly gored in her right leg dur-
ing a show at Guadalajara. '

I

She killed the bull.- It's i}r8t

I
time she was ever gored.

Only AFRA and Chorus £q.

So Far OK 4A's Proposal
Proposed change in the eons! i-

tution of . the Associated .^ctors &
Arti.stes' of 'America, simplifying

the procedure for amendment, has

thus far been approved' by only

two affiliates, the American Fed-
eration of Radio Artists and
Chorus Equity Assrt. The council
ot Actors Equity -is : expected to

consider the 'question within the

next week or so, but no action has
been Scheduled by the other af-

filiates, the Screen Actors Gui Id,

Screen Extras Guild, American
Guild of Variety Artists or Ameri-
can Guild of Musical Artists.

' Under ' the existing setup, the
parent union's constitution could
be changed only with the approval
of membership meetings of the af-

filiates. The modification would
permit amendment by vote of the
governing boards of the afl'iliate.s,

by membership meetings or by na- .

tional referendum.
Change , in the schedule of per-

capita tax payments by the vaii-

ou.s 4A's affiliates is also in the

works. Instead of the present sel-

upv under which the various union.s:

pay different rates to the parent
organization, it is proposed that
each affiliate pay $1 per member
per year. Matter is now up to the

boards of the various branches. ,' :

Fontaine's Italy Shots
Hollywood, March 15.

.loan Fontaine goes to Italy In

August for exteriors on "Septem-
ber," in which she'll star for Hal
Wallis. Balance of pic will be shot
'here.:

'

This Will be Wallis' fourth for

Paramount this year.
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PRODDCnON UP, DinO RELEASES
Rank Cutting His Prod, to 25?

London, March 15.

In a shift of major significance to both the British and U S film
industries, J. Arthur Rank has reportedly determined on a produc-
tion program of only 25 pictures yearly. This is a tremendous
slash from the 60 pictures he promised when he struck out for a
60-75% quota last year. It means that even the reduction to 33iA%
voted by the Films Council today (Tues.) will be far from enough
and that a large number of quota exemptions will be necessary to
keep theatre sci-eens alight.

~

Back of Rank's move to cut his production is understood to be
his decision that he must decide to be primarily either a producer
or an exhibitor—^that he can't be both on an equal scale. And since
his two theatre circuits have proved consistently profitable while
his production activities have not, he has concluded that the only
wise thing is to, put more concentration on getting the maximum
out of his houses. This is also seen back of an agreement with Sir
Alexander Korda by which the latter's pix are going into the Rank
circuit rather than Associated British.

•Worst Is Past' on Foreign Film

Front Is General H wood Opinion
The worst is past so far as the4

American film industry's deterior-

ated foreign situation is con-

cerned, and most of the changes
from here on in will be for the

better. That's the consensus of

Arnall Back East
Ellis Arnall, prexy of the So-

ciety of Independent Motion Pic-
ture Producers, arrived in New

company prexies and foreign top- I

^^^.^ from his home in Atlanta last
night (Tuesday). He'll be in Man-
hattan for a lengthy stretch, dur-
ing which the Society's new offices
in Radio City will be formally
opened.

Arnall is expected to meet the
press shortly for a full exposition
of SIMPP's plans and introduction
of its headquarters staff. Society
formerly bad Its main offices in
Hollywood.

pers queried by Variety during
the past week, and is an opinion

borne out by events in the inter-

national field, including yester-

day's (Tues.) vote by the British

Film Council to reduce the quota
from 45% to 33V&%.

. While there's . no whooping for
joy, with the industry still faced

by all sorts of frozen coin and
quota restrictions iri many of the,

world's best markets, a certain de-
' gr^e of optimism *is now prevalent.

It's partially relief in the knowl-
edge that things can't get much
worse; partially a reaction to

pending easing of restrictions in

some areas.

Light which film execs are now
seeing in the foreign field results

from a general improvement in

worldwide economic conditions.'
Important market' areas, such as
Britain, Italy, Germany and Aus-
triSr which were reduced to im-
poverishment by the war, are

. gradually struggling to their feet:

'Dollar balances are a little less

unfavorable than heretofore, and
Grade in general has picked up.

White. Paper published in Lon-
don last Friday <11), for instance,
disclosed', that the nations' trade
nag "approached very close to the
positipn of an overall balance,
though not a dollar balance." Eng-
land's February trade deficit was
the smallest since July, 1946.

It is expected that Hollywood
(Continued on page 18)

ITCHUM OUT ON 30TH,

RESUMES FILM APRIL 2
. Hollywood, March 15.

Robert Mitchum gets out of jail

March 30 and RKO will put "Big
Steal" back before the cameras
April 2 after two-week shutdown ,

lenders leary aboul advancing coin
awaiting • his release: Director ,

now under any circumstances
Don Siegel will shoot at studio they're doubly gun-shy under tlic

IIUEIIST 38 PIX

IREDUEiriS
Sharp upbeat in the number of

major company films released dur-
ing the balance of 1949 is expected
to register throughout the country
by midsummer. Three majors
have now indicated a boost in their
original number of pix slated to
hit the theatres this year and the
others are eyeing the possibility ot
speeding up schedules. vFrom all

indications, there will be at least
30 more major compatiy features
sent out to the exchanges during
the last six months of '49 than in-
itially blueprinted.

While divorcement is playing its

part with at least one company,
ParamQunt, main reason 'for the
sudden upping of schedules is the
belief among distrib toppers that
the market is ripe for an increasi^
in films; Hollywood's up-and-com-
ing production boom now being
planned to cut studio overhead on
pix by increasing the number of
films absorbing that item is also
dictating the rise in releases.

Latest company to swing into
bigger releasing timetable is XJni^
versal with 28-30 films slated for
the year. Company originally
planned 22-24 pix. William A,
Scully, U's distrib veepee, is con-

(Continued on page 53)

Majors' Net Down 43% in '48, Survey

Shows; Pollsters Out onUmb Agam

Comparative Profits
Peak net profits of the

seven major companies (UA
excepted, since it makes no
public report) shows 1946 the
peak year with aggregate net
profits of $119,303,000.

Second best year was '47,

with $91,224,000, a decline of
23% from' '46.

Last year (1948) dipped 56%
from '46 to $52,100,000.

In 1945;: the best war year,
the net was $62,871,000, but
still 48% less than what the
ensuing peak semester earned
for the majors.

Pickford-Chaplin

UAWTalk
Harasses Execs

While their immediate product
outlook is the best it has; been for
several years, United Artists execs
are disturbed at the disquieting ef-

fect of recent negotiations by the
company's owners, Mary Pickford
and Charles Chaplin, to sell the
distribution organization. Efforts

which were just beginning to show
results in straightening the outfit's

tangled aifairs have been thrown;
into abeyance by the publicity sur-
rounding efforts of Chaplin and
Miss Pickford to dispose of their

stock.

Heaviest blow caused by the new
negotiations is a wariness by banks
and second-money sources to ad-
vance coin for production, They
want to wait until the current
period of option exchanges be-
tween the two owners, which runs
until April 21, is up before they
talk about deals. With the money-

Rank-KordaTalk

Pooling Abroad
' London, March 15.

Britain's two mainstay film pro-

ducers, J. Arthur Rank and Sir
Alexander Korda, are discussing a
proposal to combine their distribu-
tion in a number of foreign coun-
tries. Talks also are directed to-
wards Korda playing his entire
British Lion, output • on Rank's
Gaumont-British and Odcon cir-

cuits. Negotiations follow a split

by Korda with the Associated Brit-
ish circuit over rental terms.

Understood the joint selling out-
side Britain would apply to many
spots where both outfits have their

own oft'ices but not to the U. S. By
localized mergers, overhead and
operations can be streamlined.

It is regarded as certain that
Korda's "The Third Man," Carol
Reed production, >Vill: be shown in

the Rank-aifiliatcd chains rather
than ABC. Kordav heretofare, re-r

leased his entire product through
ABC which is the third major cir-

cuit in Britain. I

More Actors Ink

Studio Pacts As

Prod. Accelerates
• Hollywood, March 15.

Number of contract players at

Hollywood studios shows a slight;

increase over those who had deals

just about a year ago when there

was a severe out. On March 2,

1948. there were 336. Today there
are 369. Metro leads the list with
77; 20th-Fox with 74; Paramount^
41; Columbia, 37; Warner Bros.,

40; Monogram, 30;. - Universal-In-
ternational, 22; Hal Wallls, 11; Re-
public, 19; RKO, 9; Eagle Lion, 4,

and Samuel Goldwyn, 4,

Signing of players to contracts
has been accelerated in recent
weeks as the prospect for a pro-
duction upswing grows more im-
mediate,

Metro's players include Edward
Arnold, Leon Ames, Lionel Barry-
more. Wallace Beery, Thomas
Breen, Bruce Cowling, James
Craig, Tom Drake, Jimmy Durante,
Claik Gable, Edmund Gwenn,

(Continued on page 20)

While the question of how bad—

*

or good—business is at the box-
office has become something of a
cause celebre in the industry dur-
ing the past month, tally of inet
profits by major companies dis-

closes they were down about 439o

.

in 1948 from 1947. Annual finan-
cial statements of all the comp-;
anies have not yet been issuedy but
on the basis of. projected returns:;

for the year where only three
quarters have been reported, drop
in net for the seven top .companiea :

will be from $91,000,000 to $52,-
000,000.

'

Decline 'from the peak pi'ofit,

year of 1946 was about 56%- last

year. Net of the seven companies
for that super-colossal twelve
months was $119,000,000. High
budgets and sliding receipts made .

'48 dip down even below 1945,
which was. the start of the real
boom period. Profits that year-
were $62,870,000.
With those facts easily totaled up

by Variety from the companies'
own financial reports, slugfest con- •

tinued during the past week on

I

how good or bad business is. Since
official 'Motion Picture Assn.- of
America policy now is to. promote
the idea that things are great at

the b,o.-^l>erhaps not quite so -

(Continued on page lA)

'Mindszenty' Yarn Stalled
Hollywood, March 15.

Producer Anthony Veiller has
been stymied by lack of sufficient

dramatic material in the cleric's

story; so Warners' "Trial of Car-
dinal Mindszenty" may be shoved
back to much later start than an-
ticipated.. - r.

No scripter has yet been as-
signed: to stumbling block.

National Boxoffice Survey
Biz Still Very Spotty—'Wives,' 'Smith,' 'Mother,']

'Riley,' 'Joan' Five Strongest Moneymakers

AMUSEMENT ISSUES

DIPPED MORE IN FEB.
: Amusement stocks slipped down-
hill one more step during Febru-
ary- : on an overall estimate. All
amusement shares listed on the N.
Y. stock exchange dropped $12,-.

528,314 during the 28-day period
and landed up with a total price
tag of $654,738,661. Average per-
share price of the major film com-
panies, radio networks and record
outfits came to $15.08 against
$15.39 at the close of January.

Since the beginning of the year,
amusement stocks have exhibited
continued weakness. They started
the new semester with a total value
of $67fr,625,3Sl: dipped to $667,-
266,975 by Feb. 1, and then to
$654,738,661 by March 1.

until April 15, then plane to Mexi
CO for two weeks locationing with
Mitchum. Company spent two
weeks there earlier without Mit-
chum.

Siegel expects pic to be wound
up at about $100,000 under budget
respite stop-and-go procedure,
"nginally budgeted at $885,000, n
will cost around $780,000. Saving
principally stems from fact Mexi-
can shooting was cheaper than an-
ticipated.

uncertainty of a pos.sible change
in UA ownership. Some small
progress in loosening bankrolling
iiad been made just prior to the
new negotiations for sale of the
company.
These talks—^similar to those

(Continued on page 48)

Railroad Actioners

V.T, .,
Hollywood, March 15.

Railroad Action Dramas" will

hf, Sm,^"*'"^ new indie headed

«L ,
y**"" CJ- Smith, head of U-I's

lum library the last nine years. No
set, but Smith has

ii..^
^'8ht railroad pix to be

made within two years.

H«u .l^"*''-
"Death Rides the

.«a s. is an original by Donald F.
Others are "Iron Trail,"

Ftoer™ -L^^^ ?*"'" "Midnight
..Sf/' Steel Across Desert,"
..Slk Express," "Magic Rails" and
*«« Train Mystery." .

i Biz bontiriues moder&te jn jnftny

I
key cities Covered by VABiEtvi this

week, with the Lenten season and
income tax deadline obviously

hurting/: Offish business in other

lines plus litkewarm prodilct slso

is cutting in. : .

."Letter to Three Wives" ;(2Dth)

moves up into first.posWphv doiitig

remarkably well despite adverse

conditions. "Whispering Smith"

Ingrid's European Hop (Par), champ last week, is sturdy
" „ ^ . second-place winner. Ability of

Hangs on Press Dates these two pictures to do consist-

Ingrid Bergman, who arrived in ' ently Strong trade week after week

New York last Saturday (12), ! makef many exhibs wonder if the

planes out for Italy, probably at
1

quality of pictures presently out

the end of this week. Departure is not the real handicap,

date hinges partially on number """-^ -""i^ onoo tn 'i\

of press interviews set up for her

by the Warner Bros, and RKO
flackerics. For WB she's plugging

"Under Capricorn," in which she

starred for the ompany's Trans-

atlantic unit in England last sum-

mer, and for RKO she's being

interviewed on "Joan of Arc'" and

the pic in which she'll appear for

director Roberto Rossellini.

She's heading for Rome to be-

gin work in the Rossellini film. It

is being financed and will be dis-

tributed by RKO.

Third spot goes to "Mother Is

Freshman" (20th) although not in

many keys yet.'

Lite of Riley" (U) is showmg
enough strength to win fourth

monev. "Joan of Arc" (RKO) i.'.

finLshing fifth, "South of St. Louis"

(WB), sixth; "Family Honeymoon".

(U) seventh, and "Boy With Green

Hair" (RKO), eighth.

"Red Shoes" (EL), "Hamlet"

(U), "Command Decision" (M-G)

and "Dear to Heart" (RKO) are

best runnev-up films.

Of laew vehicles out this week,

"Ball Game" (M-G) and "Little
|

Woriien" (M-G) hint greatest prom-
ise,- formerly doing especially big
on preem N. Y.. week. "Canadian
Pacific" (20th), measuring up' to

potentiality hinted last week,: is

great in Seattle, big in Frisco and
terrific in. Denver. "Knock on Any
Door" (Col) looks in about same
boat, with L. ' A. returns showing
real draw. "Nick Beal" (Par) is no
ball of fire on showings this stanza.

"Wake of Red Witch" (Rep) is

pacing Toronto and strong in

Louisvill e and Cincinnati. "Force
of Evil" (M-G) shapes dull in
Washington.
"Down to Sea" (20th) will top

Providence, and is stout in Buffalo.

"Lucky Stiff" (UA) looks sickly in
Wasli. and Toronto.
"Enchantment" (RKO), in five

spots this frame, is on spotty side.

•'Red Pony" (Rep) rides high in

Detroit but looms only average in

Prov.
,

.

"John Loves Mary" (WB), col-

lecting some coin in some six keys,
is. mostly fair to light currently.
"Act of Violence** (M-G) looks tepid
in mo.st locations this frame.
(Complete Boxoffice Reports on

Pages 8-9)
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Individual Bidding Under the Decree

Revives More Selling in the Field

Theatre-by^heatre selling im-*^

posed bv tooth the U. S. Supreme
Court anti-trust ruling and the

Paramount-RKO consent decrees

lias shoved the pendulum towards

decentralization of major company
sales forces. Reverse twist in ped-

dling pix follows a three-year post-

war period in which close regula-

tion of all sales by the home office

was the order-of-the-day.

Universal, for instance, is now
operating on a policy in which the

exchanges fix the rental bracket

for each pic depending on the

film's reception in the exchange

area. The classification is done

without reference to what another

exchange may decide as the notch

for any particular film. National

organization no longer decides

where a film belongs, though it fre-

ciuently reooromendS- a specific

braclcet as' a tryout for a film.

Under U's new system, pic is

tested in a number of first-run sit-

uations to test its grossing power.

Reason for the change is the fact

that a film can be particularly

strong in medium towns, for in-

stance, but comparatively weak in

big city situations.

Paramount is jalso heading for

the decentralized program. Cre-

Desert(edl) Stunt
Rosellen Callahan, special

flack for United Artists on
Sam Bischoff's "Outpost in

Morocco," had a publicity idea

last week. She inserted ads

in the N. Y. Herald Tribune
• and News asking French For-

eign Legion vets who had
served in Morocco to a reunion

/ dinner.
The idea was okay since

phone immediately began ring-

ing from Life mag,- radio and
video stations and newspapers,
all wanting to cover it. Only
difficulty is that she hasn't re-

ceived a single call yet from
an ex-Foreign Legionaire,

Weitman,Hpan's

2 Par Divisions
' The new United Paramount the-

atre chain, headed by Leonard
Goldenson. will probably kick off

ation of five divisions in place of
;
Jan. 1, 1950, with two divisions and

its previous four with the brunt of r a number of subordinate districts,

policy-making thrown to the field
|

Robert M. Weitman, managing di-

Is one step. Streamlihing of Par's
I rector of the New York and Brook-

distrib forces is understood to be
j
]yn Paramount theatres, named

a direct result of company's entry
|
last week to

.
replace Leon Netter,

into a divorcement settlement with will supervise one of the districts,

the Government.
j

Edward L. Hyman, ass't to Gold-
Competitive Bidding

I enson. is earmarked for chief of

In Par's case, there will be a
! the other district. ;

whopping boost in the number of
|

Meanwhile, Goldenson is cur-
situations negotiated competitively

J.^^^^y engaged in talks with a
In the field. Hundreds of spots number of Paramount theatre

Eye New Negotiations

Of Govt, and Schine

Washington, March 15.

Negotiations may get under way
again with J. Myer Schine- this

week on his tentative efforts to

reach a consent decree. Assistant

Attorney General Herbert Berg-

son, head of the anti-trust division,

said here. This, according to

Bergson, is the only thing even a

little warm in the consent decree

situation, aside from the RKO and
Paramount cases.

Meantime, the Government is

going ahead with preparations for

the arguments scheduled to com-
mence Friday in the Federal dis-

trict court in Buffalo. Schine cir-

cuit was found in violation of the

anti-trust law by the Supreme
Court last spring. However, job

of breaking up the chain was re-

manded to the Buffalo court.

Schine attorneys, first contacted

the Justice Department about two
months ago with, a proposition for

a consent decree. Schine offered

concessions which the Government
considered much , too slight, and
the proposition: was : nixed.

Last , week, Irving R, Kaufman,
Schine's lawyer, was back in Washr
ington with a second offer, which
was a little better than the first

but still not good enough.
"There was no definite rejection

of this offer," explained Bergson,
"because there was hardly any
real offer. We are still waiting for

something' substantial."
Schine operates the largest indie

chain in the U. S.

Metro s Yen fo Solo in Austro-Gemiany

Threatens Future of Export Assn

What, No Free Marks?
The use of films as a means

of getting tardy students to

classrooms on time has been
put into application at tiie

McBurney School, N. Y. It be-

gins its first class at 9 a.m.,

but via 8 a.m. picture show-,

ings (science, travel, sports,

etc) it gets the kids in early.

Attendance to films is volun-
tary, but F. H. Ingoldsby, di-

' rector of school's visual aid

education program, has found
these screenings highly efl'ec-

tive in decreasing habitual

tardiness.

where Paramount partners former-

ly had first call on product will

now, be sold by competitive nego-
tiations so that no charge of dis-

crimination by indies can be
raised. That system calls for lo-

calized negotiattons^hence, de-

1

centralization. •
,

I

partners with an eye to dissolving

the present ties by sale and divi-

sion of the theatres. Reportedly,
some of the pards may come over
to the new Paramount organization
as district supervisors specializing

in those areas Where they have

T, ^ t \ilL^'. «„«,.ot,-«„ )c ,icn
' been directing affiliated houses. In

sim^fl^a^r lTolvlw!^2 Num- l^^^.-^Ln™'
ber of situations are being gov-!

Whitman and Hyman.
|

erned by bracketing of exchanges Weitman will continue to direct '

instead of the h.o.s. It is believed the two Paramount showcases past
|

that the theatre-by-theatre trans- ,
the first of the year, ifs under-

actions will force other majors ,
stood. The Broadway house is to I

into the localized diekerings, there- be leased by the new production

by slackening the business which
the h.o. \;an handle.

In this regard, decision of Sut
preme Court in the Schine and
Griffith cases are a real factor.

Court ruled out sale of product to

a circuit as such thereby elim-
inating the standard homeoffice
spot of sales exec in charge of cir-

cuit selling.

NLRB ORDERS EECTION

BY SET DECORATORS
Washington, March 15.

Overriding objections of the
Painters Union, National Labor Re

distrib; outfit to the ; chain. New
producihg company: owns the the-
atre atid building under :the'teriris.

of the anti-trust settlement.

: Netter has assumed general man-;
agership iand exec veepee spot in

Florida State theatres, wholly-
owned Par chain. He is stepping
In for Frank Rogers who has been
ill. When Rogers retui-ns, dtip will
jointly run the circuit.; Mestnwhilei :

Weitman's new supervisory area
includes both, the south . iand the
Philadelphia sector. -

.
: With Weitman assurnihg ad!di<r

tional duties, Robert Shai»irOi>Pati-
mourit theatre^ Ijl. Y., house inah.i

ager, has been promoted to man-
lations Board on Saturday (12) i ager of Par flagship. He will ab-
ordered an election among the set ]

sorb : some of the tasks at the
decorators on whether they wish i theatre which Weitman formerly
to be represented by the Painters i handled. No other changes at the
or lATSE. It was the jurisdic-.N. Y. Par.

•tional row over which internation- 1

'

.

":.•. — —

-

al union controlled the smaU group I _
I

.
i

of set decorators which set off
|

|Zn|flunm. Aclre fn Ma^
the damaging industry-wide strikes

"oM lU HIUYC
in Hollywood in 1946-47.

NLRB ordered the election "With-

in 30 da.vs in the following studios:
Columbia, Paramount, Warners,
Loew!s, Universal, RKO, Goldwyn,
.Republic, Roach and 20th. The
Board, in its action, upheld the rec^
ommendations of its hearing exam-
iner. The Painters' union sought
to forestall the election by filing

charges of unfair labor practices
against the studios just four days
before the hearing examiner com-

' Thp" hX/ *fn' m„,,o o
menced the hearings, but after no^.l'l*' *° '""Jf

^tage 8

tice of the hearings had been an- ''"'"' "'^

nounced. Earlier unfair labor
charges, made by thfe Painters, had
been dismissed by NLRB.

Sound Stage in Lease

Fight With Pickford
Hollywood, March 15.

Samuel Goldwyn is feuding with
his landlady, Mary Pickford, who
exercises majority rights on own-
ership of the soil under the Gold-
wyn Studio.

Goldwyn's legal representatives
went into superior court to demand

which
lot at the ex-

piration of his lease late this year.
His reps declare he is entitled to
move 85% of the stage, leaving
only the foundations, , which are
rooted in the soil.CK..,,..' T ^ I rt i. I*"""'™ »n me so". Court. is con^oelwyn s 1 alent ljuest I sidering an attempt to settle all

William Selwyn, casting director title problems, including a fair sale
for Samuel Goldwyn, due in New i Price on the property. '

York today (Wednesday) on a hunt
|

—-

—

for talent and to make tests in '

, ^ ,
search of a femme lead required H. M. Warner 4 Stock Gift
by producer's plans for next sea-

1

' Washington, March 15.

, ) . , . , ^. . . . I

Harry M. Warner has gifted a
Selwyn, during his last trip to block of 4,300 shares of WarnerNew York, about nine inontlis ago, Bros, common to an undisclosed

Stresses Need For

Field Men to Back

Up lore Ballyhoo'
Major film company ad-publicity I

chiefs cannot yell "showmanship" i

on the one hahd: while eliminating
cooperative advertising and their
field 'exploitation staffs on . the
other. That's the opinion of Eagle
Lion ad-pub veepee Max E. Young-
stein, who sees hot only a con-
tinuation but an increase in co-op
ads as the only possible means of
capitalizing up and down the line
on the big ballyhoo stunts.

(Twentieth-Fox veepee Charles
Einfeld, terming a revival of old-
time showmanship one: of the best
forms of industry public relations,
had previously told Vahiety the
main emphasis should be placed on
getting the stars' out to the pub-
lic. Metro veepee Howard Dietz,
on the other hand, thinks the main
emphasis should be on the tried-
and-true methods—radio advertise
ing and national magazines. Ac-
cording to Dietz, the stars' place
'is on the screen.")
Both these systems naturally

have their jplace, according to
Youngstein, but co-op advertising
is all-important to carry such pub-
licity through to the—individual
theatres—the point of sale. "Those
big junkets which carry the stars
out to the public are fine," he said,
"but only if we have the field force
to carry them out to their logical
conclusions. We must adapt the
blueprint of the junket locale to
other cities, else all the money
spent in promoting a film at one
spot is lost after the picture plays
there."

Elimination of co-ops by most of
I the majors, Young.stein said, has
I

induced exhibitors to cut their
i
house budgets and to refuse to do
as much exploitation as they for-
merly did; as a result, everybody
suffers.

The industi>y .should come up
with some new ideas, he feels;
"For one thing," he .said, "we
ought to get more type in our ad
copy to let the public know what a

' picture is all about. That bugaboo
on too much copy has been carried

i to such extremes that often the
customers are left in the dark
about the type of picture we're

I promoting."

ARI Gallups h

Again; B.O. Pitch

In a renewed pitch to its clients
]

that what the film industry is now
suffering from is inadequate, pro-

motion of its product. Audience Re-
search Institute this week sent sub-
scribers a comparison of pictures

the public,' "most enjoyed" ^ during
the past two years and Variety's
list of. top

,
grossing films for the '

same' period.'
!

From the great divergence in the
|

two lists, the Gallup research unit
|

draws the conclusion: "Being a
|

good picture is obviously not i

enough. It is certainly one essen-

tial, but unless supported by mer-
chandising efforts commensurate
with its quality, the good picture

will not realize its potential at the
boxoffice."

ARI maintains that its interviews
show audiences are indicating

greater "enjoyment" of pictures
now than at any time during the
past five years. Nevertheless, the
"want-to-see"—the desire to pat-

ronize a particular picture—is low-
er, as is the "penetration"—^the

public's knowledge of a film. It is

from this, combination .of factors

that the researchers conclude the
product is not being sold hard

[

enough. :

The 1947 lists of ARI's "'mdsti
enjoyed" and Variety's biggest
grossers have five pix in common,
while the 1948 lists have only two
such films. In '47, not only "best
enjoyed," but doing top biz were
"Best Years of Our Lives," "The
Egg and I," "The Jolson Story,"
"Welcome Stranger" and "The
Yearling." In '48, pix on both lists

were "A Date With Judy" and
"Gentleman's Agreement."

discovered and inked Joan Evans,
14-year-old daughter of editor Dale
Eunson, who was handed the
lemme lead in "Roseanna McCoy

beneficiary.
Gift leaves Warner holding 274,-

050 shares of common outright and
another 16,000 shares in which he

Which recently completed shooting.
|
is beneficiary of a trust

Hoot Gibson Sues Mono
Hollywood, March 15.

Hoot Gibson, claiming he never
received a cut on westerns in
which he starred for Monogram
in 1943-44, hired attorney Jerome
Weber to sue the studio.
Gibson made six pix on which

he claims he's entitled to 10% of
the net, but hasn't collected any-
thing. He came in from Las Vegas
to press the case.

U Strong for Making Its

Talent Hit the Road To

Trailerize Pix Preems
While most major companies are

eyeing star junkets with growing
favor to build b.o. for a film, big-

gest plunger in the personal ap-
pearance technique appears to be
Universal. Company has not only
been borrowing stars for a num-
ber of its films but also inducing
these players to hit the road when-
ever time is available, after thesp-
ing chores, to aid in giving the film

I a big sendoff. U's contract players
are also being, sent out on wheels
during the normally idle periods
between pic stints.

Latest booked for a hinterland
-stretch is Marjorie Main, under
contract to Metro. She was bor-
rowed by U for "Pa and Ma Kettle"

!
and has been borrowed again to
make personal appearances in
Kansas City, Wichita and St. Louis
along with^ the openings of the
film.

Ann Blyth and Howard Duff,
under contract to U, have teamed
up for on-the-spot fanfare for U's
"Red Canyon" in Salt Lake City.
Meg Randall and Richard Lon^,
featured in "Life Of Riley" are
currently a week in advance of the
preem, in each town. To help plug

I

"Riley," William Bendix, film's
star, did a one-week stand in Cin-
cinnati.

Metro's desire tp resume operat-
ing on its own in Germany and
Austria is the principal factor hold-
ing up decision by the majors oh
continuing the life ot fhe Motion
Picture Export Assn. in the occu-
pied countries. Other companies
are likewise mulling advantages of
individual operations, but Metro is '

the hottest for going off on its

own.
That was learned last week fol-'

lowing meeting of directors of the
MPfA in New York, under chair-
manship of proxy Eric Johnston. It

was decided at this session by the
10 member-companies to renew
their contracts with the MPEA for
the seven Iron Curtain countries-
Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Hungary,
Poland, Rumania, Yugoslavia aiid

Russia.'

'

While MPEA waa thus assured
of existence until Aug. 31, 1950,
its activities will be greatly cur-
tailed if there's a negative deci.sioii

against continuing joint< distribu-
tion in any of the other five MPEA-
territories — Germany, Austria,
Ja pan, Korea and N?therlands Eiist

Indies. Board ducked a vote re.,

garding these countries pending
further study of the feasibility of
individual company operation;

Should Metro or any other lead-
ing major pull out of MPEA in

any territory, it is unlikely that
other companies would continue.
They feel they'd be at a competi-
tive disadvantage under joint op-
eration, while Metro was selling
individually. ,. One of the reasons
for reticence in going along with
the Export Assn. is the fact that
some indies,' such as Goldwyn, £elz-
nick and Disney, are "not members
and are getting extra returns via
selling around the MPEA.
There are a numbtir of important

factors in M-G's desire to with-
draw. Important one is that the
company thinks it is carrying along
some of the weaker studios with
its strong product via the film
pooling arrangement. Were it op-
erating on its own, it feels, it could
get more pix into each country.

Also, while there are no dollars
coming out of -some of these areas,

.

M-G feels that it will be firmly
entrenched for the day when the
remittance restrictions are lifted

if it gets started now. Also, there;

is some belief that the film indus-
try might get a larger share of
Economic Cooperation Administra-
tion funds if the companies were
working individually. They are
now getting print costs and cer-

tain operating expenses back in
Germany and Austria.:

N. Y. to Europe
Max de Vaucorbeil
Jennifer Jones :

Viveca Llndfors
John Sv/eet

L. A. to N. Y.
Luther Adler
Edward Arnold
Norman Bel Geddes
Bobbie Bennett
Ingrid Bergman
Irving Berlin
Ted Briskin
James Cagney
Dan Dailey

'

Bryan,Foy
George Glass
Betty Hutton
Ed Kllly
Bobby Lee
Peter Lorre
Fletcher Markle
Noel Meadow
Joseph H. Moskowitz
Edward Nassour
Mike Nidorf
J. Robert Rubin
James L. Saphier
Arthur Treacher

N. Y. to L. A.
Louis Galhern
Olive Carey
Jerry Devine
Betsy Drake
Jimmy Elliott

Sylvia Pine
Kathryn Givney
Danny Kaye-
David A. Lipton
Ann Sheridan
Joseph Szigeti

Europe to N. Y.
N. T. Hlrsch
Nat Jackley
Marianne Lincoln

STILL HERE
Henry Morgan
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W ONE HURT BY
Johnston s 'Braggmg?

^ Motion Picture Assn. prexy Eric Johnston had some awkward
curves thrown at him by foreign managers of major film companies

.

last weelt as result of the N. Y. Times telling of a purported frozen
lire deal between the MPAA and the Vatican. Company • execs
declared it was unnecessary "bragging" about what the MPAA was -

accomplishing that caused the story—which well may lead to the
end of the advantageous deals with Catholic and Jewish charities

for the thawing of frozen film coin in Italy.

Times' yarn, grew out of a series of tallts Johnston and John
McCarthy, MPAA international department chief, gave at the va-
rious studios during the previous weelt. These were supposed to
be off-the-record, but some 500 people or more heard them and
a garbled version leaked to Tpm Brady, Times' Hollywood cor-
respondent. :This gave the impression-^to the great embarrass-
ment of Church ofHcials—that the deal was with the Vatican,
rather than With an American-supported seminary in Home;
Company execs were vexed that the MPAA topper mentioned the

arrangement at all. Their policy is that the less said the better
about the myriad of ways in which the film companies have been
managing to get a fairish portion of their blocked currencies! out of
various foreign countries.

Indiana hdies' Big Gripe k Ikt

Fox-Wisc Paid Flat, They Played %
Bitter squawk by Grad Sears,-*-

United Artists prexy, against Fox-

Wisconsin last iveek for booking

two top featuresi UA's "Red River"

and Paramount's "Paleface," on

the same bill, ended in a recrimi-

natory duel between Sears and
Harold J. Fitzgerald, prez; of the

circuit. Sears and Fitzgerald dif-

fered on the reason,, but the two

pix were no^ dualled, as it turned

out, "Paleface" opening in Milwau-

kee last week and "Red River"

preeming today CWednesday).
Sears' initial statement that the

booking was a "flagrant, dangerous

ahd downright stupid abuse of ex-

hibitor power" brought from Fitz-

gerald a crack that "Sears is try-

ing to build himself up with his

board of directors by abusing an
innocent party with unfounded and
distorted statements. We are not

playing 'Red River' and 'Paleface'

together in any of our theatres,

and have no intention of doing so.:

"Mr. Sears apparently likes to

hear the echo of his booming voice

at the 21 Club and enjoys reading
Ms name in print, even if he
achieves it by spreading false Film
Bow rumors," Fitzgerald continued.
"It would have been easy for Mr.
Sears to check the facts by a call

to me, but in doing that he would
have deprived himself of the per-

sonal publicity he achieved by pos-

ing as a prophet of the industry."

Said UA's topper In quick rebut-
tal: "The only element of truth
In Mr. Fitzgerald's statement is

that the Fox-Wisconsin theatres do
not have a booking of 'Red River'
and 'Paleface' together. A strong

(Continued on page 53)

5 Ex'Selznickites At

;new-Casanave Mkke

It a Roadshow SRO

Agn

Altman Vice Schenck If

Latter Stays on Coast
I. I. (Al) Altman, associate east-

ern talent exec at Metro, will be
acting head, of the talent depart-
ment: in the absence of Marvin
Schenck. Latter leaves New York
at the end of this week for the
studio, where he will be groomed
for a producer berth. Plan is for
his stay there to be classified as
temporary until he and the studio
are definitely determined on the
producer slot.

Altman, who has been with the
company for many years. Will

probably be named to the top tal-

ent post in New York if Schenck
remains in Hollywood. Sidney
Phillips will continue to be associ-

ated with Altman in operation of
the department.

m REVENUE FOR

EKHIBS, DISIRIBS
. No one. is hurt and everyone is

helped by the current divorcement
trend in the film industry if opin-
ions being voiced by execs in the
companies affected carry weight.
The judicial separation of produc-
tion-distribs from their theatre
holdings which has already hit
Paramount and RKO and may
spread further has both sales' and
theatre officials seeing boosted
revenues for their ends of the bus-
iness. If there is any dent in re-

turns feared^ that sentiment is not
being voiced.

. For: instance, a top official con-
nected with one of the circuits in-

volved told Variety that he is con-
vinced that his chain's profits will

rise when the last tie is sliced.

This exec, insists that the circuit

has been paying: rentals equivalent
to' any raiik oiitsider for all prod^^
uctr of the parent company. Hel/'

cannot see how film terms will go:

any. higher when divorcement is

finalized.

At the same time, it is this exec's
contention that the circuit fre^

quently played home -product

which it would not have booked if

(Continued on page 53)

Proxies Disclose $15M000 Lopped

In Fflm Executives 1948 Salaries

*River-Taleface'

Dual Alerts All

Distribs to Flats

Flare-up of a battle last week
bver the dbuble booJcing of two
top-grossing films, "Red River"
and "Paleface" by ;rox-WiseQnsin
Circuit is detonating a Chain reac-
tion towards upward revision of
flat rentals on big pik, Following
the open declaration, against com-
bining strong films on one bill by :

(Irad Sears, Uhited Artists' ;
pirez,'

other distribs are rebpening the
entire question so ' that a: fbrmiila

can be hit upon to bar the practice.

Sears' denUnciatipri: and Jin appeal
by him to Paramount, distrib of

With five execs of Selznick Re-
j

"Paleface," led to several hours'
leasing Organization having moved discussion at Par's Coast sales
over during the past week to Mo-

1 huddles last week.

N^n ^i^i"'"*' ^u^'X !
While acting separately, it is now

unu fi^"^'^"^'l?i"?f-^ h likely that distribs will demand

hpaH.H ^i''V?'''^'?"^'
aspects of

jjgj. ,.e„ta]s ^r, in some in-

iinm in n
Selznick organization ^^.^^^^^ glitch to percentage deals

be nl f n^'l^- c^r^ . to Pi-event what is considered by
/^^'^'"n-coPy SRO. Agnew

; ^e an uneconomic habit.
iNewest moveovers are Manny

Church's Blocked

Lire Deal Not An

Unusual Compact
Fears that the Communist press

would .capitalize on the reports last

week of a frozen lire deal between
the Vatican and the U. S. film in-

dustry led to the quick and bitter

denials of the arrangement from '

Rome and New York. Church au-
thorities were afraid the Commu-
nists would misuse the report to
support the type of charges . re-
cently ; made against , Cardinal
Mindszenty of Hungary and other
religious leaders accused of black
market operations.

Pending deal, as it turned out,

was not with the Vatican, but with
North American College, a U, S.

charitable corporation which main-
tains a seminary for training

priests in Rome. Amount involved,
it was disclosed, was not the $3,-

000,000 mentioned in the New York
Times page one report, which
caused the severe repercussions,
but about $97.5jP00. ; i

Actually, this type oi deal is not
at all unusual. America'n film com-
panies have very little frozen coin

in Rome because of arrangements
they have been making since the

(Continued on page 53)

Reversing 8 trend of rising;

I

salaries for top-level flliiiites-^both:

j
executive and talent-r-whicfi mani-
fested itself since the Wai?' begari,
the Industry kiibcked.' off ah; esti-

mated $1S,DO0,O()() in its "wage nut;
for 1948 to bring dbwri its total
payments substantiaily below 'the
peak figure of 1947. AU :

majors
except United Artists: handed out :

an estimated $70,700,000 to its

rankihg execs; directoM
and playtirs wKo receive ih excissv
6f^ $20,000 annually,: subcord^k to,

a compilation of avaiiwle proxies
:by'A7ARIETY.

;
The' ciits, imposed by aU majors

to varying degrees, started in :'4'7

but reached their full impetus in
'48. In 1947, the highwater mark
in the history bf. the lndust(:y ' :"«faS

rfeached when ',$85,168,:292 Was-p
out. The '47 total represented a
gain of $11,0'71,333 over 1946.
lushest profit year of all times.

In all, . the industry reduced by
3T5 the number of top-bracketers
who collected $20,000 or better

I

from ., all
;
phases of

;
major com-

^

I pany activity. Some 1,466 officers

I

and employees had made the grade
„ . , . A . , , I during '47 which represented a
Script and not financial difficul- i climb of 115 from '46

ties are stalling reopening Eagle
( Holding its position of top en-

Lion's Hollywood studio, an EL
; velope-stuflfer is Metro once again,

spokesman declared this week. In
j
That company paid out $21,872,827

line with the new policy recently to 296 employees and 19 officers

Par Shares 20th's Gray
For Crosby Starrer
Hollywood, March 15.

Deal has been inked for Para-
mount to share Coleen Gray's con-
tract' with 20th-Fox as part of

agreement whereby she is loaned
for femme lead in "Riding High,"
Bing Crosby starrer.

Deal was swung by Sam Briskin,

exec producer of "High," which
Frank Capra is producing and
directing.

She made three pix for 20th before-

moving to Par. •
.

EL Wont Reopen

Lot Until 3 Pix

Ready to Shoot

set up by the company, EL will

not unshutter its lot until a "mini-
mum of three films are ready for
simultaneous shooting. . Decision
is in accord with a "cyclic" form
of production figured to keep stu-

dio costs to a minimum.
The plan now being followed is

to produce a group of films on the
lot, : then close up shop until an-
other group of features are ready
for the cameras. Present schedule
calls for Bryan Foy's "Trapped"
and "Port of New York" as two of

the opening pix. Third of the
starters will be an indie produc-
tion of Mack Sennett combining
some old footage taken by the
Keystone Kops' producer with new
stuff and a running commentary,

Included in the Sennett film will

'

also be the first two-reeler of Bing I

Crosby, besides footage on W. C.
i

Fields, Donald Novis and other vet
entertainers. Sennett will produce
the pic as : an indie, although he
has a deal for complete bankroll-
ing by EL.
Postponement of the opening of

EL's studio is due to script

troubles with Foy's two projects,

it is said. EL spokesman said flatly

this week that the lot will not re-

during the year. Metro; nonethe-
less, illustrated the tightening
process throughout the industry by
chopping its outlay by $2,732,841.
In so doing, it reduced the num-
ber of top-liracketers by 76.

While its proxy has yet to be
circularized, 20th-Fox undoubtedly
remains in second position. - Top

.

salary nut for 20th is estimated at
approximately $13,000,000 repre-
senting a cut of some $2,500,000 in
the past two years. Warner Bros,
is believed to have moved into
third spot. Its payroll overhead
for employees in the $20,000-and-
over class' has been substantiall]^

reduced while salary . payments to
officers have been held to the line
by waiver of mandatory pay in-;

(Continued on page 18)

Par Continues Buying

.Up Own Stock With View

Chiefly to Retire It

Under a decision of Barney Bal-
aban, company president, Para-
mount is maintaining its drive to

!
sTi'a^'e^^ ^'?%SZ'o^^ tcrt^slTr?
off the two new companies with a
minimum of capital stock obliga-

Beiner, who was Latin American
satesmanager, and A. J. Delcambre,
*ho was in charge of the south-
west territory with headquarters
in Dallas. Reiner will handle the
metropolitan New York, New Jer-
sey and eastern Pennsylvania areas
lor MPSC, while Delcambre will
continue in the Dallas territory.

(Continued on page 48)

SEE REP'S SLATE STET

PLUS 1 NEW DIRECTOR
Republic Pictures' annual stock-

holders' meeting is scheduled to be
Previously announced as switch- 1 held April 5 at the company's

tag to MPSC were Sam Horowitz, ; homeoffiee in New York. Little is

jnwwest chief, headquartering in
^mcago; Henry Krumm, southern
JoPPer, with main office in New
"rieans; and E. J. Fontaine, east-
ern boss, who hangs his hat in
ilj^'wnston. Similarity to SRO ex-

to physical facilities,

b^^^
Asnew has even taken over

v«„ i
M the offices and furniture

'*=Jted by Selznick in the field.

c.„i^
have seven divisions

on the agenda aside from election

of four directors who each will

serve for a three^year term.

Nominated to the board are in-

cumbents Edwin Van Pelt, veepee

of the Chemical Bank & Trust Co.;

Edward L. Walton, Rep veepee,

and Douglas T. Yates, veepee of

Republic Pictures International

Corp. Also up for election is John

Pelrauskas, Jr., Rep treasurer. His
*;?«iew disclosed in an announce- 1

anticipated selection \vill expand
«ent yesterday (Tuesday). Aside the board to 13 members plus

(Continued on page 20)
I
chairman Herbert J. Yates.

Tie to EL Stalk

Foy's Shift to WB
Before Bryan Foy. indie pro-

ducer releasing through Eagle

Lion, nan move over to the Warner
Bro.s. lot, as generally reported; he
must first obtain a cancellation of

present contractual commitments
to EL. Foy is tied for two more
years to EL under his original

pact, which made him first produc-

tion chief of the company. Nego-
tiations for a new contract, follow-

ing his ankling the post for indie

filmmaking, were staged with EL,

hut a deal was never actually

signed. His still existing contract

bars him from making outside

films for any other distrib.

Foy, it is undersitood, has been
huddling with Robert R, Young,

controlling stockholder of Pathe
Industries, EL's parent company;
Arthur L, Krim, president, and

Robert Benjamin; Young's attor-

ney, in Palm Beach, in an effort to

win the release. He wants to step

out after completing "Trapped"

and "Port of New York," his cur-

rent projects. Both films will be

channeled to Eli.

ready to go simultaneously. Foy
is due in New York this week to
start shooting Gotham backgrounds
for both films.

While the company still owes
$7,500,000 to a syndicate of banks
headed by the First National Bank
of Boston, the coin is available for
production -under its deal with
these houses.

With EL turning in a profit for

the past few irioriths, company
spokesmen predicted that the en-
tire $7,500,000 debt Will be more

tions. Despite the impending split
into separate theatre and produce
tion-distrib units, Par is still buy-
ing up its own stock on the open
mai-ket. Tremendous block of
stock now in the treasury will be
cancelled out, it has been learned.
With 25,100 added shares picked

up during February, Par now has
841,833 shares in its coffers, worth
some $18,000,000 at present ex-
change quotations. Signing of a

or less liquidated by the end of the consent decree, moreover, has not
year. Foreign take, which came

| gi^^ed buying operations which
are continuing into the presentto $1,000,000 last year, it is said, il^

now figured at $4,000,000 for the
current 12 months. J^ulk of the
first two years' product is begin-
ning to hit overseas theatres at

the' present" time.
'

month. None of this stock, it is

said, is likely to be used—as orig-

inally planned—to buy out theatre
partners. Rather, it will be re-
tired before the two new com-
panies get going, Jan. 1, 1950.
- Balaban is firmly convinced that
a company is hampered if it has too
great common stock dividend ob-
ligations to meet. Hence, it was
his decision which ruled out a split
of Par's stock into a two-for-one

Instead of giving stock-
holders one share of theatre stock
arid one of production-distrib tor
every share held on the parent
company, Balaban ordered the

; total to be halved.

I

New companies, therefore, will
be capitalized at 3,500,000 author-

l ized Shares of common, apiece, or

. , . , . one-half that of -the present Para-
Benny. Skouras reported that the

|
mount company. Amount actual^,

film house grosses were up gen-
,
outstanding at the ontset will be

erally between $6,000 and $7.000,
' further reduced, share-for-share,

with only one new bill makins i proportionately to the total stock
its bow in the FWC first-run

, bought during the balance of the
theatres. ' year.

LA. PIXERS UNHURT BY

BIG BENNY TV DEBUT
Los Angeles, March 15.

Film houses have nothing to fear' handout
from television, according to

Charles P. Skouras, chief of Fox
West Coast, who announced that
the circuit's theatres drew the big-

gest day's business last Tuesday
(81 night.

That was the night KTTV was
dedicated with an all-star televi-

sion program headed by Jack
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THE 18 HAPPIEST GUYS IN PICTURE BUSINESS!

Paramount's Home Office Delegation, Just Back From The Coast After Previewing

All This Fabulous Line-Up of Coming Product! We've Seen 'Em AU~ai
Neither We Nor You Have Ever Seen Anything Like Them for Sheer

Sustained BoxofEce Quality! Here's the 16-Picture Evidence That

THE GOLD'S REALLY ROLLING FROM OUR HOLLYWOO

FOR PARAMOUNT'S GOLD RUSH OF '49
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LA Loaded With Holdovers But 'Door

Swings RichW; 'Sun' Perks To

Neatm 'St. Louis' Robust 48G
Los Angeles, March 15. ,

Overall biz is perking up a bit

this session with three new bills

helping. Out in front is "Knock On
Any Door," with smart $48;00O in

two theatres. Same is looked for

on "South o£ St, Louis" in three
Warner houses.

Combo of "Sun Comes Up" and
••Bribe" looks neat $46,500 in three
houses, mostly on strength of

downtown Los Angeles. "Duel in

Sun" is pleasing $32,500, six spots.

Other pop-scAle houses are on mild
side: Among upped price theatrest,

"Paisan" is good $8,500 in fourth
El Key week, "Red Shoes" is same
on 11th week at Fine Arts, "Ham-
let" nice $5,500 in Four Star 20th
week, and "Pastorale" fine $2,400
ln'12th Laurel stanza, ,:. •

t Estimates show representatwe
houses in doiontown L. A. and
Hollywood sections for each day^'

date unit).

Estimates for This Week
Downtown (WB) fl,757; 60-$l)—

"South of St, Louis" (WB). Excel-
lent $19,000, Last week, "Johnny
Belinda" (WB) and "Sierra Madre"
(WB) (2d wk), $.10,700 on return
playdate.

Downtown Music Hall (Prin*Cor)

<902; 55-$l)—"Cover-Up" (UA) (2d

•wk). .Mild $6,500, with other 3 Mu-
sic Halls, $14,000, Last week, $10,-

200.

Chinese (FWC) (2,048; 60-$l)—
."Letter Three Wives" (20th) (3d
wk). Closing at $7,000 after fancy
$11,800, last week.

Egyptian (FWC) ($1,538; 60-$l)—
"Sun Comes Up" (M-G) and
"Bribfe" (M-G). Okay $11,000.
Last week, "Kissing Bandit" (M-G)
and "Act Violence" (M-G), slim
$6,200,

Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 60-$l)—
"South of St. Louis" (WB) Good
$15,000. Last week, "Johnny Be-
linda" (WB) and ''Sierra Madre"
(WB) (2d wk), $6,800.

Pantaees (Pan) (2,812; 60-$l)—
"Knock, on Any Door" (Col) and
"Blondie's Big Deal" (Col), Ex-
cellent $22,000. Last week, ''Dear
to Heart" (RKO) and "Oay Pigeon'-
(RKO), $10,500.

Hollywood Paramount (F&M)
a,451; 60-$l)—"Whispering Smith"
(Par) and "Dynamite" (Par) (3d
•wk). Near $7,000. Last week, fine

$10,500,

Ritz (FWC) (1,370; 60-$l)—"Duel
in Sun" (SRO) and "Law Barbary
Coast" (Col). Okay $6,000. Last
week, "Walking Hills" (Col) and
"Song India" (Col) (2d wk), thin
$3,200,

Vogue (FWC) (885; 60-$l)—"Boy
Green Hair" (RKO) and "Gun
Smugglers" (RKO) -(2d wk.). Near
$3,000, after good $5;500 last week,
- Loew's (Loew's-WC) (2,404; 60-
$1)—"Letter Three Wives" (20th)
and "Henry, Rainmaker" (Mono)
(3d wk). About $9,000 here, with
ofher 3 houses in unit, $27,500.
Last week, mild $13,000.

Los Angeles (D town-WC) (2,097;
eo-,?!)—"Sun Comes Up" (M-G)
and "Bribe" (M-G). Sturdy $24,000.
La.sf week, "Kissing Bandit" (M-G)
and "Act Violence" (M-G) (2d wk),
$11,700,
Orphenm (D'town-WC) (2,210;

60-$!)—"Boy Green Hair" (RKO)
and "Gun Smugglers" (RKO) (2d
wk). Mild $7,000 in ,5 daySi With
other 3 hous^ in unit, $15,000,
Last week, $l(r,200.

Palace iD'town) (1,191; $1-$1.80)— Joan Arc" (RKO) (12th wk).
Slight $3,000, and only $5,000 with
Apollo biz. Last week. $4,300.

Paramount (F&M) (3,398; 60-$l)
—"Whispering Smith" (Par) and
"Dynamite" (Par) (3d wk). About
$10,000, Last week, fine $17,500,
RKO Hillstreet (RKO) (2,890; 50-

80)—"Knock Any Door" tCol) and
"Blondie's Big Deal" (Col).'^ Strong
$26,000. Last week, "Dear To
Heart" (RKO) and "Clay Pigeon"
(RKO) (2d wk), $10,800.

United Artists (UA) (2,100; 60-
$1)—"Duel in Sun" (RKO) and
"Law Barbary Coast" (Col). Nice
$12,000, Last week, "Walking Hills"
(Col) and "Song India" (Col) {2d
wk), $8,400.

Costly Tarzan*
Hollywood, March 15,

Despite general slashing of
budgets, Sol Lesser is clinging to
previously announced $1,000,000
budget :on"Tarzan and the Golden
Lion,"

Producer is considering sending
troupe abroad to shoot the film in
England or South Africa with
frozen coin.

'Ships' Sails Stout 25G,

Buflf.; 'Stampede' Fast 13G
,ButraIo. March 15,

Plenty of holdovers here this

week. "Down to Sea in Ships"

shapes sturdy at Lakes. "North-
west Stampede" looks trim at Laf--

ayette. "Mother Is Freshman" is

okay at Buffalo.

Estimates for This Weett

Buffalo (Loew's) (3,500; 40-70)-^

"Mother Is Freshman" i20th). Fine
$17,000. Last week, "Command De-
cision" (M-G), $19,000 in 9 days.

Great Lakes (Par) (3,400; 40-70)

—"Sea in Ships" (20th), Sturdy
$25,000 in 11 days. Last week,
"Whispering Smith" (Pay) (2d wk),
nice $9,000.

Hipp (Par) (2,100; 40-70)—'."Sgt;

York" (WB) and "Castle on Hud-
Ison" (WB) (reissues). Fine $9,000.

I

Last week, "Chicken Every Sun-
Iday" (20th), $10,500.

i Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 40-70)—
["Northwest Stampede" (ED and
1 "Let's Live Little" (EL). Trim
i
'$13,000. Last week, "Slightly

i
French'- (Col) and "Jungle Jim''

,

(Col), $10,000.

20th Century (20th Cent) (3,000;
40-70)—"Enchantment" (RKO) and
"Clay Pigeon" (RKO) (2d wfc),;

Down to $9,000 after fine.. $14,000
opener.

'Riley Rousing

Leads K.C.

Kansas City, March 15.

I Plenty of new films in town, but

i

none doing so well. Standout is

"Life of Riley;" in three Fox Mid-
west houses, but j ust over average.:

"So Dear to My Heart," at ON
pheum, looks next best, being good.

Estimates ior This Week
ApoUo (Fox Midwest) (1,037;

1 $1.20-$2.40)—"Hamlet" (U) (3d wk).
I So-so $4,000 after $5,000 in second.
I House now returns to subsequent
' runs.

Esquire (Fox Midwest) (820; 45-
65)—"Letter Three Wives" (20th)
and "Jungle Patrol" (20th) (m.o.).
Just average $3,000. Last week,
"Shot Jesse James" (SG) and
"Highway 13'-' (SG), splendid $5,-
500.

Midland (Loew's) (3.500; 45-65)
-r"Act of Violence" (M-G) and
"Dark Past" (Col). Dim $7,000 in 5
'days, and being replaced by "En-
chantment" (RKO). Last ; week,

I

"The Bribe" (MG) and "Girl Man-
hattan" (UA), $13,000.

'

Orpheum (RKO) (1,900; 45-65)^
"Dear to Heart" (RKO) and "Clay
Pigeon" (RKO). Good $11,000,
with heavy play from kids. Last
week, ''John Loves Mary" (WB)
and "Flaxy Martin" (WB), same.

Paramount (Par) (1,900; 45'65)-—
("Alias Nick Beal" (Par). Okay
I $10,000. Last week, "Whispering
Smith" (Par) (2d wk), $9,000.

Tower - Uptown - Fairway (Fox
Midwest) (2,100; 2,043, 700; 45-65)
r.T-''Life of Riley" (U), Above aver-
age pace at $16,000. Last week,
"Letter to Three Wives" (20th),
strong $19,000.

'Happy' Hot $10,000, Port
Portland, Ore., March 15.

Three - week old newspaper
strike i.s taking a bite out of biz

here this session although exhibi-

tors are using every other avail-

able media. "John Loves 'Mary"
shapes snappy in two spots and
"You Gotta Stay Happy" is also

faring well at Broadway,
Estimates for This Week

Broadway (Parker) (1,832; 50.

85)—"Gotta Stay Happy" (U) and
"Act of Murder" (U), Solid

$10,000. Last week, "Don't Trust

Husband" (UA) and "Valiante

Hombre" (UA), $10,400.

Oriental (H-E) (2.000; 50-85)—
"John Loves Mary" (WB) and;

"Flaxy Martin" (WB), day-date

with Orpheum, Fast $4,000. Last
week, "Whispering Smith" (Par)

and "Dynamite" (Par), sock $6,000,

Orpheum (H-E) (1,750; 50-85)—
"John Loves Mary" (WB) and
"Flaxy Martin" (WB), also Orien-
tal. Snappy $8,000, Last week,
"Walked by Night" (EL) and "Last

Wild Horses" (SG), $4,400.

Paramount (H-E) (3,400; 50-85)-^

"Whispering Smith" (Par) and
"Dynamite" (Par) (2d wk). Big

$7,500. Last week, sock $12,500.

United Artists (Parker) (895; 50-

85)—"Command^ Decision" (M-G),

(2d wk). Big $8,500. Last week,
$11,000. —

'Fury'-Hampton

Hep $40,000 Del
: Detroit, /March 15^

Long lines of be-boppers shuf-

fling into Fox to hear Lionel Hamp-
ton band here this week. Looks:
solid $40,000 with "Blanche Fury"
on screen. "Whispering Smith" pro-
duced a loud $22,000 in second
Michigan week. "Red Pony" looks
strong at United ; Artists, while
"Boy With Green Hair'* is doing
fine at Madison.

Estimates for This Week
Fox (Pox-Mich) (5,000; 85-$l)—

"Blanche Eury" (EL) with Lionel
Hampton orch heading stage. Solid
$40,000. Last week, "Letter Three
Wives" (20th) (2d wk) , fine $25,000.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;

70,95)—"Whispering Smlth'^ (Par)

(2d wk). Oke $22^000. Lai^t week,
smash $35,000.
Palms (UD) (2,900; 79-$1.17)—

"Joan of Arc" (RKO) (4th wk).
Steady $16,000. Last week, $17,000.
United Artists (UD) (2,000; 70-

95)—"Red Pony" (Rep) and "Last
Bandit" (Rep). Strong $19,000.
Last week, "Fighting O'Flynn" (U),

$17,000.

I
Madison (UD) (1,800; 70-95)—

"Boy With Green Hair" (RKO) and
"Jungle Goddess" (SG). Fine $14,-

000. Last week, "Siren Atlantis"
(UA), $12,000,
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 70-95)-^

"Family Honeymoon" (U) and
"Highway 13" (SG) (2d wk). Fair
$11,000, Last week, $17,000.
Downtown (Balaban) (2,800; 70-

95)—"Kissing Bandit" (M-G) and
"Feathered Serpent" (Mono). Slim
$10,000. Last week,"3 Godfathers"
(M-G) and "Smugglers Cove"
(Mono) (2d wk), $15,000.

'Joan' Seattle's Standout,

$15,000; 'Pacific' $14,000
Seattle, March 15.

Several topflight theatres have
new fare this week,iincluding "Joan
of Are" at Music Hal), "Sun Comes
Up" at Liberty, "Canadian Pacific"

at Orpheum, and "Mother Is Fresh-
man" at Paramount. Standouts are
"Joan" and "Pacific."

Estimates for This Week
Coliseum (H-E) (1,877; 50-84)—

"Act of Violence" (M-G) and "Har-
poon" (SG). Fair $7,000. Last
week, "Dark Pa,st" (Col) and
"Slightly French" (Col), $8,500.

Fifth Avenue (H-E) (2„349; 50-84)
—"Command Decision" (M-G) and
"Ladies of Chorus" (Col) (3d wk)
Mild $5,500 in 8 days after big
$10,000 for second.

Liberty (Ind) (1,650; 50-84)—
"Sun Comes Up" (M-G) and
"Blackie Chinese Adventure" (Col).

(Continued on page 18)

'WITCH' RESOUNDING

$16,000, TORONTO ACE
Toronto, March 15.

"Wake Of Red Witch" is the ma-
,1or newcomer, big at Odeon. "Boy
Green Hair" is oke at Tivoli. Busi-
ness suffered from first severe
snowstorm of season.

Estimates for This Week
Downtown (20th Cent) (1,050;

35-60)—"Lucky Stiff" (UA) and
"Million Dollar Weekend" (Indie);

Mild $4;500. Last week,"Chicken
Every Sunday" (20th) and "Arthur
Takes Over" (20th), okay $6,500.

Imperial CFP) (3,,373; 36-66)—
"Every Girl Married" (RKO) (2d
wk). Fine $11,000 after last week's
hefty $15,000.

Loew's (Loew) (2,096; 36-66)—
"Command Decision" (M-G) (2d
wk). Steady $11,000 after last
week's big $15,000.

Odeon (Rank) (2,390; 35-$1.20)
—"Wake Red Witch" (Rep). Big-
gest opening ever at Arthur
Rank's Canadian flagship outside
of "Red Shoes." Big $16,000. Last
week, "Look Before You Love"
(EL), $11,000,

Shea's (FP) (2,386; 36-66)—"Yel-
low Sky" (20th) (2d wk). Satis-
factory $7,000 after last week's
fine $9,000.

Tivoli (FP) (1,431; 36-66)—"Boy
With Green Hair" (RKO). Okay
$6,000, Last week, "Letter Three
Wives" (20th) (5th wk), big $4,000,
Uptown (Loew) (2,743; 36-66)—

"Bad Men Tombstone" (Mono)
and "Henry, Rainmaker" (Mono).
Fair ,$9,500. Last week, "Sun
Come^ Up" (M-G) (2d wk), $8,000.

'Stop Music' Lifts 'Feudin',' Rousing

$36,000 PhiUy; 'St Louis' Fine 24G

Key City Grosses

Estimated Total Gros*
This Week .... $2,';69,000

{Based on 24 cities, 198
theatres, chiefly jirst runs, in-

cluding N. y.).

Total Gross Same Week
Last Year $2,899,000
(Based on 20 cities, 221

theatres}.

Carson Pushes Up

'Flaxy 32G, D.C.

Washington, March 15.

Biz is better on average than in

recent weeks. Jack Carson Holly-
wood Shov^ is boostins! "Flaxy Mar-
tin" to smash week at Warner.
"Letter to Three Wives" is ace
straight-fllmer. Also strong is

''Saraband," at Playhouse.
Estimates for This Week

Capitol (Loew's) (2,434; 44-80)—
"Force of Evil" (M-G) plus vaude.
Dim $18,000. Last week"Bribe"
(M-G) with vaude. good $25,000.
Dupont (Lopert) (376; $1.20-

.$2.40)—"Red Shoes" (9th wk.).
Wound up almost canacity at $5,-

800. Last week. $4,000.
Keith's (RKO) (1.939; 44-80)—

"Dear to Heart" (RKO) (2d wk.).
Okay $9,000, Last week, $14,000.

Metropolitan (WB) (1,163; 44-74)
—"Lucky Stiff" (UA). Sickly $5,-
000. Last week, "Shot Jesse
James" (SG), $7,500,

National (Heiman) (1,600; 44-74)
—"Slightly French" (Col). Floppo
$4,000. Last week,- "Return Octo-
ber" (Col) (2d wk), nice $7,500.

Palace (Loew's) (2,370: 44-74)^
"Letter Three Wives" (2Gth). Looks
hefty $23,000. Last week, "Family
Honeymoon" (U) (2d Wk), $16,000,
Playhouse (Lopert) (432: 50-85)

—

"Saraband" (EL), Sock $6,5fiO,
hypoed by fancy preem. Last
week, "Symphonic Pastorale" (In-

die) (3d wk.), $3,500 in 6 days.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (650; 44-80)—

"Paisan" (Indie) (2d wk). Amazing
$12,000 after last weiek's smash
$14,000. .

Warner (WB) (2,154; 50-90)—
"Flaxy Martin" (WB) plus vaude.
Jack Carson onstage accounts for
smash $32,000. Last week, "Walk-
ed by Night" (EL), strong $16,000
at 44-74C,

Philadelphia, March 15.
Combination of Lent and gener- .

ally dull product is sloughing busi-
ness here this week. "South of St.;-
Louis" looks only nice at Stanley
and "Family Honeymoon'' is barely
good at Mastbaum.
Standout is Earle with "Stop the

Music" unit, which is lifting
"Feudin", Fussin' and a-Fightin' "

to smash session. "Paisan" still is
big in 12th week at Princess.

Estimates for This Week
Aldine (WB) (1,303; 50-99)—

"Own True Love" (Par). Dim $8,-
000. Last week, "Return October"
(Col) (2d wk), mild $8,800.
Boyd (WB) (2,360; .50-99)—"En-

chantment" (RKO) (5th wk). Pihe
$14,000. Last week, $15,200.

Earle (WB) (2,700; 50-99)—
"Feudin*, Fussin' " (U) with "Stop
the Music" on stage. Boff $36,000;
Last week, "Girl Manhattan" (UA).
with Jack Carson on stage, $37,500

Fffic (20th) (2,250; 50-99)—"Let-
ter Three Wives" (20th) (2d wk).
Strongest film here at fancy $26-
090. Last week, $32,000.
Goldman (Goldman) (1,300; 50-

99)>^ "Whispering Smith" (Par)
(4th wk). Down to $10,000: Last
week, oke $12,000.
Karlton (Goldman) (1,000; 90-

$1,80)—"Joan of Arc" (RKO) (12th
wk). Mild $6,500. Last week, $7,-
000.

Keith's (Goldman) (1,300; 50-99)
-—"Command Decision" (M-G) (5th
wk). Fair $7,000. Last week. $9,-
000.
Mastbaum (WB) (4,360; 50-99)—

"Family Honeymoon" (U). Good
$24,000, Last week, "John Loves
Mary" (WB), $19,000.

Stanley (WB) (2,950; 50-99)

—

•'South of St, Louis" (WB). Nice
$24,000. Last week, "Wonderful
Urge" (20th) (2d wk), $13,000.

Stanton (WB) (1,475; 50-99)—
"Cover-Up" (UA). Fast $10,000.
Last week, "Parole, Inc." (EL) and
"Northwest Stampede" (EL), $9,-
000.

Trans-Lux (T-L) <500; $1.20-
$2.40)— "Red Shoes" (EL) (12th

; wk). Socko $9,000. Last Week, $9,-
200,

Skeiton Tilts 'Pigeon'

Giant $52,000, Frisco;

'Pacific' Bangup 22iG
San Francisco, March 15.

In
,
spite of a severe earthquake,

worst rains in 10 years and lights
out for over two hours in many
houses due to electrical storms,-
Red Skeiton onstage at Golden
Gate win boost ''Clay \Pigeon" to
huge figure. "Paisan" is boff at
United Nations in first week.
Opening day personals by Jane

Wyatt, Victor Jory and J, Carroll
Naish boosted "Canadian Pacific''
at Fox. "Symphonic Pastorale''
looks trim in 12th week at the Clay.

Estimates for This Week
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,844; 85-

$1)—"Clay Pigeon" (RKO) plus
Red Skeiton and Dave Rose - orch
onstage. Terrific $52,000. Last
week, "Joan of Arc" (RKO) (6th
wk), held to $12,500 at $1.40 top.
Fox (FWC) (4,651; 60-95)—"Ca-

nadian Pacific" (20th) and "High
Fury" (UA). Looks big $22,500.
Last week, "Sea in Ships" (20th)
and "Henry, Rainmaker" (Rep) (2d
wk), fair $12,500.

Warfleld (FWC) (2,656; 60-85)—
"Chicken Every Sunday" (20th) (2d
wk). Fair $11,500. Last week, fine
$16,500 in 5 days.
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 60-85)—

"Sgt. York" (WB) and "Castle On
Hud.son" (WB) (reissues). Hefty
$17,500. Last week. "Bad Boy"
(Mono) and "Big Fight" (Mono),
strong $19,500.

St. Francis (Par )(1,400; 60-85)—
"Whispering Smith" (Par) (4th wk).
Nice $10,000. Last week, $13,000.
Orpheum (No. Coast) (2,448; 55-

85)—"Fighting O'Flynn" (U) and
"Gay Amigo" (UA). Okay $12,000.
Last week, "Shot Jesse James"
(SG) and "Crime Doctor's Diary"
(Col), fine $15,000,
United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207;

58-85) — "Enchantmenf" (RKO).
Good $10,500. Last week, "Girl
Manhattan" (UA), thin $5,500.
Stagedoor (Ackerman) (370;

$1.20-$2,40)—"Hamlet" (U) (18th
wk), Nice $7,000. Last week, $7,300.

Pitt Sluggish; 'Bribe'

No Treat at $14,000,

'Dear to Heart' 15G
Pittsburgh, March 15.

Biz here is a little sluggish, with
the spring-like weather over week-
end sending folks out on open
road. Best showing is being made
by "Letter to Three Wives" in
second Harris week. Only two new
pix in town, "Bribe" at Penn and
"So Dear To My Heart" at Stan-
ley, running : neck-and-neck but
both are only fair.

I

Estimates for This Week
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 45-80)—

j
"Enchantment" (RKO) (2d wk). A
little thin on wind-Up at $7,000.
Last week, $9,300, . on disappoint-
ing side.

Harris (Harris) (2,200; 4,'i-80)—
"Letter Three Wives" (20th) (2d
wk). Still swell $11';000 in 5 days
on top of last week's big $14,000,
Moves out to give "Life of Riley"
(U) March 17 opening.
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 45-80)

—"The Bribe" (M-G), Barely $14.-

000, dim. Last week, "Whispering
Smith" (Par), big $22,000.

Stanley (WB) (3,800; 45-801—
"Dear to Heart" (RKO). Fine no-
tices for new Disney feature but.
got away slowly. Looks modest
$15,000. Last week, "John Loves
Mary" (WB), $15,500.
Warner (WB) (2,000; 4.'j-80)—

"Sgt. York" (WB) and "Castle On
Hudson" (WB) (reissues). Excel-
lent $9,000. Last week. "He
Walked By Night" (EL) (m.o.), av-
erage $6,000.

'CHEATED LAW'-KRUPA

TALL $18,000, ST. LOO
St, Louis, March 15.

Lenten season in this heavily
populated Catholic city, snow
storms Saturday (12) and last night
(Mon,) and drop in temperature to,

near zero is slowing up trade to

a walk currently. "Family Honey-
moon" shapes standout at Am-
bassador. Gene Krupa band; is

boosting "Cheated Law" to solid

figure at the St. Louis.
Estimates for This Week

Ambas!)ad6r (F&M) (2,000; 50-
75)—"Family Honeymoon" (U) and
"Incident" (Mono). Big $19,500.

Last week, "Letter Three Wive.s"

(20th) and "Fighting Back" (20th),

$17,500.
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 50-75)—"Sta-

tion West" (HKO) and 'vTarzan'i

(Continued on page 18)
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Lent, Income Tax Bop Chi; 'St. Louis'

Oby $13,000, Honeymoon'DunSlS,

crosses m seveiai ycaia.

?own mid-week trade is way off

iut the weekends are not so bad.
PUI fcnB Tint hplnpri

Chicago, March IS. '^

rhicago exhibitors are shudder-

»nc under tlie impact of the lowest
»'B .„ geveral years. Down-

The "weather also has not helped

much. Trouble stems from the m-

Some tax and heavy Lenten drop-

off Some even blame the Pyramid
' clubs.

New product is only fair, with

"Familv Honeymoon" doing slow

,[|,000 at the Palace "South of

h Louis" at Roosevelt shapes bet-

ter but not sock with $13,000.

Chicago, United Artists, . the

State-Lake and Garrick all are off

In second weeks.

Estlmatei for Thii Week
Apollo (B&K) (1,400; 1.20-2.40)

—"Hamlet" (U) (16th wk). Excel-

lent $8,000. Last week, $10,000.

Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 50-98)—

"John Loves Mary" (WB) with

Lawrence Welk orch and Har-

monica Rascals. Light (2d wk).

$40,000. Last week, $50,000, under

."''Gtrrick (B&K) (900; 50-98)—
•'State Dept. File 649" (FC) and
"Alaska Patrol" (FC) (2d wk).

Okav $6,000. Last week, $9,000.

Grand (RKO) (1,500; 50-98)—

"Act of Violence" (M-G) (2d wk).

Fairish $10,000. Last Week $13,800.

Oriental (Es'saness) (3,400; 50-98)

,
—"Kissing Bandit" (M-G) with Ar-

thur Godfrey Scouts. Way off unit

onstage (3d wk) at $27,000. Last

week, fine $37,000.

Palace (2,500; 50-98)—"Family
Honeymoon" (U) and "Leather
Gloves" CMono). Moderate $15,000

Last week, "Back to

Broadway Grosses

Estimated Total Grasw
This Week $577,500
(Bosed on IC theatres)

Last Year $719,500
(Based on 23 theatres)

'Riley Robust

inCleve.

(RKO) and * ' M a r i n c Raiders"
(RKOj (reissues) 6 days), $11,000.

Utalio (Indie) (1,700; 50-98)—
"Laugh Carnival" (Indie). Neat
$11,000. Last week, "Wake Red
Witch" (Rep) (m o.) and "Homicide
for Three" (Rep), nice $12,300.

Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 50-98)—
"South of St. Louis" (WB). Not
too bad at $13,000. Last week,
"Siren of Atlantis" (UA) and
"Rose of Yukon" (Rep) (2d wk),
$9,000.

Selwyn (Shubert) (1,000; 1.20-
2.40)—"Red Shoes" (EL) (12th wk).
High $13,500. Last week, $13,900.

State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 50-98)—"Tatlock's Millions" (Par) (2d
wk). Down to thin $12,000. Last
week, mild $17,000.
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 50-

98)_"Walking Hills" (Col) (2d wk).
Modest $8,000. Last week, $12,000.
Woods (Essaness) (1,073; 98)—

"Enchantment" (RKO) (3d wk).
Decent $16,000. Last week, trim
$18,000.

World (Indie) (587; 80)

. Cleveland, March 15. .

Vaude bill topped by ^^fahkie
Laine and Connie Haines is hiefty
magnet at Loew^s State, upping
"Sun Comes Up" to husky figure.
All entries were nipped by a traf-
ficrstopping snowstorm last Thursr
day and Friday ,yet "Life of Riley"
looks ' extra sharp at Hipp,

. Estimates; for This Week
Allen (WB) (3,057; 55-70)-^

"Mother Is Freshman" (20th).
Brisk $15,000. Last Week, "Dark
Past" (Col), $13,000.

Esquire (Community) (700; '75^

$2.40)—"Red Shoes" (Et) (12tti
Wk). Neat $7,000 after $8;000 1iast

week."':
Hipp (Warner) (3,465; 55-70)-^

"Life of Riley" (U). Swaggering
$20,000. Last week, "He Wsflked
By Night" (EL), $16,500.

Palace (RKO) (3,284; 55-70)—
"Letter Three Wives" (20th). {2d

Bataan"
|
wk). Cut to $12,000 by heavy snows

'Wives' Sweet $14,000,

Baito; 'Heart' $15,000
Baltimore, March 15.

Trade remains fairly steady here,
with best action being recorded by
"A Letter to Three Wives" at the
New, and "So Dear to My Heart,"
at the Town. Others are consistent
if unspectacular.

' Estimates for This Week
Century (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 20-

60)^'.'Family Honeymoon" (U) (2d
wk). Holding nicely at $11,000
after good $16,300 opener.

Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240;
20-70)—"Walking Hills" (Col) plus
vaude. Not getting too far at $13,-
000. Last week, "Dark Past". (Col)

I

with Peter Lorre in p.a.y building/
to strong $15,900.

I
Keith's (Schanberger) (2,460; 20-

60)—"Life of Riley" (U) (2d wk).
All right $8,000 after nice $11,200
opener.

Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 20-65)—
"Cover-Up" (UA). Average $4,000.
Last week, "Countess Monte Cris-
to" (U), $4,400.

'

New (Mechanic) (1,800; 20-60)—
"Letter Three Wives" (20th). Stout
$14,000. Last week, "Chicken Every
Sunday" (20th), mild $11,400.

Stanley (WB) (3,280; 25-75)—
"South of St. Louis" (WB). Modest
$13,000. Last week, "Sgt. York"
(WB) (reissue), mild $7,800.
Town (Rappaport) (1,500; 35-65)

—"Dear to Heart" (RKO). Sturdy
$15,000. Last week, "Enchantment"
(RKO) (2d wk). $8,200.

B'way Spotty But 'Little Women

$126,000; 'Giune'Socko 56a mther

Not Too Fresh 88G With Baker-Cab

after fine $24,000 last week.
State (Loew's) (3,450; 55-70)—

"Sun Comes Up" (M-G) plus
Frankle Laine and: Connie Haines
heading stageshowv Swell $30,000.
Last week,;"Whispering Smith"
(Par), hearty $22,000.

san" (Indie) (9th wk).
Last week, $5,000,

"Pai-

Big $4,000.

'Sea in Ships' Sturdy

), Best in Prov.;

DUCHIN-M. MAXWELL UP

'DEAR SEC 28G, CINCY
- Cincinnati, March 15.

Biz generally is: several : jumps
ahead of last week, with better
product and stagestiow at the AI-
bee rated responsible. Ace straight
filmer Is Keith's "Family Honey-
moon." Albee, with '"Dear Sec-
retary" with ; Eddy Duchin band
and Marilyn Maxwell heading
stage show, shapes hefty.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 60-94)—

"Dear Secretary" <UA) plus Eddy
Duchin orch, Marilyn Maxwell,
others, onstage. Hefty $28,000.

Last Week, "Wake Red Witch"
(Rep), at 55-75C. scale, slick

$17,500.
Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 55-75)—

"Don Juan" (WB) (2d wk). So-so

$6,000 after moderate $10,000
bow.-'
Grand (RKO) (1.400; 55-75)—

'Riley' Lively

$13,0i,lndpls.
Indianapolis, March 15.

March cold wave plus continu-

,

ing interest in state high school
basketball tournament, is putting
a crimp in firstrun biz here this
week. But "Life of Riley," draw-
ing heavily from radio fans, is

going big at the Circle. "Rogues'
Regiment-," at Indiana, looks fair.

; Estimates for This Week
Circle (Gamble-DoUe) (2,800; 44-

65)—"Life of Riley" (U) and "So
This Is New York" (UA). Nifty

( $13,000. Last week, "Alaska Pa-
I trol" (FC) with Frankie Carle orch
1
onstage, hot $24,000 at 60-90c.
'scale..'

Indiana (G-D) (3,300; 44-65)—
"Rogues' Regiment" (U) and "Sax-
on Charm" (U). Moderate $12,000.
Last week, "Wake Red Witch"
(Rep), $13,000.

Loew's (Loew's) (2,450; 44-65)—
"Act of Violence" (M-G) and
"Dark Past" (Col). Tepid $8,000 in

5 days. Last week, "Sun Comes
Up" (M-G) and "High Fury" (UA),
good $12,000.

Lyric (G-D) (1,600; 44-65)—
"Tarzan's Magic Fountain" (RKO)
and "The Pearl" (RKO). Modest

i $6,000. Last week, ''Let's Live Lit-

I tle" (EL) and"Parole, Inc." (EL),

$5,000.

Recent mild tone is continuing

this week at Broadway firstrun the-

atres, with Lent, income tax deadr

line and springlike weather over

the past: weekend all blamed.^ How-
ever, weakness of product probably

is a high contributing factor since

seven new bills will not help mar
terially on overall business total

currently.
Outstanding exceptions to down^

beat are the Music Hall and State,

and even they are not smash. ''LitT

tie Women," which opened slowly,
enjoyed lines at the Hall over the
weekend and will be near $126,000,
very good. "Ball Game," at the lat-

ter house, is big at $56,000. .

Paramount is staying in the
black with $70,000 via first week
of -"Nick Beal" plus stageshow
headed by King Cole Trio, Larry
Storch, Elliot Lawrence band, but
only , going two weeks.
Roxy, with, new l i n e u p of

"Mother Is Freshman" and Phil
Baker, Cab Calloway topping stage
bill, 'Shapes passable $88,000 or
less, with film taking a shellacking
from ; crix. '^South of St. Louis"
with Desi Arnaz band^ which was
far below hopes : at $50,000 open-
ing week, is staggering with thin.

$36,000 or close in second session
at Strand.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 70-$1.50)

—"Knock On Any Door" (Col) (4th
wk). Slipping down to okay $18,-
OOO or near after $21,500 for third
round.

Bijou (City Inv.) (589; $1.20;
$2.40) — "Red Shoes" (EL) (21st
wk). This week holding, well at
$15,500 after big $16,000 last week.
House putting in air conditioning.

Capitol (Loew's) (4,820; 80-$1.50)
—"3 Godfathers" (M-G) with
Saminy Kaye orch, Harvey Stone,
others,' onstage' (2d wk).: Down to
mild $48,000 after nice $64,000 first

week albeit , below hopes. Goes a
third.

Criterion (Loew's) (1,700; 70-
$1.85)—"Criss Cross" (U). Just
good at $25,000. Holds. Second
week (6 days) of "Fighting
O'Flynn" (U) fell to slight $14,000.,

Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 90-$l:50):—"Moonrise" (Rep) (2d-final wk.).
First holdover round off to thin
$10,000j after okay $17,000 opener.

Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 60-$1.25)
—"Red Pony" (Rep) (2d wk.-4
days). This session started.-'yesterr
day (Tues.). First week was dull
$16,000. Last week, "Return of
October" (Col) (2d wk.), $10,500.

Palace (RKO) (1,700; 40-$l)—

^

"Back to Bataan" (RKO) and
"Marine Raiders" (RKO) (reissues)

(2d wk). First week went to $16,-

000; staying over this week before

"Bad Boy" (Mono) opens March
23'. ; • .

'

.

Paramount (Par) (3,664; 55-
$1.50). "Nick Beal" (Par) plus
King Cole Trio, Larry Storch, El-
liot Lawrence . orch (2d wk). Starts
present round today (Wed.). First
week sturdy .$70,000, In ahead,
"Whispering Smith" (Par) with
Buddy Rich orch, Mel Torme,
Henny Youngman topping stages-

show (3d wk.), $50,000.
Park Avenue (U) (583; $1.20-

$2.40)—"Hamlet" (U) (25th wk).
Twentyrfourth week was $14,000,
not far: from recent gait.

Radio City Music Hall (Rocke-
fellers) (5,945; 80-$2.40)—"Little
Women" (M-G) and , stageshow.
Very good $126,000. Holds. Last
week, "Family Honeymoon" <U)
(2d-flnal wk), mildish $111,000, be-
low expectancy. :

Rialto (Mage) (594; 44-$1.20)—
''Bad Men of Tombstone" (Mono)
(2d wk). Down to just okay $8,000
after very good $10,500 opener. :>

"Alaska Patrol" (FC) and "Judge"
(FC) open Friday (18).

Rivoli (UAT-Par) (2,092; 60-
$1.25)—"Snake Pit" (20th) (19th
jwk). Off to $14,000 currently but
stays two more weeks; 18th round
was $17,000. "Portrait of Jennie"
(SRO) opens March 30, having been
pushed back one week.
Roxy (20th) (5,886; 80-$1.80)—

"Mother Is Freshman" (20th) With
Phil Baker, Cab Calloway and
Cabaleers, Stubby Kaye, Marion
HarriSi Jr., iceshow heading stage '

bill. Initial week not reaching
hopes with merely good $88,000
likely. Holds. Last week, "Sea -in
Ships" (20th) with Rudy Vallee,
Morey, Amsterdam heading . stage-
show (2d wk-10 days), light $68,000.

State (Loew's) (3,450; 80-$1.50)—
"Ball Game" (M-G) (2d wk). Cur-
rent week opens today. First ses-
sion hit big $56,000 or' over. In
ahead, "Command Decision'' (M-G)
(7th wk), $16,500.
Strand (WB) (2,756; 76-$1.50)—

"South of St. Louis" (WB) plus
Desi Arnaz orch heading stage bill

(2d wk). Off to Slight $36,000 after
just okay $50,000 opener, way be^
low expectancy. Slated to stay a
third round.

Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 95-
;

$2.40)—"Joan of Arc" (RKO) (lath
wk). Current round lookS' to hold:
up to $17,000 after robust $18,500
for 17th week. Continues.

'Pnmr' t1 K AAA *Rah' fiH i
"Life of Riley" (U) (2d wk). Okay

rOny «plj,UUU, pOy 0U< $7,000 on heeU of sock $16,000

Providence, March 15.

Fairly strong biz is in offing.
'Joan of Arc" in third week at
RKO Albee still is good. Majestic
shapes as leader with "Down To
Sea in Ships." State's "Red Pony"
is fair. . ;

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 76-$1.25)—
Joan of Arc" (RKO) (3d wk). Nice

$14,000. Second was great $20,000.
Carlton (Fay) (1,400; 44-65)—
Unfaithfully Yours" (20th) and
Appomtment With Murder"
(20th). Nice $7,000. Last week,
,Countess Monte Cristo" (U) and
Sword of Avenger" (U), $8,000.
Fay's (Fay) (1,400; 44-65)—
^"de Goes West" (Mono) and

niily Gilbert heading stageshow.
Inm $9,000. Last week, "Fisher-
man's Wharf" (Indie) (reissue) and i

Hobby Breen on stage, $8,500.
„ Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 44-65)—
S>ea In Ships" (20th). Hot $19,000.

'

m^L*"^"^' "Letter Three Wives"
S"'"' and "Jungle Patrol" (20th)

:
wd.wk), $15,000.

preem.
•Guiir findie') .(278; $1.20-$2.40)

—"Red Shoes" (EL) (2d wk). May-
be $4,000 after brisk $5,000 kick-

olT.:

Keith's (City Inv.) (1,542; 55-75)

—"Family Honeymoon" (U). Lively
$11,500. Holds. Last week, "Act
of Murder" (U), mild $6,500.

Palace (RKO) (2,600: 55-75)—
"Mother Is Freshman" (20th).

Pleasing $12,000. Last week,
"Command Decision" (M-G)
wk), $10,000.

Shubert (RKO) (2,100; 55-75)—

,
"Red Witch" (Rep) (ni.o.). Trim

i
$5,500. Last week."Joan of Arc"
(RKO) (m.o.)^ mild $5,000 at $1.25

top.

Mooney, Lex Barker Boost 'Fountain'

Trim $30,000, Huh; 'Bribe' Oby 36G
Bbston, March 15.

I

ing to about $7,000 after nice

With few newcomers to major
j
$8,500 first,

houses, this stanza is not shaping . Majestic (Shubert) (1,500; $2,40)
I up too solid. Art Mooney band re-

\ _"Red Shoes" (EL) (17th wk). Still

lighted Boston stage.^Paired with
i amazing at $5,000 after $6,000 last.

Mayfiower (ATC) (700: $1.25)—
Portrait of Jepnie" (SRO) (4th

'Pacific' Terrif $18,000,

Denver; 'Hair' Green 15G
,

Denver, March 15.

"(ianadian Paciftc" is a real sen-

sation here this week, packing the

[t RicV-' ^mV^^'^^I^o^'' $1 OOa :

Orpi-um •;^y-P^ome Pastor^
Last week "Woiirt.fi ivriirht" 's in thud wecK ai vogue.

<EL) and •••Parofi T^c.'^'^[EL)^(2d Estimates' for This Week

(2d
j
"Tarzan's M a g i C Fountain" it

' shapes trim. "The Bribe" at Or-
pheum and State looks okay.

"Whispering Smith'' held over at

two spots is still doing well.

Estimates for This Week
Boiston (RKO) (3,200; 40-85)—

"Tarzan's Magic Fountain" (RKO)
with Art Mooney, Henny Young-
man, Lex Barker, Others, onstage.

Tops in town at trim $30,000. Last

week, "Criss Gross" (U) and "Gun
Smugglers" (RKO), $16,000 in 9

"^^Esquire (ATC) (960; $1.25)—
"Portrait of Jennie" (SRO) (4th

wk). Mild $5,000 after $6,500 third.

Fenway (NET) (1,373; 40-85)—
"Whispering Smith" (Par) and
"Kidnapped" (SG) (2d wk). Hold-

wk).
last.

Good $6,000 after $7,000 in

'Hamlet' Hefty $10,000,

L'yille Leader;W
Brisk 17G, Ue' 12G

Louisville, March 15,

.Downtown film trade is holding
fairly steady this week,, with plenty

of wicket activity at the Scoop,
where "Hamlet"' shapes solid at

upped- scale. "Wake Red Witch"
at the Rialto had lines over week-
end, and will land a brisk week.
Other houses are not too perky.

Estimates for This Week
Brown (Fourth Avenue) (1,200;

45-65)—"Snake Pit" (20th). Off
somewhat at $5,000 for third
downtown week after $7,500 last'

week.

Mary Anderson (People's) (1,000;
45-65)—"John Loves Mary" (WB)
(2d wk). Good $4,500 after first

week's neat $6,000.

National (Standard) (2,400; 45-
65)—"Corvette K-225" (U) and
'Wings Over Honolulu'' (U) (reis-

'il ?^,SL .3.v90?: tS;85>3 sues) _with Minnie Peari and Grand
"Letter Three Wives" (20th) and
"Strange Mrs. Crane" (EL) (3d
wk). Fairly good $17,000 after
$22,500 for second.

Metropolitan (NET) (4,367: 40-85)

Ole Opry acts Mon., Tues., Wed.
Three^day showing of live talent
should hypo to brisk $8,000. Last
week, "Sword of Avenger" (EL)
and Gene Krupa orch, others, on-

"John Loves Mary" (WB) and
; stage, fair $10,000

Wk), fair $7,500 in 6 days.

«Bo!f^ '^"^'w) (3,2D0; 44'65)—
Ri^^Pony (Rep) and "Blondie's

T «lf V "^^P'- Average $13,000
Last week. "Kissing Banditand "Dear Secretary'
000.

(M-G)
(UA), $17,-

-'?w?f!l 'Silverman) (2,200; 44-65)

7{ w '.^S H»ls" (Col) and "Song« India" (Col). Opened Monday
Smk" '^^i,

^•><''^' "Whispering

Chihl
^P^''^ and "Blackie's

softooo!"*"""^"
^^"^^ ^^'^ Wk),jquue

Broadway (Cinema) (1,500; 35-

74)_"Act ot Murder" (U) and

"Countess Monte Cristo" '(U). Good
J>8 500. Last week "Enchantment

(RKO) (4th wk), $3,000.

Denham (Cockrill) (1,730; 3o-70)

—"Whispering Smith" (Par) (3d

wk). Down to $8,000 Last week,

good $12,500.
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 35-74)-

"John Loves Mary" (WB) and

"Harpoon" (SG). day-date with fcs-

Fairish $13,000. Last week,

(Continued on 'page 18)

Estimates Are Net
Film gross estimates as re-

ported herewith from the vari-

ous kev cities, are net, i.e..

without the 20% tax. Distribu-

tors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the

estimated figures are net in-

come. , . ,

The parenthetic admission

prices, however, as ,
indicated

include the U. S. amusement

"Plunderers" (Rep). Fair $22,000.
i Last week,"Bad Boy" (Mono) and
"Big Flight" (Indie), $17,000.

I Orpheum (Loew) (3,000; 40-85)—
'•The Bribe" (M-G) and "Bad Men
of Tombistone" (Col). Okay $22,000.
Last week. "Act of Violence" (M-G)

I
and "Dark Past" (Col), $19,000.

' Paramount (NET) (1,700; 40-85)—
! ''Whispering : Smith" (Par) and
["Kidnapped" (SG) (2d wk). Neat
I $14,000 aft'ir fine $18,000 first.

I
Pilgrim (ATC) (1,800; 40-85)—

l"Shot Jesse James" (SG) and
i"Valiant Hombre" (Indie). Average
$11,000. Last week, "Red Pony"

1
(Rep) and '.'This Is N. Y." (EL) (2d

wk), .$5,.500.

1 State (Loew) (3,500: 40-85)—"The
' Bribe" (M-G) and "Bad Men of
; Tomb.';tone" (Col). Okay $14,000
;La.sl week. "Act of Violence" (M-G)
land "Dark Past" (Col),- $12,000. .

!
Rialto (Fourth Ave.) (3,000; 45-

;

65—"Wake Red Witch" (Rep),

i
Brisk $17,000. Last week, "Blood

,
On Moon" (RKO) and "The Pearl"
(RKO), $13,000,

Scoop (L'ville Theatres) (700;
$1.20-$2.40)—'4Iamlet" (U). Teed
off to special showing for school

;

students and teachers, and looks ^

solid $10,000. Last week, "Vol-
'

pone" (Indie), moderate $2,000.

State (Loew's) (3,0Q0; 45-65)—
"The Bribe" (M-G) and "Piccadilly
Incident" (M-G). Moderate $12,-
000. Last week, "Sun Comes Up'*
(M-G) and "High Fury" (Col) about
same.

Strand (FA) (1,000; 45-65)—"Tlie
Scar" (EL) and "Amazing Mr. X"
(EL). Moderate $4,500. Last week,
"Unknown Island" (FC) and "The
Judge" tFC), solid $8,000.



NEW SUN IN THE SKY!
We're grateful for the opportunity to launch

our**25thYear ofMotion Picture Leadership"

in the true tradition of.MrG-M. Encouraged

by the trade press, complimented by exhibi-

tors, we're leading this cheering industry out

of the gloom, into the sunlight* *'M-G-M's

Prosperity Plan" is in high gear. Our Studio

1$ dicking with hit after hit. Stick close to

the company that's sparking the entire busi-

ness with optiii|i|pi. Yes, indeed,"The Future

is M-G-M." '

""^^'^ '

Direct from Two Big Months on
Broadway, Smash Hit Every-

where. Tell the girls ifs Gable!
M-G-M presents CLARK GABLE . WALTER PIDGEON
VAN JOHNSON • BRIAN DONLEVY . Charlfs
BiCKFORD • John HODIAK ' EDWARD ARNOLD in

"COMMAND DECISION" with Marshall Thompson
Richard Quioe • Cameron Mitchell * Clinton Sundberg
Ray Collins •A SAM WOOD Production Screen Play by
William R. Laidlaw and: George Froi^schet • Based on
the Play by William Wister Hainesr « Directed by SAM
WOOD • Produced by SIDNEY FRANKLIN • In

Association with GOTTFRIED REINHARDT

Gala World Prem^ijere, Radio City

Music Hall noW|i, Trade critics

forecast sensational M-G-M Hit!

M-G-M presents "LITTLE WOMEN" starring JUN?
ALLYSON • PETER LAWFORD • MARGARET O'BRIEN
ELIZABETH TAYLOR • JANET LEIGH • ROSSANQ
BRAZZr • MARY ASTOR with Lucile Watson . Sit CJ
Aubrey Smith Harry Davenport • A MERVYN LeROY
Production • Color by TECHNICOLOR • Screen Play by
Andrew Solt, Sarah Y. Mason and Victor Heerman *Ttom'
the Novel by Louisa May Alcott • Produced and Dirtciedl
by MERVYN LeROY

M-G-M's

TAKE ME
OUTTO THE
BALLGAME'

Technicolor

1

Off to a rousing start atWorld Pre-

miere, Loew*s State, N.Y. Greater

Musical than "Anchors Aweigh''!
M>G-M presents FRANK SINATRA • ESTHER
WILLIAMS . GENE KELLY in "TAKE ME OUT TO
THE BALL GAME" with BETTY GARRETT • Edward
Arnold • Jules Munshin • Color by TECHNICOLOR
Screen Play by Harry Tugend and George Wells " Story

. by Gene Kelly and Stanley Donen * Directed by BUS'BY^
BERKELEY • Produced by ARTHUR FREED



WcjneBday, March 16, 194!^

Mv Dream Is \ ours
(SONGS—COLOB)

Hollywood, March 12.

Warner Bros. rele»»e'Ot Michael Curtiz

orSion"directed bsr-Curtlx. StMi Jack
K^iii nirls Day, Lee Bowman; features
Ctt:m'_",.i^iir,ril^ ArSmn. S. Z. Sakall:^ySV MenJou, Ev« Arden, S. Z. Sakall;

*?2p?ioIavi Hairy Kuralttz. foane Luasler:

•^nt»?lon. AJlea Rlvkln, Laura KorrAUea Rlvkliii 'Laura ' Kerr:
hnlcolor). Ernest Haller, WU<

ftVd M. 'Clfne; editor. Folmar Blangsted;

.?.inivn seauence. I. Freleng; gongs.

Sf/rrv Wa?r?nr Ralph Blane. Tradeshown

March a, m Running time, »» MINS.

Doug Blake.
M»tha Gibson ...Doris Day
fiSv MitcheU ; i V*S ^,1*"}*"
Thomas Hutching ,.Adolphe Menjou
?,P.?..„ Martin Eve Arden

. Jack Carson

Kl}rH"«".".V.V.'.".V.V...-- S. Z. Sakall

t'^LlSnfei Selena Royle
J?*1f rhMUe .......... Edgar Kennedy
USSif.. SheWon Leonard

Soinrass' Manager. . . .Franklin Pangborn
S!i;.rii7<pr Actor John Bcrkes
SSfrfHta ... ..> Duncan Richardson

nSmki* Carle. ,., Himself

"My Dream Is Yours" is^'t likely

to stir up any particular boxoilice

excitement. It's never sock in put-
'

tine over its Cinderella theme and
thfxe's no element of story sur-

prise. However, Its familiar patr

tertt'Of comedy and songs is pleas-

ant enough to rate it as average,

light entertainment and ticket

sales should correspond.
Producer-director Michael Curtiz

has chosen the plot about a singer

who gets too big for his britches

and casts off old friends. The lat-

ter go out to discover new talent,

And it in a turntable operator for

a jukebox service and a star is

bom. Against such a formula,

scripters Harry Kumitz and Dane
Lussier have worked in some amus-
ing dialog and situations that carry

it along at a nice pace despite the

g9 minutes' running time.

Jack Carson adds some ace com-
edy to brighten the familiar plot-

ting. He is the huckster, cast off

by niale crooner Lee Bowman, who
goes out and discovers Doris Day
spinning platters, builds her into a

big name ether star. Another
strong comedy assist is given by
Eve Arden, Carson's unwilling

bankroll for the talent search.
Production trappings used by

Curtiz are smartly setup and ad-
vantageously displayed by the
color lensing. His direction keeps
the story unfolding at the proper
stride to avoid slowness and he
brings in the musical interludes

naturally. Tunes ; are not blgtime,

but listen well and help to forward
the picture's alms.
Miss Day pleasingly vocals the

new numbers cleffed by Harry
Warren and Ralph Blane, as well
as several oldies. Tune lineup in-

cludes title number, "Tic, Tic, Tic,"

"Someone Like You," and "Love
Finds a Way," all cleffed for the
film, as well as "Cuttin' Capers"
(a neat jump version of "Canadian
Capers'" lyriced by' Blane), VI'U

String- Along With You," "You
Must Have Been a Beautiful Baby"
and "Nagasaki."
A cartoon dream sequence is an

added production touch that offers

novelty. It uses the Second Hun-
garian Rhapsody as arranged by
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heavily on tlie original but goes
on Irom there to build a sock char-
acter study of the boxer and rea-
sons for his downfall. Fight scenes,
under Frank Planer's camera
match for realism and impact any
seen recently. Production tech-
niques are excellent, adding still
further- to the film's punch. Un-
relenting pace is set by that open-
ing sequence, Showing the boxer
marching from his dressing room
down a dimly-lit corridor into the
arena to the strains of martial
music.

Cast, under Mark Robson's tight
direction, is fine. Kirk Douglas is
the boxer and he makes the char-
acter live. Fact that this role is so
widely different from anything he's
done heretofore underlines his
yersatihty. Second honors go joint-
ly to Artliur Kennedy (now in the
Broadway click, "Death of a Sales-
man"), as the fighter's crippled
brother and Paul Stewart as the
knowing manager, the two Who
recognize the impending tragedy
but are unable to stop it. Marilyn
Maxwell does a neat job as the
flashy blonde champTfoUoWer. Film
also showcases to advantage two
comparative newcomers-^Ruth Ro-
man as Douglas' wife and Lola
Albright as another in his string
Of wins.
Where the Lardner story, be-

cause of its brevity, made the
boxer a no-good from the start,
Foreman's screenplay casts him as
an appealing Joe in the earlier

|

reels. Already stuck with a per-

!

secution complex because of his I

boyhood poverty, it doesn't take
long for himlo become a real heel
once he's snared by the prizefight
racket. His character breakdown
is as rapid as his ascent to the
middleweight title, during which
he sells out his manager, abandons
his wiie and finally socks the gimpy
brother. It all points to a smash
Climax in which he successfully
defends the title in a thrilling,
gory fight that winds with the in-
evitable conclusion.

Supporting players also shine,
including Luis Van Rooten as the I

money^mad manager. John Day as '

another boxer, and Harry Shannon
1

as a small-time promoter. Careful 1

study of the film will show it car-
|

ried a moderate budget but pro-
ducer Stanley Kramer has so suc-
cessfully masked his cost-cutting
techniques that they in no way de-
tract from the overall quality.
Diniitri Tiomkin's score outlines
the moods well. Stai.

Miniature Reviews
"My Dream is Yours"

(Songs) (Color) (WBi. Familiar
but pleasantly entertaining

;
melange of comedy and songs
'on Cinderella theme.

"Champion" (UA-SP). Stark,
realistic study of the boxing
racket, strong b.o.

"Impact" (UA). Sturdy mel-
ler with good cast for neat b.o.

"Daughter of the Jungle"
(Rep). Modest femme "Tar-
zan" actioher; okay supporting
fare.

"Blondie's Bigr Deal" (Col).
Good light programmer, cut

; above the average Blondie.
"Law of the Barbary Coast"

(Col). Mild program meller of
early San Francisco.

"Red Stallion in the Rock-
ies" (Color-Song I (EL). Shapes
up mcely for action market.
"Tuna Clipper" (Mono).

Okay supporting programmer
for general situations.

"Silver Trails" (Songs)
(Mono). Lowrbudget western
suitable for twin-bills.

Mae Marsh, as Miss Raines' mother.
Settings and lensing are first-

rate with good musical^ background
contributing to pic's dramatic
values. Hcnn.

Daugliior of the Jungle
Republic release ol Franklin Adreon

production. Features Lois Hall, JSnies
Oardirell, William Wright, Slieldon Leon-
ard. Directed by Ge(irgv Blair. Screen-
play, William Lively, tronv drlginal storv
by Sol Shor; camera, John JVlacBurnie;
editor, Harold Mintcr; music, Harold Wil-
son. At New York theatre; N. Y., week
ol March 8, '49, Running tinie, 09 MiN.s.
Ticoora . . . .Lois Hall
Paul Cooper. .......... . .James Cardwell
Carl Easton.. VVilliam Wright I

Ualton Kraik. . . . . . . .Sheldon Leonard
Lamser . . . Jim Nolan
Mahorib. . i . . .Frank Lackteen
Vincent Walker -. George Carleton
Montu. . . . ........ Francis McDonald
:Kenneth Itichards ...... Jim Bunnon
Liongo. . . . , .Charles Soldani
Tongo... ..... . . ....... .Alex Montoya
Native . . . ................ Al Ktkume
Porters . . . Leo C ; Richmond, George Piltz

demonstration Lake's paint is

switched by Wilton Graff and
Cowan's fishing cabin burns to the
ground. With Lake in disgrace,
young Dinehart and Miss Single-
ton do a neat job of sleuthing to
catch Graff and his pal, Ray
Walker.

Lake's' Dagwood was never
better. Broad, homely humor
is provided him by Lucile
Watson Henley's script and he
makes the most of it. Muggings
abound, of course, but most of the
story situations ' are ' Solid. Miss
Singleton handles her less arduous
chores as the loyal wife with skill,

Young Dinehart displays a flair for
droll comedy in the role o£ the
bookish near-genius who can also
handle his dukes. Good support is

provided by Cowan, Coilette Lyons,
Graff, Walker, Stanley Andrews.
Eddie Acuff, Chestler Clute and
Daisy.
Ted Richmond's competent pro-

duction guidance is : evident
throughout. This is his flrst

"Blondie" and his work augurs
well for the series. Edward
Bernds' direction is excellent;

Dag.

Ldw of i.he Barbary
Coast

Hollywood, March 11.
. Columbia release of Wallace MacDonald

Production. Features Gloria- Henry,
Stephen 'JDunne,' : Adcle . Jergens,-' Robert
Shayne, Stetan Schnabel, Directed by
Lew Landers.. Written by- Robert Libott,
Frank Burt; camera, Henry Freulich; edi-
tor, Henry Batista. At Iris, Hollywood,
March ll. '49. Running time, (Mt M INS.
Julie Adams Gloria Henry
Phil Morton. . . .Stephen Dunne
Lita ............ . . . Adcle .Tergens
Michael Lodg^ ....... ..1 Robert Shayne
Alexis Boralol . . . . . i . . Stefan Schnabel:
Arnold ... .1 .Edwin Max
Wayne Adam* ,Ho»« Ford
Sergeant O'Leary. . .J. FarreU: MacOpnald

"Law of the Barbary Coast" con-
cerns itself mildly with the cleanup
days albng San Francisco's Boweify;.
As such it's okay for .

Release mtm^
tions—the lower slot, on twin bills

in the mbre general s^^^
;
It

is a formula melodrama, backed
Al "Ktitume I with" sufficient budget production
' "

""'
I

values to see it through. its market.
., , .

• _ , „ I Performances are adequate as
While Daughter of the Jungle'' the cast runs through the script

jeaps broadly outside the realm of by Robert Libott and Frank Burt.

Impact'.
; United Artists release of. Leo C. Popkin
production.. Stars - Brian DOnlevy; Ella
Raines, Charles Coburn,. Helen Walker:
Directed by Arthur .Lubin. Screenplay,
Dorothy Reid, Jay DTatler; Lcamera,! Ernest
Lazslo; editoi*. Arthur .Nadel. Tradeshown
N, Y., March 10, MB, ' BuiinlQg time, lOH
MINS:- '

Walter' Williams . . ...... . , Brian Donlevy
Marsha Peters. . :EUa Kaines
'Lt. Quincy i '. . J . .Charles Coburn
Irene Williams. ......... . Helen Walker
Su Lin ...;;;Anna May Wong
Mrs. Peters. , . .... . Mae Marsh

_ , , . . „ . ,Ilm Torrance , .i.. .- .Tony Barrett

Wen witfi lyrics by Blane under District Att^^^^^^ HStVi^'^ik
the tag of "Freddie. Get Ready," Sh' siniT .: . . . . ramp AhS
to bring in such pen-and-ink cliar-

aeters as Bugs Bunny and Tweetie
to aid Carson and Miss Day act out
the Easter Eve dre(im of little Dun-
can Richardson.
Bo^vman does well by the con-

ceited crooner and Adolphe Men-
jou gets over his ulcerated adver-
tising bigshot neatly. Comic spon-
sors are delineated by S. Z. Sakall,
and there are some good character
spots filled by the late Edgar Ken-
nedy, Sheldon Leonard and Frank-
lin Pangborn. Young Duncaji Rich-
ardson is an appealing moppet.
Playing themselves are Ada Leon-
ard,, who decorates as the leader
of an all-girl orch, and Frankie
Carle, whose keyboarding is spot-
ted in the closing number.
. As to be expected for a top
budget film, physical appurte-
nances are lushly valued. Brog.

diampion
^^"''•d Artists release of Screen Plays
wanley Kramer) production. Staib Kirk
noiiglas. MarUyn Maxwell. Arthur Kcn-
neayj leatures Paul Stewart, Ruth Roman,
tPla Albright. Directed by Mark Robson.
g5?;"hPlay, Carl Foreman, adapted from
King Lardner story; camera, Frank

™^^"'>''> Harry Gerstad; music.
Bmltri Tiomkln ("Never Be It Said" by
ihir'^'S, Goldlc Goldmarki. Trade-

«« M?NS'
^''""''

Midge Kelly Kirk Douelas
r™,?,*

''"'nnnd Marilyn Maxwell& Arthur Kennedj
imIL""'J^''*«y Paul SUHvait

-Si?, w^'-yo* Ruth Roman
j"- ™"'S V™">""''>- - Lola All>ii„'hl

tS.* J?""'" Luis Van RootenJohnnv Dunne jobn D.^^i-ew Brycc Harry Sliannon

logic, the film's action-packed foot-
age makes it a pleasing entry for
adventure fans of all ages. A
femme "Tarzan" in the title role
will also prove a fine exploitation
peg for exhibs.

Sol Shor's original as screen-
played by William Lively employs
the oft-used plot whereby a plane

' forced .down , in the African

It concerns efforts of d.a. Robert
Shayne to clean up the Barbary
Coast, the murder of state wit^
nesses and Tjig money gambling,
tied together with a light romance
between Gloria Henry and Shayne.
Stefan Schnabel is the big gun who
controls the gambling and Dunne
is his naive partner. Some stand-
ard meller antics are run through

wilds. To the occupants' surprise i before the finger is put on Schnabel

"Impact" is a sturd.v meller with
formula ingredients for neat b.o.

returns in all situations. An. arrest-

ing variation on the well-worked
theme of a man playing dead in

order to get back at intended mur-
derers, this film is a well-pac_ed

mix of crime and romance encased
in a ^ossy production. Cast names
are sufficient to give it a fast.pusK=

off at the wickets.
Screenplay by Dorothy Reid and

.lay Dratler dishes up snappy dia-

log and some novel twists to save

the yarn from looking like a stand-

ard "design. Positive; direction also

keeps the pic rolling through a

series of complications with use of

contrasting moods helping to build

up tension. Pic bogs down slightly

near the finish line; tighter editing

of the long footage Could correct

"lis.
, . „ .

Film is mainly carried by Brian
Donlevy's strong performance as

an industrialist. Married to a po'

digger, Helen Walker, he's put on

the short end of a murder plot

cooked up by his wife and her
lover. But the wires get switched,

and Donlevy escapes while the.

other man is killed. According to

the papers, however, Donlevy is a

dead man and his wife is nabbed
on a murder rap by a sinai't detecr

live, played by CharJes Coburn,
Ijiiyinc low in an idyllic small

town, Donlevy gets ^hlred as a

mechanic by Ella Raines, a war-

they discover missing millionaire
George Carleton and his acrobatic
daugliter, Lois Hall.

Before leading pilot .Tames Card-
well out of the jungle, Miss Hall
rides an elephant, confronts a
gorilla and triumphs in several
clashes with warlike natives. Shel-
don Leonard does a nice job as
the leading heavy. Miss Hall con-
tribs a convincing performance
while Cardwell is forthriglit in
foiling native witch doctor Frank
Lackteen. Others lend okay sup-
port.-;

George Blair capably directed
this Franklin' Adreon production.
Camerawork of John MacBurnie
and special effects of Howard and
Theodore Lydecker help ; consider-
ably in putting the Implausible
story across. On the basis of Miss
HalUs outdoor proficiency in ".Tun-
gle" it appears that Republic
might well make this a series.

Gilb.

lllonilie's Ilis- Deal
Hollywood, March 11.

Columbia release of .Ted Hichniond pro-
duction.: Stars Penny Singleton. Arthur
Lake, Larry Simins, Marjorie Kent. Di-
rected hy £dw.ird Bernds. Story and
screenplay, Lucile: Watson Henley; ' cam-
era. Vincent Farrar; : ediror, Hbnry Ba-
tista, At Pantages, Hollywood, March 4.
'49. Dunning time, 6« .\I|N.S.

Blondie , . . . . . . . . Penny Singleton
Dagwood . . ..;. . . .. , . , ......: Arthur Lake
Alexander. . ....... .:..,,.':. Larry Sinims

and Miss Henry and Sliayne go
into their finale clinch.
Lew Landers' direction fights

some bad dialog and stock' situa-
tions, giving film an acceptable
pace for its 66 minutes. Wallace
MacDonald has spent his small
budget to give picture okay values.
Lensing and other technical credits
are standard. Free.

and the competent work by Ray
Collins, Wallace Ford and Leatrice
Joy help.
The Aubrey Schenck production

dresses the outdoor locales in
color and lensing is excellent in
pointing * up exciting moments.
Hues are not always good, Film is
a bit Dverlength at' 85: minutes and
could stand tightening* in some
scenes. Brog.

Tuna Clipper
Hollywood, March 9,

' Monogram release of Lindsley Parsona
production. Stars Roddy McDowall; fea-
tures Elena Verdugo, Roland Winters.
Rick Vallin. Dickie Moore. Directed by
William Beaudine. . Screeiilpay, W. : Scott '

Darling; camera, WUliam; Stckner; editor^ -

Leonard W. Herman. Previewed March 9*.:
'49. Running time, 7} MIN.S.
Alec . . ,i . Roddy McDowall
Bianca.. . . ., . , ; i . . . . . . . . . Elena Verdugo
Ransome, .............. . Roland Winters
Silvestre.. ... ...i., . Rick Vallin
Frankie.'..'..'..., ;.,....,.;. .Dickie Moor* -

Fergus :.:......:.. , .'. , . . . Russell Simpson -

'

Mrs; McLennan...'.'..;:..:; Doris Kemper:
Manuel Peter Mamalcoa v

Peter. . . : . . , ; . , ..... . .Richard' Avondo.'.
Papa Pereii-a, i .Michael Vallon

Life . on a ' fishing ship, mixed
with a generous dose of hokum;
shapes "Tuna :Clipper" as okay liva"

terial for lower-case bookings.
Much of the footage is aboard ship
in California waters, and scenes
add interest for the market,
There are a few dull spots as

film gets startedi but generally! it

neatly gets the most from th«
small budget: Plot concerns Roddy
McDowall, wlio hankers to be a
lawyer instead of a fisherman.
When a bookie friend gets in trou-
ble over a bet and skips,- McDowall
goes to sea on a clipper to help
him make good. McDowall is dis-
owned by his dour Scots family,
but makes : good at fishing. , Final*

.

finds all story lines straightened
out in pi'oper sequence, . the debt
paid and McDowall back with his
family.
The rough and ready sea life

and. shipboard action will please
the kiddies, and general excellent
casting, is an assist. Running time
of 77 minutes needs trimming to
sharpen several scenes, but other.?

wise William Beaudinc's direction
has set the story up properly. Mc-
Dowall.'does a good- >job, he also
shares associate producer credit
with Ace Herman,

Re(dl Stallion in the
Rockies

(COLOR—SONG)
Hollywood, March 15.

Eagle Lion release of Aubrey Schenck
production. Features Arthur Franz, Jean
Heather. Directed by Ralph Murphy.
Screenplay. Tom Seed; from story by
Francis Roienwaldi : camera :<Cinecolor),
John Alton: edjltor, Norwan :Coll>ert:
score, Luden Callient: song, C. Harold
Lewis and Ralph Murphy. Tradeshown
March 14, '49. . Running time, M MINS.
Thad Avery.. ......... .. .. .Arthur Franz
Talky Carson .... . . . . . . . . . .Wallace Ford
Matthew Simpson...!..... Ray Collins
Cindy Smith ^ ...... . Jean Heather
Dave Ryder.. ..... ......James Davis
Martha Simpson Leatrice Joy
"Dynamite". "The Red Stallion"

Silver Trails
(SONGS)

Monogram release of Louis Gray pro-
duction. Stars Jimmy Wakely; features
"Cannonball" Taylor. Directed by Christy
Cabanne. Screenplay, J. Benton Cheneys
camera. Harry Ncuman; editor, John C,
Fuller: songs, Wakely, Don Weston.
Jimmy'Rodgers; music, Edward Kay. At
New York theatre. N. Y.. week of .^larch

.

8, *49. Running time, S3 M1>'IS.
Jimmy ......'........... Jimmy Wakely
Cannonball. ......... ."Cannonball" Taylor
.Diane Christine .Larson
Jose... :,.. ....'...,. .George Lewis.
Whip ....... i J i i . : Whip Wilson
Jackson.........'. ...... ..George Meeker
Ramsay ..;.....: .. Pierce Lyden
Chambers. . . . William Norton Bailey
Girl Connie Asint
Sturgis: Fred L. Edwards
E.stnban.. ....... . ...... ..Robert Strange
Dirk. . . .>...,...; ...... .Bob Woodward

Cookie
nadclilfe, .

.

Norma . . . .

.

Dillon .

Slack
Forsythe. .

.

RoUo
Mailman . ,

.

Ollie
Mayor
Fire Chief.
Mai V .

Alvin . . . . . .

.Marjorie Kent
.... .. - Jerome Cowan
....... Coilette Lyons

. . . . . Wilton: Graff

.... V Ray Walker
.... Stanley Andrews

. . . .Alan Dinehart, 3d
...v..; . . Eddie Acuff
,;,;...:...: Jack Rico

, Chester Clute
George Lloyd

. . . . . .\1yn Lockwoott
. . . . Danny Mummen

,.;^^<'>l'*^ed from a Ring I-ardncr
snort story of the same title,

.Hl^'^Pion" is a stark, realistic

fi™y
of the boxing rackets and

}S* ".egeneracy of a prizefighlcr
in^it IS sometimes brutal in its
*"»ce but will still draw lieavily.

Ait ^."'*PPy blend of production,

nil?, acting that lacks

r^l the presence of top marquee
Exhibitors may have to

ihi„ ? harder but they'll be

onln/" heavily on subse-quen
,

xvx)rd-of-mouth.
^'ari I'oreman's adaptation draws

BetWeeh . some leisurely-paced
human thesping aftd the fast gid-
dyap of anitnail sequences, ''Stal-

lion" shapes up nicely for the
aiction market at which it's aimed.
Simple, story is unfolded against
the magnificent; backdrop of the
Colorado Rockies, .assiiriag! plenty
of sight Values to help the plot
along. It's in Cinecolor.

Footage gets in a load of Wiove*
meht concerning wild . horse hunts,
equine fights and tven a circUs se-

quence, all faictors that \vill count
with younger : ticlfeet biiyers, . Ade-
quate backing to'foui'-footed Shtics
ar^ given by huthans . who people
the cast biit their f6olage would
have appeared . better if Ralph
Murphy's directidhi ' .had beeii

Above average Blondie should stronger,. on story sequences. Plot

make exhibitors—and customers— I of the Tom Reed script is accept

"Silver Trails" is a fair Jiinmy
Wakely oatuner. There's little to
make it stand out from; the aver-
age low-budget western, but in
general the film likely will be suitr.

able to round out twin-bills.
Yarn Is built around a land-grab

in. California engineered by out-
laws headed by George Meeker. In
order to seize a number of ranchos
illegally, he stirs up a feud be-
tween new settlers and the native
Californians. However, after' tlie

usual six-sliootin' and fistic matcli-
es, the chicanery is smashed by
Wakely.
Wakely is resourceful as the

champion of law and order. In ad-
dition he croons three tunes in a
passable voice. "Cannonball" Tay-
lor supplies the comedy relief.
Christine Larson, as the daughter
of a wealthy settler, provides the
heart interest. Meeker is an okay
heavy while "Whip" Wilson, in •
minor part, impresses via his neat
whip cracking.

Director Christy Cabanne paced
the film well and producer Louie
Gray endowed it with the stands
ard production values. Harry Neu-
man's lensing is good. John C.
Fuller edited the footage down to
a tight 53 minutes. Gilb.

of the series quite happy.

widowed garage owner. A romance . Penny Singleton and Arthur Lake

strikes up but Donlevy is trapped deliver in their usual competent

iiy his ven to see his wife burn for

her double-cross. Miss Raines

finally persuades him to go to the

law \vhei-e he's booked for murder-

ing his wife's lover. Last-minute

evidence, however, saves him from

a guilty vei-dict.
.

Backing Donlevy, Miss Raines

registers nicely with an easy-going

performance as the small town gal.

Miss Walker is an effective heavy

while Coburn makes a credible

dick, Nice Slippoi'l- is delivered by

Tony Barrett, as the lover; Anna
May" Wong, as the wife's maid; and

stvle and the story has been given

a new twist with the introduction

of a fresh kid character, admirably
plaved by Alan Dineliart 3d

Both i aye in depicting the story of an
ex-circus horse who is raiding
Colorado ranches of mares to build
up his own harem. Ranchers unite
to hunt down the nag but before'
they can get him he is recoghiz^d
by two stranded bigtop workers a§

T^rouble begins from the moment i
a trick steed. Pair catch him, pro-

the film opens, but develops into tecl him from the ranchers, and

plot material when Lake mixes a

lew chemicals on the kitchen

stbve and comes up with non-in-

flammable paint, which is stolen

from him bv a couple of rival con-

tractors. I..ake' had promised it

when the horse saves a rancher's
wife from a wild elk, he's permit-
ted to retum to the. sawdust trail

There's a slight romance between
Jean Heather, ranch girl, and Ar
thur ' Franz, circusman, and it

Brit. Film Finance Corp.

Gets Final Royal O.K.
London. March 8.

Legislation settiftg up the Film
Finance Corp. has now gone
through all the channels of both
Houses of Parliament and received
Royal assent. Corporation will now
take over the assets of the $10,-
000,000 interim company set up by
Board of Trade pi'ez Harold Wil-*

son last summer, and will be con»
verted into a $20,000,000 loan out^
fit.

James L. Lawric; who has been
controlling the administration of.

the interim company, will continue
as managing director of the new

to his boss Jerome Cowan, to in-
j

comes oH pleasantly. Some deep-
]

corporation, and the pr.exy is ex-

sui e Cowim's building firm getting i
dyed menace is supplied by Jim i pected to be named by the Board

a new school contract. At public Davis as a jealous ranch worker
'
of Trade within a few days.
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Arg. Pix Prod. Situation Worsens;

No Import Permits, San Miguel Shut

IKTBKNATIOIVAL 13

Buenos Aire's, March 8. +
San Miguel, one of Argen-

[

tina's leading film studios, in which
!

eovernment tycoons are active

shareholders, has had to cease

activities as of today (8), when the

current picture was completed. As

a conseciuence, studio,workers have

Irish lago for Welles

, . ,
Dublin, March 8.

Michael MacLiaramoir has inked '

to play lago to Orson Welles'
I

"9'''^*^"° ' the coming Welles

becn suspended for several months,
!

Pif-', to ^be filmed on location in

'Joan's' Irish Guts
Dublin, March 8.

Irish film censor Ricliard Hayes
I
has made three minor cuts in

;
"Joan of Arc," due for screening

.
at Metropole here April 16. Scenes

i cut are soldiers romping with

I

women before attack on Orleans,
I
spoken line "A pox on. the

I

Dauphin," and attempted rape of

I

Joan in her cell by a jailer.

Picture was also viewed by
ecclesiastics here who gave it the
OK.

Producers, Unions Pull in Opposite

Directions to Ease Brit. Pix Plight

De Vaucorbeirs Footage

and Rome thisNice, Venice
summer.

Pic will be MacLiammoir's first,

and also first time he's played

without pay, and no one can fore

tell when the shutdown will end.

The Argentine Economic Council

has cancelled all import permits to

y,g fllm industry, and the Central l
laso. He has had the title role in

Bank will only grant exchange per-
I

Dublin Gate theatre productions,

ihits for importation of essential
i

Welles spent a couple of seasons

materials if importers can prove
i

with MacLiammoir at Gate theatre

that they will be covered by funds 'here before the war.

held abroad, a condition which it is •—— —

.

difficult for most local studios to
'

fulfill'
, ^ \. r

This situation is favorable for

new production units financed by

U. S. or British film interests,

whi<!h have been mapping produc-

tion of pix with foreign talent in

the lead to be made in English and

Spanish versions. Republic Pic-

tures is one of these and will start

work this month on the "Avcn-

U.S. Film Pistnbs S^e i

Possibifity of Cut In

Aussie Freeze to 30%
Sydney, March 2.

'

With Australia's dollar positioh
reportedly improved, U. S. film dis-

tributors here are optimistic that
government officials will scale
doNytt the current freeze on

I

remittancei5
; to pej;haps only 30^.

Representatives of the American
I companies, currently huddling with
j

the finance ministry, bas<5 their

j

hopes on a Labor government an-
• 'n-i . I

nouncement this week that it was
-r K 5?^'"'^^' ^^'^^\ I allocating about li;240.000,000 to

"^l^"'?"'
mcluding cover dollar imports in the year

MexBanb Mulling

Studios Takeover

Paris, March 15.

After^jthree months in Haiti, on
an oiriclal French government film'

mission, director Max de Vaucor-
bei'l has returned to Paris with
some 20,000 feet of film, half of
it in Agfacolor, and half in 16m
Kadochrome.
French director is making three

documentaries for the Paris gov-
i ernment; three for the Haitian gov-

j
ernment via the French Foreign

I
Office, and in addition has enough

j

footage for a feature with a

I

Haitian background.
i

jjers ' with Dolores del Rio starred, i f'^^^'iP"'^"* ^^'l^
Mexico. ending March 31, 1949

Emelco Studios is due to start i f« huddling about whether or not -
j„ . , ... ,, ^, . Sum set aside represents a boost
to get tough with all the si.x pic of .$16,000,000 over the previous
studios here, a.s they are all in fiscal period. The hike, according

Work on "El Mago" ("The , ^. , ,

Magician"), a comedy to be di- j

^ti'd'os here, a.s they are all ^ „ ^
reeled by Carlos Schlieper, with ' P"<;^- 'l^"'

'' 'ess. to the credit to a government spokesman, was
Arluro de Cordova, Elisa Galve ^"PP"' t'l's Predica-

,
prompted by an efiorl to procure

and possibly Alicia Barrie, if she
j

]?: *'"'^u.'''^'"i;^'>e Churubiis-
, a greater quantity of essential raw

can return from Mexico in time.
|

studio, which RKO and Mexican
, materials and machincrv. Within

If the raw stock dearth eases,
i ^f^'^^^^^^

opened in November,
; the month, however, a goVcrnmcnl-

EmeJco is mapping a picture team- :

J'**^.
Into is that Churubusco. in- appointed committee will draft

ing Spanish warbler Imperio Ar- '

J'^'""^'''

m which RKO recently sold.
|

blueprints for a dollar budget
eentina with Jorge Negrete.

i

°^^}^ debt ot $1,500,000, ['covering the 12-month span ahead.

AAA (Artistas Argentinos Aso- i

'"O''^'}' ^9 "'f
^ank of Mexico and

|

Just how tiie U. S, distribs will

ciadosi is at work on "De Hombre :

^"^
^-'V'"

''manciera, the gov-
1 fare under the blueprint remains

a Hombre" ("From Man to Man") ernment s fiscal agency.
|
to be seen,

with Enrique Muino, Tito Alonso, !

Bank debts of $900,000-$1,000

Fisher •
each are named for all theJosefa Goldar and Rene

Bauer, directed by
Fregonese. i

* «i , , , ^
Suspension of San Miguel's ac- ;

JofSe Stahl and Coapa

tivities has caused considerable' Banks involved are said to be

Hugo "'her studios-^Clasa. the pioneer
1
modern planti Tepeyac, Azteca,

consternation in the industr>'. j

considcrinj inducing the studios

;

to merge into one company, or
i maybe two companies, as an out.

S. Africa Import Snag

Seen Setback to TV
Cape ToM'n, March 8.

Plans for introduction of tele-

vision here have been dealt .a

Vienna Red Press Blasts ;sru'diosVunning"in the^-edis'cite^

Sharin in TV Pix Setup;

Claims 'Deal' on U. S. Films

Vienna, March 10.

The Communist press lost no
time in making hay over the ar-

rival of Eugen Sharin to produce
a' series of television musical
shorts, Der Abend came out with

as prime reason for Mexico's scant

I pic production. It was only 82 last

( year and the way things are going
it doesn't seem that 1949 will be

i
any better^ The studios are in a

I

cut-rate war. each offering produ-
i cers lower and lower prices, which
i llie trade sees as adding up to ruin
of the plants.

trols imposed this week, by the
South African- gavernmeht. which
now restricts the importation of all

but es-sentiaJ articles from sterling

as well as . non-sterling areas.

British manufacturci-s will now
have to get over this additional
hurd I e before invading the tele-

vision receiving field.

Rumors have been current hereExcess spending, overenthusiasm ,, , ., „ ... , . .

during the lush war boom, and

a blast charging tliat Austria iiad
' general unbusinesslike methods '

s*.dpring the subsidizing of tole-
a ujiibi ciuuMiit, Lii II ,vu.Miic ii.iu e

j i„ WA-iri^n ^j„;,i^-^„ j.i,_ Vision transmitters to push the sale
pledged Itself not to restrict ,m- i

are cited in bank^^^^^^^ ''^ ^^e
^

Briti.sh-made receiving sets in

French, Italo Pix

Producers in Pact
Genoa, March 8.

A vi.sit to Rome by a .eroup of

French producers and film reps
has resulted in the signing . of a

reciprocal cooperation agreement
between the filmmakers of the two
countries. Specific deals involved
a twin production s.vstem, in which
two pictures would be pi-oduced
simultaneously, one in Italy with
Italian technicians and a mixed
cast (and partial French financing),

the other of the "twins" to be
made in France with correspond-;
ing factors. ' i

Second point,' for which pro-
ducers here have been hoping for:

a long while, will allow a larger
amount of Italian films to enter
France than would have been pos-
sible under the French quota (65

for all countries besides U. ' S,).

The figure is said to be ' slightly

over 30 Italian films which will be
allowed into France under the new
agreement. Other factors of minor
import were also conslderM.

Deal has long been sought by
Italian producers especially as a

means of recouping cost, of aver-

I

age and minor films which fail to

earn back their cost on the home
market. (There is no restriction

on the number of French films

which may be imported inta ltaly,

but few have been Introduced be-
cause they have dropped in box-
office power since the war.)

ports of American pix mto Austria
Sharin was said to have made the
statement at a news conference of
the Ambassador Motion Picture
Co. which he manages.
According to the Communist

version of Slmrin's remarks, he
said that the promise not to inter-
fere with the expansion of U. S.

.film distribution in Austria was
made by the Austrian Ministry of
Economic Planning. "Thp Ameri-
can Military Government handed
over proceeds from ' old Germ .an

films, totaling 24,000,000 schillings,
to the Ministry in exchange for a
promise of unrestricted American
film activities in Austria." Sharin
was reported as sayine.
The Communist paper also said

Sharin disclosed that he had been
able to "unfreeze" some of llie

blocked proceeds from U. S. films
tor his firm. For an amnuni of
600,000 schillings, needed for the
production of Ambassador short
mu.iicals. Sharin. according to tve
t-ommunists. paid only S24.000
«t the free market rate—inslead
Of the official rate of $60,000—
to Motion Picture Export Assn..
flistiibuting American pix in
Avisti-ia,

. .

Sharin's first group of musical
i"m shorts, made by Ambassador,
were bought by CBS in N. Y. His
"ext Rroiip i.s intended for Inde-
pendent sale-

causes of the situation. »r r, ,

I South Africa. British television

experts feel that there are possi-

bilities ihthevicleo field here,
particularly in the Transvaal,
wherje, in th^ high ground in the
Johannesburg - Pretoria area, they

U. S. Film Export Corp. and its envisage a potential of 150,000 re-

BELGIAN FILM DEAL IN

40G SUIT VS. GRINIEFF

prez, .laeques Grinioff. have been
named defeiidan'ts in a N. Y. su-

preme coiiil suit bi'ought by
Raphael Van der Voorl. operator of

Alnio Films. Action seeks to re-

cover $40,000 in advance money
which the platntifl' contends he
paid on a deal involving the dis-

tribution and exhibition ot. four

films to be delivered in Brussels.

11 was agreed, according to the

complaint, that in event Van der

eeiving sets. At a license fee of

.$4 or $8 a year, this would bring
in a revenue of over

,
$400,000,

enough to make that station self-

supporting.
Other towns, such as Cape Town

and Durban^ are not so suitable

geographically nor do they have
the density of population of Johan-
nesburg, but even here a potential

of 30,000 sets is estimated, which
would mean a license fee of about
$16. Television receiving set wouldVoort reiected the films the ad

Vance was to be returned. Suit cost ijo more than $240.

came to light last week when the

plauitiff moved to examine USFE,
Gi'iniell' and 'offieei'-director Nat
Waehsbcrger before trial.

'Boniour' Says Goodbye
I

After tesb^ M
Mexico City, March 15.

"BOti.iour Mexico," Paris revue

iinpresarioed by Cantinflas (Mario

Moreno), closed at the Teatro Iris

here today (15>, after one of the

longest runs a show of its .kind

has ever' had here. It did better

financially than\ any show that has

played Mexico in recent times.

"Bonjour" opened Dec, 23 at/

a

$3 top. Its second edition opened
;

-tar Martenc Dietrich, 'and goes Feb. 3 at a $2.25 top, which was
'mo production some time in April recently dropped to $1.50. Cantin-

f.L^i'i'iors' Teddington studios, flas starts a pic this month with
« I'

» Anthony Asqulth directing .
"Bonjour" as the backdrop, lies

J'iUiriel Pascal now in Malta, and reportedly dickering to take "Bon-
«ij>" olT to Rome, after which he iour" to N. Y. Meanwhile, he s

,

returns to London to start on his impresarioiiig Ana Maria's Spaiush
n'mixation of Shaw's "The Devil's Ballet, Skedd(d lo open at the Ins
«isciple" ii-„„k i,au„dcr & March 18. Ballet has 30 dancers
Mdney GUliafs picture "State and an orch of 35. Its top will be
^efret." which they are to do lor $1.75. Therp's talk. too. that Can-

«'f->t«n««r Korda, Vith Glyiiis tinflas plans to lake an alMVtexlcan
'onns as femnie star, niav be liosl- revue troupe of Europe an tW
Poned or even shelved / | fall.

David D. Horne, Film Classics',

foreign chief, planed to: Lisbon
over the weekend. In a two-month
.iunkct abroad, he'll also vi.sit Italy,

France and the Scandinavian coun-
tries.

London Film Notes
t„;!i"*!f?'e dc Grunwald's next pic-
.'5*' "World Premiere," will

Current London Shows
I London. March 15.

"Annie Get Gun," Col's'm (93i.

"Bless the Bride," Adelphi (99i,

"Bob's Your Uncle." Sav. (45'.

"Breach Mariiaffc," York's (7i,

"BroAvnins," Phoenix (27 1.

"Cage Peacock,'' Cambridge (49).

"Chiltei n Hundreds," Vaude (81).

"Edward, My Son," L.vric !94i.

"Fool, Gcnl'w'm'n," Duch. (3i,

"Happiest Days,'' Apollo,: (51).

"Harvey," Wales (111.

"Heiress," Haymarkct (V.

"Hisrh Button Shoes," Hipp. (13).

"Human Torch." Savoy (5*.

"Kid From Strat.," Wint. (24).

"Lilac Time" Ma.1. (4i.

"jWisis Mabel." Strand il6i.

"Oklahoma!" Drury Lane i98V

"One Wild Oat," Garrick (15i.

"Oranges & Lemons," Globe (7'.

"Perfect Woman." Play. (27i.

"September Tide." Aid. (14>.

"Slines & Arrows," Comedy (17i.

"Together Ajfain." Vic. Pal. HOD.
"Wild Duck," St. Mart. (18).

"Worm'* View," Whitehall l»9'.

BRIT. EXHIBS ALARMED

AT PIX SALES TO VIDEO
London,: March 8.

Exhib concern at the increasing
use of motion pictures as part of
the BBC's video program, was ex-

pressed at the- General Council of

the Cinematograph Exhibitors'

Assn. Immediate deci.sion was
taken recommending members not

to book for exhibition two pix,

"Wrangler's Roost" and "Trailing
Double Trouble," which were aired

before offered to theatres.

Pleading for a firm CEA policy,

H. P.: E, Mears wanted the a,ssocia-

tion to advise distributors that ex-

hibs would not do business with
companies which allowed their

product to be televised. He wa.'^

not advocating a complete break-
away from video, but didn't want
the situation to drift until someone
had a complete monopoly and dis-

tributors had broken away from
custom and rented their pix to the
BBC.

Proposals were put forward for

a new clause in distributors' con-
tracts banning the use of pix for
television until industry consent
had been obtained.

London. Marcji 15.

While the Films Council voted
today (Tuesday) to cut the quota
to 33M)%, other efforts to solve the
British industry crisis are being
made by opposing forces in oijposite
directions. On the one side, produc-
tion interests are agitating 'for part
of the entertainments tax to be
ploughed back into the making of'

British films and claim that some-
thing like $12,000,000 from the
Trt;.-isury would see the studios .out

of the red.

On the other side, union inter-

ests are plugging the line of more
^ivernmental control, and a pro-
'losal put forward at a mass meet-
ing Of shop steward.s from the
three .studio unions embraced a

Mate distribution company releas-
ini product made in studios taken
ov(M- by the government.

Despite some wi.shful4hinking
nross reports that the crisis is over
and the industry is settling down,
there is ever, increa.sing concern
among persons engaged in produce
I'on. Mass firings, which took
place a few days ago in the pub-
licity, advertising and public rela-
tions department of the Rank Or-
cmiization, are regarded as the
fir.st stage of what has now become
known as streamlining, and fur-
ther axings are expected.

In the studios there is still no
si,en of revival ot activity and
many of the unemjjloyed fllmwork-
ers are being compelled to look to

outside production for a liveli-

hood. .

There is aUo^,: a serious falling'

ofl' in attendances in picture the-
Btres and the halving ot the Odeon
and Gaumont British dividend eni-

ph--<sizes tills aspect. Pertinent
comment is made by the financial

cnlmnnist of the Socialist Daily
Hoi-fild, who points out that new
capital, to the tune of approxi-
mately $70,000,000, sub.scribed by
the public for film i.ssues soon
•uter the war, is now worth only
.546.000.000. The writer cites the
<>x,:unple of Odeon Preference
Shares issued at more than $5
apiece which now stand at less
than .$3'/6, while Odeon Associated
Debentures, which were ofl'ered to
the public at $400,:are now quoted-
at .'=;296,

As a means of drawing public
attention to the serious plight of
the industry; the unions are con-
templating a mass demonstration
n.^xt Sunday (20), but Tom O'Brien,
M. P., general secretary of the
National Assn. of Theatrical and
Kine Employees, whose members
have suffered more than those of
any other union, is advising his

organization to boycott the pro-
posal as it bears the Communist
stamp.

'Born Yesterday'
'

• Preems in Belfast
Dublin, March 8.

I

Opener for the Stanley lllsley-

i Leo McCabe season in Ireland this'

I

year will be Garson Kanin's
"Born Yesterday," which gets its

.Irish preem in Belfast Monday
1 1 14) with Tucker McGuire in the
I femme lead. Jehane Ingram, who
I was associated with the London
;
production of the play, is here to^

! direct. i

Other plays for the Belfast sea-
son include John Dighton's "The
Happiest Days of Your Life," Noel
Langlcy's "Little Lambs Eat Ivy"
and "Traveler's Joy," by Arthur
Macrea, Company will also play .

Habimah in 1st '49 Preem,

As Tel Aviv Legit Becomes

Active With 3 Plays Added
Tel Aviv. March 8.

Three legits, which include a
Habimah production, a Georges
Roland comedy and a presentation
ot "All My Sons," were added to
the local scene recentlyK

Habimah, which didn't go on
after returning from the U.S. tour,

due to a financial crisis, held its

first premiere last month, present-
ing "In The Negev Steppes." a
topical play by Jig'al Mossin.sun.
The new production, which tells of
an Arab attack on a Negev settle-

ment defended by Haganah, has
caused much discussion.

Roland's entree, "The Big Four,"
current at the Ohel. revolves
around a Big Four meeting in
Fivmce. Novel twist has the
characters of the conferees reflect-
ed in their respective chauffeurs,
who are waiting in another room.
Play, produced by Friedrich Lobe,
.shapes up as a lively comedy.
"AH My Sons," produced by the

Chamber Theatre, is interesting
but not completely successful. Cast
all give Interesting portrayals.
Translation could sound more
Hebrew and less English.

'Love' Is a Short Thing
London, March 15.

"Love Is a Funny Thing," an in-
nocuous comedy adapted from the
French, opened ,at the Ambas.sa-'
dors Thursday (10).

Politely received by an indul-
gent audience, the play closed
Saturday (12) to register the shorts
est West End i-un in a decade.
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Arthur Mayer
Continued from pace 2 :

Vulsed with laughter. I argue

against maximum film rentals of

43% whicli are now enl'orcied by
law in Germany; and exhibitor

audiences instead of hissing treat

nie as a humorist. I plead in flu-

ent if faulty German for the re-

moval of admission price regula-

tions and the price control board
rejects everything I say and urges
me to enliven their meetings by
calling sooU' again, Conservative
Kulturministers smile into their

beards las would many of my old

friends) as I argue logically, though
ufigrammatically, that industry self

regulation along the lines of the

Hays-Johnston code is preferable to

state censorship, UFA Custodians
ai'c amused rather than indijinant

when 1 demand the immediate dis-

position of all the assets of this

trust, which made our home-made
conspiracy in restraint of trade

look . like a Donnybrook Fair,

Owners of old films forgive me be-

cause of my accent, when I insist

that to avoid flooding the market
and forcing the establishment of

quotas, all films produced prior to

1942 must he withdrawn from cir-

culation.

I also plead with local Bucrger-
meisters^for more town meetings
and public discussions in connec-
tion with the showing of documen-
taries. Some Buergermeisters
agree although without excessive

enthusiasm, others frankly disap-

prove. One said: "In Germany
we have an expression: 'Many
minds make much nonsense'." An-
other said: "What we need in Ger-

many, is leadership, not discus-

sion."-

Bad Boofcint;

Care must however be taken in
the selection of documentaries. For
instance, some American joker

. sliipped us several subjects con-
i cerning rural electrification and

I

reforestation. These were greeted
' all over Germany with derisive

laughter. Electricity has been in

I almost every German farmer's
home for more years than he

i could remember, and up to the ,war

I

their reforestation program was
i the model for the rest of the: world.

I Documentaries are^ exhi bited not
i only in theatres, but shown in 27

I

information CenterSj known as
I Amerika-Hou.ses, and their satellite

i reading rooms, in scliools and
I youth groups, as well as by .500

travelling projectors reaching the
smallest communities.

1

' A few weeks ago, I drove to a

small Bavarian village snuggled
.among the snow-blanketed moun-
tains; On the way, I thought

; with pity ' of the poor film
! officer exiled in such a dis-

tant, lonelv spot. Tie proved to
' be a big Californian boy, who false

to the best West Coast traditioBB,

had fallen in love with the country-

side ahd with his job of teaching

the Bavarians by precept and ex-

ample, by town meetings, lessons in

civics and sportmanship, parent-

teachers associations, and docu-

mentary movie screenings, what
makes America tick. At 7 o'clock,

in a cold little room in the Rathaus
were crowded 150 men and women,
many of whom had walked for

miles to attteiid our documentary
film screening. We showed them
a newsreel monthly magazine, and
the Tennessee Valley OWI subject.

It was so quiet, you could have
heard the proverbial pin drop.

After the lights were turned on,

the Buergermeister arose and
asked, if we would please show the
picture again, He wanted every-

one in his Kreis to see it to find

out that all Americans were not
born in magnificent mansions with
silver spoons in their mouths, but,

like his people had to suffer and'
struggle and work together to

achieve a better life, and that re-

gardless of anything that the na-

tion could do for them their even-
tual salvation would have to come
out of their own eflorts. I was
more profoundly moved than by
any other experience I have had
since my arrival in Germany and
more completely convinced that
the movie medium, in which we
are privileged to work, could, if

used on the scale that I hope to

use it, be a tremendous asset in

translating our way of life to this

strange, hesitant, but not hopeless-

ly uiiroceptive people.

hside Shiff-Picbires
The deepening crisis within the British film industry continues to

rank as top front-page material for all of the London daily newspapers.
Despite the shortage of newsprint, an unusual amount of space is being
reser#d for diagnosis fey producers, eschibs and trade union leaders

on industry's ailments. Following articles by British exhibs pleading
for a cut in tlte U.S. quota. Sir Alexander Korda recently penned a
strongly worded defense of the producers in the Daily Express as part
of the growing verbal battle.

Declaring that "the grand slap-up funei-al of the British film in-

dustry is not going to take place," Korda said the root of crisis lies in

the unfair return to the production end of the business. Other causes,

according to Korda, are the lack of showmanship throughout the
circuits and excessive taxation. Sharply rapping the industry's inter-

nal enemies, Korda describes them as "some misguided owners of small
Cinema; circuits who hate the regulations designed to help British films

and would like to see again the times when they could play only Amer-
ican films—as cheaply as they could get them*'^

New March of Time short on problems of old age security wa,s run
every day last week In one of the committee rooms of the House Office
bldg., Washington, for the benefit of members of Congress and their

.staff's, Congress is shortly to be asked to act upon legislation broad-
ening the base of social security. :

In a brief speech, in the House, Rep. John A. Blatnlk (D., Minn.)
urged his colleagues to be sure and see the MOT. In the plug for the
documentary, Blatnik declared:

"This film describes the problems of old age security in America, and
employment attitudes of the masters of modem industry regarding
workers in middle age is a grim reminder of the desperate economic
plight of millions of our senior citizens—it is a convincing presentation
of the problem, and it shows the need for a thorough overhauling of
our Federal old age pension and assistance programs."

Western Eledric's "300" Recording System

Gets Ruggei/ lYorA:ouf in Vjenezuefa

Faof'd Avith the problem of mak-

ing Cilms on location in the

mountaiuous terrain of Vene-

zuela,The Princeton Film Center,

Pi'inceton, N. J., is using a Type

300 Recording System mounted

in a small truck.

CordonKnox, Executive Direc-

tor ofThe Princeton Film Center,

says "we have given the '.'iOO'

System a rugged workout in

Venezuela and it has performed

fitulllessly."

Wherever Western lOlcctric

recording equipment is used, it

has earned an unequalled repu-

tation for ruggedness, versatility

and high quality. The "300". Sys-

tem is au honored member of the

line ^vhicll includes the Deluxe

"100 ' System and the smaller

"200 ' iNcw,srccl System; Write

todii)* for fnll information.

j

Reviewing the state of the pix industry during 1948, Life's current
I issue selected "Treasure of tlie Sierra Madre" (WB), "Johnny Belinda"
(WB) and "Snake Pit" i20lh) as the three outstanding Hollywood

; achievements of last year. Among the foreign pix, Sir Laurence
j
Olivier's "Hamlet." and Roberto Rossellini's "Paisan" are given top

I

ratings.

Life, after devoting 10 color pages to Walter Wanger's "Joan of Arc"
before its release date, now reneges on its original opinion. "Joan" is

I tagged as "a movie that Life liked too much." On the other hand, the
I mag concedes that it slighted "Sitting Pretty" and "Apartment For

I

Peggy," both from the 20tli-Fox lot, Nods for the year's biggest per-
sonal triumphs go to Florence HIdridge in "Act of Murder" (tlniversall

and Jose Ferrer m "Joan,"

With Warner Bros.' signaturing last week of Carl Foreman as a
writer, studio has tossed a lariat around a quartet of people involved
in Stanley Kramer's indie production, "Champion," to be released
shortly by United Artists, Others inked by WB since "Champ" was
completed are Kirk Douglas, who stars; Ruth Roman, featured player,

and Mark Robson, the director/

Kramer's unit. Screen Plays, Inc., has commitments on all four of

the WB signees for further pixj Foreman has been a.ssigned by the
studio to work on "Young Man With a Horn," the Dorothy Baker novel
of 1938, which the Warner lot has owned for 10 years. Jerry Wa Id

now has it on his production slate and Douglas is repprted set as the.
star.'' :

,

Increase during the past 10 years in audience acceptance of foreign
pictures is seen in the strong biz now being racked up by "Pygmalion'!
in art houses. Film is doing a great deal better, comparatively, now
than when originally released by Metro in 1938. Current reissue of

the Leslie Howard-Wendy Hiller starrer is being handled by Jack Ellis,

former metropolitan district manager for United Artists. His deal with
Gabriel Pascal calls for a hefty guarantee, plus 50% of Ellis' profits.

Author George Bernard Shaw's divvy comes out of Pascal's .share.

Majors' Net Down 43%
Continued from page 3

Th« Princeton Film Center recordist at

the mixer of the "300" System on loca-

tion high in tKe Venezuelan mountains;

This smoll truck contains the complete "300"

Recording System, plus ''all the power
generating equipment needed on location.

great as in 1946, but great, 'never-
theless—MPAA flacks were taking
umbrage right and left with gossip'

columnists, radio commentators,
editorial writers, Wall street ana-
lysts and last, but not least. Dr.
FJmo Roper, research chief of For-
tune mag.

Wrong-Way Roper—Again

Dr. Roper, making another
minus score tor the pollsters, went
on the air to tell what was wron?
with films and got his statistics

confused to the point of stating
things were bad because (ho; b.o.

take was down to $70,000,000 week-
ly from $78,000,000 in '47 and
$81,000,000 in '46.

Were Roper's conclusions right,

tins would be the .jol host diiv Hol-
lywood has over known, lie no
doubt mixed up dollars willi num-
ber of admissions, lie probably
meant that attendance \v;is down
to 70,000,000 tickets sold weekly
The MPAA lest no time in moving
into the dispute and, on the basis
of this carclessn&ss or lack of
knowledge, disputing all the con-
clusions Roper drew that biz was
bad.

New York Daily News was next
to feel the MPAA;s loit hook as
result of an editoi'ial in which it

said that Robert Chambers, MPAA
research chief, had stated in Holly-
wood that profits wore olt 50% in

3948, Chambers made no such re-

mark and has no st;atistics on the
matter, the News was informed in a
hot letter from the Johnston office.

Nevertheless, the paper was not
far wrong in its figure, VAniF/i-Y's

4.3% and 56% calculations above
reveal,

Johnston minions have been
v'^aging their campaign with a sin-
gle statistic—that film rentals Were
off only 8V.s% in 1948 from 1946.
That's been questioned by a num-

ber of industry financial people,
who point out that Paramount and
RKO, in their recent proxy state-

ment, are down a combined 17%
in rentals.

Chambers' Basis

Chambers this week, neverthe-
less, stuck to his guns on tlie

ivy-i), claiming it wiis based on
reports by the MPAA niembcr
companies and reflected domestic
rentals from features only. Re-
searcher declar(!d llicy li;id been
decided on as the nio.st .sensitive

barometer. Some indu.stryitcs ob-'

jected, in that rentals are based on
terras under which piir are sold to

Ihoafrcs and might reflect a bettor

•sales job rather than attendance,
liikewise brought up is the in-

crease in admission prices diiimK
the three-year period, which would
be rcllcctcd in rentals.

In any ca.se, while the MPAA
(lublic relations o|)oratives were

yelling themselves boaivse with the

8' 2% figure, the columnists, corn-,

raentators, article and editorial

writers continued their casual

mentions of the fact that "nobody
is going to the movies any longer,''

The big point that most of them
were failing to gather is the dif-

lercntiation between gross and net.

As pointed out above, the net

was down in '48 about mS'/o from
'46, That meant severe liard.^hip

in Hollywood—which is picWy
much self-evident to wiiters and

commentators who headciuarter

there-but it did not mean that,

"nobody was going to the movies."

It 'merely meant that costs had

gone up tremendously and restric-

tions in foreign markets were be-

ing felt. Immediate eO'cct was to

.'ieverely slice net profits. But

there was nothing like the decline

in gro.s.s-r^^which is boxoffice in-

come—that tiiere was in net.

Etectricat Research Products Division
Of

Western Electric Company
120 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 5, N.Y.
io'!yvv:od office - o?01 Rcma.-^e ir.
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they never get a chance to

cool off with smashes like

mOTHER IS U FRESKmnn
TECHNICOLOR

DOUin TO THE 5ER IN SHIPS

THE SHRHE PIT • VELlOlU SKV

[HItKEn EUERV SUHDRV

THRT UIORDERFUL URGE

R LETTER TO THREE UIIUES

UUHER mV BRBV SHIILES HT HIE
^MMk TeCHNICOLOR

Rlr. BELUEDERE GOES TO COLLEGE

CHRRDIHR PHtlFIL • THE FRR
C!NECOLOP

THE BERUTIFUL BLOROE FRORI

BRSHFUl BERD • IRIPUISE
TECHNlCOLOfi

CENTURY-FQX
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Pliil Baker with Stubby Kaye,

Marion Harris, Jr.; Cab Calloway
Cavaliers (3), McKellem Bros.

(2), Goetschis (4), Joan Hyldoft,

Gae Foster Line, H. Leopold Spil-

alny Chortui, House Orch conduct-

ed by Bob Boucher; "Mother Is a
Freshman" (20tli), tevietoed m
Vabietv March 2, '49.

union anti-fllm star tirades.

March's antics along this hne are

consistently in character and de-

serve the- appreciation they get.

Robert Alda, playing straight to

Carson's clowning, registers well

both on looks film rep and a

pleasant set of pipes. Fills ,the

rbmantic slot ably with a medley
from "April Showers" and Oh
Marie," in Italian and English and

in lyric and jazz tempos. Latter is

One of the poorest shows the
]
teeoff point for Carson to warble

Roxy has staged in some time. It "Melancholy Baby" with some side

holds up its head to some extent splitting background inanities on

for the first 20-25 minutes, then pa^t of show's comics—March and

saas sharply, chiefly because of the team of George Mann and Bod

failure of iphil Baker (1) to pro- Sweeney.
vide himself with an act compara-i Marian Button, looking ht alter

ble with today's requirements and her accident in Atlantic City, rates

(2) to get off. After him Cab her .share of top billing with Its

Calloway has an uphill l)attle in A Good Thing" and Momnia
the closing spot. . , . Wants To Know," a new comic

Roxy's ice revue takes the fore- ditty from the latest Marx Brothers

part, as usual, and it's all hung on opus. ^ , ... . ^ ,

the McKellem Bros., comedy-skat- 1 June Carroll, recent addition to

ins duo Ballet opens up in a
| the .show after winning an Arthur

cheerleader routine, Which gives Godfrey talent contest, displays

opportunity for a couple pops and

a group of college standard tunes.

Into this pops the McKellems, one

skating in a football outfit and the

other as a coach. The former needs

the imiform's protection; he takes

a t)eating. They do various aero

items on skates, winding up with

R full forward flip by one. Joan
Hyldoft follows immediately, the

college thema continued by the

music she works to
—"Sweetheart

of Sigma Chi." It's an applicable

melodv in view of the form she

brings to her blade Interlude.

A .startling unicycle act is the

Goetschis, European group. Three

boys, assisted by a femme, have

promise with a pair of numbers
Nothing startling about her voicC;

but recruit has a new way with a

Song and looks that help.

Emerald Sisters open show with

some hiiihly skilled and novel acro-

terp stints. Lowe:

Earle, Phllly
Philadelphia, March 12.

"Stop the M«stc," with Bob RuS'

sell, Eddie Fisher, Gloria Eluiood,

Guy Mor/cs, Winton & Diane, Milon
Hartz & Hoii.se Orch; "Feudin',

Fitssin' arid a-Fishtiw'". (V).

Paramount,
.

,Elliot Laiorence Orch. (14) with

Roslyn Patton, Jack Hunter; Hel-

ene & Howard, Larry Storch, Kmg
Cole & Trio; "Alios Wwfc Seal

(Par), rev%6wed. in Vamety Jon.

19 '49.

ipararaounfs new stage show is

compact and entertaining from all

angles. Elliot Lawrence, plus King

Cole and Trio, both recording

names a,rc ricely backed by the

vaude turns of Helene & Howard,
slapstick ballroom terps, and the

vocal apings and comedy of Larry

Storch. It'.^ a likeable package.

Lawrence's threp trumpets, two

french horns, five sax and four

rhythm (including his own pian-

istics ) \. ing it away from the gate,

dueting Roslyn Patton and Jack

Hunter; they're joined by the

maestro and the entire band then

for a production piece on "Be a

Clown." Later, Lawrence digs out

a colorful -arrangement of the

standard "Malaguena." And tnat's

the extent of his routine. He does

a good job behind the acts and
good work on his own.

Helene & Howard ma.sk their

tomfoolery at the outset, but fiip

into a flock of lad'ghs when the

femme tosses her partner into'

a

mean-looking prattfall. It's not all

slapstick, however. They're more
progre.ssive. Final half brings

Howard onstage in an exaggerated
zoot-suit costume and the gal like-

wise, and they zip into a fast jit-

terbug routine. Drew a big hand
this show.
Larry Storch is by now a stand-

ard turn. His vocal imitations of

Radio's giveaway smash, "Stop
"".r -. -

, , /„ the Music," shapes up as a solid
worked out one-wheel stunts tnat

| draw. There was a line
seem impossible. One balances

j ^^^j^jj^ for the Earle's first show
atop a pole, which is in turn atop

; Yn^is^y morning (11) and the pa-
a large globe. They^ do two ana

| ^j.^^j^^ obviously were there to get
three-high shoulder stands, the un-

1 themselves a free refrigerator,
derstander riding a wheel in »

| crashing machine or other tonus.
circle, the top man scraping a - -

violin, and not badly either. They
do a lot more than that, and occa-

sionally inject a comic angle. A
great act of its type.

Baker opens his turn by making
a crack about two old ladies in the

audience discussing his age, which

only serves to emphasize the age

ter. He also tosses In a couple of

novelty ditties for addltfonal

salvos.
, .. ..

Krupa's solo on the skins for

the windup was sock and had 'em
palm-pounding long after the cur-

tain was lowered.-
Bill Black, baritone, and a na-

tive, wins audience with his interp

of "Say It Isn't So" and other
items. Thj Barretts, a personable
pair with the gal tastily attired,

do a semi-acro tap rdlitine. Dolores
Hawkins, with the band, chips in

with a few ditties.

Krupa m.c.'s the show and is be-

hind the drums and in front of the

mike almost continuously. The
, ,j„ , .„

tooters put the boogie woogie slant
I

on "Yesterday," with a tenor sax

featured, "How High the Moon,"
"Boogie Blues," '-'Pennies From
Heaven" and "Tiger Rag" for solid

returns. Saliu.

Miisie Uall, V.

Leon Leonido/f-R«sseU Markert
production of "Curtain Time,"
with Paul Sydell, Potricia Botmnan,
Paul Haakon, Robert Mils, Fronfc

Seobolt, Dorothy Berger, Anna
Gay, Patricia Drylie, Bettina Dear-

born, Grace Tliomas, Corps de Bal-

let (Florence Rogge, choreo-
grapher). Glee Club (Kay Holley,

director), Rockettes iR u s s el l

Markert, director); lighting, Eu-

gene Braun; settings, Bruno Maine;
costumes, James Steioart Morcom;
Symphony Orch directed by Alex-
ander Smallens; "Little Women"
(M-G), rewictocd by Vahiety Feb.

stant stream of laughs.- His British

spoifts annoancer; Irish eulogist

with a tobacco cud, and drunken
dame at a bar are all topflight

laugh-getters.

PubUc desire to take home some- 1
King Cole, now a quartet .since

thing besides ticket stubs is still
|
the addition of Jack Constanza,

as strong as it was in the days of
|
Stan Kenton's bongo player, bongs

Hippodrome, Balto.
Baltimore, March 12.

PtLt Henning, Gloria Villar, Coco,
Steve% Edd'if; Eddie Mmson, Ben
Klasmer House Orch ( 12) ; "The
Wolfcing Hills" ( RKO).

Nice layout heavy on comedy
and a refreshing switch. Pat Hen-
ning is all cfver the place, opening,
closing aiid pitching in through-
otit to very solid returns and a
highly poteiit assist. Opening is al-

lotted to Coco, Steve & Eddy,
teeter board trio utilizing consid-
erable clowning to point up their

catches and scoring neatly. •

Gloria Villar -is in the deuce with
.

^

legit vocalizing,^ nicely sold and
the usual names, from Cary Grant

|
built for an extra punch with com-

on down, are smoothly lined with
| edy bit around "Lover" with Hen-

laugh material, and it ekes. a_ con- ning. Is followed with more music
" via Eddie Manson and his har-

monica, but pace holds strongly.
Mouthorganist gives out with "Fid-
dle Faddle," "Czardas," "St. Louis
Blues" and "Beguine." Gets atn

Another outside act would put
just the right amount of zip into

the current Music Hall di.splay.

The drawback is the tremendous
pall cast over the house by the

weepy "Little Women" pic. The
overture, with the dolorous "Pag-
liacci" theme (and Robert Mills

giving an excellent rendition of the
opera's Prologue of that opera)
merely accentuates the already
heavy atmosphere.

The ballet, however, helps
change the mood to a great extent.
There's a gay tone to "The Flirt,"

with Patricia Bowman as premiere
ballerina who does an engaging
routine of a girl who uses her wiles
on anyone at hand. Paul Haakon
does a pleasing bit as an officer,

with other capable assists by Frank
Seabolt,: Dorothy Berger, Bettina
Dearborn, Grace Thomas, Anna
Gay and Pdtrlcia Drylie. The
Strauss polka music adds to the
lightness of the ballet consider-
ably. However, greater effect
might have been achieved with
some sharper editing.

At tihs point a sock comedy act
is definitely in order. Paul Sy-
dell's dog act is a pleasant inter-

ple support from femiiie piano ac- l"''^' .^"^ en»"8h *<>

companist.
Henning closes with funny se-

chief difficulty is turnover and get-

ting them out after each perform-
ance.

- - ..
,

Stage version of gift bonanza is

of his jokes. From there on it
, ^^,^1^^^) ^jth an electric flasher

doesn't improve. He flips a vocal i that takes the place of the tele-

free crockery. House was capacity
j
the bell from the outset, though he

|

ries of impressions and knockabout
at show caught. Management's

|
at the moraent_ has no hot record,

j

highlighted by a one-man parade
"'

' in which he pantos various par-

ticipants for. a howling begoff.

Biz fair. ' -\r -mirm^. :'

parody on the pyramid club craze

to the music of "Buttons and
Bows," and then stooge Stubby
Kaye gets into the act from the

loges. This winds up with Kaye
and Baker doing "I'm Sitting on
Top of the World," accomped by
Baker's very able accordion finger-

ing. This portion of the turn is

much too long for the results it

achieves, and Baker then brings

on Marion Harris, Jr. Spotted on
a divan downstage, they do a silly

bit built around Charles Boyer,
and Miss Harris Inadequately vo-

cals "Di(f You Mean It" (too

long) and "Love Somebody," an
expired pop hit. It's all overboard.
Audience reaction was fair.

Calloway, begins warming the

mob its soon as he steps on, doing
"Little Bird Told Me," getting

the audience into hand-clapping

phone calls. House is divided into

10 sections, an usher with a mike
for each section. Light flashes and
indicates the section: Usher has a

contestant ready and if prospect
can identify the song when the
music is .stopped, he or she gets a
prize and is seat to the stage to
try for the jackpot at the end of
the show. Latter carries $5,000 in
prizes, principal one of which is a
Hudson car. Jackpot wasn't won
at the show caught; but it was hit
the first night and garnered plenty
publicity locally. Coupled with a
Philly woman winning the $32,500
radio jackpot the Sunday before
(6), show has had good build-up
here.
Bob Russell emcees the give^

away part of the program and the
vaudeville which precedes. Gloria
Elwood and Eddie Fisher share the

Opens fast with "Little Girl" and
goes through a long string of new,
current and past platters that look
to be and have been successful for

him. He goes down with the pit,

Lawrence's band accomping the in-

evitable "Nature Boy^'' Cole's is a
worthwhile act. ; ,

Woodi

with him. He then gets/em to go i vocal duties for the "Stop the
with him vocally on his Minnie Music" songs'. Guy Marks, come-
the Moocher." He makes a mistake
in the next sequence by building

« big production piece, with H.
Leopold Spitalny!s chorus in at-

tendance, around "Sunday in Sa-
vannah," a piece of music that's

not that impressive. He closes With
a terp sequence to "Galloway
Boogie" by his ' Cavaliers, into

which the . entire company is in-

jected, wood.

dian, scores with his impersona^
tions. Impreshes have bife as well
as humor. Winton and Diane, taps
and comedy duo,' are in the open-
ing slot. Milan Harti conducts the
Earle orch. Gaghi

Warner, Wash.
Washington, March 12.

Jack Carson, Robert Alda,
Marion Hutton, Hoi March, Bob
Sweeney, George Mann, Emerald
Si.ilers, Jo Lombardi Orch; "Flaxy
Martin" (WB).

Apollo, Bf. V.
Eddie Wilcox and Jimmie Lunce-

ford Band (15) with Freddie Bry-
ant and Teal Joy; Brother Bones,
Mathis Duo, Roll & Tapp, Aland &
Angell, George Kirby, "Return' of
the Wildfire" (SG).

RKO, lloston
Boston, March 12.

Art Mooney Orch. (15), Henny
YoungjTian, Lex Barker, Monuel
Viero's Monkeys; "Tamn's Moaic
Fowwtoin" (RKO).

Return of stage shows for a cou-
ple of weeks after a six-week lay-

off features Art Mooney orch in

a not too solid bill. Mooney's banjo
and group singing style, which sky-
rocketed him to the top, was a
little overdone and opening show
payees were not too impressed.
Tees off with "Beautiful Eyes" fol-

lowing with "Doodle De Doo," his
latest platter. Eddie Collins, bass
player who doubles on banjo, takes
jsolo spot to average returns, with
Kerwin Somerville following with
a couple- of comedy songs for good
returns.
Manuel Viera and his monkeys

are .solid. Simians' antics while
playing bongos, ukeleles draw neat

Olympla, Miami
Miami, March 12.

Vivian Bloine, Guy Rennie, Bob
Bromley, Andre It Delphine, Har^
DC!/, Freddie Carlone Orch; "Every
Girl Should Be Married."

meet the requirements of this spot.

A different type of turn is needed
one that has high comedy and some
tumult.

The Glee club's blues potpourri,
with Richard Wallace as .soloist,

gets its quota of applause, and the
finale is; as. alway$, sock with the ^

Rockettes providing applause-win-
hing formations. Jose.

Mixture of acts here this week
adds up to interesting vaude.

In Vivian Blaine the aud ftnds
another in the parade of Holly-
wood personalities, and she shows
to good effect. Songstress handles
a pop or a special in zingy manner
to hit for full responses. Attrac-
tively gowned, and a looker, her
vocal work is standout.
Local nitery fitve, Guy Bennie,

handles himself like a vet. Genial
approach to his emceelng chore,
plus two strong bits in his own
spot set him with the mob. Satire
on "Song of the Vagabond," gar-
ners laughs. Tops with his im-
presh of Al Jolson.
Puppet work of Bob Bromley is

sock all the way. He handles dolls
in ,adept manner, with the char-
acters bn the novel side for this
type of act. There's an aerialist
on a trapeze, plus a strip type, for

yocks. Act winds up with one ]
a pair of mitt-bringing sequences,

mdnk playing tunes on electric I Throwback to old vaude is Harvey,

Sam Wood
Continued from page 1

Combination op fresh talent,
along with Eddie Wilcox;and the
Jimmie LuAceford: band, makes a
palatable layout this week at the

I .'Vpollo. Unfortunately, aside from
Return of bright lights to the i

the orch, the bill offers little

Warner stage after a four year !
marquee dressing. However, once

hiatus, is being hailed by capacity
;

past the wicket the payees are
crowds who are paying slightly :

likely to be satisfied,

upped tabs for a fast moving, Pianist Wilcox, fronting a crew
smartly styled hour of entertain- comprising five reed, four rhythm
nient. land six brass, gets the sesh off

The Jack Carson troupe dishes to a fast start with a brace of hot
out large doses of unadulterated tunes. Vocalist Freddie Bryant is

corn, and the payees lap it up with i
so-.so in crooning "Ooh, That's

.steady bursts of enthusiasm and a [What I Like." Willowy Teal Joy,
"we want more" attitude. Revue ! Chinese chanteuse, is fairish on
shows signs of having been tighten- ;

"Gloomy Sunday" and !'Solitude."
ed up in recent weeks, with prob- i

She needs a mote polished de-
able improvement in pace and '

livery.

continuity as a result. Running 50
;

Wilcox's outfit, sinc;e its liast date
minutes, there are still spots of here, is less brassy and shows more
questionable taste and oldhat versatility. Treatment of "Sneaky
slapstick, but the galleries accept Pete," a novelty warbled by one of
it all without question, obviously the sax players, drew a good salvo,
loving every minute of it. In clo-sing niche is mimic George

Carson himself walks off with
,

Kii'by. Playing a return date, he
most salvos for his combined stint I

.still displays a fine technique in
of emcee, stooge and comic. He '

aping Hollywood names. Winds

bellsi.

Comic Henny Youngman, ap-
pearing in two slots, had a rough
time with opening show hecklers
but won them to his side for his
second spot and his standard rou-
tine scored nicely. Lex Barker,
new flicker Tarzan, appearing here
in connection with his pix, had
very little to do but stand around
and let gal vocalist sing to him.
Youngman's attempts to make him
humorous fell flat.

Brightest spot on bill is con-
tributed by Billy Dee, band tenor,
whose deadpan singing, dancing
and general zany antics wowed the
stubholders.
Show winds with band doing

Mooney trademark, "Four Leaf
Clover." Biz was good at opener-

Elie.

blackout aiid shift to a smaller sec-

tion of the 'scene \t1iich would be
enlarged and swung to the center
of the stage. It's the same tech-

nique as we use for closeups."
Wood said that many Hollywood

stars are now keen on the business
of taking legit parts. "They should
like to stay in New York on an ex-

tended visit and, at the same time,
work," he declared. Playwrights
who establish their rep In N,Y. and
then go to Hollywood on writing
tickets cannot be mined for good
new plays, Wood said. "When they
get that Hollywood contract,

they're . inclined to take it easy.

New York is sttll the place for a

play hunt."
'

'School for Acting'

Vet director-producer would like

to see the industry establish a.

school for acting in Hollywood.
With the decline of legit road"

St. Louis, .Si. T..OO

St. Louis, March 10.

Pied Pipers, Wally Brown, Bill
Black, The Barretts (2) Dolores
Hawkins, Gene Knipo OrcJi U8 )

;

"I Cheated the Law" i2Qth)i

lying turn. Andre and Delphine
handle the terp slot in fine fash-
ion, the control work and adagio
pitched to get maximum results.

Lary.

Fox, Detroit
Detroit, March 12.

Lionel Haropton Orch ( 19 ) tvith

the Hamptones, Lurlean Harris,
Lorene Carter, Sonnjr Freeman;
Mantan Moreland Sc Kitty Murray;
"Blanche Fury" (EL).

Patrons getting plenty diversi-
fied entertainment ( n current bill,

headed by Gene Krupa. his tooters
and some okay talent. Top honors
are divided between the Pied

with his Collection of musical glass- _ .

es and bells. Adds up to a satis- shows, he sees little opportunity
for thesps to learn their trade

thoiroiighiy. "As a result," he add?

ed, "the level of a picture drops
Sharply when the stars are off the

screen and the bit players take

over."

In that respect, he conceded that

the British have a distinct advan-
tage. "A top player in Hollywood
will not take a bit part. "The role

is judged purely pn the tiumbet itff

pagei of scFlpt devoted to the part

in many ihstance$. in England,
however, the player judges the role

—if it is a good one, he will fill it

regardless of how brief it is." Tact
that British studios are close to

London, the legit center, is an im-

portant 'factor, Wood declared.

Wood, who just wrapped up
Metro's "The Stratton Story," a
baseball saga, will visit Cleveland
during his Stay hwe. Pic is slated

to preem there In April in con-

junction with the opening of the

baseball season.
His next film Will be "Am-

bushed," adapted from a Saturday
Evning Post yarn. He starts shoot-

ing shortly after his return to Hol-

lywood.

Uninhibited cacophony . is Send-
ing be-boppers home happy and
bringing in an unusual pumber of
repeaters. Lionel Hampton's brand
of music produces, in the main,
two different i-eactions: Either his
followers stomp, whistle and wig-
gle, or they sit quietly in glassy-
eyed ecstasy.
When Hampton and crew let go—which is practically all the time—they blast out sounds that can

best be described as primitive. So-
loists sway, jerk and jump like re-
vival meetin" converts.
The first explosion comes at the

opening in a five-minute session
with "New Look," "Cobb's Idea"
and "Jay Bird." A little later, "Fly-

both making their first appearance
capitalizes on his Hollywood back- ' with impressions of Nellie Lutoher here, and Krupa's Grade A thump-
ground, around- which he has built i

and Ella Fitzgerald that registered
'

'

most of the show, to the over- 'solidly.

Whelming delight of the customers. !
Brother Bones, whistler and

Slickest trick of the show centers
,

bone-rattler; Mathis Duo, a cycling
on this, with comic Hal March I turn; terp 'team of Roll & Tapp,
playing' a disgruntled stage-hand 1

a.s well as ballroom dancers Aland
vbo gets laughs for his interrup- j & Angell, all are reviewed under
tions of the show with his pro- ! New Acts. Gilb.

Pipers and Wally Brown, comic, in' Home," gets Hampton's best
treatment,

ing on the skins.

The Pipers wove a clever and
harmoniously arranged melange of
new and old ditties to .supplement
"Shine" and "Clang, Clang Goes
the Trolley," all of which clicked

; solidly. Brown, from the films,

I
scores with his rapid comedy chat-

Svigals' Switch to Lopert
Ed Svigals, former sales exec for

Independent Artists, Rosalind Rus-
sell-Frederick Brisson indie unit.

Sonny. Freeman and Lurlean
Harris do nicely on brace of vo-
cals. Lorene Carter converts "Lady

,

Be Good" into bop gibberLsh, , . . , , .
, ^

and the Han.plones harmonize on i

has joined Lopert Films, foreign

"Among My Souvenirs." Mantan ! Aim distributors and exhibitors.

Moreland and hefty Kitty Murray ! He'll handle sales, headquartering
contrib their standard comedies for ', in New York, but doing consider-
neat results. jable traveling.
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Picture Grosses

Ipold Boosts Mpls« Biz;

tommand' Lusty 16G,

'Chicken' No Dish 17G
Minneapolis, March 15.

"Command Decision" at State

leads the slim parade of major

newcomers here this week. "Chick-

en- Every Sunday" is fairly fast at

Badio Citv. Holdovers continue to

hog the spotlight. It's the third

week for roadshowing of Red
Shoes" at the tiny World. "Wake
0f Red Witch," also is solid on

itioveover at the Lyric. Cold

weather is helping biz.

Estimates for This Week
Lyceum (Nederlander) (1,900;

50-70)—"Dark Past" (Col). Light

$4,000. Last week, "Lost Horizon

(Col), (reissue), big $6,500.

Radio City (Par) (4,p0(); 50-70)

—"Chicken Every Sunday" (20th).

Fairly good $17,000. Last week,

*'John Loves Mary" iWB), same,

RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,800;

50-70)—"Woman's Secret" (RKO).

Slim $9,000. Last week, "Fighting

O'Flynn" (U), $8,500.

RKO-Pan iRKO) (1,600; 50-70)

"Act of Murder" (U) split with

"Canon Passage" (U) and "Fron-

tier Gal" (U) (reissues). Mild

$7,000. Last week. "Joan of Arc
(RKO) (4th wk) 175-$1.25), Okay

$6,000. „>,
State (Par) (2,300; 50-70)—"Com-

mand Decision" (M-G). Powerful

$16,000. Last week, "Wake Red
Witch" (Rep), big $14,000.

•"World (Mann) (400; $1.20-$2.40)

—"Red Shoes" (EL) (3d- wk).

Word-of-mouth raves helping this.

Big $5,500 after bofiE $6,000 pre-

vious stanza.

'SMITH' SOCK $15,000,

OMAHA, 'HAIR' $8,000
Omaha, March 15.

"Whispering Smith" is far ahead
of anything in town with smash
session at the Paramount. "Night

Has a Thousand Eyes" looks only

so-si) at the Orpheum.
EstiSnates for This Week

Paramotmt (Tristates) (2,800; 16-

65)—"Whispering Smith" (Par).

Smash $15,000. Last week, "John
Loves Mary" (WB), oke $11,500.

Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 16-

65))—"Night Has 1,000 Eyes" (Par)

and "Sealed Verdict" (Par). Just

so-so $10,500. Last week, "Don't
Trust Husband" (UA) and "The
Jflame" (Rep), $11,500.
Omaha '(TristStes) (2,100; 16-65)

4—"John Loves Mary" (WB), (m.o.)

and "Feathered Serpent" (Mono).
Okay $7,500. Last week, "Un-
known Island" (FC) and "For You
I Die" (FC). fine $9,500.

: Brandeis (RKO) (1,500; 16-65)—
"Boy With Green Hair" (RKO) and
^'Boston Blackie's Chinese Ven-
ture" (Col). Good $8,000. Last
week, "Joan of Arc" (RKO) (3d

livk), smart $8,500.
' State (Goldberg) (865; 16-65)—
"Cliicken Every Sunday" (20th)
and "The Judge" (FC).- Neat $6,000
in 9 days. "Kissing Bandit" (M-G)
(somes in next.

MINNEAPOLIS
(Continued from page 8)

Magic Fountain" <RKO). Modest
$18,500. ; Last week, "Griss Cross"
(U) and "Strike it Rich" (Mono>.
$15,500.

•

Loew's (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)—
"The Bribe" (M-G) and "The
Search" (M-G) Solid $19,000. Last
week, "Act of Violence" (M-G)
and "No Minor Vices" (M-G),
$13,000.

St. Louis (F&M) (4,000; 50-75)—
"Cheated Law" (20th) and Gene
Krupa orch onstage. Band boosting
this to hep $18,000. Last Week,
"Whispering Smith" (Par) and
"Jinx Money" (Mono) (m.o.), $8,-
000.
Shady Oak (F&M) (676; $1.20-

$2.40)—"Hamlet" (U) (6th wk).
DoWn to $3,000 after okay $3,500
fifth session.
Shubert (Ind) (1,500; 75-$1.20)—

"Joan of Arc" (RKO) (4th wk). Off
to $7,000 following riice $10,000
last stanza.

$15,000. Last week, "Joan of Arc"
(RKO) (2d wk), $13,500.
Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 35-74)—

"Canadian Pacific" (20th). Smash
$14,000 or near. Last week,.

•"Walked by Night" (EL) and "Hen-
: ry. Rainmaker" (Mono), $9,000.
' Rialto (Fox) (878; 35-74)—"Big
Sombrero" (Col) and "Singin'

Spurs" (Col). Fair $2,500. Last
I week, "Snake Pit" (20th) (m.o.),

I
fine $3,500.

i Webber (Fox) (750; 35-74)—
I
"Canadian Pacific" (20th) and

1 "Blondie's Big Deal" (Col), also

Paramount. Big $4,000. Last week,
"Letter Three Wives" (20th) and
"Parole, Inc." (EL), $3,700.

SEATTLE"
(Continued frorn page 8)

Fine $9,000, Last week, "3 God-
fathers" (M-O) (2d wk), good $7,800.

Music Ha'll (H-E) (2,200; 50-84)

—"Joan of Arc" (RKO). Huge $15,-

000. Last week, "Dear to Heart"
(RKO) and "Old Fashioned Girl"

(EL) (3d wk), good $5,800. ,

Orpheum (H-E) (2,600; 50-84)—
"Canadian Pacific" (20th) and "Big
Fight" (Mono). Great $14,000. Last
week, "John Loves Mary" (WB)
and "Girl From Manhattan" (3d

wk-3 days), $4,000.
Paramount (3,039; 50-84)—

"Mother Is Freshman" (20th) and
"Alaska Patrol" (PC). Big $13,000

or near. Last week, "Whispering
Smith'MPar) and "Own True Love"
(Par) (3d wk-3 'lays), $2,500.

ATLAS UNLOADS 50,000

OF RKO COMMON
Washington, March 15.

In seven separate sales in the

month from Jan. 11 to Feb. 10,
|

Atlas Corp. unloaded warrants for

50,000 shares of RKO pix common
stock,- Securities and Exchange
Commission reported over the

weekend in its monthly disclosure

of "Insider" Stock tran.sactions.

However, at the end of the period,

Atlas Corp. still held warrants for

267,812 Shares.

Loew's continued its drive to

buy up Loew's Boston Theatres $25
par common. During the month
the parent company acquired 305
shares, to boost its total to 124,-

026 shares.

There was some small trading
in Republic pix during the period.
Frederick R. Ryan, a director, pur-
chased 500 shares of the 50c. com-
mon; that gave him a total of 500
shares. Walter L. Titus, Jr., made
a net gain of 350 shares during
December, upping his personal
bundle to 1,340 shares.

Albert W. Lind purchased 500
shares of the Republic $1 pre-
ferred, Ryan bought 200, and Titus
100 shares. .

Albert Warner picked up an-
other 200 shares of Warner $5
common; he now holds 444,500,
plus, an additional 21,000 in a. trust,

account. Harry Warner made a gift

of 4,200 shares, but still kept 278,-

350 for himself. He has another
16,000 in his trust account.
Harry Cohn gave away 1,400

shares of his. no par Columbia
common, but still had 141,327 at
the end of the month. Brother
Jack Cohn bought 500 shares, and
now has 48,568, plus an extra 18,-

957 in a trust account which un-
loaded 1,200 shares during the
month. J

"

Delay Charlotte Suit

Charlotte, N. C, March IS,

Judge Wilson Warlick has post-

poned ths suit of H. B. Meiselman,
theatreowner, against several dis-

tributing companies^ two theatre

chains and one individual, until

defense and .counsel for plaintiff

have their arguments ready.

Meiselman charges that the de-

fendants conspired to send most of

their first-run films to downtown
theatres, thereby restraining the

operation of his new Center thea-

tre, which is not in the downtown
area.

$15,000,000 Salary Cuts
Continued from page 5 j

DENVER
(Continued from page 9)

"Letter Three Wives" (20th) and
"Parole Inc." (EL), fine $15,500.

Esquire (Fox) (742; 3.5-74)—
"John Loves Mary" (WB) and
"Harpoon" (SG), also Denver. Fair
$2,500, Last week, "Hamlet" (U)
(4th wk), $2,000.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 35-74)—

"Boy With Green Hair" (RKO) and
"Sword of Avenger" (EL). Nice

Film Council Votes

To Join Pic Council
Hollywood; March 15.

Hollywood AFL Film Council
has voted to participate in Motion
Picture Industry CounciL AFL
group, repping 20,000 film work-
ers, said "action should not be con-
strued as voicing confidence in
present chairman of MPIG. Holly-
wood AFL Film Council abhors
the anti-labor practices and activi-
ties of Cecil Bi De Mille. But
MPIC is not concerned with labor-
management relations. AFL Film

|

Council hopes the MPIC will be
able to carry out constructive pub-

!

lie relations program for entire
industry." :

Several of the AFL unions have
been opposed to joining the Indus-

'

try group because its new chair- '

man is Cecil B, De Mille, who has

I

carried on a long fight over the $1
I

assessment levied against him sev-

I

oral years ago by the American
Guild of Variety Artists.

i

Film Council represents more

'

than 20,000 union and guild mem-
bers in various phases of the film
industry.

j

Worst Is Past
s Continued from page 3 s=

may yet be plagued by new re-

strictions in some minor countries

—there's talk of limiting remit-

tances in Cuba, ior instance—but
that the general situation will

grow better. •The compromise
reached with the Italian govern-
ment by the U. S. industry is seen
as an important sign.

The film men's eyes, however,
are principally focused on Britain,

which at one time provided about
60% of all U. S. earnings from
abroad. Any considerable improve-
ment in the English situation—and
there are some promising signs

—

would counteract the restrictions
imposed by a dozen minor coun-
tries together.

'Britain Very Important

Faltering of the British indu.s-

try's own production plans appears
likely to lead to a reduction of the
45% quota imposed last year. That
would open the way for more earn-
ings by U. S. product, and un-
doubtedly greater remittances as
Britain's dollar position improves.
Above all, it has taught the British
government the lesson that quotas,
taxes and other hardships imposed
on Hollywood's output are not the
solution for improving the lot of
the domestic producers.

Italy is expected to pass a new
compromise measure worked out
by Gerald M. Mayer, Continental
rep of the Motion Picture Assn.
of America. It will abolish the
taxes and quotas which were
threatened against U. S. films. The
companies will be able to get out
a small percentage of their income
at the legal rate of exchange, and
may continue to attempt to get out
the rest in government-approved
deals, as they have done in the
past. In return they pay into a
special fund about $4,500 for each
pic imported.. This money is re-
turnable in 10 years without in-
terest. '

In Germany, Austria and Japan
the U. S. companies are getting
their out-of-pocket expenses back
out of Economic Cooperation Ad-
ministration and Army occupation
forces funds. A year ago these
countries were a dead loss. Situa-
tion is now improving so much
that talks are going oh looking to
withdrawal of the Motion Picture
Export Assn. operation .in the oc-
cupied areas and a reversion to
normal individual company selling.
There can be no expectation for
some time, however, of getting
profits out in dollars.

Aussie and Brazil Better
Australians, it is reported, may

ease iv -ime on the 50% of Amer-
ican earnings they are now hold-
ing. Along with the rest of the
United Kingdom countries, Aus-
sie's general economic outlook is

improving, and U. S. film men are
looking forward to better returns.

Brazilian situation looks more
hopeful, too. Restrictions on ad-
mission prices and remittances
have been partially beaten off, and
dollars are again coming out. In
Holland, the American firms have
already dropped the MPEA opera-
tion for their own selling, indicat-
ing the improvement that has al-
ready taken place.

There's plenty of reason, how-
ever, why no whoops of joy are
being heard throughout the indus-
try anent the foreign picture. No
coin at all is coming out of Argen-
tina; France is making only token
payments, and there is no sign of
general;* economic improvement;
the Scandinavian countries are
still pretty well strapped; China is
hopeless, and internal strife is se-
riously hurting India and the
Netherlands East Indies. Add to
that the situation In the central
European countries, which have
become increa.singly ensnared in
the Iron Curtain, and it is evident
that there's still plenty of cause
for concern, despite the varied im-
provements that are beginning to
appear.

creases in contracts. WB's pay-
roll is figured at about $10,000,000
during the past fiscal year.

Paramount's 1948 nut is esti-'

mated at $7,500,000 although the
figures have yet to be aired. Driv-
ing hard in 1947, Par slashed
$3,593,449 from its high-bracket
payroll to bring the total in at

$8,372,031. Since then, economy
moves have continued at an
eased pace. Incidentally, Par

|

dropped 51 employees in the
$20,000-and-over bracket during!
"47 to cut the total to 165.

j

Universal closed its 1948 {fiscal

|

books in fifth place with total pay-
ments of $7,397,741. U saved
$1,033,158 during the year by
pink-slipping 24 of its high-bracket
help. It now pays 119 in excess
of $20,000 annually. Still in sixth
spot is RKO which: i^' paying out
an estimated $6,000,000 yearly to

its top personnel, This represents:
a slash of about $1,500,000 yearly.

Columbia's payroll is lowest' of
the majors. (Company dished out
$4,906,589 to 93 employees and 17
officers. /'Payments represent a
climb over 1947'S $4,510,800 total.

Production

While salaries of some studio
heads were shaved, production
maintained its time-honored spot
of being the most lucrative end of
the business. On this score, pro-
duction chiefs held their lead over

I

company presidents or any other
1
position available in the industry.

' Louis B. Mayer^ Metro's- : studio
head, again led the field with
$417,263. On the basis of receipts;

all production toppers are listed

as follows:

1. L. B. Mayer (Metro) . $417,263
2. Darryl F. Zanuck (20th). 260,000
3. Henry Ginsberg (Par) . . 241,000
4. Harry Cohn (Col) 197,600
5. Jack Warner (WB) 182,100
6. William Goetz (U) 130,000

I Dore Schary, Metro's production
I
veepee, who went over to the com-

I

pany from RKO in mid-year, is

well up front with $260,000 an-

! nually. Gbetz dropped from third
I spot to sixth because he took a
voluntary cut frdhi his previous
salary of $254,000. RKO, without
an overall head since Schary.
stepped out, is not listed.

Presidents

Compared to production pay-
checkSi company presidents took
the following salaries:

1. Spyros Skburas (20th) $253,200
2. Nicholas M. Schenck
(M-G) 224,835

3. Harry Cohn (Col) ..... 197,600
4. Harry M. Warner (WB). 182,300
5. Barney Balaban (Par) . . 156,000
6. Nate J. Blumberg (U) . . 117,000
7. N. Peter Rathvon (RKO) 104,540

Blumberg's pay represents a
voluntary cut from $188,785 which
he took in the preceding year.
Rathvon was RKO prez only for
part of the year but his contract
carried out for the entire 12 months.
Other salaries held from the year
before without-substantial changes.

Distribution

So far as the distribution wing of
the business was concerned, the
take was traditionally lower than
production. Based at the New
York h.o.s., the pay was roughly
50% less than the studios gave
their chiefs. Distrifo toppers were
paid as follows:

1. Wm. F. Rodgers (M-G) $135,000
2. A. Montaeue (Col) ... 130,000
3. Benj. Kalmenson (WB) 112,700
4. Ned E. Depinet (RKO). 105,000
5. William A. Scully (U)., 95,000
6. Charles M. Reagan (Par) 86,233

Economies took their toll in this
category and several shifts in the
payroll "derby were registered.
Scully, for instance, slid from No.
2 spot to fifth when his pay was
sliced from $126,606. Rodgers. is

collecting $1,700 monthly on a
share of profits which is figured in
his pay. It enabled him to climb
to top spot. Kalmenson waived a
mandatory pay increase. Depinet
is now RKO prez, probably with a
pay boost. Reagan stepped out of
Par's sales chief notch but col-
lected until the end of the year.

Exhibition

Despite the settlement of a
stockholder action brought against
him and 20th for alleged excessive
compensation, Charles P. Skouras,
head of National Theatres, will un-

.
doubtedly remain the highest paid

I exec in the theatre end. Ceiling
of $360,000 has been imposed on
bonuses to Skouras which previ-
ously averaged $650,000 annually.
His basic pay of $250,000 remains

unchanged. Theatre stoppers pulled
down thelojlowing amounts:

1. Chas. P. Skouras (20th) $610,000
2. Joseph R. Vogel (M-G), 156,428
3. Harry M. Kalmine (WB)H2,700
4. L, H. Goldenson (Par). . 9j,000
5. M. H. Kingsberg (RKO). .7$,000

..'Legal' . .".',

With litigation still at epidemic
proportions, position of general
counsel is both important and
lucrative. Salaries of those listed
in proxies and reports are:

1. J. Robert Rubin (M-G) $158,421
2. Robert W. Perkins (WB) 91,850
3. Austin C. Keough (Par) 91,000
4. Charles D. Prutzman (U)< 75,400
5. G. E. Youngman (RKO) 40,1(00

Both Perkins and Keough took
raises. Former had been paid
$87,300, the latt«r, $85,000. Prutz-
man's take was whittled from
$111,006 in the prior year.

Foreign
; Pata: on foreign dept. heads is

incomplete because most of these
execs are officers of subsids but
not of the parent company. Arthur
M. Loew, head .of Metro's wing, is

figured as the top-paid. Joseph H.
Seidelman, U's chief, took $75,400
against $111,006 in 1947 while
Murray Silverstone, 20th's chief,

was paid $96,850,

Publicity
Charles Einfeld, veepee in

charge of 20th's ad-pub dept., is

getting $2,000 weekly plus $500 <>.^f-

pense account. Howard Dit'tz

(M-G) is taking $105,000' annually
while Columbia's Nate Spingold
receives $83,200, Pay for Mort
Blumenstock (WB) is set at:

$69,200. Paramount and RKO ad-
pub depts. are supervised by com-
pany veepees. Paul Raibourn
(Par) is handed $30,000 and John
M. Whitaker (RKO), .$24,000.

In the realm of board chairmen,
only two figure importantly in pay-
rolls. That's because most of the.se

execs are not active .in the direc-

tion of the companies. Adolph
Zukor (Par) took $109,750 and J.

Cheever Cowdin (U), $117,000.

Claim on PRC Involves

EL in $250,000 Suit

Eagle Lion was hit this week
with a suit for $250,000 damages,
plus an accounting, by Alexander
Stern Productions, indie which
turned out 42 films for PRC Pio-

ductions. Charging that no pay-

ments had been made since last

July, complaint contends that EL
took over the obligations when jt

absorbed PRC several years ago.

Action claims EL failed to ren-

der accurate reports on earnings
of the films and, as a consequence,
plaintiff charges it was done out

of participation in an added $750,-

000. Under its pact with PRC,
producing unit was to cut into

profits to the extent of 35%.
Action is brought in the N. Y.

supreme court by the outfit which
is co-owned by Max Alexander and
Arthur Stern. The 42 pix made
for PRC between 1942-45 averaged
$50,000 apiece negative cost. Ac-
counting is demanded because of

the assertion that EL "juggled its

accounts" in piling iip print and
advertising costs through orders
to various associated companies
including Pathe Industries, EL's
parent org.

Attorneys for plaintiff arc Hersh
& Gelber. Lawyers, incidentally,

had participated in bankrolling t he

production unit for a cut in the

profits, but were paid off several

years ago.
"

Another EL Suit
Hollywood* March Li-

Manning J. Post has filed a $75,?

000 damage suit against Eagle Lion,

Prudential Pictures, Bank ofAmer-
ica and National Trust & Savings.

Post, who was associate producer
on "Northwest Stampede" with Al

Rogell, charges misrepresentation
by EL officers, overcharging in stu-

dio operating costs and improper
distribution of the film.

Springer's Own Sextet
Joseph R. Springer, general

manager for the Century Circuit,

N, Y., has resigned, effective June
1, to take over operation of six of

the circuit's houses. Theatres in-

volved are the Vogiie, Triangle,

Tivoli, Quentin In Brooklyn; 43d

Street, Long Island City; and

Town, Flushing. Springer assumes
operation some time in the sum-
mer.
He has been with Century the

past 27 yeats.
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One of the adult movie
treats of the seasonF

ALTON COOK-iV. F. World-Telegram

i

1

'm

CHARLES K, FELDMAN

MYRNA LOY- ROBERT MITCHUM
^ JOHN STEINBECK'S

i
is

i

A LEWIS MILESTONE PRODUCTION

. PETER MILES

LOUIS CALHERN ?htppr[vr) STPi:0,Vll>.

TECHNICOLOR

.... And now opening in America's finest Deluxe Theatres including:

ALDINE,PHILADELPHIA-MALCO,MEMPHIS-ORPHEUM,SEAmE-CIRClE,INDIANAPOLIS-PARAMOUNT,NEW HAVEN

MlER»ai
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Clips from Film Row

, NEW YORK
John HuRhes, formerly in charge

of contract liquidations _
at U

A

home office, named assistant to

Fred Jack, western general sales

,

manager, filling spot vacated by

;

Jdek Wrege, who moves over as
\

exec assistant to Edward Schmt-
|

zer, UA's eastern general sales

manager.

PHOENIX
Largest drive-in in Arizona being

constructed here on a 12-acre tract

by Fred Crockett, who is oversee-

;

ing the building operations for i

Phoenix investor group. Estimated
|

cost is 3200,000.
I

' Construction will start lhis|

spring on a new Harry L. Nace the-

1

atre in Holbrook. Town's only

present house, the -Roxy, is 14 years

old. .

abolish all passes. It was allowed

to exercise option on withdrawal of

weekly passes.
Owners Of motion picture thea-

tres are opposing a state daylight

saving bill introduced in the state

legislature. , , ,

.

First drive-in in Franklin
County, 111., hear West Frankfort

is being erected^ for I. A. (Jack)

Palmer and J. R. Minton.
The Rodgersr-l.OOO-seater in Pop-

lar Bluffs, Mo., for Rodgers The-

atres, Inc., Cairo, 111., is nearing

completion.
Fred Wehrenberg discharged

from hospital and convalescing at

home.

NEW HAVEN
|

Bills now in state legislative
I

hopper that may affect exhibitors
|

will be analyzed by Motion Picture
]

Owners of Conn, at luncheon here
i

March 11. MPTOC invited Conn.
|

Allied to join conclave.
|

Seven bills pending in house
and same number in the senate

interest exhibs. One bill calls for

$100 annual tax on candy ma-
chines, another deals with drive-

ins, while a third would repeal
certain Sunday blue laws.

SEATTLE
Stan Goodman, former manager

for three houses for John Danz, to

Wisconsin to enter new business.

Evergreen and Hamrick - Ever-
green executives back from
Skouras meet in L.A. without Wm.
Thedford." He was stricken with
stomach ailment and is reported
in serious condition. He is assist-

ant to Frank Newman, head of the
theatre chain.

for WB and Loew's in trl-state

area, joined Jim Alexander-Sam
Fineberg theatre supply company
as a salesman.
' Harry Hendel and Charles Blatt

named to board of AMPTO at

special meeting of direct,ore fol-

,

lowing annual convention.

.

John H. Harris, head of Harris

Enterprises, honored James Bal-

mer, his general manager, with a

dinner at Duquesne Club on lat-

ter's 40th anni With company.

Service and office employes of

all major companies on Film Row
received raise amounting to more
than 11c. an hour, retroactive to

Dec. 1.

ABC Drive-in purchased by Mid-
West Drive-in theatres of Boston,

headed by Philip Smith and Har-
old Stoneman of the Interstate cir-

cuit of New England. Mid-*West is,

one of the largest operators of the
|

open-air theatres in the country.

'

ABC Drive-in was completed in

August of last year with a 1,000-

car capacity. Berk & Knimgold
agented the de.il.

More Actors Ink Pacts
Continned from page 4

{

Ex-Seiznickites
= Continned from page 53

ST. LOUIS
J. R. Minton and I. A. (.Tack)

Palmer, West Frankfort. 111., may
install television at drive-in for
which they have let contracts. The
500-car operation will be one mile
from iWest Frankfort.

Frank J. Glenn, Southern Illi-

nois exhibitor, named to Board of
Trustees in Tamaroa, III., his home
town.

Orpheum, Springfield, 111., dis-

continued its Saturday night bingo
games.

Also sold weekly theatre pass,

good after 6 p.m. for 75c and
theatres benefited.
New 500-car drive-in near Sand-

oval, 111;, will be ready this spring.
Operators of big cinemas here

fear the worst since St. Louis
Public Service Co., operator of all

street cars and buses, decided to

New York Theatres

JOAN
OFARC

INGRID

BERGMAN
A ViaOR FLEMIKG PRODUCTION
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KANSAS CITY
Carl Fiorella bought Bijou, sub-

sequentrrun on Missouri side, from
|

Herman Levine. House renamed
the Linda, has been facelifted.

Glen Beckett is new manager of

the Home, Commonwealth circuit

house on the ^ Kansas side. He
formerly was with Fox Midwest.
Frank Meyers is back on job as

manager at the Summit. He has
had two long hospital sieges in

the last four months. Rudy Vin-
zant, assistant manager at the
Regent, has helped in house's oper-
ation.

Durwood circuit moved Tom
Wolf to Leavenworth, Kans., to be
manager of Lyceum and assistant
city manager; had been manager
of Boxy, firstrun here. •

Earl Brown named manager of
Roxy, coming here from the Coast
where he was with the Golden
State -circuit.

Dickinson circuit assigned Bill

Meyer to the Kimo, foreign-film
firstrun. Recently Meyer had been
supervising all the circuit's houses
here. Bob Scott, who has- been
Kimo manager, stays on to handle
ad-publicity.

Lorottii yOCNG - Van tJOIINSOX

'MOTHER IS A FRESHMAN'
A 20tli Centuts-Fox Picture In Woliiilcolor

ON VARIETY STAGE

PHIL BAKER • CAB CALLOWAY
BIG ICE BEVUE

=ROXY tm St.

OLIVIA de HAVILLAND
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"LITTLE WOMEN"
\

lime ALLYSON Pttor LAWFORD i
Marsaret O'BRIEN - Elliabetll TAYLOR J

Janet tElGH. RosmiKf BRAZ/I Mary ASTOR(
A MERVIN LenOY PRODUCTION ^

Color by TECHHilCOLOR i
A Metro-Gelilwyn-Maytr Picture

\
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION i

MINNEAPOLIS
Paramount host at luncheon for

exhibs as well as newspaper and
radio people during visit of Bill
Pine.. .

Louis Orlove, Metro exploiteer,
sufficiently recovered from major
operation to leave hospital.
Northwest Variety club gave an

Appreciation. Night for Minnea-
polis Lakers pro basketball team.
North Central Allied and Min-

nesota Amus. Co. officials appeared
before state legislative committee
lo argue against bill which would
enable towns and cities to impose
admission tax.

Charlie 'WincheH pinchhitting
for his boss Harry B. French, Min-
nesota Amus. Co. prexy, while lat-
ter vacations in Florida.

Republic's first picture to play
local State, "Wake of Red Witch,"
did well enough to move over to
Lyric for second downtown week.
Played two weeks in St. Paul.

Bill Soper, Paramount booking
manager, back on job after tussle
with mumps. •

Bill Mussman, Paramount sales
manager here, vacationing in Cali-
fornia.

W. R. Frank, indie circuit owner
and Hollywood producer, to Chi-
cago for confabs on campaign
for his forthcoming "Dan Patch."
United Artists distributes.

i

DALLAS
I

Pr G. Cameron, who formerly
I operated four houses here and sold
out to J. G. Long Circuit, re-
theatres.

Phil R. Isley circuit will take
over operation of L. N. Crim
houses here. Houses include the
Liberty, Ideal, TCU, Heights and
Azle.

,

Isley announced that Horace
;
Falls joins his organization as
booker.

"ALIAS ^.

AP#t*'T»(miPrf1i«»i|iriin| /

RAYMILLAND

AUDREY TOTTIiR

THOMAS MITCHELL

'KW«(;oij,..,j,, \
'"MRin'Siy)„„',*A

"l-PMNOAlIu

PITTSBURGH
Wally Allen, long exploiteer

man for 20th-Fox here until com-
pany recently trimmed that de-
partment, appointed business man-
ager of Allied MPTO of Western
Pennsylvania; succeeds G e o r g e
Corcoran, resigned. , .

Ben Blotclftr, Paramount branch
manager,

. bacJi: from a Florida va-
cation.

Charles Katz, former manager

from those mentioned above. New
England Will be handled by Ed-
Ward Ruff, while the western ter-

ritory, worked out of Los Angeles,

is still open. Agnew expects to be

in actual operation by April 4, he
said.

Outfit will have a dual function,

he explained. One group of pix

will be distributed by' a major re-

leasing organization and MPSC
will only supervise sales, for which
it gets a 3% cut on the gross. An-
other group of films will be dis-

tributed by MPSC itself, with
|

Clark Film Distributors (which;
also handle the Selznick product)

|

doing the actual, physical handling.
|

Regular distrib fee will be collect-

ed on these.

Included in the initial category
are four pix from the Nassour stu-

dios, first of which will be Abbott
'& Costello's "Africa Screams;"
Harry and Edward Danziger's "Jig-

saw," and the Franchot Tone-Irving
Allen French-made : "Man on the
Eiffel Tower." .

Being distributed by. MPSC it-

self — under a new scheme by
which the field selling force will

work on a commission against a

guarantee—are "''Prejudice," made
by the Protestant Film Commis-
sion and the B'nai B'rith; a group
of Harold Lloyd reissues and a few
other pix. In negotiation now and
possibly to be included is "Sins

l of the Fathers." a sexer.

I

Agnew and Casanave will have
I
still another category of films in

i which they hold a financial inter-

I
est. They may go through a major
distrib or MPSC. Included are
several pix to be made in Europe
in association with Nat Wachs-
bergen

Shift to Agnew-Casanave
Forces SRO Reshuffle

I

Resignations have necessitated a
! major reshuffle at SRO. Selznick
I outfit has made a series of promo-
i lions and added one new exec to
[ fill the spots vacated,
i Newcomer is Sol Edwards, pres-
ident of Allied Management Co.,

I

owner of the Park theatre, Nashua,
N. H., and former salesmanager of
Educational and Grand National.
He'll be in charge of the eastern
division, headquartering at the
homeoffice in New York.

Sidney Deneau, SRO sales chief,
intends maintaining eight districts.

Coast will be handled by John
Howard; Dallas and Atlanta are
open; midwest by Leonard Mish-
kind; Prairie states by R. R.
Thompson; Chicago, Milwaukee,
Indianapolis and Minneapolis by
Harry Mandell; and New England
by Tom Duane,
Subbing for Reiner are Alfredo

Holguin, who will handle dis-
tribution in Mexico, Central Amer-
ica, the Caribbean area, Venezuela,
Columbia, Peru, Bolivia and Ecua-
dor, with headquarters in Mexico
City, and Isidro Rosenfeld, who
will be in charge of Argentina,
Brazil, Chile, Uruguay and Para-
guay, with headquarters in Buenos
Aires.

Victor Hoare was named to re-
place Louis Lewis as sales man-
ager for the British Isles and the
Continent. Hoare was aide to Lew-

i

is, who has joined Warner Bros.

I

in Britain.

;
Sales staff will handle "Portrait

,
of Jennie," which is slated for gen-

t
era! release about Easter, and
;"Fallen Idol," British-made, which
will be spotted into art houses for

I a slow playoff. It is hoped to open
i
it in New York in late April. (

June AUyson, Mary Astor; Karin
Booth. Spring Byington, Teresa
Celli, Cyd Charisse, Gladys Cooper,
Arlene Dahl, Gloria DeHaven, Ava
Gardner, Judy Garland, Betty
Garrett, Greer Garson, Kathryn
Grayson, Katharine Hepburn, Lena
Home, Deborah Kerr, Marina Kos-
hetz, .

Angela Laufsbury, Janet
Leigh, Marjorie Main, Patricia Me-
dina, Ann Miller, Jane Powell,

Donna Reed, Nina Boss, Ann Soth-
ern, Audrey Totter, Dee Turnelf.

Lana Turner, Beverly Tyler,

Mareia Van Dyke, Esther Williams,
Van Heflin, Tom Helmore, John
Hodiak, Van .Tohnson, Buster
Keaton, Howard Keel, Gene Kelly,

Richard Kiser, Mario Lanza,
Peter Lawford, Ricardo Montal-
ban, Frank Morgan, George Mur-
phy, Barry Nelson, Reginald Owen,
Walter Pidgeon, William Powell.

Dick Simmons, Frank Sinatra,

Red Skelton, Richard Stapeley,

Lewis Ston Robert Taylor, Mel
Torme, Spencer Tracy, Robert
Walkers Keenan Wynn, Jacqueline
Duval, Claude Jarman, Jr., Mar-
garet O'Brien, Mary Jane Smith,
Dean Stockwell and Elizabeth
Taylor.

20lh's Stable

Twentieth-Fox players include
Robert Arthur, Dana Andrews,
Lee Cobb, Richard Conte, William
Challee, Dan Dailey, Paul Doug-
las, Henry Fonda,

.
Reginald Gar-

diner, Gary Grant,' Rex Harrison,
Harry James, Kurt Kreuger, ViC'
tor Mature. Millard Mitchell, Wil-
liam Neff, Gregory Peck, Tyrone
Power, George Raft, Edward G.
«obij[ison, Cesar Romero. John L.

Russell, Mark Stevens, George E.

Stone, Jimmie Tyler, Clifton
Webb, Richard Widmark, Cornel
Wilde, Alan Young.

Annabella, Anne Baxter, Valen-
tina Cortesa, Jeanne Grain, Linda
Darnell, Alice Faye, Betty Grable,
Coleen Gray, Nancy Guild, June
Haver, Celeste Holm, Jennifer
Jones, Veronica Lake, Barbara
Lawrence, Betty Ann Lynn, Marion
Mar.shall, Dorothy McGuire, Mau-

j

reen O'Hara, Jean Peters, Miche-
line Prelle, Thelma Ritter, Shari
Robinson, Ann Sheridan, Randy
Stuart, Jessica Tandy, Gene Tier-
ney, Coleen Townsend, Jean Wal-
lace, Helen Westcott, Loretta
Young.

Don Hicks, Harvey Karels, J.

Farrell McDonald, George Math-
1 ews, George Melford, Tom Moore,
Bob Patten. Harry Seymour, Mar-
jorie Holliday, Donna Hamilton,
Kathleen Hughes, Edna Jackson,
Mae Marsh, Debra Paget and Bar-
bara Salisbury.
Paramount players under con-

tract are William Bendix, Macdon-
ald Carey, Bing Crosby, Charles
Dayton, William Demarest, Laura
Elliott, Margaret Field, Mona
Freeman, Gerry Ganzer, W^inda
Hendrix, William Holden, Bob
Hope, Betty Hutton, Roberta
Jonay, Dick Keene, Bob Kortman.
Alan Ladd, Paul C. Lees, .lohn
Lund, Ray Milland, Nancy Olson,
Gail Russell, Jean Ruth, Mary
Jane Saundeifs, Mort Thompson.
Jean Arthur, Phyllis Calvert,

Joan Caulfield, Montgomery Clift,
Roland Culver, Rhonda Fleming,
Olivia de Havilland. Billy De
Wolfe, Barry Fitzgerald, Paulette
Goddard, King Cole Trio, Veronica
Lake, Dorothy Lamour, William
Talman.

WB Total Up
Warner Bros., in aureat spurt

of signing contracts recently, now
has 40. These include:
James Cagney, Lew Ayres,

Lauren Bacall, Humphrey Bogart,
Jack Carson. Dane Clark, Gary
Cooper, Joan Crawford, Bette
Davis, Errol Flynn, Danny Kaye,
Viveca Lindfors, Sidney Green-
streeti Elsa Lanchester, Joel
McCrea, Adolph Menjou. David
Brian, Fred Clark, Doris Day,.
James Mitchell. Joan Chandler,
John Dall, Gordon MacRae, Vir-
ginia Mayo, Dennis Morgan. Wayne
Morris, Patricia Neal, Edmbnd
O'Brien, Eleanor Parker, Claude
Rains, Ronald Reagan, Zachary
Scott; Alexis Smith, .Tane Wyman,
Eve ArdeHj, Barbara Bates, Monte
Blue, Robert Douglas, Alan Hale
and Ruth Roman.

This group doesn't Include those
taken over on specific picture com-
mitments from David O. Selznick;

j

Joseph Gotten, Jennifer Jones,
: Gregory Peck, Shirlev Temple,
j

Betsy Drake, Rory Calhoun . and
Louis Jourdah. Ciprntract deal,s-are
pending this week between "War-
ners with both John Garfield and
Kirk Douglas.
Columbia's 37 contractees com-

prise Roy Acuff, Gene Autry, War-
ner Baxter, Lucille Ball, William
Bishop, Smiley Burnette, Janis
Carter, Jerome Courtland, Jerome
Cowan, 'John Derek, Stephen
Dunne, Nina Foch, Glenn Ford,
Barbara Hale, Rita Hayworth,
Gloria Henry, William Holden,
John Ireland, Evelyn Keyes,
Arthur Lake, George Macready,
Terry Moore, Larry Parks, Rosa-
lind Russell, Fred Sears, Larry
Simms, Penny Singleton, Charles
Starrett, Gig Young, Joe Besser,
the Three Stooges, Richard Lane,
Gus Schilling, Vera Vague; and
Harry Von ZelL .

'.MTono'svSS'

,

Monogram which includes
Allied Artists, the A-budget pro-
ducing label for Monogram, has
the following:

Florence Marley, Rod Cameron,
Gale Storm, Audie Murphy, Barry
Sullivan, Billy Benedict, Phil Brito,

Johnny Mack Brown, Jiinmie
Davis, Gabriel Dell, Leon Errol,
David Gorccy, Leo Gorcey, Alan
Hale, Jr., Huntz Hall, Joe Kirk-
wood, Jr., Mantan Moreland, Can-
nonball Taylor^ Jimmy Wakely, Ro-
land Winters, Joe Yule, Elyse
Knox, Keye Luke, Joel Marston,
Dick Foote, Roddy McDowall, Whip
Wilson, Max Terhune, Johnny
Sheffield, Noel Weill, Rene Riano,
Reno Browne, Andy Clyde, Theo-
dora" Lynch and Raymond Wal-
burn.

Universal-International has term
eontracts with Abbott and Coslello,
Paul Christian, Mikel Conrad,
Anthony Curtis, Richard Long
Stephen McNally, Gar Moore, Don-
ald O'Connor, Patricia Alphin, Ann
Blyth, Helena Carter, Yvonne De
Carlo, Deanha Durbin, June Ful-
ton, Patricia Hall, Dorothy Hart,
Donna Martell, Anne Pearce, Meg
Randall, Marta Toren and Shel-"
ley Winters.

Hall Wallis Production players
include John Bromfield, Corinne
Calvet, Wendell Corey, Robert
Cummlngs, Don DeFore, Butt Lan^.
caster, Jerry Lewis, Diana Lynn*
Dean Martin, LIzafoeth Scott and
Barbara Stanwyck.

Republic's players are Pat
Brady, George Brent, John Car-
roll, Bill Elliott, Riders of the
Purple Sage, Estellita Rodriguez,
Roy Rogers, Forrest Tucker, Ed-
die Waller, John Wayne, Rex
Allen, Roy Barcroft, Esperan/.a
Bauer, Adrian Booth, 'Monte Hale,
Allen Lane, Adele Mara, Vera
Ralston and Grant Withers,

RKO hngs
Of the major studios, RKO has

the. least number under contract:
Robert Bray, Dan Foster, Gloria
Grahame, Jack Paar, Tim Holt,
Robert Ryan, Robert Mitehiim,
Jane Greer and Betsy Drake.
The.se last three are also under
contract to Selznick.

Samuel Goldwyn has pared down
his contract list considerably and
has only four at the present time.
These are David Niven, Farley
Granger, Joan £vans and Gigi
Perrau.

Eagle Lion also has four, in-

cluding Richard Basehart; Scott

.

Brady, June Lockhart and Lois
Butler.

There are approximately 50
players with one-picture deals
with various lots, but these haven't
been included in a round-up of

those actually under term con-
tract.

Almufii.'-

THE SHOWMAN'S FRIEND

in Xa4> An/feUA
,/..'.»'";''',:

' 500 Modern Rooms
with bath and radio

"Foremost on Ihe Coost"

ALEXANDRIA HOTEL
Fifth at Spring • Loi Angelef

FRANK WALKER, General Manager
Formerly at Olmsted, Cleveland, O.

Now Specialitins'

in Re/reshmen«

Service for

PRIVE-IH THEATRE^
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COLUMBIA PICTURE presents LAMOUR^^AMECHE
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f Adele JERGENS
\ Screenplay by

\1 Karen DeWolf

WILIARD

Jeanne MANET
Directed by DOUGUS SIRIft

rroduced by IRVING STARR
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NBCs Bid to Transcribe Sustaining

Shows Runs Into AFRA Snag on Pay
NBC has run into an AFRA*

snag with its plan to produce sev-

eral transcribed programs, a la

Bing Crosby, for sustainer net-

work airing. Hitch is that the

company sought to do the stanzas

at sustaining rates for talent, but

the union has ruled that tran-

scribed fees must be paid. Differ-

ence is estimated to involve around
$500 per half-hour program.
Matter is not precisely covered

In the AFBA-network code. Rates

foi: both sustaining and transcribed

shows are stipulated, but there is

no real definition of the two cate-

gories. Since the proposed pro-

grams are to be broadcast over the

network on a single date (mostly

at the same time spot) the com-
pany claims they should involve

regular sustaining fees for the one

broadcast. However, the union

takes the stand that the circum-

stances of broadcast are irrelevant,

as the shows are to be via re-

cording.
There's understood: to be a dif-

ference of opinion within AFEA
as to the appropriate attitude- on
the question. One group believes

that the union should stand pat for

payment of the transcribed rate,

while the other -argues that since

the network code doesn't spe-

cifically cover the situation the

matter should be negotiated, as a

new category in the code. NBC
execs havn't decided whether to

pay the E"! rate for the shows or to

demand arbitration of the dispute.

Racket-Bustin' Series

: Carl Jampel is writing and di-

recting a transcribed racket-bust-

ing series for Banner. 'Productions.

Show will be aired on local star

tions under the aegis of Chambers
of Commerce, with 73 cities ;al-

ready lined up.

Raymond Edward Johnson has

the lead.

WABFsKing-Size

Program Payoff

A unique plan of selling evening

time in six-hour packages is pay-

ing ofE for WABF, New York FM
Indie, which is now operating in

the black for the first time in eight

years.." ,•

BankroUers sponsoring six-hour

segments are Philco, Columbia
Records and Stromberg-Carlson.

Decca Records recently signed .up
for a seven-hour stretchi Admital
and Sachs Quality Stores share a
six-hour • period, as • do Emerson
and Dynamic Radio Stores.

The king-size shows fit into

WABF's program pattern, accord-

ing to station manager Ira Hirsch-
mann. The indie's policy calls for

no interruptions of the music, and
only complete selections, are

played. "The clock must be sub-

ordinated to the program," Hirsch-

mann declares. "I don't object to

tight 15-minute schedules—but lis-

teners do/ . Our aim is an edited

station, with a carefully planned
long range musical program. And
we can't have an overall approach
if we are just a clearing house for
15- and 30-minute shows produced
by the ad agencies.'-'-- -

Tallu Objects to Being

'Squeezed' (At Least Via

A Tube') Sues on Jingle

Because she feels her given
name "unique" and indelibly iden-

tified with her, Tallulah Bankhead
has brought suit against Procter &
Gamble, NBC, CBS and the Benton
& Bowles ad agency for $1,000,000
damages because of her "humilia-
tion" over a, singing ; commercial.
Prell Sljampoo uses it as "Tallulah
the Tube.''

The jingle complained about
follows:

"I'm Tallulah the tube of Prell,

And I've got a UtUe something
to tell,

. Your hair can be radiant oh
so easy

All you've got to do is take
;
me home and squeeze me."

The papers add, "The oifenslve
and humiliating use of the plain-
tiffs name in the manner com-
plained of was aggravated by per-
sonifying a 'tube' as the plaintiff,

coupled with the suggestive invita-
tions to the public to 'take me
home and squeeze me' and 'get a
hold of me'." As a result, the docu-
ment states. Miss Bankhead has
been "distressed and humiliated,
and has been' exposed to public
ridicule and contempt."

'Stop Music' Game

Not Up to Par
The "Stop the Music" impre-

sarios are sorry it ever happened.
Not to mention Paramount Pic-

.tures.' ,

Just when it looked like ABC's
"Music" giveaway had parlayed it-

self into One of its top exploitation

breaks to date (with Paramount
all set to move in the cameras for

some elaborate newsreel footage)

tbe film company gave up in dis-

gust and called the whole thing

off.

Par wanted to capitalize on
"Music's" use of the newsreel's

theme song as the jackpot tune.

But When Par became inundated
with telephone calls last week ask-

ing for the name of the tune, it

got more than ,it bargained for.

Par tipped the title to all and sun-

dry and in disgust called off the
camera boys.

"Music" producers were get-

ting a little nervous, as well, for

the show came as close to a lot-

tery as it will ever get. In view of
the attendant coast-to-coast pub-
licizing of the title, it was just a
case of who got first crack at the
telephone call. .

KkZ Script Chief

ELLIOT WAGER
Carrying a background of depart-

ment store advertising and I'ree

lance national scripting into his job,

Wager is a member ot KLZ's top

writing staff.
. ..j u

KLZ, Danvar.

Wain-Baruch Team Exit

WMCA; 'Operations Boggs'

Cues Wholesale Shifts

Bea Wain and Andre Baruch,
who. for two and a half years have
been conducting the "Mr. and Mrs.
Music" platter; and song show on
WMCA, N. Y., bow out April 15
by mutual agreement with, the
indie. At the same time that Nor-
man Boggs, new station manager,
is reshuffing WMCA's afternoon
programs, the Baruchs find them-
selves committed to a heavy sched-
ule including network, TV, < disk
and newsreel activities. They are
also prepping a husband-wife mu-
sical tele package.

Boggs' new program pitch is to

pick up peak spring and summer
sports audiencesi : snagging addi-
tional.fans by surrounding its New,
York Giants diamond broadcasts'^

with live instrumental groups, va-
riety shows : and a- musical score-
board. •

With approval of the mu.sicians
union, station is dropping its 13-

piece house orch, subbing small
"name" combos to total the same
number of men. Policy, Boggs
feels, will make every instrumen-
talist count, garnering listeners
because of their name value. First
unit pacted is the Johnny Guar-
nieri Quintet, which will take over
a portion of the "Mr. and Mrs."
strip.

Ted Steele will continue in his
10-11:45 a.m. spot, but when the
baseball season starts April 16 his
2t4 p.m. stanza will be dropped.
Last year Steele stood by for no-
game days, but present plans are
for insertion of "Grandstand and
Bandstand," a platter and sports
news show to be handled by a staff

announcer.

Advertisers who have been on
the Wain-Baruch show since its in-
ception include Robert Hall, Ca-
nadian Fur and National Shoes.
The title "Mr. and Mrs. Music" is

owned by the station.

CBStoSpotHeps:

'Come Out of That

Fantasy Tower
Washington, March 15.

Interference by the Federal
Communications Commission with

network operations in national

spot sales representation would,
risk serious injury to the "tender
infant itself which is. now tele-

vision," CBS said in a reply last

week to summary findings of the

independent station reps, who want
the nets ruled out of their terri-

tory.

The web contended that the ar-

guments of the National Assn. of

Radio Station Reps and of Edward
Petry & Co. veer away from facts

"into a world of hypothesis, theory;

assumptions, predictions and
fancy." As the case before the

FCC proceeds, said CBS, the reps
seek refuge "in what they believe

to be the more comforting tower
of theory and fantasy."

CBS, through its counsel, Samuel
I. Rosenman, former White House
adviser, charges NARSR counsel,

James L. Ply, former FCC chair-

man, with backtracking in his ar-

guments that television indies

should not be a field for network
spot sales representation. CBS
quotes Fly as being opposed to a
ruling on network spot sales in the
television field during the forma-
tive period of video development.
The very reasons which NARSR
advances for barring network spot
sales from video, CBS counsel said^

"are, in fact the very reasons why
it is imperative that there should
be no such bar." : .

Television, CBS argaed, is now
in "an extremely fluid state. JRat-

terns are constantly changing-^
from week to week and day to day;
Losses, are large and experimenta-
tion is great as the right formulae
for successful operations are
sought. No one can now predict

I
with assurance what will be the
pattern of television operation a
year from now."

* It is at this critical juncture,
CBS said, that television "needs
every possible freedom from arti-

( Continued on page 34)

BM6: Broke, Muddled, Bewildered
After hurdling a major financial crisis la.st week, but still in a

State of confusion and bewilderment, Broadcast Measurement.
Bureau saw its future placed in the hands of a five-man committee
appointed by Justin Miller, NAB proxy. .

The committee includes
John Elmer, WCBM, Baltimore, chairman; Harold Ryan, WSPD,
Toledo; G. Richard Shafto, WIS, Columbia, S. C; Charles Caley,
WMBD, Peoria, and Clyde Rembert, KRLD, Dallas,

The Assn. of National Advertisers and the American Assn. of
Advertising Agencies, which together with the NAB govern the
measurement group, also have committees mulling the problem
of BMB's continuance after completion of Study No. 2.

Last week BMB overcame a coin crisis that developed when the
statistical company which handles ballot mailing and tabulation
threatened to quit in the middle of the job unless it got cash on the
line, because BMB delayed payment on .some previous obligations;
Although the bill could have been met over an extended period
through members' monthly sub payments, the .sudden demand
caught the bureau with an empty till. ;

After a- 12-hour session of the executive committee it was de-
cided to pay the tabulating outfit from a $100,000 reserve fund;
held to cover the contingency of Uncle Sam asking the bureau to
pay taxes. The status of BMB as a non-taxable enterprise is now
under consideration, with a decision not likely for several months.
BMB toppers point out, howevei', that the Audit Bureau of Circu-
lation, with a similar setup, has won tax-free status.

With exec committee backing, BMB proxy Hugh Feltis wired 600 ,

subscribers that the survey was a dead duck unless they were
willing to underwrite $100,000 on. a pro rata basis, in case- the tax
collectors decide against the bureau. By Monday (14) 350 mem-
bers-i^more than necessary^had agreed. All three network sub-
scribers—ABC, NBC and CBS—back the bureau, as did the AAAA
and several national radio bankroUers,

Feltis reports -that 500;000 of the 650,000 ballots have already
been mailed and 20,000 returns had been received by Monday (14).

Meanwhile advertisers, 'agencies and broadcasters are weighing
the future of BMB. Many of them feel thata cooperative measure-
ment bureau—one in which the seller of broadcast time, the buyer
and the agent are all represented—is necessary.
"But, it's; felt by BMB toppers who have worked with the group

for five years, BMB should have power to act on its own, without
being ham.strung by differences among the various reps. They point

: to last week's emergency meeting, at which opposing points of view
almost brought about BMB's demise. They add that control should
lie. with those: who put up the :doagh-T--the stations and networks.

'

(ANA and AAAA do not contribute financially, although they have
a top level voice in its policies, and won't lose a dollar if the
bureau should fold.)

The NAB committee just appointed has been Instructed to come
up with a plan for BMB's future by the Chicago convention, April
10. Feltis, who is bowing out of his $25,000 post April 15, will be
present at the meet and may be called on to make a presentation of
his recommendations for BMB's continuation. As another industry-
ite put it, "BMB is going into the cocoon stage, but whether a but'-

terfly will ever emerge is yet to be seen.*' .

INDIANA IMMUNITY
Indianapolis, March 15.

Bill extending to radio and tele
newscasters immunity again.st re-
vealing their .sources of informa-
tion in legal proceedings was
signed last week t9).

Gov. Henry ]f . Schriker inked it.

Barry Gray Repacted

For Another 12-Month

Miami 2-Airer Deal
Miami Beach, March 15,

Barry Gray, who :will complete
his second year of broadcasting bis
three-hour gab-interview session
on WHAT from Copa City here,
April 30, was signed today (15) to

another 12-month deal for his serv-
ices by Murray. Weingefj owner of
the swank night spot. Program will
remain with the Mutual system
outlet.

In addition. Gray will be pre-
sented in a straight disk-jockey
session by the station from 3 to 4
p. m. daily, sans any of the gab-
fests and comments on current
events he plays up on his midnight
alrer. .

Contracts for both programs will
run from May, 1949. Currently
in the -$40,000 a year class in earn-
ings, it is understood Gray will re-
ceive a substantial increase with
the Copa City renewal, plus that
ad(Ution,^l dough to come from
sale of the afternoon disk session;

Noblesse Oblige
Ex-President Herbert Hoover

chuckled at the Radio Executives
Club luncheon in New York .last

Thursday (10) as Harry Von ZeU
retold by transcription the «tory
of his famous fluff-^introduclng the
President on the air as "Hoobert
Heever."

A few minutes later the former
chief: executive himself pulled a
Von Zell. He referred to FCC
Commissioner Wayne Coy as "Mr.
Fay."

SetRY.Clinic

To M FM
Complete agenda for the jPM

Assn's sales clinic to be held April
l at the Commodore hotel. New
York, will include an address by
Edgar Kobak, prexy of Mutual,
whose topic will be "FM—Why
Not?" Linnea Nelson, chief time
buyer for J. Walter Thompson, will
discuss "FM From the Agency
Point of View."

William E. Ware, FMA prez, said
the primary purpose of tlie clinic
is to bring people in the agency
and advertising fields abreast of
the current status and development
of FM In view of the.- present "con-
fusion"! over FM, AM. and TV, ^'ahd
the probable future of each me-
dium."

Clinic will also hear Everett L.
Diliard, prexy of Continental FM
Network; Maj. E. H. Armstrong,
inventor of FM; Ted Leitzell, Ze-
nith public relations director; Wil-
liam H. Ensign, eastern manager of
Transit Radio; Dr. Millard C.
Faught of the Faught Co., and Ed-
ward Sellers, FMA executive di-
rector.

Various table models of FM sets
now in -volume production will be
displayed at the clinic.

Fred Weber's /o

WMOB Purchase
Mobile, Ala., March 15.

It was learned from an authentic
source that Fred Weber, of New
Orleans, formerly of WDSU in that
city, has purchased at least 50%
interest in WMOB, Mobile, and had
obtained an option 4o buy the re«
maining 90%.
While these figures were without

confirmation, it was understood
that Weber had paid $.50,000 to

the Nunn Broadcasting Co., owner
of the station, and had issued
notes for an additional $1.50,000.

Nunn Co., of which Gilbert N.
Nunn is the president, owns four
other stations.

:
' It is reported that the Nunn in-

terests are planning to dispose of
three stations under their control
and move into the television field

with stations in Lexington, Ky.,
and Amarillo, Tex.
An estimated $90,000 was .said to

have been spent on Improvemenlt
at WMOBi Including the installa'

tion of FM equipment.
Weber is former exec veepee of

Mutual.
In the interim Weber has iden-

tified himself with the WIIBQ op-
eration in Memphis, his appoint-
ment as assistant manager coming
as. a surprise announcement la.st

Week, Station, a Mutual outlet, is

owned by Harding College.

OG Expands on 'Music'
Old Gold is picking up tbe tab.

for a second 1.5-minute segment of
ABC's "Stop the Music," via Len-
nen & Mitchell. The ciggie outfit
is taking the first quarter hour
period for 52 weeks, starting April
3. It has: been sponsoring the
fourth quarter since May, '48.

Smith Bros, cough drops Is cur-
rently bankrolling the first seg-
ment of the giveaway, but will
drop out at the end of March.

Jordan Named Radio-TV

Head of Morris Agency

As Murray Dies at 59
Wally Jordan moves up a.s Iiead

of the William Morris agency

radio-television department ,
suc-

coedlng the late William B. Mur-
ray, with whom he was virtual ly a

longtime co-head in the operation

of the division. Murray's sudden,,

death Thursday morning (10) i"

Harknoss Pavilion, N. Y.. I'oUow-

ing a heart attack at the opera

that evening, was a complete shock,

as he was at his desk that morn-
ing. In actuality, the Murrays lelt

the Metropolitan Opera House

Wednesday night (9), because Mrs.

Murray, the former Florence Smo-
len, had herself complained 6f ill-

ness. It was while admini.slering

to her needs, at their Easl 57th

street apartment, that the veteran

(Continued on pa^gc 34)
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NBC BARES SODL-AND FIGCRES
Ed Kobak s Successor Due by May,

ButDoesltMellut^iyU^

Loyalty Counts at ABC
Circumstances under which U. S. Steel finally succumbed to

NBC's determined pitch to win over from ABC the hour-long
•'Theatre- Guild of the Air" show, with iti lucrative billings, has
rilcited a good deal of tpde comment complimentary to the posi^

tion taken by ABC execs.

. Officials of ABC admit that they might have clinched their own
bid to retain the show had they agreed to the terms laid down by

U S. Steel—at the expense of another and long-standing client.

""Guild" airer is currently heard BiSO-to 10:30 Sunday night, fol-

lowing Woodbury's Louella Parsons' 9:15 show. u. S. Steel, it

appears, wanted to move into the 9:15 spot, immediately following

Walter Winchell, thus permitting for an audience pickup of the

No. 1 personality In the Hooper sweepstakes.

ABC said no dice. Woodbury (Jergen's) stuck it out for many
years on ABC, through good and bad years, and didn't rate the
brusherob treatment.

purity' Provision Seen as Gue

To Paley's Bums & Allen Graboff

Circumstances under which Wil-4

liam S. Paley grabbed off Burns

and Allen as a CBS radio-TV ex-

clusive within 48 hours after Gen-

Inil Foods officially announced
cancellation of their NBC Thurs-

day night show, has occasioned

<;onsiderable trade comment and
speculation. .

While .CBS accents the fact that

the B & A acquisition does not in-

volve a capital gains arrapgement,

It's reported that there is a "se-

curity" provision in the contract*

but whether it is in the form of

a pensi<ih isn't known. As usual in

its vtrapup of ex-NBC talent,- Co-

lumbia is keeping the contractual

ramifications under wraps.

One angle that has particularly

cued eyebrow raising within the

trade is the manner in which
Music Corp. of America stepped in

and negotiated the entire CBS deal

On behalf of a vet talent team that

}iaa been agented by the rival Wil-

liam Morris office for years. The
Morris office claims that the CBS
deal cannot affect Its contract with

B &; A.

Nevertheless the fact that WM's
top rival in the agency field moved
in and set up the; involved ma-
cliinery for the GBS switchover,

, despite the fact that B & A are
still: committed to the Morris of-

fice, has occasioned much com-
Went QB whether , such agency in-

terplay can: be chalked off as sound
; bractice for show business, (MCA
has been on top of all the CBS
talent deals that began five months
back .witii the Amos 'n' Andy ac-
quisition):

As ih tile case of Edgar Bergen,
B St A's contract is with CBS^ with
the obligation to find a sponsor

,
lalHng on the latter, just as Paley
iet up the Coca Cola sponsorsliip
auspices for Bergen.
Comedy team cheeks In at CBS

In the fall (TV, of course, is in
abeyance). Time slot hasn't been
Mt yet and it's possible they may

^
go into the Wednesday night lineup
being built around Bing Crosby-

Davis"Ad Cantata'

As Sponsor Bait
Something new in talent presen-

Wions to agencies and advertisers
been whipped together by

r""' Davis, the orch leader, in a
to wrap up a sponsorship deal

wr his orchestral-choir ensemble.
w« tlie strength of the audition
P'atter. at least one of the net-
works IS eyeing the technique for
permanent integration in sales-
Promotion.

produced and directed by Davis,

tonf ?f^*n-and-a-half-minute pre-
K,„'*"On »5 strictly in the musicalWiom utilizing the talents, of a

rh^^. i and 24 mixed-voice

sXi Porter Singers, the
quartet with Dorothy

1 lil' * comprising Sylvia

Birf,',
S'larita Baker, Sanford

In .i
^"'nard Kirby and Davis.

VerH,,w^'
it adds up to an "ad-

a hn,^i^..u^"**'t»" designed to sell

h«,t ,
" production techniques.

iD6r«lL^l* '^'^aded up the Hires-

^"Kn'ffif

Variations on a Theme.
With CBS' acquisition of

Burns & Allen,' here's how the
web's new (ex - NBC - ABC)
talent array will go to the post
when Columbia preems its
'49-'50 broadcastihg season in
the fall:

. Jack Benny. .

'

Amos 'n' Andy,
Edgar Bergen.
Bing Crosby.
Burns & Allen.

Red Skelton.
Ozzie & Harriet.

CBS, Riggio In

Tug-of-WarOn

Bill Lawrence

Over the past 10 years, the NBC
vs. CBS battle for billings has been
strictly a nip and tuck affair. NBC
in the decade ending with Dee. 31,
'48, racked up a total gross rev-

I

enue of $545,399,590, while CBS
I
achieved gross time, sales of $537,-
,539,105. That only leaves an NBC
Vnargin of $7,860,485 covering the
10-year stretch.

When, a few months back, CBS
board chairman Williams S. Paley
inaugurated his capital gains re-
gime to win over NBC's top stars.

and their clients, the implication
was that Columbia, for the first

time in years, was emerging from
a financial crisis, that for the pre-
vious decade it was a case of NBC
alone being in the chips.
NBC apparently was unhappy

over the implications that the net-
work was never faced with serious
competition during the 1939-48 era.
It set its researchers to work to
prove that CBS was not only iii

the picture, but frequently ex-
ceeded NBC on total annual bill-

ings, and througlh most, of .the

years went beyond NBC in amount
of evening sponsored time; It's the
first instance, on record of NBC
engaging in some lettingrits-hair-

down statistics, and revealing its

billings. •

- While the lO-year financial pic-

ture, adds up to practically an
even-steven preposition, NBC's ad-
vantage on average nighttime rat-

ings went unchallenged through
the decade, with the tables turned
and CBS moving into the average-
ralng lead since the fir.st of tliis

year, when tlie switchover of Jack
Benny from NBC to CBS ma-
terially altered things.

On yearly gross revenue (see ac-

companying : chart) GBS took the
lead during the years of 1940, '41,

I '42, '43, '44 and '45, with NBC out
I in front the past three years and
in 1939.

It's more' than likely that the
nip and tuck situation on gross
revenues will continue through '49

and even '50, the assumption: be-
ing that the web will be able to
solve the problem of reselling

vacant time segments as they open
up. But it's on the programming
payoff side tliat the scales will

turn in CBS' favor unless, it's con-
ceded, NBG buckles down, and

PeriU of Paul
CBS is kicking, around two

alternate titles for its upconi-
ing documentary on :Paul G.
Hoffman's ECA (Economic Go-
operation Administration).
Some of the boys lean to

ECAces. Others prefer "Tales
of Hoffman."

Vincent Riggio, . American To-

bacco prexy, wants -Bill Lawrence,:

of the Arthur Godfrey Show on

CBS, for his Saturday night Hit

Parade program on NBC, as suc-

cessor to Frank Sinatra. CBS has
Lawrence under contract and
doesn't want to let him go.

On the other side of the ledger,

CBS would like to convince Riggio
| ^.^^^^ up ^ith some qualitative re-

that it is to American Tobacco's i placements for the shows lost,
advantage to retain the half-hour, :

'

cross- the - board daytime period
I .j 'i

'

i «
which it relinquished by cancelling ' nggVy LtSm llUnS
out the Don Ameche "Your Lucky 1

^ . » v

Strike" show. Riggio is willing

enough to buy the time, If he gets

the right show.Thus far he has
turned down all CBS package en-

tries. •
,

Trade talk is that if Lawrence
moves to Hit Parade, Lucky Strike

Will remain an afternoon CBS
|
charges of slanting the news

commercial (Riggio. .Ir , and CBS
i
against G. A, Richards, owner of

board chairman William S. Paley
|
kMPC here and stations in Detroit

lunched together last Thursday,
; and Cleveland, set for March 23.

presumably on the Lawrence
i

Benedict Cottone heads up tlie

Rolling Into LA.

For Richards Case
Hollywood, March 15.

The big legal guns are being

drawn Up for the FCC hearing of

CBSWoosADen

WithlOOGDuring

'49-'50 Siesta?
Despite the multiplying offers he

has received to "stick around": next
season,' Fred Allen says he. is mak-
ing no commitments for the '49-'50

broadcasting cycle. When he winds
up for Ford Dealers in June he is

taking a vacation, and right now
he's not interested in any deals-^
radio or television.

Latest web to join in the "get
Allen" sweeps'takes appears to be
CBS, and although there has been
no official Columbia confirmation,
the deal under which it is inviting
Allen to join the William S; Paley
roster is said" to be precedental in
character.

Report is that Columbia is will-

ing to pay the comedian $100;000
while he lays, off next season as a
protective guarantee that he'll , be
committed to CBS when he does re-

turn the following season, and
against his accepting any other of-

fer. Also, when he checks in at

CBS for the '50-'51 season, he is

to receive $22,000 a week for his
package. As . for his video deal,
it's reported CBS is willing to pay
him a salary averaging the pay
of the five top TV artists on Go^
lumbia at that time.

CROSBY SHOW TO COS(T

CHTIELD 35a A WK.
Bing Crosby's half-hour CBS

program, to tee off in September,
will cost Chesterfield from $30,000
to $35,000 a week. It's understood
that CBS, which owns and sold the
package, guarantees Crosby $8,-

500 a show net to himself. How
much more he will receive on the
bonus plan has not yet been estir

mated.
No time has been set (although

it'll be Wednesday), and format of
the show is still nebulous.

matter)

In a new bid to regain the ac-

count, CBS last week auditioned

a new halt-hour show for presen-

tation to American Tobacco. This

one, tabbed "Your Lucky Song," is

emceed by Robert Q. Lewis, with

Ray Block's orch and a variety of

component parts involving top

tunes, composers and amateur
showcasing. Lester Gottlieb pro-

duced the audition platter.

commission counsel, aided by
Joseph Brenner, Thomas .Donahue

and John Edgerton.

In the defense battery will be

Burton K. Wheeler and his son,

Edward K., Horace Lohnes, Louis

Dorothy Lewis Named

UN Radio Coordinator
Dorothy Lewis has been ap-

pointed coordinator of U.: S. sta-

tion relations for the ; United Na-
tions Radio . Division, under:Gerald
Kean, supervisor of the. English
language radio service. -

Mrs. Lewis has: served as coordi-

Caldwell, Clair Stout and R. Rus- I nator for women's broadcasts since

sell Egan. Hearing expected to
]

last spring. She set up the UN
run for two weeks, will be held I radio education department and

in a downtown Federal courtroom i recently : completed a transcribed

to accommodate the large press
j
interview series with 26 of the

section anticipated. I world's outstanding women.

10 Years of NBC vs. CBS Competition: 19M

Year NBC CBS

1939 14.1 12.5

1940 12.2 11.7

1941 12.6 10.9

1942 14.7 10.2

1943 14.1 10.0

1944 13.2 9.7

1945 12.8 9.5

1946 12.8 9.9

1947 12.2 .
8.6

1948 10,7 9.2

October-November Average
Sponsored Evening Bating

NBC % Advantage

11

is;.;. -y:

31
29 •: v.-

^

27
26
23 ,:

30
14;'>. :,.::

No. of Sponsored
'Quarter Hours

CBS
91
98

NBC
86
89
94
93
05
98
112
112
110
110

100
97
105
105
117
113
106
l6l

NBC
$36,601,000
39,955,000
41,654,000
44,023,000
53,837,000
63,012,000
64,429,000
66,434,000
65,757,000

69,697,590

$345,399,590

:¥early Gross Revenue
CBS

$34,540,000
41,026,000
44,332,000

,

45,593,000
57,952,000
66,791,000
65,725,000
60,064,000
59,251,000
62,265,105

'

' The Mutual Broadcasting System
time table has been geared for the
following succession of develop-
ments; A successor to Ed Kobak as
prexy of the WOR-WGN-Don Lee-
Yankee-dictated network is now
scheduled for official release on or
before May 1, The new web presi-

dent, in turn, will name the pro^
gramming veepee as successor to
Phillips Cai^Iin, who resigned a
couple <of weeks back following the -

last meeting of the Mutual board
of directors in Chicago.
Out of the Chi meet came the

announcement that Kobak won a
5-tor2 vote of the directorate for
reelection, with the Jack Straus-
Theodore Streibert (WOR, N.Y.)
and Mutual board chairman Lewis
Allen Weiss (Don Lee) dissent,
\^ith its 39% control of the
Mutual stock, losing out in favor of
a Kobak reprieve^^-but a reprieve
analogous to. a client picking up «
13-week cancellable option on a
program.

However, it appears the WOR-
Don Lee demand: for Kobak's res-

'

ignation will crystallize itself into
definite action and the naming of
a new prexy in coming, weeks.
Whether or not the Mutual board
has someone chosen for the role
isn't known. (Kobak is out of town
for a couple of weeks and unavail-
able for comment.)

It's considered a certainty that
several of the higher echelon with-
in the Mutual organization will
also check; out of the network on
the heels of the Kobak resignation.
(Of the original 10 Mutualites who
came over to MBS from the old
Blue Network or were identified
with Kobak in the days when he
was the NBC sales chief, Carlin is

gone, and so is Robert Swezey,
who quit as exec veepee after a
row with Kobak).
There is a general trade aware-

ness, however, that the installa-

tion of a new prexy won't auto-
matically resolve Mutual's prob-
lems. (The query: "It Kobak could
not hurdles the obstacles, who
can?'' has been cropping up with
recurring frequency.) Existing
tension within the Mutual direc-
torate, plus the behind-the-eight-'
ball organizational characteristics
of the network which gives the ma-
jor stockholding stations the final
word, are felt to be hurdles.which
must inevitably invite mounting
crises, regardless of who holds
down the prexy spot.

$537,539,106

Hicks Ponders

WebSwitch°
Rather than give up his lucra-

tive berth on "Theatre Guild of
the Air," George Hicks may take
the same route as the U. S. Steel-
sponsored dramatic show and
switch from ABC to NBC. Hicks
has always been Indentified with
the "Guild" airer and reportedly
draws down $500 a week for the
institutional commercal spiels.

His moveover to NBC along with
the dramatic show is contingent :oa •

whether he can get a release from
his ABC contract.: ; He's been on
the ABC staff for a number of
years, chalking up quite a. record
as a wartime correspondent. (His
broadcast of the Normandy in-
vasion won him critical kudos and
top awards). Hicks currently has
a ..cross-the-board ' morning co^op
news program. NBC says there is
room on its staff for Hicks.

It's likely,, too, that during the
summer, when U. S. Steel also
bankrolls the NBC Symphony Or-
chestra in the Sunday night 8:30-
9:30 time. Hicks will take over
Ben Grauer's announcer , berth.
Hicks situation is somewhat ana-

logous (though in reverse) to.
NBC's Grauer and bis many years
of identification with the ABC-
Jergens' Walter Winchell program.
When ABC put WW under contract
and sold him to Kaiser-Frazer,
Grauer threw in his lot with NBC
and gave up the Sunday, night
Winchell announcer role.
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THE HENRY MO«GAN SHOW
With Lisa Kirfc,* Amold Stane,
MUton Katims ftch, Ben Grauer,
announcer; Fred Allen. Red
Ingle's Band,°j;uestS '

Producer: Ken McGregor
Writers; Joe S^ein, Ilerbie Baker,
Aafon Rubin, Bob Cone

30 Mlns.; Sun., 8:30 p.m.
&tt«tainin«
NBC, from New York
As part Of its new Sunday night

talent buildup to counter the loss
of Jack- Benny and Edgar Bergen
«n the one hand, and the recent
CBS and "Stop the Music" inroads
pn the o.ther, NBC has brought
Henry Morgan out of hiding and
has bracketed him with Fred
AUen-for a full 8 to 9 p.m. comedy
showcase. NBC chooses to call

this the "new" Henry Morgan.
iPerhaps it was fortunate circum-
Gtance on the Initial program this

week (13) that it was the "old"'

Henry Morgan, the distinction be-
ing, rather,- that it was "good" in-

stead of "indifferent" Morgan.
If NBC can continue to slug it

•out on the same high comedy level

that prevailed on the preem show*
it will at least have reduced its

worries by a half-hour. For the
Morgan show on Sunday was
pretty near Morgan at his best.

That meant good, tight, adult

scripting; the correct ingredients

of satiric barbs and downright
nonsense, and a format that

utilized the talents of Arnold
Stang, one of the funniest stooges

in the business, to the best possi-

ble advantage.
Fred Allen, who can be credited

as something of a "godfather" in
returning Morgan to the air, was
the guestar on the getaway show,
and it paid off with handsome
laugh dividends. As a comedy duo
working in approximately the same
idiom, they've been complement-
ing one another on. the "guest shot
circuit" for some time, .with Sun-
day's reprise one of their happiest
efforts. The parodies on the Air
len "street" (ex-Alley) characterr
ization; the byplay on Allen's
sponsorship of the Morgan show;
the "Friendship" vocal duo anent
NBC vs. CBS^here was topshelf

comedy. It's a tough assignment
maintaining the pace, but even
an approximation of Sunday's
Show will go far toward giving

NBC a fighting chance in the Sun-
day sweepstakes.

Lisa Kirk, of the "Kiss Me, Kate"
Broadway musical, is another reg-
ular on the show (she scored
with one vocal, her "True to You
in My Fashion" from "Kate") and
Bed Ingle's Band contributed the
corn element on a guest shot. The
latter turn was out of tune with
the rest of the show and could have
been dispensed with. Milton Katims
orch has the regular assignment.

Rose.

MY NAME IS LOGAN
With ArthUt Van Horn
Producer-Writer; Van Horn
15 Mins.; Sun., 10:30 p.ni. .

GBEYSTONE PRESS
WOR, New York

(H. B. Humphrey)
This is billed as a "program of

fireside conversation," but it is

just a chap talking to himself m
the standardized folksy manner
that Galen Drake has popularized.

Between long deliberate pauses

and cliches, -Logan (who is news-

caster Arthur Van Horn) spent 15

minutes on program caught talk-

ing about pyramid dubs and: su-

perstition.
. ,

The superstition piece dealt

with the tale of a black cat haunt-

ing Washington and a womAn who
thought she saw a sea serpent. It

concluded with the note, "Nine

times out of ten a woman who sees

strange things has a physical ail-

ment she doesn't know about."

That fined in a plug for Grej'stone

Press medical guidebook, "which
describes hundreds of diseases in

plain everyday language." The im-

plication is that plain everyday
people can diagnose plain every-

day Illnesses. Bril.

THE POWERHOUSE OF THE
AIR /

With Jimmy, Powers; announcer
Ted Brown

Writer: Powers
15 Mins.; Nightly, 7:45 p.m.
HOWARD CLOTHES
WNEW, N. Y.

Reportedly the first regular
sports c 0 m m e n t a r y carried on
WNEW since before the war, "The
Powerhouse of the Air" made a
promising bow Thursday (10) on a
schedule that will air it seven
nights a week. As conductor of
the 15-minute stanza, N. Y. Daily
News sports editor and columnist
Jimmy Powers vended a fast, racy
line of chitchat touching on base-
ball spring training - as well as
boxing.

In keeping with Powers* format
of having sports figures as oc-
casional guestees, Abe Green, the
National Boxing Assn. Commis-
sioner, was on hand to -give what
presumably was ther lowdown on
the current heavyweight situation
caused by Joe Louis* retirement.
Helped by fine material and an
outspoken delivery, Powers should
garner a wide audience from the
sports-minded public.
Howard Clothes' plugs, while

copious, were generally innocuous:
Gilb.

MID AMERICA SINGS
With St. Mary's CoIIetre Chorus
Producer-Emcee: Ken Heady
30 Mins., Sun., 2:30 p.m.
Sustaining
KCMO, Kansas City

Choral music as performed by
colleges in the KCMO listening
area is the basis for this Sunday
afternoon series recently "begun
here. Station is doing it up in
regulation style, carrying full re-
mote setup and airing from a dif-
ferent college in the area each
Sunday. This one featured the
chorus and Cecilian Choir of St.

Mw's College, girls' school at
Xavier. Kan., about ,40 miles from
Kansas City. Others have been
wired in from the Univ. of Mis-
souri, Columbia, Mo.; Park Col-
lege, Parkville, Mo.; Central Col-
lege, Fayette, Mo,; and Kansas
City Univ. Baker Univ. at Bald-
win, Kan., and Tarkio Teachers'
College, Tarkio, Mo., are coming
up on the schedule.

, "Series works out to be a pro-
motion - prestige undertaking for
the station, and a virtual half-hour
commercial for each college. Com-
bination makes for considerable
share of local interest throughout
the coverage area. Heady's han-
dling is workmanlike throughout.
On the listening side outcome

depends a good deal on ability of
each college, but program thus far
has been able to hold its head
musically high. College kids give
It, their all, and each entrant has
benefit of extended rehearsals.
It comes off as more than a sat-
isfactory Sunday afternoon listen-

Qutn.

REC Nominates
Nominations for offices of the

Badi<> Executive Club of New York
were placed before the member-
ship at the luncheon meeting
Thursday (10). Candidates recom-
mended by the nominations com-
mittee are: for president, Carl
Burkland, CBS; vice-president,
Gordon Mills, Kudner agency;
treasurer, Lew Avery, of

.
Avery-

Knodel, and secretary, Claude
Barere.

Elections will be held May, a. ,

STORY TO ORDER
Wltli Lydia Perera.
Writer: Miss Perera
15 Mins.; Sun,, 9:15 a.m..

Sustaining
NBC, from New York

Lydia Perera has been doing this
show, which she created, for more
than a year. The idea is that she
weaves a story around three un-
related subjects, the listener send-
ing in the group used winning a $5;
prize. On the show caught the ob-
jects were a sidewalk, a mountain
and a ring, and the story concerned
"Sandy," a grain of sand who came
from a mountain, was made, part
of a concrete sidewalk, and found
himself the neighbor of a diamond
ring dropped into the wet cement.
The tale was imaginative, with

many turns that would .hold a
child's interest. Miss.- Perera's

f
thesping, however, was marred by
a few histrionic tricks—^a shrill,

I

piping voice for Sandy, a gruff
I bark for a truck driver. On the
other hand, moppets may like the
accented acting. Organist Eliza.-

beth Randolph, who doubles at the;
piano, helps create the atmosphere
of magic. "Story," while aired by
the net, is not heard in New York.
WNBC Is missing a bet. Bril.

CURTAIN AT TEN
With L«o Shull; iSatt Wanamaker,

Alfred Dell,, guests; announcei',

Paul JSrentson .

Producer: Ted Cott
Director: Jack Grogan
15 Mins.; Mon.-thru-FrL, 10 p.m.

Sustaining
WNEW.N. Y. „ .

Assertedly due to the "enthusi-

astic response" provoked by "The

Lively Arts*' with Gilbert Seldes

and the Leo ShuU "Show Business"

series, WNEW has evolved "Cur-

tain at Ten," an across-the-boarder

which will probe the amusement
industry's various facets. On the

kickott Monday (14), the 15-minute

airer was built around ShuU's
"Show Business" stanza, which was
moved from its usual 10 p.m. Sun-
day night niche.

Format of ShuU's program Is

basically the same as he's used
since the show's inception several

months ago. Following his "latest

news from Broadway" and casting

cues, he brought on Sam Wana-
maker in a brief tape recorded in-

terview. The aCtor-director gave a

refreshing outline of a projected
repertory group in which he's part-

nered with Jose Ferrer and Rich-
ard Aldrich. Also on hand was 29-

year-old actor Alfred Dell who
thumfonailed his experiences of
working for Equity Library The-
atre and other off-Broadway groups.

On the basis of Monday's shot,

Shull shows a marked improve-
ment over his earlier air appear-
ances. He appears more at ease,

has adopted a trace of culture in

his- delivery and is modest as can
be expected about his publishing
Interests. Material undoubtedly
will whet the interest of profes-
sional people and its apparent "in-

sidey'' content is certain to appeal
to the average theatregoer-

But the value of "Curtain" to
those of the theatre and its sup-
porting public lies in the sum and
total of all its nightly shots. For
other components include Tues-
day's "Backstage Quiz," handled
via phone by George Brooks;
Wednesday's "Americain Theatre
Wing Lecture Hall," Seldes' Thurs-
day stint, while "Show Business
Overseas," a condensation of con-
tinental films and music, rounds
out "Curtain" on Friday. On the
whole the entire strip should not
only be listenable, but evidently
will throw light on many aspects of
the theatre that unfortunately are
too often ignored. Gilb,

PETE BERTASSO .

15 Mins., Tue.-Thurs.-Sat., ; 10:45
:p,m. ,•

.

WOKO, Albany \s

Pop music, nicely played, comes
over the ether waves thrice week-
ly from a night club on the Al-
bany-Schenectady sector^ via this

program. Pete Bertasso, who for
some time presided at .the Ham-
mond in the Burden Lake Casino;
back of Troy, displays a sure
touch and a good rhythm.
Plugging the after-dark spot and

its artists is done in adequate vol-

ume.. JacOf

f If t M »»M »»»t«»» » «MM »ft»»»»M »> M t,» « f.»

FroD the IWactioii Centres

THESE ARE YOUR CHILDREN
With Alex . H. Lazes, moderator;
Peter Gravina, announcer

Producer: George Wallach
Writer: Dave Karp
25 Mins.; Sat., 9:30 p.m.
Sustaining
WNYC, New York

This series is produced by New
York's municipal station in coop-
eration with Youthbuilders, Board
of Education sponsored i group.
Topic on the opener was, "Can
juvenile delinquency be pre-
vented?" and four youngsters, 12-
year-old junior high students,
kicked the question around from
many angles. Among other things,
they lit into some comic books and
radio shows as contributing to juve
crime. As one youngster put it,

'Some mystery programs show
that crime doesn't pay, but the kids
don't take the lesson seriously."
Alex Lazes draws out the par-

ticipants expertly. The moppets
are natural and don't play up to
the mike. But it would seem that
children of more definite views
would make for a livelier show, or
a longer pre-broadcast discussion
might help them crystalize their
ideas.. , , ... Bril.

Meredith Willson, in a change
of character from his batoning or

announcing, was an actor-author

in Thursday's (10) edition of the

Hallmark Playhouse over CBS. It

was a sentimental but pleasant
half-hour. Program was a drama-
tization of Willson's autobiography,
"And There I Stood With My Pic-
colo," and the airer was a whole-
some, flavorsome story of Willson's
childhood in Mason City, la.; his
stint in, Sousa's Band; his struggles
to sell his song~ compositions in
N;Y., and a hint of his pioneer
work in .: radio and films, on . the
Coast. . Wilson 'gave an appealing
characterization, playing himself
uninhibitedly but modestly. "I've
been.doing what I wanted to do,"
he said, "because people were kind
and helped."' It .was a good success
story and a. moral lesson, pointing
up the hardship of struggling talent
and: the determination that keeps
them going until success is

achieved.

"Pickwick Papers," on "NBC
University Theatre of the Air's"
hour-long presentation last Sunday
(13), was one of the top treats of
weekend listening. Charles Coburri
as Pickwick portrayed the role
with the proper Dickensian
nuances and shadings. It was a
superlative performance and the
entire cast, for that matter, cap-
tured the spirit and flavor Of what
could easily have emerged as a
19th century museum piece. Bothm the characterizations and in the
direcUon, "Pickwick" achieved dis-
tinction. It was a performance
tuU of warmth, with a succession
9t chuckles- and guffaws, r -

IN mW YORK CITY . . •

Warren McAlpine, London chief of BBC's North American Service,

arrived Monday (14) to check on operations here, In Canada and on the

Coast. .Producer Martin Stone in Bermuda for 10-day siesta

Pauline Frederick. ABC news correspondent, lectured to N. Y. Adver*

tising Women's club yesterday (Tues.) Vinoe Dempiey, ABC news
writer, father of a girl, Sheila Suzanne, Thursday (10). .. .Circus to

have special "Juvenile Jury" Day April 9 .... Artie Dunn and Al Nevins

vacationing in Miami while third member of "Three Suns," Morty
Nevins, honeymoons . ABC's "America's Town Meeting'* started tour
last night (Tues.)— Editors of the Jester, Columbia U. humor mag,'
are cutting spoofing spots and shooting a satiric TV fUm commercial to
plug its "Reader's Dijesf' issued Five New York indies may air tlie .

spots cufTo and one outlet may use TV spot— Dan Sutter doing fill-in

job on NBC directing staff. He has just completed work on an audi-
tion record of new program, "Let's Tell a" Song."

Addison Smith's "What Makes You Tick" airer coming out in book
form this spring. Doubleday is the publisher Art Tatum, Mutual's
new veepee legal exec, in from the Coast Hugh Terry in from Den-
ver. . ..Jules Dundes teaming again with Art Hayes, joining latter as
director of sales and sales promotion for KQW, CBS-owned station in

Frisco. . .Fortune Pope, WHOM proxy, appointed to Radio-TV Divi-
sion of Cardinal's Committee of the Laity in the Catholic Charities
annual appeal. He'll have charge of solicitation among foreign lan«

guage stations in N. Y. . . . Michael Fltzmaurioe has taken over as an-
nouncer on the Basil Rathbone "Tales of Fatima," CBS Saturday airer

Murray C. Evans appointed sales manager of WGBB in Freeport,
L.I. . . : Kenyon & Eckhardt exec realignment now spots Thomas D'Arey
Brophy as chairman of the agency's board of directors, with Dwight
Mills moving up from exec veepee to the presidency as Brophy's suc-
cessor. The Arthur Weills (he's WMGM comptroller) have adopted
a baby girl. . . . John McQuade, James Monks and Linda Reid join cast

of "Front Page Farrell". ... "Backstage Wife," daytime five-a-week pro-
gram on NBC, now in its 15th year on air.;. . . Arthur Bonner, formerly
with CBS and WNEW, has joined WOR as summer replacement news
writer. . . .WOR's Dick KoUmar named "best dressed man in radio" by
Custom Tailors Guild Edward Amold, of ABC's "Mr. President," in

from Coast today (Wed ). . . .Henrietta K. Harrison, radio director of
Nat'l Council YMCAs, vacationing in Hollywood, Fla. ......WOR plan-
ning, to reprise "Five Mysteries," this time With live dramas.
' Henry Morgenthau III named assistant to Ted Cott, WNEW program
v.p. . . . : Ralph Ashley, 18-year-old, to write, produce and direct his own
disk jock series, "Teentime," on WGYN. . . .Bert Lebhar, Jr., WMGM
sales director, and Raymond Katz, program topper, left Monday (14)

for the Coast for huddles on the indie's H'wood programs with Metro
stars....A second check for $1,000, gift of WOV's Italian-language
listeners, forwarded to Italy's Boys' Town . . . . Alvin Boretz: scripting
"Inside New York" show on WMCA Friday (18) on cerebral palsy.

Writer is father of a five-year-old victim of c.p. . ; . .Larry Markes exits

writing assignment on Phil Silvers show to collaborate with Milton
Rosenstock on a mystery musical for Broadway,- with. Ctrouchb Mant
being sought for the lead . ... William Morris agency, which sold Henry •,

Morgan- to NBC, is booking the acts for the show. . . .Mo.st publicized
glamour gal in radio the past month: WNEW's Bemice Judis, with a

New.sweek spread and a two-part John Crosby appraisal in HeraldrTrib
. . .Addie Klein, back from doing "Blithe Spirit" at Miami, to appear

in Equity Library Theatre production this weekend of "Brooklyn; USA,"
in same role of Lena Rose she created on Broadway stage.

Rocco Tito handled directorial chores on "Arthur Godfrey's Tjtlent
Scouts'' broadcast Monday (14) during Jack Carney's absence ... .

Archie Bleyer, musical conductor on "Talent Scouts;" in Miami (14)

for a week's vacation.

IN HOLLYWOOD . . .

Now that James Roosevelt has been signed for a sponsored com*
mentary series on ABC (three Coast stations) the wags will be referring

to it as the Roosevelt network. Already on the skein are Eleanor and
Anna Roosevelt. . . .NBC's Screen Director Guild show becomes Screen
Directors Playhouse to avoid conflict with Screen Players Guild, the

industry's own charity show . . . .Winston Churchill's address March 31

cancels out AI Jolson and Dotty Lamour . . . . The Bob Husseys (Y&R)
regaled on their 12th anni Neal Reagan of McCann-Erlckson set-

ting up two broadcasts from here for Harvest of Stars to coincide with

James Melton's concert dates . . . . Andy Potter of the Esty agency has
been auditioning potential Blondies for the past two weeks. Tom
Luckenbill is around to sift the leading candidates. . . .NBC is not only
gratising parking for its stars but holding their space with a big star
with their name across it— Buddy Clark went to the hospital for
treatment of an nicer that kicked up but he's back on the Carnation
show—and a diet Jimmy Durante will tflke over the tavern for a
week while Ed Gardner rests up at Miami from the Shamrock hotel
shindy in Houston .... Andy Devine is now: a regular with Lura and
Abner . .Lynn Castile, formerly of the Broadway stage and now air-
ing daily over KHJ, is framing a turn for tele . , Tom Luckenbill is

afterNBC to clear time following Theatre Guild next season for Screen
Guild Players. He hasn't forgotten how well the show did rating-wise
following Lux.

IN CHICAGO . . .

Univ. of Chicago chancellor Robert M. Huichins will spark a nation-

wide alumni rally via NBC March.20, . . .Don Balsamo new WIND sales-

man ABC legal eagle Walt Emerson back at desk after sickness
Chi restaurant owner Dario TofTenetti one of angels for new FM sta-

tion, WMOR , . .WMAQ announcer George Stone reported on recovery
road, after auto accident in which Grover Kirby was killed. Kirby was
also announcer at WMAQ . ,ABC veepee Johnny Norton to Gotham
on biz. . . .Fifth Army headquarters now has a radio-television branch
of public: info division with Capt. George'Gorman in charge. . . Former
VfBBM vocalist Patti Page guested on Vaughn Monroe's Camel Cara-
van when show aired from Chi- ballroom. March 12....Transit Radio
advertising claiming 210 sponsors during February .... Fran Byrne
photogs has new sales manager in Ed Reynolds, former WBBM pro-
moter— author James ~T. Farrell to be interviewed over WJJD by
Bob Dworkin next Sun NBC staff writer Don Krause to wed Edith

;

Allen this summer.
,

Radio Features, Inc., has appointed Paul Girard Co. of Dallas as
southwest sales rep . . . .WLS program director Harold Saflford new
veepee of Illinois Broadcasters Assn.. .. Linn Burton, WJJD disker,
now has own show. . . . WBBM's "Shopping With the Missus" bit 800
airings March 10. . . . Justle Eckersley heading Red Cross drive for NBC
.... WMAQ's Elizabeth Hart boosting Campfire Girls this week (16) ...

.

NBC Athletic Association sporting new slate of officers: Steve Roche,
Dick Wehrheim, Mary Clancy, Jimmie Jennings and Chet Campbell
WIND organist Arsene Siegel has composed symphonic suite, winding

UP *^2.?f"f effort. . . . Jim Orphan new NBC engineer. . , .Radio edito*
Ken White.of Denver- Post in for visit.
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NBC'S 'EAST COAST REPEAT'
NBC: 'Now Beat Columbia'

Principal tflpic around NBC headquarters in N. Y. the past week
were the "Boyal-isixis" expounded by network veepee John F. Royal
at last Thursday's (10) Inter-organizational meeting to acquaint the
ftlll personnel with the new policies formulated by the web.
Boyal, who duplicated his recent Chicago feat when he literally

brought the network affiliates to their feet by interspersing the old
collegiate rah-rah spirit with maximum showmanship, called on
NBC to translate its call letters into "Now Beat Columbia"—"and
damn well keep our eyes and ears on ABC, Mutual, DuMont, WPIX
and all comers in this battle of the ages."

Here are some of the "Royal-isms" which have come to be ac-
cepted as a sort of credo, as reported by NBC'ers who sat in on the
meeting: . , , ^

It doesn't take i miracle to discover and develop new talent. And
it isn't achieved by the rubbing of an Aladdin's lamp. It's a case
of patietice, hard work and "doubling in brass" on the part of all.

Just as the late Bertha Brainard and her NBC staff "created" Jack
Benny for radio, NBC can continue to make them for radio and
television. It's silly for NBC to polish its halos and pin medals
on its chest, congratulating itself on how good it was. That's an-
cient history. The network must point to the future and only use
the past to help chart the right course.

KBC can blame its smug feeling for its inactivity the past few
years. It was the same old stars in the same top s^ots, with the
same old gags, until it looked like they'd be running around the
studio halls in wheelchairs and on crutches.

Out of desperation CBS, which had lost a number of shows to

NBC, was forced to take a tremendous business gamble. The odds
would appear to be very long against thenir—longer than good busi-

ness may warrant. They rate an "A" for courage, but you don't

pay off in rashness. So they grabbed oft some of NBC's big name
acts. So what? There's no business where change is more wel-
come ijian in show business. That's our business—show business
on a grand, colossal, stupendous scales Change is usually good;
and this is one of the times. Talent comes and goes, and we're
interested in new talent coming our way. NBC, facing a challenge,

is meeting it head on.

GUI 'PEP SHOf

GETS 'PimeilCK'
NBC last Thursday (10) staged

a one-day homeoffice clinic for all

employees wTtiich, in effect, was an
"east coast" repeat of the web
execs' talks that highlighted the re-
cent NBC-affiliates meet in Chi-
cago.

The network echelon reasoned
that the combined story of "Opera-
tions: 1948" has such singular imr
pact on the affiliate membership;
resulting in the unanimous vote of
endorsement for Niles Trammell &
Co. that it might: be a good idea
to. instiU the same enthusiasm
within the NBC organization.

Approximately 1,000 NBC em-
ployees turned out for the "briefs
ing" and it marked the fir.st time in
network history that such, a meet-
ing had been called to acquaint the
entire organization with the pro-
mulgation of new network policies,

i
It wasn't surprising that veepee

I John Royal's talk, which stole the

I

"pep show" at the Chi powwow,
j

clicked all over again in its Gotham
I version (see separate story ) . Proxy
I Trammell reprised for the web per-

I

sonnel the broad outlines of the
1 NBC formula to meet the CBS com-

j
petition, with exec veepee Cliarles

I R. Denny, Carleton Smith, George
I Frey and Norman Blackburn among
1 the others carrying the NBC ball.

Gal B'castm Lose Independent

Status; 1^ Put Under NAB Wing

She Keeps Trying
Chicago, March 15.

One district chairman of the
Assn. of Women Broadcasters
told the convention she had
been, "inspired" by the work
of her fellow-chairmen.

Planning her area conven*
tion, she got the governor,
mayor . and other V prominent
officials as speakers, to im-
press station managers enough
to send their femme broad-:
casters to the eonvention.
"However," she concluded,

''the total advance' registration
numbered one., So I am here
to get inspired all over again."

Everybody in NBC should become show-conscious, talent con-

scious and service conscious. They'll have to think up new ideas.

Nobody can afford to be timid.

There are 178 NBC stations throughout the country and they're
all'going to be NBC talent scouts, for among the 148,000,000 people
in the U. S. there are potential stars and it's up to NBC to find

them. They may be in the amateur and semi-professional dra-
matic groups. They can be anywhere and everywhere. Just as

baseball has its planned scouting and minor league training; just

as the prizefight racket and the "holier-than-thou"-college football

industry have scattered scouts; just as the .film: companies are now
making a concerted search for talent^it's equally- important for

NBC.

General Foods

Mixing Up Its

AM-TV Batter
Trade npmination as the

Chicago, March 15.

It may be a case of the canary
swallowing the cat with femme
broadcasters joining the NAB as
a separate department. Assn. of '.

Women Broadcasters lost its inde-
pendent status last week here at
their annual convention by voting
unanimously to put its 1,500 mem-
bers under the NAB wing.

Trade talk hinted that NAB had
sold a slick deal, but the femmes
aren't having any. AWB ofl^icers

made it plain that they were going
into deal, with "eyes wide open and
with every intention of pulling ptit''

if excessive: NAB domination i^;

attempted.

Schedule calls for elimination bf
AWB national officers, with: Pat:
Griffith, NAB's director of womeB'S:
activities, as exec secretary of new
femme department.

' An 11-member committee will
represent 17 AWB districts, with
the chairwoman to be picked by
the NAB president. District AWB
meetings will be held only with
approval of district NAB directors.

Cozy merger apparently puts

.

gals under complete NAB control,
I but in the light of AWB's terrific

most
I

expansion it may be question of

Most of the hits in the theatre today are without old stars.

They're mostly fresh talent. NBC isn't advocating talent kinder-
garteni but a continuous flow of new features.

Sam. Goldwyn is coming up with a completely unknown girl

in his forthcoming "Roseanna McCoy." But the Hatfleld.s^McCoys
feud was only a creampuff to the one now starting, There'll be
plenty of : feudin' and fussin' in this new fracas. True, Hollywood
IS still featuring many of their old stars, but some are creaking in

the joints and at the boxoffice. And the same will happen to.sevr

eral of Radio's Nine: Old Men. It always does, sooner or later, and
it has to be taken in stride.

In Hollywood, New York, Chicago, Denver, Washington, Cleve-
land, San Francisco-^all the NBC stafls are getting on the band-

: wagon of new shows and new ideas. There will be compensation
for everyone that's submitted and used.

Talent also means writers. Without material; the actor would
dry up and die. It's particularly applicable to, television. The
wizards of RCA may provide a better "music box" and more thrill-

tog TV set, .but let's not kid ourselves—the show's the thing, now
and always.

Pn>-Air Tomilpr« lEd Gmskln's ECA
rreflffiempere

j

Pans Radio Post

al _ ^ CL i Ed Giuskin, head of the North

. Lllll liIIOW American Service of the French
f '"^ •.^wiw

I B,.oadcaSting Service, has been ap-

pointed chief radio officer of the

Economic Cooperation Administra-

tion, He will have headquarters

in Paris,
'

The, appointment is expected to

cue in a big public: reiationa pro-

Igram which will inform the Con-

tinent of the large-scale efforts by

I the U: S. to Kelp Europe and will..... -.•
.^j

Battle Looms For

Mex-Held 540kc
Washington, March 15;

A battle for the 540kc frequency,
which is now being used in. Mexico
with superpower, began develop-
ing before the Federal Communica-

1

tions Commission yesterday U4i as;

the result of a petition filed by the
Midland Broadcasting Co^, which
owns stations in Kansas City, Mo.
(KMBC), and Concordia, Kan,
(KFRM), Midland served notice it

I
is preparing to file an application

Ito shift its KFRM operation from
!550kc (daytime) to 540kc. The

i
Commission announced last month

lit will allow use of the frequency;
i provided measures are taken to

I protect ; government radio services

[operating in the 510-535kc band.

I
Midland said that S40kc is being

I

used with 50kw power in Saskat-

j

chewan. Can,, under an agreement

j

with the U; S., although this coun-

!

try has not insisted on a require-
' ment that directional antenna be

j

used,. A year ago, the petition
1 said, Mexico notified the U. S, it

inten.ded to use the frequency with

150kw power In Sah Luis Potosi,

employing directional antenna at

night. The U. S. protested this

action last December, said Midland,

but, notwithstanding, "there is a

(Continued on page 34)
'

account of the season is General
Foods. Right now it appears to be
anybody's guess as to how the GF
program chips will fall when the
heavy radio bankroUfer (flirting

more -and more- with television)
checks in for the '49-50 ride.

On top of last week's cancella-
tion of the $17,500 packaged Burns
&

'

districts have doubled their mem-
bership over past year, and AWB
officers are looking for a national
3,000 figure in two years,

Maurice Mitchell, NAB broadcast
ad director, scolded femme airers
Friday for handing, out too much
free. radio time to "press agents
and commercial chiselers.*' :He'

Allen show, GF also permitted
I said women broadcasters were

'i^fu''?,r?,"
*° }^^%^

Mere-
1
frustr.ited radio salesmen by giv-

dith Willson ABC program after jing free plugs to unsold accounts
the last or by adding commercials' to ^ al*

its 26-week run. As result,
Willson broadcast (for jello) is

March 30.

There are two other Jello shows^
NBC's "Aldrich Family," over
which the client became involved i

in a hassle last fall in a bid to

shave 25% off the cost, and CBS'
"My Favorite Husband," which GF
bought earlier this season after
dropping the Jane and Goodman
Ace show; , Whether GF returns
with "Husband" in the fall will

depend on the show's rating. It

currently has a 7.5, as against Jim-
my Durante's 10.0 on NBC and
"Your FBI's" 15.7 on ABC.

Fate of GF's companion Jack
Carson Friday night CBS show,
upon expiration of the 39-week
firm deal, is also in doubt: As with.

"Husbandi'* Carson is third In the
three-web rating competition for
the slot, "Fat Man" on: ABC snar-
ing 13,5 and NBC's "Bands of

America" 8.1; as- opposed to Car-
son's 7.5.'

•
: St. Louis, March 15,

Pre-broadcast verbal fireworks
forced cancellation of an estab-
lished radio program broadcast
weekly over KKOK, St. Louis,
More than 100 broadcasts have
Deen aired in the series of discus-
won programs, titled "Wake Up,

Louis," but the program sched

Samnels Named Head

Of ABC Western Div.

Hollywood, March 15.

Frank Samuels, acting manager
of ABC's western division since the

resignation last November of Don
Searle. was named general man-
ager of the division by Exec "V.P.

TAYLOR, WLS, KLZ

COP DU PONT AWARDS
Henry J. Taylor, ABC news com-

mentator, WLS, Chicago, and KLZ,
Denver; received $1,000 and ^ the
annual Alfred I. DuPont awards.
Presentations were made Saturday
(12 ) on an ABC broadcast.
Taylor got the annual common-

, . „ , i. j k,

tator award for "expert, informed ^"^^^^ ?^ ^irec

ready-sponsored programs.

Seebach's Return

Boosts WOR s TV
Appointment of Julius F. See-

bach, Jr., as veepee in charge of
programs at WOR, N. Y., is seen
as a big plus for the station's

video operations, skedded to start

this summer. Seebach, for the last

two years administrative secretary -

of the Metropolitan Opera, Will be
given full charge of both TV and
AM programming, but it's felt iit

the Bamberger station that the
new topper will concentrate on the
visual medium. >

Opera, it's pointed out, is a*
sight-and-sound medium and See-
bach's experience at 1417 Broad-
way opera house will be valuable
in the tele" department at 1440
Broadway, across the street. In
addition, Seebach handled labor
relations for the opera and will be
familiar with practices of many of
the unions involved in the tele pic-
ture.. -.

.

Seebach will return to WOR as

StLoVs?' biuthTprogrmrs'ched-;'"?"^ .^"^ ^T^^r a" Jrt ^/n^hi.
"led{orMondar(i4TSLcS Robert Kintner, With net since

«t the last miniitP hArAiwp^^^^^
country, leeling is that the huge ^^^^ S;,m„pi<! was sales manager

eral rtiitc.,.,I»^i^ f
oecause ot gen- pxpenditui es, which amount to

tkiLntc
^^""^"^ """""S 'about $5,000,000,000 annually,

I should be explamcd to the U, S.

0,1 ect to be debated was : taxpayer by a many-sided cam-

paign, invvhich radio will have to:

play a big pail, '

Gruskin; a former magazine

,

writer: and radio script^r, iS: now i

iri: Washington getting iinstructibns
,

on his new post. He sails for Pans

Apwi '3.,:-
I

rent controls and the four speakers
wajly had their hearts in their
work. During the warm-up period
oefore air-time, 9:15 p,m„ feeling
between the

p.m.,

n«ji
'"" speakers was in the

^nming stage and the more they
wikcd the hotter it became, until
lempers flared into open flame.nno- "V ^" - "'lu open

fir«L . ^l^"
Pwrticipants flatly re-

"•sea. to broadcast with the others™ walked out of the meeting,wno said what and to whom will
proDdbly never be found out since

[Si^y
>^ere nowhere near a micro-

scfc?^"'' another attempt

miaj^''
"le discussiba will

WMIN's Talent Pay Hike
Minneapolis. March 15,

Local indie WMIN has renewed

its contract with the American

Federation of Radio Artists, giv-

ing slafl announcers, singers and

actors pay increasesC of ^ 12% to

17%, effective last Jan

1943, Samuels was sales manager
under the Searle regime, moving
down from Frisco,

Other ABC promotions elevated

John Edwards to program director

and Leonard Reeg to production

manager,

CBS' 'Young Love'

CBS is propping a new 30-min-

ute situation comedy series, to be
titled "Young Love." Roles of a

husband and wife attending col-

lege will be played by Janet Waldo
and Jimmy Lydon.
Miss Waldo handles the title

role of the "Corliss Archer" airer

and Jimmy Lydon played Henry

Aldrich in several film versions ot
• Bob Lee and

and reliable interpretation of the
news," The station awards, divided

I
into two categories on the basis:

I

of power, went to KLZ, CBS afflli-

l ate, in the S^kw. or under class and
i to WLS, ABC outlet, in the over
i 5-kw, class. Stations are cited for
i "outstanding meritorious public
I service" in encouraging' American
ideals.

tors. He was on the board for sev
eral years, until he resigned in De-
cember, 1946, to go to the Met.

r''i>nM iT nianaser Frank M- Dev-
j
the radio-legit show.

anc;"epre5S!u^e,"tati09,, „,Uerry LawrWPi Vill..S«**t,

Novik Repping NAEB At
UNESCO Cleve. Confab
Morris S. Novik, radio con-

sultant and executive secretary of
the National Assn. of Educational
Broadcasters; Harold Engel, direc-

tor of WHA, Madison, Wis., and
Edwin Helman, director of WBOE,
Cleveland, will represent the
NAEB at the conference of the
U, S. National Commission for
UNESCO in Cleveland, starting
March 31.

The conference, authorized by
litw, is planned to give information
on UNESCO's current progrank .

Russells Set For

Comedy Show on NBC
Chicago, March 15.

Andy and' Delia Russell, cur-
rently appearing at the swank
Mayfair Room, Blackstone hotel,
here, are being set for a five-a-
week, 15-minute NBC stint, prob-
ably out of Hollywood, Show, be-
ing packaged by George Gruskin
of the William Morris agency, will
not be on the Mr. & Mrs. slant
but on situation comedy, similar to
Ozzie & Harriet. Quarter hour to
be cut here will also be available
on tele.

Duo goes back to the Coast next
week ' before opening at Slapsie.
Maxie's in April with their own
package show, incluoing the Wes-
.sfin Bros. ' .
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Fihn Cos. StpM rdl FCC Rules

I liether They're Anti-Trust Violators

Washington; March 15.

The Federal Communications
Commission will soon hand down
a ruling on one of the toughest isr

sues facing it—whether motion
picture company violators of the

anti-trust act are to l)e barred from
the television station field.

.

Affected by the action will be

20th-Fox, with applications pend-

ing for five video outlets; Para?

mount, with two stations in opera-

tion and three applications

pending; Warner Bros., which is

awaiting action on its purchase of

the Thackrey radio and television

stations in California; Metro, which
bsig a radio station in New York,

and Schine Chain Tlieatres, Inc.,

which operates a radio station in

Albany.
. ,., ,

PCC's expected decision is likely

to -come as an answer to a petition

filed Friday (11) by 20th-Fox,for a

declaratory ruling on the eligibility

as radio licensees of picture com*
panics who have violated the Sher-

man Act. Fox asked the Commis-
sion to either issue an order say-

ing the law does not bar picture

company violators or allow Fox to

file toriefs on the question, after

which FCC would make its ruling.

Fox said the whole picture in-

dustry has been"literally radio-

paralyzed" since the anti-trust

question "reared its head" and that

until the greenlight is given, tele-

vision development by the studios

"is definitely and very effectively

slowed down." Failure of the Com-
-mission to remove 'the uncertainty
whieh_hangs over the question, it

asserted, should be "once and for

all removed by an early decision.''

.

The motion picture companies,
20th-Fox said, "can honestly claim
that they are experts in many fields

of television. Between 30 and 40
years of actual experience in. pro-
ducing films, operating cameras,
costuming, designing scenery j writ-
ing scripts^ etc.; should not be
taken lightly in connection with an
art in which these specialties are
basic ingredients.

Fix Resources Not Tapped
The resources of the motion pic-

ture industry. Fox declared, have
not only not been sufficiently
tapped but, for all practical pur?
poses, not been made available for
the development of video. Prac-
:tical business men, the petition as-
serted, cannot be expected to pour
into television "the unlimited re-
sources of their companies," know-
ing that such investments might be

_ forever lost "by one swoop of a
Commission decision;"

WXYZ Crews Readies

Timely Film on Tiger

Pitcher After Accident
Detroit, March 15,

The on-their-toes crew at WXYZ-
TV did" some fast cutting and
splicing and came up with a timely
film Friday (11) on Tiger pitcher.
Art Houtteman lust a few hours
after he was critically injured in
an auto accident near the Tiger's
spring training camp in Lakeland,
Fla.

Scenes of Houtteman in action
were taken from film shot only
t^yo days before the accident. The
camera had caught enough of the
popular young hurler so that a
complete reel could be pieced to-
gether.

The ".Tigcl-s in Training" film
.series began Wednesday (9). The
films, to '.e shown Wednesdays
and Fridays for 13 weeks, are
flown to Detroit twice a week
John Pival, WXYZ-TVs program

manager is personally supervising
the filming. -

Copa Line for Toast'?

CBS' "Toast of the Town" is

angling for the line of the Copa-

cabana, N. Y., as replacement for

the June Taylor chorus which

makes its last appearance pn the

show Sunday (20). Deal for the

Copa girls is part of the plan to

take "Toast" out of the straight

vaudeo classification and give it

more of a revue flavor. Jack Wray,

CBS director and choreographer

for "Call Me Mister," will create

the dance routines.

With Emerson radio bowing out

as bankroUer last week, the show
is shifting back one hour to the

8 to 9 p.m. slot. Lincoln and
Mercury dealers will start picking

up the tab March 27.

Philly Liquor Dealers

Win First Two Moves In

Fight vs. Taproom Tax
Philadelphia, March 15.

Liquor dealers won two initial

moves in the fight to prevent, a

television tax on taprooms showing
video. Legislation exempting tavr

erns, hotels and similar establish-

ments from paying the city's 10%
amusement tax on television re-

ception was introduced in City

Council Thursday (10).

P&G's Reside Theatre'

A new tele showcase, presenting

a new half-hour video program

every week, will by sponsored by

Procter & Gamble over NBC-TV

on Tuesdays from 9 to 9:30 p.m.,

starting April 5. Tentatively titled

"Fireside Theatre," program will

be handled by Compton agency.

Paekagei-s and talent agencies

talking with Compton include

MCA, William Morris office, GenT
eral Amusement Corp., Harry Om-
merie, Lawrence White, Frank
Cooper and Dwight Weist. Phh
gram will be directed by Brewster

Morgan, TV manager of the agenr

cy's radio-TV division.

TV City Shaping Up On

West 66th St, With WOR

Joining ABC in Studios

A tV^ City may be shaping up on

New York's West 66th street.

WOR-TV, scheduled to start com-

mercial.Operations this summer, is

negotiating with ABC-TV to sub-

let 10)000 square feet of space in

the .net's videa studios. Lease,

I

which would run: for two and a

half years and cover rental of two
studios, may be signed this week.

Possibility of 66th street's devel-

oping as a tele center is raised be-

cause the St. Nick Arena, which

could be converted into a video
lot, is on the .same block, and near-
by houses could be torn down or
turned into video headquarters.
It's also pointed out that NBC-TVThe bill, sponsored by the Phil-

I , „ , . . .

adelphia Retail Liquor Dealers 1

Programmers find their 103d street

Ace, ,.,n<, „«^o™f^nA •h,^,a w^. Studios tar from the center of ac-Assn., was understood to have Re
publican organization, backing. If

finally approved, the ordinance
would forestall collection of: the
levy by the Receiver of Taxes. The
Receiver's office has: already in-

formed taproom owners with video
sets that they are liable for the
tax. :

The State Liquor Control Board,
which has already imposed a $120
annual tax on saloons with televir

sion, agreed not to attempt to col-

lect the levy; pending the outcome
of a suit in the Dauphin county
courts.

-Counsel for the Philly liquor
dealers filed an equity suit at the
state capitol, charging that the tax
is excessive. Arguments on this

suit are to be heard by the end of
March at which time the Control
Board will be asked to show cause
why its $120 annual tax order
should not be restrained

tivities.

WOR-TV will take over the 67th
street side of the ABC building
and will have offices in an adja-
cent building. The Bamberger out-
let is also negotiating for one or
two theatres from which to origi-
nate .teleshows. Among other the-
atre owners,:WOR is talking to the
Shuberts.
ABC-TV has five studios in the

66th street building—one 100 feet
by 200 feet, another 50 feet by 75
feeti and three smaller ' studios in
the basement.

WICU, Erie, Makes Bow;

Pacts All 4 Networks
Erie, Pa., March 15.

V With WICU, Erie Dispatch tele-

vision station, scheduled to make
The" iegar''iinpa*sse"ha'd one im- I

f^s commercial bow today (Tues.),

mediate effect. One of the town's
leading coin machine distribs
(Scott-Crosse Co.) announced that
it was putting out coin-operated
tele sets for bars and hotels. The
coin machine, which is a combi-
nation tele receiver and juke box,
plays 15 minutes for 25c.

MONOGRAM'S SPECIAL

UNIT FOR TV FILMS
Chicago, March 15.

Steve Broidy, president Of Mono-
gram Pictures, announced the for-
mation of a separate production
unit for televisibn films. He in-
dicated that films shot for video
would not be released for regular
"theatre distribution, such as the
oldies of the majors, which have
been incurring distributor wrath.

Rroidy, here for board of direc-
tors two-day meet, said budget had
not been set for new unit or what
releasing, setup would be necessary
to accomplish sales to webs and
independent tele stations. It is
likely that Monogram will use
present stable

"

it was revealed that the Telenews
International News Service daily
newsreel is the first sponsored
show sold by the outlet. BankroU-
er is the Erie Brewing Co.

Station execs, meanwhile, dis-

closed they have inked affiliation

contracts with all four TV net-
works. Programs will be fed via

kinescope .recordings until about
June, when Erie is expected to be

!
connected with the webs by coaxial

I

cable. Station plans also a full

I
schedule of local programming,

j
Publicity attendant to the station's

opening, which had been given full

play in the Dispatch for the last

several months, was climaxed last

week with an Open House, with
the public taken on conducted
tours through the station.

CBS' Television Today Bk
CBS yesterday (Tues.) previewed to an audience of newspaper

and magazine writers its initial excursion into film production—

a

35-minute documentary called "Television Today." Produced by
Vic Ratner, CB^ veepee in charge of promotion, at fi cost of $60,000,
the film is aimed primarily for presentation to agencies and po-
tential TV sponsors, although both 16m and 35m prints will be
available for business organizations, schools, colleges and the gen-
eral public. ,

As a vehicle of entertainment, the three-and-a-half-reel

visual investigation of all major aspects of video comes off with
some striking results, certainly a credit to CBS in its first time up
at film making, In terms of its impact on the non-big-city unini-
tiated into this fabulous TV creature, "Television Today" could
even make the grade for general theatre presentation except for
the fact that it adds up to a fulsome trailer for CBS-TV adver-
tisers, who; get in their visual innings throughout the picture.

There's some slick camera treatment, particularly on the mon-
tage of video's .sports coverage, and again on the behind-the-
scenes sequences showings the involved and multiple processes in
getting a dramatiC'show on the TV screen.

However, it's on the basic premise (in addressing itself to clients

and agencies and convincing them that commercial tele program-
ming pays off at the boxoifice) that the film falls short and fails to
Impress with maximum results. Certainly with the endless suc-
cession of "success stories" available among clients currently using
video, CBS might have come up with a technique calculated to"
"sell" potential bankroUers more impressively.
But in conveying that video is fast translating itself into the

most fascinating and intriguing aspect of show biz and the arts,

CBS did its job well. The cUncher was the companion film short
which preceded the "Television Today'' presentation. Made on
the Coast a year ago and built around CBS radio personalities, it

had a strictly "old hat" aura about it when stacked up against the
more ambitious look-see into video. Rose.

European Tele Hobbled by Supply

Shortage; French Eye Stratovision
-4-

Swift's Kennel Club Coin

. Chicago, March 15. I

WBKB will telecast two hours of i

the International Kennel Club
show at Amphitheatre March 26.

Video will show field and water
trials, with Russ Davis commen-
tating.

Swift & Co. spon.soi's; through J.

Walter Thompson agency.

Chrysler to Sponsor

Det. Flower Show on TV
Detroit, March 15.

Chrysler Corp., through Charles
Adams Productions, has purchased

the lilminR. The feature" is spon- rrVsrerforvWeo work^hVit
half-hour television' showing

scored by the Michigan Mutual Lia-;u.se i^'dio ;^^^^^^ 31 of the annual Detroit
bility insurance Co. i„g done ma"nly on the"

^''"^ WXYZ-TV "

CQast. Mono producer Walter
Miri,seh has been named general
manager^of the new unit.

Withm 24 hours after Ihe series'
inaugural, more than 200 letters
and cards were received request-
ing copies of the Tigers' ba.seball
schedule whicli had been offered
on the show.

JOE ANSEN INTO VIDEO'
Hollywood, March 15;

AB(;.Ty's^ New Outlets
ABC's video network has added

five more stations. KRSC-TV, Se-
Joe Ansen," for eight' years story

|

^"1^' KLEE-TV, Houston, arc
editor and writer in Pete Smith's ' already on the air, and bring the
shorts division, anicled Metro for i number of stations operating in
Video.

j

the ABC-TV net to 21,
He and John L. Greene, author

Ne-
gotiations are under way to feed
the program to the entire ABC
and eastern-midwestern networks.
Arlene Francis is being con.sid^

ered as emcee.

of "Blondle" airshows, formed a
nartriership to produce vidpix, first

of which goes after Ansen winds
documentary short for Herb Mor-
gan «f ?apt £iim«.- .. ..

Other new affiliates are WFBM-
TV, Jndjanapolis, .scheduled to
start operations June 1; WCPO-
TV, Cincinnati, to start May 1, and
WBNS-TV, Columbus, to start
.Aug.,1., . . -.iJ^*,

_ i

, I'l'.H'iK'i.

Cleve. Bullish on TV
Cleveland, March 15.

A bullish video market exists in
Greater Cleveland, where 5,962 sets
were sold during the month of
February, a new monthly high.
Of the sets sold, 5,623 went into

private homes. Total sets in this
area now is over 30,402, of which
27,279 are in private liomes. Feb-
ruary increase is 147% over Janu-
ai'y.,

< '
' ; 1 '> 1 ,1 1 ij I

Wometco-Owned WTVJ

Set for Miami Premiere

In 2-Hr. Test March 21
Miami, March 15.

Following monthly series of test

patterns, first television station

south of Atlanta will premiere with

a two hour minimui.i programming

plan on March 21, when WTVJ
takes over Channel 4 in the Miami
area.

Controlling stock in the new
video outlet is held by Mitchell
Wolfson and Sidney Meyer, co-
owners of the Wometco theatre
.chain, ' which operates a large
group of theatres in the Miami sec-
tor. Robert G. Venn; general man-
ager of WTVJ, is the only Other
stockholder.
Development of WTVJ has been

in the hands of Venn, who was
granted the FCC license on the

I
station, after reshuffleraent of
financial backing brought Wolfson
and Meyer, into the picture.
Clyde Lucas has been named!

program director for the stiition*
The former bandleader is setting

1
up a series of locally-produced

I

variety and musical shows for the
j inaugural programming pattern.
I Concentration on sports will be an-
' other top phase, with highlight of
the planning, the acquisition of
rights to the annual Orange Bowl
football game and pageant. .Nego-
tiations with local promoters of
boxing, jai-alai, college basketbiilli
polo and the hor.sc and dog racing
tracks are currently under way.

HARTFORD TWIDDLES

ITS VIDEO THUMBS
Hartford, March 15.

Despite assura'hces that coaxial
tele cable will be run into Hart-'
ford in very near future, all indi-
cations are that this city will not
have a station for at least one year
or longer. AT&T has stated "that
it will run cable here, lying in with
New York-Boston line within six
months.
However, this city and rest o£

state will have to depend on New
Haven's low-powered station,
WNHC-TV, for all its program-
ming until 1950 or 1951. At the
time of the FCC freeze on tele ap-
plications last fall there were three
applicants for two channels here.
No hearinss had been held.

.
.. .

,' |.'> [ «> » 1 » I ;•}•;.;
; , .

.

Radio Luxembourg, Europe's
largest commercial broadcast ing"
outfit, is currently setting pi.ins

for television operations, accond-
ing to Louis Merlin, head of In-
lot-mation et Publicite, RL station
rep. . „

,

Among tMe technical schemes
being eyed, Mejrlin disclosed, is

Westinghouse's Stratovision sy.s-

tem of networking TV programs
through the use of planes.

Television operations on the rest
of the European continent, mean-
time, are .slowly passing through
the experimental stage, Merlin
said. Handicapped by postwar
building restrictions and material
shortages, the western European
countries are finding It difficult to
supply a mass market with reason-
ably-priced sets.

In contrast to Britain, where .set

sales are rapidly approacbihg the
300,000 mark, France has oiily 5.-

000 sets in circulation. Many of
these, moreover, are installed in

government bureaus interested in

video developments. Video pro-
gramming from the government-
operation outlet In Paris now runs
for about 90 minutes daily, with
newsrecis predominating.

Holland has a firstrate expci't-
mental station now in operation
with the Phillips Co., manufactur-
ers of electrical equipment, tooling
for mass production of sets. Bel-
gium is elo.se behind in clearing
the way for i*egular programming,
Spain and western Germany, liow-
evcr, have not taken any step,s as,
yet towards TV.

Merlin, visiting the U. S.40"0.o.
video developments and to contact
RL sponsors, leaves; for Paris Sat*

urday (19),

Crosley Fellowship

For Educ'l.-TV Study

Awarded to Kentuckjan
Cincinpati, March' 15."

Russell Helmick, Northern Ken-
tucky educator, last week was
awarded the Crosley Broadcasting
Corp.'s fellow.ship at the Univ. of

Cincinnati for the study of the le-

lationship between education and
television. HolmiGk is now to

pioneer investigations on how edur

cation and tele can be joined lor

the best public interest.

In announcing the award, <he

university's Dr. Carter V. Good
listed .six possible areas for study: >

analysis of radio education to dis-

cover mistakes to 'be avoidod;

analy.sis of TV programs availatrle

for possible correlation with edu-

cation; canvassing of school and

home facilities for utilizing video

programs; study of teacher atti-

tudes towards correlation of thei'"

courses with education programs
of TV stations; investigation of

pupil attitudes towards the corre-

lation of TV shows with their

studies, and investigation of the

educational levels at which tele can

be made most effective,
1 k 1 > ( ! .

•
( I I t f ) I ' •
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SPOTLIGHT DUE ON SAT. NIGHT
4A s Bluepriid on Jurisdictioii

Following is a summary of the proposed plan, formulated by the
Associated Actors & Artistes of America special committee, for the
organization and regulation of performer jurii^dietion of television:

Without any union relinquishing its claim to jurisdiction, the
governing boards of the various affiliates sliould name representa-

tives to a National Television Executive Committee. This will be
. a temporary body, pending direct election by television perform-
ers themselves.

NTEC to meet In three sections (east, midwest and Coast), with

the east handling negotiations for live tele, the Coast handling
negotiations for TV films and the midwest administering both live

and filmed tele in its area. All negoUation and administration o£

both live and film video to follow the provisions of the joint-

partnership agreement between the eastern unions and Screen
Aciors Guild,

NTEC to be empowered to employ a chief TV executive and
assistants; to assign negotiation and administration to any branch
61- combination of branches of the 4A's (subject to appeal by any
aflfiliate); to appoint or discharge local executives, preferably from
among available execs of local member unions. At the end o£ a

year, local TV performers to determine their own elective proc-

esses.

Also, to draw up a provisional code for national and local ad-
ministration, including provisions for local membership meetings,

all subject to approval of local performers; to approve or reject

all video contracts; to administer the TV treasury and pay organis-

ing and administrative expenses, and make financial reports to the

4A's international board and the governing boards of the affiliates;

to approve or reject tele strike votes.

Each union to be represented by its own counsel during nego-
tiations for codes for administering TV, with the attorney for the
administration of these codes tO; be selected by NTEC.
NTEC to call local meetings to organize local', TV chapters; elect

chairmen, secretaries and executive committees~ These meetings
to be open to all members of 4A's unions, but only those working
[n Video to beTjermitted to speak or. vote.

Local executive committees to recommend TV wage scales and .

working conditions, whicli will be codified by NTEC. This master
code, subject to approval by the locals, to be the basis for con-

tract negotiations with video and tele-film: companies. In case of a

breakdown of these' negotiations, the performers themselves to

decide on a strike call.

'.. NTEC treasury to be created through contribution of $100,000

each by AFRA, SAG, Equity and other 4A's unions. For the first

Six- months members of 4A's, branches to be entitled to work in

TV without payment of initiation fees or dues/ Question of dues,

by 4A's members to be decided thei-ea£ter by vote of tele perform-

ers. Non-members of 4A's to pay $25 initiation fee and $6 quar-

terly dues, which will entitle them to be considered 4A's members-
»t-large.

During the last quarter of the first year there is to be a conven-

tion of TV performers to choose a form of government for the field,

the decision to be binding on the 4A's.

Coast N.Y. Seen Maintainmg Separate

Talent Setups and Interchange Flow

Quiz Fizz

"Fun With the Arts," Jo Ranson-
Dick Pack package, has been
dropped^ by WNBT, N. Y., after a
one-shof tryout last Thursday night

(10). Half-hour slot will be filled

by a film program.
It's likely, however, that the

quiz show will return on WNBT as

part of the NBC flagship's pro-
jected opening of Sunday after-

noon TV programming.

Talent Unions May Bypass AGVA On

Prc^ram for Joint Control of TV
' The American Guild of Varielyf

Artists, which upset the recent '

plan to merge the performer'

unions, may also stymie the move

'

for joint I'egulation of television.'

New split has occurred between

the various actor unions and, if a

settlement is not reached soon, the

other groups may proceed with ..

steps to regulate the video field

without AGVA.
The new program for joint con-

trol of TV is being considered bj'

the boards of the various unions.

The Actors Equity council had a

preliminary meeting on the sub-1

ject last week, with indications that '<

the legit organization will favor it. '

However; -at a meeting of the

(Continued on page 30)
,

In a Few Words
Tex McCrary, whose new

TV shbw, "Preview," got a

critical going-over, observes
that "A review ot the opener
last Monday (7i, might be
l)oMed down to . 'Death of a
•SalcsTOan.'

"

Jerseyites Prefer

Their TV atHome

NETS SEE ERRim

ON SLyEF-BFF
Saturday night, long the loneli-

est night in the week tor television
viewers, is soon to come into its

own. Besieged by demands from
viewers for better Saturday night
programs, indie and network sta-

tion execs now believe, they erred
seriously in figuring tliat night on
TV would compare with radio as a
low-audience evening Tliey now
look for Saturday eventually to
be the hottest night in video.

Thousands of letters have been
received from viewers complaining
that they're getting a Saturday
night runaround because of the
second-rate films and sports events
fed them until now, They point
out that Saturday is a big party
night and that, while radio never
meant much as party entertain-
ment, they had counted heavily on
TV. With viewers thus clamoring
for better Saturday night program-
ming and \\'ith the night wide open
on all stations because of what
Station operators now admit was
their mistake, it's expected that
prospective sponsors will soon start

bidding as heavily for cream time
franchises on Saturday as they
formerly did on Sunday.

Situation has already reached a
]

minor impasse on NBC-TV, . Cros-
ley division of AVCO has optioned
the web's house package quizzer,

"Who Said That." lor a tentative

teeoff April 9 in the 9 to 9:30 slot.

American Tobacco, however, also

wants' that time for a simulcast of
its "Hit Parade" show, now aired
at the same time on NBC-AM.
Which sponsor and program are to

get tlie nod is still undecided, but,

according to NBC execs, the situa-

tion underlines the new emphasis
on Saturday night TV program-
ming.

WPIX In Lead

N Y. Daily News' WPIX. among
j
the N. Y. TV outlets, is the only pnp IliniV r n* I\ I

j
one until recently to stress Satur-

] toO, WfIa SCt flX UealS,
I day nights, and, as a result, the last

Pulse ratings showed WPIX with
the best Saturday night ratings.

According to WPIX veepee Robert
L. CoCj, the Saturday night audi-

ence has been found to be as heavy:
numerically as any other night of

the week. To take advantage of
that fact, the News' outlet, operat-

ing; . on. a five-nights . per weeic

scliedule because of union overr

time regulations, has switched its

dark nights to. Tuesday and Wed-
nesday to give full attention to

Saturday. And, according to Coe,
the Pul.ie figures prove the Satur-

day night emphasis has paid off.

Other networks, too, have re- ' 36- In addition, CBS is also offer?

cently begun to place more em- ' >ng, 1^ Vienna Philharmonic con-

phasis on their Saturday program- ' ,r"nnmg 12 minutes each;

ABC-TV tor examnle. i

<^'^Shl "Strange As It Seems" sm

WNBQBalbOn

'30-Min. Coml'
Chicago, .March 15:

After signing Magna Electric

Co.,; San Francisco, for a weekly
half-hour; WNBQ, Chicago, tore up
the contract because Magna "wants-
to make the program a 30-minute
commercial."
Show, "Walt's Home Workshop,"

ha.s Walter Durbahn giving home
workshop .hints—correct use of all

i
types of woodworking tools, etc.

Magna wants to plug its Shop-
roaster, a combination lathe, drill

press, circular saw, disk sander,
and grinder. Magna will permit
Durbahn to use only Shopmaster
in demonstration of shop hints. Re-
lations between client and station
were strained . when Durbahn was
told he couldn't use a plane, sand-
paper, hand saw. and other neces-
sary tools not' manufactured by
Magna. Breaking point was reach-
ed when client refused to allow
Durbahn to use a hammer,, in : dem-
onstrating proper method of driv-

ing nails. ;

Rounding Up 88 British

Films for Syndication
CBS-TV and the N. Y. Daily

News' WPIX both put through
large-scale feature films deal this

week, together rounding up 88 pic-

tures for syndication to other sta-

tions. Outlets using: them are to

be charged a standard price, based
on a percentage of their individual
rate cards.'

All the features were produced
in England, with CBS-TV having
acquired riRhts to 52 and WPIX to

Controversy among television
broadcasters over whether N, Y. or
Hollywood will emerge eventually
as the most important program-

'

ming centre is just so much talk,
:

according to NBC-TV program :

chief Norman Blackburn. He sees
TV programmingv-as^a blend of all

forms of entertainment, resolving
'

itself into a happy marriage of tal-

ent on both coasts because of the
wealth of good performers in both
places;

, Top programs will then be .:

interchanged; either- via kinescope
recordings or the coaxial cable.
NBC-TV, meanwhile, is now con-

centrating on: making use of Holly-

^

wood for the benefit of easterners
as soon as possible. Web will have
a recording unit in operation on ;

the Coast within a month to beip ?/

speed the process. In additioni

:

Blackburn pointed out, NBC has
sent some of its top programming
men to KNBH, its Hollywood out-
let, including such former N. Y.
producerrdirectors as Eddie Sobol,
"We want our Coast office apd
stafl: equipiied well enough to per-
mit the ad agencies to build show.s -

with NBC as soon as the big TV
spenders decide they want to use
Coast talent," he said.

Supply- and Demand
Blackburn expressed little con-

cern over the present ban of some
film- studios on their contract :ae-

;

tors working in tele. It's simply,
a question of supply and demand,
he said; when there is enough
money on the Coast to lure these
actors In, the studios will fall in
line, same as they did in radio.

'

That factor of demand will also;,

bring the quality of kinescope re-
cordings up to' a point where the
film- studios will permit their stars
to be lensed in that way. He ad-
mitted that the first k.r. prints
aired in Hollywood of eastern
shows were none too good tech-
nically but emphasized the con-
stant improvement, declaring there

I
is nothing wrong with them that
the engineers can't lick.

With an eye to an early speed-!
up in coast-to-coast p^-ogramming
via kine recording, Blackburn
plans a trip to Hollywood this
summer to canvas NBC show.*
now • aired over KNBH, whicli;
mi ght be developed sufficiently to
pitch them to advertisers for natf.

tional .sponsorship.

Slate O&J For

Buickl-Hr.Sbw cording to Alcoholic : Beveragie

Control officers.

01)S Olsen and Chic Johnson are They explain the anti-television

tentatively set to make their tele- [

trend in many New Jerse^N- bar-

V , . „„ . . rooms mainly from a l)usiness
vision debuts June 29 in a ne«

, viewpoint. Bar operators
hour-long show sponsored by Buick , learned to their sorrow that

through the Kudner agency. Slio«
]

cu.ilomers drink slowly while TV
is expected to follow O.&J.'s "Hell- ' is on. Not only that, but after

lapoppin'" format, but no other drinking a mimimum amount of

I cast members will be signed until
,
alcoliolic refie.'shmenls tliey quit

the deal with the stars is definite.
; ti,e tavern just as soon as their

Buick last week optioned the favorite program is over. Also
Wednesday night 8 to 9 slot on cited was fact Uial some regular
^S-TV for the airer. I drinkers prefer quiet alinospheie

I

ter last Saturday (12i in the 8:30
Popularity of television in New I 9 segment, which is believed to

Jersey taverns is fading, according
|
be one of the costliest sustainers

to reports in Newark, N. J., this on that web's program roster. CBS-
-

I TV, with commitments for sports

week. Taproom owners having no
| events, such as track meets and

TV are jamming their barrooms the National Invitation Basketball

with paving patrons while others I
Tournament, has been forced to de-

with television sets are jerking ]^ ^''Z^2.^!^^!:±^
them out as bad investments; ac-

NpeMadiinlff

tiarry Menkin , former assistaht
program director of- WMCA, N.Y,,
l>as joihed the DiiMont network as

;

... no,, iiaif.hnnv viiuleo ' gie-reeiers. and nine "Musical
I

manager of program planning and

=. nw I. n-nnTrnn o i^n T-i^
' M^ods" fillers. CBS-TV affiliates I

development in one of a series of

'i^rnTTit^^ given a 30-day refu.sal on the 'personnel shuffles instituted by

ming. example, 1

eigm »»r

11- v.iiuleo ' gle-reelers

m'ent but is expected to embark
on a new live studio emphasis in

the near future. DuMont is still

slotting films on Saturday nights

but also has live -programming

four packages, after which they
will be offered to other stations in

the various market areas through-
out the country.
WPIX obtained Its Sft British-

made films from Motion Picture
Management, Hollywood Jndie dis-

;
trib and they will supplem'ent the

i

24 Sir Alexander Korda features

]
now syndicated by the station.

Also coming up for. sale to TV .sta-

tions soon are . three Hal Roach
oldies, reissue and TV rights to

which, are owned by Regal Produc
plans ready for tlie time when it

1 ^^^J^g ^^^jegg fljp^g including "Cap-
can liije up bankrollers to pick up ^^in Caution." "Captain Fury" and
the tab.

|

"Merrily We Live," will be sold to— —

—

——— tstations as soon as they are played

l\ ir n 1 1 0 D' i out theatrically in each area.

UUdlCV I^aCtS 1j"1^1C iResal plans to charge each station

r. 1 • 1 II 1 Tir n 1
' P*"' feature, giving the right

Deal with UA iV Uept. the films twice.
,

Mitzi Green Package
.Mitzi Green is starTCd in a once-'

wcelcly half-hour TV situation
coiiiedy called "Manhattan Mar.\-,"
wJiich has been packaged by Sam
laylor and Norman and Irving
J^'ncus. Flexible formal permits

iit/'T^-
""^ sequences.

*it-A >s handling the package.

Hollywood. March 15.
\

Carl fiudley has: closed dear with
1

„ , . United AHists' new televi-sioJi dis-

1

uninlciTupted by aetionlul TV pro- tribution department lor relea.se of

'

'

13 half-hour, pix he'll .produce.

Emerson Woos Martin

,graiiis.:'>v
,

One tavern owner pointed out

that the novelty ot TV has worn

out. and that non-|)a.\-ing barflies

eyeing a TV show keep cash cus

tomers from the

program chief James L. Caddigan
in his efforts . to hypo the quality
of DuMont shows.
Commander Mortimer L. lioewi,

network chief, has already revealed
the web- plans to hypo both its

budget and facilities to boost pro-
gramming up to a point where it

compares favorably with that of
CBS, NBC and the other webs. In
line with that, Caddigan disclosed
he has a series of new shows in the
works, and it will be part of Men-
kin's: job in the newlyrcreated po.st '-

to polish them up for airing and
subequent submission to advertis-
ers,-

Among other program personnel
shifts. Jack Rayel, originiilly an:
announcer and more recently in
charge of DuMont's daytime pror
gramming, has been promoted to
exec assistant to Caddigan. Tech-
nical director Frank Bunetta has
been upped to the post of produc-
tion supervisor, and will be in-

charge of station i-facilitieis, plus
training of new cameramen andv
t.d.s.,:.as well as of the props and
special effects department. Les

bar. He also

' Hoillywbod, March 15.

Emerson Radio, which boWed oflE

Sample show and three, scripts as sponsor of Ed Sullivan's "Toast

are ali-each' completed. ! of thei Town" vaudeo ;show via

Dudle.^ trains to New York Fri-
;
CBS-TV Sunday (13), is dickering ! Tomlin and Duncan MacDonald,

dav (18 1 for okav on remainder,
j

with Tony Martin to head up a
j

both producers, have been handed
He will also discuss his deal with 1 new musical show for tele.

| supervision of DuMont studios, and
NBC lor series of 26 vidpix. Dud-

'
Martin, while in N. Y. recently,

\
Sam Fairchild has been named su-

- ' guested on both "Toast" and Mil- ! pervisor of budget Co
bis new job

cited that P^'l' """,
|;;;"and Herman' Boxer are script-

j
guested on both "Toast" and Mil- pervisor of budget control

rtiirnoisy ^SeL;e^"rei;ilS :K PiX; with budget averaging
^

ton^Berle. "Texaco .......— ... ,

from such disagieement. '
?ilO,OOU p« mm.

Star- Theatre"
;

. Menkin assumes
(Monday (21J.



People love variety shows . . . best of all they love

THE TEXACO STAR THEATRE. But that shining

hour is just one type of program. In drama, sports,

news, forum, juvenile and nearly every other category

that comes to mind, you'll find that NBC has the lop-

rated show, seen by the biggest audience.

THE N A T 1 0 N ^}



tFfilncBday, March 16,, 194.9

Each in its-class, the following are llie top regularly- Feature Film, Lucky Strike's Your Show Time . NBC

scheduled programs according to latest available
j^^^^^^^^ jj^^^^^ Doody-Mason-Unique . NBC

Hooperatings:

No. 1 in programs ...

Variety, Texaco Star Theatre NBC '

.

No. 1 in advertisers ...

Drama, Kraft Television Theatre ., . NBC
No. 1 in sponsored hours ...

Sports, Gillette Fights NBC

News, Camel News NBC America's No. 1 Network

Forum, Author Meets Tlie Critics—
Jj^ TA I#1llfl^l£li1l

General Foods. NBC lUluYlwlUll
Art, You Are An Artist NBC A Semce of Radio Corporation of America

B R o A D C A S T I N G G O M P A Y
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Talent Unions

'

'

' '

' Continued from p»|;t V>

AGVA board, with several repre- start argued that the Associated

sentatives ol the other unions pres- 1
Actors & Artistes of America, par-

. ,, , ,, ,
I
ent organization ot all actor

enl, It appeared that the vaude i

^jj^uid itself retain con-
outiit would turn down the pro-

1 troi and regulation of the tele field,

posal.
I

That is in tlie face ol the fact that

Screen Actors Guild, ^^,l^ich 4A's .is in reality only a"paper
. • 1 • i,i^A„i.Aji„ i

organization without actual mem-
favors the joint plan, is reportedly

! bership or any facilities for nego
already moving to assume practi-

'

• " " "

cal jurisdiction over the tele films,

with or without the cooperation of
its affiliate xmions. National board
ot the American Federation of

Radio Artists was to consider the
proposed setup at its regular meet

I

tiations or regulation of any field
I of performer employment. Any
1
4A's operation would probably
have to be through a standing

: committee.

I

Executives of the other per-
|

former unions believe that AGVA's

Artitt-Agent Pact*
All artist-agent contracts in

television are being made to

conform to regulations of tlie

television committee of the

Associated Actors & Artiste*

of America, parent organiza-

tion of the various performer
unions. Affiliate in each
branch of show business is

adopting a standard rule cov-

ering the matter,

Action has been talcen by
the American Federation of

Hadio Artists and will be fol-

lowed shortly by the other af-

filiates, i n c 1 u d i n g Actors ,

Equity, Screen Actors Guild,

American Guild of Variety
Artists, etc.

Inside Television

mg last night (Tues,), The radio
i insistence on 4A's control of video :

union will undoubtedly support the
j

instead of the proposed plan stems '

plan as the next best thing to a " fi-om the vaude union's relatively
complete merger of the various I large representative vote in the
unions,

, 'parent organization. Since AGVA i

AGVA's objection to the plan for , potentially, if not actually, has the
]

joint control of tele is that it : largest membership of any 4A's
i

would give too much autonomy to i affiliate, it could presumably
i

the TV performers themselves. Un-
|
dominate the parent organization

actors would have a direct say in i vision matters, possibly via control

determination of pay scales, regu- ; of the standing committee.
lations covering working condi-

tions and
.
policy decisions,, such as

possible strike calls. Moreover,
after a year, the plan calls for the
TV performers to elect their own
officers and . executives and, in
elVect, set up .their own organiza-
tion,

However. AGVA 'has from the

On the other hand, the proposed
joint plan would give the video'

performers themselves a progres-
sively greater voice in TV matters.

At the outset, virtually all these
performers would be members of

j

various 4A's affiliates to which they I

would presumably be loyal and
whoise poliiMPS tViey would probably '

support. However, With the elec-

tion of officers and executives at

the end ot the year, the video or^

ganization would be virtually (and
probably soon actually.) autono-
mous.

Under those circumstances,
AGVA. as well as the other actor
unions, would cease to have any
direct say in tele matters. And,
as television is expected to become
by far the biggest and most im-
portant show biz field, its unions
will doubtless correspohdinglj'
overshadow those in the other
fields. Thus, unless it retains a di-

rect hand in video affairs, AGVA
stands to shrink in power in show
business affairs—as do the other
4A's alfiliates.

Plan for captive tele audiences, via video sets in supermarkets; i%
part of ABC-TV's project for "Market Melodies." Arrangements have
been made by the web with the Grand Union chain for installation of
four receivers apiece in each of 25 supermarkets, with store tieups to
be extended within the chain and to other chains in the future.
"Market Melodies," which will star Anne Russell and Walter Herlihy

is slated for cross-the-board telecasting from 2 t;o 4 p.m. and from id
a.m. to noon on Saturdays. It is being built to attract sho'ppers at
home as well as at the point of sale. ^

Hill Brothers, makers of Dromedary Cake Mix, have already signed
a 13-week contract for one-minute spots five days a week, the minimum
contract. Show will not be launched, however, until 10-12 bankrollers
have been inked. Goal is an April 1-15 starting date, according to
Murray Grabhorn, v.p. in charge of ABC-owned stations.

Despite the 50% increase' in time rates slated for WCBS-TV (CBS
N.y.) April 1 (from $1,000 to $1,500 per nighttime hourJ, the cost per
thousand television sets is expected to be the lowest ever announced
$2.73, That is the pitch being made to ad agencies and clients by CBS-
TV salesmanager David V. Sutton.

Figure is based on an estimated 550,000 sets expected to be installed
in the N. Y. metropolitan area by April 1. And, Sutton points out,
every WCBS-TV show fated by the C. E. Hooper organization reyeai^
two or more families represented for every set in use. Thus; the 'cost-
per-thousand circulation figure is actually even lower.

I

Major factor in freezing VHF band last fall, and present FCC con-

I

sideration of UHF for commercial use, is that the lower band exhibited
["remarkable capabilities'' which were unsuspected when band was first

I
assigned to private operation, according to an unofficial statement of

I a top military spokesman. Status now is that the military wants VHP
for its own use, and Dept. of National Defense is slated to exert "every
effort" to get. commercial video pushed upstairs.

wins • faces • facts • figures • wins • faces • facts • figures

Don Goddard

For twelve yeors, newspaper fea-

turo writer, jtaFF editor and reporter.

Now In his I3th yeor of broadcast-

ing newi to th* New YotIc oudiance.

Goddjifd't terse reports are heard

or» WINS twice daily. His evening ;

newscast at 6:30 is currently

available.

This Goddard ' newtcasi is

being offered to odvertisers at

the low coit o( $1.68 per 1000

radio homes.

Carroll fllcott

For. 1A years Alcotf covered For

Coslern news fronts for radio afid

newspopers. He has mode oolsfandv

ing ratings as newscaster on XMHA,
Shdnghai, WLW, WGAU A CBS
Pacific Goast network. Now broad'

costing the news twice nightly over

VVINS Alcotl's early evening news-
cast (7:30-7:45 Mon.-Sot.) is

available.

Alcott IS a real buy at the low
cost of $1.58

,
per 1000 radio

homes, .

One of the biggest returns ever received from a television program
has been chalked up by .Jon Gnagy on NBC-TV's "You Are An Artist"
(aired Thursdays at 7:30 p.m.). Several weeks ago Gnagy invited view-
ers to duplicate a sketch he had drawn on his show and, as an added
inducement, offered his book on art instruction, bearing the same title

as the program, to any viewer sending in $1 with the duplicated sketch.
On the basis of three 40-second announcements, more than 6,000

letters were sent in, 80% of which included the dollar bills. Gnagy's.
show has one of the longest continuous runs oqi TV, having been on the
air for several years now.

Elimination of the so-called Venetian blind type of interference seen
on TV sets M'hich simultaneously pick up signals from two stations in
different cities operating on the same channel has been worked out by
RCA engineer 'R. D. Kell, He has succeeded ill bringing the transmitter
frequencies of the two stations to exact synchronization so that there is

no frequency difference between them, thus elimiiiating the black and
white horizontal bars which formerly rolled through the picture.
NBC veepee 0. B. Hanson revealed the web has recently installed

the synchronizing equipment for WNBT (N.Y.) and WNBW (Washing-
ton), both of which operate on Channel 4. Hanson said also that WNBK
(Cleveland) has been equipped so that it is synchronized with WW.I-TV
(Detroit). NBC, in addition, is now working with General Elect?-ic and
Westinghouse to synchronize WNBT with WRGB (Schenectady) and
WBZ-TV (Boston).

'Author/ 'GamboF In

Switch, J)ue to Toast'
"Lambs Gambol" and "Author

Meets the Critics," both General

Foods-sponsored shows aired Sun-

day nights on NBC-TV, will swap
their' time slots starting Sunday
120) because of the switch in time
for Ed Sullivan's "Toast of the
Town" on CBS-TV. With the latter (

program moving into the 8 to 9;
p.m. period. "Gambol" will hence-

j

forth be aireS from 8 to 8:30, on
the assumption that the show will
liave a much better chance (:o snare
some of the vaudeo audience if it

comes on the sarne time as "Toast,"
instead of coming:- in halfway
through.

"Author," on the other hand, is

believed to draw from a different
type audience, so the switch to the

'

new 8:30 to 9 p.m, slot won't mat-
ter much one way or the other.
"Gambol" is bankrolled by Max-
well House through Benton &
Bowles and "Author" by Jell-O
through Young & Rubicami

CONN. EMPLOYEES

AIR PROBLEMS ON TV
Hartford, March 1,^.

Connecticut State Employees'
Assn., union of state employees, is

conducting a 10 weeks interview
series on state employees' prob-
lems over WDRC.
Jack Zaiman, political writer for

the Hartford Courant and flack for
the station, is conducting the
series,

Hub Railroaded
Boston, March 15.

New series of television pro-

grams designed to take viewers be-

hind the scenes of modern railroad-

ing preenied last Thursday night

(10) over WBZ-TV here under
sponsorship of the Boston & Maine
R.R. SJiows are emceed by Carl
deSuze, with a different angle of
railroading featui-ed each week on
the halt-hour series.

B.&M. bankrolled the first rail-
road video show ever produced,
the "Bcslon & Maine Winter Sports
Special," which wound up a 10-
week run March 3. .

'Ebony's' Client Nibbles
Louisville. March 15.

"Club Ebony," all-Negro tele
show produced and directed by
Gene Stai bccker and Fred Mullen
at WAVE-TV here, is reported sub-
ject of hot bidding by N. Y, pack-

j

age houses for national sponsor-
I

ship. '

,

j

"Ebony" stars Lionel Hampton,
;
and uses top Negro talent as

' guest's," in' weekfy change of lineup,'

6,132

BOFFS!
is the acliial liuinlKM- of

laflFs (garnered by Harlan

Stone as "Jughead" on

NBC'g "Arthie Andrews"

in tlie past 4 years, not

counting sniekers, titters

or hiceupB.

For an equally lovalde

leen-agor for your gIio>«',

eomedy or straiglit, Ai>I

or TV . . .

CALL

HARLAN

STONE
REGISTRY

WINS
faces • facts • figure^

SOKW "v I A
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MUTUAL NETWORK ANNOUNCES
NEW MAURICE CHEVAUER SHOW

Maurice Chevalier, Mr.Paris himself, who lias been signed to star in This

I« Paris, gives a typical Chevalier tip of the hat to his American listeners.

WEU KNOWN CONDUCTOR

WRITES SPECIAL MUSIC

LOCAL ADVERTISERS HAIL

UNUSUAL OPPORTUNITY TO

BUILD SALES IN OWN CITY

Paul Baron, who will be remem-

bered by radio listeners as the

musical directovof the Chesteifield,

Coca Cola and Campbell Soup pio-

gramst found himself rehearsing

his 33-picce orchestra for THIS IS

PARIS ten minutes after his arri-

val in the French capital.

Paul nodded to his musicians,

thumbed through his music, tapped

his batan twice and started his first

rehearsal whi^e his sea le^s still

kept time lo the rhythm of the

Atlantic.

Since that first wavering re^

hcarsal, Paul has introduced his

boys to the current American hits

and, at the same time, written spe-

cial music for the show.

Some day Paul hopes to get time

off to tour the city. He'd like to see

the Eiffel Tower close up. He hears

it's a wonderful place for musicians

and lovers.

Producer Bill Robsoii (left) Orches
tra Leader Paul Baron and Direc

tor Sam Pierce.

Exclusive Identification

Prestige, Low Cost cited

PARIS-PRODUCED VARIETY
SERIES STARTS MARCH 31st

PARIS INVADED

BY AMERICAN RADIO

THIS IS PARIS is available now
on an individual city basis in each

of the 500 markets where there are

Muti\al stations.

This means that one advertiser

..a department or specialty store;

a bank, a public utility, a dairy

etc.. ..can sponsor THIS IS PARIS
exclusively in bis own cityj at a

small fraction of the overall cost

a price pro-rated to the size of

his own market.

How does this plan woi'k? Very

simply.THIS IS PARIS is fed over

the regular Mutual lines, just like

any other network program. But,

at cue points throughout each half-

hour broadcast, the local adver-

tiser's message is broadcast by the

local announcer^

Special for Department Stores

Featuicd on THIS IS PARIS is

a complete plan of fashion promo-

tion 4'or Departracnt and Specialty

stores; Sponsors will receive a

weekly comprehensive booklet, four

weeks in advance of broadcast,

giving material and suggestions

for newspaper ads, displays, mail-

ings, publicity and product promo-

tion, as well as suggestions for

local commercials. These local com-

mercials can be tied in with the

recommendations of the guest

Parisian couturiere of the week on

THIS IS PARIS. This will add to

the merchandise all ready on sale

the stamp of fashion authenticity.

Dear Boss:

Just got a letter from Ray
Morgan. You will remember that
along 'about last Summer, Ray got
the idea that a half hour night-
time program produced in Paris,
in English, and released on a net-
worlc in America could be sensa-
tional. Now he's in Paris. Paris,
France, that is. He says he's work-
ing night and day. Who Avorks in
Paris? He says there's very little

electricity and they are rehearsing
the show by candlelight. Dear boss,
I would like to be in Paris by
candlelight.

Ray has brought to Europe the
finest tape recording equipment.
He has built a control booth in the
Cafe de la Paix that looks iust like

America and is perhaps the only
one in Europe, He tapes the show,
hands the reel to an Air France
captain who delivers it to America
the following morning. Dear boss,
do you think I could travel that
quickly?

Ray reminds me of my Uncle
John, my pioneering uncle. He's
neve)' satisfied with what we have.
Always wants to do something new,
He had to be first on the air with
a mystery show, Ghandu, the Magi
eian; and first with a breakfast
program. Breakfast in Hollywood

;

and first with a give-away, Queen
for a Day. Now he is first with a
weekly radio show prepared right
in the heart of Paris itself . - Will
he never settle down?
But Ray's not doing This is PariS:

all by himself. Naturally not. -He's

brought with him Bill Robson, the
producer who's won the Peabody
three times, and who did Big Town
and Radio Reader's Digest. And
Sam Pierce, the director, who did
the Bob Burns show and Mayor of
the Town. And Paul Baron who
has conducted radio orchestras for

Camels and Chesterfields and....

And they all brought their wives
and families and have settled in

Paris for a long stay.

Dear boss, come to: think of it,

you can reach me care of the
American Express Company,
Paris, Prance. I figured I might
just as well go to Paris too.

Your loving ex-secretary,

Angela Meridian

P. S. Oscar Wilde said the good go

to Paris when they die; the bad
while they are still alive. You can

draw your own conclusions.

A. M.

Jacqueline Francois, Grand Prix

winner for recordings,- and Yves
Montand, called the ' 'Bing' Crosby

of France"

A "NATURAL" FOR SPOT

AND LOCAL ADVERTISERS

LEADING FRENCH TALENT

FEATURED ON PROGRAM

Ray Morgan, creator and producer

of This Ib Paris— and of many

famous American Radio Firsts.

The. network cooperative idea,

started by the Mutual Broadcast-

ing System Some dozen years ago,

now goes outside the United States

for its inspiration.

In THIS IS PARIS, Mutual will

bring to American listeners the top

talent of Europe. Many of thos^

French artists have had successful

engagements in top. American
nightclubs, have mastered English,

and look upon THIS IS PARIS as

a showcase for future American
appearances.

They join one of the most exclu-

sive clubs in America—a club whose
only requirement for membership
is talent and whose members in-

clude Kate Smith, Pulton Lewis,

John Nesbitt, Gabriel Heatter,
Cecil Brown; Cedric Foster, Bill

Cunningham, Bill Slater, Bert
Pearl and others.

1900 Spot and Local Sponsors

Spot advertisers and local busi-

nessmen have'discovered that their

alliance with top talent at pro-

rated cost can pay off in prestige,

good will and increased sales.

Throughout the nation, 1900 spot

advertisers, department stares,

banks, dairies, auto dealers; furni-

ture stores and other local adver-

tisei's sponsor Mutual co-ops. In

some cases, there is a waiting list,

and one sponsor, recently renewed
a co-op program for the 11th
straight year.

Now with inventories mounting,

with the return of the buyer's mar-
ket and with increased competition,

the local businessman insists, more
than ever, on proven returns for

every promotional dollar spent. He'
finds just that, and more... in a
Mutual Co-op, which makes net-

work radio available to him at

local cost.

Paris, France, Mar. 4 (MBS) -
Transporting American engi-
neers> producers, and directors to

the very heart of Paris itself,

famed radio producer, Ray Mor-
gan, and the Mutual Broadcasting
System have come up with a brand
new idea in radio entertainment,
a weekly half-hour variety show
starring Maurice Chevalier and
called," appropriately enough,
"This Is Paris".

Produced in the Mirror Room
of the Cafe de la Paix, favoi ite

meeting place for the doughboy, the
G. I. and the American tounav,,

This Is Paris manages to capture
all .the beauty, gaiety and excite*

ment of the French Capital. The
show itself is in English, prepared
before a, weekly audience of 400-

Americans and such native Pari-
sians as can jam their way into
the packed house.

A fashion highlight will be fea-

tured during the show by a lead-

ing French couturiere — such as
Schiaparelli, Maggie Rouff, etc.

Chevalier and Buttons and Bows

Head man on This Is Paris is

Maurice Chevalier, Mr. Paris him*
self, the last of the great trouba-
dors. He sings the songs that have
made him famous and,songs like

Louise and Valentina and Place
Pigalle. He also sings, in his own
Chevalier manner, top American
tunes. On the first broadcast, he .

is adding his own brand of Gallic

charm to— of all things- Buttons
and Bows.* •

Top Stars from Stage and Screen

This Is Paris has recruited the
top stars of Europe for appear-
ances on the program. From the
movies comes Claude Dauphin,
France's Number One Motion Pic-

ture Star. He speaks perfect Eng-
lish and has been signed for a regu-
lar weekly appearance. Guest stars
will change from week to week and
will include Edith Piaff and Luci-
enne Boyer. Both of these leading
song stylists have already built an
American following for both made
successful appearances here only
last year.

Nita Raya, leadins; lady of the
Polies Bergere ;Yves Montand, the
"Bing Crosby of France"; Jacque-
line Francois, winner of the Grand
Prix for the best phonograph re-

cording of 1948; Henri Salvador,
comic from the West Indies . .

.

these and many other international

stars will entertain American aud-
iences each week on This Is Paris.

Ben Smith at the French mike for

the first broadcast.
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JACK CARTER & CO. I

With Elaiii« Stritch, Rowena Rol-|
lins, Sonny King, Jack Albert*
sun, Paul Castle

Producer: Kenny Lyons
Director: Saen Dillon
Writers: Mel Diamond, Mark Law-

rence, Dick Mauny, Ruth Arrons
30 Mlns.; Sat., 8:30 p.m.
Sustaining
ABC-TV, from N. \.

This n.w half-hour vaudeo pres-.

entalion comes the closest .v.qI to

approxiinating the sparkle aijd,

verve of Milton Berle's "Texaco
Star Theatre" and gives comediiiri

Jack Carter his best TV showc.aser
to date. If Saturday night is going
to be as hot for tele as net-^ork
chiefs now believe, then ABC-TV
should have a winner in this one—
a neat starting point around which
to program the rest of the evening.

Preem edition (12) resembled
closely the Berle format but then
Kenny Lyons, whu produces for
Mildred Fenton, is wise in profit-

ing from Texaco's experience. Carr
tgr has his opening monolog, much
of which was funny, kidded around
with the other acts and also took
part in .1 windup skit satirizing op-
erettas. Whole thing was played
for laughs and it paid off with a
bright 30 minutes. As a sustainer,

the show can't afJord the top names
seen on other vaudeo shows but
they'll no doubt be corralled once
a bankroller is lined up,

Elaine Stritch, late of the Broad-
way revue, "Angel in the Wings;"
socked across a specialty number

,

and showed well in the skit. Ko-
i

wcna BoUins' contortions were
laugh^provoking and Sonny King
fared well with a rendition of
"Sorrento" that was only slightly
overdone. Carter shone for the
most part but demonstrated he still

has to learn better ad lib routines.
It might be well for the entli-e

east, in fact, to get their lines on
those skits down pat, instead of
depending on impromptu gags to
carry them through. Stal. .

KIERAN'S KALEIDOSCOPE
With John Kieran
Producer: Pmit .F. Moss
15 Mins.; Monday, 7:30 p.u.
Sustaining
WJZ-TV, New York
John Kieran, the enfant terrible

of "Information, Please," is the
star of this vidpic series, although
he's seen only briefly at the start
and close. But his bright, witty
comment and his ingratiating per-
sonality are present throughout in

a well-written, well-Spoken narra-

tive stint.

"Kaleidoscope" covers nature
topics—the moon and meteors,

bees and bison—whicli can be as

dry as dinosaur, bones. This show
was not. On the series opener the

subject was "Can Animals Think?"
and several intriguing experiments
were performed. In one a guinea
pig learned to read, and other tests

involved crayfish, dogs, chickens
i

and monkeys. All performed well,

dramatically and without inhibi-

tion.
' Photography was good and

the editing expert. Kieran has a

good family tele series. Bril,

QUADRANGLE
With Beverly Fite, Frank Stevens,
Burt Taylor, Dean CampbeU, Bob
Burkhardt, Ray Kirschner/Claire
Granville

Producer-director: Ralph Levy
15 Mins.; Mon., Fri., 7:45 p.m.
CBS-TV, from N. Y.

This is another in CBS-TV's
series of showcasers for young
Broadway talent but doesn't qiiite

come up to the standards set by
such offerings as "Face the Music,"
"Make Mine Mifsic," etc. Trouble
lies mostly with the locale, a sim-

ulated college drugstore, which
calls for the characters to go
through the comfed antics usually
attributed to the rah-rah boys of

the raccoon-coat days. Same situ-

ations have been seen so often in

films that they have long been trite

and that factor nullifies the bright-
ness which the performers might
have.

Thus, on the prem (14), the en-
tire program revolved about an
austere dean of women who finally

got hep. Number of cliches tossed
out in the short 15 minutes was
amazing, : indicating a good script-

ing job might overcome the diffi-

culty. Otherwise, the talent and
the basic idea for the show were
all right. College setting could be
a natural for these .

youthful per-

formers, but it should be brought
up to date.

Beverly Fite, as the -star, han-
dled a couple of tunes well, pro-
jecting an infectious personality
with her neat-sounding pipes.

Tap.ster.Ray Kirschner impressed
with' a fast routine and the four
male singers, including Frank Stev-
ens, Burt Taylor, Dean Campbell
and Bob Burkhardt, backed Miss
Fite nicely. But Claire Granville
as the dean and Bus Davis as a
student pianist wei'e bogged down
with dialog. Stal.

RESPONSIBILITY

IS HE^E

IN TV FILMS

... at Video Vorieties it's Undivided

from script to finished print

•J"!!];;
most needed

element in televi-

sion film production

is the responsibility

of the producer.

That's why Video

Varieties puts such

emphasis on respon-

sibility. W e h a,v e

made sure that there

is adequate ' experi-

ence, enough trained

manpower, sufficient

capital, and the mod-
ern facilities neces-

sary to provide un-

divided responsibility

for every ; detail of

any film you may re-
quire, from script to

finished pritit.

That's why we have

directors, script

writers, set-de--
signers and construc-

tors, cameramen,
sound and studio
technicians, and" edi-

tors on our own pay-

roll.

That's why we own
' and operate 17-year-

old West Coast Sound
Studios with its ex-

perienced; manpower
and complete facili-

ties,'
.

From t h i s back-

ground, we s o 1 i c i t

your inquiry regard-

ing any film produc-

tion you may have in

mind. Our executive

and sales offices are

at 41 Sast 50th St„

•nd our studios at 510
West 57th St., New
York, Please phone
Murray Hill 8-1162,
write, wire or call in
person.

Video Varieties Corporation

41 Eait SOfh Sr., Nnw York 22,

RttpontibUlty M.ani
B«t»*r FHmi

Orl CstimaUt tni
Sehedulfis

, . \'

V

On Script mill Castina V\'

On Sgt OmlgA and
Construction \':\'

On Diriolion and
Suiiarvhian ... .

. -^' v'

On Editlni and ^rlni
Paiivery ... \' v'

V'' DbubU Checki

Ratponsibility

N. Y.

Spoiling the Show
, WPTZ, via NBC. gave an
excellent example Saturday
night (12) of what's wrong
with television sportscasting.

Grabbing as neat a special

event as the winter sports cal-

endar has offered, the North
American (figure) Skating
Championships at Ardmore,
Pa., WPTZ then pulled the

rug from under all viewers by
tossing away 50"?: of tlie con-

test action plus an inadequate
verbal account by an: an-
nouncer and a skating coach.
WPTZ cut the skaters down

below television size by means
of the closeup. If ever two
Olympic teamers needed the
full surface of a big rink and
a wide angle camera it's Dick
Button and Jimmy Grogan.
But that it was rediculous to

try and confine these boys to

the limits of a closeup lens

never occurred to anyone on
this mobile unit. Consequently
the viewer lost half the "ac-
tion" of these two skaters in

their leaps and double spins
above and off the ice, leave
alone the full sweep and
speed of their skating as well
as that of all contestants.

Where the narration fell down
w#s that the narrators never
opened ' their mouths to de-
scribe a single figure, or
the difficulty of execution,
throughout the full program
of women's and men's singles.

The pair at the mike just pre-
sumed that every viewer knew
all about figure skating and
let it go at that, It was a
deplorable tossing away of
values. And WPTZ is no stran-
ger to ice carnivals.

Button, as usual, won' his
event; trailed, also as usual,
by Grogan. These Olympic
skaters now rival some of the
swimmers as to age. Button
is a 19-year-old Harvard fresh-
man, Grogan is 17, and Hayes
Jenkins, who finished third
here, is last year's U. S, junior
champ but this year is an old
man of 15. :

Cutting the heart out of ath-
letic events through doseuiw,
because of the theory that tel-

evision is a "peep show," has
gone past the point where it

can be attributed to lack of
imagination or knowledge of
the sport on the part of the
camera director. It now is

nothing less than a matter of
outright stupidity. Further in-
vestigation also leads to the
belief that many of the com-
plaints about eye strain are
being caused by the constant
and too frequent camera
switching rather than the de-
gree of room lighting or that
of the tel^ision receiving set.

filMLMt
.fflff

KTTV DEDICATION
With Jack Benny, Rochester, Lum
and Abner, Andrews Sisters,
Martraret 'Whiting. Bob Crosby,
Isaac Stem, Lud Gluskin's orch

Producer: Murray Bolen
Director: Frank Woodruff
Writers: Hugh Wedlock. Howard

Snyder, Betty Boyle, Roz Rogers
75 Mins.; Tues., 8 p.m.
Sustaining
KTTV, Hollywood

Tele's first super-colossal gigan-
tic in Hollywood didn't come off
that superlatively; far from it,

CBS muffed its big opportunity to
silence the critics of its program-
ming and transcend NBC's big
opener because of many factors,
chief of which were lack of fore-
sight, imagination and budget.
Everything was there but the
dough to do it right.
Studded with 9 half dozen top

stars of its own network, going on
view to the home folks for the first
time, the net was guilty of gross
neglect in not showing them oft'

in the proper mounting. There
was practically .no production; no
set and no motif for the cere-
monial. It was run off with run-
ons, a shoddy replica of the old
two-a-day. Lighting wasn't the
best, camera work lacked the ex-
pert know-how and talent obvious-
ly was aware of the audience sit-

ting below them and dropped their

I

sights too often,
I What the stars wanted to know
they had to learn from hearsay:

' "How'd I do and how'd I photb-
I graph?" CBS piped the show into

I

KTLA, which was to have kine-
i
-scoped the colossal for the net's

I stations in the east, but the equip-
ment got all fouled up and only 21

- minutes of the show could be sal-

I

vaged. There were mutterlngs .of
' sabotage, but tliey were kidding,
I of course. Marv Livingstone
;

thought Jack Benny looked swell
I but other viewers thought he
looked more than 39 and his blue
eyes just didn't shine through,
As a performer, however, he'll

be ns solid on sight as he has been
audio-wise. The old vaude train-
ing came in handy and he was one
of the, few who knew how to gel on

(Continued on page 34

>

\ Tele Follow-up Comtnent
\

Perry Como's Friday evening
televising of the Chesterfield Sup-
per Club on NBC fonns one of

the finest melody marts on the
video dial. Since the first broad-
cast Xmus Eve, this has become
one of the best produced of all

picturized song shows and crfedit

for a large part of its smoothness
must go to Como himself. He's
about as relaxed as a performer
can get and his vocalizing of
pops and standards follow in that
groove. He uses a guest each Fri-

day; last week (U) it was Tony
Pastor, maestro now at the Statler

hotel, N. Y. Pastor's cherubic
countenance and his handling of
"Don't Worry 'Bout Strangers"
proved a highlight of tlie quarter
hour. He exhibited a fine video
personality. Mitch Ayres and a
studio band back the program and
the Fontane Sisters work with
Como. They add much to the
overall picture.

'•Your Show Time," series of

half-hour Marshall G^^^nt-Realm
films sponsored by American To-
bacco on NBC-TV, has still to
come up with a winner. Episode
aired Friday night (11), adapted
from Henry James' "The Real
Thing," was overcome by a lack
of script cohesion, with the actors
unable to hurdle a dully-written
screenplay that took almost a full

half hour to get nowhere. It was
supposedly the story of an illus-

trator and his ppoblems but the
problems were . never: delineated
sufficiently to create necessary
conflict.

Producer-director Max Liebman
of "Admiral Broadway Revue" is

apparently already running short
on material, based on the hour-
long stanza via NBC-TV Friday
night (11). Star Sid Caesar didn't
appear until the halfway mark and
co-stars Mary McCarty and Imo-
gene Coca limited their work to
one number each. Program was a
sporadic offering, again highlighted
by the fine interpretative dancing
of Marge and Gower Champion in
an appealing number. Caesar
socked across his slot-machine rou-
tine (first seen in the recent Broad-
way revue, "Make Mine Manhat-
tan") but the talents of both Miss
McCarty and Miss Coca were
wasted, as the foi-mer did a skit
spoofing radio commercials and
the latter did a simulated strip.

introduced as "the man who hasn't
smiled since the blizzard of '88"

but Sullivan didn't fully carry out
that assignment. More important
is the attempt to make Sullivan's
contributions brighter and when
the scripters hit on a suitable
characterization, the Intro periods
will offer more vaudco^ entertain-
ment.
The show wasn't one of Sul-

livan's top displays lacking a top-
cut comic. Carrying the major
portion of the comedy was. double-
talker Al Kelly whose explanation
of wire-tapping was timely and
laugh productive.

"Toast of the Town" made a pair
of departures from the usual. One
was a bop session by Woody Her-
man's Woodchoppers. It's still hard
to dig the stuff, even when deliver-
ed by top musicians. Aficionados
can appreciate the freedom which
bop gives individual musicians, but
to the majority of living room
viewers it's just too much noise.
Buddy Baer, the fighter turned
singer, does much better with
special materijl. Contrast between
his parody of "Buttons and Bows"
and a straight rendition of "It's
Magic" pointed up that fact suf-
ficiently.

Anne Jeffreys didn't photograph
as well as she looks, but calibre of
her tunes was top. The Rudells did
some excellent trampoline work.
Interview with flyer William Odom
missed, punch.

Second edition of "Preview," the
Tex McCraryrJinx Falkenburg
"Living Magazine"' show aired
Monday night (14) via CBS-TV, was
as good technically as the previous
week's preem was bad. Camera
cuts were- on the nose and the nu-
merous switches from one set to
another ran off without a mishap.
Much of the credit goes to Frank
Shaffner, CBS-TV director who re-
placed Ellis Marcus as the man be-
hind the lenses.

Script and format were also con-
siderably tightened over the fiasco
on the preem, with no "feature" of
the mag held on screen too long.
Harold Russell, the handless vet of
"Best Years of Our I,ives," carried
most of the load with liis pitch for

(Continued on page 34)

Ford Television Theatre's pres-
entation on Sunday (13) of Glem-
ence Dane's "Outward Bound" was
the third time up on TV for this
one time Laurette Taylor legit
vehicle. Ford gave It big league
cast trimming, including Lillian
Gish as the charwoman, Freddie
Bartholomew, Mary Boland, John
Emery, Nina Foch, Richard Hart;
Kalph Forbes, John Craven, and
Romney Brent. . But in spite of
this impressive array, it never
quite caught on. The direction
and production were adequate, yet
none of the performers, either in-
dividually or collectively, con-
veyed the intrinsic moral values
of the play or helped create the

I necessary element of excitement.
' It could well bei too, that "Out-
ward Bound" is wearing thin and
ought to be put in camphor. As a
three-time showcase, it has now
played the TV circuit and at no time

|

proved that it merited repertoire
status.

Much of the acting was less than
|

mediocre, and the performances of
Miss Boland and Miss Gish were
certainly not of star calibre.

I

Milton Berle's Texaco show last

! week played better than in recent

I

weeks, with Jane Froman, Henny
1 Youngman and Bill ("Hopalong

I

Cassidy") Boyd as his principals,
i Miss Froman was in excellent

I
voice, and looked attractive;

( Youngman had several comedy
spots, with Berle giving him un-

i
usual spotlighting; Boyd, in the
regalia of his boss ojpries, engaged in

1

a bit of spoofery with the staiv that,
I won more laughs than the material

I

merited. Boyd himself was no
I

great help. Berle, of course, has
I
a habit of making a lesser piece

I

of comedy look better than it

! really is, and that was typical, in
1
[act, of the whole show. At that,

I

latter had trouble getting studio

,

I laughs in his opening minutes,
!
forcing him to fight his audience. I

;
He seems to be indulging in too [

;
many of those stock ad libs.- Berje i

' had best watch his weight, too,

{
since the TV cameras only em-

]

phasize a performer's physical
I
dimensions.

Ed Sullivan hasn't gotten into
character yet. For some weeks the
show has been attempting to capir
talize on his deadpan personality.
With this week's session ta^

»

,

For The

Kansas City

Trade Area!

The KMBC-KFRM
Team is the only
single broadcaster to

completely cover the

actual Kansas Gity

trade area. This com-
prehensive coverage

is specificallydesigned

to give the advertiser

an economical means
of reaching those mil-

lions of consumers
who look to Kansas

City as their trade

capital.

KMBC
of Konsos Cily

KFRM
'or Rural Konsos
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Sen. Johnson's Call on FCC for Full

Agency Data May Snarl Operations

RADIO 33

Washington, March 15. <

With its administration machin-

ery thrown out of' gear by an un-

precedented radio worlt load, for

which it received a hard slap by

the Hbover Commission on govern-

ment reorganisation, the Federal

Communications Commission was

handed .another headache last

week, this time from Capitol Hill.

A request from the Senate Com-

merce Committee, for comprehen-

sive data to weigh the need for leg-

islation to assure free competition

in television just about had the

Commission groggy.

FCC'ers, Vamety learned, are in

favor of what Sen. Edwin Johnson

of Colorado, chairman of the com-

mittee, wants to do—look Into the

influences shaping television and.

make sure the medium won't be-

come the monopoly of a few big in-

terests. But what some Commis-
gion people are decidedly not sym-
pathetic with, is having to virtu-

ally put up the "Don't Dis-

turb" sign while staffers scurry

about collecting and compiling the

mass of material Johnson wants.

It's even been suggested the Com-
mission just won't do it; that it's

got enough to do to carry on regu-

lar business.

'Johnson told FCC Chairman Coy
his committee wants to be sure the

Commission does not permit or pro-

mote monopoly control of televi-

sion "and' does not fail to take de-

cisive action which would tend to

restrain monopoly control or break
it up."

He said he was alarmed that 10

or more 'Very important, news-
papers" with video licenses refused
advertising recently "which sought
to caution the public concerning
the usable life of television sets."

Actually, he said, if the ultra-high

frequencies are opened up for tele-

vision, many sets now on the mar-
ket will suffer "early obsolescence."

John was referring to advertising

of Zenith for video receivers cover-

ing the UHF band which 11 news-
papers turned down after word
from Admiral Television prexy
Ross D. . Siragusa that the ads
would hurt the video industry.

. Data Needed Promptly

Johnson said his committee
wants information as soon as pos-

sible so it can formulate decisions
during the television freeze and
while video broadcasting is con-

lined to relatively few of the areas
where allocations in the present
very high frefluency (VIIF) band
have been made. x

From the questions a.sked of the
POC, it appeared the committee in-

Fa«t Fade
Henry Morgan, apprised by

NBC last week prior to preem-
ing his new Sunday night
show, that he would lose his
8:30-9 p.m. time in June when
U, S, Steel moves in with
sponsorship of the NBC Sym-
phony, cracked:

"That's the first time on
record of a comedian being
cancelled out of his time be-
fore he's even moved into it."

WTICs Web-Fed lanners'

Gets Parent Institute Kudo
Hartford, March 15,

Bronze plaque has been awarded
to WTIC, 50,000-watter here, by
Parents' Institute. Award was for
the Saturday morning "Mind Your
Manners" show fed to an approxi-
mate 80 stations of NBC.
Program is one informing and

advising youngsters on matters of
social behavior and is emceed by
Allen Ludden. Award was made
for station's effort "in bringing to
the youth of this country an
awareness of social responsibili-
ties." Program uses a teen age
panel plus a participating teen age
audience.

U. S. Radio News Directors Launch

Study of All Major Wire Services
The National Assn. of

News Directors is surveying all

copy filed by the four major wires

services between March 6 and 12

to determine how adequately the

press associations are serving radio
stations. The study is under
the direction of Bichard Oberlin,
WHAS, Louisville, and Sheldon
Peterson, KLZ, Denver.
The analysis will cover Stand-

ards of timeliness, judgment, writ-
ing style, variety of news and
recommended pronunciation, bal-

Radio I ance of different categories of
news : ,

:

I

NARND members participatinj

in the study and their wire as-

signments are Edward Wallace,
WTAM, Cleveland (AP); Wayne
Kearl, ,k;SI<, Salt Lake City (Al»);

Ben .Holmes, KOMA, Oklahoma
City (UP); Dave Kessler, WHAM,
Rochester, (UP); John Murjahy,-
WCKY, Cincinnati (INS); Gen«
Martin, WLW. Cincinnati (INS);
Tom Eaton, WTIC, Hartford (Trann
Radio)i and Robert Lyle, WLS,
Chicago (Trans Radio), j

Kudner Agcy., WMAQ,

WEEI Cop Top Awards

In CCNY Annual Judging
Top awards from the City Col-

lege of New York for achievement
in radio and TV in 1948 will go
to WMAQ, Chicago, the Kudner
Agency and WEEI, Boston. Awards
will be presented at a luncheon in
the Hotel Roosevelt. N. Y.,

March 30.

WMAQ was cited for "It's Your
Life," the Johnson & Johnson-spon-
sored airer which dramatizes "with
the highest effectiveness, education-
al value and public information the
problems presented by major dis-

eases." Kudner Agency was chosen
for the creation of "Texaco Star
Theatre,", which was called the
outstanding tele show "because of
the high standard of talent and the
unique manner in which commer-

1
cials have been handled." WEEI

I was touted for a promotional
brochure.

In addition to the plaques^
awards of merit will be presented
to 16 advertisers, agencies and sta^

tions in 11 categories. '/

TOP-STAR CANCER SHOW

BUILT FOR INDIE OUTHTS
A half-hour transcribed Holly-

wood broadcast, exclusively for the
use of independent stations in the
NAB, has been produced by the
American Cancer Society, first

time a fund-raising organization

has built; an airer especially for
the indies.

Walter King, ACS radio direc-

tor, said that the indies have given
the organization full cooperation
in the past arid the cancer group
feels obligated to provide them
with a network quality show,

Through the NAB's Un-affiliated
Stations Committee, 400 stations

have indicated they Will air the

disk. Transcription is open-ended
-. -

, so that it can be presented by the
tends to look into commission pol- indje and a local cancer committee.
icy with respect to licensing tele-

vision stations to Radio Corp. of

America through its subsidiary,
NBC, and to motion picture com-
panies.

Ffnf wMlfwniosffn ^
F NEW OIII.EANS 1

IDSU
TV Chonnal A-^
S1,000 waH*

New Orleans' first
nod mly. Tiinsmit-
UOB from (top ths
Hiberai* Bsok Bnild-
log—th«Empire Stue
of the Deep South.

ABC— NBC
PUMONT—WhX
Television AffilltM

Affilitted with
New Otlcent Item

AM naOkc— SOOOwollt
(effective 20,000 witts in

(reiterNew Orleans)

Coverids New OrIe«ns,JJos«h
Xouisiaot end the Gulf Coast,

FM ChatiMl 3a7>-«1S,000 walls

. (CP. 155,000 watts)

VDSU'* domiaant HooBCratins, pioncef.
fBjr serrice and high Uateacx loyaltr i*

THE buy in New OrlcansI

NEW ORIEANS AK AFFIUATE

ISDSU
Ibylha

Mha Wakr CeiniHmir

Talent on the show includes

Burns and Allen, Jane Wyman,
.lerry Colonna, Peggy Lee, Tobe
Reed and a 30-piece orch directed

by Carmen Dragon, Bob Forward
produced.

Colby Rehiring Sparks

KLIF-AFRA Talks Again
Dallas, March 15.

Jack Colby, announcer at KLIE
here, has been rehired by the sta-

tion after being fired two weeks
ago. The firing followed an elec-

tion, involving seven announcers,

which the American Federation of

Radio Artists won.
AFRA made rehiring of Colby a

condition for start of negotiations.

Now that Colby is back on the job,

contract talks are under way.

WTAM's New AFRA Pact
Cleveland, March 15.

WTAM, local NBC outlet, has

renewed its contract with the

American Federation of Radio Art-

ists, giving raises up to 1V2.% to

staff members retroactive to Jan. 1.

John McCormick represented

the station and Al Henderson, local

president, handled negotiations for

the union.

Boston—-WBMS says "count us

in" on the listings of stations air-

ing classical music. Station top-

pers point out its call letters stand

for "World's Beautiful Music Sta^.

tion."

Seattle—Jim Chapman, KIRO
engineer, has left the station to.go

into business for himself, installing

television receivers, etc. Bob Berry

replaces.- •
'

'

,
" '

'

Currently

Appearing

THEATRE
New York

J)ireeti4tni

General Airtists Corp.
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Television Reviews
Continued from page 32

and off without being awkward
about it. As for the others the re-

sults were not so positive* The
Andrews downed and sang but
their voices wer« better than their

antics. > turn and Abner sat at

their checkerboard in the Jot 'em
Down store and at least let the
home folk see what they look Uke
in character even if their routine
lacked spark and movement.
Bochester proved he was ' more
than a vocal stooge for Benny and
went into a song*and-4ance turn.
He's much better on the other end
of a telephone.

Like all -singers, Margaret Whit-
ing must be classed as a problem
child although she can warble
with the best of them. Bob Crosby
looked good in front of the cam-
eras but he suffered from antique
material. Isaac Stern, who strokes
a fiddle like Benny would like to,

displayed his concert touch and
was saved by a duet with Benny;
For a rousing finish Benny
brought , out his hillbillies, all

togged out in backwoods regalia.

It's a sock act on the benefit cir-

ouiti with Benny a howl in his get>

up, but a dead-panned kid with a
mean look on his kisser gave JB
a run for the laughs. But, make
no mistake; CBS has a topnotch
emcee-comic for the teevee circuit

in Benny and when the coin is

right' he'll still command the home
acceptance that' he has in all his
years in front of microphones.

Why CBS and its tele partner,
L. A. Times, picked Tuesday night
from 8 to 9 for the festive com-
memoration must b« their own
secret. That's the hour when
l^exaco Star Theatre, one of the
most popular on th.ese channels,
unreels over the NBC station. Still
fighting the Radio City crowd, eh?
They were/already nine weeks late

in dedicating the station so what
would another day or another hour
matter?

Fortune, however, smiled on

CBS in one way. Had the kine-

scoped show gone east it wouldn t

have raised the easterner's esti-

mate of the Coast brand of tele.

We could just hear them saying,

"With all those natnes and what
did they do?" It was a good old

college try but out of the fresh-

man class. Helm.

THAT'S O'TOOLE
With Arthur Peterson, Norma Ran-
some, Pat Dunlap, : Sid Breese;
Ed Prentiss, announcer

Producer-Director: Ed Sketch
Writers: Ray Winsor, Nancy Good-
win

15 Mins.; Sun., 3:45 p.m.
DELTA MFG.
ABC-TV, from Chicago

(Hojffmon & York)
This is a fairly harmless quarter-

hour, but in its present format it's

doubtful if male viewers will get

the woodworking hobby urge
strongly enough to beat a path to
Delta's door.

Initial episode has Tinker
G'Toole working on some shop
projects which his scatterbrain
wife promised to • various people.
Wife and her siSter, a publisher's
rep, drag in an author . whom : the
sister is trying to sign to a contract.
AH ends well, in the script, when
O'Toole interests author in wobd^
working and the contract is signed.
Plot and writing is quite unbelieve-^
able, apparently even to the actors,
although they tried hard.

Commercially, the p r o gr a m:
would be much stronger if O'Toole
actually used some of the Delta
equipment set up in the elaborate
shop set. No real demonstration
of the tools is given, O'Toole
merely exhibits three or four items
he made on the jig saw.

Only one price mention Is on the:

commercials, ably handled by ,Ed
Prentiss. Main. ad pitch was tail-

end offer of free catalogue of
Delta's power tools. Camera work
was good although more long shots
could have been usedv Von.

Tele Followup
S Continued ffom page 32 ;

tolerance, with the Tex and Jinx
team also playing up St. Patrick's
Day with a group of Irish singers;
plus the usual fashions and the
"Billion Dollar Chorus," which was
again -under the direction of Fred
Waring and featured Toots Shor
oand the 21 Club's Mack Kriendler.
Some sprightlier . features might
help brighten the show, but at
least it's, on the right track now.

"Chevrolet on Broadway" made
a pleasant seasonal nod to St. Pat-
rick's Day with presentation of
Rachel Field's one-acter, "London-
derry Air," on NBC Monday night
(14), Although the play was slightly
weak, two solid periormances Ijy
Nanette Fabray and John Cortte
lifted the session to an above-aver^
age level for this series. Yarn was

i
For h

WILMINGTON
DflA.

WDEL g WGAL

WKBO I WRAW
HARRISBURO

PINNA.

LANCASTER
PINNA.

READING
. PENNA.

It was static and too-talky for

perhaps the first 20 minutes, but
"Quality Street,"^ for Philco, as-

sumed entertaining proportions

Sunday night (13) over WNBT
after that. Alfred Drake, doubling
from the Broadway musical hit,

"Kiss Me Kate," was the common
denominator who a.ssumed com-
mand of the J. M. Barrie yarn of

19th century English modes and
manners with his incisive perform-
ance. Marsha Hunt shared the

stellar billing with Drake; there

were times when she did well; at;

other limes she was spotty. Muriel
Kirkland was excellent.

Here was a job of excellent

lighting, and the background sets

of this show, consistently among
the best in TV, again revealed
Careful attention to little details.

» poetic flight of fancy concerning
the wooing of a New England ser-

vant by a wandering Irish tinker.

Cut-in of filmed backgrounds and
the settmgs were executed With

finesse.

Jordan
: Continued from pa^e iSl

CIRCLING THE KILCCYCLES

talent agent and artist representa-
tive was stricken.

Abe Lastfogel, g.m. of the
agency, flew in for the services

Saturday morning and flew back
to Hollywood Sunday night. In the
interim, at his Essex House .apart-

ment he held a coordination com-
pany meeting, setting up Jordan
at the helm, with Ira Steinert,

Billy Joyce, Sol Radam pnd Sol

Leon. AS Jordan's aides in the
radio-TV . division, and worlcing,

naturally, more closely with Harry
Kalcheim (vaudeo), Nat Lefkowitz,
treasurer of the office, et al, in

view of the growing integration of
variety talent into video.

'

. George Gruskin; head of the
radio-TV department in the Bev-
erly. Hills office, returns to the
Coast ' tomorrow (Thurs.) but will

continue ; commuting more fre-

quently between both coasts as he
has been doing the last four
months. Closer application of

Hollywood personalities in rela-

tion to their New York visits for
TV guest-shots makes the com-
muting idea necessary.

Services at Trinity Church, the
second oldest church in New York,
Saturday morning drew scores of
showfolk and executives, among
them NBC prexy Niles TrammeU,
Ilka Chase (a former Mrs. Mur-
ray), the Fred Aliens, et al. Mur-
ray was a choir boy at that church
as a youngster. Interment was in

Staten Island. Survivors are his

widow and their infant twin sons,
born about a year ago; his 80-year-
old Itiother; another son, Bill Mur-
ray, Jr.; now studying voice in I

Italy and a half-brother. The '

former agent was 59. I

' Detroit — H. J. Heinz Co.,

through Maxon agency, has pur-
chased four one-minute announce-
ments and four participations
weekly in Ross Mulholland's plat-

ter show over WXYZ. Contract is

for 13 weeks, effective April 4.

Bicycle Institute, through Wilbur
Ellis agency, has purchased four
chainbreaks weekly for 13 weeks,
effective Tuesday (14), on Mulhol-
land's prograia...,.

Detroit — E. Wilson Wardell,
sales manager of CKLW, an-
nounces appointment of Henry
Averill to station's sales staff.

Averill formerly was radio sales
director of the W. B. Doner agen-
cy and for the pa.st seven months
was sales manager of WSNY,
Schenectady.

Reading, Pa.— At the annual
Board of Directors meeting of

the Eastern Radio Corporation
(WHUM), Richard G. • Fitchorn,
commercial manager of the sta-

tion, was elected assistant to the
executive veepee -and general man-
ager, Robert G. Magee.

Philadelphia — Jack A. Nolan,
former assistatit art director of the^

Richard A. Foley agency, has been
named art-director of WFIL. J. J.

Dash, former commercial manager
of WKAP, AUentown, has joined
the WIP sales staff.

Cleveland—After an absence of
six years. Spang Baking Co. re-

turns to fullscale radio program
by taking "Charming Children,"
across the board over WHK, and
relayed to WHKK for halfThour
each morning at 10.

Kansas Cityr-rLarry Rfiy, KCKN
sports announcer, goes south
March 21 for three weeks with the
jKansas City Blues and American
Assn. spring training squads. His
material will be recorded via long
distance phone, and broadcast un-
der sponsorship of Brown - Davis
Motor Co. Regular Assn. play-by-
play reports begin with season
opener April 19, but sponsor for
these has not yet been lined up.

announced by James H. Ottaway
prez, of the companies operating
the three stations. Stephen W.
Ryder continues as manager of
WENE and WENE-PM; Walton
Demlng as manager of WDOS and
WDOS-FM and Elton Hall of
WVPO. No changes in personnel
are contemplated.

Battle Looms
; Cotttlmied from pact XS j

Mexican station now operating, im
this frequency."

Despite the fact that Mexico and
Canada have sought to establish

priority on 540kc, said Midland,

the U. S, is just now considering
use of the frequency. Prior to

1947, when the 535Tl605kc was al-

located on a world-wide basis, it

declared, it urged the FCC to make
540kc available and again, after
the Mexican action,, it urged that
the allocation be expedited to itt«

.

sure U. S. priority rights on the
channel.

Midland said it wants the ' fre-
quency to expand its coverage to
include western Missouri, all of
Kansas, and portions of Oklahoma
and Nebraska. A large portion of
the area, it said, doesn't get sat-
isfactory nighttime service "from
any broadcast station."

Kansas City-^Phil Evans, direc-
tor of farm, service for KMBC and
KFRM, has returned to the mike
after an extended vacation tour of
the southwest. Before going on
vacation Dec. 12 Evans had 8,480
successive broadcasts to his credit.

;
Boston— American Federation

of Radio Artists has signed a con-
tract with station WSKI, Mont-
pelier, Vt. Deal involves raises for
the staff and provides for AFRA
shop. .

CBS, Reps
Continued from page 22

;

Albany—Eugene P. Weil, for the
past seven months sales manager
of WABY in Albany, left that sta-
tion Monday (14) to become super-
visor of sales for WGY and WRGB,
General Electric-owned radio and
television stations.

"INTERESTING."
News,
Birmincpiiain, Ala;

mur MIKES

wuncKf
Far Ivory Fiokot

CBS^ Mon. thru Fri.

2:45-3 P.M.

With JOHN K. M. McCAFFERY
WrlUen and Directed by

ADDISON SMITH

WORK i WEST
YORK
PENNA.

EASTON
PENNA.

ficial restriction in order that it

may reach, as.soon as possible, the
sturdy maturity for which it is

destined."
j

ABC told the 'commission that

;

NARSR fears of network domina-
j

tion of the spot field have not been
borne out by experience and that I

both affiliates and the public have
benefited as much by web rep-

1

resentation as by the independent
reps.

I

NBC said the only purpose of
|

NARSR's complaint is to protect
and increase the profits of the big
rep indies. "There is no public in-
terest in complainant's profits,"
the net said.

NBC's reply, filed by Gus Mar-
graf,- counsel, declared that the
dangers which NARSR fears seem
to have been discovered when
WRVA, Richmond, dropped its
"inferior representation'' by a ma-
jor rep and voluntarily .sought
out CBS radio sales division. "It
was then," the net said, "that
NARSR assmumed the role of
guardian angel for the oppressed
station licensees who had been
suffering under network represen-
tation for so long. The dangers
had suddenly become imminent.
Not the dangers which NARSR
lalk.s about, but the danger that
stations would domand bPttcr serv-
ice from NAUSIl incnihci-s "

Fort Worth—WRAP here went
on the air Wednesday (9) with FM.
Station's program policy, as an-
nounced, calls for nearly all of the
AM programs to be carried over
the' FM band during the 18 hours
of daily broadcast. .

Wilmington; Del.,—Appointment
of Francis H. Brinkley, formerly
V.P. and general manager of
WILM, Wilmington, to the newly-
created post of managing direcr
tor of WENE and WENE-FM, Bing-
hamton-Endicott, N. Y.; WDOS and
WDOS-FM, Oneonta, N. Y.; and
WVPO, Stroursburg, Pa., has been

M.G-M-.
'On an Island with You"

THE r.\.MHI. SHOW
Kvery t'rlday NHe. 8:»» K.8.T.

Mgt.: LOU CLAYTON

; PERSONAL
I

Tlie perwonnl twiif^li In the maicl**
* toiii-li . . Ill biillfliiiir itpKooil will

I iind intikliiN: «>»iitM('tM. Iinpr«HM iioopte'
|M^rN<>Imlly with ii ^Mi of ii MICKO-

I
I.ITR, the htinilNonii^' inliittitiir« lipy-,

P oliiiln llfiHhIifrht' liniirliitvd with'

I
your Hnmv. prmlurt, mIiow, proffnim..
inuvle »r tucrvlce, H Ih tli** pfrf*>rl

, muni wilt hiilldvir niid promotion
1
1 "Hrtlele.

I
For promotloiuil phin tailored for

I wriilure, .write on your buslqesa let-
terhend to 1>4^pt. V-Sie.

I MICRO-LITE CO., INC.

I

^ 44 W«st llHi 8trMt, Ntw Y»rk City It

STItNMAN BHBi STATIONS
Clair R. McCotlough, Managing Dii-.clor

ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES
San Fmncitco New York tat Angelet^ Cliicago

Cleveland—Ralph M. Wallace
has resigned his executive po.st
with WEWS-FM in Cleveland to
accept the managership of the newFM station, WCUO, which is to be
operated by the UAW-CIO Broad-
castmg Corp. of Ohio, in the same

'

city. New station is now in process
,

of construction and should be on
X**,SiiAi^iS4;iijj.i.*;Biij;wi(^ I the air within 60 to 98 'days '*The Kitejn promised me bowl.<rf Wheatiek, if I'd Mp '«|i||9in!».*
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iSCAP Mulls Breaking Impasse

On LeibeU Theatre Fee Verdict

It's possible that within the nexf*^

month or so there will be some ac-

tion regarding the inability of the

\me^can Society of Composers,

"Auttiors and Publishers to collect

theati?e exhibition fees for music.

Society has befen prevented from

doing so by the decision of New
York federal judge Vincent L.

Xeibell in the suit won by N. Y.

Independent theatre owners.

ASCAP execs have been discuss-

ing various possibilities to break

the impasse created by Leibell's de-

cision, Including the course of

turning the exhibition rights back

to the copyright owner. By latter

is meant alllbwing publishers and
songwriters to make their own ar-

rangements with theatremen in
' the same manner that they

separately sell "synchronization"

rights, covering the inclusion of a

song in film. Exhibs aren't and
have never been too happy about

the possibility of such a course,

uhlfess the exhibition rights were
bought by Hollywood producers at

the same time they secured sync

rights. A vast ^amount of paper
work would be ' demanded other-

wise and the possibility of costly

Infringement actions . would be
great.

ASGAP's counsel, former Sec-

retary of War Robert P. Patterson,

has been talking with the Depart-

ment of Justice In Washington on
another angle of resolving the
problem. He's been discussing a
modification of the 1941 consent
decree under which ASCAP has
been operating. Whatever Patter-

son works out with the D.: of J. will

first have to be presented to Judge
Leibell. MeanwhilCi that decision

. is on appeal.

Merc's Classics

Going 100% LP
.Mercury Records is so bullish on

the Long ^ Playing Microgroove
vinylite recordings it is marketing
in conjunction with Columbia
ilecdrds that all classical record-
ings and certain other items will

be issued only on that type disk.

Company will drop all regular shel-

lac pressings in the higher-priced
group, excepting that it will con-
tinue to service the market- with
78 rpm shellac platters of material
Issued in the past in that way.
• Mercury is manufacturing some
LP platters at its own plant in St.

Louis, but the majority are being
.made for the label by Columbia
at the latter's main (Bridgeport)
factory. Mercury's plant head has
been at GRC's pressing plant for
the past week absorbing additional
know-how in the manufacturing of
the disks.

ASCAP Bd. Shifts Meet
American Society of Composers,

Authors and Publishers has moved
its regular last Thursday-of-the-
month board meeting up to tomor-
row (17) in New York. Society's
bylaws demand that a board meet
occur at least eight days before
the annual general meeting of the
membership, to go over resolutions

Daillard Dickers

For Coast Aragon
Hollywood, March 15,

New deal is cooking for the Ara-
gon terpery, with Wayne Daillard,
former San Diego ballroom opera-
tor dickering with brewer Charles
J. Lick, who owns the spot, which
is on the Santa Monica waterfront,
Aragon still is being operated by
Gordon (Pop) Saderup, but he's On
a month-tOrmOnth basis and has

i dropped his name-band policy.

Liek plans to spend .$25,000 im-
proving the terpery, and Daillard
is trying to make a deal to take
effect shortly. Latter was part-
nered with Walter Stutz in the
Pacific Square ballroom, San Diegoi

ASCAP Presents Pay Scale to Video,

'Dramatic Rights Concerns TV-ites

to the bylaws, if any. General
meet occurs March 29.

In the event resolutions of any
j
$180,000 after reaping lush war-

j It

Crawford's Takeover
Crawford Music, part of the Max

Dreyfus group, bought a tune last

week, an unusual move by that out-
fit. It secured the publication
rights to "Portrait of Jenny" from
Mark Warnow's music firm, head-
quartered on the Coast. Warnow
will participate in the earnings of
the song on a royalty basis.

Jenny" is not from the David
1
and_ sold his interest to Stuz for i O. Selznick filrn of the same name;

is "dedicated'' to it, and the
importance are introduced at this

1

year profits. If Aragon deal doesn't I only disking so far on the market
week's meet, it's probable another

|

jell, he'll apparently keep scouting
j is by King Cole (Capitol) i Jay

board meeting will be called for
Monday (21) to discuss them.

around locally since: he wants to re-
sume operations. Music Corp. of
America probably will handle
bookings since Eames Bishop; west-'

em band'^booking chief for the
agency, is fronting for Daillard in
the dickers with Lick. V

Saderup, . incidentally, apparent-
ly has changed his mind about tak-

ing over Tommy Dorsey's five-year

lease on the Casino Gardens, ad-
jacent to Aragon, as a result of
TD's $150,000 price tag on the
lease.

CoL Steps On

RCA Toes In

L P Ballyhoo
Columbia Records has completed

details of a fairly huge advertising
and promotion campaign on its

rpm Long Playing Micro-
groove recordings, to be launched
next :March 28^three days before
RCA-Victor.'s rival 45 rpm . disks

,

are put on sale.- Columbia's pur-
pose obviously is to becloud the
debut of the Victor development.
There have been whispers that
Columbia is readying a price slash

coincident with the campaign, but
this is flatly denied by Col.

The recording business, incident-

ally, is looking forward to the
i debut of the 45s. It's felt that once

I

Victor's machines and disk de-
velopment hit the market, a good
Ideal of the current confusion
among record-buyers, which has
caused a drop in sales and resultr

ant confusion among dealers and
distributors, will be cleared up
somewhat. Of course, there's still

the fight for sales between the

companies promoting the two dif-

ferent speeds of recording and „bw„„ ,

reproduction, but ^5Pin»_on
h^ad accVmuraled^he coTn "fr^^^ rec-

" " " -
—
— jjj.^ j,Qygj(-y gjj^tgi^guts niade on

Barton Sbngs - siiice the: Arm got
into difficulties 15 niohths ago.

Ben Barton Music

Gets Second Wind
Ben Barton secured permission

to, go back into business with his
Barton Music Corp;, Monday (14),

from Referee Herbert Lowenthal
in ..New York federal . court. Bar-
ton's okayed plan of . reorganiza-
tion calls for songwriters, who are
the principal, debtors, to be paid
75c on the dollar, 65% payable im-
mediately and 10% within 90 days.

General creditors will get .20% on
the dollar, 10% immediately and
10% within 90 days. ,

Barton turned over $37,500 in

cash to the. referee, to be nsed to

satisfy the immediate payment of
writer and general creditor appli^

cations. Some $20,000 of this had
been held by Harry Fox, music
publishers' agent and trustee, who

Russell and Gordon Burdge wrote
the .tune.

Decca Deflates Dope

That It Will Go Both

33, 45 in Disk Battle i

recordmen is that at least a goodly
portion of the confusion among
buyers will be dissipated. They
will be able to see and hear both

machines and compare the dif-

ferences and values for their own
particular needs.

^ome record men assert that a

large portion of the record-^buying

public firmly believes that Victor's

development is a long-playing disfe

That's partially due to the unusual
success Columbia-has reached in

establishing the "LP" tag for its

Microgroove disks. Actually, Vic-

tor's disks are not long-playing

though they do carry more minutes

of music (five minutes, 15 seconds

Court Cools 'Firebird'

Suit, Which Might Have-

Lit Music Biz Hotfoot
Los Angeles, March 15.

In a suit that could have
_
far-

reaching music biz ramifications,

composer Igor Stravinsky lost his

$500,000 suit again.st Leeds Music
in connection with a popular ver-

sion of his "Firebird Suite." Corn-

New York last week to the effect

that Decca Records had made up
its mind about the Long Playing
Microgroove 33 rpm Tecords and

: RCA-Victor's 45 rpm disks, out
March 31. Decca was said to have
concluded that it would employ
both developments—the Victor 45s
for its pop material and CRC's LP
for its small classical output and
its vast album production. ,

Jack Kapp, Decca prez, laughed
at the rumors. He stales that
Decca, which with M-G-M are the
only two major companies that
haven't made up their minds one
way or the other, has not even
thought of making a decision. That
the. 78 rpm business was its main
and only concern at the moment

nears.

Victor says that the dealer re-

action to its development has been
far beyond its fondest hopes. There

have been rumors to the effect that

deal e r s in Philadelphia and

Newark, et al, have flatly refused

to accept 45 disks and machines

for display, but no concrete evi-

dence supports' the reports.

MORRIS GRABS WST'
AIR BY DESERT TUNER

on seven-inch), "but only because
I ,

they spin slower than regulation Poser's charges on alMow^^^^^

78's. Victor is emphasizing fidelity
i

disallowed after a 30-day triatin

'^XX-'rrkS "^r^- 1

SSu Levy's successfui:

has heightened in the past several 1

520,000—and the nrm n^^^^

Rumors were circulated around
i

weeks as the debut of Victor's disks ^"J/j^P^^^^.l^^^^^^^

Stravinsky. Adding insult ^tp in-

jury was the fact that twtt Leeds'

execs, Goldie Goldmark and Happy
Goday. had to spend the last month

™ ., ^ 1 '^"^i lin court so that, the firm had to
Philadelphia and ^ hit songs *ilt locally for

lack of plugging.

Stravinsky had alleged slander,

fraud and unauthorized use of his

name in connection with the

popular version of "Firebird.";

Firm pfoVed to court's satisfaction

that it had a Songwriters Protec-

tive Assn. form publishihg conttdct

w ith Stravinsky. ' ; .

.

Heart of the hassle which con-

music biz greatly was

Loew s Grants TV

Rights to ASCAP

After Long Delay
Loew's, Inc., last week finally

agreed to allow Its music publish-

ing subsidiaries^ Robbins, Feist,

Miller^-^to grant television repreir

sentation rights to the American
Society of Co.mposers, Authors and
Publishers. Okay on the assign-

ment .of rights to ASCAP, which
the Society had unsuccessfully
sought for more than a,?year, was
given Wednesday (9). It has not
yet been formally signed^

Meeting was attended by Fred
Ahlert, ASCAP prez; Max Drey-
fus, Herman Starr, Herman Fin-

kelstein. Society attorney, and Abe
Olman, general manager of the
Big Three and an ASCAP board
member. For^ Loew's there were
J. Robert Rubin,, veepee and gen-
eral counsel; Charles Moskowitz,
veepee and treasurer; Leopold
Friedman, secretary, and Julian
Abeles/ attorney;

Belated nod on assigning Big
Three rights to ASCAP was caused
by the fact that committees repre-
sening ASCAP and television have
been meeting several weeks on; a
licensing deal for video, and the
Loew people did not want to be in

the position of possibly stymieing
a deal by not making the Big
Three's repertoire available. Too,
if they did not, the firms would
have lost income, since it is't like-

ly that television people would
have made a separate deal with the

Loew firms for rights to their mu-
sic for tele, unless the rights de-
sired were "dramatic" onesj which
must be dealt for separately.

In delaying assigning tele rights

to ASCAP for such a long time,

Loew's was endeavoring to protect

the material in the Big Three cata-

logs for picture values. Also, the
N. Y. court decision by Judge Vin-

Negotiatiojis between the com-
mittees representing the American
Society of Composers, Authors
and Publishers and television
people over a scale of pay for the
use Ot ASCAP music on video have
reached the point where ASCAP
has presented a rate structure to
the tele-ites. At the same time, the
latter have introduced a counter-
rate development of their own.
It's the first time the meetings be-
tween the two factions have actu-
ally reached a point where any
concrete coin ideas were' discussed.

Tele men are still worried over
the • failure to ascertain what
"special" or "dramatic" rights
usages might cost them. These
rights must be bought from Indi^
vidual publishers. And these costs,

added to the blanket deal now be-
ing worked out with ASCAP for
normal usages, are what : has :-the.

tele men bothered. They're, also
disturbed somewhat, as they have
been from "the first, by the restric-
tions on the methods they may use
in so-called normal usages under
the blanket agreement. When
ASCAP secured a two-year assign-
ment of rights to represent its

publisher members in tele-rate dis-

cussions, it laid down certain per-
formance rules that the publishers
okayed but which tele men-; felt >

didn't allow them much freedom.
They have generally felt from the
first that a blanket deal with
ASCAP, under the latter's terms
with pubs, didn't give ASCAP
much to sell to tele.

However, the talks between the
two factions continue to be ami-
cable. Another meeting Is: schedr
uled for next Monday (21), and it's

felt that following that get-together
both factions will have an idea
whether they can complete and
sign a deal before April 1, when
ASCAP's 30-day extension of the
$l-a-year license expires. It orig-
inally had expired Dec: 31 but was
extended 60 days, and then an-
other 30.

Capitol Setting

Brit. Music Firm
Hollywood, March- 15.

Capitol Records is launching a

music publishing firm in England
to take advantage of any successes
that may be encountered by its :

own material released on Capitol
platters via its recent aiTangement
with British Decca. Capitol firm,

as well as English counterparts of

the Criterion, Leslie, Atlantic and
Tex Ritter run here by Mickey
Ooldsen, will be operated in Lon-
don for Cap by British publisher
Reg Connelly.

Capitol only a few months ago
really got going on the recording

cent L. Leibell, which prohibited i
distribution deal with British Dec-

ASCAP f:*tm selling theatre exhi- ca. Because U. S. pressings can-

bition rights, had Loew's worried.
Deal with,ASCAP is for less than
two years, estpiring Dec. 31, 1950.

. Morris . iMiiSic has i&xen the

rights to the song, "Ghost Riders
(
cerned ^ . , t-^^» i,„;i

in the Sky," written by a U. S. for- 1 Stravinsky's Claim, that Leeds
^

est ranger stationed in Death Val- 1 erred and wronged his reputation

, „ -
I
ipv Ariz Morris made a deal with

j
by altering some of Firebird in

and that the 45 and 33V;, ideas I

f/^l^r gt^^n ^^^l it. Since it has long
weren t even being coasidered.

ives recorded the tune for Colum- ! been standard practice in pop-

bia. It is now being cut by Bing i music biz to make alterations to

Crosby for Decca, Vaughn Monroe make it salaWe.^a yictory for St^^^^^
i^iuauj- .L

Vinsky would have left indwstry
Mame Sacks to Coast „ _

Manie Sacks, Columbia Records
i
for Victor and Gordon MacRae for

veepee in charge of artists and Capitol.

Jepertoire, leaves New York for
Hollywood March 27. He'll be
Bone three weeks or so on general

J & r business and to check on
Morty Palitz, CRC Coast recording
director, who has been ill.

Ben Selvin, who went west from

Jones, an amateur writer of

western tunes, occasionally per-

forms them, accompanying himself

on guitar, for patrons of the Fur-

nace Creek Inn., Death Valley, and

wide open.

NiB liiii Split Anjrway
Hollywood, March 15.

Lou Levy will continue as man
ager Of the Andrews Sisters and a i gressional spotlight at the moment

rhat%''suDDoyed'trhave'b^ i" Andrews Sisters,

^J^^V^^^^^^A^ ^r!l.'^^ZJmA. Inc.. though an interlocutory di-| Jack Mills and Mills Music pro-

ASCAP UNLIKELY TO

REVIVE D.C. DISK BILL
Washington, M^rch 15.

American Society of Composers,'
Authors and Publishers has made
no move to reintroduce last year's

Bill 2570, which was dropped in

the hopper last, year and never
brought onto the floor before the
close of that session of Congress.
Bill, which sought for ASCAP the
right to exact performance fees

for recorded tunes used in coin-

machines, isn't expected: to be un-
earthed in the current Congress.
Idea was to have been accomplish*
ed by amending the 1909 copyright
law. Rep. Frank Fellowes (Me.),

introduced it.

Probable reason for the. failure

of the bill to be put up again for

judiciary committee consideration

is the decision late last year by
N.Y. federal court Judge Vincent
L. Leibell, who decided ASCAP
was not entitled to collect theatre'

exhibition fees for music synchon-
ized with films. ASCAP isn't

anxious for any place in the Con-

.not be shipped . into. .England, but
must be> pressed there, Cap ships
copies of masters to BD, and the
latter does the manufacturing and
marketing.

Capitol music firm, set up only
la.st year by Goldsen when he

I moved operations from N. Y. to

California, is the only one of his-

publishing houses actually con-.\

nected with the diskery. Criterion

is not; Leslie contains all of Stan
Kenton's original material.

N, Y. last-becember." while-Joe
|

|I." %nct f^^^^^f^, \

™Hl""p 'hirmi'^gT t'o
\
aiSnaWsiS ^A"^ ,

Som material"hr"^te WmVeif:

SfcTcoastX?"'' IStJf ^ iSm Sews' 'organ,
. .

'He'll try that id*a aga^

Larry Clinton Resumes

Former Type of Band;

Signs with Victor

Larry Clinton will resume the
type of band that made him the
No, 1 bandleader of the country
in the late '30s. Not only will he
return to the style and instrumen-
tation that was successful fpr him
then, but; he also: has returned to
RCA-V^ctor, his label at that time.

Clintdn drew a: release : from
Decca and signed a terni deal with
Victor late last week. As soon as
he gets into N. Y. from a road trip

he will set about expanding his
orchestra to the 14 men he origi-

nally used. The band he organized
last year, and which; he has used
sincet consists of nine men.
When Clinton hit the high spots

many; of his recordings stemmed
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Inside Orchestras-Music
Kecotding company executives are convinced that the only way one

nf tliem can really get an idea of how songs are to he done in a Broad-

way musical of film is to see the finished production. Several weeks
tack, the score of "South Pacific" was uniquely demonstrated to them
It an unveiling in the apartment of and by Richard Rodgers, co-author

of the tunes With Oscar Hammerslein, 2d, who had a girl and boy
•Inger to perform the tunes to his piano accompaniment. Idea was to

give the recorders a clear idea of how the songs were done in the then
unopened show. Records were made of the demonstrations and each
dlslter got a s^t. The latter say now that the idea wasn't successful.

That the demonstrations weren't good in comparison to viewing and
hearing the Songs in the show.

' Exclusive Records will shortly market a platter featuring a new
vocalist—Leon Rene, label's prexy. Rene has heretofore confined his i

UPtivlties to songwriting, turning out such hits as "Sleepy Time Down
South," "Dusty Roads" and "Someone's Rocking My Dreamboat." Last
week Bene was supervising etching of his newest ditfy, "Singing Sweet
Melodies To You," by Paul Martin's orch, and both maestro and Bene
expressed dissatisfaction with several vocalists who essayed the chore.

Finally Bene cleared his throat and gave out with his idea of how tune
should be sung. Martin prevailed upon, him to sing the vocal and Rene
JInally agreed—but he did it in. privacy as a superimposed vocal after

the band had waxed the melody.

Jocks,Jukes and Disks
By Bcrnie Woods

Rran Warren - Bill Lawrence I Crew Chiefs and Frank De Vol's

Younger Than Springtime" - "I'll |

orchestra.

Do the Same ^or You" (Victor),

Both tunes . from the Richard
Bodgers - Oscar Hammerstein '2d

"South • Pacific" score, 'and- 'both
good. "Springtime" ballad, a . com

Margaret- Whiting's Capitol platter of the new pop, "WhUe the
Angelus Was Ringing," makes a label error that's unique and which
wasn't corrected for a while. While Ihe disk actually carries the
melody of the new tune; the label proclaimed the title as "When the
Angelus Is Ringing," a completely different tune.

Current song is by the Frenchman Jean Villard,
'
with English lyrics

by Dick Manning. It's published by La Salle Music, a Ralph Peer
subsid, "When the Angelus Is Ringing" is published by Warock Music,
now owned by Henry Spitzer. Though the titles were confused by
Capitol, the license on the recording of Peer's song was issued in the
name of the proper publisher. ,

LORRY RAINE
I "Can't Sleep"—Decca Records
1 :

Disk.Jockey Salute:

BILL SAWYER, KWJJ
>.iill Sawyer i.s Portlana and' tile

I
Noi ihwest'.s , biK-l<;aguer. By ar- I for the ride

'

it'n''*""-.^ "2^ i Connie Haines "How It Lies,

drfws se^ tional^m^^^
"""'^^'

|

How It Lies" - "You Told a Lie"

iZ Zke^ ilZtelit trins to
<Coral). Miss Haines' "first record-

I Hoiiywooffvlth irp"7eoo.4e? puts
,

[rfgs for Coral (formerly on Signa-

do«n inUinale "in-per.son" .star m- Both potential disk lut-S

' Un vlows A peisua.sive plattor- |

With the accent on the first. Cut
' pnshoi-. Hill SawyeV al.w heads hife with loxir Hits and a Miss, Lie

. own ad agency. .

Fran Warren "I'm Gonna Wash
That mn Right Out of IWy l^^^

rA Wonderful Guy" (Victor).; Two
iriore from the vast ''South Pacific"

score, -oh ;which Victor got • tlie

lump. These are both good tuneSj

mercial meiody,'''is niceirdonrby j

"either done exceptionally well by

this fresh pairing. They do ljetter. IVI^S^ Warren, but very saleable

with "I'll Do the Same," a rhythm ! nevertheless. "Wash That Man
piece supplied with good accom- ;

V'mP?. with choral accomp. Won-
paniment. '

i-'

Wesson Bros, 'JAU Right, Louie,
Drop the Gun"-"Oodlcs of Boodle."

\

(National). "Louie"' is a comic
novelty and thiit's the way the
Wessons, vaude act, approach it.

Theirs is the best disk so far, for
it combines laughs with 'nielOdy.

A vocal aping of Humplirey Bog-
i

iderful Guy" is strictly a show tunfe,.

9 highly listenable article.

Binsr Crosby "Once and For
AlWays"- "If You Stub Your Toe
On the Moon" (Decea). Two tunes
from Crosby's"Connecticut Yan-
kee" pic. "Once,'' a ballad,, is

nicely done by Crosby and has hit

possibilities. On this pairing, hoW*

art's voice is u.sed all the way. i
fvcr, it's the "Stub Your Toe''

^

Reverse is okay, but is along only that catches the^ e

fnr tho rirtA ,
thc Same wHtcrs (Johnny Burke-,
Jimmy Van Heusen) "Swingin' On
a: 'Star," 'the tunie carries _heavy:

! Hotel
TIM (aAYLE

Sheraton, Oetrait, Mich.

Decca's new balladeer, first male ballad singer inked by the waxery
in years, will be introduced to the public as Joe Graydon—his third i i* i .i • c* *

name. He was bom Joseph Dcsch, and served with the FBI under that I JinHnV AtKinS jl^lHIlg
name, but he became Brad Evans when he left the G-Men to become a ; , „ t m li i
Washington, D. C;, disk jockey. Warners brought him to the Coast for

j W|t'h I Oral ( hallPIlfffiO
a thespact under the Evans cognomen but recently let him go. Singer .

wim v>iiuuvug,vu

had expected to keep the Evans tag under his new Decca pact, but !

Dave Kapp didn't like the handle and pulled Graydon out of the hat.
|

After eight years with the label, Lawrence Welk has secured his
release from Decca and inked a three-year deal with Mercury at what
he considers far superior terms. He's guaranteed one platter release

every eight weeks and two albums annually. He gets '3%c for each
platter soldi At Decca he had only one album in eight years and his

|

.single side releases were spasmodic. Welk's manager, Sam Lutz, is a

brother-in-law of Jack Kapp, and the split-up was amicable.

Rv RallarH'c I) I I ahAl i entire band behindDy DdlldlUb U. J. LdUCI ^^^ excellent v

I

Threatened legal action by Pat

Ballard against Decca Records,

Coral Records and guitarist-vocal-

ist Jimmy Atkins is expected to .be

settled. Shelved suit grew out of .8

"misunderstanding" wherehy the

I singer assertedly posed as a- free
I agent to cut "All Right, Louie,

I

IS a b.o. melody cut on a fast beat
I with color an dverve. Same applies

I
to the reverse, which bounces

I
easier, and is equally strong • me-

, lodically.

I

Tony Pastor "A You're Ador-
I
able" - "It's a Cruel, Cruel World"

]

(Columbia). Pa.stor used "Ador-

j

able," a new hit, for all it's worth.
I Using the Clooney Sisters and the

his vocal, he
version of the

tune. It'll sell big. Reverse is also
good, a barroom approach to a new
novelty that's making some noise.
Full band vocals.;

:

: Madelyn Russell ''Pal-Ing Around
With You" - "Crazy, Crazy" (Meiv

sales and popularity weight. Rhyth- .

maires and Victor Young band
help focus its values.
Benny Goodman "Ma Belle Mar-

geurite" - "Undercurrent B 1 u e s"
(Capitol); Both potentials. In
"Marguerite" Goodman has a side :

that's- unique melodically, and it

could catch on. It's from light

I opera ("Bless The Bride"), and
! Buddy Greco gives it a vocal style

I that catches attention. Backing is

,

a bop bit by the full band that zips
i. along a hot, but not wild ;

groove.

I

It bounces and rides; a groove that
I may be commercial to"le jazz hot"
I followers.

I

Andrews Sisters - Ernest Tubb
i "Don't Rob Another Man's Castle''-

i
"Biting My Fingernails"^ (Decca).

j
First trip for the Andrews gals
into the hillbilly realm. And witii

I Ernest Tubb,; a top-seller in that
category, they should do well with v

Cover of sheet music on Edmund Goulding's ; new tune, "Sweetest I

Moment," pays tribute to Mae Marsh, now working in Goulding's 20th-^
|

Fox film, "Everybody Does It." Goulding has admired Miss Marsh i

.since.he first saw her in "Birth of a Nation." He decided to adorn the
cover With a sketch of her taken from an early-day still. Three times
a grandmother, Miss Marsh was once one of D. W. Griffith's top stars.

I
Drop That Gun" for Coral

Ballard, who operates D. J. Rec , .

ords, said Monday (14) that he had
!

tair.

Columbia Records promotion department has set up a heavy cam-
paign on Dorothy Shay's "Mr. Sears and Mr. Roebuck" record, in con-

junction with the Sears, Roebuck stores. Tieup will bring Columbia
numerous advertising breaks by the store chain in addition to exten-

sive hookups between branch Sears stores and Columbia distributors

all over the country.

Atkins on an exclusive wax pact;

Deal called for the warbler's serv-

ices up to May 1, next.

Ballard declared that he ;
felt

Decca and its subsid. Coral, were
more or less innocent bystanders

deceived by Atkins, Under the an-

ticipated settlement Decca and
Coral will release "Louie" im-

mediately; ' /

cury). Decca is heavily promoting
I "Castle" in both that and the pop

Ted Lewis' disking of 'Pal-lng." ; field. Tubb and the trio do a solid
This cut of it is also good. On a

]
job on the ballad. Side should

dance beat, Miss Russell is aided
|

sell and be widely played by jocks

I

by a chorus and Jimmy Carroll's I and jukes. Backing is faster and
band. It's worthwhile. Flipover is

[

equally good though it's not as

i
strong a tune. Texas Troubadors

; and Vic Schoen- band back 'em Up.

I
Jack Fiita -''LoVBr M0, Love Me;

.

Love Me"-»"When lis Sometime"
(MI-GrM); Fina's diskirig of "Love
Me," dbesij't top Saraniy Kaye'S
(Victor), but it is a smart cutting'.

Spotlights F i n a ' s commercial
I pianistics more brightly than any

Margaret Whitinp "Comme Ci
iComme Ca" - "Great Guns" (Cap--

I

itol). "Comme Ci" is moving solid-

i
ly as a tune. This cutting is okay*

1 but not outstanding against the
I Dick Haymes. Frank Sinatra ver-

I

sions. Miss Whiting does it too

I

fast. Flipover. however, is some-

M-G-M Renem Pact

For Buddy Kayej*
Songwriter Buddy Kaye has re-

!

newed his recording contract \yith
i t

M-G-M Records. He sings his own
|

' tunes for M-G-M, accompanied by I ^
an instrumental group under the

• name of Buddy Kaye's (Quartet.

Renewal is for a year.

Unusual angle of . Kaye's deal
with M-G-M is that it calls for him
to record only the material he
writes. Under this heading, he re-
cently came up with the hit, "A,

"•.You're Adorable," published by
Laurel Music.

'. 1. FAR AWAY PLACES (13) (Laurel)

4.

.. 5. GALWAY BAY (10) (Leeds)

Disk Jockey Review

COCKTAILS AT THE DESHLEB
With Bud Gillis and Rosemary Mc-
Dowell

15 Mins., Mon. thru Friday, 10:30
to 10:4S p.ni.

DESHLER-WALLICK HOTEL
WHKC, Columtaus, O.

This fast^paced quarter-hour
show is recorded at the 5:30 cock-
tail hour in the Ionian Room of the
Deshler-Wallick hotel. Equipped
with a portable mike Bud Gillis,

WHKC disk jockey, runs the pro-
gram from all over the room. In
15 minutes he usually distributes
five prizes, gets in three plugs for
the hotel, plays a couple of records
and sometimes squeezes in an in-

terview with a visiting celebrity.
It's an amazing performance.

Gillis : asks extremely simple
questions to get his prizes award-
ed, and if time is running short he
just hands out the candy, orchids
and,neckties as a reward for a brief
interview. Duritag football season
program offered a weekend at the
Deshler to contestant (in radio or
live audience)' who handed in the
best guess on the week's grid
games. At present this institutional
gimmick Is bAsed* on identification
of "What orche«tra .is playing" the
mystery record.

Gillis is a pltiMabt, natural and
easy-going interviewer.

.

thing for jock libraries. A socko I of his past disks. Jack Palmer and
performance and arrangement of a I Trio voCal nicely. "Sometiitte,'*

' standard melody abetted by ; the I from "Connecticut Yankee," also
-^-1— — -t—

^ , ;

- up nicely. Fina's fingers

10 Best Seflers on &)in*c!lines.«^^^?^i!"'^n:^-*™
( Perry Como ,

Victor

XMargaret yVhUvng . .Capitol

2. UTTLE BIRD TOLD ME (17) (Bourne)

3. CRUISING DOWN THE RIVER (5) (Spiizer)

\ Kveliin Knight Dccea
)Poula Watson Si^preme

( Blue Barron M-G-M
) Keynoters . . . ......... .London

„ :

\ Evelyn Knight Decca
POWDER FACE WITH SUNSHINE (7) (Lombardo) (primo Scala London

(
Bin.f; Crosby ......... i .... Decca

• • •
•

• • •

IAnne' Shelton.: London'

6. LAVENDER BLUE (6) (Santly-Joy)

RED ROSES FOR BLUE LADY (4) (Mills)

I LOVE YOU SO MUCH IT HURTS (2) (Melody Lane)

9.

10;

PUSSY CAT SONG (8) (Leeds)

I'VE GOT MY LOVE TO KEEP ME WARM (11) (Berlin) .

Coming Up

\ Dinah Shore: /..iJi t-^-.sColtmbia

I Sammy Kaye . . . ; . i . . . . .
Victor

j Vaugli-n Monroe ...... . . .Victor
'

\ Guy' Lombardo .

.

. . . .... . Decca

( Mills Brox Decca
'

I Buddy Clark Colittiibio

\ Patti Andrews-B, Crosby Decca
(Pern; Coma . . ,

Victor

J Les Brovm . Columbia
•

1 Mills Bros Decca

SO TIRED (Glenmore)

AGAIN (Robbins)

SO IN LOVE (T. B. Harms) ,.

YOU BROKE YOUR PROMISE (Pic)

YOU, YOU, YOU ARE THE ONE (Campbell) . .

.

SUNFLOWER (Famous)

BEWILDERED (Miller)

NO ORCHlbS FOR MY LADY (Leeds)

BEAUTIFUL EYES (Duchess) •

SWEET GEORGIA BROWN (Remick)

DOWN AMONG SHELTERING PALMS (Miller)

SOMEONE LIKE YOU (Remick)

SWEET SUE (Shapiro-Bernstein)

i Rtiss Morgan. . . .... .. . . . Decca
(Koy Starr Capitol

. Vero Lynn . . . . .... .

.

. . London

i Birig Crosby \ . . . . . ..... , Decctt

I Dinah Shore .... . . ; . . . Columbia

. Pattla Watson Supreme

, Ames Bros. i ....... Coral

( Rt*ss Morfifan. Decco
•

t Frank Sinatra I . . Oolumbi(t

i Billy Eckstine . . M'Gr-M
•

I Ink Spots Decca

i Billy Eckstine M-G-M
'{ink Spots Decco

. Art Mooney . . i . , . . . . M-G-M
^Brother Bones Tempo
I Guy Lombardo . , . . . . .. . . , Decca

\ Sammy Kaye ... . . , . . . . . Victor
' iAl JolsonMills Bros: . . .. . Decca.

UP ABOVE MY HEAD (Taps)

BRUSH TPOSB TBARS (Peter Maurice)

IS IT TRUE ABOUT PIXIE (Caesar)

\Flgurn In varwthetea indicate number oj weeks song has been in thc Top 10.1

J Peggy Lee . .

.

I Doris Day . . . .

Johnny Long .

. Sister Rosetta

\ Evelyn Knight
'

\ Barry Green . .

. Al Jolson-Mills

Jo Stafford's "Begin the Beguine"
and ''Oh the Alamo" (Capitol), the
latter having a good chance at hit
statiis . . Jack Kilty (M-G-M)

t i etdied A beM- arri^^ of "I

......... ». .............. - - 4.
i

Got a Gal in Galveston/' good new

4 < tl M ITI I f I M n II

1

1 t il tm 1 1 1
1 i « « « « I * > « « « 1

1

« * I ,
tune by Samiuy Kaye (Victor) .

. . .... . . . Copitol
..... . Columbia

...... .Signature

Thorpe , . .Decca

. . . Decca
, - Rainbow

Bros . ... . . Decca

Johnny Mercer "I've Been Hit"- ,

I

"Glow Worm" (Capitol). Even if

1
Mercer's "Glow Worm" doesn't hit,

1 as it could very easily, the disk is

I

worthwhile for jock •. libraries.

Made , with Alvino Rey's' orchestra

I

and a vocal chorus, the side holds
vast potentialities. Cut in bounce
tempo, solidly held by Rey, Mer-i
cer's parodying of the standard
lyric is solid stuff. Reverse is

okay, a rhythm tune that's done
better by Dinah Shore (Columbia):

Dick Haymes "Comme Ci
Comme Ca"-"Streets of Laredo"
(Decca). Haymes hits the spot with ,

h'is" ''Comme Ci" side: Relaxed .

and ably supported by Victor's
Young's orchestra, he sets a Ter-

I sion of the French-origin melody
that will please jocks and jukes.
He does well with the backing, too,
a western melody sounds much
better under his treatment than
prior diskings.

Al Goodman Orchestra compila-
tion of ''South Pacific" score tunes
on a 12-infch disk (Victor) is a fine
disk jock package. Using "Bali
Hi." "Wonderful Guy" and
"Younger Than Springtime" on
one side, and "One Enchanted
Evening," "I'm Gonna Wash That
Man" and "Loveliness of Evening'*
on the other. Goodman's large,
lush band treats the excellent
tunes with delicacy and commer-
cial frosting. They're smartly
placed -for good pacing, too.

Platter Pointers

Larry Fotine's band shows up
exceptionally well on its first

Decca disking, pairing "A You're
'

' ! Adorable" and "Beautiful Eyes'*

. . ; One of the best raw jazz sides

in some time is . "Amnesia" -by

Marvin Johnson (Capitol) . . In
the same sort of groove is

Earl Hines' "Keyboard Kapers"
(M-G-M) . . . Good library stuff is
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Head Off Steeper's AFM

Tax Debt Expulsions

Boston, March 15.

Some name band agencies have
concluded van agreement wit

h

Harry Steeper, new treasurer of
[

the American Federation of Mu-
sicians, whereby his campaign to

collect back taxes Jrom bandlead-

ers won't embarrass them any
longer.

When Steeper took over the:

treasurer's oifice, he found many
name maestros were overdue', in

t>aying travelling band taxes. He
took the most direct way of col-

lecting them, by simply expelling

the recalcitrant from the union
until the coin was paid. In this

way, George Olsen, Woody Herr
man. Sonny Dunham, Art Mooney
and several others lost their cards

briefly.

These moves by Steeper oc-

casionally were embarrassing to

dates booked, even though the

suspen$lons lasted no longer than
It took a wire to Boston to pay the

money demanded. So, General
Artists, for example, has made an
arrangement with Sleeper's office

that any claims made upon leaders

they handle will be referred . to
GAC's N. Y. office, and the latter

will see to it that payment is made
without the necessity of suspend-
ing the culprits involved.

MILLS, BUZZELL'S SONS

JOIN MUSIC CO. IN N.Y.
With Hank Markbrelt, former

Chappell ' professional .manager,
named to head Mills Music's .reac-

tivated Chicago office, the firm has
also added Loring Buzzell and
Martin Mills to its New York pro-
fessional department. Latter is

son of Mills' prez Jack Mills, while
Buzzell is the son of attorney Sam-
uel Jesse Buzzell, an officer of
Mills Music.

Althoufjj. Martin is Jack Mills'

first heir to enter the .business,

"l)rother Irving' is represented by
general professional manager Sid-
ney Mills, along with Richard and
Robert Mills in the N. Y. office,

and Paul Mills, who heads the
Coast branch. Meanwhile, Robert
Mills this week has been assigned
the -production activities of the
American Academy of Music. His
father, Irving, is the firm's prez.

PhUly Orch, AFM

Arbitrate Snarl
Philadelphia, March 15. .

The Philadelphia Orche.stra and
the Musicians Union : settled the
dispute over the symph's lone tuba
player at an arbitration meeting
before Judge Nochem S. Winnet
whie^ averted a threatened strike
by the -longhair toioters.

Clarence Karelia,' a member of
James Petrillo's iChicago local,
came to this city at the start of
the Orch's season, and Local 77,
the AFM's Philly unit, refused to
accept his transfer, arguing that a
local tuba player should have been
feiven the Job. Under the agree-
ment Karelia will be permitted to
work until April 23, the date of the
last local concert of the season.
He will be replaced by Abe
Torchin, of the NBC Symphony,
who is a member of Philly's Local
77.

Kansas Now Has 2 Tunes
About Its Sunflowers

Kansas City, March 15.

The State of Kansas now has two
songs about it, both inspired by
the state's sunflowers. Latest one
is "Sunflower Song," by Edna
Becker and Rebecca Welty Dunn.
The authors are Kansans, and aver
they wrote the song as suitable for
schools and conventions, in order
to help dignify the state, which suf-
fers from a reputation as a hillbilly
state, which they claim it is not.

Mts, Duhn's' husband is a mem-
ber of the Kansas legislature from
Arkansas City, and the song will
be used as a theme for a radio
series being readied on hobbies of
legislative wives. Already the song
Is being sung in schools, where the
kids are learning the words from
photostatic copies of the original.
The tune has not yet been pub-
lished. The currently popular "Sun-
flower" is written by David Mack,
a New Yorker, who admits never
having visited Kansas.
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1 12
RUSS MORGAN (Decca)

''Crulsintr Down the River" ...v . 8 1 2 . t . 1 . 2 51

. :4 :

RING CROSBY (Decca)
9 10 , . 10 3 2 . 2 2 8 3 50

.
,3:- :

, Z
RING CROSBY (Decca)

1 8 . 4,: 8 . 5 1 8 3 g

RUSS MORGAN (Decca)
8 5 . 6 3 . 2 5 . 7 41

5 5
VAUGHN MONROE (Victor)

,

"Red Rosies (or a Blue Lady". . .

.

7 . . 2 9 . 6 • 3 9 3 . 38

6 1

EVELYN KNIGHT (Decca)
"Powder Face With Sunshine". .

.

2 4 . 3 . 8 . 3 35

7 3
BLUE BARRON (M-G-M>
"Cruisinir Down the. River".

.

6 t 2 34

8A .

GORDON MaG]^AE (Capitol)

2 . • • 1 2 .

on "

i n
MILLS BROS. (Decca)
"I Love You So Much It Hurts".

.

5 9 . . 5 10 . 6 . . 10 28

a A
LES BROWN (Columbia)

1, . . 6 . 4 ' 20

1 lU IS

TOMMY DORSEY (Victor)

4 . 9 7 5 ORXD

11 11
MILLS BROS. (Decca)

7 . 8 . 7 . 1 01£1

RUSS MORGAN (Decca)
1 . 9 10 20

13 ..

DENNIS DAY (Victor)

"Clancy Lowered the Boom"., ... - 7 . S 17

14 4
EVELYN KNIGHT (Decca)
"A. Little Bird Told Me" . . .

.

. ... 10 6 10 .

15

RUSS MORGAN (Decca)
8 1 13

16A 17
PATTI PAGE (Mercury)
"So in Love" 3 l£

16B ..

ROBERT CLARY (King)
"Johnny, Get Your Girl" 9 >/ 12

17 14
DINAH SHORE (Columbia)
"So in Love" : . . 9

18A 16
AMES BROS. (Coral)

"You, You, You Are the One". . .

.

ip .

"

. 8
DINAH SHORE (Columbia)
"Far Away Places"18B 18 8

183 ..

PERRY COMO (Victor)

8

19A ..

LOBBY RAINE (Decca)
"Can't Sleep" 4 7

19B ..

MEL TORME (Capitol)

4 7

19C ..

CLARK DENNIS (Capitol)

4 .

19D 18
SAMMY KAYE (Victor)

4 7

1 s 3 4 5

FIVE TOP
ALBUMS

KISS ME, KATE

Broadway Cait

Columbia

WORDS AND
MUSIC

Varitd ArliMi

M-G-M

STAN KENTON

ENCORES

Stan K*nton

Capitol

VAUGHN MONROE
IIN6S

Vaughn Monro*

Victor

JAZZ AT THE
PHILHARMONIC

Velum* 4
Varitd; Arlitit

Mercury

Music Notes

Maury Cohen, Palladium tcr-

pery operator, released from Ced-
ars of Lebanon hospital after a
week's checkup . . . Musical combo,
the Four Deals,, discovered at Base-
line Tavern, Mesa, Ariz,, pacted by
MCA for five years ... Criterion

Music acquired the copyright to

"Manana" in a deal whereby Cri-

terion relinquishes its interest in
the Barbour-Lee Music Corp . .

.

Clark Dennis inked to make a
third musical short at Universal-
International . . Stan Irwin booked
jnto Billy Gray's Band Box for four
frames at $500 weekly ... Initial
pressing of Jack Smith's "Sun-
flower" for C a p i t o 1 Records
shipped to Gov. Frank Carlson of
Kansas as part of tune's exploita-
tio drive.
NBC and CBS banned Martha'

Raye-Phil Moore Discovery plat-
ter, "The Kinsey Boogie." .

.

Clarke Dennis etched the first 10
in a series of 30 tunes he's sched-
uled to track for Capitol Transcrip-
tions,.. Page Cavanaugh Trio cur-
.rent at the Interlude Club, Kansas
City New Stanley Cowan-Frank
De Vol tune, "The Girl in the
Doughnut Shop," will be introed
by Jack Smith next month, , .Vin-
cent Price set to do a series of
kldisks titled "Leaves from the
Story Tree," penned by Gale Qor-
d«n of the Fibber McGee .dirshovr

... Trenier Twins waxing eight

sides for the Modem label.

King Sisters, reteamed with
Ahdy Russell by Capitol on "I'm
Beginning to Miss You," will make
eight sides with the crooner this
year. . Tim Gale and Ed Fishman
skied to Frisco on a booking ex-
pedition before Gale returned to
his N. y . Gale Agency . . . George
Anthcil inked to' compose score
for "A Strange Caravan" at Re-
public ... Roger • Edcns will be
supervising musical director;
Adolph Deutsch,' musical conduc-
tor; Conrad Salinger, orchestra^
tions, and Bobby Tucker, vocal ar-
rangements, on Metro's film ver-
sion of "Annie Get Your Gun."

Jack Kapp as Symbol

Of Americanism Plugged

In Congressional Record
Washington, March 15.

Plug for Jack Kapp, as a symbol
of the American answer to Com-
munism, was placed in the Con-
gressional Record last week by
Bep. Arthur G. Klein, of New
York.
"One of the cliches which I am

never ashamed to repeat," said
Klein, "is that the right way for
America to avoid tlie- dangers of
communism-M>r of fascism—is to
make our own democracy work
Jack Kapp, the president of Decca
Records, is a living symbol of what
I mean. •

".Jack Kapp Is the boy Horatio
Alger wrote about. He is the hero
of the unending America saga of '

rags to riches. He is the man who
symbolizes competitive free enter-
prise . .

."

Klein also inserted the Life
mag's editorial at March 7, lauding
Kapp.

MERCURH HRST QTR.

ROYALTIES DOWN 251
Mercury Records distributed

;

royalty statements to music pub-
lishers late last, week covering the
first quarter of this year, and they
were approximately 25% lower
than the final quarter of '48. Mer-
cury's statement was a bit late and
it consisted of half cash and half
notes, a practice of the firm for the J

past year or more. It has never
defaulted on the lOU's, however,
always making the due coin good
before the next quarter payments
are due. At one time Mercury
owed pubs $65,000, which was
made up.

/

A fair portion of Mercury's cur-

rent releases are made up of Eddy
Howard pressings it .is marketing.
Some were made from old masters
bought from the defunct Majestic
.'label, and others were made after

Howard signed a deal with Mer-"
cury itself.

Mercury is now looked upon as a
"major" company by -publishers.

Lawrence Welk Signed
Chicago, March 15.

Ijawrence Welk, currently at

Chicago theatre at $7,000 per
frame, pacted a three-year contract
with Mercury Records, guarantee-'

ing orch leader a minimum of 12
sides a year, one - disk release
every eight weeks, and no less than
two albums a ,year.

Welk's royalty arrangements tops
orch leader's former deal with
Decca, since Mercury will pay 3%c
per platter sold. Welk also gets

promotion guarantees.

Heidt's 27G, Chi

.
Chicago, March 15.

Horace Heidt orch, plus amateur
talent layout, wound up four-day
engagement at Chi Civic Opera
House with profitable $27,000.
Heidt opened Wed. (9) at $3.71
top, with the big rush coming
Sunday (13) for the Philip Morris
broadcast; •

•

Heidt's four»day stay is the first

of its kind for the Opera House,
since other similar attractions
( Spike Jones, Diike' Ellington, Fred
Waring)- stayed no longer than two
days.

Coronado Publishing Co., N. Y.,
changed name to Downey-Rule
Music Publishers, Inc.

Cavanaugh Trio, Haines

In New 15-Min. NBC Series
Singer Connie Haines and the

Page Cavanaugh Trio have been
signed by NBC-TV for a new 15-

minute, across-the-^board series

scheduled to start about mid-April
in the 11 to 11:15 p.m. slot. Web
plans to use the time as a show-
caser for talent around wliom other

shows might eventually be built.

Thus, the Cavanaugh trio will be
permanent but the individual per-

formers will rotate, with Fran War-
ren tentatively set to follow Miss
Haines in the spot.

Program, which tfees off as a sus-
tainer, wilt carry a slumberland
motif in line with its late airing.
It is expected that the show will
be followed only by a new$reel be-
fore signoif each night.

BVC's Finburgh To

N.Y. as Bourne Mgr.
Lee Finburgh, manager of the

Hollywood branch of Bregman-
Vocco-Conn ever since that com-
pany went into business almost a

decade- ago, moves into New York
as general manager of Bourne Mu-
sic. Switch takes place this week,
a deal having been made with Fin-

burgh by Saul Bourne on the lat-

ter's recent trip to the Coast. Fin-

burgh is the second Hollywood
music man moved into N, Y. in re-

cent weeks. Jack Maas came east

to be professional manager of Ad-
vanced afte.r years in the west with

Shapiro-Bernstein, 3uddy Morris,

Finburgh's spot for' BVC in

Hollywood has been taken over l)y

Milton Samuels,'

Bill Miller Getting Set
Benny Davis and Abner Silver

have been inked by Bill Miller to
writ* th« spring revue at the lat-

ter's Riviera^ Fort Lee, N, j.

Spot , is due to reopen late in
April,' with Danny Thomas to top
the D6nn.Arden-produced show,

Terpery Must Pay 54G
For Roughing Maestro

Hollywood, March 15.

Lack of professional courtesy to

bandleader Joe Norman cost the

Palladium ballroom $54,000 in su-;

perior court.
Norman, who formerly led the

intermission combo at the Aragon
terpery, sued for damages, claim-

ing bouncer Tex Mooney rough-

housed him and had him arrested

as a drunk when he sought free

admish as a professional courtesy

last November. Understood Pal^

ladium has insurance that cover-j

$50,000 of the rap and will appeal

the verdict.

Margaret Truman signed for her

second concert in Kansas l^'W'

Date not yet set, but contract cans

for her appearance on 1949-50 con-

cert series scheduled by Mrs. Kuw
Seufert.
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1899
Plays of the season included

"Ben-Hur," "Sag Harbor," "Becky
Sharp," "Barbara Frietchie" and
the "Girl from Maxim's." Fay
Templeton, comic opera and bur-

lesque star,. Was playing- Keith s

Union Sijuate Theatre (her favorite

song: "bo Long, Mary"). Mane
Dressier was making a name for

herself in vaudeville with a skit

called "Miss Prinnt."

Arthur M. Winfield (Edward
Stratemeyer) published the first

volume in his vast "Rover Boys"
series.

1900
A Bird in a Gilded Cage, w.,

Arthur J. Lamb, m., Harry Von
Tilzer. Shapiro, Bernstein & Von
Tilzer, cop. 1900.

The Blue and the Gray, or, A
Mother's Gift to Her Country, w.,

m., Paul Dresser. Howley, Haviland
& Co., cop. ipOO.

The Bridge of Siehs. w., m.,

CAMPBElLi;
1 619 Broadway, Nevir York 19

Representtftives

BENNY KANTER—Chieego PAUL COLBY—HollywooJ
SOLLY LOFT—New York

Young Nick Cgmpbell, who heads hit

own publishing firm, was one of the early

BMI family members. Back in '4) he

brought two tunes, DO YOU CARE and
THE THINGS I LOVE, to the hit parade
simultaneously. His. ability to pick the

hits and his energetic exploitation of them
is chiefly the reason, for the success of

songs lik»'.--'

YOU, YOO, YOU ARE THE ONE
Recorded • by

RUSS MORGAN-^Decca

AMES BROTHERS-liorai

KEN GRIFFIN-RvRdi

JOHNNY EAGER-Grand

LAWRENCE WELK-Staadard

DEAN HUDSON-Laas-Worth

RUSS MORGAN^World

THREE SUNS-Vietor

DICK JAMES-London

JACKIE BROWN QUARTET

—MGM
VARSITY ORCH.~Vartlty

SHEP FIELDS-Lang-Wortb

WALTZ FESTIVAL

-rThesjittriis

SIMILAU (See-Me-Lo)
Th« Sensational Afro-Cuban Number

by Harry Coleman and Arden Clar

Recorded by
PEGGY tEE^apilot
RAY McKINLEY—Victor
GENE KRUPA—Columbia

. EDMUNDO ROS—London
KING SAMPSON

—Commodort
EMIL COLEMAN—DeLm
JUMPIN' JACKS

—NBC Thesaurut : .

LENNY HERMAN
—Lang-Worth

and more to come

Watch for

CHASE YOUR TROUBLES
AWAY

Polka Dot*—Univorial

GOSSIP
Johnny Long—rSlgnolure .

SHAKER SHAKE
King Sompton'^aniinedora

Broadcast Music, Inc.

580 Fifth Avenue
New York 19, N.Y,

BNI PcH-u/b SAeU
MARCH

. BEAUTIFUL EYES {amhn%)

BOUQUET OF ROSES
{HM\ t, Range)

DAINTY BRENDA LEE {Ivtt)

I COULDN'T STAY AWAY FROM
YOU ^JohnirOni'MonMiV

I GOT A GAL IN GALVESTON

I LOVE YOU SO MUCH
IT HURTS m»Mi lono)

I WISH SOMEBODY CARED
ENOUGH TO CRY aondoU)

IT'S A BIG, WIDE, WONDERFUL
WORLD i^m)

JUST REMINISCING lEncoro)
LOOK UP if^mat)

MISSISSIPPI FLYER {mWn)
WIND IN MY SAILS {mtV%)

YOU, YOU, YOU ARE THE ONE
' (Cvmpbttt)

James Thornton. M. Witmark &
Sons, cop. 1900.

Calling to Her Boy Just Once
Ae:ain. w., m., Paul Dresser. How-
ley, Haviland & Co., cop. 1900.

Creole Belle, w., George Sidney.
m„ J. Bodewalt Lampe. Jerome- H.
Remiclc & Co., cop. 1800 by The
Lampe Music Co.

Every Race Has a Flag: But the
Coon, w., m.. Will A. Heelan and
J. Fred Helf. Jos. W. Stern & Co.,

cop. 1900.
The Fatal Bose of Red. w.^ m.*

J. Fred Helf and Ed. Gardenier. F.

A. Mills, cop. 1900.
For Old Times' Safce. w., m.,

Charles K. Harris. Chas. K. Harris,

cop. 1900.
Good-bye, Dolly Gray, w., m.,

Barnes and Cobb. The Morse Music
Co., cop. 1900; recop. 1900 by
Howley, Haviland & Co.

I Can t Tell Why 1 Love You,
Biit I po. w., Will Dj Cobb, m., Gus
Edwards. Howley, Haviland & Co.,

cop. 1900.
I'd Still Believe You True, w.,

m.j Paul Dresser. Howley, Haviland
& Co., cop. 1900.

I've A liongrinii: l)n My Heart for
You, Louise. ; w., : lu., Charles K.
Harris. Chas. K, Harris, cop. 1900.

In the House of Too Much Trou-i
ble. w., m., "Will A. Heelan and J.

Fred Helf. Jos. W. Stern & Co.,

cop. 1900.
Just Because She Made Dem

Goo-Goo Eyes, w., m., John Queen
and Hughie Cannon, Howley, Havi-
land & Co., cop. 1900.
Ma Blushin' Rosie. w., Edgar

Smith, m., John Stromberg. M.
Witmark & Sons, cop. 1900.
Midnight Fire-AIarm. March, m.,

Harry J. Lincoln; arranged by E.

T. Paul!. E. T. .Paull Music Co.,

cop. 1900.
The Shade of the Palm (Floro-

dora). w., Owen Hall, m., Leslie
Stuart fpseud. of Thomas A. Bar-
rettl. T. B. Harms and Francis,
Day & Hunter, cop, 1900 by
'Francis, Day St Hunter.

Strike Up ,ihe Band — Here
Comes a SanMff%.V Andrew B.
Sterling, m., Charles B,. Ward.
Harry Von Tilzer Music Pub. Co.,
cop. 1900.
The Tale of the Kangraroo (The

Burgomaster), w„ Frank Pixley. m.,
Gustav Luders. M. Witmark &
Sons. cop. 1900.

Tell Me Pretty Maiden (Floro-
dora>. Sextet: w., Owen Hall, m.,
Leslie Stuart [pseud, of Thomas A.
Barrett!. T. B. Harms and Francis,
Day & Hunter, cop. 1900 by
Francis, Day & Hunter. .

Violets, w., Julian Fane. . m.,
Ellen Wright. Q. Ricordi & Co.,
cop. 1900.
When de Moon ComeS' Up Be-

hind de Hill, w., m.,: Paul Dresser,
Howley, Haviland & Co., cop. 1900.
When the Harvest Days Are

Over, Jessie Dear, w.,: Howard Gra-
ham, m., Harry Von Tilzex-. Sha-
piro, Bernstein & Von Tilzer Co.,
cop. 1900.
The Year's at the Spring, w.,

Robert Browning, ni.; Mrs. H. H. A.
Beach. Op. 44, no. 1. Boston:
Arthur P. Schmidt, cop. 1900.

As: the twentieth century
dawned, the average American en-
joyed his rocking chair, possibly a
bath-tub, baseball, poker,' ' early
ragtime music, the bicycle, the
Cakewalk, and usually worked 10
or more hours per day; six- full

days a week. •

The American -League was
formed as a 'rival baseball organ-
ization to the National League with
B, B. Johnson- as president.
A big department in mail-order

houses was the one dispensing
dream books, fortune telling para-
phernalia, palm^reading guides,
etc.

Virtually every woman in the
land wore a shirt-waist with a high
collar (olten propped up via a
boned structure), tucked in her
waist as tightly as possible, had a
full, trailing skirt and pointed
shoes. . ,

The American male donned
cloth-topped, button shoes, high
collars, stiff cuffs, stuck a couple
of studs into his shirt bosom, and
a derby on his head. Usually he
had a bow tie, and most likely
fleece-lined underwear.
A fire at the Hoboken, N. J.,

docks destroyed $10,000,000 Worth
of property and 145 lives. In Gal-
veston, Tex., a tornado snuffed out
6,000 lives.

Leslie 15. Keeley, propounder of
the widely advertised "Keeley
cure" for liquor addicts, died.
The automobilc now had enough

enthusiastic boosters: to warrant a
total production of 4,192 cars in
this year, valued at $4,899,443. But
the nation had less than 10 miles
of paved highway,

Tlie- total population of the^
country was 75,994,575, and the
center of population was 6 miles
southea.st of Columbus, Ind.

Galveston hurricane and tidal
wave took 6,000 lives.

Campaign to wipe out yellow
feVer began by Drs. Walter Reed,
Aristides Agromonte, Jesse Lazean
and James Carroll. .

. In China the Boxer rebellion

took place, a curious' result of

which was that the Chow dog be-

came popular in the Uv S. ,

Popular plays were "The House
That Jack Built," "Quo Vadis,"

and "When Knighthood Was in

Flower." "Florodora" opened at

the Casino, N, Y., and the Floro-

dora sextet was a great favorite.

1901
Absence Makes the Heart Grow

Fonder, w., Arthur Gillespie, m.,

Herbert Dillea. M. Witmark &
Sons, cop. 1901.

Any Old Place I Can Hang My
Hat Is Home Sweet Home to Me.
w., William Jeronxe. m., Jean
Schwartz, Shapiro, Bernstein &
Von Tilzer, cop. 1901.

Blaze Away! March, m., Abe
Holzmann. Feist & Frankenthaler,
cop, 1901.

' Coon! Coon! Coon! W;,i m., Leo
Friedman. Sol Bloom, cop. 1901.

Davy Jones' Locker, w., m,^ H. W.
Petrie. Jos. W. Stern & Co., cop.
1901,

Don't Put Me Oil at Buffalo Any
More, w., William Jerome, m., Jean
Schwartz. Shapiro, Bernstein &
,Von Tilzer, cop. 1901.

Down Where the Cotton Blos-
soms Grow, w., Andrew B. Sterling,

m., Harry Von Tilzer. Shapiro,
Bernstein & Von Tilzer, cop. 1901.

Eyes of Blue, Eyes of Brown, w.,

m., Costen and Sterling. T. B.
Harms & Co., cop. 1901.

Go Way Back and Sit Down, w.,

Elmer Bowman, m., Al Johns. F. A.
Mills, cop. 1901.

Hello, Central, Give Me Heaven,
w., m., Charles K. Harris. Milwau-
kee: Chas. K. Harris, cop. 1901.

Hiawatha. Piano solo, m;, . Neil
Morel, op. 6. Detroit: The Whitney-
Warner Pub. Co., cop. 1901 by
Daniels & Russell: assigned 1902
to The Whitney-Warner Pub. Co.
(Published as a song, with words
by James O'Dea: The Whitney-
Warner Pub. Co., cop. 1903).
rve Grown So Used to You. w;*

m,, Thurland Ghattaway, Howley,
Ifeviland & Dresser, cop. 1901.

I Just Want to Go Back and
Start the Whole Thing Over, w.;

m., Paul Dresser. Howley, Haviland
& Co.. cop. 1901. .

In a Cozy Corner. Piano piece,
m., John W. Bratton. M. Witmark
& sons, cop. 1901,

In tlie Great Somewhere. Wi, m.,
Paul Dresser. Howley; Haviland &
Dresser, cop. 1901.

Josephine, My Jo. w., R. C. Mc-
pherson, ni., James T. Brynn.
Shapiro, Bernstein- & Von Tilzer,

cop. 1901.
Just A-Wearyin' for You. w.,

Frank Stanton, m.; Carrie Jacobs-
Bond. Chicago: Carrie Jacobs-Bond
& Son, cop. 1901 by Carrie Jacobs-
Bond. .

,

Mighty Lak' a Rose, w., Frank L.
Stanton, m., Ethelbert Nevin. Cin-
cinnati: The John Church Co., cop.
1901.
Mr. Volunteer, or. You Don't Be-

long to the Regulars, You're Just »
Volunteer, w., m., Paul Dresser.
Howley, Haviland & Dresser, cop.
1901.
My Castle on the \Ile. w., J. W.

Johnson and Bob Cole, m.; Rosa-
mond Johnson. Jos. W. Stem Si
Co., cop. 1901.
My Heart Still Clings to the Old

First Love, w., m., Paul Dresser.

Howley, Haviland St Dresser. Codl
1901.

^
O Dry Those Tears! w., m

Teresa Del Riego. London; Chain
pell & Co., Ltd., cop. 1901.

,

Fanamericaha. Orch. compost*
tion. m., Victor Herbert. M, Wit«
mark & Sons, cop. 1901.
Rip Van Winkle Was a Lucky

Man. w., William Jerome, m., Jean
Scliwartz. Shapiro, Bernstein &
Von Tilzer, cop, 1901.
Sweet Annie Moore (The Casino

Girl), w., m., John H, Flynn. How-
ley, Haviland & Dresser, cop. 1901
The Tale of a Bumble Bee (King

Dodo), w., Frank Pixley. m., Gustav
Luders. M. Witmark & Sons, con.
1901.
There's no North or South Today,

w., m., Paul Dresser. Howley, Havi-
land St Dresser, cop, 1901.
Tobermory, w., m., Harry Laud-

er. Francis, Day & Hunter, coo.
1901.
Way Down in Old Indiana, w,,

m., Paul Dresser. Howley, Haviland
Sf Dresser, cop, 1901^
When the Birds Have Sung

.

Themselves to Sleep, w., m„ Paul
Dresser. Howley, Haviland & Dres-
ser, cop. 1901.
When the Blue Sky Turns to

Gold, w., m., Thurland Chattaway.
.Howley, Haviland & Dresser, cop,
1901.
Where the Silv'ry. Colorado

Wends Its Way. w., C. H. Scoggins.
ni., Charles Avril. Gliicago: Will
Rossitei-, cop. 1901 bj- C. H. Scog-
gins and .Charles Avril.

.:(Coiitinued next, wnek's issue)

Everyone Agroes

Tops for ANY Program ;

DOWN
BY THE

STATION
AMERICAN ACADEMY QF MUSIC

INf.
1019 Broadwar, A'ew YoTlt 1$, N. Y.

RED ROSES
FOR A

BLUE LADY

FIDDLE-FADDLE

BLUE SKIRT
WALTZ

MILLS MUSIC. INC.

UlfBreadwav N.Y.If.N.Y.

LYRIC WRITER
Desire* to Contact Coinpoiier and
Arranirer Who t'nn Vlace Soug* on
BvyaUy Bniilii.

MARTIN DIAMOND
34«7 OeKelii Avenn*
New Yeik «7, N. Y.

TffWKS to tny jriciiiis

THE DISK JOCKEYS
for rAakiny HITS of Our

Latest MGM Recorrimys

YOU WERE ONLY FOOLING

CRUISINli DOWN THE RIVER

AND NOW

YOU'RE SO
UNDERSTANDING

* * /2lue floAAOH
RfcCORU EXPLOITAI ION

HAL FEIN
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12'

12:5

lis.

117
100
9.1

9-1

92
91

88

RH' Logging System
Ricfiarrt Himber's new) deuetopment w (ot/ywif; broadcast per^om

onces lists times in the survey, based on four majoi tiHwork schedulfis

They are compiled on the basis of 1 point foi sustaining instrumnta!,

2 points for susiaining vocal; 3 for commercial insinmental; 4 fo?

comnercial vocal, respectively, in each of the 3 r.iajoi territories. Neu

York, Chicaoo and Coast. For example, a Commercial Vocal in alt

three territories counts 12. Added to these totals is the listener ratings,

of commercial shoitis. iohich.aecouin for the .arge point tallies below

SoBffs Publishers ,
total Pts.

Sunflowerrr-Piiramount \„ ...t. .'i".
210

So In Love—*"Kiss Me Kate"—T. l^JHaims . . . ; 179

Powder Your Face With Sunshine-^Lomfja^ao '. 160

I've Got My Love To Keep Me Wanii—Berlin 163

A ROfsewood Spinet^Shapiro ... . .
)' <.. „'..i . . . . . . ; • •

A Bluebij-d Singing In My Heart—Advanced
A Little Bird Told Me—Bourne
I'm Beginning To Miss You—Berlin •

Red Ro.ses For a Blue Lady—Mills
These Will Be the Best Years of Our Lives—Robbins .........

"I Love You So Much ItHiii'tir^elody Lane
Par Away Places—Laui'Cl

Someone Like You—1 "My Dream Is Yours"—Harms
Look Up—Patmar
I Got Lucky In the Rain—t"As the Girls Go"—Sam Fox 87

Once In Love With Amy—*"Wliere's Charley"—Mori is 86

My Dream Is Yours— ! "My Dream Is Yours"—Witmark 86

Cruising Down the River—Spitzer - 81

It's a Big Wide Wonderful World—BMl 81

Underneath the Linden Tree—LaSalle 80

Here I'll Stay—-^'Love Life"—Chappcll . .
.- 73

While the Angelus Was Ringing—Melody Lane 73

Down Bv the Station—Amer. Acad. 71

You Was—Crystal 69
Lavender Blue— 1 "So Dear To My Heart"—Sandy 63
You Broke Your Promise—Pie 61

Bouquet of Roses—Hill & Range 60
Forever and Ever—Robbins 59
Galway Bay—Lecd.s . - . 57

When ^You're In Love—Crawford 56
As You Desire Me—Words & Music 56
1 Get Up Every Morning'-^Leeds . . . . .... . . .' . ...... . . ... 55
Careless Hartds—Melrose . ... . .... . ^ . . . . . . * . 54
Brush Those Tears From Your Eyes—T.,eods 54
My Darling, My Darling—*"Where's Gliarley"i—Morris , ; , < ....... . 53
Buttons and Bows— i "Paleface"—Famous . . . . . ... ... , . . . ; . . ... 51

I'll String Along With You—WUniark ....... . 51

I Don't See Me In Your Eyes Any More—Laurel . .; ....... . . . . ... . 49
Love Me, Love Me, Love Me—Miller • 48
So Tired—Glenmore 4!!

The Streets of Laredo

—

^ "Streets of Laredo"—Famous 48
When Is Some Time—1 "Connecticut Yankee"—Mayfair .....46
If You Stub Your Toe On Moon^i"Connecticut Yankee"—Mayfair 44
Always True To You In Fashion—»-"Kii3s Me Kate"—T. B. Harms 44
If I Could Be With You— l "Flamingo Road"—Remick 44
Mississippi Flyer—Mellin ..

. . . . . , , . . . . . ;

.

.... . 44
No Orchids For My Lady.^Leeds ........................... ... 44
"A" You're Adorable—Laurel 43
Clancy Lowered the Boom^Kenmore . ..... . . . . . .... . . . ^ . . . , . ; . 39
AH Right Louie Drop tHe Gun—Feist 38
t filmusical. Legit ^Musical.

$1,400,212 Allocated

For Free Public Music
Free public' music program in

1949 of the American Federation

of Musicians will be financed by
an .'ippropriation of $1,400,212, ac-

cording to an announcement in

New York'b.N' the organization's

prez, James C. Petrillo. Third and
final allocation from the AFM's re-

cording and transcription fund is

said to bring the union's three-

year total of public sei-vice dis-

bursements to nearly $4,500,000.

This . year's expenditures will

also mark the dissolution of the

R & T' fund inasmuch as its method
rif collections were banned under
he Taft-Hartley Act on Dec. 31,

lO-iS. Originally financed by roy-

alties paid on recordings and
fransci-iplions, the fund has now
leen suppl.'inted l)y the Music Per-
Lormanco Trust Fund, with Phila-

delphia atlorne>' Samuel R. Ros-
enbaum as its administrator.

Hugo Winterhaltc^ To

CRC Muscial IHrector

Post Vice Mitch Ayres
Hugo Winterhalter has taken

over , the. musical director job va-

cated by Mitchell Ayres at Colum-
bia Records in New York. He was
selected fron a long list of ap-

plicants by Manic Sacks, Columbia
vccpee in charge of the comyany's
pop artists and repertoire division,

l and he started work Monday (14).

Winterhalter is An arranger and
r conductor, but tlii.s is his initial

I

attempt at supervising ; recording
1 dates: He has worked in the past
with Count Basic. Tommy Dorsey

l and other name bands as an ar-

: ranger, and also with Kate Smith
i in radio. Until recently he was
: making recordings for M-G-M Rec-

j

ords, confined, however, to accom-
' panying that label's vocalists.

;
Ayres, former bandleader, moved

' out of Columbia to do all conduct-
I ing for Perry Como: ,H6 works the
singer's "Chesterfield AM and tele-

; vision broadcasts, and- accompanies
him on RCA-Viclor recox-dings.

Bands at Hotel B.O.'s
' Weeks

Band Hotel ' Played

Emil Coleman* . . Waldorf (400; $2) 13
Gardner Benedict^ New Yorker (400; $1-$1.50) 14
Guy Lombardo , , Roosevelt (400; $1.50-$2) 19
Tony Pastor Statler (450; $1-$1.50) 5

Covert
Past
Week
1,900
950

2,025
1,400

^ Covets
On DAte

37,975
15,925

44,875

7,900

^ Waldorf, Carl Brisson; New Yor her, ice revue.

Chicago
Barclay Allen (Empire Room, Palmer House, 550; $3.50 min.-$l

,cover),
Victor Borge drawing hotel conventioneers. Fine 3,400 covers. •

'

Henry Brandon (Marine Room, Edgewater, 700; $1.20 Cover). Upped
2,300 tabs.

Joe DeSalvo (Swiss Chalet, Bismarck, 200; $2.00 min.-$1.05 cover).
Small room getting JSusky share of family trade. Nice 1,600 covers.
Dick LaSaUe (Mayfair Room, Blackstone, 350; $3^50 min.-$l cover).

Andy and Delia Russell fai-ing fairl/ well; 1,600 tabs.

Frankie Masters (Boulevard Room, Stevens, 773; $3.50 min.-$1.55
cover). Ice Show and Masters strong at 2,400 covers.

Bill Snyder (College Inn, Sherman, 500; $2.50-$3.50 min.). "Salute
To Cole Porter" steady 3,400 covers.

Los Angeles
Carmen Cavallaro (Ambassador, 900; $1.50-$2). With Modeinair

headlining. Second week down to 3,050 covers.

3in Garber (Biltraore, 900; $1-$1.50). Dipped to 3,300 covers.

Ted Fio KIto (Beverly Hills, 300;'$4 min.). Light 1,200 covers,

es

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels
(Chicago)

Cee Davidson (Chez Paree, 500; $3.50 min.). Jack Cole, Mary Small
and Joey Bishop. Fallen 3,.^00 covers.

I

Eddy Howard (Aragon; $l-$1.15 adm.); Vaughn Monroe onci-nightet

with admish upped to $2.00 after 7 p.m. Hot 20,000 admissions.

1 Al Trace (Blackhawk, 500; $2.50 min,). Corapiper drawing out-of-

,
towners. Fine 2.700 tabs.

!
GrifY Williams (Trianon; $1-$1.13 adm.). Upped over last week, but

low 12.500 admissions.

i (Los Angeles)
Benny Goodman (Palladium B., Hollywood, 2nd wk.).

missions;---',

Big 13,000 ad-

Merc's New Chi Distrib

Chicago, March 15.

Mercury Records announced a
change in its distributorship in
Baltimore area this week:

Oriole Corp. of Baltimore has
been dropped, with Schwartz Bros,
the new distributor in the eastern
area. .

:
^

•

Tops of the Tofkf
Retail Disk Seller

"Cruising Down the River"

Retail Sheet Music Seller
"Cruising Down the River"

"Most Rcqtiested" Disk
"I've Got My Love to Keep Me"

Seller on Coin Machines
'"Far Away Places"

MCA's Brandwynne
Into Hotel N.Y.er

Nat Brand\\fynne goes into the
New Yorker hojol. New York, April

22, following the current Gardner
Benedict combo, Brandwynne, a

Music Gorpi of America property,
will use 12 men and a girl. He's
down for six weeks with options.
As a rule, the New Yorker ad-

heres fairly consistently to buying
General Artists Corp. names. .

New York
Frankie Carle piled up .second

highest gross at Circle tlieatre,

Indianapolis, last week with over
$27(600 . , . DeccH named Arthur
Grobart sales .promotion manager
in N. Y. . . . RC.\-Viclor signed
Johnny Moore's Three Blazers
group . . . Arthur Miehaud re-
covering from serious illness on
Coast i . . IrvinfT Fields oiicli will

stay at Senator hotel, Atlantic
City, until Sept. 15 . . . Joseph
Reno, of Washington, won am song
contest run by Jerry Strong,
WINX, disk jockey; tune is to be
recorded by Gene Williams orch
for Mercury ... Since King Cole
added Jack Contanza, bongo play-
er, billing is to read Nat "King"
Cole and His Trio , , . Mo^emaires
into Last Frontier, Las .Vegas,
April 8 and then Fairmont hdtel,
San Francisco . . . Jan August into
Mark Hopkins hotel, San V.. March
29 . . . Harold Lcventhal shifts to
Coast for Lewis Music . . . Signa-
ture Records releasing a Monica
Lewis disk on its 35c. Hi-Tone
label; singer is now with Decca
. . . Columbia Records completed
recording of opera "Salome" at its
new N. Y. studios, formerly a
church. . -

Hollywood
Benny Carter^ trying to re-form

his band for an April 5-18 stand
at the Hollywood Empire, dis-
covered most of his key sidemen
already were working. They'd
joined a 12-piece crew tossed to-
gether by Lee Yoiingr for an eight-
week location at the Cotton Club
.

. .Louis Armstront; combo, due
here to tape a Philco airshot with
Bln» Crosby, has been set for a
10-day stint at the Hollywood Em-
pire opening March 24, , Ted Fio
KIto band, current at the BevHills
hotel, set for a musical short at
Universal-International ...Count
Basle orch opens today (15) at the
Million Dollar tlieatre for a one-
week stint, with Basic paving his
crew and two supporting acts and
splitting the take with the house
after first $2,500 is extracted to
take care of exploitation . .Dizzie
Gillespie be-bopped to a one-night
take-home pay of $1,756 at the
Avodon (8), drawing 2,342 custom-
ers. Booking called for $1,000
guarantee against 60%,

Pittsburgh
Sammy Netlgco and Tommy

Kinff,. trombonists, rejoined Baron
Elliott orch, ..Henry Busse band
opens a week's engagement at Bill
Green's on March 25, following the
Tommy Carlyu outfit and organist
Ken Griffin, Pete Evans re-
formed four-piece screwball band
following long run as a single al
Nite Court of Fun...Billy Yates
and his Men of Music, who werd
at Mercur's Musiti Bar for eight

(Continued on page 44)

U. of Minn. Concerts
: MinneapoliSi March 15.

Ann ual Un Iversify Artists' cou rse

at the U.. of Minnesota
: Memorial

auditorium next season will com>

pi'ise seven concerts, including an

I event in recognition of Minnesota's

j

Territorial Centennial, and a re-
' turn visit of the Chicago Sym-
phony orchestra. •

..

I

List also includes Ferruccio Tag-

iliavini and Pia Tassinari of the

I Metropolitan Opera; Guiomar No-
i vacs, Brazilian pianist; Nathan

I

Milstein, violinist; Bidu Sayao Lo-
I renzo Alvary and Leonard Warren,
latter three of the Metropolitan
Opera.

FRANKIE LAINE
Anpearinc

LOEWS
CI.KVKIiANU, OHIO

IDON'TSEEME

IN YOUR EYES

ANYMORE
LAUREL MUSIC CO.,

1619 Broadway, New York

Popularity CoiifinuM

CARMEN LOMBARDO'S

SWEETHEARTS

ON PARADE
MAYFAIR MUSIC
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MOST WIDELY RECORDED SCORE IN YEARS!!
FROM BING CROSBY'S-

A CONNECTICUT YANKEE
in KING ARTHUR'S COURT

Lyrics by JOHNNY BURKE Music by JAMES VAN HEUSEN

FOR ALWAYS
BING CROSBY ALBUM-Decca
VIC DAMONE-Mercury

VIC DAMONE Associated

flfCORDCO BY

TONY MARTIN-Vietor
ART MOONEY-M.G.M.

TRA^fSCRIP^ONS BY

EARL SHELDON Muzak

THE MOON

DINAH SHORE-Columbia
JO STAFFORD-Capitol

CHARLIE SPIVAK . . , . . Ziv

NAT KING COLE-Capitol

BING CROSBY ALBUM-Decca

VIC DAMONE Associated

RECORDED BY

HORACE HEIDT-Columbia
JOHN LAURENZ-Mercury

TRANSCRIPTIONS BY

HORACE HEIDI Standard

TONY MARTIN-Victer
FRANK SINATRA-Columbia

EARL SHELDON Miitak

s
PERRY COMO-Vietor

BING CROSBY AlBUM-Oeceo

RECORD£D BY

FRANK SINATRA-Colombia

MEL TORME-Musicraft
MARGARET WHITING-Capitol

TRANSCRfPTfONS BY

DAVID STREET and

LUCILLE NORMAN . Standard

VIC DAMONE-Mercury
JACK FINA-M.G.M.

GEORGE TOWNE . . . Associated

JACK EDWARDS-M.G.M.
MODERNAIRES-Columbia

RECORDED BY

(Crosby Album)

BING CROSBY
SIR CEDRtC HARDWICKE
WM. BENDIX

TRANSCRIPTIONS BY

PHIL BRITO .Associated

Copyrisht by Burke and Van Heusen, Inc.

Sole Sel'/ng Agenfs

MELROSE Music Corp. MAYFAIR Music Corp
1619 Broadway New York 19, N. Y.
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Morns'^ New Pubbery

To Handle Works

Of Late Dick Whiting

Hollywood, March 15.

Edwin' H, . (Buddy) Morris Is

setting up another subsid company,
to act as sole selling' agent for

trunkful of compositions left by
the late Richard Wliiting. AH
details of an agreement between
Eleanor Whiting, widow of the
clciTcr, and Morris have been
ironed out. Only the formal sig-

natures remain to be affixed.- :

For over a year Mrs. Whitine
and her dautfhters. Margaret and
Barbara; have been fine-oombmg
manuscripts left by Whiting. One
new tune has emerged, "Sorry,"
ito which Buddy Pepper, Margaret
'Wliiting's accompanist, has affixed

lyrics. Leo Robin now is outfitting

another Whiting melody with
wordagc.
The deceased composer, one of

the most prolific film-tune writers
during his career, left more than
200 completed cleffings. The Whit-
ing estate, of course, will retain
the copyrights oa all the material:
Morris will simply do the market-
ing.

Chase Hotel, St. L, Sued

On Song Infringements
St. Louis, March 15.

The Chase Hotel, Inc., owner of
the Chase Club, we.st end nitery,
last week was named defendant in
an infringement suit filed -in the lo-.

eal U. S. district court by London
Music Corp.. New York; American
Music, Inc., Hollywood, and the
Peer, International Corp., Ramsey.
N. J„ Damages of $250 are asked.
The petition charges that the ho-

tel, without permission or consent
of the. plaintiffs, permitted public
performances of five musical num-
bers on which the required royalty
payment had not been made. The
ditties involved are "Give Me the
Moon Over Brooklyn," "Smoke,
Smoke. That Cigarette," "Perfidia,"
"Granada" and "Magic In the
Moonliglit."

H«re it is— another '''LAURA"

:. New Refeoses.by

VIC DAMONE . Mtrcury
|

GORDON JENKINS O.kci

VEH* lYNM :..lond«n
\

MEl TORME Copilot

AGAIN
«08BINS MUSIC CORPORATION

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS

Survey of retail sheet, music

sales, based on reports obtained

from leading stores in 12 cities

and shotaing- comparative sales

rating' for thvi and last; week.

National

Kating:

This Last

wk. : wk.

Week Ending
MARCH 12

Title and Publisher

CO

T
O
T
A
L

P
O
I

;n--

T
S ,

1 2 "Cruising Down River" (Spitzer)

.

1 1 2 1 2 :2;. 1 4 5 I 1 2 119

2 1 ^'Far Away Places" (Laurel) : . . . 2 2 1 7 I I 5 1 L 3 2 1 105

3 4 "Galway Bay" (Leeds) 3 5 2 5 ,4.-.' 7 8 3 2 5 3 83

4 3 "Powder Ypnr Fate" (Lombardo)

,

3 3 3 •Si::' 9 5 ijV 5 3 '.7.- 77

::5;' 5 "tavender Blue" (Santly-Joy) 8 6 6 8 4 . 9 2 2 6 7 66

6 :-tK
" "Sunflower" (Famous) 4 4 5 7 6 3 2 6 51

7 9 "So in Love" (T. B. Harms) .... 9
,
7 9 7 6 5 34

8 8 "I've Got My Love" (Berlin) .
". 8 8 8 5 6 7 10 9 27

9 7 ' "A Little Bird Told Me" (Bourne) 7 5 6 8 3 26

10 11 "Red JCoses for Blue Lady" (Mills) 6 9 4 10 S » 9 23

llA "Forever and Ever" (Kobbins) . .

.

5 10 6 7

IIB 6 "Buttons and Bows" (Famous) . . . 9 9 8 7

UC 7

12 .13 "Down By «hc Station" (Am. Acad.) 10 8 6

13 "Rosewood Spinet" (Shapiro-B)

-9!!!

On the Upbeat
Continued from pase tZ

;

' months, have opened at Don Metz's
' club . .Ted Lewis plays Vogue
1 Terrace week of April 22

. , , George
I llarton, owner of West View Park,
has bought Aragon ballroom down-

;
town and will go in for a name

i band policy on one-nighters , .

.

I Maurice Spitalny missed first Tap
I Time broadcast with his band in

I
11 years, aside from vacations,

i wlien he went to Indianapolis for
^a -visit with his daughter and was
: laid up with an infected leg. Frank
i Apter, his ; concertmaster, subbed
I
for : him . . AI Marsico and ' his
band celebrate their 10th anni-
versary at Nixon Cafe on March
25.

Chicago
Pianist Johnny Hynda, at Ciro's

and 885 club here; jom.s Felix Med-
Icvin and his Artists Guild theat-
rical agency . . . Andy and Delia

' Russell, currently at Mayfair Room
ot Blackstone hotel, auditioning
with NBC for a "Mr; and Mrs."
program similar J to "Ozzie and
Harriet" . . . ::Freddie Najjrel orch
practically booked solid for the re-
mainder of '49 . . . Local 10 of
musicians' union will spend $55,000

I

for free public concerts this sum-
! mcj- in Chicago area . . . Win
Stracke, folk, singer, concerts at

Fullerton Hall, April 3 . . . MCA
pacted Frankie Yankovic to a long-
termer last week ... Al Gallicho,
professional manager of Leeds and
Duchess Music Publishing Co., New
York, in Chi visiting with -Archie

i Levington, local Leeds head . . .

i Jack Fulton's "Sun Flower" passed
50,000 mark already, song is on
Tower label . . . Hank Markbrcit
takes over Chi offices of Mills
Music . . . Monchito's option picked
up for an additional eight weeks at
Buttery of Ambassador-West hotel
. . . Jimmy ..Cairns, BMI contact

. man. oft for two-week station
junket- . . . Guy Lombardo set for
Chicago theatre. June 5 . . . Vic
Mi'/zy, songwriter, in town visiting
his wife; Mary Small, currently at
Chez Paree . . . Sid and Jack Mills,

beads of Mills Mu.sic, in town look-
ing over setup here ... Pee Wee

i
Hunt into Don Carlos Casino. Win-

i
nipeg. March 18 for one week . . .

. Buddy Moreno heads for Gotham
I to cut. new platters, after closing
,
at Chase hotel, St. Louis . . .

Tommy Dorscv set for concert tour
in April, through midwest terri-
tory. ,

I
(11). replacing Art Van Damme

I

outfit . . . Kmile Petti bands wind
I up a long run in Kl Casbah of the
I Bellerive hotel this week; Sunny
1 Skylar.' played : a foi-tnight in the
I
spot for the second time within a

I year/. , . Don Reid band has taken
[stand in Terrace Grill, replacing
! Leighton Noble crew . . . Maria
I Taylor chanting at Sherman. Club,
I date bringing her back to town
after several months ab.sence . . .

i

Lyle Davis orch moved into Drum
jRoom of President hotel with-
[Dorothy Keller doing a dancing
I

turn . . . Eric Correa brings band
from recent stand at Stork Club,

' N. Y., to m Casbah this week . . .

Gene Pringle trio holds forth at
Putsch's 210. with Henry O'Neill

; doing single piano . . i Wayne Kinp
ovch concerting in Music Hall
April 1 at .$3 top . . . Claude Thorn-

' hill due at Pla-Mor ballroom for
one-nighter March 26.

Cole, Herman Reteamed

For New Concert Series;

$76,900 Gross on 14 Dates
;

Hollywood, March 15.
'

I

,King Cole Trio and Woody Her-
man oreh will hook up again for
series of dual concerts along the
Coast in August. General Artists
is asking promoters $3,000 guaran-
tee per night against 60% of gross
for the twin combos.

Cole and Herman, both managed
by Carlos Gastel, made plenty loot
off their recent skein of 14' joint
concerts in eastern towns. The -

I

total gross was $76,900. Working
on percentages between 60% and

I 70%, the combos reaped $48,000.
Cole and Herman split tlie profits
equally. They'll do the same on
their swing along the Coast.

I Apoilo Grooms Bothwell

As Ventura Successor
' Apollo Records is making an ef-
'fort to fill the grooves vacated by
i Charlie Ventura's shift to RCA-
I
Victor. Indie has signed sa-xist

,
Johnny Bothwell to perform bop

1

sides with the vocal-instrument
I
angle used so effectively by

I

Ventura.

[
Bothwell, who headed a big band

1 for sometime on the Signature
' label, will use six men and Eileen
Martih on his Apollo cuttings,

!
Artie Wayne Freed

I

Hollywood, March 15.
I Artie Wayne asked for and got
;
his release from Capitol Records

' after a hassle over whether he was
I being . properly exploited.
! Singer inked with the waxery
during the disk ban after peddling
them four faces he'd made on spec-'
ulation. Sales reaction to the quar-
tet was slow and Wayne asked out,
promptly inking a single disk re-
lease with Mercury.

Kansas City
Page Cavanaugrh Trio into the

Broadway Interlude last Friday

Thanks to the Pittsburgh, New Yorfe and New Jersey Disk Jockeys

We're On Our Way With The Slap-Happy Folk Novelty

WHY DID! GO TO MY WEDDING?
SUN& n JIMMY ATKINS ON REGENT RECORD #I4S

PAT BALLARD MUSIC CORPORATION—Sok Sailing Agent KEYS MUSIC, INC.

14* W. S4th St., N«w r*rli M.

Buddy Rich Singles

I Buddy Rich will henceforth do
! his drumming as a single. He will

; not reorganize the bop band he

I
dropped somi weeks back after a

run at the Clique Club, New York.

;
General Artists Corp. will book

j
him on theatre and other type

;
dates strictly as a single.

Since giving up his band. Rich
; has been doing various a.ssign-

,
ments as a single, sucli as the Kd-

' die Condon television show, jazz
; session work, etc. -

Benny Albert's Shift
•Benny Albert, dean of the song-

! pluggers, has been moved trom the
!
Miller Mu.sic stati' into the reac-
tivated JIarryWarr«n music com-
pany; operated by the Metro-owned
Big Three. Albert will work with
Pete Woolery under Charlie War-
ren, brother of the songwriter, on
the score of Metro's "Barkleys of;
Broadway."

Albert had been with Feist Music
for years, and only recently was
moved to Miller. Warren firm will
add other men in N. Y., Chicago
and Los Angeles to handle the'

! score-.-.

SANTLY-JOY, INC.

EddiQ Joy-Gen. Prof. Mgr

1619 Broadway, New York

Hunter Music chartered to con-
duct music publisliing and retord
-sales business in New York,.

DISC JOCKEYS
IT'S A HIT AU-WAYS

YOU'RE A

SWEETHEART
Music by . . .

JIMMY MeUVGHr

1
Writer o- "

|^ ^

Ul Iwfl late S''"-*'"'™

Recordeil by The Starlighters
with Paul Weston's Orchestra

Capitol Recoril No. 15389

LEON RENE PUBLICATIONS
New York Offic«

54I-S43 SIXTH AVE.
Holjywood Office

6272 SUNSET BLVD.
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Modification of 20% Cabaret Tax

Sougbt at Midwest Hotel Men s Confab
Chicago, March 15. 4

Midwest Hotel Show at Palmer

House, March 9-U, found over 850

hotel men from all parts of the

rountry in attendance, with its

sponsors, Illinois Hotel Assn. and

flreater Chicago Hotel Assn., at-

tempting to spurt action against

the 20% cabaret tax, in a closed

sessioii Thurs. (10). Although

meeUng of the 20% Cabaret Tax

Pommittee was sparsely attended,

chairman Otto K. Eitel of the Bis-

marck hotel, Chicago, announced
contributions to fund has hit

$39,150.
Cabaret Tax Committee was

formed last year, with Eitel spear-

heading the move to secure con-

gressional action for reduction or

repeal of the tax. Samuel P.

Haines,' Washington, D. C, was

hired us public relations counsel to

lobby for action in Congress.

Although commmittee was not en-

dorsed by the American Hotel

Assn., Haines was promised a- re-

tainer of $10,000 plus a $15,000 ex-

pense account. If Haines succeed-

ed in getting bill introed in Con-

gress, he would receive $25,000.

Since then, Eitel and the commit-

tee have been contacting hotels,

trying to raise money via contiibu-

tions and pledges, with fund about

$15,000 short.

Seymour Weiss, head of Roose-

velt hotel. New Orleans, blamed

Marlowe Tagged On

Non-Support Charge
Cleveland, March 15.

Frank Marlowe, comedian, was
arrested on a non-support warrant
filed by his divorced wife in Akron,
O., but case was postponed a
week to permit him to finish his

current engagement at Loew's
Stat6 here.

County detective waited until
Marlowe 'finished his evening- per-
formance before serving the war^
rant. Comic's ex-wife, a dance
teacher known professionaly as
Madelene B. Winch, charged that
he had fallen behind in paying the'

board bill for their seven-year-old
daughter.

Las Vegas for Connee
Connee Boswell goes back into

the Flamingo, Las Vegas, for the
second time within a year, April 21,
when she opens for two weeks.
Date will be preceded by a group
of theatres.

Dates set are the Circle theatre,
Indianapolis, week of March 24
and, Orpheum, Omaha, April 1.

Others will fill in.

Sport^en s Show

Nifty 150G,D.C.
Washington, March 15. =

Town's, second annitai Sports^

men's and Outdoors Show shut-

tered Sunday night (13) with over

bankruptcy of 422 night clubs in i $150,000 from booths and b.o. in

1948, on the 20% tax and pledged
1 till for its nine-day run. Ex-

$1,000 if tax_^ were ^reduced, ^plus
,

^.^.^.^^^ .^^^^^^^ ^^^^^
contributing $1,500 to the anti-tax

committee. Other contributions in-

clude $200 each from the Sir Fran-

cis Drake, Fairmont, Mark Hop-

kinS, Palace and St. Francis hotels,

San Francisco; Biltmore, L.A.,

$1,000, and Amba.ssador, L.A. $400;

New York hotels, Commodoie, Lin-

coln, New Yorker, WaldorfjAstoria,

$1,000 each; Hilton hotels, $3,500.

Chicago Contributors are Chez
Paree, $250; Edgewater Beach ho-

tel, $1,500; Drake, $900; Bismarck,

$1,500, and other smaller contribu-

tions from Graemere hotel and

Fred Harvey.
Petrillo In .Record

Eitel read a letter received from
James G. Petrillo, prexy of Ameri-

can Federation of Musicians,

slating musician's union would
back the hotel men's fight for re-

duction ot the tax. AFM has con-

tributed $5,000 thus far, with each

local organizing for the figlit, ac-

cording to Eitel. Music Corp, of

America has thrown $2,000 in the

Wt^, with. General Amus. Corp.

adding $500.
Haines stated two bills for reduc-

tion of excise taxes were up for

discussion before the Ways and
Means committee of the House.

Martin Bill asks for a 10% reduc-

tion and Forham Bill asks for resto-

ration of the prewar 5% tax.

Tax Committee stated through

Eitel tfiat absence of Statler Hotel

chain on contributions list was in-

fluencing other hotels.

Efforts of the committee, Eitel

claimed, should be of prime con-

cern to hotel metn, since attendance

in hotel dining rooms in 1948 fell

off 12.8%. •

MinskyBurley

Deal Set For

Carnival, N. Y.
. The: number of New York cafes
is returning to normal. The major
spots currently shuttered are pre-
paring to resume operations. The
Carnival will reopen with Harold
Minsky at the helm, Dario will re-

light La Martinique as the Em-
peror Boom, and the .now shut-
tered Harem reopens as Bop City.

Of the/- three reopenings.i, the
Carnival is slated to be the big-
gest. Minsky,^ currently operating:
the Colonial Inn, Hallendale,- Fla.,

will take over June 1 and will

bring in the same burlesque type
shows that were successful in the
Florida spot. It's figured that Min-
sky- will have an admission charge,
although amount hasn't yet been
determined.

Late start of new tenancy is at-

tributed to the fact that Nicky
Blair, former operator of the Car-

Ornaniangof Outdoor Fieli Gronp

Insurancejighl^hts AGVA Confab

Rubin's Talent Winners

To Tour Midwest Nabes
Chicago, March 15.

: Considerable rejuvenation of
vaude in midwest nabe split-week'

houses is anticipated if radio and
tele can live up to their vaunted,
drawing power. .

'

Winners of "Rubin's Stars of

Tomorrow," simulcast on WGN,^
WGNB, and WGN-TV, are being

I booked into 3S houses in: five mid-
western states. Pro acts will be
added to amateurs in theatres.

Lou Cohan books both the Tadio-
TV show and the theatres.

and-a-half tank and stageshow, is
i

.sponsored by the League of Mary-

1

land Sportsmen, a non-commercial
I

outfit headed by aviation's Glenn I

Martin. , ; I

SIiow, which moves on to Baltir,

more next Saturday (19), where it

will repeal its D. C. pattern of

running in ^the local Armory,
claims to be the only one of its

kind in the country operating on
a non»commercial basis, since all

profits go to the Sportmen's League
for conservation work in this area.

|

Attendance of 71;000, an improve- i

ment of 11,000 over last year, with
j

a handsome take for the sponsors

and for the concessionaires, is ini-
j

pressive enough for even a com-
mercial venture.

Stageshow, chief attraction for

ticket holders, was produced on
regular vaude format, with such
standard attractions as a water

baiet, animal acts, and outdoor

stunts like log rolling, canoe tilt-

ing, etc.. "Film Stars," which were
highly touted, consisted of table

tennis champs Bellak & Elaine and
Bcebe's Hollywood Bears.

AGVARevampnig

Union Branches
American Cuild of Variety Artr

ists branch and 'regional Offices are
undergoing a revamping. Major
changes will take place' in New
York, Hollywood, Chicago', Boston
and Philadelphia, where top per-
sonnel will be shifted.

In New York, national board
member Jimmy Lyons has been
named to replace 'Vito. Melfi'-as
Eastern regional director. Melfi

post temporarily since
Fox; former director; re-

nival, has a lease on the spot until
1

Oayg**®'^

^^Dario's policy in the . Emperor ' ^^^ned. Melfi vvill be a.ssigned to

Room is stm to be set. Former La t ^^n ^ a-
Martinique operator has obtained

l^'onne Bale, Coast regional di-

a long lease on the site. He sold I

bemg shifted to the N. Y
out last year to Monte Gardner for I ^J'Ar'",,?^

replaced

$40,000. He was able to recapture i

performer Eddie Rio. Reason
pvtv n fr.-.Ptmn nf thp ^^r the Change hasn't been dithe property at a fraction of the

salesrprice.

Bop City, opening on the site of
the Harem in mid^April, will not
supplant the Royal Roost. Ralph
Watkins will continue to operate
both. ,

Levy Seeks Vaude Policy

r Tivoli, San Francisc

$1,750 Budget Planned

. San Francisco, March 15.

Ellis Levy, local theatre and ball-

rociin: op, is dickering with the

Blumenfeid chain for the Tivoli

Theatre and plans a yaudfiim

policy if the deal jells. Town has

been without vaude for a year al-

though Red Skelton unit ;
which

winds a ohe-weeker at the Golden

Gate tonight (Tues.), theoretically

is the forerunner of al spasmodjc;

flesh policy at that house.

Levy, optimistic about the deal,

already has asked Bert Levey

agency to do the booking for the

1,50.0-seater. Plan is to use five

or six acts, with a weekly talent

ijUtlay of around $1,V50, - Levy

,plahs a three-a^day routine, grmd-

ing/ twin bills in: eonjiroetioriv witH

a 65c lop.

EXhib -already jhas overcome the

.stumbling block encountered by

VkV , n l" n A .Sherill Corwin, operator ot the

VAr to track Down Un Lbs Angeles Million DoUar thcTlre,viuvn vvni
^^^^^ optioned the TivoJi Irom B)u-

AgentS Setting Free Acts > mcnfeW few months .ago. Corwm

London, March 8.

Variety Artists Federation is pro-

posing to clamp down on agents

who get free acts for nightclubs
and bottle parties by inviting

artists to give auditions in full

view of the audience.
These auditions usually take

place between 8 p.m. and 4 a.m.
and artists are expected to provide
their own transport.
VAF has warned its members not

to agree to these auditions which
they claim are "nothing more than
exploitation," and must insist on
payment for

,
their services.

vulged, but it's regardeij that :Miss
Bale is being , upped to ia higher
berth;

In Chicago, jack ttving has been
promoted to assistant national ad-
ministraitor with headquarters in
that city. He'll also continue as
Chi regional head.

Most surprising move is the re-
hiring of Dick Jones as head of the
Philadelphia officCi replacing Fred
Nerrit. Jones was dismissed some-

Ill Turn RAIItffif- ^hnWC ^S*" former national direc-
lU IWO Deueill JllUWa

I
tor Matt Shelvey and has since
been a stormy petrel in Philly
AG'VA affairs, having set ;^p his
own local at one time.

In Boston, Raiph Morgan Will
place cliff Barnes as faead^ of that
branch.-;

Friars and Bock Beer

Brewers' Showmanship

The roster of pugilists who came
into show business after their

sports careers includes Barney
Ross, Tony Canzoheri, Max Baer,

Buddy Baer, Slapsy Maxie Rosen-
bloom, Sonny King, among others,

but this process was.reversed tem-
porarily last week in a pair of

benefits for charity. -Milton Berle
slugged it out with Buddy Baer at

St. Nick's arena, N. Y., under aus-

1. n ri • pices of the Friars Club, and Ray

Vnr MVnil San FranPl^rO* Bolgcr entered the fight business

staged by New York and New Jer-

CANTOR, LANGFORD SET

FORCHIVAUDATES
Chicago, Marcii 15.

Chicago theatre booker, Nate
Plait, has lined up additional at-

tractions for his flagship. Alter

Eddie Cantor one-weeker, April 15,

with Jahet Blair, Desi Arnaz takes

over for two weeks. Starting May
6 Frances Langlord and hubby
Jon Hall are the headliners. Bed
Skelton, with a packaged show, is

.scheduled to follow.
Peggy Lee and Dave Barbour arc

set for two-weeker, June 24.

scy brewers for the benefit of the

Red Cross.
Berle "knocked out" the 324-

pound Buddy Baer in. the second

round. There are some that say

that Baer wasn't trying. A more
impressive pugilistic entry was
made by Bolger who got in the

way of a playful swing by Ray
Robinson at the Bock Festival, and
Wound up with a dented schnoz,

Bolger was the clown referee.

When Robinson decided to knock
accustomed

Frankie Laine's $12,500

Package to Make Round

Of Loew's New Vauders
Hollywood, March 15.

Riding the crest of a platter
popularity wave that saw 3;610,356
of his disks sold last year, Frankie
Laine embarks on a new job in the
suTTimer—trailblazer for a return

]

of vaude to a number of key city
'

Loew houses. He opens a tour
June 16 at ' the State, St. Louis,
which has been sans flesh for 19
years, at a $6,000 guarantee and a
split over a $22,500 gross.

Laine also has been, set for other
Loew houses in Buffalo, Syracuse

t Organization of the outdoor field

and group insurance plan for all

members will be.the major aims of ;

the American Guild of Variety
Artists during the. coming year.
Resolutions to that effect were :

adopted by- the AGVA national
;

board'during its conclave which ad- .

journed yesterday (Tues.). National
Executive Board is currently meet- . ;

ing to put into motion, some of the
resolutions adopted by the national

;

boai'dv

The most important is the in-

stitution of the insurance plan
which has been on the agenda for
several years. National office will

draw up: plans: for adoption at. the
AGVA convention in Chicago this

June,

The plan for national insurance..;

is closely allied with the resolution
passed early in the meeting giving
AGVA delegates to Theatre Au-
thority power to withdraw - from .

that benefit control group. Should ;

that occur, AGVA will hold its own
benefits for the welfare and In-

surance funds in various cities with
25% of the net being retained for
the welfare of members in the
cities in which the affairs are held.

Benefit plan will still be put into
effect even if imion remains with
TA.

Discussion of tabling the con- ;

.vention to save the $20,000 expense
involved 'never reached the floor.

,

Informal discussion among board
members indicated that it would be
howled down, and consequently .

idea was never introduced.

Organizing of the outdoor field, :

similarly on the AGVA agenda for -

a number of : years, lias already
;

been put into effect. Start Was' =

made by AGVA organizer in New '

York, 'Vic. Connorsv who was In*

'

strumental in getting union con- -

tracts with the Cole Bros, and Pol- :

lak Bros, circuses, first that the
union has had, in several years.
Outdoor branch of union Will be
set up in Chicago.

Reciprocal Deals

Board meeting also authorized
the national office to woi^k out re-

ciprocal agreements with the
Variety Artists Federation, British

performers' union, Mexican Actors
union, the French gov^rnment-and
any other country that "Wants to ar- ;

range reciprocal agreements with >;

the union. Board has proceeded to :

negotiate with the VAP on a basis

of charging members of that union
working in the U. S. $12 dues for;

the first three months and $6 for
the next six month period.. A
similar reductioiii ..would, also be
put into effect for American - sets

in Britain. . • .,

Board alstf voted to effect a club
date scale on a national basis. Also
proposed were, the greater coop-:

oration With the American Feder-
ation of Musicians. Charles Tucci*

Local 802 secretary, spoke on the
need of inter-union coopei'atlony

Board also voted a plan to help
gain support for the repeal of the

20% amusement taxi

Meeting also resolved a vote- of
thanks to law firm of Silverstone &
Rosenthal, AGVA counsel, fortheii*

efforts in helping AGVA hurdle
its difficulties during several trying-

periods.

place, he apparently misjudged or and Roche^er which haven t had
|

'

Bolger zigged when he should vaude in years. Lame wants the

have zaggcd. The results weren't circuit to let him assemble and

exactly hilarious as far as Bolger |

Package a^show for^the^new flesh

was concerned.
The Friars shindig netted $5,000,

while the Red Cross got approxi-

mately $30,000 from the brewery

fliarity.' The beer people, how-

ever, as.sumed the entire - expense
(Continued on page 46)

ice Follies' 95G, Pitt

Pittsburgh, March 15,

outlets. Singer is asking $12,500
for his projected package of himr i

self; three other acts and Ray
McKinley's orch. Latter would get
$5,500 per week if package plan
is okayed.

Lalnc's wow 1948 wax -year
brought- him $135,.448 under hjs

pact with Mercury Records which
calls for a straight five percent
royalty. Biggest single seller was
'Shine," which went to the tune

wanted to use traveling bands but
j pollies" turned in its usual i^^VVi-on T

Musicians' Local 6 told him he'd I

,^^-^,1;°, ,1 , engagement ,1'";^-

hit, on an. overlap from 1947. when
the biscuit hit just vmAef the
1,000,000 mark.

no hassle with the union.

have"to use Frisco men in policy or
l xhe Ga"rdens:doing around $95.- h° hat's^M^esh^ '' Se's'^btges^

hire standbys when usmg travehng
.^^ „j„e performances. Top was -t""** « My uesue, Laine s biggest

bands. Corwin. balked. Levy, how-
(.g excluding tax, although the

ever, plans to use none but Local '

ajo^ty of the better seats were
6 men and consequently will have

^^^^^^ ^2.50.

First couple of shows were a

little off, but by midweek it had
(Jarle'iBecord 30(J.^^^to^^^

gone to capacity and stayed that
iAdiMapoliS, March 15.

.way down «>e f^»!,t';h. Rw ^ Frankie Carte otch btoke Circle

ahkle. .
I mark with $2?,50ft

N. y. H^Jcheck Bill

Albany, March 15.

The Senate passed, by a vote

of 49-1, and .sent to the Assembly,

the Moritt bill allowing cities to

impose a 50% tax on hatchecking

concessions. ^^IKI^^^

FLAMINGO CLUB, K.C.,

CLOSED ON BOOZE RAP
Kansas City, March 15.

Although Kansas is heavily on

the record as going wet, legislation

has not yet set it up, and enforce-

ment officials are upholding the

di-y laws to the hilt. Enforcement'

campaign struck Wyandotte
County last week when Harold
Harding, county, attorney, slapped
a padlock «n the Flamingo Club.

Police raid Feb. 26 in routine

check of beer taveras reported a

trap door in the dining room floor

of the upstairs club quarters under
which was a small quantity of gin

and wTiiskey. Harding made appli-

cation for the closing, 'and Rusell
Hardy, Wyandotte County district;

ludge, signed the writ. -

A previous injunction Was on
record against the club, and sec-

ond offense brought the padlock-
ing.

t « «

J« «,*:. I.','V»::

Clifford Guest into^he' Cotillion

room of the t>lei:te bote)« N, Y.,

March 29. - ''^-lOTsiitTiiemi » V
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N^ht Qub Reviei^s

C.,.ri.y,»ii."i»«»efc|J*%»i£V°'' """" "
Miami Beach, March 14,

Jane Froman with Joe Btishfcin;

Jerry Lester, Maria: Neglia, Ton?/

Bavaar, Ron Fletcher, Donv Arden
Girls (12), Michael Seller Orch;

viinimums, $4-$5. -i

Murray Weinger introed one of

the better shows of his-,new Copa
City's first winter run to one of

the smartest crowds seqn here in

weeks. And, Judging from the turur

out for both shows on preem night

(13), he'll do okay for the limited

(one week) engagement of Jane
Froman and Jerry Lester.

Sock of the layout is Miss Fro-

man. For the first time in six

years here, since the Lisbon USO
plan* crash, she walked onstage

for her opening number. Beaction

was a ftve-minute ^reception from
th« capacity house. Gowned smart-

ly, she proceeded to wrap up for

more than 40 minutes. Tee-off ar-

rangement was in mood with the

walk on, "It's a Great Life." Fol-

lowed with "Faraway Places'' and
then had them pounding wlien she

picked up a hand mike and worked
around the ringside with a medley
of pops. Encores with "Begin the

Beguine'* and had, to beg on.

Lester, in a previous date in this

area several seasons ago, didn't go

So well. It must have been the

room, for in this showcase he belt-

ed for a sesh of laughs, via

a blending of mostly new material

that ranged from fair to howls.

Throughout, he kept punching for

the maximum reaction. Starts

moving up. the laugh meter with
his Version of "Old Man River,''

interspersed with some new (and
funny) recitations, plus yock-mak-
ing biz with a small and oversized
phone, and on the trombone.
Works in the house pianist: for

additional laughs, then winds with
screwy impresh of Harry Richman.
Comes back for comedy juggling
bit, well handled, afld "Porter's

Soliloquy,"- which had them pound-
ing for more.

Maria Neglia (New Acts) tees

cores, t'roaucuonwise, the costum-

ing and routinings are the same
as has obtained all season, and a

handsome set of groupings they

are, with Tony Bavaar handling

the Benny Davis-Abner Silver

tunes in fine manner, and Ron
Fletcher a click in his Jack Cole

tvpe dance spot to the tuneful

"More Coffee" middle number. Mi-

chael Selker's orch returns to pro-

vide ace backgrounding for show.
Lary,

SilVaiiimi»l»> ^• ^•
Itia Joiiies, BiUj/ Daniels, Teddy

Bale, Pauline Bryant, Manhattan
Paul, Shotsie Ddvis, Ruth Masoii,

Rpsxetta Davis, Ttntmi Edwards,
PrtTtcess De Paur ic Toulae, Estrel-

lita, Line (12), Lucille Dixon
Orch witfi Phyllis Branch;; mini-

mums, $2.50-$3.50. >/

Clarence Robinsoiiv W'KO: stag

the shows at the old Cbttoii Club
and the Zanzibar^ has integrated

Harlerii and Broadway into a cu-

rious, but entertaining rriixture,

The Savannah has the rtiost pop-

ulous show iii the VillajgiSv. wneti
all the perforhiers are onstage

at one time, there's scarcely room
to move. Howeyer,V Robinsoii's

stagini doesn't permit lack of

space to get in his way; , The^pTo-
ceedings are colorful and lively

arid worthy of attriactihg trade

from all sections Of town.
The name value of the all-col-

ored show is contained in Ida

James and Billy Daniels, a^ pair

of singers with knbw-how deliyery.

The baby-voiced Miss James Styl-

izes a song in a: winning manner.
She mixes her tunes nicely. Her
topper is "Where or When." Dan-
iels similatly IS a knowng stylist

getting pasl; ahd" sophistication

into his renditions.

Tlie. >/^iIlage-Harlein merge is

most evident in the production
numberSv Several sequences are
sufficient to singe sensitivities, par-

ticularly the Pagan Love Dance
by Princess De ' Palir arid; Tbiilae

which leaves little to conjectufe.

J
Another session of torrid torso-

off the solo spots in solid fashion,
[
tossing is by Estrellita, whose gyra-

The young Italian violinist made a j tions are standard, but execution
solid hit with the tabpayers, who superior.

A pair of males in the show
provide additional Village flavor.

Manhattan' Paul, as emcee, handles

Havana-Bfailrld* ^. \-
Estelita, Tritii Reyes, Raqiiel &

Rolando, Kenneth Buffet, Mildred

Ray line (6), Lazaro- Quintero,

Pancho Orchs; vdnimwns, $2.50,

$3.50.

The Havana-Madrid lias a pair of

headliners who proved theii' ef-

fectiveness here previously. Este-

lita and Trini„.Reyes have built up
a sizable following for this spot

and should help Angel Lopez's es-

tablishment out of the Lenten dol-

drums.
Estelita contribs effective sing-

ing and clowning. She has a knack
of getting clubby with ringsiders

with some okay asides, and her

singing easily passes muster in the

Espagnol dept. Howevet, her pop

ballads, aren't up to the par of her
Latin tUnes.

Miss Reyes continues to build a

rep on her flamenco work. Al-

though comparatively youthful for

this Hispanic folk-art, she knows
all the fine points. She's energetic

and her heel-work is cleancut for

excellent applause values.

Lopez has another pair of Latin

imports in Raquel and Rolando
(New Acts) and Kenneth Buffet

does a brief tap turn for good
effect to round out the session.

The Mildred Ray Line does a pair

of decorative routiness and the

Lazaro Quintero and Pancho bands
keep the rhumba dancers inter-

ested. Jose.

of card tricks, being able to pick
any card at will no matter where
it's concealed. His act getierates

discussion that continues long after

he's finished.

Martha ' Davis provides the
punch of the present show. This-

Negro singer has a saucy approach
to her numl)ers that generates hu-
mor. Her pianistics are similarly

laden with laughs and she's off

to salvos. -Jose.

Los Angeles, March 9.

7ce Classics (8 ) , Sammy Cohen,
Franklyn D'Amore • & Rito, JVTG
(Nil* T. GroTilund), Mercer Bros,
(2), Sally Whitman's Cover Girls
(5), Chuck Gould's Orch (8), with
Laura Bruce; minimum, $3.

COMEDY MATERIAL
For All Branchn of ThaMricoti

FUN-MASTER
"Th* ORIGINAl Show-Bii Cog Filo'^

Noi. 1 10 22 @ $1.00 oach

. (Order in Soqaonce Only)

SnCIAL: The Flrit II Plln
for $8.00 ! ! !

4 DIFFERENT BOOKS OF PARODIES
. (10 la EaiK BHk) SID f» auk

Sflnd %5o for lists of other (ruinedy
mntcrJul, songH, purodift!*. nilnulrri
patter, blach-outs, ete. NO C.O.O.'S.

fAUlA SMITH
1(H) W. M St., N. Y. IS. Circle 7-llSO
r~-Evtry Hay liifiliullnii Snndays

—

introes and does some peachy sing-

ing. Shotsie Davis, in femme garb,

does a Bette Davis imitation and
I lends femme grace to production
i dance chores.;
'1 The rest - of the production ac-

icoutrements are decorative, with
I Ruth Mason, Roszetta Davis and
Tommy Edwards doing the produc-
tion singing. Pauline Bryant and
Teddy Hale are under New Acts,

Lucille Dixon's band is a full-

bodied combination with a strong
accent on rhythm and interesting
melodic treatments. It's equally as
good for enticing dancers as show-
backing. Jose.

Bcaclicoinlier^ Miami
(FOLLOWUP)

Miami Beach, March 13

Ned Schuyler has brought back
Jackie Miles to join holdover Tony
Martin in one of the click shows
of the waning season. The slim,

young comic; who played this room
just two weeks ago, has returned
with some new material stories to

buttress his standard comedy rou-

tines, for good effect. Utihzlng the
"little guy" approach, his. stories

anent race track troubles, mpvie.

addicts, Beach hotel "characters"

and marital difficulties keep the

laughs -coming steadily on a sock

bow off. .

• Martin, on second viewing, ' im-

presses as one of the top enter-

tainers to play hereabouts. His
impact on the aud is consistently

strong; the song selling out of
the top drawer. There's a warm-
ing quality, and with it, asides and
pleasant introes to his versions of
the pops and "oldies, topped by his

"Tenement Symphony" to keep the
reaction in the''''encore vein. Joins
with Miles in a laughable song-
dance bit for a zingy finale.

. Production- holds over, with Jack
Blair hoofing and singing in highly
competent mann<«V and the June

Trampoliningly Youn

Paul & Paulette Trio

IT'S A PROBLEM
Mexico City, March 15. :

City ; government's amusements
supervision department is huddling
over just how to chastise a femme
dancer : who performed totally

nude in the prizefight ring at the
Arena Coliseo during a smoker to
aid crippled pugs.

Present statutes: can't' cover the
situation.

Taylor line ; keeping
their routinings.

After being shuttered several
weeks - because of the paucity of
talent,; the Devore Freres decided
to take a chance, on a medium-
priced package show sans nam'Ss.
It looks' like a good gamble. Not
that the package is in perfect
shape at the moment, but with a
minimum of smoothing it should
provide a good return on the en-
tertainment dollar.

Surprise smash is the Ice Clas-
sics, unit of eight clever blade.
sters, which stars Buddy Schroff.

A personable young man; Schroff
is an excellent . bladester and his-

agility and exciting routines earn
him plaudits. He staged the show
and wisely picked colleagues who
make a fine appearance and are
completely at home on the tiny
portable rink on the nitery floor.

Supporting standouts are Rulon
RoUand, Diola, Iris Gordon and
Maxine Bland. Entire outfit is at-

tractively and expensively capari-
soned and makes an immediate im-
pression. Sequence of numbers
could be juggled around: a bit for
greater impact, but overall effect
is good. Rhumba routine and one
done in phosphorescent costumes
are particularly standout.

Franklyn D'Amore and Rita still

peddle sock stuff with their stand-
ard turn, difficult acrobatics being
walloped across with a showmanly
flair for hefty refurns; Sammy
Cohen relics on his old material,
notably the prizefighter routine.
It's good—and nostalgia packed^

—

but if Cohen intends a permanent
return to showbiz he'll need some
stuff more in the 1949 vein. He
knows how to deliver it though,
and the transition .should be an
easy one if he wants to make it.

Mercer Bros, open with some
okay eccentric terping. NTG is

around to emcee and: swap chit-
chat, particularly with the line.
Latter comprises a quintet of nifty
lookers, for a welcome change.

comedy value of the turn. Don
Dunphy's annowhcements and Bud
Sweeney's conferencierlng helpe(l
point up the comedy. Phil Re-
gan, Jack Carter, Sonny King
Crosby Sisters and Renald & Rudv
completed the entertainment pro-
gram.
The Bockanale wasn't as effec-

lively staged. There was boxing
alternating with performers. One
of the major handicaps was the
lack of seats in the 125th Infantry
Armory, but making the patrons
too comfortable might have pre-
vented a larger turnover. There
were two platforms, each at differ-

ent levels, which didn't give full
visibility to each stage from all an-
gles.

Talent turnout was excellent
with many of those working the
Friars show coming to the Bock
Festival immediately afterward. In
addition, Rex Harrison and Made-,
letne Carroll were crowned rulers"

of the festival in an awkward cere-
mony which nearly reached the
status of a fiasco because of poor
timing.

This was the first such shindig
staged by Dave Gharnay, head of
Allied Syndicate, which handles
the brewers' public relations. It.

was a good show generally. Both
events were departures ffom the
usual run of benefit show. The
same ingenuity could be applied'in
the commercial theatre or cafe
which needs some new angles.

. Jose.' ,

N. Y. Cafe Operators Ask

Co-op of Allied Crafts To

Reduce Operating Costs

Allied Restaurant and Entertain-

ment : Industries of Greater New
York, organization of cafe and
restaurant oi^eiratoirs in the area,

will seek moi'e cooperation with
craft unions in an effort to cut ex-

penses. Problem was discussed

yesterday (Tues.) at a meeting held

at the Astor hotel.

Bonifaces also passed a resolu-

tion to put greater effort into

working for repeal of the 20% tax;

Billy Eckstine signed for Para-
dise theatre, Detroit, April 15.

the zest in Music, for dancing and to back
Lary,

Maisonette, Y.
(FOLLOWUP)

Julie Wilson, in her 13th week
at the Maisonette, St. Regis hotel.

New York, is the freshest new tal-

ent to come over the cafe horizon
in a long time. Former band singer
and Copacabana, N. Y., principal
has smoothed the angles of her
delivery and deportment to the
point where she can hold an audi-
ence thoroughly for 45 minutes or
more. ,

,

Empjoying pops , and ^excellently
tailored naughty material in a' pe-
culiar, detached style, which can
only be described as a sort of cross
between naivete and sophistica-
tion, Miss Wilson whams over. Her
gowns, if the' one worn when
caught is. an example, are far above
par for the cafe course.

She's ably backed by the Milt
Shaw combination, which alter-
nates with Laszlo.and Pepito's Lat-
in group. Wood.

acts is provided by Chuck Gould's
orch With occasional vocals by
Laura Bruce.

Package (which covers all but
Mercer Bros.), is in for $3,000
weekly, plus an undisclosed per-
centage. It should catch on—par-
ticularly when word - of - mouth
spreads about the Ice Classics
group, which is definitely in its
ascendancy. Kop.

Friars' Benefit
Continued from page 4S

Bine Angel, IV. \.
(FOLLOWUP)

The intime entertainment salons
are probably in best shape to build
new performers. Of the four acts
current on the bill, Wally Cox has
been developed at the Village Van-
guard by boniface Max Gordon,
and Nype and Cote came to the
fore a comparatively short time
ago at One Fifth avenue.

Gordon, who along with Herbert
Jacoby, operates the Blue Angel,
has been testing, talent for some
time at the Village spot before
sending uptown. In the case of
Cox, it's still hard to say
whether the audience is laughing
with him or at him. The result
is the same, since he has a laugh-
provoking turn with his serio-
comic childhood recollections. He's
a fresh note in cafes, but still
needs plenty working on before
he'll become a finished product.
Nype and Cote charm tueir way

through a series of songs. They're
youthful and fresh looking and
their tunes command attention
here.' •

•

The sock 0.' the show is by hold-
over Charles Carts, French im-
port, wl^cKhas .an ,an^a/4i)g (cptalog

of putting on the show, and the $1
admission and sales of beer, photo-
graphs, ferris wheel rides, food,
etc., went to the Red Cross with-
out any deductions. The Friars
had no such sponsor.

The Friars, with showmanly in-
stinct and with an eye toward ex-
penses, hned up a set of amateur
fighters with the help of the Ama-
teur Athletic Union. Berle made
an, impressive entrance in the ring
and did an artichoke act with a
multitude of bathrobes. He wore
two pair of trunks, one of which
gave him a high beltline (no fair
hitting below). He was originally
slated to box Rosenbloom, but
Baer was rushed in as a sub. Bar-
ney Ross refereed the first round
and then Berle decreed that he
didn't like the ref. Jerry Bergen
then took over and enhanced the
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A U the *A Hawaiians'
Chicago, March 15.

Reminding of the old Joe
Cook spiel, "And that's why I
won't do an imitation of the
Four Hawaiians," is local boni-
face Ernest Byfield's explana*
tion' for not buying a Jaguar
(British) sports car that he!

ogled. Figuring it to be a
plausible change of pace from
the flaming swords of his
Pump Room to a return to
flaming youth; Byfield figured
out the damage as follows:
1 Jaguar Sports . .... . $4,T45
1 jplatina coat for the
missus 5,000

1 new Cadillac with
chauffeur for same
(plus salary). . ... ,,. . 5,000

2 new Plymouth con-!

vertibles for Hugh
and Ernest, Jr. ... . 4j000

1 big drunk to get
'

over foregoing; .... - 750

Total $19,495
The project was abandoned,
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i^xti% Pitch for More Vaude Houses

To Be Kudosed by Scroll from AGVA
Arthur Godfrey's efforts to open

nil more vaudeville time by asking

h& radio listeners and video ,ww-
Im to patronize theatres with

Saeeshows only, will be kudosed

hv the American Guild of Variety

Artists. Georgie Price has been ap-

pointed to present « seroll of ap-

preciation to Godfrey on one of

hiii shows'.
, . .V,

Godfrey has been making the

oltch for vaude for some time. He

feels that more playing time is

needed for the development of new

talent and has been decrying the

lack of playing time from various

stages, including that of the Capi-

tol theatre, N. Y., where he recent-

ly completed a two-week vaude

stand. Godfrey Is now dispatching

units, assembled by Larry Luck, on

theatre tours. One unit has al-

ready played the Oriental, Chica-

go and another i» current at the

Adams theatre, Newark. r
Godfrey opines that if he can

sell Chesterfield cigarets and Lip-

ton's tea to a listening audience

meaisured at 44,000,000, he can also

sell them on the idea of stage-

shows. He thinks that if he can

build names- that theatregoers will

recognize, he can open more play-

ing time.

According to Godfrey, i;he ma-
jority of those applying for audir

tions on his show are not suitable

theatrical fodder. However, those

that can be developed get several

auditions. A panel comprising

Godfrey, Puck, bandleader Archie

Bleyer, vocal coach Esther StpU

and writers will frequently . work

upon an act until it's in presenta-
ble form.

Although nearly all talent used
has played professionally, Godfrey
spends a good deal of time devel-
oping new pprformers. One of
those recently made by Godfrey is

Jimmy Dolan, who is appearing
with one of the Godfrey units. Do-
lan has already received picture
and disk bids after several appear-
ances on Godfrey's radio show. Do-
lan came up via crf&ching by Al
Siegel, and Godfrey gave him his
first radio and theatre job.

Godfrey, while' advocating that
young talent play all types of en-
gagements; to gain the necessary
experience, feels pay in all situa-

tions should be high enough so
that the public can respect the
profession. Acts on Godfrey units
get a scale that enables them to

meet expenses and save. In .addi-

tion, acts are' given first class trav-

el and hotel accommodations.

Godfrey was a vaude performer
himself at one time and it wasn't
until he hit on the radio that he
started to command respectable
coin in theatre stands. He's hoping
to - spare many young • performers
the worst -aspects of building a
career and he's attempting to open
more playing time so that a per-

former can get steady , work even
though he isn't a headliner..

MEMO:

"Vaudeo Varieties"

ABC-TV
Network Show

March 11

Thmkt to

DANNY GRAHAM

BILLY BISHOP.

JACK PARKER
"THE JACK
OF CLUBS"

NATIONAL
THEATRE
Louisvill*

' ManiiRement:
TOM FIYZPATRICK

BosklnKai
WM. MORRIS
AGENCY

Miami Copa's Deal

With Travel Agency

To Hypo Summer Biz

Miami Beaehj March. 15.

Copa City, in attempting to re-

main open during the summer, is

«oing along with plans being for-

mulated by a national travel agen-
cy calling for reduced rates in a
package deal being set up. Agen-
cy deal includes transportation,

hotel and night at the Copa.
After next week, Copa City will

be without its chief competition,

the Beachcomber, which closes

March 25. Beachcomber was orig-

inally slated to close Thursday (17)

but decided to hold Joe E. Lewis
for an additional week. La Bo'
heme closed Saturday (12).

,

MCA s No% Split Policy Seen On

Way Out With Manpower Shortage
Music Corp. of America Is ready

to drop its no'^plit-eommission pol-

icy. Start has already been made
by booker Joe Hiller in Pittsburgh,
who is 'getting his 5% booking fee
on acts booked into his spots, and
other percenters controlling spots
will probably book MCA acts on
same basis.

Change of stance follows closely

the resignation of Eddie Elkort
from MCA. a : few weeks back.
There's insufficient manpower to

keep all acts going in cafes with-

out help from bookers controlling'

excluslves.

MCA's no-commission split pol-

Midwest Dates

Guild Threatens to Pull

Show When Musician

Replaces Emcee
Pulling out of talent in the RKO;

one-night vaude stands in New
York is being . considered by the
American Guild of Variety Artists.

Situation is being left in abeyance
by the union pending reopening of
negotiations with the circuit.

Situation arose from dismissal

of Charlie Banks as emcee at the
Regent theatre, N. Y,, without no-

tice. It was claimed that Banks'
agreement with the chain called
for two weeks' notice of termina-,

tion of his once-a-week emcee stint-

1 at that house.

I

Subsequently, the Regent used
I bandleader Lee Norman in the

I emcee spot. Union protested,

Claiming that an AGVA member
was being replaced. Norman tried

to join the unioui but Was turned
down on the ground that he could
not belong to any other union but
the American Federation of Musi-
cians because of James C. Petrillo's

edict forbidding dual union mem^
berships.

AGVA then threatened to pull

out all performers, but RKO's la-

bor relations liaison, Major Leslie

Thompson, asked national admin-
istrator Dewey Barto to hold off for

a while. Barto granted the request,

but AGVA's national board over*

ruled Barto, who then told Thomp-
son that negotiations will have to

be resumed.

Chicago, March 15.

David O'Malley, Jr., has resigned
from the agency field to enter coin
machine business. ...Sid Harris of
the Mutual Entertainment agency
becomes exclusive booker for the
Peacock Club, Jacksonville, Fla.,

and has the Harmonicats and Judy
Manners slated for the March 18
show . . . Jerry Jackson, after long
hospital stay, back at Billboard Atr
t r a c ti o n s. . , Al Morgan's four-
weeker at Helsings extended for

I

eight a d d i t i o n a 1 weeks. . . Ada I

I

Lynne and Ruthie Day added to i

I
Vine Garden show with the Lind I

I Bros. April 22-. . .Harry Elsburg I

I and Dan Malloy, owners of the
I Flame Club, Sioux City,, have]

{

switched to semi-name acts, with
{

I
Paul Marr,. Chicago,: exclusive!

,
booker. ^ .

,

!

: First new show is Barbary Coast

I

Boys set for April 25. , . Dorothy
i Dorben line opens at the Last
Frontier, Las Vegas, for 12 weeks
and options, March 18. . . Jack Irv-
ing, midwest AGVA head, nomin-
ated assistant to exec secretary of
the national body last week, but
he remains in. Chicago . . .'Biljy

Meagher has joined the.Louis Co*
han agency. • - ..

icy was instituted about two years
ago. At that time policy was to;

book acts from other agencies into
the spots MCA controlled without
any booking fee involved, but if

another talent : office wanted an
MCA performer, MCA would get
the full 10% commission. Under
this -system' acts would be forbid-
den to pay out more than 10%
commissions despite the fact that

'

the American Guild of Variety Art-
ists permitted an additional 5%
where . an exclusive booker was in-

volved: Plan soon underwent some
changes and MCA asked other of-

fices for 10% when booking acts

into spots it controlled. Other of-

fices construed the no-commission
split policy , as a move to squec^ze'-,

out indies and' other agencies. :

-

Plan had been working well for

.

a while despite opposition from
other offices because of MCA man-
power. However, there aren't
enough hands currently In the
MCA office to enforce the policy
and help from other offlees '. is .

needed to keep their acts moving.

Minstrel Show for D. H., N. Y.

Billy Rose will stage a minstrel
for his next Diamond Horseshoe,

.

N. Y., sho:»r. Opening is expected
in May, to follow run of current
show which has been in that spot
for more than a year.

John Murray Anderson will stage
it.

Manny Opper
that new comedian

96th Wtek
Hollywood Show leungo

ChlMio

Pwi. Mit.: IRV LEVIN

Tony Martin pacted for the third

show at the Riviera, Ft. Lee, N. J.

He'll follow run of Sophie Tucker.

Connie Haines into Copacabana,
N. Y., March 24, on bill with Jackie

Miles.
Mitzi Green into Beverly Hills

Country Club, Newport, Ky., April

15.

Carmen Miranda set for Latin

Quarter, Boston, April 17 and
Chase hotel, St. Louis, May 6.

Joey Bishop for Beverly Coun-
try Club, New Orleans, April 21*
Benny Rubin renewed at the

Diamond Horseshoe, N. Y.
Martha Short doubling from "In-

side USA" into the Celebrity

Room, Philadelphia.
Dorothy Donegan opens at Cafe

Society Downtown, N. Y., Tuesday
(22). :

V „ , .

Fred Fassler Orch to the Raleigh

room of the Warwick hotel, N.Y.,

March 23.
.

Cass Franklin and Monica Moore
f scheduled for the Bismarck, Chi-

I cago, May 11.
, ^ , ^

I
Three Suns pacted for the Ca-

sino, Pittsburgh, May 27.

Bill Mack partner in the Al Rick--

ard agency, is a former member
of the vaude team, Blondell &
Mack.

NICK LUCAS
:

.
: Camntly..

KEN MURRAY^S BLACKOUTS
Uollrwood

RADIO— VIDEO — THEATRES— SCHOOLS— DISK CO.'Si

Wafch for "MR. SWEEP"
THE MAN WITH THE FAMOUS

"GOOD LUCK BROOM"

. ju«t Compliiltd .2-'Y*ar Sock Tour

Of New England Thoatm, Schools

STAR OF S. S. KRESGE CO.

RADIO SHOW 'KRESOE REVUE'

Alto Star of li-Hour Air Show:

"Mr. Sw««p Rood* Iho Comin"

GUIDING IIGHT OF 21,000

MEMBERS OF "SWEEP KID ClUBl'

Openlnit "KM Show" Mar<!h ID, 10 A.M.

I.oBM'B BoHleTard Tlieutrr, Bronx, .X. \.

. «eit««t:.Mr..,SWEer^ je/A X..M..C. A^,M«rj<lt»* Cow*

Saranac Lake

By Happy Benway
Saranac, N. Y., March 15.

Len (LOew's) Grotte, skedded for

an observation period at the

Leahy Clinic, Boston.

Trudeau Dramatic Club putting

on a minstrel show, directed by
Eddie Vogt, with proceeds to go to

local TB Society. •

- Jordan\& Paryis and. Bobby
Pinkus^ook time out to ogle the
Rogers and chat with Ben Schaffer.

Shirley LaValle and Helen
|

O'Reilly in to visit Mary (Legit)

Mason. _ . .

Edwin C. Gaiser, lATSE tech-

nician, doing nip-ups over his first
|

good clinic report. ... ,

Daisy McKenna to- N, Y, C. on
furlough to see a few Broadway
shows. ,

Local lodge of Elks is sponsor-

ing showings of the film, "The
Birth of Our Freedom,""Free-
dom's Foundation" and "Freedom's
Progress" at the Saranac Lake,
Lake Placid, Tupper Lake and
Keene public schools.

Harry (Slipfoot) Clifton, ex-

Rogerite now at the Onondaga
sanatorium, Syracuse, N. Y,, put
on a minstrel Show for the inmates
there that was tops; he did his old

time vaude act and was a big click.

Maude Wilson in from Phila-

delphia for a week to visit with her
husband, Mark Wilson, publicity

agent. Who is showing nice
progress.
Write to those who are ill.

Downey Set for Waldorf
Morton Downey has been signed

for the Wedgwood Room of the

Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y., start-

ing March 31. Eddy Duchin orch

will be on same biU.

Downey will be absent from the
{

Waldorf April 24 and 25 when he

leaves for Florida to entertain the

National Federation of Women's
Clubs on a date arranged by his

radio sponsor, 'Coca-Cola. '
•

'

If is with pride and pleasure that we Onnounee to the

show-world the exclusive booking of

George Hamicl!s
World Famous

Steel Pier
ATLANTIC CITY, N. J.

ALBERT RICKARD WILLIAM MACK

THE

ALBERT RICKARD
AGENCY

1560 Broadway, New York 19, N..Y.

Suite 1108 Phone jUdsoii 2-0234—5—6

OUR OTHER VALUED ACCOUNTS INCLUII

• Brandt Theatres * Century Theatres, In*.

• Metropolitan Theatres Co. * Skeurot Theotres Corp.

of New England

NMUkAWf - Nevir Busineu WofcAfiif
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New Acts
BROTHER BONES
Musical. , ,

1 Mins.
ApoHo, N.Y.

Tall Negro lad with an engaging

THiE CROYDONS (?)

DancerS'''
7 Mins.
Leon & Eddie's, N. Y.
This ballroom team has a eou-

smile, Brother Bones has a .fine , pie Of excellent Iwlance tu^^^

novelty routine in his whistling I some fast spins, but that s about

and bone rattling. Evidently on
[

all. Their work is marked by
^

the strength of his bestselling
]

jerky movements and lack ol that ug^^^

she could certainly do as good a
job with that, balloon.
Gal is a looker, with a peaches-

j

and-cream c om p 1 c x i o n Which i

helped get her a 20th-Fox con-'

tract. She should make up her'

mind, though, whether she wants]
to act or strip. For other vaude or

|

nitery dates, judged by lier act

here, she's no go. SiaX, \

PAULINE BRYANT

Tempo recording of "Sweet Geor
gia Brown" he's been booked into

this Harlem vaude house. For the

younger payees' benefit, he ex-

plains that the bones he uses are

Similar to the bones end men in

ttiinstrel shows once played. How-
ever, he claims that while the old-

timer-s shook only two bones his

technique employs four.

Brother B. displays his talents

to advantage on "World Is Waiting

ease which is a prerequisite of

such acts. Bickering between the

two when something missed per-

fection in the routine—which was
often—also asserted itself at the

show caught. That, of course,

doesn't tend to build rapport with
the audience.
They open here with a standard

bcguine, follow with a fast-tem-

poed bit of ballroomology and
close with a tango, in which the

for the Suririse" and "Sweet Geor- 1 gal's balancing on one of her part

gia." To further exhibit his bone- I ner's shoulders while he has both
"

he rattles and

'

vibrating prowess,
whistles "12th St. Rag" in sterling

fashion. For the Wowoff, he does

a little shuffling for a surprise

twist. But despite his proficiency,

Bones has a novelty whose appeal
appears to be limited to theatres

and niteries using a policy similar

to the Apollo. .
Glib.

arms outstretched, is

thing they do. They
meed experience.

the best
certainly

Stal.

MARIA NEGLIA
Violinist
IS Mins.
Copa City, Miami Beacb >

Good bet for class hotel rooms
and niteries. Italian lass, with a
pixie face and"amazing violin vir-

tuosity, makes a solid impact on
an audience, as rated on her im-
pression in this smart, lavish spot.

I

What adds to the impresh is

the manner in which she . socks
from her first number through the
classic interps. Technique is good,
and with it, a trick of mugging
that brings the longhair quality

of her stint to the popular level:

Whether Chopin's "Nocturne" or
a gay polka she raises the palm-
ing. "Hora Stacato" continues
top reaction and demands return
with a "Pizzicato Waltz" that again
serves as smart showcasing of her
virtuosity. Only fault at ptesent,
and easily corrected is a tendency
to mug and roll her expressive
eyes a bit too much. Otherwise a

welcome addition to the novelty
acts for the better bistros. Lory.

MARIA LA MONTE
Singer
8 Mins.
Leon & Eddie's, N. Y.
Maria La Monte is an attractive

brunet with a fair voice that re-

sembles, in its high, thin quality,

that of Ethel Merman. She can
turn on plenty of volume and also

modulate her pipes for the ballads.

But, she projects little personality
and nothing to set her apart from
numerous other tyro chanteuses.
Gal opens here with an okay

novelty, "Treat Me Rough," fol-

lowing with a mood interpreta-

tion of "Sorrento," in which she
has trouble hitting the low notes.

Despite new lyrics and a fast pace
to "Old Man River," that too
winds up only fair. She might do
better by elimiaating some of the
special stuff a«d tossing in a cou-
ple of pop tunes. Stol.

5 Mins.
Savannah, N. Y.

.

Pauline Bryant's East Indian
turn has some aspects that dif-

ferentiate her from similar tuj^ns.

This light-colored terper sticks

mainly to classic dance-designs
with a few modern licks for varie-

ty. Her interpretations are ex^

eellently conceived and projection
is good. ,

.

'
'

She's a lithe worker, looks good
on the floor, and is tastefuHy
costumed. Okay for cafe work.

Jose.

VARIETY BILLS
WEEK OF MARCH 16

Nuuiernlfi In connection with blllR below Inilicnte opening dn; of show
.. 'Wlietiier.luU-»r'»iilW weeK,'

I.Kttcr In imrentlirseif Inillcntcii clrouU: <I) ladenenaenh .(I') I*owi (M) Most
(!) I'.iniinuiintj (It) KKO; (S) Stoll; (W> Warners (WH) Walter Iteade

TEDDY HALE
Dance' *-

6 Mins. ,

Savannah, N.'Y.
This Negro tapster is an accom^

pushed hoofer who combines en-
ergetic taps witht good routining.
He has some applause-winning
breaks not based on spins and

i

utilizes many slides in a manner i

reminiscent of Tip, Tap & Toe.
I

Hale can fit ' dance spots in I

vauders if he has more routines I

comparable to that displayed at
I

the Savannah. Jose.

Pickford-Chaplin
issstm Continned from page 4 sssiiJ

which went on for a lengthy period
two years ago— have another
strongly disturbing effect so far as

UA's man?igement execs gO; That
is the uneasiness created in the
staff. Employees in the h.o. and
the field get fearsome that a switch
in ownership may cost them their

jobs and. their morale drops; This
terp is not so serious now, however, as

MATHIS DUO
Cycling:-Jug:gline
8 Mins.
ApoHo, N. Y.

Mathis Duo, an ofay male and
femme cycling combo; appears to
be a vet turn but somehow has es-
caped the attention of Variety's

i

this Harlem vaude house

ROLL & TAPP
Dancing
S -Mins. '

. .All uwiicibiup iiicty uust tiieiii aiicit
j

Apollo. N. Y. .

•

Mutt & Jeffish colored
team open with a few bais of song

j
it has been in the past, since the i

then shift to some footwork Boys state of disturbance among UAites
contrib brisk challenge stuff fol-

] ^as come to be virtually normal,
lowed by their version of behop

i Qn the optimistic side, UA prexy
in tap with a little applejack.
Done sahs musical accompaniment,
this proves to be just an ordinary
routine.

Lads, however, have a fine finale

in a torso weaving, snake-hips se-

quence. Their energy in this bit

brought them a good reception at- - - - -While
New Act file!!. While both open in

\

Roll & Tapp occasionally show
tandem on a bike, the masculine

, partner later bears the brunt of
the work. He' rides the two-wheel-
er backwards ' and also .does a for*
ward somersault from astride the

His unicycling with the femme
perched on his shoulders Is a neat

promise, they need further season-
ing before they're ready for the
better vaude and cafe dates.

Gilb.

ALAND & ANGELL
Ballroom Dancing

routine that's further heightened ! IJJJA"*' ^ v
by the couple's simultaneous hoop

| Vf!?!'^ «" a' „
juggling. Switching to. a higher
unicycle, he also balances a ball
at the end of a stick held in hjs
mouth. Had a little difficulty with
this feat when caught but, when
successfully executed, it scored
well. Duo is a fine sight act for
vaude; low-ceilinged niteries might
makes use of its king-sized uni-
cycle^-<»> problem. Gilb.

~

ROY & EMILY
Dancers
9 Mins.
Leon & Eddie's, N. Y.

This is a personable and appar
ently very youthful dance team

ell are a versatile
pair of colored terpers who.se
adagioing is somewhat above aver-
age. Couple makes a rather sedate
start with a few standard lifts and
spins inserted in some mild pi-

rouetting. The duo improves with
its Latino routine where the
femme partner . e.specially shines^

Team's pace is . again deliber-
ately slowed with a minuet and a

waltz to pave the way for a fast

sequence that borders on a Lindy.
For a climax the male: spins his
mate's horizontal figure rapidly
atop his head. While their ball:*

roomology is not outstanding, the

Grad Sears and his staffers are
happy over the product lineup.
They have a sufficient number of
quality films, they are certain, to
carry them . along profitably ; until

the end of tfi'e year. What hap-
pens after that is, of course, the
big worry and Sears is currently
on the Coast tracking down possi-
ble new production deals.

With incajne from last year's
highly successful "Red River'' now
falling off, UA is dropping very
close to the break-even point on
its operating cost of about $75,000
weekly. Big "Red" grosses kept it

in the black since last September/
Meanwhile, Ted Gamble arrived

in New York, Monday (14), for
confabs with Si Fabian, his partner
in efforts to buy out the Chaplin-
Pickford holdings. There are ex-
pected to be some developments
during the week. Arthur W. Kelly,
UA exec v.p. , who reps Chaplin in
the negotiations, has postponed his
intended visit to Chaplin on the
Coast until he has had further talks
with Fabian and Gamble.

NEW YORK CITY
Capitol (L> 1/

Sammy Kaye Ore
Harvey Stone
Olsen & Joy
Muitc Hall (I) 17

Patricia Bowman .

Paul Haakon
Palil SydeU
Bichard Wallace
Robert MUls
Corpi de Ballet
Kockettes
Sym Ore
Paramount (P> It
E Lawrence Bd
Kins Cole 3
Larry Starch
Helene & Howard

Roxv (I) II
Phil Baker
Cab Calloway
Joan Ilyldoft

Strand (W) 14
Deal Arnaz Ore
Leo DeLyon
Garcias :

RegKie Rymal

.

BALTIMORE.
Hipaodrome (1) 17
Woody Herman Ore
Mel Torriie
Lew Nelson .

The Carnevales
state (I) 17-lf

('loredllno
R * T Rafterty
Rex Reagan
Laine Ic Crawford

JO-M
Joyce Sc Selden
Rusty Arden
George Freems
T & D Peters

BOSTON
. Kcithfs (R) 17
Louis Prima Ore
Jane Wynn
Nonchalants '

CAMDEN
Tbwari (II U-M :

Eldorcts
Lew Fitzeibbons
Hilton Sis
Lee Davis'
Tlie I.ondons

CHESTER
Stanley (W) 23

only
Tony Pastor Ore

CHICACO
Chicago (P) U

Tony Martin
Gcorgie Kaye
Peiro Bros

'

Orlantai ») 17
Nellie Lutcher
Ctvas Ventura Ore
(two to fill>

Regal (P) 1*
Dizzy Gillespie Bd
Sara YauKhn
.fohn Mason Co
Kiiltih Brown

CINCINNATI
Albte (R) 17

Frankie Carle Ore
Mills Bros
Benson & Mann

HARTFORD /

staff (l> 111-20 '.

Art Mooney Bd
I'r.inkie Laine
Virginia Lee
Roy DouRlas
' JAMESTOWN
Palace (W) 1« only
S Henderson Ore

KINGSTON
Bway (WR) 11-19

Jack Norton
Radio Ramblers
Ade Duval Co!
Reddingtons
Shorty Howell

! LONG BRANCH
i Paramouill (WR) 12
i only
. Tune Tattlers

I
Harry Savoy Co

Wally Dean
Danwooda
(one to fiU)

MIAMI
Olympla (P> U

Louts & Oliver Sis
Cbet Clark
Geo Conley
Joan Edwards
Paul Benson

NEWARK
Adams (I) 17

Tommy Dorsey Ore
Prof Backwards

OMAHA
Orpbeum (PM(

Gene Krups Bd
Jenny Edwards :

Bob Sydney
The Barretts

PATERSON
MalasMc (l> It-H
Jack Bennon 3
Nichols & Haley
Milton Douglas
Great Lester
PERTH AMBOY
MalMtic (WR) 14

only
Jack Norton
Radio Ramblers
Ade Duval Co
Reddingtons
Shorty Howell
PHILADELPHIA
Carman (I) 17

Eddie Manson Co
Walter D Wahl
(one to fiU)

PLAINFIELD
Oxford (WR> 11

only
Tune Tattlers
Harry Savoy Co
Wally Dean
Danwoods
(one to fill)

READING
Raiab (I) 17-1*

Hal Mclntyre Ore
Delta Rhythm Boys:
The Haywoods
Myles BeU

ROCKFORD.
Palaea (I) It-M

"Good News of '49"

CoUlns Ic Peterson
Shirley & Ricoi
G & 1 Palmer
Dana & Lyles
Novellos
SARATOGA SP6S
Conflrasi (WR)

only
Jack Norton
Radio Ramblers
Ade Duval Co
Reddingtons
Shorty Howell
SOUTH BEND

palace (P) 17 only
A Godfrey Show

SPRINGFIELD
Court Sq (I) 17-10
Lawrence & Mitzi
W Walters Jr
Staee-McMann 3
L Lamarr & Poppy
Sonny Sparks
Los Gattos
. . WASHINGTON .

Capitol (L) 17
Harold Barnes
Sara A McCabe
Ross & Pierre
B WcHs & 4 Fays
Howard (I) II

Charlie Barnet Ore
Wynonie Harris
P Markham Co
Bunny Briggs
EAST HAMPTON

(CANADA)
Granada (I). 14

Brextons
'

Hilda Gregory
Lynne Andrew '

DeHaven & Page
Anita

Charlie Kunz
Melville &' Rekai;
Vic Hyde
Freddie Sales
Senor Wences
Caryll A Mundy

NORWICH
Hippodrome (I) 14
Du Barry Lovlles
Len Martell
Wally Wood •

Lupe Sc Velez
George Williams
Dutch Serenadera
NOTTINGHAM
Empire (M) 14

Bartlett Ic Massey
Joe Loss Bd
Donald B Stuart
3 Falcons
Clifford Stanton
3 Massettys

PORTSMOUTH
„ Royal (M» 14
Harry Lester. Co- ..

Chris Sands '

Bijon & Carol .

B & M Konyot
SHEPHERDS BUSH

Empira (S) 14
Frogmen
Tarzan Jr.

HaxeU
Conley Javen
Maree Leyland
Dong Wainwrlght
Air Aces

'

-

Carih Indra
Allen Bros Ic
.lane

Pict Van Brechts
Gerry Leader :

Collins Ic

Elizabeth

Cabaret BOk

NEW YORK CITY

BSITAIB

14

Sears' Small Huddle
I

Ifolly.wood, March ;15.

!
Grad Sears, United Artists

J ^^c.i. , ,
prexy, huddled with Eddie Small

who have "plenty of talent but need
, P^""

displays sufficient grace and on a new slate of product for UA
more work and experience to ac- 1

f""^ to quality for most vaude' '

quire requisite poise and stage i

bookings. Gtlb.

presence. Male member right '
•

—
... ....

now excels in both terping and
j

BILLY FRICK
projection but the gal is sufficient- 1 Balancer
ly capable and pretty to make him 1 5 Mins.
a good partner. l Leon & Eddie's, N. Y.

In the three numbers they do at
|

Billy Frick is billed as an Olym-
Leon & Eddie's they demonstrate

]
pics champ and his work here

good, clean taps, some excellent; shows, why. His act is confined
spins and a flair fpr impressionistic

i

strictly to single balancing, first

dancing.' Latter factor is espe-
cially on tap in a flirting routine.

release to follow the latter's
"Black Magic."

Sears, who checked in Monday
(14) from New York, is also lining
up other producing deals.

in which they do a neat foUow-the-
leader to, showcase both their tal-
ents. Their varied numbers achieve
the necessary pacing and, onoe
they've secured more experience/|
they'll do okay in other vaude and

' on a couple of .sabers, then ' a no-
hand headstand and. for the

'River'-'Paleface'
SS '

Contiimed from page S sss

nitery dates. Stal.

RAQUEL & ROLANDO
Bance
i Mins.
Havana-Madrid, N. y.
Good pair of terpers. their

rhumba work has some extremely
effective moments, hut team needs
more Yanqui showmanship ' if

they're to expand . beyond their
present orbit.

There's a degree of subtlety in

their work which doesn't make it-

self too evident before - non-Latin
audiences. Introduction of more
fricks and some flashier costuming

Fox-Wisconsin was able to tie to-
climax, a one-hand spin in which he gether "River'' and "Paleface'' in
does four complete body revolu- the Milwaukee area and still allow
tions while poised on a steel bar ' for a respectable profit because
turning in a slot. It's a good nov- both films were sold flat. Sears in-

Frfck works in only a pair of ^2"-?"' ""k-
"

brief trunks, which .shows off
,

?2reed to combine "River"

plenty his well-muscled physique, I ^'H* * if^^'
and which he contorts in some 1

' ^et that theatres can buy prod-
extra control demonstrations while "^t at a price which permits double
balancing.

SYRA
Dancer
5 Mins.
Leon & Eddie's, N. Y.

Only appaient reason for this
Sirl on the bill is to provide an
eye-opener that bonifa-J Eddie
Davis favors. A diminutive blonde
dressed in some scantybriel's, all

she does is strut around in rhythm
balancing awhile balancing a red balloon

tould give them steady work in the
i
And, while a 10-year-old might not

atin cdfesi Jose. ' have the figure tliat Syra displays,

Stal, !

booking of top grossers is regard
;

ed by distribs as demonstrating
( that the terms are too low. In the
general readjustment of the in-

!
dustry which is stemming from di-

I
vorcement of theatres from distri-
.b.ution, the majors' aim is to win a

' better division of profits between
,

the two branches. Exhibition ha^
i

been copping too much of the yel-

j

vet on profits, distribs argue, nM
I

the Sears' fight points up oiie
I weakness in sales policy ivhich
I ^should be corrected. ' •

ADD BILLS
NEXT WEEK .

ASTON
Hippodrome (I)

Billy Whittaker
Irving Ic Gerdwood
.S£ecldie Brent
Mimi Shaw
Morgan ' &. Royle
Eddie Powell

BIRMINGHAM.
Hippodrome (M) 14
L Clifford & Freda
Chico Marx
Aimee Fontenay
J Billings St Diana
Bobbie Kimber '

D Henderson Jr
Louise's Animals
Dotiarc

BOSCOMBE
Hippodrome (I) 14
l.ee Brooklyn
Frank. Formby
4 O'Keefe Sis
N & V'Munroe
Mike Howe
Bklyn .Lovlies

I BRIGHTON
I Hippodrome (M) 14
!
Babette

i Josef Locke
Olga Varona

I .Jimmy James Co
1 i) Orlanders.
I S & M Harrison
I Roger Hay
I Alpho 3

'

I BRISTOL
Empire (I) 14

i Jack Traccy
I David Musikent
Varga Models
Eric Mar.^h
Stetson Sc Pat
Ed Porelle
A Slilrcc & Clayton
Andricva Dancers

CHISWICK
Empire (S) 14

nalph Slater
Wheeler Sc Wilson
Aerial Kenways .

Agnette * Silvio
George Mcaton
ITnnii'ton Sc Vassi .

FINSBURY PARK
Empire (M) 14

Ben Warrts.<)
Downey Sc Daye
P & M HontI
4 Mirandas
Chrlstinn'.i Dogs
'Peter Biair
Tommy Burke Co
Les Valetto.s

;

'
: otAseow
EmplVe (MV 14

Eva May Wong
Eleanor Powell
TattersaU &> Jerryi

Senor Carlos
Philippe Sc Marta
Dick Henderson
RadcliCte Sc Ray
Paul & Paulctte

CRIMSBY
Palaea (I) 14

Fogel
Lionel King
Gloria Mayne
2 Pirates
Reggie Dennis
Sensational Denvers
Morecambe & . Wise
Sylvia

HACKNEY
Empire (S) 14

Joe stein
Max Carole
6

' Ashtons
Ronnie Stewart
Fred Sloan
Jackie Farr
Vicki Raymond
Kenneth Allan
Archir Usher .

Cyrus Co '

LEEDS
Empire (M) 14

Bobby Davis
Bob Andrews .

Marquis
Atlas & Plppi
.John Vree Co
Al Carthy
Mushie
Elroy .

Detroy . ,

LEICESTER '

Palace (S) 14
Eddie Gray
Afriquc
Freddy Co
Taylor Sc Cray
Harry Sclser
MiU.s Sis Sc

Michael
Java Bras ..

Tcrri Carol
LINCOLN

Royal (l> 14
Jimmv.Mack
Francis Whlimer •

3 Lunicfi .

(ieorgc Alex
Peggy Ann Tyler
Spangled Beauties.
R.nymond Barry
Terry's .Tuvenilcs
MANCHESTER

Hippodrome (S) 14
Buster Shaver

'

Olive George &
Richard

Sandy Powell
Hal Gould
2 Thi>tkas
Tiki 4' Del

NewCASTLE
Empire <M) '14

Shirej te'itlyitti '

Batataiia
Dorothy Ross
Day, Dawn Jc
Dusk

Jack Prince
Jack Corlies

Blue Angal .

Nype & Cote
Charley . Carts
Wally GOx
Ellis Larkin 3
Martha Davis

•revoort
Shiela Barrett
Freddy Caye
Jean Rose
Syd Strange Ore

Cafe Society
D Donegan
Ronnie Graham
Dave Martin Ore
Diamond Horsasho*
Benny Rubin
Lucienne Ic Ashour
Jack Gansert
Billy Baiiks :

Choral : Sextet '

H Sandler Ore"
I
Alvarez Mera
Juenger Ballet Line

Hotel Pierre
Cardini .

Florence &
Frederic

Slaiiley Melba Ore
Ralph Lane Ore

, Leon & Eddie's
Eddie Davis
Syra
Maria Lamonte
Billy Frick
Croydons .

BOyd Heath
Shepard Line

Old Roumanian
.

Sadie Banks

.

Jan Bart
Rox Owen
Dorothy Deering
Joanne Fiorio
Joe LaPorte Ore
D'AquUa Ore
Hotel Savoy. Plaia
Howard llartman
Irving Conn Ore

Hotel Ta«
Vincent Lope'z Ore

Hotel Warwick
Jose Melis Ore
Hi. Lo, Jack Ic

Dame
Latin Quarter

Frank Libuse
Archie Robbins
David Nillo
Maria Karnllova
SteiTen^Martell i
Elissa Jayne
Ruth Brown
Margot Brander
Art Wajier Ore
B Harlow Ore

Clique
Sally Rand Unit
Tony Angolo

Copacabana
Phil Regan
Irwm Corey
F Sc S Barry
Linda .'Lombard
Herb George
Paul Godkin
Skyriders
M Durso Ore
Alvares Ore

China Doll
:

Ming & Ling
Shanghai Twins
Paddy Wing
Noro Morales Ore
Jose Curbello Ore
Line <7X

El Chlce
Rosita 'Rios
Oamu'on Ic

Chapuseaux
Tina Ramirez
Los Guaracheros .

'

'

'

Vizcaino Ore
Hotel St Morili >

Erwin Kent Ore
Hotel St Rciii

Julie Wilson
Laszio 4c Peptto
M Shaw Ore
Hotel. Roosevtit

Guy Lombardo
Holai New Yoi-kar
G Benedict Ore
Ice Revue

Hotel Statler
Tony Pastor Ore

Hotel Plaza
HildegardCi.
Salvatore i Qioe Ore
Mark. Monte Ore ' ..

Payson Be Ore
Nycola Matthcy Or

La Ruban Bleu
Bibi Osterwald
Goodman Ic

Kirkwood
3 Rills

•

Mike Brown
Norman Paris 3 '

'

Julius Monk
Havana-Madrid

Estelita
Raqucl Rolando
Kenneth Builels
Mildred Kay Line
Quintero..Orc
Argueso Ore
Hotel Balmont-Plaia
Ames Bros :

Viola Layne
R & B Pickcrt
Eddie Stone Ore
Castellanos Ore

Hotel Biltmara
.

Phil Wayne Ore
Harold Nagcl Ore
Gordon Currie

Hotel Edison
Henry Jerome Ore
No 1 Fifth Ave

Hayes Gordon . .

Hazel Webster
Downey Ic Fonvillo

Hotel Ambassador
Fred Oliver Ore ;

WUIlam Adler Ore
WUliam Seottl

Penthouta
Gigi Durston
Jerry Reed

,

Kurt Maier
Royal Roost

Harry Bciafonte ;

Charlie Ventura
Charlie Parker
T Dameron Ore

1
Spivy'B

Kelly Sc Keating
.Spivy

.

Versailla*
Jean Sablon
Bob Grant Ore
Panchito Ore

Village Barn
Gay Blades
Allen. Carrier
Bourbon A Baiae
Abbey Albert.
Piute Pete
Village Vanguar*.
Maxine Sullivan
Roger Price .

C Williams
Cyril Haines S

Waldorf-Astoria ,

Carl Brlsson -

Emil Coleman Ore

,

Mischa Borr Ore

CHICAGO
•lackhawk

Al Trace Ore
Bob Vincent
.lackie Van
Red Maddock
Dave DeVore
Lee Pines

Hotel BIsmark

Doralne Ic Ellis

Cliarlcs & Janet
Joe Isbcll
J Brewer Ore

Helsings
Al Morgan. .

Evelyn Terry
Ned Walsh
Frankie Hyle
Billy Chandler Ore
H Edsew/atar. Baach
Henry Brandon Ore
B Lane Sc Claire
Marianne Pcdcle
Preston Lambert
.D Hild Dancers IS)
Bob Du Pont

Chez Paraa
.loey Bishop
J Cole Dancers <6>

Mary Small
Jack Soo ^
Dorben Dncrs (10)
.T Rodriquez .Ore
C Davidson O (11)

Sherman Holal
Margaret Gibson :

Blossom Lea
Harry Hall
Kirby Hawjts

Ed Prentiss
Bin Snyder Ore
Charles Tate
Honey Dreamers, .

' Hotel Stevens
Frankie Masters O •

Phyllis Myles ,

Tommy Trayhox
Neil Rose
Jean Arlen
Meryl Baxter
Skating Blvdears
Bog Turk
Bill Keefc
Jeannic Sook
Charles Sc Lucille

Jerry Rehfield
Manuel Del Tprq -

Glwood Carl ;

palmer Houia
Barclay Allen O ,

Victor Borge
M Abbott Dcrs (10

The Roulettes
Jimmy Carroll

Blackstona
A ScD Russell

La Salle Ore (W
Vina Gardens

Phil Foster
Martin Burnett
Jessie Rosella
Ginger Kinney
Mel Cole Ore
Pancho Ore
Silver Frolics
Sylvia Froos
Jimmy Ames
Frolic Lovelies (4i

Bud Preatic* Ore
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lar Move Boosts Net to $7|i;

Revue Has Earned Back $38 <

Sloane Preps Tuner
Michael Sloane arrived in N, Y.

from the Coast last week to work
on preparations for "Bright and
Early," a musical comedy he will

produce on the Coast in July.
Score is by Harold Arien, Robert
Emmelt Dolan, Johnny Green and
Harry Warren, with lyrics by
Johnny Mercer and book by Hy
Kraft. No one is set for the cast.

. Producer will remain east about
three weeks. His wife, Paula
Stone, remained on the Coast to
fuIAU radio commitments.

Elliott Seeks Stars

For Repertory Troupe

Touring So. America
Actor-producer ; Jimmy Elliott

flies to -Hollywood nexjt week to try

to sign stars for his legit repertory

tfoupe whicb will make a 12-week

tour of Latin America this summer^
He's due back in New York in two
weeks. Before going to the Coast,
he will confer in Washington with
officials of the State Department
and the- Pan-American Union,
which will sponsor the tour.

Non-profit project, budgeted at
$200,000, will be financed by sev^
eral industrial firms which have
major export trade with Latin
America^. An airUne has also
agreed to .supply a speciai plane
to transport the troupe of 20
actors, plus physical productions
for three plays. Two of the shows
will be "Our Town" and "The Man
Who Came to Dinner," with the
third depending on the stars
signed.

. Company is to leave late in July
arid be back early in November
after engagements in Buenos Aires,

Rio de Janeiro; Montevideo, San-
tiago, Havana, Panama City and
Mexico City. Performances will

be in English.

Since its move from the National

theatre, N. Y., to the Broadhurst,

"Lend an Ear" has upped its op-

erating profit to more than $7,000

a week. That results not only from

the greater seating csipacity of the

Broadhurst, particularly in the

larger downstairs, but also because

of better terms for musicians. Ex-

planation for the latter is that the

National is a penalty house, while

the Broadhurst is not.

. As of March i, the revue had

earned back nearly $38,000 of the

$107,000 it cost to raise the curtain

in New York. There has not yet

been any distribution to the back-

ers. First week at the Broadhurst

grossed over $32,500, of which the

'company share was more than

$23,100 and the operating profit

better than $7,800.

Cast salaries for that week (end-

ing Feb. 26) totaled $3,900, musl<

clans got $2,634, stagehands $1,160,

author royalties were $2,439, direc-

tor took $163, choreographer $488

and designer $163. Other expense

items were $839 (an increase be-

cause of the extra space In con-

nection with the move) for com-
pany share of advertising, $400 for

stage managers, $534 for rental of

equipment, $200 for producers'

fee, $300 for conductor, $106 tor

extra stagehands.

Show was originally budgeted
at $70,000, but an overcaU brought
the backers' investment to $87,500.

Actual production expense was
$101,250, including $29,000 for

scenery, $9,409 for props, $19,200
for costumes, $3,000 for electrical

and sound, $18,700 for director,

choreographer, cast,: musician,
stagehand and production staff salr

aries,: $3,900 for advance advertis-

ing and publicity* $1,2Q0 for haul-

ing, $3,300 legal fees, $4,000 pro-

::ductiQn transportation, $3,600 for

cast transportation and living ex-

penses and $2,500 for orchestration
and copying.

Grosses for . the two weeks in
Boston were $7^500 and $19,500,
respectively, involving a loss of

$11,400 on the tryout engagement.
There was a further loss of $7,900
on the first half-week at the Na-
tional, N. Y., but the musical made
an operating profit of $1,700 on its

first full week, the brutal pre-
Christmas one. Profit margin at
the National thereafter ranged
from $2,500 for the post-New Year
week to $5,900 for the last Week at

that house.
As the final accounting is net

available for the ''Lend an Ear"
engagement in California, the
backers' share of loss or profit in*

volved is not yet known.

McFADDEN SUCCEEDS

RICHARDS ON 'CANARY'
, William McFaddeji has suc-
ceeded John Richards as director

i

of the road revival of "The Gat
and the Canary," currently in re-

hearsal with a new cast. The show's
backer, Robert Sherritt, has drop-
ped the name of Gateway Reper-
tory Guild and is now billing it

as presented by the United Stage
Guild.

In place of the company of young
beginners, the cast now includes
Ian Keith, Donald Buka, Lawrence
Rivers, Herbert Evers and, as the ^ « O f«j;/.«*A
only holdover from the previous |

r OrmS pyiiaitaie
troupev Roberta Sherritt. Tour
opens March 24<25 at the Rialto,

Hoboken, with subsequent book-
ings in Danville, Va., Richmond,
Norfolk, two weeks in Philadelphia,
a week each in Wilmington, Pitts-

burgh, Cleveland and then through
the midwest. UBO is routing the
show.

Management denies claims of the
dismissed actors that they paid for

costumes, publicity pictures, etc.,

without being reimbursed.

*Pursuit Happiness' Tuner
In Late Summer Start

'The Pursuit of Happiness,"
former Theatre Guild comedy hit,

>yill be placed into' production, but
ihis time as a Guild musicaii some
time tiuring the summer.
Lawrence Langner and Armina

Marshall (Mrs. Langner), of the
Guild directorate, authored the
originaL Score is being done by
Burton Lane and Herbert and
Dorothy Fields. No one is set as
yet in the cast. Rehearsals start In
•late August
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Joe Brown Due Back
With 'Harvey' Next Wk.
Joe E. Brown, although still con-

fined to a hospital in PJhiladelpbia,
is reported coming along fine, and
out of bed this week.
"Harvey" Is playing Richmond

this week, with James Dunn, who
stepped into the lead for Brown in
Philly, still playing it. But Brown
is expected to resume role when
comedy opens in Norfolk Monday
(21) for a week.

'Anne/ Tanq' Mail-Order Survey

May Be Legit Exploitation Key

Lindsays Would

Tour in 'Mother

Skinner Exits 'WUstle'

• Survey of mail-order business

I
for "Anne of the Thousand Days,"
at the Shubert, N. Y., has been
extended to "Goodbye, My Fancy,"
at the Fulton, N. Y. Michael Kanin,
co-producer with Richard Aldrich
and Richard Myers of the Made-
leine Carroll comedy •hit, have
joined the .Playwrights! Co; and
Leland Hayward, presenters p£:.

"Anne," in trying to discover.where

Dorothy Stickney and Howard
Lindsay, featured leads in"Life
With Mother," at the Empire, N. Y.,
will ' continue with the comedy {.for a six-week stay.'
when it goes on the road. It will

j
. < —

be the first time they have toured, 1

at least as a team, except for pre-
1
Rpafo v« TllAatrA nililll

Broadway tryouts. Couple agreed !
'"CduC UUUU

to do so this time at the urging of
producer Oscar Serlin.
Going on the road will involve

considerable inconvenience for
Lindsay

. because of his various ac-
tivities as co-author, co-producer
with Russel Grouse and his active
share in the ownership and opera-
tion of the Hudson theatre, N. Y.
Besides presenting Sidney Kings-
ley's "Detective Story," currently
trying out in Philly, he and Grouse
are at work on a new play of their
own.
No date for the "Mother" tour

is set, but Serlin and , co-authors
Lindsay and Crouse hope to keep
the show running on Broadway
well into next winter, Meantime,
Serlin has in mind a second com-
pany to go on the road in the fall.

Richard Skinner has resigned as
company manager for "The Silver
Whistle" (Biltmore, N.Y.) to take
a rest. Peter - Davis, general man-
ager for the Theatre Guild, re-
placed him. Skinner is sailing Fri-

day (18) to Guatemala for & 24-day
stay, returning April 11 to make mail orders come from and why
plans for opening of his Olney
summer theatre, Alney, MA., May
27.

Harry Ellerbe has signed as stage
director for the summer season at
Olney. He'll also- take a vacation
first, sailing to Europe March 24

In Dallas as Promised

.Slinw« Fall Tlirmi0li Jersey
JIIUWS I dU llUUUgU Connecticut the orders are

Dallas, March 15.

.Rising yohime' of: beefs is being

registei-ed against .'the . .Theatre

Guild, which this sfeisson extended

its subscriptioii setup to Dallas arid

other southwest cities. Squawks
are that only, two of the promised
foiir shows . will . be .< fbrtfeconiingv

despite liberal subsci:iber stipport.

Thus far, only "Carousel" has
fulfilled the Guild commitment,
with the touring verslbri bf "6
Mistress Mine,-" cb-starriiig Sylvia
Sidney and John Loder, definitely

booked for this spring. Other pro-
Deal for a London production of I ductions are listed as possibilities,

"Mother" is being sought by
Emile Littler. The play's pred-
ecessor, "Life With Father," was
done in England by the late Firth
Shephard.

Mgrs. Won't Act Vs.

Show-of-Month In

Gripe by Brokers

Three Road Attractions

For Coast Civic Season
,Los Angeles; March 15.

For the first time in their his-

tories, the Los Angeles and San
Francisco Civic Light Opera asso-

ciations will bring in three of the
season's four attractions from the
outside. Sole production to be
shared by the two organizations

will be "The Great Waltz," which
Edwin Lester will produce as the

season curtain raiser. Walter
Slezak has been set to star as

Johann Strauss, Sr., with show i

opening in Frisco, April 18, and
|

arriving here May 9.
|

"Waltz" will be followed by
"Brigadbon," "Kiss Me . Kate" and
"High Button Shoes.:' Civic stands

of "Kate" ,will mark teeofl of a na-

tionwide tour for the troupe.

In the past, Civics have never

had more than two road attrac-

tions, with Lester producing two

others to fill out season.
;
Last

year's visitors were "Annie Get

Your Gun" and "Sweethearts."

including '.'Allegro," the road com-
pany of "Streetcar Named Desire,"
"Medea" and "The Heiress," but
none of these is actually expected
to come through.-

In case only the iwo shows ap-
pear, the Guild will give refunds
for the missing pair of bookings,
but that won't placate local 'sub-

scribers, who bought tickets for
four . attractions and were enthu-
siastic about the promised resump-
tion of touring legit here after

several slim' years.League of N. Y. Theatres prob-
ably will take no action on a com-
plaint by a. number of ticket brok-
ers against the Show-of-the-Month
Club. Although' the League board
will consider the squawk; it's fig-

ured that the SOMC operation does
net constitute a ticket "buy," as
charged by the agencies.

I

• Neither SOMC nor its president,
[
the femme lead in "He and She,"

Sylvia Siegler, is a licensed broker I the Ken Englund-Vemon Duke-
and has not signed the League's

i Ogden Nash musical comedy which

Janet Blair Slated

ToW with 'He'

Janet Blair is tentatively set for

theatre ticket code. Moreover, no
violation of the code is involved,
so the question of ticket allotments
to SOMC ; is up to the manage-
ments involveds"
Letter of complaint, signed by

eight brokers, was sent to the
League yesterday (Tues.), Accord-
ing to Miss Siegler, she- is not in

the brokerage business or in com-
petition with brokers^ since she
sells tickets at boxoffice prices ex-
clusively to SOMC members, who
pay $10 a year service fees. She
compares her system to the The-
atre Guild subscription setup.

For Investments
Francis T. Curtis, who formerly

operated the John Drew theatre,

.
East Hampton, L. I., has formed

I
an investment syndicate, .

'rhe.

Broadway Partners Co., to back

plays produced by himself and

other managers. Group's first ven-

ture is the Edwin Knill-Martm

Mahulis touring production of

"Present Laughter," to star Ed-

ward Everett Horton.

Also on Curtis' agenda is a

dramatization of a forthcoming

book about Lydia Pinkham. He has

obtained the stage rights and is

negotiating for an adaptation,

Curtis has given up the Long
Island strawhat after managmg it

for three summers.

Curran Recuperating
Hollywood. March 15.

Homer Curran is in Good Sa-

maritan hospital here, recuperat-

ing from a severe illness.

Producer and theatre owner is

expected to be released in another

week or so>

STURGES BOOK FOR

NEXT PORTER TUNER
Hollywood, March 15.

Preston Sturges has agreed to

write the book for Cole Porter's

next musical, based on the Greek
legend of "Amphytryon,"

Work starts as^ soon as Porter
winds up casting second company
of "Kiss Me Kate," Broadway hit,

which bows here,

Englund and Stewart Chaney will

co-produce on Broadway this

spring. David Wayne, currently
featured in "Mister Roberts," at
the Alvin, N. Y,, is slated for the
male lead.

Englund returned over the week-
end from Baltimore, where- he
worked with Nash on material for

Miss Blair.

. An angle of the study, in con-
nection with "Anne*" is "to deter-
mine- if the recent March of Time
showings around .the.country have
stimulated mail orders for the
Maxwell Anderson drama^ Prelimip
nary indications are that they have.
The MOT - documentary used
"Anne" as the primary case study
of- the Broadway theatre.

In making the study, mail^orders
at the Shubert and Fulton are tab-

ulated weekly - as to the , state of
origin (in- the cases of New York,

;

and
are sub-

divided according to community
areas within the states).: Alsoj the. ;.

price and location 6f ticket orders
are listed.

The survey is intended to show
where orders come from and if

there is a weekly fluctuation,

whether there, is any difference \a
ori^n between orders at the two
theatres, the average amount of
mail orderS: (preliminary tabula-
tions indicate that the average or-

der is for much more than $3'$4k
as previously estimated), and to
find out where, who and Why ad-

vertising •

' expenditures- influence
mail-order, business.

-

Admittedly, the survey Is ihcom-
plete and the results will be incon-
clusive, since only two shows are
involved. But it's hoped that the
data obtained will provide some
illumination of mail-order business
and perhaps be useful in planning
theatre advertising and exploita-
tion; Even -moderate improvement
in . these fields might lengthen the
ruiis of hit shows, it's figured.

Playwrights' Co. conducted somes'^

.

what similar surveys in connection ,

with the presentations of "Joan
of Lorraine" and the musical ver-

sion of "Street Scene.'* Present
study is being supervised by Wil-
liam Fields, pressagent for "Anne"
and "Fancy," with the statistical

summaries being prepared by his

assistant, Arthur Cantor, formerly ^
with the American Institute of
Public Opinion.

love' to Keep Date In

M'w'kee; Lnnt Recupes

Theatre Guild Gives

Aid to U. of Minn.
Minneapolis, March 15.

U. of Minnesota will try to fill

I part of the void created by Broad-

I
way's failure to send the spoken

i
drama to the northwest's small

i towns. It has made deal with the

I New York Theatre Guild to sup-

1 ply a director and professional

cast for "The Hasty Heart," which
the school will send on tour to the

small towns of Minnesota and the

Dakotas this spring and summer.
It Will be one of the University

Theatre's protects.

Director will be Margalo Gill-

more, well-known actress -and

member of the Guild production

staff. It will mark her debut as a

director. The Guild chose the play

and will select the professional

cast.

. Chicago, March 15.

Alfred Lunt left Passavant hos-

pital here Sunday, after a week's

treatment for an acute ulcer, which

caused cancellation of the Lunt-

Gall Off Indpls. 5erie«
Ittdiahapolis,::]March 1^

•'Star Under the Stars'' series,

offered at Butler„ bowl here last
Fontanne play, "I Know My Love,"

j
t^o summers, was called off for

in Milwaukee.
1
1949 by board of directors of In-

Instead of refunding money and ! dianapolis Theatre Assn., sponsor-

taking show to St. Louis on origi-iing group. Reasons given were
hal schedule, cast has been re- lack of a permanent location for

hearsing in Milwaukee without
j
the scries and "present disturbed

Lunt, and will present the pro- financial outlook."

duction there a week later than

originally planned. Very few pa-

trons have asked for refunds.

Projecti. including six weeks -of

operettas, grand opera and con-
certs, lost abQat $50iQ|Q0 last season,

INVESTORS GETTING

'SHOES' PROFITS HIKE
• With both companies of "High
Button Shoes" now in the blackv

investors in the musical are due
for a boost in profits. So far, the

original production, at the Brpad-
way, N. Y., has earned a profit of

$184,000, of which $130,000 has
beeii distributed. Oh its $200,000

^

investment. Profits for the four
weeks in February were $15,600.

Road company has repaid $120,000

of the $150,000 investment, but the

balance has been earned back with

a small margin to spare. Second
troupe had an operating profit of
.$9,600 for Eebruary.

Gross for the New Yorfc com-
pany for the boom week of Wash* -

ington's Birthday was a shade
under $44,000, of which the com-'

pany share was $31,700, company
expense was $25,100 and profit was
$6,900, including $300 royalty from
the road edition; Company / ex-
pense for that week included $16,-

000 for the cast (comedian Phil
Silvers, the star, gets $2,500), roy-
alties were $5,000, and share of ad-
vertising was $1,900.

As of March 1, there was nearly
$19,300 in escrow for payment to

Mary Hunter from the original'

company and over $11,800 frorocitlie

road troupe. This is to cove| 'the

arbitration award, which tl;i^'Sh.u-

berts as major backers are--stiU -ap--
:

pealing, for breach of Miss Hui)*
ter's contract to stage tUtrj?lioW> ; i

Homolka in Lojidon Play
Hollywood, Match 15. .

Oscar Homolka -has planed to
London to star in revival of Stnnd-
berg's "Dance OP Death" at His
Majesty's theatre after winding up
stint as Paulette GoddardM father
in "Anna Lucasta" at Columbia.
He plans ta stay in England for

film ch0re aft^^g^ stint wind?.
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2 Theatres, Show Business Center

Planned for Old N.Y. Hipp Site

Plans for the garage building to-^

be erected on the site of the park-

ing lot at Ave. of the AmeriQas and

44th street, New York, where the

old Hippodrome once , stood, call

for oifice space for a host of Show
business firms and organizations,

plus two legit theatres. Construc-

tion Is slated to begin during

April, having been delayed nearly

a year by the opposition of city of-

ficials because of the traffic prob-

lem such a setup would involve,.

George A. Horvath, textile man-
ufacturer and realty operator, who
bought the old Hipp site for a re-

ported $3,000,000, Will start with a

four-story garage, two stories of

which are to be underground.

Foundation will be suitable for a

20-story structure, but this latter

operation will await agreements

with various prospective tenants

and drafting of plans to meet their

space requirements,. . :

Various legit producers, includ?

ing Vinton Freedley and Gilbert

Miller, have tentatively agreed to

take offices in the building, and

Kuch organizations as Equity, the

Authors League and the American
National Theatre & Academy have

also indicated they will move to

the new spot. The idea is to con-

centrate theatrical firms and or-

ganizations in a single location for

the sake of convenience and time-

saving;

Some Gtfneert Bookings

300% Ahead of Last Year
The concert world continues to

be the anomaly of show business.

With other branches beefing about

slipping revenues, etc., the long-

hair field continues on itsl bullish

way, with SRO on opera perform-

ances; more ballet companies en-

tering the field next season, and
concert bookings on the sharp in-

crease.
Bookings for next season, at the

present time, are far better than
they were last year this time for

the current season. Bookings are

coming in earlier than usual, one
concert management claiming it is

300% ahead this year, than last,

on next-season bookings. Manage-
ment feels that last year this time
feeling around the country was one
of unease. This year people are

less apprehensive of the future,

and are making their commitments.
There's no hesitancy, anyway, in

the way local managers are sign-

ing contracts for next season.

Beethoven Still B.O. For

Longhairs; Cycle Pulls

4G Jump in Ticket Sale

Sarnoff
singer Dorothy Sarnoff, alternat-

ing between legit and concert-

opera, is set to do four months of

varied appearances. She recently

closed on Broadway in /'Magda-

lena," in which she was co-starred

witn Irra Petina and John Raitt.

Miss Sarnoff's tour opens in

Montreal March 22, when she con-

certs and does two guest spots on
Canadian web alrshows. Then she

heads for Los Angeles for Edwin
Lester's operetta season as star of

"Great Waltz," for three weeks in

Los Angeles, beginning April 18,

and three in San Francisco. Fol

hade Stutf-Legit
Friends of the late humorist, conducting a fund-raising campaign to

erect the Robert Benchley theatre at Phillips Exeter Academy, have a
$100,000 goal. The projected 1,200-seater will be <ised for dramatic
productions, films and concerts, etc. Chairman of the eastern executive
committee is Donald Oenslager, while Mike Romanoff heads the Coast
chapter. As of Saturday (12) a total of $22,841 was contributed by only
49 of the approximately 300 individuals on the committee's records ei^

Benchley's personal friends,

"Make Mine Manhattan," which folds Saturday night (1ft) in Chicago
has repaid 75% of its $165,0Q0 investment. Revue: had earned back
the entire production cost la^t fall, but loiftt the battince oh the final
we«ks in %w York and its spotty road tour. Shp\y-,i{ot; good hotices

....^^ ... everywhere,"but producer Joseph Mi Hyman figures the "Manhattail'»

lowing this run, Miss Sarnoff opens ' tag was a chaser to out-of-town theatregoers.

the St. Louis light opera season in
|

"New Moon," June 9. I

Al fresco concert season *nds i n. - j;. 1 . D«i«JM«A»»
Miss Sarnoff doing several joint

' OWW Legit JTrOQUCerS
concerts with James Melton. A
summer date in N. Y.. at Lewishon
stadium has her playling with
Brian Sullivan and Polyna Stoska
in a "concert"' version of '.'Street

Scene."

The N, Y; PHUharmoijic has
shown an amazing boxoffice draw
with its special Beethoven Cycle,

to poirit up 'once more that top-

grade attractions pull the cus-

tomers out despite distracting fac-

Cycle, coriducted by Bruno
' six weeks

ThP eitatP Dpnt U S Armv ahd i
(non-consecutive) from Feb. 24 to

Gen Courtne^H. Hodges are a I

AprU 17, has been sold out for the

little embarrassed about a group of

State Dept., Army Faces

Red at Plight of Korean

Dancers Shipped Here Walter, and running for

L A. Grosses

Under Year i^o
Hollywood, March 15.

Los Angeles' legit take for the
first six months of the 1948 - 49 '

Season is an estimated $273,400

1

under the same period for last I

j:^nr«^nV'' A^nLl' nf^^rio^foo and "Streetcar Named Desire" has

KoTr|•di^tote^offefsKei already preemed .both in Gothen

houses since Sept. 1, 1948, which
'

represents generally good business
all around.

There seems to be little chance
that the full season's figure will
approach last year's record;$3,704,-
720 though the lasf six months'
take always is swelled by the hefty

Ponder U. S. Reluctance

On Licenses to Plays

Stockholm, March 8.

Sharp interest is being displayed

by Swedish legit producers in

several current Broadway plays.

Among the shows being sought,

according to Per Hammaren, exec

of the Englinds Teaterforlag agen-

cy, are "Where's Charley?,"

"Death of a Salesman," "Kiss Me,
Kate" and "Life with Mother."

In the event a deal is consum-
mated on "Charley," Hammaren
said that comedian Nils Poppe
would be starred in a fall opening.
Generally American legit imports
find a ready audience in Sweden,

burg and Malmo.
In view of the public's invar-

iably warm reception for U.S.

drama, Hammaren said he was at

loss to understand why American
playwrights and their agents are
unwilling to license their works in

Scandinavia. Negotiations for

Otto Hartman temporary company
manager of "Where's Charley'".
He's subbing for Leo Rose, who is

Retitling of "The Emerald
Staircase" to "The Biggest Thief
in Town" has subjected pressageni
Samuel Friedman to endless rib-
bing. No matter how he phrases it
he's in. for gags.

Henry Weinstein, head of dra-
matics at Pittsburgh's Irene Kauf-
mann Settlement and director of
the' Curtaineers, interracial group;
appointed assistant director of
Richard Aldrich's Falmouth Play-
house, Cape Cod, Mass., for this
summer.
Peggy Wood will star in Ger^

trude Macy's production of ' "The
Happiest Years," Thomas Coley-
William Roerick comedy tested last
summer at Stockbridge, Mass ;

.

Boris Tumarin has succeeded Ted
Post as director of "The Sun and
I," which New Stages will premiere
Sunday night (20) . . . Margo Jones
has changed her mind and is plan-
ning a Broadway ."production of
Tom Purefoy's "Sting in the Tail"

Korean dancers whom the General
had sent to the U. S., without any
particular plans about bookings or
management. State Dept. is known
to have appealed to the American
National Theatre & Academy for

its assistance in the. matter.

Seems that Gen. Hodges was so

impressed with performances of

the group in Korea that he some-
what impulsively arranged to have

;,.them transported to the U. S., to

show Cff their art here. Group,
consisting of five dancers, headed
by Taikwon Cho and Kim Sun
Young, and called "Dance Korea,!'

came here over a month ago, with
no publicity, no bookings and no
arrangements made for handling.
The American Museum of Natural
History heard of . them and invited
them to open their series, "Song
and Dance of Many Lands," last

month. But otherwise, group is

waiting around for Uncle Sam to
star them.

L.A. Civic Light Opera Assn.' and
[
he declared, and further asserted

IB Thn.crtav Vrirthv <?iiniiav pnn- 1

Greek
,

Theatre seasons. Present that local producers, who have

certs with ducats be'ing at a p^. I

!n/?}<=ations are that the full ^season
1 tried to land the rights to "Harvey"

mium.
Where single ticket sale has

been $3,000 to $3,500 on average
weeks this season, it's been as
much as $6,700 for the cycle we.eks,

(not counting subscriptions) or an
excess of $4,000 above normal
single sales. The Thursday-Friday
Philharmonic concerts are 85%
subscribed, with the Sunday con-
certs less than 35% subscribed.
Single sale jump has thus ma-
terially aided the Stinday situa-

I

tion. ,,:)'.

for the . past five years, now feel

that theatregoers have Ibst in-

terest in that play.

grosses registered annually by the 1 "Streetcar" were long drawn out, ' next season Samuel Friedman
-. - - . .. . . .. . - vhas. succeeded Michel Mok as press-

^gent of ''At Wat W^^^

.: . . Itichard Barr fias i^ucceeded Ite^
Hargrave [ as : director oiE "The Ivy
•Green,"'..;,:

Alan Schneider, actor-director
of the Actors Studio, sails; today
(Wed.) f(Jr England,; where- he will

•lecture and direct at Dartington
HallSv- iHeward S, Cullman has a
Ailandal stake in "Delilahj!' which

.

Henry Sherek will present in Lon*

Chicago, March 15. I

don
.
and Jhen in

^
New York. .

.

Rrenda FnrhM fnrmfi* Rrnart- H^^*'*'^* '^ack from appear-
urenpa iJoroes, lOfmer uroaa-

; Ar«i.«r nPrAaxhAr ir
way actress now married to a local

'

will fall short of the $3,000,000
mark.

Topping the take was El Capitan,
with its long-run tenant, "Black-
outs," which wound its 349th week
as the six-month period ended. But
even - the hardy perennial was
down, with a $427,800 gross a.s

compared to $452,500 last year,

Guild Raises 141G For

Metopera; Gifts Unique
Metropolitan 01)era Guild has

already collected $141,728 in cash,
with many pledges not paid yet,

towards the $250,000 fund it's seek-
ing from the public to aid the Met-
opera next season. With deadline
set for April 12, it's assured the
Guild will go well over its quota.

Donations have been coming in

from unusual sources. Two came
from penitentiary ' Inmates. A
femme, who admitted she was in a
hospital psychopathic ward, sent in

$1, calling the Saturday p.m.
broadcasts "the greatest thing in
my life." A femme who always
wanted to be a singer sent in a
week's pay, $50. A chap who sang
as a super years ago; and got 50c
for the stints sent in check for
$10.50, returning the 50c because,
he said, . he should have paid the
Met.for the . super's privilege:

Karson Eyes Elsinore

For Special 'Hamlet'
Nat Karson, who. produced the

Barter Theatre revival of "Ham^
let," will plane March 27 to Den-
mark to inspect the layout of Elsi-

nore castle, :;near .. .Copenhagen,
where the production will be done
next June, with Robert Breen in

the title part. On his return, two
weeks later, he will design the

I

scenery for the performance, which
will be in the courtyard of the
castle, One production difficulty in-

volved is to evolve a lighting sys'

tem suitable for the latC'twilight

of the locale.

The Elsinore presentation of
"Hamlet" will be under the spon-
sorship of the Denmark State Fes-
tival, in association with the Vir-

ginia State Theatre.

RABIOITE'S MUSICAL
Minneapolis, March 15.

Cliff Sakry, of KFAM, St. Cloud,
wrote the book, lyrics and music
of a new musical, ^'Minnesota,"
saluting the state's Centennial year
and having its premiere at the
Paramount theatre, St. Cloud, this

week with the cast of 100 entirely
locally recruited.
Howard Randall, Sakry's war^

time buddy, has directed. Harvey
Waugh, department of music head
at St. Cloud Teachers' college,

orchestrated the numbers and is

directing the chorus and orchestra.
Show is running three nights

and two matinees.

Unemployed Cleric Held
In Murder of Actor

James McCormack, 26, an unem-
ployed grocery clerk, was arrested
and charged with the murder of

Philly Orch 400G Tour

Stirs British; Local

Subsidies Are Sought
. London, March 15.

Trade interest is as high here
as in the U. S. in the forthcoming
visit of the Philadelphia Orchestra
to Britain, with discussion center-
ing on the finances involved.
Orchestra of 100 is being imported
by impresario Harold Fielding,
with ensemble due to arrive in
London May 21 and scheduled , to
give 28 concerts in 27 days.

Fielding states he is putting up
$400,000' for the tour, all of it

his own funds. He ' figures $100,-
000 for boat transportation (Gunard
Co.). Orch salaries, subsistence al-

lowances, hotel bills, transport in
England, advertising, etc., account
for the additional $300,000. Figure
seems high, but Fielding claims
it's the bare minimum.
London concerts are planned for

Albert Hall and the Harringay
Arena, with take per concert at
former (at hiked prices) probably
around $16,000, with the Harringay
average take potential as high as
$25,000. On an average, a profit
can be seen in the London con-
certs, but an entirely different

BRENDA FORBES' ILL.

HAYLOFT; OTHER NEWS

lawyer, is arranging for all-Equity
summer theatre north of Chicago.
Miss Forbes plans a 10-week sea-
son, with six-day program changes
using star New York \ind Coast
names.
James Neilson has been named

stage director, and William Riva
of Fordham University has been
pacted as stage designer.
Company will use 625f-seat Quon-

set hut theatre now used by the
Chicago Curling Club during the
winter for ice-hurling activities.
Actress believes that first season
can be underwritten for $45,000
and most of the money can be re-
gained through subscription series.
Season starts June 27. ^

Long Branch, N. J., March 15.
Strawhat theatre is planned- for

the summer of 1950 at Monmouth
Beach, about five miles north of
here. Spot is the old St. Peter's
church in Galilee, a hamlet just
outside Monmouth Beach, Clinton
King has taken an option on the
building and land, and is trying to
arrange, financing.

It's festimated that alterations
I
and renovation will cost about $15,-

1 000 and that the theatre could
I
gross $4,600 a week at a $2 top,

i
with an operating nut of $1,600.

I King plans to call it the Galilee
playhouse.

Harry Chauncey Smith, 66, retired ,

^t"ation is anticipated When orch

actor known professionally as
'»°p^„^^'"*»*he provinces.

Harry C. Redding, in his N. Y. „J«,^^^
"f.^^^^r

^f-°^
rooming house, March 9. Accord- I

* «°nsidered likely. It's, re-

ing to police, McCormack con-
1 *

/»«l<'"?g asking a num-
fessed to the killing, saying he °^ ^o provide a subsidy,

strangled the actor with a belt
! ^"""^ Peaces a$ high as $10,000.

after a quarrel. He was arraigned
in Ni Y. felony court, Monday (14)
and held without bail for the grand
jury.. •

When Smith's body was found,
fully clothed, with a belt drawn

Dorfman on Mend
Broadway pressagent Nat Dorf-

man was reported much improved
yesterday (Tues.) in Mount Sinai

around his neck, it was believed
i
hospital, N. Y., whfere he is under

he had suicided. However, De-
1

Jbreatment for peritonitis. Physi-
tectives William Cohen and Eugene jcians have forbidden visitors Or
Heisman, a.ssigned to the case, I phone calls for a few days.
learned that the actor had visited
a number of bars in company of a
younger man the night before his
death. The trail led to Mc-
Cormack.
According to friends. Redding

had appeared in stock for many
years and had also appeared in
several George Arliss productions,
including "Disraeli."

Dorfman became ill last Satur-
day (12), shortly after doctors had
given him a routine checkup and
pronounced him in excellent
health. His ailment was attributed
to a punctured colon resulting
from lesions.

. During his absence
Mary Ward, his associate, is han-
dling publicity for

Schaefer Directs Hilltop
Baltimore, March 15.

George L; Schaefer, who staged
several of the hit shows of Maurice
Evans, including "Macbeth," the
"GI Hamlet," and the currently-
touring "Man and Superman,^ will
direct the productions this summer
at the Hilltop theatre near:here.
Don Swann, Jr., will again; oper^

ate the strawhat.

Bambergrer's 10th Season
New Hope, Pa., March 15.

The Bucks County playhouse will
open here June 3 for its 10th sea-
son under the management of The-
ron

;
Bamberger. Season of 15

weeks, ending Sept. 17, is planned.
As usual, the strawhat will have

a guest-star policy.

with Arthur Treacher m
"Blithe Spirit" in Miami, will re-

peat her original role in the Equity
Library Theatre: production of
"Brooklyn, U.S.A."
Margaret SuIIavan's right to can-

cel her contract with William U
Taub, for her appearance in "Peo-
ple Like Us," -has been upheld by
an arbitration panel and the actress

•

is now free to appear in John
Yorke'S production of "To Tell the

Truth" or Paul Streger's produc-
tion of William Kendall Clark's,

"The Daughter". . Gcoge Abbott
plans to put the Will Glickman-Jo-
seph Stein farce, "Mrs. Gibbons'
Boys," into immediate production
. . Rudolph Bing, general manager
of the Glyndehoume Opera Co., of

Sussex, England, and managing di^

rector of the Edinburgh Festival;

sails for home today (Wed.) after"

a week in" New York. Proposed
Glyndebourne ; engagement in

Princeton next fall has. been can-

celled because of inability to raise

the necessary $180,000 financing. .
Jo Mielziner will sail April 25

for an extended vacation in Eu-
rope. .George Hume, managing
director of the Stratford Players,

of Stratford-on-Avon, is in New
York to try to book a U. S, tour for

the troupe, , .Chorus Equity will

henceforth have nine instead of

five representatives on the Equity
council . : The union is also con-

templating tightening the regula-

tions covering admission of new

;

members on the basis of summer
stock appearances.

Hardwicke Set

For 'Hanging Judge'

Sir Cedric Hardwicke is tenta-

tively set for the title part in '"The

Hanging Judge," slated for fa"

presentation on Broadway. Ray^

mond Massey will stage the Rom-
ney Brent dramatization of Bruce

Hamilton's mystery novel, and wiU

co-produce with Victor Samrock
and William Fields.

,

Script is undergoing final revi-

sions,'.

Shows in Rehearsal
"Cat and Canary" (road)—United

day," at the Henry MUler, N. Y. Iment,

• Eleanor Pinkham, general man-
ager of the Los Angeles and San

| .

Francisco Civic Light Opera com-
;
Stage Guild.

panics, is a patient in California "Magnolia Alley"-—Lester GOt-

hospital, Hollywood. She has been ler.
Born Yester- under treatment for a chronic ail- 1 "Sun and I"—New Stages.

i "The Tiraltor'Wed Harris.
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Total Broadway Grosses

,fhe iollowlna are the comvarative Mures based on VAMEiY'is

'iboxofflce estimates, for last week and thu aorresponding week of
".. but feoson:

Thi« Last
Season Season

Wumber of show current 26 30

Total weeks played so far by all shows 935 1,019

Total gross for all current shows last week $601,200 $687,500

Total season's gross so far for all shows.-. . .$22,366,000 $22,031,000

Number of new productions so far 55 52

legitimate: SI

Chi Slips; IHanhattan' Weak

$imFol(ling;'Fiman' $35,200
Chicago, March 15. 4- — .

Fallen attendance was felt last
|

Mmmn
week despite fair weather and con-

1 llefrn|t IJVIf K 477liSon activity. Lower receipts "ClIUIl l/I¥lt » HUM
•re being registered in every

aspect of entertainment, with two
exceptions. "Mister Roberts" at

Erlanger, although ° feeling the

riice, continues profitable in 26th

week. Horace Heidt's troupe plus

amateurs and Sunday broadcast,

did niftily in 'four-day stand at

Chi Civic Opera House.
"Make Mine Manhattan," which

opened Monday (7), closes Sat. (19)

after two weeks, not being able to

withstand . continuous, losses in

Pittsburgh and here. "Drunkard"
shuttered Sat. (12) after n.s.g. two-

week stay at Studebaker. "Flnian's

Rainbow" . still strong in sixtiv

week.

Estimates for Last Week

^^^^^^ F^^^

Detroit, March 15.

Detroit Civic Light Opera sea-
son, which ended March 6, was the
most successful in the wganiza-
iion's history. Business totaled
about $477,000 for the 10-week
schedule, for an average of ailmbst
$48,000 per show. Pinal week's
prpductiph of "Carmen Jones"
broke the company's record with a
gross of $64,000.

Other shows iivcliided "Song of
Norway," "Red Mill," ''Bloomer
Girl," "Vagabond King," "Connec-
ticut Yankee," "Great Waltz,"

j
"Rosiaiinda," "FireflJ'" and "New

. Di 1 * ,
I

Moon." Barrie O'Daniels is manag-
??**f,*o??"'v., *'?on'?''* J^^l '"8 director of the operation,-

week) (1,358; $4.40-$3.80). First
»-

week in the red, despite $24,000 in

advances. Weekends sold out.

Needs $21,000 to break even. Did
$15,000.
"Drunkard," Studebaker (2d

week) (1,246; $3.10). Closed Sat.

Current Road Shows
(.March 14-26)

"Allegro"—(March 14-26); Met.,

-Center,

(12) with slight drop in la?t week, !
Seattle (14-19); Aud., St. Paul (24-

.•$6,400. :

"Finian's Rainbow," Shubert reih

Week) (2,100; $4.94). Profitable
.even with less play than last week,
$35,200.
"Make Mine Manhattan," Great

Northern (1st week) (1,500; $4.94).
Pinaling Sat. (19)^ First week did
weak $19,700.
"Mister Roberts," Erlanger (26th

week) (1,334; $4.33): Going strong
although affected by legit lull here.
.Fine $26,400.

'Streetcar' $24,000

In First Detroit Week
Detroit, March 15.

Theatre Guild subscription held
A Streetcar Named Desire" to

124,000 in its first week of a three-
week run at the Cass. Top price
was $4.20.

'

''Harvey" reaped a good $28,000
In the first week of a fortniRht's
«tay at Shubert-Lafayette. Top
price was $3.60. Cot $21,000 the
previous week to close Its Chicagis
stand.

'Ivy Green' Fades
To $6,500, Toronto

. Toronto, March 15.

.On tryout here, "Ivy Green"
brodied to a mere $6,500, with
foyal Alexandra (1,525) scaled at
$3.60 top.

Richard Barr is in as replace-
ment director, with company play-
ing two weeks in Boston prior to
Broadway opening.W 40G, Cincy

Cincinnati, March 15.

./'High Button Shoes" did a sock,
$40,000 last week over eight per-

!

formances in the 2,.500-seat Tafti*"^''
theatre to set season's legit liigh
here. Top was $4.31.
Next local roadshow is Frank

*^ay In "Harvey" next week at the
Cox theatre at $3.69 top.

Yurka in Topeka
Topeka, March 15.

Blanche Yurka will make a guest
appearance the week of April 26
as femme lead in the Topeka Civic
iheatre production of "I Remem-
ber Mama."
While here, the actress will plav

engagements in several nearby
towns in a program of scenes from
great plays.

"Show
BowUngr Green Group Tour
Bowling Green, C, March 15.
Bowling Green State Univ. thea- i (14-19).

tre has just completed its first tour
i

"South
ot schools in the surrounding area. ;

(14-26)

26).

''Annie Get Your Gun"-
Norfolk a4-19).

"Biggest Thief in Town"—Wal-
nut, Philly (14-19).

"Blackouts of 1949"—EI Capitan,
L. A. (14-26).

"Born Yesterday" — Mayfair,
Portland (15-17); Temple, Tacoma
(18-19); Met., Seattle (21-26),

"Brigadoon" Hanna, Cleve..
(14-26).

"Desert Song"-^Blaekstone, Chi
(14-26).

"Detective Story" — Loc u »t

,

Philly (14-19):
'

"Drunkard" — Studebaker, Chi
(14-26),

"Favorite Stranger"^Worth, Ft.
Worth (7-8); Majestic, Dallas (9-

10); Par., Au.stin (11); Music Hall,
S. Antonio (12); Aud., Shreveport
(15); Poche, N. Orleans (16-23);

Aud , Jackson (24); Aud,, Memphis
(2.5-26).

"Finian's Rainbow" Shubert,
Chi (14-26).

"Harvey" (Fay Co,)—Shub.-Laf.,
Det. (14-19); Cox, Cincy (21-26).

VHafvey" (Brown Co.)^Radio,
Richmond (14-19); Center, N'folk
(21-26).

"Heiress"—Playhouse, Wilming-
ton (14-17); Community, Hershey

1118-19); Erlanger, Buff. (21-24);

Aud., Roch. (25-26).

"High Button Shoes" — Murat,
Indpls, (14-17); Aud., Lafayette (18-

19); Amer., St. Louis (21-26).

"I Know My Love"—American,
St. Louis (14-19); Music Hall, K. C.

(21-26).

"Inside U. S. A."—Shubert,
Philly (14-26).

"Ivy Green"— Plymouth, Bost,

(14-26):
,

,
"Magnolia Alley"—Shubert, N.
Haven (24-26).

"Make Mine Manhattan"—Gt.
Northern, Chi. (14-26).

"Man and Superman"-^BiItmorei
L. A. (14-19); Aud., Pasadena (21);

San Diego ('22-23); Aud.,

esno (24-25); Aud., Sacramento
(26).

"Media"— Forre.1t, Philly (14-

19); Ford's, Balto (21-26>.

"JVlr. Adams" -T-Curran, Frisco
(14-26).

"Mr. Roberts"—Erlanger, Chi
(14-26).

"O Mistress Mine"—^Fairbanks,

Spgfld. (14); Weller, Zanesville

(15); Aud., Newark (16); Hartman,
Col '17-19); Shu.-Laf., Det. (21-26).

"Oklahoma!" (No. 1 Co.)—Al-
bany, AlbanV (14-15); Aud., Macon
(16-17); Aud:, Savannah (18-19);

State, W. Salem (21-22); Carolina,

Durham (23-24); Carolina, Raleigh

(25-26). '

"Oklahoma!" (No. 2 Co,)—Col-
onial, Bost. (14-26).

Olscn & Johnson—Geary, Frisco

(25-26).
Boat" ^ Ford's, Balto.

'StaircaseMlG,Hub;

Inside U.S.A/ $38,700,

'Oklahoma!' $25,800
.It

Boston, March 15.
•Inside U.S.A." continued, on

third week in town, to woW at the
Shubert, with "Oklahoma!" sock
at the Colonial and Emerald Stair-
case" only fairly good at the
Plymouth. No openers in town
last week. This week's openers are

Green" at the Plymouth and
"South Pacific" at the Shubert.

Estimates for Last Week
"Inside U. S. A., Shubert (3d

week) (1,750; $5.40). Upped Fri.
and Sat. prices kept this one in
the record-breaking class on its
third and final, taking a smash
$38,700, capacity. Could have
stayed till summer. "South Pacif-
ic" opens here tianight.

"Oklahoma!" Colonial (2d week)
(1,500; $4.80). Nice $25,800,
wham considering this is outfit's
fifth visit here.
^'The Emerald Staircase," Pli^m-

outh (2d week) (1,200; $3.60).
Word of mouth on comedy aspecl;
of this one plus Thomas Mitchell
gave it a fair $11,000 on second
and final, "Ivy Green" here now.

'Story' Wow 12G

In Four, PhiUy
Philadelphia, March 15.

Currently Philly has another
legit smash hit—seventh of the
season —

*
and local biz remains

sturdy and encouragingj but the
future picture is anything but that.
The hew smash is' "Detective

Story," Sidney Kingsley melodra-
ma which drew 100% rave notices
on its opening at the Locust last
Thursday (10) and promises to hit

|

the capacity mark, by the middle
I

of this week. Show is here for
nine-day stand.
"Biggest Thief in Town" opened

a single week's tryout last night
(Mon.) at the Walnut. Also in for
a single session beginning last
night was"Medea" starrinjg Judith
Anderson, a return engagement.
"Inside U.S.A.," another return,
began a two weeks' run at the
Shubert. .

Estimates for Last Week'
"Detective Story" Locust (1st

wk) (1,580; $3.90). Opened to rave
notices and is rapidly building to /Sfu m boi . e,i onv n^in„^ ,.u
capacity. Over $12,000 in first four t\^^L<^.:.^f '„ Sfn"'"^

B way Spotty; 'Anny' $7^ for 6.

lice' mm ia First FuU Week.

Me' Sharp $24M 'Charley 36I/2G

Broadway attendance was uneven
last week following the previous
week's slump. Receipts still felt
the negative effects of Lent, but
after the usual offish business
Monday and Tuesday nights (7-8)

the b.o. pace spurted for the sec*
ond half of the week. Managers
and ticket brokers expect grosses
to be spotty through the Lenten
period. Parsing of income tax
deadline this week may help.
There are no openings this

week. Next week brings "The
Sun and I," "Biggest Thief in
Town". and"Detective Story." Two
more premieres are scheduled for
the following week, but only three
others are listed for the balance
of the season. "Red Gloves"
closed Saturday night (12) and at
least one current show is a pos-
sible casualty this week;

iEstimates for Last Week
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Dromo),

CD (Comedy-Drama), R (T
M (Musical), O (Operetta)

but business lately has been un->'

der the $I3;000 stop clause; $11,000;

"Two Bllna Mice," Cort (2d wk)
(1,064; $4.80: New farce looks
fairly promising, with Melvyn
Douglas as a-b.o. draw; first full
week got $16,700.

"Where's Charley?" St. James
(22d wk) (M-1,509; $6). One of the
season's established clicks: is run-
ning along at a brisk pace; $36,500.

'So. Pacific' Smash

$36,500 in N. H.
New Haven, March 1.').

Premiere of "South Pacific"
(Mary Martin-Ezio Pinza), at Shu-!

, bert last week (7-12) . brought «
(Kevue),

I
gross that has never been touched

i

here before. Toppling all previous
records, complete sellout of eight
performances at $4.80 top, pulled
an enormous $36,500 in this 1,500-
seater.

Fix this week, then breakin : of'
"Magnolia Alley!' (Jessie Royce
Landis) due March 24-26, following
a two-day stand of Menasha Skul»
nik in ''What a Guy" (21-22).

"AH for Love," Ilellinger (7th
wk) (R-1,543; $4.80). Got a flicker
of interest with the announcement
that new material had been added
and the show restaged, but still

operating deeply in the red; underr
quoted last week; $7,000.

"Along Fifth Avenue," Imperial
(9th wk) (R-1,472; $6). Has been
hitting an uneven pace; $22,500.

"Anne of 1,000 Days," Shubert
{14th wk) (D-1,387; $4.80). Also
recovered, approaching $30,000.

"As the Girls Go," Winter Gar-
den (17th wk) (M-1,519; $7.20).
Was overquoted last week; $45,300.
"At War With the Army," Booth

(1st wk) (C-712; $4.80). Farce by
Yale undergrad opened : Tuesday
night (8) to mixed notices; first

six performances topped $7,800.
"Big Knife:" National (3d wk)

(D-1,172; $4.80), Combination of j gagement, for three weeks, Will be
advance sale and the John Gar- at the Geary. O. & J. reportedly

miZ' TO REPEAT IN

FRISCO AFTER SOCK BIZ
San Francisco, March 15.

Olscn and Johnson revue,"HeII-
zapoppin' of 1949," will, return to
the Bay City March 25 although
it grabbed a fine $73,000 for two
Irames only two weeks ago. First :

stand was at the Curran. New en-

field, Nancy K^lly and Clifford
Odets names boosting the b.o.;
$24,800.
"Born Yesterday," Miller (162d

wk). (Cr940; $4.80). Longrun laugh
show still grinding out profits;

$11,500.

"Death of a Salesman/' Morosco

performances plus $2,000 for paid
preview,.

"Harvey" Wahiut f2d wk) (1,340;

$3:90). With James Dunn replacing
the ailing Joe E. Brown, return
visitor got satisfactory $13,000 in
final session.

Anderson-'Medea'

Smash $24,000, Pitt

Pittsburgh, March 15.

Judith Anderson in "Medea"
was a solid smash at the Nixon last

week, doing better than $24,000 at

$3 top. Show played here under
Theai.re Guild-ATS subscription
auspices, which insured a fast

start, but picked up plenty of- win-
dow sale on its own after rave no-
tices came out.

Nixon is dark this week.

the house will hold $24,200.
"Diamond Lil," Coronet (CD-

1,003; $4801. Revival is remain-
ing dark until May West recovers
from broken ankle; now announced
to relight Monday (21).
"Edward, My Son," Beck 24th

wk) (D-1,214; $4.80). L o n d o n
smash has eased recently, but still

a fine draw; $26,500.
"Goodbye, My Fancy," Fulton

(17th wk) (CD-966; $4.80). Another
comedy entry that climbed from
the previous week's dip; $21,700.

got 70% of the gross at the Cur-
ran and will reap the same split
in the Geary stand.

Troupe now is on a . 10-day stint
at the San Bernardino Orange Fes-
tival ending Saturday (19) at a flat

$35 ,000. Three one-nighters are
slated before the return to Frisco.

'Bom' Fine $21,000

In Final Frisco Wk.
San Francisco, March 19.

"Born Yesterday," with Jean
Parker and Lon Chahey, chalked
up a fine $21,000 for its fourth
and final week at the Geary
(1,550; $3.60). House will remain
dark until March 25, when Olsen
and Johnson bring back "Hell-

High Button Shoes!"' Broadway
i
zapoppin of 1949," which recently

'Okla.!' Nearly $37,000

In Southern Split Wk.
Atlanta, March 15.

Original company of "Oklahoma!'
piled up nearly $37,000, nifty, last ) about $17,500

(75th wk) (Mr-1,900; $6)
a trifle to $29,900.
"Howdy, Mr. Ice," Center (38th

wk) (R-2,964; $2.88). About the
same; $30,000.

"Kiss Me Kate," Century (11th
wk) (M-1,654; $6). ,Was off a shade
at the Wednesday matinee; $46,900.

"Lend an Ear," Broadhurst (13th
wk) (R-1,160; $6). Has increased
its pace at the new location;
$31,900.

"Life With Mother," Empire
{21st wk) (C-1.082; $4.80). Made a
nice gain, with attendance some-
what better early in the week;

Inched up moved south because of prior,
bookings.

"Mr. Adam," with Robert Hut*
ton, Elizabeth Fraser and Frank
Albertson, preemed Monday (14)

at the Curran (1,776; $3.60).

week in eight performances at Au-
ditorium, Montgomery, Ala., and
the Tower here.
Musical is splitting this week bcr

tweeh. Albany (Ga.>; Macott "and Sa-
vannah.

Longhair Shorts

Pacific"—Shubert, Bost.

' Anderson'sShow was Maxwell
Joan of Lorraine:"
Similar tours are planned as an

annual project. '

'^Streetcar Named Desire"-^

Cass, Det. (14-26). ^ .

"The Traitor" — McCarter,

Princeton (25-26).

Max Goberman will again conduct

for Ballet Theatre. Edward Caton,
ballet master of Met Opera Co.,

.ioined BT as a dancer . . . George
Balanchine is lecturing at Carl

Fischer Hall, N. Y., April 4 on
"Poetry of Ballet."

Piske Jubilee Singers and the

Columbia University Concert Choir

"Light Up the Sky," Royale
(17th wk) (C-1,035; $4.80. Slid
again to $16,900.
"Love Life," 46th St. (23d wk)

(M-1,319; $6). In the red again at

almost $20,000.
"Madwoman of Chaillot," Belas-

co (10th wk) (C-1,077; $4.80). Was
overquoted; $19,200.

"Mister Roberts," Alvin (S6th

wk) (CD-1,357; $4.80). Still stand-
ees every performance; $34,400.

"Private Lives," Plymouth (23d
wk) (C-1,062; $4,80). Eased a bit to

$15,100.
"Red Gloves," Mansfield (14th

wk) (D-1,041; $4.80). Called it quits

Saturday night (12) after 113 per-
formances; got potent biz while
the theatre parties lasted, but not
even Charles Boyer's performance

will assist Tom Scott at his Town ; and name could save it after that;

Hall, N.Y.. concert March 24
Paul Godfcin, who staged and I

danced in "Willie the Weeper" for

,

last season's Broadway "Ballet

,

Ballads'' production; Bambi Linn,
i

in last season's revival of "Sally"; i

Maria Tallchief, chief ballerina of
j

the N.Y. City Ballet Co., and
JTocelyn Vollmar, a N.Y. City Ballet

Go. principal, have joined Ballet

Theatre for the spring season . . .

David Hooker has quit the James
Davidson concert bureau.

production is estimated to have in-

volved about $45,000 loss; final

week registered $13,500.
"Silver Whistle," Biltmore (16tn

wk) (C-920; $4.80). Has tapered off

a bit lately; over $17,700.
"Streetcar Named Desire,"

Barrymore (67th wk) (D-1,064;
$4.80). Still a powerful paqer; up
a trifle to $22,700.
"They Knew What They

Wanted," Music Box (4th wk) (C-

1,012; $4.80), Had nfce iadvance.

'Allegro' 29G Finale, LA.;
'Superman' $3,300 Preem

Los Angeles, March 15.

Only two houses alight; this
week; but' both are heading for
capacity biz. Biltmore has Man
and Superman" while Ken Mur-
ray's "Blackouts" roars > through
another El Capitan week.

"Allegro," which flnaled Thurs-
day (10) after 18 days, toqk *
smash $92,000 for the stand.. Next
newcomer is "Tongue in Cheek,''
new revue which world preems at
Las Palmas Monday (21).

' Estimates for Last Week
"Allegro," Biltmore (3d wk)

(1.636; $4.20). Final frame's five

days a sellout $29,000 for a great
$92,000 total on 18 days.

"Blackouts of 1949." El Capitan
(351st Wk) (1,142; $2:40), $17,000.

"Man and Superman," Biltmore
(1st wk) (1,636; $3.60).. Opened
Saturday (12). First night of the
eight-day stand grabbed a virtual
capacity $3^00.

'Heiress' 23G, Balto
Baltimore, March 19.

"The Heiress," second o| 4v«
plays under American Theati'e
ciety-Theatre Guild subioi
racked up a fine $20,500 at
here last week, building to
capacity end of the week.
"Show Boat" is current,

"Medea" and return of , "<S
homa,'" set to follow in order.
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Plays Out of Town
Detective Story; -

^

.1

Philadelphia, March to.

Howard Lindsay and Russel Croute pro-

1

duction of drama in three acts by Sidney
|

Kingsley. Stars Ralpli Bellamy and Meg
Mundy. Staged by th« author: setting,
Boris Aronson, Opened at Locust St. the-
atre. FhUadelphia, March 10, '49: $3,901

top.
Detective. Dakis. , . .Bobert Strauss
Shoplifter Lee Grant
Detective Gallagher .^lEdward Binns
Joe Felnson. . . ; . .Lou Gilbert
Detective CaUaKan . . , . , , /.Patrick MeVey
Detective O'Brien. , .... . John Boyd
Mr, Gallantz .GSrney Wilson
Mrs. Farragnt. . ' ^...i.- •-. '•-'ean Adair
Detective Brody. ......James Westerfleld
Mr, Sims,. ............... .Les Tremayne
Detective McLeod, ... ..... Ralph Bellamy
Arthur Kindred Warren Stevens
Patrolman Barnes Earl Sydnor
1st Burglar. . . .Joseph Wiseman
2nd Burglar Michael Strong
Mrs. Bagatelle Mlchelette . Buranl
Dr. Schneider . ...... . ... . . . Harry Worth
Lt, Monoghan.'/. -v...,Horace McMahon
Miss Garmlciiael. . ; , ,^ ... .Joan Copeland
Patrolman Ki;ogh,., .Byron C, Halstead
Patrolman 'Baker ... . i Joe Roberts
WiUy . ...L. Whltelock Griscom
Miss..Hatch. . . . . . . . , .Maureen Stapleton
Mrs. Feeney. , , , .Jacqueline Paige
Mr, Peeney: . ......... ., Jim Flynn
Crumb-bum Archie Benson
Mr. Pritchett ; . . . James Maloney
Mrs. McLeod . . . . . . .. . Meg Mundy
Tami Giacoppetti. ... .Alexander Sconrby
Photographer. . . Michael Lewin
Lady. . . . , . , Ruth. Storm
Gentlennan^ . . . ; • . John Alberts
Mr.' Bagatelle . . ; ; . . ...... .Joseph ' Ancona
Indignant Citizen . . . Sarah Grable

Sidney Kingsley's latest play is

A taut, ' hard-hitting melodrama
with numerous overtones of philos-
ophy. and character analysis. With
some . minor rewrite (especially in
one of the' climactic scenes of the
second act), "Detective Story"
promises to be another hit for its

producers, Howard Lindsay and
Russel Grouse,

. The playwright^s protagonist is

Detective Jim McLeod/ a hard, im-
placable, always "hew-to-the-line"
type of dtek who believes that the
police are too inclined to coddle
first^offenders " and that John Q.
Public is lax and lacking in his
civic duty in his reluctance and
often absolute unwillingness to
prosecute an evildoer even though
he himself may be the victim, Mc-
Leod also admits candidly that he
has no time for the Christian, credo
of turning the other cheek. A mis-
erable childhood and memories of
his beloved mother being abused
and ail-but tortured by his sadistic,

father have left their stamp on this
embittered minion of the law. The
tragedy, of the man

a couple of her speeches have been
given the author's critical attention
she is likely to click more strongly
Outstanding (of many) are Lou

Gilbert as a tough reporter; Joseph
Wiseman, as a ratty burglar-killer;

Lee Grant," a serio-comic little

shoplifter; Horace McMahon, a
police lieutenant; Warren Stevens,
an ex-GI, who commits a theft;

Joan Copeland, the girl who loves
hiM; James Westerfield, a kindly
dick; Les Tremayne, a shrewd
mouthpiece; " Harry Worth, the
abortionist; Alexander Scourby, a
blackmarket racketeer, and James.
Maloney, an exa'mple of McLeod'^
idea of a typical John Q. Public.

Kingsley flouts the old axiom
about an author not being able to

direct his own play. His task now
is one of rewrite. Another spot
that needs watching is in Act III,

where McLeod, virtually recon-
ciled with his wife, is again worked
into a lather of resentment because
of a chance phrase by the mouth-
piece. As written now, it just

doesn't make sense. A tendency
towards the maudlin . in the finale

curtain (after McLeod's death at

the.' hands of a venomous killer)

has already been rectified. Boris
Aronson 's set is a gem of photo<
graphic realism, Viatzrs,

Mr. Adam
: San Francisco, March 14,

Jack Kirkland production of comedy in
two . acts adapted hy him from novel by
Pat Frank. Features .Robert Hutton,
Elisabeth Fraser, Frank Albcrtson, Emory
Parnelli'. Howard Freeman, and Oliver
Blake, Staged by Kirkland: setting, Phil
Raiguel, .At Curran, San Francisco, March
W, '49.:','

Mrs, Brundage . . Essie Laird
Mary Ellen . Adam . . , , , , .Elisabeth Fraser
Homer Adam . Robert Hutton
Steve Smith Frank Albcrtson
Joe. . . .... .... . . , ... .George Ramsey
Colonel Phelps-Smythe .. Howard Freeman
Sergeant Carlson. . ,

,

',
,',,',;

. John James
Sergeant Donettl, a. , . , .Robert Gray
Nate Gabelman. i .Ted Cohen
Percy Klutz . , , „. Emory Parnell
Jane 'Zitter . .. v . , Maxine Semon
Obadiah Latch . , .01iv*r Blake

"Mittel-?uropa." Despite this han-
dicap—and. the words thrust into

their mouths by Vadnay and Brom-
field—the cast is uniformly good
although sometimes ill at ease. Kve
McVeagh and Ian MacDonald make
their roles as the widow and the
con man as believable as possible^

and Philip Van Zandt and Gerry
Carr are both good as a brother-
in-law and a medium, respectively.
Smoki Whitfield's bookie-bait but-
ler also is a .fine iob.
Ernst Fegte's single set is a sliclc,

fancy job.
,

Kop,

Play on Broadway

At War With the Army
Henry May & Jerome Et. RoscnIeld pro-

duction (in association with Charles Ray
McGalium) of farce in three . acts (four
.scenes) by James B. Allardice. Staged by
Ezra stone; setting, Donald Oenslager. At
Booth. N: Y„ March 8, '49: $4,80 top (*6
opening),
Cfapt, Ernest Caldwell /.William Mendrek
2d Lt. Davenport. . , ... , . .Kenneth Forbes
Corp. Clark. ... . . .. .Mitchell Agruss
Corp. Dl Ruccto

,

: . . . . . . ,Ernest Sarracino
Stan Sgt, .. .. ... ....... 4,. ; Jerry Jarrett
Soldier ...Alfred Leberteld
Another Soldier. . , . ; . . . .Joseph Keen
1st Sgt. Robert Johnson,....Gary Merrill
Staff Sgt. McVay..... .......Mike Kellin
Lost Private. ... . ..i. i;., ,.. .'Tad Mosel
Fvt, Jack Edwards,', . ..... .Bernard Kates
1st Lt. William Terray Ty Perry
Millie ........ ..... .Maxine Stuart
Mrs. Caldwell ..: . Sara Seegar
Pfc. Alvin Hawkins. . . . . .William Lanteau
Col. Davles .John Shellle
Helen Pabner Sally Grade

Drawing ejjijsilly 6h corn 'and
and the thing i

corzuption, with enough of the lat-

that finally Ksads up to the inexora- 1
ler to invite slapdowns in the more

ble tragedy of the play—is that
McLeod does not realize until too
late that he has become imbued
with the very sadism which he has
so abhorred in his father's makeup.
The detective's relentless code,

begun sincerely enough as a faith-
ful adherence to the letter of the

,

law, is observed by the audience
I

in his relation to several of the French hue by a shade, and skirt
criminal cases brought into the de- ing burlesque by a whisker, this
tective squad ro(>m of the station slice of theatrical claptrap ha:
house. They serve to build up a enough laughs to hide its shallow'

"At War with the Army" is a
Yale drama school contribution to
Broadway, it was writteh by a
student of Marc Connelly's play-
Wrighting coiirse and is presented
by Vtteee receint : iiraduates, with
several •'stttdeht actors appearitig
in it on leave

:
from ' the campus.

The play is a farCe in which the
parts are funnier than the whole,
an4, which wears thin as the even-
ing proceeds. It

, is only an but-
side .bet to pay blf it the b.o. But
it is, a.' natural: for* stbcfc and littlie

theatre; particulariy for service
audiences.

Script was started by James B.
Allardice several years ago, while
he was in the Army, and it was
completed at Yale,; where ' it was
first produced: last year. Thei I>lay

is iocaled in the (Jrderly room of
an Army training camp in Ken-
tucky and the' characters include
bored GIs, their harried bfflqers
and: assorted woflien. 'There's a
great deal of , GI comedy^ includ-
ing 'Several' funny if: predictably;
bits of : busiheSs;. but little story.
Gary Merrill: gives a capable

pbrtrayal of a disgruntled top
sergeant, and there: are 'aihusirig

perforinaiJees by William ileriarek
as a henpecKed captain,: Kenneth
Forbes, an eagei^-beaver shavetail:
Mitchell Agruss, a straight-matt
cc)rporaI; Ernest Sarracirio, a phil-
osophical non-com; .: Mike. KeHin,

,. „ . . , , , ,
a whistlerhappy sarge; Tad Mosel,

slice of theatrical claptrap has
|
a vvandering conscripfee; Bernard

Definitely ;an item from the
lower shelf, "Mr. Adam" is bawdy,
banal but breezy. With some of its

duller lapses amputated, notably
the first half of its second act, plus
a general tightening up, it should
click where art runs second best
to hoke

strait-laced sectors, the "Mr,
Adam" combo of laughs and leers
will garner both the wrath of the
critics and the moola of the ticket-
buyers, which latter will include
.strong contingents of femme oglers
out to point a finger and enjoy
themselves while doing so.

Missing broad farce of the

4|natre efoiirs II Paris
(t'our Bays In Paris)

Paris, Feb. 15.
Operetta in two acts (six scenes; by

Raymond 'Vlncy, music by Francis Lopez.
Staged by Maurice Catriens. Orchestra-
tion by C. M, Rys. Ballets and .dances ar-
ranged by Georges de Trebert. Orchestra
directed by Maurice Boulais. Costumes
by Marcelle Turpin, Scenery by Pellegry
from designs by fl. Post. At the Bobino,
Paris.
Ferdinand . , , . .Andrex
Nicolas v . , . . . . , . Andre Genln
Hyacinth*; . .,<•>. .t. ... .Jean Davan
Simone : . . . . . ..... . Nelly Wick
Clementine . , . . . ........... . Wally W.vnck
Amboisc. ............... . .Gerard Keryse
Amparlta Alvarez ......... Su«y Gossen
Bolivar Alvarez . . , , . ... , : Rene Bourbon
Gabrlelle Montaron . . . . .Glnette Catriens
Leopold Montaron . , Duvaleix
Zenaide. , , . .... , , . , , , , .Chrlstiane Muller

Francis Lopez, young composer
who made his first big success with
"La Belle de Cadix," which was
bought for Broadway by the Shu-
berts, and who also wrote, the mu-
sic for another successful operetta,
"Andalusie," has hit the jackpot
again with, his music for "Quatre
Jours a Paris," which is a big suc-
cess at the Bobino.
The music is gay and light-

hearted, in the French; musical hall
vein, but with an underlying Span-
ish rhythm (Lopez is a .Basque)
that raises it above the average
run.
There isn't much: to be said for

the operetta itself. It's one of
those things that begins in a
beauty parlor, moves on to a coun-
try inn and returns to the shop
where everyone pairs off as ex-
pected.
However, the lines are. amus-

ing and frequently witty, so that
all in all the show adds up to a
good evening's fun and entertain-
ment, especially since the girls are
pretty and wear attractive clothes.
- Andrex is the principal come-
dian as the young hero, and scores
in several : songs. Including the
quite funny "Day of Rest," de-
voted to the virtues of Sundays.

Fred.

"Now Is the Time," has been re.
placed by a reprise of "Some En^
chanted Evening" so far), and thi»
running tinne is being cut, ho im-
portant changes are contemplateii

Unlike most legit produetionT
"Pacific" is financed as a stockS
poration rather than a limited oart.
nership. Corporate title is Surrev
Enterprises, Inc., for which
Rodgers signed the production con-
tract and he and Hammerstein
signed as co-authors. Surrey En
terprises owns 60% of the pro-
ducer's share of the show, with
the .balance belonging to Leland
Hayward, Inc., of which Logan
who has staged the show, owns %
and Hayward i^. Hayward also has
a sizable part of the backers' share

Expected $500,000 advance for
"Pacific" will easily top the pre-
limary sale 'for such previous an-
ticipated hits as "Kiss Me, Kate"
which opened to nearly $300,000
advance biz; "Seven Lively Arts."
which had a brief run oh the
strength of a similar coin backlog-
"Deafh^of a Salesman," with about
$250,000 in the till, and "Mister
Roberts," with around $200,000.
Earlier this season "Red Gloves'';
opened with an advance Of about
$175,000, including more than 30
theatre:: parties, which gave it a
run of 113 performances. "Big
Knife" is currently riding an ad-
vance sale-theatre party wave at '

the National, 'N. Y.

Foolish liienilwwoman
London, March 1.

London Ma.sk Theatre presentation of
comedy in three acts by Margery Sharp,
Directed by Mich.'iel. Macowan, At
Duchess, London, Feb.' 2:1, '49.

Simon Brocken . . . . . ... . Lewis' Casson
Isabel Bracken. . . . , . Sybil Thorndike
Jacqueline Brown. , . , . , . , , , Isabel Dean
Humphre.v Garrett. ; , . , . . . . Nigel Green
Greta Pooi^ . . .:. ... , . , . , .Eleanore Bryan
'Dora Tremayne. ^ ,.. . Enid Lindsay.
Tilly Cuff . . Mary MCrrali
Mrs, Poole. .,,',...... .Mona Washbourne

genuine hatred of the man; yet, i

ness of theme. The acting passes
Kingsley is scrupulously fair in his
treatment of the character. When
McLeod teams of a sordid chapter
in the past life of his own beloved
wife and discovers that she has
once consulted a particularly ob-
noxious abortionist for whom he
has been gunning, the detective's
deeply-rooted personal code of
ethics and the dictates of his heart
come into open clash. Since he
can't find the answer, he meets
death in what may pass as his line
of 4ut}^ but which is really a form
of suicide.

There is a cast of 30 in "Detec-
tive Story." and at least 20 of the
characters play important if fleet-
ing parts in the flow of the story.
This is where Kingsley has hit tlie

jackpot in his fluid- and/understand-
ing direction.

muster, with most of the perform-
ers doing the "coarse'' in par,
Robert Hutton, Elisabeth Fraser

and Frank Albcrtson, in the prin-
cipal roles, and Howard Freeman
and Emory Parnell. in major sup-
porting parts, turn in workmanlike
.iobs though under obvious strain
of occasional tired gags ahd forced
comedy. Sum total, however,
pleased audience.

Staging by author-producer Jack
Kirkland and single setting by Phil
Raiguel are adequate. : Ted.

Kates, a sneaky enlisted man,
Maxine Stuart, a dimwit PX at-
tendant; Sara Seegar (Mrs. Ezra
Stone), the captain's wireTpulling
spouse, and William Lanteau, a
downtrodden Pfc.

Ezra Stone's direction empha-
sizes noi.se, speed and inventive
stage business. Donald Oenslager's
single setting' looks realistic
enough to give an ex-service man
the creeps. Hobc.

A«r<»s of Paradise
North Hollywood, March 3.

I

Key Theatre production of comedy, in
j

three acts by Laslo Vadnay and Louis
' -Features Eve McVeash, Ian
I

Macponald. Douglas Wood, Gerry Carr.
I

Philip Van. Zandt and Smoki Whitfield.
Directed by Laslo Vadnay: setting, Ernst

College Show

The selection of the players has i f,*?,^*-
Opened, at Key" theatre. North

sen equally felicitous. Ralph Bel-
i .^'.":.'^^'s;^*iki 'iU^^^^

been

Mind i\w Musi*;
(YALE DRAMATIC ASSN.)

New Haven, March 10.

"Mind the Music," turns Out to
be a pretly good musital that will
no doubt plea.se onlookers in its
tour, now hitting other collegiate

lamy has the ruthless role of Mc-
i
Cyiu-s Avery.'.'.', V.'.'.'.V'.'.ihiiii^'Van'z^ViiK on weekends.

Lend, whose appeal for most audi-' ''?""'V ^vcrv Douglas Wood l Scrlnf hv navirt
«nces will be Vdamentally ^xv^'1^P^^'\ v^\\\V- ^^^'^S^ ' '

'

sympathetic but for whom the au- |
CebrHe Korresit ... . lan MacDonald

thor presents a plausible defense.^ H'^sins ;.. , . ,: . n. l. ,iay

He does a fine job, Meg Mundy, S,',' OnUw".^:;;'.::---'""''':i?J„«&
co-.star, has the toughest a.s.sign- j

... Aian warns

ment, and whatever the weak-

1

nesses 'inherent"^'ti. "v; „T'"^i .1" theory, when a novelist of the idea lends itself to humorous pos-

scriot theV<iPPmtn Xm f -om fhi^'iw^'fT
Bromfield turns, sibilities, a fair share of - which

rharaAtpr '^ihTf nf fh^^^^ caoitalized in di;.loB anrichdracter--that Of the detective'^
i

product can be expected. Unfor-erring wife. However, Miss Mundy
i tunately, in the case of "Acres ofhas a great deal of appeal and emo- Paradise," the theory iust doesn't

tional persuaMvencs.s, and when ' hold water. OnW script Brom-
field shares writing onus with Laslo
Vadnay

McCord Lip-
pincott, was winner in a conipett-
tion of 13 entries. It satirizes the
Revolutionary War period, with
emphasis on Lafayette's activities
on behalf of the American Army.

and

This is a lightweight but thor-
oughly entertaining comedy by
novelist Margery Sharp. It's likely
to attract on marquee names and
should thoroughly satisfy middle-
aged admirers of stars and writer.
A widow in prosperous sur-

roundings attempts; to salve her
conscience by recompensing her
spinstei* cousin financially for hav-
ing cheated her of marriage 30
years before. The visiting cousin
has been abroad for many years
and her appearance and arch oldr^

girlishness infuriates the family,
whose household she disrupts. She
refuses any monetairy rewards,
begging only to be allowed to live
with the widow, to be part and
parcel of the family.

Sybil Thorndike, in the title

role, gives a delightful ' perform-
ance as a feathei'Tbrained repent-^
ant, with hubby Lewis Casson giv-
ing a polished sincerity to the
character of a lawyer, Mary Mer-
rall as the wronged cousin is a
curious mixture of dash and hu-
mility, but brings real pathos to
the final scene of pleading to "be-
long," ' Nigel Green and Lsabel
Dean are a comely pair of lovers
and Eleanore Bryan displays an
elfin quality as a retarded adoles-
cent, with Mona Washbouine
quietly efficient as her devoted
mother. Show was competently di-
rected by Michael Macowan and
smooth running following its pro-
vincial tryout. Cle7n.

Available at

THE ALGONQUIN
A few roQms and suites at

attractive rates for extend-

ed stays.

Tcltphen* tht Manager

ALG0N9UIN HOTEL
59 W. 44th Strcar, Ntw York City

MUrrapiHill 7-4400

are
lyrics.

Done in two acts and nine
scenes, "Music" brings Lippiricbtt
to the fore as a iscribbler of Varied
talents, the book, lyrics, aiid
music being his sol* responsibility.
A ballet burlesque is cleverly

conceived and executed. Ensemble
singing is good, particularly in the

, ,
finale. Sets and costumes Tepre-

„ , 1 . ,
exclusively from sent an ambitious outlay from thepurely local jokes which would be

i
pictorial angle. W. Michael Bod-

Th?JJ ?f?''7*?'- !

Lafayette, and Ellen D.ihin plot deals with the activi- Wickwire, French countess head
ties of a smooth crook who meets the cast capably

'•"""^^^'' ^'^""^

Starting with a mildly diverting
ba.sic idea, "Acres" rambles and

I

laiis to generate much enthusiasm
l and few laughs—and the latter
i stem almost

a susceptible widow at her hus-
band's funeral and sells her a ranch

i

in heaven so the newly-departed
can live in comfort. The ranch, he
assures her, has everything, includ-
iing a waterfall and snow-capped
I

mountains in the distance.

I

Vadnay directed with a fervor
and stiltedness that is distinctly

Staging IS handled by Atwood
Levensaler, other credits being,
for settings, Charles M. Jackson;
costumes, Pat Campbell; lighting,
Bruce ^ Wilson; arrangements,
J^enno F. Heath and Edwin iJ.
Wolff; two-piano accompaniment,
Noel H. Miller and Raymond eI
Rendall, Jr. Bone.

'Pacific' Advance
sss Continued from page I

week at the Majestic, which will
provide an operating profit of
about $10,000 a week. Mary Martin
and Ezio Pinza, the co-stars, are
reportedly getting a total of $7^000.
Pinza has indicated he will not
return to the Metropolitan Opera
next season, but he is under con-
tract to make four Monday night
radio guest shots on the "Tele-
phone Hour," the first of which
will be May 19 and the next during
January, 1950. Sunday night per-
formances will be substituted for
those dates. For the first. May 18,
members of tlie acting profession
Will be given first chance to buy
tickets.

Although minor revisions are be-
ing made in "Pacific"- (one song,

Smash in New Haven
New Haven , March 15.

'

Local legit circles are still ga-^ga:

over the week's stand of "South
Pacific" at the Shuhert last week
(7-12). There has not been, within
memory, : such tremendous Interest
in a show as that which greeted::

the preem here. ,

Gross of approximately $36,500
easily romped off with top money
in theatre's history. Within hours
after sale was announced, several
weeks ahead, practically every.
show was a complete sellout. House
finally ran ads advising no .scats

available and adding a plug to

suggest mail orders for New York
engagement.
A familiar picture at every per-

formance was a; long line of hope-
fuls seeking last-minute turnins :

which never materialized. Diehards
eiiittered up the lobby for a half

liour after each curtain, but to no
avail. It was estimated some 15,-

000 turnaways were clocked, plus a
small fortune returned In- maifr
order checks.

:

Show itself drew sensational
response. Broadwfiy- showmen
came in for a second look because
they "couldn't ' wait till it got : to :

New York," One showman flew In

from London, making the return
trip the following day, Mike Todd
followed up precm attendance with :

a wire to Joshua Logan rating the
show the greatest musical he had
ever seen; Gag around the house
after Friday night's show, attended
by Gilbert Miller and Brock Pem-
berton,. was that . the' play had
actually "made Miller: cry and
Pemberton laugh,"
Show left town with two num-

bers, "I'm Gonna Wash that Man
Right Outa My Hair" and "I'm In
Love With A Wonderful Guy," still

in process of 're-staging. Mary
Martin played several perform-
ances with a bandaged foot, a
sprained tendon resulting from a

misstep in vwonderful Guy" busi-

ness.

Joshua Logan's staging is getting

con,siderable favorable conmient.
Hi.s handling of the multitudinous
i'acet.s of the musical being in addi-

tion to co-authorship of the book
and associate' presentation of the
show.

LLAN WILLIAMS
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Liter's FIr«t Novel
'

ttobert Wernick, who heads Life

wiii's motion picture section, had

S! first novel published Monday

SJ) Labeled "The Freebooters,"

t «tale of three GI's in Europe.

Wernick competed the book just

hSnre he went to work for Life

SSt 'Summ$r.
Scribnet published

Macmillan's Buo

Covering the multiple facets of
metropolitan life, the issue ' con-
tains pieces by Louis Kronenber

LITERATI 53
will have more customers to han-
dle.'' ,

Touching on present conditions,
Par's topper asserted that the be-
lief that business is bad is a
"myth." "I say business, is good.
The grosses are up, I believe, over
last year this time."

Scliwalberg plans a series of re-

SCULLY'S SCRAPBOOK \

By Frank Scully »«»»«
Gouge Eye, Calif,, March XO.

To a funnel inspector I' suspect funnels become more important than'

Richard H. McCrone of the Har-
nsburg (Pa.) Palriot & Evening
News and Vabiety mugg in tha?
town, leaves the sheet April 1 to

The technical and economic de- .loin the As.sociated Petroleum In-

vfllopment of radio, including FM dustries of Pennsylvania. He's

,nd television, .will be presented heen a newspaperman for 20 years

in the forthcoming Macmillan pub-

licatioii of "Invention and Innova-

tion in the Radio Industry." Au-

thored by W. Hupert Maclaurin,

director of the Industrial Relations

Section, Mass. Institute of Tech

mvX%S^^^^:^\^^T,t''^,T^^ «n May after the „ .
,

Lartn^r orsDm-t<i - nH <; T 'Di°'\":- vote on the splitup: anj'thmg «lse. This may be the reason I have hardly left Robert E.

man o» .Radio Citv^
During those huddles, he will dis-

Sliorwood's Roosevelt and Hopkins" and Aiidie Murphy's "To Hell

articles.
«"Hun^ otner

, p„j,g new-type decree selling i',"*^
"^^ weeks. Both authors have passed througll

with his field staff.

Church's Lire
Continuo^ from pace 5 ;

Indiana Indies
Continued from page S -

Bology, the book discusses key
! contributing factor in lhat i« th»

Swpntors role played bv com- f,„f l^r^st ^ a
" * ^,

'

Coin collected in the U.

r*.i"rik introducing improve- 1 It'lL-'."'*'..^"."^",
.^"'^^s Would not paid (o the Yank companies i

end of the war with Catholic and
Jewish charities. These are large-
ly supported by American dollars,
and the deals are advantageous to
all concerned. They are approved
by the Italian government;

S. IS

the Hollywood funnel at some time or otUei^, "and as an old funnel
inspector 1 remember them quite well. 'i'.

Together they give about as complete a itifctivre of the war we have
survived—but not quite won—as is likely to- pour from the presses of
the world in our time. Slierv/ood gives, the picture 'Of those who were
sweating it out in the drawing room .upstaipS,,Murphy of those who
were dying in their own human juices in the kitchen below'.

Both books, incidentally, are collaborations and immensely 'benefited
thereby. The Roosevelt-Hopkins story is_plainly billed as ultimately
shealed and labeled by Sherwood. But the Murphy story las published
by Henry Ilolt & Co. does not indicate anywhere that a fellow GI, David
(Spec) McClurc, really put "To Hell and Back" together.

Catch Pictures And- Climb ;
,

McClure. like Sherwood, has also caught pictures in his time. People
lately arrived in the Sherwood circle of admirers may find it hard to
believe that 20 years ago this long drink of genius was reviewing pic*

tures for the New York Post. They were good reviews, too.

McClure, on the other hand, came out of the liills of North Gsirolina

Dailies in iniroaucing improve-
1 „„,,.„„ ^hn i,„„i,i„„ " Paw 'o tne i anlc companies in re^

ments, question of the patent '^or Jl'^l^^iV^V ...
'"'^ i" "^ly.

Kvstem, and the advantages and ! . ^ 'i^ve, despite Mr. Fitzgerald's : Although official rate is 575 lire

•buses in regard to investments in ' I^Pa^sioned denial, incontroVerti- to the dollar, American companies
ibdustrlal research. '

^\°9t,
original double are willing to give upward of 800

i
to Hollywood direct about 12 years ago. He became my secretary. I

Also published by Maemillan is a l

hill, both from Mr. Fitzgerald's
|

to the dollar to liquidate their i
never fired' him. but sometime later 1 found him serving as a legman

pew novel, "Love Affair," by
,

own personnel and from Para-
,
blocked money. In the deal which I to Hedda Hopper. In time he moved up to being her right-hand man

Eleanor Farjeon, granddaughter of
,

mount, whose 'Paleface' was ' came up last weejf, it is understood ' and as such had to do a lot of writing. I wouldn't- say his picture re-
Joseph Jefferson. Miss Farjeon, i booked in the tlieatres on the same

,
that the North American College

i

views were as good as Sherwood's but they were adequate,
the author of a number of plays,

'

days as 'Red River.' The only was to get about 875 to the dollar. I Then one day he appeared in uniform and told me he. was about to
represented on Broadway

,
stronger proof would be a signed

I
Extensive discount deals of this

' be shipped overseas. We leaned" on the balcony rail of Bedside Manor
by 'The iwo Bouquets, produced admission of the facts of the case. '• nature made by both major and and looked over the incredible city of substance which make-believe

^ui^''' h^r y^l^hr '"l "There is no point in turning I
indie producers during the past had made and war was about to unmake. There Spec confided to me

coliaooration witn ner oromer.
, tjjjg i„to g pj^^ ^jj^ ^rawl. Fox has i

three years with the Joint Distri- ; that up to the time he had been ordered by the commander-in-chief
. , ,„ ,

, ' aKered its booking schedule. We ' bution Committee ' have aided , to get in there and pitch he hadn't the slightest fear about the future
Dale Harrisons Weekly

; have accomplislied our end. The thousands of European refugees to ' of the United States. But after six months in the Army he was scared
Dale Harrison, lormer cnicago matter is closed." " ' get to Palestine. JDC used the lire, : stiff we might lose the war because' there was far too much pigiron in

Sun-Times columnist, is putting
out weekly covering the entertain-

ment field, labeled D. H.'s Chicago

Favoring Chains? ' ^ „ ' .
;

' yelp regarding 'the dou- 1

From Yorke To Murphy To Victory

Publication is slanted for gin- , ble bill did not bring quite the
, Jan"^'„iV'MnnPv^wT«^ ^ '"'^ happen was due to the .\Aidie Murphys and Spec

feral public with Broadway and expected cheering from exhibs-- ! ippH pinf^^^^^
. Coast columns.

;
at least as indicated in the current ircamps in otyrparteo^^^

^''^ ^^"^ produced a hero and usually it has been a
'

!

bulletin of the Associated Theatre
l and tO' get them to ports of em-

i

barkation.

I

Itali&n goyernmerit, in okaying
these deals, takes the attitude that
whAt^yer .the Yank's give jover and
above the; legal rate Is iri the na-
ture of a charitable contribution

- Chi Strike Nears End Owners of Indiana. That organi-
Chicago newspaper strike that

|
./,ation, whoso members had appar-

P„"fh^^ "'r/*'''
' ently been buying the two films on

Ss Contract ear^vine%To ra^e
P"«=entage, were^ burned, to learn

waf apJrotT^y'a^'of'^^^^ .''^'^^''^'t
^^at the 20th-

dailieS and sent to the Interna- 1 fj"' "'"'^^'J
been able to buy

tional Typographical Union head-''-bem on low enough flat rental Government also feels it is advan-

young trapper or a cottoncropper, a moonshiner or a lumberjack. - It

has rarely been a guy from West Point or West 52nd street. : In -World
War, I It was Alvin York, a Tennessee hillbilly, and in Wopld Wat II it

was this Audie Murphy, one of 11 "children of a sharecropper- from
Greenville, Tex. •

York's story ha.s already been told in pictures and it doesn't take
much foresight to see that Murphy's will be soon moving from its

present litei-ary format to wider fields. York rose to the rank of ser-

geant and personally accounted for 157 Germans, killed, wounded or
^uTrterrfor approval 7fte "w^^^^^ J tageous to liquidate these funds f^Xred »v did "110°^^^^^^^
membership of the Chicago local I

"Bemg not amazed at the kind since they constitute a liability
i

f«P"'/°;./^»JP^y
will ballot on the provision. , of deals Paramount and United i against the treasury that will even-

Papers have been vari-typed '. Artists made on these top pictures

during the layoff, with amusement to a producer-owned circuit," bul-

Epace'being,Fationed. ; iletin stated, "we are a little amused

tually have to be paid off or re-

nounced. Italian credit would be
hurt by a renunciation. It is also

at Mr. Sears' indignation, and withr
|
helpful to the internal, economy to

hold our cries of 'Here, Here.' To
|

get the lire into circulation in the- CHATTER
Barrie Stavis' new novel, "Home, paraphrase the UA sales head, to I country,

Sweet Home," due via Sheridan 1 our. minds here : is another exam
House.

Philip Hamburger, New Yorker
. mag writer-critic, authored "The
Oblong Blur And Other Odysseys,"
published Friday (11) by Farrar,
Straus.
While - Rineharf's chief editor

. John Selby is coasting. Bill Raney,
executive ed, is pinchhitting in the
novel'writing courses at Columbia
U for

. the next five weeks.
Norbert Hofman, Jr., moved

from Conde Nast to become promo-
tion manager for Street & Smith.
He'll handle ad promotion for
Mademoiselle, Charm and Made-
moiselle's Living.

pie of the flagrant, dangerous and
downright stupid discrimination in

the kind of deals that are made
in favor of producer-affiliated the-

atres. The film was sold flat to 14
of the affiliate's subsequent run
houses in Milwaukee. And what

Production Up
: Continued from page 3 ;

Harold Heroux, former INS
; j footloose. "We could

bureau chief in Denver, although i

>„'^«««„°«|i"^3*°^"?°^^ 3^ay „

ending as a. iieutenarit with. 240 killed or captured, krauts to isre^itt

the winner:; of njore medals ahd. decorations thari any other; sbldier' in
the army of the United States. (He had heen rejected by tlie nkrincs
att(J parat2rpopers;i}efqre-being:

; /

Unlike York (or even Sherwood or McClure, all of whom (iould bfe

considered Goliaths in comparison) Murphy is on the David Side'.. He
is small, stocky and rosy-cheeked and, by Hollywood standards, hand-
some, Just the right size for slit trenches, 16m films and television.

In Texas he began working when he wM nine and by the time he wa^
18 he was bucking for a Purple Heart. In three y^ars Att^^
come the smartest killer on earth. :

. , ;

. From Sicily to the . Siegfried Line he ; sisw , ^jne dbgface : p^^
vinced that theatres can absorb the

,
another killed in action. It seems as you tead thiis staggering istor^ as

greater total, mainly because of
| if jviurphy's life were charmed. Like Achilles if they ever shot him in

icintl of a flat deal it must be that i
generally shelter runs. His 4e-

I the heel, you felt he'd h
would permit it to be so double- i cision, however, followed a speedup

|

His story is written like Mailer's "The Naked and the Dead" mainly

billed." lin the studio's turnout of films
j
for unexpurgated editions. But Murphy's is a better account in that

I which is a direct result of U's drive
|
it moves from at least one recognizable place to another in Europe and

to cut production costs. One of
, jg tied in for a finish with VE day, whereas the Mall^Jf s^ga stjiys on-

.

the reasons for the speedup is the
1 one island in the South Pacific, shuttling only between :ih(s comTiia^

ability to slice the ppr-picture over- officer's headquarters and the GI's in the jungle.
;

head by .greater volume, 1 Both stories lack a something that is hard to believe cbuld have been

Par and Metro ' accidental. In neither of these great books about little people who die

Paramount's big post-divorce- '
l*!^^ flies is there even one character who takes spiritual issue With the

No One Hurt
Continued from page 5 j

&earsfStaffer "n^wTn^CRrnS^^^
' Tak plc\Tr« wMch'drd not wai^ Shfo^fast^eTred^Jrodrt^'n

;

books is the name of God ever taken except in vain. That's not very

&n,SVl!«v%^^^^^^
i ^ne Tt II l!:^ls*'o^f trt^^s'- '°H%oTS to'' L Murphy at Ws best read his doings in the hill,

newspaper friends, et al., can write P'^;"^'l,^„''Len the kiss of death I ' re Alfred W sihwalberg ' above St. Tropez. I know tiiat Biviera country as every man knows his

''^^Vnternationai Folk Plays," col- ' fTttse^f^n'r^h^ar ct^w^ld ^^3^ -'et^^fef
,
Is !nSra. of P— n^ofon"ry'rrm^T&U^^^^^^^ w?il

lection of nine plays penned by the sales department have to sell fdesire tt-release as many as 28 Venus de MUo, not only armless but witn smallpox. 1 m,airam it wm
fitudents throughout the world, and I them if exhibitor.? saw that the

; fli„,s for the year. Company held
edited by Samuel Selden, director

|

company's own theatres refused ,jown its total last year to only 19.

of the Carolina Playmakers, just
I strong bookings." 1 Metro is also pointing at a faster

,
.

- — „- , i -, s „ u ,
published by the University of I As a result, it is argued, affiliate pace because of the belief of sales tops anythmg done so far by a returned warrior, Alexander, Hannibal,
North Carolina Press. [theatres have been hamistrung in

i topper William F. Rodgers that the 1

Napoleon included. It begins: ?'I am alone now, and the Germans bave
The complete film writings of (^eir decisions on playdates and market is s<jt for faster absorption. ' discovered me." For the next four pages the fate of America was de-

tne Russian producer, Pudovkin,
! actual choice of pix. Moreover, a Metro's slate is tentative since no ' termined, as far as I'm concerned. Murphy's one-man war became at

Wquired by Lear Publishers; to
; ^ pp,y of product is rarely fixed number is set but the com- j once plausible and unbelievable. It became packed with terror and

S^^it^^il^jJ^r. ^.r,.^A°^f::a difficult? with a strong circuit. pa„y has upped its sights to a courage

'iB^fPjf^^!^'^^^^" ."^V'? i Thp''.!pvPrPd drcurts'the^^^^ rhree-DeT-montrtempo"''""'"
"

1

Despite the luck of the Irish, a kraut shot finally got Murphy with
Ing/' both being published in the

i L^^!™J.*'^,.';"^-" „; th«t i '''as plan^ now sUnd. 20th-Fox ' a flesh wound in the rear, causing his hospitalization for a month
"

V. S. for the first time.
Thyra Sanrter Winslow's prolific

literary output this month includes
show biz and other pieces in To

It
not expect hurdles on that -score. r»„...^ , i i.

On the distrib side, the classic ^ill be getting out three films ' happened after he had been raised from a sergeant to a lieutenant,

gripe since theatre profits shot every month for the bklance of the
i

"Kerrigan would get a kick out of this,' he remarked. He always

ahead of the distrib take is direct- year. Besides these, company has

day's Woman, True Confes.Sions, ! ed against the claimed low rentals been recently getting a big play
Stop, Cue, Liberty (on her home
State of Arkansas), Gotham Guide,
ahd dramatic criticism for Theatre
£>«ne. In addition she's the cover
»rl oh Writer's Digest, "first time
Ive ever been a e.g.," she says.
Radio giveaways have become, a

sudden rash in the story market.
John McNulty's New Yorker piece
was bought for a film; there's a

froin the company's own houses.
|

on reissues which are handled by

Sales execs have maintained per- exchanges rather than on a general

sistently that divorcement will i release basis. Warner Bros, is set

boom rentals "once our hands are for two monthly and in addition

freed to deal with all theatres as
, have eight reissues tagged for re

said if 1 took a commission he hoped I got my butt shot off."

Meeting Murphy recently in Hollywood in the flesh and having caught
him in his first starring picture, I suspect he will fare far better than
Sergeant York did. : ;^ - . .

,

How to Hold BilUngr

His first picture, "Bad Boy," produced by Paul Small for ; Allied

Artists to help the Variety Clubs' counterpart in Texas of Father Flana^

wPieefit" I lease during the year. RKO's total I

gan's Boys Town in Nebraska, grossed $135,000 in its first v^^^

Distrib sentiment that higher , is 16 by the end of June. Schedule Dallas, meaning the kid is in. He acts as if he learned how npt^

revenues were in the wind follow- for the last six months is in doubt, !
from Jimmy Cagney (which, as a matter of fact, he did), and as long; as

ne divorcement was bulwarked depending in good part, on how underacting is m-vogue he will not want for parts.

m'XfriM'i'\n M^r'.h "rn.nnn" Ms Week by a Statement of Alfred ' fast controlling stockholder How- Before he grows top old to run to cover or toss a hand grenade

and nL Ezm Good^^an^s
' W Schwalberg, Paramount's sales ard Hughes can push out product even in play, I hope his story is made into pictures and I believe I can

ouu now Jizia Ooodman s brielie
); o hwaUera predicted the at the studio I

suggest to Murphy how any producer who turns hirt down because he's

rise in returns "when there are
|

Columbia lias fixed a total of 32 ,
not the heroic type should be handled. - You'U feid tt on Page 10^ ^^^^

two competitive outlets in a town features and eight westerns for the i
'To Hell And Back. -

;
•

. -.-s-^rr-vvU-^ii-ii;-.

nstead of one." 'calendar year. United Artists has !

Coming up the Italian boot Murphy and some.scputs flushed put a
.

Denving an inference that Par's 19 more films planned for release couple oi Italian officers. The officers Should have ^Surrendered. In*

sales am had its path consider- in the last nine months of the cur- stead they mounte(l two magnificent white horses; and -galloped, away.:
skuc!. aim 1" . f

_ , ^ _ , ^ ' Murphy's act was instinctive, Dropping to one knee he fired twice.

^

The men turribled fjront their horses, rolled pver atid mpyed no ihofe.
"Now why did .you :do that?'f asked an American' lifetiteftatit. :

"What should I have done? Stood there with egg on ttis Ucfi and
waved them goodbye?" asked Murphy. ' ;;

"To hell With it," replied tjbe oftic ''I gufess :y6u did the^^ ri

thing." '

''V " ;^.

I suggest that Murphy remember this when someboiSy obificts t(>.:

pasting liiHi to play hiS own part in ""ro Hell And Back.''v , :
;

on "Dead Giveaway.?" in April
Pageant. Latter has to do with
Hollywood shop opposite CBS anc
NBC whose business is "Radio
Prizes—Bought and Sold."

Barrie Stavis, whose "The Sun
and I" will be presented starting
Sunday night (20) bj! New Stages,

Y., is also the author of a novel.
Home, Sweet Home," to be pub-

;
-„ „i,„.,,,c mn- severpst customer,

hshed the following 'day by sLr-
!

w^^^^^J^ays om .scveies^^^^^^^^^

ably eased by widespread theatre
, rent semester. Total represents a

ownership, Schwalberg declared

'Believe me, the theatre company
considerable gain over last year.

idan House" "
|

Holiday mag's April round up i"*^"*-

w New York City marks the first
time the publication has devoted
Its entire issue to a single locale.

will help all around," He
conceded that the separation

'Decision' for St. L. Groups
St. LouiSj March 15.

William W. Haines' "Command
Decision" will be presented by the

would require more sales effort on
; St. Louis Community Playhouse

the part of his staffers "because we i
starting Saturday (19)
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D.«.JI..»n Minnesota, North Dakota and Wis-

DrOftuWdV consin, via her station-wagon, with

. „, , , „,t„,, 4>.,„. her harp. Patricia Connors, lyne
Margaret Phelan baclc after top^'^^j.g^^^i'jg

g^ggj ^^^^^^

to Havana and Atlanta.

Stephen Levitz, production head

of Robbins Music Corp., celebrat-

ing his 30th anni with firm,

Signs of the times: N.Y. Athletic

Club soliciting "company outings^

for its Travers Island summer spot.

Latin Quarter boniface Lou Wal-

ters taking his family to Europe
June 10 for an extended vacation.

Pararaount's newsreel editor A.

J. Richard to chairman newsreel

committee on the Bond Drive May
15-Jupe 30.

Clubrooms of new Variety Club

to be located on 10th floor of Hotel

Astor, with an outdoor roof /gar^

den adjacent. •

Miguel Contreras Torres, Mexi-

can producer-director, and his ac-

tress-Wife Medea de Novara in

town for a short stay.

Marianne Lincoln, British stage

and film player, and comedian Nat
Jackley in from London Monday
(14) on the Queen Mary.

Aileen BrCnoni former Selznick

Releasing Organization p,a., back

with the outfit to handle mag
campaign on "Fallen Idol."

Eddie Cantor, Jimmy Durante;
Rudy Vallee and Jimmy Fidler

sponsoring National Cancer Hos-
pital's fund-raising appeal.

Equitable Life Assui-ai)ce look-

ing for George Le Soir. Last
known to have been, an actor and
author. If alive he'd be over 80.

Jack Eigen, WINS disk jockey,

turning columnist for the N. Y.
Enquirer, He's already doing a

weekly stint for the Florida Sun.

Joseph H. Moskowitz; 20th-Fox
veepee and eastern studio rep,

back at homeoffice after several

weeks production huddles at the

Studio.

L'Aiglon celebrated its 30th anni
Monday with presentation of a gold
watch to headWaiter Rudolph
Cobbi, with restaurant since its in-

ception.

Ruth and Leopold Friedman
(Loew's, Inc. veepeei and counsel)
to Europe end-April on business
and pleasure, their first trip

abroad.

Dlmitrl Shostakovitch; Russian
composer, scheduled to appear at
the National Council of Arts, Sci-

ences & Professions dinner at the
Waldorf March 25. '

• Hildegarde and 'Anna Sosenko,
her manager, exhibiting their col-

lection of canvases at Associated
American Artists Gallery for two
Weeks starting April 9.

Monroe Greenthal Co., ad agency
specializing in films, retained by
Blum's of San Francisco, candy
manufacturer, to beat the drums
in a new national campaign.

George Glass, partner with Stan-
ley Kramer in Screen Plays Corp.;
arrived for ]JA confabs on release
cif "Champion" and "Home of the
Brave." Kramer's due April 1.

Roles played by press, radio and
flickers In aiding traffic accident
reduction to be discussed at Hotel
Statler, April 1,- at meeting spon-
sored by Greater N. Y, Safety
Council.

The Pennsylvania Railroad's new
Broadway Ltd., the all - room

| producers
streamlined luxury train in the
€hicago-New York service, was
previewed yesterday (Tues.) for
the press.

Enid Rae Levy, who arranges
auditions for Ted Mack's "Original
Amateur Hour" AM-TV shows, en-
gaged to George R. Pager. She's
daughter of Nat Levy, RKO east-
ern sales manager,
Jose Ferrer awarded National

Academy of Arts and Letters '49

medal for good diction and speech
on the American stage. Formal
presentation will be made by
Deems Taylor May 27.

Greta Keller is In Vienna, en-
tertaining at the Sansi Bar and
broadcasting over both the Ameri-
can and Russian-controlled radio.
Decca is issuing an album, "Greta
Keller Sings," March 21.

, Monty Banks and Grade Fields
sail for Britain April 2 after the

: comedienne completes a short.
Canadian tour. She closes her
Plaza Hotel stint today (Wed.), suc-
ceeded Thursday by Hildegarde.

Dr. Carlos Davila, former presi-
dent of Chile and author of re-
cent book, "We of the Americas,"
guest speaker tonight (Wed.) at a
Hotel Taft meeting of the Motion
Picture chapter, Artiercan Veterans
Conimittce.

Jack Benny and Kate Smith
guests of honor at N. Y. Heart
Campaign's coin-raising benefit at
the Copacabana April 1. Ed Sul-
livan is chairmaning affair, with
trice tab on tables running from
500 to $5,000.

Daphne Hellman, wife of Geof-
frey Hellman, New Yorker editor.

Jewish Theatrical Guild holding

memorial.services In its chapel for

Barney Bernard, one of the Guild's

founders, on the 25th anniviersary

of his death, Monday (1). Bernard
and Alexander -Carr .created tlie

Potash & Perlmutter charactei-s.

Dublin

By Maxwell Sweeney
Comedian Noel Purcell back to

Theatre Royal for vaude season.

Rank exec G.P.R. Marslialhrin

on two-day visit to local interests.

Hilton Edwards out of "The
Father" with laryngitis; Reginald
Jarman flew in from London to

take over.

Eamon Gallagher signed to conr
duct orch at Butlin's Irish holiday
camp this season; he's former
batoneer of Radio Gireann orch.

Abbey playwright T. C. Murray
to receive honorary degree of Doc-
tor of Literature from National
Univ. of Ireland; he's proxy of
Iriiih Playwrights' Assn. .

Michael. Fitzpatrick, reelected
prexy of Irish Ballroom Proprie-
tors' Assn., has announced that
terpery owners will open talks with
Performing Rights Society on fees
currently being claimed by society
from terperies.

this

Miami Beach

By Helen McGiU Tubbs
Alan Curtis visited Capri

wccki
Gregory RatofiP expected in from

London.
M-G's Ben Goetz left Rome for

London.
Lilo Wahl, German picture ac-

tress, is living in -Capri.

J, P. McEvoy, the writer, in

Rome for a few days' vacation.
Countess Dorothy DiFrasso back

after a few weeks in Paris visiting

her brother.
, ^

Lynn Merrick, Hollywood starlet

visiting Italy, in Austria for a few
days' vacation.

Director Mike Wishinsky back
from Paris business conferences

with Orson Welles.
Writer Jaqueline 'Shayne, former

assistant to Irene Selznick, re-

turned from a vacation in Florence.
Bill Gibson, motion picture at-

tache of the American Embassy,
gave a cocktail party for the Rome
film colony.'

Virginia Belmont, now in "Pi-

rates of Capri," contracted for

some television shorts dubbing be-

ing made in Italy.

Helmut Dantine and wife left for

New York and Hollywood. They
expect to return to Rome in a few
weeks where Dantine may turn
film producer.

Australia

By Lary Solloway

Walter Winchell and Paul Schef-
_

fels head for N^ Y. this week.
]

William Bendix and his wife at i

the Roney. Plaza for vacation.
|

Joe E. Lewis .will return to the
Beachcomber March 18 with Grade
Barriei'

Barton Brothers and Adelaine
Neice playing return date at Little
Roumania. :

Barry. Gray leaves his mike-
nights at Copa City for five-day
rest this week. He's signed for an-
other year starting in May.

, Beachcomber's Ned Schuyler and
Tony Martin signed -pact for a
Broadway'^ miisical next fall. Ben
Oakland already working on the
music'

San Francisco
By Ted Friend

Jan Peerce at Opera House,

Charles Trenet inked for Palace
hotel, March 18.

Victor Lombardo orch at Mark
Hopkins Peacock Court. ;

Philip G. Caldwell, ABC western
manager, in for KGO-TV tests.

Arthur Hull Hayes moves in as
veepee in charge of CBS office
here, ,.„.

Abe Burrows and Peggy Lee in
for Crosby waxing; ditto Phil
Harris.

British Quota
Continued from page 1

i

plumped for continu-
ance of the 45%^ while exhibitors
have been demanding a slice to
25%. The 45% proposal lost by
only one vote.

Because of the closeness of the
tally, details of the balloting are

By Eric Gorrick

Williamsons reviving "White
Horse Inn" in Brisbane for short

span.
Williamson's Italian grand opera

troupe continues bofio in: ;New
Zealand.
Morton Spring, Loew exec look-

ing over the Metro setup, is pres-

ently in Perth.
George Griffith, of Hoyts' cin-

ema loop, TurnbuU, planes to the
U.S. in couple weeks.
Anew McMastr's Shakespearean

troupe playing "Othello" in Ade-
laide for Fuller-Carroll.
Here Mclntyre, head of the U-I

here, has just completed an ex-
tensive tour of New Zealand.

.

Fuller-Carroll running National
Grand Opera Co. at Princess, Mel-
bourne. It's a local setup on third

repeat.
Tommy Trinder, British comic,

due late this month to begin work
on Ealing's new pic, "Bitter
Springs."
The Fullers have sold their hold'

ings in: the Capitol theatre, Perth,
including commercial storesv and
will quit the zone.

talny laid up at home of daughter
in Indianapolis. .

Jon Hall accompanied his wife,
Frances Langford, to town for her
Copa engagement.
Ted Blake playing return date at

Helsing's in Chicago and another
at Tie Toe in Milwaukee.

Jackie Wilson quit Georgie
Claire agency to become an AGVA
Tep under Nat Nazarrot Jr.

John Maloney, Metro central

division sales head, and his wife

off for a month in Florida.
Dancing Talbots bought a new

car here and drove to Miami for

their Little Roumanian Cafe date.

Shirley Eckl, of "Kiss Me, Kate."
made a flying trip home over Sun-
day to see her mother, who is con-
valescing from an operation*
Mark Clement, local tunesmith,

peddled one of his songs, "After
Tomorrow," to Frankie Carle on
latter's recent one-niter here.
Susan Joyce; who played ingenue

leads in the first season of White
Barn theatre, near Pittsburgh, last

summer, has joined National com-
pany of "A Streetcar Named
Desire," as understudy to Mary
Welch, but not under that name.
She's using her own monicker,
Norma Connolly.

on
By Florence S. liowe

Barter Theatre's "Hamlet" due
into nearby Arlington Farms
March 24.

Edward Plohn, Marcus Heiman
rep, back at his desk after a South-
ern vacation.
Outdoor season debuted by open-

ing of Sidney Lust's drive-in at

Beltsville, Md.
Carter Barron, Loew topper in

this area, off to Florida Keys for
fishing and vacationing.
Eugene S. Thomas* general man?

ager of TV station WOlC, will

speak to Hotel Sales Management
group here on television and the
hotel industry March 23.

Horton Foote, co-director of : Pro-
ductions, Inc., local theatre and
art group, and scrlpter for Broad-
way and Hollywood, named to
drama chair for American Writers'
Conference at Kansas City Univer-
sity beginning June 2.

Hollywood
Ben Wurtzel laid up with virii*

flu.
'

David Loew to Honolulu for a «

month of vacationing.
Walter Lantz back in town after

three weeks in Honolulu.
Jean -Hersholt celebrated the

36th anni of his Hollywood debut
Buddy Clark hospitalized . in

Santa Monica for, ulcer treatment
Sid Grauman will be guest of

honor at Friars' dinner March 28
Jack Carson invited to the White

House Press Photogs' party March
10.

Benedict Bogeaus to Palm
Springs to bake out eastern flu
germs.

Robert Douglas joined the La
JoUa Playhouse group for series of
strawhatters.
Moe A. Silver, operating head of

Warner Theatres in western Penn-
sylvania, in town. :

Tim Holt bought a new ranch'
home in San Diego County and
will commute for pictures. .

Pearl Bailey coming in from
N. Y. to headline the Cotton Club's
new show, opening March 28.
Bobby Blake, now too big for his

Little Beaver role, signed for a
summer tour with Dale's Circus.
Edwin Silverman in from Chi-

cago for finance huddles with
Frank Seltzer about the filming of
"Blood Money."

Lois Andrews booked for two
weeks of personal appearances in
Texas with Glenn McCarthy's
'IGreen Promise/I
Major Barney Oldfield, ex-War-

ner studio publicist, shifting over-
seas soon as Army public relations
specialist. He was recalled by the
Army in 1947 for special duty; . :

;

Costly •If Money
Somerset Maugham, who

was in New York recently, dis-
closed to friends that J. Ar-
thur Rank dropped about
$500,000 in deciding to dump
his. planned production of
Maugham's book, "Then and
Now," Author received $200,-
000 for the rights, while Ar-
nold Pressburger; who was to
produce, received the entire
$50,000 called for by his con-
tract and George Sanders, who
Was to have starred, $80,000.

In addition to these fees,
considerable coin had been
spent in preparing a script
and in sending crews to

.

Europe for research Work and
to scout locales. Rank .finaliy

decided that the costs had al-
ready mounted too high and
he'd be better off dropping the
project than sinking more coin
in it.

South Africa
By Joe Hanson

Theatre Royal in Durban, now
u.sed as a cinema, sold for £50,700
($204,775).

Issy Bonn, English Yiddish co
median, paying second visit to
South Africa.
"Three Musketeers" (M-G) big

draw at Cape Town, Durban and
Johannesburg.
Rank Organization to produce a

children's film in Transvaal and
Southern Rhodesia.

First of new radio stations also
planned i for South Africa to be
erected at Maritzburg, near Dur-
ban. : .

S.A. Broadcasting Corp. to ex-
tend its service's shortly to . South
West Africa, an area at present
without, any radio stations. :

Mabel Constanduros, British
radio comedienne and imperson-
ator, visiting here for broadcasts
with S.A. Broadcasting Corp.
Harry Watt, British producer of

Australian picture,"The Overland-
ers,'' now in South Africa for pre-
paratory work on new film for
Michael Balcon.
W. Foster Horsfield, English the-

atrical director; announced plans
to build a 1,200-seat theatre in
Cape Town within next three
years, at estimated cost of £40,-
000 ($161,400).

Detroit

Beatrice Kay introduced name
policy this week.; at the Elmwood,
Windsor, Ont. .

Frank Fay, at Shubert-Lafayette
in "Harvey," visiting old vaude
partner. Detroiter John Dyer.

Mrs. Irene M. Selznick, producer
of "A Streetcar Named Desire,"
flew from N. Y. to catch play's
opening of three-week stay at the
Cass.

• First public performance of lo-

calite Clark Eastham's Sonatina
presented by pianist Evelyn Gur-
vitch as part of her recital at Art
Institute.

Vienna
By Emll W. Maass

Oscar Straus celebrated: his 79th
birthday in Bad Gastein.

All Khan and Rita Hayworth ex-
pected in Kitzbuehel, Tyrol.

Franz Sitek got six years for em-
bezzlement of State Theatre funds.
Composer Edmund Eysler* 75

years old, received Honorary Ring
of City of Vienna.

Hans- 'Jaray inked for film,
"Fourth Commandment," to be di-
rected by Jakob Fleck.

Elfie Mayerhofer inked for
Paris, to appear, in Marischka-
Schmidseder operetta, • " W a I t z
Queen."

State Opera management asked
U, S. consent to use 20,000,000
schillings of; Marshall .Plan to con-
tinue work on reconstruction of
building.

Cast from "Finian's Rainbow"
entertained vets at Chicago State
Hospital.
Ralph Guzzo, owner of Singers

Rendevous, to N. Y. on talent quest
for his bistro.

Sam Horowitz, formerly ,wlth
Selznick, took over as Chi head of
Neil Agnew. Filni.s.

Vivian Blaine and her husband
Mannie Frank, returned from en-
tertaining boys in Germany.

Chicago novelist Willai-d Motley,
author of "Knock On Any Door,^'

now writing three more books.
United Drive-in Theatres will

break: gronnd this week for out-

dooi', theatre, northwest of Chicago;
Jerry' Weiss, .former country,

salesman for Eagle Lion,, appointed
theatre supervisor for Schoenstadt
chain.
Nat Nathanson, United Artists

district manager, turned- over
check for $19,852 to Will Rogers
Memorial Fund as Film Row con-
tribution.
Mary O'Fallon, understudy : for

Mimi Kelly, femme lead in "Fini-

an's Rainbow," stepped into stellar

role Ia.st week after one rehearsal/
when Miss Kelly was bedded with
a nose infection.

being tran.smitted to Wilson tn
help guide him in setting the gov-
ernment's policy before he makes
his official recommendation to the

Pittsburgh
By Hal Cohen

Ken Barry heading show at
Carousel; Wanda and Bell on same
bill.

Bob and Irene Copfer, singing
team, have moved bver to Cleve-
land. ..•

Polly Rowles into "Anne of the
Thousand Days," replacing Louise
Piatt.

I

Cully Richards rejoined Slapsie I

Maxie Rosenbloom for Carousel i

engagement.
I

Sportscaster Bob Prince laid up
in hospital for several days with
strep throat.

Phil Davis, WCAE continuity
chief, convalescing at home after
an operation

Dallas
Gene Autry here for confabs

with business ' associates Lloyd
Rust and Ed Blumenthal. :

New bill opening at Pappy's
Showland includes Rubby Ring
and Cycling Kirks.

Charles Meeker, managing direc-
tor of State Fair Casino, negotiat-
ing with Max Goberman for musi-
cal director of Starlight Operetta.

Rafael Druian, concertmaster of
Dallas Symphony, goes to England
this summer as member of Phila-
delphia Orchestra under Eugene
Orniandy.

Philadelphia

is on . a one-night-stand tour of i
Council adjourned until Thursday.

Houqp ni= rnmmnnc Aff«i. V("n ii.^'^V '

Saul Bragln, WB booker, shoves

Ind ! one ?hT-Touflessi^^he '

''''' ~
tion In Florida.

Infected leg h«d Maurice Spi-

By Jerry Gaghan
Robert Alda pulled a vertebra

out of place during the horseplay
in the Jack Carson vauder at the
Earle, but local chiropractor
straightened him out.

,
Click goes all out on bands this

week with Woody Herman in for
first three days; Charlie Barnet for
single session March 17 and Blue
Barron as the Friday and Saturday

Portland, Ore.
Zarats and Pacquita inked into

Amato's Supper Club,
Frankie Laine set for Jantzcn

Beach Ballroom in April.
Dancing Barretts head show at

Paradise Room, Nortonia Hotel.

.George Ohman opens the Sports?

man Club with floor-show ' policy.

. lUona Massey here to do concert
with' Portland Symphony Orches-
tra.

.lack McCoy, The Barretts, and
Zarata &" Paquita at Amato's Sup-
per Club.

Phil Downing (Downing and
Robin ette) named to AGVA na-
tional board. ^

'

Bob Mitchell, Lynne Grant and
Lucille Nelson at Paradise Boom*
Nortonia Hotel.
Jean Parker and Lon Chaney

open the new legit season at May?:
fair with "Born Yesterday."
Del Courtney, Jimmy Zito, Jan

Garber, Lcighton Noble . and
Frankie Carle tentatively set. .for

Jantzcn Ballroom.

IS

By Les Rees
Curiy's nitery has Bob Eberly,

Vivian Blaine underlined for

Club Carnival. „
Larry Clinton Into Prom Ball-

room for one-nighter. :

Ralph Edwards and his NBC radio

show to headline annual Buildew
Show at Auditorium March 26-

April 8.

Frankie Laine, here enroute from

Winnipeg to Youngstown, con-

tacted local disk jockies and niteiy

operators.
Harry Hirsch, veteran showman,

staging policemen's annual beneM
show at Auditorium for 22d suc-

cessive year, i, . ;^
Shriners Circus at Auditorium

drew complete capacity at every

performance, Including an .extra

oi^turday monting shDV<
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WILLIAM B. MURRAY \
shifted in 1941 to IIKO as execu-

William B. Murray, 59, head of ,
tive production chief. He resumed

the William Morris agency radio
[
his agency work in 1942, but was

dept., died ia New York, March 10, 1 comparatively inactive durine the
after a heart attack,

Murray, who jomed the Moms
office in 1932. started the agency
on the upgrade in radio packaging

"by building shows around its

top talent, including Eddie Cantor,

Burns & Allen, Fannie Brice, Amos
W Andv and others. For many
yeiirs, the Morris office continued

in first place among talent offices

in radio billings.

Murray had married three times,

his first being to Natalia Danes!,

an opera singer, later to aetress-

writer-lecturer Ilka Chase. Both
ended in divorce. He's survived by
wife and twin sons born last year;

another son, William B. Murray,
Jr. is currently studying voice in

Borne. Also surviving is a half-

brother, Walter Clark, and his

mother.
Further details in radio section.

last few years because of illness.

America and, in partnership with
Captain Chaeves, organized and
operated shows for" tliree years
through that continent

MARRIAGES
Alice Hammerstein to Philip

Mathias, Santa Barbara, March 9.

The Brussels Exposition took j
Bride is daughter of Oscar Ham'

him abroad with a Ripley Show. I merstein 11; he's a screen story
After Brussels, he went to the Fort ! analyst.
Worth (Tex.) Exposition with, a '

'

Color Pictures
Continued from page 1

ISADORE LINGER
Isadore Lincer, . 65, transporta-

tion manager for 20th Century-
Fox, died March 10 in St. Peters-
burg, Fla. He had been with the
company for nearly 30 years.
Beginning his business career

with the U. S. post office, Lincer
jomed Fox Films in 1920, and
started work in the contract de-
partment. As his duties grCW more
varied, he gradually took on the
additional work connected With the
transportation of executives and
stars in their trips around the

snake show.
Sibley was a former amusement

manager for Rockaway's Playland
and helped plan Playland in Rye,
N. y.

Survived by: wife,

JOHN HANLEY
John Hanley, 58. superintendent ^"'d Northcote, London, March 5

of the Henry W. Kiel < municipal) »" T-ich ««.f™o». h»'c d fii«i

auditorium, collapsed and died at
his home in St. Louis, March 8.
A former star of the old Park

Opera Co. in St. Louis, Hanley
taught dancing and acting. Many
of his pupils were in the Municipal
Theatre Assn's chorus. He was
stage manager of the Park-Shenan-
doah Opera Co., and from 1933 to
1939 was associated with the

I to go out in distribution includes
Joy Lona Kramer to Irwin Par-

|
"Neptune's Daughter." "Take Me

nes, Beverly Hills, March 9. Bride i Out to the Ball Game," "The
is a writer; he's a concert manager. jBarkleys of Broadway," "The Good

Elaine Myer to Harold Barnes qj^ ^Summertime." "Highland

KXJ„°/''in?S* «^Hi^„ >itS M«, r Lasste.'^ "Little Women." In front

Hall ballet^^^^^^^
«*'*»«>-as are "That Midnight

former |

Kiss" and "The Forsyte Saga." In

Sheila Manahan to James Staf I
"'fase "The Kissing Bandit,"
"The Sun Gomes Up," "Three
Qoafatijers,"- "Words and Muisic;*'

country. In recent years he eave Municipal opera organization.
-

' - Survived by wife.

ISADORE W. SCHLESINGER
Isadore W. Schlesinger, 78

founder - of African Consolidated
Theatres, Ltd., and business leader
in that country, died in Johannes-
burg, March 11. He had suffered
from rheumatoid arthritis which
-curbed his usual activity for the
last 15 years.

,

Bom on the east side in N. Y.,

he went to Capetown, South
Africa, when only 23 with only a
few dollars. Within 10 years,
Schlesinger was president of his
own insurance company in Johan-
nesburg. He always, retained his

. American citizenship, but in re-
cent years, on his visits to New
York he kept out of the public
eye.

.

With his younger brother, M. A.

In Memory of

EDDIE MILNE
Who PaiMd March 19. 1943

The world may change from

Y«ar .fo:'yaar"

And friondt, from day to day.
; iMt atvcf will fh* OH* I lovo

. From my heart paw away.
MONA MILNE

up his connections with the sales
department to concentrate on the
transportation job.
Survived by wife, and two sons.

She's an Irish actress; he's a film

technician.
Roberta Lee Wynne to Paul

Brady, New York, March 4. Bride
is dancer; he's member of vaude
team of Barton & Brady.
Mary Margaret Arnold to

Michael Erlanger, Oakhurst, N. J.,

March 12. Bride is copy-writer for
Columbia Broadcasting Sy.stcm.
Buff Cobb to iMyron Wallace,

Chicago, March 11. Bride is an
actress; ' he's a radio announcer.

CLARE WOODBURY
Clare Woodbury, 69, an actress tu i v. - * -

who had appeared in liiany Broad-
theatres in Brooklyn before going

WILLIAM MANCUSO
William Mancuso, 61, retired ex-

hibitor, died at Brighton, Mass.;,
March 8.

A native of Italy, he ^operated

way productions, died in New
York, March 13.
Of her early roles probably the

best remembered was that of
Lil, jthe world-weary pianist in
"Broadway," the Philip Dunning
and George Abbott hit of 1927.
There followed a long list of per-
formances, "Little Accident,"
"Green Grow the Lilacs," "House-
warming," "Lilly Turner," "Twen-
tieth Century," "The Ghost
Writer," "A Hat, a Coat, a Glove,"
"Fly Away Home," "Stick in the
Mud," and others.

Survived by two brothers.

to Boston, where he ran the
Old Palace in Scollay Square.
Later he operated the Manco
Service Supply Co, He held a
gold card !.bi the Motion Picture
Pioneers.
He leaves a son.

ROBERT C. CLUSTER
Robert C. Cluster, a pioneer in

the motion picture exhibition field
in Southern IlMnois, • died at his
home in Salem, 111.. Feb. 26.

Cluster's career -began in the

MRS. MARY McF. HYND
Mrs. Mary • McFedries Hynd,

mother of Alan Hynd, writer, died
in Trenlpn, N. J., recently. Native
of: Scotland, Mrs. Hynd. was close
friend of Sir Harry Lauder and be-
fore marriage sang on European
concert stage, and did industrial
designing. Son often uses pen
name McFedries in national maga^

Current TV Sets
Continued from fiac* -Ivga

and Foreign Commerce Commit-
tee, who went on record earlier in
the week in defense of govern-
mental efforts to inform the public
fully about possible obsolescence
of TV receivers.

Speaking at the annual awards ! cias'sics," $350,000,' for^hr^^^^^ Indie

Warners ^eolor production roster
is composed' of, ' awaiting release,
"Under Capricorn," "Look for the
Silver Lining," "Montana," "My
Dream Is Yours," "Task Force"
(partially in Technicolor). "The
Younger Brothers," "Happy
Times," "Ichabod and Mr. Toad,"
"It's a Great Feeling." All films
of both studios are in Technicolor.
Warners current relea.ses include
"Adventures of Don Juan," "One
Sunday Afternoon," "South of
St. Louis," "Fighter Squadron."

Twentieth-Pox has $8,700,000
tied up in six pictures, and RKO
closely follows . with $8,6!;0iQ0O
for four. Pai'amount'S' outlay is

$7,200,000 for four; Universal-In*.
ternational, $5,500,000 for five;

Eagle Lion, $2,700,000; for two;
Columbia, $2,800,000. for two; Re^
public, $2,400,000, for four; Film

luncheon yesterday (Tues.) of the
Art Directors Club in N.. Y:, Du-

i Mont noted Sen. John.son's request
that manufacturers should tag, all

sets to tell the public they may
soon become obsolete. "This is

based," he said, "on the premise

producer Nat Holt has $900,000
tied up in one, "Canadian Pacific,"
filmed in Cinecolor for 20thrFox
release, and Pine-Thomas have
$1,000,000 Invested in "El Paso,"
in Cinecolor, for Paramount re-
lease. Fidelity Pictures also has

GHERARDO GHERAttDI

:

:
Gherardo .Gherardi 57, Italian

novelist and playwright, died in
i silent picture days and he was one

I

Rome,. March 10.

of the first theatre owners in
|

In addition to his novels, he had
Southern Illinois to adopt sound l

written many plays, probably the
film. At various times Cluster i

best known of the . latter being
owned theatres in ,Iohnson City, "Questi Raga7.zi," "I Filgi del Mar-
Benton and Metropolis, 111. At the i chese Lucera" a n d - "Lettare
time of his dealli he and two sons
owned theatres in Salem and John-

Schlesinger, he was probably best
known for his wide-flung theatre,
radio and film activities in Soiith
Africa, under the official tag of
African Consolidated. Schlesinger
empire became widely recognized
in the U. S. because of his numer-
eus di.stribution deals with Amer-
ican major film companies. The

son City. Two years: ago he sold
his two Metropolis, 111:, houses.
His wife and two sons survive.

D'Amore,"

JOHN MAURICE SULLIVAN
i

John Maurice Siiiiiyan, 73, stage
.and screen actor, died at his home
in Hollywood, March 8. His wife,
the -former Emma: Berger Price, is

..en' actress,';

SUHlvan began his stage career
m 1901, appeared with Robert

company'not only distributiTd fihli^ |
Mantell and Chauncey Glcptt, and

hut owned hundreds of theatres. rep company of E. H
At one time, nearly

: every major
U. S. distributor made pacts with
African Consolidated to handle
their product over there. Para-
mount still has a long-term deal
and Universal recently pacted a
big distrib 9rrangement .with the
Schlesingers. >

'

I. W., as he was best-knowp,
also was a pioneer of radio
broadcasting in that country. He

Sothern and Julia Marlowe in their
Shakespearean ' productions. He
went to Hollywood to live in 1930.
Since then he had acted in the mo-
tion pictures, "The Buccaneer,"
"Walking on Air," "Down to Earth"
and "Blue Skies,"

DON NIcnOL
Don Nichol. one of Australia's

youngest comedians, died in Mel-
bourne, Au.stralia, March 2.

Nichol had been featured in Wil-
liamson-Tait productions. His last
show was "Follow the Girls." He
had planned to go to the U. S. be-
fore being stricken.

Survived by wife.

that additional channels may be $650,000 in "Montana Belle,
opened up sometime in the fu- filled in Trucolor, which RKO is
ture," He suggested ironically buying outright
that the. Radio Manufacturers
Assn. hire Dunninger (self-styled

mentaJist) and attempt to find out.

what channels- are to ; be allocated

Awaiting release at: 20th-Fox are
Oh, You Beautiful Doll," "Sand,"

"You're My Everything," "Mother
" " Theand where; what standards are to !

a Fre.shman^' "The Beautiful

be used on the new channels, if ;

Blonde trom Bashful Bend.'' In

any, and whether color, black-and- i
P'^°^V,'-'''°° ^'^^^^"^ «

white , or three dimensional pic- •

j
RKO's lineup is composed of one

;

awaiting release, "Argosy's "She
I i
Wore a Yellow Ribbon

tures are to be specified, etc.

No Frequency Changes
"Seriously," DuMont said, "I i

Wore a Yellow Ribbon," actually

feel that no changes Will be made
|

financed by Argosy but to be re-

in our present allocations or stand- 1 leased- by RKO. In release are
ards and, just as the sets we made "Joan of Arc," "So. Dear to, My
in 1938 are still in use, so sets ;

Heart," "Boy With Green Hair."

made today will be in use in 1959
j

ParamoUnt's list is, in backlog,
,
or 1969. Additions may be made

|
"Samson and Delilah," "Streets of

I

to present channels, but they mu.st i Laredo," "Connecticut Yankee , at

I

and will be made with the protec-
1 King Arthur's Court." Released,

tion of the public foremost in i "Whispering Smith."

U-1—awaiting release, "Red
Canyon," "Calamity Jane and Sam
Bass," "Yes, Sir, That's My Baby."
In production, "Curtain CaU at
Cactus Creek," ''The Westertt
Story," .;..-^-::

'^"^v.--':^^:,-:K-' >
can, "Tiilsa," "The

mind
Sen. Johnsptt, referring to an

anticipated, move, by the FCC into
I the ultra-high frequencies, de-

MRS ALLAN DWAN clared: "I am well aware that

Mrs. Allan Dwan, one-time Zieg- ' manufacturers believe they will be

feld Follies girl and stage beauty ' a*''® make available converters

of the 1920's. died in Hollywood, i

so that present-day sets will be

March 13. She was the wife !
"sable in the UHF. If those con-

of the film director, but on the .
verters will afford satisfactory re-

stage was known as Betty Marie
'|
ception, I agree that present-day

Shelton

EL-rin
Big Cat,"
Rockies,"
Columbia-

"Red Stallion in the
"Ride, Ryder, Ride."
-in production, "Jolson

She
1927.

,sets will not become obsolete asl^Vngs^
^^'"'l?-,

^'^Ifased, The

was married to Dwan in i
rapidly as they qtherwise might. I

Man from Colorado. Republic--

I But manufacturers today are not can- The Last .Bandit Hell-

' telling the buying public that they !
fire, ' Susanna Pass. Rcleasefl,

will have to have such converters,
and neither are they telling the

LEIGH HUNT
Leigh Hunt, of Paramount exJACK CHARASH

agen?\-.n5"ptvVright'Xd''o"'^^
^'"sburgh on

;
buying public that there may be

branched ou't in turn intTthV h^^^^^^^ in the motion Picture ^^VTsSch converters wm bf^business, banking, chain stores and ;

March 11 industry, he started with the o.d i "hat rn^Lrrpri rinp ofcitrus growing, being recognized C^arash wa.s a former manager ,

i„ ,907 I
In what was considered one of

as one of the fabuluously wealthy of the old .Jewish Art Iheatie and
1 steadily employed on

men of South Africa. Be.sides |
author of several plays, including

1 ^
launchmg many enterprises, at; Jean Clmstophe. He had also ^ ^^^.j^g^ggg
one time he was director of some done publicity lor productions of

'

70 corporations. ! Maurice Schwartz and .lacob Ben

Pitt's
the few clarifying moves during

Recently his son, John Schles- Ami in the Yiddish theatres and
- ' later did similar chores lor Broad-inger, represented him on nearly

all public occasions. A Harvard
graduate, his son was a U. S. Army
Air Force bomber during the re-
cent war.

, Besides his son and brother, he
IS survived by his wife.

HARRY EbDINGTON

way productions.
Survived by wife

known as Doris Rosenthal,

ROBERT
Robert Williamson

character actor, who last appeared
on the stage in "She Had to Say

Harry "Eddington,'' "627 " artists
I

Yes."'
T}^^

„'lied
• 1

I »/i.,_>,u in .„ ,i,„ Brunswick: Home

CHARLES M. KAPLAN
Chai-les M. Kaplan, 75, account

executive at WIP; died March 9 in

o «»inip.. his apartment in the Warwick

h,i
Pamier

, ^(,(^1 Philadelphia. Kaplan was in

I the shoe business for 35 years be-
• fore entering radio.

WILLIAMSON I

Survived by wife and two daugh-
64, retired ters.

manager and former production March 13 in the Br
executive, died March 10 at his ;

at Amityville L. I

home in Beverly Hills, following .Bo™^'"} Glasgow, Wi liamson

a sudden attack of coronary throm- migrated to this country in 1918

bosis. He had been in failing made his debut In. Henry
health for several years 5 Miller's company and later was in

Eddington entered the film busi- ;':^ Tailor „ Made Man," "Captain

tiess in 1921 as comptroller and A-PPlejack Berkeley Square

business manager of the old Gold- White Hor.se Inn and Antony
^- " - and Cleopatra.wyn studios in Culver City, later

junctioning as production execu-
tive when the "Ben-Hur" troupe
was sent to Rome. At Metro he
handled production of all foreign

MRS. MAX FRIEDLAENDER
Mrs. Alice Friedlaender, 85,

former Viennese pianist and widow
of Max Friedlaender, once Pro-
fessor of Music at University of

Berlin, died in Burbank, CaL,
.March 10.

least i

week, KSD-TV, the St. Louis
Po.st-Dispatch station, aired a pro-
gram Sunday night (13), which in-

cluded quotes on the situation
from FCC chairman Wayne Coy;
Television Broadcasters Assn. pret
Jack R. Poppele; RCA and Bhllco
engineers, and from trade paper
reports. On the same date, the
Post-Dispatch Sunday radio page
carried a full resume of the UHF
portions of Poppele's. remarks
March. 8 before the Chicago: trele^

Susanna Pass.'

The Plunderers." Film Classics-r-

"Daughter of the West," unrie-

leased; released. "The Unknown
Island,'' "File 649, State Degart-
ment." Hallmark ProductitW^SSse.
has ''The Lawton Story," in Ciijft-

color, to tune o'f $500,000. •
>

WALTER K. SIBLEY
Walter K. Sibley, 75, executive

secretary of the National Sho\y'

• ALEX MELESH
Alex Melesh. 58, screen character

actor, died March 5 in Hollywood.
His last picture was "The Fuller

Brush Man" at Columbia.
Survived by wife.

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs, Frederick P. Laf-

fey, daughter.
; Lawrence,. Mass.,.

March 5/ Eather iS ' an ahhoiincer
with sfatlbii WLAW in that • city.

Mr. and Mrs., Joseph Wallace,
daughter, Pittsburgh, March 4.

Father's with Pittsburgh Sym-
phony.:
Mr. . and Mrs. James Shannon,

son, Pittsburgh, March 9. Father's

vision" CouncirResults'orthe tele-
\

an announcer at KQV, Pitt,

cast, according to KSD-TV station!, Mr and Mrs t red BrisUn, daugh-

manager George M, Burbach, were I

?er, Hollywood, March 10. Father

"exceedingly gratifying," with re-

quests for copies coming; in from
dealersr distributors, ad agencies
and set owners.

Bias O'seas
Continued from page 1

Mother, 75, of Harold L, Gold,

language films and was personal ; men's As.sn., died March 9 in general manager of Howard
representative of Greta Garbo and
John Gilbert in their productions.
Entering the agency field in 1932,
i-ddmgton handled the affairs of
Marlene Dietrich, Ann Harding,
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Edward G.
Robinson and numerous others.
During that period he produced
films with Miss Dietrich and Miss
Harding in England.

Retiring from the agency busi
new, he organized an
company for Universal

Lenox Hill Hospital, N, Y.

Sibley, who was also a founder of

the Showmen's League of Amer-
ica in Chicago, sold his Sibley's

Superb Shows for $250,000 at the

age of 46 and retired.

Born in Philadelphia, he quit

school in Bo.ston to work for B. F.

Keith in a theatre there as usher.

Later he was a super in Boston

Hughes Productions, died in Co-

lumbus, O., March 10. Survived
by another son and a daughter.

Robert Whittaker, 60, technician

at RKO for 15 years, died March
7 in Los Angeles following an op-

eration.

from perfect and many things can-

not be defended," but he felt there
is far too little understanding of

honest work, artistic integrity and
creative ability here. "We cannot
and would not try to prevent pub-
lic criticism of: industry from writ-

ers: or anyone else, but the busi-

ness of taking a poke at Holly-
wood becomes something of a rack-

is an assistant director at Colum-r-
•bia-..':.

Mr. and Mrjs. James Los.s, son,
Ghica.«!o, March 3. : Father is with
the MCA Chicago office.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hammaek,
son, Chicago, March 8. Mother is

pressagent for Edgewater Beach

I

Hotel Marine Room.
I Mr. and Mrs. Franklin K. Arthur,
son, Los Angeles, March 10. Fsither
is assistant chief of the Associated -

Press Bureau in L. A.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Russell/

daughter, Santa • Monica, Cal.,'

March 11. Mother is Nancy Guild,
screen actress; father is an actor:
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Shuster,

son, Toronto, March 8. Father is

member of Wayne & Shuster, com^.
edy team.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles L. Casa-'
nave, Jr., daughter, Englewood,et. Disparaging Hollywood is'al-

Bobert Wright, 53, former head '

ways good for a surefire piece, and MaichTlT" Father is asso-

Salei
igencv busi- ^theatres even playiirg a bit parti of Columbia's scenic department, there is so much of it that the ciated with his father and

indepemlent
|
as a page ?n '•Hamlet '' ' died Feb. 8 at his home in San Ga- other side 0. the picture ,is lost Agnew in Motion Picture !

release, and i Later he sent carnivals to South briel. Cal. (from View. Corp., N. Y. ^
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PANIC ENDS FOR U. S. PICTURE BIZ
B'way's Current 2S Shows ^aU

Payoff With WeeUy 75/806 Net

The 25 ou'rrent shows on Broad-

+

j^ray are netting an estimated $75,-

"006-$80,000 a week. That includes

20 shows getting an operating

•profit, three about breaking even

• Hiid two running at a loss.

* ' Not figuring on the two losing

*• iShttws, the weekly net for the 20

i. M-bdtictions in the black amqunts

Hto an estimated $95,000-$10q,q00
* 'The two productiolis in the red m-
VfVolve a combined loss of around

»20y000 * week. Of the 20 profit-

lible ofllerings, 16 ire this season's

(itodtictions, while the i other four

. '4re holdovers.

. . Of the 16 current season entries

X ; getting an operating profit, 14 are

figured likely to regain their orig-

•, Inal investments, with only eiglit

.^of that number rated probable to

;make substantial money. Seven of

/> the current showsr are expected to

„ 'wind up in the red. All the hold-

overs are. major money-makers.
•i' The estimated weekly net ol

,t'-.$95-000-$100,000 from those play-
" ing in the black is a relatively

'
," small payoif for as highly specula-

f tive a business as legit. For the

coin lost in the 34 failures so far

(including one that folded out of

V town) totals over $3,000,000. More-
i 'over, the latter sum does not in-

clude an estimated probable loss
' of around $1,000,000 for the shows

1 still running that won't get back
I

' their investments.
Whole situation points to the in*

flated production and operating
costs, particularly the latter.. In
the case , of operating costs, the

' chief items are theatre rental, star

'salaries <and percentages of the
gross), author royalties, advertising
and musician and stagehand pay.

'Howdy Doody'

Now a Big Biz
"Howdy Doody," the cowboy

': puppet of Bob Smith's NBC-TV kid-
* die show, may become the Mickey
Mouse of the TV era as a result

' Of Martin Stone's extensive licens-

ing ^operations.
M!anufacturers of childKn's ap-

Mom Joins Dorseys In

Impromptu Session
Tommy and ^immy Dorsey us-

ually clown . around with each
other's bands when either can get

to where the other is playing. That
happened Monday (21) evening at

J. D.'s opening at the Statler hotel,

N.' Y.
T. D. and his horn sat in with

Jimmy's band and during the

course of the Dixieland tune they

were hoking up, an elderly lady

pushed her way through the mob,
climbed the .stand and began con-

ducting. Both Dorseys almost col-

lapsed. It was their mother, Mrs.

Thomas Dorsey. It took the full

I'oom by storm. Everyone stood up
to watch the family session.

Art Belongs to Daddy
Washington, March 22.

Margaret Truman was in New
York last week, taking pictures to

be used with the publicity releases
for her concert tour in the fall.

Singer had to be made up specially

for the photos. When Miss Tru-
man saw the touched^ip stills, she
let out a gasp.
"Daddy won't like this," she said.

$1,000,000 Suits

Vs. Zenith As

Ganpp Grows
Recent ads by Zenith Tele-

vision telling prospective set buy-

ers that its product will never be

obsolete by technical changes has

restilted in nationwide action by

. set and- parts manufacturers, Ra-

1

dio Manufacturers Assn., and the

newly formed Television Manufac-
turers Assn., which had its initial

meeting in New York Monday
(21).
One of the most important ac-

tions taken so far is the filing of

$1,000,000 libel actions against Ze-

nith by the Sightmaster Corp., su-

ing for $500,000, and the EMpire
Coll Co., seeking the same amt)unt,

in the N. Y. supreme court. Firms

charge that their product as well

as those of other set and parts

manufacturers were libeled by Ze-

nith's ads. Suit alleges that Ze-

nitli concealed information to the

public in its ads and misinformed
(Continued on page 53)

SEE B PICTURES

KAYOED BY

VIDEO
Downfall of the B picture,, on

the skids for several years because
of patron-shopping, will be finally

accomplished by the full-scale

entry of television competition ac-

cording to growing industry
opinion. Ultimate doom for the B's

was predicted this week by several

different filmites, who think the

cheapies will be unable to stand
tip against cuffo entertainment sup-
plied by tele sets. Only the A's—
with their hold on the public still

unshaken—-would be able to meet
tele's competition.

Several sources now maintain
that the A's will benelit from tele

because their high-quality produc-

tion values make them peculiarly

suitable for trailerizing via video.

"Discriminating choice of a few
sequences from a good, finely-made

film should sell the feature to video

lookers better than any other form
of .advertising," one exec stated,

"Certainly, there is no more effec-

tive way of getting a film across

than showing some of the top

scenes."

Domestic^ Foreign Takes

Become More Stabilized

Big Production Resurgence Finds Jobs on the

Increase in Hollywood After Down Trend
By HEKB GOLDEN

Hollywood's, current production upbeat, the leveling, off of

theatre grosses, the stabilization' of the foreign market an^ the

general success of cost-cutting efforts are wiping that hystetii*

cal look from the face of the U. S..picture industry. Important
change that has gome.over filmites in the past couple months,
however, is only p.artly translatable in statistics. More signifi-

cant is that the perennial optimism of show business'-—the

stuff on which it lives and breathes-—is again beginning to

glimmer through. In brief, the feeling is that the panic's over.

The Industry, like a groggy Joe Louis victim, is lifting itself off the

canvas and slowly finding its feet -again. The economic mauling wlrieh

J
cj-ai-i-a/i aimnef years ago has

' now been "readjusted," and .Holiyi-"

Olivier, Wyman,

'Belinda Pace

Oscar Balloting

By ARTHUR UNGAR

Hollywood, Match; 22.

Daily Vajmety conducted its sec-

ond Academy Awards poll this
|
omy"reasons are at an end.

year, canvassing about 40% of the
i studio, distribution and theatre

organization's membership of 2,050,
1 to'jpers are looking happier be-

and so far getting returns of .about i cause they now feel that the re-

wppd is going to work once more
oh a new basis—-re-geared to what
must be accepted as normal eco-

nomic conditions rather • than to

war and postwar boom days.

Without doing a PoUyanna, .it

takes litOe more than a glance
aroundi—whelher it be in Holly-
wood, New York or Chicago—^to

see that the fear and trembling
has subsided. Most obvious reason
to the thousands of execs and work-
ers who make up the industry is, a

personal one—that the major siir*

gery seems over and the wholesale
firings and "resignations" for econ-

half that number as to^the way they

voted on the candidates for Oscars
in the 21st annual awards. Award-
ing takes place Thursday (24>.

Top actor of the year appears to

at'iustments they have made have
them again living' within their

means. In Hollywood, of course,

the return to something like' the
old happy-days-in-Dixie results

be no contest, with seemingly all ' from Upped employment of writers,

tors, actors and techn"

(Continued on page 14)
A r B'.. „,...f<iit,c fni. this I the ballot-casters selecting L^u-

j
directors, actors and technicians

As for the B s, curtains for this
, oiivier, for his performance I <r,J.^> ^ »

genre Of pix was predicted last
,^ "Hamlet." as the male screen

!

parel and novelties, who feel that Mary Garden tO DO
"Howrlv rinnflv" Is flip hnf fpst I

-jj Q J^gJUfg ^Ofllf
'Howdy Doody" Is the hottest
thing in the moppet market since
Mickey Mouse, are flocking to tie
in with the video puppet. Reason
is the strong hold tele has on
youngstei-s, the msinufacturers feel,
and the fact that "HoWdy Doody"
is a cowboy fits in with the cur-
rent western VOgUCi

Licenses already signed cover
makers of dolls, handbags, sweat-

. -.'rs, belts, ties, suspenders, sport
.
shirts, snowsuits, hats, jeans, hand-
Puppets, mechahlcal toys and play-
suits. The Effanbee Doll Co.,
v^hich introduced the Howdy Do6-
dy doll last NoVeniber, sold $200r
OOO's worth by Christmas. In New
york, Macy's maintains a perma-

tContinued on page 53)

(Continued on page 55)

WOR, NX, Sets Menjous

For Daytime Airing, To

Total 3 'Mr. & Mrs.' Teams
Hollywood, March 22.

Verree Teasdale and Adolph
Menjou have been signed by Fred-

m "Hamlet,
topper foivl948. The poll discloses

that Olivier is selected by 266.1

with hi,s nearest cbmpetitor, Lew
AyreS, for "Johnny Belinda," scor-

;

ing a total of 46 votes; Montgom-
',

ery Clift for his performance in i

"The Search," runs third; Clifton
|

Webb is fourth for "Sitting Pretty,"
|

and Dan Dailey tags way behind
I

for "When My Baby Smiles at Me

TV Crowdii^

Ad Agencies
The advertising agencies find

themselves out on a TV limb. Right
Best actress of the year is a now they're up ,to their coUective-

,„^t> TM V Tin- 1 much closer race, being almost
{ antennas in sponsorship deals which

^sual an^ng«nenfs"wthe Mutual neck and neck between Jane Wy- find them understaffed, with an in-

Mary Garden has beeft Set for

a U. S.' lecture tour in the fall,

under auspices of the National Arts

Foundation. The onetime opera

diva, Who was last here before the

war as a talent scout for Metro,

has been living in retirement in

Aberdeen, Scotland. She's coming

to U. S. end of September for a

series of 2.'5 lectures over a three-

month period, and may stay longer.

Project was set UP by Carleton

Smith, Foundation director, on re-

cent trip abroad.
.

Now in her seventies, the singer

will open her tour Oct. 5 at Town
Hall, Delioit, for the Fisher Thea-

tre series.

station help the package producer

develop a show, promising a New
York outlet and" financial help, at

the same time being- assured that

the big name talent would be with-

in a local sponsor's budget.

The Tea.sdale-Menjou show will

be a syndicated open-end package

tailored for backing by a single

sponsor in a market. It will be

heard 15 minutes cross-the-board,

to start on W.9R in about three

weeks
station has also pacted Les Tre-

mayne and his wife, Alice Reinhart,

who will start a half-hour weekly

Saturday stanza shortly. With

Dorothy and Dick KoUmar heard

seven mornings a week, WOR WUI
have three "Mr. and Mrs." shows

and one "Mr. and Miss"-staflza—

Frank Farrell- and Monica L6Wis.

(Continued on page 55) sufficiency of know-how to project
their clients' wares with maximum
.showmanship. And it's all adding
up to a big, 'red deficit in the
ledger columns. The agencies, in
etTect,' are' taking a' beating, coin-
wise, and they don't like it.

That the majority of the ad

Lancaster Back to Circus,

But This.Time at IIG
Hollywood, March 22. i

Burt Lancaster, Hollywood film-

j

ster, will join'the •Gole Bros; circus agencies ' in ' Vidfe6 ' will divorce

Lancaster, who • broke themselves from actual production.April 14.

into show busine'ss in « circus acro^

batic act, will get $11,000 weekly
for the stint, one of the highest

sums ever paid a circus performer.

After the circus stint, he'll check

into Warners to begin a seven-year

contract.
Lancaster will do his original

aero act with Niok Cravat, who
toured with the film star on his re-

cent .round of vawders. 'Circus will

provide hiui with a private car.

is-' already evident. The headaches
are mounting daily, as more and
more bankrollers ' embrace tele-

vision. For the first time they find

themselves in show business in

a big way, and quite apart from
the fact that it isn't paying off

for them financially, they're not
prepared to cope with it. Handling
radio production was a much sim»
pier matter for the agencies, perr

(Continued on page 55)
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McCarthy's Houston Film Junket

Winds Up Almost a Fiasco

Houston, March 22.

Premirrc of oilman-film pro-

1

(hict'i- Glenn McCartfiy's $20,000,-1

000 Shamrock hotel last week will

;

imdoubledly be a conversation i

piece tor weeks among the -100 or

so Hollywood and New York name
|

and bit players, newspaper people;

and press agents who were junk-

,

eled here for the event. Their con-

versation, however, is hardly likely

to be to McCarthy's taste. ,

Shindig was one of the most in-

eptl.v handled of any in the long

'

history of Hollywood junkets.

Everything that could possibly go

•vitom did so—the topper, of

course, being the mishaps sur-

rounding Dorothy Lamour's Seal-

test air show, which originated

fi'om the ballroom of the Shamrock
Thursday (17) night. Whether the

broadcast was off the air for 10

minut«s because of line trouble on

four-letter words shouted into

microphones by maddened guests,

as reported, is still shrouded in

agency - iietwork doubletalk, but
|

there's no denying that it was im-

1

possible to air an acceptable show

;

from that frenzied room. !

Only events of the week that]

went smoothly and as planned
i

were those of which experienced

'

flacks from New York and HoUy-

Caught Short
Houston, March 22.

Among the myriad of inci-

dents, both humorous and ex-

asperating, which marked the

preem of Glenn McCarthy's

Shamrock hotel here la.st week,

iopper probably belongs to

Dennis O'Keefe, Immediately

after his arrival, actor phoned
the valet and asked that all his

suits be picked up for press-

ing. Then he got into the

shower. Valet arrived, mean-
time, and took him literally—

eveiy suit went out^

O'Keefe naturally reached

for the phone to retrieve at

least a pair of pants. But at

that point the switchboard was
in such a jumble and the six

operators in such a state of

near-hysteria that it was de-

cided to cut off all phone serv-

ice for an hour while the gals

got their nerves back and tech-

nicians tried to straighten the

mess. So O'Keefe just sat and
bit his nails. He was finally

rescued by a bird-dog press

agent.

A Memorable First Nigbt
.By JOHN GARFIBiO-

354th WEEK!
3,620 Performance! -

All-ttme long run record In the

legiUmate theatre.

KEN MURRAY'S
"BLACKOUTS OF 1949"

El Capitan Theatra, Hollywood, Cal.

And now in world-wide releas*

"BILL AND COO"
Ken Murray'a

Academy Award Film

The Group Theatre was doing an experimental, one-act play, at the
Civic Repertory theatre at 14th street

,
and Sixth avenue, N. Y. The

night was bleak and wintry. The first line was spoken, and I could

feel the audience ignite. The spark roared into a bonfire, and ths

performers caught it from the audience.

When the curtain came down the people rushed up to the stage, cry.

ing and laughing at the same time. They kissed tlie actors, finding it

necessary to touch and feel them,,
.

We left the theatre to have coffee in the corner cafeteria, and many
in the theatte came and sat with. us. We drank gallons of, coffee and
talked, and they asked questions. "Where did We find the play?" "How
did we find the play?" And so on, ujUll dawn.
The year was 1935. "Waiting For Lefty" was on it? way.

Loanout for Fairbanks

Before Indie Prod.
Metro Goes Big

For Laugh Pix

«f„«H i^:^ X»rjTth which one of the local

rrtrSMn'^SanesTo ani sheets streamered: '.'Lamour Loses

from lioth coasts and the preem of

McCarthy's initial film, "The Green
Promise," at two Houston theatres

Friday (18) night. As soon as the

loealites took over the arrange-

ments there was bedlam—com-
pounded out of apparent inexperi-

ence, lack of centj'alized authority^

inadequate planning to carry out

a project as large as conceived, and

petty jealousies.

McCarthy, with a reputed $50,-

000,000 spread over some 27 dif-

ferent enterprises, was sparing no
horses so far as coin was con

Battle of Bedlam." A Times square

subway station at 5.30 p.m. would
give only a meagre approximation

of what went on in the lobby and
the Emerald Room; from which

the broadcast emanated. "

Plot was to have a champagne
party in the lobby from 7 to 8 p.m.,

then move into the dining i-oom for

a half-hour warmup of the airshow.

with Miss Lamour and guests Ed
("Duffy's Tavern") Gardner and

I Van Hefiin hitting the ether at

1 8.30. Lobby was so jammed for

the champagne party that few of

cerned. He merely discovered that ; the tuxedoed Texans, who had

you can't throw open the doors of

an 1,100-room hotel—especially
when you have a flock of film stars

on hand to complicate things by

paid $42 a head for banquet tickets

ever got close to the bubbly. Most
of those that did discovered, after

the first few minutes,, that the

drawing the local yokels like flies ! waiters had run out of glasses.

-and expect everything to go

smoothly. It wasn't lack of good
intentions just lack of suffi-

cientlyforesighted supervision.

Big Publicity Play

Actually, aside from me hard

Big stirge to get into the Emer-
ald Room followed, with the crowd
so thick it took "35' miriutes to

move along a 50-fopt corridor con-

necting the room with the lobby.

Once the guests got in, they dis-

wo^cirhe 'liario'' absorb, includini ,
covered reservations had been com-

those of Houston's mayor in the pletely confused, some tables had

press the day after the opening been sold to two or more parties

banquet, the week's events were I and others didn't exist at all fin-

far from a fiasco publicity-wise.
I

eluding one supposedly reserved

The Lamour show cut off landed for press guests). The millionaire

the hotel unveiling on front pages ! loealites began shouldering each

throughout the country, and the 1

other for sitting space and grab-

hostelry got tons of publicity, most bing whatever, was availab e. By

of it good in the long run. Gen- this time some 1,300 people had

eral impression was that all of poured into a room set up for 1,000.

Houston was fighting to gel into ; The milling, stamping and shout-

the Shamrock—and it was loo i
ing was like something the kids in

literally true.
i

Canarsie would have been ashamed

Fundamental inconveniences suf- i of.
, -n

'

fci cd by the HoUywoodites ex- '
P- A. System Breaks Down

tended even to lack of regular I In the midst of this the Scaliest

meals. Three dining -rooms were \ show went on the air and—'liang

—

so constantly packed that it wa.s- the public address system in the
generally impossible to find a ; room broke down. The guests had
place, while the initial hurdle to no idea, thereforci that the broad-

room service was getting the tele-, ! cast • was on. AH they could see

phone operator to answer, after was the lips of the; cast moving,
which there was an indeterminate While no one could be found who
standby for, the waiter. They are said he had actually heard prO:

Offensive Line Yanked In

Ladd's '5lh Ave/ Patter

After Irish Protests

At the insistence of various

Irish-American groups and indi-

viduals, 'a line has been censored
from one of Hank Ladd's monologs
in "Along Fifth Avenue," at the

Broadhurst, N. Y, Reference was
to the St. Patrick's Day parade in

New York, which the comedian re-

marked was "sponsored by Schen-
ley's." Despite some opposition,

Ladd and producer Arthur Lesser
felt the joke was inoffensive, but
finally decided to delete it after

some correspondents began to inv

ject religious issues- into the con-
troversy.

There was also criticism of :an-

"other sketch in the show^ during
the Philadelphia tryout, but the
agitation ceased after the late Wil-
lie Howard was forced to withdraw

I

from the cast. Objection in that

{ case was to the hospital skit, in

\
which Howard tried to get an in-

!
jury certificate after being in an
auto accident. Anti-Defamation
League argued that the passage
tended to hold the Jews up to ridi-

cule. However, there has been no
opposition since Jackie Gleason
succeeded Howard in the part.

Douglas Fairbanks, with "Terry

and the- Pirates" still to be made
for U-I release, expects one major
studio loanout chore before resum-
ing indie production, He winds

up his U-I three film pact with

"Terry,"' then plans making his

next indie in England due to

financing difficulties still besetting
j ^{^^^^ fall

indies here. He has a pact to do , . . . „ j. ^ j. .

three here and three in England I

straight comedies start in June,

for Rank.
|

"Love Is Legal," Tracy-Hepburn

U. S. productions will be i
starrer, "Please Believe Me," with

"Caballero," "Happy - Go - Lucky" Van Johnson and Deborah Kerr,
plus untitled musical which Cole

, "Yellow Cab Man" (Skelton).
Porter IS due to write. BritLsh pix

Hollywood, March 22.

Accents on laughter at Metro,

where seven straight comedies aiid

eight comedies with music are

Trio of

will be "Knights of Round Table,'"

an untitled Venetian . film and an
untitled postwar drama. Pair al->

ready wound up for U-I were
"Exile"' and "Fighting O'Flynn."

Anti ?ain-in-Neck' fix

Bill Passes N.Y. Assembly
Albany, March 22.

The McGowan bill requiring that
the face of tickets for reserved
seats with only a partial or ob-
structed view of the stage, .screen,

ring or arena shall be so stamped,
was sent to the Senate following
passage by the Assembly. As-
semblyman Francis X. McGowan,
New York Democrat, amended the
bill, on- third reading, to make it

applicable solely to reserved seats.

' 'lieague of New York Theatres;'

MPPTA and others are reported
opposed vto the measure, on the
grounds there is no- need for such
legislation, and enactment may
cause controversies. Some lawyers
say there will be differences of

Newsreelers in Middle

Of Censorship Snarl

Involving President

Headline furor caused by the
Navy's confiscation and censoring
of pictures showing President Tru-
man vacationing on a Florida beach
last week put the major newsreel
companies in the embarrassing mid-
dle of a governmental bureaucratic
mixup. Pointing to the fact that
such an incident has never hap-
pened before, newsreel execs
ascribe the incident to the U. S.

Naval Intelligence's attempt to
lock the barn door after- the horse
was stolen.

Usual practice on assignments
involving the President and similar
important personages calls' for ad-
vance briefing of the reel camera-
men by the authorities on their

proper sphere of . operations. In
this case, Thomas Craven, Para-
mount Cameraman acting as the
majors': pool photographer, and Jo-
seph Vadala, NBC television news-
reel man, were given okays by one
Government department to make a
flight in a -Navy blimp from which
they could photograph the Presi-
dential party.

The clips, however, were seized
in a surprise move by White House
aid^s and Naval Intelligence agents
on grounds that President Tru-
man's privacy was invaded. After
runningj,the clips off before a top
Government board, ipinor cuts,'to-

.talling 21 out of 400 feet, were
made both in Craven's and Vadala's
shots. The clips were included in

(Continued on page 14)

In July, Clark Gable-Loretta

Young "Key to City" gets under-
way plus an untitled comedy be-

ing: penned by Norman Krasnai
Remaining . two are "Father of

Bride,", starring Elizabeth Taylor
and "Reformer and Redhead"
(Lana Turner-Robert Taylor).

Musicals are. "On the Town," "An*

.

nie Get Your Gun," "Royal Wed-
ding," "Tahiti," "Lovely to Look
At," "His Excellency from Brazil,"

"Summer Stock" and Duchess'of
Idaho.

all things, of course, which will be tanity on the air, there was plenty
j

opinion ds to what constitutes

repaired in time by managing di

rector George Lindholm, who was
pluc'Iced out of his post as man-
ai^cr of the Waldorf-Astoria j N Y.:

by McCarthy.
General ' melee was climaxed,

Jiovvever, by that opening night

of it in the room;
Adding to the difficulties, Gard-

ner's comedy spot with Miss La-
mour required audience, response
to the laugh lines. But the audi-

ence couldn't hear. So Gardner
(Continued on page l?)
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partial or obstructed- view of the
stage, screen, etc. -

McGowan, a lawyer, sponsored a

similar bill last year, but it died in

the Judiciary (>ommlttee.: The
measure amends the general Imsl-
ness law.

Proser, Blair Partnered

In Le Directoire Deal
Monte Proser, operator of the

Copacabana. N. Y., and Nicky
Blair, until recently the Carnival,
N.i. Y., bonlface are jointly nego-
tiating for H lease on the defunct
Le Directoire, N. Y,

. Proser will still retain his in-
terest in the Copacabana. He had
been dickering for the spot for
sometime and until last week was
in on the deal solo, Blair came

j

in on partnership deal after bow-
!
ing out of the Carnival,,, which
Harold Minsky takes over on
May 15. Initial show will include
Steve Condos. Corrine and Tito
Valdez, a Wanger line. Tommy
Rafo, Nevada Smith, Ralph Young
and Muriel King.

If deal is finalized, Jerome Rob-
bins will stage the show, having
ballet as its .central motif.

SIGNAL CORPS IN

TRIBUTE TO PIXITES
Washington, March 22.

Signal Corps remembered the :;

wartime aid given it by HpUyWood \

in a statement; this week which
^

paid tribute to a number of- the -,

industry figurei ^ho alde^
Army Motion Picture Service.

Sighal CoiPi>S: ciiWehtly engaged
;

;

ini the pireparation of visual/ aids

for training men, had this ' com-

mehl:
'

"While the Signal Corps itself is

meeting today's
^
Increasing de-

mands for training aids, it: is quiclt ;,

to recall that thje recent war emer-
,

gency was mtt only with the help

of the photographic industry,

;

''Jiuch 'of this assistance (itiring.

World War II came fi;om Hblly-':

wdod experts who donaed unjfoi'm,-

men like Darryl F. Zanuck, vvlio

commanded combat photographets .

in several theatres of operations

and arranged for training film pro-

curement through the Research

Council of thfe Motion Piclure Pro-

ducers Assii.; Friihk Capra, who
made the 'Why We Fight' seriei

:

of orientation films with the asi

sistahce of Anatole M. Litvak^ Sam
Briskin,. and Anthony D. Veiller;

Robert Tiord, who was executive

producer at the Signal Corps Pho-

tographic Center; CWude flinyon,

who wrote many of the outstaijo:

ing training flilrtl scripts! EmafliU«

Cohen, who produced the Army-

Navy Screen Magazine, a monthly

newsreel-type short; Kenneth Mc-

Kenna and Richard W. Maibaura,

who worked on a series of films

to stimulate production by war in-

dustry workers; Edmond H. North,

who wrote the Scripts for the

•Fighting Men' series of films ae-

I

signed to condition troops tor com-

bat experiences; George .Stevens,:

who commanded several combat

Thnm,c photographic teams in Africa and
1 nomas

: l^rbpfe; Orion H. Hicks, who

.helped establish a distribution s«-

tem; John Huston and T, Freelanfl,

desertcd"\hradmissTon"lax aided the Photographic etton

1 in many ways; and Robert W. fri»

i nell. Jack Hively and Jesse 1j.

U. S. Mayors Urged To

Seek Admish Tax Repeal
Washington, March 22.

The U. S. Conference of Mayors
was urged Monday (21) to work
for repeal of the federal admis-
sions tax, so that the cities could
take over the admissions bite as a
source of municipal revenue.

Suggestion was included in a
report of the legislative commit
tee headed by Mayor
D'Alesandro, of Baltimore. Many
cities would move in to fill the
vacuum if the federal government

Lasky, Jr., who helped give GenersJ

DojLiglas MacArthur excellent pno-.

tographic service in the Western

Pacific."

IT'S BRia. GEN, LAWTON
Washington, March 22.

'

Kirke B. Lawlon, Deputy Chief
Signal Officer of the Army, got his

brigadier general's star last week
and shortly thereafter left for the . « . « . i Cnn%\
Coast to' represent the Signal-.. Marvin Schenck to coasi

Corps at the annual Academy Marvin Schenck, Metro veepee.

Award dinner.
]

accompanied by his wife, shove

General Lawlon guided the ! oft' for the Coast Friday i^^a)

Army Pictorial Service through " '

'

most of its World War II expan-
sion and later went overseas to
direct photography from the fight-

ing fronts.. '«!

an indefinite stay. Schenck re-

portedly will take over productiou

chores at the studio.
.

Metroite has been serving,**

talent chief at the homeofllice.
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'48 GROSS 3D ALL-TIME HfCH
^all (Ins. Skouras in UA Buyout

Maneuvers as Multiple Deals Perk
Names of Edward Small and+-

rharles Skouras were suddenly'

thrown into the United Artists pic-

ture this week as activity hit a tast

beat on both coasts in negotiations

for sale of the company. Small

popped into the scene over the

weekend with a purchase offer that

sent Arthur W. Kelly, who reps

owner Charles Chaplin, scurrying

to the Coast on a late plane Sun-

day (20) night. ,

Small, it was learned on the

Coast, heads up a syndicate which

is prepared to pay cash to Chap-

lin and his partner, Mary Pickford,

for the company. However, they

feel that the asking price of $5,-

400 000 is too high. They stand

ready, nevertheless, to lay their

coin on the line if the figure is re-

duced and Kelly's mission is to

talk to Chaplin and Miss Picktord

on tliat possibility.

Meantime, sources in New York

revealed that Charles Skouras,

who now heads 20th-Fox's National

Theatres circuit, is tied in with Si

Fabian and Ted Gamble in their

efforts to buy the company. Their

negotiations, however, appear to

be at a temporary standstill while

Kelly deals with Small and James
and George Nasser.

, Nassersv until the weekend, ap-

peared to have the hottest chance

to buy the company. Kelly's hur-

ried trip to the Coast, as a matter

of fact, left Nasser's rep, Sam
Wiesenthal, in New York with no

one to talk to. He had come in

late last week to huddle with

Kelly. Nassers 'are said to have

established bank credits of about

$3,500,000 to handle the deal.

While the Small syndicate is un-

willing to give the price asked, the

offer is highly attractive to Chap-
(Continued on page 18)

WaU St Bears See No^

Fast Kifling in Par-RKO

Speculation on Splitup

While Faramount'sdommon stock

slid several points on the New
York stock exchange following an-

nouncement of the company's im-
pending splitup. Wall street bears

see little possibility of a fast kill-

ing on the basis of the anti-trust

settlement. Indicating the lack of

interest by the bears, short hold-
ings in Par's common dipped to a
low of 5,520 shares during the 30-

. day period which ended March 1&.

On Feb. 15, prior to the splitup an-

nouncement, short Interests came
to 6,285 shares.
Short holdings in Universal stock

also declined .during the same
stretch. It dropped to 6,960 shares
from 7,360 hield on Feb. 15. Slight
rise in Metro short interests was
scored. Holdings climbed to 5,075
shares from a previous 4,257 total.

With RKO common showing
Strength on the big board, little

short, trading has 'been evidenced
in this stock. I Since publicising of
HKO's division into two. companies,
short l^oldings have never hit 5,-

000 shares.

Check the Moppets
Century circuit, 37-theatre chain

in the N. Y. metropolitan area, is

warning its patrons; not to bring
the kiddies to see 20th-Fox's "The
Snake Pit." Having booked the
film in 25 of its houses. Century
ha^ posted 30x40 placards in the
lobbies: of all these theatres advis-
ing again'^t moppet attendance.

Placards read in full: "'The
Snake Pit' is an adult picture and
will become one of the most talked
about films in motion picture his-

tory. However, we do not recom-
mend it for children." Film, of

course, treats with an insane asy-
lum.

Exhib Sbwdown

On Ikatre TV

InBigNIMeet
A confab ; of leading exhibs from

various parts of the country will be
called in New York within the next
few weeks in another effort to
spark the entry of theatre interests

into large-screen television. The
conclave will bC' called by Walter
Reade, Jr., co-chairman of the The-
atre Owners of America's commit-
tee on television; Robert Coyne,
TOA director associated with cir-

cuit operator Ted Gamblet and
Gael /Sullivan, exec . director of

TOA. The meeting, despite the
TOA connections of the trio, will

not be held under TOA auspices;

Exhibs invited to the meet will

be asked for a final decision on:

whether a concrete and early move
should be made to organize a the-

atre-supervised television company.
That project was initially approved
by the TOA board of directors

some 12 months ago. Since then,

promoters of the plan have been
unable to line up influential exhibs
in a coordinated operation. :

. Reade. Coyne and Sullivan have
(Continued on page 9)

IS

/fo OFF VIM.
Tlie film industry's gross reve-

nues for 1948 fell behind some
$66,000,000 from the year previous,
but were strong enough, to mark
'48 as the third highest semester
in motion picture history. The to-
tal for the 12 months came to
$880,800,000 for the seven majors
(all those except United Artists);
a survey by Variety of financial re-
ports made, to the Securities & Ex-
changes Commission indicates. All
companies have now reported their
estimated grosses for the year.

Tremendous boxoffice pull still

exercised by films on the Ameri'
can public is demonstrated by the.
fact that overall revenues slipped
by only 7% during the year. That
phenomenon :is made all the more
apparent because 1947, • when the
companies piled up a total gross
of $946,705,066, was the .second
highest in the industry's; history,
trailing only peak 1946.
While the figures refer only to

fiscal '48, a number of companies
have filed returns for early quar-
ters of 1949. These preliminary
reports indicate that the majors are
holding close to 1948 figures, and
that the decline of the past two
years has ended, On this score,

Columbia's gross for the period
ended Dec. 25 came to $8,525,000
domestically and $3,500,000 for-

eign, or about the same as the year
before; Unlversal's $14,621,510 for
the 13 weeks ended Jan. 29, as filed

With the SEC, Wso shows no de-
cline over the previous semester.

Top-grossing of the majors was
Metro, which supplanted Para-
mount in the No. 1 position. It gar-

nered $1'85,816,446 against $183,-

948,900 in 1947. Metro was the
only major to register a gain in

grosses for the yean
Holding down- second spot as the

(Continued on page 9)

^tain Shaves Quota by Scaid 5%;

Still Bucking for More Home Prod.

Comic Strip 'Oscar'
Unofficial public balloting

to select the Hollywood film
best portraying life in the
U. S. is currently going on via

Milton Caniff's syndicated
comic strip, "Steve Canyon."
Headers are being requested to
mail in their selections to help
the hero out of a spot in which
he has to show a typical U. S.

film to an Indo-Chinese; ruler,
Crag Hag.
As one of the comic strip

characters put it, "If we
showed her some movies I've

seen, we'd never even live to

got tossed out."

Kmgsberg Group

Forming to Bid

For RKO Circuit

Malcoh.i Kingsberg, RKO's thea-

tre chief, is getting together a syn-

London, March 22.

Harold Wil-son, head of the Brit-

ish Board of Trade, staggered the
film industry today (Tues.) by ig-

noring the recommendation of the
British Films Council and setting a
40% quota^ beginning in Octcber.
By submitting the Parliamentary '

order before the House : of Com-
mons last night, Wilson served no- -

tice that the British government
will continue to battle for a self-

;

sufficient native film production
program, His action comes; in the
face of a strong plea by exhibs for

'

a cut to 33V3% and considerable,,
backwatering :by other film ele-

j
ments on their support of ;a high
quota.

The government-supported bill

would reduca the quota by only
5% since the present rate is 45%,
It also continues unchanged a sup-:
porting program quota ' fixed at

25%. The step is a bitter blow to
the Cinematograph Exhibitors
Assn. which expected a substantial
reduction after winning a close 11-.

10 vote last week from the British
Films Council for a slash to 33i^%.

Rebuke to the CEA is even
stronger since a last-minute effort
was made yesterday (Monday) by

(Continued, on page, 4)

dicate to bid for control of the new Mirack k HoIIvWOOd!

Kramer's 'Home of Brave'

Ahnost Done in Secret

SIEGEL FOR BROWN AS

PAR. PUBLICnr CHIEF
Hollywood, March 22.

Norman Siegel has been named

Bernstein to Quebec

For WB Pic Locales

Sidney Bernstein, partner with

Alfred Hitchcock in Transatlantic

productions, heads from New York
to Quebec over the weekend to

scout locations for the indie unit's

next film, Confess." Pic will

be made for Wamer JBros. under a

new one-film deal just closed.

Bernstein arrived in N. Y. yester-

day (Tues.) following inking of the

pact and confabs with Hitchcock

on the Coast.
,

"Confess" will be shot in Canada
next winter, Bernstein said. Trans-
atlantic has already completed
"Rope" and "Under Capricorn,"

Ingrid Bergman-Joseph Gotten
starrer, for Warners. Latter film

is to be released this fall

HKO theatre ' company,. Just m
from the Coast after a: month's va-
qat;io'h, ; Kingsberg reportedly Is

seeking: financial interests putside
the industry tO: place - 8' cash .ott^

With Howard Hughes, RKO's : d^^

narit stofckholdejr, for : the produ-
cer's controiling intexest in the
theatre wing.

iVIeanwhile, from other, sources
it has been i^epbrted that • Floyd
B. Odium, head of Atlas Corp..
is not likely to exercise his
option On the theatre chain. Odium,

_. , , .^.j. , T,, it is said, may not have his com-
Johnston Hosts Mayer pany meet offers made for the cir-

M Wn«li T,iinrliPnn I

although Atlas has that rightAl VV as>n. IjUntneuil u^^g,. contract with Hughes,
Washington, March 22. ! (Continued on page 18)

Louis B. Mayer, in for a couple ' ——i-^ —— :

of days of sightseeing with Mrs.
i

»t • n f 11
Mayer, was feted at lunch yester-

. jlOVmS dS OtC 01 NeW
day (Mon.)_by_Eric Johnston. j-— - _ _ i i\» •! « '

The luncheon, at Moticin Picture i Par rrnd -IlKtlTlh l.ft
'

Assn. of America headquarters, in- * **' I lOU. I/IMIIU

eluded General Dwight Eisen- 1
With Paramount getting set for '

hower, Sir Oliver Franks, the] its deyision into two separate com-
j

British Ambassador; Henri Bonnet,
|

Panies Jan. 1, 1950, new executive
[

With Hollywood's reputation for
buzz-buzz making such a proj[6ct
seem utterly impossible; indie pro-
duction of "Home of the Brave" in
complete secrecy is one of the most
fantastic fables to come out of the
celluloid capitaK By the time le^ks
here and there forced producer'

.

Stanley' Kramer to announce that-
he'd start in three days—^that

would have been Feb. 28^the film
was well on its wai' to completion
of its three weeks' shooting. •

Aim of all the hush-husli- was to
get out first with a Negro problem
picture.' Kramer knew that Darryl
F, Zanuck was preparing "Pinky"

(Continued on page 20)

the French Ambassador; Alberto
Tarehlani, Italian Ambassador;
General Bedell Smith, U. S. Am-
bassador to Russia, and Paul G.
Hoffman, head of ECA.
The Mayers reached here from

Miami Sunday night and expect to

lines of the production-distribution
unit Is rapidly taking shape.

Louis Novins, assistant to prez
Barney Balaban, is reported set to
take over the spot ;of secretary in

the new unit. Novins would suc-
ceed Robert O'Brien, current sec-

remain until tomorrow. From here i ^etary of the parent (iompany, who
they push on'to New York, then

j;
is moving into the theatre company

back to the Coast. I as ah oft'icer and director.

Nationa} Boxt^ffiet
Spring Weather Hits Trade-^'Mother,* 'Hoheyihoon/

'Door,' 'Smith,' 'Ships,' 'St. Louis' Big Six

With few new pictures being . Pacific" (2Qth), "Fighting O'Flynn"
launched, biz generally in key (Ui and "Red Shoes'' (EL). "Life

cities Covered by Vahiexy remains of Riley'' (Ui, olily showing in two
.ipotty. Exhibitors are blaming ' keys covered by VaSiety, is tops

Bernstein will return to N. Y.
i lightweight product for failure, to ' in one and sock in other,

after glimming Quebec locales and
i garner heavier grosses. Distribu-

embarks for England at the end of tors are not anxious to unveil ad-

next week, diiional product during Lent or
' while the general business picture
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Paramount's ad-publicity studio di-
! Hdqtrs. in New York

rector, succeeding George Brown
who resigned this week. Siegel
steps up from his post as exec
assistant to Brown. He joined
Paramount in June, 1945^ coming
from the Cleveland Press, where
he was film critic. For the past
three years, Siegel also served as
Hollywood coordinator for the
royal command Aim preems in
London.

Brown's ticket with Par had 18
months more to run when he
ankled the lot. Company has agreed
to pay him off on the balance of his
contract within a three-year period.
,.?*fo»"e coming to Paramount in
1940, Brown served with Columbia
=L*^"P^?,«'*'ief both on the Coast
and Inj, jj.V,

1 remains muddied.
' Best entry is "Mother Is Fresh-

j

man" (20th>, which moved up from
Robert J. Rubin, counsel for the

j
third place to pace field. "Family

Society of Independent Motion Pic-
1
Honeymoon" (U) is not far behind

ture Producers, will make his per

manent headquarters at SIMPP's
new offices in New York. Rubin
foi-merly was located on the Coast;

but with the Society's g.h.q. now comparatively better

switched i j Manhattan, it was de- 1
country than in N. Y

cided last week that the counsel "Whispering Smith" (Pari, either

should -be there to advise prexy

Ellis Arnall.

Rubin, who has spent much of his

time in New York recently, returned

to the Coast last week to prepare
, ...

for the permanent move east. Ma- enough to getjixth position

jor part Of his task will be to
'--'-^ -'-•^

police the carrying out of the con-

sent decrees entered into by major
companies in settlement of the

anti-ti-ust suits against .them.

•'Red PCny" .(Rep),'' a hewcbmer,
1 is doing :brisK "trade in PMIly ,: okay

j

in .Baltimore but on djgappointing
side in L: A. and Pitt, Neither

I

"Impact" (UAi nor "Last Bandit''

; (Rep) ate getting far as new 'en- i

I
tries in N. Y, "Woman's Secret"

!

I (RKO) shapes mild in Philly; An-
j
other new film, "tFndercover Man"

:

j
(Coll, looks solid in Chicago. : :

i "Ball Game" (M-G), which is

I holding nicely in
: second N. Y.

I

Stanza, also is fine in Buffalo tee-

V

I off. "Bad Men of Toqibstone"
' (Mono) shapes fast in Cincy.;

}
"Boy with Green Hair" (RKO)

'

is top new film in mild St, Louis.
|

"Wake of Red Witch" (Rep), doing ;

okay in Minneapolis, is sock on i

Toronto holdover.
:

j

"The Bribed (M-G), which has

ruSu/lSegtv''^^^^ i

sttt'frSdflS'(irve"*«

W

'SpTcJ^^I^^'bIJ"!^^^^^^^ <EL) looms big in Detroit.

"Dear to Heart" (KKO), "Letteyto
|

(Complete BoxoHice Reports on

Three Wives"/ (20th), "Canadian '^Piijif?

m second groove, and currently

playing in more spotfe than
"Mother." Third money goes to

"Knock on Any Door" (Col), doing
over the

pacemaker or second-place winner'f

for last three weeks, is winding
,

up fourth. "Down to Sea in Ships"

(20th) is in fifth slot while "South
of St. Louis" (WB) is showing
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Prospective Split of MsM
&11ieatres Revives ABC and TV Talk

Prospective splitup of 20th-Fox

Into « production-distribution and
a theatre company, In line with

the consent decree now in the

worlcs, may revive negotiations

for 20th to buy out the

ABC networlc, according to com-
pany officials. Such a purchase.

Of course, must still await a final

decision by the Federal Com-
munications Commission on whe-

. ther the Aim companies can own
radio or television stations, on
•which 20th questioned the FCC
this week for a definite answer.

Twentieth is still vastly inter-

ested in establishing a video net-

work, it is pointed out^ Unlike

Paramount, whose -TV operations

were divided about evenly between
the two companies formed by the

recent splitup, ifs expected that

20th's five pending applications

for tele stations will go entirely

to the theatre branch. That as-

sumption is based on the fact that,

in prosecuting its applications be-,

fore the FCC, 20th tried to make
them as localized as possible by
naming as directors of the pros-

.pective stations mainly their the-

atre execs. That procedure was
followed to tie in with the FCC's
major emphasis on having a sta-

tion owned by local operators and
not by absentee owners.

If the company splits up and the

theatre branch grabs off the TV
applications now pending, conser

queijtly, it's believed that the prO-

duction-distrib company will also

continue with its TV activities.

(Continued on page 9)

Translux Net Takes Dive

As TV Inroads Hit Reels

Decline in newsreel theatre biz,

attributed to popularity of tele-

vision for news coverage, is reflect-

ed adversely in Trans-Lux Corp.
annual report for 1948, released

this week. Company showed net

profit of $155,130 as against $231,-

679 -in 1947, or a decline of over
$76,000.

Accompanying statement from
board chairman Percival E. Furber
cites there has been a decrease
in theatre revenue, throughout the

U. S., but that it was reflected most
sharply for T-Ef at its newsreel the-

atres. When this trend became ap^

parent early last summer, steps
were taken to convert the Madison
avenue house, N. Y.,.and the thea-

tres in Washington . and Philadel-

phia into firstrun operations using
feature product. Furber explained
that this action had reversed down-
ward trend in revenue, aU houses
now doing okay. Trans-Lux at

Broadway and '49th street, N. Y.,

is the only newsreel theatre of

T*L, returns from it being reported
about same as previous year.

Corporation directors' decided
expansion of theatre operations

.' looked , the best bet to help the
companx;s development,^result be-

ing that seven theatres were added
to the T-L circuit during the last

nine months of 1948. Uncertain-
ties in Mexico prompted company
to obtain a local operator for its

Trans-Lux Prado in Mexico. City.

Report showed that theatre ex-
pansion required substantial ex-
penditure of capital funds, all new
houses and improvements being
accomplished without borrowing.
However, this outlay for theatre
work prompted the directorate to
declare no further dividends after
the 15e. one paid in January last
year.

Loew's Names Beigel
* Charlei Beigel has been named
director of purchases for the

Loew's circuit, Beigel formerly

was president of the Pyramid In-

ternational Corp... export-import
firm.

He takes over from Max Wolff,

who has resigned after being with
the chain 30 years.

Rank's Appearance

As Witness Unlikely

In Nathanson Suit

J. Arthur Rank's appearance as

a witness In the suit brought by
Paul Nathanson's Empire-Univer-
sal Films against the British film-

maker, United World. Pictures,

Universal and General Film Dis-

tributors is now unlikely in view

I

of a postponement in the trial to

June 6 granted by the N. Y. fed-

eral court last week. Rank, who
arrives in the U.S. today (Wed.),

was originally slated to take the
stand.
Delay was granted on applica*

tion of Nathanson. Hie is seeking
$1,000,000 damages plus an ac-

counting of profits on a number
of British pix. He charges breach
of a pact whereby his company was I

to have: Canadian distribution

rights to films which UWP was to
|

handle in the U. S.

Idea was dropped several years
ago when UWP was absorbed by
Universal.
Rank will be in the U. S. for five

weeks- on his current visit. While
in New York he'll sit in on a Uni-
versal board meeting. Rank so-

journs at Palm Beach, March 31-

April 6, as a guest of Robert R.
Young, then: heads for Chicago, ar-

riving April 8 for huddles with
Charles H. Percy, prez Of Bell &

I

Howell.
I In Los Angeles, April 10-17, he
I then goes to Washington April 20
for preem of "Scott of the Antarc-
tic" and the Anglo-American Film
Council meets.- Rank sails for
England April 28.

UA Bd. Meet Forced To

Cancel; Lack of Quorum
United Artists' board, slated to

meet Monday .(.21),. was forced to

cancel the session because, of laclt

of a quorum when only the three
directors representing owner Mary
Pickford appeared. Trio of reps of

I Charles Chaplin, who failed to
I
show, are Arthur W. Kelly, who

j

was on the Coast, and attorneys
I Charles Schwartz and Herbert Ja-
I coby.

I
Board had a number of product

deals on which to take action;
These wfere brought back from the

j

Coast by proxy Grad Sears follow-
ing meetings there last -week. No
new date for. a directors' conclave
was set.

'Ootiaw' Turned Back

By UA yia Hughes Deal

United Artf94p has turned back

to Howard Hughes prints; stills

and other material on "The Out-

law" in keeping with the agree-

ment by which HKO's new owner

is advancing f600,QOO in second

money to finance 'indie producers

for UA. Company has also now
formally relinquished its rights to

Hughes* "Mad Wednesday" and

"Vendetta." They'll be released

by RKO.
UA had been holding up every-

thing Until it had deals sewed up
for the pix to be made with the

coin Hughes is advancing. Since

negotiations are going so slowly,

however, and Hughes guaranteed
the money, it was decided to turn
his films back to him. The only
picture set to be made with the

Hughes money, Rooney-Stiefel's

"Quicksand," went before the

cameras this week.

Recent Pix Net Up

But Last Year s

Product Nips U
With the announcement of a loss

of $717,535 for the first quarter of
1949, ended Jan, 29, Universal ex-

pects to complete its writeoff of a
string of wteak pix which It re-

leased early last year. Company
has been racking . up a . profit on
more recent product but that mar-
gin was erased by carryover of b.o.

missouts unleashed more ' than 12
months ago.

Gross revenues during the first-

quarter period were $14,621,510, as
compared, to $15,'741,883 garnered
in the preceding 13 weeks. At the
same time, cost of product has
dropped sharply as a result of stu-

dio economies effected in: mid-1948.
Hence, amortization, charges are
now falling to a point permitting
a net profit. •

' Company execs believe the next
quarter report will show the up-
turn and put the outfit in the black
for the first time in many months.
Loss .of $717,535 compares with a
profit of $134,206 recorded for the
equivalent period last yean -

YankIKstribsWiH Stick by hdii!

Briti^ Eihits Despite Quota Cut
-4

Weltner to Far East
George Weltnerv ParaiiaQunt's

foreign chief; pushes off next week
for a one-month trek through the
Far East.

Trip is Weltner's routine swing
through the territories made every
year.

British Indie Exhibs

Now Account for 40%

Of U. S. Distrib Tak(^
' Indie exhibs in Britain are grow-^

ing increasingly more Important
to Yank distrtbs as a . substantial

source of rentals in the past few:

months, roundup of foreign depts.

indicate. With a"' new system of
distribution in operation for the
past 90 days which guarantees in-

dies an equal availability of top
pi'oduct, American distribs now
estimate that the setup is giving
them some 40% of : their entire

I take solely from indie houses.

I

The changed system, put into

I effect late last year, is a split of
I product of each American distrib
' into "X" and "Y" lists. The J. Ar-
thur Rank-affiliated Odeon and
Gaumont British circuits :are sup-
plied from one list, and the indies,

from the other. Division of prod-'

uct is on an equal basis with no
switching of films once the two
lists are prepared. :

Some 75% of the bookings still

come from the Rank units which
dominate a good number of the

f
key .situations. But the returivs

from indies have been growing
.steadily and have now hit the 40%
marker. According to Yank top-
pers; indies are. gradually showing
confidence in the new system be-
cause of rigid adherence to a fair

split in the lists. Originally, these
non - aiTiliated operators feared
switching to first-runs because of
a suspicion that they would find
their sources of product drying up.

Einfeld Ups Rosenfieid
XJlric Bell, 20th-Fox publicity

manager, has been upped to the
newly-created post of information
director. It is understood that in

: this capacity he will serve as
special : aide to prexy Spyros P.
Skouras. David Goldlng, wlio re-
cently joined 20th's publicity de-
partment, has been lifted to the
post of publicity manager, succeed-
ing Bell.

. As part of the resliulTle of 2{)th-

. Fox's pub-ad department under the
new regime of vice-prexy Charles
Einfeld, Jonas Rosenfieid, Jr., has

:been upped to advertising manager.
Rosenfieid, former assistant ad
manager, replaces Christy Wilbert,
Who switched over to head pub-
licity for the Roxy theatre, N. Y.
It is understood Wiibert:inay. leave
that post shortly.

. *,/,) (<!• K.i.O'n i.x '.( > < Ji

G&P of Cleve. Asks
525G in Trust Suit

Cleveland, March. 22.

Long feud between two rival

nabe theatres came to a head last

week when the G. & P. Amus. Co.,
operator of the Moreland, filed a
525,000 treble damage suit against
the owners of the Regent, a film-
buying agency and four distribut-
ing companies for alleged viola-
tions of the federal anti-trust
laws. .".,:

,
- e',: .

Petition filed in federal court
charged that Paul Gusdanovic, who
owns the Regent and (hree other
theatres, was the chief instigator
in a- conspiracy to keep the new
Moreland management trom book-
ing A films until after they had
been shown at other houses, and
that price discrimination was made
in favor of the Regent.

PAGNOL TRILOGY ON 1 BILL
Elysee, first-run foreign film

house in New York, is currently
i

playing a triple-bill featuring the;
Marcel Pagnol trilogy, "Marius,"

j

"Fanny" and "Cesar" being sliown i

on a grind policy for a total of
six hours.

t

House had previously shown the

;

Pagnol films as individual features.
|

U Slates Four More By

Rank for U.S. Release

In British B.O. Upturn
Upturn which J. Arthur Rank's

fortunes in the U. S. registered in

the past few months made further
progress this week when Universal
slated a minimum of four of the
Britisher's pix for general release
during' the balance of the current
year. U previously had rejected a
string of Rank's offerings for com-
mercial distributioiron the ground
that the films were" "suited for art

house rather than general han-^,

dling. Company, . sharing with
Eagle Lion the U. S. distribution
rights to Rank product, has that
right under its reciprocal tieup,

:' Quartet of pix now definitely

slated for general release by U are
"One Woman's Story" (played in
Britain under the label "The
Passionate Friends"); "Blue; La-
goon," Technicolor opus starring
Jean Simmons; "Christopher. Co-
lumbus," with Fredric March in the
lead; and "WomanHater." British
releases are in addition to the
upped 28-30 Hollywood pix wliich
U will send to the theatres this

year. ..;

Last Rank pic to get general
handling by U in the U. S, was
"Bad Sister," released last spring.
Boycott against British product hit
the country thereafter and Rank's
Yank revenues declined sharply.
U refused to handle a group of
films commBrcially Which were
slotted to its Prestige unit for spe-
cial art house selling.
Large number of the Britisher's

films are currently being released
by Eagle Lion after marking time
for several years on Yank shelves.
While none of these is racking up
sensational grosses, total take
repre-sents a healthy weekly in-
come for Rank. In addition. Rank's
two roadshow pix, "Hamlet" (U)
and "Red Shoes" (EL), are bring-
ing in weekly revenues of around
$100,000.

Brit. 40% Quof9
St Continued from page 3 ^

a delegation of exhibs headed by
Sir Alexander King, new CEA
prexy, called on Wilson and pre-
sented exhibition's arguments.
Wilson was urged b.' them to cut
the quota to 25% and reduce the
supporting program ratio to 10%.

It now becomes apparent that

the government will wage its cam^
paign further to build British, pro-
duction, although producers; them-
selves, including J. Arthur Rank
are only lukewarm to British film-

making prospects. There had been
reason to' believe that the Labor
cabinet would -relent in view of the
collapse in much of British produc-
tion activities and the impending
drop in British films available for

theatres.
While -labor unions, formerly the

hottest supporters of a high quota,
are now divided on the: question,
certain influential figures in labor's

camp voted for the quota cut last

week. Tom O'Brien, M.P., and
genei'al secretary of the National
Assn. of Theatre Kinematograph
Employes is understood to have
switched to the reduction propo-
nents and voted for the slash.

.

He and his faction feel that a
quota cut would encourage Amer-
ican companies to produce in Brit-

ain, thereby alleviating a very
tight employment situation. Other
labor leaders plunked for a boost
to 60%- while producers, in - the
main, wanted the 45% quola ex-
tended..

,

N. Y. to Europe.
Anton Dolin
Ethel Grlffies

Richard W. Hubbell
Nat Karson :

Alfred Katz
Alicia Markova
Louis Merlin

Europe to N. Y.
Al Daff
Jack Dunfee
Paul LukaS'
Ben Lyon
Patricia Neal
J. Arthur Rank
Ronald Reagan
Casey Robinson
Sam Seldelman
Erich von Stroheim
G. J» Woodbam^Smttb

'

American film dtstribs will stick
by the Indie British theatres, con.
tinuing to supply them with an
even break on product, despite a
reduction in the British quota to
40%, announcement of which wag
made yesterday (Tues.). Forclen
toppers indicate that upped de*
mands for Yank pix by the three
chief British circuits, Odeon, Brit-
ish Gaumont and Associated Brit,
ish, stemming from a relaxed quota
will not lead to a withdrawal of
first-run from indie theatres.

Yank execs have no intention of
being caught flatfooted again.
When the boosted quota was first
clamped on British theatres, com-
panies found themselves unable
to book their product because the
Rank-affiliated Odeon and B-G
chains swung into a diet of Brit-
ish films, cutting their bookings of
Yank product to a minimum,
American officials note that only
in desperation did the distribs turn
to indie houses and a system of
"X" and "Y* lists to get their
films played off in Britain,

"X" and "Y" system, it is said,
will be maintained although the
spur to its original adoption is now
heading for the curtains. Under
that system, American films are
divided into two equal poitions
with one sold exclusively to aft'ili.

ates and the other to Indies. Yank
distribs have no intention of pull-
ing tlie props from under the in-
dies after painstakingly creating
this new first-run outlet.

Easing of quota is expected to
speed releasei of American pix.
Schedules are now about three-to-
four months behind. Changed sit-

uation should bring the sme up to
date.

One result of the British retreat
will undoubtedly be a better treat-
ment for American product than
heretofore. According to Ameri-
can distribs, their pix have been
"kicked around" lately, being
grooved frequently to second bill-

ing. Sharpened demand for Yank
product, resulting from the quota
easing, will restore distribs to a
sound bargaining position agaiUi

L. A. to N. Y.
Harry Ackerman
Berle Adams
Gene Austin
Leon Becker
Sally Benson
Sidney Bernstein
A. Pam Blumenthal
Max Coplet . _ . •_ _
Eleanor Counts
Kirk Douglas
Ruth Gordon
Richard Hageman
June Havoc
Paul F. Heard
Irene Hervey
Oscar Homolka
Amparo Iturbl
Allan Jones
Garson Kanin
Boris Karloff
Ella Kazan
Malcolm Kingsberg
Henry Koster
Andi-ew Marten
Marilyn Maxwell
James K. McGuinness
Burgess Meredith
Ray Milland
Audio Murphy
Lloyd Nolan
Katina Paxinou
Steve Previn
Grad Sears
David O, Selznick
Paul Short
Hunt Slromberg ^

Margaret Whiting
Sam Wiesenthal ,

Mary Young

N. Y. to L. A.
Lauren Bacall
Humphrey Bogart
Charles Boyer
Gary Cooper
Arthur W. Kelly
Arthur Krlm
Lou Mandel
Ernest Martin

. Lewis Penish
Mrs. Gregor Rablnovitch
Gene Tierney

STILL HERE
Henry Morgan

';o'' ( in
1
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DISW SET FOR SALES BATHE
Udibnans Sales Idesg

Two more or less revolutionary s; ' ';ies, which he said he

. would attempt to evolve (into workab. , were outlined by new
20th-Fox veepee Al tichtman Mond;.. ..1). Lichtman is credited

with developing the sliding-scale system on which a number of

Companies now sell pix. New formulas on which Lichtman and

20th's sales chief, Andy Smith, will talk to exhibs during a two-

month tour that started Monday are:

1 The cost of each film made by the company would be appor-

tioned pro rata against each potential theatre situation. Exhib

Would pay this amount as a guarantee. His operating costs would

-then come out of the receipts and the remainder would be evenly

divided between exhib and distrib. (Lichtn»an said that when he

was at United Artists he successfully operated on such a plan with

the Publix Circuit for 10 years.)

2 Exhibs would be charged by the distrib a flat sum^ such as 25c,

for'each patron who comes, into his theatre. This amount would

vary according to the quality of the film, just as percentage terms

now differ. Exhib could charge whatever admission he desired.

Plan would make it possible to completely ignore house operating

charges al^d Would provide greater incentive for the theatre owner

to drumbeat bis pix, since he could clewly see the profit on each
- patrbii who Stepped up^ t to Lichtman.

Foy Stpied (m E Pact Ent;

Wants to Accept Warner Offer

[

» Bryan Foy's drive to win a re--*-

lease from his contract with Eagle

Lion was stalled -this week when
the producer failed to win ap-

proval on a personal appeal to

Robert R. Young, controlling stock-

holder of Pa'the Industries, EL's

parent company. Foy, currently in

New York, trekked to Palm Beach,

Young's winter home, for a four-

cornered huddle last week with the

railroad magnate; Arthur Krim,

EL prez, and Robert Benjamin,

YouQg's attorney.

Foy made his pitch because he

The; cards are sfacked for the
outbreak oif ah.intense s&leS strug-:

gle amoijg major compahies as a
direct aftei^niath of the hfliw fading
antitrust litigatiohi T?he iig,

;
disi;

tribs are liniiig. up their' Sates
forces for a strong drive on ^xWb
ac(;()uhts and i^oice playing! litti^

At the sanie : time, the battle Iboks
to be hotter because both Colum-
bia and UhiversaL plan a real bid
to push abreast the Big F^
.
Theatre divorcement, certain, for

Paramount srid RKb ahd/^: ppssi'^

bility for the other ihtegr'ated coih-
pahies^ is having, a dOublerbarrelled
impact on distr^ Sighting
the. day^ . wh6h the theatre wing
can no longer be counted for bal-

last, both PaE; and RKO are now
priniihg for a sharp boost in their
distrib profits. Indicating : the
stress oh sales in the 'eyes of Paia-
mount toppers, Bariiey Balaban,
company preizv has been^^^ s

ph a sejies ' iSC sales:^^to^^ at the
homepflice. FPr the first time.
Par's chief has been taking aft : ac-

tive part in mapping the j)icture"',

by-pictUre strategy pf futur# /sattes

Washington, March 22. ^ ^
House Judiciary Committee will, Distrib toppers believe that dl-

make a study of the anti-trust laws vorcement is gomg to scramble the

Study Trust Laws

Lichtman Spearheads 20th-Fox Move

To Get More Qut of Its Fihn Rentals

has a lucrative offer from Warner
Bros, to produce on a semi-indie

basis and release through the com-
paqy. He was told that cancella-

tion of his pact would not be con-

sidered until he fulfilled commit-
ments on two films, "Trapped" and
"Port of New York," which he is

currently' preparing for EL.
Foy, it is understood, alterna-

tively wanted an answer on wheth-
er he could make the switch to

Warners after the two pix were
wrapped up but the triumvirate

: withheld the say on the query. Pro-
ducer is tied by his original con^
tract, which has two years to run.

; . That: pact made him veepee in

charge, of- production, a post he
: surrendered last year. No new tick- 1

!-

with a view toward strengthening
them, although there is no indi-

cation Vhether any changes will

Come-in -matters affecting motion
pictures or' any other branch, of

show "biz.

Committee is able to act be-

cause the House last week voted
the committee the power to in-

vestigate. Judiciary Committee
asked the authority in connection
with the anti-trust laws.

Lichtman's Pact
Al Lichtman disclosed Mon-

day (21) that the contract un-
der which he joined 20th-Fox
JVIarch 1 is for five years, but
calls for his active services

bnly. during the iirst year. He
is -bound for the following
four years to function only as

a consultant unless Jie and
20th agree that he'll continue
active, he said.

New v.p. stated that he may
want to retire "or do some-
thing else" at the end of the
year. Possibility is seen that

he'll go into theatre operation.

He admitted that he had been
in negotiation some months
ago for the Schoenstadt circuit

of 17 houses in Chicago,

20th Expected

To Exceed '48

On All Fronts
Despite fheiwldely-held imagtiofc

the picture industry currently he-
autAciiucicu m»i year. x\u iicw.iitjv-

i . ^ * ^, ^i^i^u ««j «^u^^ omu
et was Signed, and Foy continued
under his old deal in the capacity

theatre market m an unprecC'
dented fashion. The thousand' or
so Paramount partner theatres, for
instance, will be loosened imme-
diately following approval of the
consent decree in April. From
then on, there will be a rush to cop
choice playing time heretofore re-

served for Par.

Vpped Releases

: Pressure for theatre dates is ex-
pected to rise sharply because of

the boost in the number of releases
which most companies are now sig*^

nailing. With more pix to; peddle,
sales execs expect harder scramb-
ling to sign exhibs for the abund-
ance of product. : The brunt of

these drives is likely to reach a
fever pitch by ' the. end of the
current year.

Indicating the: direction of the
wind are the elaborate releasing
plans of Columbia; which hereto-
fore confined itself to five-to-six

(Continued; on page 18)

RKO Pushes Drive

On Stockholders

For Decree Okay
RKO Intensified its drive this i

every situation.

f Twentieth-Fox, in a revolution-

I

ary tactic aimed at increasing its

Jto_rentals.tj»ameil_jLJJ^
committee ' of homeoifice sales

I

execs: this week to scrutinize and
approve or reject all exhibitioh
contracts sold in the field. :.This

is part of an all-out effort, spear-
headed by Al Lichtman, to' obtain
for the producing company 'what
20th. execs feel should be; a more
equitable share of the boxoffice
dollar.

'

. "Lichtman . joined the company
March 1; after 14: years at. Metro.
His election to vice-president was
announced by:: prexy Spyros
Skouras Monday (21). : He will
spend the first year of his associa-
tion with 20th surveying the com-
pany's distribution setup, he dis;?

;

closed. To 'this end he started out .

Monday with Andy Smith, v.p. in
charge of distributioni on two?

:

month tour of the company's ex-:,

changes.
A major aim of the trip will b«

.

to 0.0. 20th's executive pef^sonnel
in' the field—division managers,
district managers, branch n^an-<

agers and. . assistant branch niau'*

agers. Skouras reportedly feela
that in light of current conditions
in the industry it is necessary to

;

get top coin on every pic and th^t
the only way to do it is to hav6
the best possible manpower in

of producer.

Chi Loop Wins

Cutrate Deals
Schoenstadt circuit in Chicago

won the right to buy pix from ma-
jor companies at half price for its
Piccadilly theatre as a part of the
settlement of its anti-trust action
last year. That was disclosed this
week in explanation of why the i net results from economies in op
house was able to double biil two crating costs made during 1948.

In the foreign field, sales are up
about 5% over the Initial 10 weeks

(Continued oh page 22)

Fox this year will undoubtedly far

exceed 1948 income in all aspects

of its business. Company has had
a sensational rise, during the first

10 weeks of '49, of slightly better

than 25% in domestic film rentals

as compared with the same period

last year.

While the two other sources of

the firms' income—theatre receipts

and foreign rentalSr-don't measure
up to the pace of the upswing in

domestic sales, prexy Spyros Skou-
ras and other top execs are doing
no weeping. Boxoffice grosses p^
the company's vast National The-
atres chain are equal to last year,

but profits are up. The improved

andtop A^features, "Snake Pit
Paleface."

,-Pjsclosure was made Monday
Ul) by Andy Smith, v.p. in charge
ot distribution for 20th, which
made "Snake Pit." Smith asserted,
«n investigation showed that'
achoenstadt was paying a com-
luned rental for the two films of
only 30%. He said the half-price
rrangement was scheduled to con-
tinue for several more years.
,„.*"y«stigation resulted from the
widely.publlcized dispute a couple
weeks ago between United Artists

(Continued on page 22)

Ped?8 '12 O'clock*
Hollywood, March 22.

Irregory Peck reports to 20th-
J,°\April 18 for "Twelve O'clock

oflril'
^^^^ commitment at the

,

„™H "^'s nearing the end of'
*?".™at had him tied to various
studios and producers.
He still has one to do for Metro

Plus one for which Selznick loanedmm to Warners. Peck still owes
selznick two, but there's no indi-
cation from latter as to what will

MASON WITH GARBO

IN GEORGE SAND BIOG
Hollywood, March 22.

Greta Garbo is coming back,

after numerous false starts, this

time with James Mason as her male

opponent. They, will co-star in a

film based on the career of novel-

ist George Sand.

Picture will be co-prpduced by

Walter Wanger and Eugene

Frenke. It will be Garbo's first

screen job since 1941, when she

played "Two-Faced Woman" for

Metro.

Texas Exhib Eyes Mayoralty

Grand Prairie, Texas, March 22.

A. M. Morgan,^ local theatie

owner, has filed tor mayor here

with elections slated for April 5.

Electee will be the first iullterm

mayor under « ttew h0r(i6 rule

charter.

SUPREME CT. ASKED

TO HEAR MOMAND PLEA
Washington, March 22.

The Supreme Court was asked
last week to hear an appeal from
the 1st Circuit Court's decision in

the suit of the Momand Theatres
of Oklahoma against the majors.

A. B. Momand called on the High
Court to reverse a verdict which
blocked him from monpy damages
in a treble damage anti'trust suit

against Universal Exchanges, MGM
Dist;ibuUng Corp,, 20th-Fox, Vita-

graph, BKO Distributing Corp.,

United Artists and Columbia.
The case has been under way

since 1937, and the statute of limi-

tations has snarjed several phases

of It.

Momand won a $287il61 verdict

from a trial jury. However, the

trial judge ordered a verdict for

the defendants, and subsequejrtly

the court of appeals affirmed this

judgment.

Bogart Borrows

Reagan for Indie

Hollywood, March, 22.

Santana Productions, Humphrey
Bogart's indie, has borrowed Ron-

ald Reagan from Warner Bros, for

the male lead opposite Barbara

Hale in "You Made Me Love You,

slated for late April start. Miss

Hale is under contract to Colum-

bia, which will release the film.

Henry Levin will direct, with

Bogart and Robert Lord produc-

ing. .,:. „
,

Bogart's next starrer for San-

tana will be "In a Lonely Place,'

a yarn about Hollywood which

rolls in the fall. Edmund North

has been inked to do a rewrite on
the script.

week to win the necessary proxies
from stockholders for an approval
of its consent: decree iq the anti-

trust suit and resultant' plan of re-

organization. With less than one
week to go, company has yet to
obtain the requisite two-thirds ap-
proval in the form of signed prox-
ies. However, RKO officials are
still eonfideht that the necessary
proxies!; yi?iU be received before
the annual stockholders' meeting,
Monday (28), in Wilmington. Del.

Appeal to stockholders in the
form of a follow-up letter by Ned
E. Depinet, RKO prez, was senjl

out yesterday (Tues ). In making
his pitch for approval, Depinet de-

clared: "The action to, be taken at.

the meeting involve^^ your inter-

ests, and it may be that you have
merely overlooked forwarding the
authority to record your vote."

Start of letter reads: "As I have
heretofore advised the stockhold-

ers, the consent decree with the

Government will become of no ef-

fect unless the proposed plan of

The three'-man committee which
will gander contracts at the home-

(Continued on page 18)

MiiM?!^^

Get Going-Over
Washington, March 22i

Details are being worked . out'
on paper for Schine consent decree

.

with one important point already
'

settled between Justice Depart-
ment officials and counsef for the
country's biggest indie ' theatre
chain. ,

'.i
.^''-'.; :::-;•:; ?:'' ;;

DJ and Schine reps have agreed
on which theatres Schine must
divest himself of but no agreement
has" been reached on the trade
practices against vvhich th6re wUl
be an injunction. There is no in-
dication of when a final decision
will be made on this phase.
The decree must be pr^ented to

reorganization shall be adopted by
[
the trial court'in Buffalo for ap-

our stockholders on or before proval as soon as it is ready. It is

March 30, 1949. The corporation

has not yet received proxies rep-

resenting the vote required for

adoption ot the plan at the special

meeting of stockholders to "be held
March 28, 1949.

"Since we have not yet received

your proxy, and it is so important

that you vote on the proposed
plan, I am taking the liberty of

sending you herewith another

proxy and return envelope."

Company is counting consider-

ably on proxies from investment

brokers, bulk of which have yet to

be turned in.

GOLDMAN SUIT DELAYED

BY JUDGE'S ILLNESS
Philadelphia, March 22.

Trial of William Goldman's
$8,400,000 anti-trust suit against

some 10 major film companies,

originally calendared in federal

court here for an airing next Mon-
day (28), has been postponed to

May 9. Illness of Federal Judge
William Patrick is understood to

have been the principal factor in

the moveback. The jurist has pre-

sided over much of the case's

earlier proceedings.

Goldman's action is based upon
the alleged failure of the majors
and numerous other defendants to

supply his Erlanger theatre with
adequate product. Pressing a simi-

lar suit to cover the period from
1940 to 1942, the circuit operator
has already won an award of $375,-

000 in damages. Current litigation

embraces: the four-year
from 1942.

understood that the settlement in-
cludes some divestiture in oi4fer
to open up what have heretofore
been closed Schine towns. Big nut
to crack in this case was which ;

houses Schine had - tp relinquish.
It is also possible that there may
be some breakup of the chain into
several separate regional units,
such as was done in- the case of

(Continued on page 20)

METRO WALKS OUT ON

HIGH 'STREETCAR' FARE
Hollywood, March .22.

Metro decided to walk when the
motorman and conductor demand-
ed approximately $1,000,000 for a
cinema ride on "A Streetcar Named
Desire." Tennessee Williams is

the: motorman and Irene Selznick ;

the conductor. Exact figures are
not available, but it is understood

;

their demands ^or a down payment
and a percentage would set the stu-.

dio back more than a million.

In addition, the terms includ*
the right to hold back the release
of the picture while the play is

still running, Williams owns 60%
of the property and Mrs. Selznick

the other 40%. .

Schary's P.A. Huddle
Hollywood, March 22.

Dore Schary called a special con-

ference of Metro's publicity de-

partment to set up merchandising
plans for forthcoming $4,000,000
"Battleground."
Schary indicated such get-to-

stretch
I

gethers would become a regular
part of the production routine.
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80 Savage Minutes Ripped

From A Man's Battered Body and a
Woman's Tortured Soul— Unmasking
With Thrill, Shock, Amazement The
Kind of People In The Crooked
Fight Racket— Raw Realism,

Served Straight I

Starring

ROBERT RYAN

AUDREY TOHER
,
with

^
OEORGE TOBIAS • ALAN BAXTER • WALUCE FORD
>>roduc«d by RICHARD GOLOSTONE • Diractad by ROBERT WISE

SeretWPIciy^

BROADWAY WORLD PREMIERE

CRITERION THEATRE MARCH 29!

For every scar

on his face, she

wore two on

her heart!

For $30— smashed
in the ring, hunted

in the alley!



Adventnrn in Baliiinore
Hollywood, March 22.

RKO release of Hichsrxl H. Bei'ger pro-

duction. Stars BoBert Young, fehlf'ey

Temple, John Agar; feature* .Albert

Sharpe, Josephine Hu(chin$ori. Charlea

Kemper, Johnny Sands, John M"J<">>

Norma Vardcn. Directed by Ridiard Walj

lace. Screenplay. Lionel Hpuser; original

itory. Leaser Samuels. Christopher Isher-

wood; camera, Robert de Grasse; music,

Frederick Hollander; Robert

Swink. Tradeshown March 21, 49. Hun-

liinf time. DO MINS. „ i

Dr. Sheldon Robert Young
Wnah Sheldon ^^'-'V^.^ "a^^- ?'Tam Wnde John Agar
Mr^FWcheV.'. ...... . , . Albert Sh.irpe

jSri Sheldon Josephine Hutchinson

m" SteSben .

'

Gene Sheld<va

h""'!?"iHamiltoii; Noma"Vardiii

firSce E"kert,'. 9J''\.^"^M.
fred Beehouse

^ <1?"'*5,,hTti{i
$lr«. Eckert '"**'""S*t,i^Rr'idv
«18 Sheldon „ "^""i.lIf.X
Mark Sheldon *'t*8«"y„''^lSl"l:
Mlly Wilson .P«t«' Crelghton

"Adventure in Baltimore" is a

leisurely, gentle comedy drama
that's not lilcely to kick its heels

high, boxofficewise. It has mgra-

. tiating moments and fa warmth and

charm that will appeal most to the

family trade, but isn't geared for

ticket-sale excitement. Returns will

be best outside cosmopolitan sit-

uations.

It Is the story of a Protestant

minister's family, living in Balti-

more in 1905. Interest is centered

on Shirley Temple as the daugh-

ter who yearns for emancipatipn
and displays the typical mental
crowing pains that beset most teen-

agers. It doesn't lend itself to a
fast tempo, and Richard Wallace's

direction gaits it to the horse-and-

hug|y era in which it Is laid. That
leisureliness and the 89 minutes
running time are offset somewhat
by a growing interest and- the

sparking given by topnotch per-

formances.
Robert Young shows" oft his com-

fetence in the minister role. The
.lonel Houser script makes the

character a human being, and
Young plays it that way with a

food understanding of both the
ather and minister facets of the

i;o}e. Miss Temple is delightful as

the daughter whose growing pains

continually involve family and
friends in hot water. John Agar

Sleases the serious young man who
nally succumbs to fate and Miss

l^emple's romantic pursuit.

Events in the Houser script,

taken from an original by Lesser
Samuels and Christopher Isher-

wood, are backed with excellent

dialog. Scene of father and daugh-
ter winning a waltz contest; the
minister's way of emphasizing the
evil of spreading false gossip, and
Agar's horror at finding that a lec-

ture prepared for him by Miss
Temple deals with emancipation
are among the well-written se-

quences that Wallace's direction
points up.

Josephine Hutchinson does
splendidly as the mother. Albert
Sharpe, church vestryman; Bernice

' i^kert, romantic rival to MlsF

severely in an alley that he's-

through as a fighter. .

But the story itself is not the peg

that integrates "Set-Up" into a bit-

ing, pictorial analysis of pugilism;

the film's values primarily lie in Its

unmerciless character studies. Un*
der Robert Wise's skillful direc-

tion, couiiled with the fine camera-

work of Milton Krasner, the as-

sorted ringside audience 'types

give all added lustre of reall^sm as

a background to Ryan's four-

rounder. Dressingr<iom hangers-

I

on rubdown boys and othei; pugs
Charles Kemper I „„ the bill also come in for scal-

Johnny Siinds
John Miljan

Temple; .Charles Smith, Charles
Kemper, Johnny Sands, Patti

Brady and Gregory Marshall are
among others who help to keep the
Interest building.

Richard H: Berger's production
has supplied good 1905 flavor to the
film, although Baltimore locale is

only Incidental. Music by Fred-
erick Hollander adds to the period
effect, and Robert de Grasse did a
flrstdass lensing job. Srofi. :

peMike scrutiny.

As based upon the poem by Jo-

seph Moncure March and screen-

played by Art Cohn, the picture

rnerely focuses cinematic attention

on a single incident in Ryaii s

career. Consequently some film-

goers may find the final fadeout*

where both the veteran fighter and
his wife <Audrey Totter) philosoph-

ically View the future following the

alley attack, as too abrupt and
dramatic. ,

Performances of the entire cast

merit mention, with Ryan carrying

off top honors in a moving por-

trayal. Miss Totter is equally ef-

fective as the sympathetic wife

who realizes her aging husband
must quit the ring before he s

punched into a physical piece of

flotsam. George fobias fegisters as

Ryan's cringing, crooked manager,
Alan Baxter is believable as the

gambler who paid to have the fight

thrown, while Ford stands out as

a laconic rubber; Gilb.

^ Tnlsa
(COLOR-SONG)
Hollywood, March 12;

B:aglc Lion release of Walter Wanger-
Edward Lasker production. Stars Susan
Hayward. Robert P»««t.on. Pedro Armenr
darlz: features Uo»d Gough, GhiirWOls.
Edward Begley. Jimmy .Conlin. Roland
Jack. Directed by Stuart Helsler. Screen^.

play. Frank Nugent. Curtis Kenypn; sug-

gested by story, Dy Blehar^ W"™?!?/
camera (Technicolor). Wlntpn Hoch; edi-

tor, TerreU Morse; music, Frank Skinner:

song, AUie Wrubet and Mort Greene. Pre-

viewed March 11. '49. Running time, .
«8

Cheroke*. ... .... . . . • • . .Susan ^Hayward
Brad Brady Robert Preston
Redbird . ........... . Pedro. Armendarlz
Bruce Tanner Llwd Gough
Pinky Jimpson. ,., .Chiir WlUs
"Crude" Johnny Brady . . . Ed Begley
Homer Trlplette. . . . .Jimmy Conlm
Cowboy.... : ....,.. ,. .. , . . . Roliind Jack
Nelse Lansing.......... .. Harry Shannon
Wint«ri Pierre Watkin
Candy.. ; Lola Albright;

Eagle Lion has' a strong action-

adventure release In "Tulsa." It is

exciting, fast-moving and just the

thing to attract ticket buyers who
go for rough-and-ready -melodrama.
Commercial possibilities in the
general market are very good.

There are abundant exploitation

angles to attract a fast boxoffice

turnover and okay marquee dressr

ing in the cast names.
The zip and dash of early-day

wildcatting in Oklahoma oil fields

has been competently captured by
producer~Walter -Waii^er-and hiS^

associate, Edward Lasker. The

Miniature Reviews
"Adventure in Baltimore"

(RKO). Gentle comedy-drama.
Pleasant, but unexciting b.o.

outlook. ^
"The Set-Up" (RKO), Well-

made fight picture; gop^ b.o.

prospects. .

"TulsiJ" (Song) (Color) (EL).

Exciting feature of Oklahoma
oil adventuring. Strong for

the action market.
"Outpost in Morocco'' (UA).

Formula Foreign Legion yarn
starring George Raft; mode-
rate b.o.

"The U n de r c o v/e r Man"
(Col). Solid documentary-type
crime-buster with Glenn Ford;

.

good b.o. ..

••The Crime Doct»r'« Diary"
(Col). Okay mystery-actioner
in the "Crime Doctor" series.

"Ma and Pa Kettle" (U).

Family trade comedy starring

Marjorie Main and Percy Kil-

bride.
"Tlie Lovable Cheat" (FC).

Dull Balzac comedy, with slim
chances in the general market.

••The Lone Wolf and His
Lady" (Col). Well-paced pro-
grammer for supporting book-
ings.

••Rustlers" (RKO). Neat ac-

tion western with Tim Holt.
"Riders of the WhisUtng

Fines" (Col). Mild tune-gal-
loper from the Gene Autry

••His Young Wife" (Italian).

Fine comedy for solid art
house b.o.

"Outcry" (Italian). Lea Pa-
dovani, EUi Parvo In strong
Italian war: meller.
•'Woman Who Dared"

(French) (Siritzky). Madeleine
Renaud, Charles Vanel in
French meller; mild b:o: .

Wednesday, March 23, 1949

Columbia release: of Robert Rossen pro-

duction. Stars Glenn Ford: features Nina
Foch. Directed by Joseph H. Lewis.
Screenplay. Sidney Boehm; additional
dialog, Malvln Wald; based on article by
FTsnk M. J. Wilson and story^outline by
Jack Rubin: camera; Burnett Guffeyj tdl-

tor» Al Clark; musical dlreotoi;, M. W.
StoIoKi score, George Duning.

:
Trade-

shown N. v., March 17, '49. Running
time. W M1N8. _ .

Frank Warren Olenn Ford
Judith Warren..,, Nina Fgch
Georgtt Pappaf , ....... i . .James WhttmOre
Edward O'Hourke Barry Kelley
Stanley Weinberg „ David Wolfe
Inspector Herzog Frank TweddeU
Joseph S. Horan Howard St. John
Sergeant Shannon. ... ..John F. Hamilton
Sidney Gordon. ........... . , . • Leo Penn
Rosa Rooco . . . ..Toan Lazer
Maria Rocco. . . . ..... .Esther Mmciottl
Theresa Rocco............ Angela Clarke
Salvatore Rocco ....... . . Anthony Caruso
Manny Zanger. .Robert Osterloh
Gladys LaVerhe. ......... ..^Kay Medford

formances, crisp direction :'and c««
pable photography.

Baxter is his usual suave, self,
assured self in portraying the
"Crime Doctor." Dunne scores
too, while Robert Armstrong, Don
Beddoe, Whit Bissell and Meeker
arfe _all_competent.JinJesaer_roleg

—

Miss Maxwell is okay as the heavy'
while Adele Jergens sparkles as
the former's rival for Dunne's af-
fections. Rudolph C. Flothow en-
dowed the pic with smart produc-
tion values in keeping with the low
budget. Gilb.

Ma. and Pa Keitle
Universal-International release of Leon-

the story, keeping the pace alive

for 88 minutes with no letdown.
His handling of fist fights, the sus-
pense of bringing in a well, an oil

field fire and other action has eX'

citement that is solid. Winton Hoch
has given it brilliant lensing, the
editing is tight and the Frank Skin-
ner score excellent. Brog.

Outpost In Morocco
,

. United Artists release of Moroccan Pic.
tures ^Samuel Bischoif) production. Stars
George Raft; features Marie Windsor,
Akim Tamiroff. Directed by Robert Flo-
rey. Screenplay, Charles Grayson and
Paul de Sante-Colombe; based on original
story by Joseph N, Ermollefli! camera, Lu-
cien Andrlot: : editor. GeorM Arthur;
'.music, Michel Michelet Tradeuiown N< Y.>
March .18; '49. 'Ilunnihg time, Oii MINS.
Captain Paul Oeraird. . .... . . ^George Raft
Cara . . , i Marie Windsor
Lieutenant Glysko. ...... .Akim Tamiroff
Colonel Pascal. . i .......... . .John Lltel
Emir of Bel-Rashad. Eduard Franz
Bamboule. . . . ... . ..... . . . . .Erno Verebes
Cald. Osman. , . . ... .. . . . .Crane Whitley
Commandant Fronval. . . .Damian O'Flynn

Narrated in a straightforward,
hardhitting documentary style,

"The Undercover Man" is good
crime-busting saga that will rate a

neat boxoifice payoff in all situa-

tions.
Standout features are the pic's

sustained pace ; and its realistic

quality. Fresh, natural dialog help
to cover up the formula yarn,

while topnotch performances down
the line carry conviction. Robert
Florey's direction also mutes the
melodramatic elements but man-
ages to keep the tension mounting
through a series of violent epi-

sodes. Framed against the loca-

tion backgrounds of , a typical big

city, pic's production dress blends
into the overall persuasiveness.
Glenn Ford plays a Government

Treasury agent on the trail of an
underworld czar: who has terrorized

the local citizens and corrupted the
city's cops. Aiming to nail the
racketeer on a tax-evasion rap,

Ford attempts to contact some
stoolpigeons but the syndicate
knocks them off before they can
sqileal. The Government trap is

finally sprung, however, when the
child of one of tjie murdered stools

delivers up the Inside accounting
books of the gang.

Ford ' bolsters his conventional
part with a sincere, matter-of-fact

performance. As his wife whose
life is threatened, Nina Foch, in a
brief role, is appealing. Highly ef-

fective bits are turned in by Joan
Lazer, Esther Minciottiy Angela
Clarke and Anthony Caruso, as

members of an Italian family
caught in the gang's grip. Ace sup-
port is also contributed by Barry
Kelley, as the gang's mouthpiece,
and James Whitmore, as Ford's
aide. Hem. •

ard Goldstein production. Stars Marturi*
Main, Percy Kilbride; features Richard
Long, Meg Randall. Directed by Cliarles
Lament. Screenplay. Herbert : Margolla,
Louis Morheim, Al Lewis, based on char-
acters from "The Egg and I," by Betty
MacDonald; camera. Maury Gertsman;
editor, Russell Schoengarth: music, Milton
Schwarzwald. Tradeshown N. Y.. March
18. '49. Running time. 7« MINN.
Ma Kettle Marjorie Main
Pa Kettle Percy Kilbride
Tom Kettle. .. Richard Long
Kim Parker. .... . .; ........ Meg Randall
Secretary. , . .. .. .Patricia Alphln
Mrs. Birdie Kicks Esther Dal*
Mr. Tomkins ............. . Barry . Kelley
Mayor Swlgglns. . .. . . . Harry Antrim
Mrs. Hicks' Mother. . . . . .Isabel O'Madigan
Emily. . . . .... ...... .. ; .' -Ida Moore.

'

Billy Reed ; Emory : Parnell

:

Mr. Simpson...,........:.. Boyd Davis
Mr. BUlings...........>.0. Z. Whitehead
Sam Rogers................ Ray Bennett
Alvln . . Alvln Hammer
Gcoduch Lester Allen
Crowbar. . . . ; . . . • . ; . . . .'.Chief Yowlachi*
Sherifr

I

Rex Lease

The .Sct-Up
RKO 'release of Richard Goldstone pro-

Tot-

virile qualities of the adventure
yarn have been brightly displayed
in color. It isn't art, just a good,
commercial action film of the type
liked by the majority of audiences.
Frank Nugent and Curtis Ken-

yon have put together a neat script

that makes a slight pitch for con-
servation of natural resources.

Mostly it is concerned with a feud
between cattle and oil men that

leads the orphaned daughter of a
rancher into the more exciting
competition of drilling for a gush'
er. The girl has gone into "the oil

game for revenge, angry over the
duction. Stars Robet't Ryan^ Audrey
tei^; features George':Tobias, Alan Baxter.
Wallace Ford. Directed by Robert Wise. 3 i u ;;_j 1.4™

. Screenplay. Art Cohn, based upon the 1
death Of her

.
father and the loss

Soem Iby Joseph Moncure March; camera. " .... . . ,
r.,. .

Ulton Krasner; editor. Roland Gross;
musical director, C. Bakaleinikoff. Trade-
shown N. Y.i March 18, '49. Running time,
72 .MIN8. : -

Stoker: . . Robert ' Ryan
Julie. ... ...... ;. .Audrey Totter
Tiny. . . . . .i, v;^ ....... .George Tobias
Little Boy...
Gus . . . ...
Red...
Tiger Nelson
Shanley . Darryl Hicltman
Moore.. ... ...... ...Kenny ©'Morrison
Luther Hawkin.>! . . ..^ ,..1 James Edwards
Gunboat Johnson : . . . ... . . . . /David Clarke
Souza. .... .:. . /, ..... Phillip Pine:
Danny . . . . . . . . . . . . Edwin Max

of valuable breeding gtock. She
finds she likes the pulse and drive
of wildcatting, becomes an ambi-
tious oil queen, but finally bO.wS to
conservation adn love.
Susan Hayward makes much of

Alan Baxter
j
jhe ambitious girl and is • niost

Percv*^'Heitin 1
advantageously photographed in

iTai FiebcriinB
]
Technicolor; Robert Preston gets.

the best from his two-:flsted, assign-!

merit as an oil engineer who t^vors
conserving : Qklahpma's /resources.
There's a capable, perfbrftianee : by
Pedro Armendariz in a role that

Compact and suspenseful is ;
doesn't mean much to the action

RKO's "The Set-Up," a boxing film Lloyd Goi.gh is okay as a rival oil

which shows the seamier side of f.Pf
ator. Chill Wills puts oyer

the fight racket. All the sordid !

l».?,hter touclies and also makes the

"Outpost in Morocco" is rdutine

program' fare "with moderate~h;0.

appeal. Reworking the French Le-

gion theme, pic has little original-

ity and less credibility. Hoss opera
pace, however, will find favor in

the juve section despite occasional
time-outs for romantic clinches

Pic is chiefly handicapped . by
slipshod screenplay alternating be-
tween awkward and corny dialog.

Direction and thesping are cut to
match: along obvious melodramatic
lines. ' On credit side, pic contains
a couple of stirring battle se-

quences and striking desert back-
grounds.

Yam pits Arab, villainy against
French heroism. Stationed at a
North African fortress, legionnaire
officer George Raft is commis-
sioned to break up a rebellious con-
spiracy among .» the Arab tribes.

Raft's assignment, however, is com-
plicated by his romance with the
daughter of the rebel chieftain.

But duty rises above all; Raft and
his water-starved desert battalion
wipe out the insurgents to keep the

qualities of smalltown fi.stic arenas-,

the varied traits of the contestants,
and. the sadistically Inclined spec-
tators have been wrapped up in a
taut, 72-minute melodrama. While
obviously made on a programmer
budget, the picture rates clas.sifica-

tion in a higher bracket, for it's

Certain to please in the twin-bill

Situations and may even be strong
enough to solo in some spots.

Eschewing the glamour gals and
the hoopla atmosphere which gen-
erally surround the top-contender
pugs, "Set-Up" throws the spot-

light on 35-year-old "washed-up"
heavyweight 'Robert Ryan). Feel-
ing that it's his lucky night, he
wades through a four-rounder to

kayo his opponent and spoil a
match that had been Axed. In re-

taliation for his failure to toss the
bout, he's later roughed over so

title tune by rAllie Wrubel and
j

Mort Greene mean something.
I Stuart Heisler's direction is top-
Inotch in framing the movement of

The Crime Do^itor's
Diary

Columbia relea'se :of Rudolph C. Flo-
thow production. Stars Warner Baxter;
features Stephen Dunne. Lois Maxwell,
Adele Jergens. Robert Armstrong. Don
Beddoe. Whit Bissell. Directed by Sey-
mour Friedman. Screenplay. Edward An-
halt, from story by David Dressier and
Anbalt based on Max Marcin's radio pro-
gram. ''Crime Doctor"; camera, Vincent
Farrati editor. Jerome' Thorns; musical
director. Mlscha Bakalelnikoft. At New
York- theatre. -N, -V„-Week-af-March -15,
'49. Running time. »l MISS,
Dr. Ordway . . ... Warner Baxter
Steve Carter .......... ... Stephen Dunne
Jane Darrin. . . . . . Lois Maxwell
Inez Gray. Adele Jergens
"Goidie" Harrlgan .... . Robert Armstrong
Philip Bellem . . . . ... . ... Don Beddoe
Peba Bellem . . : ......... ; . Whit Bissell
Inspector Manning. . . .. . . Cliff Clark
Roma Lois Fields
Anson. George Meeker
Mac ...................... Crane Whitley
Louise. . . i :Glaire Carleton
Warden ; i > . . . . Slilmer .lackson
Blane. : .................... .~.6id Tomack

Antics' of Marjorie Main and :

Percy Kilbride, as parents of a
poverty-stricken family of 15 kids, :

add up to an earthy humor that .:

will satisfy family-trade audiences .

in the subsequent-run situations.

:

However, the slapstick comedy
contained in "Ma and Pa Kettle"

is hardly calculated^to wring laughs
from sophisticated fllmgoers.

On the verge of being evicted

'

from their dilapidated abode, the

king-sized brood is saved by Kil-

bride, whose slogan in a tobacco
contest wins them all a super-

duper, pushbuttoui electronic,

house. ,
Town busybody (Esther

Dale) is jealous of the family's good
fortune,and charges the winner's

slogan wasn't an original creation.

This assertion is successfully disr \

proved by a mag writer (Meg Ran- :

dall), who later weds the Kettles'

eldest son (Richard Long).
' Story is a convenient framework"
to hang a flock of amusing inci-

dents involving the shiftless,

though well-meaning Kilbride and
his hard-working, crusty- helpmate,

Miss Main. Both play their parts

broadly for . maximum effect. Long
is fair as the college-grad son,

while Miss Randall Is adequate as

the scribe who's assigned to do a

piece on the family's rise to opu- :

lence. Supporting players are com-
petent.

Charles Lament's brisk direction
;

placed hefty emphasis on the comic

sequences. Three-man writing,

team of Herbert Margolis, Louis

Morheim and Al Lewis coUabbed to

make-ff good try at levity iinvhip-
-

ping up the yam based upon char-

acters out of Betty MacDonald's
"Egg and I." Leonard Goldstein's

production accoutrements and
Maury Gertsman's lensing are

above average', while other tech-

nical credits are standard. Gtlb.

"The Crime Doctor's Diary" is a
standard mystery-actioner in Co-
lumbia's celluloid ' series based
upon' Ihe "Crime Doctor" radio;

show. Helped by a fair amount of
suspense and a plausible story, this
latest entry will prove adequate
supporting fare for the duals.
Framed on an arson charge,

Stephen Dunne, is paroled from a
longterm prison stretch through in-

tercession of "Crime Doctor" War-
ner Baxter. Later, while attempt-
ing to uncover who was responsible
for: his jail rap, Dunne becornes
chief suspect in the : murder of
George l^eek^ff who has taken

'iyj; I

over his old job With a wired-music
the:!'*'.;™ "

,

;
•"'" ..'':'

melee when sh6 tries to stop her

Tricolor flying. In a hokey tragic
i

climax, the gal is also killed in the
\

^'ji^

tfithi^ I Scripters Edward Anhalt and
latner.

| jjavid Dressier deftly distributed
Raft delivers another standard the motives for the slaying among

performance as a gallant warrior a number of logical contenders,
and ladies' man. In the femme

1 However, the finale, where Dunne's
lead, Marie Windsor registers girlfriend, Lois Maxwell, turns out

Rtimeurs
"Rumeurs," French - made,

being released in the U. S. by
Siritzky, opened -at the Am-
bassador theatre, N. Y., Fri-

day (18). Pic was reviewed
in Variety from Paris, Jan.

8, 1947, by Maxi, who thought
its chances In the U. S. were
'mild." Reviewer also noted
that film was "poorly directed
and photographed, with whole
production-being below par."

Story concerns a smalltown
garage owner falsely accused
of slaying a prostitute.

nicely with, her exotic looks but is

given few openings to display any
dramatic talent. Akim Tamiroff; as
Raft's subordinate officer, lends
his thesping savvy, while : Eduard
Franz, as the native heavy, is

smoothly competent.
Expert camera work and a

pounding musical score contribute
to the pic's assets. Hem.

PILGRIM'S 'GUINEA PIG'

"The Guinea Pig;" a Pilgrim Pic-
tures-Filippo del Giudice-John
Boulting production, will be re-

leased in the U. Si, by Variety Film
Distributors, : Inc., headed by
Amerigo Benefico;

Picture is scheduled to make its

American bow shortly after Easter
i at the Little Carnegie, N. Y.

to be the killer, proves a surprise
twist. Film is aided by good.per-

Tlie Lovalile llMMti
Hollywood, March 19.

Film Classic release of Richard Oswuld-

Edward Lewis (Skyline Pictures) produc-

tion, stars Charlie Ruggles. Peguy Ann
Garner, Richard Ney; features Alan Mow;
bray. Iris Adrian. Ludwig Donath. Fritz ,

Feld, John Wengraf. Directed by-Rlcn-
ard Oswald. Screenplay. Edward Lew'W
from a play by Honore De BaWac: adapta-

tion, Oswald and Lewis; camera.. Paiii

Ivano; musical score, Karl Halos; "'"OJ'
Douglas Bagler. Previewed March 1».

Running, time, 7« MINS. , „„,„.
Claude Mercadet Charlie RuRRl"
Julie Mercadet: .Peggy Ann
Jacques Minard .Kichnrd Sey

.lustin Alan .Mowbray

Mme. Mercadet...., .•,';"' A 'Jlti
Violette LudwlK pon."';

M: Louts Flit? I'd*

Plerquin John Wcni,'i»f

Bailiff Otto ,W; '«1»

Mme. Pierquin Edna "<!"f"?
Virginie - Minerva tJrecal

Mme. Goulard rISiJtMme, Violette •'"''^...^'lEfJrt
Therese Judith 'lj»f"°
Goulard Buster Kcato"

Count de la BrWe '^."'^iSHl
Butcher Albin ffcbelinj

Baker ..... •.• I'ledH;"
Wine Seller.. In'k 0''1

Grocer Irnv A"s< «:

Policeman Andre Poia

Tailor's Assistant Tcin n"m«B
Tailor's Assistant. „
Henri George '«?^««?
Pierre Charles Vj"SS
Coachman Bud lIooMr

Corridor of Mirrors
"Corridor of Mirrors," which

opened at the Symphony thea^
tre, N. Y., yesterday <22), was
reviewed in Variety from Lon-
on by Cane, Match 17, 1948.

Pic wa^ tabbed as "disappoint-
ing," with "limited audience in

the U. S."

Story revolves : around a
Bluebeard who falls in love
.with a girl whom he believes

is the reincarnation of a 400-

year-old portrait. Film has had
nine minutes sliced from Its

original running time of 105
minutes.

"The Lovable Cheat" Is « ^of/

ing, old-fashioned play, loaded wltn

talk and little entertainment Sev-

eral familiar cast names will neip

some but its general chances are

slight. Film is first for new produc-

tion firm of Skyline Pictures, head-

ed by Richard Oswald, former

German producer-director, unir

zac's play, "Mercadet Le Fa'seur

(formerly "Le Faiseur") creaKS

witK age and dull talk in ^eplc"?*

a supposedly rich Parisian wno

flimflams friends for money to Keep

up a front while trying to many
off his daughter.

.
..i,

Charlie Ruggles tries hard wi"'

the, title role but can't make h

(Continued on page 20)
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Exhibs Hitting Winning Stride

h Battle&-Vs._LocaLRestriGtions

PICTUnES

After taking it on tlie chin from +

ttsl'ofS eTMbsTr^e'Tot^
i

Proser Preps 'Varga Girl'

hitting into a winning stride- in

ihB perennial battles against the-

atre tax forays, censorsliip laws

and other strictures aimed at the

film biz. String of victories length-

pned last week When Oklahoma ex-

hibs halted an attempt to slap ad-

ditional taxes on theatres and New

Holden on 'Boulevard'
Hollywood, March 22.

Male lead in Paramount's ?'Sun-
set Boulevard" goes to William
Hfllden,. _aftei^ two—false- starts.

Montgomery Clitt was the first

'Recognized' Producers Can StiD

- Getfinancing^^espite T^ht Coin
4- Indie financing difficulties have
l'ea,sed somewhat in recent months,
: but only for producers with recog-

thesp mentioned for the role j and
Gregory Peck the second. J:^-' >

.

Picture will be produced by Sothcrn Stars in RKO s

T» -XT ™„ ,
Charles Brackett and directed by '

. ,j ,' ivii»tr«'c 'Hoaih' ni^ed reputations and expetience
Despite Law Suit Threats

;

BiHy wilder, it marks the return
j

i^OVe, ' Metro S Ueain
gi,,„„g packages, includ-

Ilollvwood March 22 i

Gloria Swanson to the screen i Hollywood, March 22. I ^ng story, star and director. Thdt
'

• in a yarn dealing with the early *- - -— ^ i,-^ i.....
. — .

. ...

Regardless of a threatened law-
' days of Hollywood

suit, Monte Proser is going ahead
with plans to film: "The Varga

|

Girl." Threat comes from David
Smart, publisher of Esquire mag.,

the life of Alberto Vargas, artist,

will be shot in Mexico. It will be
made for United Artists release.

Tersey theatre ops downed a new
;

who declarer he owns the title,

censorship law, first ever proposed Part of the picture, based on

for the state.

In both the Jersey and Okla-

homa cases, all-out front by exhibs

killed the proposed bills while still

in the committee stage. Theatre

Kroups hailed both wins as demon-

strating united action by exhibs,

a development heretofore lacking.

Oklahoma bill was stopped at a

nublic hearing before the Revenue

and Taxation committee. Exhibs

from all over the state aired their

opposition before the solons. Real

blow against the bill was staged ,

before the hearing itself when ex-

,

hibs contacted their own represen-

tatives and talked the bill out pf

existence.
Indicating that the technique is

gpreading is the fact that Jersey

action was closely parallel. Fed-

eration of New Jersey Theatres,

organization headed by George

Gold which includes Jersey Allied

Hefty Prod. Sked

For Warners
Hollywood. March' 22.

Warners is expected to announce
a heavy production schedule this

week, probably between 25-50 pix,

following a top brass meeting here.
Agenda, in which -outside players
recently inked and still being

.

signed Will figure importantly, will

I run into next year. 'I

I

: Stars to be used include John
Wayne, Randolph Scott, James

'

Cagney, John Garfield, ; James
Stewart, Burt Lancaster, Ginger

|

„f . „.,vsii„ „„„ i«„ Rogers, Gregory Peck. Louis Jour-

,

Resumption of a public campaign
Shirley Temple, Betsy Drake,

|

against the major film companies
! Jennifer Jones, Kirk Douglas, Gary

,

by the Screen Publicists Guild is I Cooper, Kayo Flynn, Humphrey

'

looming as a result of a three- 1
Bogart, Lauren Bacall, Joan Craw

Public Pressure

Eyed by SPG In

Homeoffice Snag

Ann Sothern is signed for two
, ^^^^ agreed in New York this week

starring roles, one at Metro and , by producer Hunt Stromberg and
one at RKO. „ „, i film financier Lewis Penish, who is

First is "Death in the Doll s
, associated ^-itb the Nasser broth-.

House," based on a Satevepost se-
; gj., j,, coin advances to indies,

rial, with Robert Sisk producing ' stromberg and Penish said that
on the Culver City lot. Second is second money was now available
"Come Share My Love, which

| ^ limited scale for recognized
HaiTiet Parsons will Produce at

| pi-oducers who could obtain com-
RKO starting in June Love is

, guarantees from other

^.f^f^ J^^^^^ ""Y*''' ! sources. With rental studios hunt-
"Who Could Ask for Anything

,

j, j.^^. customers, they have been
More?'

8 Pix Delivered

To UA, Easing

Prod. Shortage

month deadlock in current negotia-

tions for a pact to cover about 250

Theatre Owners of New Jersey and I horaeoffice flacks. Following failr

the Independent .
Theatre Owners i ure to crack the impasse at bar-

Assn.. I«d the l.attie whlc^^
sessions last week, the SPG

a Shelving of the proposed law. "
. .. ^ , . ,rr ^

In this instance, legislative steer- |

membership met last night (Tues.)

Ins committee of five members was i

to discuss new strategy proposed

deluged with hundreds of letters j

by the Guild's exec committee,

and telegrams from Jersey exhibs f . Basic demands of the SPGj in-

bitterly attacking the measure. As volving a 25% wage hike and

United Artists, normally in the
throes of a perennial product
shortage, has had eight pictures
delivered to it by indie producers
in the past six weeks. It is throw-
ing sales, press and- exploitation
departments into high geai; In an
effort to have all the pix in release
by Sept. 1. ^

Films are Hunt Stromberg's
"Too Late for Tears." Benedict Bb->

n ., ... . I
geaus's ""Crooked Way," Stanley

Kftr NY VaiPlpfVillln I Kramer's "Champion," NassourrOr Ydrieiy WUU
g^.^^ , ..^^^.j^^ screams." Sam Bis-

Initial turnout of the newly
| choll's "Outpost in Morocco," Ed-

ford, Bette Davis, Jane Wyman,
Ronald Reagan, Jack Carson, Den-
nis Morgan.

Palace Theatre Preem

Nets Over $10,000

oH'ering to make the guarantees in
some cases.
' Banks likewise have opened up
just a little, but are demanding
many safeguards. In some cases
they want 100% guarantees, while
for some producers, such as Strom-
berg. they are advancing 60% of
budget, with only the last 13%
guaranteed.

Stromberg is in New York for
confabs witli United Artists execs
on release plans for his "Too Late'
for Tears," which he recently com-
pleted. It was made on the Repub-
lic lot, with' that company holding
an interest in it in return for a
deferment on studio charges and
for putting up guarantees masked
by the bank, Stromberg disclosed.
Producer said he is planning an-

other picture for UA release on a
similar deal with Republic, the
bank and. his second money source.
He refuaed to disclose the name
of the property yet.. He heads, back
to the Coast in about two weeks.

a result the bill, which would have
!

.."""^ " '
.

I formed Variety Club of New York ward Small's "Black Magic," "W.R.Sd a censorship board with i^'Shtened security and seniori^^^ - - - ^ -
-

eeplng powers was referred to .
provisions, have met with a flat nix International Variety's production.

; miscellaneous committee. Ac- !

by a joint industry committee of
|
"Bad Boy," last nig'-t (Tues.) netted

Frank's "Great Dan Patch? and
Lester Cowan's "Love Happy."

int. ~— —^ ,
- .„ „ 1

-• ,., r . *,„nr.r. lu addition, Harry PopMn'si "In)-

tion was tantamount to tabling the ,

'eps .from Metro, 20th-Fox, RKO, i the metropolitan lent over $10,000. pact- has just gone into release,

proposed law indefinitely.
I Paramount and Universal. Com-

, Coin will be used to set up club-
j ^,hjlp Kramer's "Home 6f the

Two-fold victory follows closely i

panies contend that present box-
|

room headquarters at the Astor
|
Brave" is due for delivery by April

sw
the

a similar one gained in New York
I

office conditions rule out any addi-
i

hotel
,

, „,

when tax proposals were beaten in lions to their payloads. According Showing of , the film was pre-

Albany. Exhib united front, which to SPG execs, the five majors have

even crosses Allied-Theatre Own- I

refused to make any "satisfactory

1 counter-offers" as a basis for . a
union contract.

ers of America lines, has also been
.knocking' down, proposals among
various municipal boards;

Cal.' Film Tax Bills

Sacramento, March 22.

Two film tax bills have come up
again in the California Legislature,
fathered by two members of the
Assembly from the Los Angeles
area.

-*-EvErgtrU. Burkhaltef "(D.-North
Hollywood) is author of a two-ply
bill, one phase of which calls for
a state tax of 1 cent on every foot
of film produced in California. The

ceded by a long stage show
harking back to the Palace's hey-

AiS as a vaude' mecca, with per-

formers of the . old two-a-day in

Collapse of the Guild-company appearance, including Lloyd Nolan
Jane Wyatt and Audie Murphy,
stars of "Bad Boy."

iaXks, which is threatening unless
an early settlement is reached, will

once again lead SPG into circulat-

ing hand bills and organizing
demonstrations before Broadway
showcases as pressure against the
majors, SPG utilized this tactic

last-Jail -M'Jien the -companies—re--
fused to do business with the Guild
in a dispute stemming from the
Taft-Hartley law.

Meantime, new negotiations in-

volving 2,500 white-coUarites in the
other half of his bill demands that g^^g^^ ^ Professional Em
the Legislature urge Congress to

levy a tax on every foot of film
made in foreign countries, "wheth-
er produced by American firms or
not." .

.Taxation of films made abroad,
Burkhalter explained, would dis*

courage the overseas ventures of
Hollywood studios in their , efforts

to liquidate their frost-bitten coin
over there. The increase of alien
production, he declared, has
thrown thousands of California

.
Studio employees out of work.

G. Delbert Morris (R.-Los An-
geles) is the author of. a mea.sure
demanding a 5-cent bite on all the-
atre tickets to fatten California's

" general fund.

ployees Guild opened this week.

Variety's Frisco Convention
San Francisco, March 22.

More than 1.000 delegates are

expected at Variety Clubs Interna-

lionaLjCQnyentlon, hete. May, 2-7,.

according to Jimmy O'Neal, chief

barker of Frisco's Tent 32. Enter-

tainment program, which will in-

clude a "Variety Round-Up," will

feature a three-hour rodeo to- be

held at the Rowell Ranch near

here. . .. ; „
Western decor will dominate all

1, and the Hakim Bros.' "Twilight"
has Just been completed. As usual,
however, the companny's worry is

what comes after these, since there
is little in production or immedi-
ate prospect. Now being edited
are Small's "Indian Scout" and a
"Cisco. Kid" western, while Roy
Del Ruth's "Red Light" and
Rooney-Stiefel's "Quicksand" are
before the cameras. Only yarns
on the immediate agenda for film-
ing are Bischoil's "Mrs. Mike" and
Paul Henreid's "Runaway."

UsSS Con

4B Gross
Continued from page 3

With SOPEG making demands
] showV'with. wild game among the

similar to SPG's, there's a slrflng
i ii„ary attractions. Western garb

will feature the meeting.likelihood that another deadlock
will result in this quarter.

Exhib TV Confab
Continued from page 3

20th Decides to Grow

'Rose' in Morocco

At $3,000,000 Cost

all been active in probing possibil

ities of forming the exhib video 1 formed here

outfit. Trio, Individually, have

checked on the 1:echnical, legal and

financial posers presented by the

creation Of an unprecedented co-

operative syndicate. With most of

the answers now ready for presen-

tation to exhibs, the threesome
| jjetro. Another luncheon Is slated

are anxious to know whether cir-
I for March 29.

cuit operators originally behind the I The British Variety club will in-

course of action are set to organi/.e elude both English and U. S. show-

_ Other

events "scheduled will be a Fash-

Ion Show Aquacade at Hotel Fair-

mont Tonga Room and a Chinese

night in Frisco's Chinatown.

London Tent Being Formed
London, March 22.

A London Variety Club is being

.„rmed here. Initial meeting was

attended by Sam Eckman, Metro;

S J Latta, Associated British;

Bob Wolfl', RKO; William Kopper,

20th; Joe Friedman, Col; Arthur

Abeles, WB; Joe Wilson, ex-Wil-

liam Morris agency, now with

Emite Littler; Charles Tucker, tal-

ent agency head, and Ben Goetz,

company taking in the most coin
was Paramount with estimated re-

turns of $170,445,789. Par's gross
take dipped from a high of $186,-

838,273 copped in '47, when it held
the top spot. Trailing Par was
20th-Fox with an estimated gross of
$162,000,000 for the year. Twen-
tieth's grosses compared with $174,^

375,?.40 amassed in '47.

Warners was fourth with" a gross
of $147,057,000 against $164,643,-

000 accumulated the year before.

RKO remained in its fifth notch
with $110,600,000 as against $123,-

109,047.

Because they are purely produc-
tlon-distrib outfits, both Universal
and Columbia were far behind. .U

'Red River' Success Helpful
Hollywood, March 22. ,

Indie financing problems prob-
ably will be eased considerably as
result of assurances' that "Red
River" will not only pay olf its

fabulous investment but return a :

profit. Grad Sears and George
Bagnall in meeting with Bernard
Giannini offered proof that break-
even point of $4,500,000 would be
reached within 12 to 18 months.
With profits in sight thereafter.
Tremendous sales job on film is

seen restoring both faith , in United
Artists and future of indie pro-
duction as a whole'.

Tremendous costs of "River" had
tightened things for all indies
since three second-money compa-
nies were left hanging on the
ropes, andj)ne major banking con-
cern wasTioUerl'ng^lfop.""Chalked
up against "River" are $1,800,000
negative costs, $75,000 print costs,
$425,000 advertising, distribution
costs to break-even point of $1,-

100,000. It's unlikely at moment
that banks o.' second-money men.
would "okay bijdgets of "River";
caliber again, but coin definitely i^.

available again to indies with a
good package to offer.

Simon Exec Producer

AsColStepsUpTSked,

Cuts Down 'B' Production
Hollywood, March 22.

S. Sylvan Simon stepped into a
new job as executive producer at
Columbia, with a new studio policy
calling for more A productions

.„ . „ .
and not so many Bs. In addition

^^'"f n«"r>= ' to handling five pictures on his
" own program for the year, Simonfiscal stretch against $64,958,405 in

'47. Columbia lost only a trifle of

the ground gained in '47, racking
up $46,898,785 for '48 and $48,-

832,201 for '47.

I immediately or want to hold back.
I

men

Ti J.,,
Hollywood, March 22.

j The plan originally formulated-

1

.
Huddles at 20th-Fox resulted in , ,.„ !:. i^„,.oH « J

a decision to go through with the ,
and still being co^^'^e ed, is a

,

•production of "The Black Rose," ' company formed by exhibs wh ch

M'w'kec Tent Rcorg
Milwaukee, March 22.

20th-ABC
Continued from page 4

will exercise general supervision
over Alex Gottlieb and' Buddy
Adler, Columbia's two other A pro-
ducers, and take a load off the
shoulders of Harry Cohn, studio
prexy.
Columbia wUl continue to make

lower-budget' films but not so many
as in the past, as a result of the
recent slump in the market for_ . And, with the number of channels

jj,^ ^ Milwaukee Tent No. 8, inactive I

still available limited as they are, i
that sort of product.

With a^ budget of $3 OOOOOO* star- ! would seek exclusive channels for
I for the past couple of years, has' 20th would probably attempt to crease production in the A cla.ss,

ring Tyrone Power. For a time the large-screen television. Proposed
| j^^^^^ reorganized and has peti-

j
jjuy guch an established network as i aimed at longer runs in the thea-

studio hesitated Vo'sDennhaTmuch I

outfit, financed by subscription
^.^^1^^^ Variety International for that now operated by ABC. That ! tres.

coin on one nietnrp in thp<sp nar- from exhibs, would book events
, ^ggtoration of its cliarter. purchase was in the works several

,
Simon s own program consists of

lous times but X Lai verdict ! and sell them to theatres, with its I

officers elected at a general months ago but broke down when
|

called for 'a start on location in ^

members as assured cus-
, ^^^jj^g this month are Chief 20th refused to meet ABC's asking

Morocco April 18 ' tomers. 'Barker Lou Elman, RKO; nrst as-
|

prjcg, then reported at about, $22,-

,
Power is currently honeymoon- 1 One of the facets of the idea ^^gtant Casper Chomnard United

ing in Europe. Louis Lishton will which -would also be under consid-
. Artists; second a.ssistant Harry pg^.g ^ew production-distrib

Henry Hathaway will ! eration is whether the uni .
if

,

Melchor,_ Eskin circuit and prop-
; company ,i

direct. Picture will be bankrolled formed, would bid for television
, g^jy master Ed Johnson, Roosevelt

. grations in 1950 with an unprece

Station licenses trom thf Federal
j tjjg^^^^^^^

produce and Henry Hathaway
oirect. Picture will be bankro^wv.
oy trozen coin, with an American - c„h ifemme lead and several Hollywood Communications t-omn^'f'""^
thesps in featured roles. Bulk of ject has been broached to the 1' CO I

the cast will be rounded up inland that board has P^™'J,JEng and. Lighton is currently in !
study the qiieslipn.

_

Wayne Coy.

is expected to tee off op-

^'HRland, revising the script.

*, ' )I^„*as originally budgeted at
$2.^00,000, but conditions in Eu-
rope and Africa caused a boost.

dented amount of money with

. iM;iAnA I which to work, estimated at $58i-
Toronto Tent Raises $l4.uuu I oqo.OOO. While 20th may not make

Toronto, March
^^^^ j.^ ^gjj ^ gplitup, it • band." These nine high-budgeters

Annual benefit^ *°r„.,r'P?
, will be strongly entrenched finan-

|

are due for completion in the next

"The Good Humor Man," "The
Fuller Brush Girl," "The Petty
Girl," "Pleasure Island", and "Miss
Grant Takes . Richmond," currently
in work with Lucille Ball and Wil-
liam Holden in top roles.

Gottlieb's schedule consists of
"A Woman of Distinction" and "It's

a Man's World." Adler is making
"The Hero" and "My Next Hus-

FCC chairman, this week advised children, Ya^^tyJTent heie ne^^^^
^.^j, ^ ^g^jg^ , fou^ months. The season's program

Sullivan that no ".stigma" won d $14,000, via Odeon thea^^
position than it is now to buy out I calls for 25 to 30 pictures in the

attach to exhibs as such when seek- J^^^ flhur of Famous Players P^^
, , ^

ing a video station license, 1
producea snow.



THINGS ARE REALLY
JUMPING AT M-G-M!

(Excerptsfrom Coast Report in Hollywood Reporter, Read Every Word!)

The sales heads who attended the M-G-M meetings

here three weeks ago heard Louis Mayer tell them

that M-G-M now had the greatest product it has

had in many, many years.' Then he proceeded to

show them "Take Me Out To The Bdl Game-,-The^^

Secret Garden/ The Stratton Story/ *Barkleys of

Broadway/ 'Neptune's Daughter/ In The Good Old.

Summertime/ 'Edward, My Son* and 'Conspirator/

They even saw quite a bit of footage on 'The Great

Sinner,' 'Madame Bovary,' 'Any Number Can Play,'

'The Forsyte Saga' and 'That Midnight Kiss/ all of

which have since been finished. The salesmen were

more than impressed.

M-G-M, with good product, is a great thing for the

whole industry. 'As M-G-M goes, so goes the picture

business.' The whole industry will be jumping. Good
M-G-M product, combined with the fine entertain-

ment being turned out by some of the other majors,

is bound to return a successful boxoffice. It's great

to know M-G-M is in its stride/*

M-G-M's Prosperity

Plan is a

Shot-in-the-arm

for the entire

industryl"
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Chi Better; Tony Martin Ups 'Smith'

To Terrif $72,000, Ventura-Lutcher

Lift1IIotlier'toi)0G,'Umiercover'32G

nCTClIB GROSSES 11

Chicago, March 22.

toon boxofflct is climbing out of

list week's slump especially hypoed

with Tony Martin personal coupled

ffl '!whispering*;Smith'' at the

rhlcaeo. This combo miy hit new
hitdi lor last several months with

inSo $72,000. "Mother Is Fresh-

S?Sn" plus Nellie Lutcher and

rharlie Ventura band onstage at

oriental also looks lush at $60,000.

Other new product also is strong.

"iTtidcrcover Man'! at State-Lake

is headed for great $32,000 "No
Minor Vices" at United Artists

"apes fairly trim at $17,000. Hold-

overs are brighter also, with

"Paisan" still breaking records at

World being Iwsh $4,500 in ninth

weik. "tied Shoes" at the Selwyn

S doing smart $12,000. "Hamlet"

in 17th week at Apollo is okay.

Estimates for This Week
Apollo (B&K) (1,400; $1.20-$2.40)

—"Hamlet" (U) (17th wk). Fair

$8,000. Last week, $7,000.

rhicairo (B&K) (3,900; 50-98)—
, , , ,

=
,

.W^ispimg SmithV.JPar)„„Plus
|

^^yX'^'&To"i^t^

Estimates Are Net
Film gross estimates as re-

ported herewith from the vari-
ous key cities, are net, i.e.,

without the 20% tax. Distribu-
tors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net in-
come. .

The parenthetic admission
prices, however, as indicated,
include the U, S. amusement
tax.

Honepoon Hot

$21,000 in Geve.
Cleveland, March 22.

with weather breaking favorably,

Tony "Martin p.a. Ternf $72,000

Last week, "John Loves Mary'
(WB) with Lawrence Walk orch

and Harmonica Rascals onstage (2d

Wk), $42,000.

Garrick (B&K) (900; 50-98)—
"Jungle Boy" (Indie) and"Big
Fight" (Mono). Brisk $10,000. Last

week, ''State Dept." (FC) and
"Alaska Patrol" (FC) (2d wk).
$6,000.

Grand (RKO) (1,500; 50-98)—"It
Ain't Hay" (U) and "Ghost Catch-
ers" (U) (reissues). Neat $13,000.

Last week, "Act- of Violence" (M-G)
{2d wk), $10,000.

Oriental (Essaness) (3,400; 50-98)
—"Mother Is Freshman" (20th)

with Nellie Lutcher and Charlie
Ventura onstage. Big $60,000. Last
week, "Kissing Bandit" (M-G) and
Arthur Godfrey Scouts unit on^
stage (3d Wk), $27,000.

Palace (RKO) (2,500; 50-98)—
"Family Honeymoon" (U) (2d wk).
Oke $13,000. Last week, $17,000.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 50-98)—

"South of St. Louis" (WBi (2d wk).
Solid $12,000 or over. Last week,
nice $13,000.

Selwyn (Shubert) (1,000; , $1.20-
$2.40)-"Red Shoes" (ED (13th
wk). Staunch $12,000. Last week,
$13,000.
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 50-98)

—-"Undercover Man" (Coli. In
groove at $32,000. Last week, "Tat-
lock's Millions" (Par) (2d wk),
$12,000,

United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 50-
98)— 'No Minor Vices" (M-G), Tldv
$17,000, Last week, "Walking
Hills" (Col) {2d wk), $8,000.
Woods (Essaness) < 1,073; 98)—

"Enchantment" (RKO) (4th-final
wk). Okay $13,000. Last week,

I

IS giving Palace' nice trade to start
two-week run. "South of St. Louis"
at Hipp al.so looks smart. "Familj'
Honeymoon," at State, Is getting
top coin with breezy session.

Estimates for This Week
!

Allen (WB) (3,057; 55-701—
1
"Chicken Every Sunday" (20Ui),

!

Modest $12,.')00. Last week,
I
"Mother Is Freshman" (20tli),

I

bright $15,000.

1
:
E.squire (CQmmunit.v.) (700; $2.40)I—"Red Shoes" (EL) (13th wk).

Stout $6,500 loUowing $7,000 last
week.

Hipp (Warner) (3,465; 55-70)—
"South of St. Louis" (WB). Smart
$20,000. Last week, "Life of Riley"
(U), same.

'

Palace (RKO) (3,284: 55-70)—
"Down To Sea in Ships" (20lh).
Sturdy $16,000, with h o. set. Last
week, "Letter Three Wives" (20th)
(2d wk), $12,000.

State (Loew's) (3,450 ; 55-70)—
"Family Honeymoon" (U), Breezy
$21,000. Last week, "Sun Comes
Up" (M-G) phis Frankie Lalne and
Connie Haines onstage, excellent
$30,000.

'Honeymoon* Sultry 270,
Denver; 'Whiplasli' 9G

. Denver, March 22.
. Family Honeymoon" shapes as

strongest boxofflce entry here this
week, with fancy total In three
spots. "Three Godfathers" also is
nice.

Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Cinema) (1,500; 35-

74)—"Act of Murder" (U) and
"Countess of Monte Crlsto" (U) (2d
wk). Slow $5,000. Last week, good
$8,500.

Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 35-70)
—"Own True Love" (Par). Dim
$8,000 or near. Last week, "Whis-
pering Smith" (Par) (2d wk), $8,000.
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 35-74)—

"Family Honeymoon" (U) and
"Angel on Amazon" (Rep), day-
date with : Esquire, Webber. Big
$19,000. Last week, "John Loves
Mary" (WB) and "Harpoon" (SG),
fair $13,000.

Esquire (Fox) (742; 35-74)—
"Family Honeymoon" (U) and
"Angel on "Amazon" (Rep), also
Denver, Webber. Fancy $4;000.
Last week, "John , Loves Mary"
(WB) and "Harpoon" (SG). $2,500.

Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 35-74)—
"Three Godfathers" (M-G)' and
"Far Into Night" (M-G). Nice $16.-
000 . or Close. Last week, "Boy
Green Hair" (RKO) and "Sword of
Avenger" (EL), $15,000.

Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 35-74)—
"Whiplash" (WB) and "Miss Muik
1949" (20th). Fair $9,000, Last
week, "Canadian Pacific" (20lh)
and "Blondle's Big Deal" (Col),
also Webber, big $14,500,

Webber (Fox) (750; 35-74)—
I

"Family Honeymoon" (U) and
[ "Angel on Amazon" (Rep), also
' Denver, Esquire. Fine S4,000 or
! close: Last week, "Canadian Pa-
: cific" (20th) and "Blondie's
Deal" (Col), $3,900.

B way Uneven; 'Inpct' MiM IS^/^G,

'Bandit' Ditto 15G, 'Women String

125G, 2d, 'Mother'-Vaude Fair 70G
Favorable : boxofflce influences

were about equally balanced by ad»
verse factors during the last seven
days on Broadway. St. Patrick's
Day crowds (Thurs.) gave most
theatres « hypo. All-day snow Fri-
day (18), followed i by next-to^
coldest day of year (Sat.), hurt
several theatres;: - but . springlike
weather Sunday (first day of
spring) handed many houses a nice
lift.

Only two newcomers this stanza,
and neither; is big. "Impact", at
Globe shapes best but Is only mild
$15,500 or less. "Last Bandit" also
Is light with $15,000 or under at
Mayfair.

Strongest holdover is "Little
Women," just a step behind first

week's pace at Music Hall with
sturdy $125,000. "Mother Is Fresh-
man," with Phil Baker and Cab
Calloway topping stageshow, is
fair at $70,000 for second Roxy
round.'^-

"Take Mp Out To Ball Game" is

holding nicely with $38,000 after
sock opening week at State. Open-
ing of big league baseball season
next month figures to help ex-
tended-run of this film. •
"Bad Boy" preems at Palace to-

day (Wed.) after stage-film special
Variety

(RKO) and "Marine Raiders"
(RKO) (3d wk-6 days), mild $8,000
after $12,200 for second round,
with 40c-$l scale.

Paramount (Par) (3,664; 55-$1.50)
—"El Paso" (Par) with Louis Jor-
dan Tympany Five, Ray Anthony
orch, Pat Henning, Peggy Mann,
Johnny Barnes onstage. Opens tof

day (Wed.). Last week, "Nick Beal"
(Par) plus King Cole Trio, Lany
Storch, Elliot Lawrence orch (2d
wk), mild $60,000 or less after very
good $69,000.

Park Avenue (U) (583; $1.20-.
$2.40)—"Hamlet" (U) (26th Wk).
Twenty-fifth week was $13,500, .iust

a bit down from recent pace.- Con-
tinues.

Radio Gity Music Hall (Rockefel-
lers) (5,945; 80-$2.40) — "Little

Women" (M-G) and stageshow (2d
Wk). Helped, by St. Patrick's Day
upsurge, holding near first week
with $125,000; first was very good
$127,000. Stays a third, and maybe
longer, with "Connecticut Yankee''
(Par) due in next as film for Easter
Show.

Rialto (Mage) (594; 44-99)—
"Alaska Patrol" (FC) and : "The
Judge" (FC). Looks modest $8,000
or under. Last week, "Bad Men
Tombstone" (Mono), okay $7,000,
'Daughter 6'f West" (FC) opens

Big

'Heart' Steady

in Prov.

Club launching last night i

(Tues.). Paramount brings in "El i Friday, (25).

Paso" today (Wed.) with Louis i Rivoli (UAT-Par) (2,092; 60-
Jordan Five, Ray Anthony band, $1.25),—"Snake Pit" (20th) {20th
Pat Henning, others on stage, wk). Down to $10,000 or less after
C a p 1 1 o 1 open.-; "Outpost In $14,000 last week. Holds only 5
Morocco with Gordon Jenkins

I days of 21st week with "Portrait of
band, Cardini tomorrow (Thurs.). 1 Jennie" (SRO) opening March 30

MEY' RESOUNDING

Buffalo, March 22.
^"Life^of" Riley" shapes up; as out-'
standing with sock Lafayette sesr
sion. >'Dear to Heart" looks trim
at Geritury. Alsb nice Is "Ball
Game" at Buffalo ahd"South of St,

Louis" at Hipp.

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Loew's) (3,500; 40-70)^

"Ball Game" (M-G) and "Bad Luck
Blackie" ((3ol). Fine, $17,500. Last
Week, "Mother Is Freshman"
(20th), $16,400.
Great Lakes (Par) (3.400; 40-70)—"Kiss In Dark" (WB) and "Homi-

cide'' (WB). Opens today (Wed.).
Last week, "To Sea in Ships" (20th)

(10 days), solid $23,000.
Louisville, March 22. Hipp (Par) (2,100; 40-70)—"South

Belated cold spell, with snow, of St. Louis" (WB). Brisk $12,000.
'long with state high school bask- i

Last week, "Sgt. York" (WB) and
etball tournament, are ganging up I

"Castle On Hudson" (WB) (reis-
10 hold down grosses this week, sues), $9,000.

Providence, March 22.

RKO Albee's "So Dear to Heart"
shapes lively in a fairly good all

around session here: State's
"Knock On Any Door" looks okay.
Majestic's '-Down to Sea In Ships"
is holding well in second stanza.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2.200; 44-65) —

"Dear To Heart" (RKO) and "Clay
Pigeon" (RKO). Good $15,000.
Last week, "Joan of Arc'' {RKO)
(3d wk); neat $14,000.

Fay's (Fay) (1,400; 44-65) —
"Angel On Amazon" (Rep) and
George O'Hanlon heading stage-
show. Fine $8,000 or near. Last

Estimates for This Week
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 70-81.50)

—"Knock .On Any Door" (Col) (5th
Wk). Continues to fade, with Lent
and other factors hurting. Will be
lucky to hold to $14,000 this round
alter $16,500 for fourth session.

Bijou (City Inv.) (589; $1.20-
$2.40)—"Red Shoes" (EL) (22d wk).
Currently holding well at around
$14,000 after, $15,000 last week,
highly profitable. Stays on.

Capitol (Loew's) (4,820; 80-$1.50)
—"3 Godfathers" (M-G) with Sam-
my Kaye orch, others onstage (3d-
final wk). Looks only $39,000 this
frame after $42,000 for second
week. "Outpost in Morocco" (UA),
with Gordon Jenkins orch rfnd
Cardlnl topping stage, bill, opens
tomorrow (Thurs;).

Criterion (Moss) (1,700; 70-$1.85)—"Criss Cross" (U) (2d-final wk).
Off to slim $17,000 after okay $24,

Cold, Snow Slap LVille;

'Smith' Strong $13,000,

'Honeymoon' Modest IIG

, J .,„ ,,,-.-;, vt.??.t|..01)0-op£nei\.Likely- to hold^
wetac "Dude Goes West-' (Monor of ^^^^ ^ ^^^^^^ ^^^j

.I^P

$9 00?
' S?'-UP" (RKO) can come In March

Whispering Smith" is out front
at Rialto. Stage fare at Natioiwl
IS depending on local moppet Bity
rJT % "^"'PS pa- with "Shep
tm.pl^

!?o'ne,",ln which he is fea-

r^rt»* family Honeymoon" looks
modest at State.

Estimates for This Week
i^R^V .Anderson (Pebple's) (1.000;

i^A r: ^2^^ l>ove& Mary" (WB)

r.i^f"*'SS"' 'Standard) (2.400; 45-

Ri i7
°n«P Comes Home" (SG) and

K Last week. "Corvette
^•iii (U and "Wines Over

Peirt J™" <Hep) and Minnie i

Rii'i*
stase, about same.

_Kialto ,(FourNi Avenue) (3.000'

-(Par)

I

Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 44-65) —
I "Sea In Ships" (20th) . (2d wk).
' Fairly hep $12,000 after wow $19,-
I 000 first.

1 Metropolitan (Snider) (3,100; 44-
I 65)—"Cover-Up" (UA) and "This
I Is N.Y." (UA). Even $7,500. Last
week, "Bad Boy" (Mono) and

I
"Strike It Rich" (Mono). $7,800.

i State (Loew) (3,200; 44-65) —
i "Knock Any Door" (Coll and
"Valiant Hombre" (UA). Okay $18,-

500. Last week, "Red Pony" (Rep)

and ''Blondie^s Big Deal" (Rep),

so-so $15,000.
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-

65)—"Nick Beal" (Par) and "Rusty
Saves Life" (Col). Opened Monday

I (21). Last week, "Walking Hills"

India" (Col),
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 40-70)- I

<Col) and ''Song of

"Ufe of Riley" (U) and , "Mlracu- !

$1^,500.

lous Journey" (FC), Socko $18,000 >

or near. Last week, "Northwest
]

Stampede" (EL) and "Let's Live;
Little" (EL), $13,000. I

Century {20lh Cent) (3,000; 40- '

70)„"Dear to Heart" (RKO) and
"Jiggs, Maggie in Court" (Mono).
Trim $13,000. Last week, "En-
chanted" (RKO) and "Clay Pigeon"
(RKO) (2d wk), fine $9,000.

I 29.

Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 90-$1.50)
—"Impact" (UA). Initial week
looks only $15,500, slow. In ahead,
"Moonrise" (Rep) f2d wk). $10,000.
"The Champion" (UA) not due. to
open until April 9, but may be
pushed in earlier if 'Mmpact" fails
to hold up.
Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 60-$1.25)

—"Last Bandit" (Rep). First stanza
slim $15,000. Holds. Last week,
"Red Pony" (Par) (2d wk-4 days),
only $6,000.

Palace (RKO) (1,700: 50-$1.25)—
"Bad Boy" (Mono). Opens today
(Wed.) after special preview stage-
film show under Variety Club
auspices and benefit last night
{Tues.). Audie Murphy, Jane Wy-
att, Lloyd Nolan from film in p.a.'s

today. In ahead, "Back to Bataan"

K.C. Blames Product For

Slow B.O.;'Siiip$' Oke 16G

Godfrey Unit Tilts Thicken Fancy

$40A Del; talked' Fast $24,000

after special Milk Fund benefit
preview night of March 29.

Roxy (20th) (5,886; 80-$1.80)-r
"Mother Is Freshman" (20th) with
Phil Baker, Cab Calloway, iceshow
onstage (2d wk). Doing fairly okay
at $70,000 or near after disappoint-
ing first week at $80,000, below
hopes. Set to hold a third.

State (Loew's) (3,450; 70-$l.i50)—
"Ball Game" (M-G) (3d wk). Starts
today (Wed.). Initial holdover ses-
sion slipped to $38,000, stlir very
handsome after big $54,000 first.

Stays on indef.
Strand (WB) (2,756; 76-$1.50)—

"South of St. Louis" (WB) with
Desi Arnaz orch topping stage-
show (3d-flnal wk). Off to light
$26,000 in 5 days after modest $38.-
000 for second. "Kiss in Dark"
(WB), with Guy Lombardo, orch,
Frank Marlowe, Hoctor & Byrd on-,
stage, opens Friday (25).
--Victoria - (City Inv.)' -(-1.060^-9.5-

$2.40)—"Joan of Arc" (RKO) (19th
wk). - Present stanza reaching for
$16,000, very fine for length of rua
after $17,000 for 18th round.

^li.Ri^T^'.nifi'?"'"' venue) (3.000;

Alan T
Smith" (Par).Alan Ladd packing strong b.o.

at.-!;:"Wakli p'l^"^Ci"•00O. Last week,

"Ffrnfiv ^'iSew's) (3,000; 45-65)—
"BH^ltl. Honeymoon" (U) and
(Cofi L*., ^''^nese Adventure'-

dm,? T^':']'*
<M-G)

! tetllV (K'4V.^5r..Un- !

-d-'\TungTe-p

Ia rl^V^I^ ""^^^^ --; 39-4.5-65)

^-^and^^ma-^^^^^^

Kansas City, March 22.

Lineup of new films is mediocre,

and biz likewise. Only bills to

top average are "Down to Sea in

Ships" at three Fox Midwest
houses and "South of St. Louis'

Paramount. , -
, ,

Estimates for This -Week
Esfluire (Fox Midwest) (820; 45-

65i_"Wake Up Screaming" (20th)

and "You're Sweetheart" (20th)

$3,000.
^^i"'"^&^^f^''^^^^^^^ Wives" (20th)

pJ,^^.(H.. (20th) (m,0,),

H500.

Detroit, March 22. 1

Stageshow at Fox is boosting

that house into chips for second
straight week. Arthur Godfrey's
Talent Scouts unit will lift "Chick^
en Every Sunday" to solid $40,000.

"He Walked By Night" at Palins

looks big while "John Loves Mary"
at Michigan is .iust good. "Walk-
ing Hills" shapes nice at Madison.;

Estimates for This Week ;

Fox (Fox-Mich) (5,000; 85-$!)-^-

"Chicken Every Sunday" '(20th)

with Arthur - -Godfrey's Talent

Scouts unit on stage. Solid i $13,000.

.$40,000 or over. Last week.
"Blanche Fury" (EL) with Lionel

Last 'Hampton orch, same.
Michiffan (United Detroit) (4,000;

70-95)—"John Loves Mary tWB)
and "Flaxv Martin" (WB). Good
$22,000, Last week, "Whispering
Smith" (Par) (2d wki, fine, $20,000.

Palms (UDi (2,900; 70-95)-^

Fathoms Deep" (Mono). Big
$24,000. Last week. "Joan of Arc"
(RKO) (4th wk), steady $16,000 at
upped prices.

United- Artists (UD) (2,000; 70-
95)
—"Mourning Becomes Electra"

(RKO). Oke $16,000. Last week,
"Red Pony" (Rep) and "Last
Bandit" (Rep), fine $18,000.
Madison (UDi (1.800; 70-95)—

"Walking Hills" (Col) and "Song
India" (Col). Excellent $19,000.
Last week, "Boy Green 'Hair'
(RKO) and 'bungle Goddess^' <SG),+$5,500 afterTiot $6,000 last -week.

I (Continued oh page. 18) I "Walked By Night" (EL) and "16
' slim $10,000.

Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 70-95)—
"Family Honeymoon" (U) and
"Highway 13" (SG) (3d wk). Fad-
ing to $10,000. Last week, nice
$11,000.
Downtown (Balaban) (2,800; 70-

95)—"Kissing Bandit" (M-G) and
"Feathered Serpent" (Mono) (2d
wk). Slow $8,000. Last week,

D.C. Drab But 'Pacific'

Brisk $20,000; 'Murder'

$10,000, 'O'Hynn' Ditto

Washington, March 22;
.It's a dull session currently, with

little interest-'in newcomers. Of
latter, "South Of St. Louis" at the
Warner, and "Act of Murder'! at
National; look best, but both are
disappointing. "Canadian Pacific''

with vaude is okay at Capitol.
Estimates for This Week

Capitol (Loew's) (2,434; 44-80)—
"Canadian Pacific" (20th) plus
vaude. Satisfactory $20,000, but
below average for house. Last
week, "Force of Evil" (M-G) with
Vaude, dim 817,000.

Keith's (RKOi (1.939; 44-80)—
"Fighting O'Flynn" (U). Disap-
pointing $10,000. Last week. "Dear
to Heart" (RKO) {2d Wk), nice
$10,000.
Metropolitan (WB) (1,163; 44-74)—"Walking Hills" (Col). Average

$6,500 in 8 days. Last week,
"Lucky Stiff" (UA), very duU
$4,000 and yanked after 6 days. ^

National (Heiman) (1,600; 44-74)
—"Act of Murder" (U). Nice $10,-
000. but below hopes. Last week,
"Slightly French" (CoD; $4,000.

Palace (Loew's (2,370; 44-74)—
"Letter Three Wives" (20th) (2d
wk). Steady $16,000 after sturdy
$21,000 opener.
Playhouse (Lopert) (432; 50-85)—

"Saraband" (ELi (2d wk). Fine

Trans-Lux (T-Li (650; 44-80)—
"Paisan" (Indie) (3d wki. Steady
lines holding this to terrific $11,-
500; about same last week.
Warner (WB) (2,154; 44-74)—

"South St. Louis" (WBi. Nice
$14,000, but not up to expectancy.
Last week, "Flaxy Martin" (WB),
plus Jack Carson Hollywood unit
onstage, sizzling $32,000 at upped
{Scale.
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M. p. DAILY SAYS:

^^IT IS INDEED A CONTENDER

THEATRE

PLAYIM6TIME
So It Opens Today at the N. Y.

Paramount and in Interstate .

"A" Houses Starting Friday!

^9

CRITICS SAY-"'EL PASO' IS EL SMASHO!
"Grand-scale western. He- profusion which is what the
man story with plenty of audience wants." '

action. An all Vound good —The Independent
thing." —Film Daily

"Nifty combination of best

tricks and thrills of the
- westernmake this anlexfeel*

lent entry. A load of spec-

tacular action and gusty

"Pine and Thomas enter the

full blown production west-

ern sweepstakes with *E1

Paso.' Action elements in

handling. Ginecolor shows
up beautifully." — Variety

"Highly exploitable, lavishly

produced western ...packed
with gun fights, hard riding,

-fist fights, savagery und-a
mob battle in the midst of a
wind stormV—TheExhibitor

with Eduardo Noriega • Henry Hull 'Mary Beth Hughes
H. B. Warner . Bobby Ellis • Directed by Lewis R. Foster

SwMnpIoy by Uwl» R. Foilw
Bated on a ilory by J. Robtrt Brtn and Olady* Alw«t*r

A PINE-THOMAS PRODUCTION

Third of the One-A-Month Color Hits in

Paramount's Qtmm wm^m

MIL MSSELL
sfmiNomm



W«Jne«aay, mofth 28, 1949 PICTIIRE GROSSES IS

Prima BoostsM' to Hep $30,1

Hub; 'Mother Fresb 25G, Door 41G

'^Kn^MW.JMad Weather dips LA. ButM Boy'

Boston, Warch 22.

Riz around town is fairly strong

.1.^ «?anza with hew product at

most,
^'"^^ging boosted by Louis

S'L^ at HKO Boston to solid

P'-l'?^, ''MoVher Is Freshman"
in town.

strong. "Knock at

^^Tnoor" at Orpheum and State

^OoWce. "Rea Shoes" still is

W'Tii^ioH, Mnifi.stiC we

Memorial

good in'Tsth Majestic weelc.

Estimates for This Week
Boston (RKO) <3,200; 40-85)-

"Lucky Stiff" (UA) with Louis

Prima orch, Three Nonchalants,

^ti ers, onstage. Leading town

?.,mi- big $30,000. Last week,

TOn's Magic Fountain" (RKOi

with Art Mooney, Henny Young-

nTin neat $26,000.
"

Esq."i/c (ATC) (960; 40-85)-

"Yank in Rome" (Indie). .So-so

JoOO Last week. "Portrait

Tpnnie" (SRO) (4th wkL $4,000.

^TnJy (NET) '1,,373- 40-85.-

"lolinny Belinda". (WBi and

"Sierra Madre" (WB) (reis.sues).

Average $6,000 for rerun date,

fast week, "Whispering Smith"

(Par) and "Kidnapped" (SG) (2d

wk) nice $7,000.

Mayflower (ATCi (700; S1.251—

"Portrait Jennie" (SRO t (otii wk).

Down to $4,500 after nice $5,600

fftr l&st '

Memirial (RKO) (3,000; 40-85 1—

"Mother Is a Freshman' (20ln).

Strong $25,000, and will hold. Last

week "Letter Three Wives" (20th)

and "Strange Mrs. Crane" (EL),'

$16 ,500 in 8 days.

Metropolitan (NET) (4.367); 40-

851—"Nick Beal" (Par) and "Henry,
" (Mono). Fair $21,000.

Key City Grosses

Estimated Total GroM
This Week . . , , $2,641,000

'

.
(Based on 24 cities, 202

theatres, chiejly nrst runs, itt-

elvdiuff IV. y.). .

,

Total Gross Same Week
Last Year $2,69,1.500
( Based on 20 cities, 202

theatre's >

'Wives' Good 15G,

Mpls.; 'Fury' 6G
Minneapolis, Ulareh 22.

"Letter to Three Wives," at

Radio City, currently is making
j
week

biggest boxoffice noise. It got off

to a fast start but looks only pass-

ably good. The only two other

major newcomers are "South of

St. Louis" and "Blanche Fury."

Estimates for This Week
Lyceum (Nederlander) (1,900;

90-$l.20)—"Blanche Fury" (EL).

This British picture given big cam-

I

paign and boosted scale, but lack
' of names are hurting. Fair $6,000.

I

Last week; "Dark Past" (Col),

light $4,000.

Toronto. March 22. I

Two sea pictures, "Wake of Bed !

Witch" and "Dowrf" to Sea in
,

Ships," are corralling most of coin
here despite competing against
each other. "Witch" is strongest
even if in second week. Other new
product is on mild side.

Estimates for This Week
Imperial (FP) (3,373; 36-66)—"To

Sea in Ships" (20th). Big $16,000.
Last week, "Every Girl Married"
(RKO) (2d wk), okay $10,000.
Locw's (Loew) (2,096; 36-66)—

"Command Decision" (M-G) (3d
wk). Fine $8,000 after last week's
$11,000.
Odcon (Rank) (2,390; 35-$1.20)—

"Wake Red Witch" (Rep) (2d wk).
Still sock at $13,000 after last
week's big $16,000.

Shea's (FP) (2,386: 36-66)—"John
Loves Mary" (WB). Okay $8;000.
Last week. "Yellow Sky" (20th) (2d
wk). good S6,000. ;

Tivoli (FPJ (1.431; 3(5-66)—"Man
,

About House" (20th). Okay $3,000.1
Last week. "Boy Green Hair"
(20th). sovso $4,500.
Uptown. (Loew) (2,743; 36-66)—

I

"Piccadilly Incident" lU) and i

Crime" (Indiel. Mild $8,000. Last I

"Bad Men Tombstone" I

Good $36,000; lother Not So Fresh,

), Tony' 25G, 'Honeymoon' 36G

Broadway Grosses

Estimated Total Grosw
This Week $489,000

{ Based m ic theatres)

Last Year $881,900

(Based, on 23 tlieatres)

'Riley' Ropes In

TaDSimPitt

(Mono) and "Henrv,
(Mono), mild $8,500.

Bainmaker"

?i'rwelk "'John' Loves "^Mary" !

Lyric (Pai ) (1,000; 50-70)-"Wake

rWB) and "Plunderers" (Rep), ;
Red Witch" (Rep) (3d wk). Deliv-

Sl'^'iOO I
ercd m surprising fashion and still

Orplirum (Loew) (3,000; 40-85)—
I

good at $5,000. Last week, big

"Knock on Any Door" (Col) and
i

$7,000.

"Blondie's Big Deal" (Col). Nice Radio City (Par) (4,000; 50-70)—
$25,000. Last week, "The Bribe" "Letter Three Wives" (20th). Men's
(M-G) and "Bad Men of Tomb- i fashion show opening night helped

stone" (Mono), about same. 1 land big start. Just good $15,000.

Paramount (NET) (1,800; 40-85)
|
Last week. "Chicken Every Sun-

—"Johnny Belinda" (WB) and day" (20th), fairly good $14,500.

"Sierra Madre" (WB) (reissues)
j

RKO-Orplieum (RKO) (2,800;
SO-.SO $11,000. Last week, 'Whis- 50-70)—"South of St. Louis" (WB).
pering Smith" (Par) and "Kid-!
napped" (SG) (2d wk), neat $12,000

Pittsburgh, March 22.

First week in a long time that

all of Golden Triangle's five first-

runs have new pictures, and they're

riding the Lenten slump about

evenly. Best of the bunch looks

like "Life of Riley'^ at Harris,

which Jfs caishing in on a strong

canipiign, "South of St, Louis"

looks juSt SO-sflr at Stanley and
tjiat^s also true of "Fainiiy Hopeyi
moon" at ^Penn.

Estimates for this Week ^

nptitinn from now n 2n0-spat rinrv I

(Shea) (1,700; 45-80)—
petit on Horn new ll,^UO-seatUincy|.,j^^j p„ , j^ooks .$6,500,

;
Garden where the Shipstads and

i very modest. Last week, "Enchant-

i

Johnson "Ice Follies" is landing a 1 ment" (RKO) (2d wk), $7,500.

I fantastic gross for nine shows at I Harris (Harris) . (2,200; 45-80)

—

j
$3 top. "Whispering Smith," top "Life of Riley" U). P.a.'s of Rich-
filmer, is sturdy at Palace. Capitol's ard Long and Meg Randall, St

Carle-MiUs Bros. Help

Tigeon' $30,000, Cincy;

'Smith' Snappy $16,000
Cincinnati, March 22.

Biz generally is shaping up ac-

ceptable this stanza in view of com-

Staip
"Knock

(Loew)
on Any

(3,500; 40-85)—
Door" (Col) and

week,
light

"Blondie's Big Deal" (Col). Nice
$16,000. Last week, "The Bribe"
(M-G) and "Bad Men of Tomb-
stone" (Mono), $15,500.

Philly yd, So Is Biz;

'Shockproof Dim $15,000,W Mtut $14,000
Philadelphia, March 22.

Cold weather and some product-

that left patrons even colder in-
fused no warmth into firstruns this
weekend. Earle is way off with
"Shockproof." Another newcomer.
"The Bribe," at Goldman shapes
standout. "Red Pony" looks brisk
at the Aldine.

Estimates for This Week
Aldine (WB) (1.303; 50-99)—

"Red Pony" (Rep). Brisk $14,000
or better. Last week. "Own True
Love" (Par), thin $11,500 in 10
days.

; Boyd (WB) (2,360; 50-99 )—
•Woman's Secret" (RKOi. Mild
$19,000. Last week. "Enchant-
ment" (RKO) (5th wk), $13,000.

, ^Jarle (WB) (2,700; 50 - 99)—
rShockpioof" (Coll. Dim $15,000.
Last week, "Peudin", Fussin' " (U)
with Jack Carson onstage, sock
$36,000. " '

Fox (20th) (2,2.i0; 50-99)—"Let-
ter Three Wives" (20th 1 (3d wk).
Holdmg up well at $18,000. Last
week, sock $26,000.

„„<"»|dman (Goldman) (1.200; 50-
SHi~ Bribe" (M-G). Oke $20,000.

m\ week. "Whispering Smith"
irar) (4th wk), $10,000.
Karlton (Goldman) ( 1 ,000; 50-99)

Pin
Arc" (RKO) (ISlh wk).

*^»ne $7,500. Last week, $8,000.
Keith

Fairly good $12,000. Last
"Woman's Secret" (RKOi,
$8,000.

RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600: 50-70)—
"Tarzan'.s Magic Fountain" (RKO).
Still life in Tarzan. . moderate
$8,000. Last week, "Act of Mur-
der" (U) split with "Canon Pass-

age" (U) and "Kiontier Gal" (U)

(reissuesl. $7,000.

State (Par) (2.300; 50-70)— 'Com-
mand Decision" (M-G) i2d wk).

Still forte at $10,000 after bofl'

$16,000 initial stanza.
" lVorranMann)""i4W; $i:20-$2."40)

-"Red Shoes" (ED i4tli wk). Sock
$5,500 on top of excellent $5,600

third canto.

St. Louis

fairly big

'Hair' Smooth $17,000,

St. Loo; 'GTIynn lOG
. St. Louis, March 22.

Holdovers predominate here cur-

rently and even spring weather

will not help the slow .
pace. • Of

new fare, best money is going to

"Boy With Green Hair," though

not smash at the Fox. "Fighting

O'Flynn" looks good at

while "Enchantment" is

at Shubei't.

Estimates for This Week
Ambassador (F&Mi (3,000; 50-75)

—•'Family Honeymoon
"Incident" .(Mono)
to $13,500 after

fancy $19,i>00.

Fox (F&M) (5,000; 50-75i—"Boy
Green Hair" (RKO) and "Christo-

pher Blalie" (WBi. Modest $17,000.

Last week, "Station West" (RKO)
and "Taiwan's Magic Fountain"

(RKO). $16,500.

'Locw's (Loew) (3,172; 50-75 1—

"The Bribe" (M-G) and "The
Search" IM-G) (2d wk), OS to slow

$13,000 after first session's strong

I

"Down To Sea In Ships" looks mild
i
Frankie Carle band and Mills Bros,

1
are boosting "'Clay Pigeon" to sock

I
week at .Mbee.

Estimates for This Week
i .-Vlbce (RKO) (3.100; 60-94) —
: "Clay Pigeon" iRKOi plus Frankie
! Carle orch. Mills Bros., others, on-
stage; Rollicking $30,Qa0. Last
week, "Dear Secretary" (UA) with

I Eddv Duchin orch. Marilvn Max-
; Well. $27,000. ^

Capitol (RKOi cum: 5,o-75) —
"To Sea In Ships" (20lhi. Mild
.$8,000 in 8 davs. Last week, "Don
Juan" (WB) (2d wk'. $6,000.

i Grand (RKO) (1,400; 55 - 75) —
I

"Bad iMen Tombstone" (Mono),
i Snappy $8,500. Last week, "Life of

Riley" (U) (2d wki. big S7.300.

Guild (Indie) (278; $1.20-$2.40)—
;
"Red Shoes" i-EL)-(3d wk). Holding
clo.sc to $4,500 pace about same as

last week. '

Keith's (City Inv.) (1,542; 55-75)
— 'Family Honeymoon" (Ul (2d

wk), Plent.V

of big $14
other round

Palace (RKO) (2.600; .55-751 —
|

"Whi.spering Smith" (Par). Sturdy
j

SKi.OOO. Last week, "Mother In

Freshman" (20th). $12,000.

Patrick's opening day, radio show
of same name and advance via
local columnists' attendance at

world preeni in Cincinnati all add-
ing up to excellent $13,500 or near.
Last week, "Letter Three Wives"
(20th) (2d wk), fine $10,000 in 5

I

days.. -

I Penn (Loew's-UA) (3.300; 45-80)
1-—"Family Honeymoon" (U). In-
! different notices aren't this, fairish

]
$14,500. Last week. "The Bribe"

I (M-G), over hopes at $16,000.

1 Stanley (WB) (3,800; 45-80)—
1 "South of St, Louis" (WB). Little

I

action here at around $16,000. Last
week. "Dear to Heart" (RKO),

I $15,000. .

Warner (WB) (2,000; 45-80)
"Tarzan's Magic Fountain" (RKO).
Last-minute booking but fairly
nice. $8,000 or closet -Last weckr
couple of reissues, "Castle on Hudr
son" (WB) and "Sgt. York" (WB)
(reissues), $9,000. •

-•f Los Angeles, March 22.

Ideal spring weather is cutting
into, weekend theatre takes here
this week, with nothing outstand-
ing in firstrun combos. "Mother Is
Freshman" . shapes pleasing, but
nothing more at $49,000. In four
houses. Same applies to "Family
Honeymoon," which is getting $36.-
000 in five spots.
"Bad Boy'' is strong at down-
town Orpheumj but light to okay
in other four houses, with $36,000
for live spots. "Red Pony" is on
just okay in two Paramounts with
$25,000. Good second week of $30,-
000 looms for "Knock On Any
Door" at two locations.

Estimates for This Week
Beverly Hills, Downtown. Ila»-

waii, Hollywood Music Halls (Prin-
Cdr) (834: 902; 1,106; 512; 55-$!)—
"Lticky Stiff" (UA) and "Riders
Pines" (COD. Slight $13,000 or
near. Last week, "Cover-Up"
(UA) (2d wk), $13,200.

Chinese. Loew's State, Loyola,
Uptown (FWC) (2,048; 2,404; 1.248;
1,719; 60-$!)—"Mother Is Fresh,
man" (20th) and "Lone Wolf and
Lady" (Col).. Pleasing $49,000.
Last week, "Letter Three Wives"
(20th) and "Henry, Rainm.iker"
(Mono) (3d Wk-8 days), $27,100.

Downtown, Hollywood, Wiltern
(WB) (1,757; 2,756; 2,344; 60-$!)—
"South St. Louis" (WBI (2d wk). ,

Fair $29,000. Last week, just good
$43,700.

Egyptian, lios Ansreles, Wilshire
(FWC) (1,538; 2,097; 2,296; 60-$l)
—"Sun Comes Up" (M-G) and
'Bribe" (M-G) (2d wk). Medium
$26,000. Last week, good $47,600.

Orpiieum (D'town) (2,210; 60-$l)
—"Bad Boy" (Mono) and "Joe Pa-
looka in Big Fight" (Mono). Strong
$19,000 or better, but just okay
$36,000 for 5 theatres where day-
dating. Last week, ^'Boy Green
Hair" (RKO) and "Gun Smug-
glers" (RKO) (2d wk-5 days). $6,-
900 here, with $14,400 total in. 4
houses.

Pantag:es. RKO Hillstreet /Pan-
RKO) (2,812; 2,890; 50-$l)-^
"Knock Any Door" (Col) and
"Blondie's Big Deal" (Col) (2d wl().

(Continued on page 18)

J
I

'Heart' Fast $18,000 in

Frisco; 'Beal' BoffoHG,

'Door' $22,000, 'Sun' 14G

IIUIIC^UIUUII . (^U .
...

:5rp\4r°l4Vfn!! 'Wives' Paces Indpts.,

Fair $12,000; 'Brihe'llG

;
San Francisco, March 22.

I

Despite St. Patrick'ii parade up

I

Market street on Sunday (20), biz

I
is holding well here this week. "So

j
Dear to Heart" shapes big at

I. Golden Gate While "Nick Beal"

Indianapolis, March 22. I

is heading for sock St. Francis
at flrstrun houses here this I

session. "Knock On Any Door"
is in doldrums, spring

|
looks big at Orpheum, backed by

(U) and
(2d wk). Down
initial stanza's

„ * (Goldman) (1,300; 60-99) 1 $19,000,

«,.lr>
Decision" (M-G) (6th '

Missouri (F&M) (3.500; 50-75)—
$7,000. Last week,

: MCri^^s Cross" (U( and "Walked byS)'!- Mild

I
Night" (EL)' (m.o.). Fine at $9.!50()

"v*,??r*X"> <WB) (4,360; 50-99)— Last week, "John Loves Mary
AJ^^y'i'oo'^" (U) (2d \vk). (WB) and "Every Girl Married

iiTili^*" $15,500, Last week, slim (RKO) (m.o.) (2d wk). $8,000.

I St. Louis (P&M) (4.000: 50-75)—

.(WB) (2,950; ^0-99)-* I "Fighting O'Flynn" (Ui and "Kid-

$19,500.

propped to $14!500
file $23,000.

'^*'''""'

Stanto

.South ot St. lVu7s"""(WB). napped"" TmV^^ Good $10,000.

Last week, Last week, "Cheated Law! (20th)

and stageshow. stout $17,000.

"Tarv^n"" (1,475; 50-99)-
i Shady Oak (F&Mi '676; $1.20-

Ten H *l«!;^?8ic Fountain" (HKO). $2.40)—"Hamlel" (U) (8th wki. Oft

rr!.?,"* *9.000. Last week, "Cover- : to $2..5O0 after oke $3.s00 last
(LA), 59,800.. ,.oi,nd.

S2 4n'"''"T?'",*
'T-L' (500; $1.20- Shubert (Indi (1.50();. l^rP^Z:

wk) iTi^^^'*,
Shoes" (ELi (13lh "Enchantment" (RKO'. Big S12._0M.

solid *n?nS^ "8,000. Last week, ; Last week, "Joan of Arc
"""a $9,500,

.
; j5t), vikp. great $7,500,

(RKOi

'O'Flynn' Socko $11

'

Seattle; 'Door' Huge 16G
Seattle.. March 22.

Standout newcomers this week
are "Fighting O'Flynn" at Coli-

seum and "Knock on Any Door"
at Libertv. Major holdovers are

"Joan of Arc" at Music Hall and
"Canadian Pacific" at Orpheum,
both solid.

Estimates tor This Week
Blue Mouse (H-Ei (800: .50-84)—

"John Loves Mary" (20th) and

"Girl Manhattan" (UAi (5th wk).

Slow $2,500. Last week. $3,300.

Coliseum (H-E) 1 1.877: .50-84)—*.

"Fighting O'Flynn" (U) and
"Urubu" (UA). Big $11,000. Last

week. "Act of Violence'' (M-G) and
"HarDoon"(SG). $7,200.

Fifth Avenue (H-Ei (2.349; 50-

84)—"Enchantment" (RKO) and
"Mi.ss Mink" (20thi. Slow $7,000.

Last week. "Command Decision"

(M-G) (3d wk-8 days), nice $6,000.

Liberty dndi (l,6.i0; 50-84)—

"Knock On Any Door" (Col) and

"Lone Wolf, Lady" (Coll. Terrific

$16,000. Last week. "Sun Comes
Up" (M-G) and "Blackie Chinese

Adventure" (Col ). fine $8,400.

Music Hall (H-E) (2.200; 80-

$1.25)—"Joan of Arc" (RKO) (2d

wk). Solid $10,000 after great $15,-

000 opener. „ „.
Orpheum (It-F.i i2.600; 50-84'—

"Canadian Pacific" i20th> and "Big

Fight" (Mono) (2d wk'. Big $8,-

006 after solid $13,600. ^^^^^
Paramount iH-E) i3.039; '50-84i

—"Mother Is Freshman" (20th)

and "Alaska Patrol" iFC' (2d wk-

6 days). Fair $7,000. Last week,

great $12,300.

Biz
week
weather, hockey finale, basketball
and first television trade show

]

keeping public's mind " off' pix.
{

"Letter to Three Wives" at Indiana
[

and "Bribe" at Loew's are only ;

fair. Lyric pulled "Mickey" after

,

four days.
|

Estimates for This Week I

Circle (Gamble-DoUe) (2,800;
44-65)—"Station West" (RKO) and;
"Velvet Touch" (RKO). Thin
$9,000. Last week, "Life of Riley"
(U) and "This Is N. Y." (UA), dandy

I $13,000.

Indiana (G-D) (3.300; 44-65)—
• "Letter Three Wives" (20th) and
• "Caravan" (Col), Moderate $12,000.
i Last week, "Rogues' Regiment"
(U) and "Saxon Charm" (U), about
same.

;
Loew's (Loew's) (2,450; 44-651—

"Bribe" (M-G) and "Piccadilly In-

I cident" (M-G). Slow $11,000. Last
I week, "Act of Violence" iM-Gi and
' "Dark Past" (Col), tepid $8,000 in

i

5 days.

Lyric (G-D) (1,600; 44-651—
"Micke.v" (EL) and "The Scar"

I (EL). Only $1,.')00 in four days.
; "Sgt. York" (WB) and "Castle on
! Hudson" (WB) reissues). Oke
; $5,000 in 4 days. Last week, "Tar-
' zan's Magic Fountain" (RKO) and
i "The Pearl" (RKO). modest $6,000.

A. M. Loew Ganders
Europe for Metro

Arthur Mi Loew, Metro's vpepee
1 in charge of the foreign field,

I planed to France over the week-
end for a couple of weeks.

Loew is inspecting Continental
operations during his stay in Eu-

t rope.

major ad and promotional cam- :

paign. "Red Stallion in Rockies" .

is doing nicely at Paramount.
Estimates for This Week

Golden Gate (HKOi (2.844-
60-95)—"Dear to Heart" (RKO) and
"Gun Smugglers" (RKO). Big
$18,000 or over. Last week. "Clav
Pigeon" (RKO) plus Red Skelton
onstage, tremendous $52,000 at
upped scale.

Fox (FWC) (4,651; 60-95)—
"Canadian Pacific" (20th) and
"High Fury" (UA) (2d wk). Fair
$10,500 in 5 days. Last week, big
$22,500.

Warfield (FWC) (2,656; 60-85)-^
"Sun Comes Up" (M-G) and"Act
Of Violence" (M-G). Fine $14,000.
Last week, "Chicken Every Sun-
day" (20th) (2d wk). $ll,ij00.

Paramount (Par) (2,646; 60-85)—
"Red Stallion Rockies" (EL) and
"Shamrock Hill" (ED. Nice
$13,000 or close. Last week, "Sgt.
York" (WB) and "Castle on Hud-
son" (WB) (reissues), husky

: $17,500.

St. Francis (Par) (1.400; 60-85)—
"Nick Beal" (Par). Sock 817.000.
Last week, "Whispering Smith"
(Par) (4th wk), $10,500.

Orpheum (No. Coast) (2,448;
1 55-8,5)-:-"Knock On Any Door"
i
(Col) and "Gallant Bess" (ED. Big
$22,000. Last week, "Fighting
O'Flvnn" (U) and "Gay Amigo"
(UAi. okay $12,000.

United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207;

8i)-$1.20)— "Enchantment" (RKO)
;(2d wk). Strong $8,000. Last

I

week. $10,500.

Stagfedoor (Ackerman) (370;
:
$1.20-$2.40)—"Hamlet" (U) (19th

. (Continued on page 18)
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Panic Ends'for Pic Biz
Continued from page 1

that is aecompanying a film-making situations, doUai- shortages are less

resurgence. I acute and there should be a better

For tliose who want satlstics,
|

chance to get added income from
there are plenty available to dem- abroad. v ,

onstrate that the ^ndusti-y is re- 1 Among the most encouraging sit-

turning to something like normal- uations foreign-wise is that in Eng-

ity. It's not figures that count so land. The British have discovered

much, however, in this case as it I that taxes and quotas on Holly-

is a state of mind. A year ago, ' wood's product are not the stjre

producers, directors; writers andjcues to profits for their own in^

distribs were deep in the dumps.
! dustry. As a result, the tax is off,

A view of the world through ' the quota is coming down, there

smoked glasses wasn't conducive ' should be no more serious blows

either to making flrstrate pictures to U. S, films from that quarter

or selling them. The specs are now ! and the prospefcts are for gradually

beginning to take on that rose increasing in<;ome from England,

tinge again that caused Irving Ber- Since Britain is Hollywood's major
lin to note "There's no business market abroad (60%), the greatest

like . . . etc."
]

importance must be attached to

It!s J not that the. domestic box- any pickup there,

office or foreign situations havej in Hollywood, both majors and
jniproved spei'ceptibly over 1948. Undies are on a production upbeat^
Rather, time has been the chief

^

Top studios, such as Warner
protagonist in bringing about the i Bros., which werfe completely
realization, of a new era. It has closed down, have not only re-

given the industry an opportunity opened, but are prepping a flood ot

to take a more objective view of .scripts that should soon send film-

the series of jabs and haymakers making into a boom period. Exhib-
which sent it to the mat last year. ' demand for product is acute.

Nevertheless, the statistical side shelves are becoming bare and the

of the picture is encouraging. Do- ,
bloom is wearing off -the reissue

mestic boxoffice receipts have '
peach. There should, as a result,

ceased the dowiihfll ride that be- be a call for steady output ahead,

gan in the spring of '47. The first
|

Indie producers, who came
10 weeks of 'this year have been

! closest to being knocked flat by the
about equal, to those- of 1948, -while -combination of ' sinking domestic
theatre profits in some, cases, are grosses and foreign restrictions,

better in light of operating econo- , are just starting to get going again,
mies. ' Banks and second-money men are
On another hand, giving a tickle hardly rushing them with bags of-

to producers and distributors-^not coin, but a well-established pror
to mention the all-important banks i ducer with a decent script and cast
—is the strength of film rentals. A ' is again able to find financing. The
major phenomenon has been rcg- . would-be producers and promoters
iStered by 20th-Fox (see story on ; have been pretty well shaken by
page 5) with a better. than 25% tilt 1 the readjustment, but there's no
in domestic returns on its: product, wailing over that,

due. largely to better quality pic- 1 Profits lor the year should be
tures. ' good. Most of the companies have

;
The; foreign field-7-which dealt

j
taken writeofls on their wartime

the first postwar slug to the ih- 1 mistakes, the high-cost films made
dustry—appears definitely to be on during the war have already been
the comeback trail. International amortized and most of the product
department toppers, feel that the [ now going into release was' made
worst is over so far as restrictions at more reasonable prices. So
and the freezing of coin abroad is

j

business only has to be as good in
concerned. With . a general im- 1949 as it was last vcar to re.sult

provement in the world economic ' in -a healthy pickup m net returns.

Parent-Teachers In

Juye Cleanup Drive
Renewing its demand for suit-

able juve film fare. United Parents

Association at its third: annual

Institute/ in New York over last

Weekend, threatened a "cleanup"

campaign against the pix industry

equalling in scope the recent drive

against comic mags. : Major, concen-

tration of UPA fire was directed

against the pix industry's sluif-o£f

of educational films and its alleged

practice of "dishonest and mislead-

ing" advertisements.

The Assn., repping 285 parent-
teacher groups with a total mem-
bership of over 200,000, urged that

some films, "obviously unsuited"
for juve tastes, be labeled in na-
tional ads as "adult- . iilmsi'' At
same time, the UPA moved to set

up. a liaison unit to work with the
major companies' script depart-
ments in turning out special kid
pix.':'' •

.

Television was seen as opening
a new field for juve 'films by John
Flory, indie producer and chair-
man of the television committee of
the eastern Screen: Directors Guild.
While regular' dlstrib Channels are
not geared to handle such product
profitably, Flory said the flock of
kid programs on TV will be in the
market -for specij^l Alm material; -

Padovani for 'Concrete'

:London, March: 22.

. Lea Padovani, Italian actress
who recently starred in Italian-
made "The Outcry," is being tested
for the starring role in "Christ in
Concrete," adapted from Pietro Di
Donato's best-seller. Miss Pado-
vani's reseniblence to Luise Rainer,
who originally had been mentioned
for the "Cgncrete" part, is said to
be the reason for her getting test.

Picture is soon to go into produc-
tion at J. Arthur Hank's Pinehurst
studio.

Ue Stntf-Rctures
Acting Commissioner of Narcotics G. W. Cunningham, in Washing-

ton, defends the stand of his bureau in asking the State Dept. to with*
hold from exhibition in the U. S. two Canadian films on drug addicts
"The Drug Addict" and "Pay-Off in Pain." Films tponsored by the
Canadian government as public documents. h«ve had general release
in Canada, as pertinent discussion on locial evils.

Cunningham, l»j forthcoming (Mareh 26) issue of Saturday Review
of Literature, writes, however: "The code of the motion-picture pro.
ducers and distributors prohibits presenting scenes of addiction and
similar features of the narcotic traffic. This position was arrived at
independently by the industry. However, we are in entire accord with
it because of the lurid manner in which even the best-lntentioned
vehicle of this type n^ight be explointed. Once the bars were low-
ered, there would be no basis on which discrimination could be
exercised."

In its search for college freshman mothers to tie in with its ballyhoo
campaign on "Mother Is a Freshman," 20th-Fox came up with a 46-year-
old grandmother in New York, a freshman at City College. In addition
to getting the standard round ' of theatres and niteries awarded the
other freshman mothers, she asked to be included in the final judging
for "Miss AU-American Freshman," winner of which is to be awarded
a trip to the Coast. Twentieth is now studying her qualifications to
determine ^whether she is eligible.

Four mothers in all were discovered by„ 20th's publicity department
in N. y. Each of them was treated to dinner at Billy Rose's Diamond
Horsoshoe, attended the opening night of the "Freshman" picture at

the Broadway Roxy and then went to the GopaGabana nitery, where
they were intei*viewed over the air by disk jockey Jack Eigen.

William J. Heineman, Eagle Lion's distrib veepee, throws some fur-

ther light on the question of the efl:ect of a. film's title on boxoffice.

Heineman ordered a number of test engagements for EL's pic, "Hol-
low Triumph," under a new label of "The Scar" after b.o. returns on
the original title proved only fair. -Revenues jumped an average ot

40%, according to Heineman, and a permanent switch to the "Scar"
label .was:or»Jered.. In line with the new title, company has.also shifted

its ad emphasis to
:
play . up the action angle rather than the original

stress on romance.

"The Outcry" currently is in its

third week at Avenue Playhouse,
N, Y.

New Swedish film, "Incorngible." containing some "highly reali.<!tic"

scenes, is getting into the U. S. llvrough the back door, making ils bow
this week in Los Angeles, where there is no-local cen.sorship. Under-
stood one sequence would be tossed out pronto if eyed by eastern cen- -

sors or the Legion Of Decency. Film's barkers expect a heavy pub-
licity break in L. A. as a boxoftice buildup in towns, outside Calitovnia.

Legal roles are getting a* heavy play at Metro these days, with

Spencer Tracy and Katharine Hepburn playing attorneys in "Man and
Wife"; "Robert Taylor in ' The Reformer and the Redhead"; Van .lolin-

son in "Plc'ise Beluivc Me." ;ind David Brian in "Intruder in the Must."

Newsreel in Censorship Snarl

theatre newsrcels
end.

It's undcr.stood

ConUniied

over last week-

thai I lie iictual

from pace t ^^^j—^^^^^.^aas
reason-, for : the reels' censorship
was that they contained pictures of

important naval installations, with
the President's cottage as a con-

spicuous landmark. According to

Eben Ayers, assistant White House
secretary, the action was not cen-

sorship but only "following out a
policy in which newsreel. and photo
people have cooperated- right

along." Three still newspaper pho-

tographers, however, destroyed

their pictures rather than let them
by confiscated. •

My Lux Soap facials

leave skin softer, smoother"
(qys JAME WYATT

Here's a proved complexion careMn
recent Lux Toilet goap tests by skin

specialists, actually.three out of four

complexions improved ift a short time.

•'It's wonderful the way Lux Soap
care really makes skin lovelier," says

Jane Wyatt. "I smooth the fragrant

lather well in. As I rins^and pat With
a soft towel to dry, skin takes on
fresh new beauty I"

You'lljove the generous new f>a</i

size Lux Toilet Soap, too— so fra-

grant, so luxuriousi

Another fine product of

t«v*r Brethert Company

Allied Artists'

'Zk\> BOYV

; Truman Kcts an 'Oscar'

Washington, March 22.

.They invented a new "Oscar"
here last Saturday, a lenser grinds

ing away at a newsreel camera on
a tripod—and they gave it to

President Truman for the. "best

performance of the year."

Surprise presentation fciitui'ed

the annual dinner to tlie , Presi?

dent by the White House Photogra-
phers Assn. eiimaxing the eve-

ning; George Dorscy, Warncr-Pathe.
rep,"and newly inducted president

ol the lenscrs organization, an-

nounced that the reelers Ivad a

little award to make. Lifjhts went

out in tlie big ballroom imri a.

screen came down on .stafie. Then
there was flaslicd a complete edi!-

tion of theTrunian speech imitat-

ing H. V. Kaltcnborn on .Ian. 19

at the Electoral College dinner.

That newsreel feature «as \\i<lely

hailed; it featured the delighted ,

President ribbing H. V. tor insist-

ing through most ot Elect ionmglit
that it was in the bag lor Dewey.

Then the lights went u|i and

Dorsey presented the now "Oscai,''

cast in bronze, to Mr. Truman.

Head table guests at I he dinner

included: Barney Balalianv Spyios

Skouras, Nate .1. Blumheis, Haiiy

Katmine* William Rodgci's of

Metro, Eric Johnston; Norman
Moray, president of Warncr-Pathe
News; Al J. Richards, head of'

Paramount News; Edmund Reek,

producer- of Movietone: Mike Glo-

fine, head of News of the Day; and

Tom Mead, of Universal N<n\srcel.

Nearly 800 were packed at the

tables, including a long list of

gueets fi'om the motion picture

home ofl'lces in New York.
Because of illness, Red Skellon

was forced to bow out of the enter-

tainment, but remainder of thf

bill hit a very fast pace under the

emceeing of Jack Carson. Others

included Betty Mutton. Billy

Wolfe, Dick H.iynics, Gertruue

Niesen, Liberace and Manna

Koshetz.
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War's End Brings Pix Hypo to kael;

New Houses, Studios, Production Seen
Tel-Aviv; March 15,

There are today . 68 cinemas in

Israel. Of these, there are 10

houses in Haifa, six houses in

Jerusalem and 11 houses in Tel-

Aviv. The seating capacity of, the

cinemas in key cities varies be-

tween 800 and 1,200. Those in

suburbs, colonies and smaller vil-

lages run between 200 and 600.

With a few exceptions, all cinemas,

are owned by individu&l owners.

There are only four circuits of

which tlve owner owns more than
one cinema.

Lowest admission price average

Is 35c., while the highest is $1.15.

Seats are numbered and there are

no continuous shows. The pro*

grams shown consist of 55%
American product, 20% Russian
product and 25% French, Italian

and British Alms.

Since the waf only four new
cinemas have been built, but now
It is expected that building of new
hou.ses all over the country will

start in a big way; The laclc of

sufficient cinemas is noticed espe-

cially, in Tel-Aviv where out of 11

cinemas only six are first-run

.. houses.
In Israel, the eight American

companie.s^Metro, 20th-Fox, Para-
niount, Warners^ RKO, United
Artists, Universal-' and Columbia-^

Park Those Gats, Kids!

. Johannesburg, March 8.

All children under 12 attending
matinee performances at the East
Rand cinema, (near Johannesburg),
must leave their toy pistols, dag-
gers and tomahawks at the box-
office, following fights inside be-

tween rival gangs.
Feud has been brewing for some

time between juvenile fans of Tim
McCoy and opposition gang rooting

for his screen oponents, "The
Black Bandit of Arizona." Film
duels were duplicated in the cin-

ema, and only quelled by interven-

tion of ushers, resulting in present
edict.

Italo-Ui>. Accord

Held to Be Tair'

American film men view the
agreement reached with the Italian

^ovemmient during the pstsfejjew

wteeks 4s a fair and advantaeepus
cbiiiproinise. Whlle the Yanks Will

have to deposit 2,500,000 lire ($4,-

347) for each film imported, the
have their own officers or repre-

,
Italians have agreed to forego

sentatives. Each company imports
approximately 20-25 pictures ?very
year. : Other American product,
such as Republic, Monogram, PRC,
etc., is being distributed, by in»;

ctependents who purchase the films

in the U. S. directly for distribu-

tion in Israel. A large percentage
of playing time goes to the Rus-
sian pictures fstate, controlled)

which are very popular, since a

large part of Israel's population
speaks Russian;
Three British companies. Eagle

I.ion. Alexander Korda Productions
(British Lion) and Associated Brit-

ish Pathe. are distributing their

product through permanent dis-

tributors In Israel. French, Italian

and other foreign productions are
being distributed by independents
Wlio purchase their films directly

from the producers.

Production Not Sxploited

The production fieldt with its

special.' difnculties, has not been
exploited fully. So far, five full

features (documentaries and semi-
documentaries) have been pro-
(luced by various PalestlTiian'^and

foreign producers. Apart from the
full features, a large amount of

lieu.

onerous taxes and quota restric-

tions which were pending.
The money that the Americans

put J on depo8it.-^it is repayable in

10 years without interest—will be
used to build up the Italian film

industry would grow in any case,

by the Yank film men on that

basis. They think that the Italian

industry : wDulti"~grow^n^any-caser
and that eflforts to stop it would
be shortsighted.
New plan, which was discussed

by the Italian cabinet last weefcj versions
and is expected to be passed by
the Constituent Assembly shortly,

calls for the issuance to each im-
porter upon making his 2,500,000
lire deposit of a certificate author-
izing him to unblock immediately
from his frozen funds the equiva-
lent of 2j500,000 lire at the legal

rate-.' ,

Whatever, other' coin a company
has frozen It can attempt to get out
in the normar course of business.

This includes investment in Italian

production and such arrangements
as have been made with Catholic
and Jewish—charities which _use
dollars collected from Americans
to buy lire at an advantageous rate

'Hamlet's' India Record
Madras, March 15.

J. Artluir Rank's "Hamlet" has
brftken all records in Madras for

either a foreign or Indian picture.

Released at the local Globe, it col-

lected $5,000 for first week, and
promises to garner as much fop

second week. It play6d at Calcutta
Lighthouse for four weeks, which
is a record run, and at Bombay
Regal for three weeks.
Bombay censors, however, clipped

60 feet of the film where Hamlet
soliloquizes. College professors

thought this action high-handed.

Indian Producers

Vs. Foreign Dub
Madras, March 15.

The Motion Picture Producers
Assn. of India has sent a^ long: rtiem.-

orandum to the .Government of In-,

dia, requesting protection -fcom
dubbed versions of foreign pictures.

Association estimates, on basis of
gro.sses made by the Hindi version
of "Thief of Baghdad," each dubbed
English picture would rob. India of
total estimated grosses on four In-

dian pictures. And in playing time,

about a third of the total time
available for Indian pictures. '

The association suggests a pro-
hibitive import duty on dubbed
versions of foreign pictures and
also a levy of excise duty on foi>

eign pictures dubbed into Indian
languages in India. These sugges-
tions are made only if total ban Is

not considered advisable by the
Indian government.
Bombay Censor Board has certir

fied, since 1944, 27 foreign pictures
ibbed into or narrated in Hindi.

Soviet film has been dubbed
Tamil. Of these 27 pictures,

i4-belong-to-RuRSian-prodacers4J,2-
to American and one to British pro-
ducers. Metro owns nine dubbed
versions and RKO three dubbed

It's too early, however,
to predict course which would be
taken by Indian government.

documentary shorts and newsreels i

for use in Italy,

were produced. The subject of
|

Fund into which the Americans
these films dealt mainly with
lii'e in communal settlementis, the
plight of refugees and the like.

Main reason for. the rather re-

stricted production in this country
has been the lack of studio and
laboratories facilities. Films could
be photographed in Israel but
could not be developed properly
and their sound could not be re-
corded here. This had to be done
abroad, mainly in the U. S.

This difficulty should be over-
come with the opening of a pro-
jected studio owned Jointly by an
American and Israeli company. It'

is expected that this studio will

have all the technical facilities and
should be ready by the middle of
1950. Outlook for film production
in Israel will be bright' theny since
scenery, climate, etc., of Israel,

which ' are very similar to Califor-
nia, are mo.st suitable'for film pro-
duction.
There exist three associations

representing the film Industry in.

Israel. Thev are (1), branch of the.

Motion Picture Assn. of America,
representing the eight major comr
panics; (2),; -Assn. of Independent
Distributors; (3), Assn. of Ex-
hibitors.

pay the 2,900,000 lire deposit for
each picture will lend capital at

69fc interest to Italian producers
up to a maximum of 70% of their

estimated budgets. Pictures made
jointly by U. S. and Italian pro-
ducers may be .similarly financed.
Half of the Interest received on

this money would be used for ex-
penses o| management of ' the fund,
while the othjr half Would be used
to establish an agency in New
York for Importation of Italian
films into the U. S.

One of the reasons the Ameri-
can majors are sympathetic to the
deposit system is a feeling that it

will keep out inferior films which
have flooded the market and
caused a hard time for, the better
pix. Fly-by-nights are said to
have accounted for a good number
of the approximate 800 films im-
ported in 1948. *

Metro's British Contest
London, March 22'.

Metro has comoleted plans with
Kinematograph Weekly for a na-
tional showmanship contest among
British exhibs as part of the com-
pany's 25th anniversary campaign.
Sir Alexander King, prez of the
Cineniiifocraph Exhibitors Assn.;

D. J. Goodlatte, managing director
of Associated Briti.sh Cinemas; and
A. L. Cartur. crlitor of the mag,
will serve as judges. . ;

Contest runs from April 3,- '49-

March 31. '50. Total awards will

come to $2,000.

S. Africa Salary Freeze

To Affect U. S. Talent
Cape Town, March 15.

South African Treasury has is-

.sued a statement that remittances
to non-sterling areas to cover the
engagement, of musicians, singers,
boxers, wrestlers and others, Will
be severely curtailed in line with
the government's, policy of re*
stricting dollar exchange.
Anybody wishing to enter into a

contract with any American per-
former to come to the Union for
entertainment purposes, has first
to submit an application to the

i Exchange Control to ascertain
i
whether dollars will be made

.available.

I

Thi.s literally means that very
few American arti.sts or legit

j

.shows can now be inked for South
I African engagements, and the
Union will have to rely on British

I sources for Its entertainment.

Finland Gets Strong Dose

OfRussPixJutU.S.SHll

Ahead, England Next
Helsinki , March 8.

Political accord between Fin-
land and Russia is reflected in a
flock of Soviet film.s which poured
into this covmtry last year, in con-
trast Xo_Jhe_ reiaUwly_f_e\\rSovie^
pictures distributed in other Scan-
dinavian nations during the same
period. Some 29 Russian pix were
shown at Helsinki theatres in 1948.
However, out of a total of 344

films exhibited in the Finnish capi-

tal last year, the great bulk of
product was supplied by the U. S.,

which was represented with 196,
nine more than in 1947i Others
were Britain, 33; France, 28; Swe-
den, 25; Finland, 16; Denmark,
four; Germany, . four; Austria,
three; Italy and. Hungary: two
apiece, and one each from Belgium:
and Switzerland.

Paris Champagne Circuit Perks,

'

Scenting Breeze of U.S. Tourists

Republic's Mex Deal.
-"" Mexico City, March 22.

Booking for one year of Republic
pix into the Cadena de Oro
(Golden Chain), top local cinema
circuit, was announced by Carl
Ponedel, Republic manager here.
This is Republic's biggest deal In

Mexico, Booking starts with "Wake
of the Red Witch."

Circuit is .showcased by the Cine
Alameda, leading Mexico film-

house, and comprises two other
firstrun cinemas, four second and
10 subsequent runs. Chain is

owned-operated by Emilio Azcar-
raga and associates, also big I'adio

owners-operators here. ,

'Reformed' Venice

Pix Festival Set
Genoa, March 8.

The Venice film festival this

year is tentatively scheduled to
take place from Aug. 12 to Sept. 1,

with a new set of rules designed to
eliminate much of the criticism

encountered by last year's festival.

Much of the criticism was di-

rected at the Italian Direzione per
lo Spettacolo (agency which gov-
erns all entertainment matters in
Italy, theatres, films, etc.), which
allegedly abused its power in the
case of Venice in several occasions,
by insisting for example, that all

Italian pictures be given the pre-
ferred evening showings. One
-Italiau—picture , contrary—to—all-

regulations, arrii^ed on the last day
of the festival and was shown.
New regulations call for a nine-

man jury at Venice this year, of
which five members are Italian,

with one of the Italians presiding:

:

Other changes call for only one
feature film per show; abolition of
the rule that films must not have
been , shown outside country of
origin (they must not have been
shown in Italy, however); films will
be selected and invited by a jury"
of experts; reductions in the num-
ber of prizes and the number of
films; no special showings- for
newsmen and jury, etc.

NO ITAIO 'COMRADE'
Genoa, March 15.

Title for the Clark Gable-Hedy
Lamarr starrer, "Comrade X," now
going into general release in Red-
conscious Italy, has been changed.

It's now "Corrispondente X"
("Correspondent X''1 instead of
"Compagno X."

Current London Shows
London, March 22.

"Adv. Story," James (1).

"Annie Get Gun," Col's'm (94).

"Bless the Bride," Adelphi (100).

"Belinda Fair," Sav. (1).

"Browning," Phoenix (28).

"Cage Peacock," Cambridge (50).

"Edward, My Son," Lyric (95).

"Foolish Gent'w'n," Duch. (4).

"Happiest Days," Apollo (52),

"Harvey," Wales (12).

"Heiress," Haymarket (8).

"HijTh Button Shoes," Hipp. (14).

"Torch tfl Touch," Savoy (6).

"Kid From Strat.," Wint. (25).

"Latin Qt. Revue," Casino (1).

"Lilac Time," Maj. (5).

"Miss Mabel," Strand (17).

"Oklahoma!" Drury Lane (99).
"One Wild Oat," Garrick (16).

"Oranges & Lemons," Globe (8).

"Perfect Woman," Play. (28).

"September Tide," Aid. (15).

"Together Again," Vic. Pal. (102).
"Wild Duck," St. Mart. (19).

"Worm's View," Whitehall (100).

Rabinoyitcfa Working On

New Deal on Completion

Of Columbia 3-Pix Setup
Recent completion of his Italian-

made "Legend of Faust," according
to producer Gregor Rabinovitch,
marks the final film in a three-
picture distribution deal with Co-
lumbia. Under the original agree-
ment the American company not
only released the trio of operatic
pix but financed 75% of their pro-
duction. Aside from "Faust," the
threesome incliided "The Lost
One" ("Traviata") and "The Eter-
nal Melody."
Now in the U. S. for a five-

week stay, Rabinovitch is current-
ly negotiating with Columbia to
work out apother distribution-
financing arrangement. Upon his
return to Europe he expects to
start productitfn in Italy on "Tales
of Hoffman" and also plans shoot-
ing a film in France with Danielle
Darrieux. Latter picture would
be made in both French and Eng-
lish versions.
One of the first American pro-

ducers to turn out pictures in Italy
after the war, Rabinovitch declared
in New York last week that costs
have gone up at least 50% during
the past two years. He attributed
the spiral as. primarily due to in-
creased outlays for labor and ma-
terials, coupled with a serious pow-
er shortage that has disrupted
shooting schedules." Poor labora-
tory facilities present another
problem.

By ART BUCHWALD
Paris, March 8

Nightclub owners in Paris have
just about stopped crying into
their champagne buckets. Spring
with its promise of warm weather'
chirping birds and rich tourists'
has cheered up the bistro man'
agers, and they are looking for-
ward to a lucrative summer.
The little boites have been the

hardest hit by the January and
February slump. Since a bottle
of champagne costs 3,000 francs
($7,50) at the big expensive niieries
and the same priqe at an intimate
place, French customers have been
giving the larger clUbs the piay.

Most of the places are prepping
new shows for the 'touriist trade.
Pierre-Louis Guerin returned re-
cently from the States, where he
lined up his new show for the
Lido, that opens in May. GUerin
is also preparing to reopen the
Ambassadeurs in May.

Josephine Baker, who recently
took over the Club des Champs
Elysees and renamed it the Chez
Josephine Bcker, is doubling be-
tween the club and the new Folies
Bergere revue, called "Feerie Et
Folies." The show incidentally re.
ceived mixed notices, with most
of them ranging from not so good
to pretty bad.

Extravaganzas the Specialty

The Bal Tabarin will maintain
the same spectacle during the
summer season, and will have a
new spectacle ready for: October.
The Bal's biz has been good and
the show Ts colorful and brassy.

Casino de Paris has an extra-
vaganza t h at stars Claudihe
Cereda, Lucien Jeunesse and Pedro
De__C.ordQba Bal Tab, Folies and
Casino will probably get the big-

gest tojurist crowds and the sum-
mer months may find scalpers ask-
ing three or four times the amount
for tickets.

Favorite spots along the cham-
pagne circuit are Carrere, Casa-
nova, Grands Seigneurs, Mon-
selgneurs, Chez Josephine Baker
and Club de 1' Opera. Aime Barelli
is the main attraction at Carrere
and the management has imported
six existentialist jitterbugs from
the left bank who have been the
hit of the show.
Lucienne Boyer is at the Grands

Seigneurs and packs, in a nostalgic
crowd that knew her when. Casa-
nova, Monseigneurs and Grands
Seigneurs have gypsy, orchestras
besides their regular dance bandsrr
These violinists move about the
rooms playing anything from Rus-
sian lullabies to "01' Man River."
Other clubs that are playing to

full tables are the L'Aiglon, Big
Ben, Nightclub and Florence.
Linda Stevens, American singer,

j
has been the favorite at L'Aiglon
for over nine months. The Night-
club owes its success to June Rich-
mond, American Negro singer who
shakes the walls nightly at this

intimate spot. Arthur Briggs and
his orchestra are at. Florence, a

Montmartre nitery that is. almost
as popular now as It was before
the war.

CANTINFLAS DROPS 45G

. IN 'BONJOUR MEXICO'
Mexico City, March 22.

Cantiflas (Mario Moreno) dis-

closed that he lost $45,000 lU. S.)

I

in- Importing "Bonjour Mexico,"

! French revue, which he staged in

two editions at the Teatro Iris.;The

first edition^ in which he starred^

opened December 23; the second

edition closed March 15. -

Comic said that he likes produc-

ing shows, and that he plans doing

an aIl-Mc!xican revue for presenta-

tion in Europe. He is currently

presenting Ana Maria's Spanish
i Ballet, which he impoited from

!
Havana; and which opened at the

I

Iris, March 18. The comedian is

[ also scheduled to make a film-

Mex Symph Sunk
Mexico City, March 15.

. Symphonic Orchestra of Mexico
has been disbanded after 21 years
functioning because, according to
its conductor, Carlos Chavez, its

mission (giving Mexico real sym-
phonic music) has been fulfilled..

Laborites claim, however; that
it's due to a deadlock between
Chavez and the looters' union over
pay and working scales.

Weiatt's 8-Wk. Swing

Thru Latin America
Robert Weiatt, Latin America

supervisor for J. Arthur J^""?'

, shoves off April 4 for an eigM'

I week swing through Central ana

i South America. Weiatt will visii

i Mexico, Panama, Colombia, Venfi-

jzuela, Trinidad, Puerto Rico ano

' Cuba.
I

Exec for Rank works out of ine

I Britisher's New York oilice.
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JThe-roofs off...and t|ie riot's on.. .as MarjorieMoin

and Percy Kilbride—Ma and Pa Kettle in person

-

lead a Hollywood troupe into Kansas City- for a series

of celebrations to be climaxed by the March 24th

world premiere of U-I's hilarious sequel to "The Egg

and I" in a three-theatre opening at ttie\lptown,Tower

and Fairway . . . and a 50-city territorial premiere

in Missouri and Kansas tieing in the Fox Midwest

circuit and other leading theatres.

The whole town's cooking with the ''Kettles' as the Mayor pro-

doims ofTiciol ""Ma and Fa Kettle Week," setting off a promotion

that leaves no ""Kettle" unturned.

Month-long,^ city-sponsored ""Ma and Pa Kettle World's Cham-

pionship Square Dance Contest" I

Spring Fashion Festival with parades, window displays, news-

paper ads and territorial ""Miss World Premiere Contest"!

Radio interviews with Marjorie Main, Percy Kilbride, Meg Ran-

dall, Richard Long and other visiting Hollywood personalities.

"THE LIFE OF RILEY"/n Cincinnaf/

and"RED CANYON" in Salt Lake City,

NOW WATCH IT HAPPEH AGAIH IN KANSAS CITY!
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tichtman's Rental Drive
Continued: Urom page S i

ofllice consists of Edwin W. Aaron,
who recently moved into the 20th

sale? liierarchy after many years

at Metro; Martin Moskowitz and
Frank Carroll. Aaron is circuit

sales ntanager; Moskowitz exec as-

sistant to Smith and Carroll home
office sales analyst.

Previouiily at Fox, as at other

companies, all but the contracts for

the most important houses were
okayed by district and division

managers. Skouras is understood
to feel, however, that some of these
men were letting deals, slide

through calling for too little rental.

Qne exec declared that some of the
regional chiefs were "giving away
the company.".

New Formula
; Lichtman said that in his drive
for more equitable film, rentals: he
would attempt to evolve a new
formula'. He is credited, as Jiaving
developed - during" his tenure as
sales; exec at Metro the sliding-

scale terms now widely used by a
number of companies. He_ listed

two highly unusual rental plans he
had in mind (see box herewith) and
said, in addition, he and Smith
would attempt to push up . the
maximums in present sliding-scale

deals. Top percentage that the
distrib can earn should be higher,
Llehtman declared, on the theory
that when the gross gets over a

certain point, the picture is . 100%
responsible.
These plans will be discussed

with exhibs in every exchange city

Trip Co-op Spending
Queried regarding the com-

pany's attitude on. cooperative
advertising, 20th-Fox sales
chief Ardy Smith declared he
plans to stick to the present
policy of trimming co-op
spending as far as possible.

"Cooperative advertising," he
declared, "usurps the right of

: theatreowners to advertise as
they want. Theatreowners
should run their own busi>
ness."

Charles Einfelr;, pub^ad top-
per, added that instead Of hav-
ing field exploitation men, 20th
would build up a strong home-
office stafli which would be
sent out on spot missions as
required.

increasing rise in public taste. The
better pictures are, the better the

public demands they be."

^I'm not worried about television

being important competition. As
a matter of fact; most television

shows are so toad they're driving

patrons into theatres. In any case,

television may prove a boon to the

picture business when it develops,

because who is better able to make
films for it than we?"
Lichtman and Smith headed for

Boston' as the first city , on their

tour. They'll follow' with New
Haven and.Philly. Accompanying
them is Sam Shain, exhibitor rela-

tions chief.

McCarthy
— Continued from page It

tossed away the script and began
ad libbing. He knew the only

thing he got a response to was the

name of a film star. So he ended
every line, by shouting as loudly

as he could "Sonja Henie," "Gin-
ger Rogers," etc. Result each, time
was a cheer from the mob. ;

Background noise was so great

that for the first seven or eight

minutes, the show was almost, un-
intelligible. Finally, the feed was
cut off entirely for better than 10
minutes wheni according to NBC,
something happened to the lines

between Houston and Chicago and
ghost voices from regular tele-

phone customers began coming in.

It was being fed through KPRG
here and some resentment bf sta-

tion .personnel because of NBC's
sending in its own technical crew
to : the hotel did not add to the
amicability.

William Howard, Miss:'Lamour's
husband, who was handling details

of the show, and Waubillau Lahay,
of the N. W. Ayer agency, which

YOUNGSTEIN WANTS NEW

SYSTEM FOR CO-OP ADS
New York.

Editor, Vabieiy:
My statement in the March 16

issue of Variety indicated only my
criticism of the distributor's atti-

tude towards exploitation and cot

op advertising, I also criticized

the exhibitor's attitude but that

phase didn't hit print. In sub-

Stance, what I said was that ex-

hibitors had also yelled for more
showmanship but had cut their

publicity and advertising staffs and
reduced their house i^dvertising

budgets as well as their co-op con-
tribution.

,1 feel . the entire present

method of arriving at co-op sharing
figures could be junked; that the
proper method ip my opinion was
for the exhibitor and distributor

to first arrive at the proper amaunt
necessary to give the picture best

results in a key situation. The
picture should then be played and
the cost of the co-op .campaign
could be borne in exactly the same
ratio from the first dollar as the
earnings of the percentage deal
was shared.

If it is true, as often.,stated, that

the exhibitor and the di.stributor

are partners on a percentage deal,

then it Would be fair for them to

share the expenditures in the same
ratio as income.

Max E. Youngstein,

(V.P. in charge of . ad-publicity,

Eagle Lion). . , -

UA Sale
Continued from page 3

lin Since it would be a cash trans-

action; Fabian-Gamble and. Nasser
deals both call for relatively small
amounts of cash being paid to the

owners, with the rest of the pur-

chase fee represented by notes.

This is understood to^ be satisfacr

tory to Miss Pickford, since it:

would permit her to retain an in-

even if a silent one-^in theterest-
has the account, knew the program

, company,' but'cha"plin''is"anxious"to
had been off the air and rushed

, divest himself of the whole thing
cne star out of the room before

| completely as possible,
she could discover that fact when skouras. it has been learned, has
her stint was over. Needless to been highly active behind the
say. she was plenty upset anyhow, i scenes in the Fabian-Gamble nego-

bravely through the tiations. What part he intends to

play if they should gain control oiE

but went
melee of the broadcast;

during the current tour, Lichtman— declared.- -He—said he hoped to
evolve a formula "under which we
and the exhibitor can both live
happily."

Smith at this point asserted:
"We have an open mind; We want
to talk over with the exhibitors
their problems and our, problems.
We will make no threats. We want
to go to the grass roots for
opinions."

Smith added that the company
has no objection to selling flat
rental deals if prices "(>an be
worked out proportionate' to the
grossing potentialities of the the-
atre." Lichtman. added that he
thought at least 6,000 accounts
throughout the country should be
.sold on no other basis, since their
income was too small to make
checking worthwhile.

In addition to o.o.ing personnel
and meeting with exhibs, LlChtman
and Smith during their tour will
also lunch with press, civic lead-
ers and public officials as a public
relations move for the industryi it
was disclosed by pub-ad v.p.
Charles Einfeld. In this regard
Lichtman declared that he thought
tlie industry relationship with the
public was as poor as at any time
in his 40 years in the business.
"Too many people take delight in
disparaging films-^including many
of us in tVlP inrliic,<-i-i,V .|jg:^g_

Dorothy Shay, who is entertain^ I

ing at the hotel for its fnitial two
weeks, (see Night Club Reviews),
was another victim of a mishap,
albeit a more or less humorous
one. By sheer dint of personality
and her sophisticated pseudo-hill-
billy songs she had the crowd quiet
and attentive when-suddenly -the
voice of another gal singer began
drifting over the p.a. system. Russ
Morgan's band was playing in an-
other room in the hotel and the
loudspeaker setups got mixed Up,
with the result that the voice of

UA isn't quite -clear, but it is as-

sumed that he is looking forward
to possible eventual split of the-

atres and production of 20th under
an anti-rtrust consent decree such
as recently entered into by Pata-
mount.
Another angle that is understood

to bera-distinct -possibility- is- that-

the Nasser brothers might join with
Fabian and Gamble in^ a deal for
UA. Fabian and Gamble propose
to take, in a large number of the-
atre circuit owners as partners and
Nassers would; fit in on that basis

Picture Grasses

LOS ANGELES
(Continued /rem page. 13)

Good $3i),000, Last week, h^fty
$47,400.

Los Aureleai Hollywood Para-
mounts (F&M) (3,398; 1,4S1; 60-$l)

—"Red Pony" (Hep) arid "Angel
in Exile" (Rep). 'Just oke $25,000.
Last week, ''Whispering Smith"
(Par) and "Dynamite" (Pai-) (3d

wk), $16,000.

United Artists. Rltz (UA-FWC)
(2,100; 1,370; 60-$l) — "FamUy
Honeymoon" (U) and '^Valiant

Hombre" (UA). Fairly good $20,-

000, with $36,000 total for 5 the-

atres where day-dating. Last week,
"Duel in Sun" (SRO) and "Law
Barbary Coast" (Col), oke $16,600,
with $32,700 for 6 day-dating
spots. -

.

•

Apollo, Palace (FWC-D'town)
(743; 1,191; $1-1,80)—-"Joan Arc"
(RKO) (9th wk), A)>out $2,000 in

Apollo only. Ended Palace run
after 12 weeks, one day, with $5,-

800 last week both sites.

El Rey (FWC) (861; 85-$1.2.'5)—

''Paisan" (Indie); (5th wk). Opened
today iTues.) after fine $7,400 last

week,"'

Esquire (Rosener) (685; 85-$1.20)
-—"Don't Take to Heart" (EL) and
"Yank Comes Back" (Indie) (2d
wk). Good $3,000. Last week; $3,-

500.

Fine Arts (FWC) f679: $1.20-
2.40)—"Red Shoes" (EL) il2th wk). I

Neat $9,000. Last week, about
same. ;•. ..i

Four Star (UA-WC) (900; $1.20-'

2;40)-^"Hamlet" (U) (21st wk).
Near $5,500. Last Week, nice $5,-

800.

Laurel (Rosener) (890; $1.20)—
"Maniac" (Indie) and "As.sassin"
(Indie). Fair $2,000. La.sl week,
"Pastorale" (Indie) (12th wk), S2,-

300,

Herman-Torme Boosting

Tarole' $18,000, Balto
Baltimore, March 22

Not much activity here currentlv
except at Hipp where "Parole, Inc '•

^$ being boosted by Woody Herman
ana Mel Torme to strong session
"Dear to My Heart" is ace hold-
over, with trim second week at the
Town.

Estimatei'for This Week
Century (LoewJsrUA) (3,000; 20-

60)—"Bribe" (M-6). Getting some
play at $14,000. Last week, "Fam-
ily Honeymoon" (U) (2d wk), okav
$10,400.

^

Hippodrome (Bappaport) (2.240^
20-70)—"Parole, Inc." (EL) plus
Woody Herman orch, Mel Torme
heading stageshow. Strong $18,000'
Last week, "Walking Hills" iCoI)
and vaude. $13,200.

Keith's (SchanbergeT) (2i460; 20-
60)—"Nick Beal" (Par). -Fairish
$10,000. Last week, "Life Riley"
(U) (2d wk), solid $6,000 in 6 days
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 20-65)—

"Red Pony" (Rep). Not up to
hopes, $5,000. Last week, "Cover-
Up" (UA), $4,200.
New (Mechanic) (1,800; 20-60)—

"Letter Three Wives" (20th) i2d
wk). Holding well at $9,000 after
fine $13,400.

Stanley (WB) (3.280; 25-75)—
"South St, Louis" (WB) (2d wk)."
Down to $8,000 after all right $13,-
300 opener.
Town (Rappaport) (1,500; 20-65)

—"Dear to Heart" (RKO) i2d wk).
Trim $7,500 after $14,200 opening
week.

Morgan;s femme vocalist was being
I as ^g., „ belnc oDpratnrs nf »

piped into the Emerald Room - * operators ot a

of us in the industry,
dared,

:
Other Points

Other points made by Lichtman
...were: ;

.
. , ;

"One of the industry's problems
now is the lack of enthusiasm it
.used to have. That may be solved
by giving the young fellows a I

chance. Some of us are too old
I

The indu.stry was built by youth
|and they must get back into it all

along the line."
|

"It is more difficult now to make
pictures than it u.sed to be because
so many films have already been

'

made that it is hard to find fresh
'

Ideas."

"A higher number of quality pic-
tures *are being made now than
ever in. the past. .H>>wever, that
has been accompanied by an ever-

Miss Shay,- a cool trouper, stopped
her own' warbling and wisecracked
her way through what seemed an
age until the competition was
eliminated.

Mayor Caught in the Mob
Not only was McCarthy's own

seat swiped during the early bed-"
lam, but the mayor and his wife
were caught in the mob for an
hour, only to find there was no
table for them when they got in.
Next day, McCarthy who's not ex-
actly popular in Houston at best
and whose business acumen out-
shines his grammar, declared of
Hmoner's frau:

"I was never before in my life
cussed out like that by a lady
wjiich I'm sure she is."

'

^
Torchlight parade of the stars

the following night (Friday) to the
two theatres day-and-dating the
preem of "The Green Promi.se"
went without a hitch under the
highly - professional guidance ofKKO s ve:t exploitation Chief.Terry

studio,

Chaplin holds an option on Miss
Pickford's stock until April 21 and
Kelly is thus in a position to make
a deal for all the outstanding
shares of UA..

Sales Battle
.Continued from page <

big films annually. Col is now set
to make a real bid this year to
take', advantage of the topsy-turvy
theatre market. On orders of i

Harry Cohn, company prez, Golum'
bia will relea.se 14 ordinarily AA
films before the year is up. This
plan places the : company in a po-
sition to challenge the Big Five at
the sales end.

Slated for release this year -by
Col are "Jolson Sings Again,"
"Anna Lucasta," "All the King's
Men," "Tokyo Joe" (Humphrey
Bogart starrer), "My Next Hus-
band"

TACIFIC PORTLY 15G,

PORT., 'SIREN' $6,500
Portland, Ore,, March 22,

"Canadian Pacific" shapes stand-
|

out with solid total at two theatres

despite continued newspaper strike.

"Siren of Atlantis" is faring okay.

Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parker) (1,832; 50-85)

—"Siren of Atlantis" (UA) and
"High Fury" (UA). Okay $6,500,
Last week, "Gotta Stay Happy"
(U) and "Act of Murder" (U), solid
$10,000,

Oriental (H-E) (2,000; 50-85) —
-"Canadian Pacific"-(20th)-and '^Pa-
role Inc." (EL), day-date with Or-
pheum. Fine $5,500, Last AVeek,
"John Loves Mdry" (WB) and
"Flaxy Martin" (WB), fast $4,0OO.

Orphenm (H-E) (1,750; 50-85) —
"Canadian Pacific" (20th) and "Pa-
role Inc" (EL), Jilso Oriental. Solid
$9,500. Last week, "John Loves
Mary" (WB) and "Flaxy Martin"
(WB), snappy $7,700.

Paramount (H-E) (3,400; 50-85)—
"Chicken Every Sunday" (20th)
and "Night Wind" (20th). Pass-
able $9,500. Last week. "Whisper-
ing Smith" (Par) and "DynaHnite"
(Par) (2d wk), big $7,500.

United Artists (Parker) (895; 50-
85) r— !'Command Decision" (M-G)
(3d wk). Okay $6,500. Last week,
big $8,800. . ,

KANSAS CITY
(Continued: from page 11.)

days. Last week, "Day of Wrath"
(Indie), .$1,200.

Midland (Loew's) (3.500; 45-0.5)—
"Enchantment" (RKO) and "Blon-
die's Big Deal" <Col). Mild
$12,000. Last week, "Act ot Vio-
lence" (M-G) and "Dark Past" (Col)

thin $7,000 in 5 days.
Orpheum (RKO) (1,900; 45-65)—

"Tarzan's Magic Fountain" (RKO)
and "Embraceable You" (WB). So-
so $10,000. Last week, "Dear To
Heart" (RKO > and "Clay Pigeon"
I RKO), $11,000,
Paramount (Par) n,900; 45-65)—

"South of St, Louis" (WB), Good
$13,000. Last week, "Nick Beal"
(Par), $10,000.
Roxy (Durwood) (900; 45-65)-^

"Bad Men Tombstone" (Mono) and
"Strike It Rich" (Mono). Firstruns
doing average $3,000. La.st week,
"Girl Friday" (Indie) and "Pennies
Heaven" (Indie) (reissues)', $2,000.
ToWer-^Uptown—Fairway (Fox

Midwest) T2,rOIir 2,043T 700; 45^65)"—"Down to Sea in Ships" (20th)
Leading town at okay $16,000, Last
week, "Life of Riley" (U), same.

SAN FRANCISCO
(Continued from page 13)

wk). Down to $5,500 after solid

$7,000 last week.
Clay (Roesner) (400; 65-85)—

"Don't Take It To Heart" (ED.
Good $3,500, Last week, "Sym-
phonie Pastorale" dndie) (12th wk),
strong $2,100.

United Nations (FWC) (1,149;
60-85)—"Paisan" (Indie) (2d wk):

Smash , $11,000 after $12,000
opener.

'r,,,.^^,. li . - -"^ J ,
....... (Rosalind Russell), "We're

luinei It was in perfect contrast
;

Strangers" (Jennifer Jones-John
events and drew some Garfield), "The Blank Wall" (Wal

350.000 people to Houston's streeLs
and $10,640 to the two theatres for
the one show at $4.50 per ducat.
Players in town were Sonja

Heme, Ginger Rogers, Miss La-
mour, Edgar Bergen, Maureen
UHara, .loan Davis, Pat O'Brien,
Constance Moore, Robert Preston
Robert Ryan, Ruth Warrick, Van
Heilm, Walter Brennan, Ellen
Drew, Ward Bond, Peggy Cum

ter Wanger production starring
Joan, Bennett and James Mason),
"Miss Grant Takes Richmond,"
"The Secret of Treasure Moun-
tain" (Ida Lupino) and "Johnny
Allegro." Pour big ones already in
release are "Knock On Any Door,"
"The Dark Past," "The Walking
Hills" and "Undercover Man.'

Universal haS suddenly uppe4 its

mine rh„ » TVT -• w.""'-'
releasing schedule to hit 28-30 pix&t P . tp^r"^' ^.^^^^^ f*'"'- ^^^^^h offerings of J.

Anriv r)« n!' iv. ^'''r°^l,
^"^f"' Behind this move is

Mdtuondld Curey, Wally Ford, Vir- nations opening up for the first

^l^''^"'
Gale: time in many years. Metro also'

HnBh^'witi^ilt n ' .^''".,..SS'''""' I

^"^^ and is intent

Brucl Cahnf l;i^M i r^C °" ^'"'^'"^ P^ferred time as
'

Bruce Cabot and Natalie Wood. « way of marking its 25lh anni-
Serb,. . I versary year. I

'Heart' Sturdy $8,500 In

Omaha; 'Mother' $11,000
Omaha, March 22.

Disney's "So Dear to My Heart"
is drawing here again at Brandeis,
and may hold, "Mother Is Fresh-
man',) at Paramount Shapes fairly
good'! Heavy storm over weekend I

hurl biz. - , .

j

Estimates for This Week I

Brandeis (RKO) (1,500;- 16-(i5)—

I

'.'Dear to Heart" (RKO) and "Load- '

ed Pistols" (Col), Very big $8,500.
Last week, "Boy Green Hair"
(RKO) and "Blackie's Chinese
Venture" (Col), surprisingly solid
$7,800. «

Paramount (Tristates) (2,800; 16-
65)—"Mother Is Freshman" (20th),
Fine $11,000. Last week, "Whis-
pering Smith" (Par), smash $15,-
300,

Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 20-
80)—"Love" of Mary" (U) with
Gene Krupa orch; others, onstage.
Okay $18,000, Last week, "Night
Has 1,000 Eyes" (Par) and "Sealed
Verdict" (Par), ordinary $10,000.

State (Goldberg) (865; 16-65)—
"Kissing Bandit" (M-G) and
"Blackmail" (Rep). Strong $5,O0O.'
La.st week, "Chicken Every Sun-
day". (20th) and "The Judge" (FC),
$6,000 in 9 days.

Kingsberg Bid
, Continued from page 3 :

which sold control of the com-
pany to the producer.
With Odium holding back, it is

:

believed that Kingsberg would
have the inside track on any deal

to purchase the chain. While otlier

exhibs have indicated an Interest

in the circuit through inquiries

with Merrill, Lynch, Pearcc, Fen-

ner & Beane, agent.s named by

Hughes to accept bids, it is said

tiiat no hard cash ofler lias yet

been made.
One of the difficulties besetting

a potential purchaser is \he wari-,

ness currently being displayed by

banks and moneyed interests to-

wards theatre Investments. Fact Is,

it is said, *hat bankroDers are still

eyeing the film biz as a highly

speculative venture, with possible

television competition making Hie

moneymen all the more cagey-

Minimum cash required by 'he

deal would be $4,500,000—making

the banks all the more necessary

to close the transaction.
RKO theatre stock is currently

being quoted on over-the-counter

sales at WiA^/it. At this price,

Hughes' holdings would be worth,

roughly the $4,500,000 minimum
figure set in his pact with Atlas.
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SHB'S GIVING eVERYOm
THE BUSINESS " NOkTH
SOUTH - EAST and WEST I

ITS "A LETTIR TO THREE

WIVES" • "SITTING PRETTY"

and "WHEN MY BABY SMILES"
TECHNICOLOR

ALL ROLLED INTO ONE- .
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Film Reviews
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i

The Lovable Clieat
more than barely passable. Peggy

I

latter as a saloon chirp who sings
"Annabella" and "Bly Darling

more man uaieiy pdasamc. ^-cesj Tyrpiij- Gmv"
i;^>v 'Jfor'baSLllMin'''^ the expert dirty

J*®-^' SPhL,. iric ArtHiin RnP^?pV wo^^ af« Steve Bro-die, Harry

^i^H n dr. iJi Vhe' cast also Shannon and Frank Fenton. Addi^

ra^fto^gfve°tKaSriira?f/t' '
! , TaSc^rr^'"

™iJ?,Tdird Llwi'"L'"atrS :
TeslevSelander's direction of thewUh Wward Lewis. Jtle^

Natteford-Luci Ward story

? «^Mc rffri ihP vvnrdv scriSt Their I

J^^ps a strong hand on the reins.
Lewis f"'^ the wordy script ^ne"-,

Herman Schlom has furnished

Ss ^prSl!^ aU^/«nts I

the proper
^

to

with exception of production dress. ^^"^^ « 80 m «s marKet.

Latter does obtain good sight val- ^'^"S-

lies for small budget, and the lens-
"

Jng by Paul Ivano gives the physi- Ili«lcrs of the Whistling
cal dressing an expert display. Pic-

1 Pines
ture is slowly paced, making the 76 I

minutes' running time seem unusu-
1

(SONGS)
ally long. Bros.

Tiie Lone Wolf and
I

His Lady
' Hollywood, JMarch 22,

Columbia release of Rudolph C. B'lo-

thow produgtioli. Features Ron Kandell.
June Vincent, Alan Mowbray, William
Frawlcy, CoUettc Lyons, Dougla.s Dum-
brillo, James Todd, Steven Gerays Robert
H; Barrat. Directed by John Hon man.
Screenplay, Malcolm Stuart Boylan; storyi

Edward Dein; based upon story by Louis
Joseph Vance; camera. Philip Tannura;
editor, James Sweeney. At Grauman's
Chinese. Holly.wood. March 17, '49. Run-
ninjj time. 60 JONS.* _ „ ^ „
Michael LanJArd. . . Bon Randell
Grace Duffy . ... ... . June Vincent
Jamison . . . . . . v. i . . . Alan Mowbray
Inspector Crane . . . . .... .William Frawlf

y

Malta Frisbie Collette L.yona
John J. Murdock Sougla.i Dumbnllc
Tanner* .... ..... James Todd
Van Grooti ........ Steven Gcray
Stisve Taylor .......... .Robert H: Bnn at

Fi-^her . , Arthur Space
. Joe Brewster:.. ..Philip Van Zandt
Bill Slovalf .. -. ... . . . . . . . . i Jack Overman
S"rt. Henderson. . ... . . .... .

. Lee Ph<iJps
L*: Martin Hobert B. WilUams

daughter and a baker's apprentice, given half a chance as the aviatrix.

The snbbbiery of the lowly bureau- 1 The photography many times Is un-
crat, however, frustrates this affair i flattering to her, especially in

until the clerk is fired. At the ' closeups.' Charles Vanel, as her
fadeout, the clerk not only, agrees mate, is competent^ Jean Debu-
te his daughter's marriage but also ' court, as a music-lover and piano;

enters th6 bskery-tou-siness.
|

instructor, -does well enough in a
Uniformly fine characterizations ; lesser role. Wear,

give a sharp, y«t sympathetic flavor
to this serio-comic satire on petty
officiaidotn. Cai-lo Campanini
gives a fully-rounded portrayal of
the clerk's crushed personality. As
his wife, Vera Carmi combines
voluptuous looks to a sound per-
formance a.s a vain and thoughtless
woman. Gino Cervi, as the chief,
and Luigi Pavese, as an office man-
ager, are excellent, while the rest
of the cast.also.deliver creditqbly.

Her?)i.

'Brave' Secret
Continued from Dagd %

.Outcry
(ITALIAN)

at 20th-Pox, Dorci Schary-'had a
similar project at MetrA and Louis
-/de Rochemont was in production
on "Lost Boundaries'! oh location
for Film Classics. As a result of
the unprecedented secrecy and

i rush, "Brave" will be delivered to
United Artists for release next

I

week, just ZVi months after writer
! Carl Foreman started the' first

Hollywood, March 18.
Columbia release of; Armand Schaefer

production. Stars Gene Autry; features
Patricia White, Jimmy Lloyd.' Douglas
Dumbrille, Damian O'Flynn. Clayton i AvSnue PIayhoiseV'N."Y
Moorei, Barry Cheshire, Leon Weaver. '

" " " -

Cass Gotinty Boys> the Pinafores. Directed
by John English. Screenplay. Jack Town-
ley; camera, Williaro Bradford; editor.
Aaron Stell. At , Hollywood Music -Hall.
.March 16, '49. Running time, 72 .MINS.
Gene Autry.. ......... i . : . Gene Autry
Helen Garter ; . . . . . . . Patricia White

,
.Crest Films release of e.n.i.C. (Rome) . . . ^. .. i, ,

production. Stars Lea: Padovani; features |
dratt Qt the screenplay,

Elli Parvo, VlttoriO: Du$c, Carlo Liz/ani I iT„!i t.- i \r' j
Dfrected by Aldo Vergailo: Screenplay. ' Veil which Kramer drew
Guide Aristarco. Carlo Lizscani. Guiseppe
Di Santis, Aldo Vergano;; from stor.v by
Guiseppe Gorgermo; camera. Aldo Tonti:
English titles, Herman G. Wtinberg. At

. use, N. Y.. starling March
12, '49. Running time, 89 .MI.NS.
Laura . , ... . .. , .Lea Padovani
Donna Matilda.............. Elli Parvo
Cesare ... ........... .. VittoriO Duse
Major Hcinrich. .... .. . ...Massimo Serratn
Laura's father. ...Egisto Olivtcri
Cesare's brother..... ..... .. Marco Sarri
Matilda's cousin. . . 11 . ; . ; ; . . . Lla GolmarJoe Lucas Jimmy Lloyd i pViisr

'
" Cario iVi/in'iHenrv MitcheU Douglas Dumbrille, Luiani

, Bill Wright., ........... . .Damian O'Fl.ynn I
——

Pete , : , ...— . . . .. . . .Clayton Moore I

Dr. Daniel Chadwick. .... .Harry Cheshire
I Abner Weaver. . . ... ....... .Leon Weaver
Loie Weaver
Jerry

Smith
Marshal

Loie Bijidge
ileiry Scoggins

(Zn. Kaliflro; EnglisK , Titles j :

'ftere is another moving, melo-
dramatic hit.from Italy. It readily

g™?^*« v '^^"LS' liSJ^S ,

"measures up to the high stature of
H=ol,Wnd :.;.\\\\\\"\\;.; ''R^o'^ go^^d^ O^^^ City- and "Paisan," in
Charlie Carter. .......... . .Jason Robards i

some respects topping these big
• •

??n"'Tor??v;?'°'**y
^t^"*>" productions in ac-

tion and gripping interest; Add
"Riders of the Whistling Pines"

does> not measure; up to usual* ac»
tiohful iGfehe Autrjr oatuners. Pace

_ . is slow and' footage is long, Making
"TP" Talbot wimf™ ''M^rj'/ii

' ^*'^t showing are vocaling of stand-

^,mi iraud"*': "coVt^^^^^^ Td ranee tunes by Autry, the Cass
shamus O'Brien.... Harry Haydun

;
County Boys and the Pinafores, but

Waiter .Will Lee betv/een film lacks suspense and
~" „,,,;,, excitement. ,

Latest entry in eolumbia's"Lone
I

Thi.s time Autry is mixed up in
Wolf" series is a fast 60 minutes of . a plot that has the heavies spread-
cops-and-robbers adventuring. It- ing destruction in a timber stand
answers all demands for the sup- watched over Jay the forestry de-
porting market. partment. Plot goes awry, of
Ron Randell ably fits the de-

1 course, when Autry steps in. Vil-
niands of the male half of the title, lains poison cattle and blame it on
and June Vincent takes care of the Autry. who has already- been
distaff portion pertly. Other char-

1

framed for a killing. Hero is saved
acters also are well realized in the

j
from a final deathtrap when his

scripting by Malcolm Stuart Bov i friend dives a plane into the am-
lan and the direction by John Hoff- 1 bush where the heavies are waiting
inan. i

to do Autry in, the forest is Saved
Randell finds himself in trouble and all ends well,

when he takes on a newspaper as-
1

Autry makes a sturdy upholder

,

signment to cover exhibition of a of justice, and Jimmy Lloyd is
famous diamond. The gem disap- good as his friend. Patricia White'.";
pears, he's, accused.and has a; hard femme lead Is little more than a
time staying away from the police walkon. Expert dirty work is con-
long enough to track down the real

'
tributed by Douglas Dumbrille

criminals. . I
Damian O'EIyna a n d Clayton

It's pleasant comedy melodrama, i Mpore. Others are adequate.
-and-abetting.Randell and. Mis,s_Yin;

1

John EnglisJi's jlirection of the
cent are competent performances ' Jack Townley story "fails to get this
from Alan Mowbray, Collette one going at more than a canter
Lyons.; Douglas Dumbrille, Wil-

'

Production appurtenances under
liam Frawley, James Toddi Steven

I

Armand" Schaefer's guidance are
Geray, Robert H;

,
Barrat and

:

okay for release intentions. It has
others. been lensed in sepia tones by Wil-

iNice budget production values :
llam Bradford. Footage could stand

have been furnished by Rudolph ,
some editing of its 72 minutes

e. Flothow, and lenslng by Philip i Brdg.
Tannura gives them a ' good dis- I —
play. James Sweeney did the tight

{ His Vonng Wife

to this Lea Padovani, Italy's latest
young femme, and Elli Parvo, who
IS equally excellent in this, and
Outcry" spells big trade at for-

eign-language and arty spots. It! profits,may do well elsewhere in U. S.
also, particularly where state cen-
sors don't meddle.

his. production by putting a phony
name on the script and swearing
actors,' agents and everyone con-
nected with the picture to secrecy
worked so well that when Zanuck
hurriedly ordered "Pinky": into
production in a race Vith the
Screen Plays unit, "Brave" was
only five shooting days from the
finish .line.

One of the more fabulous angles
revealed,' by : Kramer's partnei',-
George Glass, in New York- this
week was that the film was before
the cameras for two weeks before
the.contract was signed for .screen
rights to the Arthur Laurent^ play
from which the .script Wfis adapted.
Kramer. went ahead on the basis of

i

'Rep), from suburban Montgonie^^^^
a handshake with Laurents' agent,

[

County, is asking ah amendment to
Irving Lazar. Price paid for the ,

the act governing safety in the-
rights was $25,000 down, plus a

I

aires and other places of assembly
ceilmg of $25,000 Mdre out of that has the coinmachine industry

Pa. Eyes BiUs

Meeting Exhibs
Philadelphia, March 22.

.
Film men here are watching

with interest the current session of
(he Pennsylvania Stale legislature
where -several bills have been in^
troduceiJ with immediate effect on
all industry operators.

Four Philadelphia Democratic
legislators have brought up a biJl
forcing every operator of a film
house to exhibit at each perlorm-
ance a film showiilg a diagram of
the theatre. According to the pro-
posed legislation, the film or slide
must show clearly the location of
the stage and each of the exits and
be accompanied with a notice ask-,mg everyone in the house to "ob-
spj-ve the nearest exit, in case of
fire;" etc, Failure to flash the cau-
tionary notice would entail a fine
of $10, each day's violation to be
considered a separate offense.

State Senator George N. Wade
(Rep), from upstate rural Cum-
berland County, has proposed that
the fine for illegal operation of
theatres on Sundays (many Penn-
sylvania communities and counties
have Blue Sundays) be upped to-
$100 from $4, and the alternative
of imprisonment be raised from
SIX to 30 day.s.

Representative Raymond Kralz

Plot tsovers a typical Italian vil-
lage and its populace during the
time the Nazis - were in control
from the fall of 1943 to early 1945
Story neatly contrasts the lives of
the weaUhy, the middle-class and
the poor under the German heelm tracing the rising tide of Par-
tisan operations.

alerted. The bill requires at least
two ways of egress, as remote from
each Other as pos.sible, in all the-
atre buildings. The Kratz bill also
includes outdoor theatres
drive-ins.

NixcA B'ank^i|joan':\\.';\,''''

.

Ariother " angle was that Kramer
didn't want to take the time* neces-
sary to bbtaiii a bank Ibatt for fi-

nancing the fllnli Bank 6f America
had adyahced coin

; on-ihis pre!(!ious
pix, but took Weeks getting papers
ready and irtaking rietessary iijves-
tigatidjiSi

. As a ifejsijit* , associate'
producer Robert Stillinan got his
father, Jqhn Stillman, wealthy

Scripters Guido Aristarco. Carlo Florida merchant, to put up 100%
Lizzani Guiseppe Di Santis and .

oi the budget. It runs about
Aldo Vergano show Vittorio Duse

j

$500,000.
|being pursued

. by two girls, Miss I Picture called for 24V4 shootinc
'

„, .
??i?yi'!'''.?.5^«'"«t«s^?n«J femme J days, but these were compressed Canada SeOUeilCeS fa

and

According to the Kratz proposal:
"Equipment of any type for the
display or sale of merchandise
Shall not be installed in the audi-
torium, lobby, foyer, exit passage-
ways or at other locations where
they may interfere with the evacu-
ation" of the building."

„T«"^^"n!t^„^.l%/„^?l„ni '^to }.« days by working thi4';'„nrts

editing. Brog.

Rustlers
(SONGS)

(ITALIAN)
„^;''*lS.^""^r!!!«?.? »' Lux Pan produc

of a well-to-do family. Yarn cul
minates by pointing up that the
rich girl is as much a patriot of
Italy as the earnest Partisan fight-
er. Duse escapes miraculously
trom the Nazi clutches so he can
lead his Partisan bands in the
showdown fight.

Director Aldo Vergano has built
the slowly rising Partisan move-
ment to a terrific climax, with ex-
citement niounting to a .near-break*
mg point as the loyal Italians mass
to combat the Germans before they
can blow up an ammunition dump
near a prison for hostages.

Miss Parvo, as the rich girl
stands out. A non-sympathetic
character, she makes the portrayal
vigorous and realistic. Her big
love scene with Duse has been
heavily mangled by the scissor-
wielding boys. Censors also

Hollywood,^March 22.
HKO release, of Herman. Schlom produc

(ion. stars Carlo Campanini. Vera Carmi.Wno Cervi. Directed by Mario Solditl t -

I f"'^l."" play by Vittorio Berse^io; cam^ I

Cleaned Up several bedroom epi
( era. Massimo Ter7j,„„: m„«i.. Mi„„ I sodes between the Nazl Officer andI Inellrfffife Nino Rota:

N V fcl^ih\*l^S*'^'' W^""^ Previewed

tlon. stars Tim Holt; features ilichard Mr''Tr?vet*'.*\ *^''."^^^^!^i?'camiyn^^
Martin, Ma_rtha Hyer, Steve Brodic, Lois - Rosa ^ "

Vera Ca?m!
Gino .Cervi

The Commander
,?^=''on Manager Luigi PaVese

Domcnico Gambino
maid Laura Gore

^i",'?"'" Paola Veneroni
•^"olin Enrico Efferneili

Andrews. Harry Shannon, Addison Richr
ards. Frank Fenton; Directed by Lc.<ilev

Sel.Tnder. Screenplay. Jack Natteford,
Luci Ward; camera, J. Roy Hunt: editor.
Flank Doyle. Tradeshown March 22, '49.

Kunning time, SI MIN.S.
Dick , .......... Tim Holt
Chito, .................. ...Richard Martin,

wi'?eler,\\\\\V.\;V.\\V.V.\' Stev'^*" sSdle ' ''^i Italian; Evglish Titles)
Trixie , , . . .. .. . .. . . .... Lois Andrews! With thpir i»vf"lp nf at-im n^-t
Sheriit.. Harry .Shannon .^"',V,.oti,-o * • ^I™ P*?^*"
Abbott Addison Ri.hiirds '

^.^"^ dramas tapering off, Italian
Carcw. . ...... .. . .. . Frank Fenton

I

filmmakers are proving eauallv

rX.^^ wifl^^".
""^^ vein./*"!!.^

Hawkins. Monte Montague ; '0"ng Wile
;
Is a Warmly humor-

Cook... Stanley BLysfone ou.s account of civil Service ih-
trigue which will get a nice re-

"Rustlers" has a good giddao
: ception In the sureseater circuit

pace, plenty of action and Tim Holt
|

In the style of other standout
sitting easy in the saddle to more

1 continental entries, this film

another playgirl:

Duse is d,kay as the Partisan
hero, who nearly yields to an
easy life and the rich girl's charms.
Carlo Lizzani contributes a power-
ful characterization of the tall, be-
spectacled priest.

^
Fine supporting Cast is headed

by Massimo Serrato as the German
major. Herman Weinberg's Eng-
lish titles are a big help. Aldo
Tonti does well enough with his
camera, especially in view of the
countless outdoor scenes. Wear.

Woman Wlio Harcd
(FRENCH)

Siritzky
Gremillon

International release , of Jean
production. Stats Madeleine

Therese Gauthler . , . . . .Madeleine Renaud
Pierre Gauthier Charles Vanel
Piano Teacher. ......... ..lean Debucourt

than hold its own with the Satur- marked by an accurate .screehUIav I

R«haud, Charles vanei. Directed by jean
day malinee trade. It will satisfy a realistic framework and "siinprl^J «^??1"'°aV ^^"''if

an^, «"ecnpiay, charles

in the western market. live thesping. Although unfolding ! M»rch i». 'm.™ Running' time, ill/ ,m1Vh!
The oater plot has a twist or two leisurely In the Initial half nic

'
" "

-

to keep it interesting. It depicts a steadily gathers momentum for a
western racket wherein the heavies hectic windup which neatly ties to-
stoal cattle, then ransom them back I gether the central and subordinate
to the ranchers. Cattlemen finally

'
plots. Complete and well-trans-

rebel and mark some payoff bills ! lated subtitling permits fluent fol-
to- trap

,
bad boys. Tim Holt and i lowing of the action

partner Richard Martin get in-
' ,

Yarn concerns an under-paid but
volvcd when they are given tlie , faithful government clerk arid the
marked money after a lucky win , relationship between his voune
at roulette. Clearance of their i beautiful wife and his minis! rv
good reputations is stymied long chief. VIThlle this is only an irino-

( tn French; English titles

)

The producer has not done right
by Madeleine Renaud, from the
Comedie Francaise, in "Woman
Who Dared," a French import made
several years ago. This picture has
every earmark of that production
era in France when films were be

simultaneousfy for part of the time
One was in the studio, another was
at Malibu doing landing craft se-
quences and the third was at Bald-
win Park, near the Santa Anita
racetrack, shooting jungle scenes.

Script;, that actors and agents
were given to read bore the title
—High -Noon;" wh ich- is-the-mohiker-
of a pic which Kramer actually in-
tends to do later. Very few people
recognized the parallel, to the
Broadway stage play and those who
did were immediately swom to
secrecy. All the activity in regard
to the production was cloaked un-
der the label of preparation for
High Noon."
James Edwards, Negro actor who

plays the principal role, stuck In
Kramer's mind after he had gen-
dered him month before in a road
company, production of "Deep Are
the Roots." Edwards had under-
studied the Iea4 in the Broadway
company and played the part on
the road.

One of the difficulties t3f recog-
nizing the script was that in
Laurents' Broadway version the
principal character, suffering a
nervous dLsorder as a result of
bigotry in the Army, was a Jew
Since It was felt that theme was
worn thin, decision was made to
rewrite it with a Negro substituted
Kramer had originally planned

the Jewish version three years ago
when he was associated with HalHome and Armand Deutsch In the
Story Productions indie unit. Out-
fit acquired an option on the play
at that time, but let It drop

TT^^9 attempting to beat
United Artists to the punch by
spotting Its fight-fix picture, "The

oa '^'
"Ju''^^

Criterion, March
.^9, more than a week ahead of

f.2;U°"li?.^^
opening date for UA's

"The Champion."

U. S. Newsreels Up

S2% in the Ut Year
Canadian sequences in American

newsreels were boosted 82% dur-
ing 1948, newsreel committee was
told last-week by Taylor Mills, Mo-
-tion Picture- Assn.-of AmericH's-ra^
ordinatpr of the Canadian coopera-
tion project. Report by Mills spot-
lighted the industry's current drive
to build Yank interest in the Do-
minion and help promote its tourist
trade. Campaign has also been ac-
tive in pushing film production by
Hollywood companies In Canada.

Newsreel's annual meet resulted
in the election of Edmund Reek,
Movietone News topper, as chair-
man of the committee for the pres-
ent year. Reek succeeds A. J.

Richardi: head of Paramount reel,
who filled the post during 1948.
Richard reported on cooperation

,

with a number of national chari-
ties, including the Red Cross,
Treasury bond drive and March of
Dimes. •

enough by a crooked sheriff for cent flirtation, a rumor quicklv ine turned out hanh-i/arHfv' oTTh
film to get in the proper amount spreads that tfie clerk is cSffl I with no particuL^^^^^
01 nding, .shooting and fisticuffs.

,

mg himself to advance his position I market.
e^'e "n uie worio

Holt does an expert job of (he Instigated by his back-knifing co- Plot vacillates between the ex-heroics and Martm akes care of workers, an inquiry Into the • citing pa.ssages surrounding alighter moments-as his rpmantiral- .scandal results In the clerk's trans- woman seeking glory a.s an ; wltrixly-inchned saddle-sidekick ITwo ler and ultimate dismissal after a and the love story of an avia or and
fh^w^'iT«HT'A'1.P'^^^^''^^'^'''''"

with his immediate superior, his hardworking wife. ^ Direction an opportuiiity to licen^e "producttha Hyer and Lois Andrews, tormer In the background, meantime, a by .Jean Gremillon is uneven day-and-date with ImJk Marhrnas a rancher's daughter and the lomance brews between the clbfk's I Miss Renaud is excellent when and Uptown.

Drop Chi Drive-In Suit
.

Chicago, March 22.
In]unction sought by Outdoor

ineatres. Inc., to prevent Para-
mount, WR, Universal and Colum-
bia from licensing first-run prod-
uct to Balaban & Katz for outlying
first-run exhibition, was dropif)ed In
Chi federal district court yesterday

Majors agreed to give drive-ins

Schine Decree
BS Continued from page t ssi

the
: Crescent circuit several years

ago.

Handling the settlement for the
Government is Herbert Bergson,
A.ssistant Attorney General in
charge of the Anti-Trust Division.
Schine is represented by Irving
Kaufman and Willard S. McKay.
The case against Schine thea-

tres was originally brought in 1938,

the same year that the anti-lru.st

.!uit was brought against the ma-
jor picture companies. Schine was
found guilty and appealed the ca.sft

to. the Supreme Court, which ruled
in the spring of 1948 that Schine
was guilty of violating the Sher-

man Act- and remanded certain
,

phases of the case back -to the

trial court in Buffalo. This was
principally to determine which the-

atres should he divested, a mailer
now taken care of by the agrec<

Ment being hammered out.

Also pending is the ca.se of an-;:

other big independent found Ktii'tV

df anti-trust violations, the Griffith

,

circuit ba.sed in Oklahoma. That
is also back in the trial court for

final action.
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the cast and stpry!

HARRY M. POPKIN present* «

BRIAN ELLA CHARLES HELEN

DONLEVY • RAINES • COBURN • WALKER

in I

Mi

with AHNA MAY WONG • Robert Warwick • Art Baker • Clarence Kolb

William Wright • Tony Barrett • Mae Marsh

Produced by LEO C. POPKIN • Directed by ARTHUR LUBIN
Screen Piay by Dorothy Reid and Jay Oratler * A Harry M. Popkin Pfodaction

business thru U*A*!

T.
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Qips from Film Row
4*************** * ********************************

here having 28-day clearance,

alon^ with Paramount circuit's one
nabe so zoniedi are paying up to

35% for product ; >vithout protest.

They are apparently satisfied with
piercentage : w^ has replaced
gerkerally previous -flat deals..

Booth operators -in Minneapolis,
indep«»i)dent drive-ih theatres will

receive a substantial wage bpbst
in a new eontract approyed by the
union and by fjorth Central Allied

for the independents, The hew
agreethent, retroactive to last Nov.
30, when the old contract expired,

covers three years and calls for a;

5% Wage iricrfease the first year
and 214% increase each of the sue-
ceediBg two years. Previous scale

for the heighborhood booth opera-
tors has averaged from $60 to $7.'5

a week. North Central Allied this

week started negotiations for St.

Paul neighborhoods on a new booth
Operators' icbnti:act.

.

_

IJisregarding vigorous opposition
Of North Central Allied and Min-
nesota Amus. Co., a .committee in,

the state legislature house has rec-

bmmehded passage of a biU which
would enable 'local municipalities
to levy a 26% admission tax in

addition to federal inipost. Bill now
is before a senate pommittee.

: Fight to halt rapidly expahding
26-day availaliility deals to local
neighborhood a^d; siiisurbah houses
is being taken by .Hatbld; Field ,ahd
'HarOldtKaplah,: owher^ of St. LoUis
. Park, to hottleofliees. , Pair is now
iii N.Y. to oppose demand .of Fried-
ihan brothers for 28-day availabil-

ity: for. latter'sEdiriat a eompfetihg
. Koti;^/ ijqi>^e. St.. Louis Pariji area.

NEW YORK
Shore Amus. Enterprises, headed

by Kobert Mapletoft, New Jersey
exhib, took longterm lease, on Rami
sey, Ramsey, N. J. Berk & Krura-
gold agented deal.

Seymour Schussel nnmed sales

manager for Mayer-Buistyn, for-

eign pix distributors. He was Eagl6
Lion district manager in N. Y.

Harold L. Beecroft made Eagle
Lion district manager for Dallas,

Oklahoma City, St. Louis, Omaha,
Des Moines and K. C. area. Had
been as.sistant' to Jack Lorentz.
20th-Fox's midwest manager.
Mike and Harry Weiss, brothers

who served as field exploiteers for

20th-Fox, are doing everything in

pairs. Twosome were hired by 20th

at the same time and then quit la.st

month in a brother act.

• Duo now have been hired by
£agle Lion. Mike is acting as spe-
cial fleldman for "Red ShoeSi'?

J. Arthur Rank pic being distrib-'

uted by EL. Harry has been taken
on by EL as salesman in the Clever
land exchange;

Matt Sullivan, Film . Classics

inanager in Milwaukee, transfer-t

red to head Buffalo exchange with
supervision over Albany, . replaces
Joe Miller, resigned. Eddie Gavin
takes. Milwaukee post.

MINNEAPOLIS
. Gopher, Paramount: downtown
firstrun, shuttered briefly because
of smoke and water damage from
fire that gutted adjoining building.
Herman Fields, Gordon McKin-

non and Don Smith of Pioneer cir-

cuit in Iowa, here for confabs with
owner Harold Field;
. Frank. Sohner, World, theatre
manager, transferred to San Pedro,
Cal., to manage new Mann^Gutt-
man driveMn there. •

.Nate Elkin, owner of Loop, sub*
sequent-run, bought Crystal, one
of larger theatres in same district.

Seller was Harry Dryer, who still

retains the big Bijou.
Local independents waged losing

fight against United; Artists' 35%
demand for "Red Rifer" and are
capitulating,

; While, their organization. North
Central Allied, is still kicking up
a fuss over percentage, more mem-
bers are continuing to go for the
sales formula and find it profit-
able. Four independent houses

New York Theatres
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PHIL BAKER • CAB CALLOWAY
: BIG, .ICK KKVCE ,, , . .

, SOth St. I.

ST. LOUIS
.New Legion, Steelville, Mo.,
operated by L, L. Pruitt, lighted
this month. .

eWeekly increase of $4.50 retro-
active to last Dee. 1 for ; local ex-
change workers negotiated with
Paramount, Loew's, 20th-Fox, RKO,""
Columbia, Republic and Universal.
Bob Weigel, formerly on San

Francisco sales staff ai RKO, now
St Louis and Kansas City sales
rep. for Lippert Picture.
Ed Clarke, owner, of Mattoon,

111., houses of Frisina Amus. Co.'s
circuit, discharged from hospital
here where he was treated for eye
infection.

Construction begun on new 500-
car drive-in near Paris, 111., for F.

B, Youngblood and Oral Pierson.
Sanford Berns, of Eagle Lion

branch, elected prexy, and Ray-
mond McCaffery, of 20th Fox ex-
change, named biz rep of. Front
Office Film Exchange Empfoyees
Union. • — —
Harry Jones, Lawrenceville, 111.,

heads newly organized Sky View
Amus. Co., which plans new 500-
car drivc'in near Robinson, 111.

Hartner, Illmo, 111., relighted by
O. W. and W. A. Hartner; House,
formerly tagged the Plaza; was
shuttered «when. Martin Operle al-

lowed lease to lapse.

.

'

: .A"

m effect for a year, paid enters
tainers in : state using as.sumed
names must file their real names
with the Dept. of Public Safety.

More than 200 industryites turn-

ed out to honor George W. "Bill"

Horan, Warner's district manager
w it h testimonial luncheon at
Statler. Tom Duane was toast-

master.

INDIANAPOLIS
Ace Film Exchanges opened

here by Albert Dezel and Edward
J. Salzberg. Milton Kruger named
branch manager. Firm will dis'^

tribute Favorite, Masterpiece and
Astor.
Oscar Kuschner leased Holly-

wood, Indianapolis nabe, to Thom-
as B. Hatfield. Kuschner will de-
vote time to booking for nabe in-

dependents.
Marc Wolf, Y & W chief and na-

tional doughboy of Variety clubs;

on Florida vacation.
Tom Spears took over the Mon-

roe at Monroe City from Verpe
Jenkins.

State Films, Inc.v central ship-
ping and inspecting agency, now
operating here.
James H. Kaylor, ex-salesman at

RKO, joined Eagle Lion.
R. L. Y^eilert, owner of Ritz at

Alexandria, started work on new
600-seater there.

DENVER
Initial convention of Colorado

Assn. of Theatre Owners set for
April 5-6 at Cosmopolitan hotel.
Speakers will -include Ted Gam-
ble, Morris Lowenstein, Bob Liv-
ingston, £rael Sullivan, Milas Hur-
ley, Robt. OrDonnell and Col. Wm.
McGraw.

Bill Hobson, recently SRO man-
ager here, made branch manager
of Film Classics, succeeding Philip
Monsky, resigned because of; illr

ness. ;
'

: Dick Dekker moved from Salida
to Golden, Colo., to manage the
new Golden, opening March . 24.
Ralph Hamilton moves from Jewel
here to Salida. P. R. Ruddick is

new Jewel manager.

NEW ORLEANS
Joseph S. Moreland, new mana-

ger of United Artists branch here,
after three years as office mana-
ger.. ,

ALBANY
Bills seeking legalization of

bingo (under auspices of so-called
non-profit organizations), lotteries,
dog-race betting and other types
of gambling are unlikely to pass at
current legislature session, accord-
ing to Leonard L. Rosenthal,- ex-
ecutive director of Albany TOA.
Changes at Warner exchange in-

clude Robert Halliday from booker
to office manager in Indianapolis;
Harry Aranove, back to booker,
and Herb Gaines moves here as
salesman from Rochester.
Arrangements completed for in-

dustry's, testimonial dinner to
George Lynch, top film buyer for
Schine Circuit, on 30th anni with
that organization. Will be held in
Ten Eyck hotel April 4, Commit-
tee trying to obtain a show biz
personality like George Jessel to
m.c.' ^

•
»

Testimonial dinner for George
V. Lynch, chief buyer for the
Schine circuit, will be held April
4 at the Ten Eyck hotel here on
the occasion of Lynch's .30 anniver-
sary in the film industry.

Chi. Cutrate
ss Contlitued from page S b

prexy Grad Sears and Fox-Wiscon-
sin: topper Harold J. Fitzgerald.
Sears claimed F-W was planning
to twin UA's "Red River" and Par-
amount's "Paleface."
Meanwhile, "the battle over Fox-

Wisconsin's double" billing of" "Red
River" and "Paleface" touched off

further explosions this week. Lo-
cal Allied theatre groups con-
tinued to blast away at the prac-
tice of dualing top A pix, charging
that only affiliates could so-so
because of special, breaks on rental
terms. New Jersey Allied, for one,
is currently preparing an attack
against the dualers which will be
aired in the group's next bulletin.

The Jersey fusillade comes on
the heels of an assault aimed by
Allied of Indiana in its bulletin.
Indiana group argued that no in-

die could book AA films on one
bill and still make a profit on the
playdate. It stressed the point that
Fox-Wisconsin was able to tack the
two big films together because it

had bought them on flat terms.

20th Exceeds
Continued from page
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BOSTON
People of Lawrence, Mass. tos-

sing testimonial dinner to Joseph
Liss, manager of Warner's Palace
there, April 3. He recently was
promoted to executive spot with
Warner Theatres; Newark.

Sol Edwards, head of Allied
Management Co. here, and owner
of Park, Nashua, N.H., joins SRO
sales staff in N.Y. in April.
Edward Ruff, former Paramount

manager, opened New England
office of Neil Agnew's Motion
Picture Sales Corp. He's in charge
of this territory,
As a result of action by the

Ho\i.se in refusing to repeal the
'I'rue Name Law, which has been

of last year. More importantly,
however, remittances arriving in
this country are about even with
the same period in '48, indicating
that the bottom has been reached
on the increasing number of r^r
strictions that have put American
dollars in cold storage in many

.
parts of the world since the end of

I

the war. Good showing on remits
tances is particularly gratifying in
that film companies were getting
100% of their coin out of England
during the first half of '48, while
they are only divvying $17,000,000
among themselves this year. ,

Tremendous upsurge in domes-
tic film rentals reflects the fact
that 20th has already released this
season three pix which are expect-
ed to equal .or better last year's
topper, "Gentleman's Agreementi'?
Latter drew $3,800,000 in domestic
film gross. So far this year com-
pany has released "Snake Pit,"
which will do better than $5,000,-
000; "Letter to Three Wives,"
which will do about $4,000,000, and
"Yellow Sky," which will hit just
under $4,000,000.

28 Drive-ins for NW
Territory This Summer;

Distribs May Seek %
Minneapolis.

Coming spring-summer season
in this territory will find 28 new
drive-ins in operation and many
more in the planning stage as
against eight at the end of last

season. Three, years, ago the terri-

tory had no drive*ins.

Distributors here are prepared
to jack up rentals oq drive-in

spots, and in some instances de-
manding percentage deals. The
large increase in the number of
outdoor operations is expected to

have an adverse effect on the
spring-summer business at many
regular theatres, some ejdiibitojrs

fear.

First Canadian Drive-ins

Regina, Sask. :

First drive-ins in western Canada
will be built this year by Western
Drive-In Theatres, Ltd., a Calgary
company. Mervyn A."Red" Dutr
ton Is company prexy and Frank H.
Kershaw managing director.

New Dtive-In for No. Carolina

Greemsboro, N. C.
. Plans for North 29 drive-in near
the city limits announced by of-

ficials of Dixie Drive-In Theatres.

Costing $150,000, it would provide
space for 1,000 cars.

Two.Ortye-Ins for Kingston, N. Y.

, . Kingston, N. Y.
Latest proposed drive-in is 750-

car one to be built near Kingston
by Walter Reade circuit. Chain
now operates two indoor houses
there.

Three Albany men who operate
drive-ins at Lake George, Glovers-
ville and Middletown, plan to open
another outside Kingston next
spring. Harry Lamont, Gerald
Schwartz and Ernest Whitman
formed Kingston Sunset DrivcTln,
Inc., to manage the new 500-car
spot.

. Ezell Adds 16th Drive-In

Corpus Christi, Tex.
Latest drive-in, the Gulf, opened

here by Claude Ezell & Associates.
It is the circuit's largest, there be-
ing 16 drive-ins belonging to chain
in Texas. Jeff Wolf transfered
here from the Chief at Austin to
be manager.

Non-Flam Film

Cutthig Prices

On Other Stock
Heavy use of the newly-pcrfeotoj

Eastman Kodak acetate (non-in.
flammable) film by the majors ha«
reportedly prevented a rise in the
basic price of conventional nitrat*
film. EK, it is understood, wai
ready to boost the charge on ni.
trate but the rapid demand for ace.
tate has held the price down, in.
stead, EK has now chopped the tab
on acetate to $13 per 1,000 feet
from its original price of $14
The big swing into non-i'nflam

rawstock is under way following
the announcement of an agreement
by all majors to buy available sup.
plies from EK. Metro is distribut-
ing four features in acetate, "if
Winter Comes," "Act of Violence "

"The Stratton Story," and one
more. -

Twentieth-Fox starts o If in ace-
tate with "The Fan," set tor Maj
release. From then on, 20th exec
said, all black-and-white features
will be in non-flam. Paramount'g
first release in that type raWstock
is set for May. Other companies
have already put out at least one
feature.

Several companies .^have latched'
on to a special way of"grooving the
acetate .prints. Instead of printing
all of one feature in the new raw-
stock, these companies have culled '

a number of exchanges: and are
shippuog only non-flam to them re-

gardless of the particular feature.

Exchanges chosen, are those where .:

local fire regulations are strictest

or the branch has had frequent dif-

ficulties with local fire depts.

Acetate prints are being shipped
in the conventional metal can al-

though that sort of fireproofing is

not necessary. Heavy metal con-

tainers will be used until com-
panies have swung over entirely to

non-flam to prevent, possible . mis.
,

taken shipment of nitrate in non.
metallic containers.

'

$100,000 Central Penn. Drive-In

Carlisle, Pa.
Construction of a $100,000 drive-

in, first in central Pennsylvania
area", "started by Ray Garver near
here; it will have 800-car capacity.

New Cal. Drive-In for L. A.

Los Angeles.
Great Western Theatres, Inc.,

headed by John C. Feys, starts
work early in March on new 7S0-
car drive-in in south part of city.

Company plans to build a string 'of

open air theatres this i^earw.

Lynchburc't First Drlve-In

^ Lynchburg, Va.
Lynchburg's .first drive-in will

be opened in April'. Located just
beyond the city limits, it has ca-
pacity of 750 autos.

S50-Car Drive-In Near Albany
Albany.

Construction of a 550-car drive-
in on Route 55 between New Salem
and New Scotland started by Don
Hallenbeck, of Hallenbeck & Riley,
film distributors here.

:

Start 3 More Texas Drive-ins

: Plainview, Tex,
A 300-car drive-in is being con-

structed here by Prince Holland,
operator of the State. Work also
started at Childress on a new
drive-in by Mrs. Mable Phipps and
Mrs. Delia Laytbn. Rowden Cor-
dell is to manage it. Another
drive-in is the one P. W. Cloud,
owner of Palace, Texas and Ritz,
Snyder, is building there.

New Sauthem Drive-Iif Unit
Charlotte, N. C.

Organization of Fresh Air The-
atres, Inc. to build, lease and oper*
ate drive-in theatres in North and
Bouth Carolina and Georgia, an-
nounced by R. F. Pinson, head of
company.

Its first unit will be the York-
Clover drive-in, between York and
Clover, S. C. Head of Fresh Air
Theatres is manager of Astor Pic-
tures exchange.

New 450-Car Texas Drive-In

New Braunfels, Tex.
Two local businessmen, R. V. Ab-

shire and Don Matthews, building
450-car drive-in ber«.

Lab Technicians Open

Pact Talks April 11

New contract negotiations be.

tween lab technicians Local 702,

International Alliance of Theatri-

cal Stage Employees, and a joint

industry committee are scheduled

to open in New York April 11, t*o
months before the current pact ex-

pires. Involved 5re~li800 wnployeeS"^

working in 22 eastern labs, includ"

ing tjiose owned by the major film

companies.
Local 702's pact proposals, cover-

ing; wage hikes and security pro.

visions, will be submitted to the

union membership by prexy John

J. Francavilla for approval on April

2. Current wage stales range from

$41 for unskilled workers to a

high of $132 for the skilled cate.

gories. Francavilla and the local's

secretary-treasurer will head the

union's seven-man —negotiating

committee. Spokesmen for the

companies have not been named as

yet.

New Guild, Set Decorators,

Asks NLRB Certification

Hollywood. March 22.
'

Screen Set Decorators, new film

studio guild, filed a petition with

the National Labor Relations

Board for certification as bargain-

ing agent for decorators in the in-

dependent producing field.

Vic Gangelin, president of the

new organization, explained that

the petition does not conflict with

the lATSE decorators, who are em-

ployed only in major studios. The

idea, he said, is to unite set di-

rectors among the indies, where,

they have never had sufficient rep-

resentation.

$165,000 Houston House
Bay City; Tex.

J. G. Long Theatres circuit an-

nounced plans for construction of

a ninth house in Houston to cosi

$165,000 with 1,700-seat capacity.

House will be part of a community
center.

.
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WOV Decision Due Hiis Week,

Hinges on Bolova Probe Report

Washington, March 22.

A decision by the Federal Com-
munications Commission on .

tlie

sale of WOV, New York, by Arde
Bulova to Victory Broadcasting

Co. will probably be handed down
this week. The case is the oldest

before the Commission in which

two stations in one city have been

under the same ownership, despite

adoption in 1943 of rules prohibit-

ing dual operation in the same
area. Bulova also owns ,

control--:

ling interest in WNEW.
If the deal is approved, it will

be the first in which a competing
• bidder,: under the soon-tOTbe?abanr

cloned AVCO precedure, has pur-
chased a radio station.

Okay of the transfer, Vamety
learned, hinges on Commission acr

tion on a staff report of an inves-

tigation last summer into charges

of concealed ownership by Bulova
In several New England stations.

The inquiry was conducted from
August to October by John E, Mc-r

Coy of the Commission's legal di-

vision, aided by Robert D. J.

Leahy; of the accounting depart-

ment, and Raymond Lewis, an in-

vestigator. Bulova disposed of his

interests in the outlets in 1944.

The decision will bring to a head
four issues .on which action has
been pending because of the staff

inquiry. These are (1) renewal of

the licenise of WNEW, which has
been: in' temporary status since

1944, (2) an application to allow
WNEW to increase its power from
lOkw to 50kw, (3) renewal Of WOV,
in temporary status since 1944, and
(4> transfer of WOV to a group
composed of Ralph Weil, general
manager of the station, Arnold
Hartley, program manager, and N.
Joseph Leigh New York business
wan.

It is expected that if the Com-
mission clears Bulova .of conceal-
ment, the licenses will be put on
a regular basis, the power increase
granted; and the transfer okayed.
However, if it denies the renewal
applications it will likely order
hearings "based: on : facts disclosed
in the investigation, In this

event, the transfer application as
veil as the request for power in-

crease would probably be held: up.
Never in the history of radio

(Continued on page 36)

Sheldon's ABC Show
Herb Sheldon, co»star with

Maggi McNeills of "Luncheon at

the Latin Quarter" Which ABC is

dropping March 26, will get his

own comedy vehicl* on the web
in the same time slot.

"Herb Sheldon Show" will be
heard cross-the-board at 12:35 p.m.,:

starting March 28.

Steel Sponsors'

Own Return
Johannes Steel returns to the

air, starting April 3, via WLIB,
N. Y., under his own sponsorship.
Liberal comriientator has been on
the Gotham airlanes for some time,

and has since been publishing a
newsletter. Report on World
Affairs. The newsletter will pick
up the tab for the Steel com-
mentary. .

, Unusual facet in Steel's return
to the air is the intra-New York
City network being projected in a
bid to restore liberal gabbers to

the air. For some time Steel has
been sponsoring William S. Gail-

mor on WLIB and starting April 3
he'll alternate with Gailmor on a

cross-the board basis.

Meanwhile Steel is negotiating
with other N. Y. indies, with like-

lihood of Richard Yafle, former
foreign editor of the N. Y. Star
(ex-PM), Burnett- Hershey antf

others joining the pool of liberal

commentators to be sponsored by
Steel.

KIX, Pul^lie Strvic« D(r*etar

MACK swrrzER
KLZ's public conscioushiess which

finds a good part ol Its broadcagt
schedule devoted to non-commercial,
special service programming is the
job of liverwire Mack Swltzer, a
Denver radio veteran of more than
a decade.

KLZ, Denver.

Hooper Top 15 and Opposition

NBGVBinder^

Clinches Allen
Fred Allen, who checks off his

Ford Dealers Sunday night show
«t the end of the season, has signed
an exclusive . with NBC for his
radio and television services. But
whether he'll be resuming in the
fall or lay off for a season de-
pends on his annual medico check-
MB-.-" .

At any rate, there's a binder
connected with the new contract
(details of which are being kept
under wraps), but particularly de-
signed to make the NBC deal an
attractive one. <CBS tried to
romance Allen into its fold with a
$100,000 come-on to tide him over
a '49-'50 layoff period).

Under the NBC contract terms,
Allen will call all the shots him-
self, deciding whether he'll go
video exclusively, just radio, or
both, or even switch for<nats to a
cross-the-board session instead of
once-weekly. Originally, NBC tried
to interest the comedian in doing
a five-times-a-week IS-minute show
a la Wp Rogers,

TV Show Producers Buy

Radio Tune to 'Sneak'

New 'Beat Rap' Package
Novel setup of package pro-

ducers buying AM time to showcase
a basically TV program develbped
when "Beat the Rap" was sneak-
preyiewed on WMCA, N. Y., Friday
<18). Show was packaged by Paul
KiUiam, AX Butterfield and Andre
Baruch:

"Rap," emceed by Baruch and
directed by Gene Wyckoff, places
inembers of studio audience In
ticklish dramatic situations which
they have to gab themselves out of.
Sneak preview originated from the
Old Knick, N. Y.

'SWEEPSTAKES' LEADS IN

NBC GIVEAWAY RACE
With NBC definitely deciding in

favor of a giant giveaway show for

the Sunday at 7 time to buck • the
Jack Benny opposition on CBS, the
package boys have been out in full

force trying to wrap up a deal with
the web. (Horace Heidt is being
moved back again to 10:30 Sunday
night, starting April 24;)

As of yesterday (Tues.), NBC
had six giveaway shows under con-
sideration, all laying claims to be-
ing—-bigger-and- better,^^—T-he^Wil--

bur Stark-Jerry Layton ^'Sweep-
stakes" giveaway, based on a sort

of pari-mutuel format, and another
auditioned at WLIB Studios last

week, with a bigtime Hollywood
format and flavoY, seem to have the
edge at the moment. ^

Knight Vice Whiting On

'Club IS' as Latter Easts
Hollywood, March 22.

. With Margaret Whiting checking
off the cross-the-board Campbell
Soup "Club 15" CBS show and
moving east next week to join her
husband, CBS program veepee
Hubbell Robinson, Jr.,' Evelyn
Knight has been given the nod as
Miss Whiting's replacement. Latr
ter starts March 29,

Miss Knight will be featured on
the Tuesday and Thursday seg-

ments, with the Andrews Sisters
continuing in the Monday,: Wed-;
nesday, Friday broadcasts;

Ch'lieldinComa

On Como; Stafford

Lee in Fadeout?
Newell - Emmett, '' Ghesterfteld

agency, is endeavoring to straight-

en out the ciggie situation as it

applies to the Perry Como, Jo
Stafford and Peggy Lee "Supper
Club" broadcasts, the Arthur God-

frey shows, and the recently signed

Bing Crosby series. As it stands

now, Como may go into a half-

hour a week plan instead of his

current 'Monday-Wednesday-Friday
15-minute shots on NBC ( with, one
TV shot Fridays). If that occurs,
it's likely that : Como will remain
on the air all summer to experi-
ment with ideas so as to have the
30-minute show in shape by fall.

In the event the singer does go
half-hour there's a possibility that
it may occupy

. a slot on CBS in-

stead of the current NBC spotting.

Too, the singer's AM and TV shots
would be separated; he'd do one
show for each medium, perhaps
on different days. Currently, Como
records his AM shows at 7 - p.m.
Fridays and this, disk serves for
the rebroadcast at 11 p.m. for west-
ern outlets. It leaves Como and
^his: company—free to: concentrate
on the 11 p.m. tele shot the same
night. They do not have to worry
about coincident AM and TV air-

ing.

If the half-hour plans for Como
work out, it's not known what will
happen to the Jo Stafford and
Peggy Lee shows, which alternate
with him. Miss Stafford doing the
Tuesday airing and Miss Lee the
Thursday shot, from Hollywood;
Too, it implies that Chesterfield
would place all three shows

—

CoxaOi Godfrey and Crosby-r-on a
half-hour basls^^

(March 16)

Procram . .Hooperatinr
Walter Winchell 26.1

Lux Radio Theatre 26.0'

Fibber & Molly

Jack Benny
Talent Scouts

Bob Hope

My Friend Irma

Stop the Music

25.1

23.8

23,3

21.0

20,8

20.7

Sponmred Network Total Nctwotk
Competition CompetltioK

Electric Theatre 6.4 17.6

Gabriel Heatter 5.8
Fishing & Hunting Club 1.3

Johns-ManvlUc 1,4
Telephone Hour 11.3

Dr. I. (i. 7.8

Etwln D, Canham 1.8
Johns-Manvflle 1.4

12.7

11.0

Louella Parsons lfl.8

Duffy's Tavern 17.1

Amos 'n' Andy

Mr. Keen

16.4

16.3

People Are Funny 16.2

Mr. District Attorney 16.0

Crime Photographer 15.6

Horace Heidt 9.8 15,5

Railroad Hour 7.4 18.6
Henry J. Taylor 3.6
Sherlock Holmes 6.3

Voice of Firestone 0.8

Town Meeting 4.1 17.9

We, the People 9.7

Gabriel HeAtter 5.8

Arthur Gaeth 1.7 11.7
American Forum of Air 2.1

Contented Program 7.9

Sam Spade 12.S 20.6
Lum 'n' Abner ,

- 7.5

Fred Allen 7.9

Electric Theatre 6.4 17.6

Milton Berle 10.2 20.5
County Fair 6.3

Gabriel Heatter 4.6

Carnegie Hall 3.0 23.0
Mayor of the Town 5.4

Phil Harris-Alice Faye 14.6

Theatre U.S.A. 4.3 19.0

Bums & Allen 12,7

(No Sponsored Programs) 10.5

Groucho Marx 13.4 21.2

Harvest of Stars 5.2

Johns-Manville 1.4 :

Jo Stafford 2.9 17.8

Johns-Manville 1.4

Sealtest Variety Show 11.3

CHARTOC-COLUAN TO N.T.

Chicago, March 22.

Al Rudd closes Chi office of
Chartoc-Colman Productions 'April
1.

Transcription company, pro-
ducers of "Bulldog Drummond,"
Ted Lewis and Franklyn Mac-
Cormack, is moving central of-

fice to New York.

D. C. Laying Bets Probe of Richards

By FCC k Now Definitely Off

Nielsens Top 20
(Feb. 20)

Cur, Prev.
. Cur. Points

Rank Rank Promm Rating Changre11 Lux Radio Theatre ............ 33.6 —3.2
2 3 " Jack Benny

30.0

-f-0,9
3 2 Fibber & Molly 29.8 0.0
4 4 Talent Scouts ^ 29,2 -t-1,3
5 7 Amos 'n' Andy ...... i ...... . . 28,4 +2.6
6 5 Walter Winchell ............... 27.1 -1-0.9
7 8 Bob Hope 26.8 -f-O 5
8 18 Sam Spade

24.8

-i-1,8
9 22 Crime Photographer 24.6 +3.6
10 6 My Friend Irma 24.4 —2;3
11 10 Mystery Theatre 23.1 0 7
12 34 Stop the Music (4th qtr.).. 22.9 +3i5
13 20 Suspense ,. 22.9 +0 6
14 40 Ford Theatre .'22.7 +3 9
15 11, Mr; Keen ................... . V 22.1 —10
16 14 Inner Sanctum . . ^. j 21.6 .^l a
17 13 FBI in Peace and War 21.5 —O.a
18 16 Mr. and Mrs. North ........... 21,2 .^1,0
19 12 Mr. District Attorney 21.1 ^2 8
20 & This Is Your FBI »1.0 —2.1

Swift Set to Drop

NBC's 'Meeks' Show
Chicago; March 22.

Swift & Co. i.s set to drop "Meet
the Meeks," NBC family show
aired from : Chi. Sat. : mornings,
plugging All Sweet Margarine.
"Meeks" will Wind up 18 months
of broadcasting this week.

Swift is reported as satisfied with
program but feels that All Sweet
needs change in ad policy within

its total-budgetsJi Walter Thomp!^
son agency handles the account.

Meeks may shift to another
Swift product, if budget can be
foundi Program may go on sus-

tainer otherwise, or be dropped
entirely by NBC,

Harris to AM:

'Aren't We Sillyr

The new Hooper ratings throw
into sharp focus the ever-increas-

ing Importance of "who is your op-
position?" and the manner in

which it redounds to the detriment
of two of the top comedy shows in

radio slugging it out against one
another.

Programs in point ate "Amos 'n'

Andy," in the 7:30 to 8 Sunday
night period on CBS, and the Phil
Harris-Alice Faye opposition show
on NBC. Despite the enviable
post-Jack Benny slot it holds
down on Columbia (although for
years it has been a top-rated pro-
gram strictly on its own), the A&A
stanza is out of the First 10 Hooper
ranking. With 16.4 rating, it's

doing no better than No. 11 posi-
tion. -

'

Faring even worse, however, is

the Faye-Harris show, which is out
of the Top 15 running, with a 14.6

tally, despite Harris' ability to sub-
stantiate his claim in past week.s
that he. can hold his own in the
comedy sweepstakes instead of atl

tail to Benny's coat.

It is generally agreed that both
shows are taking a beating because
of the competitive slotting. Harris
has already gone on record to say
that it doesn't make sense, either
for the ta]lent or the sponsors, and
while A&A's : bankroUer, Lever
Bros., appears content to stay put,
it's considered a cinch that Rexall,
Harris' sponsor, will grab off a new
NBC Sunday time segment in the
fall.

Washington, March 22.

Bets can be gotten in Washing-
ton that the FCC investigation of

the Gi A. Richards stations is defi*

nitely off. Commission action Fri-

day (18) in granting a continuance
to look into a proposal to transfer
voting control of the three 50 kilo-

watters (WJR Detroit, WGAR
Cleveland and KMPC Los Angeles),

while officially only a pause to the

hearings which were to have be+
gun tomorrow (23), Is generally !«• -

garded as a prelude to the end o{

a nasty situation.

Critical condition of Richards*
~health;~plus willlngness""tonretir«r"

from d i r e ct 1 o n of stations,

prompted FCC to grant a stay in

proceedings to give ex-Senator
Burton K. Wheeler, chief Richards
counsel, time to submit a plan

which he promised "will contain

such conditions and be in such
form as to meet the fullest require-

ments and the approvar of the

Commission.":

While there were partisans who
felt the Commission got "soft" in

finally relenting to Richards' ap-

peals it was agreed that the agency
has usually granted stays when
serious illness has been attested to

by physicians of high reputation.

Only within the last few weeks,

FCC gave postponements, the last

for an Indefinite period, in a re-

vocation case <KOB, Albuquerque)
involving an almost identical condi-

tion of the station owner.

In some quarters. It was felt that

Commission determination, up to

last week, to go ahead with the

hearings despite great pressure*

brought Richards to bay with his

(Continued on page 36)

Gardner Sues To

Break With MCA
• Hollywood, March 22.

Ed Gardner has filed suit in fed-

eral coi)rt to terminate his con-

tract with Music Corp. of America.

Complaint alleges that MCA is no

longer entitled to act as his agent

for "Duffy's Tavern" because 'w,

failed to represent him properly

and withheld from him facts in

their possession which he, as a cli-

ent, was entitled to know." .

Counsel for Gardner contends

that his contract with MCA, whteU

was to run until March of 18B0,

was terminated last February W
cause the provisions of his paw
v^ere not fulfilled. ,,<
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,CflUM?
AHeii and the Hooper Ratings

Top eyebrow raiser of the week i» the 7.9 rating for the Fred
Allen program In the latest Hoopers. Bepresenting a 3.4 drop
over the previous rating, it is probably the lowest since Allen first

hit the bigtlme commercial sweepstakes. In the opposition cainp,

CBS' "Sam Spade" got a 12.5 and "Stop the Music" 16;7 and 20.4

for the competing two IS-minute segments.

It's already served to touch off a pro and con kickaround of

Hooper and ratings in general. General consensus of the trade is

that no matter how you slice the Hoopers or account for its audi-

ence measurement techniques, the prospect of finding such a top

comedian in the loweT-bracket ratings not only adds up to a sad
commentary, but also to one of the major Ripleys that has yet to

be explained. ;
.

Oh the one hand, the anti-ratmg contingent within the trade

Wants an explanation for such drastic audience turnaway in view

of the normal circumstances, with nothing untoward in the com-
peting programs, on the rating night.

Others take the view that It is all part of the general collap.se

of the Sunday night NBC program roster in the" wake of the Jack

Benny desertion.

Allen, himself an ardent foe of Hooper and the rating fraternity,

checks off the Ford show in June and has just signed a new deal

with NBC'for next season.

TOP NAMES SEEK Durante Balks at Luckenbills Move

To Put Sinatra on Show Next Fall

Kobak s Mutual Exit Cues Dilemma

On World Series, Other Sponsor Shifts
'

oil the premise that "as Kobak
goes, so go some lucrative ac-

counts," the trade has been alerted

to tlie possibilities of some inter- i

estinf! sponsorship developments
i

as a result of the scheduled bow-

'

out of Ed Kobak as Mutual prexy.

A lot, of course, will depend on

Kobak's new affiliation.

For one thing, there will prob-

ably be some interesting jockey

ing for the Gillette biz in connec

jolie 3 Up on Shows
. Hollywood. March 22.

Al Jolson wound up the week
three shows to the good, what with
tape and preemption of . his Ihurs'
day time for Winston Churchill's
talk.

That's how Jolie likes it, and
while east he'll sneak , to Florida

The era of the "fabulous iffer"

has descended on radio, with the

network that dangles th«. "bestest

and the mostest'^ grabbing off the
top talent. The unprecedented
feudin' and fussin* for radio per-
sonalities has taken some unortho-
dox turns, and the addendas and
extras being appended to contracts
today areas peculiar as the codicils
on an eccentric's last will and testa^
ment. i

The day of the straight-offer-on-

a-per-broadcast basis is over; If you
want a top name to ride your kilor

|

cycles today, it requires an incen^j
tive over and above a weekly salv

j

ary. If it isn't a pension it's some i

other "security" guarantee, ai

share in royalties or some other
extra-curricular payolT. i

• The upshot is that it's put the
talent in the driver's seat. They're
the ones who are calling the turns,

j

The Bennys, Bergens, Burns & AI-.

lens, etC;, are today as knee-deep
-in the ' involved business and ad-
ministrative machinery of show biz

[
as they are in the; purely enter-

,
tainmeiit aspects,

i

'New Era' for Deals
i The "new era" in talent-nptwork
deals is reflected anew in the re-

: The Maestro Sings
NBC employees at Radio

City, N. Y., headquarters had
themselves a rare treat last

week when they were able to.

pipe into Studio 8-H during
the several afternoons that

Arturo Toscanini was rehears-
ing the singers and chorus for
the two-part "Aida" to be pre-
sented this Saturday (26) and
next (2)' on radio and tele-

vision.

Practically through the en-
tire series of rehearsals Tos-
canini could be heard singing

all of the' roles at the top of

his voice^and not always on
key. .

.

•

;

Abe Burrows

Four^WayCBS

7-Year Deal

Hollywood, March 22.

Hotter than a two-bit pistol is

the controversy raging between
Jimmy Durante and Tom liuckent
bill, radio boss of the Esty agency.
Summed up, the issue is this:
Luckenbill wants Frank Sinatra on
the Durante show next season and
The Schnoz is just as determined
not to share a Camel with him.

It all came about wh^n Lucken«
bill came to town and two weeks
later Alan Young takes his depar-
ture. ' Only explanation: "he just
didn't work out." Now The Schnoz
and his package partner; producer
Phil Cohan, are scouting around'
for a light comic, the more he acts-
like Gariy Moore, the better, to
finish out the season's last cycle.

There is partial agreement on.

one point that the show could nise

a singer, the more like last sea-,

son's Peggy Lee the better, but
Sinatra is not the answer in the
considered opinion of J. Durante.
Jack Paar has been suggested as
the nearest approach to Moore but
so far no action there.

Young continues on his owii
Turns show and Luckenbill will be
back in New York this week to re-
port back to the client. Mean-
while Durante and Cohan, who con-
trol the show, may have some ideasCBS is in the process of conclud

Dorted contractual setun w hereby
ing negotiations for a seven-year

|

of their own on the shape of things
^.rio •

/=°nuaeiuai ^eiup wntieuj.
contract which will give the net- I to come when the barrier lifts noxt

Jr.™ l"!?^"".^^"':-',.?' 1: 1
work an exclusive on the services

i September

tion with the '49 World Series,
|
for a week or so of sunning

which, it's anticipated, will wind . ,

up its career on Mutual in ,
the

;

wake of the Kobak departure. The
|

baseball series has been strictly a I

"Kobak baby," cued to his close
|

association with Baseball Commis-
|

rioner A; B. "Happy" Chandlei', l

Who in the past has given Kobak
|

carte blanche in designating the
|

radio-TV series allocation. It will I

probably be Kobak's pleasure to I

take the billings with him, with i

the .certainty that Mutijal will be

'

left out in the cold. ^ {

ABC looms as the likeliest net-

1

-Work_to carry the-serles-this -year,

since there is a question of NBC-
CBS time availabilities, although
considering the kind of coin Gil-

lette is willing to, kick around for
the Series it would appear that the

two major webs may find it con-
venient to open nip-. ;the' ' time
periods.

In the past, the' combination of
the Kobak sales technique and his

own personal identification with
clients has been responsible for
wooing clients, with the subsequent
loss of biz attributed- more to the
inability jpi Mutual facilities to pay
off rating-wise. It's a
now of how many present clients
will take the Kobak route or con-
tinue to throw in their lot with
Mutual.

Are Giveaways

ABC Answer To

Godfrey Daytime?
ABC's "Stop the Music" Sunday

night show proved the~"answeTTo

halting Edgar Bergen and Fred

Allen in their NBC tracks. (By the

end of this season both will have
been eliminated as

turn for a security provision It ^^e Burrows as performer, pro-
manitested itself m the royalty-

, j^^3^ij.egtoj. ^^iter. It in-
sharing arrangement whereby ^^^^^^ ^oth radio and television,
Charlie McCarthy non-broadcast probability that Burrows will
profits acc-ue to Edgar Bergen.

; ^ove east and operate out of N.Y.
The "fabulous" aspects of the

: headquarters,
current deals took a new turn re-

1 Move is cued to the network's
cently when = CBS reportedly

i new policy of bringing talent into
expressed a willingness to pay

|

the,CBS organisation as employees
Fred Allen $100,000 during a '49-

1 on a long-rrange basis rather than
'50 layoff period in return for, an

! as independent contractors, repre- i Mutual's attempt to experiment
j

exclusive on his radio-TV services s senting a new fsicet in the CBS vs. I with Fulton Lewis as a video at-

]

when he returns to the air. Allen
: nbC program jockeying. Amount

|

traction has proved a costly ven-
I subsequently made a deal with ] of coin involved in the seven-year ture. Result is that the network is

NBC which pretty much lets him
i deal isn't disclosed, but the pay

|
now in the process of renegotlat-

MBSTaidngNo

Oiances on Lewb

call all the, turns.
, .

I for the four-way Burrows ride is

The report that ABC network, said to be more than substantial,

in a bid to win over the brace ' Oddly^nough^general trade im-

"Of—BrlSt^Myers shoWs~( "Duffy's (Continued on page 36)

Tavern" and "Mr. District Attor- ;

contiguous rate which would also
]
Amsterdam Sweating Out

result in a saving for the sisonsor

opposition
I
on time charges involving a third

.

programming. Bergen having gone I show, "Break the Bank," currently '

off at the first of the year.) I on ABC, is also part of the same
ABC now reasons: if a giant r pattern,

giveaway can solve the Sunday 8
to 9 problem, why can't it have

|

the same impact in the daytime, i

specifically in countering the top

audience pulling Arthur Godfrey '

morning show on CBS?
Ks result, ABC is planning- to

45-Day Option Snarl On

Services in CBS Tangle
Morey Anisterdam finds himself

in the middie of a 45rday option

sharl and a peculiar betweeri-

(AbniCD' AC UAVCC 6IIR
' shows predicament. To accent his

AKtHljK Aij nAllj!jOUD
|

piight, the new Pulse ratings for
! television "find his CBS sustainer

But
he's now , Without' either radio or

ELECTRIC COS. SKED

"Corliss Archer," the former
question i slot a biglime jackpot giveaway as

i Campbell Soup commercial wliich i

moving into the No. 10 spot

' opposition to Godfrey. If it could
j

been doing con.sistent summer
^^^^^j.^.^^

lOGNutFor

Toscy's 'Aida'

duplicate its nighttime success, it

would be sweet revenge for ABC,
where, it is recalled all too vividly,

it reigned for years as undisputed

champ in a.m. Hooper sweepstakes

in the Tom Breneman "Breakfast

in Hollywood" era. But today it is

completely out of the picture, with

Godfrey and CBS in the driver's

seat. ,

ing a contract with its most suc-
cessful co-op commentatort pre-
venUng_hlm_feani_gpingi-on--TW--
without the web's official consent.

Strictly on an' experimental
basis, Lewis was given a TV show- ,

case in Washington. Mutual ap^
parently didn't reckon on Lewis*
AM bankroUer in the capital, an
auto dealer, doing a fast burn and
immediately cancelling out.

. Mutual recalled what happened
when "Meet the Press" was bought
for television by General Foods,
which also had disastrous AM re-
percussions for the show. On that
occasion the radio bankroller, Hi-
Grade Products, . which sponsored

,

"Press" in the top eight key mar*
kets, also got : sore and cancelled
out.

Mutual is taking no chances on
losing out on the hefty chunk of
sponsorship coin Lewis brings - in

to the web.

replacement duty in_ recen
_
ye«^^

CBS droi)ped the comedian sev
is bemg dusted »« era! Weeks back from both AM
,-this time for th^ .P'f .^^l^; and TV. The network, in a report-
panies.^vvbich^

"itt^SdafSt change Of heart, tried to woo
W^^ll. 'Su*tf "'^''^ back, at least for TV. eveH
CBS^ ^'Electric Theatre.

j fiiough; it meant giving in to fea-

Date for statt of slimmer re-
; tm-gg attending his Qontractual tie-

placement hasn't been set yet. de^
j
up With Music Cflrp. :of America.

j>ei)dlhg: onV whether Miss Hayes
j Amsterdam said no dice, and in re-

goes off for eight or 10 weeks.
I turn CBS is exercising a 45-day op^

A »i 1 Oddly enough, "Corliss" goes
i
tion on his services. And since

|
CBS execs are trying, thus ^^i^^^

^.
The two-part . "Aida" presenta- !

H WOOd DireCtOrS Gttlld back mto ^the^sa^^^^
^o^cSbt^ CS'^bZ-^lTs' i^ra^ cl^e 'o^

;^^f^ jlc^pTans^ ^^g
tion by Arturo Toscanini and the

gj^^j^ g^^y p^^^y
, splp^W^Ayej^isJh^^^^ it_out. s^^^^^^^^^

m IT AGAIN' SPONSOR

MYSTERY STUMPS CBS

NBC Symphony Orchestra this
Saturday (26) and the next adds
up to one of the most expensive
sustainers on record. It will cost
NBC an estimated $70,000 before
the web rings down the curtain
on Acts 3 and 4 April 2.

<-ost of the high-budgeted wind-
«P of Toscanini's season as NBC
jy'nph conductor includes a $10,- .,„„..m rebate to Pet Milk because of

I

eancellation of its Vic Damone
Show this Saturday, when the Acts
i and 2 program will be extended
irom 6:30 to 8. (Damone is heard
";30 to 8). .

First of the two-week presenta-
uon will be televised (decision on
V'.ng the second is still de-

Uollywood. March 22.

Radio packager John Guedel, is
^

the new prexy of the Hollywood
;

i_

local, Radio-Television Directors

Guild. Others elected for terms i

running until May, 1950, are Mur-

1

ray Bolen, veepee; Helen Mack,

secretary; Sterling Tracy, treas-

Council holds over, but new
members of national board are

Thomas Freebairn-Smilh, Mel Wil-

liamson and Charles Vanda.

Kate's 308 Sponsors

Kate Smith -Speaks"Sale of
pendent 6^ the April l'rea&^^^ to 14 local sponsors in the C .1

Season !s Top Ripley; Radio

TalentNixed atNAB Shindig
The concluding shindig o£ the ' radio performer will be booked to

,nn..al convention of the National
I

entertain the broadcasters. The
annual cuavemiuu u

. : top acts will be culled, rather,
Assn, of Broadcasters in Chicago

| niteries, vaude circuits, pic-

next month will be an elaborate
, xures, etc.

pntprtainment program, with ' a ,

'
The reasoning -behind it is this:

committee representing NBC, CBS
,
With the networks, notably NBC

«nd ABC currently whipping upland CBS, currently experiencing

tliP format and the various acts, i an unprecedented era of talent

iinrter the general chairmanship ol raiding, resulting in strained rela.-

Haverlin Broadcast Music, tions not only m the top admin-

prexy (Mutual has begged ,
istrative rivalry but among artists

Thp hour-long giveaway sustainer
is now paying off with an, 11.8
rating for one quarter-hour seg-
ment (which makes it the top sus-
tainer on the air) and an overall

9.9 for the full 60 minutes. At that
rale it is paying off (to nobody but
us, says CBS) considerably better
than a flock of top-budgeted com-
mercial airers.

But it has been on the air nearly
a year-T-without any nibbles.

Kraft's Summer Standbys
Hollywood, March 22.

Nelson Eddy stars with Dorothy
of cables',' "whiX'Viir%r"oi5ablv ' pas* weeks brings number of

''i'-'';,,.'''''i;a;.,icipa\'iOT iii 'the talent themselves, it was figured an NAB
|

Kirsten again as the Kraft Musicwin
, ^.,^ijj.ollers on the MBS co-op to oil nom pdiii>-ii'ai*v

, ^^^^^ enmmpr stanHt^v fm- Al JrtI,

308. according to Bert Hauser, di-

rector of co-op program.?.

necessitate a last-minute decision),

bate the 'talent "
^"'''^

for musician? becfuse" of*' the^ AM- '''"oTherMirtual'per'kVnamy backed '

.i^ij.^„*^j'"'f;o;';,"";sr"yeai-s: how- William S. Paley-vs.-Niles Tram-' the music, xvith Ed Helwick script-

II
spread accounts' <or tlie 70G by more than 300 sponsors .s Hilton dineieni^^^

fad that not a single , mell fires

t Lewis, Jr., who has J70. iv» »

>i .•inVirtpriiv as a budget- ' convention would be the last place
i

Hall summer standby for Al Jol'

^nvin^Vxoedient ) ' the world to bring the Hopes,
)
son, starting June 2.

saviiiB e
",1^^^, ^^^g year's fiesta so Bennys, etc, together, to kindle the

|

Robert Armbruster will direct

ing.
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£PORTi5 THRILL OF THE WBEK
With Ed Thorgersen
Producer: Paul Jonas ^.

IVrlter: John Bosman
"

i Minn.; Satnrday, 9:55 p. w.
FRAMCORP. „ .

Mutual, fwm New York
(Van Sant & Dufldolc)

•'Sports Thrill" has a basitally

sound concept—presenting a re-

corded highspot from, the play-by-

play description of an athletic

event. On thp broadcast caught

(12) it was the dramatic finale of a

basketball contest between Em-
poria Teachers College and Indiana

State Teachers when the lead

changed three times in 10 seconds.

Ed Thorgersen set the scene, then

cued in a recording of the actual

feiioadcastv . Quality of the disk,

however, was poor, what with a

hoarse announcer shouting over a

roaring crowd.: Drama of the cUr
mactic momeift came across,

though.

Thorgersen followed with a short

recorded telephone interview with

the hoonster who won the game
with a ^5-foot toss. And as an
added attraction he had another
half-minute taped phone chat with

Joe Louis on the champ's retire-

ment. The three recorded spots,

plus commercials, were a lot to

cram into five minutes, and com-
mercials for Fram automotive fil-

ters were punched with too much
pressure. But "Sports ThriU" pro-

vides a good vehicle to attract a

male audience. Bril,.

MILTON CROSS OPERA ALBUM
With Cross, Ed Reimers, announcer
Producer; Bill Marshall
30 Mins.. Sun.. 4:30 p,in.

Sustaining ,

ABC, from Y,

Now that the Saturday after-

noon Metropolitan Opera broad-

casts are over for the season, ABC
most appropriately brings back

Milton Cross' album of recorded

opera favorites. Cross, so long

identified With the Met broadcasts,

keeps the fragrant memory of those

performances fresh with his pro-

gram. It's a high-grade opera disk

jock Show, with stress on the

melodious and the familiar, but en-

compassing only the finest in oper-

atic music. Cross makes the show
appealing by his cultivated, au-

thorative, yet simple pronounce-

ments on the music, explainmg the

§tory line leading up to the music
heard; and otherwise giving the
program individuality.

Sunday's (20) preem had a well-

selected, varied program, com-
prising the "Ritorna Vincitor"

from "Aida," sung by Zinka Mil-

anov; "Parigi O Cara," from "Tra-

viata," sung by Beniamino GigU
and Maria Caniglia;^e Magic Fire

Music from "Walkure"; "Ave
Maria," from "Otello," with Tiana
Lemnitz, and the Drinking Song
from "Hamlet," by Robert Merrill.

Bron.

FRANK FARRELL-MONICA
LEWIS SHOW •

With Lloyd Nolan, guest
Producer-director: Mende Brown
30 Mins.; Sat., 12:30 p. m.
Sustainincr
WOR, N. Y.

Somewhat similar in format to

the sundry Mr. and Mrs. shows
that are cluttering up the kilocycles

is the new Frank Farrell-Monica
Lewis half-hour stanza that debuted
Saturday (19) on WOR, N. Y., with
chitchat, recordings, news analyses
and guest celebrity, Lloyd Nolan.
Judging from his reference to

"hobnobbing" with .Winchell, Ray
Bolger, Dan ' Dailey and Morton
Downey in his night club rounds,
K. Y. WorldrTelegram columnist
Farrell must be quite the man
about town.

However, in a more serious vein
Farrell turned to the "st«y of the
week." The Atlantic Pact was dis-

missed with the remark, "that's
overt," in favor of the Judith Cop-
lon-Valentin Gubitschev spy case.

Here he modestly recalled his own
"experience with the secret serv-
ice" to speculate that there was a
love motive involved in the pair's

association.
4 Farrellr itt-general.Jiandles, him;
self proficiently, and is helped by

• a smooth delivery. On the other
hand; while Miss Lewis admittedly
has a Une singing voice; her low-
tgned, muffled conversational style

is difficult to understand. Nolan's
stint was a bright spot. In town
for the preem of the "Bad Boy"
film at the Palace, N. Y., the actor
explained, the organizational make-
up of the Variety Clubs, sponsorts

of the film.

This noontime Saturday show
will find a ready quota of listeners,

but its audience appeal could be
improved by tightening the pro-
gram's rambling makeup. Gtlh.

NEWS AS IT HAPPENS
With Leo W. O'Brien, guests
30 Mins.^ Wed., 8 p.m.
Sustaining
WPTR, Albany
WPTR, following the lead taken

last year by Jim Healey's WOKO
in originating "Meet the Press" i

from the legislative correspond-
ents' room at the Capitol, is pre-
senting round-table discussions by
legislators in its studios. Leo W.
O'Brien, INS correspondent, who

I

moderated "Meet the Press," is

performing the same duly here.
Program will appeal, to . Intel-,

ligent adults and to older school
students. Participants tend to be
slow in warming up and at times to
pull their punches. Subjects de-
bated have included the state bud-,

get; housing, water power educa-
tion, and Governor Dewey's po-
litical future..

O'Brien, who is rapidly develop-
ing into a top-flight broadcaster,
might do more in identifying voices
of speakers—two or three some-
times try to talk simultaneously.
He could consideri too, the desir-
ability of giving added though
discreet guidance. Veteran news-
man lines up the guests. Program
manager Howard Maschmeier, pro-
duces and announces show.

,. Jaco. .

AMERICAN THEATRB WIN©
LECTUJBE BALL

With Harold Clttrman; announcer.
Paul Brentson

Producer: Ted Cott
Director: Jaolc Grogan
15 Mins.; Wed. 10 p.m.
Sustaining
WNEW, N. T,

As part of WNEW's cross-the-

board sustainer, "Curtain at Ten,"

the American Theatre Wing Lec-

ture Hall is holding down the

Wednesday night segment. On the

tape-recorded initial shot last

week from the Wing's W. 54th

St., N. Y., classrobm, veteran pro-

ducer-director Harold Clurman
guested at a symposium which dis-

cusses ,problems affecting the the-

atre..;.-

Evidently speaking extempo-
raneously, Clurman proved him-

self a man of logic and quick de-

cision in handling such queries

from the floor as: "Is there too

much direction in the theatre?"

and "Will a government subsidy

remedy the theatre's situation?"

Concerning the former, he held

that direction doesn't cripple an
actor's initiative, for both the

director and performer supplement
the other.

Regarding a' subsidy, Clurman
opined that money alone wouldn't

be a solution but "it's a step in the

right direction and I'm all for it.'

Clurman's contribution to this pro-

gram was all too brief. If the in-

troductory as well as tail end notes

to the stanza were pruned more
judiciously, the actual discussion

at the Hall might have gained a

few more precious minutes.

It's unfortunate that a show of

this nature could not be accorded
more time for just when one's in-

terest is whetted, the quarter hour
is up. At any rate, the Lecture
Hall airer, though short, does help
focus the public's attention on
some of the theatre's problems
which generally are obscured, by
one reason or another. Gilo.

From the Prodnction Centres

? #«* M fM» !

BIRTHDAY PARTY
With Jack Benny, emcee; Jack

Smith, Margaret Whiting, Shir-
ley Temple Joel McCrea, Jerry
Gray's orch and T}ie Modernaires

Producer-Director: Gordon Hui^hes
Writers: Hugh Wedlock, Howard
Snyder '

30 Mins.; Wed. (16), 10 p.m.
Sustaining
CBS, from Hollywood

' Saluting the Camp Fire Girls on
their 39th anniversary, CBS wrap-
ped up a topflight birthday party.
Jack Benny, 'backed by a slick
script,- turned in an ingratiating
emcee job that had as much of the
Benny humor as his regular'Sun-
day stanza. Staying in character
all the way through, Benny gagged
about his. tightness, his age and the
inevitable "Horn Blows at : Mid-
night." There was also a running
gag on Benny's hogging the mike.

.Tack Smith gave a bouncey vocal
version of "Sunflower" and Mar-
garet Whiting also pleased with a

TAINTER TALKS
With Eric Tainter
15'TVIinSM" Sat., 9 a".

Sustaining
KCKN, Kansas City

This one might be called "News-
man at Ease" or"Newsman -Cleans
Up His Desk." In a once-a-week
session Erie Tainter, KCKN's news
editor, gets . on the air and chats
with' dialers, giving them a bit of
this and that, with some Tainter
comment thrown in. It's an oppor-
tunity to air the many feature
stories, inside information, bio-
graphical material and other asides
on the news which come across
the wires and news desk during
the week.

Actually the material is pretty
carefully' picked as the week rolls
on, and thus proves fairly interest-
ing because of both topical and
timely selection. Tainter gives an
inside here or there, a personal
comment, or an angle which wasn't
available during regular newscasts
or which developed later. Pro-
gram is a worthwhile adjunct to
station's regular schedule of news
broadcasts. Quin.

I
Followup Comment

Back at its ' original stamping
ground after a< two-month, top-
budgeted programming fling on the
Coast, utilizing .Tack Benny, Bing
Crosby and other film-radio per-
sonalities, "Ford Theatre" returned
last Friday (18)

. with a New York-
origination of "Holy Matrimonyi'
starring Charles Laughton and
Hester Sondergaard. It. was good

ART MOONEY'S TALENT TRAIN
With Art Mooney's : orch
Produc »•: Jack Cleary
Writer: Mal Marquith -

Sustaining
30 Mins.; Tues., 8 p. m.
ABC, from Boston

Formatted along the lines of the
Horace Heidt opportunity show,
"Art Mooney's Talent Train"
proves the old maxim that an am-
ateur show is only as good as its

performers.,- In this case they vvere

just a cut above average. Preem-
ing in Boston's RKO theatre, the
Mooney airer brought .to the mike
a sock quartet spiritualizing "Dera
Bones"; a smooth piano duo play-

ing ".Dark Eyes"; a drummer, who
pouncled out a somewhat frantic

percussion exercise; -a mimic-whose
hackneyed routine sank after his

first bit; a passable accordionist;

And a blind girl singer whose only
so-so chirping copped the $100
prize and a guest appearance on
the following broadcast. Judging,
based on audience applause, is

neatly handled, with each act com-
ing back for a half-minute reprise.

Fact that the show is tagged a

"talent train" provides Mooney
with several good copy twists and
chanice to explain its touring ar-

rangement, which calls tor the ap-
pearance on each, aircast of five

new acts selected from local talent,

plus the previous week's winner.
Midway in the show Mooney skeds
a community sing—the Hub audi-

ence chanted "When Irish Eyes
Are Smiling" to mark St. Patrick's

Day—with the best-singing city

each month to get a cash award
for its community chest.

Mooney 'did. a competent emcee
job, Introing the contestants briefly

but pleasantly; His orch^ opened
the show with "Four Leaf Clover,"
tune which brought Mooney into

prominence, but after the theme
the band was lost behind the ama-
teurs. ' Mooney closed the stanza

with an appeal to band leaders and
talent books, pointing- out that the
performers were available for
dates. Bril.

m mW YORK CITY ...
Singer Margaret Phelan to be headlined on WMGM's eross-the-boaid

"Accent on Music" next week— ABC's 12-year-old blind singing star,

Betty Clark, to appear «t National Council to Prevent Blindness benefit
at Century theatre Tuesday (29) Galen Drake's radio anecdola and
poems set between covers ' of Doubleday book out tomorrow (Thurs.)

Hildegarde -set tojf guest shots on both Fred Allen and Henry
Morgan shows on NBC Sunday (27) Phil Alampl, WJZ farm news*
caster, to lecture at Vocation Agriculture Section of U. of Pennsylvania;
April 1. . , ABC reporter Pauline Frederick broke an ankle on icy
pavement Friday (18). She's reporting to work on crutches ... Anent
WHOM's awards to artists on rival WOV bilingual operation: station
points out that while WHOM personalities pulled plenty of votes, these
had to be invalidated, since employees are barred from participation
... .Bob Heller, CBS executive producer, bedded with penicillin poison-
ing, .. Don Ball, manager of WCBS editing division; upped to program
director Actress Leslie Woods has joined east doing commercials on
ABC's "Slop the Music" WNYC chief Seymour Siegel, a navy com-
mander, to make two-week cruise on the Missouri; starting April 24 ; ..

Daughter, Patricia Ann; born to Mr. and Mrs. Bill Back. He^s chief ojp

Schwerin Research testing divisionv. . .Ara Gerald and Hal Studer
added to cast of "Lora Lawton". . . . Helen Ghoat, Ian Martin and Irene
Hubbard to "Young Widder Brown". . . .Peggy Lobbin to "Front Page
Farrell."

WMGM announcer Ed Stokes father of a daughter, Wendy Elizabeth
. Martin Stone covering one entire wall of his new office with books

of authors who have met the critics .... Perry Como, Bob Smith and
other radio figures to appear at Macy's music festival March 26 and
April 2 .... Wayne Murray: now directing and John Batc;s scripting
"Saturday Morning^Story Fair" on WNYC Roisemary Rice and Hope
Miller into this Sunday's Theatre Guild production of "June Moon."
Fred Smith, former veepee in charge of advertising, promotion and

public relations for ABC, has formed Fred Smith & Co., Inc., pub-ad
firm. Veepee of the new organization is LeRoy G. Provins, onetime
radio specialist for the State Dept.'s Anglo-American-Caribbean Com-
mission. .

.

IIS HOLLYWOOD ...
Ann Rutherford won" out over ."jO aspirants who auditioned for ihe

"BlQndie" role. . . .Peggy Lee will be; a regular with Bing Crosby next
season although non-exclusive Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis will ;

have the aid of Bob Hope in kicking off their NBC show April 3. . ..

Cecil Underwood, Coast radio head for Warwick & Legler, was being:,

hitched In Hollywood same day Paul Warwick's son, John, was marry-
'

ing into the Pabst family . . . . Paul Mowrey will be around for a few
'

months to see that ABC's tele stations in Hollywood and Frisco are
successfully launched. . ... Andy Haley's KAGH in Pasadena was granted

;

full time operation by FCC . . . Ralph Edwards will do two broadcasts
of"Truth or Consequences" from Minneapolis late this month and early

next. He'll tape '''This Is Your Life" in Hollywood before he takes off /

for the northwest. . ..Bill Craig and Gil Ralston of the Procter &
Gamble televLsion department looking around to make some deals. ...

After NBC and Warwick & Legler worked for day£ to set up a Mil-

waukee origination along comes the network with a preempt order for

the time. . . . Jean Hersholt airs *'Dr.. Christian" from Chicago April 27
after which the troupe proceeds tO.New York for three broadcasts. ,';

Another perigrination east is that' of Edward Arnold,- producer Leonard
Reeg and scripter Jean 'Hollo-way for three shots of "Mr. President"

:

from New York. .. .Jimmy Durante goes east late next month to enter*'

tain editors and publishers at their annual Banshee at the Waldorf
Sam Hayes, NBC newscaster, fathered a femme last week. . . .David
Young, who produces Family Theatre, named radio and television con-

sultant of L. A. Daily News . . . . True Boar,dman' passing three weeks in

New York to get his teeth into television . . . ."Corny" Jackson goes into

training-next-week-with the.Giants-at-Bhaenix and.Leo DuBM!lier_iias_a_:

spanking new uniform laid out for him Rupert Lucas retui-ned east

after .;recQrding a: dozen star interviews for the campaign to improve
relations between U. S. and Canada . ... Hallmark Playhouse continues
through the summer but without top names. . . .Buddy Clark goes back;

to the hospital next week for surgery, which will keep him off the Carr -

nation show for two or: three. weeks. . < Ben Frommer, who used to he a
mimic on radio, is now press agenting a couple of mimics; -

pop ballad. "Plugs "for the girls' !

ja<lio. The adaptation of the old

organization were defty incorpor- !
Laughton film vehicle captured the

ated into the show, with Shirley charm and quiet chuckles Of the
Temple telling about her experi-
ences as a member and reciting its

pledge. Joel McCrea, sponsor of
a CFG; club in Moorpark,. Cal.,.' ex-
plained why he: supports the group.
Finally a trio of young Camp Fire
Girls told Benny the significance
of their '49 slogan, "Make Mine
Democracy." It was an appealing
spot and one of the youngsters got
off a cute crack; When Benny told
her his Indian name, she trans-
lated it as "Hold Your Hair in
Your Hand." ' Bril.

original.

Laughton, as the shy and re
luctantly famous painter: who wit-
nesses his own burial in Westmin-
ister Abbey, subdued his usual his-
trionics and cued his: performance
to the script's demands. Miss Son-
dergaard, as his capable and prac-
tical wife. Was well cast and proved
anew her versatility as a top radio
performer. Having solidified "Ford
Theatre's niche among radio's
dramatic showcases via its Coast

(Continued on page 39)

THE TAILCEANN
With George Roberts and students

of John Carroll, Notre Dame and
Ursuline Colleges. :

Writer-Producer: Thomas E.
O'Connell

52 Mins.: Wed., 11:15 p.m.
Sustaining
WGAR, Cleveland

Tom O'Connell has turned out
some top scripts, but his St. Pat-
rick's Day production was strictly
for Ulster. Built around the legend
of St. Patrick convincing the pagan
Ireland to accept The Church; the
stanza failed to project either the
spirit or the feeling of the Occa-
sion.

Writing was thin; production
very spotty and casting, with the
possible exception of George Rob-
erts, was amateurish and bad.

IIS CHICAGO ...
Radio writers to do; some April fooling around in Milwaukee on

NBC bus junket to. catch Eddie i Cantor appearance there April: 1. ; ..

WBBM newscaster Julian Bentley surveyed German education in

alumni conclave of Phi Sigma Kappa : . ; ; NBC iannouncer George Stone
back at duties after Jiear-disastrpus auto cra.sh. . . .WMOR, new Chi FM
.station, started broadcasting Sunday (20), with Kenesaw M. Landls, II,

Sun-Times columnist, interpreting the news, and disker Studs Terkel
reviving his "Wax Museum". . . .WON flew Irish soprano Rita L.vnch

from Dublin for special St. Patrick's Day appearance, . . .Mulual's Gwen
Griffen and Jean Lewis in Northwestern U. drama. ; . .WJJD: in new
public services, bringing Chi aldermen to mike with Marty Hogan em-
ceeing Station rep John Blair in Florida on biz junket and Wells
Barnett making survey in Texas Mutual promotion adding Irene

Patraszerski . , WENR station manager Roy McLaughlin on biz trip

with N. Y. ABC execs.

WBBM commentator : Paul Gibson in Nassau for week's rest. Jim
Conway will sub on a.m. show. ; . . Interviewer Don Herbert of WMAQ's
"It's Your Life" to Battle Creek army hospital for program background
. . . .Buck Buchanan new WENR spot salesman ,., .WMAQ aired "Opei--

ation Snowbound,'' Fifth Army's fight against western blizzard Sunday
(20) . . . , NBC snow dodgers include central division manager Johfl.

Whalley to Jamaica, Frances Clark to Coast and Zunie Zolp to Arizona
Eddie Fitz new WBBM salesman .... WBBM disker John McCor-

mick has newlate Saturday afternoon show to supplement his midnight
stint . : . Dick Bellamy, Benton & Bowles publicity chief, in Chi last

week; . . . WGN-TV director Vem Brooks ofE to Gotham on hi-/.. ...

ABC's .lohnny Norton, Gil Berry and Bob McKee in Minneapolis, .*

CBS producer Cy Howard in Chi and Milwaukee next week from IfoUy
wood . . . .Mutual's Walter Lurie and Bob Schmid here last week . •

•

Composer Harry Carlson guested oh June Marlowe morning musical

IIS WASHimmis ...
Mrs, Eric Johnston, wife of the MPAA prexy, and daughter ITaiiiet,

guested on Hazel Market's video show over WTTG-Dumont last night

. . . Singer Jeanne Warner to be repeat gue.st on WNBW-NBG'ii ''Se""

ate Get Together," local variety TV show, Thursday, with comedian
Sid Blake sharing spotlight honors Bill Brundige, .director of

sports for WOL-Mutual, being out in for a nightly five-minute pick up

for his scheduled nightly sportscast during his Florida stint with tn*

Washington Senators baseball club . . Lansing B. Lindquist, program
director for WOL, appointed to faculty of American U, another example

of growing emphasis on radio in local colleges. . . President Trumani;
return to his desk past Monday marked by a surprise for the boss-f*

video receiver with 24-inch screen, installed during his Key West

vacation. . ..WOIC cameraman Dave Zarin received a surprise
week when he; learned that a recruit from the audience whom he h«fl

tabbed to help him place a "mike" during televising of "Art Brown »;

Talent Parade" tumtd out to be Joseph ZamoLski, show's spon.sor.
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1ISHE & GO^ NAB MEET SLOGAN
NEED FOR SALES IS

Both CBS,NBC Now Set for MammodiUntrammened TrammeD
When, a few weeks back, CBS, under signature of prexy Frank

Stanton sent to all ad agencies and sponsors, a letter boasting of
the network's new sphere of Influence of broadcasting, predicated

on the graboff of top talent, NBC decided it was time to blow the
whistle and "set the record straight."

Result 4s a comprehensive five-page letter sent out over the week-
end by NBC prez Niles Trammell to agencies, clients, affiliate sta-

tions and the trade press, taking issue, point by point, with the Co-
lumbia claims to pre-eminence in which, in the words of Tram-
ihell, it draws the ''distinction between imaginative promotion and
analysis of fact."

In the opinion of NBC, the Stanton-CBS boasts are, like the
fabled Mark Twain death, "slightly exaggerated" and not based on
fact. It's the first known instance of the two major network prexies

engaging in a such a printed word slugfest for general trade spot-

lighting.

In the five-page missive. Trammel! quotes all of the assorted

CBS claims (on top-rating shows, leadership in public service pro-

gramming, power, cost-per-thousand impact on advertisers, billings,

etc.), with the NBC addenda to establish its own claim that "there
•

is no question that NBC is still America's No. 1 netwoi k—in .sound

broadcasting and in television."

I

'Obsolestme' Hits Radio, Too,

Asam AM Sets Fade in '48

Washington, March 22.

A new twist to the receiver ob-

solescence dispute was given by

William E. Ware, prez of the FM
Assn., in a statement over the

weekend that 6,000,000 AM sets

"became obsolete" la$t year, "due
primarily to the fact that they died

• natural death of old ag^ and
weren't worth having, repaired."

But this year, Ware predicted,

"the AM-only set will become even
more obsolete and in greater per-

centage than ever because the pub-
lic demand for the superior quali-

ties of FM broadcasting and re-

ception makes the AM medium ob-

solete."

Ware. found in the "price war"
in the radio set industry "a sure
signpost that FM receiver produc-
tion during 1949 will outstrip that

of either TV or AM;" He said the 1

price-cutting is being done to clear
i

out stocks of old-style receivers
I

"and thus pave the way for inrj

creased .output of sets providing
high-fidelity and static-free FM re-

ception."
1

He regarded as "most signi fi-

!

WBAL'. *Man of Year'
Baltimore, March 22.

WBAL's "Man of the
Year" in music is Reginald
Stewart, conductor of the Bal-
timore Symphony Orchestra.
Stewart has been designated
as recipient of the WBAL
plaque—one of a series' be-
stowed by the station on Bal-
timoreans vvho are judged tops
in their field.

Similar awards are made in
the field of engineering, medi-
cine, etc.

CBS to Stress

Ace Scripters On

Documentaries
cant" that Emerson, Zenith and
Phik'o "are turning out. or are
about to start manufacturing, FM'
only table model sets selling at
average prices," while factories
"are scrapping their plans for conr
tiflued large-scale production of
AM-only and TV-only sets."

Anticipating that the 1948 out put
6f 100,000 FM-only sets, will be
"more than tripled" in the next 12
months, Ware said that "from here
on' the American public will have
FM reception available on 99%
of all home reiieivers turned out."
FMA headquarters here discount-

ed the February Radio Manufac-
turers Assn. report showing video
set output in excess of FM-AM
combination sets as being of spe-
cial significance. Part of the TV
production, FMA said, included TV-
PM combinations. As for the drop
in FM-AM sets to 98,969 in Febru-
ary, compared to 147,733 in Janu-
»ty, the belief was expressed that
cuirent or anticipated shifts to FM-

.
o«ily receivers have not yet been
translated in production reports.

Paralleling CBS' graboft of top

I

radio starst the web's documentary
i unit is corralling ace scripters in

! the field to turn out a series of

l60-minute airers during this year.

1 Already pacted for one documen-
I tary, Norman Corwin is now writ-

I ing his first program for CBS
!
since his "One World Flight" two

i years ago. .

i In a departure from normal

I

radio practice. ^ the CBS docu-

1 mentaries will give top billing to

' the scripters. Admitting that

I radio, like .films, tended to sluff

I
Off writers' credits, Werner Michel,

i
chief of the CBS documentary

i
unit, said his department recog-

! nized that "without a good script.

;
a producer, director and cast can

I

accomplish nothing." Michel said

I

that aside from the w.k. writers,

I

his unit was attempting to develop
' new scripting talent, although "it's

a risky business."

Next CBS documentary in this

jyeai's schedule of six will be

"The People's Choice," by Peter

I

Lyon. To be aired in April, the

I
program will present the problems

! of a Congressman in dramatic

form. Lvon recently returned to

New York after studying the sit-

uation in the Capitol' for several

weeks. Sam Abelow will produce

this show, while Michel will

handle the remainder of the

year's program.
,

Corwin's documentary, to be

Washington, March 22.
Bread and Butter lor the broad-

casting business^the plain, old-
fashioned AM kind which supports
FM and television—will be the
main problem facing the industry
when the National Assn. of Broad-
casters meets April 6 in Chicago
for its 27th annual convention, to
be held in the Stevens hotel.

Other subjects, important though
they may be. will get second bill-
ing to the emphasis Which wiU be
given sale.s now that the easy days
are over when broadcasters merely
"accepted" business. "We're back
to prewar competition,!' said an
NAB spokesman, "and . it's hustle
and go for the advertising dollar."

.
In some areas broadcasters have

experienced a "leveling off," and
fresh efforts are needed to keep up
a profitable volume of sales. In
others, something which is relative-
ly a ''depression" has developed,
and station operators are feeling
the pinch. In still others, the com-
petitive media are waging battle,

and the radio drumbeat must be
sounded. In other centers, new
stations, including television, have
intensified the sales problem, r

In this atmosphere, with around
2,700 AM and FM stations, and
nearly 60 television outlets to be^

supported, NAB holds its biggest
convention in history, with a reg-
istration already at the 1,'500 mark
and an expected attendance- of 2r
500. Exhibition space assignments
have exceeded any previous gath-
ering, with displays reflecting the
industrial expansions which have
accompanied the development of

FM and video. - Never has there
been such a variety of receivers
and transmitters:—audio and video

before, the broadcasters. And
never have program services, espe-
cially film and tape recordings,'

been given such prominence.
. Altogether there will be about

30,000. feet of space in the Stevens
I
exposition' hall for .

heavy equip-'

ment and 100 rooms on the fifth

and sixth floors forllghter displays^

and reception. Headquarters have
I already been set up at the Stevens
' by NAB Sec.-Treas. C. E. Arney,

Creative Binges With Network Shows

FM-NAB Merger?
Washington, March 22,

Possibility that FM members
of the NAB will bring up the
subject of merger with the FM
Assn. at the NAB convention
in Chicago next month was rC'

poi'ted here Saturday (19)

from NAB sources. The ques-
tion may be raised at the FM
session of the convention on
April 11 by members who
don't like paying dues to. two

• organizations.
FMA headquarters said

"there isn't a chance" that any
discussions could get any-
where. "We're definitely far-

ther away from a merger than
we have ever been," a spokes-
man told Vahiety. He said

the organization is now in good
financial shape, and that about
$20,000 is expected from re-

newals from manufacturer
members in the next few
months. .

.

Taft-Hartley

Repeal Vital,

SezAFRA'sReel

+ On the basis of the NBC "Oper*
ations: 1949," program develop^

:

ment policy laid down by prexji^

Niles Trammell and the house-built

program blueprint on Hubbell Rob-
inson's CBS agenda, the coming
months will probably witness an
unprecedented creative binge as
the^ culmination' of the intensive
two-network rivalry.

CBS, in effect, is serving notice

I

that, quite apart from the strictly

I
commercial deals for top talent

I

maneuvered by board chairman
William S. Paley, the network, far
from stuffing off its: package pro-
gram operation, is determined to
outsmart and outprogram the NBCf ,

boys, '

'..-,

Already on the tentative CBS
agenda are 10 new shows, eight of

:

which were created within the CBS
program organization, and most of
them scheduled for a summertime
tryout showcase. (Harry Ackeiv
man, CBS's Coast program-veepee,
got in from the Coast this week'
for- huddles on the.upcoming roster:

of shows.) They include the I'ol-

:

lowing:
A half-hour comedy starring -Abe-

Burrows, with Burrows also writ-r

ing.

A -mystery show with Boagjr
Carmichael called "Melody Mor-
gan,'' .with Carmiehael doubling
from a piano player in a. night

1 club to a private eye.

1 A quiz show for teacher partici-'

I

pants called"Earn Your Apples,"^

I
with the payoff a "trip to -any

j

place" the teacher desires.

I

A new half-hour situation com-
(Continued on page 36)

Washington, March 22.

Testifying : before the House La-

1

bor Committee, A. Frank Reel, na?

)

tional assistant executive secretary
of AFRA, warned Friday ( 18 ) that

|

if the Taft-Hartley Act is not re-

1

pealed "we shall have to forget
|

about petitions, elections and long^ L

drawn-out negotiations and substi-'

tute the quick and unexpected
strike for recognition."

Reel :

: detailed . how : the radio
actors guild is "suffering" under! ^nYC, New York's municipal
the act because of management

|
j,iation,_is_burning.,__hc.caiiae__CES__

^'stalling and using the law-as-an
; i,a.s raised an objection to its after-

excuse to destroy decent labor re-] broadcasting and the FCC has -

WNYCBumsAt

CBSProtest

If the act is not revoked. renewed its special service authori-lations.

1
oy iVAjj oeu.-xica^, i.. ^wic,, ,

he said, "we shall be ^driven to I ;aijo;;"fo^™olSy"3o" day^^^^

.Tr., with Arthur Stringer. NAB di- adopt the system of sending a rep- j,sked for

rector of special sei-vices, in charge ' resentatwe mto the manager s of-

fice with, a proposal, asking<i for
1 of exhibits,

i Twor-Part Convention

\
The convention is divided into

[
two partsi -the first four days to be

j
devoted to- the third annual Broad-

cast Engineering Conference. The
' (Contfmued on page 36)

Postman Rings

On NAB's Code

immediate and quick bargaining,
and pulling a strike without warn-
ing in the event that he does not
agree. AFRA has always scrupur
lously avoided such tactics. We
could avoid them successfully un-

der the Wagner law, but the con-
tinued, existence of the . Taft-Hart

curtailment of WNYCs
broadcast schedule to protect its

50kw^ affiliate, WCCO, Minneap-
olis, pointing out that if it didn't,
a precedent might be set breaking
down the clear channels.
Seymour Siegel, city, radio' di-

rectoi-, argues that this is the first

time since 1942 that CBS has ob-
.iected and that in the past seven
years there has never been a coin-

ley law must push us, and prob-
[ pi^jnt about interference. WNYC.

ably other white collar unions, into
j
he adds, is only Ikw and has

that undesirable position. I directional antennas protecting
Reel particularly scored those i^yCCO, 964 miles away. "The

provisions of Taft-Hartley winch ^cc's aim is to aid broadcasting
in th«t. public interest," Siegel Says,
"and we're the only hon-commer-
cial city station in the country.I in a city other than New, York,

\

Chicago and Los Angeles, the

I

struck station may try to carry
! network programs on which AFRA

But, perhaps because we don't
have Washington :]awyers, we've
seen our power and broadcast time

members perform. To prevent that
|
whittled away. Back in 1928 we

situation, AFRA contracts with the had 5kw full time and today we*v»

A: (Continued on page 34)

N.Y. Labor Mixed

On Unifonn Pact
Organization of New York sta-

tion toppers, launched at a lunch
two weeks ago, started activities

'^^^^^'Z^. Colgate Vamps 'Top This'
Aim of the organization, to set up I

citywide union pacts with a uni-

!

»rm expiration date, has resulted
,m divided reactions from the I

broadcast guilds.
|

P,T1'* s>8ned by Eldon A.

'

rark, WINS, temporary chairman,
managers' labor committee,

1

tr.«*„ concerning con-

tha * expiration dates with

Arti^'"*ii"" Federatioh of Radio
"'"Sis, the American Federation

(Continued on page 38)

ban "secondary boycotts." He
|

j

pointed out that if a strike is called
|

Washington, March 22.

Authority of the board of direc-

;
tors of the NAB to adopt commer-

j
cial standards for radio stations

j
will be determined this week in a

: mail referendum among the mem-
|^ include members' rights to i "um one-fifth throowe/a^d'

^

bership. If the ma,iorJty vote yes' '

„f,,.. annpar nn shnw^ in hp °. t i i
" Poww ana a urn-

.on pro%sed amendments to NAB ' ;,Pf;«^^X„«^»^°-|„"-°/^ ited schedule.'

,
bylaws efforts to entoice tne yoae

jg^gp Permits a justified primary hwV n«nnv PlinrMnrini
"

T'^- "^'^-in ^l-m^n'onlv an\n- i^''y'=?t^' ^^^'l *««"««'l-' the Taft- NIX BARRY, EHRENRElCH
standards will remain onl> an >n-

[ jjgj,^jgy ..^ag raised a comsid- --- '

; efleelive monument.
era\i\c question about' this and it

j
If the vote IS negative the board

^^e most unfair provi-
I retains Us power to develop ,tl)e

^^^^^ ^j- law." ,

' Request by Jack Barry and Dan
; standards "and lo establish appro-

,,
^

.

| Ehrem-eich, owners of "Juvenile
Sprite method.s to secure observ-i n\ \ i or « •• > Jury" on Mutual, for a directed

lance." Members wei'e advised thal^ ^Q^gl joWD Meeting ' verdict in their favor in the
' a nia.iority oi the board ieels the

,
a brought against them by William

1 amendments slioulcl be defeated, i 'America s Town Meeting ot the Evans was turned down Friday

I
The referentlum resulted from a Air" will take on an international (is j by Federal Cout't Judge E. A*

'

petition, signed by 295 members, flavor during July. Auguist and Sep- Conger, Last December the case
presented to the board by Edward tember. when the forum will make ^as tried with no verdict result-

PLEA ON 'JURY' SUIT

"Can You Top This?," now

heard su.stalning on Mutual and

sponsored by 'Kirkman Soap on

WOR. N. Y., will remain on the

web on a week-to-week basis When

the Colgate product drops it local

sponsorship after tonight's broad-

'cast. .,

Colgate via Newell-Emmetl, had

bankr(.ned the airer nationally on

NBC until 13 weeks ago when it

canceled and Mutual picked it up

sustaining.
, ,

,
,

,

Breen, oi: Fort Dodge, la., former

member, at the 1948 convention.

,
Breen has since been replaced by

Merrill Lindsay of Decatur. 111., in
'

the recent NAB mail election. .

Members are also being asked to

vote this Week on whether direc-

tors shall be limited to two conseo-

i utive terms
opposed by

a round-the-world air trip to touch
some 14 different countries. Par-
ticipants on the overseas meetings
will include two Americans and

,

two natives on each program.
As announced in New York last

week by George V. Denny, Jr.,

ing, because of: a hung jury. It's

reported that the jury voted 8-4

in favor of Barry and Ehrenreich.
Evans, Chicago writer, is expect-

ed to come in to New York again,
to start a new trial. He sought
$600,000 damages, charging that he
had submitted a skit to WGN. Chi-originator of "Town Meeting," the

This proposal is also i discussions in. foreign capitals will cago, that Barry and Ehrenreich
the board which ad- be recorded and planed back to had access to WGN files and that :

vfsed members it had voted 19 to 2 the U. S. for Tuesday night air- they allegedly patterned their pro-

against the amendment as an inva- 1 ings over an ABC 250-5tation net : gram after his script,

sion of the rights of the mamberr ' Stops abroad will Include London,
; A third party, Carol Marshall,

I Paris, Berlin, Rome^ e^;.
, J also Claims she originated the ideJ^shi^» of each district.
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At 76. WBEs P. E. Weglem

Charts TV Patterns for Learning

Baltimore, March 22. t

In its own quiet way, WBAL-TV,
the enterprising Harold Burke-

nianaged video operation here, is

moving in a number of directions

in charting TV patterns. Notably

on three video fronts the station is

malting a distinctive contribution:

(1) in its Experimental Workshop

designed to integrate TV Into the

school curriculum; (2) in estab-

lishing a proper commercial form^

ula for department store advertis-

ing and sponsorship via tele, and

(3). in alerting itself to the needs

of NBC (with which the AM and TV
operations are affiliated), in de-

velopment of local talent as poten-

tial network personalities.

It's particularly in the realm

of education that WBAL-TV seems

to be making giant strides in pio-

neering. Behind it is the sag^ of

Dr. David E. Weglein, public serv-

ice director for the WBAL opera-

tions, who only a couple of years

back retired as Baltimore superin-

tendent of schools after 40 years ds

a' pedagog; Since moving into the

station; Dr. Weglein has shed a

good dozen of his 76 years in ex-

perience. He's gone on a TV
bihge, with tlie following results:

Coast TV Comes High
Hollywood, March 22.

Illustrating the state of

Coast video, KTLA sold three

spots on "Hopalong Cassidy"

to Barbara Ann 6read, but is

still $550 in the red on the

show; Film cost the station

$700, It gets $50 each for

opening, middle and closing

commercials.
Figuring is, it's hetter than

no commercial and is good

window dressing for prospec-

tive advertisers.

PhiOy Belts

Taproom Tax
Philadelphia, March 22.

for Baltimore students has heen
inaugurated, but the approach is

on an adult level, making it at-

tractive programming not only for

in-schdol viewing, but for general

consumption as well. As part of

the TV .school curriculum, Dr.

Ford Overlap to Cue

•'The Goldbergs" will go three

times jttontji^, stairting Ap»ir 25,

wheri iSank9 pickiS up the tab; Sh6w,

on CB^-TV, had to drop one wpek

a month because (ttf overlap of the

Foid show, which will run for an

hour once monthly. "The Gold-

bergs" will skip the AprU 18 pro-

gram. .^
j;

The Foirfl display will be assigned

another time slot in the fall, arid

"The Goldbergs", will resume
weekly showings. .

Video 'Band' Deal
Sammy Kaye's "So You Want to

Lead a Band" feature, which has

made him over the years one of

the strongest theatre names, may
wind up in a slot on NBC-TV out

of New York. Kaye has been dis-

I

cussing a deal with Norman Black-

burn, NBC video exec, to air a

. show once weekly which would en-
The city's amusement tax on tap-

| ^gji ^njy voting for AM band-
rooms showing television a s

|
leaders by the studio audience, but

'

also voting via telephone by video

viewers. '
'

Kaye also cut transcriptions

Monday (21) evening of a AM radio

show designed to occupy three. 15-

minute sldls a week; pi-esumably

oh NBC. Disks Werfe made for

m undisclosed spoJisbr^

knocked out at the meeting of City

Council Thursday (17) 'with the

passage of a bill exempting taverns,

night clubs and hotels from
,
any

An ' Experimental TV Workshop
|

icvy because of video. The ordi

WCOPChaUengesFCCAudiorityOn

Anti-Trust Ruling (or Fdm Cos.

Poor Man s Fnend
RCA television service men

are constantly surprised at the

drab homes, in. the New York
area, boasting sets in the $500
bracket, "and the kids look

like they ain't got to eat," as

they put it. The manner in

which these low-income fam-
ilies gamble by not buying the

$45 annual service contract

(which, in actuality, means,
one year's insurance against

all hazards) further dramatizes
the problem. . Somehow the

average seems to be that just

about when the year is almost
Up the main tube blows, and
that alone virtually costs the
$45. The RCA men must also

charge* additional for their

time and service.^

The installmcnt-rbuying ap-
peal has unloaded many sots

in this type home. Paradox-
ically, for all the evident eco-

mic stringency few sets-rso

far—rhave been reclaimed for
any default of payment.

nance was approved after Patrick

Cavanaugh, president of the Phila-

delphia Retail Liquor Dealers
_ ^ ^

Assn., warned that the majority of
I ^^^^^ similar in idea to the flve-a

taproom owners would be forced

to remove the sets.

The liquor dealers fought back
Weglein has created a "Puppet and got the ordinance when Re
Show for Tolerance," which marks I ceiver of Taxes Frank Marshall
another "first" in educational vi-

|
notified taproom owners that their

deocasting. :

[
places were subject to the city's

A music appreciation course for i io% amusement clamp; and they
students has already been launch-

1 would have to add same to their

ed via TV facilities, with the field
[ prices. \

of science and then history to be
|

passage of the\ Councilmanic
explored on upcoming agenda.

I ordinance has no effect upon the
The Hutzler Formula

WBAL-TV's tie-in with Balti-

more's fashionable department
store, Hutzler Bros. Co., for the

iatter's -Sponsorship of a once-
monthly, "Album Revue" programj
represents a far-reaching step in

exploring video techniques. Despite
all the ballyhoo on the potentiali-

ties of television as a natural
medium for department store ad-
vertising, there's been a wide*
spread reluctance to date (and that

(Continued on page 34)

TV^uirCap,

Gown at OSD
• Columbus, O.i March ^2.

Television will be recognized for

the first time this year at the Ohio
State Univ. Institute for Education,
by Radio via special awards for
outstanding TV programs during
the last year. Both "first awards"
and ."honorable mentions" will be
handed out to video shows at the,

institute, which convenes in Co-
lumbus May 5-8, according to 1.

Keith Tyler, director.

Radio programs submitted for
this year's

, awards match the I

record-breaking number submitted
|

last year, with some 550 recordings
entered from every section ; of the
U. S. and Canada. Tyl,er said the
greatest : increases were shown in

religious, one-shots, news interpre-

tation and women's broadcasts. All
entries 'except network radio and
television are to be judged by 14
cooperative centers established in

various cities throughout the coun-
try
be judged on livfe presentations in

N. Y. by committees under the J co-
ordination : of James Macandrew,
manager of WNYE, N. Y.

.state levy, which demands each
saloonkeeper pay a fee ranging as

high as $120 a year. This tax is

now being contested in the Dau-
phin county courts.

Whiteman's 'TV Teen Club'

ABC's SaL buildup Contrib

In line with his policy of build-

ing up Saturday as a big video eve-

ning, ABC's TV veepee Bud Barry
has announced that Paul White-
man, the net's veepee in charge of

music, will introduce his "TVTeen
Club" on the net's eastern hookup
April 2 from 9 to 10 p.m.
The showj, which has been seen

in Philadelphia, originates from
an armory and features young tal-

ent in a musical variety show.
"Teen Club" Will be fed to the
net's midwest and other stations

via kinescope recordings, starting

April 16.

week shows Kaye did on NBC last

summer for Chesterfield.

Idea of gutting Kaye's successful

stage idea,' "So You Want to Lead
]

a Band," is made much easier by

the coaxial cable hookups. It

would mejn that if Kaye and NBC
did conclude arrangements to tele-

vise, the' leader would not be re-

stricted to. the N. Y. 9S6§^ He
could do -his show from any city

along the cable route.

Stone, UA Dicker

On TV Reissues
Hollywood, March 22

Andrew Stone is negotiating a

Flamingo Into TV

With 250 Pic Shorts

With some 250 film shorts as a

product nucleus. Flamingo Films,

Inc.; has been formed in.New York

to distribute and produce television

and theatrical pictures. Officers of

the firm are James B. Harris, presi-

dent; Sy Weintraub, veepee in

charge of tele, and David L. Wol-
per; secretary-treasurer. Chairman
of the board -is-Joscph-Harris,-who
holds a similar post with Bealart

Pictures.

Most of the 250 shorts were ac-

quired last August by Joseph
Harris in a two-month trip to

Britain and France. In addition

the newly-organized company has
taken over the tele film library of

Television Highlights, Inc.

Washington, Mar(<h 22.
Authority of the Federal Com-

niunications Commission to issue a
declaratory ruling on the eligibility

of motion picture violators of the
ant-trust act was challenged yes-
terday (21) by Massachusetts
Broadcasting Corp., operator of

'

standard . station WCOP and com-
petitive applicant with 20th-Foxfor
video statipns in. Boston. WCOP -

claimed that a declaratory order,
which Fox recently requestedi can
be entered only after a heai-ing,

which would delay rather than ex-
:

pedite action on the Boston cases.

Fox had contended the anti-trust'

issue was holding up other applica-

'

tions as well as those of picture •

firms.

WCOP's petition, filed by Paul
M. Segal of Segal, Smith & Hen-
nessey, Washington counsel, said
the fact that Fox finds itself in a

"flutter or uncertainty" because of

its anti-trust violation doesn't

justify Its getting a declaratory :

ruling. Fox must interpret the
Communications Act as best it can
nnd take its chances, said WCOP,
but it has no right to seek a ruling

merely because it cannot under^
stand how the act affects it.

WCOP . asked, in the event its

motion to dismiss the Fox petition

l is denied, for 30 days to file a dc-

i tailed answer; It also requested

I

that the issues in the case be en-

I

larged to inquire into the effect

'Of the .anti-trust case tipon the
question of the character of the

: applicant as a television licensee,

WCOP cited a Supreme Court case

upholding FCC refusal to allow sale

Of the Arde Bulova staton WOV,
New York, to the Mester Bros, be-

cause of the Mesters' violation of

unfair competition rules of the

Par Gaims Its 'intricate' Situatron

Doesn't Rule It Out for Television

deal with United Artists' video de^
partment for the distribution of

five of his pix. Stone stated that
only one film, "Hi. Diddle Diddle,"
will be: handed to UA. initially.

Others' will go pending the results
j j,gJi;VafTrkd'e"comm'^^^^^^UA gets with "Diddle."

Films included in' the list are
"Bedside Manor" and "Sensations
of '45," both produced in 1945;
"Bachelor's Daughters," starring
Gail Russell, which was produced
in 1946, and "Fun on a Weekend,"
a 1947 entiy. "Fun" stars are Ed-
die Bracken and Gail Russell. "Did-
dle" was made in 1943 and stars

Adolphe Menjou. and Martha Scott.

If "Diddle" doesn't pay oft" as
teevee fare. Stone related, he will

make a deal to reissue the -remain-
ing four as theatre runs.

ABC Sheds Light

On TV Lights

In order to set up new standards
for tele -lighting, lenses and cam-

.

era equipment, ABC has launched
the first of a' series of meetings of
its TV engineers, its consultant on
optics. Dr. Frank G. Back, and sci?

enlists from video equipment man-
ufacturers. Back is an Interna-

tionally famous physicist and de-^,

-veloper- of-the- -Zoomar-and -Balow--
4 Coast Vidstations

Battle Hooper Plans

For Combined Survey
Hollywood, March 22.

G. E. Hooper's combined radio
and television Hooper Rating^ur-
vey is being stifled here by four of
the operating video outlets: KTTV,
KLAC-TV, KTLA and KECA-TV.
KNBH is in favor of using the sur-
vey and KTSL is, as yet, unde-
cided. KFI-TV, which airs only

,

during the daylight hours, is not wood and yet good film lighting is

affected by it,
- ^

|
not good TV lighting. The image-

star lenses.
Frank Marx, ABC engineering

veepee, believes that because of

the Industry's rapid boom, TV >

hasn't yet been able to develop a

satisfactory method of testing cam^
eras and lighting. And it's to this

problem, among others, that the'

ABC sponsored technical meetings
are being addressed.
"One of the ba.sic problems,"

Marx says, "'» that most vid.co

lighting experts hail from Holly-

Washington, March 22.

Paramount Pictures went all-out

to dissuade the Federal Communi-
cations Comniission last week from

ruling out the film industry from
television because of anti-tru.st vio-

lation, In addition to its regular
counsel, Hogan & Hartson, the
company enlisted the aid of Am-
old, Fortas & Porter to pl-ove to

the Commission it doesn't have a

Network shows and TV are to [
case against picture producers.
Thurman Arnold, was formerly
asst. attorhe^^*general ;iH jpliiarge of
the Justice . Dept.- anti'trust divi-

sion.'

Par presented to the (Ilommis-

s,km a 40-page petition setting forth
the facts of life regarding antl
trust violation and the

Pitt. TV Operation Can't

Oblige Local Live Talent,

the unique contribution the indus-
try can make to the art.

If picture companies were ruled
out of video, said Par, the licenses

of the following companies would
be jeopardized:

"

1. NBC. with video outlets in

New York, Chicago, Los Angeles,
Washington and Cleveland, as well
as AM and FM outlets in ,these

markets and in San Francisco and
Denver. •

2. CBS, with stations in New
York, Washington, St. Louis, L.A.,

Chicago, Minneapolis and Boston,
including a* television station in

New York.
3; Westinghouse Radio Stations,

Inc.. with outlets in Boston, Spring- toP Personnel in video, Dick Red-
field, Mass., PilLsburgh, Philadel- '"ond has been named director of

Harry Witt, general manager of
CBS-Times station, KTTV, lias

sent a letter to Hooper informing
him that Outlet will fight off the
survey as it. now stands. Witt feels
that the combination survey will
not give a true picture of the tee-
vee viewer response in this area.
Stations will not only be in com^
petition with one another but al.so

with the standard broadcast out-
lets as survey calls for phoning
homes without knowledge of

(Continued on page 34) :

orthicon tube doesn't respond in

the same way as the motion picture

camera. Even a film for TV should

(Continued on page 34)

guished names of American coin'

n 1 o 1 1 li 1 , _, ,
panies in the"honor list." The

(isl liahnikr flitniil'C in N Y t Commission, it sald^ would be tak-Udl UdUUei yCUUlb lU ll.l. i„g , ^Ig job if a disqualified

all radio licensees vylio may have
violated the act. .Such a step, it

added, would require "a sweeping
reorganization" of the radio and

Pittsburgh, March 22,

Florence Sando, women's com-
mentator on WCAE, had to go out
of town to make her sTV debut
since there are still no live video 1 television structure of the nation;

sliows emanating from here. En
gsged to guest m.c. weeMy kiddie
show on WflX to New York last

week, she's been spotted on
the program in the same capacity

again this Saturday (26) afternoon

The company said its • violation
of anti-trust involved: Van extreme*
iy intricate and unique situation
of the motion picture industry"
which does not disqualify it or
other producers from entering

She flies east for the assignment i
television. But even if the author-

fol):owing her Friday program on
|

ily were present. Par said, it

distin- (. phia. Ft. Wayne, and Portland.
Ore.,, including a video operation
in Boston. : \

;

4. General Tire & Rubber C6„
licensee of AM stations in Boston,
Worcester, Providence, Bridgeport,
Hartford and Portland. Me.

5. All newspaper licensees Who
are members of the Associated
Press.

Par's petition listed 140 TOajor
firms involved in ajiti-trust casts
Which, it said, include almost all

of the leading companies in the
nation's economy. Among these
were Eastman Kodak, Ba^scl^ &

TV Kickaround Always

Good for SRO in Hub

(Even If Nothing's Said)

Boston, March 22,

All that's needed around here

these days to get out a big audi-

ehcfe is the. announcement that

there's going to be a forum on

video. Nobody ever sa,ys. anything

that everybody doesn't know back'

In a series of moves expanding ^eT^S^^
"^^^^^

' Latcist
'session ;wa.s tliat of .ihe

New England Council of AmOT
IAssociation of Adyertisihg Agen-

cies. Sample observation.s: "Tele-

Redmond, Parr, Meier

In CBS Tele Switches

CB.S television pperations in New
York; Alien Parr goes into the
CBS-TV program manager's slot,

and Hal Meier, who assisted Parr, vision is a controversial stih.iect m

WCAB; i
shouldn't be exercised because Of

Lomb, General Electric, General ; them continually except for a shr^jt

Motors, Ford, Du Pont. Union Pa-*
|
period with M-G InfernationaV

cilic Railroad and Standard Oil. ; FiIm{S,

takes over as program' coordinator!
i

the advertising world." "Wiilin«

video shows IS tough compared IP

writing radio shows." "Video m«St

feature good taste, good sense ana .

good .humor;" "films Will play an

important part in video:" "P™^

duetion problems are exceedingly

difficult." *'Where do we go "Of",

here?" "Who's going to payW
.

bill'?" etc., etc.

Speakers were Herbert West, TV

director for BBD&O; N. Ray Ke'iy?.

exet of NBC; Julian L. Watkinsv

of the N. E. unit, and Harold l-

Reingold. of the Reingold Co.

Redmond, who was assistant to
J..L. Van Volkenburg, in charge of

CBS television operations, will,

work with the program, sales and
engineering departments in plan-
ning, policy, budget control, film

syndication, production and pack-
aging of tele shows.

Parr has been with CBS since
1936, while Meier joined the net-
work in 1939 and has been with
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GOVT. EYES SE PRICE SCRAMBLE
Five Steps to OK Vision

Speaking at the 40th anniversary conference of the National

Society for the Prevention of Blindness at the Hotel New Yorker,

N y., last week, Dr. Franklin M.-Foote, exec director, advised

television viewers to take.the following five steps to assure "opti-

niuin conditions":

1. See that the set is tuned in properly, with static from outside

factors eliminated altogether or held to" a minimum. 2. Avoid
watching the screen in a totally dark room. A moderate amount of

room illumination U necessary to, prevent too sharp a contrast

between the bright screen and dark surroundings, which can fatigue

the eyes.' 3: Sit six to eight feet from the screen, or farther away
If possible. 4. Don't look at the screen steadily, but rest the eyes

by -shifting the gaze during conversations, etc. 5. If eye trouble is

experienced, consult a doctor, as watching a television screen may
bring out small eye defects not normally noticed.

RETIIILEII BEEFS

Only AFRA Among 4A's Willing

To Give TV Performers Own Control

principal point of issue in the.-t-

proposed inter-union control of per-

former jurisdiction of television is

how much voice the membership

should have in its own affairs; All

the unions involved are more or

less in agreement as to the imme-

diate setup. But tlie American

Federation of Radio Artists wants

to give the video performers ul-

timately complete authority over

their own organization, while Ac-

tors Equity and the American
Guild of Variety Artists favor re-

taining control.

The proposed plan for organiz-

ing the TV performer field under

a joint committee of all the unions

is substantially acceptable to all

three groups, as well as the Amer-
ican Guild of Musical Artists,

Chorus Equity. This joint body
would be known as the 4A's Televi-

sion Authority (representing the

Associated Actors 8i Artistes of

America, parent organization of all

the performer unions). This group
J would handle the jurisdiction in

ipartnership with Screen Actors
Guild.

This 4A's TVA is to consist of

representatives of Equity, AFRA,
AGVA, AGMA and Chorus Equity,

probably on proportional basis ac-

cording to the numerical strength
Of the memberships of the various
unions. AFRA wants this to be

I

-'-merely-* temporary setup, with tlie-

. (Continued on page 34)

Del Exhibs Beef

Over TV in Bars
Detroit, March 22.

. Detroit theatre owners formally
protested to Common Council last
Wednesday (16) that bar operators
who serve television with their cus-
tomers' beer are invading the
motion picture biz without benefit
Of license.

^
Allied Theaters of Michig.an,

Inc., asked CpunjLil to require bars
operating video sets to take out
Jop cabaret licenses and conform
to cabaret regulations.

'We are Wondering how the
tavern owners would react if thea-
tre exhibitors set up in their lob-
oies a bar for the sale of alcoholic
annks without paying a license fee
lor the privilege," said Charles W.
anyder. Allied Theatres' executive
secretai-y.

''^*. feel." Snyder continued,
iiiiit smce the. saloons are drawing

.
a considerable part of their trade
ny advertising they have installed
television receivers, they become
Places of amusement and, in view
ot the fact that a portion of the
P ogram is television motion pic-
lures, are in direct competition to
motion picture theatres."
;.^°"ncil referred Snyder's peli-
tion tor action to the police depart-
nient for advice.

NBC Signs Hopper
Hollywood, March 22.

Hedda Hopper, syndicated col-
umnist, has signedwith NBC's
KNBH to emcee.a series of shows
to be kinescoped for the eastern
net.

Format of th6 show is' not dis-

closed.

U. of Minn. TV

Bar on Basketball

Stirs War Vets
Minneapolis^ :March 22;

.

Protesting against, the refusal of

Univ. of Minnesota, officials to per-
mit KSTP televising of the state

high school basketball tournament
championship games in the uni-:

versity field house, more than 100
disabled war veterans in a petition

to Dr. J. L, Morrill, university
president, accu.sed the olTicials of

being "unreasonable and Jirbi-

trary.

The peiition pointed out that the
17,000-seat field house was^old out
in advance for the games and that

"thousands of Minnesota taxpayers
who support the university and
high schools,which the tournament
players represent, would be unable
to see the tournament unless it was
televised."

The disabled arc patients at the
Veterans and Minnesota Soldiers'

Home liospitals. Ted Ames, Min-
nesota fifth district American
Legion adjutant, said the di.sabled

Veterans' petition was supported by

(Continued on page 34)

Washington, March 22.

Whether cuwent cut-throat com-
petition in the sale of video re-
ceivers will: hobble the" Spread of
the new entertainment medium is
deeply concerning observers here.

: It is pointed out in Government
circles that the torrid price war at
the retail price level may break
the backs of thousands of small
merchants, thus curbing the num-
ber of set outlets. This, in turn,
would slow the nationwide distri-

bution of television receivers.
Economic warfare al ihis end-

of-the-line point reacts all the way.
UP the ladder to the video station
trying to get its costly operations
out of the red ink. The slower
sets are put into the homes, the
longer it will take the television
broadcaster to boost his rates to
the sponsor up to the break-even
and profit notches.
From; that point of view: the

broadcast industry has a very defi-

nite interest in how sets are sold.

Government is watching the
price scramble from two vieWr
points. First, of course, is the
spread of the new scientific mar-
vel, television.: Both the Federal
Communications Commission and
the Justice Dept. want nothing to

interfere with that.

Second, it is equally interested
in protecting small business under
the anti-trust, laws; That involves
the Justice • Dept., Federal Trade
Commission and Congress.
Back of the present price donny-

brook, it is charged, is rampant
violation of anti-trust laws^ par-
ticularly, of the Robinson - Patman
Act. The Government is just be-
rginntng to get an inkling of how
I

widespread "these violations are.

Best Washington predictions are
that, one of these days. Uncle Sam
will come down hard on the manu-
facturers., and wholesale outlets.

< Dept. qf Justice Chcoking
Indeed, the Dept. of Justice has

already been quietly checking into

some phases of the situation in the
New York: and Philadelphia areas.

Therei small retailers complain
~~'

(Continued on page'3ir~~~~

Vaudeo Readiii^ SabffatioB Point?

Viewers Surfeited With 'Repeats'

Here They Come
: JioUywood, March 22,

.

: It Was only a msitter of time
that the "gimmick guys" would
move into: television; . Sneak-
ing plugs, . in; return. ; for gifts

of merchandise : has ' long -be-'-

devilled radio and TV offered
such a fertile field it had to
come.
On a- telecast of ;"Humpus

Room!' on KTTV four "sneaks"

I

were detected, all clients of

I

Walter Kline, who is said to

I

service 50 advertisers.

Canada Dry's 'Circus' Buy
hJ^ 7y '^"s sold the first half

"^"P«i' Circus" to Can-
^' ^- Mathes agency,

ine web is also reported to have

i.n
,iP0"sors on the hook to pick

»P the tab for the
'

second Iialf

.

naf<>fi^..71 uu the Chi-oj•"tw Stanza is around $2,000.

price on the Chi-origi-

CLAIRE LUCE TO RESCUE

IN PHILCO DILEMMA
"Pliiico Television Playhouse" as

late as Monday (21) found itself

without a femme lead for its NBC-
TV production of "Becky Sharp"

this Sunday (27\ Miriam Hopkins
suddenly cancelled out because she

felt she wasn't in a position to

memorize the script on short

notice. On the fadeout of last

Sunday's program. Miss Hopkins

had been announced as the follow-

ing week's star.

After some frantic calls. Itutchins

agency finally pinned down Claire

Luce, who rieciticti to go into the

show, despite the few remaining

rehearsal days.

Colgate Likes 'Howdy'

I

NBC-TV's "Howdy Doody" is

trapping up negotiations with Col-

. gale whereby tlie latter would pick

: up the tab for two 15-minute scg-

Iments on the Bob Smith puppet

show. Company would probably
I take the lime on Tuesday and

i
Thursday. ,

,

I

"Howdy" is ciiiTently sponsored

i
bv Mason, Au & IVlagenheimer Con-

fectionery (Wed., !i-.45-6 P-m.) and

Uniciue Art Toys 'Fri.. 5:45-6).

Cost is reportedly $750 per quar-

I tei'-hour.

CBS May Blow

BttickTVBiz
Because of the reported refusal

of Arthur Godfrey to agree to a

moveover of his Wednesday. night'

Chesterfield video show on CBS to

Thursday night, Columbia may
wind up losing the Buick Olsen

j

and Johnson one-hour. show.
It was with CBS' understanding

|

that the Buick show would go into"

the Wednesday 8 to 9 slot, cur-

rently occupied by Godfrey, that

the Kudner agency accepted CBS
web facilities, although NBC was
pitching up the same time. It now
develops that Godfrey wants to

' stay put, despite the fact that it

! would create a Chesterfield con-

I flict, since Bing Crosby goes on

I

for the ciggie sponsor, also,

Wednesday night, on CBS.
Buick will give CBS a few more

I days to turn over the time, othpiv

: wise it plans talking a deal with

I
NBC.

+ Question" of vvhethet yau;deo: has:

]
reached the ' saturation point in .

video programming i$ being eon- .

sidereid by many in the. trade. Cuir*

reiit total of :54 variety shows out
! of jNew Yptfife ^eon^
all yideocast time by far

:
exceeds

^Kiy dthiM category n the
spectruin...:Feeljing is^ that the cut:--'

rant;'number;M variety shows isn't

proyidihg suffteiehl variety
.
for

video.,' :•;':',

S/he yaude format/ however, stilt
'

dominates the iHooper charts.

Shows like "Texaco Star Theatre,''

:

j
"Toast Of the Town,'' : ''Admiral

I

Broadway Revue" and Ai?thur;God*
'

j
frey "Talent Scbuts" SlioWs !'c^

: still get the majority of viewers.

I

Peeling is that the majority of
; shows .riot up to the standard of
: these sessions Will utimately surr: '

! feit viewers arid even the top vau-
' dep sessions will be the sufferers:

j
One of the shortcoiriing^ of the

present emphasis -on ;v^^^ .

I irtsiifficifeiiCy of top . acts to keep

I

that forrtat 4a top ti-im. For; eif-

ample. -AiTow: show'! toppers feel
, thbt an esseritial mi.stake is being
I made in starting oft' the guestar

j

policy as a repIaceiTient for; Phil
Silvers by utilizing Peter Lorre on
the jnit:ial stanza. LoiTe Within a.

I short tithe has miide appeitrances
on four other yai-iety Shows. Many

;
of the top-ranking shows have Ibeeii

forced to repeat -performers b*-

.

cause of paucity of topflight mate-
rial around. As yet, vaudeo hasn't

developed any m.ijor stars on its

own, although many acts have en-
hanced, their pol?ularity through
tele appearances.

It's unlikely, though, that any
important changes :ih yideO
grammirtg will occur iiririiediately,

especially in . regards to vaudeo.
While It's evident that tele'toippfers

wiU make some attempts to pult
in their horns, on videocasting, fact'

still retnains .that variety shows a?«.'

easiest :: to .
i»roduce; MiriiiflwW. "

'

i hearsal: tiftle is" required; writing :

is kept down to a minimum; and
vaudeo shows can be turned out
With comparatively; !es.s strain on
network and agency facilities.

- -However, the—nets—have some -

topflight; properties with the prts?
ent Hooper leaders, and they'll not

ever, in granting WDFL an addi- take too much chance in .surfeiting

tional five months to complete
|
public taste with that format by

WUTV Giving Up

Bldg. Permit In

FCC Crackdown
• Washington, March. 22. ;

Federal: Communications Com- 1

mission crackdown on television i

permittees stalling on construction
[

resulted in the first surrender of a '

permit yesterdav (21) when the i

William H. Block Co. (WUTV) of
Indianapolis withdrew from the]
video field after being turned down 1

on an extension request. "Fhe action
|

makes a third channel available in i

the area where four applicants I

have been competing for two fre-

I

quencies,
|

WUTV was granted its permit in
'

October, 1946, when channels were
going begging for takers. Once
having obtained a frequency, block
was unable to decide whether to

get into television, although it

went ahead with the station' to the
point where it could send out a
test pattern;

Previously the Commission de-
nied the petition of WAMS, Wil-
mington, Del., to designate for
hearing the latest extension re-

quest—of—W-DEL-TVt -Wilmington,
whom WAMS had charged- was
dilatory with construction, HoW'

construction, the Commission ad'

vised the station its action was
taken on the representation the
outlet would be in operation be-;

fore the expiration of the comple-
tion date, Aug. 23.

The Commission warned WDEL
that failure to comply "will be
taken into account and given se-

rious consideration" ; In passing
upon'lffiy- further request for ex-
ten.sion.

FCC Commissioner Robert Jones
dissented from the majority action.

increasing the present rate of video
production.

McCarthy Set for NBC-TV

Trackcasts; Start April 1

NBC telecasts of horse races will

start April 1 with Clem McCarthy
announcing. Schedule calls for

one-hour broadcasts twice weekly,

on Wednesdays and Saturdays

from 3:30 p,m. Races at Jamaica,

Aqueduct, Belmont Park, Empire
and Saratoga will be shown.

Net is attempting races as a re-

placement for baseball this sum*

mer. Having been frozen out of

the ballparks because of evening

commitments, NBC will try to get

a lineup of various spots including

tennis as a .substitute.

Racing .schedule will continue to

July 30.

NBC Outstripping Coast

In Footage Kinescoping
NBC is currently kinescoping

more footage than Hollywood, ac-

cording to Carleton D. Smith,

head of the web's television activi-

ties. Network is currently sending
out 28 programs: weekly, involving
a total, of 550 showing hours annu-
ally. Hollywood, on- the other
hand, produced in 1948 a total of

369 showing hours, according to i

Smith.
. Kinescoping service started last i

year on an experimental , basis with i

one program. , Today the chain has
\

invested around .$250,000 in equip-
ment, which includes its . laborir-

tory facilities.

OI)ok,Ziv Split

On lOOG Safari
Dispute over the method of video

presentation of films -laken on Arch
Oboler's recent African trip has
resulted in cancellation of Frederic
W. Ziv projected presentation of a
series of pix based on Oboler's. ex-
pedition.

.Tohn Sinn, head of Ziv's N. Y.
oft'ice, 'it's reported, had insisted on
dramatization of the material, but

i
Gboler, felt that the actuality tech-

I

nique was sufficiently dramatic
i for tele.

Walliam Morris agency last week
;

negotiated a settlement between.

.

Oboler'and Ziv in which Oboler
was given $17,500 plus all rights to :

the material. Universal: and War-
ners are reported negotiating for
films based on Oboler's material
and lately he hiis sold one story on
the trip to Holiday magazine.

Cancellation of the series by Ziv
is surprising ' inasmuch as expedl-
tion is reported to, haye cqst the. .

. transcription firm around $100,000,
'

WLW-D's Com'l Bow
Dayton, O., March 22.

i
WLW-D bowed commercially

! Friday (18) on a SO-hour-a-week
schedule, mostly relay program-
ming from its Crosley affiliate

.WLWT in Cincinnati.

I
H. P. Lasker, sales manager,

! contracted last week fot tagging

j
by the Wooden Shoe Bre\<Kng Co.
of all 70 home ba.seball games of
the Dayton Indians; Inking was
through the Don .Kemper Co., Inc.,

i local agency.

Hub's 53,645 Sets
Boston, March 22.

Hub video coverage is still jump-
ing, with a tqtal of 53,645 sets now
operating in the Boston area. About
6,200 additional ' sets are reported
in the Providence area for a N6w
England total near 60,000.

March 1 survey was conducted
by WBZ-TV and WNAC-TV, with
leading video distributors coop-
erating.
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MESSING PRIZE PARTir
With Bill Staler
Producer-Director: Kenneth Red-

ford
30 Mins., Pri., 1 p-m.
MESSING BAKERIES
CBS-TV from N. Y.

:. (Blowie Thompson')
• Bad radio put in front of a lens

nvakes bad television. Those havr
ing anything to do with this show,
before or behind the camera, won't 1

biag about it. I

As the title implies, prizes are
awarded couples performing . stunts
at which studio audiencies seem
able to giggle. Bill Slater, the

RAY KNIGHT SHOW
With Phyllis Gehrig^, Don Weis-

mueller, Jonathan Lucas, Harry
Archer, Erie Burtis, Tony Craig:,

Kaye Connor, Joan Fields,
Adam Carroll, Frank Sigrnorelli

Producer: Michael Cramoy
Director: Howard Cordery
Writers: Knigfht, Cramoy
30 Mins.; Tues., 8 p.m.
Susiaittinv '

ABC, from New York
Ray Knight is being sent into

one of the toughest . video assign-
ments with coitiparatively meagre
equipment. Being spotted against
the Milton Berle show puts the
session in the role ofa voice crying

Uncle Don of the TV announcing
( out in the wilderness and being

brigade, is in charge and It IS the I practically unheard
type of program he understands
very well. He has such fun. But
when you see an Army Cap-
tain, whose address was an-
nounced as West Point, put on
an Hawaiian grass skirt, hold his
ankles, and mouth a stick . of pine-
apple from Ills wife's to his mouth,
It may be time the military stopped
its pei-sonnel appearing on these
things. _
Hearing Slater tell male team

members to stand opposite "your
woman""
ture as

Against some of the other pro-
grams, the show would liave com-
paratively easy sailing. Knight is

remembered as one of the earliest
zanies in radio with his "Cuckoo
Hour," which in those days was a
weekly treat; He still retains tliat

mad sense of humor and with
more comedic support, the show
coiild acquire a great measure of
recognition.
Knight lias achieved a format

that's worth developing; He's gO'

was as crude and imma-
1
ing along the lines of an intimate

the rest of the routine, I revue, with sketches to take the
Verbal credits with each prize and
a Jialfrway comnieredal that •- wilV
only matter to late tuner-inners,
those watching at tlie start likely
being long gone. .

These kind of shows don't sell
receiving sets. They can send the
viewer looking for bicarb and soda,

.too, .

"The
was

THE OLD MAID AND THE THIEF
With Marie Powers, Norman

Young:, Virginia MacWatters,
Ellen Paul

Writer - Director: Gian-Carlo Me-
notti

Producer: Kog-er Eng:lander

to
MIns.; Wed. (IS), 8 p.m.

ustaininr •
..

NBC, froin N. Y.
Gian-Carlo Menotti's opera

Old Maid and the Thief,'
given a firstrate TV treatment on
PJBC that compared favorably with
its stage presentation at the City
Center, N. Y., last year. Every-
thing tJiat the piece contained dra-
matically and musically was trans-
ferred to the screen •without any
losses by Menotti's deft staging
and a cast headed by the superla-

1

tive contralto Marie Powers.
But if "The Old Maid" failed to

. equal tlie power of CBS' presen-
tation of another Menotti opera.
The Medium," la.st fall, it was

due to the relative weakness of
this composition. Originallv writ-
ten m 1939 as an NBC radio airer,
this piece is a lightweight farce
comedy which is,slow in movement
and repetitious in melodv. It ha,s—hw.vever-;-many-charming" spots, ali-
01 which were highlighted by the
closeup intimacy of the video

i
-. cameras.

Miss Powers shaded her singing
Willi a subtle comic inflection in
her playing of a man-hungry old
niaid who harbors a hobo with
hopes for a romance. As the ser-
vant who winds up stealing the
man, Vu-gmia Ma'cWatters, a so-
prano, was standout. Norman
Young, as the tramp, and Ellen
i^aiil, as a jirying neighbor, com-

?t,^^^
«ie cast which was equallv

stiong in the vocal and thesping
departments. Hem

place : of high-pressure vaude . and
nitery talent. The show has a
sense of -warmth and pleasantness
in the song and dance depart-
ments. There's good direction in
the group numbers and even the
camera is frequently able to
acquire a sweep of motion. How-
ever; the show generally misses
out on achieving, an intimate at-
mosphere for video. The piano
accompaniment seems inadequate,
especially during the big numbers.
One of the necessary items on

the show is a system of identifying
individual performers. If any well-
known are to be built through this
stanza, viewer should get to know
their names. It's granted that it

would be difficult in this display
without disturbing the- pacing.

Jose.

ST. PATRICK'S DAY
With Joe Mulvihill, Paul Hodges,
Bob Dale

Producers: Charles Ranello, Ernest
Sindelar

90 Mins., Thurs. 2 p.m.
Sustaining:
WNBK and WEWS-TV, Cleveland
A bright sun , added lustre to

the annual St. Patrick's Pay's
parade which Cleveland's two
video outlets undertook to cover.

AT OVR HOUSE
With Jim Dexter, Edie Dexter, Jim
Andelin

Producer-Director: Jack Gibney
15 Mimt.; Fri., 8:30 p.ni.

HOOVER VACUUM CLEANERS
WENR-TV. Chtcaro

(Leo Burnett)

This show represents an attempt
to portray family life and diiticui-

ties in a Blondie and Dagwood at-

mosphere. Premiere catches the
married Dexters up against in-

come tax : problems, whicli are
finally solved by brothqf-in-law-Jim
Andelin.

There is. nothing wrong with this

show that adult directing couldn't
cure. Televiewers ears take a good
beating from excessive shouting.
Income tax crisis is magnified out
of proportion in an attempt to gain
audience sympathy, and the net
result is overly slambang.

Jim Dexter as the harassed hus»
band tries too hard in part, draw*
ing winces instead of chuckles
fi'om viewers. Wife Edie Dexter
handles her role capably, but oc-
easionaily gets a trifle too arch.

Best performance is by Jim
Andelin as the good-natured villain
who conies through with surprise
solution to Dexters' financial
worries. Musical theme which
starts and finishes program is good
friendly fare.

Commercial is manual demon-
stration of vacuum cleaner, tied
into script by gag. Andelin delivers
neatly, although camera is off-
center on close-up shot of product.

Mort.

Tele Follow-up Cpminent

REHEARSAL CALL
With Dee Parker, Leonard Stanley

Trio
Producer: John' Plval
15 Mins., Sun.; 9:15 p.m. -

Sustaining
ABC, from Detroit

For the first time in its tele his-
tory, Detroit became tlie point of
o,iigination Sunday (20) for a 13-
minute regularly scheduled show
on ABC's eastern television net-
work. The show is WXYZ-TV's
"Rehearsal Call" featuring song-
stress Dee Parker and a trio led
by piani.st Leonard Stanley. Pro-
duced by John iPival, WXYZ tele-
vision program manager, it will be
seen each Sunday at 9:15 p.m.
(EST).

"Rehearsal Call," as its name im-
plies, takes the viewer^ behind the
scenes of a television production.
With contagious informality, it

revie^ving stand WEWS had its I r^tofhp^ l?J2i^'""*""? ^li*
mobile unit just east of Euclid and 1"^?!^ "„,^3",! connected with

E 12th I

a video production—from director

Videiwise, both camera crews i

^° JP^P ""^"—^ets into the act.

Mt »|
[
«»f <t»t«< ^^^

It* many subplots and confusions

notwithstanding, "Dinner at An-
toine's" on Sunday night (20) at

least revealed that Philco had the
right idea in presenting a bestsell-
ing novel In play form when the
dearth of good straight drama be-
came too apparent. The Francis
Parkinson Keyes novel, , with a
workmanlike adaptation by Sam
Taylor, was heavy in its opening
moments, but the' presentation of
this whodunit with a New Orleans
modern-day background skirted a
number of. story dangers in which
the yarn's ponderousness could
easily have involved it.

TherS: were a number of plus-
factors: the .performances- were
generally excellent, particularly
that of William Eytlie. As the nar-
rator, he ably bridged the gaps of
the heavily plotted drama. Janet
Blair, as a dominant suspect in this
tale of intrigue and murder, looked
attractive ' and performed compe-
tently as Eythe's co-star. Ruth
Matteson, as the mother, was ex-
cellent.'

The production was particularly
fine, and that goes for the finbly
detailed backgrounds, the tasteful
costuming of the women perform-
ers and the descriptive camera.

This was the first time that a cur-
rent bestseller: was done on tele-

vision before it had been done in
any other dramatic form—and it

leaves room for thought that this
might be one excellent way for
television drama to secui« topflight
material without resorting to the
dramatic stock flies.

"Studio One" presentation 01
John Balderston's "B e r k e 1 e y
Square" last Sunday <20), with
Leueen MacGrath and William
Prince in the lead roles, somehow
failed to capture the ephemeral
beauty of the original. Joe Liss'
adaptation for video never quite
succeeded in effecting the time
transition and the camera work
was

.
even more remiss. Somehow

one comes to associate, technical
perfection with these "Studio One"
productions, biit it was strictly an
oft night as far as "Berkeley
Square" was concerned. The cam-
eras frequently caught the princi-
pals in the poorest angles and the
lighting often cast shadows, par-
ticularly on the femme lead, that
were very unkind in the closeups.

Credit Miss MacGrath with an
excellent performance. Both

Of brevity thus providing a hit and
run pacing that kept the viewer
interested. Standouts included the
femme fashion discourse by imo.
gene Coca, Mary McCarty's jungij
scene and Sid Caesar's disserts-
tions on bull-fighting and differ,
ence of presentation of French anil
Britisli versions of the same play

Phyllis Clare's brief tap session'was okay and Earl Wrigiuson'?
singing sounded good when he wa«on key.

"*

Marge and Gower Champion's
terpmg still carries a fresh noteThey still manage to present atresh-looking routine weekly, which
IS a tremendous strain on anvdance act. Production numbers
were up to par.

.
Ed Sullivan integrated himself

into his show last Sunday (2mmore than he usually does, lie un
linibered enough to take part inBobby Baxter's nervous magicia^
act
the
tricks

serving as foil for some of
comic prestidigitator's Ban

Petite Connie Haines clicked on
on the vocals. A looker with
strong pipes and a brassy person-
ality, she socked with "Stormy
Weather." A contrasting vocal act
was provided by the Kingdom
Choir, well-trained group that of-
fered a spiritual and "Old Man
River." During the latter num-
ber a couple of stills of mountain!
and clouds were flashed on the
screen—without adding much to
the effect. A pair of jivey Harlem
terpers, Roll and Tap, did two
sensational steps; a bebop tap and
the applejack, the latter cueing in
an impromptu Jam session with the
camera picking up orch leader Rw
Bloch practically turning hoofer on
the podium. Socko curtain num-
ber was the two Calgary Bros.' aero
drunk routine. They also encored
with a neat slow motion catnen
version of a holdup. The Dak
Chung acro-jiuggling troupe also
got over.

came up with nice shots, with ,

On the initial webbing. Miss ^HmtoWv i^^^.fT** tiWNBK being forced to rely on one I
Parker, former Vaughn Monroe ^^'^'^f,,'''^

camera when their other camera |

and Jimmy Dorsey vocalist, im- 1

counts Prince fell

went dead. -. _ -pressed-with-her-pIe^sant-infor-maU-^^?2ir ^_
Commentaries were flat with I

^^y^* *>f delivery and the camera f " '

Hodges frequently mispronouncing
|

work on Stanley's piano improvisa-
prominent Irish names and l

tions was outstanding.

ANSWER THE CALL
l„ ^/"P^- Eldridge,
guests; Jo Ann Hendrittas, Libbv
Stalks Ballet, Silvertones. 4lones with Don Clark. Martin-
jonn duo

Producer - Director; Gene Star-
becker

Writer; Fred Mullen
30 Mins., Monday., 8 p.m.
Sustaining:
WAVE-TV. Louisville
Sparked by guests Gene Krupaand sepia trumpeter Roy KldrideeWho hojiped over to the studio

from their four-a-day at

wrongly identifying units. There i

appeared to be a minimum of co-
operation between video and audio
with narratoi'^ failing to capitalize
on background and color.
WEWS also showed 15-minute

film of parade later in the evening.
Marfc.

COFFEE WITH THE CARTERS
With Aniold Wilkes, Eileen Han

rahan.'-..'

Director: Ted Baug:hn
15 Mins.,- Fri... 6:43 p.m.
CAPEHABT DEALERS
WBGB-TV, Scheneetady

HELEN IIQLLIS
Producer - Director: Saunders
Thomas

15 Mins., Thurs., 7:50 p.m.
Su.staininr
WNBK-TV, Cleveland
For longhair enthusiasts, the

HeleEi Hollis show offers some of
the best minutes In local tele. The
pianist briefs her playing with
background sketch of niusic, and
then swings into an excellent per-
lormance. '

^. , , . - I

Of equal, if not greater signifi-
C-hanges noted since tins pop-

j
Cance to straight piano show is tiie

ular program went commercial;
[

camera work. ' Here Saunders
raises the question of its effect on Thomas, showing imagination and

L^imbs' Gambol on Sunday (20)
dipped deep into the catalog of old

"Chevrolet on Broadway" pitched
up one of the neatest olTerihgs in
this series on NBC Monday night
(21). Framed around a solid one-
acter by Hector Chevignv titled
"Smart Guy," it was a smooth,
fast, well-integrated dramatic sesi
sion sparked by Nancy Goleman'i
topnotch performance. Utilization -

of .filmed : backgrounds gave urt"
in

I

usual scope to the play while the
- varied settings, ranging from a

hamburg joint to an airplane
terminal, - were models of- ingenu-
ity.. The. yarn, concerned- an
escaped- convicl_who_attempts iit.
make a getaway to Mexico with
the reluctant help of his wife,

burlesque "routines. Surprisingly, f^""- also con-

these bits held up well especially i

^ performance,
with Bert Wheeler

the level of entertainment. Arnold
Wilkes, who formerly played a
harried young husband, seems to
be on the Capehart payi-oll now as
a representative. In the last epi-
sode viewed; he had returned from
a visit to customers in Albany.
After a brief period of comic be-
wilderment Willi his slightly diz-
z.V, demanding wiic, he plunged
into a detailed spiel—with dem-

ability to experiment, has a series
of dissolving shots that give the
stanza added lustre. He utilizes a

especially I

superimpos-
ing his- pathetic look in the
sketches, one of which called for a
seltzer bottle as the major actor,
and another being courtroom
sketch which has been standard.
As the Milton Berle and Ed Sulli-
van displays have discovered, it's

these old and tested drolleries that
pay ofl' in laughs. With the expert
execution on the Lambs' shindig,
the same results were produced.
However, the Gambol look a

long time in getting down to these
bits. Billy Gaxtoh's conferences
with the Lambs' television com

Mike Todd's memorv must be
slipping. He suRgested that Sun-
day night on "Who Said That?",
the Bob Trout quizzer on NBC-TV,
when a quotation on gambling
came up. But then again ma.vbe he
wanted to forget about his former
failing. Mrs. Todd (Joan Blondell)
was with him on the program. It

was good marital politics for Todd^
to indicate that he- didn't kiiow too-
much about the gambling situation
these days. Bob Considine and
John Cameron Swayzc were also

on the TV-er. They didn't seem to

know too much about gamblingmlttee on the search for an erticee ' ^1}?^ "P^^^^ a''""'
,

,

.succeeded only In holding up the '
But maybe their wives

works. * ' "
i
were watching on TV.

The femme
I

irom ineir lour-a-day at the Na-i""-" a.ueiai eu spiei--witn dem- 1

,

l'.?^^^-
stanza is typical of the "f"'/;!; '":"7T*''

* \"'^'="''^,,Pl«y«''-"-
! WHh B„«l""i^^^^fast-paced intimate mii.sical revues

' c'lo-le'evision machine. Excuse was 1 .
""nn, commentator:

which the WAVE-TV bovs so antlv! "anted witev to help in !_•"!" Ameche, announcer
put fosether when public interest r"'''''''^''*^ " "'"''^J''- ^^'^^ o*' the il- i^o.'iVce"'-?'''***""": Miss Dunn
(Red Crossi makes the cull ' I '"S'P": went right out the window
New bop discovery. l.Vyeai-old ' WG Y Innoun''*"'""''

"'^

spot was bv the '

nera™f?om that opera"for exce l ! ^enor being a particularly

lent effect. The show has improved ,

booking because oi St.

considerably since its preem sev-

piece of art to catch the spirir of, MeV';''Rrs^eS^^^^ PWl Retail was a fitting

the music and then brings artist ^oth irhfl. i„rj'"t„. closer to
face onto the art. The combo af-
tords a neat break in what might
otherwise be piano monotony.

Mark,
eral weeks ago.

Patrick's Day falling only two days
later. With his casual, boyish

charm, and good looks, Began
mopped up. Peter Lorre did •
recitative bit that was in keeping
with fits horror-film roles, but it

cer-program director

^%^;rd^.l^,^"Trc^„'^;';^^^^£iV« th<' P>u«- Pe:rfectly

group, and 4

!

velop it.s own talent. Gal is a
comer. Local dance school group
friy^y.,

Slarks Ballot, performed
yuality ol Merc.v" created espe-

cially lor this show, and scored,
Hounding out the talent portion

of the show were the Silvertones
local radio vocal
Tones with Don
finalists in the
Heldt audition, Martin-John duo
making its TV debut, a rhvthm
combo consisting of two pieces
piano and bass, lacked the lustre
of their night club dates, but came
to lile in the closing jam sesh with
Krupa and Eldridge to end the
atanza on a high level and really
sell out. Hold.

"ColVce" is still hiildly amusing,
well if broadly acted, and nicely
directed. 1'he various incidents
are kepi within the range of prob-
ability and within the target field
of humor.

Wilkes, who sometimes wears
shell glasse,s, televises clearly and

rf.,rv-h„i.
-.afs /-'oinpefently. At times, he

recent Hn, ' "^'^I '^r"
"'^ »°t« t^eitcent Hoi ace protesting manner, but this may

be direotion, Chap is One of the
better performers in the local
group. Miss Ilanrahan, secretary
to programmanager Al aSink, plays
the illogical better-half with a cer-
tain lifclikeness. She photographs
best from an angle, Several area
dealers receive fore «tnd aft drum-
beats. Joco.

With the exception of a tap filler
and one singing turn the Admiral , ^
stock company carried the entire Was too long and only moderately
show on its ownv Friday ( 1 8) with effective; Joan Robert's did part of

generally excellent results. Tlie the score from "Oklahoma!"' in

pacing was tight, sketches were U'hich she was the original Laurie,
well selected and the sonj and I ber vbice Showing strain while her
dance numbers frequently pre- j

gestures were over-emphatic; the
sented a delightful facade. Stuart Morgan Dancers t4i, open-
Most of the bits had the virtue ing act. did nicely; And w^^^

... , t one say of Berle at this late stage

?.reT/de^ira"Teiras"tvii;^""« '"^ ' — ""^'^

package cost shared by participat-

30 Mins.; Sun., 7 p.m.
Participatine
WBKB, Chicaffo

"Tclefashions" is a fiili-dress
style show with a new commercial
gimmick added. Televiewers are
mailed shopping guides with order
blanks attached. Producer Hose

mg sponsors

Program format involves use of
eye-catching femme models at-
tired m dresses, hats, furs, jewelry
and bridal outfits. Male modefs
sport men's hats and ties.

_
Jim Ameche announces, and

Miss Dunn comments as camera
shuts from one stationary model
to another in smooth sequence,
tstoie credits are given with each
Item displayed.
Despite slight premiere jams.

I

a. is an entertaining halfhour. n
requires the minimum of preps'"*'

is a «lifV fioai me game.' nes sun "r^
prodtlcer and di'taff v'reWrS; ^^''"'''"^ sight_comic of tlieni all.

Models "show ofl- outfits to good ad-
; „„,, - „ ~- "

-i-c]i^na<^t fromvantage, while Miss Dunn's caress- ,,,/'»^p?,''*nnrtnn stN ltos March
ing comments sliould appeal '-'^"^ BaCs London studios mdn.,

femme audience.

!,„ i ^i
* an al'.-'commercial idea. 'tion, no specific sets, eight player»

handled professionally, with the and a quizmaster Idea is based on
/mpact equal to a depart-

; the simple party game of pla>'-

ment store personal style showing, acting a song or show litle word by
It.remams to be seen whether cer- word. BBC utilizes two teams of

tarn .Items, such as furs and dia- ' four for the TV charades, one
monds, can be sold mail order, 1 wholly British and the other from

Z'^Ha } femme
; across the Atlantic. Many viewers

method of handling and tiying on ' continue playing the game in their

tor effect. Mart, i own homes when the show is over,
...;... ...,'•

: » I '9^4 •



Inflde Tekviaon
Almost everything WPTZ (NBC), Philadelphia, didn't do at the figure

skating championships last week it did this week (19) at the intercol-

wiate swimming finals from Princeton. AH the information lacking

the viewer at the ice event was supplied at the aquatic meet and the

nomora work was better.

fine question might be pertinent, however. Why are four and five

camera switches necessary on a single dive—(a) medium shot of the

Contestant adjusting the board (b) closeup as he takes his position on
hp board, (c) medium shot of the dive, (d) underwater view, through a

cfriP Dool window, of the diver making his return, (e) closeup of the

na ainourtcer giving the judges' scoring. Doesn't anyone believe so

much camera switching tires a viewer's eyes?

Tean McBride, thesping newcomer who appeared oh ABC's "Holly-

wood Screen Test" last Sunday (20), hit the program's jackpot the

fnllowing day when Bryan Foy, Eagle Lion producer, inked her to a

film Baot on the basis of her TV performance. Miss McBride was cast

in FOy's next film, "Port of New York."
.

81

TV Bite* Dog
Chicago, March 22.

..Tele stations are really
straining to find new audiences
these days. Three separate

:

screenings of International
Kennel Club finals, March 26-
27, will find WBKB, WNBQ
and WGN-TV searching for
Chi dog-lover viewers.
WENR-TV viewers will find

themselves barking up wrong
channel, since that station is
lone holdout."

Klaus Landsberg, KTLA topper on the Coast, has nixed the sponsor-

fihio of "Hollywood Opportunity," by Harrison Productions. Landsberg

decided against Harrison Productions sponsoring. In spite of much
needed coin, because he fears it would be commercializing amateur
talent. "Opportunity" format consists

, of amateur talent sifted out

after weekly auditions. Landsberg related that show is open to all

lajent and fears that thesps would get the impression that they were
tieing represented by Harrison if outfit sponsored show. KTLA head
also feared talent would eventually be narrowed down to emanating
froni one agency thus eliminating the amateur aspect of program

Des Moines Ready By

'50 If FCC Unfreezes
: Des MolnesI, March 22.

Facilities to bring network tele-

vision programs to Des Moines

will be ready late in 1950, accord-

ing to J. H. Wilson, district man-

ager for Northwestern Bell Tele-

phone. But radio stations here wit *

television applications on file with

7F(jc aren't sure it means TV for

Des Moines next year because of

the. freezing of applications by
FCC.

The five Des Moines stations

that have applications pending are
WHO, KENT, KSO, KIOA and
Tri-Statcs Broadcasting Co. So far

: as is known there will be four
: channels allocated, WHO has pur-

chased a quantity of TV equipment
and has announced it will be . on
the air with television about six

months after a construction per-'

mit is granted.

Two stations in
.
Iowa, WOC,

Davenport, and W6l, Ames, are
.the only two that have construc-
tion permits to date. WOC be-
lieves it will be in position to go on
the air in August or September of
this year. No indication of plans is

available at WOI.

Schofield's DuMont Post
Arthur G, Schofield has been

named manager of the advertising
and sales promotion dept. of the
DuMOnt network, succeeding Wade
Thompson, whose resignation is ef-

fective April 15.

Schofield was formerly in charge
of radio and video at the Joseph
Loewenthal advertising agency in
Philadelphia aiid had served as
sales promotion manager of KYW,
Philadelphia, and held a similar
position with WFIL, Philly.

New York
Austin Huhn, formerly with the

N. Y. Daily News' WPIX, tapped as

a new WATV director by program
chief George Green. . . .Bill Cook,
who spins the "Club Caravan" disk
jockey show on WAAT, now em-
ceeing an allTCOlored talent vaudeo
show on WATV, drawing his talent
from N. Y. niteries New tele
package firm established by writer-
producer Sandy Howard, with
Ronald, h. Biscow named sales
veepee . « , All Manhattan tele
channels slated to carry a series
of filmed spots plugging the
Catholic Charities appeal, which
were produced by Hartley Produc-
tions and feature w.k. Hollywood
and New York' personalities . . .

Major Television Co. has taken
over entire TV tube output of the
Warren Kessler Co. Latter claims
to be the only outfit in U. S. using
the handblown- technique of the
ancient Phoenicians. .

Sy WeintraUb, director . of sales

for Television Highlights resigned
Friday (18) to* hecoine veepee in

'

charge of TV for Flamingo Films
. . . Bob Smith's NBC-TV "Gulf
Road' Show" may switch format
using a permanent oast and one
guest.

Myron . Kirk, Kudncr Agency's
veepee in charge of TV, licked'
virus germ, after being out several
days.

. ,

Hollywood
KLAC-TV has added "Mickey

O'Day," ventriloquist program, to
its kid time lineup of video shows.
"O'Day," featuring ventriloquism
of Glenn Gregory, will kick off

Monday . . . Camel cigarets and
LeRoys. jewelers will beam' two
spots weekly for 52-weeks, ' over
KTSL. Camels starts April 6 and
LeRoys on April 1 . . . Edgar C.
Pierce has been set as stage, man^i

ager of KFI-TV and Frank LaRue
as makeup . artist , : . Television

(Continued oin page 34)

New Tele Business

Cripps, of Detroit, retail clothier,
has purchased a 10-minute sports
quiz program to be telecast over
WXYZ-TV for 26 Wednesdays be-
ginning March 23. It Will feature
outstanding athletes who will an-
swer questions posed by the View-

••ers.'

Philco Distributors, through \fil-
11am Donman Agency, have pur-
chased a one-minute weekly an-
nouncement over WXY^-TV, De-
troit, eifective last week. The se-
ries will run 13 weeks. .

WBKB, Chi, pacted announce-
ments for Lucky Strike through
N. W. Ayer agency; and Ronson
Art Metal through Cecil & Pres-
brey agency.

.
WNBQ, Chi, announces one min.

transcripts for Florsheim Shoe
through Walter Rubens agency for
ij weeks.

WGN-TV, Chi, announces 13
weeks, three times weekly, of 15
mm. film for Motor Club Service
.wrough Agency Service Co.; an-
nouncements for Hotl^l Sherman
through Ruthrauff & Ryan agency;
Allen DuMont Labs through Bu-
chanan agency;- Frederick Hferrsch-
ner Co through Phil Gordon

^ Barton, no agency,
ana Chi Tribune.

«3^'?;''"y< Chi' new sponsors in-

S!^!?!* ^- Rubber Co. buying 13
weks of "Lucky Pup," and Pop-

ssnie show for 52
weeks; Stark Piano Co. buying 10

ArtT.* •
lS-™in- series with Don

Artiste in "Piano Parade."

nn^«™''^.\.TV' Milwaukee, an-
nounces Milwaukee Better Laun-
Shnn..^'y sponsor "Helen's Hint

thrnLh r ^ "l*" - once Weekly,tnrough Lolse Mark & Associates!

-OHIO

PULSE for February— BRQAD<iSrl^4<5 ^
Saturday & Sunday Daytlmel

^|| onlUCPO
4 HighcsH/4 Hour Ratinssj

THE SHADOW - 13.3

HOUSE of MYSTERY - 115

DETECTIVE MYSTERIES - 10.8

QUICK as a FLASH - 10.8

C.E. HOOPER-• January - February
|

Wtekdqy Morning

I Mon.tliru Fri.

\ 8;00.A.M..

pL 12:00 Noon

WCPO
Net

Slo,

.''B"

N«l

Slo.

"C"

Net

Ste.

•O"
Sto.

"E"
Slo.

1

26.9 19.4 24.0 14.6 12.8 0.8

m Sunday

vila 'Aftirnoon

Wi 12:00 Noon-

\ \ 6:00 P.M.
29.4 23.0 13.8 12.6 15.0 2.5

Wi Saturday

j^^M„:Ofly»im*x1^ 8:00 A.M.-

1 i:00P.M.
24.9 17.8' 18.1 12.4 16.4 6.8

-
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Non-Baseball Stations Prep Fonnats

To Combat Inroads on Audience

Problem of how to buck baseball

when the season starts In mid-
April is activating a number of

stations, particularly network out-

lets.

Gene King, program manager of

WCOP, ABC affiliate in Boston,

for example, is extending the opera
season an additional six weeks,
using recorded operatic programs
in the same Saturday time segment
as the Metropolitan broadcasts. To
keep the spirit of the. Met series,

an intermission speaker is being

used. Idea is to hold on to the
specialized audience built up by tlie

Met.

Murray Grabhom, veepee In

charge of ABC-owned stations, said

that it isn't necessary to change
program format because of base-

ball. "The sports fan isn't a regu-

lar listener," Grabhorn explained.

"He tunes in for the play-by-play

broadcasts, and when they're over
he tunes out. The important thing

Is having a program formula which
holds on to loyal listenrs, and

; we've found audience participation

and quizzes the best afternoon
fare. Our experience is that dia-

mond fans .iu.st add to radio's total

listeners but d(in't take away from
previously existing audiences.
Stations carrying baseball point to

the Hoopers in reflecting this

claim.

Ted Cott, program veepee of

WNEW, N. Y., said the indie's

spring and summer pitch ' will be
aimed at building an audience
among motorists and beacbgoers.

WNEW's "summer service," which
was sponsored by Norge last year,

is being bankrolled by the same
company this year. It offers hour-
ly reports on road conditions,

beach and tide reports and where*
to-go suggestions. '.

"The big problem a non-base-
ball station faces," Cott said, "is

not losing the sports fans during

1

game time, but getting them back
after the game. One reason we've
scheduled Jimmy Powers' sports-

casts at 7:45 p. m. cross-the-l>oard

is to get the fans in the habit of

coming back to our wavelength."

WFTW's New AFRA Pact
Fort Wayne, March 22.

WFTW, Fort Wayne, recently
signed a contract with the Fort
Wayne local of the American Fed-
eration of Radio Artists," calling fpr
basic wage Increases of $2 to $5 a
week. ,

Contract also calls for an expan-
sion of fee schedules for special
services, > and improved ' working
conditions, and is for one year,
with a reopening clause on wages
at the end of six months.

6 Japs, 4 Koreans In

U. S. Training Course
Six Japanese and four Korean

broadcasters will be given a live-

month course in American broad-
casting techniques through a spe-
cial project administered by the
Bureau of Applied Social Research.
The 10 Oriental radio men, who

include newscasters, station man-
agers, program directors and' other
non-technical personnel, will spend
six weeks in New York, taking
formal courses and interning at

various local stations. They will

then travel in pairs to both educa-
tional and commercial stations

across the country. They were
selected for the training by U. S.

authorities in Japan and Korea.
The project is being financed by

a grant to Columbia Univ. by the
Rockefeller Foundation. The
Bureau of Applied Social Research
is associated with Columbia
through' its sociology department
and is being directed by Dr. Robert
M. Merton while Dr. Paul S.

Lazarsfeld is on sabbatical leave.

Closed-Circuit Surgji^ry.

Washlneton, March 2|Z.

Washington Evening; Star video
station, WMALxTV, gave, top baby
doctoirs of the country a. look-see
via television at three major oper-
ations when it televised surgery
over a "closed-circuit" for the mid-
year clinic hexe last week' of the
American Assn. of Obstetricians
and Gynecologists.
A group of 60 doctors gathered

in a conference twm viewed
Cesarean attd tumoi^ removal operi-

ations performed at a hospital,
with two-way radio used for com-
munications between the isurgeon
and the audience.

I

NBC Figures Heidt Can

I

Again Snare Sununer

I Weekend Homecomers

Tel-Air's Det., Chi Setup.

Tel-Air Productions, radio-TV
pacliage agency, has been formed
in Detroit; by Doreen Koebel and
.Nancy Pierce, with a Chi branch
, headed by Patricia Harmon.

I

. Firm" has packaged five video

i
shows, two AM series and one for
simulcasting.

I

Move of the Horace Heidt NBC
I

airer back to its original 10:30 p.m.
I Sund^' time starting April 24, thus
removing him from the 7 p.m. spot
bucking Jack Benny, is also cued
to a decision to keep the show on
during the summer. It's pointed
out that the Philip Morris-spon-
sored opportunity program picked
up big ratings last summer from
listeners returning from weekend
vacations.

(Another reason for moving
Heidt: Benny has a 23.8 rating;

Heidt has 9.8.)
,

In the 10:30 slot Heidt racked up
a° 19i2- Hooper, highest ever gar-
nered by a regular show at that
hour. Later broadcast time will
also cut down the east-west time
gap and eliminate the need for a
Coast rebroadcast.
A second unit of the Heidt show,

led by Dick Contino, will get un-
derway in the midwest this week.
The 19-year-old accordionist, who
won the '48 $5,000 grand prize on
the talent show, walked out on
Heidt in January because of a tiff

on contract terms, but rejoined the
show last month. :

WWJ-TV first televition

t^tipn in Michigan, it firM^^^

ttampeit on tti« mindtof (yeti'gitcji.

Mort than two yoirt of daily opera-

tion hav* given WWi-TV tht television

:
know-how that it reflected in better

pictures, better programming and better

commercial adeptability.

With such top-rated television feature! ,

at Detroit Tigers baseball. University of

Michigan footbalf, an(f Detroit Red,Wing hockey, WWJ -TV practically

has a monopoly on local'big-time sports events. Combined with

other IoImI entertainment highlights and its NBC Television

Network fdcilitiet, advertisers who feature their products on WWI-TV are -

assured the largest audience, as well as the clearest reproductions

on the screens of the more than 35,000 television sets in the Detroit market.
'

NIC T*l*vif/aii N«>wari V

FlltST IN MtCHtOAN . . . Own*</ and Op»riU*J by THI DETROIT NSWS
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Chi's WMAQ Cops Three
Plires Within Two Weeks

Chicago, March 22.

WMAQ is puffed up over three
prizes awarded in past two weeks.
The latest was second place winner
in Elgin Watch Co. promotional
contest for alt NBC stations airing
Elgin'4 1948 Thanksgiving and
Christmas programs.

Earlier, "It's Your Life," fiVe-a-
week public health airer, received
the City College of New York
award for the "outstanding, radio
program of 1948." Same show also
collected the Bronze Medal Award
of annual N. Y. Advertising Awards
for its '.'outstanding contribution to
radio as social force." Johnson &
Johnson is sponsor.

Feltis Exits in Advance
Hugh Feltis, Broadcast Measure-

ment Pureau prexy, left BMB for
his new po-st at KING, Seattle, yes-
terday (Tues.) following a meet-
ing of the executive board. Feltis'
bowout came three weeks ahead of
schedule. It was originally an-
nounced his resignation would be-
come effective April 15, in order
to permit him to attend the NAB
convention in Chi. April 10-12

T,^'^'
i^enneth Baker, on loan toBMB from the NAB, was named

acting head of the bureau. With
four staffers leaving the bureau
last Friday fl8) and three more
due to exit this week, only a skele-
ton staff of six will remain with
the measurement group;

Det,'» Citizen of Week
.

Detroit, March 22.
.Detroit's "Citizen J»f Uie Week"

gels recognition now as the result
ot cooperation between WXY2-TV
and the Detroit Free Press!

Initial award was made Thurs-
day (17) during telecast of "Stu-
dio Party" audience participation
stunt show. First "Citizen of the
Week" was Dr. John J. Prender-
gast 47-year-old medical director
oi the Chrysler Corp. He was se-
lected tor administering aid to vie-

March^g"'^
B&O train holdup last

Pacific NVest Brewery

In Top Coin Splurge

As Aid to Motorists
Seattle, March 22.

After many years of sponsorship
of a radio program fpr garden lov-

ers, the Olmpia Brewing Co.. of
Olympia, Wash., has turned to mo-
torists and the problem of safe-

driving. Beginning April 4, the
brewing company will launch one
of the biggest spot announcement
campaigns ever scheduled in the
Pacific Northwest. The announce-
ments, approximately 216 a week,
will be aired over 18 Washington
state radio stations, including four
each in Seattle and Spokane.

The spots are built up around
the familiar beep-beep used by
drivers on the road in expressing
thanks to another driver for ex-

tending some traffic courtesy. The
signal itself, in conjunction with
the words "Thank You," will pre-
cede and close each spot.^ The en-
tire series will be kept up to date
by arrangements with radio sta-

tions to allow announcers on duty
to substitute special announcements
in place of the general announce-
ments when weather conditions are
such that substitution would be
more timely. The general an-
nouncements are 20-second tran-

scribed spots worked out with the
Washington State Patrol, with
about 200 of them in the tran-

scribed library to start with. The
messages contain information on I

the major causes of traffic acci-

i

dents, advice on proper arm . sig-

nals, jaywalking, traffic lights, me- 1

chanical condition of automobiles,

'

rain, foggy weather, etc.

Thirty-three Seattle announcers
were auditioned for the transcrip-
tions, with Don Courtney, KIRO,
and David Ballard, KING, being
cliosen. Botsford, Constaiitive &
Gardner is the- agency handling.

Ted, Doris Steele Set As

WMCA^sNewlrlMrs/;

Straus' Son Exits Station

. ^^^fA' N. Y., which owns rights
to "Mr. and Mrs. Music," hao
completed negotiations with Tert
and Doris Steele to take over th*
show when Bea Wain and Andre
Baruch exit the indie April 15.

Steele, whose disk jockey show
is now heard from 10 to 11-45 am
cross-the-board,' will be given an
extension of time, starting thn
airer at 9:15. Mrs. Steele, her
husband's manager and a writer-
producer on her own, has been on
the program as a guest several
times and her joining the series
would allow WMCA to capitalize
on the heavy promotion it has
given "Mr. and Mrs. Music."
Merle Pitt, veteran radio orch

leader, has been signed and station
will build an instrumental group
around him. Johnny Guarnieri
Rufus Smith and Jerry Shard will
also head up small combos.

Irving Straus, son of the station
prez, last week left WMCA's sales
staff to concentrate on his tropical
fish business in Harrison, N.
Another son, R. Peter Straus, re-
mains as special events director
and office manager and Mrs. •

Nathan Straus remains as director
of educational and children's
programs,

WIP GETS PHILLY BEAT

ON CARFARE HEARING
Philadelphia^ March 22,

WIP got another beat on the
town this week with the exclusive
broadcast of a Public Utilities Com*
mission hearing on a carfare rise,

a sequel to the disastrous transit

strike of a month ago.
Sam Scrota and a picked special

events crew set up equipment for

the first radio coverage of a PUC
hearing, in Common Pleas Court,
City Hall. Mikes were placed on
the judges bench, before the PUC
examiner, before counsel for in-

terested parties and in the witness
box.

Demands for an emergency fare
rise by the Philadelphia Transpor-
tation. Co. is of general Interest
here and WIP took everything on
tape and ran highlights on all open
daytime, Wednesday and Thursday
(18 and 17).

WCPO-TV, 3d in Cincy,

Set to Bow on June 14
Cincinnati, March 22.

Trailing WLWT, Cihcy's first

television station,' by 14 months,
WKRC-TV, which started test pat-
terns recently, will bow commer-
cially April 4, managing director
Hulbert Taft, Jr., announced.
WCPO-TV is to begin operations

June 14 as the third local video
station, according to Mortimer C.
Watters. manager, and vice-presi-
dent tif Scrlpps-^Howard Radio,
Inc. At the same time, Watters
declared that WCPO-TV will have
ABC kinescope film shows until
Oct. 1, after which date it Will
televise live shows via the coaxial
cable.

WOR Ups O'Connor
In keeping with Its policy of

moving AM personnel IntS" TV
posts, Robert J. O'Connor, writer-
editor of the WOR, N. Y„ news-
room since 1945, has been named
sports director of WOR-TV. He'll

report to Dave Driscoll, news and
special features director.
O'Connor is lining up the MBS

outlet's sports coverage in prep-
aration for its TV debut in June.

Oabel's RAC TV Post
Martin Gabel, radio and legit

actor-director, has been signed as
television director by Radio Artists
Corp. •

RAC chief Bernard L. Shubert
is now setting up a group of new
TV packages, including a show for
the American Guild of Variety
Artists, a Don Ameche program,
an Igor Ca,s.sini program and ''Ad-
ventures of the Falcon."

AFBA. KIEP COME TO TERMS
Dallas, March 22.

The American Federation of
Radio Artists and KDIF here have
agreed to a contract involving pay
hikes.

Contract talks started after KLIF
agreed to hire Jack Colby, an-
nouncer fired after the guild won
an NLiRB election.

CoIumbus-^Juanita Wilcox ap-
pointed manager of promotional
activities for WLW-C, Crosley tel-
evisiiSn station here. She leaves
WHKC as director of continuity
and promotion after three years.
Formerly she served as flack cliiof
of WGOL. Station bows March 27. (See p-ige 44)
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AWARDS for 1948
yms i» the issue of Radio and Tim-»vision MamoR which you, the readers,

ordered". The ballots on which you voted, during November and December,

of last year, for yovr favorite stars, you? favorite (xrograma *

WOMAN SINGER

JO STAFFORD
On the Ait

CHESTERFIELD SUPPER CLUB,NBC.TUESDAYS 7 P.M. EST

and for

im REVIRE CAMERA COnABCTHURSDAYS 9t30 P.M. EST

I I : I I
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Govt. Eyes Set Price Scramble
Contiiiued trom p»e«

thev have been' squeezed, espe- , tion of the business 'in the hands

ciaily by tie-in sales. They claim ! of relatively few retailers. This

tliey have, been forced to take

quantities of table model radio re-

ceivers to obtain television sets,

They add; that they have been
pressured for quick payment, al-

would eventually hurt the public,

itself, despite the present benefit

temporarily resulting from the

price cutting.

Meanwhile, this economic side of

thougli their large competitors are I television will continue to be care-

not being similarly squeezed. (Sec

tion 3 of the Clayton anti-trust .act

outlaws tie-in sales.)

This situation exists in Washing,
tori, New York, Philadelphia, .Chl-

cagp, Los Angeles and many other
cities.

Principal complaint all over the
country, however, is that special

discounts are being given to der

partment stores and large retail

chains by the radio and television

manufacturers, These favored
dealers are given the title of "as-

sociate distributors," which is sup-
posed to justify the special melon
cut for them.

(Under the Robinson - Patman
Act, price discrepancies .— unless

based on lower cost to the sellers

—are outlawed.)
The overriding discounts to "as-

sociate distributors" run about
25% . more than the trade discounts

to ordinary retailers. In the cur-

rent market, where sets are being
sold well below list, or with large
trade-in allowances for old radios,

that is business murder. When
the independent retailer tries to
compete, he finds himself selling at

cost, or even at a loss. His "asso-
ciate distributor" competitor has
enough extra margiUL -— thanks to
the special discount "^ to keep his

fully scanned by the Government.

Only AFRA
Continued from ;page 29

i

video performers themselves tak-,

ing over control of their own af-

fairs after a period of one year,

or possibly longer. But Equityj

AGVA and AGMA are for continu-

ing the 4A;s TVA permanently,
with, their representatives in

'charge..,,-

Nixes TV Members' Merger

Equity also opposes permitting

the tele membership to merge with
any other- 4A's union at any fu-

ture date. This is presumably on
the ground that sueh an' action

would in effect give the other union
jurisdiction over the video field.

Equity claims the tele jurisdiction,

but is willing to share control of

it with the other unions. AFRA
wants to leave this and all other'

policy matters to the TV perform-
ers themselves.

"

Equity would require that the

executive head of the 4A's TVA.not
be an executive of any union in-

volved. This is apparently aimed
at George Heller, AFRA national

down, AFRA would probably go
along.

AGVAj with a membership of

9,000, is insisting on proportional
representation in the makeup of

the TVA. This would give it an
edge over AITRA, with 8,000 mem-
bers, Equity with 4,000 and Chorus
Equity with 2,000. The latter

unions are. apparently agreeable to-

the proportional idea. All the un-

ions agree that there should be a

specific definition of a video per-

former and preliminary steps are

being taken to formulate one.

It was admitted by a member of

the AGVA board last week that al-

though the group opposes certain

aspects of the proposed TVA plan,

the board members had not yet

read; more than a few paragraphs
of it. That came out during a spe-

cial AFRA board meeting on the

subject, with members of a joint

4A's television- committee present.

One of the committee, a member of

the AGVA board, made the admis-
sion.

Tele Chatter
Continued from page 31

Film Producers Assn. and Screen

Writers Guild will begin contract

negotiations this week. Meetings

will be held in the SWG offices . .

.

KTTV has inked a cooperative

deal with Pasadena Playhouse

whereby station will telense spe-

cial stage productions set up by
the playhouse. KTTV will tele-

vise one play pec month from Us
own studios.

head above, water and make a little I
executive secretary, who is figured

profit.
I
the probable choice to head the

Still another complaint is in sit-

uations where manufacturers have
set up their own : direct factory
distribution units,, instead of using
local jobbers. In some instances,
these factory branches have sched-
ules of discounts in which the diS'

video setup. It is an expression
of the suspicion on the part of

Equity and AGVA against AFRA
and is related to Equity's desire to

forbid an ultimate'*merger of the
tele organisation with AFRA. .

AFRA, which would like , to re-

SLATE TO COAST FOR BBC

AIRER ON DISNEY FILMS
Sam Slate, program director for !

BBC in the N. Y. office, leaves for i

the Coast tomorrow (24) to pro-

1

duce a half-hour documentary show
|

built around the Walt Disney Pro-
ductions. It's lor the BBC "Chil-
dren's Hour" program. : Slate will

record the program, both In Los
Angeles and San Franciscb, and
ship it to England.

He will be joined on the Coast
by Warren MacAlpin, who heads
up North American programming
for BBC in the London office.

Latter is currently on a tour of

U. S. and Canada for BBC produc-
tion ideas.

Chicago
Morris B. Sachs Amateur Hour

simulcasted Sunday (20) via
WEINR-TV for first of 52-week
series , . . Chi AFRA to present
television satire June H at annual
antics . , . Illinois governor Adlal
Stevenson guested by newscaster
Clifton Uttey over WNBQ ... An-
swer man John Kleran .made debut
Sunday (20) on WENR-TV in 15-

minute series produced by Paul
Moss . . . Quiz Kid Darice Rich-
man crowned queen over WBKB
"Kiddie Parade" . . . WGN-TV
"Stars of Tomorrow'' show offer?,

ing Hollywood sci'een test to talent
, . . Chi Relays track meet Satur-
day (19) televised by WENR-TV
for Hotpoint appliances through
Maxon agency . . ; WNBQ's Beinald
Werrenrath, Jr., on two-week
cruise with Navy . . . Tony Rizzo
new WENR-'TV director. New
.staff additions include Joe Byrne,
Dick . Ortner and Richard Wyatt
. . . .Panl Moore <named tele opera-
tion snpervisor for .NBC central
division. .'.

counts are not justified on a cost I tain Heller as its top executive,
analysis basis. The price spread i favors leaving the choice of 4A's
between the favored and the gar- | TVA head to that group to decide,
den variety retailers varies by as i with no strings attached, just as
•inuch . as 20%, in violation of the I it wants to do with other matters.
RobinsonrPatman Act.

Net result, some government of-
ficials fear, may be a concentra-

It will ask the Equity council for

an explanation for its stand on the
question. But In case of a show-

CONGRATULATIONS TO

"The Girl With the Voice You Won't Forget"

on tk« occasion of our

250"

JOAN BROOKS SHOW
From Your CAST and ORCHESTRA

SPIKE JONES, Gutfsts and Adds His Good Wisliot
to JOAN BROOKS for .Contlnuod Success on fh«

TOP REGIONAL RADIO
COMMERCIAL IN AMERICA

Sponiorad by

C. F. SAUER CO., RICHMOND, VA.

Managcmmt: BOB KERR-^RKO BLD6.—NEW YORK

ABC Sheds Light
Continued from page 28

;

be developed differently from one
for theatre projection. It should
have less contrast, because TV
tends tor make dark areas darker
and light areas lighter."

Another reason for special TV
lighting is that the tele screen is

so much smaller—80%; of sets in

home today having 10-inch tubes,
Marx saysr< with the small size of
the average' living room placing a
limit on screen size.

: One of the problems which Back
hopes to solve 'is the determination
of the critical lighting point for
each camera—the point at which
best results are obtained. The task
is complicated by the fact that
chemicals in the tube are not com-
pletely stable, but may change
from hout to hour.
Equipment developed as a result I

of Back's consultative research
|

with ABC Will be offered first to
that net, then to "the industry gen-
erally. Pilot models will be field

tested In the web's studios, with
operating personnel passing on sug-
gestions to Back.

WBAL
Continued from page 28

U. of Minn.
Continned from page 29";

another from more than 220 non-
disabled veterans.

KSTP's offer to televise the
games, scheduled for March 24-26,
was rejected.''

The university also had refused
to .permit televising of its own
ba.sketball games the past season
although all of the contests were
sold out in advance. It, however,
made a deal with KSTP for the
televising of football games—all of
which were sellouts^last season.
No contract has been signed yet
lor next fall,

In the present instance, the uni-
versity officials put the responsi-
bility for the no-televising on the
state high school league which
"runs the tournament" and which,
they declare, voted- against tele-
vising. An investigation is now un-
der way; .

goes for all the major TV mar-

kets) to embrace video. After a

year of experimentation, however,

Hutzler's has come up with a

formula that may ^ell set a pat-

tern for the future.

This is strictly a "Hutzler Produc-

tion," put together by Pam John-

ston, a store employee', who also

does the running commentary, and
utilizing its own models and mer-
chandizing wares. A 15-minute
program cued to the season and
fashionable trends, it comes off so
ingeniously that it's packed with
showmanship, yet adds up to a
quarter-hour trailer for the store,
without so much as' a single out-
and-out commercial plug. (Last
Thursday's (17) presentation of
"Easter Album," featuring Harold
Burke's daughter, Marilyn, was-

a

topflight fashion exhibition with
maximum show values).

In its "Hi Jinx" noontime AM-
TV simulcast program, with its
three-way talent spread featuring
exrsports4Rnnouncer-turned-comed-
ian Nick Campofelda and singers
Gloria Halliday . and Bob Berry,
WBAL feels it is incubating a po-
tential NBC parlay. Just as Garry
Moore and Mary Smiall came out
of the station, WBAL is taking the
NBC talent development idea seri-
ously.. In Campofelda th.e.,station
has nurtured Baltimore's No. 1
"talent of the year."

WBBM'sMorey Promotion

Cues Shift to Low^Cost

Musicals to Combat TV
Chicago, March 22.

Promotion of vet producer Al
Porey to job of WBBM program di.
rector emphasizes that station's
shift to low-cost musical shows in
order to combat Chi's fast grow
Ing television field. WBBM has
no tele outlet.

In line with shift, ex-program
director Val Sherman will concen.
trate on his own 15 min., six a
week show titled "Pick Up Time"
formerly the "Patrick O'Bile'y
Show," which has been sold to Chi"
Laundry Owners Assn.
WBBM has canceled its expen.

sive "Music Please," an houMong '

live talent musical, and broken up
station musicians and talent into
small groups for cost-wise sponsors.
No, direct saving to station was
involved > in .move, since union con-
tracts called for a set quota of both. '-

Morey pointed out that more
time and energy would be spent on
small shows. Instead of cumber-
some half-hour and 60-minute pro-
grams.

O'Halloran's 12-Year

D€t.-Chi Round Trip
Detroit, March 22.

It took announcer Hal O'Hal-
loran 12 years to complete a round
trip between. Detroit and Chicago
stations.

He returned to Detroit Monday
(21) as emcee of CKLW's "Dawn
Patrol" platter and chatter pro-
granii Twelve years ago, he left

CKLW for a job with Chicago's
WLS.
During his 12-year-stay at WLS,

he emceed the coast-to-coast Na-
tional Barn Dance show.

CBS to Stress
Continued from page 27:;

aired in June, is based on* a world
citizenship idea as exemplified by
several contemporary doctors and
scientists who have done humani-
tarian work in undeveloped areas.

: In late August, the documentary
unit win air a show,' written by
Arnold Perl, which will examine
the workings of the country's

penal system. Michel accented
that neither this show, nor the

one on Congress, will be designed
as muck-raking exposes but rather

as analyses of existing institutions.

Two remaining programs have
not been defined as yet although
Michel said that Walter Bern^,

stein7- a- freelance—mag—writer,
i slated to script one of them.
' Bernstein, who. did two public

service shows for CBS last year,

is one in the stable of young
writers which the web is cur-

rently training for major assign'',

ments.

Battle Hooper
i Continued from page 28 s

Pike's WJBK-TV Post
Detroit, March 22.

Lanny-Pike has been appointed
I supervisor of television operations

I

at WJBK-TV, it was announced by
! Richard E. Jones, general manager
of WJBK and WJBK-TV.
Pike formerly was exec tele pro-

ducer of WXYZ-TV in Detroit.
Previous to that he was staff direc-
tor of WTMJ-TV, fn Milwaukee.
Pike began his radio career In
1935 at WRDO. Augusta, Me.

whether they have a TV receiver
or not. By doing this outlets esti-
mate only 1.2 video homes will be
reached each 15-minute period.
Don Fedderson, general man-

ager of KLAC-TV, has also stated
his opposition to the census along
the same lines as Witt. Klaus
Landsberg topper of KTLA, would
like to have a factual reading of
audience reaction but feels it must
be separated from the radio count-
ing. Frank Samuels, general
manager of the western division
of ABC, related that surveys must
be identical here and in New York.
Unless the separate survey is
dropped in N. Y.; Samuels related,
ABC is not in the market for' dual
census here.

Vice-president in charge of the
western division of NBC, Sidney
N. Strotz, said that he liked the
combined- survey? —Strotz- ^ated"
that he'd like to know "What's
happening in radio and television
as an overall picture." Carlton
Wlnckler, program director of
KTSL, would like to see the sur-
vey enter L. A. Ward Ingram,
sales manager of the outlet, is re-
serving his judgement until he
sees the initial report from
Hooper.

BUFFS lfi,291. SETS
Buffalo, March 22.

Total of 3,134 new TV Installa-

tions were made here during Feb-
ruary.
. This brings the total residential

and commercial sets -In use'' I.0 I61- »

281.-

M.G-M—
'On an Island with You"

Tlfl? CAMF.I. SHOW
Kvery Friday NMe. »::«» V.B.V.

Mgt.: LOU CLAYTON

AGENT WANTED
Top radio comedy writer now

Willi bit; network show w.Tntii agent

who Is aggressive and on the ball

—one Who will (five personalixed

service. Write Box 248, Variety,

134 W. 4Stb N.

CSee.iiaee 44)
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Britishers Find Yankee

Twang Better'n BBC, Sez

Radio lux's Mpls. Jockey
Minneapolis, March 22.

BalBh Moflatt, localite who be*

came a European disk jockey and

i« now here on a visit, says that

European listeners don't care too

much for the stuffy and superior

BBC broadcasters, and that he has

rpceived letters from Britishers

who told him his easy-going yan.

itee voice makes them nostalgic

about thf American troops who

used to be there. „ ,.

A» platter spinner for Radio

Luxembourg, Moffatt told news-

naner interviewers here he har-

vests some 1,000 fan letters a week.

He says he's tempted to give the

Arthur Godfrey treatment to com-

mercials, but so far hasn't dared,

He once was an announcer on

radio station WCCO here.

Detroit Spring Training

News Aired Over WJR
Detroit, March 22.

Harry Heilmann, WJR's baseball

announcer, has started a weekly

summary of news direct from the

spring training camps. The half-

hour broadcast is being beard until

start Of the regular baseball sea-

son.

WJB's sports director. Van Pat-

rick, supplemented Heilmann's re-

ports with local baseball news. Pat-

rick will share the Detroit Tiger

broadcasts and telecasts with Heil-

mann this year.

Goebel Brewing Co., through

Br«oke, Smith, French & Dor-
i-ance agency, is sponsoring the

spring training series. .As in the

pasti Goebel will sponsor broad-

Casts and telecasts of the games
over a web of other Michigan sta-.

tions.

CBS Gets Fort Wayne
Outlet After 14 Y«ars

«r*i.,T?"°J,*
Wayne, March 22.

WANE, Port Wayne, joins CBS
on April 1. ,

It will mark the first time in 14 i

years that the network will be I

heard over a local station. WANE
has 250 watts power.
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EDUC'L B'CASTEBS CHI MEET
ChicagOj March 22.

Educational Broadcasters Con-
ference 'is skedded for Chicago
Oct. 1&-20 with better than 2,500
expected to attend^ 700 more than
the 1948 turnout,
: Sherman Hotel ts the site;

4 A's Kills APRS Plan

ForNation-WideVidshow
Hollywood, March 22.

Associated Actors and Artistes,
of America has scotched Armed i

Forces Radio Service plans for a'
nationwide video show to rie pre-

1

sented on Army Day, April 1.
|

The local AFRS reserve unit!
went to Hollywood Co-ordinating

|

Committee to obtain talent for'
planned program. Committee was
informed by Four A's that guilds
do not want talent appearing over
television on kinescope, because
the system of recording, to date,
has been extremely "unkind"' to
thesps in projecting their like-
nesses.

The reserve unit planned to
record program on a closed Cir-

cuit video chain and ship show to
stations throughout the countryi
Unit now has narrowed plans to
production, of a live program for
Los Angeles only.

Rosenstock Heading New
Musical Package Unit

. A new video packager. New York
Television Productions, is special-.
Izing in intimate 15 and 30-minute
musicals, Including revues, variety
and book shows.. Director of the
outfit is Milton Rosenstock, musical
director of the legiter "High But-
ton Shoes," and formerly con-
ductor of "Finlan's Rainbow," "On
the Town," "Billion Dollar Baby"
and other Broadway musicomedies.

Live
, auditions were held re-

cently in the Barbizon Plaza the-
atre with Avon Long, Dolores
Martin, Lorenzo Fuller, Betty Ab-
bott and others taking part. Coby
Ruskin directed -

. and - Leonard
Btrausberg . was production .< as-

sistant. : .

WOWO Preps for TV
Fort Wayne, March 22.

WOWO, Westinghouse station in
Fort Wayne, is planning to oper-
ate a television outlet here, hav-
ing asked the FCC for Channel 2.

-The Arm plans to build a 548rfoot
tower and antenna in the south-
eastern section, to cover more than
4,000 square miles in Indiana, Ohio
and Michigan,

Westinghouse has WBZ^TV in
operation in Boston, and applica-
tions for video stations in Pitts-
burgh and Portland, Ore.

DICKER UA RELEASE

ON mVITlES' VIDPIX
Hollywood, March 22.

Sam Coslow, George Frank and
the Nassour Bros., producers of

television musicals^ : "Hollywood
Brevities," are negotiating a deal

with United Artists' video depart-
ment for distribution of pix: With
25% distribution cut for UA, pro-
ducer group, is assured at present
of getting their money back from
UA's present coverage of tele sta-
tions. Average cost for the two-
reelers is $10,000.

Producers plan releasing the
shorts one a week, starting this
summer.. It's planned to use the
same cast used in the pilot picture
throughout; including Lina .Romay,
Trudy Marshall, Gene Baylos and
Derry Filligant, adding others as
they go along, if necessary, with
Joe Berne continuing in the direc
tor's chair. First pact will be for
13 weeks. UA is setting slate on a
regional basis, with different ad-
vertisers in each territory.

Juanita Wilcox WLW-C Post

Columbus, O , March 22.

Juanita Wilcox has been named
manager of promotional activities

for WLW-C, Columbus television
station of the Crosley Corp., which
plans to begin broadcasting video
programs March 27. She directed
continuity work at WCOL, Colum-
bus, for two years, and served as
director of continuity and- publicity,

for WHKC, Columbus, for three
.yearsi .

•
,

^

j'.

'

State Dept. to Farm Out Disked

Documentaries to Private Agencies

Strindberg Short Story

For TV Fdms Via Media
Media Productions, :a recently

formed film productioni outfit

headed by John Houseman and

Howard Teichman, has negotiated

a deal 'whereby it will film for

television a 15-minute adaptation
of Strindberg's short story, "The
Stronger." Vladimir Sokoloff will

direct the film, with Valerie Bettis

and Geraldine Fitzgerald doing the
thesping.

Associated with Houseman and
Teichman in the firm are Tele
News Corp., T. Edward Hamble-
ton and Alfred Stern. Outfit has
completed another telefilm, "Day
in the Life of a Chorus Girl,"

which is the first in « series of 26
contemplated features dealing with
different, aspects of American life;

Army Sending 13 GI's To
Stations for AM Training

Thirteen; enlisted men will re-

port for duty at radio stations

across the country April 1 as part

of the U; S. Army's experimental

public relations' training program.
Aim is to give the GI's three
months of on-the-job experience.
The men are part of a class of

35, the first to be graduated from
the new public information school
at Carlisle Barracks,; Pa. . The
trainees, who enlisted for three
yearsj are high school grads be-
tween 18 and 25 years old. Follow-
ing their tour of duty with the sta-

tions, at which they will work at
Army pay but in civilian clothes,

the men will return to Carlisle to
write a thesis on their experience.
They will then be assigned to a
regular installation.

New York stations to train the
GI's are WNBC and WNYC: Army
will expand the project if the first

group is successfuL-

t The State Dept's International
Broadcast Division (IBD) is plan-
ning to. farm out a series of tran-

;

scribed dramatic and documentary
programs to private agencies on a
purchase order basis, ; At first the
broadcasts will be bought individ-
ually, but if the plan works out
the State Dept. will handle the
transcribed program project on a
contractual basis. ^

-

'-x-

Specifications for the airers

have been drawn up and . a large
number of package houses have
alreally sent in bids. Scripts will
be furnished by the IBD in Eng-
lish, Spanish, Portuguese, Italian,

French and German, with the pos-
sibility of other languages being;

added in the future. . .

The transcribed' shows will be
sent to U..S. missions, for distribu-

tion abroad; and .will also be used
to some extent for shortwaving by
Voice of America. The plattered
programs are of a type that the
Voice is not able to produce under
the limitations of its present setup.
According to a Voice spokesman,
the farming out plan is aimed at

getting the best in radio technique
from private agencies; and is in
keeping with the idea of Congress
that /thC' Voice Should cooperate
with private enterprise in achiev-

ing its aims.

Kids Get WJEK Kudos In

Traific Safety Program
Detroit, March 22.

Traffic safety for school ehildren
is the theme of WJBK-TV's newest
program; "Green - Pennant Pa-
trol," inaugurated last week in

cooperation with the Detroit
Times, will televise that paper's
weekly award to one of metropoli- :

tan Detroit's 10,000 patrol boys« .
.

Fourteen»year-old Larry Schmel* •

zer was the star of the first tele-

cast. Larry grabbed a little girl

as she was falling' beneath the
wheels of a car and pulled her to
safety last Feb. 7. Larry received
a medal and official .police depart-
ment citation from Mayor Van
Antwerp.

if takes-a lot fo-costT«r litHe !

iiil

MM

,

WBBM has what it takes to cost less

than any competing Chicago station.

Because it delivers so much more!

A LOTt WBBM builds and produces more -

of the "most popular'Mocal shows •?

than any competing station; Bight now,

9 out of the 10 top-rated local

daytime programs in Chicago are on WBBM.
(Ajid the tenth is a tie.}''

FOR LiSSi Because WBBM's local

originations capture far bigger audiences^

they deliver each prospective customer

for your product at far less cost

than the local shows of any other

Chicago station.

To get more listeners at less cost

—

buy WBBM . . . Chicago's most sponsored

station for 2S consecutive years.

Afulw of Chlcofio, Ncv.-Dtc. IHS

WBBM
Chicago's Showmanship Station

Columbia Owned—SOfiOO watta
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'Hustle & Go' NAB Meet
Continued from pass Kt i

eASineering sessions actually begin

fhurisday, April 7, and continue

through Saturday, with top tech-

nicians of industry and government
on the agenda. While highly tecli-

nical for the most part, the pror

gram includes discussions on re-

cent broadcasting developments^ of

interest to radio people generally.

Among these will be a progress

report on the use of the ultra-high

frequency band in. television by
Dr. Thomas B. Goldsmith, Jr„ re-

search director of DuMont. The
report will take up reception prob-

lems in the UHF band, tlfe status

Tom Cork's NAB Role
Washington. March 22.

Attorney General Tom Clark
Jieads the roster of: government
officials who will address the
27th annual convention of the
National Assn. of Broadcasters
next month in Chicago. Clark
will be principal speaker at

the April 12 luncheon. He will

talk -on small business aspects
adio.

> Wayne Coy,: chairman of the
FCC, win address the conven-
'tion on April 11.

of receiving and transmitting
equipment for UHF, and an allo-

cation plan for UHF stations.

Other papers will deal with
Iconoscope film pickup systems,
kinescope recording, operation of
the image orthicon camera^' recent
advances in facsimile, and develop-
ment of superpower FM stations.

The management half of the con-
vention begins Sunday, April 10,
and continues through April 13.

On the first day, the unaffiliated
stations will convene, and it is ex-
pected their sessions will be the
liveliest of the convention, for it

Is independents who have been
. feeling sales pressures from all

sides. 'On Monday morning there
will be meetings of the executive
committees of NAB, with the after-
.noon devoted to sales problems.

An important meeting of FM mem-
bers of NAB will be held on this

day. ;

Tuesday morning, the convention
will take up station public relations

at the management level, with dis-

cussions on programming news,
employee relations and community
activities.

The afternoon will be given to

discussions relating to the North
American Regional Broadcasting
Conference to be held in Canada
next September^ Broadcast Musics
Inc., Broadcast Meifsnrement "Bu^
reau, and other Industry problems.

Wednesday,, television will hold
forth, with more attention given
the medium than at any previous
NAB gathering, . On this last day
of the convention, it is expected
that broadcasters will be given the
last word on expansion of the me-
dium, after the freeze is lifted.

Programs for the engineering
conference have been mailed to
NAB members. The agenda for
the management sessions Is ex-
pected to be completed this week.

Supreme Court but the FCC was
upheld.
Bulova theQ filed to transfer the

station to his brother-in-law, Harry
Henshel, prexy of WOV and parti

owner of WNEW. O'Dea, a W7<r
stockholder in WNEW, then filed
for an injunction against the trans-
fer and Bulova withdrew this ap-
plication. Last year he proposed
to sell WOV to General Broadcast-
ing Co., but under the AVCO sys-
tem Victory came in with a match-
ing bid, whereupon General with-
drew, Bulova then amended his
application to transfer to Victory.

Followup Comment
' Continued from pagt 26 ;isss

hegira, Fletcher Markle has en-
trenched the program on a surer
Gotham footing.

Richards
^Continued .from pagC' M-i

decision to clear out, although not
financially, from operation Of his
stations. But the Commission has
left the door open to pursue its in-
vestigation, if the plan of transfer
doesn't fill the bill. The agency
will not buy, it was reported, any
arrangement in which there is not
absolute guarantee that there will
be no more slanting of news on the
three stations.

Wheeler said the request for
continuance was being made "not
for the purposes of delay but . . ,.

to meet the delicate situation" aris-
ing- from-Rlchards' -illness_He-en=t

CIRCLING THE KILOCYCLES

Jacksonville, N. C—tester L.

Gould, owner of WJNC, has re-

turned from the Caribbean after

covering Second Marine Division
maneuvers for the Tobacco net-

work. He made several wlje-re-
corded broadcasts featuring Marine
Corps brass for the net.

Rome, N. Y.-^I>ouls A. Barile,
for .five years a staff announcer at

WIBX, Utica, is now a disk jockey
at WKAL here.

. Greensboro, N. d—WMIT (FM)
held open house in its new studios
in the Charlotte News buildini;^
March 2. This was its formal open4
ing although some programs have
originated here for several weeks.
Station is owned by Gordon Gray,
of Winston-Salem. . v

Atlanta—Two new faces have
been added at WCON, ABC outlet
here, owned and operated by At-
lanta Constitution. W. Dean Kaye,
Canadian-born

:
spieler, has joined

I
announcing staff. Ed J. Hennessy,
former advertising manager of
WRBL, Columbus; Ga., station, has
joined WCON's sales staff.

The Teitas Rangers,

America's greatest western

act, for many years stars of

jradio, ^screen and stage,

now are starring in their

own television show on

CBS-Los Angeles Times

station KTTV each Mon-

day evening. They star,

too, on the CBS coast^to-

coast network each. Satur-

day afternoon,-4-4:30 EST.

The Texas Ratigers tran-

scriptions, used on scores

of stations from coast to

coast, have achieved Hoop-

eratings as high as 27.4.

Advertisers and stations

—we have a new and even

bette r sale s p llihl "Ksk~

about it!

ARTHUR B. CHURCH
'Protfuctfona

KAN tA t CITY 6^ MISSOURI

Don HoUenbeck continues to
perform a notable public service
via his "CBS Views the Press,"
pointing out the failures, omissions
and faults of the N. Y. daily news-
papers, and thus keeping them on
their toes. Saturday's (19) 15-
minute airer was devoted to one
item—the so-called Trenton (N. J.)
"Scottsboro" case, and the strange
sluff-off the N. Y. dailies in the
main have given the story. Hol-
lenbeck said it might develop into
another Sacco - Vanzetti cause
celebre. Case concerns six Negroes
reportedly, railroad to the death
house on a murder charge. Com-
menting on the attention the case
has aroused abroad, among organi-
zations and unions, and in. some
of the political or : social magazines,
Hollenbeck cited chapter and verse
to point out the way the N; Y.
press (with exception of the Post
and late Star) ignored the case
from the start, including its latest

,

ramifications. Hollenbeck punches'
hard and tellingly, but in simple,
restrained manner, presenting the
facts and letting them speak for
t-hemfielves.^This- is first-raf.f» radio
journalism—and quite a ' slap at
newspapers;:

closed affidavits from two physi
clans which, he said, make It

'abundantly clear. . ; that the hold

Wilmineton, Del.--Eddie Lee,
singer-pianist air veteran, -has
joined WAMS and WAMS-PM as

imperil Mr. Richards' life.

Wheeler stated that Richards
frequently told friends he planned
to retire on his 60th birthday,
which Was yesterday (19) and that
before "the latest relapse" in his
health which compelled his return
to Palm Springs he had planned to
attend a celebration in Detroit to
be tendered by his employees on
that occasion at which time he was
to have announced his retirement."

In his petition to the FCC for
postponement of the hearing, Rich-
ards indicated that in view of his
failing health he intends within
30 days to submit to the commis-
sion an application to transfer the
voting control of all stock owned
by him in the three corporations.
This revived rumors of sale ofKMPC to NBC, which has been on.
and off for the past five years.
NBC is said to be interested but
not at *'the last quotation of
$2,000,000'.

live shows and special events. Bob
Brodie, former newspaper man,
has been added to the staff to head
up public relations.

Hartford—-Ralph S. Silver/ Jr.,
has moved from his post of sales-
man in the commercial department
of WTHT here to seat Of station
manager of WLNA at Peekskill,

Buffalo—WEBR, Mutual outlet
here, will be represented by the
Kat; Agency effective April 4.

*

N.Y. Labor
Continued from page 27

;
Chicago^^ohn Blair & Co., sta-

tion reps, picked up two more ad-
counts in Texas: KWFT, Wichita
Falls, and KEPO, El Paso.
Detroit—Sinclair Refining Corp.,

through Hixson-O'Donnell Adver-
tising, Inc., New York, has ordered
five chainbreaks weekly on WXYZ
for 13 weeks. Sweets Co. of Amer-
ica, through Moselle & Eiseh CO.,
ordered three one^minute spots
weekly on WXYZ for 10 weeks.

Cerebral - palsy, its origin, effect
and possible cure, got a dramatic
workout via "The Kid Next Door''
stanza on WMCA, N. Y.'s public
service series; "Inside New York,"
on Friday (18): night's airing.
Though primarily a clinical item,
Allen

;
Boretz's script; bore the

stamp of authenticity inasmuch as
his youngster is a victim of the
malady. A competent cast con-
tribbed moving performances that
undoubtedly held listeners atten-
tion, even if not particularly inter-
ested in context of program:
For dramatic purposes the case

history of the Parkers was' em-
ployed. Young parents are
panicked when their youngster
does not act like other youngsters
of his age. Subsequent examina-
tion reveals child a victim of eere-

Tf

of Musicians, and other unions and
guiltts,

Opinion among radio labor reps
was divided, with some pointing
out that lit certain situations
unions favqr overall agreements.
In Boston, for instance, AFRA tried
to secure a uniform contract but
stations turned down the proposal
on the grounds that their differ

St. Louis—A new AM station,
KWRE, Warrenton, Mo

, began
broadcasting last week. Remote
studios have been established at
Washington and St. Charles, Mo.
Les" Ware, forifferly with" KXLW,
St. Louis county, is gen. mgr.

ences in power, policrand '^o^-
j

jTlnl ^I'^'^^Z^.lix.T^^l

Louisville ^ Mrs. George S. i

Partridge, wife of WINN special!
events director, is chairman of

I

Town Hall Committee of the I

Louisville Federation of Teachers I

bringing Dr. George V. Denny

for placing child in mental insti-

tution. Wife rebels against this,
and after a series of treatment the
youngster shows signs of recovery
to a normal life. It was all neatly
done* These sort of programs rate
a wide audience.

WOV Decision
; ConEInued from page 24

;

I
have so many applications arisen

; in connection with efforts to sell a

j

station. Even before the multiple
ownership rules : were formally

1 adopted, Bulova filed an applica-
,

tion to sell WOV to the Mester
,
Bros. Because of the war, he later
j-wlthdrew-the -application^ explain-
.
ing that he had been asked by the
government to retain the station

I

under his control because of Its

I

foreign language broadcasts.

I Some time later, Bulova again
I
applied to sell the outlet to the

I

Mesters but the transaction Was
denied by the FCC becau.se of vlo-

jlations by the Mesters of Federal

I

Trade Commission rules. The
Mesters carried the case to the

• • • I •! )
I

•
f )

sonnel were too great. In Los An
geles and Chi, however, AFRA
does have uniform pacts with sta-
tions being classified into three
categories. In New York City the
situation Is more complex, with
stations more greatly differen-
tiated.

Uniform deals, it's pointed out,
have both advantages and disad-
vantages for the unions. In some
cases, organizers reason, pro-labor
stations can be held back by other
stations. But in other instances,
it's argued, antHabor toppers can
be swaye4 by more moderate
forces.

Other union leaders claim tliat
•if the stations are raising the issue

it can't be good for labor." They
state that guilds might suffer be-
cause tactical advantages of tim-
,jns would be lost to employees.
They add that managements are
making the suggestion with the
knowledge that they are niore
united than the, unions and that
the lal)or organizations' differences
would only be intensified by uni-
form pacts.

Radio employees have an over-
all organization, the Assn. of

ing to town, to originate at Me-
morial Auditorium April 5.

Cleveland — Al Henderson,
^E5A .president, now flack at
NBC's-'WTAM, succeeding Ralph
Eckhart. t

;
Pittsburgrh^ane Schiiltz has re-

signed from WWSW staff after I

more than four years to join Mu-

1

sical Corp. In New York. She'll
write continuity and do some an- '

nouncmg for that outfit, which I

pipes canned music Into stores In
and around Manhattan ... Sid

Both CBS, NBC
SB Cpntinued from page 27 s

edy scripted by Jesse Oppen-
heimer.

A new Cy Howard 30-mlnute
show. Howard already is repre-
sented by the top-Hooperated "My
Friend Irma" and "Life With
Luigl."

A dramatic show called "Make
Believe Town," about Hollywood

Philadelphia—Carl Owen, vet-

Broadcast Unions and Guilds' but ' hAi'I^Vu*" a^?"'*
•="'"^'^5' ^'^''^

ABUG has not been an important
•^'^^^•"P^d by Ackerman.

factor in the city's labor relations ^ half-hour Rudy VaJlee pro-
picture.- - ^^l-gfam.createdLlbyiester Gottlieb.

{

The new Jerry Lawrence-Bob
I

Lee situation comedy, "Young
eran bWd'caTterTnd a^Jmber^of i^"^^'",*'*'* Waldo, about
the WCAU staff for the last eiehf '

* '^""ese freshmen with
-

' a yen to get marriedyears, has been named assistant to

wr ATT
.?-&*^'""«"' WCAU andWCAU-TV commercial manager.

A talent-showcase program with
Clifton Fadlman, tentatively called.. — * T ^ uwuiHiei-L-iai manager. -""<"«« '. ouiiuau, icuiitiiveiy uaiiea

James F. Coyle, asst. commercial 1
Columbia Stage Door," created

manager of the station since 1943, by Irving Mansfield. Auditioned
Will concentrate his activities on
sales of both media^

_„ as a one-hour program. It will proh
.., J ably be cut .down to a half-hour.

'
' ' 5 . "I <t (* '< 'i m I i i ) ) ) /

Berlin has been taken on a« .salesman at WWSW. He t«L*
over the post left vacant when SnJPhilson recently switched to KOV
. . . Thomas P. O'Connor, na™veteran and onetime internal rw^
»»/ff

«8™t' 1»W Joined KDKAsWm

<t.Ji^'"£?1?;
City-Election of p. aSugg to the office vlce-presidonf

and director of WKY has been «S*nounced by B. K. Gaylord nr«„^'
dent of the OklahomrCity o?gan:ization. Sugg came to WKY owrthree years ago as manager 15,Win continue in that capacitv n;
rectors of the company eleoS';Sugg in a business meeting Ma *h

Abe Burrows
BB Covtlnned from, page 25

pression was that Burrows wm
headed for the NBC camp. He had
been negotiating with the latter
network, and. In view of NBC's de-
termined bid to recapture program
prestige. It was considered a vlr.
-tflsLcertainty that he'd wind uo
on the Nlles Tranimell ipayroU (If

«

recalled that Burrows literally
wowed the NBC crowd at the web'g
convention in Sun Valley last fall)

Initial Burrows project for CBS
win be a half-hour show for him.
self which he'll also write. Under
terms of the deal he's also com'
mltted to write other programs for
the web.

Originally a scripter In radio
("Duffy's Tavern," Dinah Shore,
Joan Davis, etc;), Burfowi
branched out on his own a few
years back and was sponsored by
Llsterine on CBS last year In a
15-minute Saturday evening pro'
gram, e

YEAR
ROUND
ESTATE

55 aerti overlooking Ramapo
Mti.' Vi hr. G«o. Wash. Irldg*. 1

hr. djownlowii N Y. Macadam
driv* windi through proptrty fo

Gtorgian rtiidanea, built '37.

.Haaiixl for low-coit oparotien. Ex-

catlmt pr«>war~cehitructioir;'~Slolt'

roof, 20" foundatton. ComplMtlif
IniHlated; brau plumbing, random'

width oak Hoar*, kitehan tiiod jo

eailing, larg* Monti maiai top ilfc

rqnga: 14 roomSi 3 fircplacn, 2

dtaulngt roomt, 5'/i til* balhi,

stall ihowcr, eoneaalod bar witli

•laetric icabox and link in piM>

pantlad library; eii-fir*d oir-eeiidl'

tioning, awningod porch, flagitoM

dining tarroct, 2-car attached gar.,

evarhaad door*. Cottage; 6 roomi.

:

IV2 bMhc oil heat. Burnt 2>car

for., 8 box ttaiU, taekroom, 3-room

1 bath' dpt.; hayloft; Cow bar*: 4*

tianchloM. .. room and bath, loft.

Kannals, ehicktn houin, iMmintr

houMt. Ployhoui* with bar, flog

tarraea, grills, iwimming poeli ftd

by two brooks and springs: CoHnly

thoutra, schools, churches storeii

bus and train 3 miles, frie*

$75,000. Phone week-days. Market

3-7584.

'NOVEL"
Newt Age Herald

BirmlHgham. Als>

WUTKK?
For Ivory Flakes .

CBS, IWon. thru Fri.

2:45-3 P.M.

With JOHN K M. MeCAFFERV
Written ami DIreetcd by

ADDISON SMITH

(See page ,,1 'inO
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INn POP MUSIC AT ITS PEAK
AS£AP Board Rejects TV Papent

Plan on Use of Copyright Music

Hildcgarde's Decca Disk
HUdegarde makes her first re-

cordings in a year and a Jialf when
she cuts two sides this :\<eelt for
Decca. Cafe name has not made I

-anything since the lifting of thel
Aftverican Federation of Musicians;
dislc ban early in December and I

didn't do anything while the ban I

was on.
I

She'll cut "It's a Big Wide, Won-'i
derful World," and "O' My Dar-
ling" in New York.

I

Television industry proposal of+

«.flle of payment for the use on

Si£ of m"sic controlled by the

&m«ican Society of Composers

whnrs and Publishers, did not

S with tSe approval, of the So-

ws director board in meetmg

Thursday (17) m New York. Board

Lrned the proposal; wliich actual-

w was a counter-offer to .one pre-

\ made by the ASCAP tele

SftteTtck to the latter body

jr aflditional negotiation with

Ihe video representatives. Some

of this was done at a meeting Mon-

Sav (21) afternoon and another

meeting is scheduled for today

ASCAP*board's rejection of the
\

tele plan of payment does not, its
i

emphasized, mean that the two fac-
,

tions have reached loggerheads on

a coin plan. It simply means that

the Society's board was not too

happy with the tele men's initial

ideas of, what they should pay lor

copyrighted -music. ASCAP s di-

rectors and executives are deeply

aware of two things in the nego-

1

tiations
' which must.be heavily,

ransidered (1) that the Society has , .
Maior music publishers are bum-

nbtained only representation rights '
mg at a new music sales package

-from members for a brief two-year
\

being marketed by Lyle Engel out

period and' they must deliver sat-

isfactory results or the rights

might not be wnewed, and (2) that

an initial deal sets a precedent. If

its terms are too low there's al-

\vaye an uphill fight to improve !

them. Plus which, during even the
]

aepartment, stores and has been ap

next two years, as television reve- 1
preaching major publishers for the

nue rises, regular AM revenue to right to use their tunes—at a 3/4e,

the Society figures to go down and

Col. Records Seen Cutting Retafl

Price to 60c» Setting Trend

Engels Tackage'

(39c Sheets, Disks)

Burns Major Pubs

of New. York. It consists' Of two
sheets of music and two recordings
of: the same tunes combined on
one piece of laminated cardboard
selling for 39c." Engel assertcdly
is selling the items to chain and

must, be compensated for.

However, Society heads empha-
size that the nejgotlations, in view
of iele's future, are more or less

still in the embryonic stage. Ap-
parently there's no cert'ainty that

a deal will be concluded before
April 1; when the organization's
30-day extension of $1 year blanket
contractSi which had been extend-
ed for 60 days from Dec. 31, ex-
pires. Society's director board will

meet this morning (Wednesday) to

consider another extension in the
event a contract is not concluded
with tele before next week:

royalty, covering the sale of bptW
music and recprding. Majors so
far are turning him down;

Development is an 8x10 inch
piece of stiff cardboard carrying a
full chorus of both music and lyric

of a song, on eaclv side. Grooved
right into the printing of the tune
is a "recording" of the same niel-

ody. Diameter of the recording, of

course, is less than the eight-inch

width'of the sheet. There's a spin-

dle hole in this oblong "disk,'' the
same as in the regular recording.

And the sound isn't bad (laminated
method of recording is the same as
that used by Columbia Records).

_ .Pubjishers. are not_only_put_ojjt

by the cheap price of the combina-
tion of two songs and two records

(one piano copy of a pop hit costs,

about'the same price, with tax),

but they're beefing loudly over En-
gel's nerve in asking for the rights

to their tunes at that ^c. royalty.

I

For example, the statutory royalty

to I rate for recording is 2c, and song-
Royalty rate to

songwriters for sheet music sales

vary, but the average is 3c. a copy.:

In other words, Engel wants to pay

pubs %c royalty for the right to

Use material that earns songwriters

fiiany tirtlcs that much in royalties

through normal channels.

By ABEL GREEN
Music as an international Ian

guage has .been manifest in Tin-
Pan Alley ever since the period
immediately preceding World War
I. That is, up to 1943. Interna-
tional • song hits captured the
American imagination until halted
by the late fracas. But now a
renaissance in international pop
music looms i a mannej? to eclipse
anything that has gone before.- I

Gathering momentum in '48, asi
the One World idea in everything 1

became accented in relation to pop
tunes, this year sees the dominant
hits of the moment originating
from overseas. Perhaps it is not
for nought that the tempo
of the westerns, hillbilly or "corn"
tunes have been so prominently
to the fore in recent months, as
witness "Hair of- Gold, Eyes of
Blue," "You Call Everybody Dar-

i

ling," "You Were Only Fooling,'' i

"My ' Happiness,'' "Buttons and i

•

Bows," "A Little Bird Told Me!
That You Loved Me," etc.

I

But against these native Yanki
pops have come a flock of^British
and Continental tunes to pucker]
the American whistle and inspire !

the Yankee terpers. Not that the I

,^

(Continued on page 43)

Getting Into the Act
: Hollywood, March 22.

It smacks of publicity, but
Dennis Morgan and Warner
musical director Ray Heindorf
are supposed to be composing
a new tune, "The Jane Wyraan
Waltz." Idea . apparently
stemmed from the success' of
"The Humphrey Bogart
Rhumba."
"

It's probably only coincij-

dental that Morgan currently
is co-starring with Miss Wy-
man in "The Octopus and Miss
Smith."

Decca s '48 Drop

In Gro^ Earnings

For Tear of Ban

Musicraft Snag

Ends, Vaughan In

Col. Term Deal

f - Columbia Records was reported
late last week as preparing to an-
nounce a reduction in the retail
price ; of jts. popular . 78 rpm record^
ings from the current 75c (79c
with tax) to 60c. Frank White,
president of CRC, simply stated
"no comment'' ..when queried if ;

such a move 'was in the wind. But
he did rtot, deny it. , Date is said

'

to. be,'A pril.-l. %
. In the event, Columbia does drop
its price for the 78 rpm issues, Co-
lumbia will have made the first

.

move toward breaking the price
'

level for major labels that vvas
reached over a year ago. And the

I

move has been, expected. Poj re-
cording, sales have not risen.out of .:

the slump- into which the industry
;

dropped soon after the war* and ,

I

the con.sensus of opinion is that
I
the price level in view of current

I

economic conditions is mainly re-
I sponsible. ^

That is more or less substantia
ated by department store, hea^s
who have within %he past six •

months been handling the cheaper -

j

lines such as Eli Oberstein's Var-,

.

I sity disk.s, the new Hy-Tone - label

I
put .out by Signature Records a .

i
few weeks back, and the Spotlight

.

I platters. These retail from 37e to

;
44c with tax, and the record di-

Decca Records last week i.s.sued

financial statement to stock-
holders covering 1948, which cited ._ , .... „
a drop in gross earnings from the i vision men handling them" "have
$32,508,718 total compiled in i put the disks into competition; on
1947 to $23,867,020 achieved dur- 1 counters with major labels. They
ing a year when the- American ! have very definite views; oil coin-
Federation of Musicians recording I parisons.
ban existed. Sliced gross never-, ifs flatly stated, for example, by
theless turned out a fairly good one that top artists on 75c records
dividend for Decca's 776,650 stock

I holders. They earned . $1.I0 a
I
share out of net earnings Of $854,-<

i 574, as against the $2,08 per share

I

distributed in 1947 on the basis of
net earnings- of $1,618,548.

Decca's statement points out-that
1948 was a year of, readjustment

AFMRule^DueOn

Spivak vs. WM
Charlie Spivak's attempts to _..

wiggle out of his contract with the
I

writers get half
William Morris agency, which has
been bent on going out of the band
booking business, may be decided
this week or next. American Fed-
eration of Musicians is expected to
hand down <a decision oh Spivak's
plaint against the agency and his
application to have the union de-
clare his pact invalid.

1
Spivak claims breach of contract I Ciini-ami* A«k€ i hu Ifl

against Morris. But on what basis i
iJUpreine lUU lU

neither he nor Morris is willing to
be very clear. It has been said
that Spivak's deal with the agency
called for the latter, to provide him
with dates at sufficient coin so asw guarantee his band costs and
expenses, which includes a weekly

do not haVe hajf. the attraction
tlieyt.bnte had for customers—-un-
les§;,that artist- happen^ to he on a:,

hit soiig; In Other Words, buyihR
of tpp; price disks Is -festriCted to
something customers actually vvant
badly enoligh to .pay the price,

, , , 1
That no longer do his patrons pick

It was marked by a return to a up three or four disks at a time,
normal demand for disks from- the

|
They do the latter now in the

wartime bopm sales. The same
|
lower-price record division.

r™nfp«.''^?o„?^^fi^"''?'* I

Columbia could, with a returncompanies; recording sales have I

to the 60c tap, begin a -reyers*

fn nin " F""*"'^-,
"^^eij

i And most dealers agree that such

l,„ if- V^! ""ove would meaa ^ healthier
ban which occupied IVA months recording business.

: Sarah Vaughan finally got free
of her Musicraft Records contract

last week and the next day picked
up. on a new Columbia Record term
deal. Singer's attorney and Musi-
craft execs and attorneys made a

deal via 'which she was released to

CRC only minutes, before all step-

ped into a N. Y. court Thursday
(17) for a hearing on an application

, "rVhp"ZVr T«Tr^o«™c<,V'"„""i''
designed _to force. Music_r.ft_ to re.

, ±}^'.n'tlleJ%^?^^t
that niijiny : good :,s.oi)gs • *ere

withheld from the market btsCause

_designed__io lorce. j\iusiui-ai.i__iu lkz
\ f

. nn' sale
lease her, or resume contractual .j^jg
obligations, i.e., record ; her, pay '

claimed royalty arrears, etc.

Deal finally made with Musicraft
called for the singer to waive some
$7,500 in back royalties due her,

pay Musicraft attorneys $1;.'500 in

fees, accept 50% of agreed upon
royalties from the future sale of

material she made in the past for

the indie label, and to record four

more sides for Musicraft; on her
regular 5% royalty basis

of the ban.
As of Dec. 31 last, Decca's as-

sets totalled $9,629,374 and liabili-

ties ran up to $4,784,368. . Cash
and accounts receivable totalled
$6,574,540, or $456,838 higher than
liabilities. At the same time last

year, liabilities exceeded cash and
due coin by $2,607,843

Cap's '48 Gross

Jumps Over 16%
Capitol : Records tur^^ a

solid financial statiemeht for 1948
la.st week, pointing up a slightly

Decca has not used any more of
|
higher than 16% increase in net

Hassle Over Handling

Of 'Little Bird' Platter

Los Angeles, March 22.

Supreme Records' hassle with
over latter'sguarantee against a percentage of ,

Black & White
tne band's earnings to his ex-wife Ipressing and distributioii ot hu
and that Morris hadn't lived up preme's click platter

10 the agreement. . :

.At any rate Spivak last Week
withdrew at the last minute al-
most, from a scheduled opening
"St mght (Tuesday) at JFrank
"alley s Meadowbrook, Cedar
tS' asserting that at the
W.UOO guarantee against 30% of

fin,
he couldn't come out

tteS'^K A« ^''^ «8reed to play

TOntrart
"^^^"^ '^^"^^

^B'way Decca's Mecca
a vfpn^

Records will make almost , ha''ndnng"distribution jfor Supreme

aires hoa?"'^*P °^ Broadway the- ; until three weeks ago when Al Pat-

Jordan ""^ week. Louis ! rick. Supreme topper, set up offices

todav (wS^"* Paramount
j
in New York and Chicago,

kin? n,^!!.^"?*^»y>' Gordon Jen- -r-^ ^ ,^

Little Bird

Told Me" by Paul Watson, has

reached Superior Court. Supreme
is charging a discrepancy in the

amount ot money it has collected

via the arrangement and is asking

for $16,000 more.
Supreme had secured an injunc-

tion preventing Black & White

from pressing or distributing any

platters, including its own, until an

accounting could be made, but the

injunction was vacated after three

days when Paul Reiner. B&W
proxy succeeded In getting an olcay

to make and- market plattery's own

wares. Black & While had been

MiKiirraft orieinallv wanted the i

54,000,000 loan it arranged
. sales over the previous year. Total

singer t^ Dar$10 000 ^
of for '48 ran to $16.862,540-as against

?e^lasP DlSfvvaivins the ro^^^^^^^^
At the

,
the $14,510,206 pyramided in '47.

^h.fmak r/Iix siis^^ to various factors, the

not a/reeable Again Musicraft " withdrawn, but no further part
j

company's net earnings for '48 ran

r«L hack and offered a 1^^^^^^^
°f " ^^^^ I" fact, nearly $1,000,000 higher than thecame back and ottered a lower casn
5333 333 ^y^^ original withdrawal previous year, Total reached
has been returned. ' $l,3l5i847 as sgaiiisf $318^^^

|'47.;-V'

payment plus all the other angles

This too was refused. Finally, the

accepted terms were broached and
agreed to. Quit-claim signatures

were hardly cold when Miss
Vaughan was at Columbia Records

picking up a five-year deal she

signed last Jan. 3, and which was
delayed when CRC was advised of

the Musicraft complications.

Columbia had recorded Miss

Vaughan some time ago on. two
sides, and the backgrounds for two
more were made because she got

Novelty Band (Ingle) For

Dailey's Meadowbrook

I stockholder earnings amounted
! to $2.60 for holders of 476,230

>•ow ('^Wc/^*^^ '^8P'tol tomor-j Southern '."uff
goes Infn i^y^ """l Guy Lombardo Diamond to pacts covering pUWl-

Oniv Vhi D^^'o»?d Friday (25). cation of .his Wfef..*?'"«"y the Hoxyls iriis^ng. i voice, piano «n4 or«he«tra.

choru»i

Pieces of Common, which was a big
jump oyer the 56c earned by the

kCi •
1.1 M -lii. ' stock the previous year. Coin

OtriCtly a WOVeliy t statement also pointed up a goodly

Frank Dailey was forced into ex-
: [^"f^^J^yt^S't*,^^^^

perimenting with a hoVelty band ]

— ^»7:7?^<t to S.i.473.647.

for his MeadoWbrook, C^dar Grove, I

Of course, a fair chunk of Cap's

N. J. And hi^'ll watch the rfesults j

large Ittcrease in net earnings foir

- -
, „ . w,. , ^ .carefully for comparisons with the!*?st year was. d^^

sick and couldn't smg. one duo-
1 j^^^g danc^ band policy he has American Federation of Musi-

=_ ,u„ 1.
^j^^g ^p^^ ^^^j, jjjg ' clans ban was on and no disking

years |

was allowed for more than 11

Dailey debuted Red Ingle's W,fltlis. T<iO, n^ royalties per
Natural Seven at Meadowbrook last I

'6<?ord sold money was handed ove^

night (Tuesday) for a three-day |

to the AFM for the enUre year. ,

run. Elliot Lawrence works one ,

'^^ *—
night (Friday) and is followed by
Bobby Byrne Saturday <26). Liit-

St. Louis, March 22.
| ter band stays for three weeks un-

President Truman's favorite ditty, 1 til Jimmy Dorsey opens.
1

"The Missouri Waltz,'' may become
|

Dailey originally had Charlie
!

the "official st^^

bed in the vocals to these back-

grounds late last week.

IISSOURI WALTr MAY

BECOME STATE SONG
Mpls. Needs Seating

Minneapolis, March 22.

^ ^
With the municipal auditorium' ;

Biate ^«..6. Rec^ntiy, r Spivak 'to - op^^^^^ night ~(Tues-There- unable to meet the- deinand-:t

a committee of state solons in ses- day), but Spivak cancelled out be- I

for dates from concert impresarios,

Sinn at Jefferson Citv approved a i cause of his contract tiff with the i
spons promoters, etc., additional

measure to make it official. i
William Morris agency (see sepa- 1

Pressure is being put on the U. of

TWO years ago, when tlie sugges- ' rate story). On short notice, !

Minnesota board of regents to

lion was first made, songwriters. ;
Dailey was forced to get what he :

>wake its 5,000-seat Northrop audi-

pro and tyro, flooded legislators
,

could, and Ingle, in N, Y. for a |

toriuni and 18,000-seat Field House

with ditties
'

that the writers ' television show, was the only avail- 1
available for rentals,

thought should the official state
j

able answer. And lie sJso became I
.S.o Jar the plea Jtax,b^AJO.9Q->.

jgng. 'an experiment. » 1 avail.
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Macy's. N;y. PreemsWe of RPHTs

,

Sj^l^hting CoL, Victor Booths
Macy's New York department

+

store began the battle of the

rVm's last week with the establish-

ment of two sales booths, one

demonstrating Columbia Records

Microgroove Long-Playing record-

InM and other demonstrating RCA-
Victor's new 45 rpm platters, side

by side. Huge ads Sunday (20) in

daily newspapers cited the "battle

of the record speeds."

Columbia's booth drew attention

Monday (21) due to a new player

machine being marketed by

Lincoln Engineering Co.. St. Louis.

This equipment, which isn't in the

low-price class, .plays both LP aftd

conventional 78 recordings. But

It plays the LP's automatically, and

uses both sides—plus using the

seven, 10 and 12-inch disks inter

Mel AUen's Sports Tune
Mel Alien, sportscaster, is co-

writer of a tuiie that's now seek-
ing a publisher and/or a record-
ing. It's titled, "Don't Forget to
Touch All Those Bases."

Allen collaborators are Walter
Bishop an' Alan Courtney; latter
was a co-writer of "Joltin' Joe
DiMaggio" years ago.;

J. DORSEY SEHLES FOR

115G IN HOME FIRE LOSS

Tops of the Tops
RetaU Disk SeUer

"Crulsgig Down the River"

Retail Sheet Mnsio SeUer
"Cruising Down the River"

"Most Requested" Disk
"Cruising Down the River"

Seller on Coin Maehinea
"Cruising Down the River"

King Preps 1st

Pop Ksk Issue

Pub Squav^ to DA Over bdn

Recorders Royalty Statements

WBMiisic'»HolIaiidRep

King Records vvill debut within the

next 10 days. It's a pairing of

"Pal-ing Around 'With You'* .an,d

I

''Why Should t Worry!' tiy; L^
Carlylej the Satisfieirs .and I'ony

Mottola's small

isides w^ niade ' fdonte by the

Satisfiers fOr fjuture releaise : and
King has signed. Al Gerhak, Arthur

Godfrey,' tali^nt wiiin^^

;SOl0S.;.-.^.i,.-';;y.:.,:,^ '

V King.',pnlj^.^^^r^^^ decided on
goihjg into tile j>pt) ; field

. '(majority

l,^nnr, iin a ^'^-r,ape^ hnnklpt dp- 1
"""'y "dmageu. ne ma lose of its Issues in the past have been

SeS to^xpla'Ke 45 dfiks and 000 recordings however. hillbilly, novelty Jazz, race, etc.)

the equipment that plays them to !

. ^^^'f
^ « wife, who was badly and it signed Dewey Bergman,

Hollywood, March 22.
'

Jimmy Dorsey managed to coIt

mrxed 'Vcan"handle"u7 to'-^S
\

Ject $115,000 in insurance covering

hours of continuous music without "'e/oss of his Toluca Lake home

attention. Another machine, mar- by fire a few weeks ago. Actually,

keted by General Instrument, will 1

damage was higher

ill thrpp <!nppd<! Tt uses a I

^^^^ ^^^^ Dorsey asseitedly

S-speed S^^^ $130,000, but settled

arm to reproduce the 33. 45 ind 78 l?'^ ^^e lower figure. His exten-

sp^ed disks, a spindle block being '

f.^''
manuscript library, mcident-

used to fill the larger center hole ' ^"y- .^^s saved because it was

of the 45s. Victor, incidentally, has l f;^^?'^
» ^'ng

oi uic Tioo. V
. _ _

J , _ ( badly damaged. He did lose 19.-

4- A major New York music pub*
Usher has taken a complaint to
the N. Y. district attorney con*
cerniiig fraudulent royalty state-

ments made by a N. Y. indie record
manufacturer. Move, more than
anything that has happened in re-

cent months, indicates the increas-
ing refus«|l uniong major pubUsli-

'

:ers^;td\staid :stiU'-^or' ihfr^

evasions of all -kin^s by some indie
;rpeoi^eiis;' i'-y. C ''

'[l

Case handed to the P.A. involves
a statement returjied to the pub
by a fairly prominent indie, which
cited a certain number of sales of
a particular record. Total was far
beneath the number of sales the
head of the firm had boasted about,
and this caused the pub to have
the indie's books audited. They sfe
said to have found the. diskcr to •

clarinetist and well-known expon-
1

{ja^e used two sets^of master nura-

ent of ia?z, died at his home in I bers relating to the same hit re

Amsterdam, March 14.

Les Editions Internationales Ba-
sart. Inc., of this city, has been ap-
pointed representative of the Mu-
sic Publishers Holding Corp. (War-
ner Bros, mu^ic publishing firms)

in this country. : Deal includes the
Harms. Reraick, Witmark, and New
V.'orld Music catalogs.

initial release of pop material by
j
lem"'

^'

IRYIN FAZOLA DIES

IN NEW ORLEANS, 36
Irvin (Fazola) Prestopnik,

,
36,

the public. Dealers will relay them
to record buyers.

burns will disappear, doctors say, ' singers within the next few weeks.

in the fire;
, may have to former Guy Lombardo arranger,

undergo plastis. surgery. Her arm [ as artists and repertoire head, in

Coluiiibia"'Refcords claims that shoulder, particularly the lat-
'
New York. He. is signing a couple

during the past few weeks its , W'^''? seriously scared. Face
'
of bands in addition to other pop

Microgroove sales have steadily
"""" """"^

'

....*u,_ ii ^

risen. There was a lull for a while,

presumably due to indecision

Caused by the confusion of the dif-

ferent speeds, but that apparently

has been dissipated.

Victor, on the other hand, asserts

that dealer . reaction to its 45s,

Which originally was not good, has,

now gone so far beyond expecta-

tions that the company had to ex-

pand its production schedule to

handle debut releases, due the end
of this month.

New Orleans,' March 20.

: In recent months he was playing
with Dixieland band in French

cording. On the firm's books the
numbers were connected with re-

cordings cf public-domain, or roy-

Quarter '..itery. New Orleans, and aUy-free music. But in actual sajies

in weekly jazz jamboree session in ^ae numbers .Wei'e connected with

Parisian room there,

Fazola was top clarinetist with
Bob Crosby, and also, played in

bands of Teddy Powel, Claude
Thornhill and Horace Heidt. He

melody owned by the complaining
publisher. Exactly how the audi-
tors determined > that the entries
were fraudulent is undisclosed;

It's asserted that the case against

sister.

Vote Procedure

Revamp Before

ASCAP Board
Only one resolution was okayed

for submission to the general mem- i

bership meeting next Wednesday
!

(302, In New York, by the_director I

board of the American Society of

Composers, Authors and Publish-
ers, in meeting Thursday (17 ) .

.

That resolution was one t hat
has been fought over many times
before and always knocked down.
It has an effect on ASCAP's
weighted voting system.

In the past, when an issue went
to balloting, the potential votes of

those who had for some reason or
another neglected to cast a ballot,

always have been counted as nega-
tive, that is, against the proposi-

.ti*SB«.« Resolution .okajed for pres-
entation'tb the membership calls

for a change in the society's by-
laws, to eliminate entirely those
Votes not cast. In other words, to
count results only on the basis of
votes actually returned. Many
times in the past issues have been
counted out, despite the fact that
they would have passed if only
those votes actually filed were ac-

cepted. Though the "yeahs" did
outnumber the "nays," the unfiled
.voting power provided the balance
against, It has long been deemed
m- unfair method of vote tabulat-

.
Ing, but was never changed.

:

Pinky Herman submitted
resolution.

the

Discovery Records' In

Canada Distrib Setup
1 ^ Hollywood, March 22.

Discovery Records, Coast liidie
of which Albert Marz, one of the
founders of the Musicratt label,

-Is president, made a Canadian dis-
s^tribution arrangement last week.
M.a.ple_ieaf Records,-Ltd., will han-
dle Discovery's 78 and 33 Micro-
groove Long-playing line above the
border.

Deal calls for Discovery to serv-
ice Maple Leaf with stampers of
«s material, which the latter will
press in Montreal for Canadian
distribution. Maple Leaf also han-
dles the M-G-M label in a Uke
manner.

returned to New Orleans in 1942 I
the indie is clear-cut and the pub-

due to poor, health. I
li.sher apparently intends pressing :

Survived by wife, parents and a i" ihe fullest extent.
• An earlier, almost jis concrete in-

dication of how music publishers
are reacting to indie royalty state-

ments, which they didn't bother
loo much about duriug the war
when business was good, occurred
two weeks ago. Pubs then insisted

that certain indie Anns being given
rates per side lower than the statu-

tory : 2c., 'must :f.{(i^y';..'eyie,ry three
tnonths in 'full;.:.!!' .0^^^

pay the full 2c. rate and account
for sales every 30 days instead Of
quarterly. >

RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS

Survey of retail disk best

sellers, based on reports ob-

tained from leading stores in

12 cities and showing cotn-

parative sales rating for this

and last weeki
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1 1

RUSS MORGAN (Decca)

"Cruising Down the River' 8 1 1 % 1 1 8

2 3
BING CROSBY (Decca) 2" 7 9 5 7 5 X*9Vv.'

MILLS BROS. (Decca)
3 5 -

3 8 "1 Love Xoir So MucM 11" Muris- - 10— »- -e— -2-

4 7
BLUE BARRON (M-G-M)
"Cruising Down the River" S 1 3 2

5A 5

VAUGHN .MONROE (Victor)

"Red Roses for a Blue Lady".,.. 2 •'•'#;.. 7 6 3 5 32

5B 4
BUSS MORGAN (Decca)

10 2 8 5 it ' 4 32

6 6
EVELYN KNIGHT (Decca)

"Powder Face With Sunshine"
,

.

.

8 5 2 8 8 7 28

7 8
GORDON MacRAE (Capitol)

7 2 6 3 26

,8 2
BING CROSBY (Decca)

7 10 1 • .
9 24

9A 9
LES UROWN (Columbia)^ -

"I've Got My Love to Keep Me" • •l' 10 2 20

9B 15

RUSS MORGAN (Decca)
1 \ 20

10 19
SAMMY KAYE (Victor)

8 6 3 16 '

llA 13
DENNIS DAY (Victor)

"Clancy Lowered the Boom" . .

.

9 8 5 10 9 10 15

UB ..

JACK FULTON (Tower)
3 7 15

lie 10

TOMMY DORSEY (Victor)

"Down By the Station" ,
7 15

UD 11

MILLS BROS. (Decca)

"I've Got M.V Love to Keep Me" .

.

3 9 6 15

12A 14
EVELYN KNIGHT (Decca)

"A Little Bird Told Me" 4 6 9 14

12B 12
RUSS MORGAN (Uecca)

"Sunflower" .... 6 2 14

13 16
PATTI PAGE (Mercury)
"So in Love" 6 4 _12

14

RUSS MORGAN (Decca)
"Vnii. Vnii. Vnii Are the One » 9 10

^3
11

15A ..

FRANK SINATRA (Columbia)
4 8 10

15B .

.

' FRANKIE YANKOVIC (Columbia)
1 10

. _i6A JL9-

MEL TORME (Capitol)

. "CareLesa, Hands'.'....^.^-.^ 2 9

Ifi'R

PATTI PAGE (Mercury)
2 9

i:

FIVE TOP
ALBUMS

KISS ME, KATE

roadway Ca$t

Columbia

;.:v::''':^ '2-:,;:.

ST. PATRICK'S DAY

Ring Crosby

Decca

..:'*.-•"

WORDS AND
MUSIC

Vtlrrad Arthh

M-G-M

4 •.'i

STAN KENTON

ENCORES

Iton Konlon

Capitol

8

JAZZ AT THE
PHIIHARMONIC
.. Volamo 9
Variod Artish ,

Mercury

ASCAP Bd. Okays

Plan for Coast

Representation
American Society of Composers,

Authors and Publishers director
board, in meeting in New York
Thursday (17), approved the plan
under which 'Coast members of the
Society will be allowed to set up
a committee of representatives to
keep them in contact with the N.Y.
execs. This plan, broached to the
Coast membership a couple weeks
ago at the semi-annual meeting of
N.Y. execs with the Coast contin-
gent, calls for the latter to elect
a' six-man committee, the chairman
of which will-come east every three
months to huddle with headquar-
ters execs, be informed of what's
going on in the east, and relay
Coast complaints.

Plan was ; deviiied by N.Y. execs
and offered to the Coast men be-
fore the Society's executive board
or director board had been ad-
vised of it. About two xyeeks ago
the plan was explained to the exec
board and last week: the director
board approved it.

ASCAP will pay the transporta-
tion and living expenses in N.Y, of
the rep who comes east each three
months. Si}C-man committee, which
will be named via balloting of the
Coast men, will serve for three
years, the chairmanship rotating
each "six months.

Hollywood. March 22.

'

Committee' of six to rep'
ASCAP members in dealings
with national headquarters in
New York will be named Friday
(25) following tabulation of secret
ballots. Colony of 250 ASCAP,
members now ;s voting on the
committee from a slate of 12
names. . .

Unlike voting system used na-
tionally by ASCAP in choosing. .

board members, balloting for com-
{ mil4ee members -locally" is secret;
Votes will be counted at an open
meeting by a committee of five
tellers headed by Ruby Cowan.

Candidates are Louis Gruenberg,
Archie Gottler, Johnny Green, L.
Wolfe Gilbert, Eddie Heymann,
Walter Kent, Sammy Lerner, Leo
iRobin, Andy Razaf, Harry Ruby,
Harry Warren and Ned Washing-
ton.
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3 Mpk Retailers in 25G Anti-Trust

Suit Against 5 Major Record Labels

Minneapolis, March 22. -

In one of tiie most unique anti-

trust actions ever flled, three local

retail record dealers have begun a

$25,000 3uit in Federal court here

against five major record labels

and 11 other local dealers and dis-

tributors. Trio allege they started

in the record business after being

given to understand they would be

serviced with major record prod-

uct and that rival retail dealer de-

fendants had formed an alliance

designed to halt competition. And
that the distributors had been in-

fluenced against selling product

outside the offending group.

It's alleged that the echelon of

retailers being sued is called,

•'Records, Inc.", but no record p|
any such organization can be found

here. Plaintiff dealers, however,

allege that because of their in-

ability to secure product locally,

they have been forced to protect

their Investments by buying rec-

ords directly from New York, at

prices averaging five cents higher

per disk, plus shipping costs. They

say that when they sought service

from one major label, they were

refused On the basis that a, rival

label didn't sell to them.
Retailers assert that's discrim-

ination in violation of the anti-trpst

laws and they ask $43,200 in triple

damages. One of the complainants,

House of Records, which opened in

January, this year, has lost $200

monthly since. The others. Studio

Record Shop and Arrow Hecord
and Radio, assert they have lost

$300 monthly due to the sales

-block;

Defendants in the case are Melo-

dee Record Shop, McGowan's
Music, Reinhard Bros., F. C.

Haver, Roycraft Co., Record Deal-

ers, Inc., Campus Record,- Century
Record, Camera Sales, Inc., Disc

and Needle, Edina Record,
Gabbert, Inc.: Labels involved in-

clude Columbia, Victor, Decca and
M-G-M-.

New York

Tommy Dorsey Returns

To Coast on July 26;

First Tone in 2 Years
HollyWDOd, March 22.

Harry James orch, currently
playing three-nights weekly at

Tommy Dorsey's Casino Gardens
on the pier at Santa Monica will

tee off terpery's six-night-weekly_

summer operation June "3 for a

seven-week stretch. Then owner
Dorsey comes in on July 26 to fin-

ish off the summer with his first

Coast date in nearly two years.

James, getting $2,500 guarantee
against 60% of the gross for the
present three-night arrangement,
checks out temporarily April 3 for
a skein of eastern one-nighter^.

Wheii Dorsey takes over in July,

James will disband his own aggrc
gation: until mid-September - for
his annual vacation with wife,

Betty Grable, coincident with the
Del Mar racing meet.
During the eight weeks James is

trekking east. Casino will feature
a combination of Dick Stabile and
Ish Kabibble, but on a Friday-Sat-
urday arrangement only. Stabile
now is forming a 16-piece crew
he'll take into the terperyv with
sidemen getting scale and Stabile

drawing $100 a night. Kabibble
(Merle Bogue), erstwhile Kay Ky-
ser member, will front an eight-

piece comedy combo . now being
put together by MCA. Unit will

get a slice above scale.

Al Donahue band moves from
the Statler hotel, Washington,

D. C. to Statler, Boston, April .4

and back to the D. C. hostelry m
the summer, following Guy Loni-

bardo ....Carlos Vydal, conga
drummer, and Ray Wetzel, trum-

peter, both formerly with Stan

Kenton, join Charlie Barnet's or-

chestra ... Lou Levy, head ot

Leeds Music, to Florida for couple

weeks. . . Sydney Kornhelser stays

in N. Y. until May directing Edwiii

H. Morris and Melrose staffs ori

"Connecticut Yankee" score. . . .^I.

H. Greengrass sextet at BoHe-
wiek's Br on X spot. ; . Lionel
Hampton Overflowed M u t u a 1

Arena* Toronto, Saturday (19) play-

ing to 4j600 at $1.75 and $2; spot
stopped selling tickets at 7:30 p;m.

. ..Frank Marino, guitar, jotned
Hed Ingle's band replacing Haydeh
Causey. . . M-G-M Records again
being used at Roosevelt Raceway,
Westbury, L. I., which opens May
6. : . .Elliot Lawrence band taking,

first vacation since debuting band
in July, 1945 It's J. Russell
Robinson who collaborated with
Gordon Burdge on "Portrait of
Jennie," tune. Incidentally, has

|

been shifted to Chappell Music j

from Crawford for which; firm Max
Dreyfus bought it from Msirk War-
..now Music.,-" ,

'

Hollywood
BuUmoose Jackson combo fol-

lows stand at Million Dollar here
with a two-weeker at the Barbary
Coast, Frisco, at $2,000 per session

I . . . Doris Donovan, who bowed out
[as chirp with Benny Strong's band
I in Chicago, joined spouse Fraiik

I Parsons here . . . Ziggy Elman as-

and sembled a band to slice a pair of
sides for M-G-M today (22) . . .

Victor Lombardo ork . starts its

first local stand next Wednesday
(30) opening at the Aragon on a
fullweek basis at flat $2,400 per
frame: .

.

:„-'.- •.

Frank De Vol guest-conducts the
Cleveland Symphony June 11^ in

his original, "Combat Concerto" .,,
Eddy Howard's orch on a string 6f

midwest one-nighters . . Del
Courtney, who opens at Cocoanut
Grove of the Ambassador next
Tuesday

.
(19), will trek 'back north

after the stint to open May 5 foi'

the summer season - at Jantzien;

(Continued on page 42) :

LORRY RAINE
"Can't -Sleap"—Dacca Racordt

Di»k Jockay Saluta

ED McKENZIE, WJBK
Detroit's "Jack the Bellboy" has

pioneered every phase of radio, His
persuasive, authentic: across^the-

table delivery has him heavily-spon-
sored. His thorough knowledge of

the music business, plus his astute

ability at picking records, rates him
one of the country's outstanding disk
jockeys. McKenzie has made "Jack
the Bellboy" one of the trademarks
of radio.

TIM GAYLE
(Publicity-Personal Manaaement)
Hotel Sheraton^ Detroitt Mich*

Jocks,Jukes andOisks
" By Bernie Woods

'

Ksk Jock Bids

For Mayor s Job
San Antonio, March 22.

Bud Whaley, KMAC disk jockey

and one of this town's most out-

standing spinners, has tossed his

hat into the ring in the njayoralty

race. Using the phrase, "I'm a
disk jockey running on my rec-

ord," Whaley is completely serious

about bidding for the city's top po-
litical post. He's 42 and is given

a good chance by experts.

Whaley's reasons for entering

the mayoralty race is said to; be

based on , "hundreds of requests''

from friends to do so. He wants
to dean up What he believes are

extremely poor political conditions

in San Antonio.

Whaley, incidentally, is making
his campaign runs in a 1912 Ford
model "T," which is labelled the

"Whaley machine."

perry Como "When Is Soms-
time"-"A You're Adorable" (Vic-

tor). Two excellent sides. "Some-
time" is an extremely palatable

ballad arrangement ^o£ a tune

from Bing Crosby's "Connecticut

Yankee." "Adorable" is the best

recording of the tune thus far; it

uses the Fontane Sisters behind

Como on a light rhythm beat. It s

swell.

Frank Sinatra "Bali Hai"-"Spme
Enchanted Evening" (Columbia).

Top disk tunes from "South
Pacific." Sinatra does a fair job,

pouring his best effort into "Ball.'

"Enchanted Evening" is mechanic-
ally sung. Perry Como's (Victor)

versions are far superior. These
are in better dance beat, however.

Axel Stordahl directs the accom-
paniment solidly.

Mel Torine "Agaifi"-"Blue Moon!'

(Capitol). On "Again" Torme again

deserted the "Fog" style to some
extent, working the lyric of the

excellent tune in fine fashionj^Its

backed by a Latin beat. ' Blue

Moon" sinks too deeply into his

whispering style and doesn't click

as well, though it's listenable.

Eddy Howard "I Get Up Every;

Morning"-"Don't Cry, Cry Baby"
(Mercury). Twb good sides, and
tunes. "Get Up" shows signs of

getting up and moving fast and
Howard's disk is almost, not quite,

comparable to Guy Lombardo s

(Decca). It's good Jock and juke
material, however. Howard and
trio vocal in light dance beat. Flip-

over is an item that fits Howard's
silky style smartly and he alone

puts a high gloss on the lyric.

Guy Lombardo "My Heart's In

the Middle of July"-"Scalawag''

(Decca). Typical Lombardo—good
recordings. "July," from the show,

"All for Love" is a good tune and
it's well done, sung by the Trio.

"Scalawag" is a cute thing reminis-

cent of "Scatterbrain." It has a

chance. Kertny Gardner handles
the •vocal smoothly.

Arthur Godfrey "All Right, , , - , . - . * , ,

Louie, Drop the Gun"-"Could I? I nH"f too, is good .lock fare

Certa nly Could" (Columbia). God- !

and in many .sections will outstrip

become a solid hit. It's an eerie
western, recorded with the use of
echo technique that heightens, the
tune's own power. This disk tops
the Burl Ives (Columbia) version
in the pop vein, at least. Backlne
"Side Saddle" is okay, too.

Jerry Wayne-Dell Trio "You're
So Understanding"-"Because You
Love Me" (Columbia). Wayne and
the Del]s made an excellent record-
ing of a tune that carries solid hit
possibilities. Theirs matches the
Blue Barron M-G-M recording, ex-
cept that it hasn't the fullness
Vocal quartet works with Wayne
and the Dells. Fin* jock material
Reverse, a waltz, is listenable.

Pled Pipers "Tennessee Saturdav
Night"-"You Broke Your Promise''
(Victor). Pipers go nowhere with
the first half of their initial Victor
platter. "Tennessee" is draggy.
Reverse, however, is worthwhile'
They drew a good tune in "Proln^
ise" and they dress it up in a good
beat: and the hand-clapping style
used by Paula Watson. Good jock
material.

Johnny Desmond "Comme CI
Comme Ca"-"My Dream Is Yours"
(M-G-M). Desmond constantly im-
proves on records/ These two are
both good sides. His "Comme Ci"
has plenty of competition, but it

doesn't suffer by comparison ivith
anyone except Dick Haymes. His
"Dream," from the Warner film of
that name, is well done and is the -

best recording so far. Tony Mot-
tola combo backs both.

Dick Jurgens "Women, Women,
Women"-"Red Head" (Columbia).
Jurgens may have snagged himself
something good in "Women." It's

a cute novelty that could, happen.
Jurgens does it on a medium beat,
vocal by Al Galante, Jimmy Castle
and the band. "Red Head" is fair.

Burl Ives VGhost Riders In the
Sky"-"Wayfairing Stranger" and
Woolie; Boogie Bee'' (Columbia).
Ives' dug up "Ghoist Riders" and,
in his style, he works it to great ad-
vantage, al.so using the echo tecli-

frey didn't do much with "Louie
but so gfeat is his pull that this

disk probably will be in demand.
He does it almost straight along

the melodic line, with only minor
comic twists. Chorus and Archie
Bleyer band accomp. Wesson.Bros.
(National) is still best disking. Flip-

over is fair.

Vaughn Monroe "Ghost Biders

In the Sky"-"Side Saddle" (Victor).

Monroe's v e r si ffn of "Ghost
i Riders" carries enough potential to

' . 3. LITTLE BIRD TOLD ME (18) (Bourne)

+ 4. POWDER FACE WITH SUNSHINE m (Lombardo) . . .

.

5. I LOVE YOU SO MUCH IT HURTS (3) (Melody La»e) .

PUBS GRIPE OYER

LAMBS CLUB NICK
Music p u b 1 i s h e r s are a bit

peeved currently over the way they
have been approached for contri-

butions to the Lambs Club relief

fund. Pubs had never been asked
on a large scale to kick in in past
years. But this year Fred Waring
Is designated as a committee of

one to contact pubs and gather
.contributions.

Waring has contacted all major;
pubs by letter suggesting that a

$100 check would be nice. They I f
don't mind so much kicking into a

{

1

fund that has no connection with
|
4

the music biz, but they do mind 1

1

10 Best Sellers on CoiiL-Machines
Week of March f9

I. CRUISING DOWN THE RIVER (6) (Spltzer).

2. FAB AWAY PLACES (14) (Laurel).

6. GALWAY BAY (11) (Leeds)

7. LAVENDER BLUE (7) (Santly-Joy)

.

8. RED ROSES FOR BLUE LADY (5) (Mills)

I fttiss Moraon. . . . . . . . ..Decca

J Blue Barron . M-G:M

f Bi?i9 Crashy . . . .

.

. . . . .ji » . jpeeca i
j Perry Como .

.

. . . » . . . . .: ^ . VtCtor ;

'

\ Evelyn Knight. , Dccco •

'

XPaula Watson. ... .. .. . .SupremjS:
; ;

\ Evelyn Knight . . . . . . . , . . .
Deccft '

'

t Prima Scala

.

, . . . . . . . . . London J
} Mills Bros ............ . , .

DeccO

I
Buddy Clark. . . . . . . . . .Columbia

( Bing Crosby .

.

..... .... .. . .Decca.,

\ Anne Shelton. ....... . . .London

( Dinah Shore ........ . . Columbia

\ Sammy Kaye . . . ; . , . > . . Victor

yVaiiglin Monroe . ... . .Victor

I GuV' Lombardo. . .. .. ,.. .
Decca

9. I'VE GOT MY LOVE TO KEEP ME WARM (12) (Berlin)
{ MIs^Xm.V.V.V.V.V.'.^^'dccco

10. AGAIN (1) (Robbins) Vera Lynn London

Coming Up
I Bill (7 Crosby Deccn

SO IN LOVE (T. B. Harms)
I Dinah Shore Columbio

^„ ^ SRuss Morgan Decca
SO TIRED (Glenmore)

^ ^0?/ Starr Capitol

YOU BROKE YOUR PROMISE (Pic) Pattla Watson Supreme

o«»rr.w o».inn .w^^ ^ <, Russ MoTQan Decca
SUNFLOWJER. .(Famous) , iPrank Sinatra Columbia

YOU, YOU, YOU ARE THE ONE (Campbell) Ames Bros Corol

BEAUTIFUL EYES (Duchess) Art Mooney M-G-M

, 5 Billy Eckstine M-G-M
( Ink Spots . ; :x>ecca

BEWILDERED

SWEET GEORGIA BROWN (Remick)

NO ORCHIDS FOR MY LADY (Leeds)

FOREVER AND EVER (Robbin»)

•
,

:. . J Brother Bones.

.

, . ... , . . .Tempo
I »..»••.»»•..•..... . •

I Ciwj/ Lonibardo.

,

. , . . ,

.

. . .Decca,

^ vrsiilj/ ^
...

.
. ... . , . ..

^ j^jj^. Spots . . . . .. .. . yDcCGO

. . . . . ) .
. .

j Grade Fields . . \ . . . . . . . .London •

COMME CI. COMME CA (Leeds) j^^^ ST\\\\\\\\coIuX ^
SOMEONE LIKE YOU (Remick) {dotT D'^a'/ -.'.XoSS ii

UP ABOVE MY HEAD (Taps) Sister Rosetta Thorpe. . . .Decca f
.Decca

the fact that Waring, because he
performs songs on the air and on
r^ords and they must cater to him
somewhat, was given the job of

colIectiiDg Irom themi V . V . . .^.^.^.^^..^^

IS IX TRUE ABOUT DIXIE (Caesar) Al Jolson-Millj Bros
(Figures in pareiitheses indicate number cj weeks itono has been in the Top lOJ

the Vaughn Monroe disk (Victor).
Backing Rives Columbia, for whom
Ives recently began work; a eopy of
his standard "Wayfaring," a hit

item of the pa.st, combined with tiie

cute and highly acceptable VBee."

Platter Pointers

Soft Winds (Mercury) recording

of the way "St. Louis Blues" might

be done in < various parts of the '

U. S. and the world is an interest-

-ing-item—(T'wo—sities) . -r-r-Hoagy—

Carmichael pours a lot of his flavor

into "An Old Piano Plays the

Blues" (Decca), a cute side . . .

Decca reissued Count Basic's

"Jumpin' At the Woodside" and
"Exactly Like You," things tliat

don't show up often enough any-

more, on Coral . .. In the same re-

issue groove on Coral is Jimmie
Lunceford's "I'm In a Jam" and
"BuSz, Buzz, Buzz" . . . Connee Bos-

well's"When 1 Come Back Crying"
and ''You Can't Say 1 Didn't Try"
(Coral) demonstrate why the singer

,is so superior . . . Coral also re-

issued Ben Pollack's orchestra do-

ing "Rose Colored Glasses''' and
"Song of the Islands;''

Additional worthwhile jazz sides

are "Ballin' the Jack" by Miff

Mole's Dixieland Orch, one of

Decca's first Brunswick reissues

. . . And Machito's "Asia jyiinor'

arid "Un Poquito De Tu Amor,"
cut by a crack, well-reheiirsed band
. . . Sy Oliver's initial disk. for

Decca carries a novelty possibility

in "Grandma Plays the Numbers'
. . . Columbia's moppet blues gal,

Ton! Harper, pu.shes a good side in

"Miss In-Between Blue's^' . . .
Vic-

tor's succesis with Bay Noble s

"Lady of Spain" brouglit a Decca
version of the tune, by Milt Herth;

it's good . . . Disk jocks will be

;

enriched by Ethel Smith's "Teddy
Bear's Picnic" and "Fiddle Fad-

die," good current and library

pieces.

Standout western, hiUybiJly.

race, jazz. Big Sis Andrews, ' That

Ain't the Way to Do It" (Capitol

. . . Jimmy Wakely, "I Don't Care

(Coral) . . . Ben Webster, "The

Horn" (Brunswick) . . . Bed Sovine,

"Who's Lonely Now" (M-G-M) . .

Country Washburner' Moiiey-Mai;-

bles. Chalk" (Capitol . . ,
BoD

Atcher, "SmiUng with a Broken

Heart" and "Don't Rob Another.

Man's Ca.stle" . . . Miles Davis.

"Budo" (bop) (C a p i 1 0 1). •

"Whoopee John" Wilfahrt, 'JDoro-

thy Polka" ... Rex Allen, "Ten-

nessee Tears" (Mercury) . •„

Smokey Rogers, "Sul Sin Fa

(Capitol) ... Sob W1U«, "GoodWt

Liza Jane" (Colmubi?).
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ASCAP Reelects

Mi Bd. Members
All incumbent members of the

American Society of Composers,

Authors and Publishers director

board have been reelected, it be-

came known yesterday (Tuesday)

afternoon in New York when bal-

lots were opened and counted by

the Society's nominating commit-

tee. Except in the case of Tommy
Valando, who ran against Saul

,

BoWstein and came pretty close 1

to beating him, it was no contest.

Those returned to office are Her-

man Starr, Louis Bernstein, and

Bernstein for the publishers. Fred

Ahlert, president of the Society

AS well as a writer member of the

board, Oscar Hammerstein 11 and

Paul Cunningham. St«ndard pub

reelected is Gustavo Schlrmer and
. standard writer A. Walter Kramer.

Winning vote total s were,

writers: Ahlert, 108,500; Hammer-
stein, II, 100,734; Cunningham, 77,-

255 (Pop); Kramer, 84,524 (Stand-

ard). Publishers: Starr, 6,432;

Bernstein, 6,355; Bourne, 5,590

(Pop); Schirmer, 5,742 (Standard).

(Figures for the publisher voting

are smaller because they're based

upon a different yardstick than the

writers.)

Anthony's 'Ginny* Plug
ftay Anthony's orchestra is cur-

|

rehtly plugging a . tune titled
|

"Ginny," designed as a foUowup i

to "Gloria," with which it reached
I

some success via '. the Signature

label (band is now with Capitol

Hecords). ^
Don Plumby, trombonist form-

erly with the band, wrote the new
tune. Leon Rene did "Gloria" and
activated his own music firm for a

while to push it.

Bob Wills Sees Daylight

Fort Worth, Tex., March 22.

Hillbilly bandleader Bob Wills is

recovering from a kidney ailment
in a local hospital, and is expected
to be released this week.

Former local flour salesman was
At one time under an oxygen tent.

RETAIL SBEET BEST SELLEBS
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Supply

Co.
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1

New

York,

MDS

i4

.C-.

it

.W

Boston,

H.

N.

Horn
2

f£ .

."I

San

Francisco,

Pac

Indianapolis,

Pear:

Cleveland,

Grossm;

Kansas

City,

Jenki

Philadelphia.

Char

Minneapolis.

Sciim

Seattle,

Capitol

Mi
,A

:

•I'

p
o

T'

1 1 "Cruising Down River" (Spitzer)

.

1 1 1 1 1 ;4i''' 1 1
'

4'

,

1 3 2 111
i i '•Far Away Places" (Laurel) . .

.

2 2 2 7 2 1 5 2 2 3 1 1 102
3 3 "Galway Bay" (Leeds) 3 3 2 5 2 9 5 5 2 2 86

"Powder Your Face" (Lombardo) . 7 6 .'4.' 3 3 9 10 .10 3 4 5 4 64
5 6 "Sunflower" (Famous) .

.

5 3 10 9 4 3 2 9 1 10 3 62
6 5 "Lavender Blue" (Santly-Joy)

.

8 S 5 10 6 8 6 8 6 7 41

7 8 "I've. Got My Love" (Berlin)..
.

8 7 6 4'..^. 6 - 7 36
8 7 "So in Love" (T. B. Harms) . .

.

9 9 6 4 7 7 6 35

9 10 "Red Roses for Blue Lady" (Mills) 6 8 5 10 8 4 8 28

10 11 "Forever and Ever" (Bobbins)

.

4 8 3 9 20

11 9 "A Little Bird Told Me" (Bourne)

.

s 3 9 13

12 "Clancy Lowered Boom" (K'mor) 4 7 11

ISA . . "Brush Those Tears'^ (Leeds)

.

8 10 6 9

13B .. "So Tired" (Glenmore) 6 7 9

U. S. Court Trims

ite on Tracey

Dalin Ankles Feist Music

For Y.P. Berth With Regent
George Dalin, assistant to pro-

fessional manager Harry . Link at

Feist Music in New York, resigned

from that spot Monday (21) to be^

come a veepee and partner in Re?

gent Music, owned by Harry and

Benny Goodman. Dalin is buying
into the Regent setup on a deal

agreed upon but not yet signed.

It's the first time he will be in

business for himself.: He has been
with the Metro Big Three for 13

yoa-rs;

-

Dalin's spot at Feitt has not yet
been filled.

•iEalaisBSM

Loew's, ASCAP Sip
Loew's, Inc., officially signed the

agreement with the American So^
ciety of Composers. Authors and
Publishers Friday (18), which as-

signed television representation
rights for the Big 3 to the Society.

Loew's had agreed to assign the
rights to ASCAP for the period
ending Dec. 31, 1950, two weeks
ago, but didn't actually sign.

ASCAP execs countersigned the
agreement Monday (21).

Joe Glaser. head of Associated
Booking Corp., is visiting his Hol-
lywood office, with a side trip to
Mexico City, where Satira. an ABC
act, opens at . . the new Club
Claridge.

Glen Gray's Casa Loma

Preems Revival April 9
Glen Gray's reorganized Casa

Loma orchestra debuts April 9 at

Ray Hartenstein's Sunnybrook

Ballroom, Pottstown, Pa. That's

to be followed by a three-day run

at a party for the Eastman-Kodak
employees at Rochester, N. Y. (11-

13).

Gray has been out of action for

almost a year. He quit last spring
due to road conditions And high
operating costs and tlecided to

resume maestroing only a few
weeks agO; His neW; outfit is com-
posed of 14 men.

Acting under a mandate from
(he U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals,
Federal Judge Simon H. Rifkind
in N. Y, federal court last week
furtlier trimmed down damages
levied against Majestic Records
prez Eugene Tracey and his wife,
previously won by a triple-deriva'!

live minority stockholder action.

At the same time the court denied
a motion for a new trial, made, by
intervening stockholder Samuel
Marion.

Suit originally was brought by
Abraham Marcus, ancillary exec-
utor for the late stockholder,
George A. Upson, against Tracey
as proxy of both Majestic and Its

parent company. Automatic Prod-
ucts Corp. In addition four Auto-
matic directors were also named in
the action. Complaint charged the
defendants with illegally convert*
ing 116,500 shares of Majestic .stock

which ; Automatic ^acquired from.
DuMont for $137,500.

Filed in behalf of Automatic, the
.suit went to trial last year before
Federal Judge J. Foster Symes who
fixed damages at $608,000. This
sum. was later reduced to. $I75;000
on a compromise settlement since
JudgC' Symes failed to take resti»

tution into consideration. Upon
appeal to the Circuit Court Judge
Rifkind was ordered to re-assess
damages.

Under the latest adjustment
Marie L. Tracey will pay $100,981;
Byron D. Kuth. $3,414; William
Hutfchinson, $3,219; Curtis Frank*
lin, $9,131, and Edward V. Otis,

$10,027^ Latter four individuals are
lill Automatic directors. Court re-
tains jurisdiction of the case in
order to fix attorneys' fees.

. Csida to RCA-Victor
Joe Csida, managing . editor of

the Billboard, quit >.that sbeet last

week: in. preparation for joining
RCA-Victor. He'll occupy a slot:

in the disk manufacturer's adver-
tising and promotion division. '

.

' Csida takes a ' vacation^Befor*
joining Victor,

I

^We^farfedthe ITear Wfh-

A TOLD ME
ly HARVEY O. IROOKS

And Now—

YOUR GIRL
Lyrlo by MANN CURTIS; Mu»Ie by VIC MIZZY

Also

PUT YOUR SHOES ON, LUCY
y HANK PORT

CHICAGO

54 W. Randolph St.

AL KAVELIN

R«cord«d^y- the Tops of Every Major Company

BOURNE, INC.
799 7th Avenue

NEW YORK
BEN lORNSTEIN

HOLLYWOOD

1483 No. Vine St.

MIKE GOULD
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KLAC LOWERS BOOM

ON JOCK CLUB PLUGS

Weilncsflay, March 23, 1949

GA€ Losing Hope Of
I

Stan Kenton Band Reorg?
I

Leeds Buys 'Hot Canary*

Hollywood, March 22.

Ocnerai Artists Corp. apparently
Hollywood, March 22.

ICLAC, indie outlet here, has

dropped anclior on free commer-
eial.s by disk jockeys over the'sta-

tionr Station execs feel that

niterie.s being plugged by- jocKs, I carded al) publicity material it has :

can well alTord to buy time. i been keeping in its files on the

Disk .lockojs liere have long \<^-m\ov. currently sojourning in i

been used to plugging night spots
i

South America. He has given no

wiiere tlieir guests are appearing '
indication when he 11 return to re-

.

as a means 0): compensating artists ;
'orm his crew,

for being interviewed on their
]

Wlien Kenton left last Decern-

,

shows. In addition) jocks usually
[
ber, he said he'd be gone anywhere

j

plug openings at niteries along ' from six weeks to six months. He
]

with the playing of talent's plat- 'jshinped his car and reportedly is
i

ters. I •TPBving'an o'vef 'tftTA. ' "
'

Leeds Music has purchased the
song, "Hot Canary," from Carl
Fischer. Originally an instrument-
al by I'aul Nero, Leeds will fit the

has litllo hope that Stan Kenton
{ ^^^^^ ^pop.'""^

will be waving a baton in the im-
; ..Ci,„ary" came to attention via

mediate iufurc Agency has dis-
Paul' Weston instrumental re-

cording of it for Capitol Records.

Ann Arbor Guests

Detroit, March 22.

. Twelve soloists and the Philadel-
phia Ordiestra, under Eugene Or-
mandy and Alexander Hillsberg.
have been eiigaged for the annual
May Festival in Ann Arbor, May

It's A Solid Hiri- - Records,

Lyric by MAUA ROSA • Music by FRANZ WINKLSR

remdtd by

FRAN ALLISON Rondo

HELEN CARROLL.... Mercury

PERRY COMO... RCA Victor

GRACIEnaOS London

RUSS MORGAN . . . . Decca

DINAH SHORE... Columbia

1^
MARGARET WHITING .... Capitol

1^
-mm mm -^m mm -mm mm mm mm mm mmtt'mm mm mm

I

I

I

I

Youcm Hold Back A Great Song- Another Hmra*' \

l)Mc fay DORCAS COCHRAN • Music by t/ONCt NEWMAN

r/ip "sleeper" h\i from 20th Century-Fox's "Road House".

neiv re/eases by .

VERA LYNN LondonVIC DAMONE Mercury

GORDON JENKINS Decca

MEL TORME .

.

ART MOONEY....M-G-M

ROBBIN ^L C ORPORATON
. . „

MURRAY BAKER, Gen Prof Mqr

Songs.With LargestJRadio Andbce
T/ic top 30 sonf;.s o/ tlie week (more in case of ties), bctsed on

t/ic capyv\gM(id AuAxcncQ Coveraya Ivdex Survey of Poputar Mil-
sic Broadcast over Radio Networks. Published by 'the Office of
Research, Inc., Dr. John G. Peatman, Director,-

Snrvey WCek of March 11-17, 1949

A Bluebird Singing In My Heart, . . . , . ,v. Advanced
A Little Bird Told Me Bourne
A Rosewood Spinet ,Shapiro-B
"A"—You're Adorable .. . Laurel
Always True To You.In Fa.shlon—"'"Kiss Me, Kate". T. B. Harms
Brush Those Tears From Your Eyes

.
r ............. Leeds

Careless Hands ... ..... . , .... . .-. . . . ..... , . . . . . Melrose
Clancy Lowered the Boorn .... ... v , . , . .

,'

. ........ Kenmor
Coca Boca .i. ^.v.. .tjnitcd
Cruising Down tlv^^fc'er. Spitzer
Dreamer With a Penny—*"A11 For Love".', Simon
Far Away : Places , i Xaurel
Galway Bay .., Leeds
I Couldn't Stay Away From You .............. .Johnslone-M
If I Could Be With You . . , . . Rcmick
It's a Big Wide Wonderful World. .. ... ..... . .BMt
I've Got My Love To Keep Me Warm .... . . .

.

'. Berlin
Johnny Get Your Girl . , . . . . Bourne
Just Reminiscing , , . .Encore
Lavender filue^1"So Dear To My Heart". . . ..... . . Santlv-.loy
Molly O'Reilly , Soutli'ern

'

My Dream Is Yours—t"My Dream Is Yours". ...... Witmark
Once And For Always^—fConnecticut Yankee". ... Burke-VH
Powder Your Face With Sunshine Lombardo
Red Roses For a Blue Lady. Mills
So In Love—""Ki-ss Me, Kate" . . . T. B. Harms
Someone Like You—f'My Dream Is Yours" , Harms
Sunflower ...... . .. . , , ; . > . ..... , . Famous
While the Angelns Was Rmging i . .... Harris
You Was Ci7stal

. 21 songs of the week (more in case of ties), based on the copy-
righted Audience Coverage Index Survey of Popular Music Brofld-

cast over Radio Netioorks, Published by the Office of Research,
Inc., Dr. John G.. Peatman^ Director.

Are You KiSising Someone Else . .......... i.. ... . Cavalier
As You Desire Me Words & M
Beyond the Purple Hills . . . ... .......... Goldmine
Candy Kisses Hill & Range
Down By the Station. . . ,Amer. Acad.
Everywhere You Go Lombardo
Forever and Ever , Robbhis
Green-Up Time—fLove Life" . . . , .......... .... .Ghappell
I Don't See Me In Your Eyes Anymore ............. Laurel
I Got a Gal In Galveston Republic
I Got Lucky In the Rain—*"As the Girls Go". . .. , Fox
I Love You So Much It Hurts. . .

.'. Melody Lane
I Wish Somebody Cared Enough To Cry. .London
Look Up Patmar
My Darling, My Darling—*"Where's Charley?" Morris
Once In Love With Amy—*"Where's Charley','". . . . Morris
Tara Talara Tala..., .......... Oxford
Underneath the Linden Tree La Salle
Why Can't You Behave—1 "Kiss Me, Kate" T. B. Harms
You Say the Nicest Things Baby-r-^'"All For Love" .F'ox
You, You, You Are the One. ; . . . . , . .Campbell

t Film musical, * Legit musical.

On the Upbeat
SSS Continued from pace 40 ^

Beach, Portland, Ore. . . . Woody
Herman herd booked into the Mil-
lion Dollar, sole local vaudfilmer,
for week of July 26. Herman will

pay supporting acts and split 50-50
with house from first dollar.

Chicago
Clark Dennis in town to cut Jack

Fulton's latest, "O'Leary is Leary
of Falling in Love," for Capitol . . .

Milo Etelt, head of Billboard At-
tractions, off for Kansas City,
lining up attractions tor Interlude
Cafe there ... Bob Burke set for

|

10 weeks at Dutch Mill Ballroom, I

Delavin, Wis., this summer . . .|
Leieh Barron trio passed eighth

i

month mark at Sheraton hotel here :

... Teddy Phillips goes into Casa i

Loma ballroom, St. Louis, April 1, i

then into Trianon April 18 on a
|

repea't ... Benny Strong does ai
two-day sesh at Indiana Ballroom, I

Indianapolis, March 26-27 , , > .

j

Pittsburgh
|

Dell Saunders, Tommy Carlyn's
{

girl vocalist, is leaving the band.
|

She's marrying Eddie Meyers, local I

musician, and doesn't want to I

travel . . Art Farrar, who had I

an orcliestra around liere tor
years, reorganized in New York
under management of General
Artists Corp. He's using two
Pittsbui-gh men, Bobliy Prince and
James Thompson . . . Henry Busse
opens week Friday (2.'5) at Bill I

Green's . . . Alan Dale at Copa on
same bill with Brother Bones . , .

Whiley Scharbo, former maestro
at Villa Madrid, into Hollywood
Show Bar with new crew . . .

Johnny Mitchell set for stretch as
organist at new Braddock Lounge,
Mayfair hotel.

Cleveland
Sammy Watkius, bandmaster at

HoUenden hotel Vogue Room, do-
ing his first disk-jockey shows for
WERE . . . Hal Lynn crew on initial
nitery booking at Alhambra Club,
pinch-hittlng for Hy Baron's or-

1

chestra during its vacation ... Red I

Ingle's comedy band into Skyway ;

Club here March 29 . , . Sal Gum-
minffs pulled his unit out of Lind-
says to open Norman Khoury's
new Carousel Club . ,

FRANKIE LAINE
A|)|>earIiiK

JERRY JONES' RENDEZVOUS
I./iKK C'l'i'V, UTAH

IDONTSEEME

IN YOUR EYES

ANYMORE
LAUREL MUSIC CO ,

1619 Broadway, New York

(See page 44)

HARP FOR SALE
KiiK-Ucnt concritlon mMMA ».
& ](enly. nxiiutlful tone. IilenI

trAveningTv

$485.00
For Inforinntluii uud pliotojtnipli «'"•

nnx 1481 Ii-ort Benniiiir, UrorKi*
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Int'l Music
Continued from pme 37 s

American jazz invasion is ever

rpalLv threatened abroad, but it so

happens th^t „from England.

France, Italy, Switzerland, Ger-

many, Czechoslovakia, and even

from Down Under - (the recent

"Now Is the Hour" is an Anzac

origination), have come a host

of recent hits. This, of course, com-

pletely overlooks the Latin-Ameri-

can invasion, which has long

iiripped America with its crop of

sambas, congas and rhumbas.

Ever since Ken Griffin, on an

Santly-Joy's hit, "Till the End of
Time," for which Ted Mossman
adapted the melody from the origi-
nal of Chopin's vpolonaise."
The Spanish "La Paloma" is the

melody context for "Be Mine" by
Desmond O'Connor and Harold
Fields (Chappell of London); and
the same duo, with the , collabora-
tion of Dominic John, contrived
"When You're in Love," based on

Par, Famous Staff Revamp
paramount and Famous Music

Hrms realigned staffs last week.
Dick Stone, former band singer
and member of the Paramount
staff, took over the professional

Mooneyes ABC Talenf

Show Okayed by AFM
Art Mooney's "Talent Tour" pro-|

gram, ABC net sustainer, reached

manager slot with Famous from
|

the air last week (15) after' ABC
Irwin Garr. Mickey Addy moved

|

had agreed to pay American Fed-
into the Par slot vacated by Stone. eraOon of Musicians scale to Moo-
Dave Bernie, Famous rep m Holly- 1 , . ; , . ,

wood, was replaced by h^in'^g neyX muacians. It's not confirm

^eiss
*^ ' ' •«> but it's understood that the pro-

Eddie Wolpin is general man- ! P?'^^^?,^ ^^l'** -P^^u'"^

ager of both Par and Famous, |

unexpected bills, because it had
' previously advised chain outlets

MO. PREPS $10 YEAR

JUKEBOX FEE BILL
St. Louis, March 22.

State licensing of coin>opcrate4

machines and -jukeboxes would be
required under a bill introducjpd.in

the Missouri legislature last week
by Rep. Gene Nickle. Bill would

fix an annual license fee of $10 for

each device.

Under the terms of the bill pay*

. -, Carncffie Hall, N. Y.'s series of I

t"^'',
PVfg''''"? )» '"^""^ ^^"^

the Mexican "La Golondrina," pub-
1
midnight jazz concerts will feature I

couldnt back out when the Al'M
( made to the State Director of ReV-

lished first i.i America by Ch^p-|a college orchestra for the first insisted that either Mooney or the
| g^^^ j^^^j conviction for violations

have come to the fore. The beer-

stube oldie, "Du, Du, Liegst Mir

Im Herzeii" has inspired at least

two concurrent Tin Pan Alley

adaptations; One is "You, You, You
Are the One," almost literally fol-

lowing the original lyric context as

well as melody. Halted by the war
i has picked 'em from such diverse

since its original copyrighting in
|

points as "I Want My Mama"
1941, under the title, "Dance On i (Brazilian) has come up with

the Cloud," by Colonial Music, it a Germanic excerpt, "Forever
was turned over to Campbell Mu- and Ever," wiitten by Franz
sic in '48. A PD melody, its writers Winkler and Mcilia Rosa, based on
are Tetos Demey, Fred .Wise and

'
the originally titled "Fliege Mit

Milton Leeds. The same melody is ! Mir Bin Die Hem Heimat." In

also thd ba.sis of the current "Be- 1 England, in late- '47, .lack Mills

cause You Love Me." 'bought the Dvorsky catalog from

Berie's Tune m Czech refugee, and that's how

Of the same mould as Al .Tolson'!;
I

"I'li'e Skirt Wnliz" lias broken

"The Anniversary Song" is "Song ,

through as one of Columbia's two

of Long Ago" (Hamilton Music, i

<-0P, disk seller.s on the strength of

a subsid of Barton), wrilten by I » f
rankie Yankovic lyric and re-

anothcr comedian-songsmith, Mil-i ^ -.w..

ton Berie, in callaboration witli ;

French Hits

Abner Silver and Ted Fetter. It's
I

Erom France, which has spawned
an old HuSsian Waltz; likewise in

j

such great international, tunes in

the public domain, originally tilled
|

the past as "A Little Love, A Little

"Expectation Waltz." Last year the r Kiss," "Madclon," "Who'll Buy
Same melody was the basis of "The ;

My Violets?", "Valencia," "Valen-

Loveliness of You," by Ted Moss- 1

t'ua," etc.. in recent months has

man and Bill Anson (George Si-

mon).
Drigo's "Serenade" (from "Mil-

lions of Harlequins") is the mel-
odic base for "The Things You
Left in My Heart" by Buddy Kaye,
Hugo Taiani and Herb Leighton
(Lewis Music). Kaye is no novice
at adapting classics into pop hits,

his luo.st notable excerpt being

SANTLY-JOY, INC.

Eddie Joy-Gen, Prof. Mgr.

1619 Broadwoy, New York

come Edith Piaf's "La Vie en
Rose," retitled "You're Too Dan-
gerous, Cherie." Les Compagnons
de la Chanson, whom Miss Piaf
berthed in America, brought over
a Franco-Swi.ss tune, "Les Trois
Cloches," now better known as

"While the Angelus Was Ringing."
Another Frenchy, Bruno Coqua-
trix's and Pierre Dudan's" Clopin,
Clopin" is now better known as

"Comme Ci, Comme Ca" (Leeds
Music), under .loan Wliitney-Alex
Kramer transmutation. The Swiss
"Toolie Oolie Doolie" by Ar-
tur Beul and Vaughn Horton fC. K.
Harris, one of Ralph S. Peer's
subsids), is a last-year hit. Peer
has another Beul tune cuil-ently,

"Underneath the Linden Tree,"
with Dick Manning's EngH-sh lyric

originally titled "Jlegenfeiffer Sing-
Dein Lied." -

Britain, of course, exported "A
Tree in the Meadow," by Billy

Reid. "Galway Bay," is from Ire-

land.

The universality of music, of

course, was best illustrated by the
manner in which the Allies "adopt-
ed" the Germanic "Lilli M!arlene"
whose composer, Noi'bert Schultze,

was only recently cleared by a de-

nazification court. To this day,
middle and eastern European
standards like "Beer Barrel Pol-

ka," "I Kiss Your Hand. Madame,"
"Moonlight lytadonna," ".When Pay
Is Doiiie," along with such isolid

British faves as "Isle of Capri,"

"Lady of Spain" (the Brell Reaves-
Tolchard Evans tune is just getting

an American revival via its Ray
•Noble disking), "Tliree O'Clock in

the Morning" and a host of Latin
American standards, get top per-

formance ratings in the ASCAP
logs, and commensurate payoffs.

Evcryen* Agram

Tops for ANY Program

DOWN
BY THE

STATION
AMERICAN ACADlMY OF MUSIC

. INC.
,

nit ft Itr»a<lwn.v. N«w Torh lO.N. V.

/TS A g'f^

(See page 44>

i THAYER VAMPS GAC;

I

MAY STAY ON COAST
!

Ilollyu'ood, March 22,

I

Lylc Tha.ver has resigned, from
the General Artists Corp. local of-

fice, effective, it's said, April 1.

Thnycr, who joined GAC at the
time tlie aticncv absorbed the Mus-
Art agency, formed by Thayer,

' Russ Facchine, .lack WhiUemore.
all cx-Miisic Coi'p. of America
men. Is not saying w hat he will do

i

after quitting, ll's presumed he'll i

i remain in this area, where he's

.strongest.
r Romors-lhat Thayer would leave;
' GAC have boon consistent in re-

1

cent weok.s, alwa.N's denied by the

agency. VVhiltoniore, Facchine

,

' and ilovi^ard Chnslcnsen. former
I personal manager who was ahso a

' Mus-Art partner, all are witli GAC
and will continue. Rca.sons for

Thayei- cutting out are said to be

I known only to himself by GAG
I execs.

- J- 1 1 u 1 o J , I

pell's subsid, Crawford Music. I
time, Saturday (26), with the ap

obscure- Chi disk^labGl (Hondo)] From England comes the cur- 1 Pearance of Ohio State Univeraity's
catapulted "You Can t Be True rently big "Cruising Down the i Workshop of Modern Music.

Dear,'' an old German tune, into River," written in 1945 by Briton's'

hitdom during the Petrillo disk Eily Beadwell and Nell ToUerton.
ban, a . wave of

_

Teutonic^excerpts Not only is "Cruising" a surprise
.smash for the new Henry Spitzer
firm but it's a Ripley in the music
business in that it won an amateur
song contest and, for all its corn

—

even for the British ear-^was a
mopup abroad three years ago.
Robbing Music's Abe Olman

network pay the musicians' sala-
, ,, , . , ,,

ries, that they couldn't play the would be punishable as a mis-

program for free/ demeanor.

^ Great New Song
sung by frank Smtrtt in M-O M's

I Lyric by BETTY COMOEN and AHOVfH GRESN • Music by ROGER BDENS

I w/tA these smash recordings

I
FRANK SINATRA . . . Columbia SAMMY KAYE ... RCA Victor

I GORDON MiicRAE...Copitol

ROBBINS MUSIC CORPORATiO^
MURRAY BAKfcR

799 Seventh ivPHu.^ S--V,
'9

Prof Mg.r
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ip^iSfm^ CAVALCADE

(Musical-Historicitl Review: 1800 1948) *«»»
Compiled for f^fH^fv

By JLLILS MATTFELD
(CopyriSM, V<iri*»y, Int. AH Rioht* Rntfvtd) .

legends and ofhet boiic bacltyround information, affondont to Ihm compi/aflon

and presen/otion, appeared in the Oel. 6, I94«, iMue when fhe Vori'efy Son0

Cavafcod* ffdrted puWIcatiort ierJa/ly. »» n tvagested thqit lh»n iasiaHmtnt* b*

clipped oitd'Med for future reference. - -

Attention !• hereby tailed to the fact that ihi« mottrial it copyrighted and may not

bo roproduc^ri either wholly or in part.

(Continued from Latt Week)

1901.

Northern Pacific ftailway stock

"corner" resulted in panic.

The Pan-American Exposition
opened at Buffalo, N. Y. Tliere an
anarchist, with a pistol hidden in

his handkerchief, shot and fatally

wounded .President William McKin-
ley. Following his death, Theodore
Roosevelt became president.

The Junior. League of the City
of New Yorl? was founded (the na-
tional organization came into being
exactly 20 years later).

Andrew Carnegie was the richest

man in all the world.
The perennial drive fot an 8-

hour day partially gained its objec-
tive when the government decreed
an 8-hour maximum for worlc on
government contracts.

Nothing was finer for women's
wear than talfeta.

Marconi signalled the letter "S"
across the Atlantic from England
to Newfoundland! The first radio
message was sent the following
year.

1902
Because, w.. Edward Tesche-

macher, m., Guy d'Hardelot [pseud,

of Mrs. W. i. Rhodes, nee Helen
Guy]. London: Chappell & Co.,

Ltd.. cop. 1902.
Bill Bailey, Won't You Please

Come Home? w;, m., Hughie Can-
non. Howley, Havlland & Dresser,
cop. 1902.
Come Down Ma Evcnin' Star

RED ROSES
FOR A

BLUE LADY

FIDDLE-fADDLE

BLUE SKIRT
WALTZ

—MILLS-MUSIC, INC. ^

Ii19lraadway N. Y.lf. N. Y.

(Twirly Wirly). w., Robert B,

Smith, m., John Stromberg. M.
Witmark & Son, cop, 1902.

Down on the Farm, w , Raymond
A. Browne, m., Harry Von Tilzer.

Harry Von Tilzer Music Pub. Co.,

cop. 1902.

Down Where the Wurzburger
Flows, w., Vincent P. Bryan, m.,

Harry Von Tilzer. Harry Von Tilzer

Music Pub. Co., cop. 1902.

Heidelbecsr-Stein Song (The
Prince, of Pilsen). w.j Frank Pixley^

m., Gustav Luders. M. Witmark &
Soni, cop. 1902.
I'm Unlucky (introduced in: The

Wild Rose), w., William Jerome,
m., Jean Schwartz. Shapiro, Bern^
stein & Co., cop. 1902.

If Money Talks, It Ain't On
Speaking Terms With Me. w., m.,

J. Fred Helf. Sol Bloom, cop. 1902.

In Dear Old Illinois, w., m., Paul
Dresser: Howley, Haviland & Dres-
ser, cop. 1902.

In the Good Old Summer Time,
w., Ren Shields, m., George Evans.
Howley, Haviland & Dresser, cop.
1902.

In the Sweet Bye and Bye. w.,

Vincent P. Bryan, m., Harry Von
Tilzer. Harry Von Tilzer Music
Pub. Co., cop. 1902.

Jennie Lee. w., Arthur J. Lamb,
m., Harry Von Tilzer. Shapiro,
Bernstein & Von Tilzer, cop. 1902.

The Land of Hope and Glory, w.,

Arthur C. Benson, . m., Edward
Elgar. London: Boosey fc Co., cop.
1902.
The Mansion of Achinif Hearts,

w.i Arthur J. Lamb, m., Harry Von
Tilzer. Harry Von Tilzer Music;
Pub. Co., cop. 1902.
The Message of the Violet (The

Prince of Pilsen). w., Frank Pixley.

m., Gustav Luders. M. Witmark &
Sons, cop. 1902.

Mister. Dooley (introduced in:

The Chinese Honeymoon), w., Wil-
liam Jerome. ^ m., Jean Schwartz.
Shapiro, Bernstein & Von Tilzer,

cop. 1902.
Oh, Didn't He Ramble, w., m.,

Willv Handy. Jos. W. Stern, cop.
1902.
On a Sunday Afternoon, w., An-

drew .B. Sterling m. . _Harry Von
Tilzer. Harry Von Tilzer Music
Pub. Co., cop. 1902;
Pardon Me, My Dear Alphonse,

After You, My Dear Gaston, w.,

Vincent P, Bryan, m,, Harry Von
Tilzer. Harry Von Tilzer Music
Pub. Co., cop. 1902.

Please Go 'Way and Let Me
Sleep, w., m., Harry Von Tilzer.

Harry Von Tilzer Music Pub. Co.,

cop. 1902.
Pomp and Circumstance. March.

m„ Edward Elgar, op. 39, No. 1

London: Boosey & Co., cop. 1902.
Since Sister Nell Heard Paderr

cwski Play, w., Wm. Jerome, m.,
Jean Schwartz. Shapiro, Bernstein
& Co., cop. 1902 by Shapiro, Bern-
stein & Von Tilzer.

I

The Tale of the Seashell (The
' Prince of Pilsen). w., Frank PlxIey.

I
m., Gustav Luders. M.- Witmark &
Sons, cop. 1902.

Tessie, You Are the Only, Only,
Only (Sun? In: The Silver Slipper),
w.. m.. Win R. Anderson. M. Wit-

1 mark & Sons, cop. 1902.
1 Under the Bamboo Tree (Sally

; In Our Alley)/ w., m., . Bob Cole.

I

JoS; W. Stern & Co., cop. 1902.

I When Kate : and I Were Comin'
Thro' the Bye. w., Andi'ew B. Ster-
ling, m,, Harry Von Tilzer. Harry
Von Tilzer Music Pub. Co., cop,
1902.
When You Come Back They'll

Wonder Who the You Are. w.,
m., Paul Dresser. Howley, Haviland
& Dresser, cop. 1902.
Where the Sunset Turns the

Ocean's Blue to Gold, w., Eva Fern
Buckner. m., Henry W. Petrie. Jos.

W. Stern & Co., cop, 1902 by H. W.
Petrie Music Co.:

About 9,000 automobiles worth
$10,400,000 were now produced in

the U. S.
Pittsburgh won the National

League pennant with a total of 103
victories to: 36 defeats. Philadelphia
was the American League cham-'
pion with 83 wins to 53 defeats. . :

Horse racing was edging into the
bigtime. During this year the
Green B^ Morris stable reaped the
heaviest winnings—$98,350.

In Los Angeles one Thomas J.

Tally opened a theatre for films
only. ': •

Women's wear currently required
mountains of lace;, embroidery and
braid. Open-work stockings and:
hats perched high on . the head
were other feminine fashion entice^
ments. .

The Cherry Sisters as popular
entertainers were at their zenith.

fr's *

1903
Ain't It Funny What ^'Difference

Just a Few Hours Make? (The
Yankee Consul), w., Henry M. Blos-
som, Jr. m., Alfred G. Robyn. M;
Witmark & Son.s, cop. 1903:
Always in tlie Way. w.^ m.,

Charles K. Harris. Chas. K. Harris,
cop. 1903.
Always Leave Them : Lauerhing

j
When You Say Good-Bye (Mother

i Goose). w.. m., George MlichaelJ
[Cohan. F. A. Mills, cop. 1903.

I

Bedelia. w., William Jerome, m.,
Ljean_Scliw.artz._ShapirD,._B£rnstein
& Co., cop. 1903.

: The Bo.vs Are Cominr Home To-
day, w.. m., Paul Dresser. Howley,

I
Haviland' & Dresser, cop. 1903.

I The BuminR of Rome. March.
' m., E. T. Paull. E. T. Paul! Music
! Co., cop. 1903;
' Dear Old Girl, w., Richard

Henry Buck, m., Theodore F.
Morse. Howley, Havil«nd' A; Dre**
ser, cop. 1903,

Good-bye, EUza Jane, w., Andrew
B. Sterling, m., Harry Von Tilzer.

Harry Von Tilzer Music Pub. Co.,

cop. 1903.
Four Indian Love Lyrics —. (1)

The Temple Bells; (2) Less Than
the Dust: (3) Kashmiri Sontr; (4)

Till I Wake, w., Laurence Hope,
m.. Amy Woodeforde-Pinden. Lon-
don: Boosey & Co., Ltd., cop. 1902
by Mrs. Woodeforde-Finden; new
edition, cop. 1903 by Boosey & Co.
Hannah! w., Joseph C. Farrell.

m„ Henry Frantzen. Howley, Havi-
land & Dresser, cop. 1903,

! I Can't Do the Sum (Babes in

Toyland). w., Glen MacDonough.
m,, Victor Herbert. M. Witmark &

I Sons, cop. 1903.
I Ida! Sweet As Apple Cider! w.,

I m., Eddie .Leonard. Jos. W. Stern
& Co., cop. 1903,

,

In the Merry Month of June.
I w., m., George Evans and Ren
Shields. Whitney Warner Pub. Co.,

cop. 1903.
t Laughing Water (Mother Goose),
w., George Totlen Smith, m.,

Frederick W, flager. Sol Bloom,
i cop. 1903.

;
Laiy Moon, w.. Bob Cole, m.,

I

Rosamond Johnson. Jos. W. Stem
I & Co., cop. 1903.

I
Lincoln, Grant or Lee. w., m.,

I Paul Dresser. Howley, Haviland &
I

Dresser, cop. 1903.

I
The March of the Toys (Babes in

Toyland). m., Victor Herbert. M.

I

Witmark & Sons, cop. 1903.
I Mother O' Mine! w., Rudyard.
Kipling, m., Frank E. Tours. Chdp-

;
pell & Co., cop. 1903.

I My Task. Sacred Song. w., .Maude
I

Louise Rity. m,* Emma L. Ashford

I

IMrs. John Ashford, nee Hindlel.
i Dayton, Ohio: Lorenz Pub. Co., cop.

,
1903.

; Navajo. w.,: Harj'y H. Williams.
m., Egbert Van Alstyne, Shapiro,

!
Bernstein & Co., cop. 1903.

I
Oh, Isn't It Singular! J. P.

{ Harrington, m., George LeBrunn.:

i

T. B. Harms & Co., cop. 1903 by
I

Francis, ; Day & Hunter.
1 Open the Gates of the Temple.
I Sacred Song, w., Fanny Crosby

I

TMrs. Alexander Van Alstyne T. m.,
Mrs. Joseph F. Knapp [nee Phoebe

I Palmerl. Wm. A. Pond & Co., cop.
1 1903 by Mrs. Joseph F. Knapp.
I Show the White of Yo' Eye. w.,

! m., Stanley Crawford. Shapiro,

I

Bernstein & Co.. cop. 1903.
r Spring; Beautiful Spring (Ger-
, men title: O Fruehling, Wie Bist Du
1 So Schoen). Waltz m., Paul Lincke,

]

Berlin: Apollo Verlag, cop. 1903;

I

assigned 1920 to Edward B. Marks
i

xMusic Co., New Yoilt, (Published
as a song: "Chimes- of Spring," w.,

[
L. Wolfe' Gilbert. Edward B, Marks

,
Music Co., cop. 1930.)

{

[vSweet Adeline.] YouVe the
Flower, of My Heart, Sweet Ade-

I line, w., Richard H. Gerard, m.,
Harry Armstrong. M. Witmark &
Sons. cop. 1903.

' That's What the Daisy Said. \y.r
m;, Albert Von Tilzer. Harry Von

' Tilzer Music Pub: Co.. cop. 1903.
I Toyland (Babes in Toyland). w..
Glen MacDonough. m., Victor

, Herbert. M. Witmark & Sons, cop.
; 1903.

The 'Volce of the Hudson; w., m.,.

Paul Dresser. Howley, Haviland &
Dresser, cop. 1903.

"
Where Are the Friends of Other

Days? w., m., Paul Dresser. How-
ley, Haviland & Dresser, cop. igni
Your Dad Gave His Life for Hii

Country, w., Harry J. Breen, m T
Mayo Geary. The American Ad^
vance-Music Co., cop. 1903.

In fllmdom two important mile-
stones were erected in this vear-
(1) the filming of "The Great 'Traii
Robbery"; and (2) the advent of the
nickelodeon. ^
Women's .agitation for union

rights resulted in the formation of:
the National Women's Trade Union
League.
From Kill Devil Hill, near Klttv

Hawk, N. Wilbur and Orvilft
Wright launched the first success-
ful mechanical airplane. It soared
aioft for 12 seconds. On the fourth
try it remained in flight for nearly
a minute and covered about 850
feet in the face of a 20i-mile wind
The first successful automobile

trip across the North American
continent, from San Francisco to
New York;, was made (in 71 days)
by Dr. H. Nelson Jackson and
Sewell K. Crocker.
In Chicago the Iroquois T)ieatre

caught fire, and 602 persons per-
ished—a catastrophe that neither
Chicago nor theatre owners have
ever fogotten. Most of tlie victims
were trampled to death.
American institutions of higher

learning (colleges and universities)
had the unprecedented attendance
of 86,000 men and 42,000 women
a total of 128,000. In 1947. 1,659,-
.249 men and 678,977 women were
enrolled for a total attendance of
2,338,226.
What the well-dressed woman

should wear for bicycling, outihgs
and such, included: a shirtwaist, a
skirt, a straw sailor hat, and a stiff

collar with a bow tie.

The "world serieSi" as it is

known in modern times, was
launched. Ro s t o n (American
League) beat Pittsburgh (National
League) five games to three.

Enrico Caruso (who had made
his debut in Naples, Italy, in 1884)
made his American debut at the
Metropolitan Opera House. N Y.

(Continued next welt's issuf t

THE linLE OLD"

CHURCH NEAR

LEICESTER

SQUARE
OXFORD MUSIC CORP,

1619 Broadway, New York

Bands at Hotel B.O.'s
;.'.-Band';4^;v 4:s,3».*^^^
Bmil Coleman* . . Waldorf (400; $2")

I

Gardner Benedict* New Yorker (400; $1-$1.50) ...

Guy Lombardo . . . Roosevelt (400; $1.50-$2)

I

Tony Pastor ...Statler (450; $1-Sl.i)0). . ...

* Waidor/, Carl Bnsson; New Yor ker, ice rwiie.

Coven Total
Weeks Past Covers
PUyed Week on Date

14 l ,87-5 39.8i)0

'

15 1,050 16,975:
20 2,050 46,925
6 1,450 9,350 i

and It's

BMI's ofthe Year!
with such wonderful records as

JACK SMITH-MARGARET WHITING-Capital 15394
LARRY GREEN-RAY DOREY-Victor 20-3358
BUDDY CLARK-Columbia 38370
JACK FINA-MGM 10372

THE UNITONES-London 413
NANCY NOLAND-lnternational 132

NESS COULON-Gold Meal 946

and in tht transcription libraries

-EVEIYN KNIGHT-AKociated JAN-OARBER-Copilol "

SHEP FIELDS-lang-WoHh Cr WAITER-NBC Th«ouro«
'

THE SOPHISTICATES-lang-Worth WAITZ FESTIVAL ORCH.-NBC Theiourui
MONICA lEWIS-World DAVID STREET-IUCILIE NORMAN-Standard

Broadcast Music, Inc.
S80 Fifth AvfNM New York 19, N. Y.

Chicago
1

Barclay Allen (Empire Room, Palmer House. 550; $3.50 min>$l cover),
i
Victor florge, Jimmy Ganoll feeling slump; 2;000 covel-s;

I
Henry Brandon (Marine Room, Edgewaler, 700; $1.20 cover). FeelinK

i

lull; 1,000 tabs.

i

Johnny Brewer (Swiss Chalet. Bismarck, 200; $2.00 min.-$1.05 cover).

I

Small room keeping out of red with 1 ,300 payee?.
Dick LaSalle (Mayfair Room, Blackstone. 350; $3.50 min.-$l cover).

. Andy and Delia Russell held over. Slow 1,200 covers.

I

Frankie Masters (Boulevard Room, Stevens. 773; $3,150 min.-$1.55
cover). Ice show and Masters escaping lull with steady 2,400 tabs.

;
Bill .Snyder (College Inn, Sherman, 500; $2.50-$3..')0 min.), "Salute to

Cole Porter;' show holding up despite general biz drop here. Okav
!
2,800 tabs.

DISC JOCKEYS
THE EVER FAVORITE

EXACTLY
LIKE YOU
Music hy ...
JIMMY MimVGH

SHAPIRO. lERNSTEIN

Los Angeles
Carmen Cavallaro (Ambassador, 900; $1.50-$2). \Vith Modernaires.

Third week swell 3.400 covers.
Jan Garber (Biltmore, 900: $l-$l.i50). Steady 3,200 covers.
Ted Fio Rito (Beverly Hills, 300; $4 min.). Mild 1,200 covers.

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels.
(Chicago)

Cee Davidson (Chez Paree, 500; $3.50 min.). Jack Cole. Mary Small
and Joey Bishop. Drop to 2,000 tabs.

Edd.v Howard (Aragon; $1-$1.15 adm ). St. Patrick's Day party helped
hold admissions to offish 12,000.
Al Trace—(Blackhawk. 500; $2.50 min.). Okay 1,800 tabs.
Grift Williams (Trianon; $1-$1.15 adm.). Low 9.000 admissions.

"
. ,

XLox Anfielps)
Benny Goodman (Palladium B., Hollywood, 3rd wk.).

JtdffliissioQs.
Fine 12,350

Wis* Progrdmining

CARMEN LOMBARDO'S

SWEETHEARTS

ON PARADE
MAYFAIR MUSIC
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Ml Resort Op^' Package Deals

May Derail Bookers' Gravy Train
Mountain .

resort operators -f

will attempt a revolutionary boo^-

m procadure this year A group

3 55 hotels in upper New York

will attempt to buy acts on a cost

Xs 10% booking fee basis. Al

* Belle Dow agency have been ap-

nroached to set talent on that basis

In the hotels, and indications are

that it will take on the assignment.
*

• Booking on this basis will take

+he lush profits out of the moun-

tqin business. Generally, the re-

sort bookers set entire shows on a

flat budget which includes services

of the acts, transportation and

bboking fees. The booklet gener-

fllW manages a nice profit with this

urocedure. Acts have often main-

tained that the bookers' profits on

that basis were much too high and

the greater portion of those profits

were extracted from the salaries

of acts. Performers have fre-

quently claimed that a booker will

charge an innkeeper $1 00 for a

particular act, but the turn will

sometimes get only half of that

sum. . , .

If the new formula is: success-

(Continued on page 55)

NOW AT THE

ROXY
NEW-YORK-

Managcmtnt

MU$ie CORPORATION
OF AMIRICA

Penny Edwards Injured
Omaha, March 22.

Penny Edwards, film and stage
player at the Orpheum as part of
the show with Gene Krupa's band
worked the week with seven
stitches in her scalp and a band-
aged shoulder.
She and her mother, driv-

ing from New York to Omaha,
were in collision with an-
other car in Pittsburgh. They
made the remainder of the trip by
rail, arriving in plenty of time for
opening day.

Elkort May Head

Grades' U.S. Agcy.
London, March 22.

Deal is being negotiated for Ed-
die Elkort, formerly with Music
Corp. of America, to represent
Lew and Leslie Grade Agency in
the U. S. Elkort is expected in
London next week to confer with
the agency's boai-d of directors.

Lew Grade stated that the Brit-
ish Treasury dept. has okayed
plans for: the opening of the. U. S.

branch which win book American
talent for England and the conti-
nent and set European acts in the
U. S.

Ice-Cycles' Set for London,

Paris Runs Next Summer
For the first time in history a

major ice show will play British
and 'French dates intact. "Ice-

Cycles," with a cast of more than
50 performers, has been booked for
Empress Hall, Earl's Court, Lon-
don, and will follow with the Pa-
lais des Sports, Paris. Show will
play the London date, starting June
22 until Sept. 17, and will open
the following day in Paris to run
until Oct. 2.

Rosemarie Stewart (& Dench)
will stage the show for the London
and Paris stages. Cast Will arrive
early in June for extensive rehear'^
sal until the opening. No other
dates are slated, inasmuch as en-
tire cast will return after the Paris
[date to rehearse next season'S'edi-

I

tion of the show.

Dates were set by Walter Brown,
president of. the Arena Managers
Assn., and president of the Boston
[Gardens, while on a recent Euro-
I
pean trip. leer will play on a guar-
antee and percentage basiSw

Shuberts Eyeing

Vaude Again?

hdo llireatens to Resp as AGVA

Topper AfterTi With Natl Bd.

Peggy Lee's Tour
Hollywood, March 22.

Peggy Lee and husbarid, Dave
Barbour, tee off a 10-week eastern
vaude tour June 24 at the Chicago
theatre, Chicago, at a flat $7,500
per week for two weeks.

Barbour's five-piece combo will
provide the backing when trek gets
underway after Miss. Lee's Ches"
terfield airshow starts its summer
hiatus.

Godfrey Units

In for Revision

The Shuberts are again report-
edly eyeing tWo-a-day vauders for
sprHe bf theii" legit houses. Graciei
Fieias: inay .head the .firit ' iijilt,

originally Slated to Open iat the
Shubert, Philadelphia; Ajprii! 18,
but postponed to a later date.

I

He said the office will be opened I

Lee Shubert is said to be in on
I sometime in April, and to finalize

I

the venture with Ken Robey, who
i matters, he will sail for New York i

produces vaude shows periodically

in early April, and will be accom-
"

panied by Fraz Mickenie, head of:

Dutch National Circus, and Rolf
Knie, head of Swiss National Cir-

cus.
•

Meanwhile, Lew Grade told

Two "Arthur Godfrey Talent
Scouts" units are being withdrawn
from theatre tours. Unit which
closed last week in Newark will
probably be disbanded permanent-
ly, but outfit currently playing De-
troit will be revamped along new

1 lines, to permit 'winners of audi-

)
tions in various cities to play with

' the show.

I
It was felt that the units without

a top name weren't drawing suffi-

ciently in large houses, but could
have easily made the grade in
smaller situations.

4- Administrative end of the AvAac-

ican Guild of Variety Artists is rif*

with dissension. In one flareup last

week Dewey Barto, national admin*
istrative secretary, resigned but
resignation was not accepted by
the natimal board. ,

It's reported that Barto had beeit
on the carpet several times during;
the meeting. At one point he is

said to have told the board that
since he was drafted for the job
he could resign any time. - A boards
member moved to accept the resig-
nation, but situation was smoothed
over.

It's felt by various board mem«
hers that disagreements in the top

;

echelon are : imperiling the -union's
plan for complete organization of
its jurisdiction, further exploration
of employmenf opportunity in the
variety field, settlement of the tele-

vision jurisdiction and the insurr
ance - program which, the national -

board promulgated at its recent;
N. Y. meeting. Some members of:

.

the N. Y. board are attempting to.

settle the breach, "but if unsuccess'
ful, it's likely the tlflf will be re-
vived on the floor of the convention
to be held in June In Chicago.

.lerry Lester is slated to play his
first date at the Latin Quarter,
N. Y., starting April 28. Frances
Faye also comes into the spot on
that (late.

Variety that he has booked Ililde-

garde to open at Casino, Knocke,
Belgium, for two weeks, starting

Aug. 12, and is also negotiating

with a West End theatre, to ^iresent

the American singer for short sea

at Carnegie Hill, N, Y., and the I

Harry Adler-Nat Dunn Agency. I

Proposed number of units hasn't .1

been determined and will probably
depend on the success of the first I

layout. Shubert has been interest- !

ed in vaude displays for sometime, i

and the revived interest in vaude,
due to its popularity on video, has
sharpened such plans.

-

Robey promoted a show Satur-
day (19) at Carnegie Hall, N. Y.,

son after Belgium dates. Has also i
^vith Myron Cohen and Molly Pi-

booked the Delta Rhythm Boys for

t^o weeks at Knocke, . opening

Jiil-y 29, following with London
Palladium, Aug. 15, for four

weeks, and a Moss Empires tour of i

18 weeks to follow. i

con heading the bill. Gross was
$3,996, considered excellent for a
single display in that auditorium.

Manny Opper
that n*w comedian

97th Week
Hollywood SKow loungt

Ttn. Mil.: IRV LEVIN

Basie Toplines as S.F.

Tivoli Guns Vaude Policy
SaaJErancisco, March_22, _

Tivoli relights as a vaudfilmer

next Wednesday (30) with Count

Basic band toplining first stage

show. Booked in by GAC, •Basie

gets a flat 50% of the week's gross.

House, run by Ellis Levy, operator

of the Edgewater ballroom and the

Telenews theatre, has a 65c top for

the flesh and dual film layout.

Levy will pay local standby mu-
sicians to placate Musicians Local 6

here during the Basie engagement

in the 1,500-seater,

Kittr Kallen pacted for Beverly

Country Club, New Orleans,

April 14.

Crabbe Set for Toleido Aquarama
Toledo, March 22.

Buster Crabbe and a cast of 75
performers have been booked for
the 1949 Toledo Aquarama Festi-
val.

Show will be held July 8-17 in
the Sports Arena.

HARRY ADLER AND NAT DUNN

fake pleasure in announcing

the merger of their theatrical booking agencies

fo be known as

ADLER-DUNN AGENCY
Located at 165 West 46th Street

New York City

Suite 508

PLam 7-253S -Circle 6.871a

WALTER WmCHELL: "A 23 year old 'find'."

VABIETY: "Leo De Lyon has an act that's as

odd as his name. There are sudden sur-

prises during his turn that panic the house

. . . Showstopper . . . Surefire . .
."

. BILLBOAltn: "Im^J^ .tiyxm was a big. hit.

"The : short 'comics, material, vocaf • knocli^

aboiitS'Work is made to-order.>. broilfllt

yoclis time and again."

N. Y. POST: "His humor should carry him a
Jong way-^gives an excellent exhibition of

his amaiing talents."

They're stilh ROARING about

LEO DE LYON
Just completed:

STRAND
".'New. York-''

Opening April Tth:

ROOSEVELT HOTEL
New OrlMNS

Tlranxamillion tot The Strand's Harry Mayer for this and the return engagement and'

the entire Strand Theatre Staff; the Fourth, Estates for all the kind Words; GAC's
Harry Anger for his valued guidance.

Personal Mgt.: JACK TALAN

Press Relations: MAL BRAVEMAN and KAY NORTON

Direction: GENERAL ARTISTS CORPORATION
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N. Y. A6VA Branch Nominates

20 Delegates for Chi Convention

New York slate for delegates,

to the iVmerican Guild of Va-
riety Artists convention to he held

early June in Chicago has 20 nom-
inees. Meeting held last week at

the Park Sheraton hotel, N. Y-.

nominated Jackie Bright, Ben
Beyer, Jerry Baker, Jimmy Holly-

wood, Margie Coate, Phil Irving,

Irving Grossman, Joe Smith,

George Price, Charlie Banks, Henry
Dunn, Lena Home, Marshall Rog-
er*, Marshall Haley, Paul Draper,

Chick Darrow, Jon Nichols, Vir-

ginia Richmond, Bob Fitzgerald,

and Lou Saxon.
Each AGVA branch Is entitled to

one delegate fot every 200 mem-
bers. As such New York will get

10 delegates. A total of 60 dele-

gates are expected to be selected

from " various branches to attend

convention. Members can vote lor

delegates from all cities.

Notnination meetings were held

throughout the counti-y but results

are being held sub rosa by national

AGVA office. No reason was
ascribed for this action.

Balloting will again be held un-

der the auspices of the Honest Bal-

lot Assn., which conducted, the

elections last year. Ballots will go

out in about two weeks and dead-

line for returns is May 6.

Lido, Paris, Sets Yank

Revue to Lure Tourists

Paris, March 22.

The Lido, Paris, will make its

strongest bid for tourist trade

starting May 20 with a show that

will include Senor Wences, Ted
Lawrie Steffen-Martell dancers (8),

and Dynamite Jefferson. Donn
Arden and John Fletcher will pro-

duce. "

Pierre Louis-Guerin, Operator of

the Lido, feels that a show with

American talent will lure the tour-

ists, since the revue houses have
come up with disappointing dis-

plays.-

When Guerin opens Les Ambas-
sadeurs, Eleanor Powell, current at

the Palladium, London, may top

initial show.

Ferry, Pickman Form

New Coast Agency
Hollywood, March 22.

Town's newest agency, Ferry-

Pickman, Inc., gets rolling within

the next few weeks, headed by
Milton Pickman and tei« Ferry,

Pair ankled Charles K. Feldman's
Famous Artists to organize the new
office. .

Ferry started in the agency biz

five years ago with Leland Hay-
ward, and remained for a year after

the merger with MCA before join-

ing Famous as a veepee. Pickman,

with MCA before the war, joined

Feldman last year after a two-year

stint as assistant to Harry Cohn at

Columbia Pictures.

Earle, Philly, Dickering

More Vaude Shows To

Boost Dip in Pix Grosses
I Philadelphia, March 22.

i After two consecutive weeks of

vaudeville tiie Earle suffered a

I

sharp $21,000 drop in weekly re-

ceipts with its return to straight

film policy. The dive, sent local

Warner management hurrying to;

New York to line up fresh talent

for the house.
The Earle last week signed Tony

Martin to open April 1, with an-

Miilwul Date*

Chicago, March 22.

Jimmy !Am« held flver at. tht
Silver Frolics . . . Johnny O'Brlan
and Will and Gladys Ahem Join

the Jane Russell show jA Uia
Oriental, April 7 . . . Phil Foster

holds over for another four weeks
at thit yin« Gardens, rest of the
show shifts with Judy Manners and
Tom and Jerry Mahoney coming in

March 25 . . . Parker Bros, booked
for Club Television oyer WGN-TV,
April S . . . Herb Leon repeats at

the Kentucky Club for three
weeks, March 27 . . . Ginger Kinney
into the Chesterfield Supper Club,
Council Bluffs, Iowa, along with
the Satisflers . . , Allen Sisters,

after long Itexas swing, opened
March 17 at the Carousel, Pitts-

burgh.
Following were nominated to be

delegates to AGVA national con-
vention in Chicago^ June 8-8; six

to be elected; Bee Have, Billy

Carr, Dave Arman, Ray Collins,

Jack Gwynne, Hap Hazard, Harry
King, Francis Kay, Lee Norman,,
Violet Strandz, Joe Wallace, and
Charles Weaver.

CANTOR SET FOR S. F.

VAUDERON50PEAL

crs

to ARTISTS of STAGE-SCREEN...RADIO
REPRINTS

We are now equipped to make quantity

original reprintt at reproduction rates.

CARNEGIE HALL STUDIO :154 W. S7th ST. N.V.C.

Phone Circle 7-3505

BOSTON STUDIO ; Hotel Lenox Kenmore 5 300

H

THOSE AMAZING MENTALISTS

DESTIS
Are Coming fo Your Theafre

Hollywood, March 22.

^'J*''* Cantor has been signed

otiler'nameTo be TeV on'sam bill.
I

for a week^t the Golden Gate the-

Mariiyn Maxwell, Mlscha Auer and ' ' "
"

Schine s ( Wks.

In Ohio Area
The Schine circuit will expand

vaudates in tht Ohio territory to
six weeks, according to Belle Dow
of the Al & Belle Dow agencv
which books the Schine houses

:
Mrs, Dow said houses in Kent

Bucyrus, Ashland and Mt. Vernon
were currently dispensing with
vaude shows because of necessity
of changing film schedules. When
new slates are made up, most of
these .houses will resume with
Sonne houses getting additional
stageshow time and others being
cut down. However, chain will
open up additional houses through-
out the state, with six weeks of
playing time in that area alone.
The additional Ohio time will

give the Schine circuit more than
100 days of stageshow playing
time.

Jay Marshall will double from
"Love Life" into the Diamond
Horseshoe, N, Y., starting tonight
(Wed.>.

the Three Suns are skedded for

April 8. and Ginny Simms and
Harvey Stone come in April 15.

ater, San Francisco, starting May
29 at a reported 50% of the gross.

House lias just concluded a week
with the Red Skelton show which
produced a terrific $45,000 gross

on the same terms.
Golden Gate has also signed the

Jack Carson unit with Robert Alda,
CONVENTION HALL, A.C.,

HAS DEHlIT Or 44(l illation Hutton, starting April 20

Atlantic City, March 22. |

"

After nine months of operation,
i plaannr Pnitfi>1l 5lrnirPC

the resort's municipally owned WcdIlOr rUWCU i}tUIC»

convention hall is in the red

$44,168, according to the city

comptroller's books.
The city has put $100,000 into

the convention hall's budget to

keep the figures in the black with
the possibility being that more will

be needed at the close of its fiscal

year in June-
Government collected $98,002

from admissions to the big hall,

while the city got $15,557 In luxury

taxes.

Sources of income for the nine
months Included rents, conven-
tions, $323,504; John Harris Ice

Gapades $67,306; Lowe theatre,

$2,656; ice skating, $5,249; boxing,

$104. Other items brought the

take to $654,780. while $698,948
was spent, with $314,668 listed as

salaries.
'

Billie Holiday Cancels

Roost, N. Y., in Permit Nix
Billie Holiday's opening at the

Royal Roost, N. Y., was cancelled
after being denied a cabaret per-
mit by N. Y. police dept. Singer,

who was to open Thursday (17), is

under bail on a narcotics possession
charge in San Francisco, and is

scheduled for trial there April 14.

Miss Holfday was recently re-
leased from a Federal reformatory
on a previous narcotics charge.

Big in London Vaude
London, March 22.

Eleanor Powell opened the new
vaudeville season at the' Palladium
Monday ( 21 ) , scoring big with her
dance routines. Packed house gave
American actress a traditional wel-
come, with indications pointing, to
a sellout for the run of the mree-
week booking.
Other V. S. acts in bill include

Roger Ray, George and Bert Ber-
nard, and Harrison, Carroll and
Ross.
A week prior to her opening at

the Empire; Glasgow, Eleanor Pow-
ell found the house sold out for

the entire March 14 week. Harry
Foster, her agent, who flew in from
London to )vatch both shows Mon-
day my, had-to find a spot among
the many standees.

Miss Powell did 36 minutes, a
record for any dance . .act» and
stopped the show cold.

NICK LUCAS
Qwrrentir

KEN MURRAY'S BLACKOUTS
. BAIIjrwaod

Andy Russell slated for the
Glenn Rendezvous, Covington, Ky.,
April 8.*

HERE I AM
BACK

"WHh the High Class Stufi"

THE AMAZINCr MR. BALLANTINE
at the OLYMPIA THEATRE, Miami

^ WEEK MARCH 23RD
Thanks fe HARRY LEVINE, AL WEISS, JR.

and My Ag»nt, MEYER B. NORTH
1564 Broadway. New Y«rii If, N. Y.

Saranac Lake
By Happy Benway
Saranac, N. Y., March 22.

Will Rogers Memorial hospital
rated among the first three hosr
pitals and sanatoriums in this area
approved by the American, College
of Surgeons. Ratings are based on
institutions showing best care and
treatment of patients. Dr. Geo. E.

Wilson, medical head of the Rogers,
rates a carnation for his splendid
supervision.
Theodora Kelly planed in to visit

husband, Sam (RKO) Kelly, who
recently received his first good
medical report.
Edna (Legit) Hagan, ex-Rogeritc

and radio actress, in tor annual
checkup, drew an all-clear to re^
sume work,

: Fay (Loew's) Schacht, ex-Rogerite
now at the Trudeau sanatorium, in
to bedside Mabel (Legit) Burns,
recuping from recent operation.

Dolly (Warner's) Gallagher flash-
ing top medical report.

A. B. (Tony) Anderson, manager
of Schine's Pontiac theatre, re-
elected Mayor of Saranac Lake, by
a three to one majority; his second
term in office.

Write to those Who are ill.

HEENE and HOWARD

PARAMOUNT
THEATRE

New Yark

COMEDY MATERIAL
fvr All Branchn of Ihtotricab

FUN-MASTER
"Th* ORIGINAl Shew-Blx Gag' fik*

Not. T ta 32 @ $1.00 aiich

(Order In Sa<|«tnc«: Only)

SPEaAL: TIm Nnt 13 Flit*

for $8.00 i i I

3 DIFFERENT BOOKS OF PARODIES
(It in Each BMk) tlO ptr Book

S«ii<l iiSo for IlHtD of oilier comedj
inatcirtal. SODKK. iiiirodieH. mlnntrrl

imlter, blRck^oiits, «lc. NO C.O.D.'S.

PAULA SMITH
SOO W. M fit., S. \. 10. Circle 7-1X1*
—Ettry Dnr Includinc Sunday*—

CLINTON HOTEL ;°;vir.

300 OUTSIDI ROOMS
tr»m '2 OAUY

inciAi wtiKiY haus
MOVSfKfCriNO MCdini*

mmmvtMKmo iniAtict or Ml fHMrnlMM ,

Trampoliningty Yours

Paul & Paulette Trio

ENTERTAINERS WANTED
ArGrand Hofcl, Mackinac Island, Michigan

For July and August

One Show Nightly. Six NlqM* Weekly

Gh*s» Privilege*, Koom and Meal*,, No Salary

Writ* with neture and Detail* to

GRAND HOTEL COMPANY
920 North Michigan Avonaa . CMcago 11.
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' (HOTEL PLAZA)
,

HUdeflorde with Salvatore (Hoe's

/iJ?h (10 ) ond Marfc Monte'* Con-
'
4); $2.80 concert.

The Persian Hoom is itself once

.«Sf wtth Hildegarde's Uth date

SSJS in six years.

There's no, disputipg the profit

««r«in when the chantoosey from

MU^aukee marks one of her

''ISiSiir wturns here. It's become

rtatSnal that Hildegarde

*^^„, fias a nice throwaway line thatS "aboSt to, start on a, series

Sf 20 farewell engagements."

Fasilv the No. 1 one-woman

nitenr driw in the hotel league,

SMnly among the t

Sf the nitery attractions,
?nd Mrtainly among the topmost

Sf the nitery attractions, Hilde-

Sarde's tour de force as a cafe per-

sonality has now gotten to be a

Jirfoiroer's performer type of

SJ^Stion. Her handling of

?SraerT the ability to hazard

inamscy and y6t command respect,

since there's the constant danger

Sere of unruliness; the blend of

MM with soplUstication, personal

aarm with Steinway virtuosity-

all these by now have made her

a trademarked personality. She
, evidenced that anew at her St.

Patrick's night preem.

She ran the gamut from Hiber-

nian faves to nostalgic Viennese

excerpts. Veering more to accent

on her pianistic prowess, she's a

peripatetic perisonality as she shifts

from the ivories to downstage cen-

tre at the mike. She has made her

Wadley & Smythe and the "dear,

dear management" routine (with

the roses and "la list") a personal

routine which she couldn't drop if

she wanted to.

Paradoxically, she has .achieved

the unusual of coming back with

a perhaps 75% new act, as to rour

tines, etc., albeit retaining the

staple flavor. Norman Wallace,
whom she gives oral billing,

whipped Up a brace of good open'
ers, and bandleader - songsmith
Eddy Oliver is credited for a fetch-

ing "Oh My Darling, Play Some-
thing," which serves as a suave
pitch for her Deeca disking. In
between she does "Three Blind
Mice" in the manner of the mas-
ters and Gershwin; pitches for the
United States with a cute and
literal soapbox song, "Wonderful
Country"; kids about her recent
London and Paris jaunts (with
suitable vocal excerpts to match);
parades the celebs, via the rose-
presentation routine; and generally
clocks a solid overran-hour piano ^

and songalog, which is unique in
that the customers are left hungry.
Manager Anna Sosenko, who con-
tribbed the chanteuse's now w.k.
"Darling Je Vous Aime Beaucoup,"
does a. highly_ effective job with
the' lights, which afe s) potenl ah
element in the presentation. And,
incidentally, she is the unbilled
author of the "Wonderful Coun-
try" number.

Salvatore Gioe, skillful piano ac-
comp, now also heads up his own
new l(^man dansapation crew and
delivers in that department just as
handily. Mark Monte's Continen-
tals, rhythm quartet, per usual,
are skillful alternates. Abel.

Vemuillles, Y.
Jean Sablon, Boh Grant and Pan-

euro prch«; $4 ond $5 minimum.

This marks Jean Sablon's third
return to the East 50th street
Disteo where the French singer
jrst came to attention In America,m retrospect, this spot has been

excellent showcase for many an-
other standard, running the gamut
I» Jf

Tony Martin, Kitty Carlisle
to Carl Brisson and Dwight Fiske.
i^i'' Gabion's instance, now reach-

J"8
the peak of the Franco-Ameri-

parade—and that's not lim-
ited to saloon singers—it's quite

SwJJ""" ^'•y ""^ how this skillful
snowman stays on top, even with

iSLS^'i?^®"*^*' competition via im-
Trenet, Boyer (Lu-

)n^W' ?.°^.*<» mention the highly

iv„.i^"*^'?"c Chevalier. Under
hSul* Buidance the personable

has forgotten the some-H off-the-cob billing as "the
BJng Crosby" and, on his

?™5 'i?^^
the bell with a well-

i2S?9e<J song repertoire. His ac-

f«nci5,""xF"8lish, or a reasonable
wcsimile thereof, so that the cus-

anH they are of the $4
*^ni nlmum type—can dig. the

French Jive through a well assort-
— lanB?.„"*'"^ °* familiars or dual-

'angtiage versions.

hani*
P^'esentation, on the other

amoo doesn't insult the intelli-

hP w. ul^?^ several of the songs
bL„ "J"8ht to America have since

it in
i''»nslated, likewise he does

sinK th'^'^^.^i.
accordingly, he

Prenoh"'* "September Song" in

'•r n T„'- ®^ he does it abroad. His

ble-Iii^.?^.^*?" "

of "Clopin-Clopin" Into th« cur-

f-flf J 9.°?""* 9' Comme Ca;"
"Lilette • is merely a French idea
in English; the Martinique calypso
(beguine) is authentically native,
and as such has special appeal;

"^^i.^*.?,^" ^"se" is now as w.k.
as the "Marseillaise"; Charles Tre-
net;s "Serenade" is lyrically ex-
plained; heixreprises *'Le Fiacre;"
and for once here's a singer who
has the intelligence to update "The
Last Time I Saw Paris," instead of
singing what it was originally—

a

sentimental dirge. Only a slight
lyric switch makes it contempora-
neous instead of lachrymose.

Sablon's durability as a cafe at-
traction is evidenced anew here.
Quite obviously the more intihiate
the room and more adult his audi-
ence the greater his appeal. This
is a footnote to Sablon's misstep in
a mass-capacity vaudfilmer, al-
though, with proper surrounding,
he should register in American
theatres as he has in the Continen-
tal music halls. It can't be said that
the major hurdle is the linguistic
schism since he has so successfully
surmounted it in the Cafes for the
last few years.
Not for nought does the singer

salute maestro Bob Grant's band
and that special accordionist; they
do a difficult accomp job with skill.
The accordionist is a decidedly
plus factor. Panchito's rhumbaists
continue to click, too. .Abel:

Y.

The Shwnrock, HonstoH
^ Houston, March 18.
Dorothij Shay, . Ben Yost'* Royal

Guards <5), Gloria Lo/lin, Gordon
Cume, Kuss Morgan Orch, Nat
Brandwynne Orch; minimum $3.50.

.The southwest, where blgtime
nitery entertainment in recent
years has been. limited to name
bands, provides a new topline set-
ting for supper club draws at the
Shamrock hotel, the $20,000,000
project of oilman Glenn McCarthy
which preemed in Houston last
week. If dough-heavy Texans con-
tinue to show the same interest in
the spot that they've been exhibit-
ing during opening week, the
bhamrock should be a major source
of important coin for name turns
and bands.
Hurdle to successful operation—^

and the reason there are so lew
such top grade spots in the area-
is Texas' liquor law. It's a package-
goods State, meaning that the
joints can't sell anything stronger
than beer and bubbly—and setups,

Seeing dignified old guys walk
into niteries with a bottle of booze
wrapped in an old newspaper Un-
der their dinner-jacketed arm is a
funny sigh', for everyone but the
fellow who owns the place. It
seems to seriously slow down the
yen for heading into a nitery^
although to speed up the rate at
which the customers get crocked
once thyy settle down to work on
their bottles.

Reservations for the initial fort-
night have poured in so fuUsome^
ly that th J current show is. being
presented in two different locales
—the Emerald Room, seating about
850, and the Shamrock Room, seat
|ing about 300. When the bloom
of novelty fades and trade is down

Nat Brandwynne orch capably
backs the show and supplements
Russ Morgan's crew 'on the danr
sapation. Gloria Laflin neatly han-
dles the open spaces with her
pianoing. Gordon Currie wanders
about ' the room doing 15-second
caricatures of the guests. He's an
affable Australian who's handled
the same trick at New York's Bilt-

more and at commercial exposi-
tions.''' '

Maitre d' is Ramon Bayasca, for^
merly at the Bellevue-Stratford
and Penn-Sheraton in Philly,
among other spots, and onetime
owner of the exclusive Heigh-ho
Club in Washington. Service in the
Emerald and Shamrock Rooms
(despite the widely - publicized
opening night melee) is first rate,
with: captains and waiters imported
from top hostelries in New -York
and Miami Beach. Herb.

(FOLLOWUP)
The two performers at the in-

time Penthouse comprise a pleas^
ing bit of divertissement; each hav-

to antidpateT^ormar;™^^^^^
the larger room will be restricted

mood and command attention. En-
hancing the atmosphere of this
rooftop intimerie are Gigi Durston
and Jerry R^ed (New AQts), both of
whom fill the needs of this room
excellently.
Miss Durston has been making a

splash in the eastsideries of late.

She has a pashy appeal in her
pipings, having the knack of mak-
ing the lyrics appear to be ad--

dressed to each patron individu-
ally. Pipings carry applause-
winning values here.

Miss Durston, however, should
enlarge upon her catalog if she's
to go beyond intimeries. Her voice,
while thin, carries excellently, and
her projection can be developed
so that the same effect, can. be at-

to banquets (for which it can be
set UP to hold more than 1,000
guests, minus a dance floor) and
entertainment, will be presented in
the Shamrock Room. Both are
architectural and technical gems,
although designer Robert D. Har-
rell's "international modern'' decor
is somewhat on the cold side and
lacks the intimacy that should pre-
vail in the Shamrock Room, at
least. It is perhaps something that
further experimenting with light-
ing may cure.

It's rumored that builder Mc-
Carthy once got a table behind a
post in a nitery and determined
then and there that there'd be no
such encumbrances in his own

tainejd in a larger cafe. Tune se-i spot. Thus even the 103-foot square
lection, while admirable for needs
of this spot, would have to be en-
larged if she's to work other type
rooms.

Roster is completed by Kurt
Maier, who does the . piano inter"
ludes. His catalog embraces Vir*

tually every musical form and his
poundings are sufficiently down to

earth.J;o_::create_a_fee.llng.M-gemut-
Uchkeit here, . Jo^e.

Clique CInb, IV. Y.
Sally Rand; - Radio Aces (3),

Line (6), Madeleine King, Dave
Herman Orch; $3 minirnuTn.

Sally Rand's periodic stands in

N. Y. cafes bring out some un-
usual audiences, mostly males.
She's been attracting this type au-

dience since her run at the Chica-

go World's Fair in 1932.

Miss Rand has probably hit New
York to mark time until the carni-

val season, when she really fans
in the chips. Her percentage deal

at the comparatively small-sized

Clique cannot fetch the king-sized

grosses of the carny dates, but it's

probably enough to meet expenses,

and also make a profit for the spot.

Dancer is one of the better strip

divas, but despite experience is

still to Surround herself with a

suitable show. She's brought in a

line of a half-dozen lookers plus

hula dancer Madeleine King. For
entertainment she relies on the

Radio; Aces, whose special material

tunes hold up nicely and provide

the sole humor in the show. The
off-the-cob retinue isn't up to

Broadway standards — but then

again, Miss Rand isn't attracting

a Broadway crowd.

Her big moment comes during

her fan number when she gets

down to bare essentials fof a brief

moment in the dimmed spot.

Miss Rand, having a reputation

to maintain for nudity, does one

other number in the show. But

inasmuch as she's nearly fully

clothed, 'she hides her identity un-

der a dark wig. There were few

in the-crowd-who recognized_.her

in that disguise.
,

. , .

The Clique, in bringing m fan-

dancer, follows the pattern of the

52d street spots. Until last week

a bop haven, the Clique after find-

ing that be-bop wasn't paying off,

mainly because of scarcity ot at-

tractions, threw in the girl show.

The admission tap has been

abandoned for this run, but the $3

minimum prevails, with exception

Le Boeuf Sur le Tolt, Chi
Chicago, March 22.

Lilli Andree, Madelene Dahlman;
no cover, no minimum.

This new spot departs from the
traditional run of niteries here, in
more ways than one. Site is the old
Henry Field mansion, with nothing
done to modernize or change the
1890 decor. , Crystal gas chande-
liers, and candle light prevail, with
emphasis on the quaint, yet Pari-
sian atmosphere.

Lilll Andree, petite brunet, in-
tros her own numbers, with the
help of Madelene Dahlman, piano-
accompanist, as songstress' Eng^

J

lish is in literal stage. Effect is

charming and amusing, with Miss
Andree viewing her speaking diffi-

culties, in gay manner. In the
States for seven weeks, after ex-
tensive stays in Turkey, Buenos
Aires and Rio, she has a reper-
toire of songs in 11 languages,
with most offerings being Parisian.
Renditions of "La Vie En Rose,"
"Le Petit Vin Blanc," and "J'At-
tendrai" exhibit well-trained pipes
plus warmth and-: personable: styl-
ing.. Informal type of presentation
finds her perched atop piano or
table singing, garnering complete
attention and approval of patrons.

. Spot was named after Le Boeuf
in Rue D'Anglais, Paris, long
known'as a meeting place for cos-
mopolites. LeBoeufSur Le Toit
(Ox on the Roof) gets its original
name from a^ balfet-farce written
by Jean Cocteau. . Greg.

JERRY REED
SonKS ,

10 Mlns. .

Penthouse, N; ¥.
Jerry Reed, one of the younger

exponents of ballad singing, has a
youthful enthusiasm for this type
of work that should establish him
as a name in this field. He has an
excellent collection of Old English^
Irish and American folktunes as
well as spirituals. All are given «
high degree of feeling and styling.

His guitar accompaniment is

full-'bodied and gives substance to
his songs. Pipes have a nice bal-i

ance, being able to deliver the
deeper and higher tones with true
pitch and intensity.

He's the brother of Susan Reed,
also established as a balladeer, but
he's making out nicely on his own.;

Jose.

MARIE SHAW
Songs t

14 Mins.
Bradley's, N. Y.
Marie Shaw has obviously been

.

around for some time,: but is a
stranger to Variety's New Act
files. Making a striking appear-
ance- with platinum blonde coiff,

she shows up. best In the blues
dept. There's much feeling and
finesse in these numbers. She gets
in a lot of falsetto tones to add
color.
Miss Sha\y has a number of gut^

teral tones, which frequently are
too grating and destroy the effect
of .the smoother portions of her
song. Otherwise, numbers are
,good, and since she goes in for
lots of

.
chatter, - the writing at- it

could be improved. ? Josd

hThiA^'iV^ treatment; he fetching- minimum prevails, with exception

%««.s,Vie/;AmerlMn';,txan^^^^^^^ b??K*Aej .•^A*?*. •

Emerald Room has a ceiling that
is entirely steel-trussed. Vision is

further er.hanced in both rooms
by two step-ups toward the rear
and sides, so that the view of
bandstand and performers is well-
nigh perfect from any point.
Acoustics are also excellent and
lighting for the shows is accom-
plished-by-spots-which come down-
on electric elevators out of the ceil-

ing. Light operators are provided
with telephone headsets connected
with that of the stagemanager.
There's no lack, of any technical
feature that McCarthy's well-oiled
grouch bag can provide.

Shows are being booked by Bill
Burnham, who carries the title of
entertainment director, post he
also held at the Biltmore, N. Y.
Teeoff layout is in for two weeks,
taking the final bow March 30.

Only exception is the Russ Mor-
gan band^ which holds over until
April 6, when it is replaced by Car-
men Cavallero. Burnham's policy
will be shaped by events and avail-

abilities, but probably will continue
as now, with a top name as draw,
an auxiliary act (such as the cur-
rent Ben Yost singing unit) and
an important band.

It is hard to conceive of Burn-
ham's having made a better choice
than Dorothy Shay to start the
Shamrock off. The "Park Avenue
Hillbilly" provides Just the right
mixture of earthiness. with . her
sophistication to knock these Tex-
ans over and she can probably
stay as long as she wants and come
back as often as she cares to. A
noisy, talkative lot with less In the
way of nitery manners than might
be found even in Flatbush, these
oil-happy Houstonians have been
spellbound by Miss Shay to the
point of being quiet during her
performance-T^nd nothing greater
can be said of any entertainer.

Miss Shay is doing the same dit-

ties with which she's clicked so
solidly in New York, L. A., Frisco
and elsewhere. Material Is all origi-

nal (with the exception , of her
famed "Feudin', Fightin'") and
she- collabs-on the writing—of -it.

Attractive and in command of
the situation every second, this

hillbilly ' (from Jacksonville, Fla.,

actually ) gives the material $mash
delivery to milk it of every drop
of its gentle risqueness.
Royal Guards quintet is set in

the standard pattern of the Yost'

units, with nicely blended voices

and colorful costumes to present

Swiss Clialet, Clii
(BISMARCK HOTEL)

Chicago, March 17i
Joe Isbell, Charles & Janet, Do-

raine & Ellis, Johnny Brewer Orch;
$2 minimMm, $1.05 cover.

SONNY RICHARDS
Comedy
15 Mins.'
Bradley's. N. Y.
Sonny Richards' New York

preem is too premature. He should
have had more, seasoning before
attempting the Gotham showcjKses.

.

Richards has some good^ma-
terial His 'satire of an oldtlme
vauder is good, and there are oced4
sional bits that come across, but
unfortunately, delivery is frequent-
ly ineffective. He has a passable
voice for song passages, and hii
terping is okay. He's a young-
ster and can - afford to play
the lesser spots until the necessary
experience is attained. • /ose; >

This spot is one of few In town
that hasn't felt sharp drop in at-

tendance. Informality reigns, as
does family-type patronage, with
Jow^ceiling bistro's emphasis - -on
"gemutlichkeit" rather than talent
lineup. Entertainment of present
bill approaches authenticity of sur-
roundings, from yodeler to Swiss
folk dancers.
- Joe Isbell is held over again, do-
ing "Swiss Yodel" and other num-
bers; also providing background
for Charles & Janet's dances. Youth-
ful dance' toam, in Swiss costume
do colorful routines thitt win salvosi

Doraine &
regalia and partner in hooped
Viennese gown, segue into operatic
and musical comedy selections. El-
lis' intros .are overlong and bit .too

JO ANN COLLIER '

Dance
10 Mlns.
Bradley's, N. Y.
A stripper seems an anomaly in

the eastsideries. Jo Ann Collier
might fit the requirements of this
spot if there, were more ingenuity

,

in presentation and more' finesse
in her styling;
She pares dovm to the essentials

in short order and under high
lighting does some ungainly chore-
ography. The turn is off the cob
for this spot but could make the
grade in the 52nd street cribs.

JoSSi " .

ANNE DUNCAN v;
Songs

'

Ellis, he in Hussar * Mins.
- Bradley's, N. Y;

Anne Duncan has; yet to acquire'
experience in all departittehts b^^^
fore being ripe for the recognized
spots. Major fault' Is her iohg Se-cute for mood created by their i , , .. , -

appearance. Duo's singing of ' if
ction. Items such as "True To

"Chocolate Soldier'' and "Sempre 1

You m My Fashion" aren't essayed
Libera" garner nice returns, but !

with the necessary sophistication,

complement of six selections seems
too much. Pair should concentrate
on lighter stuff as Voices are best
in such selections. Greg.

Village Barn, N. Y.
Three Goy Blades, Allen Car-

rier, Francis Mortin, Rhythm
Rogues (3), Abbey Albert Orch
(6); $2.50 minimum.

In its 20th year, this corn silo

in the heart of Greenwich Village,

N .Y., is maintaining its dicko en-
tertainment policy for the steno
and tourist trade. It's : a bargain
layout, including a longf session of
country dances and games, which
compensates for any lack of class
in its quantity and folksy atmos-
phere.

Current bill is headed by Three
Gay Blades, who make a strong
customer pitch in a nostalgic rou-
tine; Hoked up with handlebar
mustaches and toupees, trio races
through a repertory of old favor-
ites with aOiae effective comedy
by-play.

Real topliner is Allen Carrier,
a young comic doubling, as emcee.
Carrier has an ingratiating man-
ner with a unique whistling talent
in addition to some bright rou-
tines. His impressions of Barry
Fitzgerald,. Bing Crosby, the Ink
Spots and Spike Jones', band are

Carrier can Improve his

She's a personable looker.
Jose.

TONY MONTELL
Songs
15 Mins.
Bradley.'s, N. Y.
Tony Montell, tallish tenor, has

the . vocal equipment but needs
more experience in projection and
styling. He can tackle almost any
tune, and some of them, especially
ballads, fait the mark.

Further development is called
for before he can hit ^andard
cafe and vaude dates.: Jose.

new material in place of several -

borrowed items too readily identi-
fied with other comics.
Francis Martin displays okay -

form in a series of twirling tap-

.

storing. A good-looking hoofer.
Miss Martin needs more change of .

pace in her tempos to climb above
average. In the opener, the Rhythm
Rogues, who also alternate on the
bandstand, for customer dansapa*
tion, provide 'some niilid comedy
with their hillbilly numbers.
Abbey Albert's orch, backing up^ v

is a versatile combo which ranges
from corn through rhumba light
classics. Aggregation, comprising .'

violin, guitar, : accordion, bass,
drummer and piano, playdeait
arrangements with a neatly varied
beat that's still geared to the de*

.

mands of the one-stepping cus-
itomersif < > . 1 1 a t • a » i> t tHtmn.* • *
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House Reviews
Fox, Detroit I

IIKO, Boston
DBtroit, March 19. Louis Prirm Orch MS), S Non-

"Arlhur Godfrey's Talent, chalants, Jane Wynn; "Lucky Stiff"

Scouts," luith Col. Stoopnagle '. iUA).
(Chase Taylor), George Guest,, —-—

.

Mary Osborne, Bernie George, ' Sparked by the irrepressible

fennie Desmond, Alan Schackner,
|
Louis Prima, this week's layout

lizabeth Talbot-Martin, JVopoleon adds up to happy fare. Prima lang

Reed, Jerry Bresler & House Orch;
"Chicken Every Sunday" ( 20(h)

.

Polite—but not overwhelmitig

—

applause greeted "Arthur God-
frey's Talent Scouts" on opening
night Friday. (18) of a week's en-
gagement hero. Only one of the en-

tertainers, loose-limbed, Bennie
Desmond, won an encore from an sion of standard but okay tap-

audience that failed to crowd the
|

dancing by Jane Wynn, Prima in-

spacious Fox. Heavy snow flurries ' troduces saxman Mike Cotton, in

probablv cut size of house. 'vocal of "My Darling." Although
Film "short of Godfrey, in which 1

byplay between Prima and band

he tells about his crusade to re- 1
distracted somewhat, Cotton han-

vive vaude and explains his rea- 1
dies chore capably,

sons for not appearing in person, !
Apparently one of the requisites

gets things rolling. The audience ' of being a member ol the band is

got a bang out of the novel banter ,

the ability to do a comedy turn for

between Col. Stoopnagle, on stage, the next spot goes to
.
trumpet

and Godfrey^ on screen. player, Frank Nichols; who scores

Stoopnagle, the show's emcee, in corny "Cornbelt Symphony."
gets only a scattering of snickers i

Following this was a full band
for his Introes and gagging: comedy routine with all sidemen

get plenty of his singing, playing
and clowning and love it, resulting

in bill scoring neatly all the way.
Opening with band number

"Galdonia," :
featuring the Prima

trumpet, quick segue into "Driv-
ing Me Crazy' gives Prima a

chance to warm up his pipes and
the stubholders; Following a - ses-

He kept the show moving at a fast

pace, however.
getting into the act in a satire of
a band rehearsal. Both stints

has a special intro for "Waiting
for the Robert E. Lee" and a Sock
closer to win plenty applause and
begoff.
Martells & Mignon are fine openr

ers with their ace adagio work.
Beside the usual -gasip-provoking
flings, gal has . added several new
bits which score heavily, especially

a back-slide stint, which is timed
perfectly. ,

Piero Bros, are a cut above: the
usual juggling act, using Indian
clubs and wands for some split-

second passing, while switching
hats at the same timCi Personable
youths get hefty hand.

In a theatre jammed with the
junior set, muCh of comic Georgle
Kaye's material was really rough.
Regardless of the element that may
yell and applaud such jokes, it still,

is not the routine for matinee au-
diences. He has some good .

bits,

one in particular, his Gallic .singer

impresh of Gene Autry and Al
Jolson. Louis Basil, house orch
does a neat : jol) of backing show.

Zabe.

VARIETY BILLS
WEEK OF MARCH 23

NuineralH in connection witli btllH below. liKllvnte openlnr day of
whether full or spilt week

Letter In pnreutlieaeit Indlentei «lr«ults (I) Ind«i>ei[td«nt; (L) LnAw: (M\ m«..
(I') rnmniouuti (U) UKO» (S> Sloll; <W) Wamert <WB> Wnltir HeaJe

OriontaU Chi
Chicago, March 17.

iVellie Lutcher, Cfiorlic Vcntttro
i

Orch (8), Ted & Flo Vallett, Joey\
Rardin, Carl Sand's House Orch;
' Mother. Is a Preshman" ( 2Qf )i >

.

Marimba-player George Guest's scored neatly. Introduction of

own boggie creation, "Stump Hoi- ;
drummer, Jimmy Vincent, local 1

low Stomp" is given warm recep- 1
boy, got good mittlng and he 1

tion, with youngsters in audience ;
obliged with a sesh of solid bull

accepting the invitation to stomp t not frantic skin-beaUng

out the beat with him. Femme warbler. Keeley Smith,

Mary Osborne, brunet with a
j

makes nice impresh teaming with

smoky voice and a hot guitar, does !
Prima in three songs and a burley

neatly on Vocal of "Take Me in bit.

Your Arms." Bernie George clicks '
Three Nonchalants, m closing

with impressions of crowd noises.! spot, wow with solid routine
,
of

and an aerial dog-fight. Recreation
,

falls and tricks with the added

of a Joe Louis bout and a Winston touch, of some good chatter while

Churchill broadcast are standout.
.
* The ,hit of the show, Bennie Des-

,

.mondi muggs his way up from the ;

package,

audience for an audition. His com-

1

edy terping is tops. Alan Schack-

1

ner's harmonica arrangement of
|

"When Day Is Done" was not as
|

well received as "12th Street Rag,"
'

which- he performs on a miniature
harmonica.

Satirical impressions by Eliza-

beth Talbot-Martin win plenty
laughs. The house rocker,: how-
ever, Is satire on various cabaret
gingers on "It's a Sin to Tell a
Lie."

: Napoleon Reed< Negro tenor, re-
veals a beautifully trained voice
in "Granada" and medley of op-
eratic arias, climaxing with "Pa-
gliacci.": His applause seemed to
rate an tncore, but ' Stoopnagle
didn't wavj him back. Fred.

going through tough stunts.
Biz should hold up with this

Bite.

Xatioual. L'villo
Louisville. March 18.

Patina & Rosa, Lou Miller's
Dogs, Fred Lowery Sc Dorothy Rae,
Terry & Ralph Rio, Billy Kimbley,
Chester Clark House Orch (11)

;

"S/iep Comes Home" (SG).

Straight vaude bill this weeks
topped by Billy Kimbley, local
moppet who has returned to his
home town W play' this: weefe, ftifter

several years in HollyW66d.' Fea-
tured in the film "Shejp Gomes
Home," lad shows cbflsiderable
thesp ability, and is subject of
proud comments from pupils of
local, dancing, and talent schools.

:
Oiiiening bill -is a neat sight tUrtti

Patina ania Rosa. They coMbihe
some elite comedy with theli' aero
stunts, head balancing and the
like, and top off with a head slide
-down-^iir^inftUneJjy.
to solid applause.
Lou Miller and his canines bffer

a slow-moving turn of familiar dog
tricks, jumping through hoopsi etc.,

Current layout at ,this Harlem which gets oyer big with the juves.

vauder stacks up as satisfying fare, ''^^S'^'^f,
standbys, Fred Lowery

With Milt Buckner orch, songstress 1

Dorothy Rae, offer same rou-

Thelma Carpenter and Earl Bos- '

V"^ ^^^J*
previous appearances

lie's band spearheading proceed- ' I'®''*-
^"^ery, m good whistling

ings,
' •: "

I
form, offers Glow Worm," "In-

Buckner's crew, comprising three

Apollo, Y.
Milt Bucfcner Orch (11 ) loith

Lee Richardson,_ Juanita Pitts;
'I'helma Carpenter, Earl ' Bostic'
Band (6) vnth Georgia Jackson, St.
Leon Troupe. 16) , • Crackshot •&
Co.; "Second Chonce" (20tli).

New layout here is sock fare for
younger set, with gamut going

I

from rah-rah stuff to skat sessions. I

Unbalance of family appeal find.-; I

older patrons heading for exits at I

onset of bop session, conveniently ]

spotted-at end of bill. I

In keeping with college pic, Carl
Sand's house, orch runs through
"College Salutes" with Smith How-
ard featured on drums and on. vo-

cals. Opener- is lively arid sets

mood for Ted and Flo Vallett,

baton manipulators in: drum major,
dress. Youngsters get top response.

Nellie Lutcher, Negro songstress,
backed by a bass and drummer,
moves right in with "Hurry On
Down," exhibiting her mock-ritt's

and vocal horseplay that's been
her selling point om disks. Ability
to project sly innuendos while key-

1

boarding, in big house, adds to
{

merriment of her vocal renditions.
Pace never falters, even in slow
segues like "My Little Boy," which
showcases her genuine vocal abil-

ity. It's Miss Lutcher's sassy phras-
ing that captivates aud. After two
encores, which garner hefty ap-
plause; she has to beg off.

Joey Rardin intersperses gags
with special songs for overall ap-
proval. Imitation of horns, dialect
stories and medley of George M.
Cohan songs as Jimmy Cagney, is

solid stuff.

Charlie Ventura's orch is introed
effectively via elevation from or-

chestra pit, and breaks into sesh
with "I'm Forever Blowing Bub-
bles." Singer Jackie -Kain is a talL

looker, who's trying for a combina-
tion of Sarah Vaughan and Anita
O'Day. Eddie O'Shaughnessy on
drums, rates hefty accolades. Each
sideman shows technique via bop
solos and riffs during "How High
the Moon," and "Body and Soul."
Rest of numbers are solid bop.

Gresi.

rhythm, five reeds and three brass-
es, with the rotund maestro alter-
nating on xylophone and piano,
gives out solidly with jump and
bop arrangements that keep the
audience in high spirits. Teeing off

William Tejl Overture," while Miss
Rae gives- a hillbilly yodeling treat-
ment to "Can't Drive the West
From My Soul," and .parodies of
"It Had to Be You" and "I Won-
der" for boff returns

with a sizzling item, "Buck's Bop," „.Comedy_ pair, Ralph and Terry
which sets racy tempo for the fol- ^'"8 the bell. Diminutive
lowups, lads segue into a blues as 1

SaJ registers her little girl char-

prelude for some neat tapstering ^<;'7;, .Seal's laughs with her
and rhythm routines by Juanita ^"Slitl.y, bluish material. Gets in a

Pitts, personable lass, in white 1
'^^ licks at the piano, and pair

satin slack outfit. Routines are suf- 1

^eau "P for fast terps for windup.
ficiently varied and executed to I

I" closer, Kimbley answers some
win attention. Lee Richardson,

i J"^?**""''
^a'Ph Rio anent hisr

band vocalist, does neat baritoning '
Hollywood experiences, and then

. on a brace of ballads of which 1
^oes into a zoot-suited song and

"Without a Song" gives him best '

^^an^e. nicely executed. His ap-

opportunity to display pipes to ad- j

Pearance is brief, but registers.

: vantage. Crackshot & . Co., house i

'

comicsj take over for their hurley

NEW YORK CITY
Capitol \L) M

Gordon Jenkins Ore
Artie Dunn
Cvrdint

: Music H«li <l) 24
Patricia Bowman
I'aul Haakon
Paul SydcU
Richard Wallace
Robert Amis
Corps dc Ballet
Jlockettes
Sym Ore .

Paramount (P) 23
L '.lordan Tym 5 ::.

Ray Anthony :Orc-
Pat Henning.
PesBV Mann
Jolinn.v Barnes -

Roxy (I) 2$
Phlt Baker
Cab: Calloway
Joan Hyldof

t

Strand (W) 25
Guy Lombardo Ore.
Frank Marlowe
Hoctor <t Bird
Chester Dolphin

; BALTIMORE :

Hlppodromt (I) 14
Tommy Dorsey Ore.
Prof Backwards .

Royal (I) 25
L Millindcr Ore
Wynonie Harris
Kanazawa 3. -

Jelly RoU & Zum
Cone Bell

State (I) 24-26
Vilane A Jiidy
Vince Carson
Fred Pis.>no Co
Clem Beltings Co

27-30
Lynn 6c Ann
Gail Austin
L LaMarr jc Poppy
The Reddin^tons

CAMDEN
Towers (I) 25-27

2 Jacks
Rusty Arden
R: & I Drake -

Mylcs IBell-. t

Stage-McMan'A 3
CHICAGO i

Chicago (P) 23
Tony. Martin
(;eorgia Kaye
Peiro Bros

Oritntai (I) 24
Nellie Lutcher
Charles Ventura O
T i F Vallett
Joey Rardin

CINCINNATI
Albee (R) 24

Frances Langtord
Jon Hall
Lucienne 8c Ashour
Bedell & Matson
Roberts Sis
White

Don Cummings
CLEVELAND
State (L) 24

'

Jack Carson Rev.
ELMIRA

Strand (W) 2t-30
Art Mooney Ore .

HARTFORD
Stat* (I) 25-27

Woody Herman Ore
Mel Torme

1 Lew Nelson
JAMESTOWN

Palace (W) 2V only
Charlie Spivak Ore
—KINGSTON- -

B'way (WR) 25-2*
Tune Tattlers
Harry Savoy Go
WaUy Dean
The Danwoods "

Patricia Clancy
LONG BRANCH
Paramonnt (WR) 2*

pnly
3 & S Taylor

Olympitt, Miami
Miami, March 19,

Joan Edwards, Paul Benson,
George Conley, Chet Clark, .Lewis
& Olit;er Sisters,freddie Carlone
orch; "Whiplash" iWB).

Ran^ Crana
The^adcaps .

B & M Gates
Becbe's Holly-
wood Bears

MIAMI
Olympla 0>) 23

Marilyn Martinez 3
Luba Malina
Jack LaRue
Billenttqe Herzog
MIDDLETOWN
Palace (P) 25

Horace Heidt '

Winners
NEWARK

Adams (I) 24
Louis Prima Ore
Jane- Wynn^
3 Nonchalants

PATERSON
Maintic (I) 25-27
Pamela & Louise
Duke DoreU

'

Munro & Adams
Young & Kaye
Hilton Sis
PERTH AMBOY

Malestie (WR> 23
.• only.-.

Tune Tattlers .

Harry Savoy Co
Waliy Dean
The Danwoods '

I

Patricia Clancy i

PHILADELPHIA
(

: Carman (I) 14
j

P Lawrence & . .
i

Mit7l
i

Walter Walters Jr
i

DoltnolTs &
Baya Sis

PLA1NFIELD
Oxford (WR) 2(

only
J i S Taylor
Randy Crane
The Madcaps

'

B & M Gates
Beetle's Hollywood

Bears
ROCKFORD

Palace (I) 25-27
"Hocffte-podge
Revue"

Pcgsy Taylor Co
Gene Colin
Butterbeans iSc

Susie
B i Betty

Calvert
J Astor Si Rene
SARATOGA SPGS
Congress (WR) 27

only
Tune Tattlers
Harry Savoy Co I

Wally Dean
The Danwoods' i

Patricia Clancy
|

SPRINGFIELD I

Court Si| (I) 24-27
I

J & E Hayden
I

Harry StelTen I

Tripp ti Fall
I

Levan tt Cafr
Lee Davis
Janet's Pony Circus

WASHINGTON
Capitol (L) 24

4 Macks
Jaync Walton
Eddie Hanley Co
G & F Sconyi:
YOUNGSTOWN

: Palace <l) 2S-30
Tex Beneke Ore
Pry.de_ & Dave

21

Francl.? Whltmor
3 Lunles
George Alex
Poggy A Tyler
Spangled Beauties
Raymond Barry
Terry's Juveniles

LONDON
Palladium (M)

Eleanor Powell
:G St B Bernard
Joset Locke
Roger Ray
Senor Wencea
Alan Clive
Louise's Pets <

Harrison
Carol & Ross
Dolaire -

MANCHESTER
Hippodrome (S) 11
Reginald Dixon
Caryll & Mundy
Jack Daly
Bett.v .lumcl
Schallcr Bros
Saveen .

.

Bemand^s Birds .

NEWCASTLE:,
Empire (M> 21

G H Elliott
Gertie Gitana
GUa Shields
Lily Morriss
Randolph Sutton
Talbot O'Farrell
Billy Danvers
NOTTINGHAM
Empire (M) II

Jimmy Jewel. :
.

Ben :Warriss
Cycling^ Astons
Wallabies
Christian's Dogs
Downey & Daye
4 Mirandas
Peter- Blair

PORTSMOUTH
Royal (M) Ji

Cheerrul Charlie
Chester Co

Ken Morris
Fredcriclt Ferrari
Arthur Haynes

I
Eflwina Carol

I
Len Marten

I

Halama Si Koharski
i Skating Kyles
Les Breatos
V 4 M Norman
Allen & Lce
SCUNTHORPI
Savoy (I) jj .

.Lee Brooklyn
Frank Pormby
4 O'Kcefe Sis
N & V iMunroe
Milie Howe «
Bklyn I.ovlifes

SUNDERLAND
Empire (MI JI

Chico Marx
Frank Preston
Bobbie Kimbcr
D Henderson Jr
Jaul & Paulette
Les Alyxons
Gold & Cordell
WOLVERHAMPTOM ;
Hippodrome

(1) 2r
I
.Sonny Dawkes

I Ernie Allen
I
Tommy Rose

(
Stan Sanders
Ken Ryan
Melody 0
Arthur Knolto

. YORK
Empire (i) Ji

Billy Wliittaker
li ving & Gcidwood
Sieddie Brent
Mimi Shaw.
Morgan & Royle
Eddie Powell

NEW YOKE CITY

Gary Norton.
AST HAMPTON

(CANADA)
Granada <l) II

Krazy Komedy :

Klrka
Marguerite .&
.Charles

Maurice Keary -

Carter & Doray

BSITAra

Hold.

blackouts, which is the lone com-
edy item and wows as usual.

Miss Carpenter . walks on and

Chicago, Chi
Chicago, March 18.

Martellit: & Mignon - ( 4 ) , Georgii;,
practically cops the show in Ko.ye, Piero Bros. (2), Tony Mar-
her song stanza. Her easy manner i tin, Lotii.s Basil Orch; "Whispering
and .superb styling on "That's How \ Smith" (Par): , :

I Love the Blues" and other items I
"

'

win her resounding appreciation ' House seems to have overcome
and encores. She obliges with
*'Half of Me" for additional piau

its lethargy of the past weeks and
it is possible Tony Martin may hit

dits and a begoff. The .St. Leon some sort of high gross mark.
Troupe, ofay "male sextet, clicks Martin surprises, although he

vbeavily with slick routine of teeter-.I has always been a prime fave in
board gymnastics.

I
this spot; he's much more active

Bostic's band provides another
;
ajid at ease: While in the pasLhis

"dynamic "session "in " closl"n"g^srotn'majB"f app"eal^~war'iiiiore to ' the
Maestro's trumpeting is backed by - older set, early morning teen age
three rhythm and two trombones ' crowd went through the Clamor
and orch really goes to town on a and calls which are the usual ac-
reprise of its bestseller diskS; most- 1 companimeht for jazz and be-bop-
ly unidentifiable to the average

,
pers. Singer evidently has been

listener, but easily recognizable to
,
culling his stocks and comes out

the hepsters. here. Georgia ,lack- 1 with some arrangements on the
«on, group's vocalist, does neatly

'
rhythm side which sell well; He

on a couple of torchants and band i opens with standard, "Lullaby o(
feally cooks on "Temptatii#h," spot- ! Broadway," segueing into his
lighting Bo$ttc on trumpet. It adds i latest disk, "Comme Ci, Comme
Vp to solid re«ult8 and a sock get-

,
Ca," and stops the .show with "For

iway. ' Edba. Every Man There's a Woman." He

Recent click pace of this vauder's
layouts continues this week, cur-
rent lineup ringing the applause

I meter in consistent fashion.
I Topliner Joan Edwards looks as
' good as she sings, and holds them
all the way. 'The radio thrush's
ballads are. smoothly handled, as
are her pop rhythm tunes. In her

i

sesh at the j>iano, which features a
medley of Gus Edwards songs, she
practically steals the show.
Paul Benson contribs a "laugh

auction" canto. He builds to the
giveaways in novel - and steady
laughmaking sequence to round
out a solid bill.

Opening spot has Lewis and the,
Oliver Sisters, who teeofl proceed-
ings at a fast .clip with their clever
control work, lifts: and balancing.
George Conley, comic, . scores via
impreshes of radio types and char-
acters. Young Chet Clark emcees:
and in own spot sparks applause
with his harmonica work. He pro-
jects blues and standard mouth
organ stuff in showmanly manner.

.. Freddie Garlone's house orch is
adequate oiOhe backgrounding?

"^

Lary. '[

Pitt Cafe Robbery
Pittsburgh, March 22.

Jackie Heller's Carousel was
robbed of $2,400 last week when

i
thieves broke in and smashed open

' iron boxes in which receipts had
I be.en hidden,

I

It wa$ the second-time in a year
I that nit^vy had been burglarized.

ASTON
Hippodrome (I) 11
Du Barry I.ovlies
Len Martell
Wally Wood
Lupe & Velez
George William*
Dutch Serenaders

BIRMINGHAM
Hippodrome (M) -11
Francoise Flore <

Jackie Hunter /"
Marqueez
Raymond Girerd
Helen Crerar
Vivian Et Tassi
Trols De Mines

BOSCOMBC
Hippodrome (li II
Horry Rooson
Pat Gaye
Stanley Van
Tony Mercer
Harry Herring
Freddie Ascott
Jack Blakens
Johnny Ramsey
Jack Richardson
Iris Barry .

Helen Martins
Lyne Allen
Glamorous: -

Mamshtbs.
BRIGHTON

Hippodrome (M) II
Vie Oliver
,)une Manton
Ernie Brooiis
Jeannette Hut'hcs
Vlizabeth Gray
Maureen .O'Dell
Lionel Smith
I.e.v Rayner Sc

Botty
Victor Julian Pets
Fi'ed Lovelle<
Alan Kay- Ac

Gloria
3-Stevil-Sis -
D B Stuart

CARDIPF
.New (S) 21

Dr. Crock Co
Freddie Forbes
Angelia Barria
Alec Pleon .

'

TS Cordon & Nancy
G Beaton Co
Bert Piatt
Phyllis BaMle

CHBSWICK
Empire (S> 11

.106 Stein
Max Carole
Chaj-lic Wood
BlI & Bll
ttoitnie -Stewatt

Fred Sloan
Jackie Farr .

Vicki Raymond
Kenneth Allan
Archie Usher
Cyrus

EDINBURGH
Empire (M) 21

Bobby Davis
Bob Andrews
Atlas dc Plppl
Marquis
Al earthy
Mushle
John Vree Co
Elroy
FINSBURY PARK

Empire (M) 21
Shires A Tylee
Charlie Kunz
E Vickl & Sasha
Cyril Fletcher
Freda Wyn
Vie H.vdc
•Tack RadclilTe
Gil Maison

GLASGOW
Empire (M) 21

Rex & Bessie
.Len Young
Freddie Sales
3 ,Tokers ;

3'MassEtty

'

Joe Loss Bd.
GRIMSBY

Palace (1) 21
Unusual '

Musicians
Michael Miles '

Shane Sis
Jenny Hayes
Madrigal
Ike Freedman
Man & Yvonne

LEEDS
Empire (M) 21

E & D .Waters
J Lockwood .

..Ncw.man.^Twins :-__ _

Romanos
Reg Radcliite
Joan Hlode
Mildd Dixon
Gordon Ray Co

LEICESTER
Palace (S) 21

Max Miller •

Hal GOMld
Bandy's Grcyho'ds
Alfred Thrlpp
L Clift'ord & Freda
Rita Carmo
Mclcllle St Kekar
Maytair 3

-LINCOLN
Royal (I) 21

Jimmy Mack :

Bagatelle
Dorothy Ross
Day» Dawn..&
Dusk,

.lack Prince
Jack Gorlies

Blue Angel
Nype & Cote . . .

Charley Carta
Wally Cox
Ellis Larkin 3
Martha. Davis

Brevoert >

Shiela Barrett
Freddy Caye
Jean Rose ;

Syd Strange Ore
Cafe Society

D .JOonegan
Ronnie Graham
Dave Martin Ore -

Diamond ,Hsrsetlie«
Jay Marshall
Lucienqe & Aahour
Jack > Ganscrt
Billy Banks
Choral Sextet
H Sandler

,
Org

Alvarez Mera
-Juenger Ballet Line.

Hotel Pierre
Cardini •

Florence Bt

Frederic
Stanley Melba Ore
-Ralph Lane Ore -

Leon * eddie'a
Eddie Davis
Taja
Maria Lamonte
BiUy. Frick
Croydons

.

Boyd Heath
Shepard Line

Old Roumenlen
Sadie Banks
Jan - Bart
Rex Owen
Dorothy Deering
Joanne Florio
Joe LaPorte Ore
D'Aquila Ore .

Hotel Savoy Plata
Howard Hartman
Irving Coim Ore

Hotel Tan
Vincent Lopez Ore

Hotel Warwick
Jose Metis Ore
Hi. Loi Jack &
Dame
Latin Quarter

Franlo Libuse
George Price
David Nmo
Maria Karnilova
Stencn-Martell a
EILisa Jayne
Ruth Brown
Margot Brander
Art Wancr Ore
B Harlow Ore

Clique
Sally. Rand Unit
Radio Aces-
Dave Herman Ore

Copacabana
Jackie Mites
Connie Hainea
F * S Barry
Linda Lombard
Ilcrb George
Paul Godkin
Skyriders
M Durso Ore
Alvares Ore,

China Doll .:

Ming & Ling^
Paddy Wing
Noro Moralcf Ore
Jose i CurbclIo jQrc^
Line <7)

El Chica
Rosita Rios
Daniirnn St

Chapuscaux
Tina Ramirez
Los Guaracheroi'
Vizcaino Ore

Hotel St Morllt
Erwin Kent Ore

Hotel St Regit
Julie Wilson
Laszlo & Fcpito
M Shaw Ore

Hotel Roosavait
Lawrence Welk Or -

Hotel: New Yerker
G Benedict Ore
Ice . Revue '

.

Hotel Statlir
Tony Pastor Oro

Hotel Plan '

Hildegarde
Salvalore Gioe Oic :

Mark Monte Ore
Payson Ke Ore
Nycola Matthey Ot ,;

Le Ruban Bliu
Bibi Osterwald
Goodman -Sc

.

KirkwoOd .
. . >

3 Riffs
Mike Brown
Norman Paril V
Julius Monk

HaVana-IMadrld
Estelita -

Raquel St Rolando
Kenneth BUKet
Mildred Ray Un*
Ouintero Oro
Argueso Ore

Hotel Belmont-PIait
Ames Bros
Viola Layne
R St B I'ickert

Eddie Stone Ore
Castollanos Oro

Hotel Blltmore
Phil Wayne Ore
-Harold Nagel Oro

Gordon Currle .

Hotel Edison
Henry Jerome Ore

,

No 1 Filth Ave
Hayes Gordon
Hazel Webster „
Downey & FonvlUi-

Hotel Ambassador
Frert Oliver Ore

William Adler Ore

William ScottI

Penthouse
Gigi Durslon

I Jerry Reed
Kurt Maicr

Royal Rooit

Harry Belafonte
Charlie Ventura
Charlie Parker
T Dameron Ore :

Splvy's

Kelly & Keating
Spivy ...
- versBlllei

Jean Sahlon_^:
Bob Grant Or*
Panchito, Ore .,

viilaiie' Bern

Gay Blades; ,

AUen carrier
Bourbon & Baine

Abbey Albert
,

Piute Pete i
Village Vaniuard.

Maxinc Sulli»« •

Roger Price .

C Williams
Cyril Haines 3

_
Waldorf-Atto'l'

Carl Brisson
Emit Coleman OM ;

M7scIia"Borr-Ot« r

CHICAGO

Biackhawk
Al Trace Ore
Bob Vincent
Jackie Van
Red Maddock <

Dave DeVore
Lee Pines

Hotel Bltmark
Doraine tc Ellis
Charles & Janet
Joe Ubill .

(Continue4 on page 54>

J Brewer OW
HelSlngi

Al Morgan
Eveiyn Terry
Ned Walsh
rrsnkie Hyle

Billy Chandler 0«

H Edgewatar M«J
Henry B'^">^?^„
B Lane & C^ir*

Marianne Fedel*
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LEGITIHIATE 49

Pji. s Offer Compromise Plan to Ease

League-ATPAM Exploitation Impasse
las been-f

worked out by a group of legit

!S«Mnts to gettle the impasse

Possible eopP^'HJ*^®,

worked "Ut

&rtbe league of N Y The-

IfneTwid the Assn. of Theatrical

!S Agents & Managers over the

«r«Msed plan for a national pub-

fiS^Swalgn for the theatre. It

will be submitted to the union and,

if acceptable, then offered to the

League.

If adopted, the compromise would

nermit immediate start on the

f easue's drive to give national ex-

ttloltation to legit. Latter has been

delayed for several months because

the ATPAM has Insisted that one

of 'its pa. members be hired to

head the operation, while the

League has wanted to bring in an

outside publicity firm to handle It.

Bobbins & Barber or Allan Meltzer

have been suggested for the as-

signment. , .

The compromise proposal in-

volves several possible setups. One
would call for the employment of

an ATPAM member in the asso-

ciate p.a. category on a full-time

basil at, for instance, $125 a week,

to assist the outside publicity firm.

The other would Involve using a

regular ATPAM press^gent in a

consultant capacity, at about $100

a week.
In either case the outside pub-

licity rep would have charge of the

operation, with the ATPAM man
supplying the first-hand knowledge
of the theatre. Idea of the eom-
proinise Is that the union wants to

be sure the League's whole enplol-

tation plan doesn't fail to ma-
terialize. It is anxious to avoid any
charge of "featherbedding," but
figures that one of Its members can
give invaluable assistance.

The compromise proposition was
worked out by the group of press-

agents In an unofficial capacity and
It will have no formal status un-
less adopted by the union. Those
who attended the meeting at which
the proposal was mapped included
Bill Doll, Ben Kornzwelg, Richard
Maney, William Fields, Jim Proc-
tor, Bernard Simon and Arthur
Cantor.

'Drunkard' Back at Chi Bar

With Beer, Pretzels Added
Chicago, March 22.

Brian Doherty's all-Canadian
production of "The Drunkard"
which closed at the Studebaker
after a shaky two-week run, re-
opened Saturday (19) sans legit
setting, but with beer and pretzels
instead. Company took over the
Via Lago, a northslde nitery that
owner Hay Suber has been renting
out for weddings and private
parties. Spot, complete with stage,
has a capacity, of 500;

"Drunkard" is charging admis-
sion of $1.50, which includes
beer and pretzels, with eight per-
formances a week, including a Sat-
urday midnight show. If biz shows
an upward trend, production may
do two shows nightly.

Bendix, Totter Play

'Born' in Phoenix Week
Phoenix, March 22.

William Bendix checks into
Phpenix this week for rehearsals
in "Born Yesterday," first produc^
tion of the Sombrero theatre here.
Play opens March 29 for a week's
run, with Audrey Totter playing

1 opposite Bendix;

I

Sombrero, a 500-seater, is still in

I

the construction stage, but finish-
;

ing touches will be applied this
I
week. Co-producers of legiter are

I Ann Lee and Dick Charlton.

Omaha World-Herald Sets

Precedent, Booking Play

In Trbtates' Territory
' Omaha, March 22.

xnstates "Theater's provmce,
which they have held for. some
years, was. invaded this week when
the Omaha World - Herald brought
in a legitimate Broadway show.
Attraction is "O, Mistress Mine,"
the Sylvia Sydney-John Loder star-
ring combo. Presentation will be
afternoon and night Saturday,
April ».

The. booking is significant from
the viewpoint that this is the first
time in several years that anyone
except Trlstates has brought in a
play of this type. - The World-
Herald made a deal with the pro-
ducers of the show for a per-
centage to go to their Good Fel-
lows Christmas fund. The audi-
torium of Technical High School
will be used. It seats 2,000.
Booking raises the point that the

world-Herald, always pushing for
stage shows here, may bringbthers
to town.

Equityites Query

Council Stand
The proposed merger of per-

former unions, recently rejected
by the Actors Equity council, will
be raised at the union's quarterly
membership meeting Friday after-
noon (25) at the Astor hotel, N. Y.
Rank-and-file members will bring
up the subject from the floor, with
a request for an explanation of the
council's rejection of the idea. It's

expected that some argument will
result.

Also due to be considered, prob-
ably in relation to the merger
question, is the proposed setup for
television jurisdiction. Other sub-
jects slated for action are the
Equity Library Theatre and the
election of six members to the
nominating committee for the
union's annual election . in May.
The three council representatives
on the committee are Matt Briggs,
chairman, and Edith Meiser and
Mady Christians, with Frank
Thomas, Sr., Marjorie Gateson and
Bill Ross as alternates.

Due to be elected this year is

the entire slate of officers, for
terms -of three years, plus 10 coun-
cil members for five years and one
each for one and two - year
terms.— Clarence.Derweiit, incumr.
bent president, has indicated . he
will not serve again, despite re-

cent efforts to persuade him to re-

consider. . No outstanding candi-
date to succeed him has emerged.

SELZNICK ENDS TIE

WITH COAST STRAWHAT
Hollywood, March 22.

Actors' Co., strawhat group com-
posed of David O. Selznick con-

traqfees, opens a casting office here
May 1 to prep for its third season,

but Selznick will no longer be as-

sociated with the venture. He has

bowed out of the affiliation.

Ruth Bureh, repeating her stint

as casting director, will line up
players for a nine-week season

opening July 5.

Heading the group are Gregory
Peck, Dorothy McGuire, Jennifer

Jones, Joseph Cotten and Mei
Ferrer, some of whom may appear

during the season. Mi.ss Jone.s,

however, will be unable to partici-

pate due to film commitments
abroad,

Carroll Stays In

'Fancy'ThniJan.;

Maybe London
Madeleine Carroll has decided to

remain with "Goodbye, My Fancy"
through next January and possibly
longer. She may do it in London
late in the spring of 1950. There is

no reference in the new, agreement
to the picture version of the Fay
Kanin comedy, but it's reported
that Metro is negotiating for the
rights, with the idea of starring
Greer Garson. Irene Dunne has
also been mentioned as a possibil-
ity for the part.

Under the new contract. Miss
Carroll will continue to star in
"Fancy" until July I at the

1 Pulton, N. Y, She will then take
i
a two-month vacation, during
which she will visit her mother in
England and spent some time in
France and Spain. On her return
In September the plan is to take
the play, on tour, opening in Bos-
ton.'

The actress was sought by co-
producers Michael Kanin, Richard
Aldrich and Richard Myers to re-

main with the show through next
season, but she prefers not to be
committed that long in advance.
The management hopes she'll ulti-

mately reconsider, in which case
the London engagement may fol-

low.

Star has no other play in mind
after she quits "Fancy," but now
figures on joining the repertory
company planned by Sam Wana^i'

maker, Jose Ferrer and Aldrich.
She would like to do a Restoration
comedy, but also hopes to play
"lots and lots of parts."

Until she reached the new agree-
ment yesterday (Tues.) to continue
in "Fanc.v" until nextTTanuaryrMisS^
Carroll had been set to stay with
the comedy only until July 1.

Her original eontract ran until

June 15, but she - subsequently
agreed to remain an extra month,
and to inform the management by
May 15 as to her subsequent plans.

The intention is to engage a sub-
I stitute star- fot the show while the
I actress vacations next summer.

Lee Shubert Wants to Keep 'Lives^

Goldmine on B way; Tallu Yens Tour

Melnick May Go Into

'He' as Co-Producer
Dan Melnick, treasurer of the

Ziegfeld, N.Y,, may be co-producer
of "He and She," the new musical
comedy which Ken Englund and
Stewart Chancy are readying foi"

production. Possible hitch in the
deal is that Melnick, who is ready
to put up $55,000 of the ,$165,000

neededi wants the show to play
the Ziegfeld theatre, but Englund
and Chahey. figure the house is

too large, for the relatively subtle

comedy material in the script and
.lyrics.:

.

"He and She" has a book by
Englund, score by Vernon Duke
and lyrics by Ogden Nash. David
Wayne and. Janet Blair are in line

for the leads.

Warners Offered Lone

Legiter for Atlantic City

Atlantic City, March 22.

Warner Bros, is mulling a propo-
sition whereby Mayor Joseph Alt-
inan has offered to keep stage
snows out of the city-owned Con-
vention Hall this summer, provid-
?°8 ,the Boardwalk's big Warner
"leatre is used to house Broadway
productions.

^Thls, in effect, would give the
Warner interests a virtual monop^ Music Corp. of Americat so

th
^"""8 the season, as actual playing dates for the three

jpe nail is the only spot available. ; productions will be booked during
-^^vidj.owe-has leased -the -Gon-Uhe spring.

.
hall ballroom and con- producers have sent local man-

verted It into a theatre the past ' ageraents a 12-page circular detail-
.
wo summers. Altman made bis i ing hoW the season subscription

riiof"^ 1" " '^^^^^^ A. J. Vanni,
j
plan works and outlining proced-

."istrict manager for Warner in this I ...-n Hnintt nn local snonsors
*rea. He so far has received no
answer.

MCA Setting Up Pacts Tor

Lewis-Young Opera Toilr

Hollywood, March 22.

Entire route for the National

Light Opera Festival tour will

probably be set next week by Rus-

sell Lewis and Howard Young. Lo-

cal contracts are being set by
the

'Glass Menagerie' Tour

For Minn. Hinterland

Minneapolis, March 22.

Don Stolz, impresario of Old Log

I

theatre, local; strawhatter, has

i launched "Glass Menagerie" on
' tour of territory's smaller towns

; that don't have chance to see
! spoken drama. Mary Perry, who
! has played the lead role in other

i road companies, heads cast, which

;
also includes Stolz himself, Barbara

i Davies and Ken Senn. Tour will

extend into first week of May and

]
will be made by automobile.

I

Univ. of Minnesota bureau of
' concerts and lectures tour of "The

,

Hasty Heart" into area's small

Mowns; through arraagement
I Worked out with New York Thea-
tre Guild, which is supplying the

i
director (Margalo GlUmore) and

:ca.st, will not get under way until
' about next Oct. 1. There will be

i
10 weeks of one-night stands in

I

Minnesota, North and South Da-
I kota, Iowa and Wisconsin. An-
I
nounced objective is "to foster the-

j-atcical interest and activity in the

, smaller towns."

4 New Shows On

Bloomgarden List

Kermit Bloomgarden, co-pro-
ducer of "Death of a Salesman,"
at the Moroscoi N. Y., is already
busy on his crowded schedule for
next season. : Besides the second
company of "Salesman," his

agenda includes three definite new
shows and a possible fourth. The
certain entries are . "Montserrat,"
"The Naked and the Dead" and an
untitled comedy by James: Gow
and Arnaud ^'Ussfeau; The possi-

bility is a play being written by
Arthur Kober.
Touring edition of "Salesman"

and the production of "Montser-
rat" may be in simultaneous re-

hearsal during August. With the
return of stager Elia Kazan from
Hollywood over the weekend,
Bloomgarden and co-producer Wal-
ter Fried are. ready to begin cast-

ing the road version of "Sales-

man," which they hope to open in

Chicago around Labor Day. No
one is set for the east. •

'.'Montserrat," which Blodmgarv
den will : present in association
with Gilbert Miller, is already In
preparation. Howard Bay has de-
signed the scenery, which will be
built this spring. Emlyn Williams
has been signed for the lead and
the show is to open early in Sep-
tember;—-Lillian -Hellman,—who
adapted the Emanuel Robles orig-

inal, will direct;

"Naked and Dead," Miss Hell-

man's dramatization of the Nor-
man Mailer novel, will probably
be completed during the; summer
and .production is slated /to follow
shortly after the "Salesman" re-

peat and "Montserrat." The Gow-
d'Usseau script, reportedly Hear-
ing completion, will come next.

Little is known of what progress
Kober is making with his new play,

so -it remains merely a possibility.

No longer on Blooragardeh's
schedule are . Kenneth White's
"The Inconceivable War,'' Elma
Huglnir's "Garden of Olives" or
Dashiell Hammett's "The Good
Meal."

\ Tallulah Bankhead would like

to close "Private Lives," at the

Plymouth, Ni Y., and take the re
vival on the road for the balance
of the season, but Lee Shubert i*

holding the show to the stop-limit
agreement. Expectation is that the
Noel Coward comedy will play out
the season on Broadway, since the
gross has consistently stopped $15,w

000 a week, against the stop level
of $14,000.

Actress figures the production
could do much better business on
tour through the spring period,
particularly if routed through the
south. She doesn't want, to con-
tinue with it next season, so she'd .

like to cover the remaining un-
played territory before spring.

'

She has no other show in mind for
the fall, but is confident that a
suitable one will be available by;
then. In any case, she feels that
she's done the Noel Coward re-
vival long enough, having starred

,

in it for most of two years, in stock
and on the road.

This edition of "Lives" ha«
;

proved a goldmine to everyone con-
cerned, i Miss Bankhead gets a

.

guarantee against a percentage of

'

the gross and a share of the proDts;
The : deal was giving her an esti-

mated $5,O0Q a week for months,
when the gross was topping $20,-
000. In addition, producer John
C. Wilson and the backers have
cleaned up on the venture and the
Shpberts have also netted a neat
sum in theatre rental. With only
a few more shows scheduled for
the balance of the season, Lee -

Shubert figures he should keep
"Lives" In the Plymouth as long
as possible.

On the basis of the last couple
of weeks' grosses for the show,
Wilson agrees with him. . And to
sbme extent Miss Bankhead does,
too.,

Vanni has booked the Joe E.
nrown "Harvey" company into tlie
Warner the four days before
Easter,

ure for lining up local sponsors

and civic support. Three produc-

tions to be toured during the 1949-

50 season are "Mei*ry Widow,"

"Song of Norway" and "Naughty

Marietta." In general, non-UBO
towns will be played.

Paper Mill's 'Norway'

Millburn, N. J., March 22.

Papier Mill playhouse will re-

open April 18 with "Song of Nor-

way/' which has just been re-

leased for stock production,

Frank eatrington operates, the

spot.
'

Gordon Revue May Do

Tryout in Strawhat
Max Gordon intends to try -out

his new revue in a strawhat theatre
this summer, prior to Broadway
presentation in the fall. Producer
appeared before Actors Equity
council yesterday (Tues.) to ask
for a waiver of the .union's two-
week rehearsal limit for summer
.stock production. Council agreed
to allow a third week's rehearsal,
but at. minimum salary. It also
decided to revise the present
strawhat tryout rules.

Show, as yet untitled, will have a
book by Jerome CHodorov, with
music and lyjlcs by Harold Rome.
George S; Kaufman is to direct.

Scandinavian Deal For

'Harvey,' With Hansen,

Set as Problems Iron Out
. Deal for Max Hansen, Swedish
comedy star, to play the lead in

and co-jproduee "Harvey" in the
Scandinavian countries is aboiit to
be signed: Production - Will- prob- .

ably be next fall, with StocldiQlm
getting the first presentation of the
Mary Coyle Chase_comedy_and en-
gagements in Copenhagen, Oslo,
Helsinki and other cities to follow.

Fact that Hansen speaks all the

Scandinavian languages fluently

was a factor in his getting the
rights to the play. However, the
actorrproducer also has ; a reputa-
tion -for the quality of his produc-
tions. Deal has been in the works, j

since last year, when Hansen
vi.sited New York.

Miss Chase and her agent,
Harold Freedman, are understood
to have several reasons for taking
their time about foreign produc-
tions Of "Harvey." Since the play
has no timely element they've been -

able to wait, for satisfactory terms,
including the right leads and good
productions, as well as suitable
translations, in the various coun-
tries. Also, there's the fact that
with two companies of the show
in the U. S., the authoress was al-

ready In a high tax bracket, so
she'd prefer to get her foreign
royalties at a later date.

English production of ''Harvey,"
starring Sid Field, opened only a.

few months ago and has been play-
ing to capacity at the Prince of

Wales, London. Another edition;

starring Oscar Karlweis, was due

;

to open last night (22) in Vienna.

Nixon theatre.

Wendy for Wells

Nixon Closes Four-Week
Gap With 'Stranger*

Pittsburgh, March 22.

local legit spot
which looked headed for four
straight da^k stretches, will settle

for just two, Kay Francis in
"Favorite Stranger" having been
booked in for week beginning Mon-
day (28). House hadn't figured on-
anything after "Medea," which
closed March 12, until "Inside

. London, March 22.

Jack Hylton will st^ir Wendy Hu-
rler in Walter Greenwood's (her
1 authoryhusband's ) new play, which j U.S.A." April 11.

is adaptation from H. G. Wells' I So far there'll be another shut-

book, "Ann Veronica." Opens at tered stanza between "Stranger"

;
Liverpool April 29, prior to West

j
and ."Inside.'' Miss Francis had:

End.
Peter Ashmore will direct:

originally

later.

been expeiSted much
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Sherwooi BanUiead Aid Sought On

Govt Legit Bill; ET for Center?

Tallulah Bankhead and Robertf
E. Sherwood ar« boing sought as

members of the legit legislative

committee which will go to Wash-
ington to work for a $1,000,000

rider to the Administration's bill

for a $300,000,000 federal appro-
priation for education. So far,

neither the actress nor the play*

Wright has agreed to serve, but it's

hoped they and others will do so

In the interests of the theatre.

Morton Baum, who chairmaned
the recent joint theatre conference

at the Astor hotel, N. Y., will

probably h6ad the legislative com-
mittee, and one or two other mem-
bers, will probably be enlisted.

Miss Baikhead and SherwQod are

figured naturals for the group on
the strength of their influence

with the Administration.
According to Baum, there's

•'reasonable time'^ to work on the

project in Washington, as the edu-

tiation appropriation bill must fol-

low consideration of labor legislar

tion and other questions :ln . the

Senate and is still pigeonholed in

committee in the House. In any
Case, the real showdown will come

. In: the conference committee of the

two groups, headed by Sen. Elbert

D. Thomas, proponent of the bill

in the Senate.

Standinir Committee Due
'

The standing committee, author^

lized by the conference to be in

overall charge of the various

projects during the tliree-day ses^

sions at the Astor, will be formed
late this week. It will probably

Include about 12 members, ap-i

Kane at Bowling Green
Bowling Green, O., March 22.

Whitford Kane will direct and
appear in the Bowling Green, State
Univ. theatre presentation of
"Hamlet" for five days beginning
April 26. He will give his 23rd
portrayal of the first gravedigger's
role in the play.

He will also offer a series of pub-
lic lectures on various aspects of
the theatre;

Call of the Spot
Marcel Hubert, cello concert

soloist, decided to forego a

tour this season, and joined
the Metropolitan Opera or-

chestra instead for the season

just ended. Hubert plans to

give up opera symph playing
after this year, however.

"Every time there was ap*
plause for a singer," he com-
plained to his wife, Mildred
Chagall, the concert manager,
"I would feel like getting up
to bow."

Muriel Smith, Matt Brooks

Figure in Tartare/ New

Landeau London Revue
London; March 22.

Cecil Landeau is producing his

first revue since his discharge from
the Air Force, and has lined up

Ballet. Theatre Set For

Ambitious London

^Irflil nocnito I Sittf Sfart ' $10P,000 backing. Cast lineup com-
uespiie taie •Marijp^.^^^

j^^^j^i ^^^^^ j^^e star of
Ballet Theatre, bouncing back "Carmen Jones," Zoe Gail, Claude

into the dance picture this spring Hulbert, Ronald Frankau, Mariana

after almost a full season'^ layoff, (South American dancer). Terra

ir J -44. U - :*„ «,.f Kanova (star of the Russian Ballet),
self-admittedly has its work cut

^^^gj^^ Robinson, Alfred Marks
out for itself, snagging bookings (both BBC comics), Phil Cardew

and his BBC orchestra, and Migiii-

litai and her Ca^^^ band. : Nuitt-

ber of sketches in revue have be^n

next season? to maintain its formed
i

written by Matt Brooks, American,

top. standing. Company opened
|

L^^P»«f^ti^J.^'TL.^L^'^^^^^^^^^^^
spring season at Constitution Hall,

for next season at this late date.

Company, however, has some im-

pressive plans both for this and

Washington, Saturday hight (19)

grossing boff $6;928.

.,:
- TroupiB opens St the N.Y. Met
Opera House AprU 17 fot^ four-

weeit engagement; I after a threef

Week, out-of-town tour. Althougli
contracts haven't been signed, BT

P=at:i7half Of =;^1iip- i L^f aV ct/en?^
.resent the various
unions. The standing committee
itself may act as the proposed
emergency committee to deal with
attempts to reduce the operating

costs of Broadway or touring

shows that are in danger of fold-

ing.
Otherwise, small "operating

units," rather than full commit-
tees, will probably be set up to

work on the various projects out-

lined at the recent- conference.
These will include a group to con-
fer with N. Y. councilman Hugh

. Quinn on -possible amendments to

the municipal building code in

New York. Another unit will work
: with the N. Y. state legislature in

Albany for an appropriation to

meet the .proposed fund from the
rider to the federal education bill.

In regard to the proposed ex-

-pansion-ofr-the-Eq[uity-Library The-
atre; Baum himself hopes to work
with. a> group including Theresa
Hayden, active head of the ELT
for Equity. As a preliminary, he
hopes to arrange for Monday night
performances of ELT productions
at the City Center, N. Y., possibly

at a $1 top. Another unit will be
named to try to work out the pro-
posed theatrical storehouse in New
York for scenery and costumes.

Stamm Mulls Pafan Beach

Winter Stock Season;

'Vinegar' in Plainfield

starting July 1. Troupe won't
dance in N.Y. this fall, this spring
being its only '49 Gotham appear-
ance. Fall ballet scene will be
taken up by Ballet Society (N Y;
City Ballet Co.) at City Center, and
by Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo
and the Sadler^s Wells Ballet of
London, at the Met.

Although Ballet Theatre has had
a half-dozen requests for dates
next seasoHy it is waiting for the
Met . engagement before setting

any next season dates. Due to
other troupes making their book-
ings earlier, copping concert dates
and halls, BT will have to do the-
atre bookings in the main as
before. This will mean sometimes
having to take a theatre ; for a
week instead of; preferably, a con-
cert hall for a night.

—Ballet Foundation; -which-is-sup—
porting Ballet Theatre, has been
raising funds this season to aid
BT's return to action, with a $200,-
000 figure as its goal. Report is

that about half of this coin has
been raised. This should be suf-

ficient if the troupe's Met season
is at all 'Satisfactory.

in Val Parnell's London Hippo-
drome hit of last year, "Starlight

Roof."

Show is titled "Sauce Tartare,"
and opens at the Cambridge thea-
tre April 18, replacing "Cage Me
a Peacock," with a $2.50 top, re-

ducing admission to prewar level.

While in America last November;
Landeau discussed possibility of

show opening at the Biltmorey Los
Angeles, and if show clicks in Lon-
don, Landeau likely will do Ameri-
can version under title of "London
Revue."

Beefs Heard on New
Florida State U. Theatre

Tallahassee, Fla., March 22.

New- theatre just completed at

great cost by the Florida State

Univ., is unsuitable for legit pro-

duction, in the opinion .of Broad-

who have in-Newport, March 22. • ^ay professionals
Sara Stamm, who operates the

| spected
Newport Casino theatre here as a i

strawhat, will probably have a , . i

stock company next winter in Palm I

stage dimensions are inadequate.
I

Beach. A local business man has'
~

Invited her to manage such a

'Adventure' OK in London;

'Latin Quarter' Should Do
London, March 22.

"Adventure Story," a colorful

historical drama splendidly acted

and produced, opened at the St.

James March 17. Paul Scofield, a

newcomer to . the West End, scores

as the conquering Alexander the
Great. Play was well received and
adds up as another triumph for
author Terence Rattigau;

Tom-Ar-nold-and Emile Littler-S-

lavish revue, "Latin Quarter Re-
vue," opened at the Casino, March
19 at a reputed cost of $200,000.
Premiere was generally razzed by
the majority of newspapers and
also by a restive minority audi-
ence. Showi playing twice nightly,
was tightened up, and was much
better received Monday (21). Out-
standing among the international
cast were Charlivels, Georges Gue-
tary, Frances Day, Jack Durant,
Willie Shore, Elsa and Waldo, An-
dre, Andree and Bonnie.- Heavy
advance bookings indicate - that
show .is a likely success.

"Foxhole in the Parlor," Elsa
Shelley's play produced at the New
Lindsey theatre March 16, was well
received. But it's unJikely to meet
with same success as "Pick-.Up

bi9deStuff-4^
Talk of Pittsburlfh show circles these days Is the feud Kasnar

Monahan, drama editor of the Scripps-Howard Press, has picked out
for himself against Florence Fisher Parry, columnist on same paper
A former actress, she used to cover the shows, too. Seems that Mona^
han hit the ceiling after he had raved about Judith Anderson's perw
formance in "Medea"' only to have Mrs. Parry come back In heir pillar
not once but twice to say

;
how the Anderson "Medea" was a lot of

'

old-fashioned acting corn and left her unmoved. That was too much
for Monahan to stand, so he came back in his Show Shops comer and
tore into Mrs. Parry, pouring on the vitriol plentyj pointing out that
if anybody ought to know about corn; she should, seeing as how she-
was once leading lady foi: the cornicing of them" aIl,"Walker Whiteside
Monahan relieved himself otherwise at length. So far, Mrs. Party
hasn't made any reply to him.

Two scenes in "South Pacific" are figured sure subjects of conversa-
tion in Broadway circles when the Richard Rodgers-Oscar Hammer-
stein, 2d, musical opens April 7 at the Majestic, N. Y. One is the num-
ber in which Mary Martin takes a sho-wer and shampoo on stage, then
with her head covered with soap suds sings "I'm Gonna Wash That
Man Right Outa My Hair." Other is "A Hundred and One Pounds of
Fun," a comedy song-and-danee turn in which Miss Martin portrays a
sailor and Myron McCormlck does a hokum femme impersonation; -

Christian Science Monitor registered a violent dissent last week in
Boston to the otherwise solid rave reviews the show has gotten. While
acknowledging the "tireless laughter and applause'' of the: openings
night audience, the critic found the musical dull, cited its "ribald
humor" and. "bawdiness" and called the score undistinguished;

Samuel J. Friedman, pressagent for "At War With the Army," at
the Booth, N. Y , is using some of the most circusy exploitation seen
on Broadway in years. Number of stunts have been arranged in co^
operation with the TJ. S. Army, Which issued an official directive ap-
proving such tieups, even though the comedy's theme is a rib of the
military. Part of the campaign will be a presentation tomorrow (Thurs.)

of service ribbons due eight ex-soldier cast members. Army is also

distributing tickets for the show at a special servicemen's rate, has
arranged to mention it in Army Week broadcasts and will have an
"AWWA" jeep in the Army Day parade in New York. Among the
other stunts is a "Be Kind to Brass Week," starting March 29. : ^

Assisting Friedman on the assignment are Sol Richman, in charge •

of exploitation tieups; and Maxine Keith, radio representative-

Jose Ferrer, -.writing, in the April Theatre Arts on "Television No-
Terror," sayS' (after admitting only one tele appearance, in "Cyrano de ^

Bergerac"); "I firmly believe that although television is perhaps hurting

the theatre at the moment, eventually It will be an enormous help. It

will inevitably create a whole new galaxy of stars and popular favorites,

performers and actors, whom the public will fight to see in person. The
actors will have the training of having to memorize, as they do not in

.

films or ,on radio. The public will come, and will pay to see them in

the round. I notice that phonograph records never hurt Heifetz."

"Finian's Rainbow" benefited from St. Patrick's Day activities, by
scoring on five' radio programs, one tele show and four pic breaks in

the dailies. Guest shots featured Joe Yule;; P. J. Kelly, his understudy,

and Mary O'Fallon, understudy for femme lead Mimi Kelly. "Finian's''

scored again when Mayor Kennelly of Chicago, speaking by phone to

Lord Mayor of Dublin, Ireland (arranged by Herald-American) asked

the Lord Mayor, "How Arc Things in Glocca Morra?" Incidentally,

Miss O'Fallon went on for two performances recently when Miss Kelly

was ill.

"Two Blind Mice," Samuel Spewack comedy about a Government
agency that continues to operate years after being voted out of exist-

ence, has stirred interest in actual cases of the kind. Three ..such^

offices, Precinradio, Inc., the Institute of Inter-American Transporta-

tion and the U. S. Spruce Production Corp.. were reported la.st week in

a story from Washington, printed in the N. Y. World-Telegram. Spewack
drew on his experiences with the Office of W%r Information, in writing

the play, current at the Cort, N. Y.

Legit ffits

project, for which he -will build a

theatre.

Regular summer season at New-
port will open June 28 and con-
tinue 11 weeks. Heating and aii'-

conditioning equipment is being
Installed, and Miss Stamm now'
figures on the possibility of ex-
tending the schedule into the. late

fall.

it. Auditorium is large
i
Girl," author's other play produced

I
and handsomely laid out, but back- I

at this theatre some two year? ago.
Play, dealing with discharged

; . .soldier's attempt to improve state

j

Proscenium has a 56-toot open-
i of world affairs, has some very

ing, but the stage is only about
j
tense moments after slow start;

20 feet deep, with practically no
space in the wings. There's no
room for flies, as the stage ceiling
is only about four feet higher than
the proscenium. Pipe organ is be-
ing.-iastaUed and. the house iS' fig-

ured a natural for concerts.

Shows in Rehearsal
"Gat and Canary" (road)—United

Stage Guild.
"Happiest Years" Gertrude

Macy.
"Magnolia Alley"— Lester Cut-

Co-op Stock in Jersey

Plainfield, N. J., March 22.

Actors' Theatre '49; group of

New York professionals, open
a cooperative stock season -in the i

Park hotel annex here, offering . ler.

Paul Osborn's "The Vinegar Tree." j. "Traitor"—Jed Harris.

Second production, to open March
30, will be "Separate Rooms."

Outfit includes Harvey Clement,
James Doll, Lib Manning, Jean
McBride, Doris Smith, Mark Smith,
Tom Taggart, Constance Kelly,

Richard Warren and Zack Waters.

Acting is good by competent cast,

with Patricia Plunkett and Dick
Bogarde particularly commendable;
Joan Dickson is also perfectly cast.

New York Philharmonic-Sym-
phony has been booked for the
Sports Arena, Toledo, April 29, un-

der aegis of Irving Teicher, De-
.troit. (.era I 'i

Sircom's Ohio Repeat
Youngstown, O;, March 22.

Arthur Sircom, director of the
Youngstown Players, will rectum to
the Playhouse next season. Group
produced four plays under his
supervision this season — "First
Lady,''; "Hasty Heart,'' "John Loves
Mary" .and "The Winslow Boy."
Emmet Bongar is the new tech-

nical director -and has made vari-

ous ^aptcsjtjme ^if^piipv^ipei^tp^ ,.; 4 expense*, rji,,/,

Longhair Shorts

Bruii0 Ziratb, Jr., director ^
CBS. and son of Nina Morgana,

onetime Met soprano, and Bruno
Zirato, co-manager of N. Y. Phil-
liarmonic Symphony, engaged to

Barbara Reed Keefe.
.

: Carlcton Smith to Havana yes-
terday (Tues.) as guest of Cuban
government to establish a center
for the National Arts Foundation
there . :. . Jussi Jalas, Finnish con-
ductor and protege of Jan Sibelius,
will make debut in U. S. next sea-
son, guest-batoning a Sibelius festi-

val with the San Francisco Sym-
phonyy and premiering a new
Sibelius piece, "Luonnotar." ' Jalas
will also conduct several other
major orchs. National Arts Foun-
dation is bringing Jalas here, on
Sibelius' recommendation, guar-
anteeing him $10i000 for fares and

Joe Magee, on leave from the
legit department of the William
Morris agency, has left the hos-
pital where he has been under
treatment for a heart ailment, and
is now planning to sail April 16- on
the Queen Elizabeth for a vacation
in Cornwall and. then Europe. In
the meantime he's a house guest
with the Sol Jacobsons, in New
Hope, Pa. . . . Ernest Martin, co-
producer of "Where's Charley?,''
planed to the Coast yesterday
(TueSi) for several weeks' stay.
While there he'll powwow with
Elliot Paul about the latter's mu-
sical comedy book.

Alfred dcLiae:rc, Jr., is due back
this week from West Indies vaca-
tion, but may stay another week
. . . The Garson Kanins (Ruth
Gordon) returned last week from
the .-Coast ahd are reportedly
readying a fall production of his
new play, "The Sky Is Falling,",

with Ruth Chatterton as star . . .

Reginald Denenholz, on leave as
New Stages pia., entered Mt. Sinai
hospital, N. Y., yesterday (Tues.)
fo,^^; an ear operation . . .. Sir
ri;aric Hardwiclie, recently back
from London, is being sought to

i

stage, Lee Holland's, proposed
|

Broadway production of the Lon-

1

don play, "Breach of Marriage."
He may also star in a local edition

[

i

of the We.st End hit thrilJer, "Gio- I

I
conda Smile," or possibly in Ray-

1

' mond Masscy's presentation of

I
"The Hanging Judge" . , . ToniM

' Weatherly to Florida for a few
;
days. ;

I

Sol Jacobson is . pfessagenting
^

I

Gertrude Macy's production of
I "The Happiest Years," besides

j
handling the incoming "Ivy Green"

. . ; Freddie Trenklcr has returned
to th cast of "Howdy, Mr. Ice" af-

ter touring with Sonja Henie's
"Hollywood- Ice Revue". . . .Arthur
Treacher will star in "Blithe
Spirit" for a local-subscription tour
of New England towns, April 18
through May 7. Alan Gray Holmes^
and Sid S«W]r(!i\ifti»t.l^r0s«iktilM{(.'i.u

First installment of a compliment-
ary two-part article about Jed Har-

ris appears in the current Sateve-

post, ' under Maurice Zolotow's by-

line ... Katherine Cor n ell re-

ported recovering from undis-

closed ailment at St. Luke's hos-

pital, N. Y.

The Theatre Guild will probably

bring the Shakespeare Festival Go. ^

of Sti'attord-on-Avon to the U> S,

next season. Georgre Hume, gen-

eral manager of the troupe, re-

turned to- England over the week-

end, after negotiating the deal....

Margo Jones has been sustained

by the American Federation pi

Musicians in her dispute with Lo-

,

cal 802 over the number of musi-

cians required for her early-season

production of "Summer and
Smoke." The parent union ruled

that the play was not a musical, so

the production gets back the $6,-

02,5 held in escrow. Frank Max-
well has succeeded Gary Mernll

in "At War With the Army." H«s

wife, Maxine Stuart, is already in

the show. Margaret Webster s

"Macbeth" and "Hamlet" company
will tour the strawhats this sum-

mer.

Melchiors Due Back From

Africa Game Hunt April 2

Lauritz Melchior and wife will

return to N. Y. from South Africa

by plane April 2. Met tenor and

film star is completing a brief

South Africa concert tour, follow-

ing a vacation thisre hunting big

game.

He'll do a short concert tour

here in the east, and make alfresco

appearances at Lewisohn Stadiunj.

N. Y., and Robin Hood Dell,

delphia, in June or July. A film M"

signment on the Coast for 3m «
August is pending. y. i>
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Total Broadway Grosses

The fdUotttina ore the c&mparative figures based on Vahietv's

boxofflce estimates, for last week and the corresponding weefc of

'lost seosonj' _„ . , .
Thta Last

Season ' Season

• Number of shows current , 25 28
"

Total weeks played so far by all shows 960 1,047

Total gross for all current shows last week $593,500 , $651,500
'

Total season'is gross so far for all shows $22,959,500 $22,682,500

Nuinbef Of new productions so far . 53 55

uegiumate 51

Chi Activity at Season's Low Ebb;

Tinian s $35,000, ^Roberts

Current Road Shows

Chicago, March 22.

'Lefiit activity- is hitting its low-

Mt ebb of 1948-'49 season here,

with departure of "Make Mine
Manhattan" Saturday (191 and (March 21-April 2r

"TlMPrt Song" slated for March i "Alleero" — Aud., St. Paul (24-

26 exit Ballet Theatre will hypo 26); Lyceum, Mpls. (28-2>.

wene here, with eight perform-

ances starting^March 29, at Chi

Civic Opera House, but lack of

suitable product may keep remain-

ing legit houses dark.

Estimates for Last Week

Annie Get Your Guil"^Tower,
Atlanta (28-2).

"Blackouts of 1949"—El Capitan,
L. A. (21-2).

"Born "Vesterday"—Met., Seattle
(21-26); LaCro.sse, LaCrosse (31);

Xrown' Hot $4,000 in 3;

Evans OK 26G in 9, L. A.

Los Angeles, March 22.

Biz perked last week at the three
houses -alight, each reporting vir-

tual capacity audiences. "Cafe
Crown," which rekindled El Patio,
turned out to be a sleeper for the
house and may stay longer than
the announced three weeks. •

Only newcomer this week is the
new revue, ".Tongue in Cheek,"
which world-^preemed at Las
Palmas last night (21) with a new
record _admission price for the
town
was 5

".Man

B way Uneven; "hte lo^ at $47,100,

"Ear Click $31,900, 'Roberts: $34,400.

'Charley $37,400. 'Edward' $25,800

Business was spotty on Broad-
way again li^st week, pretty much
as it hasJIjeett; since.;Jhe jtar^^^^

Lent. Ih general, attendanpe was a

shade better at musicals, but
Everyone of the 388 seats

j

slightly further off at straight
Biltmore is dark this week, shows. Howeveiii there were various
and Superman" • having

| exceptions. Some improvement is

wound up Saturday (19), but, it

rekindles next Monday (28) with
"I Know My Love," starring the
Lunls.

Estimates for Last Week
"Blackouts of 1949," El Capitan

(342d wk) (1,142; $2.40). Same Old
$17,000.

"Cafe Crown," El Patio (1st wk)
(790; $3). Opened Thursday (17)

to fine reviews and enthusiastic
word of mouth. First three, days
swell $4,000, about 90% capacity.
"Man and Superman,'* Biltmore

(2d wk) (1,636; $3.60). Full week
an okay $23,000, giving it a total
of $26,000 for nine performances.

"Desert Song," Blackstone (2nd Aud., St. Paul (l72)

xMPPk) a 358: $4.40-$3.80). Despite "Brigadoon"—Hanna, Cleve. (21-

hPavv advances, b.o. jump is 26); Royal Alex., Tor. (28-2).

cliPhtlv above last week's; $18,600. "Desert Song"—Blackstone, Chi

"Finian's Rainbow," Shubcrt (7th I (21-26).

wppk) (2 100; $4.94). Holding
i

"Drunkard" — Studebaker, Chi

Teldv mth over $35,000. I
(21-26).

'^Make Mine Manhattan," Great I
"Favorite Stranger"—Poche, N.

Northern (2nd week) (1,500; $4.94). Orleans- (16-23); Aud., Jackson (24);

closed Saturday (19) with la.st
|

Aud., Memphis (25-26); Nixon, Pitt,

week's increase due to closing (28-2). .
oi, i. ^

flds Okay $23,800. . " "Finian's Rainbow" — Shubert,

"Mister Roberts," Erlanger (27th Chi (21-2).

Wpk) (1 334: $4.33). Continues m
|

Harvey

J^ofitable pace'^ despite lag felt in;<.21-26); Hartman

circles here^; $25_^200^
|

Munit, ^lndpis^(l-2).

(Fay Co.)—Cox, Cincy
Col. (28-30);

'Story $25,'

Thief Cops IIG,

lS.A;29G,Philly

'STREETCAR' $29,000,

TOVEY' 25G, DETROIT
Detroiti March 22

"A Streetcar Named Desire"

clanged out a near $29,000 in its

; Philadelphia, March 22.
(

Last-minute deci'siijn of tnSnage-,

Harvev" (Brown Co )—Center i

*° '"'^^^ Biggest Thief

N'fo!r?21-26^
" Aud? AsS'e

I

)».

(28-30); Carolina, Charlotte (1-2).
I ""l^J ^.f,^,''

''HeiVi"«" T?:rlanppr Bi ff (91- ^vy Green^ for a single

24)- Aud Roch (2?-26V- Colonial I

^^"^ek's tryout at the Locust start-

Bost (28 '2)
^^^-'i*>>. <-oioniai,

| ^^^^^ Monday have combined to

Hieh Button Shoes"—Amer St ^P^"^"^ ^"'^^^ ^^git biz to a certainHign Bunon a>noes —Amer., &t.
extent. But future bookings are
few and far between and indica- i , --'r.-i^-. . -"'ir^-'---''-',

tions are that there won't be more f.^
satisfactory margin and con

"Harvey" continued to do power-

ful biz at $25,000 in its second

and final week at the Shtibert-

Lafayette. "O Mistress Mine," with

Sylvia Sidney and John Loder,

opened a week's stay at the Shubert
-Sunday (20).

16 Pa. College Theatre

inConference
Ea^onT'Pa.,'March"22. *

Sixteen college theatre groups

than 30% . legit activity from now
on until Easter Monday and even

Louis (21-2)

"I Know My Love"—^Music Hall.

Second week at the Cass. It has jK. C. (21-26); Biltmore, L. A. (28-2).

another >yeek to go. Theatre Guild
^ ^J^^^^ 7v Hp"r^hpl """i i^asier ivionuay anu ev.

subscription held the take previous Philly (21-26), Community, Hershey ^^^^ ^j^^^ prospects are not rosy,
week to $24,000.

I

(28-2). ^- r «" *"

"Ivy Green" "-T- Plymouth, Bos.
(21-261; Locust, Philly (28-2).

"Magnolia Alley"—Shubert, N.
Haven (24-26); Plymouth, Bost.
(28-2).

"Make Mine Manhattan" — Gt.

Northern,. Chi (21-26).

"Man : and Superman'' •— Aud.,
Pasadena (21); Aud., San Diego
(22-23); Aud., Fresno (24-25); Aud.,
Sacramento (2iB); Aud;, San Jose

f, • « f (27); Curran, Frisco (28-2).

Groups in Conference
i „ -Medea "-Ford-s saito (21.26);wvwtfv
Rajah,Jleading._(2a);.XyrJC-:Alleni
town (29); Aud,, Trenton (SO); Play-

house, Wil? (31-2);

"Mr. AdaJnS" -— Curran, Frisco
(21-26);.vV-,

• «Mp. Roberts" — Erlahger, Chi
(21-2).

"O Mistress Mine" — Shub.-Laf
Det. (21-26); Mem. Hall, Daytoh
(27-26); Murat, Indpls. (29-^30);

expected this week, but no real up
turn is likely before Easter week.

This week brings two openings
and next week will offer two more.
Four, preems are listed for April
and two for May (plus two return
engagements at the City Center).

: Estimates for Last Week .

Keys: .C (Comedy), D (Drama),
CD ( Comedj/'Dramo ) i R (Revue ) ,

M (Musicol), O (Operetta).

Other parenthetic figures reier
to seating capacity and top prices
including 20% amusement tax.

However, estimates are net; i.e.,

cxclusiue of tax.

"All for Love," Hellinger (8th

wk) (R-1,543; .$4.80). Running con-
sistently in the red; $8,700.

"Along Fifth Avenue," Imperial
(10th wk) (R-1,472; $6). Jumped
nicely to $26,800.

"Anne Of 1,000 Days," Shubert
(15th wk) (D-1,387; $4.80). Slipped
a trifle, but still ample margin;
$28,00.

"As the Girls Go," Winter Gar-
den (18th wk) (M-1,519; $7.20).

Climbed a bit; $46,300.

"At War with the Army," Booth
(2d wk) (C-712; $4.80). Making a

light of it; first full week polled
$8,200.

"Big Knife," National (4th wk)
rD-1,172; $4.80). Getting strong
business, presumably with the large
advance sale, including .theatre
parties, a factor; topped $22,600.

"Born Yesterday," Miller (163d
wk) (C-940; $4.80). Running along

sented by New Stages; opened
Sunday night (20) to poor notices.
^"They Knew What They
Wanted," Music Box (5th wk)
(C-1,012; $4.80). Still holding on
and getting a small profit, though
under the stop limit; $10,500,
"Two Blind Mice," Cort (3d wk)

(1,064; $4.80). Has gotten off to a
lively start; about $16,300.

"Where's Charley?" St. James
(23d wk) (M-1,609: $6). Holding
to nearly capacity trade; hopped to
$37,400.

have formed the College Theatre
and Radio Conference of Eastern
Pennsylvania. Aim is to stimulate

interest in college theatre as a

community asset, provide cong^

munity support for such a theatre,

exchange ideas and information
, . , . •. ,5-, ivj-a.,„.;^

and develop experimentation and Aud., B'»«'«™et°'i (31^ M^^
pvninrp r,pw fhpatriral forms. New Peona (1); Orpheum, Champaign

(2).
explore new theatrical forms. New
playwrights will be encouraged ..oklahomn"' (\o 1 Co)
by offering prizes for best plays by ^ Talem (2^-22); CaroUna
students, and new plays will be (23-24); Carolina, Raleigh (25
produced.

I

26); Ford's, Balto (28-2).
Those in group are Lafayette, "Oklahoma!" (No. 2 Co.)—Colo-

Lehigh, Moravian College for
| pial, Host; (21-26); Empire, Albany

Men, Moravian College for Wom-
1 (28-2)

Estimates for Last Week
"Detective Story," Locust (2nd

week): (1,580; $3.90). Became a
smash hit as indicated following
opening. Very hot $25,000 in get-
away session which was first and,
only full: weeki "The Ivy Grepn"
in next Monday.

"Inside V. S. A.," Shubert (1st

week) (1,877; $5.20). Big revue, in
for two weeks' return, had plenty
of seats for most performances
With intake under $29,000 for
-week;- despite high;- scale. ;

;

—~
"Biggest Thief in Town," Wal-

nut (1st week) (1,340; $3.25). No-
tices generally very good and show
got plenty of favorable word-of-
mouth. Management for that rea-
son, and fact that show needed
further fixing, held comedy in for
another week. First week gave
tryout $11,000.

"Medea," Forrest (one week
only) (1,766; $3.90). Return of this

State I

Oreek classic adaptation with

Due--
I

Judith Anderson somewhat under
expectations, but claimed a satis«

factory $15,000. .„,-

en. Cedar Crest, Muhlenberg,
Franklin and Marshall, Albright,
Bryn Mawr, Haverfordt Bucknell,
Lycoming, Mansfield State Teach-
ers, Susquehanna, Bloomsburg
teachers and Wilkes.

Satenstein Revue
/"Something Fresh/' a revue ben

ing produced by Frank Satenstein
for the benefit of Madison House
Settlement, will be presented for a

( Short run beginning June 15 at the
Barbizon Plaza, N. Y.

"This Side of Bedlam," comedy
written especially for central stag-
ing, by Warren B. Smith, instruc-
tor of playwriting at the college)

' will be presented Friday night (25)

and on successive Friday and Sat-
urday nights at the Centre Stage,
State College, Pa.

Olsen & Johnson-r-Geary, Frisco
(25-2).

"Show Boat" — Opera House,
Newark (28-2).

"South Pacific"—Shubert, Bost.

(21-2).

"Streetcar Named Desire"-
Cass, Det. (21-26); Hanna, Cleve.
(28-2).

"Traitor"—^McCarter, Princeton
(25-26).

'Mr, Adam' 7G, Frisco
San Francisco, March 22.

Only legit in town this week is

Mr. Adam," the Jack Kirkland
production starring Robert Hutton,
i-hzabeth Fraser and Frank Albert-
son. It preemed last Monday (14)
at the Curran (1,776; $3.60), to

,

«nalk up a mild
~

.
htst stanza.

'Allegro' J25,000, Seattje

Seattle, March 2l'.''

"Allegro" got a good press and

I

played to capacity at the Metros
! politan, grossing estimated $25,000
I for the weelc. House was scaled

from .^4..50. although Screen Guild
members started at $3.38.

Currently at the Met, opening
Mondav (211. is "Born Yesterday,"
scaled from $3.75. Jean Parker and
Lon Chaney are starred. Advance
was $15,000 last week, indicative

of a healthy count for th6 week.

•Okla!' 27G Thru Ga.
Savannah, March 22.

'Heiress' Poorish $11,200

In Split Pa.-Del. Week
Hershey, Pa., March 22.

"The Heiress," dividing eight
performances between Wilmington
and here last week, pulled a total

gross of only $11,200. Five per-

formances at the Playhouse, Wil-
mington, chalked up almost $7,000
and three- performances at the
Community her6 added nearly

$4,200.

Drama is splitting this week be-

tween Buffalo and Rochester.

•S'loes' $36,400 in Split
Indianapolis, March 22.

"High Button Shoes" took in a

fine $26,400 in five performances
at the Murat (2,000) at $4.20 top,

March 14-17.

Advance looks good for "O Mis-
tress Mine,"- playing two days only,

March 29-30, and "Harvey," here
March 31-April 1-2 for third time,

but first with Frank Fay.

•Shoes' lOG, Purdue
Lafayette, Ind , March 22.

"High Button Shoes" garnered a

flat $10,000 at Purdue Univ. here
last Friday-Saturday (18-19). MuOriginal company of -'OWa- ^

homa!" rang up a gross oi $27,200
|
gj^ai played on a guarantee basis

,, w last week in engagements at the, .

,000 for its Albany theatre, Albany, Ga.; Audi- Leo„ Destine and troupe
. torium, Macon, and Auditorium i

eight, Haitian dancers, to dance
.
here. '

.
.

.The Geary remains dark until here.
. , . «,,rrprtt I

in "Troubled Island" when N. Y.
•Iday (25) when Olsen and John-] Mu-sical is dividing the current

preems the William

|

n rPH.rn '-^their^;Hellz^^^^^^^^ „pu^ March

tinuing to pile up profits; $13;500.

"Death of a Salesman," Morosco
(6th Wk) (D-931; $4.80). -Getting
everything the house will hold;-

theatre party commissions are the
only variable; $23,900.

"Detective Story," Hudson
(D-1,0,57; $4.80). Play by Sidney
Kingsley, presented by Howard
Lindsay & Russel Crouse; opens
tonight (Wed.).
"Diamond Lll," Coronet (CD-

1,003; $4.80). Mae West has!
,
not

recovered from her fractured
ankle, so the reopening is now in-
definite.

"Edward, My Son." B_ej;k (25th
wk) (D-1,214; $4.80). Dennis King
succeeds Robert Morley as male
lead April 25; pace has slackened
recently; $25,800. .

"Goodbye, My Fancy," Fulton
(18th Wk) (CD-966; $4.80). Made-
leine Carroll has maintained the
boxoffice pace, notably at matinees;
excellent $21,300.
"High Button Shoes," Broadway

(76th wk) (M-1,900; $6). Hold-
over hit has had an uneven course
lately; up a bit to $30,900
"Howdy, Mr. Ice," Center (39th

wk) (R-2,964; $2.88). Also ebb^d
a little; $29,500. .

•Tfiss Me Kate," Century (12th
wk) (M-1,654; $6). Has had the limit
of standees every performance
since the opening,, with theatre
party commissions the only vari-
able; now the top grosser at
$47,100.
"Lend an Ear," Broadhurst

(14th wk) (R-l,160r $6). Held
about even at fine $31,900.

"Life With Mother," Empire
(22d wk) (C-1,082; $4.80). Regis-
tering a sizable operating profit,

with capacity houses late in the
week; nearly $16,500:

"Light Up the Sky," Royale (18th
wk) (C-^1,035; $4.80). Also gietting

heavy attendance late in the week;
$16,600.
"Love Life," 46th St. (24th wk)

(M-1,319; $6). Has been hovering
around the break-even , mark; un-
der $20,000.
"Madwoman of Chaillot," Belas-

co (Uth wk) (C-1,077; $4,80). Alsd
coming through during the latter

part of the week; over $20,100.
"Mister Roberts," Alvin (57tli

wk) (CD-1,357; $4.80). Still going
along to standee trade at all per-
formances; $34,400.

"Private Lives," Plymouth (24th

Wk) (C-l,0e2; $4.80). Continues to
pile up profits; climbed to $15,800.

^'Silver Whistle," Biltmore, (17th
wk) (C-920; $4.80). Another Of the
straight shows that has eased off

from capacity, but plenty of ^ edge
at almost $18,000.

"Streetcar Named Deslrei" Bar-
rymore (68th wk) (C-920; $4.80).

Has lots of vitality left; $22,600.
"Sun and I," New Stages (C-299;

'Pacific' 34G (7),

'Okla.!' $26,000.

lyy' 5G, Hub
Boston, March 22.

"South Pacific," in its debut
Tuesday (15), stepped into the top
reviews any show ever got here.
Musical was SRO before the
opener, and claim isi there are no
seats available whatever for the
entire three weeks,
"Oklahoma!" continued to do

well on its third week and "What
a Guy" had a one-day stand at the
Opera House Sunday (20) for good
returns. Met Opera returns this
week for a 13-performance stand
at the Opera House.

Estimates for Last Week .

"Ivy Green," Plymouth .(first

week) (1,200; $3.60). First Night
Club helped out on first week but
so-so notices and mid-week snow-
storm held the take down to . a
weak $5,000. Final week current.
"Oklahoma!" Colonial (3d week)

(1,500; $4.20). Held up for a satis-

factory $26,000 on thicd, with final
week current.
"South Pacific," Shubert (1st

week) (1,750; $5.20).' Biggest wham
to hit this town in years. Ticket
holdout for first nighters and pro-
ducer's guests cut first week take
on seven performances to about
$34,000, but suhsequent two weeks
should break house record in nabe
of $40,000.

Lunts in 'Love' Grab 33G

For 9 St-LrPerformances
St. Louis, March 22.

Although the crix were not unan-
imous on "I Know My Love," ,

with Alfred Lunt and Lynn Port*
tanne In top roles, play wound up
it's one-week stand at the American
Saturday (19) with a neat b.o. Th(B
l,700^seat house was scaled to $4.27
and nine performances grossed an
estimated $33,000.

"High Button Shoes," opened a
two week stand at the American
last night (Mon). The piece is

scaled to $4.88.

'Born' 16G in Split Week
In Tacoma, Portland
Portland, Ore., March 22.

"Born Yesterday," with Jean
Parker and Lon Chaney, opened
the 1949 legit season at the J. J:
Parker Mayfair Theatre last weeK
with a nifty $9,700 for four per-
formances in three days. The 1,500
seat house was scaled at $3.60.
Maurice Evans in "Man and Super-
man" is inked in next.
"Born Yesterday," in two days

(18-19) at Temple, Taconiia, did
$6,300, giving it $16,000 fte the
week. •

. ;

'Brig' 33G, Cleve.
Cleveland, March 22.

"Brigadoon" knocked off a wham
$33,000 in its first eight perform-
ances at the Hanna last week, at
$4.95 top.
Here ' 'for two weeks, musical

fantasy will be followed by "Street-
car Named Desire'' for another
fortnight's tun, beginning March
28.

Pm' of 1949."

atre Society-Theatre ' Guild
pyay 'tis' BhWie " BtKvlit,'' p^e^ scription.

'Show Boat' 31G, Balto
Baltimore, March 22.

"Show Boat" built well at
Ford's here last week* reaching
fine total of $31,000 for the iveelb
with the upper floors' a lelloiif
from the teeoff.

"Medea" is current as the third
of five plays under American The*
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Phys Abroad

The Bugle in the lllood
OuMin, March 15.

Le Sili^Mtee.de "'la- M«^r :

-

(Silence of iheSca)
Paris, March 1.

Natianal Theatre production of tragedy i pjerre Beteille presentation of dram»
in three acts by Bryan M«cMahon. Staged

j„ v«rcors. adapted by Jean
liy Rla Mooney. Set by Vcre Dudgeon. At Edouard VII, Paris.

At Abbey. Dublin. March 14. 49. uncle Constant Rcmy
Maroya Trimble B'J?,„?^yfiJ.^ Young Girl. .. Chrlstlane Barry
Josepli Trimble

i*J o-NMll Werner von Ebrennac, .. .Pierre Blanehar
Andy Trimble ^^'"m?!,.? Tnnl German Soldier Maurice Chevlt

&y cS ; •MiohaeY''i:''Dll'Si
2„d. German soldier Michel Nartorg

Circus Jack ............ waMer^*^^^^^^
Vercor's famous Story has

Mrs. Monahan Eileen Crowe
, rgagjied the footlights" In a remark-
' able adaptation by Jean Mercure.

Bryan MacMahon, already well- (It also will soon be seen on the

known here as a short-story writer scr^een.)^^^^^
^^^^^^^^ ^ ^^^^^^

shows himself as a fine playwright
] (,ff^cer quartered in the home of a

in the Sean O'Casey tradition with

this first effort for the Abbey. It is

another tragedy of Irislj political

life — the inspiration of much
Abbey work^centered on a small-

town family whose eldest ^son, in

Frenchman and his niece, and the
wall of silence they rigorously

maintain against him, until, dis-

illusioned by the actions and atti-

tude of the Nazis, he announces
his request to be transferred to

,

DOLIN, MARKOVA OFF

ON SOUTH AFRICA TOUR
Anton Dolin, Alicia Markova and

their personal manager, Alfred

Katz are flying to London today

.(Wed.) enroute to Johannesburg,
where the; dancers open a South
African tour April 4. They'll tour
South Africa for two months, under
local management of Alex Cher-
niavsky. Dancers are due: in Lon-
don for the Harringate Festival in
August/ then make a British pro-
vincial tour until December.

Katz will be back in the U. S.

in mid-June.

Play Out of Town

Plays on Broadway

jail for a political offense, has gone
j,the Russian front. Only then does

on a hunger strike. '
"

The mother will not write to

plead with her son to give up his

strike at one time a common
device by prisoners held on politi'

cal charges. Her younger son,
• Andy, is the white-headed studious

boy: her daughter; deserted by her
husband, is pregnant and bitter;

Joseph Trimble, her husband, is an
invalid who longs for the end of

political bitterness. The hunger
strike ends in death and the bring-
ing back of the youth's body to the
town. This event causes more
strife and the rising up of the

• studious son, only to end in suddeh
tragedy for him, and fresh tragedy
for the family.

•Tragedy, momentarily relieved
by the natural comedy of ; the peo-
ple,: demands a great deal frdm its

cast and reveals a fine standard of
playing by Brid Lynch, Brian
O'Higgins, Michael J. Dolan and
Walter Macken, who carried the
main: burden of the story. Jack
McGowran's Indian peddler, Rab,
is a clever character sketch from

: a young artist who is particularly
promising. The author shows a fine

sense of the theatre and a natu-
ralness of dialog which provides

:. Ria Mooney with an opportunity
' of producing an Abbey play, which
will go a long way to re-establish-
ing the famous standards of the
Irish national theatre. Mac.

\,,v..;:_.TIIt'-:-l^iiu ,.«nd:; ! V^'--

New Stages presentation of comedy-
i-iip f»ifl hrpfllt -the silence with a J

in two acts and prolog by Barrie
l"9 M - - ^'^Ji— Stavis. Directed by Boris Tumarlri. Sets
faintly whispered Au revoir. - -

I ^nd lighting. Robert Cundlach; costumes.
Since the piece is practically a i Grace "Houston. -At-^-NeviP^tagfisi Ni -y.;

monolog by the German, it is a
:

March ^; :'>^
_

_
. ; silver

tour de force on me part of the
! zebuiuh . Maurice shrog .

it dramatic. In I
Reuben. i . . ..:.. Ben Irving 1.. . , . .. . n j11 uiaiHunw. ill

I si„,e„„ _ revuB to cUck oji Bpoadway.

Tongue lift Cheek
Hollywood, March 22.

ROSS Huntei; and Jacque Mapes pres'cn»

tatloH of musical revue In two acts (21

scenes). Word* and muslo by. Jlsii;!. Br*nt.
Sketches' by Charles Faber. Additional
words and music by Buddy Pepper, pi-

racted- by Hunter. Production under
supervision of Harry Zevln. Dances and
musical numbers staged by Lester Horton
and Bella Lewltzky. .Costume direction;
Maria Donovan, Musical direction, Paul
Owen. Production design by Mapea. Duo
pianists, John : Latimer. Edljvard GKeen..
Opened at Las Pahnasi HollywooclivMar(;il
21, '49i $3,60 top. „„„

Cast: Arlen Allen, Earl Barton. Wllda
Bleber, Kenneth Brewer, Libby Burko.
Jcniha CarroU, Joyce Elaine. Hoy Fltzell,

Sandra Gnuld, Dick Huihphreys. Ross
Hunter, Frances Irvin. Janl Lawrence,
Vivian Lloyd, Patricia Lynn. Peter Mar-
Shall, Bert May, Danny Scholi, Roberta
Stevenson, Gloria Stone. Jimmy Thomp-
son..

adapter to make it dramatic.

Encouraged by the success of

"Lend An Ear," which bowed lo-

cally nine months ago, Ross Hun-
ter and- Jacque Mapes have come.

Up with what they obviously hope

will be the second HoUywood-orig-

this he is wonderfully assisted by 1

^™?»» ^ h^^j^ . ^ , .^----^ DfuV. ,;.-.V;;;.\"\\\\\\'.jMando?ph!it's a vam hope. Although prethe remarkable acting of Constant
Remy and Christiane Barry, who

|

Naphtaii Jack Manning
Richard KUey

, , - . , .Peter Hobbs
silence tense and moving.

|
Asher:.,...,....... ... Louis HoUlster

There's only one set, the interior
; JPfJP"™;.h»V o.K^'t^T^wiS

of a French country house, tyjo\%^^^^'',''':'/-^^^^^^^^^^

minor characters and three major l Arran. . ;. . Peter Capeii

roles. Pierre Blanehar as the Ger- Executioner
Me^rufE* Joe's

man gives a fine performance. He
| prttiphaV.". .'.' .V Martin Tarby

is not the typical villainous Nazi, I
Harpist;. .. . .Michael Howard

succeed in making their very
j ^"jachcr

but a man confused and disoriented
by the ideas with which he has
been indoctrinated, in which, be-
cause at heart he is an idealist; he
loses confidence. Fred,

Interdit au Public
(No Admittance)

Paris, March 2.

R. p. Chamby and Maxime-Fabert pro-
: duction of comedy In three acts by Roger
Domes and Jean Marsan. Set by Philippe
Hoffenbach. At the Comedie Wagram.
Paris; .

.

Gabriellc Tristan. .Mary Marquet
Glsele Montagne . . , . , . , . . , .Nicole Vervil
Nicole Gulsard. . . . . ....... Jane Longuet
Francolse. . . . ... ..i. ... . .Clalce Neuville
Berve Montagne:.....,...Jacques Erwin
Jean Bayard.. : ; . . .Robert Favart
Robert Gulsard. . i , ....... .Maxine-Fabert
Plerre—Montagne .- Hubert Noel
Stage Manager . ......... /Christian Gallo

Nous Avons Tons Fait
La Meme Chose

(It Gould Happen to Anybody)
„ : Paris, March 15.

Martlne de BreteuU production of
comedy in three acts.by Jean.de Letraz.-
Directed by de Letraz. At Theatrt de. la
Potinierev Paris.
Catherine:. ......Martha Sarbel
Mme. Delmet. .............. Mady Berry
Stephane ..Pierre Louis
Nelly, . . : . . .... ......... .Helene Ronsard
Armande Luce Feyrer
Remi. .Henri Gulsol
Yvette . Huguette Vcrgne

Asenath.:. . . . . ...... .:.. ... .Florence Luriea
Rakaph . , , . . , . . . . . . . . i . . . Mort Neudell
Pharaoh . , , ... ..... .. ... .Kermit Murdock
Footwasher. .... u. ..

.

.Sharshees . . : . i ; i .;. i

.

Shilah . Michael Howard
An Engineer.. ...... .. William Brower
A Warrior ........Frederick de Wilde
First Guard : Eugene Paul
Second Guard Salem Ludwlg
Big Worker William Brower

'Trouble is," says the hero of
this amusing comedy,. "a woman
came into my life before another
one had time to get out." And
Armande, Remi's mistress, sets her
foot down in no uncertain manner
as soon as she finds out about his
marriage to Nelly. In fact} she
prevents its completion and tells

Nelly that she is prepared to fight
for him. As a result, the disil-

lusioned Nelly decides to throw
herself into: the arms of the first

comer, who happens to be a young
lawyer. Needless to say the two
fall- -in - love, but the- lawyer also
has a mistress. He, however,
makes a complete break and is

prepared at the end to hxarry
Nelly once her partial marriage
has" been annulled, and It is pre-
sumed that Remi and Armande,
his mistress, will be reconciled.
The first act is slow, but the

opening : scuttlebutt conipared it

favorably to "Ear," the only thing
the two shows have in common is

the theatre in which they
:
pre^

mierecL .

.

Hunter and Mapes lisve beeil;

two years in getting: "Tongiie" <ih:

the boards. Production coin ; was:
more readily forthcorning after
"Ear" lent an impetus to Coast pror
duction. But "Tongue" proves once<

Louis Hoiiistet'
|
again .that material which is hilari-

wiiiard Swire I

^Y^^ Beverly Hills circuit ijs

not necessarily commercial; -

,
. ;

"Tongue in Cheek" is an ambiT
tious formula revue which has lit-

tle to distinguish it: None of its

tunes is anywhere near Hit Parade:
caliber, and only one o!r two .Of its

20 production- numbers £oilid be
salvaged for Broadway. The comr
plete Tevision necessary to insure
even: a limited: Gotham, rttd amounts
almost to an entirely

.
ne^ 'pFOdUc-

tion. .
-:•:::.,''

The show is peopled by energetic
unknowns, some of whom show
promise. By far the standout of the
cast is Sandra Gould, who reeently
has been devoting mostof her time
to radio. A clever comedienne, iihe

is far better than her material, and

: This behind^he-scenes comedy
concerns a successful playwright,
his present non-actress wife, his
ex-wife (a famous actress), her
present film-actor husband, the
grown actor .son of the first mar-

, ,

riage and his fiancee, a budding I

-second gathers momentum and the
actress. The actress agrees to star i

third is firstrate comedy. The au-
in her ex-husband's new play, but ingeniously repeats in this

becomes furious when her son's I

^.'^t' almost word for word, the
fiancee steals one of the big scenes, I

first-act scene in which the worldly
and refuses her consent to their I

Armende tells off the naive Nelly,
marriage. In her. rage she goes on ^P" ^^fPeats all her arguments

. stage and Improvises a big scene I

J^"®" she herself is faced' with the
of her own, and having won back 'awyer s fiancee, Yvette.
her public, graciously changes her .

"elene Ronsard, as Nelly, carries

'IThe Sun and I;" variation of
the play written by ,Barrie Stavis
and his late wife, Leona, which the
Federal theatre staged in 1937, Is-^

an interesting, though not success-
ful production. Appealing for its

sub,iect matter, approach and per-
formance, it fails becau.se of its

confu.sed thinking; talky rambling,
and lack o'f humor. But it was
worth New Stages' re-staging.

Play is a modern telling of the
Biblical story of Joseph in Egypt.
It tries to pi-each that force can--, , . .. . ,

not be used as a weapon of faith, '
to give the show its few

hiind and allows the fiancee to
take a bow with her.

It is all very theatrical, frequent

almost the entire weight of the
play and turns in a fine perform-
ance. Luce Feyrer as Armande is

while seeing an analogy to present
times in its story of the struggle
of freedom against power. The
analogy of the dictator-motif is a
little too strained. So at times is

the colloquial quality of the dialog.
The King James version is still

better; For a serious subject,
too, chacacterizations and situations
border occasionally too dose to the
.ridiculous.

Performance and staging is quite
creditable. Karl "WJeber handles
the many-sided, difficult jrole of
Joseph satisfactorily. Kermit Mur-
dock' portrays Pharaoh 'with dis-
tinction. Nancy R, Pollock occa-
sionally makes the role of Vash-
nee a confusing contradition of
simpering fool and sagacious poli-
tician,- but on the whole gives a
telling performance. Peter Capell
makes a strong, impression as the
philosopher - statesman, Arrafi.
Martin Tarby is ainusing as a fool-
ish Potiphar, .Merrill E, Joels is

.satisfactory as the .lealous Malfi,

highlights,

Co-producersdirector Ross Hunter
appears in several numbers (a la
Bill Eytbe in "Ear"), best of which
is "The World's Oldest Boy Vio-
linist;" and makes an okay impres-
sion.

Brought in for $29,000, "Tongue"
has only a fair chance of earning
back its production co.st, local in-
terest being -what it is. However,
in this tiny (388-seat) house, it

means a near .capacity run of about
six months^and the final weeks
are undoubtedly going to be tough
sledding :even with the emphasis
on local jokes to intrigue HoUy-
wDodites. Kap.

College Show

All Thai: laitiers
Willidmstowiii> Mass.> March 19. i

„ „ , „ Cap and. Bells- CWJlllams College) pro-

supporting cast adds ^{^'^iLen iondTet^' Adap'[eJ" t^T'^B^l
good bits. Bron.

ly to the point of caric'alure,"¥u"t
j ^^Imi^ ulu^^S^un'lv ^

tL®^^^^^^^nevertheless quite funny. Jacques I

Madv Ber v pSp t m.Tf nnrt

X\l^^.tt^'Vn^'''l',^S{ HugSetfe^%-gn^e'Trl ^r^oiteiiy Domoasnc and egotistical, supporting roles. The single set-
tiiig of a country-house living room
isi bright and tasteful. Comedy has
prtssibilitieis for ah American pr6-
ductiqn.

. Fred.

Haydon Switches Role
Reno, March 22.

Julie Haydon opens tomorrow
(Wed.) for three days ait the Civic
Auditoriuin in "The Glass Menage
ene." This is first time she's play-
ing the mother role after playing
the daughter part for two years on
Broadway. ,•";,..-';''':.-':• •-.-.:'

Charles Dunleavay of Detroit is
the producer-dit-ector. i

'

:

- - and egotistical.
Mary Marquet plays the actress
with a hard authority, pointing up
her comedy lines in a masterly
fashion. The rest of the cast gives
solid backing to the two stars,
particularly Nicole Vervil as the
not too mousy wife of the play-
wright, and Claire Neuville as the
fiancee, whose success turns her
from a shy debutant actress to a
temperamental fledgling star.
A film version of the play is in

preparation. Fred.

SAMUEL FRENCH
SINCE mo .

Play, Brokefs and
Authors* Representatives

: SO West 4!)lli Street, New Vnrk
leZS Sunset Blvd., Uollvwnod 4(i. Oal,

Johnny Cas«y
The New School's Dramatic

Workshop offered a confused and
ineffective work in its production
of "Johnny Ca.sey," which opened i

-'i""-''*' '"''''weeinent with' .samuei French
Friday (18) as the latest in its

| f„U'^ CsV;'"$T2o''iip."'''"''''''

gar on IIor.seback" by George Kaufman,
and Marc Connelly. Directed by David
C, Bryant, assisted by James Van Wart.
Scenery and co.ntumcs by Otto W. Sle-
bert, n. Piano accompantnients by Gerald
F. O'Brien and Sondlicim. Musical num-
ber "Drink; to Zee Moon" written in col-
laboration with Alice Hammerstein,
Special dance by Ida Kay. Produced bv

Author Alfred Golden

Suggests $2 & $5W
For Legit Financing

New York
Editor, Variety:

I have been at work on a plan
Which would enable yoii to step
inside any ticket broker agency
on Broadway, consult listings of
prospective plays and players, and
place a bet (pardon me, I mean
make a small investment) of $2
oF-$5,-or even as much as $50 on
the production of your choice
Within five or six weeks—after the
New York critics' reviews have ap-
peared—you would learn whether
you had drawn an also-ran or have
backed a winner destined to bring
you a return anywhere from 100%
to 1,000% on your money. And
even if you ^on't make a million
you'll have a. lot of fun.
Here you will have a steady

stream of capital flowing into the
theatre, bringing to light new
plays, new talents, and glowing re-
vivals of oil' plays. With worry,
free producers doing shows they
really war.t to do—and not just to
please a few big investors—the
theatre is bound to take on a zest
and excitement unknown to these
times.

I have my plan worked out in
detail, and , as my contribution to
the legitimate stage I stand ready
to turn the whole thing over free
of charge to a responsible group
of theatre people representing the-
atre : owners, producers, play-

Wrights, actors and ticket brokers.
From' representative workers in

'

the theatre there will be formed
a non-profit organization to super-
vise all productions offered to the
public for backing. Legal require-
ments will be met and regulations
established to protect the public.
Only responsible producers will be
permitted to 'participate, and all

dealing with the public's money
will have to be bonded. Every con-
ceivable precaution will be taken
to see to it that you get "a run
for your money."
My plan envisions not only in-

creased employment for actors and
theatre technicians, but the dis-

tribution of profits for each play
produced successfully. First there -

will be profits to* those who invest-

ed in it, then' there will be a fair

share of profits to the producer
who guided the play to its success.
There will be additional income
to ticket brokers, but what is moiit

important of all, a share of the
profits will go directly into a fund;
providing for the subsidization of
playwriting and acting talent; the-

atrical instruction and research. A :

portivn . will be- donated-directlyr
to the coffers of theatrieat charir
ties.

Alfred L, Golden.

^ Xaligula' in Coast Bow
Hollywood; March 22. :

"Caligula," Albert Camus'
French hit, will get its U. S. pre-

miere March 30 at the Coronet
theatre as a production of the

Circle Players, local legit group.

Producer Jerry Epstein has set Al-

bert Band to direct. \ „ . - .

James Anderson top^'the cast

which includes Terry Kilbuni,

Naomi Stevens, Mack Williams and
Strother Martin.

FOR RENT
ii;qufty Summer Theatre in N, 3,

40 Miles from N, Y.; Shir
8,vstem Only; Fully Ukiulpficn:

Write to

RICHARD STEVERS
IIS Montross Ave., Itutherford, N. J.

THEATRE '49 'STOOPS'
Dallas, March 22.

Theatre '49 opened its seventh
production Monday (21) with a re-
Ivival of "She Stoops to Gonquerj"
,
by Oliver Goldsmith. The play will
run three weeks in the Gulf play-

'.house.

Directed by Margo Jones, the
.
play will present the entire perma-
nent troupe of actors supplemented

;
by four local college drama
students.

repertory productions at the Presi^ Neu McHae
dent, N. Y. The Franklin Irving S^^iJ/'n?!;"'"
play about a baseball player who is

a 'fanatic about the game is tedi-
ously paced, with muddled char-
acters, limp dialog and perplexing
plot. The production has a few in-
dividually good ,scenes, among
.which a takeoff on • the announcing
of a ballgame is standout.

Cast consists of Dramatic Work-
shop alumni,: who give capable,
though not exceptional: perform-
ances. The title role s handled
by AI Henderson, with Robert
McCrane, James WaLsh, Anne Cer-
valo and Sara Farwell in subordi-
nate parts.

Williams-

. . . , Ronald Molr.
Jeannette Foisey

Albert Rice ........... . .Howard Krskine
Mr. Cady. ..... ...... . ... . . Martin Luth.y
Mrs, Cady ............. ^Caroline Bldwell
Gladys Cady— . Betty Dlsell
Homer Clidy James DlseU
Secretaries.Ted Farrow. Charles HoUerith
Poet John LaseU

.
Kaplan Joins MCA

Harriet Kaplan, formerly in

Metro's play department in N. Y. :

and later with Michael Sloane-

Paula Stone legit production, lias

joined the musical comedy casting

and script department oi Music

Corp. of America.
She ^yas also casting director

with Mike Todd for a time.

Dorfman Due Out of >Hosp
Pressagent Nat Dorfman is ex-

pected to leave Mt. Sinai hospital,
N. Y., within a few days and will
recuperate at home from peri-
tonitis, with which he was stricken
last week. Ailment resulted from
an accidental perforation of the
stomach.
Pending his return, his associ-

ate, Mary Ward, is handling pub-
licity for "Born Yesterday," at the
Miller, N, V.

'Cap and Bells of Williams Col-
lege has come up with an enter-
taining production. Although the
1924 George Kaufman and Marc
Connelly comedy, "Beggar on
Horseback," on which this is based,
seems dated, musical is profes-^
sional and" funny. The original
text is followed in its entiretv,
satirizing the Babbitts, with a semi-
ballad pantomine substituted for
the pantomine of the original play.
The substituted pantomine, based
on the moves in a chess game, with
Ida Kay as : the featured dancer«
slows the pace set by the previous
scenes.
The music and lyrics have been

composed as an integral part of the
play, and Stephen Sondheim dis-^

plays great potential ability as a
lyricist-composer. Broadcast Mu-
sic, Inc., has published an album
of five of the show's tunes—"When
X See You," "Let's Not Fall in
Love." "I Lov« You, ¥:tc.,"."I Need

Love" and "I Must Be Dreaming."
The Show's outstanding number,
however, is "The Bordelaise."

Great credit goes to director

David C, Bryant and his a.ssistant

James Van Wart for obtaining the

results they do. Talent, with very

.slight singihg ability, is selected

from the student body; the femme
contingent from the wives of the

students (G.I.'s) and the local vil-

lage. Bryant displays a flair tor

inventive business and the han-

dling of crowd movement.
Several of the embryo thesps

come up with standout per-

formances. This is particularly

true of James Disell in the part ot

Homer, showing a fine scn.se oi

timing and characterization. Howr

ard Ersklne as Albert R'ce

plays a professional versatility.

Martin Luthy handles the satirueo

Mr. Cady with humor. Ted tar

row and Charles Hollerith are

ok4jr as the secretaries.
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IMhi Famta ««, !*« O. Hlk«
' Another aegment of the publish-'

ififf Indttstry voiced Us complaint

in the House Post Office Commit-
in Washington Monday (21)

aeainst the proposed sharp In-

. ureases in second class mailing

rates.
• Spokesmen for .Associated Busi-

ness Papers, an association of 130
' business publications, argued that

l(l%' of all business papers mailed

second class would be forced out

of business If the bill increasing

the postal rates is passed, The
measure, H. B. 2945, would up the

-second class rates sharply. ABP
told of a study it made of 191 busi-

ness technical and scientific pub?
Iir-at'ions. Of those, 51% earned an

average of only $10,423 in 1948. If

H B 2945 bad been the law, they

would have suffered an average

net loss of $3,605 in the first year

and $14,187 in the second year. In

addition to which, there are pie-

dictions of advertising declines

after this year.

Magazine spokesmen have al-

ready attacked the bill, urging that

only a moderate increase in rates

be provided. Spokesmen for the

they "are hardly scientific,'* "lack
the validity claimed for them,'' and
are full of discrepancies. SRL cites
instances where it claims Billy
Rose's "Wine, Women and Words"
was slighted on -some lists; points
out that Macy's terrific book sales
don't even figure in orie list, etc.

Mag claims (and cites instances)
that (1)> the reporting book stores
are chosen with little regard to
statistical, justice; (2), reporting
book stores are not weighted as to
sales volume; (3), lists of reporting
book stores do not compensate foi
geographical inequalities; (4), many
book stores do not keep an accurate
count of titles sold; (5), "literary"
titles are frequently favored, re-
gardless of the true facts; (6),

"bestsellers" sometimes indicate
nothing more than large inven-
tories and slow sales; (7), best-
seller lists are usually three weeks
out of date; W, "practical" books
are inconsistently handled; and
(9), long-term bestsellers are usual-
ly ignored.

Dftuce Encyclopedia
A show biz find is "The Dance

^ /Encyclopedia," by Anatole Ghujoy
daily press have been mixed on the i

(Barnes, .$7.50). , The first encyclo-

subiect of the bill. Uncle Sam now i
pedia of the dance in any language,

loses about $500,000,000 a year on I
the 550-pag6 tome is thus the only

the Post Office Department.

SRL's 'Bogus Bestsellers'

'Bestseller lists, a sore subject

for a long time in the book trade,

with" ramifications in show busi-

ness, are getting a going-over in

the forthcoming (March 26) issue

of the Saturday Review of Litera-

ture. Article, titled "Bogus Bestsell-
• ers," and in the main a rap at the
N.Y. Times and N.Y. Herald Trib

such comprehensive reference
book In the . field. It covers the
dance from its beginnings to today
in all its ramifications-—ballet, tap,
modern dance, ballroom^its pres-
ent-day sweep for instance running
from Gene Kelly, Ffed Aslaire and
Ray Bolger, to Martha Graham,
Alexandra Danilova and Ahcia
Markova. Book not only covers
dancers, past and present, v^'ilh ex-
tensive biogs, but also includes
composers, designers, critics, ballet
terms; data on w.k and unfamiliar

I have read the books with
thoughtful care and find they are
not obscene as alleged."

une for what are called carelessly-

compiled lists based on phoney re-
1
ballets, basic agreements; AGVA,

. ports from bookshops, has already l AGMA; Equity and Chorus Equity

CHATTER
Jessyca Russell's writers' News-

letter passed its second birthday.
Buck Herzog in Hollywood on his

annual roundup of film interviews
for the Milwaukee Sentinel.
With its March 26 issue, Satur-

day Review of Literature is hitting
a 25 year high, with a 100,000 print
order.

Max Weinberg, Metro's eastern
shorts representative, authored
several fillers In the April issue of
Coronet. ..

H a r V a r d Lampoon, college's
comic monthly, foe its annual spoof
of national magazines has selected
Holiday for this year's Satire.

Lyn Atha appointed fashion edi-
tor of Seventeen magazine. She
was formerly assistant director of
fashion publicity at Lord & Taylor.

Geoffrey Homes closed a deal
with Librarie Gallinard of Paris
for; the. publication of his book,
"Bnild ' My Gallows High," in
France.
Under a hill introduced in the

Michigan State legislature, report-
ers could not be forced to divulge
the source of their news stories by
.state governmental agencies in-
cluding courts. Bill has been sent
to .iudicial committee.
Apex Books closed a deal with

Jerry Lawrence, TV producer, for
a volume of amateur drawings, in-
cluding sketches by Don Defore,
Reginald Denny and Don Wilson,
who have appeared on the "Can
You Picture This" charade pro-^
gram on KNBH.

Carol Ryrie Brink's "Narcissa
Whitman," a historical novel about

I, Oregon, will 'be illustrated -bv

I
Samuel Armstrong^ Argosy art di-

j-rector. ,
,

. Bob Thomas, Hollywood corre-.

; spondent for AP, has a new assist-

I
ant, Gloria Yarbrough.

SCULLY'S SCRAPBOOK
By Frank Scully

stii^red up quite a rumpus,

(Considerable ruckus was caused
in the book trade and film indus-
try about a year ago when Vauiety
disclosed that picture company
story editors had been approached
by a New York press-agent who
offered to put any volume they
named on the best-seller lists for

a very, nominal fee, P.a. claimed
that by the judicious buying of

. 100 or so copies in selected book-
stores throughout the country he
could heavily influence the reports

contracts; various types of mjina-
gers; ;varioUs forms of stage shows;
costuhie; design; -criticisin, . ae^the-:
tics,; . ^nd: -even:, recordings on' thie

dance;.; 'V: .. '.v ^:.;';-;

Chujoy, who is author of several
books on danfce, and .is. editor-
piibUsher of Dance News, nionthly
dance tradfe paper, h^s compiled a
coinpreliensive yet JSlicClncit book.
Items iire necessarily terse and
brief, but, quite adequate. Style is

readable and plaih, yet scholarly
and authoritative. Book also con-

on which lists are based. Filrii eds i tains many longer ; articles on,
refused to go along with him, al-

{
standout angles or subjects by
prominent contributors, such as
George Balanchine's "Ballet in

1 Films;" Boris Romanoff's "Opera

*Howdy Doody*
;Continued from page 1

though it was agreed that what he
proposed appeared perfectly pos^
sible. :

The Times, getting word of the
survey, has already had its attor-
ney write a letter to the SRL,

- stating the piece~was libelous' and
an attack on the integrity of the
Times, and (since the piece has al-
ready gone to press), demanding a
retraction. Lester Markel, Times
Sunday ed, said the survey was

Ballet;" Eniily Coleniari's "Hal
lefbrriania in II. S.;" Edwin Den-
by's "Dance Criticism," etci

^^CoiitHB^utwr'also inclttdB" Fre^^^

erlck C. Schang. Walter Terry,

Pearl Primus, Lillian Moore. Barry

Hyaras and others, writing- on
Swedish, Soviet, Spanish. African,

American dance or ballet; on; Ar-
made without the Times being con- ! gentina, Nijinsky, Diaghilev, Deni'
suited- or its system checked, and
that no advance proofs were offi-
cially sent him, although he got
them second-hand. Markel also
stated that his phoned protest had

Shawn, Fokine, Pavlova, etc. One
would wish for a one-line descrip-

tion of what some ballets are

about, although otherwise there is

full description of .composers,
already resulted in a couple of i premiere casts, location, and other
tttfmntflw *f1{kAl#«i,c<*V <.AM4-A.i>AAM UAfMrt . ....... ^L.i..^j.j. ..I..4-V. BTOVI,Strongly "libelous" sentences being
killed In proof. The Times list, he
Insisted, is made up scientifically,
and isn't haphazard; the Times
gets reports from 208 bookstores
•and carefully weighs and compen-
sates their lists. Another Times

important data.

Philly 'Obscene' Decision

"Dirt for dirt's sake" must be

piroved in order to ban a bpok
* under Pennsylvania's obscenity

editor said "the whole thing is an
;
laws, according to a decision hand-

absolute lie."
I
ed ;down by Judge Curtis Bok in

Mrs. Irita Van Doren. Herald |
Common Pleas Court, Philadel-

Trib book ed, also states that the I phia. Mere vulgarity or _coarse

SRL didn't contact the Trib before
or after, or send it proofs. Trib
has no plans now for answering
the article, she said, although it
may change its mind. The article,
she said, is full of excessive state-
ments, inaccuracies and misinter-
pretations of facts.
Advance comment from story

buyers in N.Y. film departments

hess is not enough. The decision

brought to a climax a year-long

dispute over the right of the local

police to clamp down on bookstores

and seize books they consider ob-

scene. The decision, in effect, re-

sulted in the discharge of five

booksellers, who had been brought
to trial for violation of the Penn-
sylvania state code, which makes it

nent Howfly Doody ranch in its

toy department, featuring all H-D
merchandise.
The younger set's interest in

video is also seen, in; the success
of the H-D hand puppet. The latex
rubber figure comes packaged in
a carton that looks; like a TV set,

with a cellophane window for the
screen. Puppet can be worked in
the box for a make-believe video*
cast.''

Stone is also negotiating with
RCA^Victor for two Howdy Doody
record albums to be published this

year, the first containing original
songs, written and composed by

;

En Kean, and the second, Mother i

Goose stories told" by Howdy,:"also"!'

to be scripted by Kean.. ; •

A contract is also iii the final

.

stages of negotiation. tO' cover over-

1

all publication irights; Deal would i

include comic books, a lOc; booki
and a 2.'5c. book, which would total

j

a guaranteed minimum circulation

'

of 2,000,000. Offer from a feature
j

syndicate for a daily cartoon strip
!

is also being mulled. ;

Requests ;for licenses have been'
received from 30 apparel manufac-

1

turers and from 65 firms making i

toys and novelties, ranging from

,

wallpaper to lollypops. Stone's; pol-
]

icy is to make tieups which Willi

help promote the show but not :

to pact any product which might
j

be a potential sponsor or compete I

with a potential sponsor, NBC;
shares in .royalties received from

!

licensed products, i

$1 J00,000 Suits

has been- cautious, one department' an offense to "publish or sell filthy

head, however, slating that film ' and obscene books."
companies have been aware of (he

|

The books under question were:
'laxity" in the lists for some time, i

"Young- Lonigan," "Tbe "Voung
and have governed themselves
accordingly. These lists, he said,
were quite an item in the thinking
0* Hollywood once, but aren't now,
adding that film companies don't
pay too much attention to the listsm theii? buying.
Booksellers around the country,

however, do, SRL is already getting
pre - publication comment, one
message stating that "book sales
and bestseller li.sts have nothing

I**
c^iymon"; another message say-

,mg It s about time compilers of
such lists were forced to report
ihe facts as they are," and still an-
other thanking the SRL for "finally
exposing these lists for the rotten
sham they are."

ti, S-'^'
claiming it Is not attacking

«^ Trib but their source's,
made a survey of bestseller lists to
"^1?,?,."P-With the conclusion that reasonable accmcy and balan

Manhood of Studs Lonigan,'

"Judgment Day" and "A World I

Never Made," all by James T. Far-

rell, and published by Vanguard
Press; "Sanctuary" and "Wild
Palms," by William Faulkner, pub-

lished by Random House; "God's
Little Acre," by Erskine Caldwell,

published by Random House; "End
as a Man," by Calder Willingham,
published by Vanguard, and
"Never Love a Stranger," by Har-
old Robbins, publi-Shed by Knopf.
Judge Bok, claiming none ob-

scene, said: "Obscenity is measured
by the erotic allurement upon the

average modern reader; the erotic

allure is measured by whether it

is. sexually impure^ calculated in»

citement to sexual desire; or

whether it reveals an eft'ort to re-

flect life, including its dirt with
' balance.

|S5 Continned from p.i ge 1 ;ss

;

the public regarding products of

j
other manufacturers.

[
The Radio Manufacturers Assn.,

I in a Chicago confab last week for

: the first time took cognizance of
• the situation created by the Ze-
, nith ads. A public relations pro-

gram backed by "substantial funds"
will soon be launched. Although
not mentioning Zenith by name,
.program is designed to provide
an "objective, orderly and con-

I'structive presentation of full in-

,
formation on television," including

j

present broadcasting services and

J

receivers in the present very high
r i:requeneies and the ultra high fre-

1
quencies of the future. RMA de-

; clared that its plans Were initiated

last month before the "many re-
' cent statements, articles and inci'

dents which caused confusion- and
misunderstandings regarding tele-

vision by the public, radio dis-

tributors and dealers, government
("and other interests."

I
Association's president. Max Bal-

I

coin, will appoint a committee to.

Nutley, N. J., March 20.
Thei-e is, if you'll pardon a pointed finger, a neurological test known

as the "Mayer thumb reflex." It's known in Hollywood, too. At Metro
it is referred to as"checked off the lot."

At other lots they have other neurological signs to describe cTaatt
acters quaking in the luxury of a layoff. But enough of this. My job
is definitions. So on to the K rations in Scully's Psychiatric Word
Book:

K.

KAINOPHOBIA: (1) Psychoneurotic dread of new things or new sit-

uations; (2) Producers who confuse television with trichinosis; (3) Radio
stars who develop otitis media on hearing a new giveaway gimmick is

about to reduce the swelling of their Hooper ratings; (4) People who
can't stand James Cain, Bob Kane or Walter Kane.

KARYOKINESIS: Typical mode of cell division. In Hollywood,
Mattewan or Joliet, any wing for the confinement of writers.

KARYOPHAGE: An intracellular sporozobn. Technical term for a
free-lance writer. •

'

_

KA'TEBGASTIC REACTION: A term for simply psychotic dis-

orders which are dynamic rather than neurotic. Comics who feel they
are being scraped with a nutmeg-grater when listening to Fred Allen's
voice, but find his gags most soothirtg to their egos when palmed off as
their own..' . "•.•.:.:;;;...,-.;

KEBATIN: The basis of corny tissues, used" to coat enteric pills like
George Sanders.
KEBAUNOPHOBIA: JMorbid fear of lightning. Obsession of directors

whose pictures finish W firing a set. Fear that lightning or faulty
viii-ing may" ignite the set some night and blow the schedule, tlie bud-
get and the director himself right through the: window of the front,
office.

KERNIG'S SIGN: Reflex contraction and pain in hamstrung muscles
.

when the thight is flexed and an attempt is made to extend the leg.

Common to starlets who try to .stand up after having failed to read the
6-point clauses in their j7-vear contracts.

KIEiJAN'S SPACES: (1) Interlobular spaces of th^ liverj (2) gaps in
the knowledge of John Kieran.
KIESOWTEST: SmaU area on inner surface of cheek touching lower

molars, which was found to be insensitive to heat, cold or any stim- :

;

ulus. What kissing Bette Davis in "Winter Meeting." must have been
like.

KINEPHANTOM: A false appraisal of the direction of a moving' Ob-
ject. Familiar illusion where picture-goers oiiserve the wheels of a
covered-wagon in a western turning in the opposite direction to the
actual motion. Even more common when seen on windmill vanes at
night This phantom helps the illusion that people like Robert Taylor,
Alan Ladd, Errol Flynn and Tyrone Power could fight their way out
of a -paper bag.
KINESTHESIA: Sensations derived from muscles, joints; and inner

ears, giving sense of position and location; A . psychotic symptom
which actually is used as an asset by producers of outdoor epics, direc-
tors and location-hunters generally. In the Ford-Flaherty syndrome.
KINETIC ENERGY: Capacity for doing work Which a body possesses

due to its motion. Theory that any picture dealing with the Santa Fe;

Chisholm or Oregon trail can't fail, because it moves and the actors
look as if they are working.
KLANGt Words associated through < tonal resemblance; common in

manic excitement, (1) Ex-fighters who become scenario writers and .

can only start and quit at the sound of a gong; (2):nuts who hear.a bell
and swear they are Fritz Klang.

;

-KLEPTOMANIA: Petty larceny raised to a mental illness and kept
at that level as long as one has solvent parents. (Scenario-writers who
steal from each other are not called "kleptomaniacs" but "adapters.")
KOINOTROPIC TYPE: A term for writers of "we" editorials, ;

and good ;mixers: Who are in the money because; they .knoW;how to Pat
producers, stars and even sponsors on the back. In the. sychophantic
syndrome. , •,;-.•';;

.

•

- KOLYTIC REACT-ION^-ehecking -or prevehting-the-reactionr-to-a

—

stimulus. Western stars who get their faces slapped by trollops and -

never bat an eye, but shoot perfect strangers on sight because they •

get between them and the light in a poker game.
KOPP'S ASTHMA: Laryngi.smus«slridulus, which used to overcome

Keystone characters in the long Sennett chases. Now confined to 40-
year old male leads who have, to follow, a fight sequence with a neck^;
ing interlude. Resulting heaves are frequently mistaken for passion by
both the director and the public.

KOKSAKOW'S PSYCHOSIS: Polyneuritis resulting from a loused*
up metabolism, in turn caused by insisting on billing even in Alco>; :

holies -Anonymous. Characterized by memory, orientation and reten^
tion defects. In the Barrymore syndrome.
KRAEPLIN: Kraut psychiatrist ; who lived through Bismark, the

Kaiser ;and the first dementia praecox symptoms of Hitler. Authority
on split personalities and manic depressives. Really the father of mod-

.

em psychiatry,' which can therefore : be briefly described as "just a-

lot of Krkeplin."
KBAUSEEND-BIJLBS: Sensory end-organs found in the conjunctiva

and at premieres , at Grauman's Chinese, where the last flashbulb is

reserved for the guy who plays the exit organ-music.
KRAUROSIS: Shriveling or drying of a part. What happens when

a Broadway male lead compares the script he signed for, and the one
he is playing, now that the femme lead has been changed from Eve
Arden to Ginger Rogers.

;

KRISHABER'S DISEASE: A neurosis characterized by insomnia,
vertigo, neuralgia and cerebrorcardiac disturbances. First experienced
by a writer named Krishaber on learning ihat his longterm contract
had four options a year and he was. being dropped after 90 days just
in time to catch a Greyhound bus from Hollywood to Germantown, Pa*

I

";;;.
.

; ' :"-;;;;,>;,
./V

„ "

direct the program to be started Zenith statements had the; effect
I shortly. RMA also approved more ' of hurrying the process. Organi-
complete video and FM statistics zation will attempt to provide tecli-

I

for manufacturers and broadcast- nical information and credit ex-
I ers: RMA also pointed out that change and work more closely with
I it has been urging the Federal television broadcasters in a "mu-
! Communications Commission to lift , tuality of interests."
1 the freeze on video to bring out I Temporary officers elected were
an allocation plan for UHF and 1 Michael Kaplan,' president; of the

i to provide for a minimum overlap i Sightmaster Corp.; Robert G. Krar
! between VHF and UHF with the

j

mer, Remington , Radio Corp.; Heri
i same standards for both services. I bert Mayer, Empire Coil, secr'e-

;

1 Television Manufacturers Assn.,! tary; Aliel Kessler,. U. S. Tele-,

formed Monday (21) in N. Y., simi- 1 vision, treasurer. Currently. 16
I larly decried the- Zenith ads urging i manufacturers are represented in
strong action. Some at the meeting 1 TMA and an organization drive

even urged a telegram to Pres.
]

will be started to get in other
Truman, pointing out that Zenith's [

manufacturers. ,

i

"irresponsible" statements for its| Although Sightmaster and Em-
! own selfish ends "could be instru-i pire Coil, suing Zenith, are mem-
i mental In causing further employ-
ment dips throughout the coun

bers of TMA, action is not con-
nected with the organization. The

try." However, action was placed! suit also seeks an injunction

in the hands of a committee.
Formation of TMA was in proc-

against Zenith to force them to re-

frain from "deliberate disparage*
I ess before the Zenith ads., .but the. ment of another's goods.'^
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Broadway
Katina Paxinou due in from the

Coast this week.
Donald Kirlcley, Baltimore Sun

drama critic, in town last weekend
fandering the shows. , ^ ,

The Meyer Davises and daugh-

ter, Marjorie, Caribbean-cruisiog

on the Grace Line's Santa Rosa,

Kay Mllland in town for a 10-

day vacation before returnmg to

the Coast for Paramount's "Copper

^^'Mrs.^Gregor Babinoviteh, wife of

the film producer, trained to the

Coast Monday (21) to visit her

daughter. .

•

Marilyn Maxwell in from the

Coast for advance ballyhoo on UA s

"Champion," which preems at the

Globe April 9. , . ^,
Lida Alma and Yianni Fleury,

dancers, leave tomorrow (Thurs-

day) for Paris, where they'll join

Edith Piaf's revue.

Jack Glenn, March of Time di-

rector and prexy of the pastern

fcreen Directors Guild, laid up at

arrytown hospital.
, ^.

Agent Henry Weise reported theft

of $800 in cash and $1,000 in jewels

held for clients in a robbery Satur-

day (20) when yeggs looted various

offices at 1674 Broadway.
Warner Bros, vice-prexies Sam-

uel Schneider, Ben Kalmenson and

Mort Blumenstock headed Coast-

wards over the weekend for studio

huddles with Harry and Jack War-
ner. ^ ,. .

John Joseph, new studio ad
contact for Metro's ad-pub veepee

Howard Deitz, staying east another

two weeks huddling, with latter.

Si Seadler, et al., on new cam-
paigns.

, ,
.

Betty Button and her husband,

Ted Briskin, in New York until the

end of the week following her ap-

pearance last weekend at the White
House Press Photographers ball in

Washington. ,

Irving Jacoby, of Affiliated Film
Producers, and Al Rosenberg, man-
ager of McGraw-Hill's text film de-

partment, elected chairman and
vice-chairman, respectively, of the

N. Y. Film Council.
Cecelia Ager, former PM-Star

film critic now freelancing, fell

down some stairs recently and
broke leg and ankle. She's home
after 10 days' hospitalization, but
Win be laid up for several months.

Ezra Stern, Coast film attorney,

returned to Los Angeles this week
. after huddling with Sargoy &
Stein, industry copyright attorneys,
on a number of percentage-chisel-

- ling actions against exhibs pending
in California.

Spyros Skouras, prez of 20th-
Fox, trekked to Philadelphia Mon^
day (21) to accept a citation from

. the city's B'nai B'rith for his com-
pany's contribution to democracy
in , making ' such' pix as "Gentle-
man's Agreement" and "The Snake

"Tit."^ .

"
John Howard Lawson, Clifford

: Odets and radio commentator Ar-
thur Gaeth among those participat-
ing in the panel, discussions of the
Cultural and Scientific Conference
for World Peace to be held at the
Waldorf-Astoria Friday through
Sunday.

Paul N. Lazarus, Sr., contract
manager for United Artists, who
was: stricken with a cerebral
hemorrhage in Kansas City re-
cently, is considerably improved.
Tests are being made to determine
by today (Wed.) when It' will be
possible to move him home or to
a hospital in New York. '

Havana date but returning here in

Norman Granz's "Jaze at Phil-

harmonic" drew 3,000 at Public

Music Hall, with over 400 turned

away. ,
• .

Cain Park trimming its straw-

hat season from 10 to eight shows
to hold within $45,000 budget set

by cityt

Isaac Van Grove, once of Max
Reinhart studio, directing "Mira-

cle of Our Lady" for Cleveland
500's Lyric Workshop.
Bob Godley, WHK sportscaster,

sold novel tagged "Killer to Kitch-

en" to French publisher who made
down payment of $350.
Vaughn O'Neill made house

manager of Loew's State, succeed-

ing Maurice Druker, transferred

to Loew's in Providence, R. I.

Vienna
Girls"
pix at

Willi Forst's "Vienna
chosen to rep Austrian
Venice Biennale.
Joseph Gluecksmann (Joe

Glenn), of Hollywood, inked by

Volkstheatre as director.

Brazilian composer Ivo Cruz in

Salzburg to play for a Red-White-

Red (American) broadcast.

"Fairy Tale of Luck," film by
Franz Krpatka and A. de Glahs be-

gan shooting, with Burgtheatre ac-

tor O. W. Fischer In the lead. Pix

is directed by de Glahs.
Deisinger unit of Belvedere

Films completed work on its newr
est pic, "Dr. Rosin," story by Gustl

Peuker and A. de Glahs. Burg-
theatre actor Alfred Schnayder is

star:"' — - —

London

By Lary .SolIoway
Maxie Rosenbloom Into Motlier

Kelly's.
Barry Gray back at Copa City

lounge after trip to California.

Emile Boreo suffered heart at-

tack and is seriously ill in hospital

here. , "

Rocco Vocco and Ed Wallerstem
among music industry toppers va-

cationing here.
WOR-Mutual's Norman Living-

ston in town to scan talent for
net's.new. video setup.

13th

13th

Humphrey Bogart and Lauren
Bacall caught Thursday matinee of
"Detective .Story" at the Locust to
look over film possibilities.

, Elliot Wexler, who handles
Benny Goodman and Buddy Greco,
has formed World Amusement,
Inc., personal management agency.

Joe E. Brown, felled here with a
recurrence of malaria h6 picked up
while doing USO work during war,
discharged from the U. S. Naval
Hospital. Comedian went to Nor-
folk, Va., to rejoin road company
of "Harvey/'

Cleveland
By Glenn C. Pullcn

Mills Bros, at Borsellino's Club
for week.
Norman Khoury opened new

Carnival Club.
Dizzie Gillespie jazz concert

inked here for April 10,

Jack Schmunk, WEWS sales
manager, leaving staff May 1.

Jan Murray topping Vogue Room
show; Henny Youngman due March
SI.
i: Maurice D r u k er transferred
from Loew's State here to Loew
house in Providence.

By Hal Gohen
Max Shulgolds celebrated

wedding anni. -

Gladys Ingles celebrating
anni at WCAE this month.

Bill Thomas, Zelfonople exhib;

off for Greece to visit

mother.
Frances Lanford hung up a

new money and attendance record
at Copa.
Arlene Golyer, Marimba player,

off—for^-BaVana-on-elub and-tliea-
1)1*6 dsitcs

Meg Randall and Richard Long
here for opening of ''Life of Riley"
at Harris.

Charles Gaynor in town helping
Fred Burleigh pick songs and
sketches for annual Playhouse
revue.

Zurich
By George Mezoefi

Luise Rainer spent a short time
in Zurich, en route to Austria,

Fourth International Film Festi-

val at Locarno has been set for
July 8-17.

Stadttheater, Solothum, staged
first German production of Rob-
ert Morley's and Noel Langley's
"Edward, My Son."
Katherine Dunham and troupe

appearing at Gorso theatre in "A
Caribbean Rhapsody," for first

time in this country.
Stadttheater, Basle, presented

Donagh MacDonagh's comedy,
"Happy as Larry," in German
translation, for its carnival preem.

W. H. Squire, famed cellist and
pop ballads composer, celebrating

golden wedding. . .

Lajos Biro, author and script

writer for Sir Alexander KQrda,

left around $60,000. , .

Marlemma, Spanish dancer, .In

for a two-week season at the

Princes Monday (21).
.

Eille Norwood, veteran , actor

famed for his Sherlock Holmes
characterization, left around $600.

Danish Oscar for best European
film awarded to "A Matter of Life

and Death" ("Stairway to Heav-

en")' .. *t
"Slings and An-ows," the Her-

mione Gingold revue, closed at the

Comedy Saturday (19) after 18

David Drukker, of Charles L;

Tucker's office, to New York in

May on the occasion of his son

John's wedding.
, . „ . _

,

George Minter, chief of _^Be-

nown, indie distrib outfit, off; to

New York early April and plan-

ning to go on to the Coast,

Vivien Leigh out of the OW Vic
repertory season at the New tliea-

tre for a few days due to an in-

jured back, sustained in a fall,

Sam Browne has teamed .up

again with Mary Naylor for vsiude-

ville, with BBC; lining up a string

of broadca-sting dates for them for

next month.' ^ .

Stanley French, who succeeded
Firth Shepherd as head of Firth

Shephard productions, has Signed

Joan Greenwood for new play By
Ronald Jeans. -

,

Lesley Storm's new play, "Black
Chiffon," which will star Flora

RObsonv ,will have a six week pro-

vincial tour prior to its West ;End
presentation by E. P. Clift.

^
Jack Golden, former Harry

Richman pianist. Is responsible for

many of the sketches in Emile
Littler-Tom Arnold revue, "Latin
Quarter" at the London Casino.
Next Linnit & Dunfee ptodue-

tion, replacing the ill-fated "Love's
a Funny Thing" at Ambassadors,
will be "Dark of the Moon," which
won kudos at Lyric, Hammersmith.

Russell Swann to Paris and then
starts for USO-Camp Shows in

Germany, end of month. Return-
ing middle April to England to

open vaudeville season for Stoll

circuit. ...

Noel Coward's "The Astonished
Heart" is to be filmed by Sydney
Box at Denham, early summer,
with Michael Redgrave, Celia
Johnson and Margaret Leightoft as

starrers:
' Despite'i rave press, "Breach of

^ „, Marriage" failed at the Duke of

ailing I York's, being taken off Saturday
(19), after only four weeks. Film
and Broadway rights^ however,
have been sold. . ;

- .

Burton Brown, formerly stand-
ard American act Derickson and
Brown, who-has been .dolng_a sin;
gle here for years, has now become
an agent and has joined the Jolinr
nie Riscoe agency.

Issy Bonn due back from his

African tour middle April and
opens Moss Empire's tour for eigiht

weeks as single, after which he
will tour own revue, which is al-

ready booked for six months,
"Caligula," translated by Stuart

Gilbert from the French of Albert
Camus, with a young Greek, actor,
Michael Yannis, in the title role,
was staged at the Embassy, with
press reaction, mixed, despite
favorable premiere,
"The Queen Came By."'tried oilt

at the Embassy last summer, re-
places "Breach of Marriage" at the
Duke of York's, March 30, starring
Thora Hird. Author R. J. Delder-
feld's other Embassy production,
"Worm's Eye View." still running
after two years at the Whitehall.
Bernard Delfont & Bert Mon-

tague are resuming the toufr of Ol-r

sen and Johnson's "Hellzapoppin',"
starring O'Gorman Bros, and Slim
Allan (former Vic Oliver jstOiSge).

Show, which had to be -token off

to make room for the pantomime
season, opens for Moss Empires
March 28.

subsidiary, to N, Y, on radio-video
deal for Mexico dicker.
Antonio Menase readying "The

Blue Angel" in Spanish and dick-
ering with Fernanda Soler, dean
of Mexican actors, and Maria An-
tonieta Pons. Cuban, for the leads.

Edgar Kline readying world pre-
miere here of his drama, "Song of
Songs," in which Thelma Johnson
Streat, colored danseuse, Nvho's giv-

ing recitals herjp, will have a lead-

ing role. -

Paris

Hollywood

By Maxime de Beix
' (33 Blvd. Montpamasse)
Andre Sarrut to London.
Dave Lewis back from Spain.
Gerry Mayer back from Italy.

The Harry Novaks In their new
Suresnes house.
Tino Rossi booked for tour of

Portugal and Spain.
Wencie, the ventriloquist act, in-

to the Lido nightclub.
Laudy L, Lawrence now making

his home in Cbantiily.
Tightrope artist Con CoUeano

boff at Medrano circus.

J. Cheever Cowdin to Italy, and
still mulling Germany o.o.

Dancer Irene Vinogradov pack-
ing them in at the Carrere,
Marty Schwartz writing from

Palestine on Metro stationery.

Lacy Kastner about to go to
Germany, his first trip since the
war.
Katherine Dunham in Switzer-

land and then taking her troupe to

Rome.
Lorens Marmstedt, Swedish

Terrafilm producer, in Paris for
short visit.

Kenneth Spencer giving a con-
cert at the Salle Du Conservatoire
today (Wed.).
Newest nightclub: to open, prep-

ping for the tourist crowds, is the
Habana Madrid.
Arthur Loew doing, a hideaway

in Paris—and just as conspicuous
as a fly in a glass of milk.
Bob Cody, midwest broadcaster,

in Europe to set up news service
for 40 independent stations.

Nicholas Bros, booked for Sport-
ing Club in Monte Carlo after suc-
cessful three month tour of Scan-
dinavia.
Andre Paulve and William Karol,

of Peliculas - Mexicanas, giving
cocktail party for Mexican star,

Maria Felix.
March of Time and ECA hud-

dling for a series of four pix on the
Marshall Plan for stateside and
European distribution.
Serge Lifar again performing at

Opera, but likely to concentrate on
choreographing, now that he's been
rein.stated with full rights.

Ben Lyon in Paris for quick o.o.

Cecile Aubry, 19-year-old blonde,
inked to a long-term pact by 20th-
Fox, after director Henri Clouzot
cast her in "Manon," her initial

film....

Ballet Champs Elysees will move
into the Theatre Des Champs
Elysees April 24—to be succeeded
by grand Ballet de Monte Carlo

! May 1, guest starring Tamara Tou-
I manova.
I

"Joan of Arc" will be released
I simultaneously in all European
.countries next October, according
to RKO execs. They plan to lay
out one of the largest budgets for
promotion on any American film.

_ Sam Bischoff laid up with virus
flu.

Diana Lynn laid, up with stren
throat. "

Hugh^French leaves for London,

Harry Cohn to Palm Beach fop
a two-week siesta.

Dore Schary made honorarv
menvber of Tau Delta Phi.

*

Vanessa Brown, film actress
graduates from UCLA in June,

'

Dan Piynn in from Scotland as
guest of the Victor McLaglens.
Martha Scott entertaining her

grandmother, 83, from Kansas City
Maureen O'Sullivan elected

prexy of the St. John's Hospital
Guild.

Joel McCrea back in town after
a Texas tour with "South of St.
Louis."
George Jessel m.c. at California

State Senators' annual banquet at
Sacramento. .

Robert Ford returned to desk as
RKO film editor after recovery
from heart attack,
John Ford : is walking 6n

crutches, as result of stumble on
"Pinky" set at 20th-Fox.
Lamar Trotti heads for Europe

next month on a six-month leave
of absence from 20th-Fox.
Maurice Maurer in from N. Y.

to gander new ' product for Aster
and Victoria theatres there.

Bob Cobb to Florida to ogle
Brooklyn Dodger rookies as pos-
sible members of Hollywood team.
Richard Basehart cashed his first

dividend as one of backers of

Broadway's "Death of Salesman."
Lou Costello celebrated his 40th

birthday on "The Killers" set al

Universal-International, with.'Boris

Karloff furnishing the cake.

Rome

Washington

Rudy Robles, Filipino film actor
who's mad6 pix in Hollywood, is

now appearing on stage at the
Manila Grand Opera House.

Jacinto R. de Leon* writer in
Tagalog and English, has been ap'

Mexico City

By D. L. Grahame
Jorge Negrete, top singer'actor,

ill in a local hospital.
Pic actor Eduardo Noriega inked

pointed editor of Philippine Movie- by rkO for a Hollywood chore
land, monthly devoted to the film
industry.

Billy Rose and Eleanor Holm
passed through recently; Rose says
he is writing a column a week
while on vacation, and may also
do a few travel articles.

Romeo Villonco, Manila exhib
and owner of the Life theatre,
signed a contract with Alfred A.
Boulle, Eagle Lion's Philippine
distributor, for the construction of
the Roxy theatre on Rlzal avenue.

Tay Garnett and Bert Friedlob,
American film men, arrived in
town recently to introduce a new

Jan Murray checked Into Vogue] sport, called roller speedway.
Room show and Little Jack Little

Into Borsellino's Club.
Bertica Serrano, dancer, leaving

A^ha<nby^
.,
.,CluJ>,

,

Ay^il,
_
1,, ,tor

Friedlob claims the U. S. is a ready
market for Philippine - made pic-

tures in English with Philippine
Ija^'jcgrpunds., „ , , , , ,^

Andres Serra- Rojas, prez of the
pic trade's bank, . Banco Nacional
Clnematograflco, ill with grippe.
Tomas Milmo, impresario of the

Cine Alameda, frontline cinema,
hospitaled- by an abdominal opera-
tion.

Singer June Walls inked by
Maxim's, Monterrey, on the east-
ern Texas border, after clicking at
Ciro's'here.
Mauricio de la Sema making his

newest pic, "La Liga de las Mucha-
chas" ("The Girls' League") in
Michoacan state,

Hugo del Carrll, Mexican actor-
singer, and Nelly Condestabile,
Argentinian actress, inked for. a
stage play in Spain.

Carlos RlveroU del Prado, vee-
pee of D'Arcy agency's Mexican

By Florence -S; Lowe
James Melton concerted here

last Sunday (20).

Catholic U's speech and drama
department opens fortnight run of
Shaw's "Arms and the Man," pro-
duced by Basil Langston, next Fri-
day (25) night.
Harold "Best Year" Russell in

town to speak at Anti-Defamation
League Youth Rally and p.a, at
local book stalls along: with debut
of his new tome, "Victory in My
Hands."

Charlie . Spivak orch ' inked to
play at Cherry Blossom Ball, a first

in annual civic celebration, with
Allan Zep, of Loew's Capitol (New
York) in charge of production for
the shindig.

By Helen McGitl Tubbs
tiabriel Pascal and wife visiting

Rome for a few weeks.
"Mani Sporche" ("Dirty Hands")

by Jean-Paul Sartre, in Italian at

the Valle theatre.
Playwright Ilagar Wilde and her

husband, actor Stephan Bekessy,

at the Flora hotel.
Sinclair Lewis will be back in

Rome for a few days before sail-

ing for America in April.

Director Jack Cummings and
Wife and Adrian and Janet Gaynor
arrived in Italy last week on their

way to Africa.
Writer Ben Simcoe, author of

the forthcoming Gregory Ratoi!

film, "My Daughter Joy," leave?.

Rome for Hollywood next week.
Richard Wright, author of

"Native Son," who makes his home
in Paris, is visiting Rome to get

material for a book he is, writing

now,
Geza Radvanyi, producer-direc-

-tor of "Somewhere in-EuropeAre^
turned with his wife from Paris,

where his film premiered last

week.
Tennessee Williams is in Floi>

ence for a short vacation. He.wiU
return to Rome soon to complete

a script he has been working on

during his stay here.
Louis Lind.sey, Hollywood film

editor, is in Rome regarding film

production of "Othello." States

"Othello" will definitely be made
in Italy. The exact starting date

has not been set.
, ,i

Lee Kresel, dialog director, left

fox- Paris to huddle with Orson
Welles on the forthcoming produc-

tion of "Othello." Kresel also

worked with Welles on "Caglios-

tro," made in Italy last year.

John Kitzmiller, American Negro
actor, headed a group which left

for Paris, London, Copenhagen,
Stockholm and other cities for

publicity on the Italian film,

"Sensa Pieta" ("Without Pity").

Femme lead Carlo Del Poggia and

director Alberto Latuada were 'also

in the party.

Bills Next Week
ss> Continued

Pregton Lambert
n HUd Dttnc«cs (6)

Bob Du 'Pont
Chn Para*

Joey Bishop .

.T Cole Dan««ri (6)

Mary SmaU
.Tack Soo
Dorben Dncri (10)
,T Hodi'lquez Ore
C Davlttaon O (11)

Sherman Hotel
Maritarct Gibson .

Blossom Lee
Harry Hull
Klrby Hawkt
Ed Prentiss
BUI Snyder Oro
Charles Tate
Honey Sreamari

: Hotel Stavant
Frankle Masters O
Ph.vUlB,MyIei
Tommy tvaynor
Nell Rosa
iTean Arlen .

Mersil Baxter

from page 48 ss
Bog Turk:
Bill Keete
Jeannle Sook
Charles Ic Lucille
Jerry Rehfield
Manuel Del Toro
Elwood Carl

; Palmar 'H«U(« :,

Barclay Allen. O
Victor Borge '

M Abbott Dcri (10):

The Roulettes
Jimmy Carroll

Blackstona
A St V Russell
La Salle Ore (14)

Vina Oardant
PhU Foster
Martin Burnett
Jessie Rosella "

GInKer Kinney
.

Mel Cole Oro
Paiujho Ore

filvar frcllcf
Sylvia rroo*
Jimmy Amda
Fi^oue Xovauai («

Las Y^as
Florence Desmond, Paul Gray

and the Four Evans at El Rancho.

Louis Armstrong, Jack Teagar-

den and Velma Middleton playing

Terrace Room. r
Mrs. Louis Gangel, of New York,

gave Benny Fields and Blossom

Seeley a party at Flamingo on

their 29th wedding anni, .
,

Tony Canzoneri taking his usual

face-slapping from comedian Joey

Adams and songster Mark Plant in

their act at Thunderbird, ;

Katherine Duffy Girls through at

Last Frontier after two-year s en-

gagement, Dorothy Dorben s Ka-

mona Girls is replacement.
Edward G, Robinson broke up

show recently at El Rancho Vegas

when he arrived at ringside just as

Sammy Davis was giving imperso-

nation of Robinson. .

Show business here on upoeai.

with hotels sold out almost every

night. All rooms are doing top

business, unprecedented for tn»

time of year. Concerted bally «
last six months credited for boom

winter. . , , , , , . .
^-
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TV KO's B Pix
Continued from pafe 1

,.«k hv Paul Raiboum, Paramount tures today. If a million to 5,000.-

leoeei in an address to. the In- 000 more people on the average
Sent Bankers Assn. The so- view such aims, Raibourn stated,

!,iiPd B picture will find competi- it is obvious how much more profit

ffnn in television and is likely to
;

each one of these pictures will

•|'?-anpear from our screens," Rai- make
opined. "But television has,

« vet produced no serious com-

petition for the A's."

TV's Affinity To B's

tons and Bows," from P^rantount's
''Palefaee,'' runiriing away from the
field in this division, with "It's
Magic," from "Romance* on the
High Seas'^ second with about 20%
of the votes the leader is getting.
Other three tunes in the contest
are "Woody Woodpecker,'^ "This Is

thfe IVIdment" and "For Pvery Man
There's a Woman." ,

; Pefcisibti of the Thalberg Aivard
won't be made until tomorrow
night (23), but the Academy has
itivitesd producers of three teadihg
American contenders in the best-

s pictures divisioh to attendj just in

1

case it's decided; to nisike the award
..... !

after all. Invited are Henry Blanke
muting lor one man where four • ("Sierra Madre"^, Zanuck, Robert

TV Crowding
Continued from page 1

or, five are now required
The shift of production away

from the agencies started rolling
in earnest last week when Foote,
Cone & Belding in Chicago de-
cided, in one fell swoop to turn
over all its upcoming video shows
to an outside agency. As a result,
James Saphier has negotiated a
contract with the web. He has
set up offices in Chi and plans
N. Y. hdqts. as well. FC&B has
about seven TV shows on its up-
coming agenda, including the new
Toni program which will get
CBS-TV showcasing.
As with other agencies, FC&B

thinking is: "we're equii)ped to
take over in a supervisoi-y capacity,
but we don't have the kind of orr
ganization that'll permit us to take
on such multiple programming

As Baibourn sees It, films made

fnr tele will carry many of the

ait now used widely In B's. '"The

fact that the Hopalong Cassidy

wpsterns are tops as television pie-

ces U no accident." Baibourn

«id "The subtle nuances of emo-

tion' and taste which Hollywood

uses to tempt you in the darkened

theatre and on the large screen

are lost on the average home tele-

vision set. Such pictures as are

made for television will be broader

in their acting, faster In their

pacing, and depend more on action

rather than characterization for at-

tention values." , ^ ,

Edward Nassour, head of the

Nassour studios, also believes the

B's will be axed by tele's invasion

of the entertainment field. Nassour

declwed while on a New York visit

this week that he is convinced the

B's must go by the boards in the

face of video competition. tThe A's,

on the other hand, he argued, will

draw wider- patronage -as-tele is

used increasingly to ballyhoo these

films. ^,
• Meanwhile, chances of the film

industry moving into tele—^therieby

putting Itself Into a p^¥ltlon for

promoting pix attendance via the

new medium — were considerably
strengthened this ^ek when
Wayne Coy. chairman of the Fed-
eral Communications Commission,
said that no "stigma" would be at-

tached to exhibs seeking tele sta-

tion licenses. Coy made his stand

clear In a letter sent to Gael Sulli-

van, exec director of the Theatre
Owners of America.
The FCC, Coy wrote, ' "has no ,

policy again.st the issuance of tele^
|

vision permits or licenses to ex-

1

hibitors. provided they are legally, I

financially, technically and others I

wise qualified to become broadcast
I

licensees. However, I am sure you
|

I are aware of the fact that the com- i

mission is considering the que.s- I

' tions raised by court decisions in-

I

volving violation of the anti-trust I

laws by certain motion picture ex- i

hlbitofs, and my reply to your
|

question should not be con,«idered
I

as an expression of opinion on that i

matter." I

tinn lt'pn^^rnvTS;,*t^;/f \
al"btSi"eiit oTVote-s, in-0?di?rg5ing

tion license, Coy implied that the:. „ R^^hara Stanwvrk fnr ".Sorrv

Bassler and Anatole Litvak for
"Snake Pit," and Jerry Wald for
"Belinda.

MARRIAGES
Marcella Swanson to Lee ShU-

bert. Miami, recently. It Is a
re-mai'daec since bride, a former
actress, idivorced the producer-
theatre owner last year in Reno,
after a. secret marriage in Berlin
in 1936.

liOvena Smoot Lsenberg to Dr.
a H. J. Stratheran, Phornix. Ariz..

March 12. He's medical director
at Paramount, studio. '

Elizabeth S. Sabine to Nate
Beers, New York, March 19. He'^
in the legit dept. of the Wiiliana
Morris agency.

HERBERT H. HARRIS
Herbert H. Harris. 52, theatrical

producer and backer, and president
of Parfums Charbert, died in New
York hospital March 21 after a
brief Illness.

Harris was closely connected
with playwright Arthur Miller's
start on Broadway, producing
his first play, "The Man Who
Had All the Luck." and co-produc-
ing "All My Sons" with Elia Ka-
'zan, Harold Clurman and Walter
Fried. Latter play won the N.. Y.
Drama Critics' Award in the 1946-
47 season. He also was a big inves'-

tor in othfr legit .shows including
"Connecticut Yankee," "Hit the
Deck" and "The Girl Friend."
As a youngster, he had beyn bat-

boy for the N. Y. Giants during
the managership of John J, Mc-
Graw. Harris founded the perfume
company with actor William Gax-
ton, He was the brother-ui'^law of
Lew Fields, of the vaude: team of
Weber & Fields, and the uncle of

came to this c'ountry as a youth. In

'

later years he had been cornetist
with Arthur Pryor's and Creatore's •

bands. For a time he played in
. the • orchestra of the Manhattan^
Opera House, N. Y., and for years
had conducted the orchestra at ,the

Warburton theatre, Yonkers4
Survived by wife, three sons and i

a daughter.

Dominique Fournler to Jean
Young & Rubicam, lor example, I Gabin. Paris, March 10. He's the

has three Thursday night tele not.

work productions, which involve
the services of upwards of 35 per-
sons. In terms of agency staffing,

there is the refrain: "jradio was
never like this." For the amount
of coin involved at this date on
sponsored shows, it doesn't pay oil.

. At the same time the agencies
object to the networks taking over
the production reins, which would
reprise a long-standing battle In

radio. That's because the agen-
cies won't risk losing control of the
packages. By parcelling out the
production to indie operators (as

in the case of Saphier) it's with
the assurance that, as far as con-
trol of the shows go, they'll remain
in the hands of the agencies.

iilm actor, she's a model.

Jo Ann Martin to Tommy Nip,
Jr., Biloxi, Miss., Feb. 23. Both are
dancers.

Olivier, Wyman
Continued from pag* 1

man, for her performance in

"Johny Belinda," and Olivia de
I-Iavilland, for ".Snakepit." Indica-

tions are that Miss Wyman will be
ahead at the finish line. The other
three candidates are getting sparse

attention in this division, with the

In. Loving Memory «f

My Huiband

SAM B. RIASHNICK
(March 26. 1947)

SYLVIA.

Joseph, Herbert and Dorothy
Fields.

Survivors are his wife, Virginia;

two sisters and a brother.

FCC would favor an outside party
as against an exhib "with a view to
promoting a greater diversity In
the ownership of the media of mass
communications." Coy said he
spoke for himself and not for tlie
other members of the FCC.

to Barbara Stanwyck, for "Sorry
Wrong Number"; Irene Dunne, for
"I Remember Mama,' and Ingrld

Bergman, "Joan of Arc

BIRTHS
Mr.: and Mrs. Bernard Giannini,

daughter, Los Angeles, March 15.

Father is veepee in charge of mo-
tion picture financing at the Bank
of America.
Mr. and Mrs. Al Page, daughter,

Burbank, Cal., March 14. Father
is head of Paramount's mail de-
partment.
Mr. and Mrs. Ward Nyhus, son,

Los Angeles. March 13. Father is

an agent with the Music Corp. of
America.

Mr, and Mrs. Ward Fenton, son,

Buffalo, March 2. Father is night
supervisor of WBEN in that city.

Mr. and Mrs. Monroe Kngelberg,
son. New York, March 5. Mother
is formfer Sheila Rogers, come-
dienne.
"Mr. and Mrs. Vincent Mioko,

,

daughter, Chicago, March 15.

1

Father's with David
orch.

Mr. and Mrs. Bill SluUa,
daughter, Los Angeles, March M.
Father is a radio announcer.
- Mr. and - Mrs PeteE_.Bachow,
daughter, Dublin, March 10,

Father's an exec with Cinema Pub-
licity Co.
Mr. and Mr,s. - Joe Wolfson

daughter, New York, March 18

.
. SIDNEY ASCHER;

Sidney Ascher, 65, foiTOCr in-
dependent picture producer and
exhibitor, died in Boston, March
15. In recent years he Had headed
a luggage concern- in Kansas-City,
and had been stricken ill in Boston
while there on" a business deal.

Born in New York, Ascher op-
erated one of the first nickelo'deoi^s,
in the Bronx. Later he rah a chain
of eight picture theatres, seven in
New York and one in Newark, N.J.

'

In the early 1920's he produced
films in Hollywood, among them a
serial starring Benny Leonard,
when latter was lightweight champ.
He also was part of cyndibate that
handled filming of the Georges
Carpentier-Jack Dempsey fight.

Later he engaged In ttie Invest-
ment trust and . insurance- :busiiii|ss

N Y. hefore goini ; ihto tl^e

T.pWinter's i

luggage firm.
i.t winter s

|
survived by wife and two daugh-

ters.

JOHN: II. POTTS i,.-'.-./.^:

John Hollister Potts, 56, presi-

MRS. ALFRED E. WILLARD
Mrs. Ida .Willard, 75, former

actress, died March 19 in No.
Plainfield, N.J. She was the widow
of Alfred E. Willard, an actor.
With her husband she had ap-

peared in a series of playlets on
Keith's and other vaude circuits
for; a number of years. They sub-
sequently ,. had -appeared . in legit
shows.

Survived by two sons.

LELAND HODSTON
- Leland Hodston^ SS, stage and
screen player, died of a heart at-
tack March 16 at ' his home "in.

Hollywood.
English born, he started his legit

career in London in 1914 and mad* '

his Hollywood film bow 14 years
ago. His last role, finished 10 days
ago, was in "The Forstye Saga" at
Metro.'

ADA MAY TALBOT
_ Ada May Talbot, 64. an actress,
who last appeared on Broadway in
"Right to Happiness" at Vander-
bilt theatre in 1931, died in New
York, March 16.

Earlier in her career she had
appeared in "Brewster's Millions."
"Julie Bon Bon," with the late
Louis Mann and Clara Llpman, and
"Irene."

K. A. (KEN) BUTTERFIELD
K. A. (Ken) Butterfield, head of

the B & H Amus., owner of the
Marmon theatre, Nauvoo. Ill;,' was .

found, 'dead in bed at his home
there March 13. Death apparently
was due to heart failure.

Prior to purchasing the Mar-
mon, Butterfield was city manager
for the Fox-Wisconsin Circuit at
Janesvllle, Wis. >.

EDWARD F. CAREY
Edward F. Carey, 77, former

vaude performer, died March 15 in
North Philadelphia.

Carey . had done a song and
dance act in :vaude for number of
years. He retired 10 years ago,
and recently has directed charity
shows. Survived by son and
daughter.

dent of Ra'dii) Magazines, Inc.. die3
in the French hcspital, N.Y., March
16.

During his life he had worked

Raibourn States Reasons 1 "i!J°i*"f,
Warners here has two

^ir. - 1 entries, other being "Treasure of

Why TV WUl Aid Theatres 1

Sierra Madre," while J. Arthur

"Don't forget the film theatre
|

R^n^^ tw""""^'"'^'" '"'^ "^^'^

When television is mentioned

Tnn nirtni-P nf Ihp vear has had Fatiicr is in cafe and vaude dept.
lop pictuie ot ine year nas naa

william Morris agency,
a spirited contest, with Warners ^^.^ ^.^^^^ glair, son,
"Jolinny Belinda_' having an edge Washington, D. C, March 15.
over Oarryl Zanuck's "Snakepif in father is stafT producer at TV sta

Paul Baibourn, Paramount veepee,
told the Assn. of Customers' Brok-
ers at a meeting in N. Y. Curb B:x-
enange Governors' Room last Fri-
day (18). Raibourn explained that
TV is more likely to help than
hurt picture theatre biz. He gave
three rea.sons:

(1). Once there is a big percen-
tage of TV sets In the home, film
companies undoubtedly will trail-
erize their forthcoming shows
much in same way as done now
.with screen trailers in the theatre

Shoes." "Hamlet" in the .scoring

comes behind .=,."Snakepit," with

"Red Shoes" trailing "Treasure."

It seems a runaway race for the

best supporting actor of the year,

with Walter Huston getting almost
as many votes for his part in

"Treasure of Sierra Madre" as Oli-

vier has for "Hamlet." Second
choice in his division, according to

the poll, falls to. Charles Bickford,

for "Johnny Belinda." Other en-

tries voted for, in order, are Jose

Ferrer ("Joan of Arc"). Oscar Ho-

molka ("I Remember Mama") and

Cecil Kellaway ("Luck Of the

tion WOIC, Washington.
Mr. and Mrs. William Schulman,

daughter. New York, March 21.

Mother is daughter of Budd Rog-

KtS&S^atK-''ra"d'l ties, and W.S technical editor

FRANK N. HEARN, JR.

.My

(.Mlirl'll lid,

OiirOinfc |{o,v»NtUl .Living:
llFiirl.

MOTHER, JULIA KNOX

WILLIAM H. SMITH
William H. Smith, 73, pup-

peteer, ' diiFd atr.'Mmgatc;—Nr—J—
March 18.

He toured vaude circuits for
many years with his puppet shows.

Surviving are his wife, known
professionally as Ethel Beaumont^
and son.

for Radio Corp. of America and
other firms in engineering capaci-

of

JOHN A. YOUNGS
Jacob Albert Youngs, 55, oper-

ator of motion picture theatres in
Pulaski. N. Y., for many years, and

I

manager of the Kallett theatre
' there, died in that city, March 20.

Survived: by wife, four , daugh-::

ters, two sons, mother and sister.

.

pub director of Realart.

Mountain Boolcers
--— riintiiiHed from page 45

Radio News?
Survived by wife, Mrs. Dorothy

Slavin Pottst on editorial staff of
Time mag; a son and daughter.

JOE C. GILPIN
Joe C. Gilpin, 44, production

manager for Roy Dei Ruth and
longtime film exec, died in Bur-
bank, March 19 after a heart at-

tack.'

He entered the film industry in

WHEELER OAKMAN
Wheeler Oakman, 59, assistant

manager of El Portal theatr«,
North Hollywood, and former
silent screen star, died in Van
Nuys, Cal., March 19.

(2) Feeling of oneness in the cecii Keuaway ( j.uck oi i'"-- Guild of Variety Artists

appeali„«l^' "^Y i'^"* ,

I""''"'' U t because of producUon costs,

fs) Sf^ «fh", 1- •„ *
Claire Trevor seems to be the ^ ek,b date booker may get up to

exclusivp*'.! *'*'vf/^'^*'
e?t

I ,„,e thing for best supporting ac- l^^r^ However, once the cost p^s
theXis sS,f K^^P **" ^'«''S' "''^''"S "i"''^ l'^»n « ^"f**

i
percentage practice goes into effect

Of 1 Soo' rSres w'lr 1 BOoTo"oo
! ^'^^ ^^«"°""«' ^^^'^'^^'^^

l^"
"^e ',sual fieldf it's probable

f.^^.^^'^lln^^^^^ i

^o; role,

-.eru'pon'^Xr' he^^ '

^'"^ ^"^^^ ''^

ful in the in.stance of mountain

hotels, there's the possibility that

the same procedure may invade the

club date field. Should that occur,
. ^

the huge profits in that branch of 1925" as"bird"get""mrn "at" Warner^,
booking biz will also be pared. later becoming assistant to the

As it is, it's recognized by the 1 studio manager. He also worked
at Columbia and Enterprise before
joining Del Ruth.

Gloria Jeanne Bell, daughter of
Ken Prickett, New England pub-
licity rep for. Metro pix, died In
San Antonio, Jan. 27. Her mother,
known professionally as Belle Al-
len, died in 1930.

Rafhnnrn f'"' "Johnny Belinda" part. Ellen

ParamounT "
"'''^'fl "'"V^'"' '

Co.-by is in (he show spot for "Re-

method miv.."*""'?!^'^''''^ •
,

member Mama." with Barbara Be)meinoa makes possible plckmg up l^,,.,,,,^. ;„ „evt Jean
.lA'^.^vent by TV on film and I

f/;;J;;f^«„;^,;-;-j;,'3^;,,Srwithlir

attention for her "Hamlet" per-
ready to throw on screen eight sec- I

onds after it happens. Because I , ,

a'tlie'ar. n'"'„"
^"".'^

^"V'" I
T e' ls a sl.ong contest for the

ture t m^%u'^^'rVe Zuse^ '"'"^'^l"'' outlook, giving

schedule ^ '"'"^^ * John Huston, who directed "Treas-

on polntinn un how ndvinoe ure bf Sierra Madre," a bit of an

scenes^rrforZomlng £urfs I

«dKe over Anatole, Litvak who di-

fould be employed verv effective- 'ecied "Snakepit. Voting next

y Via TV, RCrn said that film i

goes in <^'rection of Jean Negulj^^^^

theatre nT.r..>n^.,o 1. i„«(i,« pn. for "Johnny BeUnda, wiin

bv ihe buyer, consequently, the,
, v „. i, x

10% agency fee plus 5% booking a long illness. She lett the stage

J"fice bite may be put into prac-j'" ^""-^ ""f"-- ^'^^^

tice for club; dates.

AAA Not in Accord

Mother, 61. of the late Beryl
Wallace, showgirl killed In plan* .

, . . ., , . ,.,,„ I cra.sh with Earl Carroll last June,:'
Wife and two children survive,

j
^^^^ Hollywood, March 14, from

:~ ~"
,

i
an overdose of sleeping pills.

ANNE O'NEILL THOMAS !
,

Mrs. Anne O'Neil Thomas, 80,
|

Father, 88, of Edward F. O'Con-
stage star in 1890's. died in her

j

nor, regional director in Far East,
home in New York March 20 after ; for Loew's International, died in

I Clinton, Mass-., March 16.

The Associated Agents of Amer-

ica met Monday (21) night to dis-

cuss the revised booking methods.

However, no action was taken

pending a meeting with Entertain-

ment Managers Assn., and mem-
bers of the N. Y. branch of the

American Guild of Variety Artists.

AAA members expressed the be-

lief that under the procedure

Antanas Vanaeaitis, 59, Lith-
uanian actor, composer and pub-
lisher^ : died in Gulfport, Miss.,

March 10.

„ of advertising worthwhile. , the end Of the line for J^^^e*-,.
; „r the heiglit of the resort

^m^^}^ only 15,000.000-20,-1 Siirprlsing is the outcome on the
^

w^^^^^^^ the 1
e>g i i

^
WO,Qoo people s«e most "A" pic- best song -of- Hie year,- with ' But-

'

.season.

in 1895 aflei- marrying Heriry Clay
Miner, owner of Miner's Bowery
theatre, one of New York's famous
vaude showcases at tlie turn of the
Century, She remarried after

Miner's death in 1900.
Survived by a sister. wife, 49. of Charles H. Garland,——"

I

general manager of KOOL. Phoe-
IRVIN (FAZOLA) PRESTOPNIK I

nix, Ariz., died there March 16.
Irvin (Fazolal Prestopnik, well-

known swing musician, died March
20 in New Orleans.

Details : inmusic section, ;

WILLIAM J. STYLES
William J. Styles, 89, fomler

featured cornetist with many bands
and for a time leader of his own
band, died at his home in Yonkers,
N. Y., March 21,

Mother of Nelson Maples, pianist

and former bandleader, died
March 14 in Charleston. W. Va.

Abbe's Air Forces Drama
"Fifty," drama about the U. S.

Air Forces in World War 11, wU
be presented April 7-8 by th»

Born in Liverpool,- England," he- Abbe Practical Workshop; N. Y.
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BUMOSE BLUES STALKS VIDEO
MOST FILM COS.

TO TOP '48

PROHTS

N. Y.'s Tele-Calessen
Now New York has a tele-cates-

sen. Video Cafe, which had been
operating as a restaurant for two
months without TV, reopened
Thursday (24) featuring corned
beef and pastrami sandwiches and
a 27rby-36-inch projection screen.

„ The W«st 46th street eatery was
inspired by boom in daytime tele.

' Ample support for the industry-
i

wide belief that the panic is over i

for the U, S. film business came
I

through tliis week in a series of
j

earnings disclosures which dra-

;

matically piled up the evidence, i

From the looks of things now, most
|

of the majors will show higlier
i

profits in fiscal '49 than they did
j

in '48. If the trend holds, the total
j

.net for the present year should be
|

the third largest in the history of
j

tl\e industry, substantially better-
i

ing the estimated $60,000,000'

earned in 1948-.

Mayer Renewal

At M-G Calls For

Pay, Bonus Slash

Louis B. Mayer will renew his

ticket with Metro for another five

BIBLE BIZ HELPS

THAW OUT FINN

FILM COIN
Bibles are putting the heat un-

der U, S. film companies' frozen

coin in Finland. Holy Testaments,

printed in the tiny Baltic country

and sold in America, have : served
to thaw all the Yank picture re-

ceipts that have been in deep
freeze there since the end of the
war, In addition, companies are
operating on a completely , liquid

basis currently via the Sterno-izing
provided by the Bibles.

Deal is only one of dozens of odd
methods the film firms are using

Neither Storm Nor Rain—
Corpus Christi, March 29.

Bandleader Floyd Tillman flew,

waded for five hours and rode 120
miles in a taxicab to keep a date
here.

Tillman cracked up his private
plane on a little intercoastal canal
island, enroute from Houston. Be
waded shallow water until a tug-
boat picked him up and took' him
to. Sargent. There he caught the
cab.

,

Changing clothes, which he had
brought along in the cab, he ar-

rived only a few minutes late for

his engagement at a local nilei'y

spot. .

.

His band; which made the trip

by bus, was waiting for him.

.xxty^^f x«A *\r,
I

- -
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Current 'sales receipts, as evi- 1

years as the result of an agreement unlea.sli monies blocked Overseas
deneedwby figuDfes on grosses, are !

reached by the studio chief with

sticking to a level established last I
prexy Nicliolas M. Schenck at the

"year. These gi'osses are some 7''<;
!
latter's Miami Beach home two

lower than the near^peak returns i

weeks ago. Mayer's new deal,

registered in 1947 following the i liowever, it's understood, will call

'decline from the 1946 ali-time | for a considerable cutJaJliS-pres-
high. . But bigger gravy in the

|
enl salary and bonus,

way of net profits is showing up, Production chief's current pact
execs widely indicate, because the

j

is due to expire next Aug. 31' That
full benefit of production cost re^

i
it would be renewed was indicated

are at last takingadjustments
hold.

AH the companies have now
liquidated that costly product
turned out in '46 whqn the sky was
the limit on the amount of coin
which could be spent on a picture.
In some instances, these films
failed to pay off at the boxoffice
and the losses which had to be
written off have held down the n_«.„L nii./.mlinA Of
net, Process, however, now seems; ndroll l/laCipilHC Ul
to be ending as evidenced by re-
ports just aired.
Metro, for instance, which came

. (Continued on page 55)

at the sessions of Metro sales execs
on the Coast in February, when
Mayer announced his health was
never bette/' and that he expected
"to continue as head of the studio

as long as Mr, Schenck remains at

the liead of our company."
Agreement with Schenck

(Continued on page '55)

on

Doubling Too Tough,

Performers Find Out

Legit Held Best For

Video -Tony Miner

TV 9 Pnlliinia Ink KAHN
A V d.rUUUme JOD. The harsh discipline of the

legitimate theatre is the best
|

schooling for television. Both
j

fi'om the performer standpoint as

;

! well as the producer and director.

T>,.„*„., ^. X 1 , I That's a fairly conglomerate and I

Performers are finding that tele- - .o„,ing opinion in the new me-;
vision is ;i fuUtime job and Uiose

jjiu„, Producers, directors, per-

1

mat have been doubling from the-
' formers—at least those who have

!

atres into radio and video are flnd^ ljeen in tlVe theatre—are finding ;

by shortages of dollar exchange.
Surprising amounts of currency
are being received in this country
via Yankee ingenuity in finding
paths that pay o!t. AH the methods
are legal, since - any remittance rc"

quires a license from the govern-
ment concerned, although the ex-

tent of some of tlie ingenuity ex-

liibited is undoubtedly a surprise
to many foreign officials.

American firms have become
partners in literally dozens of busi-

nesses from lumber to tlie Bibles

as result of eflorts to convert
frozen currencies into dollars. In
many other cases, wliere it is ab-

solutely impossible to get money
out, the Yank companies have be-
come owners of local real estate

and industries of every description.

Bible deal is probably the most
unusual. It is believed to have te-

sulted in thawing of about $250,000
to date. Oddly enough, it was not

one that the U. S. industry thought
up, but one that came to it in the

( Continued on page 46)

Seen 50%

Public Acceptance Will

Be Keynlitr of 'Good

Taste' Via TV

Disturbed at the steadily-grow-

ing demands of state and certain

municipality censors to set them-
selves up as television program
arbiters, TV broadcasters feel tlie

time has arrived to put tlielr own
house in order. . .. ....
Networks and. station operators

realize that it's only the newness
of their medium that has kept the

blUenoses from butting in so far.

As a result, they are launching a

concerted drive to eliminate any

taint of censorable material^ from
shows that might provide a pretext

for outside meddling.
Most of the industry officials be-

lieve that TV is stiU too new for

the formulation of any standard

code of ethics—that they've hardly
scratched the surface of program-
ming techniques, and so any code

>ng^ the strain too groat
The toll of performers in video

IS already impressive. For exam-
ple, Arthur Godfrey had to bow
.out of his recent date at the Capi-
tol, N. Y„ when he found he
couldn't keep up the pace between
•theatres, radio and TV. Milton
Berle similarly found him.self au-
ditioning for a nervous breakdown
w flitting between radio and video,
and took a month off to retrieve
J»»s breath. Paul Winchell also
learned that working the Bigelow

Ballantine Now Has

Yanks, A's and Phillies

Philadelphia, March 29.

Ballantine's Ale, already signed

to sporisoi- the 1M. Y. Yankees this

year oh television, also bought
rights this week to botli tlie Phila-

delphia Phillies and Athletics

games, v/hich will be carried lo-

Broadway stage, but more recent-
i cally over Philly TV stations. With

Jy a top producer and director for
j three major league clubs, Ballan-

CBS television, lend.s his voice em- tine's thus becomes the heaviest

tliat out to their increasing satis-

faction.

Wortliington (Tony) Miner, a

former name director for the

phatically to that opinion,

"Theatre bacliground is so im-

portant in tele because of the ne-

pessitv of a sustained perform-

ance." Miner points up. But in i

radio and pictures, he adds, be-

1

tele baseball bankroUer

Agency for the brewery firm is

J. Walter Thompson.

television-showrihrjani pickens ^l^^^^. Srm\nLsTi!ln'i
'

airshow ,s well as Radio City Mu- '^^^""'^'"S^^ doS'MSIC Hall was instrumental m .set-
, , „ „ -pHni Tn Die-

t'ng a pace he couldn't maintain.
^>l,'!.'Vr^^^f woit in takes" hei

He quit the Music Hall. i

Phil Silvers, who bowed out of
slre.s^.l-..

..ct„rtin

'

the Arrow siiow last week, will ^
Pr»c'"<'C'--d';-et|o> oi Studio

Stick to his leeit chores in "High i One," one ol TV'.s. first prestige

Button Shoes'- inasmuch as i j

programs, and more recent y asso-

]vorking bo?S displayS^he couldn" ' ttMt
flo justice to them. ,

rated "The Goldbergs, Minei be-

The strain is especially gi-eat on 1 lieves it is so . much easier for a

(Continued on page 55) t
(Continued on page 34)

Giving Self Away
isill Todman, producer ot the

brace of CBS giveaways, "Win-
ner Take All" and "Hit the

Jackpot," was crossing the

street la.st week; his arms
laden with giveaway pots and
pans which he was carrying

into the Columbia studio, Tod-
man dropped one as Goodman
Ace was passing.

Cracked Ace: "Pardon me.

Bill, but you just dropped your

script."

Radio Set Sales

oOtfIn

1; Offset by TV
Washington. March 29.

A considerable decline in radio

set produittion with an -oft'setting

increase In television receiver out-

put was forecast for 1949 yester-

day (28) by the Commerce Dept.
The agency said that a maximum : .

- -
, ,

, worthless
of 10,000,000 radio sets, a drop of "P

f
ow

'^-^^^ dy wTth slate
50% from 1948, is all that may

'a"„/ local boards in Pennsylvania
be expected, but estimated t;hat

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ shove-
video sales may bring the do lar

, legislation that would give
volume to the $1,200,000,000 figure ihem jurisdiction OVfer .tele SllOWS, ,

(Continued on page 21

Oscared 'Buttons* Top

1948 Commercial Tune

With 3,000,000 Disks
Hollywood, March 29.

"Buttons and Bows," acclaithed

by the iilm indu.<;try as the Best
Original Song in the 1948 Academy
Award contest, put songwriters Ray
Evans and Jay Living.ston, at the
top of the music ladder in more

I ways than one. Together with their

i Oscars from the Academy, tuhe-

I smiths have $24,000 each; thus far
i from the novelty ditty plus the
• knowledgti that their song was the

j

top-hit commercial number of the
I year, their second in a couple of
', years. It sold approximately 3,-

j
000,000 irecords -— half of them
Dinah Shore's Columbia version

which turned out to be a smashing
comeback disk for thfe ehii-p—^arid
650,000 sheet copies.

Nir II I r J n £*ii it was also a great personal

.1. lieart. rUna Denetll! triumph for the writers, for the
chore was their first opportunity to

do more than menial music stints

at Paramount, and they won the
chance only because one of those
routine jobs turned out to be the
smash hit "To Each mi Own*"
Evans and Livingston have been
Paramount three-and-one-lialf

They canie on the lot at

achieved last year.

Department based its forecast
^

of reduced receiver sales to filling i

of radio set demand, reduced busi-

'

ness in console units becau.se of
the record player "confusion," and

'

a falling oft' in radio sales "in one :

geographi- area after another as,

television becomes available."
i

In a report by James B. Forman
'

and Charles P. Redick of the Of-
'

fice of Domestic Commerce on the
efl'ect of television and FM on
the radio industry, the department
said that if the manufacturers at-

tain their objective . of producing
2,000,000 video sets this year, dol-

lar income from this product will

"quite possibly" exceed the retail

value of radio sets. "This would
be a remarkable acliievement for

the -industry in its fourth year of

(Continued on page 46)

Benny to Disk April 10

Air Show So HeCanM.C.

Hollywood. March 29.

For first time in hi's 17 years on

the air Jack Benny will broadcast

a show on a record. He cuts the

April 10 program tonight (Tues.) i

so be can be in N. Y. April 6 to
| at'

emcee the Heart Fund gala at the
j
years.

Copacabana niteiy.
j

?200 a weelt apiece and were given
' t .. ...sit u>4 *u„ the job of turning out tunes bear-
Barbara Stanwyck will be the

, yji^g Paramount films
guest on the transcribed show.

: as a means of grabbing extra bal-

Benny will spend 10 days in N. Y. v (Continued o» page 55)
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TV s Fine But Has a Long Way Ta

Go Before the Big Comics Join Up,

Say Groucho, Fibber & Molly, Cantor

Hope's Itinerary

MoUywood, March 29.

"We get lots of live television out
I

here in Hollywood, but it consists

mostly oi girls talking through
^ u on

dummies; animals pretendinR i

Hollywood, March 29

they're people; round table discus- 1

Bob Hope and troupe take off

sions by squareheads; hordes of '
after his April 19 broadcast for

stunted looking professional kids lour of 16 cities and 13 states,

who look suspiciously like midgets;
j

They open either in San Diego

amateur boxing by professionals; ' or College Station, Texas, April 20,

and farm reports by a local Titus ' and have booked 20 other dates,

Moody. But the big league stuff I which will keep them on road until

Is all Kinescope." That's the I May 2.

opinion of Groucho Marx.
! .

:

—

—

'—'—
:
—

And, just as Marx believes that
I pii^^

television is not yet ready for the
, Jj\|\(^ 1AACO MlUW D.U.

big-name comedians, other comics,

such as Eddie Cantor and Fibber
. McGee & Molly (Jim and Marion
Jordan), believe they'll sit out the

new medium for awhile. Cantor
thinks the present TV audience is

still far too small to entice the top

entertainers. When the time

UP OVER PREVIOUS MO.
. Washington, March 29.

January boxoffice tax figures

bounced like a rubber ball, bettei>

i
ing the figures for the preceding
month and also for January, 1948,

355th WEEK!
3,630 Perform«nce«

All-tlme long run record tn the
legitimate tlicatre.:

KEN MURRAY'S
"BLACKOUTS OF 1949"

El Capitan The«tr«, Hollywood, Cnl,

And now in. woi'ld-wide release

"BILL AND COO"
K«n Miirr«y'»

Academy Award Film

ripe for their entry, 'he thinks it
! according to admissions tax totals

will take far more money and pro-
1 released past week, by the Bureau

gram preparation than tele is now
j of Internal Keveaue.'

able to afford. The February, , admissions tax
_The Jordans admit Jrankly they

are scared of video and so "don't

want to do TV shows until they're

forced into them. In addition, they
believe that tele will mean more to

|
was $25,410,738. General estimates

comparatively unknow: talent than
to the established performers, be^
cause TV has a far greater propen-
sity for star-making.
Marx continues:
"Kinescope is unquestionably a

wonderful device but I don't think
at pre.sent it's the ideal method of

transmitting entertainment unless
you prefer your people, headless. A
dancing' couple, for example, will

.

be clearly seen, their feet tapping

Bergman Batkrpom Only

Concrete Fact So Far In

Rossellini Film Setup

"T^-;.-; Rome. March 22.

Roberto fepsSieiilnVs pic stirring

Ingrid Bergman • is slowly taking

here'^are TjjaFneariy 56%r of the ' shape. Proceeding in accordance

bite, which generally reflects Jan-
uary's turnstile music, was $26,907,-

384. Previous month the figure

was $25,766,798, and a year ago it

Drew.Pearson Sued For

300G for Press -Radio

Charges Vs. Cal. Politico

Washington, March 29.

Suit was, filed yesterday (Mon.)

in the U. S. District Court here by
Atty. Gen. Pred Howser, of Cali-

fornia, against Drew Pearson for

$300,000 damages for "untrue,

false and defamatory" statements
via press and radio.

Referring to Pearson's charges

TOQUITAMUS.

Washington, March 29.
Conference of Mayors, in conven-

tion here last week, unanimously
, , . ., .. . ^ , approved a resolution urging Con-
last April that he accepted "pro- gress to get out of the admissions
tection money"_ from "a well- fieij so that the local govern-

ments can have It for themselves.
The Conference also called for a
joint tax study of the overlapping
fields of taxation between the Fed-
eral, state and loc^l governments,
and the

:
working out of an alloca-

tion of sphei'es of taxation.'
The-last actioii followed by only

a day or two Treasury Secretary
John Snyder's call for a meeting

:

with the heads of the leading state
and municipal organizations to dis-

cuss joint taxation problems. Meet-
ing is scheduled for April 21-22.

figures 'come frpm motion pictures

. Even nitery biz was improved.
The February excise collection of

20% of the tabs amounted to $4,-

125.027, nearly a million dollars

belter than the previous month
and slightly above the February,
1948, collections.

Third Internal Revenue District

of New York—all of Manhattan

with Rossellini's usual methods,

only a brief summary of the plot

has been written to date. Actual
dialog will be written from day to

day by writers on the set. . The
production company, however, is

i
due to leave for Stromboli in a few
'days and the film, according ,to

I
Rossellini, will be finished in about

known Long Beach gambler."
Howser said he would sue Pearson
"in every state where his broad-
cast is heard, or where his column
is printed," But, he said, he would
not sue the various stations carry-
ing Pearson's program or individ-

ual newspapers.
Advised of How.ser's action,

Pearson said "My record in re-

gard to libel suits is well known
and I shall be looking forward to

meeting the gentleman in court."
' The commentator said that
Howser waited a long, time "to
make up his mind that he was dam-
aged." Judging from the manner
in which Howser got out "a stam-
pede press release announcing the
suit," Pearson added; "he plans
to try it in the newspapers-r-per-
haps as a diversionary action to his
present' unpleasantness wittf Gov:
Warren.^l
Pearson had~accused Howsei- of

lobbying for Tidelands Oil. : .

1 XO WGcks
above 23d street—turned in a very ^ ^

In unison, their knees in perfect good $5,084,503 for January's box- °^ ^'^^ ^•''l"'' problems to

rhythm, and up to and including
! ofiRce" This, however. Was a little I

°^ licked is the language barrier,

the neck a thing of syncopated I under the firie $5 651 000 of the!'^*^^ writers are It.ilian but Mi.ss

month before.

preceding month. Nilery biz in ;

Bergman will speak only English

January ran slightly ahead of the while other members of the cast
will speak Italian. Rossellini says,
however, that language isn't nec-
essary since the action will tell the
story. Meantime, some technicians
have gone ahead to Stromboli to

„ , , . , , , . , build a bathroom for Miss Berg-
Hollywood received a drubbing

|
man. It will be the only one iri

town.

Lawson Raps H'wood,

If That's Any News

beauty. From the neck up, how-
ever, a milky, white- substance en-

. velopes them and until the MC.
who also is minus a head* appears
and informs you who the dancing
team are their identity is as much
a secret as though you were reclin-
ing in a tomb in Egypt.

!

."Despite all this, with bloodshot ' — -—
eyes I watch this ogre night after a< the Mass Communications Panel

'

night, bored but nevertheless fas- I
held at the Hotel Waldorf-Astoria,

cinated by its potentialities. How
I

N. Y.. Saturday (26) under auspi-

long can I survive on radio against
j

ces of thi Cultural and Scientific

this new monster? When will I Conference for- World Peace.
become a public charge? Long be- • Speaking on -"The Effect of the
fore midnight this quivering and ' Cold War on the Film," John How-
erratic- entertainment signs off and i ard Lawson charged it was hardly
in a semi-stupor I grope my way to i necessary to emphasize the fact
my bedroom where the butler feeds i that the "quality of American
me a double Seconal, places ice ! films has declined during the past
packs on my eyes and until I fall i two yeiars."
asleep chants over and over the im- Russian delegate S. A. Gerasi-
mortal words of George M. Cohan, mov took up the cudgel laid down
'Don't w orry. Kid, the only thing ^ by Lawson. Introduced as a "film
that will keep the average Ameri- writer, producer and director," he
can at home is a dame." Thus

I rapped the U. S. film industry!
reassured ' ' - ' . ,

«-«-.
,

ber

FILMERS' BIG L.A.-N.Y.

RUNAROUND VIA PLANE
Number of filmit6s were swear-

ing off airplanes this' week follow-
ing a hectic Saturday-Sunday (26-

27) flight from the Coast that had
them, among other things, even
assigned to emergency exits. On
the American Airlines plane were
Boris Karloff, Helmut Dantine,
Maurice Maurer, operator of the
City Investing Co.'s film houses:
Mrs. Malcolm Kingsberg, wife of
the RKO theatres prexy, and Arn-
old Kirkeby, hotel- man.

NCA vs. Local Bite

Minneapolis, March 29.

Theatre owners in Minnesota are
facing the prospect of being bitten

by local taxes on admissions if

and when the U. S. Congress re-

peals the current national taxes.

Under, a bill pending before the
-state - legislature, muni_clp_alitiea_

would have the right to impo.se a
tax equal to the cut made by the
federal government.
Organized by North Central Al-

lied, -indie exhibs are waging a
vigorous campaign against the bill.

Main pitch by the exhibs is that

they are willing to pay the same
taxes at the same rate as are levied

against other businesse.s. but they
don't want to be singled out for
extra bites.

Bluenose Blues
Continued from page 1

broadcasters haye talcen the next
be.st step. Every station in Ihe

ThTy left 'loI Angeles Saturday l

^unt'-y has been furnished «ith a

morning and when they got to
!

P^Py of the film industry code and

Chicago circled the field for more '
National Assn. of

Ted Hammerstein Mayjkie

On Aussie Oscar Hr Affer
Melbourne, March 29. .

Ted Hammerstein, here as stager

of the musical click, "Oklahoma!",
at His Majesty's for J. C. William-
son, has threatened to bring legal

than 2^! hours awaiting landing
instructions. When they finally
tried to land, the plane hit a high
tension wire and then was told to
go on to Indianapolis, rather than
complete the landing. At Indianap-
olis it was necessary to do some
more- circling in order- to use- up all
-the gas- to- prevenU a-fire-and .ex-

plosion in the event the landing
gear was damaged. Fire engines
and ambulances met the plane, but
there was no difficulty,

When thfe group arrived in New
York on another plane, weather
prevented landing at La Guardia

Broadcasters to use as guidance,
and top industry officials are warn-.'

ing them ;they must clean up their

houses oii a station-to-station and
network-to-network basis.

Indicative of the growing con-

cern of broadcasters over the cen-

sorship problem and the methods
they're" aclsptlns—to"- combat—it-

action against well-known local ; and they were shunted to Newark,
bandleader and radio personality. Again they were unable to land and

_ ^
Hector Crawford. That is if latter .

were shifted to Washington. P.S.

:

isured I fall into a deep slum- without mentioning it specifically i

^"^^ ahead with a radio series on Most of them took a train from
broken by a violent nightmare, ' by nsme. "You all know in what '

* commercial network titled "The ,
Washington.

n^K^*/^-®* l"^^
""^

<
movies people are killed like flies,'

iv^nHn^i*"'^®*'™
^°

.
he ^M, and as a corttrastfadded

vaJlTn i T n ». »r 'that "our (the Soviet's) concep-

w»„tf; ^ "wV^i^ ^^T^ of life « one of destruc-Want to know what I think about .ion or violence "
television? I think it's going to be

violence.

fine. But I think the only way one ' , , . ^ . . ,
can see a TV show Is to have a Hurt in (aUn Accident

^^^^ 8reat big
j

Hollywood, March 29.
iJnited States of ours I do not be- ! Joan Evans, teen-age star of
lieve there are more than 1,200.000
sets, If there were five viewers for
each set you have an audience o£
6,000,000. Is that good? I believe
ft might be very intimate for
Jascha Heifetz to play his violin in
a room with 20 people, but that

(Continued on page 53)

.loan

Samuel Goldwyn's "Roseanna Mc-

Amazing O.scar Hammerstein."
Hammerstein

. reportedly stated
that the life story of Oscar* Ham-'
merstein is not in public domain,
belonging to his seven heirs. Ted
is a grandson.

Crawford told newspapermen
that last year, Arthur Hammerstein
had offered to make material avail-
able, and, according to the mu-
sician, had offered to make a trip

Coy, has been hospitalized as a
i to Aussie to help in the pi-oduc

result of a gunshot wound sut- tion. Crawford added that about
tered during lensing on Sonora lo-

,
$4,000 had already been spent on

cation when gun carried by Farley '

'

Granger accidentally discharged.
She was wounded in the left

wrist and forearm.
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advance production plans.

Mex Mixed on Satira
Mexico City, March 29.

Satira i Patricia Schmidt), Tole-
do, O, Oriental dancer, here for a
two weeks' booking at the Claridge,
swanky new nitery, skedded to
open April 1, got a big press when

NBC7^1S"tTS^ittg most 0
on its program editors, who are
instructed to rely on their AM
experience with audience reaction
for guidance. Mail response is

given careful attention to spot
trends in what listeners' like arid ,

accept and what causes negative
comment.

Since what happens on the
screen isn't necessarily what's in

the script, NBC editors are as-

signed to all major show dress

,

]
rehearsals. On other telcca.sts, re- .

j
sponslbility for catching breeches

I
of good taste rests «with the NBCsi,,

TU r OL TV producer. The basic TV code Is

IV Lancer ahOW the same as the net's AM code,

Milto.i Bene, star of NBC-TV's
which means that the producer can

rexaco Star Theatre," is sched- ^

j,b)e
* objcction-

Femme Foundations
Typical of problems raised by

TV is; the question of ,
showing

feminine foundation garments. Al-
though these have been AM bank-
rollers, NBC at first frowned on
giving them TV time. However*
bras and girdles are now shown,

hac <rAn» i,> I.'. „ . J 1 .i;
provided they are not on live

hp hrn^rli«Mn^', . 1%
''''''^.'^'' " '""dels or dummies. Slips can be

%hnw^^h .h^ , m ,^ * televised on models, if the camera

thP nnH^MBrTl' ''^''"•'iri ""'keeps a respectable distance.

k,M-irinvt„»^?i/^ '""^r'"^^
^^''^

I

Another hot issue is the designa-

Vho "^.'f" .'•'r^f^^Y/J'e,^: tion of commercials, whether, if

Berle's Marathon

uled for a television marathon ap-
pearance April 9 for the benefit
of the Damon Runyon Cancer
Fund. Comedian will take the air
that day at noon and, with the
exception of an hour-and-a-half of
other programming, will stay on
screen continuously until either
he collapses or all the audience

?nnH H?,rint f K "le a gponsor has his trademark ori: a

ihPmr.l3 ""^'/^
''P

'* ^""^ to curtain or on a display, that is

ir« in Ith Pi',?"^ V'^^wvl commercial time. : t^
-"...c w« i-vorauie,

] „ L °\'l".,^'V'!f ?u
"hie whether the display detracts from

some a slam. Uh.,-.'!'
their donations through ' the program value and the bank-

La Prensa, imoortant tab In a ^ tn ho l.^ , ''V^"""-^ f
hoard is roller's goodwill with the listeners,

cover banner took a poke at Miss the amnun^ ^^f

^''^y «h«wi']S As yet not enough listt-ners have

Schmidt, deploring her pt4senc^al^^^ .'"n"''^, |

commented to establish a trend

in iVlexioo and warning of disturb- wmln^v
network. Twelve models NBC has no "taboo lists," but

anccs when she opens f Berie win If.f'^'^n
^"''''^ ^medians are ca.'t-fuUy

c.ii •
Berle Will vary the program by watched at rehearsals for lavender-

announccmonrn?'.hf. f^^'-^f
interviewing guest stars and gen- .scented blue g^^^^^^^^^^^

r iZHr?^.^ shp L;I;.'^fA?
°'

Zf^r
'•""•'"'=''"8 a vaudeo pres-

!
ity. Context is considered impor-

co m" 4 V as . to h!7
enlat on.

|
t.,„t. por instance, when Bobby

Ptn-m to do vSo U nf«nvi-^^/."°'f^^^^^^
shows to be aired during Clark did a female impersonation

«tl •V ^''y ^'"e the horse-races from on a recent "Lambs Gambol"

Mexica^ "'ae7or[''''u„fo„**''*-^"'f'".'t' f'^.'''"'"'
'''' 3^30

|

sTow^he turn wa^ S ed becau-se

S's reaiferfor T?L.i,"T''! ^
Said That," the comic wore heavy shoes and

bee usi sa?d H^e mlnutrv ' a vr^;^:^"^'' ST^^''^^ men's socks and was obviously not

antecedcm s of Thi^ Jor*.ianir " fhlT-^'*^'
off its sponsorship of playing a weak-wristed role. Tal-

r i-u-i ft „ .
^""^ program from 9 to 9:30

fhni
indicated p.m. Berle is to be seen on the£ eigailm^nl

" ^ other, times, evenner engagement. (when he takes time 'off to eat,-

ent on ad lib shows have been

briefed on Ihe need for keeping

the family nature o£ the tele audi-

etice in mind.
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BRITAIirS HOT ROW ON U.S. PACT
D.C. Politicos Assault Vs. Brit. FOm

Quota Mounts, Promising Results

20th Using Tiny Mike
On 'Everybody Does It'

Hollywood, March 29.

New miniature microphone is

getting its first workout in "Every-
body Does It" at 20th-Fox,

Linda Darnell wears one in a
lapel of her blouse in a staircase
scene, with the little milce con»
nected to . the , sound track by tiny
invisible wires. New contraption
does away jvith the cumbersome
boom, which is impractical in cer-
tain scenes.

Washington, March 29. 4

A real drive to break down the

40% British film quota and coin

freeze has begun to develop, with

mbunting optimism that something

worthwhile for the industry will

develop. . « .i. , » ,

Ernest Bevin, the British foreign

secretary, is due in this week and,

on Capitol hill and in industry cir-

cles, the belief is shaping up that

they will build a bonfire under him

this time which will crack the

British iron curtain. Substantial

pressure is being put on Secretary

of State Dean Acheson to demand

a square deal for our films in ex-

change for the aid we are giving

England.
These are the developments of

the past week:

1. Senator William F. Knowland
\

(R
"

Calif.) fired the opening blast
j f T\*\ A

Uh a hot speech in the senate In |||lA|||mn 1
1VAf

Ust We"dnesda"y~(23) in" which he] 111 l/IIvHIllla vVCI
charged the British have .been un-

1

fairly discriminating against our
|
(

fill's. . , „ , -i,

2. Next day he followed up with

a ietter to Secretary of State

,

Acheson, asking what steps are bC' | Ileadaeh; involved in determin-

ing taken by our State Department i ing what;s good propaganda abroad

to break down restrictive practices I and what isn't has hit the , film

against our films in England.
|
industry with full force as a result

U. S. Pix Abroad

Good Propaganda

SEE SNARL NEXT

Britain is in for a stiff battle

from the American film companies

when the time comes next year for

renewal of the Anglo-American

films agreement. Rough-andrtum^

ble scrap was in the cards at best,

but the move last week for reduc-
tion of the quota by a "mere" 5%
-^contrary to what the U. S. in-

dustry feels was every logical con-
sideration—has American film

execs so burned they're ready for
a tooth-rand-nail setto.

There's only one difficulty—and
that's an overwhelming one—that
they face in putting: up a battle:

They have no weapon^ at the
moment. The heavy artillery they
were able to use two years ago
in their fight against the 75% tax :

.wjis_ an. embargo on_shipment of-
Hollywood product to England. It •

is highly unlikely that all of the
majors will agree to such drastic

action again. And unless there is

complete agreement, an embargo
would be valueless and thus would
not be tried.

Exhib-Spdbted TV Co. Would

Be limited at First to N.Y. Area

3. Five Republican Senators—
| of widespread criticism of the pic- 1 that the

Execs of the
know they will

pull an

U:S. companies
not be able to

Operation of an ejchib-sSrBdltiat«

ed television .company ;|d boeJt. ex-
clusive shows for .large-scrieen play-'
ings vifill probably 'be limited; at
the outsfet to theatres in the New
York metropolitan are^i Tentative
decision to that effect ;was mad»

.

by Theatre Owners of America's
exefcutiye committee, al>a .meeting
held last weiek. Important exhibs
who are not members, of TOA, such
as Fred Schwartz, head of Ceh--
tury circuit, and Hai^ry Brandt will
probably be invited to join the
company;

: The new tele company, still in
the planning .stage, vvould consist

poUtah area. Experiment . would be .

strictly one for N. Y., with • the;

idea of branching out to other
video centers if the " company
proves pr;iciicab!e. Because of its

rt'siricUon to X. Y., unit would -

not be sponsored specifically by
TOA . although the group will fos-

ter its formation. .;
;'

Concentrating pn the hot tele-

I

vision question , TOA exec commit- >

I

tee voted iov a thorough investiga-
,

tion into large-screen possibilities;
'

rr r-, , Engineer will be hired to. survey
With some 55 films played so far . the field and make a report on

Less Ridic
London, March 29.

Board of Trade prexy Har-
old Wilson's flaunting of de-
mand by exhibs for a substan-
tial reduction in the 45%
quota had tempers hot this

week. Sir Alexander King,
president of the Cinemato-
graph Exhibitors Assn., in
commenting on the slim 5%
quota cut announced by Wil-
son last week, declared:

"Wilson's action only makes
the whole thing 5% less ridic-

ulous."'

B'way Burning

Pic Product At

W/o Higher dip

Knowland, Styles Bridges of New
Hampshire, Robert A. Taft of Ohio,

(Continued on page 18)

Bergman to Move Up As

Blumberg's Aide at U,

Upton to Shift East

Maurice Bergman, Universal's

eastern ad-pub director, is due to

take over, a newly-created job of

executive assistant to Nate J . Blum-
berg, company president. Change
Will occur around June 1 when the

current U. S. Savings Bond drive

ends. Bergman is directing the in-

dustry's participation in the Treas-
" nrycampaign.

With Bergman vacating the east-

ern ad^pub spot, David A. Lipton,

U's national ad-pub chief, will

move his office from the Coast and
headquarter in New York. Al Hor-
wits, who recently shifted west to

assume the post of studio publicity

chief after serving in a similar

capacity in the east, will head tiie

Coast operations.

tures selected by the Yugoslav gov- 1 n jg j-qj,

f^'T,^'<L*'"M^HL"p).'i'^.t"r'vv!ii? i '"'P^'S that a lot of other I jumped almost 20% over a Similar
,

1?/ ^^lJ^''':t?:!lJ::^rfi ;

t^ngs may happen to change the
! three-month period last year, when

|

[ to the engineer has been made,
(Continued on page 18); .

Assn^ MPEA maintains it is pre-
1 halanpp hpfnrp tkpx? cif iiAirn «ntv. i

,

cisely those films for which it is
\ Sh Board of Trade p'r^exyC th<i same houses projected' only 46

(; j
>

]JJa„'pictures. Six of the houses are
using more pix in 1949, five show i

now being raked that have shown Wilson a year from now to dis-
best results for this country m I cu^g renewal of the agreement by

,inal runs overseas.
j

^hich they are permitted to remit I
less while in two thea res numeri

Squawks arise from three of the
]
jtiy-^QQ QQo g year '

i

''^^ bookings remained constant,

eight pix which the Yugoslavs have I lu- ;^ iu '
'

selected from a roster of 100 sub- j . P"*; '^'"8 they are countmg on

milted by the MPEA. Trio are '"\r^^Hnf,L L"nLF-i!{
"Mr. Smith Goes to Washington," I

(Contmued on page 14)

Watch on the '

~
•

'

'^Citizen Kane" and
Rhine." First is* a satiric spoof on
Congress, second shows the venal-

ity of a newspaper publisher and
a third was a pre-war eft'ort that

brought out the lack of realization

by Americans of the struggle that

was "'going on

E. M. Loew's Dicker

First Outside Pic Into

B'way Par in 6 Years
.,„.„ . .. ,, .. . . ,. I For the first time in many years

Mfl
^

J?i V ^'"^ ^'F^ °i 1
tlie Paramount theatre, company's

'49. .Globe also was tough on prod- - - - . ' .
»

Mayfair scored the greatest spi'

ral. jumping from enly one film in
|

uct with seven pix sprocketed to

date this year compared with two
for the similar '48 quarter. Music

n n r li r /it * Hall and Roxy were unchanged.

Tftir PjIT Q li. r I hsin Former house exhibited four films

(Continued^ on page 20)Boston, March 29.

-Er—Mt -toew—circuit "operator"

Contrary- to the-belief-t-hat-l-he-i-with-t-heatres blanketing-tlie -east
I

^ « „ ,

pictures might be turned again.st coast, is negotiating to buy the
1
pi VtaA Ovfir ReD S

the U' *S. by' pro-Soviet .propagan- Paramount-aftiliated Maine & New i

t»CCIUg UCU VYCI ncjl 3

dists, the MPEA pointed out that • Hampshire circuit. Loew would
|

<n 1 p„J|p,-' AIJ* AatlkrC
"Mr. Smith" was banned in Bui- 1 take over the 28-theatre circuit

|

VMM KjWCl UlUie Udiei5
garia and "Watch on the Rhine" ,

outright by buying off both Para-
1 ^ running battle between Eagle

1

was iiixed in Czechoslovakia. No mount and its ^pards, Joseph P.
1 Lion and Republic has fiared up

|

(Continued on page 18) ' " "
"

—

Broadway showcase, is booking a
film of another distrib. Columbia's
"Undercover Man," Glenn Ford
starrer, is set to follow "Bride of
Vengeance," next to go in the
house. It should play around Easter
Week.
—Booking a non-Par film is be- -

lieved^due- to the. shorter, runs flf-

pix in the showcase this year.

While Par's releasirig schedule has
been no fastei- during the past

(Continued on page 14)

Unde?the '^-e^ent setup, Charies 1 Korda, FrCnch DuC 18th
Simonelli, exploitation head, is 'also

supervising the N. Y. publicity

.

wing with Phil Gerard acting un-

1

,der Simonelli as pro temp publicity
'chief. Lipton is expected to'name
a permanent publicity topper when
he makes his permanent shift to

N. Y.
MoVe-up of Bergman would fol-

low the recent pattern at United
Artists. There, Paul N. Lazarus,
Jr„ after supervising ad-pub chores,
was upped to the job of .exec as-

sistant to Grad Sears, UA's pre/.i

Kennedy, John J. Eord and Gebrge
W. Lane, Jr.

The dickering with Loew has
been prolonged because of the dif-

r" > I IT O n I I

ficulty of Par and its partners in

rOr AnSlO-U.d. l^arleyS getting together on the proposition

, , -,. I although it is reported that both
Sir Alexander Korda and Sir t^vor a deal. Par had Wiinded out

Henry French, director general ol
^

^^^^^gx other interested parties but

over the two companies' rival

series of "Red Ryder" western pix.

The skirmish got under way last

week when EL's Coast attorney.

Leon Kaplan, dispatched a legal

note to Rep demanding, that the
company either withdraw its series

of "Ryder!" reissues ^or spotlite in

its ads that the pix" aire both oldies

the Briti.sh Film Producers Assn., 1

'^^.^^^ unable to get the go-ahe.ad and black-and-whitos. To date. EL
sign from Ford and his associates, 1

TEAM RAFTERY, CASKEY

AS MAJORS' SUIT REPS

are sciieduied to arrive in New
York on the Queen Elizabeth April

18. They are to attend the
,
ses-

sions of the Joint Anglo-American
Film Council in Washington April

21-23.
'

J. Arthur Rank, the third mem-
ber of the British delegation, ar-

rived in New York last week. He
I

leaves today (Wednesday) for

Palni Beach, where he will huddle
, ^

with Robert R, Young,, controlling • the few new, big pictures are he-

stockholder in Eagle Lion, which ing blamed by exhibitors this week

(Continued on page 20)

National Boxoffice Survey
Warm Weather, Dull Pix Clip Biz-^'Door,' 'Mother,'

'Kiss,' 'Ball Game,' 'Honeymoon' Pace Field

flock"of exhib anti-trust distributes part of" the Rank prod-
;
for generally sluggish trade

With a iiui^n. ui CAiiiu c».in-m..iv

actions nearing trial throughput
j

"^t in the U. S
^

the country, major defendants I

"

have hit on an Informal team of
| Jolniston Office Annual

New York lawyers to represent
them in the forthcoming legal tiffs

Duo consists of Edward C. Raft-
ery, of O'Brien, Driscoll, Raftery
fit Lawler, and John Caskey, of
Dwight, Harris, Koegel & Caskey.

. Twosome will travel from trial-tor
trial repping for most of the
majors.

Raftery and Caskey pushed off
for Los Angeles this week with
Austin C. Keough, general counsel
lor Paramount, to shape up de-
tenses on three or four Coast ac-
tions now close to trial. They will
vork on coordinaUon with local
counsel.

Practice of picking a couple of
ami-trust experts to handle legal
Chores for all companies has been
™ operation for several months.
«attery, for Instance, repped
•Jnited Artists, Universal and Wai-
"5* ^Sfos. during the recent Dip-
son trial In Buffalo.

!
Lenten influenct! and slight re-

cession in general biz in some key
cities covered by yAj?iETY ails6 will

keep grosses down.

MeetinSf Set for April 7 1 "Knock on Any Door" (Col)..

A 1 (iin Mnt inn
' with a batch of new playdates, is

Annual meeting ot the Motion
, . . i nosition

Picture Assn, ot America, several
,

^^Pj^^
"Mother Is

Latter was ha-times postponed, is now set /"^ Sman" (2Wh) Latt
April 1, Principal business on 11^ i'/^^^'^teaderiast week. Third
agenda is

^
^pt'O", ^oa'

^
°'

1 pUice goes to "Kiss in Dark" (WB),
directors. is an'-'^/P«t'=^

"''^V"" released in time to cash in on Jane
changes wll be made m the pres- i

. .. .

ent membership.
Eric Johnston, MPAA prcxy

. .

will preside at the session and at is copping fourth money \ynue

the board meeting which will fol- 1"1' amily Honeymoon <y> is a

Discussion of the new 40'>.f strong lifth. "South of St. Louib

relations ' (WB) again IS in sixth slot. , Joan

Unseasonably warm weather and Warner pix brought back to ride

on Academy laurels, racked up
nearly $100,000, but was surpris-

I ingly mild in a number of keys
covered by Variety,
Of new filmslaunched this week,

"Ma ^tid Pa Kettle
Paso'' (I?ar) lopk most promls-

1 ing. Forjner hit a smaSli figure

oh preem' 4h three: K. C. houses,

[
and also Was big in another key

I city, "El Paso" did surprisingly

1
Well at N. Y, Paramount in view

'

ot slow Broadway conditions. "Plit-

post in Morocco" (UA), another

Trade M-irU Kecistsred .
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Wynian's Academy award.

"Take Out to Ball Game"
fourth

(M-Gi
while

low.

Sbicms,''conTinuancrof «ie Mo^ !
of Arc'^(RKO) moved up with the

newcomer, was not smash on N, Y.

leeoff. .

"Wake of Red Witch" (Rep) is

great in Toronto and smash in

Denver this round. "Red Can,von"
(U), while okay in Toronto, shapes
only average in Bo.ston,

"Walked by Night" (ED is doing
fine in Detroit, "Portrait of Jen-

public

i'lX'%\'c1iire ' Ex'doiT*As^ ' money contenders to place seventh i n£e^' looms big in K, C, "Chicken

tion in Germany, Austria. Japan ;
while "Bed Shoes" (EL) wound up

\
Every Sunday" (20th) is nice in

,

and Korea, and other current mat-
;

eightli.
|

Portland,
j

ters are on the agenda. Top runner-up films are "To Sea I "Whispering Smith still is solid '

Johnston's schedule and the ab- in Ships" (20tti), "Hamlet" (U) and
,

on second Chicago week. "Cana-
j

sence of some company toppers in ' "So Dear to Heari" (RKO) in that ' dian Pacific" (20th), okay in Bos-

Florida and on the Coast have , order. "Hamlet" spurted on win-
;
ton, looks fast in Chi.

|

caused the postponements of the, ning Academy top pic award.. (Complete BoxoZ/ice Reports oti i

annual meeting. i
"Johnny Belinda"-"Sierra Madi-e," • Pajfcs 9-11). I
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B'way Prices Long Overdae for Cots

But Sees No Need to Slash Nabes

Malcolm Kingsberg, UKO's the-+

atre chief, sees no gain for nabe

houses in admission cuts patterned

along the lines of the recent lop-

Sing of scales by the Broadway

Jhowcases. "Broadway prices were

out of line and the cuts were over-

due," Kingsberg told Variety this

week. "But that doesn't mean that

the neighborhood theatres will

follow suit."

Kingsberg said that price re-

sistance in the nabes was only

minor while on Broadway it hart

been a major factor. "No one cir-

cuit would gain any advantage

by slashing prices since action such

as that would be followed by all

other neighborhood theatres, he

•dded. "If any other circuit cuts

its prices, I would meet it in

mine."

A cut by all the circuits across-

the-board would only result in less

revenues for all of them alike,

Kingsberg believes. "It would mean

less money for the exhibitor, dis-

tributor and landlord. Everyone

would lose. It could only work if

one circuit lowered prices while

the others did not."

As for the normal competition

—for- patronage between—first-run
Broadway houses and those in out-

lying sectors, Kingsberg feels that

the differential in price still is suf-

ficient follo\\inR the Broadway

cuts. Hence, the slash on scales will

not touch off reciprocal action by

the nabes.

Kingsberg concedes that there is

less spending money than hereto-

. fore and, therefore, some price re

Kingsberg's RKO Bid
Syndicate of associates out-

side the film biz has now been

formed by Malcolm Kings-

berg, RKO theatre topper, with

the Idea of buying control of

the circuit from Howard
Hughes. Kingsberg, who re-

turned from the Coast last

week, is already in negotiations

with Hughes and his reps.

While not disclosing the price

offered, Kingsberg indicated

that a cash offer has been

made.
. , :

RKO theatre head had pre-

viously encountered some dif-

ficulty in winning financial

backing for his move. Under-

stood the hurdle had been

partly caused by unfavorable

publicity on film prospects .

emanating from the industry.

Difficulty, however, has now
been surmounted.

B way Vauders

To Holdfast On

Admish Prices

Br<>adwiay «tage-picture honse?,

fated with tifie; w*iip*.titiye lOc cuts

- . of early*bird matinee scales at

Bistance. However, he is convinced
, ^^^^ ^^^^ g^^^ straight-film first-

that nabe and out-of-town first-run

scales are "realistic" and not re-

;

quiring surgery.

UPCOMING PIX PRODUCT

LOOKS GOOD TO MAURER
High optimism on the prospect

of improved product from Holly-

wood within the next three months
was expressed this week by Mau-;

rice Maurer, follewing his return

to New York from a Coast o.o. Op-

runs, will hold their admission-

price lines fast. Continuance of I

high overhead costs at the pres-

entation houses preclude reduc-;

tions at this time, aside from the
general feeling of execs of these
theatres that their scales match the
value offered.

Among the straight-film houses;
the Palace has realigned its prices
for lower tabs on weekdays but the
peak admission of $1.25 and open-
ing prices,are unchanged. Brandt's

j
Globe and Mayfair, which have had

Hollywood, Wtarch 29.

Louis L. Livingston, former con-

ciliator with the U, S. Department

of Labor, has been retained by the

Independent Motion Picture Pro-

ducers Assn.

^He will function for IMPPA as

labor relations consultant and ad-

visor on legislative action pertain-

ing to studio working contracts.

NewE Fmandng

Set Prod Starts

iEagle Lion closed this week for

complete financing of the com-
pany's production requirements for

the next 12 months. Deal was made
after protracted negotiations with
a group of banks headed by Serge
Seraenenko's First National Bank
of Boston. With the papers inked,

Arthur L. Krim, EL prez, is head-
ing back to the Coast to supervise

filmmaking activities.

While amount of the advance is

undisclosed, it is ufaderstood that the
bankrolling deal is not the creation,

of a new loan but rather an exten-

sion of credits under an old indebt-:

edness to the trio of banks. EL
currently owes these firms some
$4,500,000, The new deal pries free

which the banks have held as se-

curity on the outstanding indebt-
edness,

With Krim back on the Coast,

EL studios are expected to reopen
within two or three weeks. Bi-yan

Foy's "Port of New York" and
"Trapped" will be the starting
films. Foy will renew a request for
release on his employment contract
once these pix are finished. He has
a bid from Warner Bros, to return
to the Burbank studio if EL lets^

him out of his pact.

Before departing from the Coast,
Krim predicted that EL's foreign
business would quadruple during
the year. He also declared that the
company's income in '49 would be
50% better .than in '48 .when revr

enues in turn bettered those of '4"?

by 65%. While at the studio, Krirn
will resume regotiations with a
number of indie producers for re-

lease of their, pix. .,

Nassours and Nassers Immediate

Prod. Insure UA of Many Pictures

Battle oi 42d St
With most film theatres on

New York's West 42d street

suffering currently from
dearth of attendance, yen by
som« operators to cut scales

to pre-war levels is developing
into a hassle. Thus far

Brandt interests, which oper-

ate a majority , of houses on
street, have opposed any
drastic cutting of scales, feel-

ing that reduced admissions

are not practical under present

high operating costs.

However, other exhibitors

feel that 40-60c, or anything

like that, is out of line for

Subsequent-run product. With
many of regular customers

now on unemployed lists,: thea-

tres on this street find it diffi-

cult to lure much trade, at.

present p r i c e s. Understood
that Laftmovie wants to install

a .starting price of 10c and then
go to 17c in early pai-t of

afternoon.

t Whetber :0{^ jnbi either of them
buys the company, United Artists
appews set over the next Severkl
years to gist i hepy quantity of
proidtici froti)

'
th* Naslour: brothers

and thei' Nasser brothers. Both Nas-
sours and Nasser^ are interested in
purchasing UA, but in the mean-
time are going aliead with r^leas^
ing deal^ with the company.

.

Sam Wiesienthal,
ly in New York representing Janies
E. and George Nasser, is complet-
ing a deal calling for delivery of
25 films over a period of five years.
Pact leaves open the titles and
type of pix, but provides they
shall cost a minimum of $600,000.
UA will receive a 30% distribution
fee^

"

'

Deal, which will be presented to
the UA board for approval at its

next session, leaves the Nassers
free to call in other producers to
handle the actual making of the
films. Nassers will put the pack-
ages together and finance them,
aim being to keep occupied their
General Service Studios, They will

be billed as "presenting" the pix.

Objective of getting the UA dis-

tribution pact set is to enable es-

tablishment of a revolving loan
from a bank for first money, Hav-
a distribution piact ts said to ta-

cilitate getting this coin and also
makes -it easier to set up the pack-
age deals with producers, directors
and players. ,

I

Nassours, who also own a studio
(they are related to the Nassers by
marriage but the ' similarity in -

names is purely coincidental), have
I set up financing which will permit

United Artists, seeing the new
i them to make up to 24 pix in part-

UA^ool to^lJewL

Agnew-Casanave

Pic Sales Setup

erator of the City Investing Co. s corning prices for about 10
filmeries, Maurer was on the prowl

| ^ ^^^^^ t^^i^ weekend
for product for the houses, which ,

^ j^^g f^.^^ 5^ ^^ 20. Cri
include the Astor and Victoria, on
Broadway.

: Theatre man declared there was
'« considerable change in" the alti-

tude of most Hollywoodians. He
aid- thev downbeat feeling of; last ^_
year was giving way to an urge for . scalea"represents -the "first major

terion has also inaugurated . a 50c
opening- price-but- still-gets $1.73
for . its l_Qges_.a_nd the same coin
weekends. The Astor also cut its

starting price weekdays from 70c

RKO MOVES FORWARD

ONJIS SPLITUP PLANS
Just when RKO -will divide into

two separate companies, thereby
consummating the reorganization

to 60c. Change of the theatre
[ plan, will depend on polishing off

better picturemaking that augured
well for exhibs. Among product he
viewed and which may go into the
Astor was Samuel GoldWyn's "Ho-
seanna McCoy."

move to . revert to prewar levels; ^

Entire realignment fits in with
growing realization of house man-
agers that Broadway first-run trade

of a multitude of preliminary
steps, company spokesmen said
yesterday (Tues.): One big hurdle
was leaped this week when RKO's
stockholders okayed the consent

luring the weekday patrons with- I ings voted the step,

out dimini.shing the Saturday-SunEd Sullivan Moves Up At
20th, Wilbert Exits Roxypday take, straight picture houses

Ed Sullivan (not the newspaper !

have *iad to 'neet the competi-

h^o „ , ,v, t« 1
fion Qf the Paramount early-bird

IS strictly a two-day weekend I decree at a Dover, Del., meet in

boom. The reductions are aimed at
i
which over 80% of common hold-

Deadline un-

Neil Agnew-Charles Casanave out-

fit. Motion Picture Sales Corp., as

a potential competitor, is making
no secret of the fact that it doesn't
aim to shove MPSC along the road
to success. For this reason it is

refusing to waive a contract clause
with its indie filmmakers provid-

ing that not more than, two pro-

ducers can have the same sales

representative.

Agnew. and Casanave are build-!

ing a combo organization that is

a miniature UA and a producers'
representation outfit. The; sales

unit, with a field staff throughout
the country, will completely han^
die a number of pix in association

with Clark Film Distributors,
which will take care of the actual
physical distribution of prints. For
the entire service MPSC will get

a fee similar to that paid to UA
(271/4% to 35%).
On the other hand, Agnew and

Casanave are acting as reps for

two producers distributing through
UA. For this they get 3% of the
picture's gross. Producers' agree

nership with Huntington Hartford,:
(Continued on page 20)

300 PHILLY BOOTHMEN

MAY CALL WB STRIKE
Philadelphia, March 29.

Failure of some 300 boothmen to

negotiate a new wage contract with
the Warner Bros, circuit may bring

about a strike against the city's

largest chain. Operators, all mem-
bers of Local 307, are slated to go .

before the lATSE on Monday (4)

to call for a strike vote.
"

Negotiations between the union
and Warners have been underway
since expiration of the old pact
last Deci 3L JBoothmen's deal with
Warners generally sets" the wage
pattern' for the remaining' indie

circuits throughout the area.

H'ornblow t»A. to London
Metro producer Arthur Horn-

blow, Jr., is due In New York with

his wife within two weeks, en route

menTwi'th^UA VovWes~Yhat7VVp to Europe where Jie will procluce
. • til l' « t i ji ntTrif ir>n*n - t\i rt rrnv fi I rw f.lltn

may not initiate sales, but has the
right to approve or disapprove

columnist) has been n a m e d. to l

newly-created post of ZOthrFo'x asr

sistant publicity manager in the
latest of a string of staff changes
effected by ad-pub veepee Charles
Einfeld. He will serve as chief
aide to publicity manager Dave
Golding.

In other 20th ad-pub department
changes this week, Christy Wilbert
re-signed his new job as publicity
chief of the Broadway Roxy thea-
tre. Lou Frick bowed out as press-
book editor and Marion Pressner
resigned as, a trade advertising staf-

fer; Earl Wingart succeeds Frick
in the pressbook job but no suc-

cessor has been named , to Wilbert.
With Jonas Rosenfield, Jr., re-

cently uppcd to advertising man-

1

ager, the job as his assistant also I

remains open

price of 55c,
early in 1947.

it policy, installed

20TH GUNS 4 MORE

IN PRODUCTION SURGE

der the decree for the splitup is
|

contracts which UA sells and sub-

Nov. 8 but efforts will be made to
j
mits to him. UA Is hewing close

cut the ties before that date.

Incumbent directors, reelected
at the stockholder ' conclavev are
meeting today (Wed,) to elect of-

ficers. No changes in management
are expected. Officers will hold
their jobs until ' the parent RKO
company dissolves and the new
companies take over.

Present directors will likely

carry over to the new production-
As for the the-

Hollywood, March 29.

Four new pictures get under way |
distribution outfit-

20th-Fox in the next three I

^^^a'"' control is not sold byat ZUtn-tOX in i.^ai i,i.icc |,„ , ,v ,
-„

weeks, in addition to "I Was a Male I

Howard Hughes, present dominant

War Bride," work on which will be 1

stockholder, before the split, the

resumed aft^r a long shutdown due \

RKO board wiU designate the the-

to the illness of Cary Grant, who
was afflicted With jaundice during
shooting of the picture in Europe,

atre directors.

Main job now ahead fpr RKO's
management is to work out an in-

Casey Robinson's Film
Casey Robinson flew to the Coast

, ""T'-^Z Z'io"
last night iTues.) from New York !

^"'^ ^^^"^ ^"^^ Morocco

Rush of production began yes- !

ter-company agreement between
terday (28) with the start of "Band- the two prospective companies,

wagon,'' co-starring William Powell, I Number of decisions must be made
an loanout from Metro and Betsy 1 '"'^'"^'"S ^ definite division of as- rcompetitor. What's foreseen is the
- • - - _ .- * n„„„t:„_ „r i:_u!i:ii„_.

possibility of :' MPSC gradually

to the line on enforcement of this

point.
"

: Every producer's pact with UA
for many years has also carried
the clause , prohibiting him from
employing a rep who already han-
dles deals for a maximum of two
other producers. Since MPSC
now has the Danziger brothers
("Jigsaw") and the Nassour broth-
ers ("Africa Screams"), it cannot
service any other UA indies.

In the past, UA has frequently
waived the clause so that one rep
has handled three: or -four of the
indies at a time. A top exec of the
.company declared this week that
it definitely won't make such a

waiver in the case of MPSC. UA
has no Intention, it was said, of
helping the Agnew-Casanave out-

fit into the position of an eventual

Drake, borrowed from David O. '
sets; allocation of liabilities; nam-

Selznick.- Others ready to start "?S Pf the nevv companies; provi

are "Twelve O'Clock High" on the '

^^^'^ ^^"^ disposition of possible tax

home lot, "Oh, Doctor" in Florida !

claims by the Government; division

20th; 3 in 3 Years

to ready the production of "My
Old Man," filmization of an Ernest \V t ^ W n 1
Hemingway yarn. Robinson, who is 1^08161 S WCW YWL At
producing-directing the pic for 20th.
Fox, may shoot it in France. Cast
tnay include James Gagney, Dean
Stockwell and Micheline Pre 1 1 Hollywood, March 29
< French actress whose name has ' Twentieth-Fox inked Henry Kos-
been simplified from Prosle, ) ter to a new ticket calling for him
There's a chance the film may be ,

to direct three pix in three years,

shot in part or wholly in France. First will be Technicolor musi-
Robinson plans to return to cal, "Wabash Avenue," Betty

Paris by June 1 Where his wife, '
Grable-Victor Mature-Paul Doug-

Tamara Toumanova, appearing las-James Barton-Reginald Gard-
with the Grand Ballet de Monte i

ner film, which producer William
CarlO) is due to open there. ' 1 Perlberg guns May 1.

of the h,o. lease; formation of the
new corporation; registration with
the Securities & Exchange Com-
mission; and listing and is.suance
of new securities.

Since all these steps will con-
sume plenty of time, splitup is not
expected for many months; At the
Dover meet, only one stockholder
appeared in person and he proved
to be friendly. About m% of the
stock voted against the reorganiza-
tion.' ., .

Directors again tapped are Ned
E. Depinet, Howard Hughes, Noah
Dietrich, Frederick L. Ehrman, L.
Lawrence Green, George H. Shaw
and J. Miller Walker.

Metro's big-budget film, "Quo
Vadis." Some of the film's footage

will be shot in M-G's British studio

and the balance In Italy.

Ben Goetz, London head of M-G
production, currently huddling on-.

Coast with Hornblow and produce

tion topper Dore Schary.

swinging clients over from mere
representation to actual MPSC dis-

tribution of their films.

N. Y. to L. A.
Harry Ackerman.
Lemuel Ayers.
Ted.-Briskin.
John Caskey.
Charles Einfeld.
Betty Hutton.
Austin C. Keough.
Al Lichtman.
Joe Maharam, '

Edward C. Raftery. - -

Casey Robinson.
Manle Sachs,
Andy W. Smith, Jr.

Saint Sufeber.

L. A. to N. Y.
Alfonso Bedoya.
Curtis Bernhardt,
Tommy Blake.
Al Bloomingdale.
John Brahm.
Mary Kay Dodson.
William Dozier.
Errol Flynn.
Glenn Ford.
Karl Herzog.
Estella H. Karn.
Marina Koshetz.
Stanley Kramer.
Arthur Lake.
Fred Leahy.
Janet Leigh,
Blanche Merrill. :

Joseph M. Schenck.
Jule Styne.
Joan Tetzel.

N. Y. to Europe
Eddie Elkort.
Kathryn Grayson.
Ed Gruskin. .

Johnny Johnston.
Michael Mindlih, Jr.

Ted Patrick.
Margaret Webster.

STILL HERE
Henry Motfam
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EXHIBS' YARDSTICK ON RENTAI^'
Factioiial Maneuvers in UA Dickers

Sidelight to the current negotiations for sale of United Artists

Is the jockeying for position by top management execs Grad Sears

and Arthur W. Kelly. Sears, UA's prexy, is reportedly closely

aligned with the Nasser brothers.and pushing for consummation of

a deal with them, since they reportedly hold him in high esteem

and he would continue to dominate the management of the com-
pany under their ownership.

On the other hand, Kelly, exec v.p., who reps partner Charles

Chaplin in the sale, is by the latter fact put in a highly contradic-

tory position. If he successfully negotiates the sale of the company
for Chaplin he is almost certainly negotiating himself out of a job,

since it is unlikely that he would stay on jf Chaplin had no further

interest in UA. It is reported that for that reason Kelly has been
endeavoring to line up a sale with a buyer Who would permit him
to purchase a small piece of UA, and insure his continued associa-

tion with the company.
Sears, it is believed, would remain with the distribution outfit

no matter which of the varied buyers took it over. One of the

reasons is that it is figured it would cost almost $1,000,000 to buy

up his contract. He has about 2Vi years to go on his five-year pact

and an arrangement whereby the company must pay him for 10

years after its expiration. s

.

Aside from that, however, the UA prexy is generally held in high

esteetn, Degree of poA*er . he would continue to hold in general

policy of the company, however, would undoubtedly vary with
different buyers. It would be greatest with the Nassers in control

and probably least if the Si Fabian-Ted Gamble syndicate bought

up the Chaplin-Mary Pickford stock.

LJabianjind Gamble contemplate Gamble's taking over the presi-

dehcy. Jtn that case, Sears would no doubt revert to v.p. in charge
of distribution. That is the job his contract calls for. He was
upped to the presidency when Edward C. Raftery left.

Nassers Have Inside on UA Deal;

Even Setting Up Prod. Financing

James E. and George Nasser aii-

4

peared definitely to have taken the

lead this week as the United Art-

ists sweepstakes continued in high
gear. Nassour Brothers, the SI
Fabian-Ted Gamble and, Edward
Small syndicates all were showing
continued interest in talking a deal

to Acquire ownership of the com-
pany, but were confused and re-

sentful over what was going on on
the inside track whlclv was appar-
ently held by the Nas.sers.

_ Sam Wiesenthal, Nasser's . rep,
who has. been in New York for sev-
eral weeks, has not only been han-
dling negotiations for purchase, of
the Mary Pickford-Charles Chap-

. lin stock,. but has been-setttng-up-
credits for production if-and-whcn
the Nassers acquire UA. It is un-
derstood that among deals he has
made is one by which the Ideal
Laboratories, N. y., would advance
cash and lab credits to indies who
might make pix for UA under
the new ownership.

In the meantime, Fabian and
: Gamble were somewhat burned
over the fact that they had had no
Word in several weeks on their of-
fer and request for an option. And
Edward Nassour, in New York,
stated he was just sitting by, wail-
ing for the woods to cleftr of other
negotiations before he .slopped in
with a firm offer. Small, on the
Coast, is understood to be a minor
contender. One of his partners in

(Continued on page 18)

Splitup Into 2 Cos.

Poses Novel Legal

Points on Contracts

,
Hollywood, March 29.

The Paramount splitup into
wo companies, carrying with it
the dissolution of the parent or-
ganization, is presenting a knotty
question to Par's studio legalites.
" IS understood that thfe fadeout
of the parent company automati-
cally terminates a number of Par's
employment contracts with stars,
producers, directors and other stu-
dio emfiloyees.
.In the main the question is tech-

nical, since both sides will un-j
ooubtedly renew pacts signed by
we new production-distribution
company. However, the tegalites
are asking what the score would

If either the company or any

tract
wants an out on the eon-

Reason for the novel out is that
*?™e of the contracts include a
standard clause which terminates
jne relationship on dissolution* ofwe company. It is a provision in-

r,°'P^/»tpd in many employment
"CKets \(ithout any particular sig-
nmcanee being attached to it genr

.
(V^ontinued on page 14)

Conciliation Blues
New Jersey Allied, after

blasting 20th's proposal to

hoist rentals. In a lengthy
statement, wound up by say-

ing:

"It is evident that (Andy)
Smith's conciliation boards
will be very busy from now
on."

C. Skouras Backs

Upped Rentals

For Top Films
Hollywood, March 29.

Instructions by Charles P.

Skouras/ head of National The-
atres, to his aides to support the
majors' drive for higher film rent-

als has raised plenty of distrib

eyebrows. District and theatre
managers at NT's FWC Southern
California .division were told to

"give all' good pictures all the film
rental they can get."

NT, heretofore, has been a tough
nut to crack on rental terms.
Skouras, in a change of pace, said

he believes theatres must support
worthy pix if studios are to con-
tinue making them.
While major distribS may not

always agree with Skouras on what
constitutes proper rental, he de-

clared he has a strong talking

point in amount of rental paid

(Continued on page 18)

BEHIND YEN TO

PRODUCE 01 PIX
A movement is growing-among

large indie circuit operators for an
invasion of- the production-dis-
tribution domain, heretofore large-
ly ruled by the major companies.
Sentiment for the creation of a
new company, : owned strictly by
exhibs throughout the country, is

so strong that bigtime exhibs are
now predicting It as an inevitable
development within six' months'
time. In their eyes, the chief pur-
pose of the organization would be
as a measuring-stick to hold- tlie

majors in line on film rentals.

The maneuvers of SI Fabian.
Ted Gamble and other undisclosed
principals for control of United
Artists was aimed more as a way
of keeping rentals "within reason,''

judged, of course, by exhibition

standards,, than: to propel the syn-
dicate into 'lush profit-taking as

producers-atid-distribs—W-ith-those-
maneuvers still fruitless, it is re-

garded as more than probable that

circuit ops will turn to the forma-
tion of a new company.
Sparking the movement-^and

making it more likely—is the, now
current push by 20th-Fox for high-

er rentals and the indications that

other majors are heading in the

same direction. Theatre men
frankly disbelieve the majors' con-
tention that a more "equitable'*

share of the film dollar must : go to

distribution. They are convinced
that the distribs are making more
than is admitted in print and that

production costs have not yet been
brought within reasonable bounds.

Check on Costs

These convictions, it is: under-
stood, have spurred the idea of set-

ting up a measuring-stick. The
big circuit ops want a company of

their own so that they can have a

constant check on the production

nut claimed for pix and the as-

serted costs of distribution of ma-
jor product, By reference to their

own overhead and outlays, these

exhibs would be in a favorable po^

-sition- to-argue-r-ental*

20th s Drive for B^ger Returns Seen

Developing Sniilariy for Other Cos.
The big drive by 20th-Fox to

hoist film rentals another 25%
shows signs of diey^lopiiig iiito a^^
offensive by all the majors for
bigger returns to distribution.
While 20th is the only outfit to
openly trumpet its objectives, in-

dications this week point to a
determination by the other v com-
panies to stay abreast the growing,
battle. The entire industry is gear-
ing for what may be the bitterest
exhib-distrib fracas in many years.
Plans have been quietly formu-

lated by all other majors to shove

;

rentals to a level which would
again "restore the balance of
profits in the industry." That de-
termination is whetted by the

:

threatened loss of theatre interest.<i

and" the' knowledge that the distrib
wing is now the vital segment of
major company activities.

On the other hand, the caiQpaign
i.s expected to touch ott ah un-
precedented string of attacks from
exhib organizations. With the
growing

\.
tension, every theatre

'

group, ranging from Allied to The-
atre Owners of America, will line
up in an effort to stave off the
distrib assault on rentals. Already
the opening gun has been fired
in the form of a challenge by Har-
ry Brandt's. Independent Theatre
Owners of America to 20th's Spy-
ros Skouras, Al Liclitman and
Andy W. Smith, Jr., for a full-dress
debate. ,

Exhib organziations' reaction to

I

the 20th announeiement of a rental

:

„ , , ... , , ;
boost proved as instantaneous as it

Crackmg back at mdependent
| „,as inevitable. In a string of ex-
plosions, five groups riddled the
campaign in bulletins circulated ':

: (Continued on page 20)

20th Into Action
In line with its drive for a

25% boost in rentals, 20th-
Fox: swung into drastic action
this week. Several large east-
ern circuits have been advised
that all bookings of 20th prod-
uct must be specifically nego-
tiated on terms where licens-

ing contracts have not yet
been signed.
These exhibs have been

asked to cancel their play-
dates on films of 20th which
have been pencilled in, pend-
ing these negotiations. Old
terms for the pix^ where not
specifically inked in contracts,
are no longer applicable and
new ones must be worked out,

circuit toppers have been in-

formed. It is customary to

-book -pix -in advance-on-recog--
nized terms and then Iron out
details: when

.
licensing deals

are inked.

Brandt s Beefs On

Rental Hikes Are

laughable': 20th

The -new -exhib-conttolled outfit

would also give these theatre men
a whiphold on production. Once
in a position where employees of

the company were negotiating for

indie product, or that made on the

lot, exhibs with access to the com-
pany's books would have a better

knowledge of what the ma.tors are

(Continued on page 14)

Indie Producer Sues

Rep. on Distrib Deal
Columbus, O., March 29.

' John K. Teaford & Co., inde-

pendent producer of Union City,

O., filed a .$1,800,000 breach-of-

contract suit in Franklin county

common plea.s court Friday. (25)

against Republic Pictures.

Firm claims it gave an exclu.sive

contract to Republic to distribute

several of the Teaford-made films

and that $1,800,000 in profits have

never been handed over. "Only

two pix were mentioned in the

petition, "Winter Wonderland" and

"The French Key." Teaford con-

tended it financed and produced

these films. Petition also charged

that Republic refuses to give Tea-

ford an accounting.

Suit was brought into Franklin

county courts via a technical law

procedure which permits the Tea-

ford firm to attach Republic prop-

erty in Ohio.

RKO Realignment Brings

. 8 Changes in N. Y. Area
Realignment of RKO division

managers this week will see eight

changes in the N. Y. metropolitan

area and upstate N. Y. Michael

Eaelstein, formerly in N. Y., is be-

ing brought down from Rochester-

Syracuse district to handle the

Palace, Fordham, Coliseum, Re-

gent, Alhambra and Hamilton, in

New York City. Lee Koken, who
had charge of the last four-named

houses, has been placed perma-

nently in charge of concessions de-

partment.: He formerly handled

much of this activity along with

the four theatres.

Sol Sorkin, manager of the

Flushing, goes to Syracuse as city

manager. H. R. Emde, division

manager, who formerly handled

Newark, Union . City, the 86th

Street, 125th St., and Palace, also

will have added to his lineup the

Chester and Franklin in the Bronx.

Sigurd Wexco has the Flushing

added to his setup.

Charles Oelrich, who has been

in the Bronx, goes to Brooklyn
where he will have the Kenmore,
Tilj'ou, Shore Road, Republic,

Prospect and Dyker.
.

Harry Weiss, Brooklyn division

manager, is upped to division

i manager of theatres in Minnesota
land Iowa, headquartering in Min-
I
neapolis. Robert Whalen stays as

his assistant.

Under the changes. John Hearns
will have the 81st Street, 23d St.,

I Colonial, Pelham, Castle Hill and
' Marble Hill. All the shifts involve

division managers: excepting Sor-

kin, Who was Flushing mstnagec. •

exhibitors who lost little time in

labeling 20th-Fox's new drive for
Increased rentals a "brass-knuckle",
routine, a top 20th spokesman de-

clared this week that "there is so
much justice on our side in this

argument that it's almost laugh-
able." At the same time, he

I .stressed that 20th, in trying to re-

align the splitup of profits be-

tween distribution and exhibition

for the ficst time since the industry
has been stabilized. Is pacii^ ' One
of- the most._imj>ortant_ancL-far^
.reachingJnno.vaViQns_yet_to hit the
I film business.

New 20th veepee Al Lichtman,'
who's spearheading the 20th drive
for boosted rentals in conjunction
with sales veepee Andy W. Smith,
Jr., and ad-publicity veepee Charles
Einfeld, meanwhile, singled out
Ni Y. indie circuit operator Harry
Brandt for one of the most, severe
tongue-drubbings ever handed an
exhibitor by a distribution topper.
Speaking on his arrival yesterday
(Tues.) in Philadelphia for another
series of roundtable discussions
with exhibs in that city, Lichtman
accused Brandt of wearing the
brass knuckles, "judging from the
advantageous deals he has been:
making for himself, or else he has
been using ehloroform on the film
salesmen."

Referring to Brandt's blast
earlier in the' week against the
"unconscionable, arbitrary and un

N.Y. Court Approves

20th-Fox Settlement

Vs. C. P. Skouras, et al

A referee's settlement of the
long-pending minority stockholder
actions brought against 20th-Fox.
its wholly owned subsidiary, Na-"-
tiohal Theatres, and some 15 in-
dividual defendants was approved
Monday (29) by N.Y. Supreme
Court Justice Ferdinand Pecora as
a "fair and reasonable" adjust-
ment. Court held that the best
interests of the stockholders would
be better served by approval and
it therefore 'granted a motion to-

confirm the Referee Jacob Demov'?
report.

Terms of th^ settlement call for
defendants Elmer C. Roden, Frank
P. "Rick" Ricketson, Jr., Harold
.1. Fitzgerald and Charles P. Skou-
ras, all execs of NT' and its sub-
sidiaries, to relinquish claims ' for
percentage compensation totalling
not less than $1,750,000 due them
under employment contracts. An
amendment^of Skouras' pact is also
expected to result in a saving of
an additional $1,750,000 over a

fair pricing of films by 20th'Fox,"
i seven-year period starting in .1948.

Lichtman retaliated: "This is Justice Pecora pointed out in his
startling in view of the fact that paper that all 20th-Fox stockholders
we have not met with the exhibi- were apprised of the issues involved
tors nor officially with Mr. Brandt in the actions as well as the text
and thus had an opportunity to dis

close our plans to them. From
inquiries I have made regarding
accounts in our New York ex-

change, I have been Informed that,|

Brandt has been buying for him-

i

self and his booking combine at

ridiculously low prices."

of the settlement offer. A sub-
sequent hearing resulted in only
nine stockholders, owning, a ' total
of 658^ shares, who protested the

.
• (Continued on page 20)

Ed Grainger to Do
Semi-Doc on Iwo Jlma

Edmund Grainger, who recently
produced Republic's "Wake of the

'Hamlet' Awards Fail

To Help U on Ghi Dates
Chicago, March 29.

Although "Hamlet" won double
Academy awards, Uiiiversai ex-
change here is unable to catch
cream that usually accompanies tfr-

Red Witch," feels that story trends run of films in Loop houses. Win-
in the industry "don't, mean a ' ner was pulled out of Apollo after
thing." For the public, he main- 17 weeks, with Balaban & Katz cir-

tains, is ripe for good entertain- 1
cuit bringing in two reissued last

ment and the way that the subject
I

week.

matter is presented is what counts
j

According to Jackson Park de-
in the final analysis. 1

cree, which was modified for road-
Prior to returning to the Coast ;

show of "Hamlet," court permiii-
last week after a week's stay in

;

sion must be granted for another'
New York, Grainger revealed he's

i

Loop showing. Tom McConnell,
now working on a semi-documen-
tary which will deal with the U. S.

Marines' South Pacific battles. To
be tagged "The Sands of Iwo Jima,'
the film is expected td roll in June could appear,

attorney , for the Jackson Park, is
hospitalized, and it is likely that
any such request to the federal
court, would be postponed until he
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THE M-G-M SMILE SPREADS
ACROSS THE NATION !

As the Hollywood Reporter says:

"Things are really jumping at M-G-M!"
Big pictures completed and in production!

Never anything like it!

Never has any Studio been clicking with

Such enthusiasm, vigor and success!

This is M'G-M's Anniversary Year!

Truly an M-G-M Year!

Ride with the winner!
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11-YR.GOn nGHT RESHAPES BIZ
fin Engineers Seek to Convert

Projection Speed to Conform to TV
Underlining the growing affinity^

between the fllm Industry and tele-

viston; it was revealed this week

IhatAe Society of Motion Picture

Fnaineers will attempt to convince

{he film industry to convert the

rfandard 35m film projection from

Its current speed of 24 frames per

lecond to 30 frames, same speed

at which TV operates.

In another indication ' of the

RMPE's new emphasis on video,

the society this week unanimously

elected CBS engineering veepee

William B. Lodge to its board of

governors. He is the first person

from outside the film industry to

be tapped by the SMPE, and was

elected, according to prez Earl 1.

Sponable, because of the society's

desire to have a top tele engineer

on its governing body. Irving B.

Kahn, 20th-Fox television program
manager, was named publicity

chief for the SMPE.
Change in the system of projec-

tion, which is expected to be one

Of the chief topics up for discus-

sion at the SMPE's five-day meet
in New York next week, will cost

the film industry several million

dollar^ if adopted; since it would
necessitate a change in projection-

booth equipment throughout the

country. Revised system would
thus be comparable to the intro-

duction of sound in the film in-

dustry and, according to SMPE
spokesmen, would ' be almost as
valuable. .

Primary reason for the shift is a
Standardization of theatre and TV
film projection equipment because
of the steadily-increasing . use of
standard film for video. Because of

. the . present difference in projec-
tion speeds between the two media,
all film originally produced for
theatres must be reprinted for use
on TV.
- Ultimate aim of the shift, how-
ever, is a switchover in theatre
projection from its tiurrent me-
chanical system to an electronic
process, which would scan pictures
much the same as a projector in a
TV studio now scans_ them. In ad-^
ditlon toiproviding an-ease of pro-
jection now unknown, the elec-
tronic .process would also be less
costly in the long run since it
would have far fewer moving parts
for replacement.

20th'8 New TV Process
Latest developments in in-

stantaneous theatre television
projection were unveiled at a
private screening M o n da y
night (28) at the 20th-Fox
homeofiCice for 20th prez Spy-
ros P. Skouras, RCA prexy
Frank M. Folsom and other
execs of the two companies.
System, developed jointly by
20th and RCA, is the same
which will be demonstrated at
the Society of Motion Picture
Engineers' convention, which
tees off next Monday (4) at the
Hotel Statler, N. Y.
Monday night's showing was

restricted to officials of RCA
and 20th so as not to take the
edge off the SMPE demonstra-
tion. It is reported, however,
that the system, which utilizes
an instantaneous projection
method as distinguished from
Paramount's intermediate film
methodi gives a picture almost ,

as good as standard motion
picture projection.

Minority Gets

Metro Bmshoff

CONSENT DEGREES British 5% Quota Cut Seen as Bid

For Bai^ainuig Position atD.C Parley

_ A bickering aggregate of minor
Metro stockholders, in a mood for

beeflng, stretched the company's
annual meeting Friday (25) far

past the usual luncli-hour adjourn-

ment. The complaints made up in
volume and vehemence for what
they

.
lacked in specifics, ranging

the gamut from the trivial to
the silly. Nadir was hit when
one particularly .noisy shareholder
squawked because the manage^
ment had failed to number the
pages of the annual report.
Even the announcement by _ J,

Robert jRubini_j[fineraLcDUnsel pre-
siding at the conclave, that Metro's
earnings had bounced 'sharply in
the second quarter of fiscal '49

failed to quell the dissidents.
Group, however, was as weak in
voting power as they were strong
in decibels. It failed to stop a vote
of confidence and, thanks to the
management, passed by the stock-
holders.
Rubin had cause^ to complain

frequently a h ou t stockholders
"who come to these meetings in a
belligerent mood." Metro topper
neatly handled the scattered heck-
lers, turning the laugh on them in

frequent . exchanges. The main
gripe, apparently, was the decline
of the market value of Loew's com-
mon stock, and the chief pitch was
that the company should reduce
salaries: Management, however,

(Continued on page 14)

Consent decrees currently winding
up. the anti-trust actions against
major companies are, in the opin-
ion of many trade observers, anti-
climactic. Final divorcement of
theatres from the production-dis-
tribution end of the business is
seen as of relatively minor impor-
tance to the overall changes that
have resulted in the industry since
the Dept. of Justice filed its mo-
nopoly, suit 11 years ago.
An accumulation of concessions

has been made to the Government
by the majors in that time that
has almost completely revolution-
ized the sales and exhibition sides
of picturedom. Most significant
effect, in taking a long glance back-
ward, ..is that xompetition within
the industry has been tremendous-
ly increased^precisely the object
of the D. of J., of course.

Result of this, many film men:
are ready to admit, has not been
the death knell so direly predicted
before the initial consent decree
was inked in 1940. Instead, the
eventual outcome is very : possibly
seen as more eoin for everyone.
With producers, distribs and exhibs
shaken out of the accepted pat--

terns of the industry that hard-
ened during the '20s and '30s (the
wartime '40s made for an untypi-
cal era), they are being forced into
a battle that may well make for
better pictures and better selling—
both to the exhibitor and by the
exhibitor. Result will be more
money in the industry pot to divvy.

Finale to blockbooking and blind
selling that came with the first

consent decree has been perhaps
the most revolutionary change, vis-

ible at a glance, resulting from the
Government action. More difficult

(Continued 'On page 20)

No Loophole
. London, March 29,

British government has been
unable to. find a loophole in
the Havana and Geneva . trade
agreements which would per:-'

mit it to reintroduce the rent-
ers' quota. Renters quota,
which was abolished last fall,

required all distribs in Britain
to handle a specific percentage
of British-made footage.

. Restoration of this (;(liota

was advocated by the Cinema
Exhibitors Assn. and National
Assn. of Theatrical Kine Em-
ployees, but the Board of
Trade advised a government
committefi that international

:
agreemeiitts precluded such ac-
tion, i. J

M-G

Holds Best Spot To

To Nip Divorcement
The belief that Metro holds the

Mrongest defensive position of any
of the Big Five to beat the Gov-
ernment's anti-trust divorcement
arlve-rone widely shared by in-
oustry legalites—was strengthened
By J. Robert Rubin, Metro's gen-
eral countel, at last week's stock-
nolder meet. Rubin, who chair-
manned the meeting, was emphatic
wjat the company will make no
enorts for a settlement of the
»un along the lines of the Para-
•nount.RKO splitup tieals.
in the 22 locales where Loew's

operates theatres, Rubin told the
»nareholders, there are no closed
wtuations. In each, the company
;™ substantial competition from
indies and affiliates. "We are there-
lore hopeful that Loew's position

hi*
„*=onsldered legally unassaila-

we. Rubin said.
,

~(,.f*f'™'s legal toppei- is of the

v{""„
" '"at neither 20th-Fox nor

, tied, but the trade practices section
"drner Bros, will settle their suits has been holding things up.

A settlement can come at any

tirtie that the Goviernmeiht arid the

Schinie lawyers: bridge the little

gap hetween theSa byer tlie trade

practices section.

Dickering Continues

On Schine Decree

SIMPP Ipores Snub

By MPAA to Sit In

Anglo-Yank Session
Burned-at-the-failure of the-Mo-

tion Picture-Assn. of America- to

invite it to . sit in on the sessions
of the Joint Anglo-American Film
Council next month. Society of In-

dependent Motion Picture Produ-
cers will nevertheless take no ac-

tion on the matter or make repre-
sentations to MPAA prexy Eric
Johnston. That was determined at

a meeting last Friday ( 25 ) of the
eastern committee of SIMPP with
Ellis Arnall, president of the indie

group.
Lengthy discussion ended in the

conclusion that SIMPP had no
grounds for a squawk unless the

See Connnons Sure

To 0J(. 40% Today
... London, March 29.

Although House of Commons
debate on the revised. 40% quota,
law is scheduled to open tomorrow
(Wed) and continue the next day,
it's a foregone conclusion that the
Board of Trade reconlmendation
will be adopted. The Laborites are
making the vote a party issue and
there Will be the threat of disciplin-
ary action against the M.P.'s who
might choose to oppose the figure:

Among exhibs there U strong
feeling against Harold Wilson,
Board of Trade presidents for hav-
ing ignored representations made
on their behalf. Only a few hours
before he made his decision, Wil-
son listened to a plea by the Cin-
ema Exhibitors . Assn. that the first

feature quota be brought down to
25% with a token quota of 10%
for supporting pix.

- The -producers, on the other
hand, make no -secret of their
pleasure at the outcome of the
negotiations. The only opposition
labor voice is that of Tom O'Brien^
M.P. and general secretary of the
National Assn. of Theatrical Kine
Employees, who declares that Wil-
son would have rendered a greater
service to the industry if he had
encouraged the production of qual-

ity British pix and had accepted a
greater cut in the quota.
Speaking at the annual luncheon

of the Assn. of Specialized Film
Producers, prexy F. A. Hoare ex-

pressed satisfaction that Wilson
hadn't succumbed to pressure to

He expressed regret
American delegation made CQfnmit , ... .

ments which would Involve indies. I

the quota

SIMPP, as it has made clear be-
1 H'A' y!f5f_i'^^i' L^^l".i=?_'^''E!.!

fore, will no longer feel in any

Washington, March 2^.

Bickering continues here on a
consent decree with the Schine
theatres. Currently, the activity

has simmered down while the

Schine lawyers work on proposals] , c- -u . , r-.i^^i.-.K iiirnA »v.Uf
for the trade practices section pf |and Sir Henry French, BFPA chief

the decree. The list of theatres to
'

be divested has already been set-

way bound by foreign agreements
in the making of which it is not
represented.

Otherwise, It was agreed, MPAA
and the British Film Producers
Assn. are wholly Within their

rights, in holding private sessions

without reps of the indie produ-
cers. "U. S. delegation to the Coun-
cil, which will meet April 21-23

in Washington, consists of Para-
mount prexy Barney Balaban, Me-
tro topper Nicholas M. Sdhenck
and Johnston. Britons are J.

Arthur Rank, Sir Alexander Korda

sive raising of the barrier since
protection, he said, was absolutely
essential in the process of building
domestic prodnctioni

on a divorcement basis. Twentieth,
«« said, "hopes to save the vast

Atontinued On page 20)

Weiimii's Par 0.0

jmount Service Corp., returned to

iwin.
i^onday (28) from his first

tor"*iJ''rough Malco circuit terrl-

cuit assigned this cir-

kev ph^ « week visiting

tag i^-
setup, includ-

SprinB«
L""** Hot^nes. Pt. Smith and Fayettes-

RKO Eyes 'Eiffel Tower*
Hollywood, March 29.

Howard Hughes will eye the

Franchot Tone-Irving Allen indie,

"Man on the Eiffel Tower," this

week with a view toward possible

RKO release.
previously talked to

Hal Wallis Doubling

Quota of Pix for Par
Hollywood, March 29;

Hal Wallis' annual quota of three

features for Paramount release will

be increased to five this year, and
possibly six. Producer's new con-

tract with the studio calls for 12

pictures with an overall budget of

$18,000,000.
Currently Wallis has "Rope '.of

Sand" in the editing stage and "My
Friend Irma" and "File on Thelina
Jordon" in work. Others slated for

1949 are "September." starring

Joan Fontaine, and "The Furies,"

Friars Dinner Salutes

Sid Grauman's Recovery
- Hollywood, March 29.

Toppers in the film business,

about 300 of 'em, turned out to

pay homage to Sid Grauman at a

testimonial dinner at the Friars

Club. It was the first testimonial

even held in those precincts» All
previous dinners were Toastfests in

which the guest of honor was put
on the pan. This time all was
sweetness and gentility. The din-

ner was held to welcome him back
to good health, after a severe ill-

ness.

Rupert Hughes opened as toast-

master,- subbing for George Jes-
sel, the original e^try. Later in
the evening' an anbient character
was introduced as M. S. Levirie,

the oldest exhibitor in the uni-
verse. When he removed his white
whiskers he was revealed as none
other than Jessel.

Adventures and gags in the early
days of Hollywood were recounted
by Joe Schenck, Mack Sennett,
Samuel Goldwyn, Darryl Zanuck;
Charles P. Skouras^ Jack L. War-

• Opinion is held by U. S. film
men that British Board of Trade
prexy Harold Wilson's move last
week in announcing a British quota
reduction of only 5% was aimed
at putting the English delegation
in a favorable bargaining position
when the Joint Anglo-American
Film Council meets in Washington
next month. It is expected that the
Britons will express their willing-
ness to prevail upon Wilson for a
further reduction of the quota if
the Americans are willing to make
concessions.

Anticipation is that the United
Kingdom producers will be seek-
ing a break in playing time folf
their pix OH American circuits.
Yanks have already made it re-
peatedly clear that there is no way
of committing themselves to such a
project. Best they could do Would
be to make vague promises of help
regarding their own houses and
promise to use moral suasion on
other circuits.

Even such help will not be of-
fered now unless the British are
able to make very solid conces-
sions on the quota. Although the
delegation is not representative of
the government, but merely of the
British Film Producers Assn., it is
anticipated that it must have some
very real power to bargain; Other-
wise, it is thought, the BFPA would
not have been so anxious to hold
the meetings. Americans have
been cold to the sessions,

Hope of using the quota as a
bargaining wedge at the Council
stanzas in Washington April 21-23
is seen as the only reason thai
Wilson disregarded the recommen-
dation of the British Films Advi-
sory Council to reduce the figure
to 33V&% and came out for the
40% quota instead of the present
45%.

• In any «ase, the minor trimming
that Wilson promises has ' U. S.
filmites sizzling to the extent that
the British delegation will step to
the plate at the Washington ses-
sions with two_..strikes already—.
against it. Britons are -J, Arthur -
Rank, Sir Alexander Korda and Sii^
Henry French, of the BFPA; Amer-
icans are Eric Johnston, Motion
Picture- Assn. of America topper;
Paramount prez Barney Balaban
and Metro chief Nicholas M.
Schenck.

Producers . .

United Artists prez Grad Sears but ' with Barbara Stanwyck. A possible
, ^ , _ ^ w .

the deal didn't go through. A Paris starter is "No Escape," with Burt i

ner, Al Jolson, George Bums and

locationer, film was lensed in Cine- J Lancaster in top spot. 1
Mayor Fletcher Bowron.

Rank-Korda's Sales

Accord in Certain

Foreign Markets
Deal currently being worked out

by which J. Arthur Rank's distrib-
uting organization would handle
the product of competitor Sir
Alexander Korda in certain foreign
territories is alm%d at assuring ^

maximum returns for British films,
regardless of the producer. Coun-
tries, outside of England, Where
Rank wilt distribute Korda pix are
those in which Rank owns theatres.

While Rank and Korda may in
a manner compete with each other
in England, objective Of both of
them is not only maximum income
for their films, but rtiaximum
quantity of foreign exchange
amassed for Britain. It is figured
that this can best be accomplished
by .having the pix released by a '

distrib who can throw them into
his own houses.
Korda has his own distributing

company, British Lion, but it does
not have branches in a number of
nations, such as Australia and
South Africa, where Rank has cir-

(Gontinued on page 18)

Daff's U-Rank Progress
Al Daff, assistant foreign man-

ager of Universal, returned to New
York Sunday (27), following three
weeks in London.
He was fn England to protest

failure of the J. Arthur Rank cir-
cuits to give Universal adequate
bookings. Rank owns a large block
of stock in U. It is understood that
Daff made some advance in getting
an improvement of the Iwoking
situation.



Universal-International

extends its congratulations to tke

J. Artkur Rank Or^aniziation

^ W tte ^

Academy Awards won ty

HAMLET
as tke

Best Picture

of the Year

am

'aurence \yiwier
as tlie

Best Actor

of the Year

and for tlie Awards
to CARMEN DILLON

for iha Beet Set Decoration;

to ROGER K. FURSE
for the Bagt Art Direction,

and the Best Costume Design.

Univetsal-Intemational Release
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Spring Weather Ups (%irCoinman(r

Sock $31000, 'Joan' Terrif $35,0i.

'Belinda -ladre' Tidy 13G on Awards
Chicago, March 29. +

Soring breezes are blowing

iipavv grosses for Loop houses this

rnund. New product plus strong

SSldovers will give downtown thea-

fres their best week in months.

"Command Decision" at Woods
rt^pes soclco $31,000 while "Joan

nf Arc" at Grand on grind policy

•nil uDoed scalo should hit smash
5??000 "Canadian Pacific" at

Hoosevcit looks excellent $20,000.

"Sun Comes Up" at United Artists

leems set for neat $18,000.

Academy award honored "John-

iv Belinda" and "Sierra Madre" at

Apollo are likely to hit tidy $13,-

'"'lony Martin and "Whispering

Smith" at the Chicago lead the
gecond-weekers at nice $56,000.

"Mother Is Freshman" with Nellie

, LutcBer and Charlie Ventura band

at Oriental still is big $45,000.

"Palsan" at World in 10th week is

holding amazingly well.

Estimates for TWs Week
Apollo (B&K) (1,400; 50-98)—

"Johnny Belinda" (WB) and
"Sierra Madre" (WB). Neat $13,000

on return dates. Last week, "Ham-
let" (U) (17th wk). $6,000.

Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 50-98)—
"Whispering Smith" (Par) with

Tony Martin personal (2d wk).

Hefty $56,000 in sight. Last week,
$69,000 below hopes.

Garrick (B&K) (900; 50-98)—
"Bdmba" (Mono) and "Big Fight"
(Mono) (2d Wk). Fine $7,500. Last
week, $11,000.
Grand (RKO) (1,500; 75-$l,25)—

"Joan of Arc" (RKO), Sock $35,000.

looms on grind policy. Last week,,

"It Ain't Hay" (U) and "Ghost
Catchers" (U) (reissues), $12,000.

t . Oriental (Essaness) (3,400; 50-98)
—"Mother Is Freshman" (20th)

plus Nellie Lutcher. and Charlie
' Ventura orch onstage (2d yrk)^ Ex-

cellent $45,000. Last week, big
$59,000.
Palace (RKO) (2,500; 50-98)—

"Woman's Secret" (RKO) and I

"Blackie's Chinese Hevenge"
(RKO). Fair $15,000. Last week,
"Family Honeymoon" (U) (2d wk),
oke $12,000.

Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 50-98)—
"Canadian Pacific" (20th). Fast
$20,000. Last week, "South of St.

Louis" (WB) (2d Wk), $13,000.
Selwyn (Shubert) (1,000; $1.20-

$2,40)—"Red Shoes" (EL) (14th
wk). Standing up well at $12,000.
Last week, $12,400.

State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 50-98)—'!Undercover Man" (Col) (2d wk).
• Okay $20,000. Last week, $31,000.

United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 50-
98)—"Sun Comes Up" (M-G). Trim
$18,000 . Last week, "No Minor
Vices" (M-G), fair $14,000.
Woods (Essaness) (1,073; 98)—

'Command Decision" (M-G). Socko
$31,000, Last week, "Enchant-
ment" (RKO) (4th wk), $12,000.

SPRING CLIPS ST. LOO

ALBEIT 'DOOr $17,500
' St. Louis, March 29.
Trade at firstruns Is on the skids

with spring temperatures on tap.
Knock On Any Door" Is Out in

front among newcomers with "Kiss
in Dark" a strong second. "South
ot St. Louis" shapes just okay de-
spite title calculated to stir local
interest.

,
Estimates for This Week

^ Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 50-
75)— "Kiss in Dark" (WB) and
Flaxy Martin" (WB), Good $16,-

000. Last week, "Family Honey-
and "Incident" (Mono),

lo.OuQ,
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 50-75)—
South of St. Louis" (WB) and

tfenry. Rainmaker" (Mono). Okay
tV.OpO, Last week, "Boy Green
"air (RKO) and "Christopher
Blake" (WB), $14,000.
Loew's (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)—
Knock On Any Door" (Coi). Fine

Last week, "The Bribe"

rc> Land "The Search" (M-G) (2d
wk), $13,000.
..J"'s.s««ri (F&M) (3,500; 50-751—

;<i?'".''y Honeymoon" (U) and
,
*?P')on West" (RKO) (m.o.). Trim
(itT'"°'^-,

Last week, "Criss Cross"

« ^"1 "Walked by Night" (RL)
ta.o,), $6,500.

Louis (F&M) {4,000; .50-75)—
F ghting O'Flynnl'Nu) and "Kid-
SHPed (Mono) (2d wk). Down to
* eu

^after solid $10,000 opener.
,Shady Oak (F&M) ($1.20-$2.40)—

tn
*U) (10th wk). Climbing

J?„*5,000 from sturdy $4,000 last,
week on Academy laurels.
Shubert (Ind) (1,500; 50-75)—
wichantment" (RKO) (2d wk). 1

Sftial^e^er"

Estimates Are Net
Film gross estimates as re-

ported herewith from the vari-
ous key cities, are net, i.e.;

without the 20% tax. Distribu-
tors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net in-
Gom'e.
The parenthetic admission

prices, however, as indicated,
include the U. S. amusement
tax.

CARSON UNIT LIFTS

UW $31,000, CLEVE.
Cleveland, March 29.

Jack Carson's stageshow teamed
with "I Cheated the Law" is smart
at Loew's State and week's best
bet. Hipp's "Johnny Belinda " and
"Sierra Madre" are showing
strength,

Estimates for Thi$ Week
Allen (WB) (3,057; 55-70)—

"Walking Hills" (Col). Great $17,-
000. Last week, "Chicken Every
Sunday" (20th), $12,000.

Esquire (Community) (700; $2.40)
—"Red Shoes" (EL) (14th wk).
Fine $7,000, after $7,200 last
stanza.

Hipp (Warner) (3,465; 55-70)—
"Johnny Belinda" (WB) and "Sier-
ra Madre" (WB) (2d runs)

.

" Hearty
$18,000. Last week, "South of St.
Louis" (WB), $20,000.

Palace (RKO) (3,284; 65-70)—
"Dear to Heart" (RKO). Medium
$15,500. Last week, "To Sea in
Ships" (20th), $16,500.

State (Loew's) (3,450; 70-90) —
"Cheated Law" and Jack Carson
Stageshow with Marion Button,
Robert Alda. Stage layout upplng
to big $31,000. Last week, "Fam-
ily Honeymoon" (U) oke $10,000,

'P^eon'-T. Dorsey

Strong 19G, Balto
Baltimore, March 29.

Balmy- weather over weekend
nicked most downtown tills here,
with the only entry beating thS
opposition. "Take Me Out to Ball-
game,'* at Loew's Century, shapes
very big. Tommy Dorsey is help-
ing "Clay Pigeon" at combo Hip-
podrome to a strong, figure. Best
of list is just fair.

Estimates for This Week
Century (Loew's-UA) (3,000: 20-,

60)—"Ball Game" (M-G). Reachingi
out for wartime figure, with $21.-

000 likely. Last week, "Bride"
(M-G), $11,200.

Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240;
20-70) — "Clay Pigeon" (RKO).
Leaning on Tommy Dorsey orch
for strong $19,000. Last week,
"Parole, Inc." (EL), with big help
from Woody Herman orch, $18,300,

Keith's (Schanberger) (2,460: 20-
60)—"Red Canyon" (U). Fairish
response $11,000. Last week, "Nick
Beal" (Par), $9,800.
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 20r65) —

"Own True Love" (Par), Mild $4,-

000. Last week, "Bed Pony" (Rep),

$4,600.
New (Mechanic) (1,800; 20-60)-'

"Letter Three Wives" (20th) (3d

wk). Holding well at $7,000 after

good second round to $9,200.

Stanley (WB) (3,280; 2S5-75)—
"Johnny Belinda" (WB) (2d run).

Not getting any place at .¥8.000.

Last week, "South St. Louis" (WB)
(2d wk), mild $7,770.
Town (Rappaport) (1,500; 35-65)— "Mourning Becomes Electra"

(RKO), Not big $9,000 possibility.

Last week, "Dear to Heart" (RKO)
{2d wk), oltay $7,100.

'Witch' Real Whopper

In Denver at $25,000
Denver. March 29.

"Wake of Red Witch" is showing
the way here currently with a wow
total in three spots. "Dear to My
Heart" also is doing nicely at Or-

pheum. "Nick Bcal" is getting sec-

ond week at Denham but on fair

side.
Estimates for This Week

Broadway (Cinema) il.oOO; 3,=5-74)

."Act of Murder" (tJi and "Coun-

(Continued on page 18)

'Married' Stout $19,000,

Mont'l.; 'Road House' 17G
Montreal, March 29.

„ "Every Girl Married" and "Boad
House" will pace new entries here
this week. Both are sock. "Snake
Pit" is still holding strong in sec-
ond week,

Estimates for This Week
Loew's (C,T.) (2,855; 40-65)—

"Snake Pit" (20th) (2d wk). Fancy
$20,000 after smash first session at
$26,000.

Capitol (C.T.) (2,412; 34-60)—
"Yellow Sky" (2d wk). Trim $12,-
OQO following okay first week at
$17,500.
Palace (C.T.) (2,625; 34-60)—

"Every Girl Married" (RKO). Big
$19,000. Last week, "Jassy" (EL),
dull $10,000.

Princess (C.T.) (2,131; 34-60)—
"Road House" (20th), Great $17,-
000, Last week, "Beyond Glory"
(Par) (2d wk), fair $7,500.
Imperial (C.T.) (1,839; 26-45)—

"Blood and Sand" (20th) (reissue)
and "Gay Intruders" (20th), Nice
$8,500, Last week, "Letter Un-
known Woman" (U) and "Miss
Mink '49" (20th), steady $7,500,
Qrpheum (C.T.) (1,040; 34-60)—

"Innocent Aff'air" (UA) and "Kings
of Olympics" (UA). Oke $5,000.
Last week, "This Is New York"
(UA) and "Valiant Hombre" (UA)
(2d wk); $4,800.

'St. Louis' Sturdy

$25,000 Toils Det.

Detroit, March 29.
No stageshow this week at the

Fox, and it is helping many other
spots downtown. Best bet cur-
rently looks like Michigan's "South
of St, Louis" which shapes sturdy.
Comparatively bigger is "Com-
mand Decision" at the Adams.

Estimates for This Week
Fox (Fox-Mich) {5,000; 70-95)-^

"Mother Is Freshman" (20th) and
"Intermezzo" (SRO) (reissue). Just
okay $26,000. Last Week, "Chicken
Every Sunday" (20th) with Arthur
Godfrey's Talent Scouts unit on-
stage, solid $40,000.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;

70-95)—"South of St. Louis" (WB)
and "Parole, Inc." (Mono). Sturdy
$25,000. Last week, "John Loves
Mary" (WB) and "Flaxy Martin"
(WB), $19,000.
Palms (UD) (2,900; 70-95) —

"Walked by Night^' (EL) and "16
Fathoms Deep", (Mono) (2d wk);
Fine $16,000. Last week, big
$24,000,

United Artists (UD) (2,000; 70-
95)—"Kiss in Dark" (WB) and
"Homicide" (WB). Okay $14,000.
Last week, "Mourning Becomes
Electra" (RKO), oke $15,000.
Madison (UD) (1,800; 70-85)—

"Walking Hills" (Col) and "Song
of India" (Col) (2d wk). Fair
$14,000. Last week, good $17,000.
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 70-95)—

"Command Decision" (M - G).
Strong $15,000. Last week, "Fam-
ily Honeymoon" (U) and "High-
way 13" (SG), (2d wk), $10,000.
Dowiltown (Balaban) (2,800; 70-

95)—"Act of Violence" <M-G) and
"Winner Take All" (Mono). Thin
$8,000. Last week, "Kissing Ban-
dit" (M-G) and "Feathered Ser-
pent" (Mono) (2d wk), $7,000.

KNIGHT T(J EKO-
Arthur Knigiit, ass't curator of

the Museum of Modem Art's film

division, is moving into RKO.
Knight will work along with Ar-
thur Good in the domestic distribu-

tion of 16m pix.

He takes over his new job Mon-
day (4).

B'way MaHb Time; 'El Paso -Jordan 5^

Anthony Orch $70,0i, ICiss'-Lombardo

I, 'Outpost -Jenkins'Cardini 64G
- Despite six new bills, the first,

really warm two-day weekend is

cutting into Broadway flrstrun

business this session. Lenten sea-

son and slight recession in indus-

trial activity also are factors but

undoubtedly the trek of thousands
outdQors, via auto or on foot, hurt

most. Mercury soared above ' 70

Sunday (27) after a mild Saturday,

and many of people jamming
Broadway Sunday were just out for

the stroll. Most houses had their

cooling plants in operation as add-
ed lure.

Minor cuts in weekday admis-

sions apparently exerted no Infiu-

ence. In fact, those in forefront .of

price trims are suffering most this
week.

Best showing of new pictures is

being made by "El Paso," with
Louis Jordan Five, Ray Anthony
band at Paramount where very
good $70,000 looms. "Outpost In
Morocco" with Gordon Jenkins
band and Cardinl heading stage-
show shapes jijst okay $64,000 at
Capitol.

"Kiss In Dark," with an assist
from Guy Lombardo band topping
stage bill, is on disappointing side
at around $52,000 at Strand. "Casa-
blanca" is nic~e $20,000 on reissue
at Mayfair. "Bad Boy" is a baddie
with $13,000 at Palace, and stays
only three extra days.' "Daughter
of West" will be lucky to reach
$8,000 at Rlalto.

Holdovers and extended - runs
generally are hardest hit ' this
round. Even "Ball Game" at State
dipped s^harply to $27,000 in third
week. "Knock On Any Door"
skidded to $12,000 for sixth Astor
frame. "Little Women" was off

$10,000 to $115,000 on third session
at Music Hall but enough to win
a fourth week.

Estimates, for This Week
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 60-$1.80)

—"Knock On Any Door" (Col) (6th
wk). Still on slUds with only about
$16,000 likely this round; fifth,

mild $18,000. "We Were Strangers"
(Col) opens April 26.

Bijou (City Inv.) (589; $1.20-$2.40)

—"Red Shoes" (EL) (23d wk).
Holding well at $15,000 of near
after $15,100 for 22d wk. Stays
on indef._ _ _ _

Cajpltoi (Loew's) (4,820; 8Q-$i.80)—"Outpost in Morocco" (UA) with
Gordon Jenkins orch, Cardini
heading stageshow. Initial week
ending today (Wed.) shapes just
okay $64,000 or less. Holds. In
ahead, "3 Godfather!!" (M-6) with
Sammy Kaye orch, others, onstage
(3d wk), small $38,000.

Criterion (Moss) (1,700; 50-$1.75)
—"The Set-Up" (RKO). Opened
yesterday (/Tues.). In ahead, "Criss
Cross" (U) (3d wk-4 days), thin
$8,000 after $16,000 for secoad
round.

Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 50-$1.20)
—"Impact" (UA) (2d wK). Not
holding well at $10,500 despite
price cut, after mild $15,000 initial

week. Stays another round, with
"The Champion" (UA) scheduled
to open April 9. h

Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 50-
$1.20)—"Casablanca" (WB) (re-

issue). Getting $20,000 '.or close,
fine for reissue; Holds. Tin ahead,

'Kettle'htm in K.C Giant $30,

'Jennie' Big $6,000, 'Kiss' Modest IIG

"Last Bandit" (Rep), only lasted
one week, doing slight $13,000.

Palace (RKO) (1,700; 55-$1.25)—.
"Bad Boy" (RKO) (2d wk-3 days).
First week highly disappointing at
$13,000, one of worst weeks here
in some time for a firstrun, "Shot
Jesse James" (FC) being pushed in
Friday (1).

Paramount (Par) (3,664; 55-$1.50)
—"El Paso" (Par) plus Louis Jor-
dan Tympany Five, Ray Anthony
orch, Pat Henning heading stage
bill (2d wk). First round ended
last night (Tues.) hit very good
$70,000. In ahead, "Nick Beal"
(Par) with King Cole Trio, Elliott
Lawrence orch (2d wk), $58,000.

Park Avenue (U) (583; $1.20-
$2.40)—"Hamlet" (U), (27th wk).
Twenty-sixth week climbed up to
$15,000, via Academy awards;
ahead of last stanza. Continues.

Radio City Music Hall (Rocke-
fellers) (5,945; 80-$2.40)— "Little
Women" (M-G) with stageshow (3d
wk). Doing nicely at $115,000, and
stays a fourth. Third was stout
$125,000, very near initial week.
"Connecticut Yankee" (Par) and
Easter stageshow opens April 7.

Rialto (Mage) (594; 44 - 98) —
"Daughter of West" (FC). Modest
$8,000 and does not hold. In ahead,
"Alaska Patrol" (FC) and "The
Judge" (FC), okay $7,500."

RIvoH (UAT - Par) (2,092; 60-
$1.25)—"Portrait of Jennie" (SRO).
Opens today (Wed.) after benefit
preview show last night (Tues.).
in ahead, "Snake Pit" (20th) (21st
wk-5 days), dim $3,500 after $8,400
for 20th week, below hopes.

Roxy (20th) (5,886; 80-$1.80) —
'-'Mother Is Freshman" (20th) plus
Phil Baker, Cab Calloway, iceshow
topping stage layout (3d-final wk).
Down to light $56,000 or less after
disappointing $68,000 for second.
'The 'Fan" tZOth) with Ginny
Simms, Arnaut Bros., "Merry
Widow" iceshow with Joan Hyl-
doft, Arnold Shoda onstage, opens
Friday (1).

State (Loew's) (3,450; 50-$1.50)—
"Ball Game" (M-G) (4th wk). Starts
today (Wed.). Third stanza fell off
sharply to $27,000 or Jess after nice
$37,000 foF Second week. Con-
tinues.

Strand (WB) (2,756; -'70-$1.75)—

"Kiss in Dark" (WB) plus Guy
Lombardo Orch, Frank Marlowe, .

Hoctor & Byrd onstage. WTith plug
for Jane Wyman as Academy win-
ner talking in"Dark,'! this is mod-
erately good $52,000 or near, Holds.
Last week, "South of St. Louis"
(WB) with Desl Amaz orch (3d
wk-5 days), slim $24,000.'

Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 95-
$1.80)—"Joan of Arc" (RKO)- (20th
wk). Current session is holding
fairly well at $13,500, after $16,000
for 19th week. Stays on.

Kansas City, March 29,

World preem of "Ma and Pa Ket-
tle" with stars of film in for per-
sonals pushed Tower, Uptown and
Fairway' to terrific total. "Portrait

of Jennie," day-and-date at Kimo
and Dickinson with $1 top shapes
big. "Knock On Any Door" at

Midland is just okay. Weather,
showing signs of spring, makes it

easier on theatregoers.
Estimates for This Week

Kinio — Dickinson (Dickinson)

(550, 735; 61-75-$l)—"Portrait of

Jennie" (SBO). Two smaller
houses in roadshow run. Big $6,000,

with Kimo doing bulk of biz. Last
week, "Day of Wrath" (Indie),

Kimo only, fair $1,200.
Midland (Loew's) (3,500; 45-65)—

"Knock on Any Door" (Col) and
"Miraculous Journey" (FC). Just
okay $14,000. Last week, "En-
cliRortment" (RKO) and "Blondie's
Big Deal" (Col), $12,000.

Orpheuwl (RKO) (1,900; 45-65)—
"Kiss in Dark" (WB) and "Homi-
cide" (WB) moderately good
$11,000. Last week, "Tarzan's
Magic Fountain" (RKO) and "Em-
braeeable You" (WB), ,$10,000.

Paramount (Par) (1,900; 45-65)—
"South of St. Louis" (Par) (2d wk).
Down to $8,000 from good $13,000
opening.
Roxy (Durwood) (900; 45-65)

—

'^Arkansas Swing" (Col) and"Can't
Take It With You" (Col) (reissue).

Usual $3,000. Last week, "Bad
Men Tombstone" (Mono) and
"Strike It Rich" (Mono), same.
Tower - Uptown - Fairway (Fox

Midwest) (2,100; 2,043; 700; 45-65)
—"Ma and Pa Kettle" (U) World
preem with p.a.'s of Marjorie Main,
Percy Kilbride, Meg Randall and
Richard Long opening day boost-
ing "this to terrif $30,000., Last
week "Sea in Ships" (20th)i sturdy
$16,000.

'DOOR' SWINGS SOCKO

$19,000 IN FAIR MPLS.
Minneapolis, March- 29.

Major newcomers continue
scarce, with only a trio of them
currently on deck. In order of
boxoffice importance, they are
"Knock on Any Door," "Kissing
Bandit" and "Countess of Monte
Cristo." The much in - evidence
holdovers include the roadshow
"Red Shoes" in its fifth week at
World, where big, and "Letter to
Three Wives." Rain hurt week-
end biz.

Estimates for This Week
- Century (Par) (1,600; 50-70)—.
"Countess Monte Cristo" (U). Good
$6,500. Last week, "Chicken Every
Sunday" (20th) (2d wk), okay $6,-
000.

Lyric (Par) (1,000; 50-70)—
"Johnny Belinda" (WB) and "Sier-
ra Madre" (WB) (2d runs). Brought
back on strength of Oscar show-
ings, and big $7,000 looms. Last
week, "Wake, Bad Witch" (Rep)
(3d wk), good $6,000, and boff
$27,000 for run.

Radio City (Par) (4,000; 50-70)—
"Letter Three Wives" (20th) (2d
wk). Still healthy at $13,000 af-
ter neat $16,000 opener.

RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 50-
70)*-"Knock Any Door" (Col).

Sock $19,000. Last week, "SoUth
of St. Louis" (WB), $12,500.
RKO-Pah (RKO) { 1 ,600; SO-70)—

-

"South St, Louis" (WB) (m.o.).

Fine $9,500. Last week, "Tar-
zan Magic Mountain" (RKO), $7,-
500. .

State (Par) (2,300; 50-70)—"Kiss-
ing Bandit" (M-G). Fair $10,000.
Last weeki "Command Decision"
(M-G) (2d wk), healthy $10,000.
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MILDRED PIERCE DOES IT AOAiH-aitif ei^erySo€fy te/fs

/

Positively! The attraction to top
every previous Joan Crawford
picture

i,jJim Om^pQUp
IN

FUMINGORQAD
SyONEy GREENSTREET-DAVID BRIAN ™.«»Au

MICHAEL CURTIZ

Scr««n W.y by ROBERT WILDER • Additional Dlaiogu. by eomuno H. NORTH
Based on • Playby ROBERT and SALLY WILDER

•OOK "THI MOVIfS AND VOO" IHOW SUBJICT SI(U($...THC STOftV 01 VOUH INOUSTIV

WARNER BROS'.

TRADE SHOW
APRIL 4

ALBANY
Warner Scremfng Room
79 N, P4arl Sf. • 12:30 P.M.

ATLANTA
20lh (intury-Fox Smoning Room
197 Walton St. N.W. • 2:30 PM.
VOSTON
RKO Screening Room

122 Arlington St. • 2:30 P.M.

BUFFALO
Paramount Screening Room
4M Franklin St. • 2:00 P.M.

CHARLOTTE
20th Century-Fox Screening Room
308 S. (hurch St. • 10:00 A.a

CHICAGO
Womec Screening Room
1307 So. Wobosh Ave. • 1:30 P.M.,

CINCINNATI
RKO Palace Th. Screening Room

-Palace Th. BIdg. E. 6th • 8:00 P.M.

CLEVCLANa
Warner Screening Room
2300 Poyne Ave. • 8:00 P.M.

DALLAS
20th Century-Fox Screening Room
1803 Wood St. • 2:00 P.M.

DENVER
. foramount Screening Room
2100 Stout St. • 2;0OP.M.

DES MOINES
20th Century-Fox Screening Room
4300 High St • 8:00 P.M.

DETROIT
film Exchange Building

2310 Cass Ave. • 2:00 P.M:

INDIANAPOLIS
SOth (entury^Fox ScfiMiIng Room

324NO. lltlnotsSl. V T:OOP.M

KANSAS CITY
20th Century-Fox Screening Room
1720 Wyandotte St. • 1:30 PJL

iOS ANGELES
Warner Screening Room

2025 S. Vermont Ave. • 2:00 P.M.

MEMPHIS
20lh Century-Fox Screening Room
IS1 Vance Ave. • 10:00 A.M.

MILWAUKEE
Warner Theotra ScrNnIng Room

212 W.Wisconsin Ave. • 2:00 P.M.

MINNEAPOLIS.
Warner Screening Reom
.1000 Currii Ave. • 2:00 PJH

NEW HAVEN
Warner Theotre Projection Room

70 College St. . 2:00 P.M.

NEW ORLEANS
20th Century-Fox Screening Room ,

200 S. liberty St. • AOOP.M.

MEW YORK
Home Offlce

S21 W. 44th St. . 2:30 P.M.

OKLAHOMA
SOlh Century-Fox Screening Room

10 Hoitb let St. • 1:30 P.M.

OMAHA
SOtb Century-Fox Screening Room

IS02 Davenport St. « T0:00 A.M.

PHILADELPHIA
Werner Screening Room

230 No. 13th St. • 2:30 P.M.

jPinSBURGH
20th Century-Fox Screening Room

171 S Blvd. of Allies • 1:30 P.M.

PORTLAND
Jewel Box Screening Room

1947 N.W. Kearney St. • 2:00 P.M.

SALT LAKE
20th Century-Fox Screening Room

216 East 1st South * 2:00 P.M.

SAN FRANCISCO
Paramount Scrtenhfg Room

205 Golden Gdte Ave. •1:30 P.M.

SEATTLE
Jewel Box Screening Room

2318 Second Ave. • 10:30 A.MI

ST. LOUIS
S'renco Screening Room

3143 Olive St. • 9:30 A M.

WASHINGTON
Werner Theotre Building

13th a E.Sts. N.W. • 10:30 A.*!



Spring Slaps Hub But 'St. Loo' Neat

I; 'Pacific' 21G, 'Happy' 14G
• i* Boston, March 29. -

finrini! lethargy seems to have

MtC around town this stanza

"u», not too much activity repprt-

"south of St. Louis" -at Met
town ' with neat session,

&k On Any Door." at Oi-

'tZrm and "Mother Is a Fresh-

S^kt Memorial, are .holding up

Srav in second stanzas. "Bed Can-

yln" and "Canadian Pacific"' are

'average. ., ^' ;

Estimates for This W«ek

Alitor (Jaycox) (1,200; 40-8,5)—

«Got a Stay'Happy" (U). Nof bad

*14 000. Last week, "Joan of Arc"

fRKO) (m.o.) (7th wk). $6,000 m
0 rtavs and moved to Esquire.

Rost'on (RKO) (3,200; 40-85)—

.'Chioken Every Sunday" (20th

and "Smokey Mountain Melody"

?rol) Mild $16,000. Last week,

'•Lucky Stiff" (UA) with Louis

Prima band topping stage show,

Sice $28,500.

Fenway (NET) (1.373; 40-85^—

••Canadian Pacific" (20th) and "The
. Hideout" (Bep). About average

Sooo. Last week "Johnny Be-

linda" (WB) and "Sierra Madre'

(WB) fair $6,000 on return date.

Mayflower (ATC) (700; $1.2.=5)—

"Portrait of Jennie" (SRO) (6th

wk>. Down to $4,500 with nice

$5,200 last.

Memorial (3,000; 40-85)—"Moth-

er Is Freshman" (20th) and "Black

Eagle" (Col) (2d wk). Nice $22,-

000 after $28,000 for first.

Metropolitan (NET) (4,367; 40-

85)—"South St, Louis" (WB) and

"I Clieated Law" (20th). Leading

town at neat $24,000, Last week,
'.'Nick Beal" (Par) and "Henry,
Rainmaker" (Mono). Disappoint-

ing .$18,000,

Orpheum (Loew) (3,000; 40-85)—

"Knock On Any Door" iColi and
"Blondie's Big Deal" (Col) (2d wki.

Down to $19,000 after solid $27,800

first.

Paramount (NET) (1,800; 40-85)

—"Canadian Pacific" (20thi and
"The Hideout" (Rep), Okay $13,-

000. Last week, "Johnny Belinda"
(WB) and "Treasure of Sierra

Madre" (WB), slim $9,000 for re-

turn of these.

Pilgrim (ATC) (1,800; 40-85)—
"Red Canyon" (U) and "Shamrock
Hill" (Indie)> About average $12,-

000. Last week, subsequent-run.

State (Loew) (3,500; 40-85)—
"Knock On Any Door" (Coli and
"Blbndie's Big Deal" (Col) (2d wk).
Okay $10,000 after nice $17,000
first.

Key City Grosses

Estimated Total Grosi
This Week .. .$2,840,000
iBased on 25 cities, 201

theatres, chiefly jirst runs, in-
cluding N, Y.).
Total Gross Same Week

Last Year ...... .$3,197,000
(Based on 22 cities, 214

theatres).

Urge Wonderful

$15,000 in L'vine

Louisville. March 29.

"That Wonderful Urge" at the
Rialto is leader here this weelc
at solid figure. Return of "Johnny
Belinda" at the Mary Anderson,
looks only mild. Advent of spring
weather is not helpful to biz.

Estimates tor This' Week
Mary Anderson (People's) (1,000;

45-65)—"Johnny Belinda" (WB).
Brought back coincident with
Academy Awards release but looks
mild $7,000. Last week, "Johii
Loves Mary" (WB) (3d wk), perky
$3 500. J •

National (Standard) (2.400; 50-85)

—"Loaded Pistols"' (Col) ' with
Monte Hale, others, onstage. Mod-
est .$5,000. Last week, "Shep
Comes Homo" (SGi and Billy

(Continued on page 18)

fffigjLA. Stai Skidding; 'Kiss' Not Virile

' mm, 'Evil' Slight mm, Award

Boosts 'Hamlet' to 8Ci, 'Door' 2% 3d

Buffalo, March 29.
"Kiss in Dark" and "Knock on

Any Door" are best bets liere tliis

week, both being sturdy, "Take Me
Out to Ball Game" looks nice for
second week,

;

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Loew's) (3,500; 40-70)—

"Ball Game" (M-G) and "Bad Luck
Blackie" (Col) (2d wk). Down to
nice $12,000. Last week, big
$19,000.
Great Lakes (Par) (3,400; 40-70)

—"Nick Beal" (Par) and "Own
True Love" (Par). Opens tomorrow
(Wed.). Last week, "Kiss in Dark"
(WB) and "Homicide" (WB), trim
$16,000.
Hipp (Par) (2,100; 40-70)—"South,

of St. Louis" (WB) (2d wk). Off to

$6,000. Last week, sock $12,000.
Teck (Loew's) (1,400; 40-70)—

"I Shot Jesse James" (SG) and
"Highway 13" (SG). Oke $3,500.
Last week, "Mother Is Preshroian"
(20th) (m.o.), $3,700.

Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 40-70)—
"Knock on Any Door" (Col) and
"Blondie's Big Deal" (Col). Lusty
$18,000. Last week, "Life of Riley"
(U) and "Miraculous Journey"
(FC), $19,500 in 10 days.
Century (20th Cent) (3,000; 40-

70)—"Plunderers" (Rep) and "An-
gel on Amazon" (Rep). Okay at

$10,000 or more. Last week, "Dear
to My Heart" (RKO) and "Jiggs,
Maggie in Court" (Mono), $12,000.

'BaU Game' Wow $21,000

In Pitt; 'Kettle Lusty 9G,

'Belinda'-ladre' $11000
Pittsburgh. March 29.

"Take Me Out to Ball Game" at
Penn has things much to itself this

week, and about the only thing in

town makiilg much of an impres-
sion. Even all the Academy bally-

hoo is not helping "Johnny Be-
linda" and "Sierra Madre" at Stan-

II •O'lnAAA tr • JAPiltw. "Down to Sea ia Ships" looks

Hot $18,000, CriSS DGi^o so at Hanis^ ' '
' Estimates for This week

End of Paper Strike

Boosts Port.; 'Mother'

Estimated Total Gros»
This Week ...... .$506,500

(Based on IC tneatres)

Last Year .$900,500

(Based on 24 theatres)

'Belmda'-ladre'

Hep $9,000. Cincy
: Cincinnati, March 29.

Overall score for major stands
currently shows signs of spring
fever. Only new bills, "diss
Gross" and "Force of Evil," are in
moderate temp>u, with former in
lead. Support of Frances Langford,
Jon Hall, others, has "Flaxy Mar-
tin" landing town's biggest coin.
Academy awards are helping
"Johnny Belinda" and "Sierra
Madre" at Grand. ..

Estimates for "This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 60-94> —

"Flaxy Martin" (WB) plus Frances
Langfordi Jon Hall, others, on-
stage. Pleasing $24,000. Last week,
"Clay Pigeon" (RKO) with Frankie

(Continued on page 18

1

'Ships' Smooth

I, PhiUy
Philadelphia, March 29.

Film business here seems to be
marking time, with big product
reserved' for Easter holidays. Com-
bination of Lent and spring
weather cut down trade over the
weekend, "Down to Sea in Ships"
looks standout at the Fox. "Alias
Nick Beal" is only so-so at the
Stanley, '

'

- Estimates for This Week
,
Aldine (WB) (1,303; 50-99)—

.Bed Pony" slowed down to $8,000,
Last week, fine $12,800,
Boyd (WB) (2,360; 50-99)—
Woman's Secret" (RKO), Oke

$13,600. Last Week, $18,500.
Earle' (WB) • (2,700; 50-99)—
Johnny Belinda" (WB) and "Si-

en-a Madre" (WB) (2d runsi. Fair
$14,500. Last week, "Shockproof"
(Col), $15,000.
Fox (20th) (2,250; 50-99)—"To

Sea in Ships" (20th). Town's leader
at brisk $28,000. Last week, "Let-
ter Three Wives" (20th) (3d wk),
fine $18,000.

Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 50-
»»).—"Bribe" (M-G) (2d wk). Good
t-ij.000 after $20,000 initial stanza.

(Goldman) (1,000; 90-

?i of Arc" (RKO) (14th
JL*'' Picked up for closing week at
«,50(). Last week, $7,000.

Keith's (Goldman) (1,300; .50-99)

r: Iioi-ce of Evil" (M-G). Strong
JIO.WO. Last week, "Command
Oecisipn" (M-G) (6th wk), $0,500.
t.J"«?f'»aMm (WB) (4,360; 50-99
*amily Honeymoon" (U)
Okay $15,000. Last week
J'?«ley (WB) (2,950;
Nick Beal" (Par). Fair

kvi, ^o*"?^' "South of StWB) (2cl wk), $14,500.

"Tnf?",*""; <WB) (1,475; 50-99)—
Jesse James" (SG). Slim

frn',, ; .'"P'* week, "Tarzan's Magic
mountain" (RKO), $9,000.
Mi'lMs-I-'Ux (T-L) (500: $1.20-
W.40i--"Re(j Shoes" (ED (14th

SRonn^}''*^"'* $8,000 after slipping
8.200 last week.

Portland, Ore.. March 29.
\

Settlement of month-old news-
paper strike, goed weather and i

good new pix are showing results

at downtown houses this week.
"Mother Is Freshman" is the big
coingettcr. "Chicken Every Sun-
day" and "Cn.ss Cross" also are

shaping up well.

Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parker) (1,832; 50-85)—"Criss Cross" tU) and "Angel in

Exile ' (Rep). Strong $9,000. Last
week, "Siren Atlantis" (UA) and
"High Fury" (UA), $6,400.

Oriental (H-E) (2,000; 50-85)-—

"Mother Is Freshman" (20th) and
"Amazing Mr. X" (EL), day-date

with Or^euni. Torrid $7,000. Last

week, "Canadian Pacific" (20th)

and "Pardle, Inc." (EL), $5,400.

Orpheum (H-E) (1.750; 50-85)—
"Mother Is Freshman" (20th) and
"Amazing Mr. X" (ED, also Orien-

tal. Torrid $11,000. Last week,

"Canadian Pacific" (20th) and "Pa-

role, Inc." (EL), $9,500.

Paramount (H-E) (3,400; 50-85)—

"Chicken Every Sunday" (20th)

and "Night Wind" (20th) (2d wk).

Fine $8,000. Last week, excellent

$9 200
ianited Artists (Parker) (895; 50-

85)—"ComcEiand Decision' (M-G)

•(4th wk). Good $5,500. Last week,

$6,600.

Fulton (Shea) (1.700; 45-80)—
"Ma and Pa Kettle" (U). Didn't

open so big but climbing to tall

$9,000. Last week. "Red Pony"
(Rep). $5,500.

Harris (Harris) (2,200; 45-80)—
"To Sea In Ships" (20th >. Good
notices but sluggish $13,000 lOoks
all in 8 days. Last week. "Life, of,

Rilev" (U), $13,200.
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 45-80)

—"Ball Game" (M-G). Brisk $21,-

000. May hold. Last week, "Fam-
ily Honeymoon" (U). $15,000.

"Stanley (WB) (3,800; 45-80)—
"lohnny Belinda" (WBi and
"Sierra Madre" (2d runs). All

Academy Oscars not helping these,

with depressing $11,000 likely.

Last week,- "South of ' St. Louis"
(WB), neat $17,500.
Warner (WB) (2,000; 45-80)—

"South St. Louis" (WBi (m.o.).

Okav $7,500. Last week, "Tarzan's

Magic Fountain" (RKO). $6,000.

'Honeymoon' Happy In

Seattle, 13G; 'Pony' 8G

(3d wk>.
,
$16,000.
50-99)—
$22,000.
Louis"

'JOAN' SMASH $22,000,

TORONTO; 'KISS' $7,000
Toronto, March 29.

"Joan of Arc," helped by the ap-

peal of opening the University,

new 1,556-seater, is strongest;entry

here this week, "Kiss in Dark

also is hefty at Tivoli. Top hold-

over is "Wake of Red Witch m
third Odeon week.

,

Estimates for This Week
_^

Imperial (FP) (3.373; 36-66)—

"Sea in Ships" (20th) (2d wk). Big

$13,000 after last week's $17,000.

Loew's (Loew) (2 096; 36-66;-

"Force of Evil" (M-G), Fairish

$12,000. La.st week, "Command
Decision" (M-G) (3d wk). satisfac-

'"^dlonTliank) (2.390; 35-$l,20)-

"Wake Red Witch" (3d wk). Still
^

great .1;11,000 after last week's sock i

^^Shea's (FP) (2,386; 36-66)-

".Tohn Loves Mary" (WB) (2d wk)

Okay $6,000 after la.st week s good

^^Tivoli (FP) (1,431; 36-66)-"Kiss
j

in Dark" (WB). Hefty $7,0(^0 Last

,

week. "Man About House" (20th),
|

.$4,500.

-S'of 'At'c'' (RKO). sock $22..
" subsequent-run

Seattle, March 29.

Town is mostly holdover this

week, and few newcomers are

strong. An exceptiljft to. the slug-

gish tone is "Family Honeymoon'
fancv at Fifth Avenue.

" Estimates for This Week
Coliseum (1,877; 50-84i — "Siren

Atlantis" (UAf and "S. O. S. Sub-
marine" (SG). Slow $7,000. Last

week, "Fighting O'Flynn" (U) and
"Urubu" (UA), nice $9,600.

Fifth Avenue (H-Ei (2,349; 50-

84)
—"Family Honeymoon"; (U) and

"Clay Pigeon" (RKO). Fancy $13,-
000. " Last week, "Enchantment"
(RKO) and "Miss Mink" (20th), dull

$7,000.
Liberty (Ind) (1,650; 50-84)—

"Knock On Any Door" (Coli and
"Lone Wolf, Lady" (Col) (2d wk).

Big $10,000, getting great $14,000

last week.
orpheum (H-E) (2,600; 50-8*)—

"Red Pony" (Rep) and "High Fury"
(UA). Slim $8,000 or less. Last

week, "Canadian'Pacific" (20th) and
"Big Fight" (Mono) <2d; wk), big

$8,300.
Paramount (H-E) (3.039; 50-84)—

"South of St. Louis" (WB) and
"Jiggs, Maggie in Court" (Mono).

Slight $8,000. Last week, "Mother
Is Freshman" (20th)' and "Alaska
Patrol" (FC) (2d wk), 6 daySi oke
$7,000. „ .

Kooseveli (Sterling) (800; ,
50-84)

—"Johnny Apollo" .(20th) and
"This Mv Affair" (20th) (reissuesi.

(1 556' 75-$1.20) i
Okay $4,000. Last week, "Count of

(i.aDO, /o->i;^y
Ij^^nte Cristo" (ED and "Son of

Monte Cristo" (ED (reissues', hot

'Chicken' Tasty $18,000,

Prov.; 'Electra' Bright

$16,000, 'Bear Fair IIG
Providence. March 29.

Majestic is riding high and lead-
ing main stemmers with "Chicken
Every Sunday." Also good is RKO

j

Albee's "Mourning
tra." State returns
policy Thursday (31) when Sammy
Kaye comes in,

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 44-65)—

r

"Mourning- Becomes Electra"

(BKO) and "State Dept.-File 649"

(FC). Trim $16,000. Last week,
"Dear To Heart" (RKOi and "Clay
Pigeon" (RKO), $15,000.

Fay's (Fay) (1,400; 44-65) —
"Calcutta" (Indie) (reissue) and
Keye Luke heading stageshow.
Nifty $8,000. Last week, "Angel On
Amazon" (Re^) and George O'Han-
lon on stage, same.

Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 44-65)—
"Chicken Every Sunday" (20th) and
"The Judge" (20th). Strong $18,000.

Last week, "Sea in Ships" (20th)

(2d wk), good $12,000.

Metropolitan (Snider) (3,100; 44-
65)—"Bad Men of Tombstone"
(Mono) and "Big Fight" (Mono).
Meek $7,200, Last week, "Cover-
Up*' (UA) and "This Is N. Y." (UA),
$7,500.

State (Loew) (3,200: 44-65)—
"Knock Any Door" (Col) and "Valr
iant Hombre" (UAi (2d wk>.
Healthy $14,500. First week Was
steady $19,000.

Strand (Silverman) (2,200: 44-65)—"Shot Jesse James" (SGi and
"Shep Comes Home" (SG). Opened
Monday (28). Last week, "Nick
Beal" (Par) and "Rusty Saves Life"
(Col), so-so $11,000.

Los AngeleSi . March 29.

Firstrun trade here still is coast-
ingi with no outstanding dirawsi
currently. Holdovers also are slow-
ing down pace. However, Academy
Award win by "Hamlet" is boosting
it to $8,000 on 22d week at small-
seater Four Star.

"Kiss In Dark," among hew--
comers, shapes medium $43.0()O In
three tlieatres despite Jane Wy-
man's Oscar as best actress. "Foi-ca ,

of Evil" also is only fair $36,000 in
three sites, "Knock On Any Door"
Is Sighting nice $25,000 final (3d)
frame, two houses. Slecoind Weeli
of ''Mother Is Freshman" looks
modest $33,000 in four situations,
while "Family Honeymoon" is slow
$25,000 in five spots, also second.

,

Of extended-runs, "Red Shoes"
is holding well at $8,500 in 13th
week at Pine Arts, "Paisan" hit
okay $6,400 in fifth El Bey frame,
and "Joan of Arc'- Is $2,200, ninth
Apollo week.

Estimates for This Week
Beverly Hills, Downtown, Hawaii,

Hollywood Music Halls (Prin-Cor)
(834; 902; 1,106; 512; 5.5-$l)—"Lady
of Burlesque" (UA) and "Guest in
House" (UA) (reissues). Slim
$14,500. Last week. "Lucky SOff'?
(UA) and "Riders WhiStUng Pines"
(Col), $12,800.

Chinese, Loew's State, Loyola,
Uptown (FWC) (2,048; 2.404; 1,248;
1,719; 60-$l)—"Mother Is Fresli-
man" (20th) and "Lone Wolf Lady"
(Col) (2d wk). Moderate $33,000.
Last week, pleasant $48,100.

• Downtown, Hollywood, Wilterli
(WB) (1,757; -2,756: 2,344; 60-$l)—

v

"Kiss m Dark" (WBi and "Flaxy
Martin" (WB): Mediirai' $43,000.
La-st week, "South St. Louis" (WB)
(2d wk), $26,300.

Egyptian, Los Ang'ele% Wilshire
(FWC) (1,.538; 2,097: 2,296; 60-$l)-^
"Force of Evil" (M-Gi and "Man
About Hou.se" l20th). Fair $36,000.
La.st week. "Sun Comes Up" (M-G)
and "Bribe" (M-Gi l2d wki, $26,000.

„ I

Orpheum (D'town) (2,210: 60-$l)
Becomes Elec- g^y" (Monoi and "Joe Pa-
to slage-nim

| i^gj^j, j„ gig Fight" (Mono) (2d wk).
Down to $7,500 here, with $17,000
for 5 houses where day-dating. Last
week, sturdy $18,500 here but just
okay $34,500 in 5 spots.

Patatages, RKO Hillstreet (Pan-
RKO) (2,812; 2.890; 50-$l )—"Knock
Any Door" (Coli and "Blondie's
Big Deal" (Col) (3d wk). Neat $25,-
000. Last week, good' $28,600.
Los Angeles, HolIyM'ood Para-

mounts (F&M) (3,398; 1,451; 60-$l)
—''Red Pony" (Rep) afld^"Angel lit-
Exile" (Rep) (2d wk)s-^ Dniy $16,-
OOO. Last week, slight $24,700.

United Artists, Riti (tJA-FWC)
(2,100; 1,370; 60r%V ^ "Family
Honeymoon'' (Ui and "Valiant
Hombre" (UA) (2d wk). Mild $14.-
000, with $25,000 for 5 day-dating
houses. Last week, okay $21,200
here, with $36,900 in 5 sites.

Four Star (UA-WC) (900; $1.20-
2.40)—"Hamlet" (U> (22d wk).
Solid $8,000. Last week, $5,600-.

Weems-Boswell Shoot

'Pigeon' to Dandy 20G,

Indpk; 'Honeymoon' 15G
Indianapolis. March 29.

Mild weather and Lenten slump
are clipping film biz here, with
spotty results at firstruns. Ted
Weems-Connee Boswell stage com-
bo is boosting "Clay Pigeon" to'

hefty take at Circle and ''Family
Honeymoon'' at Indiana is strong.'Riley' $12,000 Best Bet

kn t in, I • » >7/i Sut "Knock on Any Door" at

Umana! Ot. Louis l U i

Loew s is below expectations an*

•Red Canyon „^ of Arc" (RKO-

(Uf and "Crime'' |
wkt. Good $7,000 after trnn $10,-$10,000 or near,

cadilly Incident"

80-

(3d

(Indie), tepid $7,000. ; 1 000 last week,

Omaha, March 29.

Boxoffice generally shapes color-
less this week. "Family Honey-
moon" at the Paramount and "Life
of Riley" at Orpheum look best.

Estimates for This Week
Paramount (Tristates) (2,800; 16-

65) — "Family Honeymoon" (U),

Okay $11,000. Last week,"Mother
Is Freshman" (20th), $11,500.
Brandcis (RKO) (1,500; 16-65)—

"South of St. Louis" (WB) and
"Blondie's Big Deal" (Col i. Nice
$7,000. La.st week. "Dear to

Heart" (RKO) and "Loaded Pis-i
tols" (Col), smash $9,500.

Orpheunt (Tristates) (3,000; 16-
65)—"Life of Riley" (U) and "Re-
turn of Wildfire" (SG). Good
$12,000 or over. Last week, (20-

80), "Love of Mary" (U», with Gene
Krupa orch on stage,' not sock
$18,000.

State (Goldberg) (865; 16-65)—
"The Bribe" (M-G) and "Violence"
(Mono). Opened Sunday (27). Last

1 week, "Kissing Bandit" (M-G) and
I "Blackmail" (Rep), good $4,800,

smaller spots are just marking
time.

Estimates for This Week
Circle (Gamble-Dolle) (2.800:

60-90)—"Clay Pigeoii" (RKO) with
Ted Weems orch, Connee Boswell,
others, onstage. Dandv $20,000.
Last week, "Station West" (RKO)
and "Velvet Touch" (RKO), thin
$9,000 at 44-65 scale.

Indiana (G-D) (3,300; 44-65),^
"Family Honeymoon'' (Ui and
"Marvelous Journey" (FC). Ex-
tra good $15,000. Last week, "Let-
ter Three Wives" (20thJ and
"Caravan" (Col), $12,000.

Loew's (Loew's) (2,4.50; 44-65)

—

"Knock On Any Door" iCol) and
"Rusty Leads Way" (CoK, Fair
$12,000. Last week. "Bribe" (M-G)
and "Piccadilly Incident" (M-G),
$11,000.

Lyric (G-D) (1,600; 44-65)-^
"Urubu" (UA) and "Texas, Brook-
lyn" (UA). Thin S4,500. Last week,
"Castle on Hudson" (WBi and "Sgt.
York" (WB) (reissues), oke $5,000
in 5 days.
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Arlde of VcMgeamce*" (SONGS)
•

Hollywood, March Z9.

.«f rMeaae ot Richard Maib«um
p„«nount releaw o

ooddard, John

'">«J'"Kdon«W Carey; feature. Albert
^und, M!?2„ Sutton, Raymond Burr. Dl-

PeWerv.? MUrhell Lelson. Screenplay,

»«'.t*«,^X>e MSriHo«an; added dia-
fimll BHro*' ™n'„., -torv, Hogan; cam-

TonM. Troy Sandera, Llvlnil-

Lucretla " , . John laind

*"'""''iSl«i»,V.'.V Macdonald Carey
C*i«re

»<•«'"'•
..... Albert Dekkcr

Vanetti John Sutton
BttW?"! J Raymond Burr
lliohelotto.

>••'•;• charlea Dayton
gtittnox ..Donald Randolph
flulano - Hujg llobart
BioDora •j •

"i" . Nicholas Joy

pUippo — • Kate Drain Lawson
Cemma William Farnuni
f'^iT „f' (he' Guai'd . . Anthony Caruso
Cai'ts'n "'^

li lvsic an . . , • Douplas Spencer
The False I nysiciaii .

. ^ Gilbert
"WP^ "

'

.' Dean White
The Sentry-.-- Ed Millard
IJeralo •

- '

. .-, :Fr»nk Pu$lia
B»W ' .-. , Nestor Paiva

. giie Maypr.y

The poisonous BorRias, who in-

trmiuccd the lethal mickey ton to

earlHay Italy, provide the highly

Sntic adventure basis for

Se of Vengeance." The chi-

me^^cally inclined film fan will findS to his liking in the swash-

buckling, and "Bride" should get

Sff to a good start at the boxoffice.

It's escapist material, done with

9 liehtness that doesn't always fit

its adventuring, but with enough

swagger to back up the story . It

harfamiliar ingredients of this

tvoe adventure costumer, and

ttiere's not much ingenuity in the

way it has been ftlmed, but that

doesn't lessen its b.o, chances,

which are good. _

Title derives from Borgia role

played bv Paulette Goddard, who
marries John Lund, head of an

Italian state, to avenge the death

of an earlier husband, whom she

believes Lund had killed. Mixed in

with that is a state plot by her

Borgia brother to control all ol

Italy, including Lund's lands, and
latter's efforts to cast a cannon
large enough, to hold off attack.

Plot has plenty of bloodthirsty

moments, and Mitchell Leisen's di-

rection points them up as well as a i

good feeling of suspense as the
i

climax nears. Much of this comes i

from the evil .
projected by Mac-

'

-doiiBld Carey as the ruthless,

scheming Borgia who lets nothing
;

stand in the way of his plans.

Yarn is the type that would have
been enhanced by color, but the
black-and-white lensing by Daniel
L. Fapp shows off the period set-

tings capably, There are a few
scenes, however, in which Miss
Goddard luis not been phoio-
graphed advantageously, and make-
up was no help. Dialog given the
principals is generously sprinkled
witli liRht quips, particularly in

marital byplay between Miss God-
dard and Lund. Music score is good
and tlicrc :n-e three tunes spotted
for vocalling liy minstrels that are
in the mood of the period.
Raymond Burr helps the menace

strongly as Carey's chief henchman
and his work climaxes in a chill-

ing scene with the Borgia after
tliey have been defeated, both by
Lund's miraculous cannon and .the
romance that has develoned be-
tween the hero and Miss Goddard.
Albert Dokker, Lund's cannon-
maker; John Sutton, first husband
of the femme Borgia; Billy Gilbert.

J
minstrel, are among those who

furnish capable support;
Richard Maibaum has mounted

the picture with excellent physical
values to show off the lushness of
the period setting. Brog.

Diik4> of riii4^«{$o
, Hollywood, March 23.

,,,'Sf.P"''li<L,rcU'!ise of Stephen Ailcr pro-
?"™»"; Peniures Tom Brown- Audrey
nf.if '

Withers. Direclert b.v Ocoritc
i'

".C'ecnplay, Albert DcMond; based
mI„?,?^'-"'. I'Uclcn Gary: camera. John

editor. Clllt BeU. Previewed
Kunnlng time, «!• .HINS.

i™^v,,ni'ody * Tom Blown
Tm,' ,^."""lnKham Audrey r-om;

r ..I Grant Widicrs
r„! i.V ,V""'""ham . . p.-iul Harvey
nil. Skeeti OnllaEhcr
S'™ (""ninRliam 1,oi.s Hall

TSi n"'"'-' T^""< M'-lf"fih

hrL ,'?'"'"" lo.seph Crelinn

Keith Ruh.ird.i
«ce Maitm Del-'nre.-,l KpIIcv

t&^i K..mki,- V:.n
"gnt Announcer Dan Tdbcv

D.ile van Siclcel

Miniature Reviews
"Bride of Vengeance" (Songs)

(Par). Romantic costumer
witii Paulette Goddard, John
Lund. Macdonald Carey to
help b.o.

"Duke of Chicago" (Rep).
Minor prizefight programmer
for lowercase position.

"Dauehtcr of the West"
(Song) (Color) iFCi. Story of
the daughter of Ramona, okay
for general situation.s.

"Hideout" (Rep). Moderately
interesting meller for dual
bills.

"Rimfire" (SG). Okay west-
ern for action houses.

"The Queen of Spades"
(Pathe). British Pushkin
drama is sock art house fare.
"The Bad Lord Byron"

(GFD), Weak British historical
romance.

"Floodtide" (GFD). British
shipyard romance, for the
duals.

llld«Mmt
Republic release ol Sidney Picker pro-

duction. Features Adrian Bciotli, Llovd
Brulges, Ray Collins. Directed by I'hiiip

f'.!l''"'-c''^™?"»'^^> K- Butler, based
upon Saturday Eveninj! Post novel by Wil-

Porter; camera, John MacBurnie;
editor, Hlchard L. Van Enger; music,
Stanley Wilson, At New York theatre,
;N. Y..^week of March 22, '49. Sunninij;
tunc, 81 MINK.
Hannah Kelly Adrian Booth
GeorKc Browning Lloyd Bridges
Ph)'>l> J. Fogarty...,, nay Collins
hdie Hansen Slieila Ryan
^vans

. ...Alan Carney
Bcecham Jeff Corey
Joe Bottomley Fletcher Chandler
Dr. Hamilton CJibl)s Don Beddoe
Gabriel Wotter . . . , , Chas. Halton
if Emory Parnell
Sybil Elwood Kaymeer, . , . Nana Bryant
Janitor p.-,ui e. Burns
Radio Announcer...,,:.,. Douglas Evans
Pullm.->n Porter..,. .....Siiioki Wliitlleld

FILM" BfiVIEWS 13

after the match, the police break
it up.

Cast tum;s in stock work on the
formula script under George
Blair's direction. Brown is ade-
quate. Making the best sho\ving
are Audrey Long, as the reportCr-
hei'oine, and Skeets Gallagher, as
Brown's manager. Grant Withers
is the dhief heavy, giving a stand-
ard performance along with others
in the cast,

Producer Stephen Auer shapes
up the pli.vsieal values nicely for
the budget allotment but should
have assured more punch in the
tale's filming, Lensing is okay.

Broi-;. q

l>nii|«li<<>r of ilii> West
(SONGS—COLOR)

Hollywood, March 23.
Film Classics relea-se of Martin Mooney ,

: production. Stars Martha Vickers, Phir i

i Kued; leatures Donald Woods, Marion:
I

Carne.v, William Farnum,.. James Griffith, '

Directed by Harold Daniels. Screenplav, i

Raymond L. Shrock; based on novel liy ,

I
Robert E. Callalian, adapted by Irwin !

;
FriUiklyii; camera {Cinccolori, Henry

j

I

bhariipi editor. Dcius Bagier; iniisic. Vic-

I

I
tor Cranadas, Juan Duval. Previewed
March 2;), *49, Running time, HI MISS

"Hideout" is a moderately inter-
esting meller built around" a ring
of jewel thieves. Picture fits as
support on dual bills. There's not
much suspense-, however, since the
plot structure telegraphs a solution
well in advance.

Story- recounts the activities of
Ray Collins, who pulls a big job,
then lams to a small Iowa town
after giving ills associate crooks,
Alan Carney and Jefl' Corey, the
doublecross, Latter pair, on the
trail of their unreliable partner
and the loot, kill a gem-cutter at
the bucolic retreat. A rube attor-
ney, Lloyd Bridges, exposes the
ring and bags the murderers.

Performances, in general, are
consistent' with tliesping found 'in

most programmers. Collins is suave
as the brains behind the gang.
Bridges proves a two-fisJ;ed minion
of the law, while Adrian Booth and
Sheila Ryan are pleasingly decora-
tive r as rivals ,for his affection;
Carney, a'nd Corey are suitably
sinister. Supporting players 'are

competent under Philip Ford's di-

rection.

Production values are standard,
as is the camerawork of .lohn Mac-
Burnie. Richard L. Van Enger
edited the footage to a tight 61
minutes. Gilb. <

Quartet
"(Quartet" (Bank) which

opened Monday (28) at the
Sutton, N. v., was reviewed in
Vahiety from London, Nov. 3,

1948. Reviewer, Mjyro felt that
film "merits the appi'obation
of American audiences, who
are always ready to show their
appreciation of class enter-
tainment." The coupling of
an R. C. Sherrifli with four W.
Somerset Maugham stories

was pointed out in review as
being "a safe guide to a piece
of satisfying, sophisticated en-
tertainment."
Also noted by Mj/ro was that

the "direction and production
throughout maintain and ex-
traordinarily higli level, and
the ca.sting, even down to the
smallest bit, is uncannily
accurate." .

writers have been able to lift the
subject out of its rut. Although a
comparatively costly production, it

will do no credit to the British
1 film industry, or pull in American
I theatres.

Because of the use of flashback,

]

the story starts at the end with
Lord Byron dying in Greece where

I
he has been fighting for the rights

rof the oppressed. The scene
; switches to the Court of Judgment
i
which is deciding whether Byron

i
should be admitted to Heaven, and

j
various of his associates, amorous
land otherwise, are called to give

I

evidence, and the audience is left
I to decide the issue.

{
Without doubt, this is the most

I elementary way of attempting to
' tell a story and proves that the au-t

thors were hard taxed to find some
more effective means of establisli-
ing continuity. There is also a ter-
rible samenness about many of
flashbacks and the first five or six
are of ballroom settings. Subse-
quently the scene changes to
Venice and Geno;i but the theme
remains.

Despite the weaknesses of
the production has been

The 4|u4HMi of Spades
(BRITISH)
London, March 16. .„ .- <

Aseociated Britisli-Patlie release of i
SCI iPv _

Anatole de Grunwaid production. Stars lavishly mounted and Dennis Price

vJ?in^l.^ymfJf?M' -^n-vlJ^iSy" h'i ^Thi^f,? ' makes a frantic effort with his ma-Yvonne -IMitcnell. Directed by Thorold
f ,.„_• i a i a

Dickinson. Screeniilay by nodrtey Ack- ( terial, AltilOUgh SUCh actresses aS
land and Arthur Boys from story by .loan Greenwood, Mai Zetterling
Alexander Pushkint camera, Otto HeUer, »t^fi Cnnii TTnlrYi Itia,** nrAminwtif
Gus Drisse, Val Stewart; editor. Hazel, i

«01m ndve^prominent
Wilkinson; ihusic, Georges Auric; pre- ! parts they are given Uttle Oppor-

tunity of displaying their histrionic
ability. Myro.

viewed London, March l(i, '49. Running
time, Oli MINS.
Herman .. .Anton Walbrook
Old Countess ... . ..... .: Editb Kvan.<i
XilzavJeta Ivanovna. , . , ... .Yvonne MitcheU
Andrei....... .......... .Ronald Howard
Old Varvarushka .......... Mary Jerrold
Fyodor .Anthony Dawson

I.,olila Moreno
Navo
Kaiiili Connors
Okeenia
Father Valle.io .

-led Morgan,
Wateeka
Yuba
liulian Chief, . .

,

I'oiH'a

Medicine Man .

Martha Vickcr.s-

Phil, Ueed
, . . , Donald Woods

Marion Carney
. . .William Farnum

. . , . James Orin'itli

Lu2 Alba
Tony Ban-

Pedro de Cordova
. : Tominv (look

...... Willow Bird

ninil'ire

Hollywood, March 26.

Screen Guild release of Ron Ormond
production. Stars James iVliUican, Mary
Betli Hughes. Heed lIaUle.y;

,
features

Henry JluU. Fuzzy Knight. Victor Kilian,
Cliri.s-Pin Martin. Margia .Dean. Directed
by B. Reeves Eason. Original screenplay,
Arthur St. Clair., Frank Wisbar. Ron Or-
mond; camera, Ernest Aiillei-: editor, Ilugli
Winn. Previewed JHarch 25, '49. Piunning
lime, «l ,MIN.S.
Captain Tom Harvey
Polly

Moo<lii(l«
(BRITISH)
London, Mardi 15.

GFD release of an AquUa Fllm-Iiid*-
pendeiit Frame (Donald B. Wllsonl pro-

.

duction- Features Gordon .Tackson. Ronx
Anderson. Directed by Frederick Wilson.

'

Screenplay by Geoi'ge Blake, Donald B. :

Wilson. Fredeiick Wilson; camera. Georg«
Stretton, BUI Allan, Arthur Ibbetson:
frame supervisor, Geoil'rey Woodwai*d.
At Odeon, Leicester Square, London.
March 15. '49. Running time, 90 JILNS. ;

, c T - , T» - David Shields- Gordon .tackson
Opulence ot Imperial Russia at Mary Anstruther Romi Anderson

the beginning of the 19th- century
I l^.^. P.™™.!"""*'" • • • • •

'

John Laurie

Tschybukin
llovalsky. .......
Princess Ivashiii,

Bookseller
Gypsy Singer , ,

.

Gypsy Dancer . .

.

Young Countess .

Milliner's Assistant
Countess's Lover

Miles Malteson !

.......Michael Medwin ,

Athene Seyler
Ivor Barnard

j

Maroussta DimitrevitcliL
Violetta Elvin I

Pauline ' Tennant l

Jacqueline Clarke
Yusel Ramart '

St. Germain's Messenger. Valentine Dyall

Kosie . . ........ . .

,

Jiidy , ; . , , , ,

Pursey ..........
.Sir Jolin
(Charlie Campbell
.lohn Sbie]d.s- , . .

Mrs. Mac'ravislt .

.

J .«( Director . ,

and Director . . , ,

.

Mrs. MacRae ...

Dick Crawford . . .

;

,
Unexciting prizefight yarn strict-

JJ
lor filling out a dual bill in the

inore general situations. Despite
running time of 59 minuies. pic-
ture IS slowly paced, depending
more on talk and less on action to
put over a standard story. It'll

rir,^ 1" competition to other prize

"iS Stones now going into release,
lom Bi-own is the plot's hero,

« i-s a former middleweight
V'lanrpion now in the book publish-

trmiK, The firm gets In
"ouble and he tries a comeback
(I'-i^atch set UP by gamblers,
wno-fiETiu-e -Qrovn hasn't a thancV,'
"'o^^n nixes a fix. goes on (o win

Thp „""' ffespilo a broken mill.

thBv '""'f '='"'c. bill iii.sl as
are ready to finish him off

"D;ui,t?liler ol' the We.sf is a

costumer in color, laid on a Navajo
Indian reservation back in the '80s.

Story is interesting dealing with

the daughter of Ramona. heroine
of an earlier book-film classic, and
the picture should show good re-
turns.

"Daughter'' is a good example
of the use of color on a small
budget, and the Cinecolor hues add
values. Producer Martin Mooney
and associate Robert E. Callahan
have done well with a tight shoot-
ing schedule and would have made
an even better showing had the
film's pace been as fast as the
shooting time. Director Harold
Daniels keeps it moving leisurely
mo.sl ot the lime, depending on
story untoldment to hold interest
rather than speedy action.

Martha Vickers plays the con-
vent-raised. part-Indian girl who
is unaware of her birthright until
•she falls in love with an educated
Navajo, played by Philip Reed. The
two leads do satisfactorily, dis-

playing considerable restraint in
the eharacterizations. Menace in

the Raymond L. Shrock script,

adapted from Callahan's novel by
Irwin Frankl.vn. is developed in

the Indian agent charactei' played
by Donald Woods and his hench-
njan, ' James Griffith. Tlie pair

scheme to obtain rights to valuable
mineral deposits on the reserva-

tion, using forbidden hooch- to

trick the Indians into thuiiibprint-

ing releases. Reed wises up to

their tricks, and redskin justice, as

well as white man's, is dealt out,

younger audiences will find

much in "Daugliter" to their liking.

The Indian dances in full regalia,

the native music. Reed's trial by
fire, and the skullduggery pi'o-

jected by the heavies is all good
action stuff. Marion Carney
doesn't do well by her Indian maid
role; William Farnum is the kindly

priest; Luz Alba. Tony Ban', Pedro
De Cordova and Tominy Cook also

.show up well. With exception' of

Miss Carney, the.\' answer all de-

mands.
Henry Sharpe's color lensing is

excellent, and the original music

bv Victor Granadas and Juan
liuval had capable direction from

li ving Gerti-. to help carry out film's

mood. There's one song spotted.

"Autumn -Harvest;" and sung- b.v-

Don Kent as part of the Indian

harvest festival. Running time ol

76 minutes is a bit overloiig.
Brog.

The Abilene Kid
Editor Greeley
Porky .

SberilT Jordan , • . . . . -

Chico .-. . . ..

.

Lolita
IJiuiker Elkins
Blazer ' .........
.ludge Gardner,
Barney .......
Stagecoach Driver ....

Toail
Deputy SheriPF Wilson
Lamson . . .

.

Norton
Ilainbow Raymond Don Harvey
Bartender,.. ., Clifr Taylor
Weber ........... Dick Alexander
Daiicehall Girl M.ar.iorie Stapp

.James Milltcan
Marv Beth Hughes

Rood lladlcy
Henry Hull

. . . . Fuzzy Knight
Victor Kilian

.ChriP-Pin Martin
. . . . Margia Dean
. , . Jason Uobards

... John Casoii
George Cleveland

Itav Bennett
Glenn Strange

, - Stanford JoUey
, . , Ben Erway
. . , Stanley Price

Lee Roberts

provides a colorful background for '

t",^'ofSli^n
this filmization of Alexander Push--

kin's short story, which brings to

the screen a legend of gambling
I and intrigue. Pic should have a

I notable success in art houses, but
I general tenor of the plot and treat-

I

ment limits its appeal to most au-
diences.

I Against this background, which
! contrasts splendor with poverty, is

i

told a tragedy in the true Russian

;

style. It is unrelieved in its som-
I breness and intensity and the plot
t moves' slowly and grimly to the
final stage of defeat and despair,

i Central character in the story is

! a captain of the Engineers living in

I

modest circumstances and envious
i of the wealth of his fellow otfleers.

I He cannot afi'ord to gamble with
I them at faro but is prepared to

I stake his all on a secret formula

...... Jack Lambert
limmy l,ogail

, Janet Brown
, , , Elizabeth Sellar."
, .. Gordon McLeod

Ian MacLean
. . . . Archie Duncan
. ; , James Woodbiirn
, . . . Moilv Weir
. . Ian Wallace
Alexander Archdale,

Grace Garvin
. Alistair Hunter

believed to have been passed on to -- , < .i,„ „,
a certain. Countess. Countess dies , ?::°l'?;l*°^.Ah'^„,^,T.=^!^r'^..?I -

Second Of the Independent
Frame productions is a workman-
like efl'ort based on a romance in

the Clyde shipyards. It should
prove to be a useful proposition
for British exhibs, but a complete
absence of names for the marciuee
rules it out*for the American mar-
ket except, possibly, as a supports
ing feature.

Story values are not the strong-
est point of the production but the
shipyard makes an elTective back-

When it is telling a straight west-

ern action story, "Rimfire" packs a

wallop for its market. However,
it bogs down when characteriza-

tion is attempted, preventing a

100°c rating for release intentions.

There is plenty of rough, lough
action, though, to give it okay re-

turns in general bookings.

Essential story line is concerned
with search for a missing, cache of

U. S. Army gold by undercover
operative .James Millican. That
setup provides a solid basis for

stirring up fisticulTs. gun battles

and chases which B. Reeves Eason
directs with a solid punch. His

direction is less sure when yarn in-

chides a slowly-paced western
trial, an unnecessary hanging, and
mental reactions ol townspeople to

a series of ghostly killings.

Millican is okay as the opera-

tive, but it is Reed lladlcy who
gives the trouping most of its lift.

Latter is a likeable gambler who is

fnimcd for Chealing. found guilty

at a mock trial and hanged. His

ghost then goes around knocking

o(f the characters who figured in

the frame. Not until Millican

ties up the killings to the missing

gold is mystery solved satisfac-

torily.

Fuzzy Knight and Chris-Pin Mar-
tin iniect comedy moments that

will please the younger patrons,

and Marv Beth Hughes fills the

small feiiime spot. Henry Hull's

talents have little chance to get

going in his role of a western edi-

tor who is recording the events.

Ron Ormond produced from his

original script, written with Arthur
St. Clair and Frank Wisbar. Pro-

duction IS above average for west-

ern filinfare. but Ormond and his

as.soeiale producer. Ira Webb, tried

to cram in too much stor.\-. A good
job of lensing the action was sup-

plied by Ernest Miller. BrOg,

United Artisis at'quired the Ca-

nadian distribulKui rights tp tlie

French film. "Passionelle." and a

Swedish import, '"rormcnt,"

I
before he can learn the secret, but

' believing he has received a mes-
I sage from the dead, the captain
goes to a gambling table and ehal-

j

lenges his rival in love.
I Rarely has a British picture so

effectively captured the period at-

mosphere, This is due in no small
i

• measure to the attractive costumes
;

and settings of Oliver Messel, i

Competent direction and skillful •

cutting combijie in achieving tlie

dramatic tension.
Outstanding performance comes

from Edith Evans, making her
screen debut in this production.

! Her interpretation of the old gro-
i tesque Countess is almost terrify-

! ing in its realism, and she domin-
;

: ates the screen from her first en^
i

try until her death. Anton Wal-

!

i brook, and Ronald Howard as his
: rival in love, lack color, but
i 'Vvonne Mitchell gives an under^

'

: standing and sympathetic portrayal
' as the Countess's personal maid.
Excellent cameos are contributed
by a long and distinguished cast,

including Mary Jerrold, Miles Mal-
leson and Athene Seyler. Myro..

prentice who starts at the bottom
and rises suificiently high to marry
the boss's daughter.

Although the shipyard setting

dominates the backgrounc' a pos-
sibly documentary flavor is avoided
and due emphasis is placed on the
career of the young apprentice and
his eventual romance. Gordon
JacksoU' and Bona Anders o'n

handle the leads with conviction
and John Laurie. Jimmy Logan
and Elizabeth Sellers are promin-
ent in a long supporting cast.

Myro.

Tlie lliid l..<»ril Byron
(BRITISH)
London, March 17,

GFD release' of Sidney Box. (Aubrey
Buringi production. Stars Dennis Price.
Mai !Settei-ling., Juan Greenwood. Linden
Travels. Directed by David MacDonald:
Screenplay, Terence Young, Anthony
Thorne, Peter Quennell., Laurence KItch-
in., Paul Holt; camera. Stephen Dade, Da-
vid Harcourt; music. Cedric Thorpe Davie;
editor. .James Needs. At Leicester Square.
London. March 17, '49. Running time,
R.-> .MINS.

lit-n Ko»inki*i,|k Voor
':.Ken IIhIn' ,

'

(A Kingdom for a. .House)
(DUTCH)

Amsterdam-, March 11.
:

Monopole Film N. v. release of Gabriel
Lev.v production. Directed by .(aap
Speyer. Stars Henriettc Davids; features
Johan ,Kanrt, Annie van Duyn, 'I'illy

Pcrin-Bouwmeester. Includes also M:it-

thicu van Eysden. Rob de Vries, Alex
Fa-.is.sen. Rudi West. Clara Vischer and
Fr;tns ,van S I'laik, Screenplay by Wolf-
gan,if Williclm and Soeyer: music, Erich
Ziesler and Harry llilm; mu-sical direc-
tion Dolf van der Linden; camera. Rich-
ard .\nBst. At Rialto. Amsterdam. Run-
ning time, »« JUNS.

B.\'ron
Lady Caroline' Lamb
'reresa Guiccloli .

Annabella. Milbanke.'
.Auausta Leigh: , . . .

,

Fletcher
.lohn llobhouse / ....
.John Murray .

.

Lady Melbourne, . . ..

.Judge . . , , ....

.

Prosecutor
Defender . . . . , V .

.

Ilallns . . . , . .

.

Lady Milbanke, .....
Lord Clai-e . , . , ,

Count (Julecloll . ...

Lady Jerse.v
iNIr. llopton
Count Gamba
Colonel Stanhope ,.

;

,Wi

This' 'pic ' relie's on ah "inter-

I

minabte series of flaslibacks to -es-

tablish some semblance of con-

^
tinuity and not even five script

,

One of the ; first full-length
features turned out in Holland
since the end of the 'War, this

low-budgeter uses the current
housing shortage problem as a
backeround tor a flimsy story set
in Aniiiterdam. Film drags badly
at oponingi though this could prob-
ablv be cured by some judicious
editing. Otherwise, direction is

competent. Camera work is good
throughout, as is background
music, although latter tends to be

,

rather overpowering at times. Pic
w-ill do well here and in Dutch
colonies, and has fair chance;
abroad.

,

,

Story opens with working-class
mother and daughter being billet-
ed on a very ritzy family in what
is the town's equivalent of Park
Avenue. The inevitable squabbles

r^",i"i^.rfi."wh-?'^ between the two families are only
HeniT oscaT- intensified when the playboy son

(Rob de Vriesl falls tor the hard-
working daughter (Ann van Duyn),
Henriette- Davids- as Moninla- Bloini
and Johan Kaart as her brother
Kobus are convincing all the titiicw

Den. ';,

Dennis Price
...Joan GreenwomI
.... Mai /etterling

. Sonia Ilolin

. . , Linden Travers
Leslie Dwver

, , Raymond Lovcll
. ... Archie Duncan

Irene Browne
. . . , llonald Adam

Dennis O'Oea
.Cvril Chamberlain
. , . . . Robert Harris
...... .Natalie Aloya

. John Stone
Ernest Thesige

; Barry Jones
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Olivier, Wpan, 'Hamlet,' 8 Honors

For British Pace Hwood Oscaring

Hollywood, March 29.

Osear eanic of age last week and

celebrated his 21st birthday with a

quiet family party at home—btit

the visiting British cousins walked

«wav with inore presents than any-

one' alse. To signify its maturity,

the Academy of. Motion Picture

Al ts and Sciences generously ad-

mitted that the best picture of the

year was not a Hollywood product

at all, but the British entry, "Ham-
let." It was the first time that a

foreign entry had been acclaimed

the best picture of the year, and

the film captured a total of five

«ward s, including Laurence
Glivier's trophy as the Best Actor

of the year.

Three awards to "The Red
Shoes" gave the English a total of

eight honors for the year.

Warners took studio honors for

the greatest number of awards for

purely domestic entries with a total

of seven, topped by the presenta-

tion to Jerry Wald of the Irving

Thalberg Award for sustained pro-

duction exeellencei It was the

ninth time the coveted bust has

been awarded since the honor was
instituted in 1937.

The M'^arner sweep included

some precedent-making honors: It

was tlie first time a studio had car-

ried three of the four top-pertorm-
ance awards on the basis of three

separate pictures, with Jane Wy-
man- winning the nod as Best

; Aetre.ss lor "Johnny Belinda,"

Claire Trevor winning the Best

Supporting Actress Award lor

'"Key Larpo." and Walter Huston
walking ofl with the Best Support-
ing Actor trophy for "Treasure of

the Sierra Madre;'' it was tlie first

time in Academy history that a

father-and-son parlav had collected

in the Oscar Derby, tor m addition
to Huston s slatuctte lor the Best
Supporting Performance, his son
John won honors tor the direction
and screenplay writing on the

same film; and it was. of course,
the first time since the invention of
sound that an actress won the cov-
eted top perlormance award by
keeping her mouth .shut iMiss Wy

man played a deof mute). Studio's

seventh award was to A. J. Moran
and the electrical department for a
method of remote control for shut-

ters on motion picture arc lighting

equipment.

Save for the selection of "Ham-
let" as Best Picture of the year,

the major awards were not unex-
pected, Victories of Laurence Oli-

vier, Jane Wyman, Claire Trevor,
Walter Huston. John Huston and
"Buttons and Bows," having been
accurately forecast in a Daily
Variety poll that missed only in

picking "Johnny Belinda" as the
top production. The poll ^<'as thus
86'>& accurate.

The limited seating capacity pre-

vented a ma,1ority of the Academy's
1,900-odd members from attending.
Proceedings were filmed under the
direction of C. Carleton Hunt of
RKO, one of the Acad's Board of
Governors, and screened Sunday
night (27) at the Academy Awards
theatre. Shown with it was "Mon-
sieur Vincent," the French film
which was awarded an Oscar as
Best Foreign Language Film of
year, the first time such an award
has been made.

Outside the theatre^ braving
California's usual "unusual"
weather (including a brief, snow
flurry just as the first of the star
guests arrivedV, some 1,000 diehard
fans huddled together for warmth
on the hastily'Constructed bleach-
ers, or shivered on adjoining roof-
tops. They heard the broadcast of
the ceremony over a special public
address system and waited patient-
ly until it was over to cheer the
victors as they emerged, clutching
their Oscars in trembling hands.
Following is the complete list of

awards: ,.

living Phalbcre Awaicl—.leiTV WaW.
Best Picture of tlic Ycar-^"Hamlet,'*

.T. Arthur Hunk-Two Cities- Film, Univcr-

.s<tl-ln<.crnattonal.

ISest Aftor—Laurence, Olivipr in. "Ham-
let." .1. .Arthur Bank-Two (Cities Film,
Univcr.s-ai-ml.eriiational. .

Best Actress—.Jane Wyman in ".Tolmny
IJelinda." .Warners.

,
tlost SupportinR Actor—AValtcr Huston

in 'Treasure ot the Sierra iVladr<f." WaV-
nersi ./ . .; .

Best Supporting .Actress—-Claii'e Trevor
in "Ive.v J.arjfo," "Warners.

Best Director—.lohn Huston, "Treasure

of the Sierra Madro," Waraew. _ ..

Be>t Original JfUm Stovy—"Th« S««rch."
Fraescns Film-Metro, Bichiird Scilwaiseri
David Wechsler. . .

Best Screenplay—"Treasure^ oi the
Sierra Madre." Warners, .Tohn Huston.
Best BlBclc-and-Whlte Cinematoitraphy

—"The Naked City." Mark liellinger l»ro-

diiction-Umversal-lnternatlonal. William
Daniels,
Best Color Cinematography—"Joan of

Are." Sierra flctures-XtKO. Joseph Val-
entine, WiUiam V. ,SkaU, Wintgn lioch.
Best Orieinal SonK—"Buttons and

Bows." from "The Palefaoe/^ parainount.
Music and lyrics by Jay Xlvlngston and
Bay Evans.

Best Musical Score, Dramatic or Com-
edy Pict«re-^"The Red Shoes." 3. Arthur
Ranic-Archers, Bagle-Llon. Brian Easdale.
Best Scoring of a Musical Picture—

"Easter Parade," Metro. Johnny Green,
Roger Edens.
Art Direction (Black and White)—

"Hamlet," J. Aj.'thur Rank-Two Clttes
Film. Univei'sal-International. Roger K.
'Furse.

Art Direction (Color)—"The Red Shoes."
J. Arthur Hahk-Avchersi Eagle I4on. Hein
Hcckroth.

Set Decoi'ation CBlack-and-Whllc)—
"Hamlet," J; Arthur Bank-Two Cities
Film, Universal-International. Carmen
Dillon.

Set Decoration (Color)—-'The Red
Shoes." 3. 'Arthvir Rank-Archers. Eagle
Lion. Arthur Lawson.
Best Co.<itume De.<.ign (Black-and-White)

—"Hamlet," .r. Arthur Rank-Two Cities
Film. Universal-International. Roger K.
Furse. .

Best Costume Design fCglor)
—"Joan of

Arc," Sierra Pictures-RKO. Dorothy Jea-
kins, ICarin.ika. .

Special Effects (PhotographIo)^"Por-
tralt of Jennie,' The Sel7.nU:k Studio. Paul
Eagler. J. McMillan Johnson. Russell
Shearman Clarence Slifer.

Special Jiftect.s (Sound)—"Portrait of
Jennie." The Sel/ni(!k Studio. Charles
Freeman. James 0. Stewart.

Best .Sound Recording—"The Snake
Pit," 20th-Fox. Thomas '1'. Mniilton,

Best Film Kditing—"The Naked City,"
Mark Hellinger Productions, Universal-
International, Paul Wc.-ttherwax,
Best Short SuWect (One Reel)—".Sym-

phony of a City." 20th-Fox. Produced by
Edmund H, Reek.
Best Short Subject (Two-Reel)—"Seal

Island." Walt Disncy-RKO. Produced by
Walt Di.sney.

Best Short Siibiect (Cartoon)-—"The Lit-
tle Orphan," Metro. Produced by Fred
Qllimbv.

Best Dociinicniarv (Feature)—^"The Se-
cret Land.' IJ. S, NavVfMetro, Produced
by O. O. flull,

Best Doeumeiu.Ti'v (S)iort)
—"Toward In-

denenrtence '* LT. .S. Arinv,
Best F<>reif.'n Language Film—"Monsieur

Vincent." (French.)

SPKCIAL AWARDS
Adolph Zulcor—For service in the mo-

tion, picture indu.stry over a., period of 40
years. .

Sid Grauman—^Master sliowman, wlio
raised the standard of exhibition of mu-
tion pictures,
Walter Wanger—For distlnf;ni<?hed serv-

ice to the motion picture industry lor
the ' nroduclion of bis picture, "Joan of
Arc."
Ivan .TunO]— .Tiiycnile .Tw^rd for liis .per-

formance in"TIic .Search.'*

SCIENTIFIC M^T> TECHNICAL
AWARDS

Victor raccifilianxn, Mjiurioo Avers and
the Parani'Hmt sot-i'on,sLru<'lioii depart-
ment, for thft devcloniiK^nt and applica-
tion o£.' 'Pa r^ihtc "

Ji nf':w lii'Mwei(<ht plas-.

tor "Dl'ocrsi I'or vel concj j-,nction,

:
NicJc Kallch. Louis Wiiti nnd the 20tl\-

Fox mcchanici(l ertccts dcnnrLinent lor a
process of prcservini,' and name-proolinp;

Marty Martin. Jpfk T-annon, RusscU
Shearman and th«> 'KKO .s-pocial effects dq-
parfment. for dp\;,('Jonirient of a ' new
method.of simidahnii l;ilimjf .snow on mo-
tion picture sets.

A. J. Mnran and the Warner Bros, clor-
Irical detJartniont for a nipihod of remote
control for .ebuttRr.s on nioiion picture arc
lighting equipment.

FN La$t tp Try It

In reference to current ma-
.jieuvers by exhibs to invade
production f distribution, the
last company of that . type
folded over 20 years ago. It

was First National Pictures

which had been operated by a
syndicate of theatre men from
1919, when it was formed, to

1928 when Warner Bros,
bought control.
During most of its inde-

pendent existanee, FN was
profitable venture for exhibs
who held franchises on the
company's product. However,
with the impact of sound
films, Warners got off to a fast
start with Vitaphone and had
the know-how in producing the
talkers. FN, on the other
hand, was still making silent

pix.

When WB offered a big

price for the FN stock, owners
decided to seU rather than
struggle in the new medium.
WB bought one-third of the
shares by acquiring Stanley
Co. of America; another third

from various -individuals; and
the balance in 1929 from the
Fox Film Corp.

Metro Brushoff

Goldberg Demand On

Paramount Points Up

Question on Decree
Omaha, March 29.

On the heels of the Paramount
divorcement decree, tlie fust de-

mand by an indie exhib that he
get an equal break with a Para-
mount partner, by the right to bid
on product, was made here: this

week by Ralph Goldberg. Latter
is demanding that Paramount
offer its product to the highest bid-

der in a battle to take the pix
away from Tri-States circuit. Para-
mount-affiliated chain.
Request presents a question for

Paramount's legal .stall . The poser
is whether the decree's provision
requiring the company to treat its

pards at arms' length is already in

effect or must await approval of
stockholders. April 12. Goldberg
contends that the company is

technically in contempt of the
decree.

Fight started by Goldberg pre-
ludes a tuture battle for Para-
mount product in the hundreds of
situations throughout the country
where partner theatres now get
first call on product. It is expect-
ed that a rush of indies for bidding
privileges will be started by ap-
proval of the decree.

Exhibs' Yardstick
I

' CoWinucd from page S .-
j

.spending for films. The feeling is

that they could then argue against
extravagant outlays for product
and refuse to bail out the majors
when ccsts are deemed excessive.

Belief is that sponsors of a new
company would have little dilfi-

culty in corralling sufficient finan-
cial support from the bigger cir-
cuits. The Fabian-Gamble crack
at UA has been made after a large
number of. exhibs were sounded
out on their willingness to share
in the purchase price. Hence, the
duo sought an option for UA so
that they could then sign up other
exhibs for the venture. These the-
atre men are said to be anxious for
any similar • proposition which
would have a reasonable prospect
of success and serve as an answer
to the majors' rental boosts.

•Not Illeeal'

The U. S. Supreme Court de-
cision which held that integration
of the three branches of the indus-
try was not illegal as such is be-
lieved to eliminate the anti-tru.st

angle. The new. org would be a
cooperative venture. Exhibs- hold
that co-ops in other industries,

formed to insure supply, have al-

ready been upheld by the courts^

: Exhibs want the measuring-stick
as a gauge on salaries. They argue
that Hollywood, payroll is top-

heavy and that a strong, new out-

fit could compete successfully

since it would not have the big
salaries to mote out to <?x(h;s.

Brit. Pact
Continued from page 3

PRODUCING A SNOW WHITE tlii.fwnilv
illmuuilll|.il Mnif. iTlsii .111 tin. clf-i..., tl>«
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iHW' rill Llrr l!|/|. .imiligliiK.
,ENGINEERED WITH AN EYE lmv,>,l ..ini

I'lii-Uy liit.l lH^o of i.iKi-iitii'n. Uil- ^vi'llluTii..
' '-aimljlr III' lii'iiiy i.i.^Uy oiitTiirtif tiy ii "inn"
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THE CARBONS ARE FED AUTOMATIC-
ALLY li.v iiji I'lri'lric (iiotop uttii'li inaiiilalns
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Sold by Independent theatre Supply Dealers
Uw the coupon to obtain further details, prices and name of your
.nearest' dealer; .

THE STRONG ELECTRIC CORPORATION
"The World's Largest Monufacturer of Projecting Are Lamps"
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hit back hard with a statement
citing that the company has never
yet passed a dividend in its 25
years of existence.

No Board?
One irate stockholder demanded

that the company do without its

board of directors, opining that
the business "can run itself." An-
other found umbrage in the fact
that Nicholas M. Schenck, company
prez; was not on hand to "get ac-
quainted -with Jiis stockholders."
As in other recent film company
meets, management's difficulfies

' were a.^gravated by a surprising
i
lack of knowledge of what goes on

I
in the industry.

I

One stockholder, for in.stance,
' who also holds shares in Para-
' mount, advised the meeting that
Par is now arranging to split into
two companies, She prefaced this

1
information with the remark: "I

:
don't know whether or not T am
giving away a .secret,"

!
In the mid.st ot the hubbub, reso-

lution was pa.ssed hicreasing the
number of directors from 10 to n.
New director chosen was F, .Toseph
Holler.m, vecpee of the National
City Bank. All incumbent direc-
tors were re-elected by over-
whelming ma,iorities.

Responding to prodding in favor
of Metro's entry into teJevision.
Rubin said the company "at the
moment is not in the mood." Man-
agement has given oaretul consid-
eration to the poKsibllity and "is
equipped to make the move quick-
ly when it .wcms advisable " He
added: "We own 131. theatres and
cater to l.-^.OOO otliers from which
we make our living. If we encour-
age Ihe public to stay at home, wc
won't have lliem in (he theatres."
Book value ol company's stock

has increased Irom ,$29,242,000 in
1923 to $140,473,000 in '48, Rubin
noted, llivldends paid ' lo stock-
holders amounted lo ,$124 000.000
out of total piofits after taxes of
;ipproximatcly .$22.'j,000,000.

New Pact Slated On
Lukas 'Communist'
Hollywood, March 29

[

Paul Lukas' 10-week commit-
ment with RKO for lop role in "I

I

Married a Communist" ended Mon-
I

day (28) with picture not yet ready
I

to roll; Deal called for payment
1
of $50,000.

h New pact is now being negoti-
I ated, probably based on film's ex-
]

pected start in May. New writer
1
Bob Andrews has' been assigned
to the screenplay and is reportedly
whipping stuinblfrig block which
stalled film until na^.

'

Par Contracts
sa Continued, frniii pace $

lerally. When the deals were made
1

no thought was given to the im-
probable windup of the giant com-

' pan.y.

!

Par's contract list includes 25
players under standard term con-
tracts; 14 others under special
tickets; five producer-directors' six

i
producers and 10 directors It is

]

not known how many ai e affected
j

by the legal lwi.st,

,

Meanwhile, in N. Y,. outfil moved
1
furtlier towards a division when
Barney Balaban, Par's prez, an-
nounced that .stockhoklei' pi'ovles
were coming in "\oiv s.iliqactori-
ly." Returns through March 22
he said, showed that 14.8()3 stock-
holders reppin.? 2,218,7.58 sh.iros
have voted for the split and 304
stockholders with 40.249 against

Balaban's slalcmcnl indicaie.s
that approximately one-tliird out-
standing .stock has been voted in
lavor of the decree and reorgiini-
/.alion. Company reciuires another
one-third belore it is over the
mark, How much opposition has
developed in the Jonn of non-
votcrs or I'rom those who plan
to voice their objection directly
at the April 12 meet is the big

,
question.

ernment. They hope that possibly

by pressure of Economic Coopera-
tion Administration liinds and
other aid being given to England,
the State Dept. can convince the
Briti.sh of the advisability of ea.s-

ing up on American films.

Yanlts have been particularly

heartened on this score by rlhe

campaign started in Congress la.st

week by Senator William K. Know-
land of California. State Dept. has

never exhibited much interest in,

exerting pressure on Britain in be-

half of the industry, and film men
are now hoping that Knovvland
may stir the striped-pants boys to

action. State Dept., it is hoped,
may find it wise to tip off the Brit"

ish to take it easy on American pix
rather than jeopardize important
aid-to-England projects by Know-
land's squawks when they come tip

for a vote.

Possible Earful for Bevih
If Knowland can muster any

.sort of support among his . col-

leagues, it may well be that British
Foreign Minister Ernest Bevin will

be given an earful by the protocol
lads when he gets into Washington
this week. Otherwise, it is not
certain how much films he is ready
to talk, despite reports from Eng-
land that he is prepared for .some
such discussion.

"The Anglo-American films pact,
which, became effective lust ,June
14, was to run for four years, but
to be- reopened for examination af-
ter two years. That can be taken
to mean that present terms will
not continue beyond the initial bi-
ennial period, ending .lune 13.

1950, if the American picture m?n
can help it. It is expected that
talks will begin early next year.

Par's Col. Pic
=S Continued front pii/e 3

couple ot months than in the com-
parative stretch of '4H, the theatre
has played a hali-do/cn pix against
two last year.
To pad out its releases until Par

gets going on its recenllv-an-
; nounced boost in production, Al-

I

I'rod W. Schwalberg, company's'
sales chief, is turning to rci.ssues.

Reportedly, Schwalberg is eon*
vinccd that the use of oldies is one
way of building the distrib take.

Kinst two rci.ssues, packaged as
a (lualer. are "Trail of the Lone-
some Pine" and "Gei'oninio." Pix
will bo released in .(iinC, Under-
Stood that other oldies will hit the

exchanges before the yciir is up.

"Trail," a Technicolor film, was
;

made in '36, while "-Geronimo" was
' canned In '40.

• Last non-Paramount pic booked
into the Broadway house was "H't-

lei-'s Children," produced by RKO-
It played the theatre over six years

ago.
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Argentine Film Prod. Goes Into High

As Govt. Lifts Wraps on Rawstock
Buenos Aires, M<arch 18.

Pall of gloom which had settled

over the film production industry

Js lifting somewhat with raw film

this week included anniong essential

imports which have fixed priorities.

At the new Mapol studios, work
Is already under way on "The
Avengers" which John Auer is di-

recting for Republic, with Alan
Cui-tis, John Carroll, Mona Maris,

and a mixed cast of players who
know both English and Spanish.

Arturo de Cordova has inked a

deal with Bolivar Films, a mixed
Argentine - Venezuelan production
setup, to make "Las Lanzas Colo*
iradas" ("The Red Spears"), a
historical opus, in Venezuela, with-

Argentina director Carlos Hugo
Christensen handling. Actress Su-
Sana Freyre (Mrs. Christensen) is

to be teamed with de Cordova.

Carlos Borcosque has been busy
shooting scenes in Buenos Aires
streets for "Calls Arriba" ("Up
Street"), which he is directing for

San Miguel and Emelco jointly,

with Italian actor Amadeo Nazzari

and. Malisa Zini. The raw stock
shortage at San Miguel Studios,

which folded some weeks ago, has
held up the start on "Los Isleros"

("The Islanders"), which
Demare was to direct for that out
.fit'.'

Currency Reform Causes

Berlin Film B.C. Nick
Berlin, March 23.

A drop in business at film houses i

here is expected for the next two
weeks due to a currency reform,

the fourth in seven months, which
ended thie two^coin b.6. setup. As
of March 21, only legal tender al-

lowed in the three western sectors

of Berlin will be the Westmark.
Russian money was accepted be-

fore.

It is felt that business will pick

up in about two weeks, when b.o^

take should level off approximate-

ly 20% lower than when both cur-

rencies were in use.

Paris Opens Door
Paris, March 29.

,

Another avenue toward a partial

remittance thaw for American dis-

,
tributors opejied this week when

I

the Ministry of Economy okayed

I part payment of certain merchan-

I

di.se from frozen film accounts,

j
Decree states that exports to the

I U. S. of perfumes, gloves, silks and
cottons may be paid by 65% dollars

and 35% from blocked film funds.

Felix, Moctezuma

Win Mex Oscars
Mexico City, March 29.

Maria^ B^lix was Oscared as the

Lucas
i
top actress in Mexican pix in 1948

-
1
by the Mexican Academy of Cine-

I

matographie Arts and Sciences at

Cinematografica Independencia
j

Is to make a film Version of "The!
Eerez Garcia Family," a popular i

radio feature which ran for nine i

years on Radio El Mundo (spon-

1

sored by Sterling Products), and]
scripted by Oscar Luis )VIassa,

!

former program director of the :

Mundo web. A number of well-

1

known radio personalities are to

;

have star parts.
|

Alberto de Zavalia, Delia Garces
;

and tango composer Marianito
j

Mores are planning collaborating I

in the production of pix, in addi-

1

tion to embarking together in i

legit. Garces and Mores produc-

j

tion of last year's hit musical

at big fiesta (25) at El Patio nitery

here. Miss Felix is currently in

N. Y. on p.a.'s. Several pix critics

disagree with Miss Felix's award
and pan the Academy for its selec-

tion.

Mi.ss Felix won on her work in

"Rio Escondido" ("Hidden River'O.

That pic won six other Oscars.

Carlos Lopez Moctezuma was ac-

claimed the year's best actor.

Emilio Fernandez was hailed the

best director. Gabriel Figueroa

won as cameraman. Both have
been previously Oscared several

times. Their 1948 selection was
for their work on "Escondido."

Femanderand Mauricio Magdaleno

Marcella's Other Self," top legit
i

wn .«>e best scriPtlpB ^ith "Es^
- - '

.
^ 'condido. ' Francisco Dominguez

won the year's best musical score

with "Escondido." Film, too, was
Oscared as the best Mexican pic

of 1948.

Victor Parra was named the best

supporting actor; and Columbia Do-
minguez best supporting actress.

Alejandro Galindo was cited for

the best adaptation. ' Arturo Soto

Rangel was chosen the be^t bit

actor and JlmiiJPqFres thCitop bit

actress.

grosser of the year. I

Comedian Sandrini's return from
film work in Spain has been con-
siderably publicized in local news-
reels, as part of a campaign con-
nected with release of his last
Argentine picture, "Don Juan
Tenorio." Mexican director Rob-
erto Gavaldon is putting the last

touches to "Mi Vida por la Tuya"
("My Life for Yours"), his first

Argentine-made picture. The ace
Mexican director has chores to
fulfill in Mexico before returning
to make further pix for AAA.

Cantinflas (Mario Moreno) is ex-
pected in Argentina, from Mexico
in July to make a picture for In-
teramicana. The Mexican comic
has visited Buenos Aires previous-
ly, but did no film work. Inter-
americana is one studio which can
obtain all the supplies of raw
stock it needs, paying for them
with foreign currency obtained
through its distribution activities

.» abroad. But studio space is not
so easy a problem to overcome., to
the extent that Interamericana's
schedule may have to be worked
out from Chilean setS;

Austrian Oscars
Vienna, March 22.

Sascha Film, distributing com-
pany, has started an Austrian form
of Oscar. Company will award
prizes for annual best pic, jury to
be composed of 16 film experts,

, Action was taken in memory of
!
Count Alexander (Sascha) Kolow-
rat, pioneer of Austrian film biz.

Films Help Push Mex City

'48 Grosses to New High

U. S. Pix, Via Subsidy-Tax,

Help Build Up Spanish

Rivalry in World Mkts.
Madrid, March 22.

The Spanish government during

1948 subsidized the making of 38
feature filnis in Spanish studios to

the amount of 26,540,000 pesetas

(about $3,000,000 at the present

free market exchange), according

to the Sindicatio Nacional dos
Espectaculos. The largest subsidy

was given to "Mare Nostrum," a

propaganda pic, about the Medi-
terranean coast of Spain, which re"

ceived about 2,000,000 pesetas.

A large part of this sum is sup-

posed to be paid back to the gov-

ernment by the film companies.
Loans and subsidies given in 1947
have already been paid back in

amount of 25,000,000 pesetas.

Money dispensed by the govern-
ment to Spanish producers is the
result of a tax on foreign films.

. Thus American production is

contributing the bulk of the sub-
sidy to the Spanish film Industry,

which is growing every year and
is already regularly exporting its

best films to continental Europe
and, of course, to, South America,
and especially Argentina, with
which there exists special pacts for

a regular exchange of pix.

Rank Reshuffles Combine Execs to Fit

Cutback Pattern; Sonrio, LDavis Out

Arnold Plans P0,000
London Ballet Festival

London, March 29.

A season of ballet for the
masses, to be staged at the Har-
ringay Arena in August, is planned
by Tom Arnold, who is bringing
over Alicia Markova and Anton
Dolin and the Original Ballet Russe
as well as of a large number of
other stars. Enterprise, which will

be known as the London Ballet

Festival, calls for an initial stake
of $200,000. Admissions will range
from 50c to $3.

Arnold hopes to make the event
an annual one and also to engage
a large symphony orchestra. A
special stage is to be btiilt at one
end of the arena.

Swiss Assns.

Fine Loew's

IRISH THEATRE GROUP

ADDS 4 PICTURE SPOTS
Dublin, March 24.

Irish Cinemas, Ltd., announced
purchase of three nabe houses on
Dublin's north side—Fairvicw,
Strand and Drumcondra—^d a

fourth now nearing completion at

Cabra, new suburb. It's under*
stood, that tm> undeveloped sites

in suburbs of ilLillester and White-
hall were included in the deal,

which was made with Leonard
Ging. -

Ging retains interest in only one
cinema in Dublin area, the Sutton,
part way o^t of town. All houses
in the group have capacity be-
tween 1.1D0 and 1,630, In addition,
Irish Cinemas already controls the
biggest cine-variety house in Ire-

land—3,750-seater Theatre Royal,
Dublin—Savoy, Dublin; Regal
Rooms, Dublin; Savoy, Cork, and
Savoy, Limerick. Group is allied

to J. Arthur Rank interests, and
has John H. Davis as member of
the board. Louis EUiman is man-
aging-director.

Geneva, March 29.

Charged with improperly hold-
ing theatres here and in Lausanne,
Loew's International drew a stiff

penalty from the Exhibitors' and
Distributors Assns. Although con-
sidering the ruling unusually hard,
company prez Arthur Loew and
continental European manager
David Lewis accepted the verdict

which imposes a suspension of
three weeks of all Metro shows in

Swiss territory.

In addition, Loew's was fined

$1,250 plus an assessment of
1^13,500 damages to the associations

along with divestiture of the the-

atres that were involved in the
dispute. Previously a Swiss
legalite had claimed Loew's could
own the houses in question.
Judgment meted out by the trade

organizations was levied upon
Loew's as an organization member.
Under the Swiss film industry set-

up no exhib may deal with a non-
distributor member and vice-versa.

The government sanctions the
groups as long as they exist har-
moniously although it's generally
conceded that their makeup
borders on the monopolistic.

London; March 29,

As a result of the production re-
Lorganiiiation \within the J. Arthur
Rank group, two managing direc-
tors are out. They are Josef Somio
of Two Cities and Edwin Davis of
Production Facilities. Latter is not
to be confused, of course, with
Hank's chief aide, John Davis. A
number of senior executives have
also been fired In the reshufriing.

As a consequence of the reox--
ganization, production has been
concentrated at Denham and Pine-
wood with substantial reduction in
costs. A new company, to be
known as J. Arthur Rank Pi ocluc--
tions, Ltd., is being formed,which
will take over the function.s for-
merly carried out by D & p stu-
dios, Ltd., and Production Facili-
ties, and the directorate of the new
outfit will be headed 'by Hank as
chairman, supported by John
Davis, George Archibald, Sir
Michael Balcon, Sydney Box, Earl
St. John and Spencer Heis; Archi-
bald, Box and St. John will be ex-
lecutive producers and the new
company would incorporate Gains-
borough, Pinewood aiid Two Cities;

Another process In the reorgani-
zation will be the amalgamation of
the story departments of Gainsi
borough, Pinewood and Two Cities,
and the casting departments will
be reduced from three to two with
one at Denham and another at
Pinewood.

P. H. Shirley has been named
personal assistant to John Davis,
managing director of the J. Arthur
Rank organization and Rank's top.
aide.

Shirley, an Australian, has been
departmental manager of Peat,
Warwick, Mitchell & Go;, British
accountants.

R. H. Dewes, licensing and per-
sonnel controller of Circuits Man-
agement Assn.^ has been made di-

rector of personnel to the J. Arthur
Rank organization.

ITALO PIX FANS SQUAWKi

Mexico City, March 29.

Paid public amusements grossed
105,500,000 pesos (about $20,000,-
000) in 1948, a new high for here,
city treasury department an-

AT n C CINrri? nilDDIUr l
n«unces. That topped the 1947

At U. U. alllULll jJuDDlPltl gross of 98.600,000 p6sos, and is

Rome March 29 ' i'6"i3i"''^*ble because the depression

Italian film fans are voicing loud
'

""'t^
well under way last year

squawks against the practice of
'.

whereas there were only signs of

dubbing m Italo voices for w.k. '
'

American personalities like Bing
I Biggest gro.s.ser last year, as al-

Dunham's Dance Dates
Ronie, March 22.

Katharine Dunham and her
troupe are due here end of month,
and will spend April dancing in

various Italian cities, Switzerland,
Belgium and Sweden dates follow.

Dancer is in no way connected
with "Les Ballet Negres," now
touring Portugal, as reported^

Croshy, D<,nny Kaye and Frani.^T^^^i^^^^l^J'''':.!^!^ '^^'^^^^i^
Sinatra. The latest Sinatra pic to
be rcl(;a.sed in Italy, "AnChor.S
Aweigh" jMeti-o), was panned be-
cause Sinatra was permitted (o sing
only two of his several songs in
the film.

•

Most American vocalists have a
large following in Italy via wide-
spread circulation of their records.'
Dubbing in of Kayo's voice in "The
Secret Life of Walter Mitty" iRKO)
also provoked negative audience
and press reaction, due (o failure
of making accurate vocal transla-
tions.

Stolz's New Hit
. Nuremberg, March 29.

"Tn Casablanca," Robert SloJz'
new musical revue, had its world
preem at the Opera House in
Nuremberg, Sunday (27),

Musical received unanimous
critical raves.

functioning taking 78,896,379.54
pesos paid by 50,464,540 persons.
The 47 bullfights here last year
drew 1.130,058 cash customers, who
paid 6,044,136.80 pesos. The thea-
tres did somewhat better than that,
the eight houses grossing 6,627,-
108.39 pesos from 1.802,752 cu,s-

toniers at 4.040 shows.
.Opera, concerts and oilier long-

hair ftmclions gros.scd S52,769.7.'i

pe,sos from 12!) shows (hat 71,012
paid lo see. Tlie three prizefight
and wreslliiig halls drew 1,146,379
cu.stomors to 392 fights, and gi o.ssed
3,008.326.70. The 104 - lootball
matches attracted 1,307,176, and
grossed 4,8.'i.3,:i77.2,'^ po.so.s, while
the 114 ba.seball games had 421,741
cu.stoniers and a gate of 1,430

-

381.88 pesos.

Karachi, in Pakistan, will soon
build a studio of its own for pro-'
(luclng films in Arabic, Persian i

and Urdu.

Current London Shows
London, March 29.

"Adv. Story," James (2).

"Annie Get Gun," Col's'm (95).

"Bless the Bride," (Adelphi (101).

"Belinda Fair," Sav. (1).

"Browning," Phoenix (29).

"Cage Peacock," Cambridge (51).

"Daphne," Wynd ID.
'^Edward; My Son," Lyric (96).

"Foolish Gent'w'n," Duch. (5).

"Happiest Days," Apollo (53).

"Harvey," Wales (13).

"Heiress." Ilaymarket (9).

"High Button Shoes," Hipp. (15).

"Human Touch," Savoy (7>.

"Kid From .Strat.," Winl. i26).

'^Latin Qt. Revue," Casino (2).

"Lilac Time*" Maj. (6).

"Miss Mabel," Strand iI8).

"Oklahoma!" Drury Lane (100).

"One Wild Oat," Garrick (17).

"Oranges & Lemons," Globe (9).

"Perfect Woman," Play. (29).

"Queen Came By," Yolk (1).

".September Tide," Aid. (16).

"Summer in Dec," Comedy (1).
"Together Again," Vic. Pal . (103).
"Woman's Place," Vaude d).
"Worm's View," Whitehall (101),

Stockholm Pix B.O. Dip

In 1948; Legit Up
Stockholm, March 22,

Government's high admission tax
is believed responsible for a big
dip in this city's film theatre at-

tendance last year. Some 14,200,000
tickets were sold in 1948 through
film house wickets as against
15,200,000 the preceding 12 months.
On the other hand, Stockholm legit

more than held its own, with
1,700,000 ducats vended for plays
and concerts in 1948 compared, to
1,500,000 for the previous period;
Despite the loss of 1,000,000 ad-

missions at film b.o., the govern-
ment still collected nearly $1,400,-
000 more in admission bites in
1948 than in '47. Dance halls also
chalked up a slight decline, draw-
ing only 3,740,000 customers in
1948, a slip of 212,000 from the
comparable period. Total Stock-
holm 1948 entertainment taxes
were $4/761,408, as against $2,466,-
624 in 1947.

SHARIN MAKING NEW TV

FILM SHORTS IN VIENNA
Vienna, .March 15.

Eugen Sharin, prez of Ambas«
sador Films, is in Yienna experi-
menting with a new idea of black-
outs for television. Idea is a four
minute short, featuring the Vienna
Philharmonic Orch and State '

Opera Ballet.

He has also begun work on
opera shorts, 10 to 12 minutes
long, at the Schoenbrunn studio.

First is "Andalusian Nights," with
"Carmen" music, and Maria Cebo-
tari and Marko Rothmueller as top
singers. Orchestra is under Josef
Krips. Wagner's "Tannhauser,"
with Esther Hethy and Rothmuel-
ler, is to be another one. Leopold
Hainish was inked again as direc-
tor.

Two other shorts, Beethoven's
"Egmont" a n d "Tchaikovsky's*
Fourth," were Just finished. Pix
were shot in Belvedere under di-

rection of Karl Boehm, Sharin ex-
pects to stay in town until the end
of this month, visit Budapest and
then fly back to New York.

New Spanish Producing

Co. Skdi B^fixlK^
Madrid, March 22.

Valencia Film, new producing
company in Madrid, has announced
schedule for its first group of

U.S. Pix 50% of Norway's - ''''J^^- Promoter and managing di

T A • tnAc 'ector Is Teddy Villalba who ha!

Film Imports in 1948
Oslo, March 22

U. S. films comprised 50% of all

product imported into Norway last
year, according to a check made
here. Of some 301 pictures, Amer-
ican producers furnished 150. Run-

as

had film experience in North and
South America.

The first film, already started at

Chamartin Studios in Madrid, is

"El Curioso Impertinete," based
on a novel by Cervantes, adapted
by Italian writer Alessandro De

nerup was Britain, with 51, while
]
Stefani and directed by Flavo Cal-

France contributed 36. Others
I
MVara, an Italian. It stars Jo.se

were Sweden, 34; Denmark, 10;
j

Seoanes and Aurora Bauiista.
'

Russia, seven; Italy, three, and ' Second pic will be "Sobre.salicnte"
Finland, one. >

I '"Spare Pails,") with Luis Ligcro
Top pictures from a b.o. stand- i direc^r and starring Miguel Li*

point in the Norwegian market I gero and Rosita Yarza.
during 1948 were "Best Years of
Our Lives" (RKO), "Kempen om
Tungvannet" (Norwegian), "The
Dictator" (UA). ".lorund Smed"
(Norwegian),^ "Bachelor and the i

Bobby.soxer" (RKO), ''Ninotchka" !

(Metro),
, "Iron Curtain" (20t:h), I

Spanish neutrality in the war
will be the subject of "Neutrali-

dad,'' directed by Fernandez Ar-

dovin and starring Adriana BrnettI

(Italian) and Jorge Mistr.al iMcxi-

can). Also promised is a color film,

"Rumba," starring Fernando de
"Flickan fran Stormyrtorpet" I Granada and directed by R. Tor
(Swedish), "Frieda" (British) and rado, who is also co-author with
'The Unfaithful" iWB). i H. S, Valdes of the script.
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With the return of the great American story.

^

Backed by NATIONAL ADVERTISING to the

24,342,250 CIRCULATION of Life, Saturday

Evening Post, Collier's, Time, Sport Magazine

and Motion Picture magazines . . . Ready for the

all-new audiences of new millions who want

to see one of the biggest and best-loved

pictures in screen history!

mi PRIHTS!

HEW POSTERS,

LOBBIES

OTHER

ACCESSORIES!

GARY
TBS

rata «««£
™,|, HiBsdi

Directed by SAM WOOD
Screen Play by Jo Swerling and Herman J.

Mankiewicz* Original Story by Paul Gallico

Re-released through RKO Radio Pictures, Ine.
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D. C. Perks; 'Ball Game' ,..l^^}^:!l'if. u,

Torrid $30,000, 'Mother Ki^ble. o^ther^ on^sta.e. $6,500.

Sweet 20G, 'Pony 14G
Washington, March 29.

Biz is humming along the mam
stem, thanks to some sparkling

new features and debut of fapnng

tourist season. Heftiest newcomer

is "Take Me Out to Ball Game,
torrid at Capitol. "Mother Is Fresh-

»ian" at Palace looks promising,

"Johnny Belinda" is pulling the

Metropolitan out of recent -dol-

drums. "Hamlet," in second-run

with roadshow prices at Dupont,

took upsurge after Oscars were

handed out. "Saraband" shapes

modest in third week at playhouse.

Estimates for This Week

Capitol (toew's) (2,434; 44-85)--

"Ball Game" (M-G) plus vaude

Hot $30,000, with slightly upped

weekend tab. New price policy

stays. Last week, "Canadian ta-

cific" (20th) plus vaude, okay

. $20,000.

Keith's (RKO) (1,939; 44-80)—

"Boy Green Hair" (RKO). Not so

„hQt .$8,000. Last week, "Fighting

0'Flynn" (U), $0,000.
'

Metropolitan (WB) (1,163; 44-74)

—".Johnny Belinda" (WB) (2d run).

Strong interest as a result of Acad-

emy liiui-els. big !88,500. Last week,

"Walking Hills" (Col), nice $7,000

in 8 days.

National (Hciman) (1,600; 44-74)

—"State Dept.-File 649" (FC). Sur-

prising $8,500, with title helping in

this government-conscious town.

Last week, "Act of Murder" (U),

$8,000.

Palace (Loew's) (2.370; 44-74)—

"Mother Is Freshman" (20th).

Smart $20,000. Last week, "Letter

Three Wives" (20th), okay $15,000.

Trans-Lux (T-L) (650; • 44-80)—

"Paisan" (Indie) (4th wk). Strong

$) 0 080. Last week, about same.

Warner (WB) (2.164; 44-74)—

"E d Pony" (Rep). Fairish $14,000.

Lav; weeki "South St. Louis". (WB),

over hopes at $16,000.

CINCINNATI
(Continued from"page 11)

Carle orch, Mills Bros, sock

$31,000.

Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 50-75) —
"Force of Evil" (M-G). Moderate
$8,500. Last week, "Sea In Ships"
(20th); ditto.

Grand (RKO) (1,400; 50-75 —
"Johnny Belinda" (WB) and
"Sierra Madre" (WB). Encoring
with Academy Award laurels to

- to hearty $9,000. Last week; "Bad
Men" Tombstone" (Mono), average
$7,000.

000;

45-65)—"Wonderful Urge" (20th)

and "Mine Own Executioner"
(20th). Leading town at strong

$15,000. Last week, "Whispering
Smith" (Par), healthy $13,000, and
moveover.

State (Loew's) (3,000; 45r65)--
"Knock On Any Door" (Col) and
"Blondie's Big Deal" (Col). Me-
dium $12,000. Last week,. "Family

j

Honeymoon" (U) aud "Blaclue's

Chinese Adventure" (Col), modest r

$11,000.
I

strand (FA) (1.000; 45-65)—"Sta-

1

tion West" (RKO) and "Disney
j

Cartoon Carnival" (RKO). Neat

$5,000. Last week, "Unfaithfully

Youi-s" (20th) and "Cheated Law
(20th), oke $3,500.

'Kiss' Loudest Thing In

Frisco, 17G; 'St. Loo' Same
San Francisco, March 29.

Balmy weather plus record base-

ball crowds is socking business

generally this week. Batch of hold-

overs also is slowing the pace.

"South of St. Louis" only looks

okay at Fox but "Kiss In Dark"
will hit big figure at Paramount.
"Lucky Stiil" looks dim $5,000 at

Esquire.

Estimates for This Week
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,84.4; 60-

85)—"Dear To Heart" (RKO) and
i

"Gun Smugglers" (RKO) {2d wk).

'

Down to $12,000. Last week, big

$18,000.

Fox (FWC) (4,651; 60-95)—
"South St. Louis" (WB) and "Homi-
cide" (WB). Okay $17,000 or close.

Last week, "Canadian Pacific"

(20th) and "High Fury" (UA) (2d

Wk), 5 days, $10,500.

Warfield (FWC) (2,656; 60-85)—
"Bad Men of Tombstone" (Mono)
and "Trouble Makers" (Mono).
Mild $13,000. Last week, "Sun
Comes Up" (M-G) and "Act of

Violence" (M-G), $14,000.

Paramount (Par) (2,646; 60-85)—
"Kiss In Dark" (WB) and "Flaxy
Martin" (WB). Big $17,000. Last
week, "Red Stallion Rockies" (EL)
and "Shamrock Hill" (EL), $13,500.

St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 60-85)—
"Nick Beal" (Par) (2d wk). Still

fancy, $13,000. Last week, $17,000.
Orpheum (No. Coast) (2,448; 55-

85)—"Knock On Any Door" (Col)

and "Adventures Gallant Bess"
(EL) (2d wk). Way off at $11,000.
Last week, great $22,000.

United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207;

85-$1.20) — "Enchantment" (RKO)
(3d wk). Nice $6,500. Last week,
$8,000.

Stagedoor (Ackerman) (370;
$1.20-$2.40)—"Hamlet" (U) (20th

Film Preem What Ain't
Preem of Allied Artists'

"Bad Boy" for the benefit of

the newly-organized New York
Variety Club last week waiS

probably the first premiere

where the majority of thfe au-

dience never saw the film.

Event was held at the Pal-

ace, famed erstwhile home of

the nation's top vaudeville. I|»

keeping with that traditiOH» «
live benefit show was lined up
that started at about 8:45 p.m.

and ran well past midnight. By
the time the film started, a

large part of the audience had
lammed for bed.

U. S. Pix Abroad
ConUnued from page 3

Stuff-Pictures
Last-minute decision of 20th-Fox prez Spyros P. Skouras not to

appear for his scheduled guest shot on "We, the People" last Tuesday
night (22) reportedly resulted from a difference in opinion on what he
was to have discussed on the show, broadcast simultaneously over CBS'
radio and television networks.
Young .& Rubicam ad agency, which produces the program, wanted

the 20th chief to talk about the film business. Skouras, however, re-
portedly answered that he is not an official spokesman for the Industry
and voiced a desire to speak about the present situation in Greece,
Which country he visited recently. Since he had already discussed the
Greek situation on a Tex McCrary-Jinx Falfeenbiirg show the previous
day over NBC, Y&R thought that "People" would be playing second
run and so decided to call the whole thing off.

Twentieth's official explanation of the impasse was that Skouras
lacked the time to rehearsie the show. Script was not handed him until

a day preceding the broadcast and he was tied up all day Tuesday when
it was in rehearsaL As a result, according to 20th spokesmen, it was

'

decided to postpone his appearance on the show for several weeks, until
he; has more time to devote- to it.

Guild (Indie) (278; $1.20-$2.40)-

"Red Shoes" (EL) (4th wk) Perky
, ^k) Academy awards boosting to

$5,500 after third stanza's $5,700.
] $7,000. Last week, $5,500

Keith's (City Inv.) (1,542; 50-75)— "Family Honeymoon" (U) (3d
i

wk). Hot $7,000 after $11,000 sec-
j

Cnrl. sesh.

!M!ace (RKO) (2,600; 50-75) —1
"Crlss Cro.ss" (U). Oke $11,000.'

Last week, "Whispering gmith'"
(Par), good $15,000.

ExhibTVWeb
Continned from pace 3

reasons were given, but the belief

is that as much as "Mr. Smith"

,

needled Congress, the Bulgarian
1

government felt it showed too free
|

a play of democratic processes. Ex-

1

port Assn. is not exactly sure of
i

the Czech objection to "Rhine."
I

"Mr. Smith" has played in Po-|

land and Czecho, "Citizen Kane"
has played Czecho, Hungary and
Poland, and "Rhine" has played

through most of the Iron Curtain
territory. In no country has there

|

been any effort to twist the mean-
ing of the pix in order to- capi-

talize on their themes for anti-

U. S. propaganda, MPEA execs de-

clared. Careful check of newspaper
and public reaction is kept by the

Association's manager in each ter-

ritory. Press evaluation, it was
said, has been strictly on the

merits of the films as films.

"Mr. Smith" is claimed to have
been particularly successful in

Czechoslovakia in enhancing Hol-

lywood prestige. The fact that a

film would dare to criticize Con-
gress was taken as showing the
fearlessness and Independence of
the industry. One- newspaper even
suggested that viewing the film' be
made compulsory for members of
the national parliament.

MPEA execs maintain that the
whole rumpus over the three films

j

is merely an indication of the dif-

ficulty of determining what's good
and what isn't when it comes to

propaganda-^a difficulty that the
Office of War Information and Co-
ordinator of Inter-Amejrlean Af-
fairs ran into continually during
the war and "Voice of America"
is trying to surmount currently.
Half-dozen different views can be
taken on every .subject, it was said.

That's the reason the MPEA has
refused to make public the entire
list of 100 pix it submitted to Yugo-
slavia and a similar list of 100
titles offered to Russia under terms
of the deals set up by Eric John-
ston, Motion Picture Assn. of
America prexy, last October. Asso-
ciation feels that once the list gets
in the hands of the public it will

have 140,000,000 amateur experts
on its neck telling why they think
each of the films Is good or not
good for export.

Countering complaints that newsreels are overcrammed with Florida
publicity stunts and zoo novelties, a survey by the Motion Picture As.sn.

of America reveals that approximately one-third of the total newsrcel
coverage during 1948 was devoted to foreign news. U. S. government
newsi including coverage of the Presidential carapaigUi accounted for
12.3% of the total subjects in 1948.

Analysis, made by Taylor Mills, of MPAA's newsreel committee,
shows that the five major newsreels carried a total of 3,541 separate
clips Ia.st year, as against 3,484 in 1947. Of these, sports covcraf^e ac-
counted for 23.1%, as against 26.2% in 1947. Remainder of the footage
was taken up by feature materiaL

Originally thought to have little or no appeal for the American mar-
ket, the British film, "While I Live," may now see U.'S. distribution on
the strength of its instrumental theme, "Dream of Olwen." Composed
by Charles Williams, the tune became a bestseller in Britain and has
had substantial sales in America via Mills Music. M. J. Handel, whose
Pallas Films is representing producer Edward Dryhurst, said in New
York this week that he's been pleasantly surprised by the word-of-
mouth the composition is developing in the U. S. "Olwen," incident-

ally. Is played in the film, by pianist Lady Beecham> wife of the con-
ductor, Sir Thomas Beecham.

When Metro releases "Take Me Out to the Ball Game" in England
it will have another title, "Everybody's Cheering." A ball game over
there may mean cricket, soccer or rugby, but not baseball. Another
Metro film, "The Barkleys of Broadway," will have a new name in

Britain, where Broadway doesn't mean what It means in the USA.
It will be released as "The Gay Barkleys." ; ^

^

DX.'s British Squauk
Continued from page 3

Edward Martin of Pennsylvania,
; an open door policy for American

DENVER
(Continued from page 9)

tess Monte Cristo" (U) (3d wk).
Thin $3,000. Last week, $5,000.

Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 35-74)
—"Nick Beal" (Par). Fairish $11,-
000. Holds. Last week, "Own True
Love" (Par), $8,500.

Denver (Fox) (2,525; 35-74)—
"Wake Red Witch" (Rep) and
"Christopher Blake" (WB), day-
date with Esquire:

but it is likely that he would be
chosen from the roster of the So-
ciety of Motion Picture Engineers.

ftroup plunked for tele trailers,

claiming that experiences of exhibs
have already indicated that they
are a "very potent advertising
force." TOA report declares that

I the trailers should run 30 seconds,
I 90 seconds or any other multiple
i of three as "best suited to fit in

I with station requirements." Mean-
i

while, committee consisting of Gael
!
Sullivan, TOA exec director, and

I
Robert Coyne, director, will hud-
dle with the Bell Laboratories on
the adoption of phonevision for

and Owen Brewster of Maine, fol-

lowed this up with a similar letter

but on a more general level, asking
Acheson "What steps have been
taken by this Government to have
the British Grovemment materially
reduce or eliminate quota restric-

tions which discriminate against
American industry and agricul-
ture?"

4. Yesterday (28), Senator Sheri-

dan Downey (D., Calif.) also wrote
to the Secretary of State, declar-
ing that "I am very gravely con-
cerned about the new 40% British

quota on American motion pictures.

It is unfair and discriminatory to

a great American industry, but it

is also in direct conflict with every-
thing we are trying to do to pro-
mate world recovery. . .1 would ap-
preciate it very much if you would
let me know what the Depart-
ment of State is planning to do to

remedy this discriminatory action."

5. Yesterday, Roy Brewer, of the
lATSE, flew Into Washington to

pictures.

Back of the current campaign
appears some well laid ground-
work by MPAA. It appears to

have been feeding the facts to the
California delegation Ttnd to have
helped mightily in getting the big
push under Way. .

UA Sale
Continued from page 5 :

Skouras' Rentals
SS Continued from page 50

the syndicate. It has been learned,
^

is Harold Hopper, vet film man and
'

former head of the film section of

the War Production Board.
Fabian and Gamble, who are

aiming to get a syndicate of thea-

tre circuit operators in as partners
in the UA purchase, take the lack

of interest shown in their offer in

recent weeks as justifying their

demand for an option prior to go-

ing ahead. -They want a written op-

tion before they line up other ex-

Webber.: Big I

$18,000 or near. Last week; ^Fam-
j
„, ^ .

ily Honeymoon" (U) and "Angel on |

nlms. Device permits billing of cusr

Amazon" (Repi, big $19,000

Esquire iFox) (742; 3.5-74)—'
"Wake Red Witch" (Rep) and

;

"Christopher Blake" (WB), al.so

Denver, Webber; Fine $3,000, La.st
i

week, "Family Honeymoon" (U) i

and "Angel Amazon" (Rep), big
I

$4,000.
I

Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 35-74)—!
"Dear to Heart" (RKO) and"Gun
Smugglers" (RKO). Nice^ $16,000.
Last week, "Three Godfathers"
(M-G) and "Far Into Night" (M-G),
$16,500.

Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 35-74)—
•'Last Days Pompeii" (RKO) and
"She" (RKO) d/issues). Fairly
good $9,000. Last week, "Whip-
lash" (WB) and "Miss Mink 1949"
(20th), about same.

Webber (Fox) (750; 35-74)—
"Wake Red 'Witch" (Rep) and
"Christopher Blake" (WB), also

Denver, Esquire. Tall $4,000 or
close. Last week, "Family Honey-
moon" (U) and "Angel Amazon"
(Rep), fine $3,500.

tomers on exclusive shows.

Rank-Korda
Coiitiniied from page 7

cuits. Deal may also take in Can-
ada. Rank's releasing organization
is General Film Distributors.

British Lion, in addition to han-
dling Korda's own product, distrib-
utes for Republic in England and
recently pacted with David O.
Selznick to release "Paradine Ca.se"
and "Portrait of Jennie" there. BL
will likewise distribute "Third
Man" and "Gone to Earlh," which
are being produced under a Selz-
nick-KoI'da partnership arrange-
ment. Films will be handled by
Selznick Releasing Organization in
this country, since the production
arrangement provides that Selznick
gets western hemisphere rights in
return for his contribution to the
making of the pix.

during 1947-48 to back up the
claim that playing time is as im-
portant as actual percentage un-
der which a picture is sold.

Percentage of rental to gross
boxoffice dollar last season was
34.7. Average of entire NT Cir-
cuit was approximately 32%. Un-
derstood NT's film bill last season
was about $26,000,000.

Another angle on NT's pitch to
help entire industry, not just its
own boxoffice, is the revenue to
theatres from other sources.
Skouras said theatres are in a bet-
ter position to help on film rent-
als because of popcorn and other
merchandising income. He be-
lieves percentage terms demanded
by distribs aren't always the best
way to get the most coin. A high
scale and fixed playing time often
shows considerable less rental
than a lower percentage with play-
ing time left open, so pic can be
held until the maximum dollar Is
collected.

New policy will apply to all pix
as Skouras told his managers: "We
don't want to abuse any producer,
large or small. It's important we
treat small companies fairly. The
number of independent producers
has shrunk alarmingly. We must
take heed of this as an indication
of what can happen. They have
produced pictures and are entitled
to a square deal. We Want to buy
evepybody's pictures. Don't mis-
treat a good film."

SlhlrwWtey^'mTygo?^^^^^^^

^fa„ Ji./^lt nf n„r u ^xpense and trouble only to

riH„^ fihnt L fh- iL^ the company sold to someone
hurting labor in the industry, and

^j^^ ^he interim.
pointing out that eveiy time an
American company makes a film

abroad to use up frozen coin, it

Fabian-Gamble's New Interests . ^^^

With negotiators for Miss Pick-,

ford and Chaplin showing so little

wn^f rn«f^tn%"/J'°Lrp",n'inte'^est in their offer, Fabian and
wood. He plans to stay here all ^3^1,1^ gt^^j^^ t„^„i„g ^^eir at-

a T I -.ui ii . „ t tention to setting up a new co-op
•

^ exhib producinl company that
at MPAA headquarters in

^t well become an eventual
which Motion Picture Association important competitor to UA.
of America toppers, members qf.

^jl Dotential buyers com-
the California Congressional dele-: pi^lned tharthere were'^^oo many
gation and Brewer sal in a ^^e Chaplln-Pick-
strategy se.ssion on how to keep ^j^^ ^^^y ramifica-

f,v,itlons beyond the amount of coin
Attending ]a.s nights confab

j^^oj^g^jf p ^,,g j.^,, ,hat
were I^ric John.ston,^ Brewer, Dan I Chaplin holds an option on Aliss

Pickford's stock and thcoreiically

can close a deal with an outsider

, Tracy, head of the electrical work-'
' ers union, and about 20 members
of California's Congressional dele-

gation. Jchnston reviewed the his-

tory of the Anglo-U. S. film prob-
lem, while Brewer directly blamed
the British restrictions for throw-
ing 40% of Hollywood's 30,000 stu

for it, the situation is said 10 be

hardly as simple as that.

That would, be an ea.sy fait ac-

compli were, any of the potential

buyers willing to meet the demand
of $2,700,000 in cash to each of tlie

dio technicians out of work, Ken two owners. However, no one is

Thomson, Screen Actors ^ Guild
exec, is slated to hold talks with
the California delegation tomorrow
(Wed.).
For the immediate future there

are these expected developments:
Ellis Arnall, Society of Indepen-

dent Motion Picture Producers

prepared to do that, all the deals

being predicated on cash of $800,-

000 or more to each of the stock-

holders and notes for the rest. Ex-
tent of Miss Pickford's and Chap-
lin's participation in the affairs of

UA while the notes are being paid

off is one of the stumbling blocks.
prexy, is due in here very shortly

|

and so both her reps and Chaplin's
to buttonhole his many friends on ! must be consulted each step of the

i Capitol Hill to win added support way. Handling the deal for her are

I

for the drive,
j
sir William Wi-seman, of Kuhn,

Senator Knowland, and perhaps Loeb & Co., and attorney Otis

! other members of Congrcs.s, plan Bradley. Representing Chaplin Is

;
to offer amendments to the various attorney Charles Schwartz (&

I

foreign aid bills lined up for ac- ' Frohlich) and Arthur W. Kelly,

I tion. These amendments Will seek UA's exec V.|).
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Clips from Film Row

NEW YORK
Paramount's series of five divi-

sional sales meetings May 9-25 to

brihj? its production and distribu-

tion plans to its field force. Dates

are: New York, May 9-11; Pitts,

Mav 12-14; Chicago, May 16-18;

Kansas City, May 19-21, and Los

Angeles, May 23-55. Confabs will

be attended by division and branch

sale^ personnel plus h.o. execs.

MMMMMMMMMM *

released from hospital following

successful appendectomy. . i

This single feature town is
|

gradtially betoming a twin bill
!

situation In. the neighborhood spots ;

with more and more exhibitors in-

creasing their dual offerings in an

effort to offset the aclvantage

recently gained by some uptd*n
houses when moved up to 28-day

and other, earlier availability.

Percentage is poison to this

territory's independent exhibitors,

but they're now finding it may be

the lesser of two evils, according
to sentiment expressed at an in-

dignation meeting calleij by North
Central Allied.

Great Western Drive-In Corp., the
operating company.

. , .

Senn Lawler, Fox Midwest ad-

pub chief, is chairman of local in-

dustry's division of Government
bond drive. To kick off campaign
in Independence, Mo., President

Truman's home town, and Kansas
City.

'

,

CHICAGO
Bucli Harris in for advance of

"Life of Riley" skedded for Pal-

ace. April 6,

2Qth-Fox branch managers hud-

dled with Jack Lorenz over prod-

vct.

Bob Hickey aiding "Joan of Are"
campaign at Grand.

Midwest preem of "El Paso" set

for the El Paso, El Paso, 111., 300-

seater. .

' .

]

Mort Green named manager of,

Schoenstadt Crown theatre,
|

Gael Sullivan, TOA exec direc-|

tor, in town for confabs with chain
|

circuit heads. I

Meyer' Levin, producer of two
Israel pictures, in town raising

funds for Palestine.

, Avenue Theatre changed name
to Cinema Itali and will show for-

eign pix.

Frank Fandolfi, assistant man-
ager, transferred from. Crawford to
the Lake, Oak Par, under Leon-
ard Utecht; both Essaness Circuit.

James L. Smith has returned to

Essaness, as assistant at Crawford.

MINNEAPOLIS
University of Minnesota Film

Society scheduled seven foreign
films for campus showings.

North Central Allied intensif.v-

in^ campaign to defeat bill in state

legislature to enable municipalities
to enact admission tax.

Qharlie Jackson, vet Warner
salesman, • back, from ' a six-week
Florida vacation.

Gopher, Minnesota Amus. Co.
Loop firstrun, reopened after being
shuttered six days because of
smoke and water damage caused
by fire in adjoining building.

Price of $30,000 reportedly paid
by A. S. Milgi^m for 400-seat De-
Luxe, St. Paul • nabe, purchased
from Louis Ditkoff. v

Art Zulchi Metro office manager,

11 -Yr. Fight
Continiied from page 7

B'way Burns Pix
Continued from page 3

Banks Sues RKO
Los Angeles, March 29.

Damage suit for $670,000 was
filed in L. A. superior court by
Polan Banks Productions, charg-
ing RKO with breach of a produc-
tion-distribution contract Involv-
ing "Carriage Entrance."

,

Plaintiff asks $170,000 for pre-

PITTSBURGH
Arthur Levy, Col exchange man-

ager for last 18 years, resigned to

become a partner of Bert Stearn's

in Cincinnati branch of Stearn's,

Cooperative Theatre Service, indie

booking combine. .
George Tice

replaces Levy, with Jack Judd
moving in off Main Line to take
Tice's old post of city salesman.
Bob Munti, who was with SRO

until local office folded, joined
Eagle Lion as salesman in West
Virginia territory.

Harold: G. Cummings, formerly
with WB circuit 'ln Lynn, Mass.\ is

new manager of Warner theatre,

Morgantown, W. Va.
• Burt Schwartz, treasurer of

Stanley, promoted to assistant

manager of Warners' Greensburg
theatres. Circuit also put Joe
Outly, pilot of New Englatid, in
charge of Shadysidc too, 'dtuiug
Dave Broudy'S illness.

"

- Larry Tigert, who has been' in

Warners' contact office in theatre
department, resigned to go into in-

surance business. I

Irvin Levinson, formerly of WB
|

exchange staff, joined Film Clas-

1

sics as booker; replaces Bob Green,
resigned.

Israel Roth, veteran exhibitor,
resigned as Allied MPTO ,hoard
member on account of poor health.
Ralph Margolis is new student

booker at RKO.
John A. Reilly, who managed

the Metropolitan in Bloomfield
district under Dave ILeff, left that
house.

New York Theatres
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DALLAS
Forrest Thompson, manager of

Majestic , since his return from
Army service, new manager of
Melba and Tower. James Allard,
who held Melba and Tower pests,
goes to Palace. Henry Long, Pal-
ace manager since back from the
service, becomes Majestic skipper.
Rgbert O'Donnell named new

manager of Sunset, Interstate
house in San Antonio, with Floyd
Hill succeeding him as assistant
manager at downtown Aztec.
The Allied Theatre Owners of

Texas will hold its annual confab
here at the Adolphiis hotel June 1.

Meeting will be preceded May SC-
SI with a confab himoring Col. H.
A. Cole for his long service to the
organization.
Tiny Texas border town of .Za-

pata is facing a problem of mov-
ing, lock,'stock and barrel to a new
site yet to be selected due to the
construction of the Faleon Dam,
which when completed would inun-
date about five towns hereabouts
and one on the Mexican side of
the Rio Grande. Humberto Gon-
zales is Chamber of Commerce
manager as well as owner of the
town's social center, which con-
sists of the ZSO^seat Rex theatre, a
cafe and town hall.

to visualize, but even more impor-

tant in the opinion of many indus-

tryites, is the change in exhibition

—primarily the reduction of cleai>

ances.
How tremendous has been the

relief in this regard is made high-

ly evident to the opposing theatre

divestiture recently filed by Loew's.
Distrib pointed out, in asking the

court for leniency, that it made
4,984 changes in clearance sched-

ules from June, 1946, to February,
1948, to "further equitable iieens-

ing." These were easements of

long-established practices and cre-

ated plenty of upset in each, situa-

tion.. .

•

7-Day Interims More Frequent
Other companies, of course, have

done the same, with the result that

the 21-day and 28-day clearances
under which indie exhibs used so

commonly to live, have all but
faded. Seven-day interims are
much: more frequent now., which
has made thjg first-run fight harder
for its money, and has also given
distribs greatef rentals, since they
Wave naturally been justified In

asking better terms with shorter
clearances.
Competitive bidding, which came

with the New York statutory court
decision at the: end' of 1946, also

has had a tremendous effect on the
exhibition picture. It has made
every theatre a potential first-run

All the exhib has to do, if he is

hardy enough and it makes sense
in his situation, is to demand the
right to bid for product on what-
ever run he desires. Although far
from being universally used, bid-
ding's very existence as a potential

has been highly Important. And
its practical effect has been to

greatly increase the number of acr
tual first-run situations.

Eleven-year battle ' by the Gov-
ernment has also kept the affiliat-

ed' circuits from expansion and, in

recent years,*., has considerably
shrunken them- by making them
get rid of partnerships and pools.

In the case of Paramount- and RKO
there hqs been complete divorce-
ment, and it is expected that other
companies will 'make similar de-
crees eventually. This has result-

ed in a complete change for the
indie exhib. Combined with bid-
ding, it gives him a much greater
opportunity to start in business and
has taken much pressure off him
to sell or lease to a major or to

throw his house into a pool.

Thus, the more exhibs there are,

the more competition! and the high-^

er the rentals paid—which, in the
I long run, most film men agree, is

stanzas, While the Roxy booked five

apiece.
In the case of the Mayfair, none

of its '49 pictures measured up to

the staying power of "Gentleman's , .

Agreement," the previous year's |
production work on the script and

lone first-quarter occupant. Long-
j

$500,000 in anticipated profits,

est contemporary runner was Re-

'

public's "Wake of the Red Witch,"
with a five-week stand, while
United Artists' "My Dear Secre-

tary" remained only a week.

An evident shortage of suitable
product is pointed up by the fact

that so far this year the Gotham
has booked only one first-runner,

Republic's "Angel on the Amazoji,"
and has resorted to reissues to fill

out its playing time. On the other
hand, in '48 the same house first-

runned five films. Palace also has
leaned heavily toward oldies while
the Strand even revived a brace
this year.

20th's Drive
Ss; Continued from page 5 s

among exhib members. The blasts

a lot healthier than a great concen-

—- RADIO CITY MUSIC HAll .

Rockefeller Center Y

"LITTLE WOMEN" t
Juno AULVSON - Peter LAWfORO T

Mirtaret O'BRIEN - Ellnbeth TAYLOR T
[J»net LEIGH - Rosnno BRAZZI - Mary ASTOR t

A MERVIN LeROV PRODUCTION t
Color by TECHNICOLOR t

A Metro-Goldwyn-May^r Picture T
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION ^

I.or«ttn YOUNG - Tun .lOH.NSOV

'MOTHER IS A FRESHMAN'
A 20(11 ('entiiry-Fox I'loturt In ierlmlMilor

ON VARIETY STAGE

PHIL BAKER • CAB CALLOWAY
BIG ICK KKVriS

!=ROXY *
lOtli St.

i BUFFALO
I

Joseph Miller, former upstate
!
sales chief for Film Classics, re-

!

signed to become independent
,
state rights distrib. Miller was Co-

I
lumbia and Eagle Lion Albany and

!

Buffalo branch manager for 15
i years.

I
James L. Winn, head of the

United Artists exchange, trans-
1
ferred to the company's Boston

1
branch, replacing John J. Dervin,
resigned. David Leff, formerly
New Haven branch manager,
moves to Buffalo while Ray Wiley

1 takes over in N. H.

tration of buying power in the
hands of a few affiliated circuits.

The constant policing of the in-

dustry by the D. of J. and the
knowledge of, indie exhibs that
they have had the Government, on
their sid^ has also had hundreds
of more or less intangible effects.

-It has changed a whole bevy of
trade practices. Overall result,

however, it's stressed, has been to

increase competition. And the
surprising thing is that the di,strib-

utors, who at one time or another
opposed most of the changes, are
among the first to agree that the re-

sults from their own, as well as an
industrywide standpoint, have been
favorable.

20th Settlement
Continued from page S

' Cel« >y CmtCOlOR

Mm mM w Hsai V«*^-
ttMicM>HII-(NilElH|'Hnt

KANSAS CITY
;

Don Walker, former exploiteer
for Warners, joined SRO to handle

[
"Portrait of Jennie" in midwest
territory.

Howard Burkhardt, Loew's Mid-
land manager, goes to New York
April 15 and to his home near
Baltimore. While east he will

j

confer re vaudeville; expects to be
!

ready for first stageshows in over
j

a decade on his return.
I New drive-in theatre in Liberal,
;
Kans., is expected to open April 17,
aconrding to Ben Adams, who heads

proposed settlement as inadequate.
Thifi objection, the- jurist ruled,
was "practically infinitesimal" in
view of the tact that 20th's out-
.standing stock exceeded 2,500,000
shares distributed over some 27,-

000 stockholders.
Referee Demov's report was

praised by Justice Pecora as a
"masterly" one which has evoked
"laudations" from all attorneys
involved. Court also noted that
the recommendations of the referee
may be summarized in the con-

I

eluding words of his report which
1
stated: "I have the firm conviction

I

that the terms of the offer of settle-
ment are Inherently fair and rea-
sonable under the circumstances,
and I, therefore recommend that
the proposed settlement be ap-
proved.''

emanated from the Independent
Theatre Owners Assn., .New Jer-
sey Allied, Rocky Mountain Allied,

Independent Exhibitors of Boston
and Allied of Indiana.

Jersey group slugged the project
as "arbitrary, unrealistic and un-
fair to independent exhibitors." It

went on to say: ."The receipts at

the boxoffices of the independent
theatres have decreased to figures
that -leave a small profit and any
increase in picture rentals would
absorb this profit." The Jerseyites
saw 20th destroying its goodwill
by. the move.
The Boston group, suggested that

20th "might consider throwing in

20th's video profits to help fill the
apparently now empty pot." It

went on to crack: "Smith, in cpn-
elusion remarked that if exhibitors
went along with the proposals
made, all the problems and Ills of
our industry would disappear
('And so will the exhibitors,' re-
marked a well-meaning exhib-
itor)."

In more moderate language, In-
diana outfit classed the proposal
as "not new^not equitable." After
poking jabs at the scheme, it

wound up by declaring: "Without
further clarification we don't quite
subscribe to this as an equitable
plan wbere the film company is as-
.siited thftt they will get their in-
vestment back unless the exhibitor
is also guaranteed that he wifl not
show a loss on the engagement."
Brandt charged Lichtman with

a "rule or ruin policy." The org
condemned 20th for "unconscion-
able, arbitrary and unfair pricing
of films" and tagged the whole
procedure as "one-sided." -

' The
Brandt manifesto wound up with
the declaration that "Lichtman
sold Skouras a bill of goods here
but he will never be able to sell
it to the grass roots of exhibition

In a full-page ad in yesterday's
(Tues.) tradepapers, Brandt's Inde
pendent Theatre Owners Assn. an
nounced that its members* would
not attend the meeting set by 26th
with N. Y. tahibs' Friday (1). I

As for the other distribs, they
are just as intent as 20th to boost
returns. Whether their tactics Will
take the form of outright hiking
of rentals is still dubious. Metro,
for instance, determined on a
course for bigger distrib profits
at its recent Coast meeting. Para-
mount's newly-tapped sales chief,
Alfred W. Schwalberg, also Is seek-
ing a formula for higher returns.

In Metro's case, it is understood
sales execs and staffers have been
told to insist on a fair return on
pix and to fight any exhib at-
tempt to pass the risks solely to
the company. Metroites will take
a tougher attitude towards exhib
arguments that they must first ob-
tain an insured 6% return on in-
vested capital plus a recoupment
of all house expenses before the
distrib takes his cut. William F.
Rodgers, M-G's distrib veepee, has
instructed his men to battle the
return-of-capital-investment theory.

Paramount is on a drive to end
what it regards as "loose selling,"
This has taken the form of book-
ing pix three days where they
should be grooved for five; playing
strong films in the middle of the
week instead of over the lucrative
weekends; booking fiats where per-
centages should be demanded, and
other practices now tagged ver-
boten. Schwalberg is convinced
that Par's take can be upped sub-
stantially In a campaign taking
form this year.

Rubin Thinlts
SS Continiied (roin page 7 —

percentage of their theatre hold-
ings."

Paramount's case was different,
Rubin continued,, "because it owns •

an enormous number of theatres
in partnership with independent
exhibitors and stood a chance of
losing them." He flatly added : "We
are not In that position." As for
RKO, Metroite said the company

i was not forced to make a deal
[ "but might have gone on as we

I

are." Rubin then noted that How-

I

ard Hughes, new controlling stock-

I

holder, was not interested in op-
I crating theatres "as evidenced by /

the option which he gave Atlas
Corp. when huying the company."
Rubin disclosed that Metro has

entered a stipulation with the Gov-
ernment ' disposing of the com*
pany's relatively few partnership/;
houses. Four houses will be re-

tained on a partnership basis be-
cause the pards have been ruled
investors. Five will be disposed
of. Four of these were not oper-
ated by the company. £ight others
(shared with United Artists Cir-

cuit) will be divided.
It is understood that the four

partnership houses which Loew's
will continue to operate are the
State, White Plains, N. Y. (Judge
C. Sulzberger, partner); Gates,
Brooklyn, l«r. y. (Charles Jaffa);

Esquire and' Valentine, Toledo
(Freedman .& Fefbelman). Loew's
Capitol, Broadway showcase shared
with Messmore Kendall, will also

be retained.
Eight houses now partnered with

United Artists circuit which will

be split are the Century, Parkway
and Valencia, Baltimore; Broad
and Ohio, Columbus; Penn and
Ritz, Pittsburgh^ and- Loew's,
Louisville.

More UA Prod
5S Cotitinned from pilC.e 4 ss

A&P Stores heir, in the next three
years, according to Edward Nas-
Eour/ who is now in New York.
Under the setup, Nassour " ex-

plained, the Nassours and Hartford
are each committed to match dol-

lar ~for dollar, .up to a combined
total ol $5,000,000, coin needed for

production by a unit they are es-

tablishing. The $5,000i000 is in the
nature of a revolving fund, but
Nassour said he thought it unlikely
that that much money would all foe

out at the same time. The fund will

be used to- provide second money
and guarantees, with hanks called
on, as usual in indie production,
for initial financing. .

The $5,000,000 fund, grew out of

difficulties UA has had'ih financing
indie producers. It was originally
to hie a source for any indie who
could get together a package to be
made at the Nassour Studios for
UA release, but now the Nassours
and Hartford will do all their own
producing.

Rep-EL See Red
Continued from page 3

has received no answer to its ulti-

matum.
The fracas stems from the fact

that Rep made a black-and-white
series of the films some years ago
and recently advertised their reis-

suance. Several years back, Stephen
Slesinger, owner of the "Hydcr"
character, switched " to Harry
Thomas' Equity Pictures which rer ,

leases through EL.
Equity has completed the first

three of a series of four, one of

which, "Ride, Ryder, Ride" is now
in release. An additional four are

coming up under « newly-pacted
deal.

Now SpeciaUz'«8'

, in Refreshment

Service for

DRIVE-IN theatres;

1
SPORTSlilitVtCE, Inc. saCObs^ii^^

[Hp^St tlij^g. ' BUFFALO, H-Jfj.
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Thanks to the newsreel editor • • •

the world passes in review
ACROSS his "front pages," before

the eyes of movie-goers on Main

Streets everywhere, the world passes

in review. There, North meets South,

East meets West through the special-

ized efforts of the newsreel editor.

He sifts the facts and foibles of the

world . . , presents in one short reel

the significant, the human, and the

odd—news that helps the world to

know itself better.

To his objectivity ... his sense of

the newsworthy . . . his feeling for

iconcise and graphic storytelling . .

,

the newsreel owes its unique place

in American journalism.

Yet the newsreel editor would be

the first to give due credit to his staff

ofcameramen . . . and to the family of

Eastman motion picture films which
helpthem cover the news—and help

him present it so effectively.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER 4. N. Y.

J. E. BRULATOUR, INC., DISTRIBUTORS

FORT LEE • CHICAGO • HOLLYWOOD
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P & G DropsW in Snrprise

Cancellation to Save SlOOOj

In probably the most surprislng-f

cancellation of the season, Procter

& Gamble this week served notice

on Benton t Bowles, agency on the

Prell account, that it was dropping

the Friday night NBC "Life of

Kiley" and also checking out of

the half-hour time slot. "Riley" Is

a $13,000 a week package and can-

cellation represents a total annual

time-talent budgetary cut of about

$1,000,000.

P i G pointed out that it was

strictly one of those "we regret"

situations forced on the company
by a budget problem involving the

Pi-ell product. Also that if Prell

could have split the show's cost

with another P & G account (as is

frequently done by General Foods

and other top advertisers), it would

remain on. However, no other

P« t G account was in a position

to pick up the tab, so the show

fades from -P & G spoftsorship

lauspices at the end of the season.

! In view of "Riley's" consistent

Hooper pull (it now has a 12.7 but

more frequently commands a 16 or

18 ), indications are that the Irving

Brecher package, which stars WHt
liam Bendix, will be grabbed up.

B & B agency, anxious to retain the

property, immediately pitched it

up to General Foods, but latter is

confronted with the same problem

as P i G.
Oddity to the cancellation an-

nouncement is the fact that P & G
In recent weeks has been pouring-

considerable promotion coin into

the new Universal pic based on the

"Biley" radio show.

WNYCtoSeek

Fulltime Status

Ruppel Appointment

As Collier's Editor

Seen 'Break' for Radio

Louis Ruppel has resigned as di-

rector of the Clear Channel
Broadcasting Service to ^become
editor of Collier's magazine, as

successor to Walter Davenport.

Appointment of Ruppel, who was
formerly director of CBS press, is

regarded as a "break" for the ra-

dio fraternity In view of Ruppel's

l>ackground in broadc«sting and
partiality toward the medium.
(Frequent squawk among radio

press boys is that crashing the top

mags is still a tough proposition).

When Ruppel checked out of the

CBS operation a few years back
he went with the Crowell-CoUler

organization in an exec capacity,

but has since .been identified with

several other enterprises.,

Davenport returns to his forte,

Washington' coverage for Collier's.

KL2 Program Dirietor

CHARLES ROBERTS
With his carefully chosen staff of

announcers, writers, proauctlpn and
talent people; Charles Roberts has
made listening to KLZ an ev«r more
popular habit in the Rocky Moun-
tain region.

KLZ, Denver.

WNYC, New York's municipal

station, will file an application for

fulltime broadcasting, it was re-

vealed by Seymour Seigel, City Ra-

dio Director, after the FCC
granted the non-commercial outlet

a six-month authorization for night-

time operation, good until Sept.

8, 1949.

The station had been griping be^

cause its last special service au-

thorization had been for only 30

days, as a result of a protest by
WCCOj CBS affiliate in Minne-
apolis. Previously WNYC had been
given a six-month extension. Rea-

son for the FGC's making it a half-

year authorization : Instead of 30

days was a strong pitch by Frieda
Hennock, the commission's first

distaff member, who hails from
New York.

Seigel will apply for fulltime op-

eration, he explained, to settle for

good the fact that WNYC doesn't

Interfere with WCCO.

ABC Web to Probe

Sales Lag on Okay

Rated Sustainers

ABC program toppers are go^

Ing to study all sustaining pro-

grams in a new program reshuille.

Feeling is that several shows which
have chalked up good ratings have
been on the web for some time,
without picking up sponsors, and
the net wants to know why.

Typical of the airers coming up
for examination are the "Amazing
Mr. Malone," which has: averaged

9 rating, and "Famous Jury
Trials,'' which has hovergd around
7. J. Donald Wilson, program
veepee, points out that the stanzas

CBS' Problem

OnSunHnerFiOs
As it shapes up now, CBS will

have from eight to 10 half hours

of hiatus time to fill this summer.
Schedule is subject to change,

with final returns not due for some
weeks yet, but this is the picture

as of the moment:

The three quarter-hour, cross-

the-board early evening shows
(Campbell Soup's "Club 15," and

the brace of Procter & Gamble
shows, "Beulah" and Jack Smith-

Dinah Shore) are scheduled to give

up the, time during the hot weather
period, as they did last year.

Monday night, Lipton Tea's

"Talent Scouts'' and the full hour
"Lux Radio Theatre" go off, ac-

counting for three additional fill-

in shows. Whether or not Lever
Bros, takes a hiatus on "My Friend

Irma" is Still undetermined.

Thursday night, P & G's "FBI
in Peace and War!' is slated to

take a hiatus. Auto-Lite's "Sus-

pense" is still in"! the doubtful

columns.

The two General Foods' Friday

Allen's 'Godfather Routine Makes

Mective Morgan 'Stay Tuned' Hyp(

are relatively inexpensive and cost ^hows, Jack Carson and "My Favor-

Hicks Checking Off ABC To

^ Join NBC News Division

In 'Theatre Guild' Switch
George Hicks has decided to

Check out of the ABC organization

and join the NBC news division.
- Hicks" switchover is the result of

the U. S. Steel "Theatre Guild of

the Air'' dramatic show moving
from ABC to NBC. Hicks has been
doing the commercials on the
"Guild" and his ABC affiliation, It

Is. understood, would have pre-
vented his continuance on the
sponsored airer, for which he's
getting $500 a week.

Hicks was originally with NBC.
It's recalled that back in 1935 he
was - sent with the National Geo-
fraphiC' Society to the Canton
Elands in, the. Pacific to diescribe

an eclipse of the sun. Trip took a
total of six months. ' What came
out of it was a 15-mlnute program,
but network vets still recall Hicks'
job as one of the news highUghttt'
of that year.

less than many sponsored shows on
other webs which have only half
the audience. "Mr. Malone," it's re-

ported^ will be dropped.

Wilson is prepping clinics with
sales, promotion, station relations

and program heads to find reasons
why the shows haven't sold. "If

advertisers stress listeners-per-dol-

lar figures," Wilson says, "these
shows are delivering. And if they
won't pick up the tab on these;

maybe we'd better develop new
shows which will attract bankroll*
ers as well, as listeners."

One. new. show being inserted by
ABC is a broadly-played situation

comedy featuring film actor Jack
Kirkwood and his wife. The Kirk-
woods, now heard cross-the-board

at 11:15 a.m., are dropping the
morning.atrip for the half'hour slot
being vacated by. the Meredith

ite Husband," will exit for the

summer, with probability of GF
dropping Carson for good. Ford
also plans to relinquish ita Friday
time during the summer.

As for the Sunday roster, only

Colgate, which sponsors "Our Miss
Brooks," looks set to take a

hiatus.

Many other sponsors, of course,

are dropping their regular shows
for the summer months, but are

retaiYiing the time for lower-bud^

geted replacements.

Burnett Gets Pillsbury

Gro*y'f CBS^^I^^^^^

In Baseball Show
Bing Crosby* together with his

four sons, will make his CBS de-

Willson show on" Wednesdays at
|

but April 17 in a special hour-long

10:30 p.m. Starting April 6, Kirk- 1 one-shot show bankrolled by Gen-
woods will have eight to 10 weeks

j

eral_ Mills to herald^the^ start .of

until the summer hiatus to show-
case the new program.

In the evening lineup, ABC is

aiming at establishing Saturday as
a whodunit ..harvest with "Pat No-
vak for Hire" definitely moving
over from Sunday to back VLittle

Herman." On the Coast,: auditions,

for situation comedy stanzas are
being cut with Donald O'Connor
and Mickey Rooney.

' the baseball season. Crosby family
will headline a list of sports and
film celebs on the program, which
will originate on the Coast and be
Utled "Wekome IQack, Baseball,"

: Crosby, wHo' Is part owner of the
Pittsburgh Pirates, will emcee the
presentation, which will be aired
two days before the official open-
ing of the 1049 season. Agency for
GM is Knox Reeves.

NBC's Unique Switch On

Quizzer Will Find TV'er

Disked for AM Playback

NBC is planning a unique
switch on its "Who Said That?"
quiz program, which is heard both
AM and TV. The tele version Is

picking up a sponsor, Crosley Ra-
dio, starting April 9, and moves
from Sunday at 10:30 p.m. to the

Saturday night at 9 period.

Radio version loses its Sunday
10:30 time April 24 when Horace
Heidt moves back to that time seg-

ment. . It will lay off a couple

weeks, but when it returns to the
air a two-way simulcast won't be
possible, because Saturday night

at 9 is occupied by Lucky Strike

Hit Parade.
Rather than involve the show's

participants in two separate per-

formances, NBC now plana to

transcribe the .video version and
play it back for the AM audience.

'Steeple' Stations

Gain Impetus As

Baptists Joinh
Washington. March 29.

Prompt action on the question of

opening the FM educational band
for 10-watt church radio stations

was asked yesterday (Mon;) by
the Southern Baptist Convention of
Texas in a letter to FCC Chairman
Wayne Coy. The organization said

that since it filed its petition last

month several hundred more
churches have taken an active in-

terest in establishing "steeple"

stations.

Leonard Marks, counsel for the
Baptists, advised the commission
that authorization to .permit the
low power outlets ''will act as a
tremendous stimulant to the sale

of FM receivers" which will bener
fit all FM broadcasters, commercial
and non-commercial. He submitted
a resolution of the FM Assn. favor-

ing a revision of FCC rules to al-

low the 10-watters in the interest

of FM' development.
Marks emphasized that the Bap-

tists do not want FM frequencies
set aside for any one religious
denomination but for "any reli-

gious group" which the commission
believes qualified to operate a ra-

dio facility. He said that no en-
gineering . problems are raised by
the petition and that the determiii-.

ing factor"wo.uld appear to be a
policy question of whether re^
ligious institutions shall be per-
mitted to operate FM broadcast
stations on the educational band.

Dr. Alton Reed, director of the
Texas Baptists Radio Department,
has estimated that approximately
2,000 low power stations would be
established by various religious
groups; FCC permitting.

Leo
: Chicago, March 29,

Burnett agency

FM Preps Map to 'Sell' Clinic On

Potential Audience of 100 Million

With promise of expanding FM
|
Life." A preview o.f the map given

iiet' output now that the AM mar- 1
here showed that 00% of the east-

ket has become saturated, the FMlf" ^UL^pm'7f«H '"''''^l
i ,. , !

by at least one FM station and
Assn. holds Its first sales clinic

1 that 13 states west of the Mississip-
1 in New Y(Jrk Friday (1) with an 1 pi are largely covered.

I

expected attendance of 150 to 200 1 Also; on the agenda for the clinic,
station, agency, factory, and serv-

!
to be held at the Commodore hotel,

SALARY SNARL KEEPING

BRICE FROM AIR RETURN
Although she has been missing

from - the airlanes for two years,
Fannie Brice's return next season
is not in the cards, it is claimed,
although General Foods Vas re-
ported kicking around the lidea of
bringing back her "Baby Snooks"
characterization.

Chief stumbling block is the
comedienne's refusal to shave her
price. When last spotlighted by
General Foods, she was drawing
$6,000 as her own personal take.
She wants the same coin.

'

Unique arrangement has been
set up in connection with both the
back-to-back Fred Allen and Henry-
Morgan Sunday night shows on
NBC to effect an integration of tal.

ent It adds up to one of the most
effective "stay tuned" techniques
evolved by the network since the
CBS star raiding made NBC "audi,
ence conscious."

Allen's device of having his guest
stars finish their routines on the

Morgan program; which immedl.
ately follows, occurred for the sets

ond consecutive week last Suiidiiy^

(27 ) , when Hlldegarde did half her
song number for the Allen listeners

and then reprised the entire turn
when she accompanied Allen over to

the Morgan show. Similar situation

occurred the preceding week when
Victor Moore was Allen's guests

both of them carrying over into the
Morgan stanza;; all, of course, at-

tended by the proper announcer
fanfare to "stay tuned to -Morgan."
Morgan show is sustaining, but,

like the Allen program, it's a Wll>
liam Morris package, with the lat-

ter agency working out the fee for
the two-show guesting as a "pack,*

'

age" arrangement.
Allen has been identified as a

sort of "godfather" of the Morgan
show and has guested on the show
since its preem three weeks- agOi

4We¥SetUp

DST 'Format'

All four webs have readied plans

for Daylight Saving Time opera-

tions which will get under way •

April 24. Duplicate lines and
extensive . recording facilities will =

be required, so that both Daylight

and Standard Time stations will -

be able to carry shows in their

regular slots without reshuffling

schedules.
ABC, which initiated the system

In 1946, will use special lines to

feed broadcasts live to DST affilU :

ates. Tape recorders in Chi and ;

Hollywood will record shows for

rebroadcast one hour later to out-

lets on ST, according to Ernest Let
Jahncke, station relations v.p.

At Mutual, 1,000 additional milei
,

of lines will be used to service sta-

tions on ST, with programs being

taped in New York and Denver fo?

rebroadcast after an hour; Earl

M. Johnson, MBS station relatloni

and . engineering topper, said that;,

the plan means "operating as virtu-

ally fotir' networks'* and will be one

of the subjects on the agenda «I

the net's affiliates meeting in Chi,

April 10.

CBS is settingup duplicate lin«,

one' set for stations in the eastern

and central time zones and a se8».

arate network feeding out of Chi«:

cago to all stations operating on

ST. William A. Schudt, .Tr.. sta-

tion relations director, pointed out

that the recording^rebroadcast pU"
is a continuation of the DST serv

ice launched • last year. Beforl

1048, stations operating on 8T

moved up their schedules to con-

form to DST skeds.
According to Easton C. WoolleJ,

director of NBC's stations depart-

ment, the senior web will tap*

shows In Chi for rebroadcast to

affiliates on ST, using addiUon^
Jinesi

replaces I

ice executives
To attract advertisers to the 720

FM stations now operating,' the
association will unfold a hew
erage map showing a potential au
dience of 100 million people

McCann-Erickson May 3 on Pills-

hury account for Best Sno-Sheen
cake flour and pancake mix. Move
fives Burnett full handling of

lllsbury products.
Agency spokesman doesn't anti- ! map has been prepared by Everett

cipate any changes in client's
|

L, Dillard, prexy of the Continen-
schedules- until next ye|r due to 1

tal FM Network, who will address
present commitnients.

I
the clinic on "The FM Facts of

are Edgar Kobak, Mutual prez;
Linnea Nelson, chief time -buyer
for J. Walter Thompson; Ted Lei-
tzell, public relations director for
Zenith Radio Corp.; and Dr. Mil-

The
I
lard Faught, Faught Co. prexy.
The largest display of FM re-

ceivers ever shown is ejfpected to
be on exhibition for the one-day
session.

Conti to Skip Usual

MBS Summer Hiatus
Contl Shampoo, which usually

takes a 13-week summer hiatus, ex-
pects to remain on Mutual this
year.'

"Yours for a Song," Friday night
30-minute musical airer, will be
replaced by a 15-minute Sunday
eve show featuring Sheilah Gra-
ham as ho.stess. Miss Graham is

currently heard on the program
with a Hollywood chatter segment.

ABCtoKeepUpWithThe

Joneses (Irene Hervey)

From Abroad Via Tape

Allan Jones and Irene Hervay*

who sailed for Europe last weeij.

took along a recorder on whi«»

they'll tape a "Mr. and Mrt.

Abroad" series for ABC. Tap*.

Which will be flown back to tnf

U. S., will be used to build »

minute cross-the-board airer wWcb

the web hopes tb co-op-

The singer-actress team, accom-

panied by a writer and a producer,

will interview celebs, take their

recorder to international pa['*^'

and describe tourist haunts. Alter

the Joneses return from the cow

tinent, they'll continue the «rw

from Hollywood, Tentative tiue »

"Keeping Fp With the Joneses.
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NBC ALERTED TO 'BLOWOFF
Godfrey Taley's Bad Boy?*

There has been plenty of tension around CBS these past few days
over a ''situation" Involving board chairman William S; Paley and
Arthur Godfrey, better known as the network's ''$6,000,000 billings

baby."
Godfrey, some say around the network, is fast acquiring the

appellation of "CBS" Problem £!hlld," for a variety of reasons. The
network, it's claimed, has frequently been brought to account for

gome of the off-color material Godfrey has been using, particularly

pti his brace of nighttime television show* for Lipton Tea and Ches-
terAeld. . w^lso, because he refuses to move his Wednesday night
video program for Chesterfield out of the 8 to 0 slot, although
Columbia chieftains have agreed to the switch, CBS stands to lose

the new one-hour Buick show.
The blowoff. howeveje, came last week, when Paley reportedly

blew his top over some of Godfrey's kidding-on-the-square cracks
directed at the board chairman on the Chesterfleld TV- program.
The fact that Godfrey gave it another whirl the following day on
his morning ChesterAeld AM show didn^t particularly help salve
matters, either.

In an interview with the N. Y. Herald Tribune's John Crosby
last week, Paley was quoted as criticizing Godfrey's 60-minute
Chesterfield videocast for its lack of movement. Taking his cue
from that and the fact that the Crosby article billed Paley, in effect,

as being the Columbia Broadcasting System, Godfrey lit in on his

TV and AM shows with some banter directed strictly at the Boss
Man as 'he'Tead from the Crosby piece.

The Godfrey crack on the TV show, "Is this movement enough,
Mr. Paley?'' ' anent some* stage business;, the: inflection' attending

hif quoting of the reference to Paley as "being the Columbia Broadr
casting System," and his byplay on bypassing vice-presidents, now
that he can kid around with the chairman of the boards all con-
trlbutedj it is said, toward Paley- getting a "mad on;".

Report is that Godfrey wasn't any too happy to the reference
giving Paley sole billing as Mr. CBS, in view of the $6,000,000 in

annual billings Godfrey brings in to the web's coffers through his

multiple bankrollers both daytime and nighttime on TV and AM.
/Prior to the Paley acquisition of Jack Benny, Amos 'n' Andy, Bing
' Crosby, Edgar Bergen, et al., Godfrey's was the web's top person^
ality, frequently labelled "Mr. Columbia;"
Sentiment was divided as to whether Paley himself was respon-

sible for the Godfrey on-the-air comebacks, some taking the
position that the board chairman should not have used the public
ptints to criticize one of his prize possessions, particularly in the
case of a sponsored show. Others maintain that it was equally
in bad taste for Godfrey to utilize Chesterfleld time to involve
himself in a dash of personalities, no> Matter how much kidding
appeared to be on the surface; :

'

The fact that Godfrey's Wednesday TV show, has slipped from a
60 rating to its present 41, representing a loss of a third of hi«t.

audience, is also reported as one of the disturbing elements, at-

tributed to the show's qualitative slough off

.

MH Status Up In

Air Despite Move
status of "Ozzie and Harriet's"

continued sponsorship by Interna-
tional Silver next season appears
to be up in the air. This is despite
the fact that the show is moving
into one of the ^enviable slots in
radio starting next week, when it

, becomes bracketed with Jack
Benny on CBS.
' AH depends on whether the cur^
rent bankroiler agrees to new

' terms being laid down by Ozzie
Nelson. O & H show is now a

112,000 a week package, but Nel-
son wants the figure upped, partic-

: Ularly if the client insists on only
Ik one-year contract.

-Br Chiefly, Nelson is shooting for a

.three-year non-cancellable guar-
antee. In that event, it's reported,
he is willing to modify the coin
demand.

International Silver has had the
O & H show since its Inception five

years ago, during which time it has
developed: into, one of radio's sock
situation comedies.
Young & ^blcam is the agency.

CHAPPEUBOWSOUTOF
CAMPBEL SOUP SUNT
After a 13-year association with

Ward Wheelock agency as an-
nouncer on Campbell Soup pro-
firamming, Ernest Chappell has
urned in his resignation. Agency
has been auditioning a flock of po-
tential candidates for the post,
with a decision due within the next
few days.

Chappell's current assignment is
the Edward R. Murrow cross-the-
noard CBS commentary sponstfred
by the soup company.

Hutchins' Coast Exit

Hollywood, March 29.
Hutchins agency closes its local

ottlce on .Tune 1, when Bing Crosby
his last show for Philco.

?.

Jim Burton is office manager and
ane Lait publicity director. It's
ikely Philco will broadcast and

telecast simultaneously a show
'rom N, Y. next season. ,

NBC's 'Brooklyn Tree'

A new half-hour dramatic series,

based on Betty Smitli's novel, "A
Tree Grows in Brooklyn," has been
packaged by, NBC. Star of the
show is Jaijies Dnnn, who starred
in the film version.

Audition disk will be cut in New
York Friday ( 1),' with Jack Kuney
directing,. =

20G Rebate Seen

Reason for NBC

Church Airer Nix
Refusal of NBC to join with the

other three'~ 'networks " Saturday
night (26) in carrying the 10 to H
program put on under auspices of
the Church World Service, has
brought some squawks from the
Protestant organization. In the
case of NBC, it would have meant
knocking off two commercials,
Colgate's Dennis Day show and the
Prince Albert "Grand Old Opry,"
which would have entailed a $20,-

000 rebate to the clients.

Church organization's, beef was
predicated on the allegation that
the network i had- misrepresented
the program to its affiliates In ex-
plaining why it wasn't going on,
claim being that NBC called it a
donation - raising, non - interfaith

program.
NBC, however, says it was sim-,

ply a case where the . .Church
World Service had been previous-*

ly given a half-hour of time on
Thanksgiving and could have an-
other half-hour when time is avail-

able. But the network couldn't
quite see dumping $20,000 in bill«

ings for a program that was get-

ting a three-web ride anyhow.
Meanwhile the American Coun-

cil of Christian Churches put in a
bid to the webs carrying the pro^

gram for time to reply to Satur-

day',s broadcast, but was turned
down by all three networks. Amer-
ican Council charged that the

Church World Service had fostered

socialism and modernism, but Dr.

Stanley Stumer; promotional direc-

tor of Ghurch World Service,

termied the cliarge absurd.

UPPER ECHELON

REVAMP SEEN
^he past Week has seen a notice-

able upbeat in tension around
NBC headquarters in New York.

Some of the network executives

have been alerted to the fact that

"something Is in the wind" in the

way of an upper echelon revamp,
and in authoritative quarters it's re-

ported that the blowoff has been
timed to coincide with the annual

meeting of stockholders of the Ra-
dio Corp. of America the first

week in May.
From an authoritative source

comes the report that the initial

announcements of an "elaborate
reorganization" within, the NBC ad-
ministrative setup -will come .Im-

mediately preceding the- stockhold-
ers meeting. NBC execs are in-

clined to be mum on the subject,
despite all the prevailing tensions
and uncertainties. Some are will-

ing, to concede that "something is

about to pop."
Just what the "elaborate reor-

ganization'" entails is cueing plenty
of speculation and guess work
around the network. One thing ap-
pears certain—that the entire NBC
programming organizational setup,
is due for a drastic revamp, But
how 'It will effect administrative
veepee Ken Dyke isn't be i n g
tipped by anyone.

It is expected, too, that the
changes will involve transfers of

execs from one city to another, but
here again the disclosure of the
personalities it will affect is being
kept under strict wraps; :

- The pending repercussions were
considered inevitable In the wake
of the CBS vs. NBC struggle for
supremacy in recent months, fol-

lowing Columbia's bid for preminr
ence and raiding of NBC top talent.'

Wholesale Flock of Axii^s Due At

Season s Qose; GFs Swing Widest

Wht Frfth Nehrork!
Chicago, Mitrch 29.

Much talked-of "Fifth Network"
is a myth as far as its two alleged
promoters are concerned.

Reports had George Roesler, of
Radio America, as promoter in lin-

ing up over 100 stations for a net-

work to tee off this fall. Glenn
Snyder, WLS, was slated as the
net's prexy. Both Boesler and
Snyder gave unqualified ^denials to

the reports.
Roesler said he is "not working

on such a project, and knows noth-
ing of any network being formed."

: Trade reaction was one of scof-,

flng until the rumors got into print,

^ven then, with instability of net-

work operation and present inroads

of television into radio budgets. It

was agreed that now is definitely

not the time to start another net-

work.

Markel K&E

Face

Of the

Parting

Ways

Pepsi s Steele

^
Hits the Spot

Switchover of Al Steele (ex-

CBS, ex-D'Arcy agency) from Coca^
Cola Co. to Walter S, Mack's rival

Pepsi-Cola operation has created
some mild excitement in radio ad-
vertising : quarters: and among
Steele's intimates.

Steele resigned as veepefe in

charge of sales promotion at Coca-
Cola to become first v.p, (tanta-

mount to exec veepee) and . direc-

tor of Pepsi-Cola. Four years ago
he quit the D'Arcy agency, which
handles the Coca-Cola account,' to

join the latter operationy- and be-
fore that he headed the Detroit
office for CBS.
Trade comment is that, : after

four years with a conservative:
operation, Steele is( now in a more

I
natural habitat, more in keeping

I

with his own flanfboyancy. It's re-

called that just as he: initiated the
Army camp touring "Spotlight

I Revue" for Coca-Cola and inspired
i the "Broadway Matinee" (Alfred

I Drake) type of programming at

D'Arcy for < Owens-Illinois, the
radio boys are now watching for

the "fur to fly" via Steele pyror
technics in keeping with the Pepsi
sky-writing stunts, block parties,

etc.-' ,

'..

• In contrast to the reported
$75,000, a year he's getting with
Coca-Cola, Steele is down for 85G
on the Pepsi payroll, plus a stock
deal,

Welk Into Groucho's ABC

Spot for Keer Sponsor
Bandleader Lawrence Welk will

replace Elgin-American's Groucho
Marx airer, "You Bet Your Life,"

I on ABC for the summer, starting

I

June 1. Welk will he sponsored
I on the web's central division by

1

Miller Brewing.
J If the east and west brewers
I don't bankroll Welk, ' the, net will

i
probably air the show sustaining in

I those markets. Format is not yet

iset.

Fletcher Markel, who has been
drawing down $1,250 a week as di-

rector of "Ford Theatre" on CBS,
is reported exiting thcshow at the

end of the current cycle, While
some trade comment claimed Mar-
kel was being yanked from the
program immediately by Kenyon
& Eckhardt, which produces "Ford
Theatre,"' agency execs were morft:

evasive about it, though suggesting
Markers directorial regime at

K&E was in its closing stages.

Behind the scheduled Markel de-
parture, it's known, has been a
widening breach between the ex-
CBS director and the agency. (The
network, incidentally, has first call

on his services under an arrange-
ment whereby the former "Studio
One'-' director was parcelled out to

K&E for the Ford show on a loan-

out basis,: but there's speculation
now conce.'-ning his return to

Columbia.) •

A number of contributing fac-
tors enter into the schism which,
in the words of one K&E exec,
"makes Markel hard to live with."

On the one " hand, K&E prefers
adaptations of top^star .pop stuff,

particularly pix material (a deci-
sion which cued the show's recent
two months of Hollywood origina-
tions, with top film naines); In'
contrast,, they feel, Markel still

leans to the "Studio One" classical
format. The agency maintidnsyou
can't get a rating that way, and
points to the upped audience pay-
off on the Hollywood venture.'
K&E, too, blew its top over the

type of interviews Markel gave
on the Coast, in which he: took
some pot shots, at agencies and ad-
vertisers. Similarly, on a Canad-
ian visit since the show returned
east, Markel, it's reported, aimed
some well-directed barbs at Hol-
lywood'js supposed stultifying in-
fluence, which only tended to irk
the agency some more. :

The season's end will probably
witness a wholesale flock of pro-
gram cancellations. Even though
there's a two-to-three-month rids
remaining for the '48 network pro-
gram semester, ' the picture is be-
ginning to take shape.
Ford Dealers, as previously an-

nounced, cancels out on the Fred
Allen show, with Allen signing di-
rectly with NBC. although he may
not return until the season after
next.

Milton Berle plans to concen-
trate solely on TV, which means
Texaco checking out of the Wed-
nesday night ABC slot. With Bing
Crosby moving over to CBS,
Philco also departs from the Wed-
nesday ABC roster. Still a third
Wednesday ABC cancellation is on
the -agenda, with General Foods
dropping the Meredith Willson
show.
The General: Foods axe, in fact,

will get the widest wielding of all.

GF has already turned in its can-
.

collation on Burns & Allen (with
B & A becoming a CBS property
next fall). It's also a virtual cer-
tainty that the food company will
call It quits on the Jack Carson .

"

CBS show upon expiration Of its

30-week firm contract. Whether or
not GF win string along with its
other CBS Friday property, "My
Favorite Husband," appears still

in doubt.
Meredith Willson's "talking

people'' package, which he sold to
GF for integration on all its pro-
gramming (it's done live on the
Coast and transcribed for N. Y.
originations), is also getting, the
axe.

Procter & Gamble is dropping
the NBC "Life of Riley" show at
the end of the season.

Sterling Drugs, which has
already dropped the Sunday night
NBC "Manhattan Merry-Go-
Round," may also cancel out on its

companion Sunday show, "Album
of Familiar Music."

There's some -question, too,
whether Turns will ride along with
its Alan Young Tuesday night NBC
show. Although one of the late
season's entrants (succeeding "Date
With Judy"), client is reportedly

—

debating its continuance beyond ^

this season. Young also departs
from the Jimmy Durante show
Whether or not General Electric

continues with Fred Waring's
Thursday night NBC show (now
that he's been pacted for television)'
is still a moot point.

PM Stays on Mutual;

Buys 'Storm' Soaper
Philip Morris, which is dropping

|

sponsorship of "Kate Smith Sings," I

will stay on Mutual to sponsor 15
minutes of "Against the Storm,"
which wiy be the web's only soap-
er. The ciggie outfit also bank-

Frisco Hoopla

For KaW Switch
San Francisco, March 29.

Arthur Hull Hayes, who now
heads CBS' Frisco operations, is
planning some bigtime hoopla for
the switchover of KQW to its new
KCBS call letters.

Special half-hour show, featur-
ing top talent, will go on the air
April 3, thus reprising the New
York ceremonies Hayes staged a
couple years back when his WABC
Operation was changed to WCBS.
(FCC approval for the Frisco call
letter change came, through last
week).
CBS prexy Frank Stanton is fly-

ing to the Coast for additional
ceremonies April 4 in connection
with the official "preem" of KCBS.

CBS BULLISH ON TWO
SPONSORSHIP NIBBLES

Couple of unexpected sponsor-
rolls 15 . minutes of "Queen for a ,

^'^^P nibbles cued some additional
Day" and gets the advantage of a |

Viorale upbeat at CBS this week.
reduced rate by having two airers
on MBS.

"Storm," which formerly was on
NBC and won a Peabody award in
'41, has been off the air for seven
years. Written by Sandra Michael,
it will be skedded in the 11.30 a.m.
to :

,
n 0 0 n slot; cross-the-board,

preeming April 25. Cecil & Pres-
brey is the agency for PM.

Agency interest started perking
over the longtime CBS giveaway
sustainer, "Sing It Again," which
IS hitting an 11.0 rating. That's
tops for a sustainer. Chesterfield
is among those eyeing "Sing."
Also getting the bankroll eye ts

"Mr. Ace & Jane," the Tuesday
night 10:30 occupant which was
last sponsored by General foods.
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y. 8. IN WORLD AFFAIRS
Witli Jfehn Foiter DuUes, Philip

Jenup, Dew Ruslc; Rieliard

HarlineM, moderatorj J » • k
Roney, Mmoiiiicer -

,

Director-producer: Jen Baker
Supervisor: Sterlinc W. Fiaher

ao Mlns.; ^at. (126), 1:30 p.m.

Sustaining
WNBC, N. Y.

Radio listeners had the unusual

opportunity of hearing two sides

of a vital problem presented over

one weekend via two networks, in

an important discussion of the At-

lantic Pact. First subject m NBC s

new "U. S. in World Affairs"

series was the pact, discussed over

the network March 20. WNBC car-

ried it in rebroadcast Saturday

(26). On Sunday (27), quite coin-

cideiltally, CBS gave Henry Wal-

lace time to discuss the pact, m
answer to time the net gave Secre-

tary of Stjte Dean Acheson a

couple of weeks before. Since the

speakers on the "World Affairs"

airer defended the pact, and Wal-

lace attacked it, listeners got the

two sides over the weekend.
The "World Affairs" . show,

monitored very ably by Richard

Harkness. was in the form of a

quiz, with Harkness presenting

questions on the pact to. John
Foster Dulles, Asst. Secretary of

State Dean Rusk and U. S. Am-
bassador-at-large Philip Jessup,

for their points of view. Discus-

sion Was couched in simple lan-

guage, openly, clearly, so that the

layman "could comprehendr- AH
three men attacked Russia by

name as the aggressor who made
the Atlantic Pact necessary. Rusk
said the western powers hadnt
been able to succeed against

aggression under the United Na-
tions, so were doing the next best

thing. Jessup saw no change in

Whole-hearted support of UNt
despite the pact. Dulles claimed
the pact only a defensive one.

There were other forthright

questions and answers, on such
queries as to the difference if any
between this pact and the old mili-

tary alliance systems; "by passing"

UN, etc.
, ,

Wallace, on the other hand,
claimed the pact would impoverish
America, alienate Russia and de-

stroy the United Nations. He, too,

presented his case in calm, unim-
passioned manner, his delivery

however mounting in intensity to-

wards the close of his half-hour.

He pointed out that the pact would
place the U. S. on a war footing;

that it would rearm our recent
enemies, Germany and Japan; that

civil rights, labor, everyone would
suffer. He saw us going to war,
while he saw a shooting war as no
Snswer to the world's problems^
he only road to peace, he said,

was through the UN,- and by an un-
derstanding with Russia^ Bron,

JRORERT SHAW CHORALE
Witli George Gunn, announcer
Writer: Bill Rafael
Director: Robert Shaw
Producersr George Wiest, Rev*

Everett Parker
30 Mins.; Thurs., 10<30 v.ni<

Sustaining
ABC. New York

This special series of Lenten
music by the 30-voice Collegiate
Chorale, under direction of Robert
Shaw, is a worthy ; contribution to

the Holy season for the late tuner-
Inners; Presented by the ABC
network in cooperation with the
Protestant Radio Commission, it

is a transcribed series untjl the
Easter Synday finale when it* will
become a live broadcast, emanat-
ing from WJZ, N. Y.
Thursday (24) program com-

prised two religious choral works;
Francis Poulene's "Motets for a
iPime of Penitence" and Thomas
Tallis' "Lamentations, of Jere-
miah." Both were well rehearsed
and directed by ,Shaw, with the
mixed choir doing brilliantly. It

made for soothing, compelling lis-

tening. Narration was adequately
handled by George Gunn. £dba.

THE HERB SHELDON SHOW
Producer-Writer: Sheldon
Director: Bob Tormey
25 Mins.; Mon.-Frl., l»:3o

Sustaining
, .

WJZ, New York
Herb Sheldon, who co-starred

vifith Maggi McNellis in the

"Luncheon at the Latin Quarter"

.stanza which this strip replaces,

should hold on to the noontime

hausfrau audience WJZ, N. x.,

built up over the past two years.

Sheldon has a warm mike person-

ality and does a relaxed show

which should appeal to femmes
taking a noontime breather. Most-

ly it is Sheldon chatting with mild

humor about his wife and kids,

reminiscing about his youth and

similar light subjects, alternating

with four disked musical spots.

One number on the preem (28)

was a community sing, with fehel-

don recitinfi the words of 'Powder

Your Face With Sunshine" for the

gals to join in.

Other regular routines will be a

wake up service, with Sheldon

dialing a listener who has to get

up around noon; an interview Nvith

a celeb or someone with an inter-

esting job (on the opener it was a

Roxy theatre usher) and childhood

recollections of listeners. Each

show will also have a service spot

—a phone call to a grocer, butcher,

fishmonger or woman's editor—to

answer housewives' queries.. On
the first aircast Sheldon phoned
the "grocer of the month," to get

the dope on best buys, food-prices

and other marketing tips,

Show moves smoothly* aided .by

special transcribed themes that

cue in the various departments.

Station plans to Insert partici-

pating spots. Bril.

HAVEN OF HOPE
With Michael O'Day. Teri Keane,
Joseph De Santis. Roger De-
Koven, Ian Martin, Ruth Shaffer,

Ethel - Everett; Sylvan Levin
orch^'.

Director: Mitchell Grayson
Writer: Jerom'e D. Ross

:

30 Mins.; Thurs. (24), 10 p.m.
Sustaining
Mutual, from New York

Telling a story of hope rather
than one of death, this half-hour
documentary marked the 50th an-
niversary of the National Jewish-
Hospital at Denver, a free non-
sectarian institution. It caught the
drama of the world-famous tuber-
cular hospital through the senses
Of one patient-^ .

25Tyear-old com-
mercial pilot grounded and bed^
ridden by TB. Tom Henderson,
sensitively played by Michael
O'Day, saw his hopes dashed when
he learned he would never fly

again, with the result that he gave
up fighting the disease. However,
staff doctors and psychiatrists con-
vince him of the heroism of other
patients and get him to take the
hospital's training course for ma^
chinists.

O'Day, as the hero; was support-
ed excellently by a group includ-
ing some of radio's best thespers,
ably and warmly directed by Mitch-
ell Grayson. An effective original
score, composed by Richard Du-
Page, was particularly well haiK
died by Sylvan Levin and added
much to the alrer. The script was
competently written, pointing up
the fact that the cure of TB goes
beyond rest, medicine and surgery.
And an especially moving moment
was.«0'Day's. reading of ,a message^
by Charles Jackson, wlth ^he noveU
ist pointing out that he once spent
a five-year stint at TB, but the af-
fliction turned into a blessing be-
cause it 'Was then that he really
began his education. Bril.

VICKI VOLA
starring as "MISS MII-LER" on

MR. DISTRICT ATTORNEY eighth

consecutive year, NBC.
As "BETTY MOORE" on THE

BETTY MOORE PROGRAM —
Mntiinl.

''i'im.t'iti'rr,
Fasfildri commentator UNIVER-

SAL NEWSREEL.
Telephone PL 7-OTOO '

Fran the Praiadion Centres««< .
« « «««<«» II MMM «MMM «»»»1

ONE GREAT HOUR
With President Truman, Gregory

Peck, Ida Lupino, Robert Mont-
gontery , others; Quentin Rey-
nolds, narrator

Director: AI Ward
~

Writer: Erik Barnouw , .

Consultant: Robert E. Sherwood
60 Mins.; Sat. (26) 10 p.m.
Sustaining
ABC, MBS, CBS, from Hollywood

Erik Barnouw, with Robert E.
Sherwood serving as consultant,
turned in a script for "One Great
Hour" which might well serve as

^a' model for fund-raising docu-
mentaries. The subject was dra-
matic-^a- portrait of humanity in
crisis—but large enough for a
script in less able hands to get

lost in a welter of ideas. Instead,
Barnouw broke the story into

three simple tales, all unified by
the theme, of people in a jam who
are being helped by U. S. aid, and
ending with the appeal, "We ask
you to go to church tomorrow and

five to help church relief abroad."
he^ form was simple, the writing

. (Continued on page 34)

DOUBLEDAY QU/IZ CLUB
With Henry Marshall; Sidney Wal-

ton, announcer
Writer-Producer: Sherman Lurie
15 Mins.; Men. to Fri.i 11:45 a.ni;

DOUBLEDAY CO.
WOR, New York

(Huber Hojiue)

This new stanza, spotted on
WOR, N. y., across-the-board in

the 11:45 a.m. slot, is designed to

answer problems of listening audi-
ence via write-ins. Questions are
compiled in various categories and
assigned to one of a trio of experts
best qualified to answer.

On session caught Thursday (24),
Henry Marshall, economic coun-
sellor, held the rostrum. Questions
ranged from importance of making
a will; to intricacies of partnership
setups and redemption of* muti-
lated currency. Marshall provided
adequate and authentic advice on
the dozen or more questions asked.
In addition to pleasing the per-

I

plexed queryists, it also made for
sound and informative advice to
other: listeners.

Spacing the quiz are two neatly-
integrated commercials by Sidney
Walton for Doubleday's Business
Enclopedia, pointing out that the
volume contains answers to context
of questions mailed in. £dba.

SATURDAY MORNING STORY
FAIR

With Rettr-Coleman, Alan Shay,

Regina Jouvin, IVan Curry,

Arthur Kennard, others; Hillard

Edel, announcer
Writer: John Bates
Producer-director: Wayne Murray
55 Mins., Sat., 10 a.m.

Sustaining
WNYC, New York

"Saturday Morning Story Fair"

on N.y.'S muny station WNYC
should be a natural for the moppet

set, and also have a certain amount

of interest for elder dialer-inners,

who -would recapture their youth,

if only momentarily. Its a 55-

minute session In the 10 a.m. slot

Saturdays and packs plenty of fun
for the younger set.

Backgrounded by trappings of

an- authentic midway on a fair,

grounds with calliope music back-
grounding and with barker as

guide, a quartet of youngsters,
chagrined by fear that the old

tricks won't click on April Fool's

Day, come to the fair to pick up
new ideas.' Consequently they are

taken through the smidway on a
sort of "Alice in Wonderland" tour
in hope of finding answer to their

problem.

In a measure, they succeed, but
not until they have had a gala day
with the carnival lot characters.

For a sock finale the saga of
Nathan Hale is spotted via a
-repeater machine~.to.. instill, ^a pa?
triotic tinge to program and an
historical lesson to the young
visitors and listeners.

An unusually large cast is em-
ployed and all handled assigments
well. John Bates turned out an
Interesting, entertaining script on
stanza caught Saturday (26) and
Wayne Murray held it to tight

production and direction. Hillard
Edell^ announcer, narrated in slick

manner.
"Fair" is probably one of the

most ambitious kid programs yet
*et.up by WNYCTih*-if-context of
succeeding shows- hold up~>to pre-
sent standard, it can't mIss;

£dba.

THE JOAN BROOKS SHOW
With Larry Mann, Wilson Angel.
house band'

30 Mins., four nights weekly
S. F. SAUER CO.
WRVA, Richmond
The "Joan Brooks Show,"

WRVA's four-times-a-week half-
hour nighttime musical show, is

big-league programming on any-
body's kilocycles. The ex-NBC-
CBS vocalist passed her 250th
broadcast last week, under spon-
sorship of S. F. Sauer. Local out-
fit, dealing in spices, relishes,

mayonnaise, etc., .also picks up the
I
tab for a four-station hookup once

] a week beaming the show into

i

Charlotte, Roanoke and Washing-
ton. Client pays out $200,000 a
year for the regional showcasing of
Mi.ss Brooks, and in rettirn has
been getting a solid SOTminute
show tltat merits the bigtime.

Miss Brooks is a better singer to-
day than a year *id a half ago,
when she checked off her late night
CBS sustainer. She can thrush 'em
with authority, as was evidenced
in her treatment last week of such
numbers as "Best Years of Our
Lives,'' "Besame Mucho," "I Cry
for You," etc. She's backed by
16-piece augmented house band,
including pianist Larry Mann, who
gets his own nightly innings On thfe
ivories, and a baritone, Wilson
Angel, who Is also a regular on tlie

show.

fJV mW YORK CITY . . .

Jack KUney. NBC director, this week auditioning half-hour weekly
series based on "Tree Grows In Brooklyn." Lead role% for audition

platter Include Bill' Quinii, Patsy Campbell and Joan Lazer Ed
Gruskin Hops to Paris Saturday (2) with missus to take up new ECA
post Frank Hlggins takes over as audition director at Blow ...

Harold Day, ABC co-op sales manager, elected v-P. of Colgate Alumni
of N. y Add Stork Notes: Son, Robert Allen, bom to the Emerson
Buckleys (WOR) at Misericordia hospital Sunday (27). Mother, Mary
Henderson, is Met Opera soprano Daughter, Annette, bom to the
Bert Parks (ABC "Stop the Music" emcee) at Greenwich hospital Thurs*
day (24) . . . ; Singer Margaret Phelan to make her network debut ' on
CBS' "Herb Shriner Show',' . . . Ben Grauer, vacationing in Guatemala;
returns for "Henry Morgan Show" (NBC) Sunday (3) Morey Am-
sterdani returns Monday (4) from hiatus in Florida .... Beatrice Ratliffe,

former production asst. on. "Grime Doctor," in similar post for CBS'
"What Makes You Tick". . . .Walter. E. Huelee, Westchester newsman,
joins WOR as news editor-writer Friday (1). Harry Conover headed
for London to open a TV model office. , . .Ursula Halloran, ex-Gimble's,

has joined NBC trade press dept.

Boy, born Sunday (27) to the John Rebers. He's radio-TV vecpee of

J. Walter Thompson Mitchell Grayson, director of CBS' "Big Sister,"

to direct Torchlight Productions audition platter WOR's "Philo
Vance" whodunit switching from Thursday to Tuesday, April 5

John J. McSweehey, Pedlar and Ryan time buyer, has joined WMCA
as account exec ... John Garfield and Lllli Palmer to star in United
Jewish Appeal drama, "Homecoming 1949," .on Mutual Sunday (3) ...

.

Daughter born to the Neal Hathaways on Friday (25). He's manager of

CBS Program Promotion .... Todd Russell, emcee, and Walt Framer,
producer of CBS' "Strike It Rich," off Saturday (26) for 10 days in

Miami ...Ethel Browning- and LulS Van -Rooten added-tor-east-of-
"Lora Lawton" . . . . Lome Lynn, Elizabeth Watts, Lauren Gilbert and
Joan Lorrine to "Our Gal Sunday" and Audrey Egan to "Stella

Dallas" .... "Our Gat Sunday,'' produced by Frank and Anne Hummert,
begins its 13th year on the air this week.

Joe Field, asst. press director at Compton, planed Sat. (26) with wife

to Haiti for 18-day vacation . . . .Edythe Meserand, WOR's asst. news
chief, on week's breather in Williamsburg, Va . . . .WHOM 5kw Club to

stage benefit with Italian stars at Brooklyn Academy of Music April

29 for Columbia College scholarship fund. . . Bill Gale, bandleader of

CBS' "County Fairi" to conduct at Art Students League Ball at Waldorf
April 22 When Bea Wain and Andre Baruch exit WMCA's "Mr. and
Mrs. Showj" they'll take their theme song with them, although the
indie controls the title Jess Barnes, MBS sales veepee, to White
Sulphur Springs for AAAA confab next week Rosemary Rice to

Buffalo for April 4 performance of "I Remember Mama" on "Cavalcade
of America (NBC) .... Arthur Feldman, MBS special events chief,

sewed up Gen. Omar Bradley's Waldorf-Astoria address April 5.

IN HOLLYWOOD ...
Al Jolson has become so tape-minded that he called off his trip to

New York because NBC's Ampex recorders won't be ready for him
next month. He had planned to be in Manhattan from April 14 to 28,

with a side trip to Florida, but now he'll tape here and do his sunning
at Palm Springs. . . .Jack Runyon moved his Blow staff out of Golum-'
bia Square up the street a. block so CBS could have the space for its

music department . ... After a lengthy skull session with Frank Mullen.
Sid Strotz was asked Jf he had bought Dick Richards' KMPC. Flipped
Sir Sidney, "It's- the other way around, he bought NBC". . . .Bob;
Shannon decamped Don Lee to start his own show, "Shannon's She-
nanigans," on ABC in the vacated Abbott and Costello time "CornyT
Jackson bought the Matrk Hellinger home with enough grounds for 10
tennis courts.... J. C. Flippen's giveaway, "Earn Your Vacation,"
was recorded at CBS. in both a half hour and quarter hour strip ver-
sions. The longer format is exclusively fat school teachers, who are
generally. pinched for coin to take, a sabbatical. . . .ABC is giving Jack
Kirkwood an eight-week trial for his new comedy piece, Kirkwood'i^
General Store.TTTCy Howard turned over direction of "Life With*
Luigi" to his writer, Mac Benoff, and hereafter will merely supervise
its production. He's working on a fresh comedy idea in : addition to

directing "My Friend Irma." . . . . Bob Hope and William Bendix lead
off the guest list, in that order, on the Jerry Lewis-Dean Martin com-
edy stanza kicking off April 3. Show moves to New York earlj; in May
for six airings. . . .Horace Heldt and his ams will pass the next five

months along the coast .... Shellah Graham carries on for Conti Castile
after ''Yours for a Song" is stilled for the summer. She'll expand on
her current interview spot and dish up cinema chatter. . . .Kay Starr
closed out her ABC series because of conflicting guest shots. . . .N. W.
Ayer proxy, Harry Batten, around for a few days enroute back to New
York from his Arizona hideout. .. Hay McClinton due in next week
oh cross-country junket with Telephone Hour....Bing Crosby and his
guestar, James Stewart, had only one reading before goilig on -tape^
and.that at the ball park between innings of the -Pirate-Cub game . ...

For 18 y^ars now Minetta Ellen, J. Anthony Smythe, Beraice Berwin,
Michael Raffeto and Barton Yarborough have been playing their orig-
inal roles in "One Man's Family." Bmg winds up with Philco June:
1 and lights up a Chesterfield Sept; 28^ Juist how he's not even smoking,
having put away his pipes some time ago. . . .Joan Leslie will be "Poor
Miriam" once it gets on the air.>

fJV CHICAGO ...
Bishop Bernard Shell has skedded test operations for his FM out-

let WFJL today (Wed.) Regular<run for new Lincoln Tower stick is May
22.

. . Jim McKnight named commercial manager Of WMAW, Milwau-
kee ABC outlet . , . . Sun-Times political columnist Pete Akers guest
speaker on WJJD forum. . . .South Illinbis U. singers opened WGN
series on Chi musical groups ... Richard Swift and Don Miller of WCBS
in from Gotham for CBS Radio Sales. . . :NBC public affairs director
Judith Waller in UNESCO conference at Cleveland March 31 MBS
midwest flack chief George Herro new director of Sigma Delta Cht
journalism frat . . . J. Walter Thompson exec Ted JardiUe off to Cuba
for month vacation. . . .NBC's Chick ShoWerman and Art Jacobson in
New York on biz. . . .Jim Ameche emcee at WTTS dedication in Bloom-
ington, Ind.

Disker Norman Ross asked for WMAQ listener opinion on a pro-
posed change in program format. Week later, 58,000 letters had poured
into station. .

. .CBS sales manager Don Roberts catching sun in Florida
. ,

. .NBC visitor was Bemarr Cooper. U. S. militaey chief of .Tapanese
Broadcasting Corp ABC central division promotions include Bob
Brethauer4:o network sales as account exc,'and Bob Atwood to spot of

I
sales service' manager Mutual veepee Ade Hult back to desk with

I Florida tan .... Singer Mary Small guested via WBBM today.... Hi

I

Club producer Nort .Tonathan winner of Boys Clubs of America award
I

for his tenage etiquet booklet , i . WGN farm director Hal Totten made
I

honorary member of Senn High's Quill & Scroll society ; ... NBC Sales

I
manager Paul McCluer off to Florida vacation. . . .WIND flack chief
Jimie Spanos in Nassau on pleasure jaunt WBBM visitors were
sales manager Gil Jolinston of KMOX, St. Louis, and commercial man-
ager Keith Byerly of WBT, Charlotte ....WGN emcee Hank Grant
voted tops in Chi announcers by U. of Illinois Craftsmen Club...y
WBBM news editor Everett Holies in new flve-a-week series at tM
p.m.. ..Gordon Hayes, wtotern manager o£ Badio Sales, attentf
New York meeting.
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Conversation Piece

Top topics for speculation in the trade today centers around Ed
Koljak, who is exiting as Mutual prexy at the "invitation" of the
directorate; Phil Cftrlin, who resigned as program veepee; where
Kobak and Carlin may eventually wind up, and who would be the
logical successor to Kobak as the web prez.

As a guessing gan>e, it is outstripping all other topics of trade
conversation. In view of Kobak's administrative-sales talents, the
speculation encompasses the possibility of an NBC, CBS or ABC
berth in his future (although it's recognized that it would hav« to

be in the No. 1 or No. 2 upper echelon bracket); whether Kobak
would prefer to "sit things out" for a spell, or possibly retire.

Carlin is vacationing and thus far it's known he has no future
affiliation .lined up.

As for Kobak's successor at.Mutual, talk generally winds up with
the poser; "Who is around that can lick the setup?" As far as is

Known, the committee of Mutual board members named to find a

new prexy has as yet failed to come up with the guy. A lot of

names are being bandied about, but It's all purely in the speculative
realm. Latest name to be projected prominently: Frank White,
Columbia Records prexy.

Down Easters Back B'cast Editorials,

Score LT. Libraries, Support BMB
Boston, March 29. 4

More than 150 New England

broadcasters, turning out with a

record-breaking attendance, scored

transcription library practices, de-

clared that radio should have the

right to editorialize and voiced

confidence in Broadcast Measure-

ment Bureau at the District 1

meeting of the NAB here Wednes-

day (23). ,

Dr. Kenneth H. Baker, newly
appointed acting prexy of BMB,
told the broadcasters that at the

Chi convention of the NAB the

Archie Andrews To

Sub for 'Gildersleeve'

Chicago, March 29.

Archie Andrews has been lined
to replace the "Great GilderKSleeve"
over NBC during latter show's
summer hiatus, .June 8 to Aug. 31.

, J. Waiter Thompson agency
package will plug Kraft's Caramels
and Malts in 13-week deal. •

m BEEF US

OPEN SEASON
Cincy Gveaway-Happy as Stations

Feud in Wake of Sponsor Switch

\ It's open season for the radio-
TV college-sponsored institutes.
The annual City College of New
York's Business Conference today
(Wed.) finds them stepping into

high gear.
Many industry execs are repris-

ing the same refrain as last year,
and the year before, questioning
the usefulness of the sessions, but
this year finds the institute boys in
there pitching at the same old
stand.

One network chieftain carbon-^
copied last season's comment anent
the ''College Circuit:"

Show Productions

Integrated Into DF&S
Show Productions, Inc., radio

and tele producing subsid of
Dancer; Fitzgerald & Sample
agency, has been dissolved, and
will now function in the new sta-

tus of the radio and tele depart-
ment of DF&S. Personn«<I and de-
partments of Show Productions will

not be affected by: the agency's de-
cision to liquidate and dissolve the
corporation

ur 1- , , - Adrian Samishj former prez of

A Show Productions, has been named
^^^^^^ ^^^^.^^^^^^^^ ^^^.^

tele for, the 'agtoc^sr;
. . ;

,

:

__ ."Gildersleeve''. show is handled

measurement bureau may ask sta-
j

by Needham, Louis & Brorby

tions to pay their subscriptions for
|

agency,

the second half of 1949 in advance.
|

The reason, he explained, is that
i

, the bureau needs the coin now, to

complete and publish Study No. 2.

: . Gn the editorialization question,

the meeting resolved unanimously
that' "the right to editorialize is

fundamental to radioes responsi-
bility, to the end that radio's voice
shall become an increasing factor

in Community thinking and action."

Maurice Mitchell, NAB broad-

(Continued on page 34)

ABC's Spot Sales

Up 54 in '48

WU Denounced

For Extra Rates

OnBallcasts
Washington, . March 29.

Wcsterri Union was charged yes-

I

terday (28) with discrinilnation-

agaijist bipadcasters in proposing
to charge extra rates for use of its

I
baseball-sports service, over more
than one station, A complaint
filed with the FCe by the Midwest

I Ba.seball Netwofk. wliich uses its

ABC's 1948 spot sales were 5.2% ' station WIND, Chicago, as the

up over '47, it's reported by Mur- ' originating poml for broadcasts to

ray Grab'horn, the web's v.p. in midMost outlets, asked that im-

charge of owned and operated sta- Position of the new charges he

tions, with January biz 8% better
tlian the same period of '48. Grab-
horn handles six AM and four TV
outlets'.

Reason for the spurt Giabhorn
says, is the change to a buyer's
market, with more intensive ad-
vertising required to niove the
goods. Local sales were off 1% last
year, but a 7% increase in national
sales boosted the net's overall spot
business. The figures reveal a
growing acceptance of spot radio
as a flexible medium well adapted
to today's changeable, unpredict-
able conditions. Bankrollors find it

easy to get into and out of spot
radio, Grabhorn feels, without find-
ing it necessary to contract for 13-
week periods or to prepare maga-
«ne ads months in advance of pub-
lication.

ABC is losing money on its co-
op operations, Grabhorn says, but
the web looks on it as a bookkeep-
ing loss. "The reason Is that the

(Continued on page 34)

ABC's New Day Strip

suspended and that the Commis-
sion proscribe "just and rua.son-

able" rates for the Service.

WIND said that Western,Union,
in the paslrmade no distinction in

its rates between broadcasting sta-

tions and newspapers or press as-

.Sociations. Use of its information

over more than one station, it de-

clared, was "specifically contem-
plated" in WU tarifi"s. However,
the proposed revisions, said WIND,
distinguishes between press and
radio subscribers by requiring an

additional payment of $2 for each

station on the network receiving

the broadcasts.
. The service rendered a network,

said WIND, "is no different m
character and involves no extra

responsibility or service" than ithat

given to a subscriber who broad-

casts over only one station. The
extra payments which WU would
require under its proposed rates,

it added, "would constitute a net

profit since no additional pay-

ments, costs or charges are in-

curred,"
The ma,iority of Midwest's

broadcasts originate from Comis-

key Park or Wrigley Field, home
stadium of tlie Cliicago White Sox
and Cubs,

marlly to publicize the schools. It

costs us plenty of coin to register,
send out representatives and pay
hotel bills. And when our people
get there, all they hear is abuse,
the same old complaints about
radlo/v Sure, we meet; people from
the other nets, but we'd do a lot
better seeing them for lunch in
New York."

Another echoed: "We wouldn't
mind going out to address a uni-
versity's students to teach, them
something about radio. But gener-
ally, all that happens at a confer-

I

ence is that we talk to 30 people

I

in the industry and a handful of
students. There may be a few nice
old lady educators present, but for
the most, part tlie schools are r.ep-

resented by, second or third string-,
ers, while radio has its'top people
at the meeting—wasting their time;
I've spoken at several confabs at
various colleges and I know that
most of what's said is glittering
generalities. Certainly I'm not go-
ing to reveal any trade secrets:"

Similarly, most radio toppers are
cynical about the awards made in

I conjunction with the conferences.

CCNY's Impressive List

Despite the heckling, GGNY.has
lined up an impressive list of par-
ticipants for its sessions, including
toppers of New York and network
radio. The morning session will
break down into four discussion
panels: (II Competitive program-

1
ming of AM,..FM and TV, mode-

j
rated by Seymour Seigel,' New;'

1
York City radio director; (2) Quali^

' tativC' and quantitative research'
1 and their effect on programs and
1 sales, moderated by E. P. H, James,
! MBS ad v,p.; (3) Selling Tadio and
^ TV programs and time, moderated
by M. B. Grabhorn, ABC v.p,; and
(4) Publicity and promotion, mode-

' rated by George Wallace, NBC's
network sales promotion manager.
The luncheon session will hear
address' by Ben Duffy, prez of

BBD&O, and tlie presentatian of
awards.- The afternoon session will

consist of report.s and discussion
ol questions, raised in the morning
panels.. In addition to the four
moderators, the panel will include
Elliott M. Sanger, v.p. Of WQXR,

1 ^
-

Hubbell Robinson,: Jr;, CBS pro-

1

'Maiii If
gram v.p., and Marion Harper,, Jr., »J^«"vIIU d IIUW 11

prexy of MoCann-Erick.s0n,
'

McCarthy Pays

Time Rebate On

Houston Hassle
Hollywood, March 25.

They've finally gathered around
the barrel head for the payoff on
that hassle in Houston.^ Glenn Mc-
Carthy, oil zillionaire,* at whose
Shamrock hotel . the Sealtest show

] fell apart, has assumed responsi-

1
bility tor the time rebate and other

I

expenses incurred beyond the
show's normal weekly write-off.

Tab will run to around $15,000,
which is peanuts in his league.

McCarthy is said to have told.

Dorothy Lamour and Ed Gardner
that they have nothing to worry
about; that if they lose their; spon-
sors as a result of the debacle
he'll see toi-it that they won't have
to go begging for another. When
someone put in with, "howcum?"
he grinned, "Don'fl own most of
ABC?" It is generally known that

Mark Woods disposed of most of
his stock in a private transaction..

He' and TStcCarthy Have " been" inti-

mate friends for years, and the imr
plication left by McCarthy is that^

he bought up the Woods stock,

However, Ed Noble would have
something to say about McCarthy's
"most of ABC,"
The Ajer : agency and Kraft-

sponsor have written off the Hous-
ton thing as "a regrettable inci^

dent" and all hands were given a

clean bill. NBC also closed its

book on the fiasco but it's not
known what happened to the Chi;
cago ' engtoeer who mouthed th'e

ugl.y word that got out on the air,

1
probably the first time in radio

I

history.

KOLLMARS YEN TO EASE

UP ON MR. & MRS. SKED
Dorothy Kilgallen and Dick Koll-

mar, whose 45-minute Mr. and Mrs,
show is heard over WOR, New
York, six days a week at 8:15 a.m,

and on Sundays at 11:15 a,m., want
to cut down on' their schedule. The

Can Be Told' on 1,000

Program Tests for REC
Horace S, Schwerln, president -of

Schwerin Research Corp., will pre-
sent a "capsule" report on the find-

ings of more than .1,000 . tests of

radio programs at the April 7

luncheon meeting of the Radio Ex-
ecutives Club of New York at the
Hotel Roosevelt. Schwerin's "high-
lights" . illustrate what people like

Cincinnati, March 29.
Feuding over the switch Of a

giveaway show, WCKY and WCPO
are dueling with, similar programs;
Oddly, both are profiting, the bat-
tle having a goodly portion of the
on-the-take mob of listeners here-
abouts involved to the extent of
plugging in on the two 30-minute
shows, carried an hour apart on
weekday evenings.
- Several months ago WCKY, in-
die 50,000 waiter, initiated a give-
away serial for Parkview Markets,
Inc., an area Chain of retailer-
owned wholesale grocers. Bill
Dawes, staffer, handled the pro-
ceedings, entailing telephone calls
and prizes to those answering with
"Parkview" instead of the usual
"hello.'' Alsd a prize try on a
buried treasure location and tune
-titles.

.Show idea zoomed to popu-
larity. Last week the sponsor
transferred the account to WCPO,
Scripps-Howard unit. Paul Dixon,
the station's combo disk jock and
quiz programmer, took over the
emcee chores and followed the pat-
tern and sound effects used by
Dawes. Only difference was
change of time from 5:30 to
6:30 p.m.
WCKY promptly countered with

the same style show, called
"Supper Surprise" instead of "Din-
ner Winner," and Dawes continu-
ing as headman at the original
5:30 time. Sponsor is Dot coffee.
Parkview Markets filed suit Mon-

day (28) in common pleas court for
an injunction against L, B: Wilson,
Inc., owner of WCKY, using "Sup-
per Surprise" program. Plaintiff
claims new show on WCKY is sub-
stantially same as "Dinner Win-
ner," which it developed on that
station at cost claimed as $50,000.
Hearing is set for Friday (1),

Kollmars would like to pare tlie
; a^^j ^^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^.^ -^

strip down to five airings a; week, I , • , .,, , ,l

I
but are willing to do six, if the 1

Schwerin will shoxy the result

I ol a 13-year study, centered around

ABC has cleared the 11-11:30
-
.a^m, spot cross-the-board to insert
Modern Romances," a Wilbur
Stark-Jerry Layton , package. Strip
Will consist of individual dramas I

• Tanfor in Peoriaw romantic problems, based on ^ " L „ M^v^h 9q
stories from the Dell magazine,

Chicago, Mai ch 29,

which will give the show heavy, Eddie Cantor and his troupe
merciiandlslng support. ' staged their Pabst Blue Ribbon
"Romances," formatted along show from Peoria last week (25),

the lines of "My True Story," now - airing over WEEK and the NBC
aired in the 10 a.m. slot, will start net.
April 11. Mel Ruick heads up the Comedian was accompanied by
ABC production unit for the

j
Mitzi Oteen, Harry Von Zell, Bert

stauKa.
I Gordon and Cookie Fairchild orch.

Sunday brunch broadcast can be
recorded.
WOR wants the Kollmars to

keep the present sked, but the gab-
bers point out that they've been
doing the daily stint for four years.

Both parties are currently parley-
ing amicably.

In addition ; to; the breakfast
show. Miss Kilgallen has a weekly
program for ABC and her syndi-

cated column chores, while Roll-

mar stars on the "Boston Blackie"
transcriptions. "Breakfast With
Dorothy and Dick" has been sold

out commercially for more; than
two years and nets the Kollmars
around $100,000 a year.

the theme, "the radio sponsor in a
buyers' market."

Schwerln will not attempt, to
present the entire works at the
luncheon but will reveal a good
fast picture of what he has found
and says many items will surprise
the industry.

AFRAJBCWax

M Spreadbig
_ Tiff between NBC and the Amer-
ican Federation of Radio Artists on

'

fees to be paid for transcribing
sustaining shows , is now involving
the other nets. The issue is now
being negotiated, with the possibil-
ity that the dispute may eventually
be taken to arbitration.
The nets want to transcribe

shows at the live sustaining rale,
but the actors' union has ruled that
transcription rates, considerably
higher, must be paid. According to
the union, section 22 of the tran-
scription code provides that waxed
shows aired simultaneously - on "a
net must be paid for at the' live
commercial rate. However,, be-
cause the matter is not exactly de-
fined in the AFRA-network code
and because the operation will be
similar to open-ended disked
sliows, the union says it is: willing
to waive the live' commercial fees
and allow the webs to pay the ;

transcribed fee, which is slightly
lowers

The nets answer that the tran-
scription code is meant to cover cus-
tom-built and open-ended commer-
cial shows, not sustainers. They
add that there's no danger of the
platters being used for commer-
cials, as they are to be aired within
a 24-hour-period and agreements
with affiliates bar their injecting
plugs into sustainers.' The union
retort is that many waxed series,
both open-enders and library serv-
ices, are carried sustaining, and
whether or not they're commercial
'doesn't affect application of the
transcription code.

'Cisco Kid' Syndicated

"The Cisco Kid," Fred W. Zio
package heard on the Coast and in

I

New York, is now being syndicated

j nationally.

In the past month 60 stations
have been signed fot the open-
ender.

One Good Turn Desenres-
ABC is prepping another hour<

long giveaway, slanted toward a
bigger payoff than Its "Stop The
Music," for a nighttime spot. Titled
"Is This You'?," airer will consist
of giving out dues, with listeners
phoning in if the details fit them.

Paul Dudley is working on the
show for a sale. According to ABC
programmers, the houseTdeveloped
package also has TV possibilities.
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State Depts UNESCO Nix on Geve.

TV Pickup Brings Stonn of Protest

Cleveland, March 29. >
. UNESCO's upcoming three-day

lession here, to give information

on the organization's progranii al-

most pulled a major cropper in a

tiff with WEWS-TV over telecast-

ing activities at the Public Hall.

WEWS, which planned to cancel

out commercial net shows for a

three-hour pickup, suddenly re-

ceived a State Department brush-

eroo,' and was told it could not

pick up broadcast from Public

Hallw The reasons for the ban ran

the gamut from ' Hollywood coni-

mitments on part of certain nar-

rators, whose contract nixed video

appearances, to the fact that Mrs.-

Eleanor Roosevelt wouldn't - per-

mit such goings on.

When Jim Hanrahan, WEWS
general manager, :

threatened to

take the issue to Dean Acheson,

Secretary of State, department rep-

resentatives began to hedge. The
Issue finally burned through to

Washington where, last Wednes-

day, the State Department official

denied it had refused to grant per-

mission for the televising of the

UNESCO stanzas.

A Washington spokesman de-

clared that "a misunderstanding

had been cleared up."
State Department fiasco brought

dailies to the defense of station,

the first time in city's history that

dailies rallied to the side of radio

in such strong manner.
Commented Cleveland Press,

Scripps - H o ward colleague of

WEWS:
!'WEWS, very commendably and

at a considerable sacrifice, ar-

ranged to televise the meeting on

one night, as its contribution to-

ward promoting international un-

derstanding. Instead of hailing the

effort . . . the State Department
has acted to block it. ... No mat-
ter what they are they can't justify

the action taken. Th^ department
has no more right to stop televis-

ing the proceedings than it has
to try to say what shaU or shall

not be published about the meet-
ing. The censorship must be fought
to a finish."

AIM-wise, stations here have
' been going all out with studio in-

terviews, playhacks, auditorium
piclnips, etc.) to promote the
March 31-April 2 session. WTAM,
among other sessions, plans Alka-
Seltzer tie-in over NBC; WNBK
will have several programs, includ-
ing tie-in over NBC's TV newscast.
-WGAH will have- a -host of - pro-

grams;, WHK plans several live

pickups and interviews, including
"Press Club Presents'' session.

WJ,W, WJMO, WERE and WiSRS
also are' planning active participa-

tion.

SEATTLE'S BON PUTS

RADIO COIN INTO TV
Seattle, March 29.

KRSC-TV will televise the home
"games of" the Seattle 'Rainiers of
the Pacific Coast Baseball League,
beginning April 13, with the Bon
Marche department store picking
up the tab for the lensing. Store
will sponsor videoing of four
games weekly: Wednesday, Friday
and Sunday doubleheader.

It will be first televising of ball
games here, and pact is also^

weighty because it marks the Bon
Marche's abandonment of radio en-
tirely with funds, formerly ear-
marked for radio now tO' be used
for the new medium. The Bon in
gast years has been one of the
eaviest users of radio of any

Seattle business.

Garroway's TV Show
Chicago, March 29.

WNBQ has set up dry runs on
a new Dave Garroway variety show
with "fair results," and is planning
half^hour, once weekly deal for
NBC screening if cable space east-
bound can be found.
Format will involve disker Gar-

roway emceelng a cast tentatively
lined' as singers Connie Russell;
Betty Ghappel, and Art Van Damm
or«h. Hoofer is needed to com-
plete show.

Buffalo— Fred Keller, former
announcer and drama director at
WBEN(AM) since 1942, is new ex-
ecutive producer of WBEN - TV,
BuiTalo, succeeding Joseph A. Jen-
kins, now WNBK (Cleveland) pro-
gram clire(itor.

they Satisfy
Hollywood, March 29.

More than 150 film and ra-

dio names kre making 30-sec-

ond teovee spots ballying

through Marty
Newell-Emmett

soliciting en-is

Chesterfield
Barrett, of

Agency, who
dorsements.

Only stars not being sought
are those under rigid control

of studios which usually pro-

hibit video activity of contract

players. Some of top names
who have already made telepix

:

are Barbara Stanwyck, Bill

Bendix, Claire Trevor, Pat
O'Brien, Sonny Tufts, Dana
Andrews, Hugh Herbert, Bob
Crosby, Victor Moore, Alan
Mowbray and Ruth Hussey.

OldWsllf

'Stop Music' Buy
Old Gold cigarcts this week

signed to sponsor the second half

of the forthcbming television pro-

duction of "Stop the Music" on
ABC-TV, tentatively scheduled to

tee Off the first Thursday in May.
New bankrolling: venture puts OG
up with other top-spending ciggie

advertisers," giving it half of

"Music" on both the AM and TV
shows, plus the complete spon-
sorship of the "Original Amateur
Hour*': on DuMont television and
ABC radiO;

OG . is also contemplating the
possibility of picking up the first

half of the "Music" tele show as
.well because of the comparatively
low cost , of the program. Agency
is Lennen & Mitchell.

Lack of TV Foresight

Will Cost Don Lee 25G

For Rebuilding Studio

Hollywood, March 29.

An estimated $25,000 Will be
added on to the cost of Don Lee's
$1,000,000 plant here as the result

of a bad_ television planning by
web execs." "Dftn "Lee will~com^
pletely rebuild its studio "Three"
for KTSL, its video outlet.

: When blueprints were accepted
for the erecting of the Don Lee
building, it was believed by net-
work/heads that television would
work itself into: a strict simulta-
neous schedule with all standard
broadcasts. Studios were built on
that premise. Now that Video has
evolved as an entirely separate
means of transmitting, Don Lee
has been trapped by lack of teevee
^opfirating space^ -Net's vidwstation
is presently operating 90% of the
time from atop Mt/ kee, where the
teevee transmitter is located. Stu-
dio ''Three" is being used for about
three shows weekly.

No Tarade' Simulcast

American Tobacco lias been

forced to abandon plans to simul-

cast "Hit Parade" Saturday nights

on NBC, following sale of the tele-

vision time to Crosley for sponsor-

ship of "Who Said That?".

Both advertisers had been bid-

ding for the 9 to 9:30 p.m. slot,

but Crosley got fhe nod, reportedly

because a simulcast would have
netted NBC-TV less revenue than

a show produced originally for

video.

ZOthTVBrief

To Cue Legal

Pyrotechnics
Washington, March 29.

Petition filed two weeks ago by
20th-Fox for a declaratory ruling

by ithe Federal Communications
Commission on the eligibility ol

picture company violators of the
anti-trust act to enter the tele-

vision field is giving the legal boys
plenty to work on.

Since Fox has applications :pend-~

ing for stations in five cities, it'

won't be surprising if just about
every lawyer representing a com-
peting applicant doesn't put in his

oar- to oppose the petition.

Last week came more repercus-r

sions to the 20th-Fox brief. The
law firm of Haley, McKenna &
Wilkinson, showing considerable
interest in Fox, filed four petitions,

practically identical, representing
stations in four cities in which
the film company is a contestant.
The attorneys .said the scope of the:

Fox petition and the press of 6ther
matters required an additional 30
days for reply.

Haley, etc., filed in behalf of Ed
Pauley's company, Television Cali-
fornia, San , Francisco; KCMO.
Broadcasting Co., Kansas City,

Mo.; Boston Metropolitan Tele-
vision Co., Boston^ and King
Broadcasting Co., Seattle.

Fox, itself, came back last week
to answer an earlier challenge
hurled by WCOP, Boston as to the
authority of the FCC to issue a
declaratory ruling.

Fox denied WCOP's claim that a
declaratory order would require a
hearing and thus delay .aetion on
the Boston cases. Only an oral ar-
gument would be necessary, said
Fox, and the resulting ruling would
remove the antirtrust issue from
all the cities in which it is com-
-peting. Thus, it argued, a. declara-
tory order would materially "ease
the burden on the Commission's
hearing staff and contribute to an
early decision in each case."

Arch Oboler and NBC

Talk Television Deal
Hollywood, March 29;

NBC and Arch Oboler are talk-
ing a television deal, which would
tie him exclusively to the ne,twork
as writer'producer. Bluepri^it will
have him do double il^ty on
dramatic shows to be kinescoped
for the eastern chain.

Oboler recently terminated his
deal with Frederick Ziv after wire-
recording a series of adventures in
darkest Africa.

Peter Barry's 'Friend'

For 'Fireside' Opener
Procter & Gamble's "Fireside

Theatre," showcase for new video
presentations which will preem on
NBC-TV Tuesday, April 5, at 0
p.m., will offer "Friend of the
Family'' on the series opener.

Virginia Gilmore, Yul Renncr
and Peter Barry will star in the
situation comedy script which
Barry has written. Second and
thii-d telecasts will present a who-
dunit and a revue. Compt^n is the
agency.

/

DuMont Switching To

Pro-Cable as vs. Pix
with the question of set obsoles-

cence apparently settled finally
by FCC chairman Wayne Coy's
statement last w€eb in Baltimore
(seeSstory in this sectioaltriDuMont.
prexy Dr. Allen B. DuMont be-
lieves the most Vital problem now
confronting the industry is the ex-
tension of networks. That topic
will form the chief basis of the
DuMont chief's speech today
(Wed.) before the radio-TV branch
of the American Marketing Assn.

In a pronounced switch on his
earlier thinking. Dr. DuMont is ex-
pected to deremphasize the impor-
tance of filmed transcriptions in
networking in favor of live city-to-
city tran-smission, either via coaxial
cable or radio relay. He will thus
pitch for a speedup in the network
extension program of American
Telephone & Telegraph, despite
AT&T's accomplishments to date
in getting the cable in as fast as
possible.

As the first to devolp film tran-
scriptions, Dr. DuMont has long
favored them over live networking
as a means of : opening up inter-
city video as rapidly- as possible:
He'll tell the AMA today, however,
that the cable is actually less cost-
ly than transcriptions, providing
there are enough stations on the
line to share the costs, and make it

possible to obtain wider coverage
for the advertisers' dollar.

Bronson's WBNS-TV Post
Columbus, March 29.

Ed Bronson, manager of WJEF
in Grand RapidS; has been ap-
pointed program director of
WBNS-TV, Columbus Dispatch sta-
tion, which is set to debut Sept. I.

Breakdown of 1,315,000 U.S. Sets
Number of television sets in the U, S. as of March 1 numbered

approximately 1,315,000, representing an increase of 135,000 over
those installed as of Feb. 1, Included in the latest total are i,-

242,400 for the 33 cities which now boast 56 TV stations on tlie air
(including Dallas, which has no station yet, but which receives a
signal from nearby Fort \Vorth), Rest of them were in other cities

which expect TV- in the near future. Metropolitan N. Y. continued
far in the lead with 500,000 sets, a boost oif 50,000 over last month,
according to the NBC research compilatjiotts. Following is the
city-by-city breakdown; -

City
New York
Philadelphia
Los Angeles

Detroit
Washington /,

Cleveland ;.

.

St. Louis .

.

New Haven .

Milwaukee .

Schenectady
Cincinnati , ,

Buft'alo . . . .

.

Minn.-St. Pai
Pittsburgh .

.

Toledo
Richmond . .

.

Atlanta
Louisville . .

,

Dayton
Dallas
New Orleans
Memphis . .

.

Salt Lake Cil

Fort Worth .

Houston L .

.

Syracuse . .

.

. 'Albuquerque

.

Erie

Other Cities

Providence .

Wilmington .

Miami .....

Indianapolis
Others

Total ....

No. of. WO. 01 InCi Over.
Stations r aOtS.' :. Last Month
i 6

.CAA nnn '

. DUUiUUU 50,000
3'" 130,000

. 6 102,000 12.700
,4 '1 t\n AAA

25,000
. 2 KO 13AA

8,500
^ • A A nnn

4.100
.

.' .V . .

, A AO RAA
4.000

, 4 0*7 Ann
: 3,200

o Qrt Ann 5,700
2,.')00

, : X • 1,700
> 1

1 A AAA
2.800

. 1 17,900 1.900

. 1 17,100 2,(500

. X 15,500 3.200

.
' -1

: : 12,300 2,800
, 1 9,500 4,100
. 1 8,500 1,000
, 1 7,700 800
. 1 5,900 400
. 1 5,700 1,800

X
' 5,000 2,200

. X

, 1

• ,4,600-
4,600 ;2,(iOO

, 1 4-,X00 100
. 1 4,000 200'.;

. 1 3,400 (iOO .

, 1 3,300 800
. X 3,100 100
, 1 3,000 200
, 1 2,300 300
, 1

'

600 100
1 500 100

56 1,242,400 157,900

5,500 300
3,300 3,300
1,700 600
800 100

61,300 —27,200

1,315,000 ' 135,000

RCA Reported Joining in Gang-Up On

Zenith for 'Obsolescence Attacks

SPONSOR NIBBLES ON

NIGHT TRACK ROUNDUP
- Racetrack-fans unable to get out

to the track during the afternoons

or to watch NBC-TV's live pickups

will be able to see a nightly film

roundup of the races under plans

now being worked out by KCR,
Inc., indie television package outr

fit. Several sponsors are now dick-

Lid blown off the television in-

dustry recently by Zenith's "obso-
lescence" advertising' was back in

place this week,, following assm>
ances by FCC chairman Wayne
Coy that receiving sets in use to-

day will be serviceable for years
to come. Only new stir in the in-

dustry was caused by reports that

RCA, kingpin of the TV manulac-
turersj will offer behind-thc-.scenes
legal aid and other assistance to

the two companies which ; filed

damage suits totaling $1^000,000
against Zenith on libel charges.
RCA is reportedly very pleasedering with the packagers; with the

chiief holdup being the length of ,
with the fact that the suits, filed

the show. KCR wants to produce ;
by Sightmaster Corp. and the Em-

a 15 or 20-minute production i
P'l'e Coil Co., have been instituted,

nightly, including three minutes of I
Company, because of its po.silion

commercial time for the. bank- 1
as both a broadcaster (via NBC)

roller. j and manufacturer, felt if waf^'m

Package would be similar to the
projected show on baseball game
highlights now being mulled by
the J. Walter Thompson ad agency,
except that KCR would film the
races directly, whereas JWT plans
to work out its baseball show via
kinescope reccordings of the entire
game. N. Y. Journal-American
sports columnist Bill Corum will
narrate the races, with the films
also taking viewers backstage at
the tracks to show them the train-
ei-s and jockeys in action.

Projected package has the full
sanction of the N. Y. Racing Assn.,
Which considers it a good form of
public relations. Joe Rol>erts,
former David O. Selznick exec, will
handle production reins on the
films.

no position itself to file legal ac-

tion. Now that the other two firms

have taken the initiative in .wliat

they believe will put an end to

the Industry-rWide scare started by

Zenit}!, RCA plans to back them
in prosecuting the suits as much
as possible.

Coy, speaking before tlie Balti-

more Advertising Club last week,

slapped hard at Zenith claims that

a projected FCC move into the

ultra-high frequencies would ren- -

der obsolete every TV set on th«

(Continued on page 34) .•

WLW-C's Baseball Pact
Columhus, March 29.

Al Banister, president of the
Columbus Red Birds, now in train-
ing at Dayiona Bciich, Fla., says
WLW-C will bt-Kiii televising
team's games at the opening of the
season, Aptil 19.

Geojfge Henderson, sairs mana-
ger of WLW-C,

AUTHORS LEAGUE GETS

WRITERS GUILD PACT
Constitution of the Television

Writers Guild, drawn up by a spe-

cial committee and passed by the

television writers organizing, coni-;

mittee, will be submitted today

(Wed.) to the Authors League
Council.
The document follows the lines

of other Authors League guilds,

but includes special provisions tor

regional operation. Draft calls lor

setting up regional groups, «s

needed, headed by regional execu-

tive committees responsible to *!. is Htil) in Florida
negotiating the pad. It is under-

1 national council. Setup is expectr
stood that the nochosler lUd ! ed to be less cumbersome than that
Wings, sistei' <,hib of tl;.; Rod Bin' •

|
of the Radio Writers Guild, whose

have made a lli.-ce-year ngreemen' national executive committee is

to televise its games ,for $20,000 formed by the three regional com-
* S®*''* ,r!+tr^g TTPting concurrently.

.
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NAB, TBA MERGER TALKED UP
Conpttion Is Healdiy

Minneapolis, M^rch 29.

S D. Hubbard, president of KSTP, currently the only Twin City

television station, told the Moxming Tribune that the KSTP video
operations are resulting in an average $8,500 monthly loss to the

station. Paradoxical as it may sound, however, he stated, he's so

anxious for a competing station, WTGN, to get its TV launched
that he has offered his competitor a "bonus" to speed up its start.

WTCN Is moving into the old KSTP studios in Radio City build-

ing here and it has bought some equipment which KSTP left there.

Hubbard informed WTCN that if it gets on the air with TV by the

end of March, it could have a $1,500 discount on the purchase price;

But WTCN can't get started so soon and regretfully Will have to

pass up the discount.

Hubbard says he figures competition will help to put KSTP in

the black. His idea is that a second TV station will stimulate in-

terest and help to sell more television sets. More sets, he figures;

would mean more revenue for KSTP, bringing in more advertisers

and permitting a higher scale of rates. And more than two TV
stations will be still better, according to his line of reasoning.

Canada Gets Green Light on Tek,

Parliament to Vote $4
Toronto, March 29.

Prompted by protests of public
;

and press, plus ' private interests \

prepared to invest millions, the
|

federal government has authorized
i

the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.

Laurie's My' for TV
Joe pauriCi ;Jrv, is packagirig, hi

"liefty and. Agiiie'V ser'iiBS for radio
and television. Yarns which ran in

the i;anaaian
' Variety several years ago tell of

t^g°?A^^l':i*^."lTj?rr' a pair of retired vaUdeviUians

TV Billings for Feb.
NBC television-continued to

pace the four major TV net-

works in gross time sales for

February, chalking up $370,-

000 in billings. Following is

the breakdown of the nets'

estimated- gross sales:

NBC-TV $370,000
CBS-TV 91,000
DuMont 83,000
ABC-TV ...... 19,000

television in this country on an

Interim program which will pro-

vide for establishment of initial

television stations in Toronto and

Montreal leading to a contemplated

national network. Parliament will

approve a $4,000,000 grant to the

CBG to meet first costs of the in-

terim development.

In addition to the nationalized

television setup, private groups

will be allowed to develop then-

own stations in Toronto and Montr
reaWif their applications arc ap-

proved by the CBC. -

Toronto applications, earlier de-

ferred, have been submitted by
Famous Players (Canadian);
GKEY, backed by a large and im-
portant financial group; CFRB,
largest independent station m
Canada; and Al Leary. who has the
backing of a group ot British
financiers. The snag is that there
are only three channels available
in the Toronto area under interna-
tional agreement and that tire CBC

'
. (Continued on, page 321 .

living in Cool Acres, Cal., who
can't keep away from the theatre.

Launc has several nibbles for

the series; Ad Schulberg is agent-
mg. ,

Swimmers' Suit

TV Precedent
Hollywood, March 29.

In what may be a prccedental
T-V:-8uU, three swimmers filed suil

against KLAC'TV for .$7,500 dam-
ages for "invasion of privac.v."
Natatois, with Buster Crabbe's
"Aquacade," were picked up bv
KLAC-TV la.st September while
giving benefit performance at

Olympic Stadium. They charge in-

vasion of privacy and unfair com-
petition, AGVA, of wliieh thev are
members, will aid them in the suit.

.. Station's general manager Don
Fedderson declared "we acted en-
tirely in good faith in televising
event for charitable purposes. We
do not have contract with AGVA.
The producer of the show gave us
authority by letter that all unions
had been cleared for television
purposes. We were requested by
officials of Mt. Sinai Hospital to
televise their charity aqua show to
aid in drive for more funds via
television,"

At time of lensing, AOVA
whacked down on station wliich
was lold it would have to assuage
swimmers Joseph Poter.son. .lolin
niley and William Lewin, oi- face
Wentual blacklisting by union.

Asher-Alsop Roll

26Vi(lpixforP&G

In H'wood, Italy

Hollywood, March 29.

Procter & Gamble and one of its

ad agencies, Compton, have started

negotiations for a series of telepix

to be made in Hollywood and
Kurope, Deal is currently in prog-

ress with Gordon Legoy. of Gen-
eral Tplpvisinn Knterpriscs, and_

the partnership ol Irving Asher
; and Cai leton Alsop. Latter would

I

produce abroad.with Asher doing

I

actual producing and Alsop han-

;
diiog the business end here. Ne-

'

gotiations are also .being carried

on with other TV production com-

i
panics.

First of a series of 26 pix will be

dramatic and adventure sub.iects,

with each showing to be two sepa-

rate stories to permit a middle

coiiimercial without interrupting

continuity. Understood each 27-

nunute "film Will cost V: & G.

around $8,000, With; production;

(Continued on page 32)

CHI 1[I SEEN

TIME TO STIIflT

Although nothing- official on the
subject has been booked on the
agenda . for the annual NAB con-
vention in Chicago, starting April
3, many key broadcasters,, includ-
ing some top network execs, are
hopeful of some last-minute rally-

ing in a bid to bring about a

merger of the NAB and the Tele-
vision Broadcasters Assn. al the
Chi meet.

It's long been felt that both the
cause of radio and television would
suffer unless both camps unite and
give the broadcasters and other
video station operators the type ot

|

organizational parenting seen
needed. Both within the NAB and
TBA folds, there has been a con-
tinued divided sentiment till now
as to the wisdom Of such a merger.
With the . continued. TV upbeat,

important broadcasters take the
position that, unless the NAB ef-

fects such a merger and more
firmly entrenches itself in video,
the industry's official organization
will decline in prestige ; and im-
portance, while the tele organiza-.

tion in coming years assumes a
more . impoi'tance niche in tlie

scheme of things,

'

From the TBA's standpoint, a
merger with the NAB, it's pointed
out, would solve the problem of an
inadetiuate budget.

Broadcasters removed from such
key TV markets as New York and
Chicago, but who are becoming in-

|
facilities.

creasingly intrigued over video's i xhe film series will "be sbot in
i

development and how it will fit
' Hollywood. One of the more lucra- '

into their future pattern, have com-
1 twe of the King-Trendle package .

Ffee-for-AH for Texaco Spot to Mark

Sunnner Hiatus Program Scrambles

$1,000,000 Vidpix

'Ranger Series

Skedded by GF

Y One of the most ambitious and

expensive film ventures in video,

I
based on an old established radio

j

format series, is about to be
!
launched by General Mills. The

i company is underwriting, at a cost

j

ot $1,000,000. a 52-week series ot

I half-hour films for TV showcasing
1 based on the "Lone Ranger," which
GM also sponsors.in radio via ABC

- Showcasing of new package ideas
and talent,, and a concerted pitch,
by television broadcasters to snar*.
audiences from time slots now
sewed up by their competitors, are
expected to highlight the upcoming
summer layoff period, when some .

of the top-budgeted: shows will
take an eight-to-i3 week hiatus,
Working on the assumption that;

TV viewers are still sporadic dial
,

twisters whose looking habits have'
not: yet been tied down, the net-:

works are expected to fight for;

audiences in the currently-favored
time slots by plugging their ' :best

summer productions . during those ]}

periods. . Most embattled -hour is.'

expected to be the Tuesday night
8 to 9 period, now held tightly by
Milton Berle's "Texaco Star Thea-
tre" on NBC-TV, which consistently
grabs otf better than 90% of the
audience. With the Berle show
scheduled for a hiatus after the

' June 14 program, competing broad-
[ casters for the first time will have
I a chance to fight for that audience,

i

Upshot is expected, to be the de»

I

velopment of new and better pro-

I
gramming throughout the industiwr

!
which will undoubtedly redound to
the benefit of the public. Few ra-
dio shows have ever been, able to
.sew up an audience as tightly as
some of the TV shows have done,

I so that radio webs for the most
1 part have bypassed experimenta-

I
tion during the summer layoffs. Be-

I

cause of the unique formulation of

(Continued on page 34)

plained that they have nowhere to

I turn for a proper indoctrination;
that the overall broadcasting in,-

I dustry lacks a know-how organiza-
1 tion that puts the TV accent where
I it belongs.

While, it- is recognized , that one
1 trade organization wo'uld be ideal

! tor the ir.dustry,- some of the key
' radio-TV , men lake the position

! that for NAB, as it is presently

i set up, to swallow up the TBA,
i would be , a backward *tep tor

video. They contend that, sp tar

as they're concerned, the NAB is

i "years behind in its thinking on
- television." —

I However, they are equally con-

! vinced that an overall NAB par-

ent body broken down into three

; hard-hitting organizations for AM,
FM and TV could be tlie ultimate;

i answer in terms ol the future com-
' munications picture. '

operations, ''Ranger" video rights ,

would become a General Mills ex- !

clu,sive, TV film program is also
|

slated lor the ABC web, plus, of
course, additional video outlets

throughout the country.

Ford's 'Crystal Ball' Will

HaveSavo as Host; Dance

Circus Telecast

StiD in Doubt
Decision oh whether ' the RingT

ling Br6s,-Barnum Clrcusv;;

I will be' teieyiseiij durfng.;lts anniVat

' stay, at Madison Sfli,, Garden, N.'Y.,

I

this year hasn't y6t' beien made; : .

World Leads Set to Stage '•^^ ^^'^^ ^^^^

Comedian Jimmy Savo was set:

this week__as jiermanent host and '

story teller on "Through the Crys-

'Sez You' for TV
Hollywood, March 29,

James Glefson will play a fight
ihanagor i,. t, series, of shorts for
television, to be produced by
bchpse under the title ot "Derby's
Hingside Diner.".,

Fiist one rolls April 20.

'

Top Cleve. TV Project

To Simulate Invasion Of

I Ohio in 2-Hour Telecast

Cleveland. March 29,

"Operation Pretend," an ambi-

tious two-hour teleca.st of a pos-

sible invasion of Northern Ohio,

will be staged Sunday (31 by

WKWS-TV aided by both the Ohio

National Guard and the Army Or-

gani-/.cd lieservc Corp.s.

Taken from "CPX Thunderbolt"

the armv defense exercise, the

telecast will use filni. remote tclc-

'vision equipment and studio .
sctr

tings to drama(i-/.e the possibility

of an attack and the need for de-

tense preparation against it. It is

estimated that more than 2,000

Ohioans will participate in the

pro.iect.
,

; Viewers ^i'- being told they 11

I

see Cleve .i.
•- inal Tower

"collapse in .i • .ibif.^.' attack . . .

' cnemv taking ovri .-loveland
' Municipal Airport , .-'.-d reserv-

I isl.s and National (Uia 'istnen actu-

alK- enj'-aged m prolcciing power
plrinls, i act ones," etc., the latter

on film p' iduccd "in accordance

,
with sinv, ated delen.se plans work-

\ cd out Uy the Army for use in case

I ot fljKacii,"

Network Nearer
Acquisition oi .studios by WOR-

i TV in the ABC Television Centor

I on Manhattim's Wcl 6(3lh Street.

1 announced Friday (25i. brings one
i step closer the formation of a

! Mutual TV network. WOR-TV. due
' to boW; in the summer, also op-

; 0'ates WOlC, Wa.shington, and the
' two outlets will form the nucleus

Of MBS' eastern video web.

The center, situated in a former
armory, takes in the width of a

city, block, between (ifith and 67lh

streets. A wall 45 t'eot high has

been constructed across the. middle
of the building, separating the

WOR and ABC studios, with the

latter keeping the 66th St. Side.

However, some 'facilities will be
pooled, with ABC and WOR shar-

ing rehearsal and audition studios,

dressing rooms, lockers, storage
facilities and prop and scenic

•areas, •

WOR-TV will build two 5.000-

'.square foot studios, each : with

(Continued on page 34)

tal Ball," new half-hour series of;

television shows sponsored by
Ford dealers, which tees off April

18 via CBS-TV. Program's chief

emphasis will be on telling stories

in dance for-m, with Michael Kidd
set to choreograph and play the

title role in "Robinson Crusoe" for

the preem.

;
Show, which will be produced

1 by J. Walter Thompson staffer

i
Paul Belanger, will carry a $15,000

i
vveekly budget. Format will be

i maintained as flexible as possible
I to permit the inclusion of original

o(T next Wednesday (6 ) . Garden
Corp. prexy Gen. John Reed Kil-

patri'ck told Variet'T- yesterday

(Tues.) the decision rests solely

with circus ' prez , John Ringling

North; who is not due in N. Y.

until early next. week. Since "no

preliminary arrangements will be

necessary for the telecasts, Gen.

Kilpatrick pointed out, it will be

an easy matter to line up the pick-

ups if North gives his okay.

Circus telecasts were carried for
the last several years by CBS-TV.
Following- last year's series, how-
ever, Nortu nixed any future tele-

scripts as well as the classics. Top
' vising its entirety, declaring at

choreographers and dancers are

being lined up, with George Balan-

chine already inked to stage "Cin-

derella" as the second in the series

and Valerie Bettis tentatively .set

tor both the choreography and
lead role in the third. Show will

alsOi.employ top composers, actors

and singers.

Program is lo be aired every

Monday night in the 9 to 9:30 p.m.

slot except on May 16 and June 13,

when "Ford Television Theatre"
will hold down the full 9 to 10-

hour on CBS, "Theatre" will then

go off for the summer and, if it

returns next fall, will occupy a

different evening, with "Crystal

Ball" going weekly.

the time he'd go for nothing more
than a half-hour pickup for trail-

erizing purposes. Circus gate in

1948 was, the biggest in history but
North expected the sharp boost in

.set circulation this year to hurt
his boxoffice. In addition, he
burned last year, at an ad run. by
Macy's in N. Y. daily newspapers,
extolling the virtues of owning a
TV set, .with the appendage : ''Why
go to the circus when you can see
it in your own home?"

60€ Chi Sox Deal
Chicago, March 29.

WGN-TV today I Tues. i signed

for exclusive telecasting of Chi
White Sox ball games.

Sox original asking price was
;
$100,000, but rights went to WGN-

1 XV for $60,000.

Emerson Acct. to FCB
Foote, Gone & Beldlng ad agenc^'

this week took over the complete
linierson Radio account and agency
television chief Roger Pryor is now
mulling several TV shows to select

one for a possible launching within

the next month. Emerson recently

bowed out as bankroUer on Ed
Sullivan's "Toast of the Town,"
now sponsored by Lincoln and
Mercurv dealers Sunday nights on
CBS-TV.

' Blaine-Thompson agency former-
ly handled Emerson's TV billings,

with Grady & Wagner handling the

i firm's
printed media advertising.

Ed Wynn Planning

Coast Tele Series,

Hollywood, March 29.

Ed Wynn may . make his tt'le-

vision debut in the near future in

a show to originate here, with the

William Morris office handling the

production, Comedian has had
seven ofl'ers for TV ers to date but

nixed five of them because they

necessitated his airing the pro-
grams from New York, which he
refused to do.

Present plans call for Wynn to

do either a live show here for
Idnescoping in the east, or a
straight film series. He's presently
awaiting a final okay from one net-

I

work and an interested sponsor*
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Radio lliespers Map Mass Hayloft

bvasioii to Gain Stage Sawy for TV
Hadio thespers, ogling television|

as their future source of Income,

'

will execute a mass invasion of

legit stodk groups this summer in

order to pick up some stage tech-

nique. Wholesale trend by the

radioites towards the strawhat

boards is being prompted by the

current general preference of TV
producers for casting their shows

\tith actors having legit experience.

With most of the AM dramatic

airers folding during the hot

months, many top radio players,

who have been forced to confine

their activities to the sightless kilo-

cycles by job requirements, will

make their first move towards TV
this summer via the barnyard cir-

cuit. During the regular radio sea-

son, these thespers can't afford to

take TV assignments because of

coin considerations.: The current

rate , for featured players on TV
dramas ranges between $250 and

$400. But the pay covers about 10

days of rehearsal during- which
time no otlier job ean be held

•down. , , .•i'

Among the less-established play-
I

ersi widespread unemployment is
i

pushing the radioites into reorientr I

-ing for television jobs. While most
radio actors have some legit work

|

imder their belts, it's usually too i

far back to pull much weight with
tJie TV casting directors/

|

Special stock companies may be i

organized by groups of radio
thespers this summer to assure
steady work and proper training.

New Stages, Inc, formed two years
ago by a flock of radioites on co-

operative basis, will serve as a pat-
tern, but on a less ambitious scale:

No Esprit de Corps
Chicago, March 29.

Chi Radio Management Club
members were shown a sound
film Of TV show highlights by
Humboldt Greig, Chi assistant

director Of DuMont tele net-

work. However, film was cut

short. FAi music coming in

through a faulty wiring circuit

drowned out the sound track.

Greig tossed up his hands
and quipped; "What you radio

people won't do to stop tele-

vision."

Magnayox Sees Overall

20^ Sales Boost Due To

TV; Admiral Net Is Up
Chicago, March 29.

Sales of tele' sSts"aurihg March
will boost Magnavox Co. sales to-

tals up 20% over March of 1948,

according to prexy Richard O'Con-
nor. Radio-phonograph sales drop-

ped below last year's figure, but

tele sales more than made up the

difference.

O'Connor scoffed at rumors of

company weakness and chalked off

a recent stock dip as the result of

"malicious rumors;" Earlier, Mag-
navox had deferred the quarterly
dividend to strengtlien its cash
position.

Admiral Corp. reported net
earningsoi $a,.7a2325.£oi:. the_fiscal

(Continued on page 34)

I

Clii Council Happy
Chicago, March 29.

Chi Television Council, picking

up loose ends after a "highly suc-

cessful" national conference, an-

nounced a 40% jump in local mem-
bership as a result of conclave.

Council prexy James L. Stirton

revealed that he has already re-

ceived many queries about a 1950

repeat performance,

Chi in Scramble To

Build Up Sat. Night
Chicago, March 29.

WNBQ's shift to full week op-

erations has touched off a Chi tele

scramble to build Saturday nite

programs into top notch position.

Network shows originating in the

east will form bulk of Saturday
increase, but more Chi packaged
shows are in offing.

.WNBQ moguls are considering
moving "RFD: America" from Fri-

day slot to Saturday, in addition to

a new live talent musical. Move is

pending expansion of coaxial cable

facilities due next month.

WENR-TV announced ' that it

would carry the Roller Derby from
the Chi Coliseum for four weeks in

a network tieup with the New York
Derby; Total net time on Derby
would be 12 weeks. Paul White-
man will be kinescoped from N. Y.
starting in April. These shows are
in addition to Saturday screening
of the polo matches at Chi Arena.

WGN-TV said it "had big plans
for Saturday nite" but could not
comment at this^ time. Station
authorities indicated, however, that
Chi originations- would, figure,

heavily in plans.

Minn. Basketbafl TV Tiff Leads

To landatory' Bill in Legislature

WNBQ%rksliop7icksUp

2d Sponsor After Snarl

Chicago, March 29.

"Walt's Workshop," Ijome handi-

craft show screened via WNBQ, has

picked up a sponsor in the Hines
Lumber Co. for 26 weeks. George
Hartman agency handles the once-

weekly package. '

Sales to Hines followed a break-

down of negotiations with Magna
Electric Co., which wanted to

"make the show a 30-roinute. com-
mercial." WNBQ tore up the con-

tract when Magna insisted on hav-

ing Walter Durbahn use nothing

but Magna's Shopmaster in giving

his home-craft hints. l

'

Hines will take over sponsorship
April 4, according to NBC central

I division sales manager Oliver Mor-
' ton. .

.

.

Realistic new rate card
V,

makes 10 your best byy

in NewYorIt!

Independent

WMCA Station A

Otie-Minute Spot Announcemeftts
(minimum national rote)

Gott-p«rothousan«l homes
S:OOAM to 11:00 PM

24.00

690

51.00

770

You save

\0%
on WMCA

Quarter-hour programs
(minimum retail rate)

Cost-per-thousond homes
8:00 AM to 11:00 PM

S4.40 You save

1.56 on WMCA

Your WMCA or Free & Peters

talesman has all the rates

and rofings to prove how

price-fixed WMCA is now the

smartest buy in the market!

Based on February Pulse (Sonday-Soturday, 8:00 AM to 11:00 PM) average
ratings non-premium time end Mefropolltan District Radio Homes, BMB.

Kleenex Baseball Quiz

As Chi Participationer

Set for Mid-June on ABC
Chicago, March 29.

Television's race, to catch up
with radio as the national lottei-y

got fresh impetus from the new
Kleenex audience participation

show via ABC-TV, skedded for

mid-June. Prizes will be handed
|

out under guise of baseball quiz i

session.
|

. . Ghi*:originated package is lined

for the Friday 8:30 p.m. (CST) slot

on a 52-weekvbasis with 13 week
options. Foote, Cone & Belding 1

agency ; handles for the Interna-

j

tional Cellucotton Co,i Kleenex di-
(

vision. ' i

Format will call for half hour oC i

ba.seball questions tossed at each I

other by two audience teams. Each i

correct answer will be scored as a i

hit, with emcee picking leading
hitter as the player of the night.
Some lastrminute changes may

involve a shift in, network time and
day, although agency execs indi-
cated that show is pretty well set
for June 10 or 17 opener. Search
is now on for a suitable emcee,
presumably someone combining
the best features of Rogers Horns-
by, Ralph Edwards and the late
Kenesaw Mountain Landis.

Minneapolis, March 29.

Squabble resulting from non-
televising of sold-out state high
school tournament basketball
games at Univ. of Minnesota field
house, has resulted in introduction
ol bill in state legislature. This
would mak« it mandatory for
authorities having a voice in the
matter to permit televising of high
school, state college and university
athletic events "without undue i'e<i

strictions" and "at the same fees
as for radio broadcasts."
Author of the measure is Carl

D'Aquila, who is a Hibbing, Minn.,
sports announcer as wcll^ as mem-
ber of the Minnesota House of
Representative:^, and who an-
nounced it was an outgrowth of
difficulties between KSTP and the
Univ. of Minnesota and state high
schools' league.

After large petitions had been-
received from disabled and other
war veterans, many of whom
are hospitalized h6re, protesting,
against a ban on the tel6vising df
the state high school tournament-
basketball games, the

. university
and league agreed to permit it.

They, however, imposed conditions
which were unacceptable to Stan
E. Hubbard, KSTP president, who
refused to televise the contests un-
der the stipulated terms.

In a statement to the press, Hub-
bard explained that it would have
cost his station $4,Q00 to accept
the terms. "The University in-
sisted we pay $3,000 which, con-i
sidering the number of television
receivers, is 70 times the fee
charged radio broadcasting sta-
tions. This charge, along with the
pickup cost, would mean that an
advertiser would have to pay over
$.^,000 to sponsor the games, \\hich
is unreasonable," said Hubbard.
Accordingly, the games, which

created terrific interest throughout
the state and drew 17,000 turnaway
crowds, were not televised. Three
radio stations, however; broadcast
them.

HAL ROACH JR. FORMS i

THIRD VIDFILM OUTFIT
Hollywood, March 29.

|

Hal Roach, Jr., has formed Mat-
jterhprn Pictures, Inc., with a capi-
tal stock of $25,000, for the pro-
ductioa of television pictures.
Matterhorn is the third Roach
firm; the others being Showcase
Pictures, and Roach-Beaudctte

i

Productions.
. I

Roach will make the Myrt^ and-
Marge video series under Matter-
horn, Production started yester-
day (28). "Don't Be a Sucker"
.started last week under Showcase
banner, Initialer is "Dife with the
Irwins" featuring Stu livin and
wife June Collyer, has already
been fnend under Roach-Beau-
dette Productions.

Film llouncil Members
To Get Contract Lowdown
National Television Film Coun-

cil members are slated to receive
the final form of the proposed
stanaard exhibition contract for

rTh,,.^. •
^ tomorrow

(Ihuis.) night at the Brass Rail,
N. Y. eatery. Seymour M. Peyser,member of the Phillips, Nizer
Benjamin & Krim law firm, will
explain the contract partgraph bv
paragraph. ' '

PinH™
Maurer, Society of Motion

jPicture Engineers veepee, will dis-
cuss the SMPE booklet, "Films for

I

iMPr''""'" ^".^ ^^P'«'" results olbMPli research in TV.

Educational Program To

Study TV Inroads Set Up

By 5 New Haven Unions
New Haven, March 29.

Awake to the fact that tele-

vision may have a radical eftect
on future livelihood, five New
Haven locals of the Connecticut
"State lATSE combined" to inaugu-
rate a series of educational get-
togethers for the dual purpose of
keeping on tlie ball technically and
fostering improved labor-manage-
ment relations.

Sponsoring the program were
Local 273, Moving Picture Machine
Operators; Local 74, Theatrical
Stage Employees; Local B-41, Back
Office Film Exchange Workers; Lo-
cal F^l. lJ-ront Office Film Ex-
change Workers; Local 79.5, The-
atrical Wardrobe Attendants.

First event in this series of"

long-range educational activity

took place Monday (21) at mid-
night at the College theatre. Pro-
gram included (1) "On Stage,"
March-of-Time short depicting ac-

tual building of legit shows by
.stage craft; (2) "Carbon Arc Pro-
jection," short on manufactured
light; (3) "I. A, History," docu-
mentary short; (4) "Let's Go to

the Movies," general interest short.

Speakei's were Williant G, Scan-
Ion, L A. trustee; Joseph M.
Rourke, sec-treas.. Conn. Federa-
tion of Labor; Neil Croarkrin and
Paul Reis of National Carbon Co.;

C. Y. Keen, speaker on television

from RCA; Professor E. Wight
Bakke, Labor and Management
Center, Yale Univ.

Seek Port Arthur TV
Port Arthur, Tex,, March 29.

Application has been filed with

Port Arthur-Beaumont area by the
babine Television Corp.

Outlet when completed would bean affiliate of the proposed Texas
Telenet System.

WAAM's Sports Accent
Baltimore, March 29.

ABCs W^AAM, town's newest
tele outlet, will place heJ'ty empha-
sis on sports starting Monday i4)

when the station is slated to bcRin

a two-hour Monday-lhi'u-Siiliirtliiy

session which will apprise fans o(

results of ba,scball. racing and
other outdoor events. It'll be

slotted 4 to 6 p.m.
Tagged the "WAAM Sports

Room," the co-op show will star

Tommy Dukehart and Joel Chase-

man with Anthony Farrar prodi"'-

ing. Guest celebs from local ni-

teries as well as sports luminaries

will al.so be woven in the format.
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A Weekly Radio Feature

« For More Than A Decade!

''AMATEUR NIGHT
IN HARLEM"

Direct from the stage of the Apollo Theatre

'^Harlem's High Spot for entertainment"

A natural for Television—a full hour of new and

different entertainment each week.

Mj^ny famous stars were ^'discovered" on this show:^

Ella Fitzgerald

Sarah Vaughn

Bill Kenny and the Inkspots

Billie Holliday

A guest star appears on each Amateur broadcast. - - _ -

Exclusive Agents:

E. J. ROSENBERG - LAWRENCE WHITE
1 East 48th St., New York City

Tel.: REgent 4-7567 . . . ATwater 9-6976
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i,,many mUlion

times a weekf

When A^^BT first began serving the

Garolinas, 28 j ears ago, "promotion" was

a small boy who used to run through the

streets of Charlotte, announcing to a

handful of cr\ stal-set owners that the

.

Souths pioneer station was on tlie air.

Since then, 50,000-watt \^'BT has become'

a power in the dailv li\'es of almost

tliTSe-and-a-half million people in 95

- counties.... and promotion has helped set

the pace all tlie wa\\ Using many

different media . .

.

NiWSPAPERS (more tlian 1.000 lines weekly)

ANNOUNCEMENTS (average of 3.50 weekly)

POINT OF SALE DISPLAYS (in food and drug

-"Stores)--"

MERCHANDISING MAGAZINE (mailed rec'Mlarlv

to retailers )

.

Such impressive promotion—making

extra impressions for ^\'B'^ programs— is

one reason why AA'BT averages a larger

audience in Charlotte than all other

stations combined.* (In the 94 "outside"

counties, W'BT has virtually no Charlotte

competition.)

If you w ant to make a good impression

^ —and an impress! \'e sales record— in

. j:he Caroliniis, ^\'BT can iihow \ ou how.

90,000 wulli ' C.liarl()tlf,'S\ C. • Kepieienlecl by Radiu Saks

;: Tele Follow-up Comment
among the hired h^^^
deteiTent toward perfection was
the self-conscious mien of the dis"
play in some sections—under-
standaole in view of the new panel
In the sponsor's booth.
The show provided further prftof

to a contention In many quarters
that playable .acts are far itiore
desirable than riames.
For example, Larry Storeh, an

upper-drawer mimic, was ex-
tremely effective In a trio of hum-
bei's thait have become faitiiliar to
vaudt and: cafe patrons. His itn-'
personations of Gary Cooper a
ballroom act 8hd a school-tic Eiig-
lishnian ' brought top results, Fur-
ther comedy by Paul Gerrlts, mak-
ing his N. Y. bow on video, was
well-received. His humor is on the
dry side anid his skating capers
contribtjted toward a rewarding
session..: V: :V

Although instruinental ; groups
rarely hiake t6o much of a dent
on tele audiences, King Gole Trio
went, over

:
nicely, mainly qn the

strength of Nat Cole's vocalizing
Other members 0^^ the group
provided ' a well-lntegraled back-

I

ground. Another winner was Hal
I
LeRoy. Gloseups-of^liis fancy foot-
work gave the viewer a

: better in-
sight into his fine-points. : Other
dimce act; Fred and Susan Bari-yl
just closed at the Copacabana,
N. Y., similarly hit good reactions
with •applause-winning lifts' and
spins. The De Marco Sisters (5),

coming over from the Fred ; Allen
show, hit their mark In a pair of
SOrigSV-,-" r-^' ^^--^^~r'=-'-

Linpoln - Mercui'y commerfeials;
are filmed, ' They're cbrnparativeiy
unobtrusive, well-lighted and failed

to slow up the show. John Wray's
dance direction of a : six-girl;.line

was easily caught, with the camefag
confined tii^xoiiipaiatiyBlS small:
space. .'.

'^ >••>'
'

"Becky Sharp" didn't add to

Philco's prestige in its presenta-
tion on Philco Television Play-

house Sunday W) over NBC* A
dated story, it should have been
left within W. M. Thackeray's
"Vanity Fair" covers. Certainly,

the Philco performance didn't

bring the Victorian story to lite,

or give it any meaning or distinc-

tion.

Dull and indistinct at the start,

the production continued in that
vein. It was difficult to get in-

terested in tlie set of gamblers,
wastrels and fops in tlie play.

Becky's fatal fascination for so

many men was never explained.

Nor did Claire Luce's literal per-
formance in the name role help.

The production had movement, but
no cohesive flow. It was a thin,

almost burlesqued . perlormance,
lacking in the subtlety necessary
to make it convincing. Miss Luce
minced about as the scheming
Becky, and the supporting cast

looked as uncomfortable as their
costumes. Put Uiis down as a,

mistake.

Initial sponsored show . of "The
Goldbergs" Monday night (28) via

CBS-TV, with Sanka Coffee in the
advertiser's slot, presented un-
fortunately one of the weakest
scripts yet aired in the series,

which has been sustaining for
several months. Charm and warmth
generated by Gertrude Berg, Philip
Loeb and the rest of the cast, plus
Worthington Miner's usually fine

production were present in large
doses. Miss Berg's story, however,
dealing with Molly's travails in a

reducing school; failed to strike

home, largely because of an im-
plausible denouement.
Sanka wisely did not attempt to

Insert a middle commercial, in
order to give the story free play.

Plugs were confined to opening
and closing announcements by
Miss Berg, but it would be better
to have them handled in another
way. Despite her attempts to in-

tegrate them Into the script, -she

nonetheless stepped out of char-
acter in their presentation.:

"Lambs Gambol" is continuing
on a marked upbeat. Sunday (27)

night's session on NBG was carried
by a couple of topflight comedy
turns that surmounted the show's
lack of format; The idea of having
Vinton Freedley, as emcee, searcli

tor a cast for his upcoming legit

production didn't jell but this was
completely overshadowed by Jackie
Gleason's and Bert Lahr's solo per-
formances.

Gleason opened brightly with
his accident skit from "Along Filth
Avemie"-'wliich,-excepl fDr arsingln
off-color line,' was tailor-made for
video. Carol Bruce, from the same
musical, al.so socked across a vocjil

of "Louisiana Purchase," Domi-
nating the show, however, was
Bert Lahr who didn't, for a change,
reprise his standard "Woodman,
Spare That Tree" routine. Instead;
he rendered a song satire on
Schrafft's that should curdle that
restaurateur's souffles. He top-
ped this later with a long but con-
sistently funny burlesque skit
about a semi-blind eye-doctor.
^Sketch plugging Maxwell House
coffee was okay as such but Wil-
liam Gaxton was wasted in it.

*C, t. IliasBf, Dm.' lwi^Jori...l''ii'9

(a; any. oltur Hw|>«f SuiVty .<('t«r,misaei I

Milton Bcrle just keeps on roll-
ing along. His "Te.\'aco Star The-
atre" stint on NBC last Tuesday
(22) was anotlier virtuoso display
of gagging, singing, hoofing and
all-around high-jinks that has put
Berle so far ahead of the video
parade. Teaming- up with Ethel
Merman and film actor Keye Luke,
he centralized a solid vaudeo lay-
out. ....

Mi.ss Merman. In her video de-
but, delivered a couple of numbers
from her past musical hits in her
usual energetic style. She was at
her best, however, in a song-and-
dance routine with Berle built
around the novelty number, "It's
Friendship." It was the hour's top
Item. The Luke-Berle duo, with
Berle oul-Chineseing lii.s partner,
was another .smart bit with Berle
toting the major burden. .

In a change of pace, session
on warmly nostalgic note struck bv
the "Songwriters On Parade." ah
aggregation of vet clefTei-s wlio
delivered brief bits of their hit
songs. 11 was similar to an act re-
cently presented on "Toast ot the
Town," but still packed plenty of
entertainment value. Two other
acts, the Los Gatos acrobats, and
tap terper Teddy Hale were first-
rate in their field.

.' Peter Lorre was. guest star on
"The Arrow Show" Thursday (24)

on NBC. in program's new format
of weekly guests since Phil Silvers'

quit as emcee. Lorre came into

the program late. for . its last com-
edy sketch. The skit started off

very well-^with Lorre. of all

things, in the role o£ a baby-sitter.

But though Joey . Faye and Jack
Gilford were amusing as the'
babies, the skit went into a corny
vaude pattern, and ended up rather
lamely. Lorre's presence, how-
ever, was a hypo to the show and
-Lorre himself, an asset.

Show continues in its rowdy
burlesque routine, and is amusing
enouRh on that basis. There's
variety enough for a half-hmu',
with three comedy skits, a singer,

dancer and song trio foi- the pro-
gram. The • regular Cjiiajtet of

comedians—Jack Ciiriird, Joey
Faye. Jack Diamond and Danny
Da.vton—works hard, and usually

garners the laughs, 'I'lHir.sday's

sketches included a cute fireman's
skit, a funny apartment rent in-

crease bit, -and the baby-sitter .se-

quence, Betty George sang "My
Heart Belongs to Daddy" neatly,

the Mack Triplets warbled "Put
Your Shoes On" persuasively, and
Mavis Nims did a satisfactory tap

routine. Start of Miss Nims' turn,

with the camera just showing full-

length view, of her shapely garas,

-was good tele,.
'

Actors Studio on ABC made an
auspicious debut in its new time
slot (Thurs., 8:30 p.m.) with "Con-
cerning a Woman of Sin'' one of

Ben Hecht's more stinging satires

on noH.ywood, The presentation
captured the bite of the llceht

yiu'n and was endowed witli hand-;

some production and some expert
miming. ,

Story concerns an agent who is

commis.sioned by^ a " producer to

buy a story at any price. The author
turns out to be a nine-year old

moppet. Tom Kwell as the agent

tries to hide this aspect from the

producer, and, failing that, he at-

tempts to b'acltmail the picture

mogul into buying more yarns at

stupendous sums. The agent ana

producer eventually wind up as

violent psychopaths,
JEwcll put mo.st of the comedy

touch into the yarn, and he was

abetted' excellently by Iris Mann,

ludson Laire, .)o Van Fled. Clif-

ford Sales. l>ucil!i- Pallou and Alar-

tin Balsam. Pa mg was crisp and

camera woi'lc v s good.

Ed Sulhvan put his best toot and
top talent forward Sundav (27) in
his inaugural show for his new
spon.sor, Lincoln-Mercurv. It was
one of his strongest displays in
\yceks,;

, with narj- ji weak " spot

\
Hub's Hun & Strum Tribute

I Bosirn, March 29.

! WBZ-TV going all out m
: tribute to Miiin ah(! SLrum, w.k.

I

local entert.'i:)'<'i',s vMio iwv. <'elebrat-

ing their 2'Hli anni in bhow biz

: April 5.
, „

I Station will lolcvisi- iiour long

I

show at 10 pm. Tucsda,\ (5i, with

all Hub stations contributing tal-

ent as a tribute to the two boys,
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f^S'^WJ-^wSl, Maurice

"'The Striders, The Dun-

5SSf°'Fr.nk Fontaine, emcee
MUton Douglas

"."ffinl • Fri., 9 P-m.

SotT^DBUG STORES
MONT."«-oin New York

.'Front Bow Center" is easygoing

.Jon with a relaxed pace. On
SJ^'^show caught (25; it provided

'"li nleasant viewing, tlie most

'*2S,Sr being the tele debat

ffm Mtress Marilyn Maxwell.

She chirped "Powder Your Face

nmh Sunshine" with zest and put
W,"^ "Why Doesn't It Happen to I

S' with personality.- She's got i

"hit TV takes.

Emcee Frank Fontaine, comic

and impersonator, had tlie studio

.JnSiPhre with him most of the

me-mmic was at his best doing

he sweepstake winner routine.

But he should get some fresh mate-

rial-one of his gags was llie aged

tele of the three turtles at a bar.

In the dance department, the

Dunhills. three tapsters pleased

with a flashy number. The Strid-

or! Negro male quartet, harmon-a fairly on "Sheik of Araby."

Wraoping it up neatly was Maurice

Hocco, standing at the Steinway

and beating out a trio of tunes in

boogie Woogie tempo. Keyboard

acts can drag, but there was
nothing static about Rocco's stint.

Commercials and credits were
presented palatably via ^drum

Siajorets with placards. Batikroller

also used two vidpic plugs, for

Rayve hair set and Dr.. West tooth-

brushes, intro-ing them with four-

line verses. Bnl.
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GHILDRENS' CREATIVE TIIl^A-

TRE
With Winifred Ward, Rita Cristc,

students
Producers: Judith Wallers Duane
Bogie, Reinald Wcrrcnrath, Jr..

30 Mins.; Thurs., 4 p.m,
Susfainlne

WNVQ, Chicago

WNBQ's mobile unit peeps into
the Evanston's Haven School stage
where moppets aged nine to 14
put on creative playlets under the
direction of Northwestern Univ.
dramatic prof Winifred Ward. Plot
outline is sketched by Rita Criste
}o entire group. Volunteers then
put on the act, using a minimum
of props and no costumes.

Show caught had youngsters
staging ''The Shoemaker and the

THE BILLY BEAN SHOW
Wltjhi Arnold Stang, Billy Lou

Watt, Harry Bellaver. Mort
Stevens, Phil Tead

Producer: Jeffrey Haydcn
Director: Sean' Dillon
Writer: George Loring
30 Mins., Tues., 9 p.m.
Sustaining
ABC-TV, from New York
Arnold Stang, one of the top

comedy stooges in radio, current-
ly on the Henry Morgan and Milton
Berle: shows, is given his video
showcase in this new ABC half-
hour situation comedy. But it does
nothing either for Stang or for
television.

Stang follows the same pattern
as his now standard Gerard radio
characterization. But what goes
for AM applies as well to this
sight-and-sound projection of a
comedian who can easily wear af-
ter a few minutes.. Long before
the half-hour, the program bogged
down with an assortment of stock
characters and situations, usually
found in the milder B films.

The fault is not wholly Stang's,
for he was handicapped by a help-
less cript. He's cast as a soda*
jerker at the corner drugstore who
is in love with the boss' daughter
who, in turn, is nuts about psy-
chology and split personalities.
The initial installment degenerated
into some byplay about wrong size
hats. All of which gives Stang a
schizophrenia fixation which ties
right in with the gal friend's pho-
bia..

Maybe this idea could be funny,
but it just came across as some-
thing silly. Unfortunately, there
was a self-consciousness about all
the performers, as though every-
one was cueing' his lines and ac-
tions to keep apace of the cameras
instead of letting the cameras pick
up their pace. It slowed the whole
thing down to a walk." Rose.

Leprechaun," which tells the-fairy

stoi-y of how the leprechaun takes

over the cobbler's shop and dishes
out rewards to good people and
punishments to bad ones;

These fresh-faced tykes really
throw themselves into the act with
almost complete unawareness of
the camera. Show is undoubtedly
a tribute to charm and talent of
Misses Ward and Criste. Kids
show exceptional stage presence,
including ability to think out the
plot as it proceeds. . Camera work
Is effective.

SHOW BUSINESS. INC.
With Danton Walker, Florence

5ee?..JP«!ggy Wood, Phil Regan.
Bert Wheeler, Martha Wright

Producer: Martin Jones
Director: Ralph Nelson
30 Mins.; Wed., 8 p.w.
Sustaining
NbC, from N. Y.

N. Y, Daily News Broadway col-
umnist Danton Walker, who had
some ill-fnted video starts with a
pair of shows emanating in cafes,
has a format worth developing in
'Show Business, Inc." He's at-
tempting to recreate some of the
theatrical highlights of past sea-
sons with those that made the orig-
inal scenes memorable. It's a laud-
able idea, but one that's exti-emc-
ly difficult to cany out.

For example, Bert Wheeler^ who
told a cute yarn in the "Follies of
1924," found himself telling an old-
hat yarn for present day needs.
Florence Reed's classic rendition
of the sleepwalking, scene from
"Macbeth," proved too static for
video. Peggy Wood told of her role
m "Bitter Sweet" and introed
Martha Wright for a rendition of
"I'll See You Again," which went
askew. Another departure from the
format came with Phil Regan's up-
to-date warbling.

As things stand at the moment,
"Show Business, Inc." stacks up as
another vaudeo show despite the
legit highlights, and pace is loo
slow to compete with the estab-
lished vaudeo presentations.

Naturally, Walker is working un-
der a handicap, since he must fit

his memorabilia to conform Wifh
those performers who are avail-
able. Even so, selection and pres-
entation of the material wasn't too
showmanly. Walker's narration was
not too vivid, and although he pre-
sents a polished inien, the pacing
and routining aren't happily gaited.

Show's settings were good. High-
light was in Miss Reed's scene,
wherein backlighting was used
with pinpoint illumination for fa-
cial features. There was an eerie
effect that enchanced the dramatic
values of this scene. , Jose,

TWO BIDS PEOM DALLAS
Dallas, March 29.

Application for two video outlets

has been made to the FCC by W.
W. Lechner, who is doing business

as the Lechner Television Co.

One of the outlets would be built

here .and the other in Houston.

SO YOU WANT TO LEAD A
BAND?

With Sammy Kaye Orch, Guests
Producer-Director: Vic McLcod
30 Mins.; Swiday, 7 p.m.
Sustaining
NBC-TV, N, Y.

Starter in iteeries of "audition"
programs for NBC-TV, Sammy
Ka.ye's "So You Want to Lead a
Band?" revealed a certain funda-
mental appeal in its teeoft' over
the weekend. (The Sunday 7-7:30
spot is being used for the tryouts.)
Kaye's stunt, which he has been
performing in theatres, hotels and
ballrooms for some years, has memr
hers of the: audience volunteering
to test their batoning ability in
front , of Kaye's orch, and there's
no doubt that it can get its share
of amusement.
The trouble with this type of

show; howeveri is that -it can have
too fundamental an appeal. It cet.^

tainly is not for the sophisticates—-
nor is it intended to be—especially
with some of those apparently
slanted gags, queries and replies
la.st Sunday (27) between the in-
terrogator (Kaye) and the con-
testants.
A Baltimore businessman wort

Kaye's Sunday contest with some-
thing resembling professional pol-
ish in leading the orch. Ills prizes
comprised assorted items such as
a TV set, luggage, etc. Other con-
testants comprised a femme secre-
tary from the Bronx, an 1 1-year
old boy, a femme newlywed and a
chef in an Englewood, N. J.,

saloon. The latter seemed to be
.some sort of a humorist, but
the gagging—^including the jokes^
seemed pre-arranged. An ap-
plau.se-raeter, with the audience as
the. judge, determines the winner;
Kaye handled' the show welt

enough, though he got himself
into some , verbal; difficulties to-
wards the close. And he was flirt-

I

ing with dangerous talk when deal-
ing with the gal, who bad been wed
just the day before. That may be
okay for the-hotel danceries, but
not for TViewers.
The show was broken up some-

what by vocals from two of Kaye's
featured singers, Don Cornell and
Laura Leslie, and some singing by
the Kaydets, members of the band-
Kyle MacDonnell gave the show
considerable visual appeal as a
judge on the rostrum; Kahn.

Omaha—^Doit Keough, freshman
law student at Greighton Univer-
sity, has been announced winner
of the WOW Television Scholar-
ship given each semester.

' AIDA
With Arturo ToscaninI and NBC
Symph; Herva Nelll, Eva Gus-
tavson, Teresa Stitch Randall.
Richard Tucker, Giuseppe Val<-

dengo, Norman Scott, Denia
Harbour, Virginio Assandri; Rob-
ert Shaw chorus

Producer: Don GilHs
Director: Douglas Rodgcrs
90 Mins.; Sat. (26), 6:30 p.m.
Sustaining
NBC-TV, from N.Y.

NBC-TV's simulcast pickup of
Arturo Toscanini's presentation; of
"Aida" Saturday (26) was un-
doubtedly the best, videowise, yet
done. Entire production evidenced
both a thorough knowledge of the
music on the part of TV director
Douglas Rodgers and concentrated
pre-broadcast rehearsal.

Question still remains, of course,
whetlier the TV pickup added any-
thing to the radio broadcast, since
in an hourrand-a-half program, the
sight of the conductor, orch and
soloists might have become wear-"
ing. But, even though the singers
were not costumed for their oper-

I atic roles and sang without action,

I

the added impact lent to the broad-
i cast by the fact viewers were able

j
to watch them ; compensated for ,

any lack of movement. And, too,

that. TV picture of Toscanini in
action, which even the studio
audience never gets a-chanCfi_Lo:
see, was well worth the added
effort.

Unlike the four previous TV •

pickups of the^ NBC symph, the
cameras Saturday concentrated,'
more on the singers than they did

,

on the maestro or orchestra. The
'

usual trick camera effects, includ-
irtg super-impositions, were kept to

'

a minimum, which .was all to tlie^

good. With the soloists grouped
in a semi-circle around the niao-
stro, Rodgers was forced to cut
from one to the other instead of
trying to include them all in a
single shot. Fact that he was able
to cut to eiich one at just the right -

moment, and also pick up which-
ever section of the orch was. play- r

ing at a certain time, pointed up
the overall quality of the produc-
tion. •

'

Those between-acts sliots of
Toscanini wiping his brow ott'stage

made for good human interest. One
of the few mistakes --- and it was '

trivial—was the spotting ofTeresa
,

Stitch Randall as the priestess;
She was supposedly singing olt

stage, so that most of her face was
hidden behind part of the band-
stand. ^taL

why WOR sells more

at less cost

to more

than any other station

of equal power

in America today

mufuaf

JL Because WOR's base rate has not changed since 1939.

Vety the number bf people able to hear WGR, Has increased

by 1,723,000 during the daytime and 1,833,000 during the

nighttime since 1940.

^S^u Because WOR repeatedly provokes results for as low

as l/12th of 1-cent per impact.

'^S^m Because WOR can sell an advertiser's product or serv-

ice to the majority of 36,000,000 people in 430 counties in

18 states, at the second lowest cost per thousand homes

reached of any station of equal power in the United States.

BecauseWOR is heard by more people during the day

and during the night, than any other station in America.

IS^B Because WOR carries more—and more complete^

news programs than any station in America. And becatise

twice asmany people prefer to listen to this station's news-

,casts than to those of the next highest-ranking major new*

station^in Nevnr York.
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U. S. Stations Burn at Canadian

Tour Bureau Cuffo lime Bid

Large number of U. S. stations

are sizzling because of a series of

transcribed shows produced by the

Canadian Travel Bureau to hypo

ths trek of American tourists and

the flow of vacationers' dollars

northward across the border.

Beason for the bum is that the

Canadian bureau is asking the U.b.

broadcasters to carry the airers

cuffo, at the same time that it, is

devoting big coin for ads in Amer-

ican newspapers and magazines.

Besides kicking to the Canadians,

the stations have carried their beef

to the National Assn. of Broadcast-

ers, which is looking into the sit-

uation.
, ..^^

Typical of the stations' reactions

is a letter from WLBB, Lebanon.

Pa, to the Canadian public rela-

tions counsel. WLBR says, "We
can only conclude that there is an

assumption that American broad-

casters are suckers or that their

facilities are deemed worthless by

comparison with newspapers. If

radio is considered worthless, we
are puzzled as to why it would

even be requested."

Public Service Problems

- Faced by Indies to Be

Aired at N. Y. Confab

A conference on public service

problems faced by indies will be

held at WQXR, New York, April 6,

"With reps of 40-charitable-orgam-

lations invited. Confab was called

by a subcommittee of the NAB's
Non-Affiliated Stations Committee,

headM by Ted Cott, v.p. of WNEW,
N. Y.

Issues to be covered; include:

overlapping ot various drives; allo-

cation of cufto time; improvement
of program material offered indies;

exclusive, shows : for the ;
indies;

: feeds for the indies on pooled net-

work airers; and greater indie rep-

resentation on radio committees of

the . charities;

The public service groups will

be told that ^he NAB group has
lined up 400 stations who will air

plattered shows if they will be of-

fered on . an exclusive basis.

Geo. Abbott's TV Show
George Abbott's first television

show, an informal variety stanza,

wiU be presented Sunday night

(3) in the 7-7:30 p.m. slot by NBC-
TV. If the reaction is satisfactory,

it may be continued as a weekly

Show will star Hugh Martin and
the cast Will include singers, Betty

George and Jack Gray, with Kaye
Ballard as guest and Butterfly Mc-
Queen as comedy stooge. Harold
Smith Prince will direct.

DELAY WLW-C PREEM;

STAFF IS AUGMENTED
Columbus, March 29.

WLW-C, Crosley's video station

here missed its target date for

commercial operations which had
been designated as March 27. Sta-

tion showed Its first test pattern

on March 21 but delays in con-

struction of twin microwave relay

towers at Meehanicsburg, O., some
40 miles west of here, by which
programs from WLW-T, Cincin-

nati, were to be boosted to Colum-
bus via WLW-D, Dayton, caused
postponement of - commercial op-

j

erations until next Sunday (3).

Transmitter here was ready,

I

however, so rather than continue
I test patterning for another week,

I

James Leonard, general manager,
Iran in two films :on_ Sunday (27).

j
Three more additions have been i

i
announced to the staff. Richard '

I Rider, formerly video producer for

I

WBKB, Chicago, has been named

I

production manager. Walter Ja-
cobs has been transferred from the

: Grosley "mother" station, WLW-T,
to take over as junior program pro-
ducerv - George Henderson is the
new sales manager.

TO
M-G-M-

rOn an Island with You"
XIIH: CAMEI. SHOW

Ever.\ Frlfluy Mte, 8:S(i E.9.X. .

1 Mgt.: LOU CLAYTON

KLAC Kidgloves Disks

By W6 Exec's Son
Hollywood, March 29.

Definite programming schedule
has been laid down at KLAC for

platters by Johnny Bradfoi-d, only
wax artist to get such preferential
treatment. Announcers have been
advised that biscuits ' are to be
played , at specified times twice
daily, and to be preceded by the
announcement: "Presenting the
popular RCA-Victor recording ar-

tist of the east—Johnny Bradford.''

Singer is the son ofJl^l. Nathan
Levinson, veepee of Warner. Bros.,

which has purchased KLAC,
KLAC-TV and KYA, Frisco, sub-
ject to FCC approval. . ,

^Asher-Alsop
'

Continued from pa(e t1 Bssab

starting as soon as contracts are

inked so the series can tee off in

September on NBC's eastern net-

work, with possible kinescopiug

for other affiliated stations aroiind

the country.
William Craig, manager of

P. & G.'s tele department, and Gil

Ralston, P. & G. exec producer,

will be iti charge of production
supervision. ,

Also taking part- in negotiations

is Stuart Ludlum, Compton's as-

sistant director of radio-tele.

P. &G. firms using telepix will be

Ivory, Duz and Crisco.' Majority

of the pix are to be made in Holly-

wood, although Asher will utilize

outdoor locations in Italy and
other European countries. One of

the reasons for making pix abroad

is that they can be made cheaper

and natural outdoor lighting is

said to be far superior to studio

lamps.

WOR's 20G Chevalier

Sale for 13-Wk. Pickup;

Co-op a la Fashion Mags
"This Is Paris," Mutual co-op

starring Maurice Chevalier, will

debut tomorrow (Thurs.) at 10 p.m..

(EST)- introducing to radio the

many-sided merchandising tech-

niques of-the fashion mags. .

Capitalizing on the' fame of Paris

as a style centre, the show is

pitched toward sponsorship by de-

partment and specialty stores as

"first a fashion promotion, second

a radio show." Local bankroUers;

are provided with weekly promo-
tion bulletins that list the mer-
chandise featured on the show by
guest fashion experts, so that they

can be plugged via newspaper and
radio ads, window and interior dis-

plays and elevator cards, as well as

in the local sponsor's cut-in.

Backers already pacted, accord-

ing to Bert Hauser, MBS co-op
director, include Hecht's, in Wash-
ington; Kaufman's, Pittsburgh; and
the French National Tourist Office

and the French Line; in New York.
Latter is plunking down $20,000
for a 13-week WOR pickup.

"Paris" will originate in the
Cafe de la Paix and will be tape
recorded. It's the first time a regu-
lar weekly airer is being prepared
overseas by Americans for U. S.

audiences. Music is provided by a
30-piece orch batoned by Paul-

Baron. Bill Robson and Sam Pierce
are writing and directing, with
Ray- Morgan producing: Guests on
the preem will be Yves Montand;
French crooner; actor Claude
Dauphin; Marjorie Dunton, fashion
expert; and Gaumont . Lanvin,
stylist. .-

.....

Inade Telension
Secret of successful~?aytjme telecasting as the program's ability to

get inside the family circle and thus make commercials powerful be-
cause they are personal endorsements. Humboldt Greig, assistant di-
rector of DuMont tele neti*'ork, Chicago, believes that stations alreadjr

on commercial basis could get into the black by filling out daytime
hours, Reasons given were: (1) TV audience is ready to be entertained-
at that time; (2) daytime operations spread out the obsolescence casts
and (3) daytime shows may lack glamour and high ratings, but they
move the sponsors' merchandise better.

The mail response for Chi DuMont net commercial offers is higher
than the Hooper and Pulse ratings for those shows, proving that either
the surveys are inaccurate or TV selling power is greatly underesti-
mated. DuMont experience has been that a well selected cast for day.
time soap operas can operate without rehearsals, thus cutting program
costs radically.

Pointing up the way a newspaper-owned television station can use its

advertising columns to plug TV, the Baltimore Sun now runs TV "sue-
cess story'' ads, telling about successful advertising over WMAR-TV,
Balto, on the back page of the paper each Saturday morning and
evening. Ads are reprinted in the Monday papers.

Featured in the copy are the name of the advertiser, the agency plac-

ing the account and some testimonial by the advertiser regarding his

Increased sales as a result of TV. Illustrative of the testimonials is

one from the Century Shoe' Repairing Shops, which declares: "Our
television advertising has been placed exclusively with WMAR-TV and
has been responsible for more favorable comments and direct results'

than any other medium of advertising that we have ever used."

Milt K^tins, conducting a small supplementary chorus and orchestra

to background Artur0 Toscanini's simulcast presentation of "Aida"
Saturday (26) via NBC, was forced to get his cues from Toscanini from
a television receiver set up for that purpose.

Katins' crew was stationed offstage, out of sight of both Toscy and
the studio audience. Katins thus followed the maestro's baton from
his TV set. Similar procedure is followed on the "Philco Television

Playhouse" Sunday nights via NBC-TV. Orch is conducted from a
third-floor studio, with the play originating

i from a studio on NBC's
eighth floor.

~ For the first time-a -video client, Canada-Dry, is using a closed .circuit

telecast to beat the drums for a show. The soft drink outfit will use

ABC-TV facilities this afternoon (Wed.) to link company officials and
distributors in eight cities to.explain promotional plans for its sponsor-

ship'^ of the first half hour of "Super Circus," Tele, it's felt, may end
the need for costly conventions.

Des Moines—Bill Creighton has
been named account exec for
KIOA. He was formerly sports di-

rector and account exec of KCBG.

The Long Island Story
Listening Audience

WHLI 24.4

Network Station C . ... .... 10.7

All Others .... . . .... 10.7

Source: Ceelan. Janaory,- 1949. Daytime. Hempttcad, Long Itlond.

WHLI
f 100 on the Dial

Hempstead, Long Island, New York
Elias I. Godofsky, President

•*Tii« Voice of long Island^'

Canada
Continued Xi-om page 21

will reserve at least one. command
perhaps a secon*, for CBC's ovyn
lase.

The choice of the four prospec-
tive independents in the Toronto
area will be granted to a private
organization "giving adequate as-

surance of financial- means and
service," said Revenue Minister
McCann.

Controlling television as it does
radio, the CBC will immediately
establish television production cen-
ters, and: transmitting stations in
Toronto and Montreal and then
build up a trans-Canada network-^
but the Toronto and Montreal sta-
tions will not be in operation: for
another year or 18 months, accord-
ing to Davidson Dunton, CBC gen^
era! manager.

"It will also be some time before
there are enough receiving sets in
Canada for televi.sion license fees
and commercial revenues to cover
costs of, programming and opcra-
tions.'V said Dr. McCann.

Chicago
WNBQ, Chi, announced station

breaks for Benrus Watch Co. for

52 weeks through J. D. Tarcher
agency.

WBKB, Chi, announced sale of

Telenews with narrator -
Jolin. Dun-,

ham to Courtesy Motors; telecasts

for Balabi^n Floor Covering
through Irving Rocklin agency;
and spots for Reed and Barton
through Badger, Browning & Her-
shey agencv; Nash - Kelvlnator
through Geyer, Newell & Ganger
agency, and Liggett & Meyers To-
bacco through Newell - Emmet
agency.

WEWS-TV, Cleveland: Reddi-
Wip, Whole-Sum, Harburger's
Jewelry, Immerman and Sons, MU^.
mar. Inc.; all participation; RKO
Palace, spots, .

McAndrew's D. C. lipping

Washington. March 29.

William R;' McAiidrew, assistant

to NBC .vice prexy Frank M.
(Scoop) Russell here, was upped
last week to general manager of
the web's three outlets here—
WRC, WRC-FM, and VVNBW, the
video station;

George Y. Wheeler was promot-
ed from Washington director of
programs to assistant general man-
ager of the three stations. Eu-
gene Juster. former program man-
ager for WRC, took over top pro-
gramming job for the three sta-
tilons. George Sandeferj business
manager for WNBW, became busi-
ness manager for the three stations
and also took over control of
Washington personnel matters.

COLUMBUS DUE FOR NET

PROGRAMMING OCT. 1

.
- Columbus, March 29.

Network television programs
will be fed to Columbus stations

beginning Oct. 1 from the 40th

floor of the LeVeque - Lincoln

Tower, tallest building in the city,

officials of American Telephone

'

and Telegraph Co. announced
earlier this month.

A leg of the eaiit-west coaxi.il

cable is being built from Toledo
to Dayton. Network programs will

be sent out of Dayton to Cincin-

nati and to Columbus via a mi-

cro - wave, relay system. AT&T
needed ii tower at this terminal

point and by leasing the entire

40th floor of the LeVeque-Lincoln,
500 feet above the street, filled its _

needs ,.for a high point at which
the network waves can be Jiicked

'

up from '.a tower to be built be- '

tween here, and Dayton. A similar

arrangement, it is understood, will

be made to close the gap between
Dayton and Cincinnati. -

NOVEL"
Gozetl*,

JoiiMville, W(f.

KUrUHKIS

foi Ivory Flake*

CBS, Men. thru Fri. :

2!4S-3 P.M.

With JOHN K. M. MeCAFFERY
ll'ritteB md DIrerted by

ADDISON SMITH

Long to Sell % KVIG
Victoria, Tex.. March 29.

J. G, Long, vet theatre circuit op-
erator and owner and operator of
KVIC here, has applied to the FCC
for authority to sell one-half in-
terest of the outlet to a group of
six new stockholders for a price
of $190,000.
Name of the licensee would be

changed from Radio Enterprises,
Inc., to KVIC Broadcasting Co.,
Inc. .

Monahans, Tex. — Larry Shcei
commercial manager of KVKM

!

here, has resigned his post to join
|

the staff of KNTC, Borstow. Cal.'
YoM'n lucky the>bli didn't have Whcatics for breakfMt, tool"
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. Hollywood, March 29

Mneis E. Levy, sales manager

.^station 2UC. Sydney. Aus-

.Verted last week that It

teffiut a year before Aus-

»"l?.gM their first television

RADIO-TELEVISION

•"""^ station allocations are

'"Hirs behind England's, but

""^inillon is expected to be

*'lSd wtthln the next 12

"^ths I^vy said- Levy is in

""S for the first time, com-

^S'tflcan broadcasting fa-

ff with Australia s.

soeedap ih allocations will re-

Jfrom new control board, simi-

fto the FCC, appointed March

Vpi Three-man board, appointed

or seven-year terms will do the

nortttog formerly done by Aus-

S, postmaster general. Job

Mstoo big for one man to handle,

levy laid, so the government ap-

pointed the new board.

Badio and teevee continue to

toUoW America's lead in Australia,

Couattj' has 136 stations, of which

34 11^ government controlled and

102 art! commercial. Most popular

eveninir show is the commercial

"Aiistwltan Amateur Hour," based

on the Major Bowes airer, Levy
(aid, bay-t'™* ^OP"™*^"^ t**^

srap aperasi which are known, in

AiistraUa as "drip dramas." Levy's

^tion runs 12 every -weekday
m^ng between S a.m. and noon
Hme every IS minutes.

(iSnR TO TRY PEDDLE

HiSRADIO SONGS IN U.S.
' London, March 29.

Charlie^ Chester, topranking BBC
tomie, lerives for America on the
Queen Elizabeth April 6, with his

leent, Sidney Grace, and their

i^vei. Object is to sell some of
the longs Chester has written (he
mrites alt his songs for his broad-
casts)^ and look over Broadway
plays, in case they find one suit-

ible for the radio comic to star in
n London.

Channel One Permittee

Loses Out at FCC When

It Forgets to Seek Sub
Washington, March 29.

The only original television
permit holder for channel one,
which was eliminated from the
video band last year, was left high
and dry by a decision of the Fed-
eral Communications Commission
last week. Failure of KARO of
Riverside, Cal., to put in a request
for a substitute frequency when it

had the chance was the basis for
the action. Efforts of the company
to get into, television since have
been likewise fruitless,

The Commission dismissed the
firm's request for special tempo-'
rary authority to construct a video
station on channel six ' in San
Bernardino. In view of partially

completed hearings on San Diego
cases, FCC said, no useful purpose
could be served by. accepting the
application.

Application of KARO for use of

channel 13 in Los Angeles, FCC
said, would be in conflict with
KLAC-TV which uses the fre-

quency. However, the Commission
said KARO was free to file an ap-

plication and is. entitled to a hear-
ing, but such a procedure, it was
believed, would b6' futile.

ABC to Have 2 Studios

In Breneman Building

Hollywood, March 29,

- ABC network here will have two
new standard broadcast studios by
May 1. Studios are being built in

the Tom Breneman building ,which
is under long term Please to Paul
Kalmanovitz. Latter is also build-

ing a television studio on the same
site. '

Broadcast studios are being built

where the bowling alleys once were
and teevee studio replaces the

restaurant's kitchen which is no
longer in use. Each studio will

seat 300 persons. ABC has first

option on the AM broadcast rooms
but the teevee space is open to all,

presumably because ABC will have
ample room for video with its Vita-

graph studios.

ABC is currently airing 15 shows
weekly from Breneman's.

S3

Pitt's Steely Gabber
Pittsburgh, March 29.

Steve Boss is something of
an iron man as well as a phe-
nomenon in local radio cir-
cles. On WHOD, irf Home-
stead, he works as an an-
nouncer from 1 p.m. until
sign-off at sundown and then
heads for the steel mills where
he puts in a full eight-hour
shift.

Ross learned how to an-
nounce by practicing over his
Wife's hearing aid, connected
to a phonograph with a vac-
uum cleaner cord.

lore Ustenable' Sunday Mass Ai^al

Angle, New WTOP Audience Hypoes

Link Nwdd. Radio

To Canada (3iain

Toronto, March 29.

With Newfoundland (pop. 300,-

000) voting to become Canada's
10th Province, the Federal union
will see the merging of the public
Broadcasting Corp. of Newfound-
land with that of the national sys-
tem of Canada, it was stated over
the weekend by A. Davidson "Dun*
ton, chairman of the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp.

This island-gateway on the east
Atlantic and site of Anglo-Ameri-
can air bases has three government
stations which, under the Union
terms, will form the new New-
foundland region of the CBC and
all facilities and staffs -wiU- be
taken over.

Preparations are under way for
the setting up of network connec-
tions between the Newfoundland
stations and the rest of the CBS
system, said Dunton. At present,
trans-Canada network service is

carried by land lines as far east
as Sydney, Nova Scotia. Tq link
with Newfoundland, it will now be
necessary to radio relay across Ca-
bot Strait to Port aux Basques and
from there by telegraph land lines

to present Newfoundland stations.

This will make it possible for na-
tional trans-Canada service to be
broadcast direct to the new Prov-
ince and for programs from New-
foundland to be carried to the rest

of Canada.

Racing Form Bankrolls

WMGM Daily Track Digest
New York's 196'day racing sea^

son which gets underway Friday the Washington Wst, station'^ new

Washington, March 29.
Accent on mass appeal and on

the local angle characterizes a rei
shuffling of the Sunday schedule
of WTOP, 50,000-watt local CBS
outlet. This is the most tangible
evidence to. date of the policy of

(1) at the Jamaica track will be
digested daily in a half-hour show
bankrolled by the Daily Racing
Form over WMGM, N. Y. Stanza
will be grooved i» the 6t30-7 p.m.
slot.

Turf layout was evolved through
special arrangement with the N. Y.
Racing Assn. Format Will utilize

tape-recorded descriptions of main
events spieled by Fred Capossela,
official announcer for the track
associations. Interviews with vari-

ous jockeys and officials will also
be woven in the airer.

Collins Rejoining KALL*

With Hubby-Wifey Stint

Salt Lake City, March 29.

Al (Jazzbo) Collins leaves the
platter-table of indie KNAK to re-
join Mutual's KALL April 1. He
jumps his monthly take from $800
to a rumored $1,100, upper bracket
pay for this inland region. He
was with KALL two years ago be-
fore joining KNAK. KALL is the
kingpin in the Intermountain 20-
station network.
For the first time he'll attempt

a hubby-wifey stint from his
kitchen three-quarters of an hour
daily from 8:15 to 9 a.m. week-
days in a format called > "Cookin'
With Collins."

Sweet Spots
Basch RadiOrTV Productions has

transcribed minute spots and. chain
break announcements for four
Sweets Co. of America products. .

Spots for Tootsie Rolls, pops and
fudge are for juve shows and
those for frosting mix will be for
women's programs. Moselle &
Eisen is the agency.

owners, and of manager John
Hayes.

, Salient feature of the new sched-
ule is the addition of a half-hour
to WTOP's Sunday lineup, the
shifting in time of -eight programs,
and the addition of six airers.
Touted as an "improved" schedule
to make the station's Sabbath offer-
ings '"more Ustenable to more
people," program director H^zel
K;enyon Markel announced the
changes and put them into effect
last Sunday (27), Mrs, Markel,
said to be the sole femme holding
the top programming spot on any
50,000 watter, took over her new
job about a fortnight ago, wheii
she was upped from director of
education and community service.

_ Programs added include "Top
Pop Concert," based on the "Bos-
ton Pops" type of music, and "Top
Serenade," a half-hour of Guy
Lombardo recorded music aired at
12:30 p.m. Latter, inserted be-
cause of findings of CBS research
boys, who tabbed it as the air
waves' most universally liked band, -

crowds out "People's Platform;'*
which is picked up from the web
for delayed broadcast at 11:15 p.m.
Other highlights of the re-sched-

uling include "live" net broadcasts
for four shows, instead of delayed
broadcasts,' and a move from 7:30'
to 7 a*m. for a station oldie, Eldef
Solomon Lightfoot.Michaux' houR'
long Negro revival meeting.

Detroit—C. F. Smith chain gro-
cery, through P. Tandy Co., pur-
chased "Reflection in the Looking
Glass'' new 15-mlnute commentary
featuring disk-jockey Ross Mul-
holland on WXYZ. Program fea-
turing human-interest stories will
run Mondays through Fridays for
13 weeks.

WOWIE, Mr. Smith!

First,

UNIQUE TOYS . .

.

MASON CANDY . .

.

AND NaW

COLGATE
Has Jetntd Th«m in Sponsoring Our

HOWDY DOODY SHOW
on th« NBC Television Network

(Agtiicy It Tad IoIm. IM. SponsoraMp. Tot»dlayi and Thiirtdoyi for Colgele 9wlM Cimim.

will start April 4)
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crystal clear, the iiffect profound-

ly moving.

The three segments—each a

one-act drama—were, first, the

story of teen-age Austrian youths,

prphaned by the war, who were
brought back to society from an

outlaw existence by an American
chaplain; second, the saga of

Chinese peasants, ravaged by war
and inflation, who were saved

from a malarial epidemie by medi-

cal missionaries; and, last, the

tragedy of a Latvian couple, sepa-

rated and iiressed into forced la-

bor campsV the Nazis, who were
finally re-united and resettled on a

Nebraska farm. Each was a dra-

matic gem and so convincingly

played that the listener was not

iwai-e the leads were top Holly-

wood names—Gregory PecH,
tupino and Robert Montgomery.

Quentin Reynolds' narration,

backed by the War correspondent s

flirst-hand observations, was in-

formal and direct, a firstrate

merger of the written and the

spoken word. Original music,

composed and conducted by

Nathan KroU, aided the total im-

baet. And particularly powerful

Vras the finale: setting the words of

Matthew to the music of Bach.

The epilog was a brief address by
President Truman, pointing out

that people suffering from war and
tyranny cannot be helped through
tne ohannels of government alone.

It was unfortunate that this

tr&adcust was attacked by one re-

itoius organization, opposed to its

^ftlins, which Wired networks and
local stations carrying- it to de-

mand equal time to answer it.

There was little, if anything, con-
troversial about It. It was, as the

title had it, "One Great Hour."
Bril.

selections are evidently made with
an eye to the sweet side for most
of the arrangements used fell in

that category. Show of this type
should develop a following. Gtlb.

« t > » « »«t««««-
I

Foliowup Comment
i

web may drop A & C, who get op-
wards of $300,000 a year.)

In short, Grabhom reasons, cO'

ops enable ABG to give its affili-

ates relatively expensive shows
with big names which otherwise

the net would find economically unr
profitable. Further, the co-ops give

outlets the opportunity of picking

up about $4,300,000 additional

revenue. ABG's co-ops, he adds,

are skedded in periods which local

stations find most difficult to sell,

in order to give the outlets, addi-

tional support.

Goodman and Jane Ace contmtte

to rate a lofty niche all their own.
Listeners are rarely let down with

their display of zany humor. On
their CBS stanza last week, where-

in the Aces attempt to marry off

"Goody's" mother-inslaw to a com-
patable hypochondriac, was pro-

ductive of more chuckles than the

usual run of domestic comedy.
That display had an unusually blBli

quota of literate humor.
j

Goodman Ace, who also writes the
|

show, is recognized as one of the
\

top scripters on the air. This show
I

doesn't provide a counter-argu-

1

ment. .

" .^ ..
, r

RCA

Miner

HAVE YOU FORGOtTEN
With Lee Vines
writecs: Frederick Freed, George

; Roosen

.

Producer: D. Gordon Graham
itlrector: Freed
B Mina.: Mon.-thru-FrI.. 11:18 p.m.
ttstaininr
irCBS, N. Y.

Lee Vines' 15-minute session at

the turnable represents an inter-
esting approach to playing the .old-
Ms through tying them in with in-

cidents of the past. When caught
Friday . <2S), the announcer turned,
disk 'jockey recalled the "golden
age of sports" circa 1934, which
boasted Bobby Jones, Red Grange,
Bill Tilden, et al. This proved a
£eg on: which . to dust: off Dinah
bore's "Somebody Loves Me.^

Vines' nostalgic recordings along
with his smooth, explanatory com-
ments makes.for a quiet, restful
session in contrast to the stridency
of many of the band remotes at
this pre-midnlght hour. His tune

Down Easters
— • Continued from page .2S s

cast advertising director, told the

confab that newspapers have been

losing circulation and ads and that,

a whole new generation of agency

men has been sold on the power
of the broadcast word. He added

that 94.2% of the American people

have radios and that lamily listen-

ing time is now up to ,five-and-

three-fourths hours daily.

Because the nation Is In a buy>

•rs' market, Mitchell declared, re-

tailers are finding it necessary to

go into radio heavilyj in order to

move their heavy inventories, In

addition, he reported, movement
of population from cities to subur-

ban areas, away from the influence

of newspapers, has increased the
importance of radio.

Attacking the transcription libra-

ries, .. Milton Meyers; head of
WWCO, Waterbury, said that sta-

tions should be able to buy libra-

ries outright instead of renting

them. He scored the fact that the

services are similar in content and;

price and suggested that the
broadcasters' go into- the Iranscrip-:

tion business as a*group. He pro-

t>osed that, if necessary^ the radio;

industry buy otie or more tran-r

scription outAts in order 'to sell

libraries outright to broadcasters.

gsB Continued from pan M si
market except Its own. Without

mentioning Zenith by name, he
said that the addition of UHF chan-

nels will not affect service on the

present 12 channels. "I think,"

Coy declared, "the question of

obsolescence of television receivers

is something of a tempest in a
teapot. 1 do not think that anyone
buying a television set today has

had a fraud perpetrated upon
them."

Pinning his remarks on how any
FCC action on tlie UHF's might
affect Baltimore viewers, Coy said:

"If I lived in Baltimore I would
have no hesitancy today in buying
a television- receiver. I would not

,

wait until the FCC had decided

what they were going to do about
the UHF, because that may be
some time off. More than that,-

the time to develop transmitters

and new receivers after such a

decision is made means that -a con-

siderable length of time will have
elapsed before I could get any
service from a UHF station. I

would buy a television receiver

today because of the many worth-
while programs now available on
televisioiT I would want to enjoy
them now."

ABC's Spot Sales
Continued from page 25

Television Consultant
WRITERS • CREATORS
DIHECTORS • CRITICS
Hotel Bryn Mnwr, T,0 l-91flO
Turk n<;iirborii, Wll l-nUSU

net feels obligated to provide its

affiliates with : good programs,"
Grabhom explains.' "If these cost
more than they bring in, they still

cost us much less than if we had to
foot the->whole bill, li the tab for
one program, the Abbott and Cos-
tello show, came out of the pro-
gram budget instead of the co-op
budget; we'd show a profit." (The

WDEL
WILMINGTON

t>ClA.

WGAL
LANCASTER

PENNA.

...^ .^idj....:..: 7 ...'..:..:::v::

,J

WKBO
HARRISBURO

PENNA.
REAOINO
PENNA.

WORK
YORK
PENNA.

WEST
EASTON
PENNA.

Free-For-AII
Continued from page Xt

video Viewing habits, however, the

TV broadcasters are being forced

to build new shows with an eye to

the new fall season.

In - addition -to "Texaco," , other

top-budgeted NBG^TV programs

slated for a summer hiatus are'"Ad-.

miral Broadway Revue" (also aired
lover DuMont); which bows off

I
after the June 10 show, and "Phil-

I
CO Television Playhouse,'' off after

I

the April 10 airer. Because of the
steadily-mounting production costs,

I difficulty in finding suitable scripts

I and time consumed in staging a
I one-hour legiter each week, Philco

i

may not return in the fall.

While NBC-TV will allow a full

13-week hiatus; CBS-TV plans to
follow its radio pattern of allowing
an advertiser to lay off no more
than -eight weeks if he wants to
keep his time franchise. CBS-TV
plans are still nebulous, but those
shows tentatively scheduled for a
hiatus include "Suspense," which

I bows off after July 5; "Mary Kay

I

and Johnny," off for four weeks
I only after the July 13 broadcast;
"The Goldbergs," leaving the air
either June 20 or 27; Arthur God-
frey's "Talent Scouts," off after May
16, and "Godfrey and Friends,"
alter June 15. Set to remain on
the air throughout the summer are
"We, the People," Messing Baker-
ies' "Prize Party" and the new
Toni show, which tees off next
month. Neither ABC-TV nor Du-
Mont has yet decided on ita Sum-
mer poli<:y.

. Reason for the hiatus pattern, ^pf

Course, is the anticipated sharp
slump in audience during the sum-
mer, which is expected to be much
heavier than -it has ever been in
radio. AM has been able to count

I heavily on portable and car sets
1
during the dog daysy but when a

i TV setowner takes a vacation; his
I video receiver must necessarlbi""be'
' left at home. As with radiOi spon*
! sors taking advantage of the hiatus
will pay a certain percentage of

,

the rate card in order to maintain
their time franchises.

aa Continued from page 1 ss

legiter to go into radio and pic-

tures. But for a radio or picture

performer or director to gO' into

legit without ever having had stage
experience-^well, that's something
else again.

Miner cites the need for script-

ers who can write for television.

He wishes that he and other so-

called "vets" of TV could take the

time to work with writers and help

them perfect television's writing

standards. -

Too many fine writers have
sought to work for video. Miner
avers, but they haven't been able

to adapt themselves into this most
exacting of all media. They just

haven't been able to tell the story

in terms of the camera. And with
that he cites the quick understand-^

ing of video by Gertrude Berg,

author and star of "The Gold-
bergs/' and how she was able to

adapt herself to it aftei: doing
"The Goldbergs" for 17 years in

radio.

Here was n(V mere: intention to

boost the stock of an associate—-

the latest TV ratings do that. In
the few weeks it's been on tele

"The Goldbergs" has achieved one
of the top audiences in tele. With
"The Goldbergs," Miner adds, Mrs.
Berg's transition from radio to tele

was so thorough that direction of
the program has now become a.

casual matter. It's now only a

matter of directing cameras: Her
writing technique fits video so

thoroughly.

Walter Hart, director of "The
Goldbergs;" is a former legit actor

and director^ Miner hastens to add.

It's in the Lens
Wherein the scope of a show is

concerned. Miner disagrees with'

several professional opinions that

Cite the need,' sometimes, for more
than the standard three or four
cameras. He- recalls that one
"Goldbergs" show recently had 14
people in one scene; it was a ques-
tion only of a sharply defining lens

being able to get them all into the
picture. Which means, by Miner
standards, that the scope of a big

show, like a musical or a revue,
need not have any more than the
usual humber of cameras. Only
the required number of sharp
lenses^plus correct lighting.

Miner doesn't -feel there are any
particular standards for television

programming- "Just give 'em a
good show---that's all."

WWSW Pacts Crane-
Pittsburgh, March 29.

O. :M. (Pete) Schloss, manager of
WWSW, announced the appoint-
ment last week of B. Kendall
Crane as program director, replac-
ing Fred Joyner, who resigned to
go into television work. Crane

I

comes here from WDGY in Minne-
apolis. A newspaper veteran, he
left that field - to .go into radio in
1930 at KOIL in Council Bluffs,

la.

Joyner hadn't decided on his

I

ne'W' connection at time of reslgna-
I tlon from WWSW but was" con-
sidering three video: offers, all

from out of town.

Moore Pardcipationer

To Be Sans Director
Chicago, March 29.

Tom Moore, currently on ABC's
"Ladles be Seated;" will head a
one-hour participation show Mon-
day through Friday over WCPt,
starting April 11. Show will in.
volve human interest gimmicks
such as free operations for blind
and deaf children. Show is slotted
for the 9 a.m. spot.

Moore is understood to have
signed on condition that no director
will be allowed in studio. WCFL
has agreed to allow a free hand in
the program which will supplement
Moore's antics , with recorded mu-
sic, although show will "definitely
not be a disk jockey affair," ac-
cording to station officials.

Mutual Video
-a Continued from page i2T

video and audio control rooms,
client booths, viewing rooms and
a film projection and control room.
Between the two WOR studios will
be a master camera control center,

Jack K. Poppele, WOR engineer-
ing v.p.i explained, which will

make it easy to switch cameras
from studio to studio quickly and
eliminate cumbersome apparatus
from busy studios and control
rooms. In announcing the move,
Ted Streibert, WOR prexy, and
Bob Kinther, ABC executive v.p.,

called the new video center "the-

largest and-most modera television

site in the U. S."

ABC announced yesterday (Tues.)

it has purchased outright the site

of the 66th St. tele centre from
Webb & Knapp, Inc. The web
had previously held a 21-year lease.

Purchase,- together with con-
struction, renovation and cost of

video equipment represents an in--

vestment of more than $2,500,000,

according to Robert E. Kintner,

exec v.p.

Magnavox
Continued from page 28

year ended Dec. 31, equivalent to

$3.78 per, share. This compared
with 1947 figures of $2,248,186 and

$2.25 per Share. Admiral prez

Ross D. Siragusa said it was the

third record "year --in—a----row "for

sales and earnings. New tele

models will have 12V& and 16 inch

tubes, with the latter model sell-

ing for $695 retail.

Zenith Radio Corp. wound up a

four-day closed session last week
wifli a statement by Commander :E.

-

F. McDonald, Jr., that factory list

prices on tele sets would be guar-

anteed to dealers. Zenith prez

McDonald' continued his needling

of the opposition by urging dealers

to demand similar guarantees from
other set manufacturers.

Escape to Tranquility
Conntry. Iienuty only ' 50 nilleii from
New York. . A »ui>#rh • view of.^the

Hndmn, In blllif overlooklnc Cold
.Sprlns, N. V. 8 roomn—«1 mertt.

Oardens-r-Tennls , Court. . Snle—
•rain now. It. Henly, 2811 So. Ontra)
Ave.; BartHdale, M. Y., or call MU
M-UOO.

STEINMAN am STATIONS

\ QIaIr a, McCollough, Monagfne Oirtclor

».p,....r.v4K ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES
,. Chicago- Son Franciteo N*w York lot Angelti

KHBR'8 60% Sale
Hillsboro, Tex., March 29.

R. W, Calvert and W. N. Furey
have applied to the FCC for per-

I mission to sell their 60% interest
Mn KHBR here to William Solon
Snowden for $12,000.

Ross G. Bohannon would retain
his present 40% interest in the
outlet

MEET ME FACE TO FACE

ON
PAGE 43
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hade Stuff-Ra£o
When "Stop the Music" introed "Paramount on Parade" as the mys-

jJI wclody a few weeks back, the studio was flooded with phone calls

tStan and telegrams asking for the title. Now another headache

wWm albeit dimly, on the horizon. Elsie Janis, surviving member of

aTaongwriting team that originally defied the tune for a Paramount
SnuicaLmay take legal action. She wrote it with Jack King and when

song later was picked up as the theme of Paramount newsreel, he
Swted legal action. King died before it came to court and matter was
Smi dropped. However, recent "Stop the Music" use of the tune

'IiMmnted Miss Janis to tell friends that, although they were under

Sndio contract at the time, it was written for films, not for a contest,

and that she got nothing while the woman' who knew the title collected

414 500 in' prizes. Legal action, if any, will be delayed pending her

Jecovery from a serious illness.

, vather Patrick Peyton, C.S.C., of The Family Theatre and The Family

tt/isarv will present his third annual "The Triumphant Hour" over the

Mutual network on April 17, from 8:30 to 9:30 (EST). The hour of

^ma, music, prayer and The Rosary will ojciginate in Hollywood and

«ew York, with 19 stars of screen and radio participating. Mutual is

, riyjng the time, as it has in the past. Appearing are Ethel Barrymore,

ledro de Oordoba, Bing Crosby, Dan Dailey, Dennis Day, Irene Dunne,

Jimmy Durante, Anne Jamison, Rita Johnson, Christopher Lynch,

Dorothy Maynor, Fibber McGee & Molly (Jim and Marion Jordan), J.

CaiTol Naish, Rosalind Russell, Robert Ryan, Lizabeth Scott, Dean
Stockwell and Loretta Young. AH have donated their services to

father Peyton in the past.

Trade rumors that- ABC, Chicago, was seriously considering taking

<n^r the Coliseum lock, stock and barrel for combined radio-television

operations, drew raised eyebrows from Windy City officials of -that net.

WJiJle admitting that new quarters were under scrutiny, and that spots

)Utt Navy Pier, Wrigley Building and the Stadium were being examined,

ABC execs said the Coliseum didn't figure heavily in future plans.

Reason is that a satisfactory remodeling job would ruri between

{2,000,000 to' $3,000,000. Besides which, the Coliseum is a mile and a

half away from the Loop district in a not so hot neighborhood. Right

nbWt ABC is paying two landlords, the Merchandise Mart and the Civic

'Opera, with contracts due to expire in three years.

BtABIO-TEUBVISIOiW 3S

One in SVi on Sett
Chicago, March 29.

E. P. H. James, Mutual v.p.,
predicted that, in the top 10
cities, one family in every 6^
Will have a tele set by next
October. Present figure iiS one
in 13, James pointed out that
in New York sets .are owned
by one in four upper-income
families, one in si^ in upper-
middle, and one' m eight in
lower-middle group.
He spoke on "Television's

Immediate Future" at Chi
Chapter of American Market-
ing Assn. last week.

WJJD Sets Traffic Court

Airing Method to Satisfy

li Bar Assn. Protests

. Hollywood
Val Raset, stage and motion pic-

ture choreographer, will handle

dance direction on three KTSL
programs. Baset will take over
direction on "Dance Modernettes/'
"Piano Portraits" and "Don Lee
Mniic Hall" . . . IMPPRO is ped-
dling "The End of Main Street"

to television outlets. The 12-

minute film deals with atomic
energy . . Jo Van Ronkel, of the
Van Ronkel Liquor Co. and Earl
Kenton, formerly director at Uni-
versal, have set up Van Ronkel
Productions to make films for tele-

vision. Van Ronkel, who scram-
med post at assistant to Kenton

St
Paramount in 1932 to go. into

usiness on his own,: -heads the
company . . . Vet vaude team of
Sliaw and Lee have been lured
from retirement by television.
Team will appear on Don Otis'
video program over KLAC-TV,
April 4.

series over WGN-TV April 4 and
each Mon. following . . . WBKB's
commentator Russ Davis brought
Irish wolfhound as. his . guest, when
he . narrated International Dog
show.

Chicago
Jean Annentrout new continuity

editor for .WBKB . . . Maple City
Four guested on ABC-TV Barn
Dance last week . . . WNBQ finally

,
lettledv down in new quarters at
Merchandise Mart after months of
'occupying temporary space . . .

JPrank Gosfield upped to WBKB
director .,. Olympic sprint champ
Jesse Owens guested over ABC-
TV's Identify . . . Tony Martin a
guestar ;on WBKB's "Under 21"
•how . . . Miss Tavern Pale beauty
contest via WGN-TV drew 20,000
votes from viewers in its fourth
week; l.lOO hopeful femmes have
applied for camera tests . . . Wal-

;
ter Holohan new ABC-TV sales-
man . . . Mutual veepee E. P. James
In Chi speaking on "TV'S Immedi-
ate Future," before American Mar-
ketmg Assn. . . . WGN-TV starting
new musipal comedy series Thurs-
day (31) titled "Adventures of
Homer Herk." Half hour show is
written by Patrick Sammon and
»jordon Pace . . . VInce Garrity
starts series of dugout interviews
April 19 from Wrigley Field over
WENR-TV before each Cubs game
;.' ; Torroe to guest on Eddie
Hubbard's Vaudeo Varieties April

•"A* WBKB launching Sunday
town hall forum with Col.

Maurence emceeing . . . Chi
wotor Club sponsoring travel film

OFFICK BPACK FOR' KKNT

RADIO CITY VICINITY
Dailrabla 1- and 2-raoin AKIr*! with

telephone n'wltohboavd «ervtoe,
:
'On 4th..' fl«,D.f ,

.

ABBEY HOTIL
IM W. Met St. New Tork CUj'

Fhanei CIicIc S-S400

Avallahh for Filmt and TV

Toward Independence''
H49 Acotlmiy Award Wlaatr

L. •lORaE. 42*4S 160th St.
Flimhlnii, New York, FlinNhlns S-19118

London
Video cameras hope to establish

a new long-distance record April 10
by telecasting: a circus more than
30 miles from Alexandra Palace:

. , . New series for women starts

April 5, to be known as "Your
Wardrobe" ... Swiss setting is to

be introduced at the studio for
the production of "Alpine: Hut"
. . . Entire international football
game between Englt^nd and Scot-
land to be televised April 9 , . .

Ice stage to be constructed at the
studio for the production of "Ice

Fantasiai" which will be aired on
the afternoan : and evening of
April 12.

Buddy Rogers' TV Airer

Will Showcase Only

little Known Talent'

Hollywood, March 29.

Reshuffle In the format of Bud-
dy Rogers "Punch With Buddy
Rogers" television show became
effective yesterday (28). Program
dropped professional acts as well

as the giveaway jackpot: which was
the largest in West Coast video.

Rogers now assumes a Major
Bowes role on his KLAC-TV entry

showcasing only undiscovered tal-

ent. New format does not limit

show to amateur artists but to "lit-

tle known talent." Move was made
largely to bring new guest faces

into the medium which is now suf-

fering from a round-robin com-
plex. New deal was worked out

by, Mai Boyd, packager, and KLAC
execs. Show moved into its sixth

week, yesterday.
- Jackpot is being cancelled be-

cause It slowed down the pace of

the show. Jackpot, which was hit

in the fifth week, ran over $1,600

In Value. Giveaway prizes will

continue to be handed out on show

and phone calls will still be placed

to home viewers by Rogers.

Rogers will strive to discover

new teevee personalities by a

series of regular talent auditions

at KLAC.

San Antonio Due For

Second Video Outlet
San Antonio, Match 29.

A second video outlet here ap-

pears likely, according to J. J. Phil-

lips, radio contractor, who has re-

ceived verbal agreement to install

a 90^foot antenna atop the Transit

Tower from W. L. Pickins, Dallas

oilman and Robert Wheelock,

realtor.
. .

Phillips says he expects to sign

the contract and start construction

within the week.

Chicago, Ma^ch 29.

WJJD has come up with a plan

to air traffic court proceedings and
still satisfy the Chi Bar Assn; Bar's
15-year ban on broadcastsv "be-
cause-they upset the dignity of the
court," was solved by using a tape
recorder.

Station was allowed a test re-
cording last week which was run
off before a lawyers' committee,
with names and addresses of de-
fendants deleted. Bar officials said
that complete censor control over
tape would eliminat^^nal objec-
tions to WJJD daily airing of traf-

fic punishments. :

Station manager Arthur Harre
offered the broadcast: service to

Mayor Martin Kennelly in order to
help out the Chi traffic safety
drive; Broadcast idea, last used in
1934 before Bar intervened, is

backed by traffic expert Franklin
Kreml and Chief Justice Edward
Scheffler.

CrRCLING THE KILOCYCLES

Detroit — Cunningham Drugs,
through Simons-Michelson agency,
renewed newcast schedule on
WXYZ for 52 weeks. Current
schedule calls for six 10-minute
newscasts and 18 five-minute news-
casts weekly.

Saranac Lake, N. Y.—Jay Rus-
sell, formerly writer-announcer at
WWBZ, Vineland, N. J., has re-
placed Albert C. «Bagdassarian as
program director of WNBZ here,
while the^latter : is- on an extended
vacation in Arizona.

Dallas^Miss Carol Weaver has
been chosen to head a newly-
created civic and educational pro-
gram department at WRR. Miss
Weaver, has: had local and network
experience.

San Antonio .^ Charles Harris,
manager of KCOR, has announced
that the outlet will start on April
13 to air on an exclusive basis all
home and road games this : season
of the San Antonio Missions of the
Texas League. Harris also has an-
nounced that Tommy Reynolds will
join the staff of the outlet, coming
here from KCOH, Houston, to
handle the play , by play descrip-
tion.

Nashville—Tom Hanserd Is the
latest addition to the WSM pro-
duction staff. He is a former mem-
ber of the staff of stations in Co-

j

lumbia, Tenn., and Birmingham.

Houston—Application for a new
standard broadcast station has
been made to the FCC by John F.
Cooke, who is seeking an outlet here
to operate daytime hours with a;

power of 1,000 watts on 1,480 kilo-
cycles.

K-F Names Weintraub
• Kaiser-Frazer yesterday (Tues:)
appointed William H. Weintraub
& Co. as ad agency handling all

media for^ythe corporation, one of
the nation's 10 leading advertisers.

Weintraub outfit negotiated pur-
chase of Walter Winchell airer for
K-F last fall, : and last year con-
ducted several large campaigns for
K-F on . the Coast.

San : Francisco ^ One: of: the
largest local unit sales has been
concluded between KGO-ABC and
J. E. French Co., auto dealers.
Program which starts Wed. (30) is

30 minutes of transcribed semi-
classical and pop concert music
titled "Melody Lane."

a quarter-hour talk every morning
at 10 Monday through Friday, . .

Peter Paul Candy has picked up
the tab for the Tuesd&y, Thursday
and Saturday newscasts of Bob
Clayton on WJAS at 6:15 p.m.
Clayton's now bankrolled across~
the board; he replaced Beckley
Smith in that slot when latter
shifted his Kaufman department
store news sessions to KQV . . .Rege
Cordic, WWSW announcer, and
Sally Kettles, little theatre actress,
have l)een picked to wax "Head-
ing the Post-Gazette Sunday
Comics," which will be aired every
Sunday morning over both WWSW
and KDKA.

Forth Worth—George R. Turpin,
former manager of Continental
Radio Features here, has resigned
to join the commercial staff of
WESC, Greenville, S. C. He will
continue his association with the
program -planning group.
Ed Niehay,- salesman with Con''

tinental, has been named to the

.

post: of manager replacing Turpin.

San Antonio^Latest addition to
the announcing staff of KTSA is

Stanley : Vainrib; who for a short'
time was also. "Dr. I. Q." on the ,

NBC web. Vainrib will: be known
here on. the air as Jon Randall.

San Antonio^Sonny Phelan will
replace Joe Allison on KITE, ac-
cording to an announcement made
by Charles Balthrope, owner and
manager of the outlet. Phelan will
m.c. the outlet's threcrhour, early

,

morning show, ''The - Radio Alma'-
nac," in. -addition to regular an-
nouncing duties,

San Antonio—A radio forum will
be aired each Sunday night for a
full hour over KONO here under
the sponsorship of the Organized
Voters League. The first discus-
sion this week will be on the sub-
ject, "Should Texas Increase Its
Natural Resources Tax?"
Moderator for the series will be

A. B. Wacker, professor of eco-
nomics, of Our Lady of the Lake
College.

Dallas— Bob Shelton, hillbilly

comedian- heard here over WFAA,-
will go on the air Saturday night
with the new "Texas Barn Dance" :

series over WFAA. The broadcasts
will originate from the Gitzen'
daner Auditorium at Waxahachte,
Tex-., each week and will feature
outstanding Texas hillbilly and
western talent.

Pittsburgh —^ Bettelou Purvis,
WPGH disk jockette, will take her
daily show from the station to the
East Liberty YMCA beginning next
week and spin her platters before
a live audience. Ed Bartell is to
be the featured vocalist on the
program. . .Dan Murray has started
his fourth straight year on WWSW
for Gimbels: department store. It's

San Antonio—Students of two
local colleges will alternate in a
weekly series - of xadio programs
dealing with great moments in his-

tory. Airings will be heard for a
half hour each : Wednesday night
over KMAC. : First program to be
heard will be presented by the
radio workshop of St. Mary's Univ.
and will be titled "The Birth of an
Era."

Avilan Club of Incarnate Word
College will be heard on alternate
weeks with Its fir.<it presentation,
to be titled "Joan of Arc."

"Rudy Vallee owes Ger-

trude Bayne and Irvine

Zussman many thanks for

the campaign in New York.

They are the pair that did

.

the original 'swoon' cam-

paign on Frank Sinatra."

LOVEtLA
PARSONS

BAYNE-ZUSSMAN
400 Madison Avo.. Ntw York

PLan 3-S75S
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JockSfJukes andDisks
By PATH BRENNER

(WAAT Newark, Conductor of "RequestfulXy Youn")

As per my cuistom 1 Was getting
!
Vocco & Conn, brought me a plat-

ter by a very talented musician
ready to spin new releases from
7:05 to 7:3Q^the last 25 minutes

of the evening session of "Request-

fully Yours." The war ' was in

lirogress' and new releases weren't

too plentiful. I usually play six

sides in the 25 minutes. This

night I could only muster up four

new sides. I held a hurried con-

ference with my assistants, Ruthe
and Yvonne, in the record room
and they suggested that I "cover"
with one disk from a new RCA-
Victor album "Carnival in Rio."
We thumbed through it and found to

• our dismay that the sides all fea-
tured Portuguese lyrics. Fine
thing^not only was I obliged to
use an album record, but one that
;99 out of 100 listeners wouldn't
even understand!

I chalked it up as just another
one of the war situations and added
the much-needed platter , to .. my
stack. The pile of new releases
slowly shrunk until finally I ar-

rived at the "misfit," which I had
buried at the bottom. With
tongue-in-cheek, I explained to my

• unsuspecting listeners that "to-
night we're trying something new

, at "Requestfully Yours." ^S^e hope
that the lanfuage of

a very
Who had arranged and produced a
hauntingly beautiful tecord of a
hauntingly beautiful tune by Rube
Bloom. I liked it very much
(which is usually the kiss of

death!) A few months later Jack
was around the studio again with
another record on aMother tune.

I was curious. "Going ofif the

first tune. Jack?" "Yep," yepped
he. "Can't seem to stimulate any
real action on it. We like the tune
and the record, in fact, can't un-
derstand why nothing much is hap-
pening. Anyway, here's our new-
est."

I insisted that the record was
too good to bypass—and that I was
going to try a little experiment.
While Jack was in the studio I put
th6 tecord on and put the question
up to the listeners. If they hadn't

heard this record before would
they be good enough to lend an
ear. And having lent an ear, would
they be good enough to tell my
friend what they really thought.
The answer came back big and
loud. That record was up in num-
ber one spot on my Variety list

before you could say "Gordon
Jenkins' 'Maybe You'll Be There.'

I noticed with some human satis-

faction- that it turned out to be
one of BVC'S best for the year

—

to prove
music is universal. That you don't I and put Jenkins right on top with
have to understand the words of a I Decca. Am I saying I "made" the

LORRY RAINE
"Cant 8I«»p'f—D»cc« Rscords

. . Disk Joekey Saluta:
MARTIN BLOCK, WNEW

Title, "dean Of the disk- jockeys,"

falls on Martin Block, who recently

celebrated 14th year of platter-spin-

ning. Winner of Radio Mirror
award for nation's favorite d.j.,

Block's own annual poll of artists'

popularity Is important trade index.

Bob Smith, Block's man Friday,

says thft astute Mr. B. is partial to

the' smooth pipings of: Lorry Raine;
tabs her as one of this year's most
promising new singing stars.

TIM GAYLE
Hotel Sheraton, Detroit, Mich, ,

*RH' Logging System
Richord Hlmbcr'j new development In logging broadcast perfonu

ancea lists tunes in the surveVi based on four major network schedules
They ore compiled on the basis of 1 point Jpr sttstoining instrwmentol'
8 points /or sttstatningf vocal; 3 for commercial instrumental; 4 for
commercial vocal, respectfwelj/; in cocJi o/ the 3 major territories, Wew
York, Chicago and Coast. For example, a Commercial Vocal in all
three territories cownts 12. Added to these totals is the listener ratinrij

0/ commercial shovfSi The first group con$ists of the top 20 songs.

Songs
A Bluebird Singing In My Heart.
A Little Bird Told Me
A Million Miles Away
A Rosewood Spinet . . . . . i......
Cruising Down the River

song—so long as the music is ap
pealingi" And with, that: I spun
"Nao Tenho Lagrimas." And the

. program was oif the air. While I

was preparing to leave for the
evening Ruthe came rushing in
quite excited.

"Say, Paul, what was the name
of that 'thing' we pulled out of

that album"?
I told her—and asked why she

wanted to know. "Well, I'm get-

ting embarrassed telling people !

don't know."

"People? What people? Who
Wants:.to know?''

V "Oh, just the. two dozen people
who have already called in—and
the three folks waiting on the
line now."

record? Not on your life. I'm
saying the public might decide to
"make" any record if somebody 'II

be good enough to call it to their
attention.

I could go on and on. . .and. I

wouldn't mind, either, because it's

fun being in a spot where you can
spot the "romance" of records. You
don't have to be smart to know
that when every playing of a cer-
tain record brings phone calls and
mail—somebody's latched onto a
round 10-inch gold mine. I haven't
checked with my friend : Paul
Weston lately, but ; judging: from
the reaction I've been getting from
every spin of his Capitol platter of

i "Etude," well, he should be busy
I

counting his blessings. And there

'. • Publishers
.i-'i ;,i . <;«..;.; v«i ..Advanced.

; .... I .....i.. . .Bourne
•• • • • ••••••• • Paxton
• • • • • . . . • . .

. Shapiro-B
Spitzer

Down By the Station .s. . . :. . ..... ......... . ; . . Amer. Acad
Dreamer With a Penny—*"A11 For Love" . , . ... , . .... . . ; . . . , Simoti
Everywhere You Go Lombardo
Far Away Places Laurel
Galway Bay • Leeds
If I Could Be With You—1 "Flamingo Road" Remiek
1 Get Up Every Morning , . . . « Leeds
I Got a Gal In Galveston ; Republic
I Love You So Much It Hurts ,\ . .Melody Lane
Fve^Got My Love To Keep Me Warm. , Berlin
Love Me,: Love Me, Love Me. , . , : . . ... . . . . ... . . , Miller
My Dream Is Yours—1 "My Dream Is Yours"....,...; .Witmark
No. Orchids For My Lady , ... . . .. . . . . .... ..... , . ........ . . . .

.

, : Leeds
Powder Your Face With Sunshine . , , , Lombardo
Ued Roses For a Blue Lady Mills
So In Love—*"Kiss Me Kate" T. B. Harms
Someone Like You—t"My Dream Is Yours" '. Harms
So Tired ' Glenmore
Sunflower . , .-. .

.
. . . .. .. i .Paramount

The Streets of Laredo— 1 "Streets of Laredo". . , . . . , Famous
Underneath the Linden Tree. , , , \ La Salle
When You're In Love ;• .... . . ,> .... ... /. . . . ... . . . , . . . . . Crawford
While the Angelus Was Ringing V. , . . . . . . . i i . . .... . . . Melody Lane
Who Wouldn't Love You Fremart
You Was . . , Crystal

The calls continued for another
10 minutes or more and the
optoator began giving me dirty
looks. . So did the mail room boy .

wiio next morning brought me a
stack of cards and letters demands
ing that I play"that Portuguese
record" again. I was quite sur-
prised to put it mildly. No big
build-up—-no ballyhoo—not even
English lyrics; They didn't know
that they had heard ... but they
liked what they heard. And that
was all tliat mattered.

For weeks and' months every-
time . I played that same record I

got that same reaction. And evi-
dently Lwasn't the only one who
had got wind of the public's taste
for this tasty samba. A few
months later I found myself pre-
senting a "new release" by Xavier
Cugat on Columbia. The label
read Shirl and Drake as the
writers of a catchy new samba. It

.-was my old- friend "Nao Tenho" all-

dressed up in new English lyrics.

And in just no time at all,:"Come
to the Mardi Gras" was way up
on the list of best sellers. That's
the way many a hit is born. By

: luck—plus public taste.

And it's one of the phases of
i-ecord^spinning that makes it so
constantly fascinating. I've often

{

heard disk jockeys referred to as i

having "made" a record. Well, i

I'd be inclined to discount that.

Because you can't make the public
accept anything—^be it records,
racing or ratrtraps. If they like- it,

they'll buy. If they don't, they
won't. Some disk jockey may have

J the satiisfaction of being the first
i

to introduce a record which isi--

:. grabbed up by the public. Buti
don't let the press agents kid you,
if the public didn't like it friend
d.j. could spin it 30 times a day
and nothing's going to happen. I'Ve

seen proof so many times. One;i
recent Instance being a fellow (not

'

a music publisher) who was deter-

;

mined to make the public like his

,

several records of a tune bearing

;

his busines.s 'trade-mark" in the!
title. Not content with usual trade

j

journal campaign; he went all-out.
j

Full page ads in the metropolitan
|

dailies — giveaways,—tiein,—even :

hired a press agent to do nothing
j

but push tlie platters to the d.j.'s.

'

The trade reacted by giving him ;

a high rating in the weekly polls.

The listeners reacted by giving hiS '

records-r-the go'by.
j

Nosir, you can't make 'em like
'

it. But by the same token you.i

can't keep 'em from liking it—if -

they want to. Take the time my
friend Jack Breg'man, of Bregman,

are ever so many other examples
of the, same sort of thing. Of
course,' it's no trick getting re-
quests for. a tune that's number
one on the Hit Parade, but when
the public uses your program to
tip off the music men that they go
big for something new that's just
been waxed-—well, forgive the
corny; but- sincere, expression^
thatfs the thrill in the game,

Welk Vamps Decca,

Signs With Mercury
After eight years with Decca,

}

Lawrence Welk has secured his re-

i

lease from that disk firm and last

week signed a three-year pact with
Mercury. • Bandleader feels He'll

get a better break with the latter

company for Decca's large stable

of names tended to prevent him
from receiving the attention he
would have liked to have been ac-

corded.

. Welk, who opened a 14-week
stand at the Grill of the Hotel
Roosevelt, N. Y., Thursday (24),

recalled that his last Decca record-

ing made four years ago had just

been released. With Mercury, a
Chicago outfit, he expects to get

better distribution in the midwest
where he had largely built up his

rep over a score of years. Shortly
before trekking to N. Y. his crew
cut its initial Mercury platters,

"Hurry, Hurry" and "Have a
Heart."

The remaining 20 songs, based on Richard Hitnber's new development
in logging broadcast performances. .

>

Again—i"Road House" Rabbins
As You Desire Me. . . .... . i . ^ ........ . ; . .Words.& Music
"A"—You're Adorable '

. Laurel
Busy Doing Nothing—1 "Connecticut Yankee" .Melrose
Buttons and Bows—f'Paleface" , Famous
Candy Kisses . . ..... . , . . . *.*... ..... i . . . . , . . . . . . . . .Hill :& Range
Careless Hands Melrose
Forever and Ever ' Robbins
Great Guns , Feist
Here I'll Stay— 1 "Love Life" Cliappell
I Don't See Me In Your Eyes. .......... ..... Laurel
It's a Big Wide Wonderful World. . BMI
Johnny Get Your Girl. . . . . i . . . . . .... .... . . ...... .... .Bourne
Look Up .....Patmar
My Darling, My Darling^*"Where's Charley" Morris
Once and For Always—t"Connecticut Yankee". . .Melrose
Once In Love With Amy—*"Where's' Charley?" .Morris
Tara-Talara-Tala Oxford
These Will Be the Best Years of Our Lives. Robbins
You, You, You Are the One. . . ... . . .. ; ... , ... .Campbell

t Filmusical. Legit Musical.

Elliot Home, formerly with
Mu sic raf t Records' promotion
dept., has joined Apollo Records in
a similar capacity.

.. 1. .CRVISING DOWN THE RIVER (7) (Spitzer).

'

4. I LOVE YOU SO MUCH IT flVk'TS (4) (Melody Lane).

: 7. RED ROSES FOR BLUE LADY (6) (Mills).

-10 Best SeUers on Coin-Maclmies
Week of Mink 28

2. FAR AWAY PLACES (15) (Laurel).

3. POWDER FACE WITH SUNSHINE (9) (Lombardo)

.

5. GALWAY BAY (121 (Leeds)

J Blue Barron .

.

. . . . . . ; . . . .M'G-M
'

\ Keynoters ......... i . . . London "

j Perry Como. . , . .Victor
'

[ Margaret Whiting: .

.

. . . .Capitol

j Evelyn Knight. ... . , . . . .Decca
• ^ Blue Barron i . . .M-G-M
y Mills Bros . Decco

•

I Buddy Clark Columbia

tBing Crosby ................ Decco
t Anne. Shclton. ..;»»...,.^ London

6. AGAIN (2) (Robbins) Vera I ynn .London "

> 8. I'VE GOT MY LOVE TO KEEP ME WARM (13) (Berlin)

.

9. LAVENDER BLUE (8) (Santly-Joy)

10- SUNFLOWER (1) (Famous)

( Vaughn Monroe . . . .. . .Victor

i Guy Lombardo. ......... Decco

j Les Brown :

.

. , . . i .,; . . , Columbia
' 1 Mills Bros. .... .... ... . . Decco

j Dinah Shore .......... Columbio
'

t Sammy Kaye , Victor

y Russ Morgan .

.

. . . , ... . . . .Decco
' \ Frank Sinatra ,

.

. . . .... Columbio

Coming Up
IBing Crosby ,

.

. . . , , , . . . , Decco
( Dinah Shor(f. . . . . .:. . ; . Columbia

, .Dt7iah Shore ....... ; . . Columbio

SO IN LOVE (T. B. Harms)
,

TRUE TO YOU IN MY FASHION (T. B- Harms) , . . . . . . ... .

YOU BROKE YOUR PROMISE (Pic) i Paula Watson Supreme
' \Kay Starr Capitol

YOU, YOU, YOU ARE THE ONE (Campbell) u Ames Bros Coral

LITTLE BIRD TOLD ME (Bourne) \ Evelyn Knight DeccO
{Paula Watson Supreme

BEAUTIFUL EYES (Duchess) Art Mooney M-G-M
NO ORCHIDS FOR MY LADY (Leeds) I

^cJcstine M-G-M
,

"link Spots Decco

SO TIRED (Glenmore) 3 Morgan Decca Z
I Kay Starr Capitol

FOREVER AND EVER (Robbins) J Gracie Fields London .

, ^ Margaret Whiting Capitol JCARAVAN (Amer. Acad.) Billy Eckstine M-G-M
SOMEONE LIKE YOU (Remick) , . i Peggy Lee, ...Capitol

(Doris Day Columbio
CARELESS HANDS (Melrose) Mel Torme Capitol
CLANCY LOWERED THE BOOM (Kenmor) S Ames Bros Coral

1 Dennis Day . VictorLOVE ME, LOVE ME. LOVE ME (Miller) Eddy Howard MercuS
[Figures in parentheses tndicote number of weeks song has been *in the Top JOJ

n n ;

Diskers Eye TV s

Illustrated Songs
Chicago, March 29.

Major recording companies are

anxious to be assured that ' their
product wiU be tied up with the tele-

vision Jr. , recording-picture ' sets

being marketed by Tower Records,
This invention takes an ordinary
wax recording, plays it, and through
an ingenious hookup with strips of

film throws pictures on- a "fjcreen

at the same time. Pictures, of

course, illustrate the subject mat-
ter of the disk.

Columbia, Decca and the other

major companies have spoken with
Tower and have gotten assurance
tliat when either produces a disk

the material of which will lend it-

self to the film-disk idea, strips of

pictures will be turned out to

match; Tower will manufacture
them, of course, and may want to

distribute them with their own.
Distributors are being set up all

over the country to handle tlie;

Television Jr.

EXCLUSIVE TAKING

ON OUTSIDE LABELS
Kansas City, March 29.

Exclusive Records, which here-

tofore has distributed only its own
label* is branching out beginnin*

this week. Exclusive Record Dis-

tributors, Inc., has been formed to

handle its own label and those of

several other record-makers, with

N. Y. headquarters.

First outside label which Exclu-

sive is taking under Its wing,_f

Damon Records, Kansas City indie.

Damon hit the best seller lists last

year with Jon and Sondra Steele*

"My Happiness" which sold over

1,000,000 disks, and now ^
catalog of 15 releases. Exclusive

is handling the entire catalog.

J. Parker Prescott is handllOB

for Exclusive.
'
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PIRIT OF 78 (RPM) ON WANE
jack Kapp Brought New Kind

Of Showmanship to Disk Biz

-By ABEL GREEN- rs

Coast Promoters Wave Bigger Coin

Guarantees at Name Batoneers

Major record companies are
being very Eareful aboat Investing
unnecessary coin in tlie disk busi-
ness at the moment. With business
rolling along at only a fair rate
(off from wartime, but still better
than pre-war figures), television
and vari-speed platters to conr
sider, very little "master inven-
tory" is being stacked away on 78
r.p.m. pop platters.

In the past, when an artists and
repertoire division head called a
band or .singer into a recording
studio for a session, the- majority
of times the artists involved would
cut a miniiYium of four sides. Two
only may have, been immediately
needed: pops. The remaining two
may have been standards, particu-
larly valued arrangements of orig-
inal songs, et al. These were stashr
ed away on the shelf for future re-

lease. Such , a procedure was
cheaper since the musicians in a
name band or the men hired to

singers drew fixed
three hours work,

whether they worked that long or
not^ So, it was economically sound

iVlefjraphic
communications from Decca men in the field, pledging

tJmselves to keep alive "the Jack Kapp tradition," came soon as

tohews broke last week about the death of the 47-year-old president

If Decca HecorSs, Inc. That just about epitomizes the best monument
fwecordlng execuUve would have wanted.

K»PP as a latter-day Horatio Alger only this mpnth was the subject

nf ttelead editorial in Life (March 7), personally written by publisher

flenry R- Luce. The latter, long cognizant 'of the- Kapp saga, had been

«raitt«n with the idea of a big business man, directing an American
rni-Boratlon which in 1947 did a gross business of $32,508,717, more
^gsS diverting his prime energies to propagate the mission of Ameriv
"jjmpicas an emissary of peace and worldwide understanding,

"jjjpn, in recent months, had taken his philosophy of mu.sic,' aS an

international language, beyond the trade and addressed student bodies

from Boston U to USC; from Rotary Clubs to radio and kindred execu-

tive^ meetings. Kapp felt that his success story was but a modestj

liieaire reftection of \yhat America and American music had to offer

tbe world.

The Monday morning (28) services at the Park Ave. Synagogue,

If, Y., witnessed 'a living example of the Kapp influence. Present

nei?e personalities like Marlene Dietrichv Ethel Merman, . Hildegarde,

Kstty Carlisle, Fred Waring and the Lonibardos; songsmiths like Irving

Bttlllt and Oscar Hammerstein 11, film tycoons like N. J. Blumberg,
plaprtght M^oss Hart, publisher M. Lincoln Schuster, a host of news-

papermen and columnists.

K«i>p had brought a new showmanship to phonograph recording thatj s„rnmniinv
bellwethered the entire industry. To him a phonograph record was
wore than a 35c., or a 5,0c., or a 75c. platter. He envisioned it as the ' ^ '""^

mMt practical method of communication and education. The di.sk was
. MtaWre device for the most expeditious purveying of some current

j
l^^ao^uturrdirs'on'such dates"m«m' On the contrary, to' Kapp, records were intended to record

!

^°
J?°

^^^^

ftr pOSterity. the best things from all sources of,- learning as well as' ^'""^^ the record ban was lifted,

Mtertalnment. Phonograph wax to Kapp was merely a scientific however, none of the niajor com-

tonvenience to project his imagination, his showmanship and his bound- panies is puttibg niaterial on the

less thirst for new ideas. i
shelves. All are cutting only

Evaluated Kid Tastes
: Through his two childreiir-^Myrai- 17, and Jonathan, 10—^he could
•tell What would please millions of American children. He sensed that

the appeal would be greater if Shakespeare, Dicken.s or the Bible, or

'«IOme outstanding radio programs, were transmuted into wax by famed
^games, usually of Hollywood voltage. This -marquee technique brought
to I)ecca ^platters such distinguished names as Ronald Colman, Charles
Laughton, Marlene Dietrich, Chasles Boyer, Ogden Naph, Bing Crosby,:

' Edna Best, Judy Garland, Jascha Ileifetz, Judith Anderson, Irene Dunne,
' 'Mickey Booney, Ginger Rogers, Orson Welles, Fredric March; Mary
' Martin, Brian Donlevy, Herbert Marshall, Bob HopCi Walter Huston,
'-John' Gielgud, Deanna Durbin, Frank Morgan, Ingrid Bergman, Fred
Astaire, Al Jolson, Thomas Mitchell, Ethel Merman, Dorothy Lamour,
Danny Kaye, Celeste Holm, Gracie Fields, Reginald Gardner, Donald
Crisp, Gene Kelly, Irving Berlini Dan Dailey, Carmen Miranda; et al.

If Jack Kapp heard a great radio program he felt it deserved more
than one hearing; no matter how intensive that audience may have
been, and so many important air shows were perpetuated by Kapp on

• records.. ., -
.

. .

'Every Home a 1st Nieht' :

' Kapp envisioned "every home a first night" and pioneered the now-
'bmillar technique of wa9<;ing complete albums, with original casts,

•sol top Broadway shows.' Decca 's "Oklahoma!" has passed the 900,000
• mark, «n alltime record for a $5 album. It was Kapp's dream, that

this yaar he 'Would celebrate a 1,000,000-copy milestone with Oscar
v..llammerstein ll and: Richard Rodgers, as he had done several years
uSgp wheq he' presented them with a gold-disked album symbolizing the
• M0,000th "Oklahoma!" album. He albumed such distinguished plays as

f Judith Anderson's "Med^a," etc.
The success story o| Jack Kapp, .who peddled Columbia Records

as did his father before hiih, is secondary to the imagination and show-
,
laanship which distinguished this industry leader. He went to work

• at 25 for, the old Brunswick company (who.se assets he was, in later

"years; to buy and merge into Decca). There was his association with
I' Al)»JolSDn's Brunswick version of "Sonny Boyi'i-which sold the then

.) unheard Of 2,000,000 platters in 1928.' He en^sioned the 35c. record,

fln Which the success of his new Decca Records, Inc., was founded;
His treks into the hillbilly country and the Deep South, with a portable
recording machine to wax "race" records, first sparked his enthusiasm
for the indigenous American music. In later years he was to give that

'liair a more plush production via his own company. These are mile-
stones in the Kapp saga

Petrillo Ends Contract

Between Brown, Morris
Hollywood, March 29.

Pianist-singer Charles Brown
inked a five-year contract with
Federal Artists after James C.
Petrillo- intervened personally 'to

release Brown from his William
Morris deal.

Brown, fbrmerly a member of
Johnny Moore's Three Blazers, had
inked a pact with Morris (hat had
two years to run. He . contended
pact was voided when he left (he
Blazers to form his own combo and
refused to pay the agency commis-
sions -on his: Aladdin Records deal.
Hassle was stalemated until Brown
appealed to Petrillo under AFM
chieftain's ruling that no union
musician can file a civil court
action until the union takes a hand,
Petrillo ordered Morris to release:

Brown and latter promptly signed
with Federal.

Varsity Claims

Tlew Market'
I what they need. Waxing two sides
instead of four now occurs the ma:,

jority of the times a band or singer
records. In the longer run, the
practice saves money. There is no
coin investment stashed on shelves
and the pop 78 divisions are not
loading themselves with material
that can cut their throats in the

I tb prove his Cbntention"
event television makes deeper and ~'

'
"

t Hollywood, March 29.

I Indicating a growing optimism
on the part . of western ballroom
operators, salaries for name bands ^

have started to spiral 'upward in .

this area. Figures, of course, aren't
^

near those quoted during the lush
war years when terrific, terpery,
takes were common, but guaranr
tees now exceed those paid last
year at this time and are still mov-
ing-upward.;

: As an example; Benny Goodmfin
goes into Jerry Jones' Rainbo.
Randevu in Salt Lake City, April
20, for four days at a $6,000 guar-
antee and 60%. It's the biggfest
guarantee Jones has ever anted up
for such a stand. Goodman, now^
in his final week at the Palladium
here,, is drawing a: $5,500: weekly
guarantee and a split of all admis-
sion coin over the $13,500 mark for'
the stand. .

Del Courtney, who opens -at the
Cocoanut Grove of? the Ambassa-
dor tonight (29) is drawing $2,750
for backing Rudy .Vallee. I-Ie sucp'

ceeds Carmen Cavallaroj who
drew $4,00() per stanza for a fourr-
week stay. .-. ..

".
.,;:;

Victor Lombardo restores a.
name band policy to the Aragon
terpery tomorrow (90) at $2,500
per week. .At Casino Gardens,
Harry James has been drawing that
same figure, against 60%,- for a
three-day weekend.
Another spot shelling out top

coin . is ,the Hollywood-Empire
Room. Louis Armstrong . combo
started a 10-day stand last Thursr
day (24) at $4,000 and a slice of
bar and admission business for the

deeper inroads and the : Micro-
groove Long-Playing and 45 . rpm
disks move into favor quicker than
is now .thought.

Another angle is the artistic one.
When : four sides per ;three hours
were being attempted almost every
recording. date; there usually was
some rush attached to> getting them
in. Performers and recording men
always seem to dawdle with. th_e_

first two sides and find themselves
short of time on the last two. Re-^

sultt technically poor recordings
very often. Doing two disks in
three- hours, it's felt, makes for
better product.

Milton Rackmil

NewJ)eccaPrez

Eli Oberstein, who's producing
the Varsity label line selling at
39c.: (44c. with, tax ) is adamantly
certain that the people buying his
disks: are not as a rule those who
have been purchasers of major
labels selling at 79c. and above. , ... ,

And he has figures that purport ,
f"" week with lap-over on a pro-
rata basis. Charlie Ventura's nine-

Firstly, Oberstein asserts that '
P'^ce bebop outfit opens the same

almost every recording of a hit spot April 19 /at $2,000- and a cut

song that he markets sells a fairly oar take. Even lesser known

even amount of copies. An out- !

combos are getting in op the gravy.

Standing hit may sell higher, but Hoy Milton's six-piecer grabbed

as a rule the average is consistent-

ly in the same neighborhood in

the number of copies sold. Sec-
ondly, he claims that pop songs
that have been out of favor since
as far back as last fall are still

$1,150 per week for a recent date
at the Empire and on a one-niter
at the Avodon, teamed with Anios
Milburn, drew 2,600 payees.
Each combo was in at $600 guaran-
tecj but outpouring of stubr^buyers

key men in organizing the new
company after the trio had left

Brunswick. Like Kapp, Stevens,

Who was the veepee in charge of

sales, was ,a victim of high blood
pressure and died three years ago

Dave
Kapp, v.p. in charge of recording

and artists; Leonard W^SchneiderV
v.p. and g.m.; Louis Buchner,
treasurer; Samuel Yamin, sec.

Rackmil was the original treasurer

of Decca, later made v.p. Kapp
now assumes full charge of all .of

the company's recording activities.

As Raclcmil emphasized In the

official company statement, all of

Kapp's policies and plans , have
been well formulated.

At a board ,meetih^ ye;^^^^^

(Tues.) afterhobh, a hew president

I

of Decca Records,: Inc., was named
in the , person of Milton R. Rack-

I

mil, the executive veepee. With
.Aftera parious'teeoS in 1934 Decca's profits started to roll in, from

| the late Jack Kapp and the late
185,000 in 1937, $207,000 in 1938, $374,000 in 1939, and in 1943 the ' „ ^ Stevens, Jr . they were the
consolidated net income Was $1,036,361, after taxes. In 1947 the com-"^-

•

PMiy's gross of $32,508,717 drew a net of $l,6r8,548.
was not his know-how, aS much as his living example of the axiom

to thine own self be true," that distinguished him in his personal
artistic and business relations. Bing Crosby started with Kapjp in 1934
•nd has been with DeeCa ever since. The galaxy of names associated
Wh Kapp reads like a who's who of show business embracing Al,.,
Jolson, Eddie Cantor, Sophie Tucker, Hildegarde, the Andrews Sisters, at the age oi «*.

Ben Bernie, Ted Lewis, Belle Baker, Mills Bros,. Ethel Waters, Guy All other officers remain:

Lombardo, both Tommy and Jimmy Dbrsey; Glen Gray's Casa Loma or-

;

*hestra, Jan Garber, Van & Schenck, Marilyn Miller, Paul WhUemani
Johnny Mercer, Dick Haymes, Dick Powell, et al.

; Kapp was a victim of high blood pressure, which caused the fatal

cerebral hemorrhago Friday night (25) at 7:30. He had left the Decca
.office in New York for his town house in the East 60's. (That house

,
was a mecca for many Kapp-hosted parties that attracted distinguished
names from all walks of life, besides the Seven Lively Arts.] He had
lunched with his son, and was particularly elated because only that

Mternoon his brother, Dave Kapp. Decca veepee and recording direc-

tor, and executive veepee Miiton R. Rackmil, had signed Crosby to a

hew longterm contract.

V .
Worked Out Lombardo Deal

j„„r „,ifu I The company's strong cash busi-
,
Kapp had only recently worked out another good business deal with

, ^ just-closed Bing Crosby
' Lombardo who, like Crosby, was being offered more attractive

j ^^^y Guy Lom
capital-gains terms. Rackmil a couple of weeks ago had also returned

.wojn a flying tHp to London, and American Decca's relations with

ontish Decca looked likely for a more cordial entente than had existed,

In fact, everything pointed to a most placid accord within the com-
, ^ ^ j

9"rbed by contractual restrictions from the foreign market^U. S.
i

"Jj^o^omic position.

After a mild selloff of 50c. on

being ordered by his dealers, it |

at $1.25 sent both orchs home with

indicates to him thBt' "people are '
-

. -.f .
,..: . :.;.-:. .-"r ...

being drawn by price: who nor-| '-

mally might not even buy any
records at all at the 79c. tap.

Thirdly, Oberstein points out that

Macy's, .New York, which handles
his line, disposes of a good 70%
of its sale via mail and phone
orders. Of course, this could and
most likely is accounted for by
the fact that Macy's is the only

N. Y. outlet for Varsity.

At any rate* Oberstein claims

that the , majority of the people
who purchase Varsity, disks are

not normal record buyers- -they're

price buyers. He has sold more

Ci^is]^

Lyric Irks Marks
E. B. Marks; publisher of the

standard "Glow Worm,'' has vmrit-

ten Capitol Records foi:: an explan-
ation of its jQlihny iRIerCer riecord--

ing of-.the tune, With „';;spe.d|ai"

lyrics by,.- the songwriter-singer.
Capitol apparently never applied

than 6,OOC,000 of his low-price hit-j for a license to record the tun*
disks since the company went into

operation last July,

bardo to continue; the ironing-out

of an awkward business situation

with the British Decca company

—

'*8

'gecca had formed""CorairRedord.s a means to get into England.

.

Jjritish Decca, of course, had invaded America thj last two yearp with
jw London- label (being estopped from using the Decc* brand name In
we Western Hemisphere).

' - (Continue^ on page 89) , . j_

with the added wordage,- which is

not exactly a parody, but along
,

siiiiiiar lines, and Mairks asserts it

has never been asked to is$ue one.

'

It Wants to ktiow, by: wtiat aiiiytioi^iiy ,

.

Capitol took such :llbeftiesi

Letter, sighed by Ilerb Mark^
threatens ho action of any 'sort^; It

simply wants to know how come
Cap moved as it did without isecur-

ing penhissio*n for fdmpering With
the tune. Most publishers ,of stand-
ard material frown on anyohe tak- ,

ihg liberties With valuftbie ma-
terial;; "Glow Worm" i^eCdrdiftg by
Mercer, for example, is done:lh a •

rhythm style, ' diilerent than ; the :

. i
usual interpretation. Pubs have al-

of the lyrica^^similarity to Ches-
| ways felt that if such an. approach

"' ^" " '"
to a tune were to make a hit, then :

the tune in its original f6rm would
be harmed for years to.come. This
was the basis of the objections
several vvceks ago to Charlie Bar-
net's jazz version of George Gersh-
win's "Rhapsody in Blue," one of
the most valuable of all copy-
rights. : v.'.,,:

':-^

Music Pubs Miffed By

Ciggie Siiow's Nix of

'Adorable' Due to ABC's
Music men look upon the latest

discrimination by radio sponsors
against a pop song as one of the

most ridiculous of all such occur-

rences.' Because its first three lines

start with "A," "B," "C," the tune,

"A You're Adorable" is being kept

off some.cigaret programs because

lerfield's "ABC" approach to its

commercial.
Actually, "Adorable" is an al-

phabet tune, in that it progresses

all the way down the 26 letters.

But the highlighting of the first

three is what bothers Chesterfield's

rivals, published by Laurel Music,

a new firm operated by Tommy
Valando, the song is moving into

the hit class and pubs are -waiting

to see what will happen when and
if it reaches "Hit Parade" propor-
tions. "Hit Pjirade," of course, is

sponsored by Lucicy Strike. ;

"Parade" has caused many a

squawk of similar nature by pubs,

Sslttirday, when the Kapp news ! because it kept hit songs oft the

broke, the slock firmed upwards
,
program, for various reasons

on Monday and yesterday (Tues.). 'deemed equally silly.

REVENUE BOYS TAP BASBON
Chicago, March 29.

John Jarecki, Northern Illinois
collector of internal revenue last
week filed a lien against Blue Bar-
ron, orch leader for $358 in Fed-
eral employment taxes and $680 In
social security payments. :

° Lien covers the last half of 1948.
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Jack Kapp
Continued from page 37

with Crosby, the Lombardos and other favorable talent deals wrapped,

-Vann looked all set to take a leisurely European trip with his family

llihich he had long planned,

Kaop envisioned a recording and pressing plant for Dacca in Israel,

Wifh a tentative manpower setup numbering 60. Setting it up was to

•tinve been part of this summer's European Junket. Kapp and his wife

made Europeatt trips the last two years. It was in July, 1947, that

^ laree number of American showfolk turned up in Paris for the 25th

'bidding anniversary Of Jack and Frieda Kapp, which was signalized by
i^iavlsh bound volume of greeHngs to Paris from personalities In Holly-

Cfood Broadway and around the globe.

KaPP's father died at 52, also a victim of high blood pressure, and

'while the Decca prexy took reasonably good care of himself it is felt I

aithln the trade that recent events may have contributed to his death.

Feeling noticeably and unusually gay when he left his office Friday

evening, because of the Crosby signaturing, he was stricken, in a taxi

"•n'route and collapsed at his East 64th street house when the cab driver

heloed him inside. He died within the hour in the presence of his wife,

Nate Blumberg, president of Universal Pictures, and Jock Lawrence,

weepee of J. Arthur Rank Organization, close friends of the family.

With Crosby's defection to CBS under a William S. Paley "capital

Bains" deal, the affiliated Columbia Records had been heatedly pressur-

tac the crooner. The matter of a new contract had been stalling for

almost a year. In addition, the current intra-recording industry uncer-

tainties over the 33 and 45 rpm versus the heretofore standard 78 rpm's

further complicated the business, When Kapp, furthermore, was told

that Columbia had cut its prices to 60c (as against the 75c platter), he

threw it away with the observation, "Are they mad?" "But," as one of I

"

his intimates stated, "Jack slept nights; nothing disturbed him." Rack-
|

mil's statement stresses that Kapp's and the company's "fully formu-

lated plans, policy and destinies remain undisturbed."

Two years ago Kapp reorganized Decca's operations consistent with

the necessary postwar readjusted economies. Only two weeks ago he

put down a casual series of 15 tape-recorded platters analyzing all the

latest Decca recordings as to quality, showmanship, merchandising,

longevity of artists and. technique, etc. He was meticulous in his ad-

;

herence to detail. Deeca's largest common stockholder, the $2,000,000

depreciation in paper profits of his holdings were lightly regarded by

him as he set the sights of his company on new horizons.

As during the 1948 Petrillo debacle; which saw Decca drawing on its

wealth of backlog material, he juggled albums and music merchandising

ideas by giving talent and tune groupings new sales and exploitation

pegs. He would shift from accenting the artist to putting emphasis

on name composers, such as Berlin, Porter, Gershwin, Rodgers & Ham-
merstein and kindred anthologies. He would cull classic oldies and
intersperse them with new recordings.

"
It's common knowledge that even with the Petrillo inroads into his

backlog there are dozens of Crosby, Jolson and kindred platters as yet

Unreleased. .Unlike his contemporaries, the pre-Dec. 31, 1947, deadline

did not panic him into waxing a mess of music on Decca disks, just to

have it, He had been doing that leisurely, steadily for years.

Kapp felt that songs were timeless, that any datedness was imme-
diately dissipated by an unusual recording. His technique with Crosby,

tKe Andrews, Jolson, et al., is now" show biz history. His respect for our
modem American composers was emphasized In a recent address before

the Radio Executives Club of New York when he was struck with the
fact that there were 1,300 different versions of Strauss to only 14 of

Victor Herbert at one time that he studied the sundry catalogs.

He felt that what Puccini was to Italy, Wafiner to Germany, Strauss

to Austria, Debussy to France, etc., that's what American songsmiths
were to America, and he proceeded to give voice and permanency

—

Via wax-rto the living American songwriters.

Salute to Kapp
A national radio program,

in honor of Jack Kapp's con-
tributions to American music
and showmanship, is being
planned. Participants may,in-
clude Irving Berlin, Rodgers
& Hammerstein, the Lom-
bardos, Bing Crosby, Fred
Waring, Hildegarde, the An-
drews Sisters, Jean Sablon,
Ted Lewis and other names
identified with Decca diskings.

Btng Ducks Tape-Recording
Hollywood, March 28.

Out of respect to Jack Kapp,
his longtime business associ-
ate, Bing Crosby did not tape-
record

; his Philco program per
custom on Monday (27), the
day of the funeral services in
New York. The crooner, who
does not fly, was held west by
pre-commitm«nts, including a
Sunday night broadcast, and
could not attend the services.
The Philco airer, with

guestars Rudy Vallee and
Walter O'Koefe, will Be re-
corded later.

Coast ASCAP

Names Gilbert

Hollywood, March 29.
L. Wolfe Gilbert has been named

chairman of the first West Coast
committee of the.American Society
of Composers, Authors and Publish-
ers. Others elected are Johnny
Green, Leo Robin, Harry Ruby,
Harry Warren and Walter Kent.

. Election ends a two-year fight of
the Coast group to get official voice
in ASCAP affairs; Chairman of the
group will go to N. Y. four times
annually to lay grievances and re-

ports of Hollywood membership
before the Board. But since Gil-
bert hasn't had time- to: -collect
beefs, he won't attend ASCAP
spring meeting, which opens Tues-
day (?9) in N. Y.

New committee meets here April
15 for first time. Committee mem-
bers remain in office for three
years. Coasters have won fight to
have ASCAP pay for chairman's
jaunts to N. y. from general fund,
not from writers' royalties.

Bands at Hotel B. O.'s
Band Hotel

Emil Coleman*. , . Waldorf (400; $2) . . .

.

Gardner Benedict*New Yorker (400; $1-$1.50)
Lawrence Welk . Roosevelt (400; $1.50-$2> .

.

Jimmy Dorsey ..Statler (450; $1-$1.50)

Weeks
Played

15
.. 16
... 1

1

Coven Total
Past
Week
1,810
950

1,550

1,820

Covert
On Data

41,660
17,925
1,550
1,820

Waldorf, Carl Brisson; New Yorker, ice revue.

Chicago
Barclay Allen (Empire Room, Palmer House, 550; $3.50 min.-$l cover).

Victor Borge keeping ropes up. Excellent 4,000 covers,
Henry Brandon (Marine Room, Edgewater, 700; $1.20 cover. Nice

weather hiked take up to healthy 2,600 tabs.
Johnny Brewer (Swiss Chalet, Bismarck, 200; $2.00 min.-$1.05 cover).

Small room continues at husky pace witli upped 1,600 payees.
,

Dick LaSalle (Mayfair Room, Blackstonc, 350; $3.50 min.-$l cover).
Irwin Corey opened Thurs. (24). Slight increase to 1,500 covers.
Frankie Masters (Boulevard Room, Stevens, 773; $3.50 min,-$1.55

'cover). Ice show and Masters register hefty convensh trade. Buzzing
3,000 tabs.

Los Angeles
Carmen. Cavallaro (Ambassador, 900; $1.50-$2). With Modernaires.

Fourth and final week. Swell 3,300 covers.
Jan Garber (Biltmore, 900; $1-$1.50). Fine 3,000.
Ted Fio Rito (Beverly Hills, 300; .$4 min.). Slacking 1,100.

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels
(Chicaoo)

Cee Davidson (Chez Paree, 500; $3.50 mm.). Weather and conven-
tion activities upped tabs to 3,600. ,

I

Chuck Foster (Aragon; $1-$1.15 adm.). Opened Mon. (21). Local
i
fave hypoed admissions to 14,500.

I

AI Trace (BlacKhawk, 500; $2.50 min.). Increase over last week.
: Nice 2,300 tabs.

I

Griff Williams (Trianon; $1-$1.15 adm.). Garnering hefty trade with
Williams. Hot 16,000 admissions.

(Los Angeles)
Benny Goodman (Palladium B., Hollywood, 3rd wk.).

admissions.
Good 12,000

Barry Gray Signed By

Col. for 2 Pic Shorts
'.Miami, March 29.

: Barry Gray, Just back from a
Hollywood V a c a 1 1 o n; has been
signed; by Columbia pictures for

two shorts to be made with Jimmy

I

Dorsey and Miguelito Valdes. Films

j-are to be- made in New York where
Ishooting is slated to start around
' April 11.

I

Gray is disk jockey for WKAT,
I a Mutual affiliate.

PLAN TO INCREASE

GERSHWIN AWARDS
" The George Gershwin Tribute
Committee is seeking to enlarge

:

the number and amount of awards
being made to promising compos-
ers. Concert to be held April 23
at Carnegie Hall, N. Y„ will go
toward augmenting prizes.

George ; Jessel will read a com-
mentary on Gershwin at the con-

! cert and Gershwin award winner
of last year, Ned Rorem, will have
his prize--winning "Overture in C"
premiered.

From the book, "Peace

0/ Mind," the late RabU

Joshua ' Loth Liebman

says: "The glory of life

consists in our very - a,

ability to feel deeply

and experience widely;

It is the part- of wisdom

to taste the cup of joy and sorrow without inner

rebelliousness, to accept with equanimity the

Inevitable fact that we, and all we possess, are

transient just because we are such sensitive

creatures; that the marvel of our make-up, the

superb intricacy of our chemical, physical,

spiritual organization, gives us our supreme

blessings and makes our little day on earth in-

finitely more significant than all of the rocks and

stones which last unchanged but also untouched

by the winds the centuries.

1 often feel that death ia not the enemy of

life, but Its friend, for it is the knowledge that

our years are limited w^ich makes them so

9n dUlemortam

Jack Eapp

precious. It is the truth that time is but lent

to us which maltes us, at our best, look upon

our years as a trust handed into our temporary

keeping. We are like children privileged to

spend a day in a great park, a park filled with

many gardens and playgrounds and azure-

tinted lakes with white boats sailing upon the

tranquil waves. Ti'ue, the day allotted to^each

one of us is not the same in length, in light, in

beauty. Some children of earth are privileged

to spend a long and sunlit day in the garden

of the earth. For others the day Is shorter,

cloudier, and dusk descends more quickly as in

. a^' wirit^^'s;':,^1iatei^.;":B«l;:'

whether our life Is it

. long summery day or a

shorter wintry after-

noon, we kriow that iti- ^

evitably: there ai*. stqrjns

and squalls which over-

cast even the bluest

heaven and there are sunlit rays which pierce

the darkest autumn sky. The day that we are

privileged to spend in the great pirk of life is not

the same for all human being?, but there is

enough beauty and jpy and ..gaiety GT the

hours if we will but treasure them. Then

for each one of us the moment comes when the

great nurse, death, takes man, the child, by

the hand and quietly says, 'It is time to go

home. Night is coming. It is your bedtime,

child of earth. Come; you're tired. Lie down

at last in the quiet nursery of nature and sleep.

Sleep well. The day is gone. Stars shine in

the canopy of eternity'."

Hildegarde

Anna Sosenko
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See ASCAP Asking More Coin

From Video Than itm Radio

Publisher members of American

Society of Composers, Authors and

Publishers have indicated that

ASCAP will seek more coin from

televifsion than it's been obtaining

In radio. Reason for upped de-

mands from tele is the fear that

the new medium may cause a de-

cline in record, slieet music, etc.,

sales. .

Meanwhile, Board extended its

gratis music rights to television at

its meeting last week. E-xtension is

valid . until April 30, 1949. How-
ever, music industfy feels that tele

will have been sufficiently estab-

lished by then to warrant full

video rates, which are still to be
established,

Publisher members feel that the

culTo terms -for video in the past

constituted, a tremendous aid to the

j
infant industry, and telecasters

won't push Its figlit agaiinst estab-

; lished terms too far when new
agreement comes up fox' discussion.

Bray and Martin Exit

!
London Records, N. Y.

! London Records is reducing its

New York staff with the paring of

,
top personnel from the , outfit.

! James P. Bray, veepee in charge of

!
national sales; Joe Martiny adver-

I tising manager, and Richard Paga-
; nelli, of the library sales dept.,

i have vacated their posts. No re-

I placements are currently being
1 considered.

I Company will concentrate on
I expanding its distributor setup.

Best British Sheet Sellers

{Week ending March 17)

London, March 18.

Slow Boat to China, , . .Morris
Buttons and Bows .... Victoria

Faraway Places .Leeds
Heart of Loch Lomond .

.Unit
Cuckoo Waltz . . . Keith-Prowse
When You're in Love, . .Wood
Maharajah Magador . . Chappell
12th Street Rag. ... .Chappell
On 5:45 . .... ... Strauss-Milled

My Happiness. ... .Chappell
It's Magic . . . . . . Connelly
For You ... . . ....... .Feldman

Second 12

Crystal Gazer. ......... .Dash
Cuanto le Gusta. . . . .Southern
Dream of Olwen Wright
Perhaps .......... .Southei'n

• Powder Your Face . . . Chappell
Suvla Bay Box & Cox
Until Connelly
Still the Only Girl. .F. D. & H.
Cool Water . ..... . . Feldman
You Was. ; . .Cinephonic
Put 'em in Box Connelly
Angels Never Tell Lies . . Norris
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1904
I

w., Harry H. Williams, m., Egbert
Absinthe Frappe (It Happened X^" ^^'^ty"^; ^liapiro, Remick &

in Nordland). w., Glen MacDon- ^
„', ^„ '

ough. m., Victor Herbert. M. Wit-
m«rk & Sons, cop. 1904.
Al Fresco. Orch. composition, m.,

Victor Herbert. M. Wltmark &
Sons, cop. 1904.

Alexander. Doni' You Love Your
Baby No More, w., Andrew B. Ster-
ling, m., Harry Von Tilzeri Harry
Von Tilzer Music Pub. Co., cop.
1904.
Back, Back^ Back to Baltimore.

PRE-RELEASE ORDERS INDICATE

THAT THIS WILL TOP "BALLERINA"

"COOL WATER" AND "LET IT SNOW"

Blue Bell, w., Edward Madden
m., Theodore F. Morse, F. B Havil
land Pub. Co., Inc., cop. 1904.
Come, Take a Trip In M.v Air.

ship, w., Ren Sliields. m., (jeorce
Evans, Chas. K. Harris, cop. 1904,
Down on the Brandywine. w

Vincent P. Bryan, m., J. B. Mullen
Shapiro, Remick & Co., cop. 1904."

Ellen O'Hagen. w., m., Anita
Owen. Chicago; Wabash Music Co
cop. 1904.

'

Give My Regards to Broadway
(Little Johnny Jones), vv., ni
Geoi-ge MCichaeU Cohan. F A'
Mills, cofi, 1904.

Good-bye, Flo (Little Johnny
Jones), w., m., George MUchaell
Cohan. F. A. Mills, cop. I904
Good-bye, Little Girl, Good-bye

W.,'Wm D. Cobb, m., Gus Edwards
M. Witmark & Sons, cop. 1904 bv

'

Cobb & Edwards: assigned 1904 to
M. Witmark & Sons.
Good Bye, My Lady Lovei w . m

Jos. E. Howard. Chas. K. Harris,
cop. 1904. !

Hannah, Won't Yoii Open That
Door? w., Andrew B. Sterling, m.,
Harry Von Tilzer. Harry Von Tilzer
Music Pub. Co., cop. 1904.

I've Got a Feelin' for You, or,
Way Down in My Heart, w , Ed-
ward Madden, ni., Theodore F.
Morse. F. B. Havlland Pub. C6„
Inc., cop. 1904.

I May Be Crazy, But I Ain't No
Fool, w., m., Alex. Rogers. Tlie
Attacks Music Pub. Co., cop. 1904.

In Zanzibar—My Little Chim-
panzee (The Medal and the IMaid>.

w.. Will D. Cobb, m., Gus Edwards.
Shapiro, Remick & Co., cop. 1904,

Life's a Funny Proposition After
All (Little Johnny Jones), w., m.,

George MCichaeU Cohan. F. A;
Mills, cop. 1904.
A Little Boy Called "Taps.'' wi,

Edward Madden, m., Theodore F.

Morse. F. B. Havlland Pub. Go.,

cop. 1904.
The Man With the Ladder and

the Hose, w., m., T. Mayo Geary.
The Paul Dresser Pub. Co., cop.

1904 by The American Advance
Music Co.
Meet Me in St. Louis, Louis, w.,

Andrew B. Sterling, m., Kerry
Mills. F. A. Mills, cop. 1904; re-

newed 1931 by Kerry Mills; as-

signed 1935 to JeiTy Vogel Music
Co., Inc.
My Ain Folk, w., Wilfrid Mills,

m., Laura G. Lemon. London:
Boosey & Co., cop. 1904. ,v

My Honey Lou. w., m.. Thur-
land Chattaway. F. B. Havlland
Pub. Co., Inc., cop. 1904.
Nan! Nan! Nan!

,
w., Edward

Madden, m., I^heodore F. Morse.

F. B. Havlland Pub. Co., Inc., cop.

1904.
Now Sleeps the Crimson Petal.

w., Alfred Lord Tennyson, m.,

Roger Quitter. Boosey & Co., cop.

1904.
Please Come and Play in My

Yard, w., Edward Madden, m.,

Theodore F. Morse, F. B. Havlland
Pub. Co., Inc., cop. 1904.
The Preacher and the Bear, vf.,

m., Joe Arzonia. Philadelphia:

Eclipse Publishing Co., cop. 1904

by Longbrake and Araonia;. .as-

signed 190,'i to Jos. Morris Co.,

Philadelphia.
She Went to the City, w;, m.,

Paul Dresser. James H. Ciirtin,

cop. 1904.
Slop Ye Tickline, Jock! w.,

Harry Lauder and Frank Follcy,

111., Harry Lauder, llanii';. Inc.,

cop. 1904 by Francis, Day «
Hunter.

,

Sweet Thoucrhts of Home (Love s

Lottery), w., Stanislaus Stange. Hi.,

Julian Edwards. M. Witmark *
Sons, cop. 1904. „
The Tale of the Turtle Dove

(Woodland), w., Frank Pixlo.v- ro-<

Gustav Luders. M. Witmark «
Sons, cop. 1904.

Teasing, w , Cecil Mack- , i» '

Albert Von Tilzer. The York Music

Co., cop. 1904. ^ .

There Once Was an OWl

(Babette). ^v., Harry B. Smith, ffl..

Victor Herbert. M. Witmark «
Sons, cop. 1904. . r
Three for Jack, w., Fred !!

Weatherly. m., W. II. Sciulie. Lon-

don: Chappell & Co., Ltd,, cop.

1904. ^
The Trumpeter, w., J. Francis

Barron, m., J. Airlie Dix. London..

Boosey Co., Ltd., cop. 1904.
'

(Continued next wtck'a issue)
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IHosk;,
Record Biz Put Spotlight

On Hillbilly Trend; Sign Top Artists

, •» 5nii record business seem

KeSng-in^o the hills cut-

'"nHv in comparison to last year's

'^1^'^' which kept it in the corn.

}?r2ieS7eeks%here have .been

•"S-fintf them both ways—in the

X division with pop artists and

Hhe hillbilly divisions, too,

'^Whether the music publishers,

,Jnrding companies, or songwrit-

r«rfe responsible for the full

^ifiht 'of the crossing of hi Ibilly

Ss with pop exploitation is dif-K to determine. It's not so

imi ago that Eddy Arnold, one of

tSe best sellers of records RCA-

Victor holds, in any category, hit

solidly with "Bouquet of Roses.'

Tune got so hot Decca made it as

.BOP with Dick Haymes and other

companies did the same. But, a

short time ago, Morrris Music de-

liberately set out to make a hill-

biUy-*"Careless Hands"—a pop

success, reversing the procedure.

It has been made both ways by

virtually every company ;having

both pop and hillbilly divisions and
either way by those that don't.

Tliat the hillbilly tunes are suc-

ceeding with the pop public is a

throwback to the penchant for

com shown last year. They are

just as simple lyrically and mel-
odically. But, whereas -kthe corn
tunes that sprang up last year were
spawned by small companies and
rather obscure artists, the hillbilly

trend is getting better 'attention

from recorders. Top artists, who
couldn't take much advantage of
the com material, are being as^

signed the latest pieces. For ex-
ample, Bing Crosby and Evelyn
Knight are being coupled on "How
It Lies," a thing that Connie
H§ines did for Coral.
Decca a few weeks ago coupled

the Andrews Sisters and Ernest
Tubb, its top hiUbllly name, On,
"Don't Rob Another Man's Castle."
Same was done by Capitol with Jo
Staiford and Gordon MacRea on
"Need You," another hillbilly get-
ting attention. Those songs are
only a few of the many hillbilly

Cngat Set For

B. A., Radio Nixed
Montevideo, March 18.

Despite opposition from the pow-
erful Argentine Musicians' Union
coupled with the indifference ex-
pressed by key radio men and the
fintertalnment Board, bandleader
AOTler Cugat has personally swung
t deal whereby he'll give three per-
formances In Buenos Aires. How-
ever, unless there's a last minute
Change, none of these will be broad-
cast due to the MU's attitude.
Ino of performances are slated

i7
March 30, April I and April 4

at the 40,000 capacity Luna Park
Special construction is

now underway at the stadium,

Tn .« « "'""'"K ring, in
an *ffort to rig up a sound stage

ihow
worthy of a Cugat

ti™f?"Vu®f^ the Cugat p.a.'s e.s-

hm.f V^"',*''* "le lhr«e

and tinS«"i? between $50,000and $100,000 in addition to result-

iZut ?u^''^"8 ^^^^ sales. Never-

£f ' i''*'
eost of transporting tlie

plus warblers Lorna

th^ onJl?"^
.^"Pez to this part ofwe continent absorbs a hefty wad

mav ^*"^e the impresarios
"'^ even wind up in the red.
|„™fi>"while, Cugat has been tour-

reir^^^"^/ * Atlantic coast beach

S„ ""^^"^ tl^e auspices of the
yruguayan government itself. Tour
thflf ^ ^l^ P'"<'ved so successful

ha, iT^
batoner's contracts has

threp
extended for another

Sp*%^veeks. Outfit has played at

ca^lnn
Carrasco's deluxe

fivB ^t^"^.^*'^" '"ade stopovers at

IttM^i^^'^ i'^^eh towns as well asui Montevideo itself.

Como's Charity Stint
^ Buffalo, March 29.

Jian!
^ capacity house at Klein-

Hall, Perry Como
the scholarship

.
n, the local Romulus Club.
y^m presented Mrs. Como with

f new car in return for her bus-

items coming out on disks by top
pop names.

Publishers are at the moment
having an increasing number of
hillbilly things submitted. Many
are by pop writers^—which in it-

self is an unusual angle. Pubs do
not believe that a songwriter ac-
customed in the past to knocking
out pop ballads and/or novelties
can be successful at writing hill-

billy. They claim the technique is

vastly different, that hillbiily writ-
ers get away with all sorts of things
that a pop writer cannot even
think of when writing, such as
speaking of murder, wife-stealing,
drunkenness and such. Only one
pop writer had the knack—Billy
Hill, writer of "Wagon Wheels;"
Too, the hillbilly writer is not al-

ways as careful with his verse.
Words, may not rhyme, but the
melodic sound is similar and cor-
rect to the ear and they get away
with it. Pop writers would never
try.

But, regardless of who's writing
the tune, pop publishers and the
pop divisions of major and minor
recording companies are currently
getting a lift from a melodic
groove that heretofore has occu-
pied a negltble amount of atten-
tion from the pop people. And it

seems to be growing daily.

Tops of the Topi
Retail Disk Sell«c

"Cruising Down the River"
Retail Sheet Music Seller
"Cruising Down the River"

"Most Requested" Disk
"Cruising Down tlie River"
Seller on Coin Machines

"Cruising Down the River"
Best British Seller

"Slow Boat to China"

Swedes Yeii U.S. Platters,

Bands in Dollar Lack Nix;

Disks on Black Market
• Stockholmi March 22.

Although niteries are not per-
mitted by the government, the Na-
tional, a restaurant here, is cur-
rently offering three acts in a room
called the Club Harlem. Until re-
cently the National featured danc-
ing in two separate rooms, but can-
celled one room out, in favor of a
club. Appearing on the club bill

are Winnie from Trinidad, Lord
Caresscr and Charles Yudah, while
the dance room features two or-
chestras.

Interest in music here is strong,
and it's felt that American dance
bands would go over big, but be-
cause of the dollar shortage, the
importation of bcinds is impossible.
Another result of the dollar short-
age is the scarcity of American
records, with the only available
ones sold on the black market. The
only import of records today is

from England.

BMI Wants Exclusive Deals With

Pubs Doubling Into ASCAP
Broadcast Music, Inc.; is devel-

i

oping an aversion to music pub-
j
lisher affiliations which also oper-

i ate firms that are members of tlie

American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers. BMI execs
haven't advised pubs currently

SG Buys Pubbery
Hollywood,.: March 29. i

Composers, Inc., publishing-ar- I

ranging concern formed several
months ago by Albert and Kath-

j

erine Glasser, has been taken over operating on BMI coin that they
by Screen Guild Productions anil I must dump the ASCAP outlets to
will be headed by SG prexy Robert ' maintain BMI connections, but they
Lippert. 1 would like to see it happen.

First tunes to be published uil- I BMI is now partial to "exclu.sive"
der the new management will be i deals ; on the theory tliat a pub-
"Jesse James Ballad" and "Je.sse i lisher who operates firms connect-
James Minstrel Song," from Screen !

ed with both performance rights
Guild's film, "I Shot Jesse James."

j
societies has a choice in the place-——^ :

—

-r I ment. of new songS: taken for. pub-

rARRIiR TO ri7T Cyl Hcation. whether it feels ASCAP
UA1\UCI\ lU ULrfljUvU

!
outlets are the repositories for a
majority of the better material is

anybody's guess. But it does feel

certain that a BMI publisher who
doesn't also operate an ASCAP
outlet has no choice but to deposit
all accepted material under tb*
BMI banner,
BMI execs huddled with heads .

of Leeds Music recently on & new
deal for Duchess IVfu^ic, Leeds BMI
firm. The exclusive arrangement
was suggested ^nd flatly rejected
On any terms, it's said. BMI want-
ed to renew and make Duchess a
much larger operation than it now
is and would like to see Leeds g6

FOR CATALINA LOCATION
Hollywood, March 29.

Jan Garber band will get its

!

highest location fee in this area in
;

I
some time—$4,000 weekly—for a
summer stint at Casino ballroom,

' Catalina Island, beginning May 27.
Date mark.s Garber's first return to
Catalina since 1927.
Booking was arranged through

the cooperation of Joe Faber, man-
ager of the Biltmore Bowl, where
Garber has been a holdover since
September, 1947. Band is tied, via
options, until June at $2,500 week
ly but Faber okayed a 'release to i

completely BML Leeds execs

permit the new booking.
--«— j

's cuffo warbling.

RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS

Survey of retail disk best

sellers, based on reports ob-

tained from ieadino stores in

12 cities and showing co7»-

parative sales rating for tMt
and last week.

National

Rating .

This Last

Week Ending

MARCH 26

Artist, Label, Title

backed away from the idea and hajt

I

not as yet decided on a- course to
take.

T
O
T
A
L

P
O
I

N.
T
S

ttUSS MORGAN (Decca)
"Cruislnjr Down the River". . ... . 2 84

2A 6
VAUGHN MONROE (Victor)

"Red Roses for a Blue Ijady". .

.

6 10 44

2B 8

BiNG CROSBY (Decca)
"Far Away Places". .... 9 44

3A 9

RUSS MORGAN (Decca)
'Forever and Ever" 3 40

3B 6
EVELYN KNIGHT (Decca)
"Powder Face Witli Sunshine" 6 8 40

BING CROSBY (Decca)
"Galway Bay" 5 6 S

GORDON MacRAE (Capitol)

"So in Love" 9 8

RUSS MORGAN (Decca)

"So Tired"

36

29

28

7A 4
BLUE BARRON (M-GrM)
"Cruising; Down the River".

.

24

7B 12
BUSS MORGAH: -iDeccaJr

"

"Sunflower" ... .. •• - ••
.

24

MILLS BROS. (Decca)

"I Love You So Much It*Hurts". 1 .. .. .. .. .. .. 10 9 22

9 10
SAMMY KAYE (Victor)

"Careless Hands" ...... 10 10 20

10

BROWN (Columbia)

"I've Got My Love to Keep Mc". . .. . 2 10 14

11

INK-SPOTS (Decca)
"Bewildered" ..... 13

12A
PERRY COMO (Victor)

"Forever and Ever" ....

12B
LARRY GREEN (Victor)

"Biff, Wide, Wonderful World^'... • •• » •
^

12C 16
MEL TORME (Capitol)

"Careless Hands" . t •• -• *

13A
DINAH SHORE (Columbia)

"Far Away Places". . . .
• ^

13B
FREDDIE GARDNER (Columbia)

"In the Mood for Love" .
. .^^-^

MILLS BROS. (Decca) „
13C n "I've Got My Love to Keep Me" . . • . •• »

FRANK SINATRA (Columbia)

i3D 15 "Sunflower"

13E 14

RUSS MORGAN (Decca)

"You, VoU, You Are the One"

DENNIS DAY (Victor) . .

13F 11 "Clancy Lowered the Boom". .... ,. •. •« •• •• >

GUY LOMBARD© (Decca)

13G "Be Mine"

13H
"BETSY GAY (Capitol)

"Didn't Know Gun Was Loaded"

FIVE TOP
AtBUMS

KISS ME, KATI

Broadway Cast

' Columbia

2

WORDS AND
MUSIC

Varied Arthti

M-iQ-M

JAZZ AT THE
PHILHARMONIC

Voluiti* 9
' Voriad Arii*l<

Mercury

SEQUENCE IN

JAZZ

Woody Herman

Columbia

STAN KENTON

ENCORES

Stan Kontvn

Capitol

Ingle Patterns

Combo to TV
Figuring that television is a vital

and natural medium for his type of
comedy band. Red Ingle is chang-
ing men in his Natural Seven so
as to make it eligible for sustaining
video .shows out of N. Y. Now a
"travelling" band because it is com-
posed partly of men who are not
members of N. Y. local 802 of the
American Federation of Musicians,
Ingle is, in the process of replacing
the non-802 men with musicians
who are members of the local.

Ingle wants to be able to do the
sustaining show on NBC-TV, which
was to have started last week (22),
but which 802 cancelled out on
him because of its rules against
travelling bands . taking sustaining
radio or video jobs; He feels the
changes are worth the results since
his combo, which works along the
same lines as Spike Jones' (he
sprang from that band), was very
successful on a remote progran)
from January through early March
from Meyer Horowitz's Village
Barn, N. Y.
At the same time 802 barred

Ingle from NBC-TV, it barred the
Page Cavanagh Trio for the same
reason. Cavanagh may go on tele,

however^ on a show sponsored by
the .U,s>S:.' Marines.

'

20th-Fox Seeks Use

Of Warren Tune Tag

On Completed F3m
Hollywood, March 29.

Though leasing of the Dan
Dai)ey_-Ann Baxter starrer has
been completed, SOth-Pox still is

dickering for the right to use
"You're My Everything" as ; title

tune of its new musical and for
"Would You Like to Take a
Walk?", another standard which is

used in the film. Both were writ-

i

ten by Harry Warren.
"Everything," penned 15 years

ago and' sold to Ed Wynn for the
i Broadway production, "The Laugh
I
Parade," was published by Harms,

I

a Warner subsid. Songwriter was
I told of the ditty's - use while the
]

tilm was still before the cameras,
. but no pact was signed. "Walk"
i was penned for Billy Rose's first

i .show, "Sweet and Low." Warren
,
says he expects a deal to be con*

• eluded shortly, but amount to be;:

;
paid for synchronization rights has

,
not yet been determined. Warren,
Wynn and Harms will share In the

i
fe* for "Everytliing."

I
Studio also is using a pair of

: other Warren standards, "Chat-
• tanooga Choo-Choo" and "Ser-

I

ernade in Blue," but already .owns
rights to these since they were
written when Warren was under
contract to 20th. Be is now at
Metro. •
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Victor's 45Reiejlse This Week

Speeds Up Batde of the RPM's

Wednesday, March 30, I949

The battle of rpm's begins-

m

earnest this week. Rivalry between

Victor and Columbia for supremacy

in new disk reproduction speeds

will bo accelerated when Victor re-

leases its 45 rpm line on a nation-

wide basis starting tomorrow

( Thurs. ) . Simultaneously, nrm an-

nounced its prices for the new plat-

ter at 65c for the popular series

and 956 for the Red Seal series.

At the same time, Micro-Vertei

,

Inc., under CBS license, has an-

nounced availability ot a device

which when attached to the con-

ventional 78 rpm turntable is capa-

ble ot handling Columbia's LP rec-

ords using the 33 speed. Device \vas

developed under direction ot Dr.

ROBBWS MUSIC CORPORATION
WORK 19 N Y.

! Peter Goldmark, CBS engineer who

I

aided in developing Columbia's LP
I record and player.
' Columbia last week declared that

I

LP sales had been slipping because
I of confusion caused by Victors 45

i rpm development, but pickup had

I been evidenced because of appar-

ent dissipation of doubts. Victor

on the other hand declares that

dealers are now enthusiastic about

the new niachine despite early

ho.stility. ,

.

i The battle for lining up disk

! manufacturors to go a I o n g with

I either concern continues unabated.

!
Latest to ally with Columbia is the

Italian label, Cctra Soria, which

has joined Mercury, Discovery, Al-

legro, Concert Hall Society and

Mayfair in the Columbia fold. Capi-

rtol'has decided to go along With
'

Victor in the production of 45

rpm platters.

Set manufacturers have also

been lined up by both firms. Those,

that will incorporate the 45 are

Admiral, Air-King, Andrea, Auto-

matic, Belmont, Bendix, Brunswick,
Bandwiclc-Bowen, Crosley ,

Dewald,

Emerson, Fada Farnsworth-Cape-

hart, Freed-Eisman, Garod, Halli-

1 crafter. Hoffman, Motorola, Pack-

ard-Bell, Sentinel, Sonera, Spartan,

Stewart - Warner, Stromberg - Carl-

son, Teletone and Wells Gardner.

Manufacturers going in for LP I

arms are Admiral, Capehart,

Croslev, General Electric, Magna-

i
vox. Stewart-Warner, Stromberg

I Carlson. V-M, Webster-Chicago,
' Westingliouse and Zenith. Several

will have all three playing arms.

WINS $2,250 ON SEVEN

SONG INFRINGEMENTS

Ohio's Cedar Point

To Resume This Year

Sandusky, O., March 29.

,

• After being in darkness all dur-

i ing the 1948 scdson, Cedar Pomt s

I
big ballroom will give name bands

I another whirl this summer.

,
A big orchestra policy had been

lift effect for over 10 years, but

I when operating costs eliminated

all profit in 1947, management de-

cided to keep the shutters up all

last year.

RtD
ROSIS

for o

At rvtrloitlng a Atofixfy 05 STM DUST

THE DREAM OF OLWEN
MILLS MUSIC, INC.

THE LITTLE OLD

CHURCH NEAR

LEICESTER J

SQUAREi
OXFORD MUSIC CORP.

1619 Broadway, New York

I
Infringement of seven songs pub-

I

lished by his Italian Book Co. won
' Antonio de Martino a $2,250

.iudgment from four defendants
following a two-day, trial last week
in N. Y. federal court before

Justice Alfred C. Coxe. Tune-
pirating allegedly was done by
Araiiio Cammij ..play producer;
orchestra leader Orazio Peseri and
singers Mario Trovato and Tina
Stipanelli. -Plaintiff-collected the,

statutory award of $250 for each
infringement plus $500 counsel
'fees. ;

In a similar action filed in the
same court last week, de Martind
charged Armando Benedetti, con-
cert promoter, and EU-nesto Mig-
liaccio, a conductor, with lifting

two Italian numbers which he had
copyrighted. Complaint alleged
the compositions were wrongfully
performed at the Newark Opera
House on Feb, ,6, 1949. An injunc-
tion, damages and an accounting
of the profits are asked.

Pub Pays tolls as Dinah

Chats With Deejays In

Growing Phone 'Visits'

Hollywood, March 29.

Pair of new wrinkles popped up

here in the old dodge of having

top name disk stars guest with

platter pushers 1o bally their bis-

cuits Such guestints with deejays

in big towns have been common

for some time, artists realizing that

the Wax whirlers are instrumental

in boosting shellac sales.

Lately, waxers who couldn't

make in-person guest spots have

taken to telephoning Docks, calls

being tape recorded for subse-

quent use on the platter programs.

Stars generally pay the costs, since

it's good exploitation. But the calls

made bv Dinah Shore to a dozen

disk jocks around the country were

paid for by a music publislier,

Robbins, subsidiary of l«ew s. Pub-

bery cheerfully picked up the $750

tab since Miss Shore was touting

I

her Columbia recording of For-

I ever and Ever." a Robbins tune.

Miss Shore's calls were to jocks

in smaller towns enabling them' to

get a whack at the guest-star gim-

mick She called among othersi

Dick Gilbert, KYTL. Phoenix; Bob

Snyder, WPTR. Albany; Ray Per-

kias, Kl'EL, Denver; Johnny

Thompson, WJJL, Niagara Falls;

Francis Craig, WSM, Nashville^nd

Kurt Webster, WBT, Charlotte.

Other new angle was put forth

by KRNT jock Al Kockwell. He
pays the charges himself, since his

local sponsor in Des Moines thinks

it's fine programming and is will-

ing to pay for the privilege of hav-

ing names on the show- So Far,

Rockwell has taped chats with

Freddy Martin, Mel Torme, Peggy
Lee and Nellie Lutcher and has-

plYone dates with Nat Cole and
Woody Herman coming up.

Interesting angle to the growing

number of tape-recorded phone
guestints is that many are in viola-

tion of rigid FCC regulations that

no such calls can be broadcast un-

less an oscillator was used in tap-

ing the message. Growing practice

may lead to some FCC scrutiny

.since It's known that very few st^*

tions possess such equipment.

Trade on the Coast believes violas

tions of the FCC ruling are almost

flagrant.

SESAC Rights Basis

Of 'Old Glory' Suit

Whether SESAC, the European

performing rights society, can re-

tain a songwriter's "non-exclusive

public performance rights is the

basis of a N. Y. supreme court ac-

tion filed bv Jean M. Penfield. She

also wants the court to stop the de-

fendant from interfering with her

contractual relations with National

Music of Chicago, publishers of her

tune, "Old Glory."

A SESAC member by virtue of a

10-year agreement entered into in

1937 and renewed in 1947 for a

three-year period. National re-

,

turned the "Old Glory" publishing .

rights to Miss Penfield at her re-
j

quest. It originally took the minv 1

ber for publication in 1944. SESAC
offered her the mechanical and ex-

clusive licensing righls and con-

tended in its answers that it held

the performance rights through its

pact with National.

NEW ^HARMONY' LABEL

STARTED IN BRITAIN
. • London, March 29.

New di.sk label is to make its
appearance June 1. It will carry
the name "Hamony" ami first

waxlngs have already been made
by Billy Ternent and his oich
Other orchs will be recording
shortly,, and A- headline solo artist
is about to be signed by the new
outfit.

Disks are being recorded and
pressed by Decca, and it's under-
stood the new^ company is nego-
tiating an exchange deal witli a
leading U, S. organization.

. Savannah ChurcIiiU contracted
with Victor this week, switching
from the Manor label.

BARON UPHELD IN

'RUM AND COKE' SUIT
i

West Indian publisher Maurice
,

Baron last week won the final
,

round in "Rum and Coke" melody
,

infringement suit against the song s
I

publisher, Leo Feist, and writers

Morey Amsterdam, Paul Baron and

Jeri Sullivan when the U. S. Cir-

cuit Court of Appeals aftrmed the

ruling of a lower court. This de-

cision, handed down last year by

N Y. Federal Judge Simon H. Rit-

kind, granted plaintiff Baron an

interlocutory decree and also an

accounting from the defendants.

In unanimously rejecting the

defendants' appeal from .Fudge

Rifkind's decision, the C-'rcuit

Court threw out an argument that

publisher Baron had improperly

copyrighted the composition and

"dedicated" it to the public. Lower I

;|

court's refusal to grant a new trial

on the grounds that "new evi-

dence" had been uncovered was

also upheld. Opinion was written

bv Justice Thomas W. Swan with

Justices Harry B. Cliase and

Learned Hand concurring.

Maurice Baron based his action

on the charge that "Rum and

Coke" was pirated from his

"L'Annee Passee" ("Last Year")

which he had published -in a song

collection called "Calypso Tunes

of the West Indies/' Same de-

fendants" also have lost ' anothei'-

suit filed on "Rum" by Mohammed
H. Khan who claimed the lyrics

were lifted from him.

FRANKIE LAINE
Appenrlng ,

PALOMAR SUPPER CLUI
VANt'OVVKII, K. r.

Buddy Rich's Europe Solo

Buddy Rich is considering going

to Europe this summer for 16

weeks with the drumming act he'U

do as a single. Musician has been

offered bookings in England and

on the Continent.

Rich recently broke up his 17-

piece band. _,

DISC JOCKEYS
THE EVER FAVORITE

EXACTLY
LIKE YOU
Music by. . ,

JIMMY MeHUGH
SHAPIRO. KRNSTEIN

IDON'TSEEME

IN YOUR EYES

ANYMORE
LAUREL MUSIC CO ,

^

1619 Broadway, New York'
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MARCH 26
Title and Publisher New

York o.
,:W-
.«

: JS:

U
01 Boston.

H

St.

Louis,

San

Frani

Indianapo

Cleveland KansasCH

.»)

•o
a Minneapo

Seattiey

C 0

s'

1 1 "Cruising Down River" (Spitxer) .

.

1 1 1 1 2 1 1 3 1 1 1 117
2 - 2 "Far Away Places" (Laurel).. 3 2 2 ' 2 2 4 3 2 2 3 2 ' 3 102

•3 5. "Sunflower" (Famous) . i . . . 7 5 3 7 4 1 4 10 1 3 2 74

3 4 8 4 4 10 3 5 2 4 6 60
5

' "Powder Your Face" (Lombardo)

,

8 3 8 5 3 7 5 6 4 8 0 5.^

6 9 "Red Roses for Blue Lady" (Mills) 6 6 3 8 6 4 7 8 7 . 51

7 8 "So in Love" (T. B. Harms) . . 9 8 6 5 5 4 T 5 39

8 _7l„ "I've Got My Love" (Berlin) _ 7 5 -9. A 8 8 27
. 9 - 10 "Forever and Ever'' (Robbins) > 2 6 2 10 24
10 6 "Lavender Blue" (Santly-Joy)

.

... JIO 6 8 9 9 6 10 29
IJ " 'A'—You're Adorable" (Laurel)

,

5 3 14

X2 "Down By Station" (Am. Acad > . 8 7 13

13 "Careless Hands" (Melrose) .

.

9 10 7 6 12

14 13 "Brush Those Tears" (Leeds) .

.

9 i
1.1A "Pussy-Cat Song" (Leeds) .•4:

i'5B "Big, Wonderful World" (BMI) . .

.

10 10 S 7

Program AGAIN

CARMEN LOMBARDO'S

SWEETHEARTS

ON PARADE
MAYFAIR MUSIC

Tantly-joy, inc.

Eddie Joy-Gen, Prof. Mgr

1619 Broadway, New York

DISGUSTED COMPOSER
wlioKo publlHher «"o«»
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NX Brass Rail

Op Dickers For

Click, PhiHy

iTrsnk Palumbo's
Click, Philadel-

w. is reportedly slated to change

Sinds with William Levine, owner

Brfss Rail. N. Y taking

-- Sale price has not been dis-

t^;<l It is understood that spot

^ilf continue
its policy of name

""pnr a variety of reasons and pri-

marilv because of his many local

Sacts, Palumbo may be asso-

rted with the new owners tem-

porarily in management of the

^Palumbo is interested in a half-

dozen Philly niteries and the Click

?. a full-time operation In itself.

Cafe man is also co-manager of

ffiwefght champ Ike Williams,

if, a Mercury-Ford automobile

agency, and is mixed up in other

'"Thefransfer of the Click to out-

side ownership will cause wide in-

terest there. Actual cost of the

Giiek, and the tremendous outlay

diirflielt$ early stages of operation

wui ttrobably never be computed.

Just as rough idea, the outside

tfasher sign cost $50,000.

FRANKFURT OFF LIMITS

EDICT HURTS NITERIES
Frankfurt, March 22

Anti-Hat Check Bill

Dies in Assembly
, Albany, March 29,

The Assembly Ways atid Means
Committee voted to kill the Moritt
bill, which would have permitted
municipalities to levy a tax of 50%
on rentals and income 'from hat
checking concessions. The measure,
sponsored by Senator Fred G.

BLACKSTONE'S ILLNESS

CANCELS VAUDE TOUR
Atlanta. March 29.

Harry Blackstone, 82-yeaivold
magician, was hospitalized here
Thursday (24), interrupting en-
gagement at Tower theatre, where
he opened Monday (21) for six-day
date. He became ill a short time
before curtain, and took refuge in

terests.

Moritt, Brooklyn Democrat and his own personal oxygen tent,
one-time professional singer, had i which he carries with him for use
passed the Upper House by a vote in emergencies. As show time

Moviii introduced a neared he insisted that he would
similar bill last year.

, ' be able to go through with his act.
Bill was strongly opposed by but couldn't muster the strength

legitimate theatre in- to go on. He was taken to Craw-
ford W. Long hospital, where he
was put in oxygen tent. *

' His c0ndltioii: Friday was report-
ed as "fine," but venerable jder-.

former's condition worsened and
Showings at Toy^^er Were cancelled,
management rettirnihg sonie $7i00b
in advance s^les, and isubsequeiitly
entire tour was cancelled, per-
formers paid off and show closed.

AGVA Has 116 Nominees for 50

Del^ate Posts to Chi Convention
American Guild of Variety Art- I'Phil Irving, .Ton Nichols, Georgie

ists will elect 50 delegates to its Price, Virginia Richmond, M^r-
convention slated for Chicago shall Rogers, Lou Saxon and Joe
early in June. So far 116 nomina-

j
Smith.

tions have been made at various
|

Philadelphia's candidates for
branch meetings throughout the

j
two delegates are Joe Cainpo, Tan>

country and others are expected to

be nominated by petition. Each
branch gets one delegate for every
200 members.

ya Garth, Bill Layne, Harry Lewis,
Tom Osborne. Pittsburgh will
name a pair from among Lois
Donn, James Flan, Eva Herbert,

Loews Spot Vaude

Spirals Grosses
Results of the fir.st shows in

houses recently opened to vaude
by the Loew circuit have been suf-
ficiently encouraging to warrant
expan.sion. .Latest Loew house to
get stageshows will be the State,
Syracuse, which is set to start
a, full week spot vaude policy July
25 with the Ink Spots. Theatre
may tee off earlier- if suitable
headliners are available.

Largest number will come from '
Joe Kury and Francisco Seriano.

New York, which is entitled to 10 Portland (Ore.), chooses between

delegates. Chicago and Los An-
,

Rusty Colman and Mary Safford

geles are each entitled to six. 1

Providence gets one with Dick

Several cities entitled to a single 1

Martin and Bob Dwyer as candir

delegate have nwninatcd only one i

"ales. St. Louis also earmarked

candidate. Ellianore Ireland, Bal-

timore; Bill Ogden, Columbus; Phil

Britb, Newark and Benny Upton,
Reading, are the candidates from
those towns. Boston^ entitled to

two reps, has nominated Fred
Becki Benny Drohan, Jack Ed-
wards, Fred Hall, Billy Kelly,

Geoff Rblandi Buffaloi also with

two, will pick from Robert Logan,
Sid torraine. Art McCoU, Hal Mar-
quette, Violet Murray, Lenny
Paige, Rod' Reddick and Claire

House.

N.Y.RoxyCbrus

Wins Pay Hike
7 Roxy tleatre, N. Y., and the t Chicago with .six to be elected ^

American Guild of Variety Artists i will ballot among Dave Arman,
j

Dennis Day for a series of vaudates
came to an agreement last week

|

Billy Carr, Ray Conlin, Jr., Ray
i
during summer Ixiatus from radio

for a single rep will choose from
Stormy Dale, Ernest Heldman and
Bobbie Kelly.

San Francisco, entitled to two,
ballots between Will Aubrey, Larry
Ching, Bob Evans, Steve Shepaid
and Ben Young.

GAC PACTS DENNIS DAY
FOR VAUDATES AT 25G,%

Hollywood, March 29;
General Artists Corp. has inked

Loew execs are satisfied with . . - ^ , „ ; „ « «
results where policy h&s been new minirauras for chorus. Most Conlin; Sr., Jack Gwynne, Bee Ha^

tested In Cleveland Frankie ,
o^^^amed »an increase up to $10 ven. Hap Hazard, Frances Kaye^

Laine ' pulled the highest gross in I

weekly. New scale retroactive to Harry King, Lee Norman, Violet

years around $29 000 despite one I

^^''^ ^' ^^^^^ Roxyettes to get Strandz, Joe Wallace and Charles

of th^ severest bliKards. ' Roches- ' « s'""^""/ S^.^^ry of $55, a $10 iff-
!
Weaver. Cincy will select its

I ter results have also been gratify- , "'^l??- ^'jf
r"on"is wages rise

,

smgle representative from Cliff

' ' I to $62.50 and further increase to I Earl, Lester Lake, and Wally Lane.
$67.50 m a year and $72.50 after Cleveland also getting a single

two years, delegate has nominated Jimmy'
Singers get $70 to start and $75 Ague, BobJEUsworth,; John J. ,

Gar-

German nightclubs in the mg.
..^^ ^ .

Frankfurt area «ot « slapdown So far grosses uith vaude have

when U. S. Military Govt, declared i

'f."^
»oove caxes on siraignt

toe clubs off limits to American
|

P« PoIicy^

and Allied personnel. Many night-
j

Si^X"^^t^ \ MARKHAM TO HEAD
S^J^'^^^S^^^^t ' COAST- VAUDE UNITS

JEIA (Joint Export-Import; VVrttJl f/lUl/Li umiu
Agency), however, is contemplating

j
Lo.s Angelej?, . March 29*

licensing its own German night- J , Million Dollar .Theatre,^^ local

ct^ibs for Americans and Allies, vaudefilmer, launches a series of

Where marks bought with dollars

can be used. So many ; German

in two years, while ice-skaters have
a scale calling for a $75 min-
imum. Latter minimum classifica-

tion is academic since the scale
of most rink performers runs from
$80 to $110

the theatre $80,000 annually
In additibhj rehearsals are lim-

, , , T.. 1 ited to 25 hours on each produc-
stageshow units built around Pig tion instead of previous. 10 hours

T^.A '^^^i*^
Maikham April 5 to tide it- ^^gkly. They'll also get a week

clubs have applied for JEIA : self over the scarcity of name
licenses, that it will , be forced talent. House op Sherrill Corwin
to limit th« number.' leHeclt-d a deal \\itli the Apollo,

—— —-.1- u.^; _ ! N.Y.. vaude liouse, to borrow the

ni r*i IJ M t*i" !

colored comic.

Alia MlZgerald, InflCnitO l
Horace Henderson band, two

! acts and a line of girls will be

Set for Bod CitV Preem Markhamplayed stock vaude
- - .f:—-: ..<.„i--i.here'

dina,. George Gould; Norma LeCv AI
Sterling and Pat Webstdi'. Dallas
chooses : between- Whitey Carson
arid Hugh O'Neal. Denyer will

eliminate- Al Sharpe or Lester
Harding. Detroit picks two from

It's estimated increase will cost
j

Lloyd Connelly, Al Mack, Margie
Mansell, Dale Rhodes, Al Tucker,

Russ Wright and Dave Young.
Kansas City polls one from Walter
Graihatn, Harry Otto and Sam Salz-

mah. - Loii Angeles .will • s^elefit :six

frptii St roster/. 'cbmprisiHg;:^^--J^

Aptijrir (not the oftlm star), Kay
Bailey, Danny^ Beplc, Ginger Bris-

ton, Clau^lette; Carver, Maxine
Gates, Tiny Keliy, Harry MendOziS

assignments on his own airer and
the Jack Benny show.

It's a package deal wherein Day
will head a unit, to be built around
him* at reportedly $25,000 plus per-
centage, with the singer paying the
supporting acts. GAC is currently
lining up dates, skedded to tee off
around - July 1.

It will be Day's first theatre
stint since .1941 and tour is planned
for eight weeks in key cities.

-rhere years, ago when JJarrjL Poj?_
Ella Fitzgerald and Machito's

' kin ran Negro stageshows at the
band are slated to open at new '

£,j[iicolh.
Bop City, N. Y. (formerly the i -
Harero), in April when Ralph Wat-

\

kins^ currently operating the near-
Jally Rand FattS Out

off every- five weeks instead of six

as formerly.
Deal has been in the works for

(wo months and was initiated when
several choristers asked AGVA to

negotiate' pay hikes. AGVA or-

ganizer Vic Connors handled nego-
tiations for the union.

Morris Agency to Rep
Argentine Magician

Argentine magician Richlardi,
Jr„ who recently pulled a $40,000
gross at the Puerto Rico theatre,
N. Y., has been signed by the Wil-'
liam Morris agency on condition
that he eliminate one trick which
upset the femmes in the audience.

Magico!s sawing a woman in half
illusion was too realistic. v He'll
elimina+e it under new Morris

Jack 'MuThal'l. ,Joe Peterson, Ruth ' P^ct.

Phillips and. George West.

Miami chooses one from Alan
Gale, Ra.1ah Raboid and Buddy-
Walker. Montreal has a choice be-

by Royal Roost, takes over. Mean
while, Watkins may drop bop pol
icy at the "Roost for a girly show
format along lines of the old Cot-
ton Club.
Bop City has also pacted Dizzy

the Roxy theatre, N.Y., sometiine
in May.
lined up. ;

Haymes is playing the Roxy oh
a guarantee, but other stands will

Sall.v- Rand bowed out of the i be on guarantee and percentage.

Clique, N: Y„ last week following

Of N. Y. Clique Show

Haymes Set for N.Y. Roxy
Dick Haymes has been set for ' tween Bob Goodier and Jimmy

Moore. New Orleans . will n/ime

ofhrr"''rtstp'« ' nrT'bM^ii either Jack Stanley or EaW War-Other dates are. beir\S^^_
^^^^ York'STo^terlrom which

riii.;«;„. " T,"
" ' a siege of bad business. Show

Vai Sfnr ^'"m t""*^. that came in with her continues
vaughan for a mid-June date.

, dancer Faith Arlen stepping

Into Miss Rand's spot.

Fan dancer opened to poor busi-

ness and since she vvas ih- on a

percentage deal wasn't too happy
about the booking, Parting., was

Barry Sisters set for the Chcs
I
Paree, April 1.

Cantor
. Cancels Chi Date

Chicago, March 29.

Due to Coast commitments, Ed-
die Cantor had to cancel vaudate
at Chicago theatre, April"*15, al-.

though promising to play house in
JUne. : Desi Arnaz, who was set to
follow comedian, moves up to: fill

the breach.
Frances Langford and Jon Hall

10 will be selected consists of
Jerry Baker, Ben Beyer, Jackie
Bright, Charlie Banks, Margie
Coate, Chick Dairow, Paul Draper, I are set for May 13.
Henry Dunn, Bob Fitzgerald, Irv- I --.—^

ing Grossman, Marshall Haley, Harry Kichman set for Fairmont
Jimmy Hollywood, Lena Home, Hotel, San Francisco, May 10.

Chi College Inn's Boff 27G
With Cole Porter Salute

Chicago, March 29. -
,

College -Inn of Sherman hotel by mutual agreement, -Clique op-

i

set a new gro.ss record last week eiators " releasing her -from con-

JJIjth. take of $27,000, while mqst j
tract.

uii bistros were experiencing one 1
' =

i

01 tiie worst weeks in years. , C II !

Current revue, "Salute to Cole OardnaC LaRe I

May ol- iun?''** ' ""PP^ 8'^"^''^
'

I

Saranac, N. Y., March 29.
|

Gil 1 imh i^i IZ TTT" ^- Local Oratorio Society, under

cinnati Tnrii i2 *n ^^^"^ P'"" direction of Louis Kains, has
|

alsron same hnt
"

i

volunteered Joi- the Interdenomi-

1

NICK LUCAS
Currently

«EM MURRAY'S BLACKOUTS
Hollywood

^rompoliningly Youn

Paul & Paulette Trio
Currently pltylni

SPORT-SHOWS
In Cililornli

national Rally. 'I

I

Among tho sliowfolks who are i

I showing Improvement at the Ra.V'

]

' brook, N. Y. sanatorium are
i

Princess E\da Benedict, Isabelle

,

,
Rook, J'atricia Mitchell and Charlie

Dowe, all former members of the

colony. ^, „
Benny Resslor off to N. Y. C. and

^

.Montrcsil to line up talent for the

coming Vl'WV. convention, to be;

held Ivert' this summer.
;

Kiigcme Hveil all agog over vi.sil

I'roni Maud Hilton and W. Val '

Eddy ol N. Y. C.

Inez Dolores Liverpool, ex-

Rogcnte recently had a checkup '

by her Boslon medico, who has

ordered another routine rest.

Albert Hagdoi'.sanian, colon>

. nK-iiiboi- iind radio announcer al

WNBZ oft' lo Phoonix, Arizona for
;

a month's vai-ash.

"Tlarry- T5?lTpl'oot) Clillon, vcl-

minstrelnian. drew an all-clear

lioin the Onondaga sanatorium.

.Syracuse, N. Y.
,

Ruth Wood reocntly took the

Fienic oporntion and resting o.k.

; write to tho.sc wha. are ill.

^99 COHAN, an w wabarm rHimrn I
l^'ddy llownrd OrrU into the Cap-

^ WABA8H. CHICAGO
\

, thcatic, iN.Y., May 19,

YOU ARE NOW FACE TO FACE WITH

FRANK LIBUSE
HEADIHO

LOU WALTERS

FOLIES PARISIENNE

LATIN QUARTER
NEW YORK-CITY

8TH WEEK

P. S.;

HELD OVER
4 MORjE WEEKS

- ..min

MARGOT BRANDER
AND

ALORQSSMAII
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Joclcie Miles, Coimis Haines,

The DeMarlos (2), Jonathan Lu-

cas, The Taitlers (4), Linda Lorn-

hard, Herb George, Micjwel Durso

Orch, Femardo Alvares: Latin

Band; $3,50 niinimtOT.
,

.

It's been a long time coming,

but Jackie Miles lias finally made
It. He's finally playing the Gopa-
cabana, Maxim's in the Bronx was
never like this.

Neither the Copa nor Miles need
make any apologies for the comic's

first booking at what is probably
America's top cafe. The Copa
should do good business — and

- Miles, a fine stylist at spinning

yarns, will be the draw- And
there's no doubt of his sock en-

tertainmert value.
That lean, hungry look, the sym-

pathetic expression on his kisser,

and the stories built around that

personality—these are sock appeal-

ers whatever the audience. Work-
ing more than a half hour at the
opening midnight show. Miles had
the audience with him all the way.
He was nervous, but the way he
recaptured his pace after a couple
of fluffs was indeed a tribute to

a kid who, perhaps only a half-

dozen years ago, was knocking out
about $75 a week in the grist joints.

Now Miles is in the $4,500 class

(on Florida cafe dates), and he's

not far below that for the Copa.
Miles hasn't entirely lost his

Catskills flavor, but there's little

enough of this to militate against
his overall click. He's recounting
stories about the high prices in
Florida (some old, some new), he
kids the horse-players, does a little

of that eccentric type of sing-

ing ("Chinatown," etc.) and gen-
erally stamps hintself anew as a
flrstrate comic who doesn't need
smut (nor did he use any when
caught) to win customers and in-
fluence their repeat visits.

Miles has added only a moderate
amount of new comedy since he
last worked the metropolitan area,
but it's a tribute to him that he
is able to repeat old material at
the Copa, where the customers are
the type who also flock to such
spots as the Beachcomber in Miami
Beach and the Riviera in Jersey,
where they have already heard
Miles. The main point is that

Miles has seen fit to gather enough
new material to break up his stand-

ard stuff, which is one reason the

customers can accept the oldies

with the same relish as they do
(the new.

, J ,4

Connie Haines, if she doesn t

watch out, will soon be billing her-

self as Lena Home. Many of the

aflfectations of the colored singer

are present in Miss Haines' vocal-

istics, even to the kind of tunes

that she does. Miss Haines is cute

: and suggests that she can get by
' on natural selling ability without
! resorting to so similar a style as
I Miss Home's. And Miss Horne,
one might add, has been over-

doing herself with that too-dra-
1 matlc projection»-^another season
. Miss Haines should take heed,

i The De Marios are an attractive
1 ballroom team, with emphasis on
I the lifts, which the male member
1

performs very well.

I

The production numbers are

I

holdovers, comprising Jonathan
1 Lucas, who has replaced Paul God-
' kin on the interpretative dances;

I
The Tattlers, mixed foursome

i of harmonizers; Linda Lombard
I and Herb George, who do the pro-

1
duction boy-girl singing. Plus

' which there are the Michael Durso
and Fernando Alvares bands, with
Durso, as usual, neatly playing
show's accomp. Kahn.

Bcnclicoinliui*, Miami
Miami Beach, March 23.

Joe E. Lewis, with Austin Mack;
Grade Barrie, "Edwards &' Dione,
Jack Blair, June Taylor Line,
Frank Lirmle Orch, $3.50-$5 win-
,im«m.

AGVA, HUB DISSIDENTS

IN TEMPORARY TRUCE
Boston, March 29.

Litigation between American

Guild of Variety Artists and local

dissident members has been tem-

porarily halted. In an out-of-court

hearing in Judge Hennesey's cham-

bers, court said that decision of

the Hub case will depend on out-

come of the suit slated for a hear-

ing in the N. Y. supreme court.

Simultaneously, court ruled that

AGVA national office must not in-

terfere with employment of per-

formers who pay dues to Fred

I

Dale, leader of the Boston faction.

!
However, Dale cannot set himself

iup as an authorized AGVA rep.

Boston faction is being spear-

headed by Arthur W. A. Cowan,
attorney, for Matt Shelvey, ousted

former national administrator of

AGVA. Group contends last year's

elections were illegal and seeks to

enjoin present officers of the union

from functioning.

Performer lioses Suit
Suit for damages by performer

Jerri Lee against Ben White,

AGVA organizer in Phoenix, was
dismis-sed last week by a panel of

the Amerijan Arbitration Assn.
Miss Lee brought charges

against White alleging that she
had been injured in a scuflle in

White's home.

Show Biz Pals Raise 6G

In Benefit for Boreo
Miami Beach, March 29.

Benefit for Emile Boreo, who
was stricken with a heart attack

two weeks ago while playing the

Club 22 here, netted $6,000. Barry

Gray, who broadcasts from Copa
City, sparked the benefit cam-
paign.

Curious angle in the current

benefit is the fact that expenses in

connection with Boreo's illness

were assumed by the board of di-

rectors of the uncompleted Mt.

Sinai hospital which assumed all

costs of Singer's stay at the Alton

Road hospital, as an appreciation

for American Guild of Variety Art-

ists' help in arranging a benefit two
years ago. Hospital will dedicate

a room for variety performers
when completed.
When Boreo returns to New

York he will be hospitalized gratis

at the Mt. Sinai hospital there.

HELENE and HOWARD
EL PATIO THEATRE

AND TELEVISION SHOW
NEW YORK

Closing weeks of the season has
1 brought a weekly reshuffling of
acts, with current installation

i the winter finale) bringing back
,Toe E. Lewis after a week's hiatus
and adding Grade Barrie and

;
Edwards and Diane.

' Lewis takes up as though he'd
; never left the spot. The puckish
I guy is as funny as ever, reviving

i

some of his old numbers to but-
i tress the newer material, and con-
I tinning to garner yocks. His ad

I

libbing is as sharp as ever, all add-
' ing up to 50 minutes of hilarity.

Austin Mack's piano accomps are
up to usual par.

I Miss Barrie whams 'em in this

j

big room, Her new comedy songs,
1 ballads and satires get boffi recep-
;
tion. There's the mixture of dia-

I

leets, plus the sly lampoonings with
; spicy lyrics, to win her a begoff.

I
Edwards and Diane add to the

I

list of class ballroomologlsts who've
i played hereabouts. The lifts, sjjins

I and g)-aceful routinings are there,
, as well as imagination in the ex-

j
ecution. Latter include waltz,

I

rhythm and Latin tempos for solid
' returns. —^—-—f

-

June Taylor production holds
over, with .Jack Blair featured.
l<'rank Linale orch docs neat back-
grounding, Larj;.

Regal, Chi, Lining Up

Top Negro Talent, Bands
Chicago, March 29.

Regal theatrS, Balaban & Katz
[colored vauder, is expanding its

i budget. House has been grossing

j
between $15,000 and $20,000 in last

I few weeks.

j
King Cole Trio, Mabel Scott and

' Jimmie Dale band are set for April
15, with Savannah Churchill, King

' Odom Quartet. Satchel Paige, and
! Illinois Jacquet orch pacted for

May 6. Dinah Washington, The

I

Ravens, Four Step Bros, and
George Hudson orch come in May
20, with Louis Jordan band. Paula
Watson and Will Matson Trio fol-

lowing in June 3.

COMO MULLS LONDON

DATE THIS SUMMER
Perry Como may go to England

this summer for a run at the Palla-

dium, London. - Theatre has been
bidding for the singer for some
time and Como is now leaning
toward accepting a date as part of
a series of theatre bookings he may
do during the summer period. His
records are circulated in England
via RCA-Victor.

Palladium run, as well as other
theatre dates in the U. S., hinge,
however, on decisions concerning
his Chesterfield radio and tele^

vision broadcasts. There's a possi-
bility he may stay on the air 'this

summer instead of taking the usual
hiatus. r

Eateries Adding

Talent to Lure

Late Trade
Operators of sti-aight eateries

are turning to talent to help ofiset
decline in .straight restaurant busi-
ness.. During the past few months
several in New York have opened
with intlme song and piano enter-

I tainment are featured while others

I

are operating with small iflstru-
I mental combos.

Entertainment adjuncts are used
to build up after-theatre trade
Late business being the mosit
profitable, via bar sales, is being
eagerly angled for by operators
They figure that a $300-$500 weekl
ly talent investment can be made
up quickly with the late trade.
Some spots have been operat-

ing intimeries after 10 p.m. for
some time, but lately the Owners
have been putting greater publicity

1
stress . on the operation.

I

Among those that have started

I

entertainment policies are Fanchoii
I & Arnold's, Park Avenue Restau-
rant, Huttons has been operating
an intimerie at various times, wliile
such rooms as Armando's, and El
Borracho are also offering talent
setups.

Manny Opiier
that n*w comecffian

98tli Week
I. Hollywood SKow lounge

Chicnot

Pert. Mgt.: IRV LEVIN

ii«»os<>voli Ciirill. IV. \,
(HOTEL ROOSEVELT)

Lawrence Welk Grc/i ( 13 1 , witli
Helen Ramsay, Ray Woldwn; $1-
$1.50 cover.

Fresh from stints at the Chicago
I theatre and the Aragon ballroom
1 in the Windy City, Lawrence Welk
i bowed at the Roosevelt Grill
i Thursday , (24), replacing Guy
j
Lombardo, who's absent on a string

(Continued on page 46)

I

Seattle's Al Fresco

I

Light Opera Series
I Seattle, March 29.

i
Local talent will be used exclu-

; sivGly here this, summer in a series

!
of light opera presentations in city

' parks, with the city Parle Commis-
sions anteing up the $10^000 neces-
sary to pay the talent. Gustave
Stern will- direct a series of eight
performances in Volunteer Park,

I

beginning July 10, and running for
: eight successive Sundays. There
i will also be throe special concerts
1 in Woodland Park, Seward Park
'and in a West Seattle spot yet to

be chosen. The concerts will be.
directed by Jules Radinsky.

;
Large-scale auditions for chorus

I members and principals will begin
' late next month.

Byfield's 'Salute' Revues
Being Set for Other Cafes

Chicago, March 29.
More bonilaces are scouting

around for show formats, sans
high-priced names, that will bring
in biz. Several are interested in

reproductions of the Ernie Byfield
show, "Salute to George Gershwin."
which had a successful run at the
College Inn.
Music Corp. of America is sub-

mitting a package based on the
Gershwin idea.

College Inn racked up good
grosses during the Gershwin run,
and has now supplanted that dis-

play with a revue based on Cole
Porter music.

Billy Rose also found that for-

mula to be successful. Current
show at his Diamond Horseshoe,
N. Y., Is based on Alt Wicn licder.

Earle, Philly, Pacts

5 Weeks of Vaude Bills

Philadelphia, March 29.

The Earle has lined up two more
I variety shows, which gives it live

I

straight weeks of vaude starting
I Friday, April 1.

,
Tony Martin tops bill opening

.Friday (1) to be followed bv
1 Marilyn Maxwell. Mischa Auor and
i
Three Suns, April 8. and Ginnv

,
Simms and Harvey Stone. ApriM,i

1

Peter Lorre and Three Stooges go
;
in April 22, with "Godfl^»y Talent

,
Scouts" unit s6t for following
week.

Martha Raye's Cafe Dates
Martha Raye is being booked'fsr.

a series of cafe dates.. Starting at
the Carnival, Minneapolis, March
31, she follows with the Latin Ca^
sino. Philadelphia. April 20; Club
Iroquois, Louisville, May 1, and the
Bowery, Detroit, May 9.

Other dates are being set by the
William Morris agency.

Gracie's London Draw
London. March 22.

There were $32,000 worth of

tickets sold in one day for the
Gracie Fields' concerts at the Em-
press Hall in May. This is one of
the biggest advance sales on
record.

As a result, she will give an ad-
ditional perfojrmance.

. ;

COMEDY MATERIAL
For Ail Brnnchoi of Th(otricaU

FUN-MASTER
"Tho ORIGINAl Show-Bii 609 Fllt"

No*. I lo 22 @ $1.00 (och

(Ordor in Stquenct Only)

SPECIAL: The Firtt 1 3 Filei

for $8.00 ! ! !

3 DIFFERENT BOOKS OF PARODIES
(10 in Eneh Book) $10 per Book

SeiMl 'i'fo for lifitH of f)lhoi- <-f>ine(1.v

miitvrlt^l, MHifcs. piirofllt's iniitMfn'l

luitter. blairh-»ut«, «t«. NO C.O.O.'S.

PAUL A SMITH
SIIO W. 154 St., N. y. CIm'I.' 7-1130— Kvury Djiy liM-tiiiUiiic Niiinlnjtt—

ALTHOFF WITH DOWS
I Hattie Althoff, who recently ex-
ited Consolidated . Radio Artists,

;
wiU join the Al and Belle Dow
agency to set bands in hous'es
booked by theni;

I
Miss AlthofT is first addition to

!
agency since it added the Schine
and mountain resprt bookings.

Trenet's Coast Vaudate
Hollywood. March 29.

Charles Trenot. French singer,
opens a one-week stand at the Lau-
rel Theatre Friday (1), first live
talent the 890-seat art house has
ever had. He'll do a pair of 4,5-

minute "concerts" nightly plus
Saturday and Sunday m a t i n e e
shows,
House has bocsted admission to

$1.50 and will screen "Symphonic
Fantastique," French film, with
Trenet.

IN '49

IT'S

BALLANTINI

Midwest Dates

Singers Midsels, Inc., has been
chartered in New York to conduct
a general amusement busines.s,
with a capital stock of 1,200 shares.
Jacob X. Polstein. 570 Seventh
avenue, N. Y., was the filing at-
torney.

101

s p K u e I

200 OUTSIOI DOOMS
htm 'a OAIIY

CLINTON HOTEL
"

$HCIAl WttKlY »A1tS
HoustKiinNa MCli/rifS

mmWAlKIHQ OISTANCS Of Aii-

Chicago, March 29.
Andy Rus.sell and frau into the

Bowery, Detroit, and follow with
Glenn's Rendezvous, Covington,
Ky De Marcos replace Billy De
Wolfe at the Empire Room, Palmer
House, May 5; De Wolfe plays the
spot in fall after finishing a pic-
ture . Harry Romm in town con-
ferring with Nate Ptatt, Chicago
theatre booker, and Charles Hogan,
Oriental house booker . , Tony
Martin pacted lor May 13 opening
at the Che? Paree . Nat Kalcheim
m for meeting of Chi William Mor-
ris officials. . Marvin Himmel, for-
mer performer, has .joined the Da-
vid P. O'Malley oilice as a Iwoker

. Bonnie Baker was robbed of
her costumes here last week.
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VARIETY BILLS
WEEK OF MARCH 30

NEW YORK CITY
Capitol (L) 31

Gordon Jenluiis Ore
Artie Dunn
Caraini ... ,
Muiic Hall (I) 31

Patricia Bowman
Paul Haakon
Paul SydeU
Kichard Wallace
Robert MiHs
Corpi dc Ballet

Jlockettes
Sym Ore
^.r»mounf (P) 30

L. Jordan Tym S

Rav Anthony Ore

,

Pat Hennlng .

Peggy Mann
Johnny Barnes -

• RdKY <i) 1

Ginny Simms
Arnaut Bros
Carlton Kmmy Co
Joan HyldoH
Arnold Shoda

Strand (W) 1

Guv Lottibardo Ore
Trarik Marlowe
Hoctor & Bird
Chester Dolphin

BALTIMORI
Hlppedremt (I)

» Sun« „
Marilyn Maxwell
MUcha Au«r

.

Woody 4i Bobby
Al Norman

Stat* (I) 31-1

The Quinlans
Noil Hytown .

Johnny Masters:
Renee * Jim ,

,

i-t

Joey Gilbert,

'liady Frances
. parry Rose
8 Parks

CAMDEN
Towers (I) 1-3

I^ynn & .Ann
Vincent Nugent
Virginia Lee
Paul Garner
Dollnofls. &

: Raya Sis
CANTON

Loews (L) 4-(

Xouis Prima : Ore
CHICAGO

Chicago (P) 30

Hoagy CarmlchaeJ
•Wells & 4 Fays

. Bob Williams
Oriental (I) 31

Nellie Lutchcr
. Charles Ventura O
T & F Vallett
Joey Rardin

CINCINNATI
Albee (R) 31

Dcsi Arnai Ore
Vic &. Addio
Johnny Morgan

HARTFORD
Stat* (I) 1'3

Charlie Barnet Ore
Jerry Colonna

. S Goetschis
Bui-ton tc Janet

KINGSTON
•roadway (WR) 1-1

i A S Tfa.ylor

Randy Crane =

friie Madcaps

5 & M Gates
cehe's Hollywood
Bears

.

LONG BRANCH
Paramount (WR) I

only
C Stevens & Co
The Trangers
Bobby Herman
Miller Se Jene
Gaudsmitli Bros :

MIAMI >

. Olympia (P) 30
Rich Gibson
Gloria Villa r

BillyV Gilbert
Jimmy Casiinov*

. Gaston PaJmer^
NEWARK

Adams (I) 31:
\ Vaughn Monroe O

Johnny Mack
Jay Lawrence
Dick Hayman
4 Moon Maids

OMAHA
Orpheum (P) 30

Connee Boswcli
Benny Strong Bd
H * W Bell

B West Sc L Paige
PATIRSON

Maiestic:(l) 1-3

Woodson Sis

Jo* Allen
Tripp & Fall

A)>uS Sc Estrelita

The R*ddlngtmis
PERTH AMBOY
Malattic (WRi SO

..only .. •

J & S Taylor
Sandy Crane
The Madcaps ;

H ic M Gates
Beebe's Hollywood
Bears
PHILADELPHIA
carman (I) IV

3 Gals * Al
Vine* Carson
George Conley
Los Gates
Tower (P< s •nly
Chas Barnet Bd .

Jerry Colonna
Jack Carter
Margaret Phelan
Bunny Brlggs

.PLAINFIELD
oxford (WR) «

only
C Stevens. 4e Co .

The Trangers
Bobby Herman
MlUer & Jen*
Gaudsmith Bros

PROVIDENCE
Stat* (L) 31

Sammy Kaye Ore
READING :.

Ralah (l) if^t

King Cole 3
3 Rhythmettes
Reggie Ryraal
Wilkey .S: Dare
Al Schenck

RICHMOND .

Loews (L) 31
Tex Ritlep Co -

ROCKFORD'
Palac*'(l) 1-9

"Rubin's Stars at
: Tomorrow" .

Billy Meagher
Soupstains. S
VoS & Bray
Sharon O'NeUl
Virginia Pawe
Melba Vreck
Ray Ball
SARATOGA SPSS
Congress (WR) J

only
J & M Taylor
Randy Crane
The Madcaps :

B & M Gates
Beebe's Hollywood

:
. Bears .
SPRINGFIELD

Court Sq (I) 31-3
Berk & Hallow
Duke Dorell
Jackie & Tuffy
Munro & Adams
Lew Nelson
Rose Wyse Jr &
Peggy Woinak ,

. WASHINGTON
Capitol (L) 31

Toy & Wing
Stag McMann 3: .

Martha Stewart
George O'Haiilon

Howard (I) 1

D Gillespie Ore
Pee Wee Crfivton
Jelly Roll &
Zuzu '

Kanazawa Bros
McHarris &
Dolores
YOUNGSTOWN
Palace (t) 4-«

Tommy Dnrsey Or
. Jack Norton

Jimmy Mack
Francis . Wiutmor
3 Lunies
George Alex
Peggy A Tyler
Spangled Beauties
Raymond Barry
Terry's Juveniles

LONDON
Palladium (M) U

Eleanor Powell
G & B Bernard
Josef Locke
Roger Ray
Senor Wencea .

Alan Clive
Louise's Peti :

'

Harrison
Carol & Ross
Dolalrs
MANCHESTER

Hippodrome (S) 11
.Joe Loss Bd
B Wright &: Marion
L Si B Lowe
Bandy's Greyh'di
Eddie Bayea
Maytair 3

NEWCASTLI
mpir* (M) 31

G H EUibtt
Gertie Gitana
Ella Shields
Lily Morriss
Randolph Sutton
TUbot O'FarreU
Billy Danvers.
NOTTINGHAM
Royal (M) 11

Shires Sc Tylee
Leslie Sarony .

Veronica Martell
Stainless Stephen
Moray Bros &
Dave

Dudley Dale Co
Hope & Ray
F Mendellsohn
Serenaders.
PORTSMOUTH
Royal ,(M) It

E Sc D Waters
J Loekwood
Newman Twin*
Romanos
Ueg RadClifFO;
Joan Hlnde
Hilda Dixon
Gordon Ray Co
SCUNTHORPE
Savoy (i) It

Lee Brooklyn
Frank Formby
4 O'Keefe Sis .

N * V Munroe
Mike Howe
Bklyn Lovlles

SHEFFIELD
Empir* (M) It

Alan Kay «e Gloria
Chico Marx
Bemand's Pigeons
Bobbie Kimber
FrOddie Sales
D Henderson Jr
J BiUings & Diana
3 Stevel Sis
SHEPHERDS BUSH

Bmpir* (S) It
Hal Monty
Jasper Maskelyno
George Elrlek^
L Clifford & J^reda
Musical Elliotts
CharUe Col*
Eddie Leroy
WOLVERHAMPTON
Hippodrem* (I) II
Rosemary Andre*
Terry Hall
Woods St Jarrett
Rex Redgers
John Melville :

Eddie Reindeer
Zio Angels

YORK
BmpIr*. (1) 11

Albert Grant

-

Bertl* Rich
Rene Bocher
Bert Hago

Cabaret Bills

Adornbles
J Rodrlquez Oro
C Davidson .0 (lU

Sherman Hotel
Margaret Gibson
Blossom Le*
Harry Hall
Kirby Hawk*
Ed Prentiss
Bill Snyder Ore
Charles Tate
Honey Dreamer*

Hot*l St*v*na
Frankle Master* Q
Phyllis Myles .

Tommy Traynoi
Nell Rose
Jean Arien
Meryl Baxter
Skating Blvdeart
Bog Turk
Bill Keete
Jeannle Sook
Charles & Lucill*

Wednesday^ March 30, I949

Jerry Rehfield
Manuel Del Toro
Elwood Carl

palmer Houi*
Barclay Allen O
Victor flotgc
M Abbott Deri <10)

The Roulettes
Jimmy Carroll

Blackston*
Irwin Corey
La Salle Ore 04)

Vine .Garden*
Phil Foster
Martin Burnett
Jessie Roselltt

Ginger Kinney
Mel Cole Ore
Pancho Ore

Silver Froliet
Marion Francis
Jimmy Ames . ,

JFrolio Lovelies w .

Bud Prentice Oro

Night Club Reviews
Continued from pag* 44

j

NEW YORK CITY

BRITAIN

ASTON
Hippodrome (I) It
Joe Stein
Max Carole
Charlie Wood
Bil & Bil
Ronnie Stewart
Fied Sloan
Jackie Farr
Vieki Raymond'

' Kenneth Allan
Archie Usher
Cyrus ..^

. .

BIRMINGHAM
HIppodrpnie 1M) II
Francoise Flore ,

Jaefeie- Hunter
Marquees;

. Raymond Girerd '.

Helen' Crerar
Vivian Et Tassl
TroiS'De Mil!e.s .

BOSCOMBE
Hippodrome (I) 11
PeKtJV Bailey
Buck Doiijflas
Sgt o'Dohrty
Jiinni.v Hawthorn
Buiikhouse Boys

BRIGHTON
Hippodrome (M) It
3 Fayes
1> A J O'Oorman
Hail
Norman & Ladd '

3 Manarchs"
SliM Allan
Beryl Seton
Brian Kent
A . Yeomen
Helen Darmora

. CARDIFF
New (S) M

Cavan O'Connor
Billy Russell
V Julian Pets
Betty Jumel
Terry O'Neill
Wonder Starlets
Morman Tbomas
Plerroys
riNSBURY PARK

Empir* (M> It
Cheerful CharUe

Chester Co
Ken Morris
Frederick P'errarl
Arthur Haynes :

JBdwina Carol

Len. ^Marten
Halama Koiiai'ski
Skating RyJes
Lcs Breatos
y Sc. M Norlnan
Allen & I.ee

GLASGOW
Empire (Mj It

Bobby Davis
Bob . Andrews .

Atlas Jc Pippi
Marquis.
Al Carthy
Mushie
John Vree Co
Elroy

GRIMSBY
: Palace (I) II ;

Steve C(«iway
Leon Cortez
Collins \ Brett
Jacklcv St: Joe

. Rmglc Bros &
I Renee
Lenares
Ron Parry
Cycling Astons

HACKNEY
Empir* (S) II

Eddie Gray
Afrique
F & P King
Taylor t Gray
Harry Selser
Mills Sis &

Michael
Java Bros
Terri Carol

LEEDS. '
'

Empire (Ml II
E Sc M Harvey
Vera Lynn
J Radcliffe Co
Les Al.vxon.s
Dick Hendei-Koii
David Poole
3 Mas.settv

LEICESTER
Palace (S) 21

Troise Sc .Mand'l'rs
Tommy Jovur
Raf Pat & Julian
Alec Pleon
Saveen
Beryl Reid
J . Muldoon 4
Pauline & Eddie

LINCOLN
Roytl (I) II

Bagatell*
Dorotiiy Ross
Day, Dawn Sc

Dusk
Jack Prince
Jack Corlies

Blu* Angel
Murray & Parker
Charley Cart*
Wally Cox
ElUS' Xarkin 3 .

Martha Davis
Caf* Society

D Donegan
Ronnie Graham
Dave Martin Ore
Diamond Horaeshoe
Jay Marshall
Lucienne Sc Ashour
Jack Gansert
Billy Banks
Choral Sextet
H Sandler Ore
Alvarez Mera
Juenger Ballet Line

Hotel Plerr*
Clifford Guest
Manor r&—lVtignan
iFlorencc .

.

•. Frederic
,

-

Stanley Melba Ore
Ralph Lane Ore
Leon A Eddie'*

Eddie Davis
Taja
Maria Lamonte
Billy Frick
Croydons
Boyd Heath
Shepard Line

Old Roumanian
Sadie Banks
Jan Bart
Rex Owen..
Dorothy Decring

. Joanne' Florio
Joe LaPorte Ore
D'Aquila Ore
'Hotel' tltvay Plaia
Howard Kartman

'

Irving Conn Ore
Hotel Taft

Vincent Lopez Ore
Hotel Warwick

Jose Mclis Ore :

Hi. Lo, Jack Sc

Dame
Latin Quarter

Frank Libu.se
George Price
David Nillo
Maria Karniioya
SteKen-Martell 8
Elissa Jayne
Ruth Brown
Margot Brander
Art Wancr Oro
B Harlow Ore

Clique
Sally Rand Unit
Radio. Aces
Dave Herman Ore

Copacabana
Jackie Miles.
Connie Haines
F Sc S Barry
Linda Lombard
Herb George
Paul Godkin
Skyridcrs
M Durso Oro
AlvareS Ore

China Dell
Ming Sc Ling
Paddy Wing
Noro Morales Ore
Jn.se Curbcllo Ore
Line (7)

Ei Chico

Rosita Rios
Damiron &

. Chapuseaux
Tina Ramirez
Los Guarachcro*
Vizcaino Ore

Hotel St MOrItt
Erwin Kent Ore

Hotel St Regit
Julie Wilson
Laazlo & Pepito
M Shaw. Ore
Hotel Roosevelt

Lawrence Wclk Or
Hotel N«w York*)
G Benedict Ore
lee Revue

Hotel Statler
Tony, Pastor Ore

Hotel Plai*
Hlldegarde
Salvatore Gioe Ore
Mark Monte Ore
Payson Re Ore
Nycola Matthey Oi

. L* Ruban Bleu
Bibi Osterwald
3 RiHs
Mike Brown
Norman Pans 3
Julius Monk

Havana-Madrid
Gstelita
Raqucl Sc Rolando
Kenneth BulTet
Mildred Ray Line
Quintcro Ore
Argueso Ore
Hotel Belmont-Plais
Ames Bros
Viola Layne
R & B I'ickert
Eddie Stone Ore
Gastellanos Ore

. Hotel Biltmore
Phil Wayne Ore
Harold Nagel Ore

Hotel EdIsOn

Bible Biz
^ continued Jtrom page 1 sss

person of a Finnish .printer, about

a year ago.

He appeared at a meeting of the

Motion Picture Export Assn. and

explained his plan. He said he

would take the frozen Finnish re-

ceipts of the U. S. di.stribs and use

them to pay for printing the Testa-

ments In English. These would be

shipped to this country, where a

sale had been arranged for them
and a New York bank would then

pay pff the film companies an

amount In dollars equal to the

Finidsb markkas Which had been
advanced. Printer got the mark-

kas, of course, at a considerable

discount from the oificial rate.

MPEA members figured the

deal a bit On the screwy side, think-

ing there was little chance of

Bibles producing dollars. With no
other outlet apparent, however,
they gave their okay and promptly
forgot about; the whole deal. Much
to their .amazement a couple

months ago, the coin started to roll

in.

Another angle used by some
companies has been to make bank
loans in foreign countries where
restrictions • were threatened.
Money obtained from the bank is

converted to dollars for remittance
here. If . a freeze later is put on,

the loan continues' to he paid off

with film rentals being collected in

local currency.

Some countries have objected
to the' bank loan plan, although
interest rates run ' as high as

and it is now frequently
a diificult trick to maneuver. Other
methods, such as the Bibles, how-
ever, are welcomed by foreign
treasury officials, since they re-

move obligations to the Ui St which
pile up in a country when funds
are iced. Most nations would rather
not have these continuing obliga-
tions against them. : In addition to
that their nationals get a good
break in the discounts* which are
offered by the Yank companies in
the interest of thawing their
moolah.

of road bdokings. Welk is no stran-

ger to this lush room, inasmuch as

he held down the podium here

last year for 14 weeks.

jOrganlzationally , the .
band ait-

fers very little from its 1948 make-

up for the only change effected

in the interim has been the addi-

tion of another sax to the previous

four reeds. Otherwise its instru-

mental texture includes four

rhythm and four brass.

In the main, Welk relies upon
current pops of the "Lavender
Blue," "Slow Boat to China" idiom.

These tunes receive a soft inter-

pretation via muted brass and sub-

dued reeds whose smooth effect

are further heightened by Welk's

occasional accordibning as well as

the background tones of Hammond
organ and celeste. Overall result

makes the combo surefire for the

varied tastes of this hostelrys

mixed tradci .

Pert Helen Kamsay displays a

dulcet voice as the orch's femme
vocalist, while Bob "Tex" Cromer
and Dick Hill, who play bass and
trumpet, respectively, also double

to advantage in the warbling de-

partment. Ray Woldum is an okay
whistler. On the whole, Welk's

band shapes up as an ideal replace-

ment for Lombardo. Hotel also

stands to benefit indirectly through

a new recording contract the bat-

oner has inked with Mercury.

Leader's new air show for Miller s

High Life Beer Over the ABC net,

which is due to originate around
June 1 from the Grill, should

spread additional word of mouth.
Gilb.

Charley Foy's
(SHERMAN OAKSi CAL.)

Sherman Oaks. March 23.

Jimmy Savo, Charley Foy,

Johnny & Georsre, Billy Green,
Marguerite Padula, Roberta Lee,

Sammy Wolf , Abbey Brown's Orch
(3); no cover, no viinimum.

Radio Set Sale
s Continued from page 1 s

commercial productiori/' the .report
declared.

Although demand for receivers
may be expected to increase as

He'iir^ 'jefomV orr "new^ teIevrsib'<iyst;atitJn'§"-'be'gii)~"6'p-

Ha?es'Goido^ deration and the quality of programs
'

" improves, the report predicted that
sales "may become

. iricfeasingly
more difficult as the cream of the
market is \skimmed 6ft in each new
area. If costs to the consumer are
materially reduced through im-
proved production methods and re-

Located out in San Fernando
Valley, Charley Foy's has long
been a favorite drop-in spot for

many top: film names who live in

the area. Unlike plush Hollywood
niteries, it is in the eastern road-
house tradition, and with Foy him-
self on hand for some song-and-
dance-clowning the spot has ac-

quired a reputation as a place with
good entertainment heavy, on nos-
talgia value.

To reopen the place after a

$25,000 refurbishing, Foy pre-
vailed on Jimmy Savo' to come In
for a headline stint. The result

unquestionably will be the great-

est business the spot has ever had.
As a sample, opening night found
an overflow crowd on hand to

watch the sad-'faeed little man in
his sock pantomimicry. And no
one was disappointed.

Physical layout of Foy's makes
it difficult for a strong sight-act to
be appreciated fully, but Savo
overcomes the stumbling block.
He. commands, and gets, attention
from the moment he steps 'on the

her pianistics with comedy, humor,
ous breaks and saucy mannerisms
It all adds up to win her several
encores,

Holdover is Ronnie Graham, pen.
sonable and promising newcomer
but who is still to make up hii
mind whether he wants to eater tn
tho chi-chi or mass spots. He has
material in both veins, this beine
one of the rooms that can handle
either type. Big problem will come
when his run here is over It's
probable that he can do better
catering to the masses, since that
would glva him a wider outlet for
his wares. However, he does ex-
cellently . here. '

Show is completed by Marv
Louise (NewrActs). Dave Martin's
orch and Cliff Jackson at the piano
take care of the after-show dansa-
pation. Jose.

Riviera Lounge, N. Y.
Art Hodes, Pee Wee Russell

Herb Ward; miniwum, $I.5o.
'

Art Houes and Pee Wee Russell
who have sparked many jazz com-'
bos, are minehosting at this new
haven for name instrumentalists
in N. Y.'s Greenwich Village. The
Riviera Lounge is a tastefully dec>
orated and cozy room that should
entice the aficionados. 'Although
only a few weeks old, some of
the,, better-known jazz exponents
are "making it their after-work ren-
dezvous. For example, on night
caught, Hot Lips Paige, Sol Yaged
and Tony Parent! sat in on the
festivities. ;

- :

Result can be a delightful early
morning with minimum spending.
The regular trio, comprising Hodes
at the piano, Russell clarineting,

and Herb Ward playing a driving
bassy provide some o£ the brightest
music in town. It's all listenable

with accent on melody.

The jazzophiles congregating here
can spend an instructive evening
studying the various styles of those
contributing to the sessions. Yet
with the various interpretations,

they all fall into a style that's easy
to take, requires a minimum o£

concentration and a maximum
amount of musical relaxation. It's

one of the better buys in town
andvthe Riviera Lounge deserves a
permanent spot in New York's jazz

firmament. Jose.

, Slioiv Bar, K. C
Kansas City, March 23.

Jay Seller, Weela Gallez, Miriam
Seaboid, Ccdric & Algy, 3 Little

Dickens, Dave & Tom Reiser quAT'

.

tet; no cover, no nnnirnum, :

Martha White
Hazel Webster
Downey & ironviile

Hotel Ambassador
Fred Oliver Ore
William Adier Ore
William Scotti

Penthouse
Gigl Durst on
Jerry Reed
Kurt Maier

Royal Rooit
Harry Belafonte '

Charlie Ventura
Charlie Parker ,

T Dameron Ore
Spivy's

Kelly Sc' Keating
spivy

. Vertallles
Jean Sat>lon .

Bob Grant Ore
Pancbito Ore

Village Barn
Gay Blades
Allen Carrier
Bourbon & Baine •

Abbey Albert.
Piute Pete .

Village Vanguard
Josh White
Roger Price .

C Williams
Cyril Haines 3

I

Waldorf-Astoria
I Carl Brisson
I Kmil Coleman Ore
Mischa Borr Ore

CHICAGO

Blackhawh
Al Traee Ore
Bol) Vincent
Jackie Van
Red Maddook
Dave DeVore •

.

Lee Pines
Hotel BIsmarN

Doralne Sc Ellis
Charles & Janet
Joe Isbell
J Brewer Ore

Helslngs
Al Morgan
Evelyn ..Terry "

Med Walsh

Frankie. Hyle
Billy Chandler Ore
H Rdgewater Beach
Henry .Brandon Ore
B Lane Sc Claii-e
Marianne Fedele
Preston Lambert
D Hild Dancers (6)

Bob Du Pimt

.

Chei Paree
Joe E. Lewis:
Geneve Dorn
Barry Sis
Rodriqucz Sc

PhyUss
Ch<!z Paree

The former College Inn has been
taken over by a new group. Which-

is setting out to make it a lure for

the vaude fans and talent hungry
localities.

As the Show Bar, place is aptlj;

named, quarters being under what
once was the stage of a downtown
theatre. For years, however, it has

duced installation and mainte-J apings of .Toison and Ted Lewis,
nance costs, the market will broad-

1

Johnny and George, fine sbng-and-
en eorrespondingly."

|

piano duo, chirp Roberta Lee and
Despite the great expansion in '

sonorous Billy Green (who's added
television since the war, which Clancy Lowered the Boom" to his

^ _ ..^ „...r„ „ _ been the hangout of the younger

floor. Routines are whammed over
I
crowd, followers of jitbug and bop,

with skilled showmanship that land the question, is how long WiW.
wrings salvos from the crowd. He '

'

Rives out—in answer to repeated
demands—sucb fapiiiivs as "JMver
Stay 'Way From My Door" and
"One Meat Ball" with his wizardry.

Surrounding talent all is okay.
Foy has a new introductory song,
other than that he's still dis-
pensing' the patter and stepping
for which he's known. Additional
comedy is derived from Sammy
Wolfe's stooge bit and his fine

brought the number ' of manufac-
turers to 75 by mid-1948, the re-
port found that 12 of the 40 com-
panies who were in or preparing
to enter the receiver field in 1946
have already withdrawn from the
business.

The report said that the popu-
larity of FM, which has had "rapid
growth" since the war, has been
"largely lost sight of owing to
publicity on television." FM, the
department asserted, has undoubt-
edly done much to stimulate radio
sales. With increased output, it de-
clared, FM receivers should be-
come cher.per and the overall avep-
age price of radio sets will con-
tinue the downward trend.

The report noted "a Certain
amount of confusion" in the phono-
graph industry as a result of in-

troduction of records requiring
different turntable speeds. "Thi.s
situation unquestionably," it add-
ed, "is retarding the sale of radio
consoles, since the majority are
equipped with phonographs,"

repertoire of Gaelic songs) all
please;

Abbey/ Browne's orch backs the
show and caters to terpers and
Marguerite Padula is on hand to
keep things moving with between-
show entertainment at the piano.
But Savo is the real attraction,

and everybody's-happy—Foy, Savo
and most important, the cus
tomers. Kop.

Cafe Society Downtown
(NEW YORK)

Dorothy Donegan, Ronnie Gra-
ham, Mary Loiti.9e, Dave Martin
Orch, Cliff Jackson; minimum,
$2.50.

Although . Cafe Society Down-
town has undeigone a change of
management, the entertainment
policy, which has clicked since the
spot opened, about a decade ago, is
being continued.

The marquee lure currently is

Dorothy Donegan, who is one of
the more effective pianists. Her

.1 work is colorful via highlighting

it take to switch lo the .

with more savvy.
. Policy, is j3ontittuous»^com ,8 p.m,

till closing (i:30 a.m.), which woito

in three shows nightly. While,

there isn't a smash name on the

bill. Weela Gallez is well-known ,,

locally and is beginning to develop .;

a following, after couple of earlier

dates in town this season.

Opening slot has the Three Dick-

ens Sisters, who run througn

rhumba medley, boogie-woogie,

ballads and rhythm songs for nice

reception. Cedric and Algy,

monocled acros, follow with clever

muscular ' control and balancing

routine;
Miss GaMez, also doubling as

m.c. does her turn midway wltH
;

songs and pianoing.. She has

plenty per.sonallty and scores heav-

ily in comedy and sophisUcateo

numbers.
Miriam Seaboid wins apprecia-

, tion in tefping routine, including

I sabre dance, interpretive bit ana

boogie. Bpth looks and ability put

her over nicely. Closing spot goes

to Jay Seller's smooth comedy. .»»

mixture of pantomime, terps, cnat-

ter and banter with the band pro-

vides fun ail the way. Best bus

are satire on a screwy doctor ano

the wooden-ski soldiers, done w«n

the half-moon skis.

Between acts, Dave BeisW

comes off the stand to keep ihings

moving with his vocal and electric

guitar work, capably backed m
brother Tom at the soiovox-

^

Jane Russell set for the Oriental,

Chicago. April 7. .

Charlie Barnet orch set »»

Paramount, N. Y., April 6.
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Cmv hombardo Orch, with Dm
B/I3«ei/. Kenny Gkw'dncr; Fronfc

ttwc. Chester Dolphin^ Hoctorf» "Kiss in the J6ark" (WB )

.

*eS<t in, Vamety; March 2, '49.

riurrent lineup at the Strand Is

. varied, smooth-rolling package

tied together by Guy Lombardo's

{'miliar rhythms. Lombardo is the

irowdiatcher on the bill but the

nthei acts round out the session

with neat support in the comedy

and hoofing departments.

Nothing new pro or con can be

said at this late date about Lom-
bardo's crew except that he's still

' solid with the customers. Lacking

the drive of most other bands, this

orch compensates with a sweet,

muted but clean style that's always

llstenable. Lombardo's selection

if numbers, moreover, have a sure»

fire appeal whether they are old

faves or current novelties.

Vocal combos within the band
and singers Don Kodney and Ken-

ny Gardner also blend- in to make
this an all-around showmanship
crew. One of the highlights is

Gardner's downing^crooning of his

new disk, / "Dangerous Dan Mc-
Grew," which . looks like a good
fcet fof the bestseller lists. Lom-{
iardo also makes an appealing

j

fraternal pitch in behalf of his two I

sidemen brothers. Carmen and Le-

1

bert, playing a flrstrate medley of
tl>e latter's compositions.

:> Frank MarloWe is a hectic, ac-

'tionful comic with broad appeal.
Eschewing the straight gag rou-

tines, he sriares yocks with pratt'

falls ( falling off the stage into the
laps of the first row patrons) and
muggihg. Despite weaknesses in

his material , Marlowe drives hard
to win big response. ,

Chester Dolphin, registers with
his comedyrjuggling. An adroit
handler of tenpins and hoops, he

]

spices routine with a running
gag commentary which, in many
spots, overshadows his tricks.

Every juggling miss, most of them
intentional, is used as an opening
for a fast crack. It's a ,well-plan-
ned routine.
Hoctor and Byrd's terping is

Standout in its execution and mani-
fold styles. One of this act's un-
usual features is the gal's run-
through of a classical ballet to
Chopin music which, despite its

longhair quality, receives ' strong
mitting. Team also hits well with
a straight ballroom and beguine

' number. Herm.

IVational, L'vllle
Louisville, March 25.

Bernie Smith, Buddy McDowell,
. Monte Hale, Max Terhume.: &
Elmer; "Loaded Pistols" (Col).

It's an all-Western bill this week,
stage and screen program giving
the customers lots of gun-totin'
and cowboy costumed and guitar
playing doings. Actually, there are
only four people in the entire one-
hour show, but they manage to
hold patrons' attemtiOUi particu.-
larly the kids.

, Couple of guitar plunkers,
Bernie Smith, locaL chap who
used to appear on several radio
programs, teamed with Buddy
McDowell, pint-sized cowboy, give i

out tunes for nice returns. i

Monte Hale, film cowboy,
breezes on with a jovial greeting
to the kids. Warbles "Rose of San
Anton?,'' with guitar accomp and
^say» -impressions of T«x. Ritter,
Hoy Acuft, and others singing
Styles. Kids went for him in a big
.way. „ ,

„ Ventro Max Terhune provides
the bulk of the entertainment, with
nis bird Imitations, whistling and
general hearty personality: Adds
some magic tricks, and comes back
for ventro stuff with his dummy
Wmer. Registers sqlidly, but was
carrying quite a load and stayed
on a trifle too long.
. Boys all teamed up for some
noogie-woogie clowning to close.

Hold.

, .
Apollo, N. Y.

^MieuclitaVoldcs Orch (13) with
?{^ftte,Shaio; Dud Boscomb Orch
"J), Slim Goillord Trio, Joe Chis-
nojm, Spizrie Can/ield Chorus (8),
atfo Jones, Pigmeat Markham &
^0. Perilous Waters" (Mono).

Blend of Miguelito Valdes' Afro-

u,^M " chanting, Slim Gaillard's
*?«*y rhythms plus , Dud Bas-
combs more orthodox band com-
"jnes to make a neat musical pack-
jee at the Apollo this week.
«gmeat Markham's comedy antics,
oaton-twirler Joe Chisholm and the
mjxed chorus of spizzie Canfield
HVfndwiched through the layoutw wing necessary change of pace.
\ "Pening behind a scrim, Bas-
cofflbo s outfit shows plenty of vol-
"^l»n handling a torrid medley
via its three rhythms, five reed and
"bLi ^atls are also solid on

Home in Indiana," which a

i''lif.*"P™*s for neat returns.M Jones is so-so on "I
Wish I Didn't Love Yott So" but re-

bounds with ample tinimation on
"Them There Eyes."
Absent from this Harlem vaud-

et}f for several years, Slim Gaillard
Trio does several numbers includ-
ing its famed "Cement Mixer" and
a current tave, "Down By the Sta^
tion." Gaillard is a show in himself
for he cleverly gags up the tune
intros and at finale massages a
bongo drum. His bizarre antics
coupled with the trio's rhythms
handled by guitar, bass and drum,
earned strong mitting.
With an outfit built around six

rhythm, three brass and four reed,
Valdes' band appears a capable
Latino combo. However, when
caught Friday (25), the crew
largely was on hand as accompani-
ment for. their 1 e ad e r, who
whammed across with the inevit-
able "Babalu" and kindred melo-
dies. Also embellishing the vocal
department is Rosette Shaw, a

swivel'hipped lass, who proficiently
pipes a brace of numbers. Aggre-
gation is one of the better rhumba
bands whose chief asset, of course,
is its showmanly leaden
.Canfield chorus of four gals and

four boys are okay in a couple of
production numbers. Pigmeat
Markham and his cohorts register,

per usual, in a brace of blackouts
while Joe . Chisholm is. reviewed
under New Acts. Show could be
speeded up If 10 or 15 minutes
were cut from its 80 minutes run-
ning time. Gilb.

Circle, Indpls.
Indianapolis, March 26.

' Ted Weems Orch, with Russ
Carter, Elmo Tanner, Glenn West;
Connee Boswell, Buster West &
Lucille Porge, Howord & Wondo
Bell; "Clay Pigeon" (RKO).

Only trouble Circle had with
this week's bill was in trying to

keep within usual hour's running
time. However, it ran 30 minutes
over at opening, mostly due to ex-
uberant performance by Connee
Boswell, who sang at least 10
numbers and still had customers
wanting more. The round-up, in-

cluding Weems band and two out-

side acts besides Miss Boswell,
satisfies.

Singer started to give with such
cheerer-uppers as "Let a Smile Be
Your Umbrella" and "Smile, Darn
ya. Smile," then picked "Faraway
Places," "Careless Hands" > and
"Slow Boat to China" and other
items for top returns. Her cheerful

line Of patter is relished almost
as much as her songs.

Weems, playing in style that has
made friends and kept them here,

open with "Isn't This a Lovely
Day?" before introducing his raft

of entertainers. Newcomer Russ
Carter mak^s good impression in

brace of ballads, Elmo Tanner's
whistling warmed the audience.
Vocalist Glenn West also decks
"Stammering." Buster West and
Lucille Page score with their com-
edy dance r6utlnes. Howard and
Wanda Bell offer nifty acrobatics.

Biz. good when caught, Corb.

Capitol, Wash.
Washington, March 25;

Jayne Walton, A Macks, Eddie
Hanley, Giselle & Froncois Szonyi;

"Take Me Out to Boll Game"
(M-G).

Paramount, BT. Y.
Louts Jordan Tympany 5 (7),

Pat Henningf, Pe0£t]/ Mann, Johnny
Barnes, Ray Anthony Orch (15);
"El Paso" {Par), reviewed in Va-
BiETV, Morch 2, '49.

The Paramount has a well-gaited
show that has variety and enter-
tainment values as weU as marquee
lure with the Louis Jordan Tym-
pany Five, enlarged to seven
pieces.. The varied components of
the show produce a good blend of
entertainment.
The Jordan crew is one of the

more delightful instrumental com-
binations and the leader is a singer
in the top traditions. Whatever he
tackles is productive of laughs, and
good listening. He's on for 15 min-
utes, but there's, not a moment: of
lost motion or an extraneous tune.
He offs to a powerful mitt. Effect
of the act is heightened by beefy
Paula Watson's brace of tunes.
Pat Henning's comedy also pro-

duces the desired results; Although
some of it is dated, he has enough
exuberance in the anything-for-a-
laugh tradition to put over his rou-
tine,'

Peggy Mann is a cute singer with
an effective: delivery, but her occa-
sional attempts to overdramatize
diminishes overall value. This
characteristic is especially evident
in "So in Love." There's sufficient
dramatic content in this tune to get
across with the simpler delivery
used ' in some of her other num-
bers. Otherwise the crowd warms
up to her nicely for a deserved eri-

'core,,'-

The tap turn by Johnny Barnes
Is well received. He's a personable
dancer with some unusual routin-
ing. Comparatively brief turn is

to the point and brings good re-

turns.
Ray Anthony's band dishes out

some good rhythms; best of which
is their "Darktown Strutters Ball,"
a number starting off with a Dixie-
land ' styling that changes into a

variety of styles. The crew in-

dulges, in some musical imitations
of various maestri, some of which
is tasteless and witless. Some
sharper editing could bring about
a more effective lampoon. iJose..

Tivoli, S. F.
San Francisco, March 29.

Larry Blake, Ford .& Harris, Bud
Hughes, The Stapletons, Robert &
Renee, Ralph Williams Orch. (6);
"Crj/stol Boll" (Indie) and "Sin
Town" (Indie).

are an accomplished team of acro-
bats with an ingenious and lively
routine.
Also from across the Atlantic

are Harrison, Carrol & Ross, a man,
a girl and a midget, with a snappy
dance and knockabout turn. Josef
Locke contribs a number of pop
melodies to win encores.
Second half tees off with Do-

laire, an attractive aerialist, who
^ives place to Roger Ray, another
American performer, who had the
house rolling with his interpreta-
tion of a - Gin Advertising show on
video a la Red Skelton. Another is

Senor WenceSi whose ventriloquial
act is the best seen on the London
stage. Myro.

New Acts
LYNN MARTIN
Sones-Piano
20 Mins.
Commonwealth Hotel, K. C.
Ah alumna of the Meredith Will--

son. Hay Noble and Carl Hoff
orchs, tyhn Martin^ i out on heir .'

own on the club: and hotel circtut.
Working: th^ Blue Dahlia' Room:
•with the Judy COhrad tristrumeji'*'

tal foursome. •
;

'

Her singing is flrstrate through-
out, showing low-register quality
on ' sUch numbers as "Old Man
River'' arid "But Not for Me," ^nd
dding equally well on a medley of
"Stoirriiy

: Weather": and "Ajiril'
Showersi" She addis. novelty tune,:.

"I've Got to Get Hot," and returns
to an old favorite W !'Shine Oii
Harvest Moon"—as she did it in

„ ri v.— i
' fiinis as the voice for Ann Sheri-

nn«»f«£^Pcf°,«^^*t°"®v,°^ Nan. An attractive brunet, Miss

ffi^**^4f**!-^'*-^ Martin also manages to get a good
JA^,S^'^^*l„.^"i^l^,!l^:l deal of personality into her sing-

Capitol, JK. Y.
Gordon Jenkins Orch (35),

Cfioir (10), TaUlers (4), Charlie
La VerCi Cardini, Artie Dann;
"Outpost in Morocco" (UA): re-
uieiued in Variety Morc/i 23.

Current Capitol layout rings the

belbwith a fast moving, consistent-

ly pleasaiftt-'quartet of acts.; No
showstopper on bill, but general
average is high; so . is audience
appreciation.

Surprise is terp team of Giselle

& Francois Szonyi, recent imports
and new to the town^ Young and
sparkling couple offer slick rou-

tines that are different and, at

times, dazzling. Femme carries

bulk Of aero stunts and novelty

chores, but both are graceful, delt

terpers. Open with classical ada-

gio, then "All the Things You Are,"
with the accent on fancy twirling,

and wind with a jive number, to

which they give a continental

twist. Payees go for this in a big

way.

Eddie Hanley, headlining, comes
off okay, considering that his act,

an oldie here, is Virtually un-
changed from the last D.C. stint.

Comedy routine is divided in two
parts -—a taxi dance scene with
femme partner playing straight to

Hanley's drolleries, and a solo

impresh bit. Comic gets laughs,

but could stand some new materiali
Jayne Walton, bill's chantoesey,

pleases with a group of pop tunes
on the romantic side. ^'I've Got
My Love to Keep Me Warm;" "I'll

Stay With You" and the Latin,

"While There's Music There's Ro-
mance," with payees participating,

is best bet.

Four Macks do a slick job as

show pacers, bringing with their

usual brisk exhibition of top tech-

nique in roller skating. Troupe
operates on a circular platform,

whirling around a minimum of

space with a maximum of speed.
Lowe.

The obvious formula of this new
bid for vaude is to purvey mod-
estly budgeted bills at moderate
prices. V
Opener is Larry Blake, as m.c,

who is glib in intros. He's also okay
in his story telling- stint, spotted
later in bill. Robert and Renee,
trampoline act, interspersed with'

comedy, gets nice appreciation.
Tapstering by-The-Stapletons is

equally appreciated, though their
routines could stand some perk-
ing up.
Buddy Hughes begins with

straight standard magic itemsj
deftly handled, and segued into

an acrobatic dog act routine which
clicks for good applause.
Ford and Harris score In a song

and dance stanza. Most of it harks
back to the good old days but
wins top appreciation.
Ralph William's Orch backs acts

expertly and contribs slick ses-

sion on ,)ts»own. Biz good. Ted.

ment unit by Gordon Jenkins aside
from the 3S piece band includes
10. voices plus the singing quartet,
the Tattlers, and a narrator, The
comparatively small Capitol stage
consequently permitted only sta-
tionery acts, but there's no loss of
motion in the process, inasmuch as
the performers chosen give the
semblance of movement,

ing. Quin,

JACK PRINCE
Songs-Comedy
15 Mins.
Bagatelle, N. Y.

; Jack Prince looms as a singer-
comic who can get along in most

™ _ , ..c-.. • visual media. He's a portly gent,
The Jenkins outfit is providing; with a full-bodied voice, and caii

some of the more picturesque mu-i handle a number in straightfor-

^i''-.,
The symphony sized crew in-

1 ^ard fashion, or can fill a classio
eludes 16 strings, four French ^ith all sorts of irreverances and
horns, a . harp plus the usual as
sqrtment of reeds, brasses and rhy-
thms. The product is extremely
colorful and frequently schmaltzy.
Their topper is, of course, Jenkins'
composition "Manhattan Tower" an
extremely vivid musical panorama
of New York and a sapient blend of
musical arrangement, choral back-:
ground and well-written narration
delivered by Barry Thomson. It's

an ambitious and possibly a risky
undertaking for a Broadway vaud^
er, but it's surefire as delivered
here. It's an arty, but commercial,
presentation that makes a rousing
exit for this crew. The Tattlers,
doubling from the Copacabana,
provide a youthful note to this en-
deavor, and the 10 voices highlight
the dramatic content of this piece.

"Song of the Bayou" is another big
number by Jenkins and results in

,

another salvo. For the lighter side

of the Jenkins presentation, there's
a medley of "San Fernando Val-
ley" and "P S. I Love You" and the
rhymthic arrangement of "Blue
Danubci" Solo vocals are by
Charlie La Vere, who a^hough un-
sure in his stage presence, is an:
extremely effective singer.

Cardini's manipulations are, as
always,, full of certain applause
values. He's an entertaining turn
with a smooth and polished de-
livery. He's doubling from the
'eotillion—room for a portion—of
this? run.

Artie Dann brings tbe proceed-
ings off its lofty plane for a. session

of low comedy. Ordinarily, this

might provide a jarring note to the
level already established, but he's

spotted so that there's a change of
pace. Dann's dissertations on his

beak come off well. Jose.

get away with it.

Prince has a flock of : bright
asides and comic breaks. He has a
good sense of comedy and induces
a high quot^ of. laughs. On shdw

'

caught he surprised by giving a
sensitive reading , of "Love for
Sale" after a session of comedy.
With that encouragement he also
did a straight of"Without a Song,"
also for excellent results. How-
ever, comedy is - still his strong
jioint. Jose.

Palladium, London
London, March 22.

.

Eleanor Powell, Georsre & Bert
Bernard, Roger Ray, Harrison, Car-

rol & Ross, Senor Wences, Alan
Clive, 7 Ashtons, Louise's Dogs and
Ponies (4)i Josef Locke, Dolaire,

Woolf Phillips' Skyrocket Orch.

New vaude season at the Pal-

ladium continues the successful

Solicy of last year in which top-

ight American stars are brought
over to head the bill. Current show
introduces Eleanor Powell and she
receives the traditional welcome
from enthusiastic Palladiumites.
Her success was assured from the
moment of her first entry and the
series of numbers; which she per-

forms with elegance and charm,
leaves no doubt as to the success
of her three-week stint
Miss Powell's dance routine

ranges from Blue Danube and Clair

de Lune to rhumba and boogie-;

woogie. For 30 minutes the packed
house was fascinated: by her skill,

endurance and nonchalant ease,

and a soli.1 hit.

George and Bert Bernard con-

tinue their superb mimicry, which
had the audience yelling for favor-

ite numbers. It's a flawless act with
split-second timing that gets a

boisterous reception.
Opening the show are Louise's

Dogs and Ponies with new varia-

tions of old animal tricks, followed
by Alan Clive, a first rate impres-
sionist whose act is enhanced by
an intelligent script. The Seven
Ashton^t who haU ficom AustraUai

Olympia, Miami
Miami, March 26.

JocJc LaRuc, Lubo Molina, Amaz-
ing Mr. Bollontine, The Herzogs,
Marilyn Martinez Trio, Freddie
Carlorie Orch; "He Walked By
Night-

STEWART & BARBOUR
Songs
14 Mins.
St. Regis, Toronto
Ruth Barbour of the Cleveland

Operetta Co. and Allan Stewart of
the St. Louis Opera Co., have
teamed up for boy-and-girl duets
ranging from pops to opera. Both
are fresh-'looking youngsters, have
the necessary poise and should
have no trouble making time in
the nitery circuits;

Stewart is brunet and Miss; Bar'',

hour blonde^ their evening clothes
lending class distinction to the act,
and their blended voices reflect
their operatic training. They are

;

excellent in a medley of 'Victpr
Herbert hits. Miss Barbour, how-
ever, should tone- down her too-
professional smile. McStay.

JOE CHISHOLM
Dancinc-Baton Twirling
5 Mins.
Apgillo, N Y.
Working in tophat and tails, Joe

Chisholm displays an uncanny
ability in manipulating a baton.
The colored twirler accompanies
his stick-swishing with a fair line
of patter. Tall lad closes with a
dash of acro-terping for smart ap*^

plause when caught at this Harlem
vaude house. However, he. needs
better footwork. At that, the turn
is an okay-sight act for most vaude
and niteries. Gilbk

Lineup of names looked better
on paper than it played.
Topliner Jack LaRue was mostly

nil in his stint. The film's heavy
is sadly in need of saleable mate-
rial, but with advent of 'unbilled

attractive Joy Carson, whose vocals
belt for full returns, he winds into

a fair palm return.
Luba Mahna walks off with top

honors. Thrush clicks with her
special material and songs for

rounds of applause.
The Amazing Mr. Ballantine

grabs plenty laughs with his satiri-

cal ;magico.\ House went for his

shenanigans in a big way.
Marilyn and Martinez trio are

Standard. Their terps interps are
okay.
Femme trio, the Herzogs, score

with their trapeze feats. Freddie
Carlone's house orch backs the
acts. Lory.

Stevens H., Chi, Doubling

Budget for Ice Revue
Chicago, March 29.

Merriel Abbott has doubled the

I

budget for incoming ice show at

the Stevens hotel, April 15, which
will make it the most expensive
display for the Boulevard Room.
Budget, including orch, win run
about $10,000.

New show features Atkinson &
Hair, Wonder Wheelers, Brinkman
Sisters, Radfern "& Mapes, Boule-
vard^$ and the Cavanaughs.

MARY LOUISE
Songs :

8 Mins.
Cafe Society Downtown, N. Y.
Mary Louise, former vocalist

with Cab Calloway, has savvy in
delivery and can handle many
types of tunes. Her forte appears
to be centered around blues. In
those numbers, feeling is more evi-
dent, and that type of styling ap-
pears to seep into renditions of
other types.

She's a looker with charm, is
well-gowned and makes a striking
appearance on the floor. Jose.

Pitt's 1st Nitery Jock
Pittsburgh, March 29.

Although it's old stuff now In
other key cities, Pittsburgh gets
its first night dub disk jock this
week with opening of Spotlight
Room, new cocktail lounge on sec-
ond floor of Jackie Heller's Carou-
sel. Program will originate from
there over KDKA one hour a night,
from midnight to 1 a.m., with Ed
King, comedy scripter-actor from
Westinghouse station, at the mike.

.'.For the present, the Carousel is

b^kroUing the show itself but
hopes to snare an outside sponsor
before long. In addition to spin-
ning platters. King will interview
celebs and go through the usual
r^pertoiro^t . .

'
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FDR Memorial Theatre Won't Meet

D. C. Move to Fix Up Belasco

Plan for a Franklin D. Roosevelt-

memorial theatre in Washington^

will not affect efforts to secure

Congressional passage of. Rep.

Smanuel Celler's proposal for the

Government to pay for renovation

of th« Belasco theatre there as a

lefllt house. According to Louis

M Simon, Actors Equity executive-

secretary, the union regards the

Belasco project as temporary,

while the Roosevelt memorial Idea

would necessarily take several

years to complete:

Indications from Congressional

aources in Washington are that the

Celler resolution may have a

chance during the current session.

There's also hope that the pro-

nosed $1,000,000 rider to the, Ad-

Hilnistration's $100,000,000 educa-

tioii bill may also he accepted.

However, the general belief is that

the Javits-Ives bill calling for the

formation of a national theatre has

little chance. _ _
If the Celler measure is adopted,

the Belasco theatre might be ready

for use as a legit house by early
• next fall. Under the proposed

terms the Government would lease

It for a term of five years. After

that it would probably revert to

the Treasury, which plans to: re-

place It with a modem office build-

ing.

The Roosevelt mehiorial theatre

Idea, originally suggested by Leo-

p61d Lever, of the New York Univ.

faculty, was enthusiastically en-

dorsed at the quarterly meeting
Friday (25) of Equity, and steps

to oarry it out will be considered
Immediately by the union's coun-

cil. Present intention is to form
a national committee, for which
President Truman will be sought

•8 honorary ; chairman and Con-
gressional leaders of both parties

as members, to raise funds, Idea
Is to limit contributions to $1, with

unions and other organizations as-

listing in the drive.

It's figured that $3,000,000 or
more may be raised in this fashion,

over a period of a year or so. After
that the committee will probably

' have an architectural competition
for plans, fqtlowing which actual
construction would be started. At
that rate, the theatre might not be
ready for operation for three or

. four years. By that time the deal
- for the Belasco theatre ^ in Wash-

, Ington would be about concluded.

Adler's British Revue
Hollywood, March 29.

Larry Adler leaves next week
for England to star in "Tune In,"

new tevue being whipped together

by Hyman Zahl for an April 18

opening in Birmingham. It will

tour the British provinces hefore

essaying a London stand,

Adler will be surrounded by

standard British turns. Harmonicist

has an eight-week guarantee.

Commons Moves Nearer

Censorship Repeal Via

Bill of Edward Percy
London, March 29.

House of Commons last week
took another step toward abolish-

ing censorship of stage plays by

the Lord Chamberlain and. impose
the same conditions now applica-

ble to "other forms of literature."

One of the provisions of the new
setup virould be a $200 fine of a

theatre manager who "knowingly

stages a play" containing a char-

acter depicting a living person or

one who died within the preced

ing 10 years.

Debate on the measure brought
some lively exchanges between its

prop<>nents and the government,

E. P. Smith, a playwright under
the name of Edward Percy (co-

author of "Ladies in Retirement")

,

is sponsor of the repeal bill. He
was supported by Benn W. Levy,

another author-M.P. Mentioning
such names as George Bernard
Shaw and Nell Gwynne, they

argued that censorship by the

Lord Chamberlain is anomalous
and anachronistic, and that it pro-

tects the public not from impro-
priety but from the. Impact of

ideas.

The house voted 76 to 37 to give

the bill a second reading.

Who's Got Margaret?
^ Columbus, March 29.

Two musical organizations

here have been bargaining fu-

riously to sign Margaret Tru-

man for an extra concert next

^season and the negotiations

got so involved that Samuel

T. Wilson, Dispatch music

critic, led off an article on the

mlxup with "Who's got Mar-

garet Truman?" .

Women's Music Club throught

it had lost the battle for her

services when Miss Truman's

New York management wired

the club that "other arrange-

ments" had been made for her

first appearance here. The Co-

lumbus Philharmonic, which

also had been trying to sign

the White House soprano, be-

gan to look like the winner.

However, communications are

either very bad or snarled

completely between N.: Y, and
here, for L. A. Pixley, presi-

dent of the Philharmonic,

claims he hasn't been in-

formed of any decision as yet.

"Margaret, Margaret, who's

got Margaret?" intoned „Wil-

son. •

LinderLeasii^

Deer Lake Spot;

Other Strawhats

Ue Sbitf-Le^
According to those who have read the script, the new Garson Kanl«

play, "The Sky Is Falling," again Contains characters more or lew
identifiable as the author-director and his actress-playwright wife Ruth
Gordon. Star part, which may he played by Buth Chatterton when thd
show Is presented next fall, is said to resemble Eleanor ("Cissy") P.t
terson, late owner of the Washington Times-Herald. The roles said to
represent Kanin and Miss Gordon are subordinate. ™

! In Kanin's recent' "The Smile of the World," the part of the Su.'
preme Court justice's wife was generally figured to have represented
Miss Gordon, while the liberal young law clerk was identified as the
author. In Miss.Gordon's "The Leading Lady" earlier this season, the
title role (which she played) was figured based to some extent on the
actress' own life, with the devoted young playwright patterned some-
what after Kanin, the critic fairly closely resembling the late Alexander
Woollcott and other characters identifiable as real people involved in
her career.

Miss Gordon's "Years Ago" was admittedly a dramatization of the
authoress' actual girlhood, and her "Over 21" was obviously based »t
least in major part on hers and Kanin's wartime experiences. In the
case of Kanlin's still-current "Bom Yesterday," at the Miller, N. Y., the
analogy is seen as slight, but still apparent, with the author as the
liberal mag writer and Miss Gordon as the far-from-dumb girl.

N. Y. Legislature will adjourn, probably today (Wed.), with the Mc-
Gowan bill for the Identification of "obstructed or partial view" re-
served seat tickets in theatres and other places of amusement, enter-
tainment and recreation, embalmed in the Senate General Laws com-
mittee. The measure, sponsored by Assemblyman Francis X. McGowan
Manhattan Democrat, passed the Lower House. However, the office of
Sett, George- H. Pierce, chairman of the General Laws> committee in
that chamber, indicated over the weekend that it would not be reported
favorably."",'

"League of New York Theatres and the Metropolitan Motion Picture
Theatre Ass'n were among those who voiced objection to the bill,

Orrin Judd, representing the MMPTA, talked with Assemblyman McI

"

Gowan and with Senator Pierce about it, giving reasons enactment was
not desirable/ The proposal would affect the sale of seats to an eb-
structed or partial view of "stage, screen, ring or arena." It might
have hit Madison Square Garden, among others. "Partial or obstructed
view'* would have to be stamped across the face of tickets to such seats.

D. C. Acitatton

Washington, March 29.

Some slim hope that the old
Belasco theatre might be restored
for legit has grown up here asr the
result of a meeting last week to
bring live theatre back to D,C. A
committee of 20 was chosen to agi-

tate among members of Congress
and to try to: whoop up Washing-
ton sentiment for bringing plays
back alive.

'Specifically, the committee will
|

work for, the resolution which has
|

been kitroduced in the House by ,

Rep. Emanuel Celler (D., N.Y.). i

This resolution would have the I

Government restore the old Belas-
co and turn it over to private
management. Treasury owns the
property and plans to demolish it

and erect an annex to the main
Treasury building. Under the Cel-
ler proposal, the Government
would have to put up about $250,-
pOO to restore the house, and the
Treasury would be unable to build
Its annex. Hence, the prospects
are not considered better than
longshot.

Committee natmed at the meet-
ing last week includes show biz
figures^ drama critics, some people
prominent in civic activities, etc.
Chairman is Melvin Hildreth, lo-
cal attorney. Democratic National
Committeeman for the District of
Columbia, who was overall chair-

Sian of the President Truman In-
ugural Committee.

RUTHHUSSEYTOFILLIN

FOR CARROLL IN 'FANCY'
Ruth Hussey will take over the

star part in "Goodbye, My Fancy,"
at the Fulton, N. Y., during Madel-
eine Carroll's vacation this sum-
mer. She was signed Monday (28)

on the Coast by Michael Kanin. co-

producer of the comedy with Rich
ard Aldrich and Richard Myers. It

will be the actress' first Broadway
appearance since "State of the
/Union," in which she costarred
with Ralph Bellamy.

Miss Carroll will vacate the play
after the performance of June 18
and, after a vacation - in England
and on the Continent, will return
in mid-September, probably start-

ing a road stand in Boston. She's
under contract through- January,
and may remain for the balance of
next season. '

•

Deer Lake, Pa., March 29.
1

Jack Linder, N. Y., indie vaude

booker and occasional legit prodi^

cer, has signed a three-year lease

on summer theatre here for. a rea-

son to tee off May 30. Associated

with Linder will be Manny Davis,

AUentown, Pa., theatre owner.
Harry Fields will be production
manager.

Linder will install an Equity
company and employ a guest star

policy for the 12-week season: He
also plans to preview his revival ot
"The Auctioneer," former David
Warfield starrer, with fllmster
Akim Tamiroff in^title role, during
the season prior to Broadway pro-
duction.
Linder and Davis are angling for

several other houses in the Pennsy
and New Jersey areas with th^
idea of setting up a circuit of ro-
tary stock. The legit ventures are
extra curricular for Linder, who
will still maintain his vaude book-,
ing office in N. Y.

-^^^ Strawhat —
New Hope, Pa., March 29;

New summer theatre, under can-

Ralph Bellamy, the title player in "Detective Story " at the Hudson
theatre, N. Y., received extensive technical coaching on his character-
ization from a New York city detective. Actor spent several months with
the sleuth, going on assignments with him at all hours and, on several

occasions, even sleeping at the latter's apartment. The detective,

named Mac Hochman,' has lent Bellamy his billy as a prop in the play,

Horace MacMahon, the lieutenant of detectives in the show, is mak-
ing a drastic switch in the part, having played various sorts of hood-
lums in more than 60 Hollywood films. He explains that the principal

change in characterization for the law enforcement role is in having his

hat brim turned up« whereas he always wore it turned down when he
portrayed thugs.

Stunt display ad in this^week's New York dailies for "The Big Knife,"

at the National, N. Y,, was turned down by the N. Y. News, but ac-

cepted by the Times, Herald Tribune and Mirror. No explanation was
offered by the News for nixing the copy,' but apparently it was because
the text of the ad was all run together, without capital letters, punctua-
tion or spacing'between the words. Copy couldn't be edited, as it was

:

in mat form.
Referring to a gag line in the show, the text (in edited form) read,

"If you want to aee what a woman with -six martinis in her can do to a
picture star's career, don't miss John Garfield in 'The Big Knife,' at the

National." ^-

-

John Chapman, drama critic of the N. Y. Daily News, has recently

increased his habit of dropping in for periodic visits to current shows
and doing what amounts to foUowup pieces on them for the paper's

daily or Sunday editions. In referring to "Where's Charley?" last Sun-
day (27) he made a "confession" that he had failed to do the musical
justice in his original-review, Incldentallyr-Brooks Atkinson used- hit-

last Sunday column to give a rave followup to ^Xife with Mother,"
which he recently revisited and some of the other critics occasionally

I do repeat pieces on current shows. Broadway showmen believe it would

IMirhborhood's Summer
£ ^* JiTeighbbrhood Playhouse

fflt the Theatre, of which
uoMid Oenslager is president, will

clvt another summer session this

yaar, Jttlir 11 through Aug. 20.

Coum Un^ to beginners, and
' p IMM at aetors or directors in

<^H*iit, oommtmlty and little the-

Dramatists Guild Off

To OK Start as Angel
Dramatists Guild has gotten off

to a promising atari with its legit
investment pool. It has a $1,500
piece, representing 1%, of' "De-
tective Story," new Sidney Kings-
ley play which is an apparent
smash at the Hudson, N. Y. Its
second venture is: a $4,.500 slice
(also 1%) of "South Pacific," the
highly-regarded musical by Rich-
ard Rodgers and Oscar Hammer-
stein, 2d, due April 7 at the Ma-
jestic. Third Investment, of un-
determined amount as vet, will be
in "Miss Liberty," the Robert E.
Sherwood-Irving Berlin ; musical
slated for a July premiere.

Investments for the Guild pool
are selected by a committee, the
members of which are remaining
anonymous so they can avoid re-
sentment of fellow-authors whose
shows they decide- not to recom-
mend for backing.

vas, offering arena-style produc
tion of musicals, will be opened '

help legit if other critics did more such foUowups.
June 25 at Lambertville, N; J.,'

across the Delaware river from
here, by St. John Terrell. Schedule
calls for presentation of 11 shows,
with Wilbur Evans, and Susanna
Foster thus far set as stars. Spot
will

- -- - - - - .

--

Music Circus,
Terrell was the founder and first

season manager of the Bucks
County playhpus.e;.h,ere. Musical
director of his tent 'theatre pro-
ductions will be Robert .' Zeller. .

Putnam Playhouse Starts July 5

Mahopac, N. Y., March 29.

The Putnam county playhouse

Communist. I have never been a member of the party."

Bowling Green Strawhat
Bowling Green ^ O., March 29.

Bowling Green State, Univ. is

planning to operate a strawhat
theatre June 13 -August 14 at
Huron, O., on the shore of Lake
Erie, under direction of Prof.
Frederick G. Walsh, associate di-
rector of the Univer.sity Theatre.

Milton Baron, who for months has been prepping a revival of tlie

hit George M. Cohan leglter, "45 Minutes From Broadway;" holds not
only exclusive rights to the stage version, but to a film version, if »ny

. ... „o ^y^. is to be made. That was made clear last week in a letter to Baron from

be called the lambertville P^"' 0'B"en, of O'Brien, Driscoll, Raftery & Lawler, counsel for the

Cohan estate.

Letter was sent by O'Brien at Baron's request to clear up varied

presis reports of plans by a number of people to do fiiiri and l*iit

versions of "Broadway.'^ Baron' said ths^e reports hi«fe been caustog
him. to do "considerable and unnecessai^ «xpiainingi*' ;

Patricia Burke, British actress who was denied a visa to attend last

weekend's cultural peace conference at the Waldorf-Astoria, N, Y., re-

ceived page one publicity in London, with her picture, by the follow*
ing statement: "When I applied for my U. S. Visa a month ago I knew

announces its forthcoming second
1

nothing about the peace conference. I just wanted to see two shows,

season of critics' choices, a straw-
1
Then someone asked if I Would like to attend the. congress. I accepted-

hat season of nine plays, to open i at once because I am a fervent believer in peace. But I am not a

July.5." .,„,,, I
,

. . r . .
,.

The management has set up a
production -service, with offices in
Manhattan, whereby members ofiviannaiian wnereov memners ot "^^J^

Crown," currently playing at the El Patio, Los Angeles, re-

ri^r«ourmaTbremnlov?d d«rine i

Cfwed unanimously good notices, to start talk of taking it back for an-

hi SrTs^^euTs^ h^summer' l«
'^^^ ^Ff l^^'^'^^'J'^'^, "ll?"KFatricia Englund and Clarke Gordon. H. S. (Hy) Kraft, 'Crowns

author, is reported dickering for a film sale and a video prc^ductipni

"Crpwn" preemed in New York Jan. 28, '42.

Defer Salt Lake Aud
S;>'i^ Lake City, March 29.

Tlie ' ongrdeferred con.struction
,
of a civ •• auditorium, badly needed

,
for thea'ii'ical and concert u.se, was

,
again put off indefinilelv.

j

T. T. Taylor, head of the group

I

agitating for the project, withdrew
Ol wlU present Kenyon his plea for tlie building In favor
ion's "Jime Night" on AprU of

«nd 8.

a necessary water-purification
plant.

may be converted br built are
attected. For picture houses, le-
gitimate theatres and the like,
there is a two-year period of grace
where a certificate of compliance
is already held, and eveii at the
expiration of that, only limited

, changes will be required.
New N.Y. State BIdg. Code ,

1
Albany, March 29. Westbqro's April 19 Opening

The new State Standard Build-
;

Westboro, Mass., March 29.

I

ing Code for Places of Public Bpd Barn theatre opens its
Assembly, which becomes effective strawhat season with "Present
May 1 in all sections of the state Laughter," April 19, Producer
outside New York City, fixes mini- '

Robert Daggett anticipates a 26-
raum requirements for summer week season as compared to 23
theatres. These are defined as: 1

weeks last summer,
"Theatres having a season not ex- Company plans to put on, in ad-
ceeding 12 weeks in duration and dition tp the usual stock, three
whose capacity does not exceed new plays and several, musicals.
600." I ,

-
Unlike other structures covered I Strawhat Notes •

by the code, summerHheatres now
i

Leon Michel will operate the ... .... -
in existence as well as those which ' Nutmeg playhouse, Brookfield Cen- 'Guild sponsorship.

ter, Conn., this summer, ^1*
Richard Hughes as scene designer

and W. F. Holcombe as production

manager . . Guy Palnicrton wi"

open his Worcester (Mass.) plW
house May 27^for a 15-week season

and the Lake Whalom playhouse,

Fitchburg, on "June 20,, ' ioU
Loves Mary" Will be the opening

bill at the Hilltop theatre, at Emer-

son Farms, Green Spring vaiiey,

near Baltimore, the week of May ^

., Contrary to reports, Bohw'''
Cutler's County theatre, SuffeW.

N. Y., is still available lor lease.

The Summer Stock Managers ASsn.

will hold its annual spring meetms

April 20 at the Astor hotel, N. X -'

Helen Hayes will try out the new

William McCleery play,,
JiJ".

Housekeeping," in several straw

hats before bringing it to,-"™?,,

way in the fall under Theatre
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li^aret Webster Talked for Prez,

VouM Be 1st Femme to Head Equity

wltfe Clarence Derwent appar-*

^Iiv determined not to serve

*!ita M president of Actors Equity,

Slatlon about his successor is

?E«nMiine In the union member-

's^ Among those prominently

f«tIoned if Margaret Webster

S i "elected, would become the

SSJ'feihme to have the office.

nthws being suggested for the

JSment include Philip Ober, E.

S Kennedy and Sidney Black-

IT However, efforts may be

S". to "draft" Derwent, who is

Sly regarded as one of the best

ISdents the association has had.

iSides a whole new slate of of-

M.M to be chosen, there are 12

Sons on the council to be filled

rfte election, which will be held

,f the annual meeting, sometime

between May 24 and June 2. The

nominating committee, has an-

nounced that it will accept sug-

eetted names up until tomorrow

(Thuw.) for the official slate. To

be eligible, nominees must have

been senior resident members in

mod itanding for five years.

Representing the membership on

the nominating committee are Mil-

dred Dunnock, Otto Kruger, Sam
Wanamaker, Blanche Yurka, John
O'Shaughnessy and Margaret

Wydierly. They were elected at

the quarterly membership meeting

last Friday (25) at the Astor hotel,

N. Yi The other three members of

the committee, representing the

council, are Matt Briggs, chairman,

and Edith Meiser and Mady Chris-

tians. Committee held its first

meeting Monday (28).

In response to a petition from
the membership there was an ex-

planation of the council's recent

rejection of the proposed merger
with the American Federation of

Badlo Artists, the American Guild

of Musical Artists and the Ameri-
can Guild of Variety Artists. Miss
Webster, whose report as chairman
of ft special committee on the sub-

ject is believed to have been in-

fluential in the council's action,

spoke against the merger, while

Alan Hewitt was the principal ex-

ponent of the idea.

Besides Derwent, officers whose
terms expire this year are^Augustin
Duncan, Cornelia. Otis Skinner,
Basil Rathbone and William Harri-
gan, vicepresidents; Bobby Clark,
recording, secretary, and Paul Dul-
zell (retired), treasurer. . Council
members whose terms are up in-

clude Edward Andrews, Philip
Boumeuf, Alexander Clark, Patri-

cia CoUinge, Jose Ferrer, Kathryn
-Clvney, -Kennedy, Rohert_Perry.,
Harvey. Stephens, William Talman,
Frederic Tozere and Frank Wilson.

Wanamaker Misses One

'Goodbye' Performance

Monthly to Eye Show
AUhoug'.i Sam Wanamaker, who

staged "Goodbye, My Fancy," at
the Fulton, N Y., has a principal
part in the pjay/ he misses one
-performance a month so he can
catch it from "out front and direct
a re-rehearsal the next day. That
Is figured one of the reasons that
the quality of the performance
has been retained.
Wanamaker's understudy, Frank

Milan, plays the part of the Life
wrrespondent-photog for the per-
lofmances the actor-director scouts
M • member of the audience. Ac-
cording to members of the cast,
WMiamaker's comments on their
performances are frequently caus-
"Cand: the refresher rehearsals are
generally ordeals.

All shows are supposed to have
regular re-rehearsals, but the prac-
uce frequently becomes mere rou-
tine, particularly if the director is

• member of the cast or, as is more

MiiS."
becomes busy

wUh other assignments.

*Ov«ri!r for Air Lift
Hollywood, March 29.

^"sting has been completed for
ine first of a series of shows to be
PWformed at 15 air bases in and
wound Berlin, Leaving here March
« to do "Over 21" will be Con-
siance Bennett, Jean Wright,

Ruggles, Vanessa Brown,
-"immy Lyon, Margaret MacDonald,
Joe Fields, Hillary Brooke and

nf« ' Arnt. Jus Addis directs,

f

"'nerent troupes will be flown
'0 the bases every seven weeks,
l^.wjtertainment project of U. S.

X. forces. Each cast wUl perform
««Mly for three weeka.

'Medea' Backers Get

$12,000 Dividends
Dividend of $12,000 has been

sent to backers of "Medea,"' star-

ring Judith Anderson, by Robert

Whitehead and Oliver Racv origi-

nal producers of the Robinson Jef-
fers drama on Broadway last sea-
son. That brings the profits to
about $37,000 on the $75,000 pro-
duction. Additional coin has been
earned and will be distributed
soon. Show is currently touring
under Guthrie McClintic's man-

,

agement, on lease from the origi- i

nal presenters.

Whitehead & Rae have two pos-
sible productions of undisclosed
title in mind: for : next i^eason.

Kay's Bandit Draw
"T!Tew Orleans, March 29.
Kay Francis draws -the

wrong kind of customers to
the Pqche here. She appeared
in "Favorite Stranger" last
week. And a bandit got $600
at the Poche before curtain
time last weekend, holding up
the cashiet.

Police recalled that the last
time Miss Francis starred at
the Poche, in "State of the
Union" in December, 1947, a
gunman held up another
cashier. But then he got only
$295.

Dramatists, Mgrs.

Meet With Equity

On cost Snags
Joint committee of the Drama-

tists Guild and Broadway pro-

ducers will meet tomorrow (Thurs.)

with representatives of Actors

Equity to consider: possible

methods of lowering legU produc-
tion costs. For the actors' union
the spokesmen will include Clar-

ence Derwent, president; Louis M.;
Simon, executive secretary, . and
Aline MaqMahon and Bill Ross,
council members.

One idea partially worked out
by the committee would involve re-

vision of the present setup for de-

sign of pfoductions. Some of the

top designers are understood to

have tentatively approved the idea

of being called in for preliminary
consultation on show plans, at a
modified fee. In case the show
were actually put into production
the designer would get his regu-

lar fee, but if the project was
dropped he would retain the orig-

inal payment.

Purpose of the proposal is to

avoid the present setup under
which a designer is, usually not
called in 1until~tlre~slTow is about
to go into reheasal, thereby involv-

ing rush work and increased costs

:

through overtime, etc. Under ex-

isting conditions, producers can't

afford to engage designers until

they're sure the script is right and
the financing and cast are set.

That is because the United Scenic
Artists union requires that the de-
signer be paid a full fee if en-
gaged.

Seek 25G For

Library Theatre
Fund drive to establish the

Equity Library Theatre on a con-
tinuing basis starts today (Wed ).

Minimum of $25,000 is being
sought from all groups and in-
dividuals in legit. Proceeds • Will
finance ELT next season. :

Equity council voted last week
to contribute $7,600 to. start, the
drive, and the American National
Theatre ' and Academy previously
agreed to add another. $2,500 to the
similar amount it put up some
weeks ago to help underwrite the
project, John Golden previously
financed ELT, but withdrew this
season.

Among the proposed new aspects
of the operation next season are
obtaining regular rehearsal space
in the Broadway, area, better light-

ing and scenery for theatres in
which the shows-are presented, ex-
panding the production schedule,
extending engagements for shows,
and adequate pay for an executive-
secretary, assistant and technical
supervisor. . Present season ends
June I and the project will resume
in September with a^ schedule of 50
or more presentations.

' Terese Hayden '

is chairman of
the fund-raising committee.

B way Sked Sem Totaling 71 Entries,

Compared to 83 Shows Last Season

Taniroff Sues for Salary

On N.O. Thm' Appearance
New Orleans, March 29.

Akim Tamiroff,,pix and stage ac-

tor, charged he wasn't paid for

an appearance in "I Remember
Mama," in a suit Friday (25)

against the Kewr .Orleans Theatre

Guild, Inc. Tamiroff filed a peti-

tion in civil District court, asking
$1,700 from the guild.

Harry Carr, managing director
of the guild, and other officers re-'

fused to comment on the suiti

SCHUYLER'S MUSICAL ^

WITH TONY MARTIN
Miami Beach, March 29.

Ned ScLuyler, operator of the

Beachcomber nitery in Miami
Beach, is slated to do a musical

on Broadway next fall with Tony
Martin, whom he has signed to a

contract. Schuyler goes to the

Coast in a couple of weeks to line

up composers and librettists.

Meanwhile, Sol Lerner, New
York attorney, has been named
Schuyler's personal rep in N; Y.

to start the ball rolling on the

I

reading of scripts, etc. Lerner is

I the husband of June Taylor, who
I Stages girl production numbers.
I Schuyler has a budget of

I

$200,000 for the show, which will

be his first effort at a Broadway
production. He also has television

plans for Martin.

Martin for London?
London, March 29,

Charles t. Tucker Is dickering

with Val jParnell to bring over

Tony Ma«ih to star in a Parnell

musical.
Martin would be teamed with his

wife, Cyd Charlsse.

'HARVEY' IN CHARLOTTE
Charlotte, March 29.

"Harvey" will be presented for

four performances at the Carolina

I

theatre April 1-2.

j Joe S. Brown will play the lead.

Loiidon Gets Four Plays,

Two of Them Likely Hits;

Edith Evans Is Hailed

London, March 29. .

Three comedies and one musi-
cal opened this past week, with
two of the entries shaping up as
potential hits, one standing an even
chance, and the other unlikely.

"Summer in December," a light-

weight dramatic show* opened at

the Comedy March 22. Though nota-

ble performances are given by Ann:
Stephens, Brian Weske and Frank
Lawton in starring roles, the play

stands little chance of success.

Wyhdhams o f f e r e d "Daphne
Laureola" March 23, presented by
Laurence Olivier. The James
Bridie comedy, which is splendidly

acted and produced, received an
enthusiastic reception from both
audiences and press. Edith Evans
in the starring role gives a mag-
nificent portrayal. The eom-
'edy looks like it will tenant the
Wyndhams for a prosperous run.

"A Woman's Place," which
preemed at the Vaudeville, March
24, was al-so warmly received. Leslie

Banks and Elizabeth Allan star in

this entertaining domestic com-
edy, which appears to be a; likely

success. Saville presented "Belin-

da Fair," a colorful musical by
Eric Maschwitz, March 25. Follow-

ing the usual popular prewar for-

mula, show stars Adele Dixon and
John Battles, with a tuneful score

by Jack Strachey. The musical

was splendidly received and has an
even chance.

EIRE STATE GRANT OF

12G TO ABBEY THEATRE
Dublin, March 25.

Despite widespread cuts in gov-

ernment aid allocations.in the com-
ing financial year, Irish Finance

Minister Patrick McGilligan has

okayed **£arther $12 000 grant to

the Abbey Theatre for operating

expenses.
He has held up Abbey's lush pro-

gram of reconstruction, but will

also pay 80%^up to $9,200—of
expenditure needed to make audi-

torium conform with city council

regulations.

Summer Stock Managers Assn.
holding annual meeting at Astor
hotel, N. Y., April 20.

Leape Probably

WiU Table Rap By

Brokers vs. SOMC
Complaint by Broadway ticket-

brokers against the Show-of-the»
Month Club will probably be tabled
by the League of N. Y. Theatres.
Case was heard briefly last week
by the League board, and the prin-r

cipals'' were instructed to submit
their arguments , in writing. League

.

members had previously -indicated

the organization would ; probably
not act on the brokers' charges;

Feeling among some of the
brokers is that there's little chance
of llie League interfering with the
SOMC procf llure, since . that's es-

sentially a matter between Sylvia
Siegler; SOMC president, and .the

individual producers with whom
.she makes deal. In squawking to

the League, these agency men ex-

plain, they, didn't actually figure on
having the SOMC setup outlawed,
but hope ultimately to liave the old
system of ticket "buys" restored.

Meanwhile, SOMC is extending
its activities into the ballet and
concert field. Organization has ar-

ranged to get its members a dis-

count oh tickets for the current
engagement of Ballet Theatre, at

the Metropolitan Opera House,
N. Y., and Miss Siegler is trying to

work out a concert-of-tlie-mottth

setup for next season.

For its final offerings for the
legit season SOMC is offering as

its May selection."* choice'of "Anne,
of the Thousand Days," "Edward,
My Son" or "Lend an Ear," to be
seen either during Holy Week (be-

ginning April 11) or between May
15 or June 15- Its June selection

will possibly be "Madwoman of

Chaillot," with the return engage-
ment of "Man and Superman,"* at

the City Center; N. Y., as alternate.

Membership of SOMC has now
reached 1,506, with new subscrib-

ers joining at the rate of about 25

a day. Organization's offices will

be moved today (Wed.) to 44th
street, N. Y., east of Broadway..

V With all of this season's Broad-
way productions apparently set. In-

dications are that the total will be
considerably under that of last sea-

son. Present season's list is almost
certain to total 71 entries, include
ing new shows, revivals, Cjty Cen-
ter engagements and visiting
troupes. The 1947-48 .season:
brought 83 presentations in all
categories.

. So far this season, 50 new shows
have preemed on Broadway, with
-eiglit more J due before the May 31
finish. There have also been four
revivals, three; New Stages produc-
tions (with one more in rehearsal)
and three City Center offei^lngf'

(two more are due before' the sea-
son's windup). There have been no
local engagements by visiting

troupes and the Experimental The-'
atre has been inactive (although
its Invitational Series has pre-
sented three plays).
During the 1947-48 season there

were only 51 new productions On

.

Broadway, but there v/ere 14 re-

vivals, six City ^Center offerings,

six Experimental Theatre presen-
tations, three New Stages produc-
tions and three engagements -by

visiting ' troupes (D'Oyly Carte
Opera, Gate Theatre and Habimah
Players, which gave a' total of 14
shows, mostly revivals).

Shows, still due this season are
the current week's "Biggest Thief
in Town" and "The Traitor," plus
"The Ivy Green," "South Pacific,"

"Happiest Years," "Magnolia
Alley," 'Gayden" and "Mrs. Gib-
sons' Boys." The two added City
Center offerings are the touring
"Medea" and "Man and Super-
man/' while the extra New Stage*
production is "Bruno and Sidney."
The new production breakdown^'

for this season will be 42 straight

plays and 16 musicals, compared to.

39 straight plays and, 12 musicals
during 1947-48. There has been
only one tryout flop ("That's the
Ticket"): so far this season, com-
pared with eight in, the 1947-48

cycle that failed to survive out of

town.

'MARGARET' B.A. CLICK

OPENS LEGIT SEASON
Buenos Aires, March 18.

The Buenos Aires legit season
opened up last night (17) ;With two
legit companies teeing off to top
grosses.
At the tiny Empire theatre,

which it has leased for the season,

the Dia'z-Coltado Co. presented.
James Parish's "A Message for

Margaret," translated by Gon-:

cepcion Zorrilla de San Martin.
Critics hailed Josefina Diaz' inter-

pretation of Margaret, and a long
run is anticipated.

Spanish actress Margarita Xirgu
opened at the Argentine in a melo

Producer Brings Suit

In Phoenix Vs. Use Of

Sombrero Theatfe Tag
Phoenix, Ma^-ch' 29.

An injunction suit was filed in -

superior court here l.i'riday (25), , :

to restrain Anne Lee, Dick Charl-
ton""an"d~associates from-using the-

name Sombrero Playhouse for.

their new legiter, which opens to-

night (Tues.).

Suit was brought by William W.
Merrill, who contends he origin-

ated the name and registered the

title last month with the Arizona
secretary of state. Merrill was
associated with Miss Lee last De- ;

cember, when spade work was be-
gun to Obtain financial backing for/

the theatre.: The corporation that:

eventually was formed to : get the :

project- under way,; did not' in-

clude' Merrill.
Plaintiff, who operates the Will-

O-Way Playhouse in Detroit, main-
tains that he has secured fresh
money in that city and is now pre-
pared' to operate a theatre in

Phoenix, using the name Sombrero
Playhouse The 550-seater, which
opens tonight, the first legit house ;

in history of the town, will costar
William Bendix and Audrey Totter
in "Born Yesterday."

'Norway' to Usher in Pitt

Alfresco Operetta Season
Pittsburgh, March 29.

Nine-week summer operetta sea-^

son will open here at Pitt Stadium

:

June 6 with "Song of Norway.'*

That operetta played : Nixon twic»
drama by the 'Catalonian drama- i last year. It will, be followed by
tist, Jose Maria de Sagarra, "La

! "Chocolate Soldier," "Naughty.
Corona de Espinas" (''The Crown Marietta," "V a g a b o n d Ring,''
of Thoras"). « I

"Anything Goes," "Merry Widow,"
Apart from these two produc-

j "Good News," "Rose Marie" and
tions, nothing new is yet available, 1 'Wizard of bz."
although musical comedies are in

]
Three of the shows WiU be al-

preperation for the Astral, Come- fresco repeats locally, "Marietta,"
diai Apolo and Casino theatres,

Shows in Rehearsal
"Bruno and Sidney"-—New Stages.
"Happie/it Yearn" — Gertrude

Macy. :
',

.

"Mrs. Gibbon*' Boys" -r- George
Abbott

J7'
•

Vagabond King" and "Widow."
William Wymetal has been
engaged as managing director for

.

the third straight season. This may
be the last summer the Pitt Sta-
dium will be used, since the organs
ization. hopes it will have its own
$1,000,000 amphitheatre up by
1950.
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Plays Oot of Town
The Traitor

Princeton, N, J., March 25.

Jed Harris Moduction of drama in two

tcts tfour sfcenes) by Herman Wouk. Stars

ee Tracy and Walter Hampden: features

Wesley Addy. Richard Deer. Louise Piatt

and John Wengraf. Staged by Harris,

setting, Raymond Sovey; costumes, Joseph
Fretwell HI. Opened at McCarter tliea-

tre, Princeton, N.J., March 25, '49; $3,60

Prof. Tobias Emanuel. .Walter Hampden
Jane Bailey Louise Piatt

fca"ga"?t ........ .....Oeorgia Simmons
Professor Allen Carr Wesley Addy
thra McKeon Jean Hagen
Lieutenant; Henderson..... Richard Deri

Mr. Fislinger James Van Dylc

Captain Gallagher „^ Lee Tracy
Reynolds . . • WlUiam Thunhurst, Jr.

Chief Mate Wilson Maurice Manson
Lieutenant Smith James Davidson
Hammontree Michael Abbott

First Man - Gen= B'jJpJj
Second Man..... Larry Sherman
Strlcko ... Michael Dreyfuss

A Man .VKt&p Coolidge

Another Man John Wengraf

"The Traitor," despite a good

oast, adds up to being a red scare

and weak theatrical fare.

Stodgy espionage plot finds Wes-
ley Addy as a young U.S. scientist

turned Communist. Firmly believ-

ing there will be no atomic war if

Russia as well as the U. S. has the

atom bomb, he resolves to turn an
Important discovery over to the

Kremlin. However, when conr

fronted by Naval Intelligence of-

ficers, he has a change of heart,

And rectifies his error at the price

of his life.

Addy turns In a fine performance
as the sensitive, brilliant young
scientist whose Ideals transform
him into a traitor. Walter Hamp-
den; as usual, scores heavily in his

sympathetic portrayal of Professor
fobias Kmanuel, the younger man's
longtime friend. Louise Piatt is

;well cast as the . traitor's fiancee.

: Richard Derr's interpretation of
the young Naval Intelligence offi-

cer also clicks^ while the nifty per-
formance of Lee ^racy, as Captain
Gallagher, USN, is the show's

^lifesaver.
Settings, lighting and costume

are okay. Though the first scene in
the first act is very slow, action
picks 'up considerably with thf
appearance of Tracy and continues
at a good pace throughout the per-
formance. Hollywood chances are
slim. Shane.

JMIagvolia Alley
New Haven, March 24.

Lester Cutler production of comedy in
three acts (five scenes), by George Batson.
Features Jessie Boyce Landis, Jackie
Cooper, Bibi Osterwald, Anne Jackson,
Julie Harris. Staged by Carl Shaln. Set-

ting, Edward Gilbert! costumes. _ Guy
Kent. Opened at Shubert, New Haveni
March 22, '49; $3.60 top.
Angel Tuttle .Julie Hawls
Laura Beaumont ...iJossle Royce JLandis

Andy MamiH J»<!'^«
5'""'fi'

Maybelle .Bibi Osterwald
Tom ' ;''

. . . ...Brennan Moore
Joadie ' Hildy Parks

I Miss Eels Frances Bavier
1 Nita '.••.i."...Anne Jackson
IPcrc Cravin ^P""'*!
Colonel Stacey Fred Stewart

I The Doctor Don Kennedy
i Mr. Albus. i ...... ^ ^ Douglas Rutherford,

Richard Kom and H. Arthur
Brown will split the conducting
chores of the eight summer pop
concerts in New Orleans this sea*
son, beginning June 1.

This bit of theatrical horticulture

will find its attack on the Big Stem
no bed of roses. Whether this par-

! ticular "Magnolia" turns out to be
I a flower that blooms or bloomers

I

in the spring will depend on how
1 It is nursed from this point on.

Central character is a southern

femme who constantly imbibes
juleps but who is equally con-«

stantly running out of mint. That
just about summarizes the play
itself. Despite constant threats of
appreciable entertainment, script

regularly runs out of real sub-

stance and lacks a major ingre-

dient to give it hit proportionsi,

This leaves it an "in-betweener"
^not weak enough to pan, not
wow enough to praise^and the

I
going is pretty difficult on Broad-

I way these days for in-betweenersii

I

"Magnolia" is a new field for
I producer Lester Cutler and the
first major staging job for Carl
Siiain. As an initial eifort, it's a

commendable try. Having previ-

ously written "Ramshackle Inn,"
scripter George Batson offers his

/number two entry as" a piece that
presents some interesting charac-
terizations, good lines, and divert-
ing situations, with a couple of
unexpected- plot twists thrown in.

Laid in a small southern town,
story is built around Laura Beau-
monti femme tippler who operates
a rooming house. She has a re-
ligiously daft housemaid who has
no interest in males and a
bleach-blonde . roomer who has
nothing but interest in males ^
professionally. Her daughter, who
married a one-time champ scrap-
per, had dusted out with a wres-
tler, leaving the fighter to mope
on Laura's hands. ' There's an

Continued on page 52) .

Planned for Hartford

Suburb at Cost of 150G
Hartford, March 29.

Despite approval by the Zoning
Board of Appeals of neighboring
Farmingte V for the construction

of a theatre designed by Frank
Lloyd Wright, expectations are that

the decision will be appealed in

the state courts.' The experimen-
tal theatre designed by the noted
architect will seat 1,000 persons..

Paton Price, one of the promo-

ters of the new theatre, listed

three uses for the house, wWch
will cost in the neighborhood of

$150,000. The first is for a resi-

dent company in summer and a
repertory company operating about

i

10 weeks in the winter. Another!

is as a home for touring legit and
musical companies. A third' use

was for local groups who wanted
to hire a hall.

Formerly a director of the Can-
ton Show Shop, strawhatter, at

nearby Canton, Price is associated

with Salvatore Capuano, local con-

tractor; Kirk Douglas of Holly-

Wood, Morgan O'Brien James of

New York, and others. He said the

company is being capitalized at

$250,000, with its. stock being of-

fered locally. -In the event of a

setback in Farmington, theatre will

be located some place in the Hart-

ford or West Hartford area.

Plays Abroad
. Adveoture Story

London, March 19;

H. M. Tennant presentation of drama
in two acts <H scenes) by Terence Rat-
tigan. Directed by Peter Glenville. Music
by Benjamin Frankel; decor by Georges
Wakhevitch, At St; James. London, March
17;i'*49,-
Alexander, . . .. . ; . .. . . . , . . . Paul ScoReld
Darius. . . ... .Noel WiUman
Queen Mother. . . .Gwcn FfranBcon-Daviea
Queen Statira Hazel Terry
Princess Statira. ; . . ........ .June Rodney
Philotas. ........... ... ..Robert Flemyng
Cleitus. : . ........... i. ... .Cecil Trouncer
He^haestion. . ; ; . ...... ...Julian Dallas
Ptolemy., . .Raymond Westwell
Bessus William Devlin
Parmenlon, ; . . i . . . . .Nicholas Hannen
Roxana Joy P"*er
PerdicaS. . Antony Baird
Mazares. V. . . v. . ; i. . . .*. . . -Marne Maitland
Fythia. . ... V. ... .; .. ... ; Veronica Turleigh

Twin Opera Bill to Open
Charlotte '49-'50 Season

Charlotte, March 29.

Two operas', Mascagni's "Cavalr
leria Rusticana" and Leoncavallo's
"Pagliacdi,": will apen next year's

season for the Charlotte Com-
munity Concert Assn., according to

prez David Ovens. The operas,

presented by the Chas. L. Wagner
Co., will be given in October, and
will form-the first of five programs
to be offered. .

Final concert of this year's sea-

son was given Wednesday (23) by
the Philharmonic Piano Quartet.
Ward French, president of Com-
munity Concerts, was Ovens' guest
at the final concert, and praised
the 18 years work of the Charlotte
group and its president.

Chief interest in this play will

be the West End starring debut of

Paul Scofield, who made a name
for himself last year at the Strat-

ford Memorial Theatre. It is also
the most ambitious work .of Ter-
ence Rattigan. Combination of au-
thor and star leaves nothing to be
desired, with supporting cast bril-

liant, enhanced by impeccable pro-
duction. Its local chances are more
than even; despite current slump,
and dramatic, forceful story should
appeal to lovers of history any-
where.
As Alexander the Great lies dy-

ing of a fever at the age of 32, his

career is given as a flashback sup-
posedly going through his mind
looking back on his stormy, ambi-
tious career as a conqueror. His
triumphant trail of victories is fol-

lowed through Babylpn to Parthia
until he makes himself master of
the world, to refute his father's

contemptuous attitude to him. With
his growing power, his character
undergoes a metamorphosis, emerg-
ing from a kindly, chivalrous war-
rior to a vainglorious dictator Who
rides roughshod over all who get
in his path—even his closest
friends. Scofield makes full play of
the varying shades of this complex
character and arouses sympathy for
the tormented soul driven on, se-

cure in his own invincibility, to ful-

fill his destiny.
Gwen Ffrangcon-Daviesi making

a return to the London stage after
some years abroad, conveys dignity
and pathos in her portrayal of the
widow of the Persian king slain by
his followers after defeat in battle.

Alexander exhibits a tender pity
towards her and she. fills the place
in his heart due to his owo absent

mother. Joy Parker, who has no
lines to speak, but giggles and
screams at appropriate moments
is delightful as the bride of alien
tongue. Outstanding in the all-
round excellent male perform'ances
is 'Noel Willman as the King of
Persia who epitomizes courage and
fallen majesty.

Play has many dramatic high*
lights and moves smoothly through
its successive scenes until the eui*
log scene with which it opened,
showing the different chieftains fil-
ing past the stricken leader taking,
a last farewell. Clem.

iMtin Quarter
London, March 22.

Tom Arnold and Emile Littler prc^eh.
tation of new revue in two parts (in
scenes) created and. staged by Robert
Nesbitti: Lyrics , and music by Jacic
Golden, Michael Treford, Rene Sylviano.
.'Peter Myers, Harry. JacobBon,~ John Roll
Michael Carr. Alan Melville, Phil Pack!
Harry Parr Davis; Leo Corday, Leon
Carr. Musical numbers staged by Joaii
Davis, arranged by Debroy Somers, stars
Frances Day; Jack Durant, Willie Shore,
Georges Guetary; the Charlivels, Bartira,
Elsa and ; Waldo, Andre, Andree. and
Bonnie.. At London Casino; March 19. '49.

Revue that was booed by several
of the first-niglit audience is, how-
ever, an undoubted hit—a sure
moneymaker for Tom Arnold and
Emile Littler. On the second night,
after another rehearsal, which it

badly needed, show was gobbled up
by capacity audience, with advance-
bookings already well ahead -for -

three months from now.
Bartira fronts the opening scene

with some shimmy shaking to mod-
erate returns, with audience mostly
interested in the nudes back-
ground. ; Jack Durant, who follows
with practically same material he
has been doing here for years, gets
away to good returns. But first to

sock'em IS : Elsa and Waldo, just
back from Lou Walters' Latin
Quarter, who played here at the
Palladium last year. Terrific back-
bends by male partner and femme's
intricate toework, all the time pre-
tending to act goofy, get the mob,
making it somewhat tough for
Frances Day, who follows. Her first

oft'ering, "when You Are in Love,"
proves fair and improves on her
jazzing it up.

"Parlez Mol D'Amour," is first

skit to raise laugh. Done by Miss
Day, as Josephine, and Durant, as

Napoleon, with plenty of rough
Continued on page 52)

THE THEATRE GUILD,

MESSRS. RICHARD RODGERS, OSCAR HAMMERSTEIN II

and their management personnel, for a most

pleasant engagement in New York City, and

on tour with "ALLEGRO 1947-1948-1949.

M.C. A.
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Total Broadway Grosses

Tfio lollowina are the commraUve fimres based on Vamety's

^^fflce estimates, for last week and the corresponding week of

tot «eoson:

Season

«r..tnh(>r of shows Current 27

Ki wPPks Played so far by all shows 987

J± «ross for all current shows last week
Total gi""

. _„ f.- f„- a,i shows. . . .s:

$622,700

Last
Season

28
1,075

670,000

I ill season's gross so far for all shows. . . .$23,582,200 $23,352,500

NumVer of new productions so far 57 55

Qo 6.0. in Upward Trend But Show

Activity Is Lowest in 3 Seasons
' Chicago, March 29. -

With only two legit offerings left

<« town activity is thinnest regis-M here in past three seasons.

PMt summers found most houses

ffitered, but present spring lay-

out of "Mister Roberts" and "Fin-

fan's Rainbow" hits a new low,

irSra standpoint of companies in

town However, upward trend Is

definitely noticeable in b.o. re-

Estimates for I-ast Week
••nrsert Sone," Blackstone (3d

wek) a 358? $4.40-$3.80). Closed

Saturday (26) with healthy play in

1«i week Stout $24,000.

«nnlan's Kainbow." Shubert (8th

week). (2,100; $H*2x„^P "^^'^

week with fine $37,600.

"Mister Roberts." Erlanger (28th

week) (1,334; $4.33). Healthy pace

witli increase registering excellent

$28,500.^

WS GARNERS $34,900

FOR 21) WEEK, CLEVE.
Cleveland, March 29.

"Brigadoon" nabbed $34,900 in

tecond week at Hanna at $4.95 top,

totaling $68,000 for the 13-day run.

First stania caught $31,100.

"Streetcar Named Desire," with

Uta Hagen, is current ofEering;

idso set for two weeks,

'Heiress' Light $12,400

In Buffalo-Roch. Week
Rochester, N. Y., March 29.

"The Heiress" had a light week
between Buffalo and here ending
Saturday night (26), getting a
totil of $12,400 for eight perform-
ances. Drama got nearly $7i'700 in

five performances Monday-through-
Thursday (21-24) at the Erlanger,
Buffalo, and added $4,700 in three
showings Friday and ; Saturday

-(25=26) at the" local" Auditorium.
Basil Bathbone starrer opened

last night (28) for a three-week
stand at the Colonial, Boston,
which will wind up its tour. ^

'Magnolia AHey' Light

$4,000 in 4, New Haven
New Haven, March 29.

Preem of "Magnolia Alley"
failed to catch on substantially and
drew only a light gross. At $3.60
top, Shubert stand of four per-
lormances (24^26) pulled a low
SWre, estimated at ju'st' under $4,t

"Medea" is next legit attraction,
*ie April 7-9.

'Harvey' 17G, Cincy
Cincinnati, March 29.

Hprvey," with Frank Fay bow-
on the show's third visit here,

Wossed a near $17,000, plenty Frisco (28-9)

Ballet Russe Terrif 38G

LEGITIMATE SI

'Cheek' SeHout $6,700;

'Crown' Bright 8iG, LA.
Los Angeles, March 29. .

Local legit gets back On a.fuU^
scale bdsis this week as two new-
comers give the town a total of
five holiisie^ alight. The Lunts in "I
Know My Love" rekindled the
Biltmore last night (28) and the
long-dark Coronet relights tottior-
row night (30) with the American
premiere of the J'renejS^ hit "CallT
g\l\&.". :. .

V.:;' ,„;
Estimates for fcast Week'

"Blackouts of 1949/* El Capitan
(353d wk) (1,142; $2.40); Seldom
any change here.: Virtual capacity
817,000 as usual.
"Cafe Crawii,?' El Patio (2d wk)

(790; $3). Glittering $8;50Q i0r first

full week. About 8Q%- cap
great for this house.
"Tongue in Cheeki" Las Palmas

(1st wB (388; $3.60). Absolute ca-
pacity $6,'70() for the; first /six per-
performances> Opening night all

I.. CKi Ci.~J<. i

seats (except press) at $6 contrib-
in dpUt WeeK OtandS uted record $2,016. Capacity gross

'allows*- about $2,000, operating
profit.::,:;

Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo, in

its first week, on tour following its

month's New . York engagement,
racked up a terrific gross of over

$38,000 in split standS: last week.
Troupe opened Monday (21). in

Hartford with the surefire "ham 'n'

eggs" repertoire of "Swan Lake,"

"Scheherazade" and "Nutcracker,"

and grossed $7,614.50. Tuesday
night (22) gross, also in Hartford,
with a. different bill, was $5,978.

In Schenectady, Wednesday (23),

troupe grossed about $5,000. There
was no performance Thursday; In
Syracuse Friday (25), SRO gross]
was $4,100. Troupe was booked
for Saturday night (26)

Tacilic' $40,410,

'OklafSZm

V6V2G,Hub

Broadway B.O. Up Last Week;W
lOa Detective' $14J0 in 4, 'Sun' 2G.

'Charley' Hot $37,800. Ice $19,100

Boston; March 29i.

No legit attractions in last week
save the Metropolitan opera,

jioi ^cLu^uar ...g,..., an^"sun'^ I
''South Pacific'' contiuucs to sct tho

day matinee' in Cleveland, and ad- 1

""b >ts ear as the most fought-

vance sales caused an added book- attraction ever to hit the city.
Plenty willmg to pay upwards of
$50 for a pa ii-, 'but tickets are en-

ing Sunday night, for. gross
over $16,000 on the three dates.

Current Road Shows
(March 28-ApriI 9).

"Allegro"— Lyceum, Mpls. (28-

2); Davidson, Mil. (4-9).

^c"'!:'-Jr'?r' began^.oshape"u;;,"but'"w^^^^^

tirely unobtain^le
"Ivy Green," meantime, under-

going a thorough rewrite here and
has been gaining in b.o. interest.

Estimates for Last Week
"Ivy Green," Plymouth (2d week)

(1,200; $3.60). Gained a little on its

second and final week, as the show

Atlanta (28-2); Aud., Savannah (4

5); Aud., Columbia (6-7); Aud., Au-
gusta (8-9).

"Blackouts of 1949"—El Capitan,
L. A. (28-9). .

"Born Yesterday"— LaCrosse,
Lacrosse (31); Aud., St. Paul (1,-

2); Lyceum, Mpls. (3-6); Parkway,
Madison (8-9).

"Brigadoon" Royal Alex., Tor.
(28-2); Aud., Roeh. (4-9).

"Cat and Canary?' — Forrest,
Philly (4-9).

."Favorite Stranger" — Nixon,
Pitt. (28-2). _
"Fmian's Rainbow" — Shiubert,

Chi (28-9).

"Harvey" (Fay Co.) —- Hartman,
Col. (28-30); Murat, Indpls. (1-2);

Amer., St. Louis (3-9).

"Hatvey" (Brown Co.)— Aud.,
Asheville (28-30); Carolina, Char-
lotte (1-2); Nat'l, Greensboro (4-5);

Carolina, Durham (6-7); State, Ra-
leigh (8-9).

"Hellzapoppln' "—Geary, Frisco
(28-9).

'•Heiress"— Colonial, Bost. (28-

'S).: - V
"High Button Sheiks",—Amer., St.

Louis (21-2); Music Hall, K. C. (4-

9).

"I Know My LoveV -^ Biltmore,

L. A. <28-9).

"Inside U. S. A."^ Community,
Hershey (28-2); Ford's, Balto (4-9),

"Ivy Green"—Locust, Philly (28-

2).

"Magnolia Alley" -^ Plymouth,
Best. (28-9).

"Man and Superman"—Curran,

drew the limit at

unsatisfactory $6,500.
Metropolitan Gpera Co., Opera

House (1st week) (3,000, $8.80).
First five performances were SRO
which, at .scale, brought in a wow
$70,795. Pinal week of eight per-
formances should exceed $117,000
for a total take during the session
close to $188,000. .,

. "Oklahoma!" Colonial (4th week) I has Withdrawn from sale
(1,500; $4.20). Moved out after four
staunch weeks, taking a sock $27.-
500 on finale of its fifth local visit.

"South Pacific," Shubert (2d
week) (1,750; $5.20). Stands as all-

time house record at the Shubert
with a staggering $40,470, with
VIP's screaming for tickets to no
avail. Impression conveyed last

week that producers were lifting

seats was erroneous. Fact is all

seats were bought at the b.o. by
producers for publisher.s, record-
ing personnel and N. Y. VIP's, with
only three pairs used by producers
themselves, who are prevented by
law from standing. Final week is

current.

91'?; $4.80). Play by Herman Wouk,
presented by Jed Harris;' opens to- :

morrow night (Thurs.).
"TWO Blind Mice," Coft (4th wk)

(1,064; $4,80)^ Had four theatre
parties and receipts spUrted to
:$1,9,100.'-. J^-

"Where's Charley?" St Jimes
(20th wk) (M-l,50i9; $6); Publicity
splurge about Ray Bolger's bashea
beezer may have needled thie el-
ready speedy pace; $37,800.

Thieiiiil
USA' 331/2G

Philadelphia, March 29.

It has been a long time since
Philly has been so acutely short
on legit, either current or an-

(RT47T"$6rs3"toi"°""«''' Down to two(K-1,47/, $b).-bagged to
jj^yggg jjjjg ^gg^ prospects are
that the city will have only one
legit offering next week and no
more than that the week df April
11. "Cat and the Canary" revival,
due Monday (4) at the Forrest for
two weeks, will experiment with a
low

' ($2.60) scale. ,
,

.

'

Estimates for trasf iyeek :

VWhat a Guy" Forrest (Ist wk)
(1,766; $3.90). Yiddish musical with
Menasha Skiiliiik Opened Wednes-
day night (23) aiid got ariv'ofcay
$10,000 in five pierfoirnahiiieS; iibw'
in final week with "Cat apd the.
Canary" following. !. , ,

f'Biggest Ilteif in To«rii^' 1^^^
(2d wk) 11,340; $3.25). Management
decided at last minute tO.|i6Id thW

'

comedy tryout in f6i^ ';a'V jseCond
week; fair $12,000.

"liiside ' U.SIA." Shubert (2nd
wk) (l,877f $5.20). In final week,
revue picked up to $33,500 but that

;

General (.was way under capacity at the high

,

scale used by this return visitor.

Legit attendance was generally
better on Broadway last week. . At
most shows the improvement be-^'

gan Monday night (21) and con-
tinued all week, with the custom-
ary sellouts: at most houses Satur^.

day night (26).

The current week brings two
openings, but thereafter the num-
ber of incoming shows will slacken.
There were no closings last week
and none is thus, far listed for this

week.
Estimates for Last Week

Keys: C (Comedy); D (.Drama),
CD (Comedy-Drama), R, (Reime),
M (Musical), O (Operetta).

Other parenthetic iigures refer
to seating capacity arid top price,

including 20% amusement tax.

However, estimates are net; i.e.,

exclusive of tax. '

"All for LOve," Hellinger (9th)

wk) (R-1,543; $4.80). Gets fair

business upstairs, particularly
weekendSj^eased" k trifle- to" $8,500.
"Along Fifth Avenue," Imperial

(11th wk)
-— -- — -

$23,500.
"Anne of 1,000 Days," Shubert

(16th wk) (D-1,387; $4.80). .lumped
about $1,600 to strong $29,600.
"As the Girls Go," Winter Gar-

den (19th wk) (M-1,519; $7.20).

Hopped back to the head of the list

with over $47,300.
"At War With the Army," Booth

(3d wk) (C-712; $4.80). Improve-
ment here was encouraging; almost
broke even at nearly $10,000.

"Big Knife," National (5th wk)
(D-1,172; $4.80). Eased a bit to
$21,700.
"Biggest Thief in Town," Mans-
field (C-1,041; $4.80). Play by Dal-
ton Trumbo, presented by Lee
Sabinson; opens tonight (Wed.).
"Born Yesterday," Miller (164th

wk) (C-940; $4.80). Ebbed a bit,

but well over the margin at

$11,500.
"Death of a Salesman," Morosco

(7th wk) (D-931; $4.80).

conditions mean nothing here,
with the standee limit ^t all per-
formances; theatre party Commis-
sions cut the take to $23,400.

"Detective Story," Hudson (1st

wk) (D-1,057; $4.80). Opened
Wednesday night (23) to smash
b.o. notices; can better $23,000 a
week with standees; management

40
: side

'STREETCAR' $30,300,

^^^^ 1^^^
Detroit, March 29.

"A Streetcar Named Desire"
locations and boxes representing set a new straight play record of

about $1,000 a week; first five per-
|

$30,300 at the Cass in final week of

Mod, .on nine performance's last
week in the 1,300-seat Cox theatre.
*op was $3.69.
npad shows recess Cincy until

week of April 25 when "Streetcar
Named Desire" bows.

'Allegro' $16,600, St. Paul
„ St. Paul, March 29.

Allegro," playing a short week
« the Auditorium here last week,
f'*«setl $16,600 for six perform-
?"<!«^-.^®'^t that the musical made
«!» unbroken jump from San Fran- , - ,

-

«sco cost three days* playing time. I Cedar
HodgersrHammeifsteln show is at

"*jj.,Lyceum, Minneap'olis, this

"Medea"^^— Rajah, Reading (28);

Lyric, Allentown (29); Aud., Tren-
ton (30); Playhouse, Wll. (31-2);

Aud., Htfd (4); Acad., North'ton (5);

Court, Spgfld. (6). , . ^ ,
"Mr. Adams" -^Shub.-Laf., Det.

(4-9).

"Mr. Roberts" —Erlanger, Chi
(28-9). , „ I

"O Mistress Mine"— Mem. Hall, I

Dayton (27-28); Murat, Indpls. (29-

1

30); Aud.. Bloomlngton (31); Mos-
que, Peoria (1). .

paign (2); Orpheum, Davenport
(4): Palace. Rockford (5); Iowa,

Rapids (6); KRNT, Des

'Adam' 8G, Frisco

San Francisco, March 29.

^'Mr. Adamj" with Robert Hutton,
Elizabeth Eraser and Frank Albert-
son, showed a nice $8,000 gross
for its second and final week at
the Curran (1,776 seats) at $3.60.

Olsen and Johnson brought back
their "Hellzapoppln of 1949" to the
Geary for a three week run Friday
(25). "Man and Superman," with
Maurice Evans, opened at the
Curran Monday (28).

Longhair Shorts

Moities (7-8); Om^ha, Omaha (9),

"bklahoiha!" (No. 1 Co.)—Ford's
Balto (28-2); Royal Alex., Toronto
(4-9):'

"OkiahOma!" (No. 2 CO.)— Em-
pire, Alljany (28-2); Binghamton,
iSing'ton (4-5) ; Strand, Ithaca (6e

7); Strand, Elmira (8-9).
»

"Show Boat" — Opera House,

Rniij"""" ^"eaire jsocieiy-ineaire Newark (28-2); Court, Spgfld. (4-

s«b.scription at Ford's here 5); Aud., Wore. (6-7); Lync, Bdgpt.
i*'*! Week. Win<1jn<< iin .n.lfh r,ii<> {3.9)

"Siutli P^ciiac'' --- Shubert, Bost

,'MEDEA' $25,400, BAITO
Baltimore, March 29.
hit a smash figure as

A„,„j""v of. five • plays under
ivmerican Theatre Society-Theatre

I subscription at Ford's here

i». 1.- ! X '
winding up -with one of

' ^^^^s to date, at $25,-

*e third

"Oklahoma!"
"«ide U. S. A.

is current, . : with
' set to follow.

(21-2),

"Streetcar
Hanna, Cleve.

Cetra-Soria, specializing in im-
ports of Italian Operatic reper-

toire, is joining the lohg-playlng

list this month, with Columbia
Records' aid. "La FOrza del Des-

—= . - --
I

tino" and "Rigoletto" excerpts are
Orpheum, Cham-

' (j^g) Lp issues. Next will probably
" ^

be Mozart's "Requiem." . :., . Jen-
nie Tourel singing three perforfn-

ances of "Carmen" at Holland Fes-
tival, in Am.sterdam, in June , . .

Marie Powers* Evelyn Keller and
Leo Coleman, leads in the Broadr
way production of "The Medium,"
will do it again for N. Y. City
Opera Co. preSehtatiori iit City
Center April 7.

Jarmila Novotna to sing six ^er'-

formances with San Francisco

Opera Co. in the fall . . . Anatole
Ghnjoy to lecture oh "BalletO'

mania" at Carl Fischer Hall, Y.i
• April 4 . . . Stella Roman to be

guest star at Florence music festi-

val, in May, in "Don Carlos."
Named
(28-9).

Desire" —

formances
$14,300.

"Edward, My Son," Beck (26th
wk) (D-1,214; $4.80). Recovered a
bit for. a hefty $25,900.
"Goodbye, My Fancy,'' Fulton

(19th wk) (CD-966; $4.80). Moved
up with the field; $22,000.
"High Button Shoes," Broadway

(77th wk) (M-1,900; $6). Climbed a
bit to over $31,300.
"Howdy, Mr. Ice," Center (40th

Wk) (R-2,964; $2.88). Also edged up
with the trend; $31,000.

"Kiss Me Kate," Century (13th

wk) (M-1,654; $6). With all the the-

atre party bookings over, the
weekly gross should stay practi-

cally constant, b a s e d on the
standee- limit; over $47;100.' t
"Lend an Ear,*' Broadhurst (15th

wk) (R-1,160; $6). Rose again to

virtual capacity; $32,000.
"Life With Mother," Empire

(23d Wk) (C-1,082; $4.80); Second
edition of the Day family saga
about held its own at almost $16,r
500.

"Light Up the Sky," Royale (19th

Wk) (C^l,035; $4.80). Inched up a
notch to $16,700.
"Love Life." 46th St. (25th wk)

(M-1,319; $6). Management began
using two-for-ones and business
responded with a jump of over $5,-

000 to $26,100.
"Madwoman Of Chaillot," Belas-

co (12th wk) (C-1,077; $4,80). Reg-
istered nice $20,900.

"Mister Roberts," Alvin (58th
wk) (CD-I ,357; $4.80). Still going,

clean at all performances, usually
with standees; up a trifle to nearly
$35,000.

"Private Lives," Plymouth (25th

wk) (C-1,062; $4.80). Revival is

rolling along lo hefty profits; $16,-

200.
"Silver Whistle," Biltmore (18th

wk) (C-920; $4.80). Bettered recent
weeks; $18,500.

"Streetcar Named Desire,*'

Barrymore (69th wk) (C-920; $4.80).

Continues to draw fine attendance;
$23,300.
"Sun and I," New Stages (1st

wk) (C-299; $3). First seven per-
formances, including the Sunday
night (20) preem, got under $2,000.
"They K n e w W h a t They

Wanted," Music Box (6th wk) (C-

1,012; $4.80). Slight .-improvement
and still getting by; $11,500.

"The Traitor," 48th Street (D-

a three-week stay. Cass will re-
main dark until "Allegro" opens
April 11.

"O Mistress Mine" took in_ $14,- ,

200 during week's run at Shubert-
Lafayette. "Mr. Adam" will begin
lOrday engagement there Thursday
(31).

'Shoes' Okay $33,000

In First St. Louis Week
St. Louis, March 29.

"High Button Shoes," despite
divided reviews: by . the. crix,
wound up its first of a ; two-week
iitand at the American Saturday
(26) with a good b.o.- score.- Eight
performances, with the 1,700-seat
house scaled to $4.88, grossed al-
most $33,000.
Frank Fay in "Harvey" follows

the windup of ."Shoes,"

Lints 32G, K. C.

Kansas City, March 29.

The LuntSi for their first time
'

here in nine years, did smash biz

,

in seven performances of "I Know
I My Love" March 22-25 in the Mu-
I sic Hall. Sock,$32,000 resulted from
complete sellout Friday night, near
capacity other three eves and:
strong matinees.
A & N Presentations has ''High

Button Shoes',' next, for a week,
beginning April .4,

.

'Okla.!' 33iG in N. C.

Raleigh, N. C, March 29.

Original company of "Okla-
homa!" rang up a total grots of
over $33,500 in engagements
week at the State, Winston-ialemj
Carolinai Durham, and Carolina
here.

Production is playing this week >

at Ford's, Baltimore.

'Born' $17,200, Scattttt
Seattle, March 3W,

'

"Bom Yesterday'' got real dougn
at the Metropolitan last week.

Scaled from $3.79 at this l,S00f
seater, "Born'' grossed around
$17,200.
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Plays on
Detective Siory

Howard Lindsay «: Russel Crouso pro-

duction of drama in three acts by Sidney

Kingsley. Stars Ralph Bellamy. Meg
Mundy. Staged by the author; setting.

Boris Aronson: costunies. Mil ie Suthci-

land. At Hudson, N. Y.. March ZJ. W.
$4.80; <$!> opening night); _
Detective Dakis Robert Strauss

ShoDlittcr .
Lee Grant

Detictlve Gallaglier Edward Binns

Mrs. Parragut /Sf,"riihPrt

DrteStI™ Callahan JP'tn^L^'SYH
Detective O'Brien ionn Boyd

' Mr Sims- . . ; ' . i • . . < • Les iremayne
iSetectlve 'McLeod Ralph Bellamy

A?th"r Kindred Warren Stevens

Patrolman Barnes
, ^Ki^^^^Zl

1st BuMlar Joseph Wiseman
2nd Buiglar Michael Strong

Mrs. Bagatelle Michclette. Burani

Dr. Schneider „ Harry Worth
Lt. Monoghan Horace McMahon
Susan Carmichael Joan <;OPeianS
Patrolman Keogh Byron C. Halstead

Patrolman Baker;. „Joe
WlIIv . , . .J .. i V > • • Carl Griscom

Miss'^ Hatch •

"•'"^If
Mrs. Feeney Sarah Crablc
-Mi'.'Fpenev i...- JimMynn
Crumb-Bum Archie Benson
Mr. Gallant*. r'="'"*\,^''^«v
Mr. Pritchett ^*'?f'^'^M.VJJni
l5arv McLeod ...i... ... Meg Mundy
Tami Giacoppetti Alexander Scourbv

Photographer Michael Le\v n

T adv Ruth. Storm

Gentleman
'

.
• John Alberts

Mr. Bagatelle .Toseph Anemia
Indignant Citizen Jacquehne Paige

Broadway

Sidney Kingsley has returned to

the documentai-y-melodrama form
of "Men in White" and "Dead End"
for bis new play, "Detective Story."

The result is excellent theatre and
a boxoftjce smash; The show seems
good for at least a year on Broad-
way, plus a road company and, al-

most certainly , a juicy picture deal.

Th^ Kingsley reportorial talent

this time recreates the look ; and
sound and practically the smell of

a Manhattan police station, with its

gallery of detectives, uniformed
cops and rag-tag of criminals, law-
yers, reporters and crackpots; • The
characters are vivid and lifelike,

the dialog is tough and reaiUstic,

and the action is taut and progres-
sively stirring.

The production, staging and per-

formance keep the multiple .plot

threads skillfully in focus. Thus,
While the principal theriie concerns
detective Jim McLeod, whose fa-

natical hatred of evil ultimately'

destroys him, there are numerous
subordinate and interrelated sto-

ries involving his wife, the other
detectives, assorted law-breakers, a

sleek racketeer, a clever mouth-
piece, a philosophical police re-
porter, and so on.
Ralph Bellamy gives, a strong

. performance as tlie ruthless and
doomed McLeod -and -Meg Mundy,
costarred with him, is believable in

the difficult part of his wife. But
in some cases the other characters
are more colorful, so the support'
ing performances seem more ef-

fective. For instance, Horace Mc-
Mahon is excellent as the lieuten-
ant of detectives and James Wes-
terfleld, Robert Strauss, Edward
Binns, Patrick McVey and John
Boyd are notable as other gum-
shoes.

Similarly, T.se Grant is striking
as a shoplifter from the Bronx,
.lean Adair contributes a brilliant

bit as a nearby resident with de-
lusions of atomic persecution (or

something), Lou Gilbert is fine as

the reporter, Les Tremayne is

properly forthright as the mouth-^

piece. Warren Stevens is likable as

a young thief who gets another
chance, and Joan Copeland is ap*

pealing as the girl who sticks by
Wf"-

,

Also, Joseph Wiseman and Mi-

I chael Strong suggest the rodent-

I
like qualities of degenerate cxva\-

'

inals, Harry Worth is plausible as

la sniveling abortionist suspect,

I Alexander Scourby is good as the

i
smug racketeeri: and there are nu-

merous arresting, lesser bits.

Kingsley's direction not only
keeps the various story elements

in perspective, but paces the per-

formance deftly up to the final, ex-
' plosive curtain. Boris Aronson's
single setting projects the atmos-

I phere of a Manhattan police sta-

i tion, and the costumes of Millie

.Sutherland look as if taken from

\
life.

"Detective Story" may not be a

I great play, but it is superlative en-

tertainment. Hobe.

I

l»th Hole of Kurope
j

Experimental Theatre's Invitational
' Series production of drama in three acts

by Vivian Council. PirecteiVty Bill Ross^

i
Scerierv, tester Polakov; costumes, FoTt

I rest Thaver; music. George Bassman. At
I Lenox Hill Settlement House. N. Y.,

I fude*^. .
^.

. . .Margaret Wycherly
] Boriv Oswald Marshall

,
Woman with Child Ida Crystal

' Boot . . . . i ..... Bern Hoffman
! Nadn ..Barbara Ames
I Bov Robert WyDe:
' Mark' . . Alexander March
RufCians. . Charles Pratt. Jr., Sam Gilrnan

Spiel Alexander ,lvo

Woman with Plague Joan Bower
lane ........... .

.
Nina .Varela

Soldier .............. . . Lee Marvltii

pSnchus .
„Kurt Kasjar

Flor ..............Martha Hodge
Airman.

.

'. ...... . , . .> . ... • • • Sam Oilman

Plays Out of Town

EARNED
«47,687«»
.That's wbkt
W.D.UIchfttl
h ft BB »d •
ino* 1044.

Bxcaptionftl,
bat shows th*
(Treat opporr
tunjty .opan

' to a*«r mani

:
Tall Proparty Owners

Heavy-Duty
ROOr COATING

Bestmoneymakinemobthiijuststarting
...tremendous deiDatid everywlmrc for
this sensational products Cuts esuentiul
roof repair and maintenance costs up to
.76% . Every building and property owner
yourprospect. ZonttHMvyDuty Coat-

- ins used byU. S. Government, Navy and.
Amiy and thouBanda of satisned buyers
here and abroad. Amazinor demonstra-
tion (i:etu orders easily. Oniy six avera^'^
ordara a weak par you over lllHI.OUt Gunran-
taad 8 rears. Complete PREB Sallinv Outfit
Includes erarythinr reu oaad to mnlca biic
money from tha start. If you'ra oyer 30, THIS
MAY BE THE BIRGEaTOPfORTUNli'V OF
YOUR LIFE. Writa TODAY. . tall us about
roursuif. Address Jack Canalnr, VI(!a Prep,

ZONECiMiuiv p.o.Boxres.PoDt.si-c
Fort Wsrih I, Tex«J

Unusual Opportunity

for

Summer Stocit Sliows

li'Arire : stone. ISiirn for rent, no smtill

l>ereentnK:e IidhIh. in jVloiirue. N. V..

40 inllrs Gen. W. iCrdK.. on heHiitifiii

SOO acre. eHtalev^nd summer ]Mmi;alow
nolon}*. ' V«r nppt. to itee> cull: TRa-
talcar T-»fS!!. .

"The Nineteenth Hole of

Europe" may be the sort of play

the Experimental Theatre should

pre.sent, but it has little interest

for the commercial stage. A grim
fantasy about the breakdown of

civilization after the next war, it

is a wordy, repetitious and static

drama that fails to develop its pro-

vocative theme or hold up as the^

atre. Moreover, in this Instance

»it is miserably produced.

Vivian Gonnell has become fair-

ly well-known in the trade on the
strength of this play. The script

has been lavishly praised and , has
been under option to at least one
Broadway managemeiit. Because
of ItS: subleqt matter, it's easy to

see why "Nineteenth Hole" should
arouse interest. But on the basis

of its writinj; there seems little

justification for enthusiasm. Sher-
wood's "Idiot's Delight" is still a
more timely anti-war play.

I "Nineteenth Hole" is suppo.sed
I to take place some time in the fu-

I turc; when war and pestilence

I
have turned Europe into a plague-

I

house forcibly auarantined by the

I
rest of the world. The few remain-

' ing inhabitants fight off hordes of
i rats and bolster their nerve, by
\ swilling rot-gut booze. The char-
i acters are the obvious assortment:
I that is, an ex-king and queen, a
I regal nurse, a former nobleman, a
! "businessman" moonshiner, a rov^

I

ing ex-soldier, a strumpet, a

I

pacifist, the inevitable girl who
i only vaguely remembers the old
world, etc.

I

Although the pacifist apparently

I

represents the- author's tliesis that
(reason must ultimately replace
i
war, even he presently resorts to

i
violence to maintain some sort of

i

decency and ' justice. . Otherwise,
]

the play seems little more than an
I
attenuated series of monologs about

I life and death, religion, politics,

I

morality, ribaldry. It lacks move-
i ment or drama.
I

Under Bill Ross's slack direction

j

the performance' is an ordeal: It

1 has little variation, tempo or con-
i
viction andv except for sporadic

I

outbursts of vehemence, the actor.s
' merely stand about and intone the
i pretentiously brutal or philosophv
ical dialog. Only Bern Hoffman,

I as the evil booze peddler; Alexan-
der Ivo, as the ex-nobleman: Kurt

I

Kasznar, ;as a priest, and Martha
. Hodge, as the strumpet, achieve a
I degree of credibility. And Lester
Polakov's scenery has reasonable
atiTicsphere considering the meagre
budget,

Since "Nineteenth Hole" aroused
so much di.scussion it's probably
.lust as well the Experimental The-
atre has produced it. But that
should end the play for anyone but
the artiest little theatre groups.

Hobe.

~ Continued from page SO sa

Magnolia Alley
adopted daughter, in love with the

pug, but who doesn't get a tumble
from him.

The errant daughter returns,

begging forgiveness, and eventual-
ly sets up a phoney deal for the

fighter to do a comeback with a
string of setups. A contemplated
doublecross by a light promoter,
whose marriage the daughter had
wrecked, backfires. Play ends with
the off-color daughter clearing out
again^ leaving tlie field to the
adopted one; the eccentric maid
being courted by a middle-aged
colonel; and Laura herself, after a

fated romance with a wrestler who
had died, setting, her cap for a new
roomer.

Tried out last summer by Jessie

Royce Landis in. the strawhat en-
virons of Skowhegan, it is easy to

see why the actress felt the play

was worthy^ of donning regular
season millfnery. Bole of Laura
offers wide latitude for emotional
display. Miss Landis .cashes in on
her flip lines^ as well as registering
in several dramatic sequences. It's

a good part for her.

- Jackie Cooper, lincjd up for his

Broadway debut with the role of
the young fighter, finds his :assign-

ment largely of routine content.
He does okay by it. There's good
support by Julie Harris, as the
maid; Bibi Osterwarld, who wrings
plenty from the prostie role; Anne
Jackson, as the pug's wife; Hildy
Parks, his eventual romance; Fred
Steward, the colonel; Brad Dexter,
fight promoter; Frances Bavier;
welfare worker [in a subsequent
performance. Miss Bavier : was
taken ill while the play was on
and the v role was . continued by
understudy Johanna Douglas], -

An attractive "SCitUng establishes
good working, atmosphere in a
combined living room with front
yard view. ,'

.
. .

- Bone.

Plays Abroad
Contliiued from page '50

,

WANTED
Information to .wItereiilioiitH of

Jielrcf of late Lnnf^don Alitciiell itiiil

Marlon Slltcllell.

. -American Ploy Company
522SHiA«K Naw York City

Larry Douglas succeeded Dick
Smart in "All for LoVe," at the
Ilellinger, N Y The Lambs will
hold their 75th anniversary Gam-
bol April 23 at the Astor hotel,
N. Y Richard Rodgcrs and Os-
car Uammerstein. 2d, have already
turned down 400 first-night appli-
cations for their "South Pacific,"
which precms April 7 at the Majes-
tic, N. Y.

Hamlet
Baltimore, March 26,

Barter Theatre production of tragedy
by William Stiakespeare in two parts.
Directed: by Robert Breen. Production
and lighting by Nat Karson; costumes by
.led Mace; ..music by Arthur Kreutz. At
Maryland Casualty Co. Auditorium, Balti>
more, March 26. '49.

Claudius ..... . . . .Frederic Warriner
Gertrude. • .... ..... .Josephine Parker
Hamlet ................. . :Hume Cronyn
Polonius . . .'. ...Leo Chalzel
Ophelia ..Jerry Jedd
Laertes . . ........... . . . . James Andrews
Horatio ..................... Ray Boyle
Ko.<;encrantz. .Mell Turner
Guildenstern ..Ernest Borgnine
Francisco .Robert Paschall
Marcellus .............. Robert Pastene
Bernardo. ...'..v.. ...Ernest ^orgnine
Osric Mell: Turner
Dancer .......... .. .Mit7.i Hyman
1st Servant ...Ed Davis
.2nd Servant ; . . Andy Bernard
Player King , . ... . . . . . Rolicrt Pastene
Player Queen ......... . . Kathenne Green
.Lucianus: James Andrews
Prolog . . .... . ....... . . , Mell Turner

1
—'—'

This touring production of the
Barter Theatre's "Hamlet" (but not
the cast) will be sent to Elsimore,
Denmark next summer, to take
part in its annual festival.' Robert
Breen has: directed and is set to
play the name role for the Danes.
Current production has Hume
Cronyn, on leave from writing,
directing and acting chores in
film.s, in the lead, and he gives it

an- intelligent and sensitive read-
ing.. As a matter of fact that about
sums up this production, which
was originally devised for touring
by truck in areas which rarely see
live itheatre;.

Hardly a soul-stirring experience
marked by distinguished playing,
moving drama and compelling
mood, this offering is a few notches
above a first-rate college or reper-
tory attempt. Scenes have been
trimmed and realigned and the
entire playing takes place on a
central platform with costumed
prop men in the manner of the
Chinese theatre moving tables and
chairs to accomodate the playing.
The cosumes are in good taste and
the lighting adds much to the
overall effect. Best part of the
doings is an original musical score
piped in to highlight and point the
action.

,

The best word for the cast would
be "adequate" and Cronyn makes
up for lack of stature physically
and emotionally with well-parsed
phrasing and a good feel for the
magic words at hand. Leo Chalzel
plays Polonius as a doltjsh old
codger and James Andrews gives
same dash to Horatio. Most effec-
tive scene is the watch, when
1-Iaiiilet meets the gho.st Of his
father and the combination of
musical background and amplified
lines spoken by an unseen spirit
builds to impressive dramatic;
force. Bvrm,.

Fifth annual Festival of Con-
temporary American Music, spon^
soi-ed by the Alice M. Ditson Fund,
will take place at Columbia Univ.,
N, Y., May 9-15. •

I^iin Quarter
stuff, climaxing with "Toast" bit,

it's a standard in burlesque for

years. .....

Georges Guetary, remembered
for his success in the Gochran-
Vivian musical, "Bless the Bride,

'

gets a big salvo for a couple of

numbers, "Night of Romance" and
"Casa Casino." He delivers hiS: big-

gest hits in the second part of the
sho^. These are French numbers
"Clopin-Clopan" and "La Bas,"
rendered bilingijally. .Willie Shore,
unknown here; except by those who
spotted him during the war in
USO-Camp Shows, hits the high
spot, despite being badly served
with material. His intimate style

grows on one and it seems assured
once he gets going, he will become
a favorite in London.
But sock of first half is certainly

the Charlivels, who close. They
have a varied .' assortment .. of
dances, including- Russian fast-

stepping with some almost impos-
sible twists and turns accomplished
with perfect nonchalance.

Show's • second half is much
weaker, with Andre, Andree and
Bonnie in statuesque dance poses
proving one "of tlie highlights.' "Full
Fathom Five," with Durant as cus-
tomer, fails to register, despite it's

being one of the best bits In "Make
Mine Manhattan." More worth-
while is Alan Melville's skit, "So
This Is Soho," with Miss Day,
Durant and Willie Shore, waiter;
with lastrnamed getting most of

the laughs.
Show is reported to cost $200.-'

000, which takes a lot of getting
back,especially as overhead is well
over $15,000. But it's understood
advance bookings are heavy and at

12 shows per week, house can
gamer around $3S,000 per, with
management expecting to run till

Christmas, swhen house will stage
its annual pantomime.
Meanwhile, to bolster .up com-

edy shortage, Gil Maison and Co.,
who scored big hit in Val Par-
nell'g London Palladium panto-
mime, . "Cinderella," have been
added to cast as of March 28.

. Rege. -.

Harvey
Vienna, March 23.

Theater Die Insel production of comedy
in five scenes by. Mary Chase. Stafs Oscai*
Karlweis; features . Adrienne. Oessner,
Hannes Schiel and>Hans Thimig. Directed
by Thimig: settings by . Max Meinecke;
translated b.v Alfred Polgar. At Die
Insel, Vienna, March 22.
Elwood P. Dowd ....... Oscar Karlweis
Veta Louise Simmons. . Adrienne Gessner
Myrtle Mae .................. Eva Peyrer
Omar GafTney . . . . Hans Starlcmann
Dr. William R. Chumley . . Hans Thiinig
Dr. Lyman Sanderson. ..: Hannes Schiel
Betty. Chumley. ... . . . . ;..Hennyi Minersk.v

,
Ruth Kcliv ^ Eva Zilcher

]
Marvin Wilson . .. .',

. Arthur Popp
1 Mrs. Ethel- Chauvcnet-;-, Laura Zeller

I

E. H. Lofgreen . . Helmut Janatsch
I Mane . . . . Gertrude Kirchsteiger

Preem of "Harvey" in Austria
yesterday (22) was the event of the
season, with Karl Renner, Presi-
dent of the Republic, and the cap-
ital's bigwigs, present. 0.scar Karl-
weis' portrayal of Elwood P. Dowd
is head-of-the-class thesping. His
interpretation of the part is hand-
led with conviction. The audience

i
of 500 responded to his six-foot
imaginary rabbit with the .same
understanding andienjoyment that
made "Harvey" .-so. popular in
America. <:.

- .

I
The supporting roles are handled

admirably by Adrienne Gessner,
who came from Salzburg, where
she was making a picture, and
Hans Thimig, who is making his
first stage appearance after six
years of directing. Also notably
cast are Hannes Schiel as Sander-
.son, and B^va Peyrer, who gives
an excellent performance as
Myrtle.
Hans Thimig's staging is marked

by particular accuracy in depicting
the average American home and the
modern psychoanalytic Institute.
The production by Leon Epp, with
settings by Max Meinecke, /sur-
passes all expectations. Alfred
Polgar gave his adaptation a com-
petent, translation' into German,
but he was stymied in a few in-
stances, where the brunt of a joke
emplo.ved certain Americanisme
unknown here. Mass.

Feeries el, Vwlies
Paris, March 12.

Paul Derval production. oF revue in two
acts (40

,
scenes) by Michel Gyarinalhy.

Musical adaptation liy Pierre Larrieii',
Songs by Larrleu, Jo Bouillon. Georges
and Andre Tabeti Ha.ios, Fred Freed, Hdr-
nez. Wandep. Direction, .sets, costximes
and choreography by Gyarmathy.

Stars Josephine Baker: features Colette
Fleuriot. Veronica Bell, Luska, Monette
Lerier. Line de SoU'/.a. Gisele Colline,
Yvonne Menard, Madeleine Levster, Eli-
<m« Mervyl. Jacqueline Marcy, Dandy,
Frederic.' Key, Jean Luthy. Includes Fo'
I'esJBcrgere showgirls, models, dancers.
At Follcs Bergcre. Paris. '

practically one long bore. Wh»f
could interest tourists—visual stuff
and nudity—has been minimiVBi
to the limit. Excepting one s^e»e
the gals are as chaste as cherulw.
Show is estimated roughly tn

cost a little over $100,000. Therft
are a few colorful costumes and
three or four sets worth noticUiB
but the show has been poorly nnt
together. It's often interrupted bv
unsatisfactory blackouts. LUHp
money has been squandered on tal-
ent. .

Josephine Baker, glad to stage a
comeback from cabarets, has been
turned into a clothes-horse. She's
onstage over half of time in end
less numbers, and apart from some
oldies has no new tune to .sell
There are a couple of sketches bv
Dandy, the perennial comedian
but they are long and tedious A
girl named Luska is made to recite
long dramatic monologs that also
drag. Colette Fleuriot, who .sines
and dances, does so with telling et
feet.

Luckily for the tourists, the one
good number, "Crystal Parade"
despite the poor lighting prevalent
throughout the show, is very beau-

"

tiful. Number is without other
prop than a black backdrop and
shows the girls in black tights
dressed in black and wliite plastic
materials, which is very effective.

There's no music worth mention-
ing and no catchy new tune. The
show is extremely local. There is

nothing to appeal to the tourists
except the name, Folies Bergere.

Daphne Laureola
London, March 24;

Laurence Olivier presentation of com-
edy In three acts by James Bridie. Dii
rccted by Murray Macdonald. At Wynd-
ham's, London, March 23, '49.

Lady Pitts.................. Edith Evani
Sir Joseph Pitts Felix Aylmer
Mr. Gooch.. .. ...Frank Pettingell
Ernest Piaste Peter Fincli
Maisie MacArthur, ........ Anna Turner
Vincent Peter WiUiami
Waiter . . ...... .... . . .. . . .. . .Martin Miller
Spiv Billy Thatcher
Mr. Watson Mark Stont
Bill Wishforth. . ... ... ., . . Robin Lloyd
Helen Willis '. Eileen O'Hara
Bob Kentish. Alexander Harris

Theatrically-contrived plot of
this latest James Bridie opus
strains credulity to its limit, but is

nontheless entertaining. Due to

artistry of Edith Evans, its highly
improbable theme is. acceptable.
Play would need similar glamorous
star to carry it in America.

Star plays a periodic dipso-
maniac of mature years; who is re-

trieved from a small foi^eign res-

taurant by her chauffeur-attendant,
whose , watchful care she has
elifded, ' While chain-drinking
brandy, which has loosened her
tongue, she tells a fake life stoiy-
to all within earshot, whom she

then invites to call at her home
for tea.:

Scene switches lo the lady's res-

idence, where she is closeted in do^

mestic felicity with her aged, titled

husband. The seven guests duly
arrive, to their hostess' embarrass-
ment; she having no recollection

of them- nor the details of her
binge. Ensuing happenings are

amusing.
Play's success will depend on

Miss Evans' drawing powei'. Of.a
generally good supporting com-
pany, Felix Aylmer is outstanding
as the gentle, octogenarian hus'

band, grateful for his wife's affec-

tionate companionship despite her

pathetic affliction. Frank Pettingell

is perfectly cast as the provincial

business man, and Martin Miller is

distinctive as a waiter. Peter

Finch, discovered by Laurence;
Olivier in Australia, Is duly tem-

permental as the excitable amoi'
ous student. Cteni.

New Folies Bergere show is con-
siderably disappointing. With the
one exception of a very .beautiful
scene, tilled "Crystal Parade," it's

The Three Bruises re.ioined cast

of "Howdy, Mr. Ice" this week

.

Ken Parker, of the same show, is

using his Monday nights off to ap-

pear in dramatic plays at tlie,

Cherry Lane theatre, N. Y.. Me-

nasha Skulnik propositioned by

4^ee Shubert to star in a new edi-

tion of "The Ziegfeld Follies" next

fall . . Allan C. Dalzell, p a. for

"Carousel" until its recent closing,

has taken over similar assignmeni

for the Theatre Guild touring

"Allegro".. Helen Gillette planed

to Norfolk over the weekend to

take over the pari of the nurse in

the Joe E. Brown company of Ha'"

vey," succeeding Mary Cooper, wno

left .to undergo an operation •

Anne Woll off Friday for four-

week trip Via boat to Guatemala

. . . Herman Rosse's design won

competition for the Anlomette

Perry awards medallion this yeai-

"Tonys" will be awarded at dinnei

April 24 at Waldorf-Astoria, N. Jt'
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Literati

HoUd«y'»
ClrcuI«tlon Topper

«nildav'» April issue, devoted

^?.oiv!.V to New York City, has

l;*S'"the highest sale of any issue

fhemag'l history. Issue went on

*°ir1n N Y. Wednesday, March
R' .nH was 67% sold two days

iL It's 95% sold^ today (Wed.),

'nutoibs dumped 100.000 copies of

?he 6(te. mag into N. Y.. as against

IhS normal 20.000 draw. It is esti-

tted cSrtis Publishing Co ran

Kver 1,000,000 copies of the 15-

«w (also mag's biggest issue in

STrnber of copies). Odd point Is

that the issue has also sold out all

Slid the country. Mag has tried

fnMt copies back from other areas

tSStl N y. calls, but can't, unlikeK issues, such as the Holly-

wood, Paris, London or Chicago is-

Tes when there were plenty of

Jcturns. Although extra copies

were run off for N. Y., no other

dties had their quotas cut.

neneral circulation of Holiday

has been averaging 830,000 and

siderably in the past six months.
Since special favorable terms to
newspaper vendors ob sales of
Democracia were cancelled, the
t)aper is not doing so well, whereas
the opposition Radical party's tab-
loid, Clarin, seems to be the fa-

vored paper. The Mundo subscrip-
tion list has suffered considerably,
since the paper was tftken over by
government%coons.

Curtis would like to keep it pegged

at that figure. Ad rates are based

on a 750,000 guarantee, and can't

he raised. Production costs are so

high now as to make' circulation

Time's Record Earnings ^

Time, Inc., comprising Henry
Luce's mag chain, disclosed in its

annual stockholders report that the
net income, after taxes, for 1948
was $9,008,721, as. compared with
$7,432,824 in '47! Gross income
amounted to $130,981,044, a boost
of $10,576,827 over the preceding
year. Earnings for the year were
$9.22 a share, whereas the take for
'47 was $7.73 a share.
Both the gross and net income

were the largest in 25 years.-

lustrations by Aj[rs. Mason, will be
ready for late summer publication
in book form.

Stanley Morison's "Four vCen-
turies of Fine Printing," present-
ing a Mstorical survey of typog-
raphy, revised - by Fairiir and
Straus at popular prices.

Long-range gamble that Jane
Wyman would be top Academy
Award choice was won by Photo-r
play magazine, which three months
ago had to make cover selection
for the May issue and picked; her.

Joshua Logan did the Introduce
tion for Constaritin Stanislavski's,

"Building a Character/' a posthu-
mous sequel to "An Actor Pre-
pares," which Theatre Arts Books,
Robert M. MacGregor, will pub-
lish.

Short stories by Metro p.a. Bill

Ornstein are being propped for
book publication, under title "Ma
and Me." Latest of the biographi-
cal sketches, "Shadow Lingers
On," is coming out in Decade for
April.

. Ted Amussen, editor of Har-

SCULLY'S SCRAPBOOK
I

^* t» By Frank Scully »»<

Ruth Dennis, of the Time-Life
New York office, shifts "to the
Coast. She is research aide to
Robert Wamiek,: Life's motion pic-

Judgp Bok 'Suspect'

District Attorney Jdhtt tt, Maurcr
aDLnflimeeii J litlBhtJadielphia ^ last

week (23) that he would appeal the

above the 830,000 figure too costly] decision of Judge Curtis Bok „„„„^^,
and unprofitable.

|
which held that nine disputed

^^^^ g^^^,^ ^^^^j ^^jll ^g^^l^
It is rumored Curtis will put out novels seized in a vice squad raid

| ^^^^^ .^^ Hollywood. Replac-
- on midtown bookstores were not

j„g j^jj^^ j^^^^^^ ^^^^ York is
obscene. , . Tpan Hnlt

Actiori of the D.A. followed a r^^"^
irieeting of the Methodist Ministers
of Philadelphia, who drew tip a pe-

tition demanding that Maurer take

the case to a higher court. The
elisifgy felt: that Judge Bok ren-

dered a decision in favor of real-

ism •arid the publishers "because
he himself is a realist and an au-
thor'" ."^

the New York issue in hard cover,

without the ads, as a souvenir or

reference book, to sell about $1,

Several convention bureaus have

made inquiries along that line.

London Editor's Prison Rap

The London Daily Mirror re-

ceived one of the stiffest contempt
sentences ever handed down to a

- newspaper by a British court;

when its editor, Silvester Bolam,
received a three-month prison

term, and the paper a fine of 10,000

pounds ($40,000). Lord Goddard,
Lord Chief Justice of England,
who imposed the sentence, de^
nounced the paper for its sensa-

tional handling of the details of a

murder case awaiting trial..

• • The Mirror in its issue of March
'4 played up with lurid details and
photographs the arrest of . John
George Haigh, who was charged^
With the murder of an elderly i

toman. Lord Goddard claimed
that the articles, which accused
Haigh of crimes other than the
one he was charged with, . "vio-
lated . every principle of justice and
fair play."

: The action against the Mirror
was Instituted by Haigh's defense
attorneys on the ground that the
stories would prejudice the out-
come of the trial. The paper has
a circulation of more than
4,000,000. - _ .

-

Fisher Defends Strips

Ham Fisher, creator of "Joe
Palooka," defended the comic
strips at the Philadelphia Evening
Bulletin's third annual forum (25),

but bitterly condemned some of
• his rivals in the conii&-book busi-

; ness.:'.'

Fisher said he didn't see why it

: was necessary to have to defend
• newspaper comic strips. "They
may be a little corny at times and
a little bit slapstick, but that is

good' American humor." The* artist
said: presidents and Supreme Court
justices follow the comic strips
and he counted it as a special
honor that several presidents were
rabid followers of his own "Joe
Palooka."

The comic strip is "a mirror of
our times," Fisher declared, and
aoaed that, with one exception, he
had never seen a comic strip that
he couldn't read to his little girl.

The- comic books, he said, wer^
the real offenders. There are someW comic books being put out and
Fisher told the Bulletin forum that
he once spoke to Comic Book Pub-
ushers and told them: "You men
'•f

slmo-st criminals." The artist
ssid he resented pornography and
saiaciousness being brought to the
Anjencan public. Not all comic
nook publishers are offendeifs,
hojvever, Fisher added.

Drake Into Print

Galen Drake, the guy on the ra-

dio that goes on No. 2 and
comes off next-to-closing, has writ-

ten a book and calls it "This Is

Galen Drake." (Doubleday, $2.95).

And now you can read him as well

as hear him, and it's just as pleasr

ant and interesting.
. „ , ,

Joseph Auslander gives the book
a swell biographical introduction

arid Drake gives us interesting

chapters on such diversified sub-,

jects as Love, Sara Bernhardt s

Corsets, The High Cost of Mar-
riage, Out of the Mouths of Babes,
Horses Have Fun, Tolerance,

Prayer Is Natural, Hints to Those
That Would Be Rich, What About
Having Children?, How to Steal a

Whale, Using Your Wife's Brains,

It Isn't the Church, It s You, Jun-
ior's Changing Voice, The New
Commandments. The 296 pages
are filled with Drake philosophy,

humor, facts and jtrifles, all .enter-

taining and well written.^
If your radio should break

down, you can pick up this book
and read what you have been
listening to every other hour of the

day on Drake's very entertaining

radio programs. It's a swell

picker-upper* Joe Laurie, Jr.

Jamestowh, Vai, March 27..

Sevei-al triggemometry students of a Hollywood Colt-endowed cow
college recently turned out a period picture entitled ''I Shot Jesse
James." Whether Robert L. Lippert, Who presented the picture! Sam-
uel Fuller, who wrote and directed it; Carl K. Hittlemari, who produced :

iti or Preston Foster, who starred in iti claitned to have: done the shoot-
ing,! haven't taken the trouble to And out.

I haven't taken the trouble because btl^^^^

assure me that Jesse James is still alive and eating his head: :6ff, Last
heard of, he had left Van Nuys, CaL. for Zariesvjlle, O,, »!hei:e>he ;sup*

posedly had laid in a crock of gold fa^ away arid long ago. ' \

,

Enroute to Zanesville, he was hospitalized at A,ustin, Tex., vvith pneu-;
monia, but seemingly had shot the virus dead before the bugs could
draw the bead on him. At: any rate at l()i he. ^aims he is stili alive,

This could very well be, because you will notice that nohe: of Lip^
troublershooters claims to have WUeS. J**se

:
All: oiie claims is

that he shot the bandit. A shooting and a killing are^:^^^ wide :as an
indictment and a conviction. But editors kiiow, that' ihpst reSders art
skimmers and don't spot the distinGtion uritil Chiimped into buying: a:

paper. Not till they start reading as fast as their excited eyes will

. tu, i *
I

carry them do they realize that, under the pure feud and di-ug act,
court, Brace on a month s trip to between "shot" and "killed" is the difference between this world and
the west and south, in .Cleveland 1

ijjg j,g^(.

uMth Fd'Hndep%aTes mfnaeervfs- ^hot Jesse James" Lipperl's triggernoraetricians follow the old

King boSerT revie^^^^^^^^ f,fy
th«t Robert Ford shot Jesse James. They then attempt to

authors t^^' What happened to Ford. After a suitable chase he's shot. Preston
Foster is the murderous mathematician who bisects Ford from several
acute angles. It all adds up to a 19th century rubout. - \ r - :•

Well, that takes care of Robert Fordi who seenis' to iihaye

"Howard, the dirty coward who shot Jesse 'James "in thferjiack^^^

still doesn't take care of Jesse himself.
Well, Ghosts Walk In "Hamlet." Too

Terry. McGovern (not the original Terrible Terry, but the Alabama
Terry) put me on the trail of Hugh Talbot, who has been carrying Jesse
James, or a reasonable facsimile thereof, on the cuff for: some time
and is getting prietty tired of it. .

"
[ :

About a year ago Talbot got a tip that the original Jesse, then 99 *

going on 100, was looking for some nice dry ditch near Dallas, to lie

in till he gave up the ghost, Talbot hunted down the Missouri murderer !

and spent two months documenting his highly unlikely story,

kind of talent should be in the I Later he took the centenarian to Chicago for further checking and
Hollywood Bowl or Carnegie ! rechecking. Then he transported his Lazarus to. Lawtonv Okla., where
Hall.

I

he first released what to the best of his knowledge and belief was the
Sure, TV is, coming and the so- authentic saga of Jesse James.

The first shock was Talbot's documented contention that the original

:

Jesse James was not shot by Bob Ford, Howard or anybody else while
hanging a picture in his mother's home. Another member of the James
gang was bumped off instead and passed off by the mob as Jesse. This
bandit was suspected of doubling as a federal agent bietween holdups
and best done away with, because Jack Ford <no! relation) was not ready

.

to make "The Informer" for at least another 75 years.
Jesse's mother was talked into accepting and acknowledging the rid-

dled stoolpigeon as her dead son. This was strictly f6r burial purposes.
The mob explained to her that the law would get Jesse and harig him
eventually if they know he were still alive, and that actually he Was

'

on the lam and far from the scene of his murder. She acquiesced to
double as the mother of the stoolie and as such attended his funerali i

It is this current character's contention that he, the real Jesse James,
attended the funeral, too. He attended as a guy named Dalton. His
mother had come from Dalton, Ga., to Missouri, so he took the name of
her old home town. Civic pride, I guess. In fact, he insists he not only
attended his own funeral but sang at it. . : .

'
:

As far as the law was. concerned thfe funera^closed th
Jesse James, but Jesse, fearful of being recognized, left for Mexico: iind

says he spent the next 60 years living off; one South Am^riiiiari; ^^^^

tion after another. He had been in Cantrell'i irregular; ari^^ with tiie:

Confederate forces during the Civil War ahii cit'edited. thefee gue^^
with making him a success as a soldier of fortune iii the bahaii^:; rer

:

publics"

TV'S Fine
Continued from . page t

i

Eire Nixes 12 Novels

On the ruling that they contain
material which is "indecent or

Obscene," the Irish Censorship of

Publications Board has banned the

following 12 novels from- circula-

tion or sale in Ireland:

"Valferle," by Morchard Bishop;

,
"The'Jacaranda Tree,"'H. E. Bates;

I "Journeyman," Erskine Caldwell;
1 "You Never Know With Women,"
James Hadley Cha.se;, "I, The
Jury," Mickey SpiUane; "The Ser-

vant," Robin Maugham; "An Air
That Kills," Francis King;; "Fish

Are So Trusting," Nigel Morland;
"Shy Leopardess." Leslie Bar-

ringer; "My Love to the Gallows,"
Rearden Conner; "Tune on a Melor

deon," Ian N,iall; "The Last White
Man," Yves Gandon.

called big names will be at the sta-

tion when it arrives—but I don't

think that will be for several years.

The following is a helluva thing

for me to say, but it will give you
something to think about. . The big

comics are a little bit too old and
tired to memorize and rehearse a

full half hour of entertainment
each week. This means that people
in control of TV will be forced to

get some new faces whether they

like it or not. When television gets

around to me I promise you that

I shall not do more than 20 shows
in a year. I'd like time to prepare,

rehearse thoroughly and feel per-

fectly at ease. I look upon » tele-

vision show as an. engagement at

the Palace or the New Amsterdam
Theatre or Loew's State. You've
got to be good-^and the only way
you can be good is to be sure.

It may be costly but I would in-

sist on at leasTone "or two previews
before the actual performance.
What I have seen on my television

set, with the exception of one or
two shows, has been the worst kind
of junk. It seems that the produ-
cers of this trivia have only one
thing on their, minds—is It cheap!
You can give them my answer. It

is!

If you want my views on the
circus, carnival, the concert field,

international diplomacy or how to

make a souffle, just let me know.

Arg. Newspapers Simmer
The Argentine newspaper world

ino
"?""ered down since the lift-

J,"*."*
the printers strike which

BflnLr.y®".*"' without any.
papers during February. The curbs»n the number of pages which each

Spp^L""? Publish, while the Press

toiic
of the Presidency con-

a \
newsprint stocks, have

Si« 'i'''
enforced and the more

Xhl Z Koyernment-owned rags are

SeiSr* to benefit. Nevertheless,

S fli^.°PP°?'"«"» <'«"y. La Prensa,

soariS^'"^...'*^ circulation figures

from
with each Jab it receives."wn the Peron government.

Own IIl^'J*?*l'..Senora de Peron's
"Wii special dally, has lost out con-

CHATTER
Capitol House planning a "Who's

Who in the Democratic Party."
Houghton Mifflin Co.. readying

Will Rogers aulobiog for Septem-
ber publication.
Ted Patrick, Holiday mag edi-

tor, boating to Europe today (Wed.)

for a month on business-pleasure.
First exclusive fiction writers

conference will be held at Marl-

boro College, Marlboro, Vermont,
Aug. 14-27.

Gene Fowler, who cedes all his

original manuscripts to Joe Laurie,

Jr., an old friend, to deliver his

latest, • "Beau Jamo.s."

Benjamin H. Feldman sending

requests to w.k. personages for

fave stories to be incorporated into

a book he's preparing.

"The Show Must Go On" is the

title of Elmer Rice's new novel,

via Viking Press this fall, his

first novel since "Imperial City,

in 1937. , , , ,

James Mason's domestic story,

"The Cats In Our Lives," with 11-

After practically a lifetime as a living corpse, the problem of Jesse's
returning to his native land and re-establishing his identity became
something for the fourth dimension boys to solve. 01dtiine outlaws,
like Al Jennings couldn't help much; becaiise Ai; though now 8A wd
still alive, was hardly out of diapers when the James boys Were ctim<^

mitting their great train robberies, stickinig up banks ,and generally

^

making the life of a sheriff shorter than a fly in S y^t Of flit, 1^^
there any FBI fingerprinting records to affirm his identity.' ;

. Two Old Black Joes
Talbot, however, claims he came on two old Negroes in Oklahoma,

one 98 and the other 104, who identified Jesse as this McCoy. One had
held horses for the James boys when they were robbing banks and the
other had. cooked for Jesse.

r--

The groom said his name was Lu^y ^phrispn*
^I thought you was killed when we helfl.up the bank ot Jforthfield,^

Jesse said. '^'-^
'>''.[;

"I skipped when the shootin' come too hdit;'' explaliied Luckyi
"Never saw you again," said Jesse.
"I figgered you was shot, too." .

;
-

"Well,' I. wasn't.".-;.' ;'';-:;'';':,;:>
.''^''v'.:..:';

"Where was that Northfteld, in Dakota?'' Johnson .iSsked,;

"No," said Jesse, "in Minnesota." ; :; :;:

'

"That's right," said Lucky, ''in Minnesota. Boy you sure got :a pow'-
erful memory, Mr. James." '

^: ; A

The other Negro, the one who had been cook, told Talbot aljotit a
copper kettle which had been buried in Oklahoma with $200,000 in;

gold, a big watch, a frying pan and the steel end of s pick. , He;had:
found the kettle and some gold coins but ho: $200,000.
When they brought the contents to James, Jesse Checked it and askedi

"But the watch? There was a watch buried in the copper kettliei*'

The cook said he had it and pulled it; but of his pocket.
,

.

Talbot moved his furrowed warrior into a house in Vas NuyS.: .Due,
to the buclding bandit'ssage he had to shore Jesse ;tip iwith a '

nurse -a^^

a cook while he scurried around for ;an angel to eiarry,: the; ^ri^^

nut, Talbot confessed, had him hanging on'the TiOpeSv

"Does your Jesse eat well," he was asked.
"Eat well?" echoed Talbot. ''For breakfast he has a bowl of cereal^

three eggs and bacon, hot cakes, a jug of java and a half pint of cognac;
.^taken purely for medicinal purposes, of course. Rent costs $150j
nurse $200, cook $150, food $180. 'That's $680 a month; and only the
beginning! Brother, if someone doesri't xohie to: ]ny

: rescu soon I'll

have to stick up a bank to keep; Jesse,J^mes alivel''^;:^^'^^

An old coupon-clipper from Missouri called 6n Talbot to see if he
to the old ducks like us, because

|
could clear away any final clouds of doubt still floating over the James

the name-making power of teleyi-
1 halo.

"Ever know a banker named Davis?" he asked Jesse.
"Sure. He once tried to stralghtCR in^ oUt/ "Told me crime didn't

pay-"
.

':' '

"Well, I'm Davis," said the banker, "bUt if you're James you niust
remember the combination to our safe." <

\

"Don't be silly," admonished Jesse; , 1'The vauU hid fid comhinatibn
It had a lock and I had the key." - .

'

So any character sounding oil on Aiai^^Qee^ deelaring "I Shot Jesse
James" had better shoot him again^ tig fa^ ks I'm cbhceiiied.

And he'd better hurry about it beiiiause Jibs^^^^^^ iOii and Jiohbdy
.:lives forever.:.

•

..,:
--;:':"''

Fibber & Molly Say:

;

It's pretty hard sitting out here
where we are to get much of an
idea or form any conclusions about
television. We are told that New
York is so far ahead of us here

that it isn't funny. However, we
see kinescope shows every week
that were made in New York, and
personally they don't seem to be
so far ahead—although it's hard
to telT.

We naturally feel, however, that

we won't go into television until it

becomes necessary for us to do so.

•And. we don't want to do it -until

\ve have to. 'cause we're scared

we'll louse it up, on accounta we
know nothin' about it and we don't

think anybody else can learn us
much.

Of course you know the radio au-

dience is still a lot greater, and it

seems to me it will be some time

before television gets up to it,

I believe that television is going

to mean a lot more to the people
who are coming along, rather than

sion must be far greater than radiO;

As you perhaps know, we pion-

eered in radio, but we aren't as

ambitious as we were 25 years ago,

so we'd rather sit back for.a while

and let the young blood do the

groundwork.

Hope I have made this clear

enough so you won't know what
I'm talking about^n accounta I

don't.
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Joe Sacks, tondon producer, in

town.

Walt Clyde, p.a., filed voluntary

fctition of bankruptcy, listing

14,913 liabilities; no assets.

James MacColl, actor, and film

actress Cecelia Mansfield in from
Irance Monday (28) on the De
Grasse,

Justine Hanson, daughter of Jo
Ranson, publicity director at

WMGM, to marry Harry Schacter

April 9.

Joe Maharam, head of the the-

atrical fabric house bearing his

game, to the Coast for 10 days on
usiness.

, , „ „ ^
Jane Wyatt planed to the Coast

last week after p^a.ing at the openr.

Ing of Allied Artists' "9ad Boy" at

t]l6 PfllflC©

Katharine Cornell, Kate O'Brien

and Christopher Lynch guests of.

honor at Lotos Club cocktailery

Tuesday (5).

Al, Slep, theatrical and radio

publicist, joined Republic Pictures

|i assistant to publicity manager
Evelyn Koleman.
Don Velde, formerly with Para-

mount and National Screen, now
specializing in film theatre adver-

tising accessories.
ErroL_i:iynn._and. British band-

leader Maurice Winnick among
^.those Who sailed Saturday (26) to

•Europe on the Queen Mary.
Radio actress Anne Seymour re-

cording Eleanor Lothrop's novel,

"Throw Me a Bone,'' for the Amer-
ican Foundation for the Blind,
Metro star Kathryn Grayson and

husband, Johnny Johnston, arriv-

ing from Coast Friday (1) and then
Smbarking for England the next
ay.'-

Mark Linder, playwright, recov-
ered from recent heart attack and
resting at home. .He!« a brother
of Jack Linder, N. Y, indie vaude
booker. . /

Manie Sacks, Columbia records
' veepee, trained for Hollywood
Sunday (27) for huddles with Ben

' Selvin, Coast director of artists

. and.repertory.
Kerstin Thorborg - Bergman,

twedish opera singer, returned to
weden last week after participat-

ing in several performances at the
Metropolitan Opera.

Producer-director Maxwell
Shane in New York to help Uni^
versal beat the drums for his film,

"City Across the River," which
preems at Capitol in April.

Sydney Gross, Film Classics
publicity chiefj Coastwards for con-
fabs with Ida I^upino on a cam-
paign for her indie production,
"Not Wanted," which FC is re-
leasing.
Ray Ventura, F r e n c h band-

leader-music publisher-film pro-
ducer, left for Cuba Monday (28)

and; is due to plane back to Paris
this weekend after a six-week

--U. S. stay,

Milton Livingston, Universal
: -publicist, tapped as. public relations
director for the- newly-organized
National Foundation for Cerebral
Palsy which Leonard Goldenson,
Paramount theatre chief, heads.

Kirk Douglas making the jive
* joints in company of WB pub chief
Larry Golob in preparation of
"Young Man With a Horn'! in
Which he will star for Warner
Bros., with Jerry Wald producing.
Kate O'Brien and Katharine

.
Cornell, dramatist, and star of the

, forthcoming legit, "For Orie'^weet
Grape," will be feted at Lotos
Club cocktail party, April 5, along
with Irish tenor Christopher
Lynch.

Dr. Leo Handel of Metro's Audi-
ence Research bureau stepping to
the blackboard tonight (Wed.) to
lecture Columbia University's class
on communications research. Sub-
ject is "Audience Research in the
Motion Picture Industry."

Stanton Griffis, chairman of Par-
amount's executive board and U.S.
Ambassador to Egypt; film players
Ronald Reagan, Michael Wilding,
Patricia Neal, and 20th-rox pro-
ducer Sam Engel due in today

. (Wed.) on the Queen Mary.
J. Arthur Hank, Spyros Skouras,

Robert R. Young, Robert Benjamin
and Arthur Krim headed film
delegation which attended U. S.
preem of Rank's "Quartet" at the
Sutton theatre Monday (28). Over-
seas Press Club sponsored the
affair.

The Herman Starrs (Warnei
Bros, music chief) got back by
plane just in time for the Jack
Kapp services. Vera (Mrs. Nate)
Blumberg had an even tougher ex-
perience flying back from Key
West, With the Florida plane
schedules completely congested.

Paul Ash, Roxy bandleader, re-
cuperating iErom his recent opera-

• tion at the Hotel Princess, Ber-
muda, with his wife and daughter.
Also vacationing in Bermuda are
CBS engineering veepee William
B. Lodge and Vincent Welch,
whose law firm reps 20th-Fox in
Washington.
John Wenger, w.k. stage de-

aigner, hat some of his theatrical

scenes from "Ziegfeld Follies,"

"FUnny Face," an impression of

George Gershwin's "Rhapsody In

Blue," etc. as part of the "Behind
the American Footlights" exhibit

currently at the Metropolitan
Museum of Art.

Australia
. By Eric Gorrick

Cleave Shepherd, SRO's Aussie

rep, on bl? trip in New Zealand.
Night club trade is pretty good

around the Sydney zone. No big

name acts are current.

Freddie Bamberg still a hit in

fifth stanza at Tivoli, Sydney, for

Dave Martin's Tivoli loop.

Herschell Stuart continues to

make progress at St. Vincent's Pri-

vate Hospital, Sydney, on health
recovery.

"Love Me Sailor" folded in Syd-
ney: Sponsors said to have drop-
ped $44,000 on stage adaptation of
the Robert Close novel.

Elsie Beyer, who was general
manager of -the Old • Vic Go. dur-
ing its recent Aussie run, has re-

turned for a five weeks' biz look-
see.

Harry Walker, dean of Aussie
film sales managers, is resting on
doctor's orders. Walker was with
20th-Fox for 20 years before re^
signing to take, complete rest.

Tyrone Guthrie, British stage di-

rector, has arrived here for talks
with the government covering the
setting up of a national theatre in
each Aussie keyer. He'll be here
for a short while, probably going
to New Zealand before returning
to London.

Tokyo
Bill Carty, Paramount News

photog, off to Formosa for 3(fdays.
George Folster, NBC newscaster,

back in Tokyo after a flying trip
to N. Y.

First public demonsitration of
Japanese-built television set draw-
ing huge crowds at the^ Foreign
Trade Fair in Yokohama.
American Theatre, Far East

scored its third Tokyo success with
boff six-day run for Allied audi-
ences of "O Mistress Mine."
William Gostello, CBS commen-

tator here, author of new book,
"Democracy vs. Feudalism in Post-
was Japan," published in Tokyo.
Finance Ministry reportedly

clamping down on Japan Columbia
Record Co. which it claims is near-
ly 100 million yen ($3 million) in
arrears In its taxes.

Albert R. Crews to leave Japan
early in April after serving two
years as chief of the radio branch
in SCAP's Civil Information and
Education Section. Dwight B.
Herrick replaces.

Traditional Jap practice of play-
ing new pix at flrstrun houses for
one week with no holdovers, re-
gardless of public demand, is un-
der edilorlar fire from Mainichi,
nation's second largest newispaper.

London
Vet comedian George Graves in

Guy's Hospital, London, for cbeck-
•up.

Stanley HoUoway enroute to New
Zealand and Australia for a radio
and stage tour.
BBC announced setting up of a

special films department with
Philip Dorte as controller.

Harry Alan Towers, leaving
shortly on a world tour, has pub-
lished a book, "Show Business."
Lord Vivian, partner of Charles

B. Cochran, is cruising on the Med-
iterranean after a serious illness.

Management of Bagatelle Club
dickering with Willie Shore for
long run if salary differences can
be adjusted!
Eleanor Farrell, formerly of

Forsythe, Seamon and Fan-ell, is

back from America and rejoining
the act for broadcasting.
Yolande Donlan signed for a new

British pic, "Miss Pilgrim's Prog-
ress," subject to Ministry of Labor
okaying extension of her

,

permit.
Michael Carr to New York June

21 for three months, taking with
him his latest song hit, "The
Lovely Shepherd," published by
Unit Music Co.

Arts Theatre Club staged revival
of Somerset Maugham's comedy,
"Carollne_," March 22, with Nora
Swinburne and Wyndbani Goldie
getting ovations in leading roles;

, Florence Lipscomb, American
wife of English film scripter W. P.
Lipscomb, IS public relations officer
for John Grierson, documentary
film producer for government's
films division.
With the completion, of the

Ansco color lab at Denham studios,
following successful processing of
a test film shot at Pinewood, Alan
W. Cooke has sailed fov New York
after -several months in Europe.

Victor Hochhauser is importing
Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra of
100 to do series of six concerts at
Albert Hall, starting Sept. 28.

Bruno Walter will conduct, with
Yehudi Menuhin soloist. Orchestra
will also be "televised. .

Queen's Hall, London's favorite
longhair rendezvous until it was
bombed early in the war, is to be
rebuilt in time for the Festival of
Britain in 1951. Rebuilding will
cost an estimated $1 ,000,000, with
seating capacity of 4,000.

signer, gave an exhibt in sculpting,

results of his work in Paris and
Rome the last few months.
Renzo Hossellini, brother of

Roberto Rossellini, will do the
musical score for the forthcoming
Ingrld Bergman picture to be pro-
duced by Howard Hughes.
American oldies dubbed into

Italian now playing the neighbor-
hood houses— "Mutiny on the
Bounty," "The Mad Miss Manton,"
"The White Cliffs of Dover," and
"White Cargo."
' Billy Rose and wife, Eleanor
Holm, arrived in Rome JVIarch 21.

They motored to Venic0 for the
weekend, arid take the plane to
Paris at the end of the week be-
fore leaving for America,

Stockholm
Two showboats are slated for

Stockholm this summer, with one
ah'eady in Gothenburg.
Nicholas Bros, now oppearing at

th^ China here with Karl Gerhard
and scoring great success.
"Harvey" will probably open at

the Vasa theatre here in Septem-
ber, -with Max.Qansen in the lead-
ing role.

Swedish authoress, Brlta Wrede
wrote screenplay for ''Adventures
In the Mountains," to be filmed by
Rank in London.-

"

After, being banned by Swedish
censors for several years, "Arsenic
and Old Lace" (Warner) is now a
smash at the Roda Kvarn cinema:
Swedish cameraman Arne; Palm

left for South Africa, where Jie

will work for the South African
government for at least three years
on educational films.

Hollywood

Chicago
Betty Button and hubbv Ted

Brlskin in town visiting Sam Bris-
kin, latter's father.
Keenan Wynn and bride, Betty

Butler, of St. Louis, honeymooned
at Ambassador-East hotel.

Billy DeWolfe's film comltments
forced cancellation of his Empire
Room date at Palmer House.
Bob Yoder, former Daily, News

columnist who had Keeping Posted
page in Sat. Evening Post, quit to
do free lance writing.

.
Jean Hersholt will be honored

at Chi Better Business Bureau din-
ner, April 27. His "Dr. Christian"
program will be broadcast from
here.

Miami Beach
By Larry Solloway

Tommy Raft, Bubbles Dailenc
and other acts from recently closed

,
Colonial Inn into Monte Carlo.

1
Sam Barken will shutter >hls

Five O'clock Club for vacation
after current .liminy Ca.sanova
.show; reopens in May with all-
Latin policy.
Sid Gary replaced Jane Froman

in Copa City show. Ben Blue. Ben
Lessy and Pattl Moore hold over.
De Castro Sisters set for Clover

Club in April.
Variety Tent here officiallv took

oyer South Florida Children's Hos-
pital. ...

Scotland
By Gordon Irving

Wilson Barrett rep company re-
turn to Alhambra, Glasgow, in May.

All-Irish show, "Gossoons from
Gloccamorra,'* pulling in to Metrff-
pole, Glasgow.
Danny Kaye week now fixed for

Empire, Glasgow, during June.
Sell-out assured.
Maria Michi, Italian actress^ at-

tended opening of "Paisa," in
which she appears, at Cosmo, Glas-
gow.
Eamonn Andrews, Radio Eireann

qizmaster, visited Scotland for first

time, in Joe:Loss show at Empire,
Glasgow.

Paul Robeson, concertlzlng here,
is giving two free concerts in Glas-
gow and Edinburgh for miners and
dock-workers.
Poole family, film pioneers in

East Scotland, opened 500-seater
Cameo cinema in Edinburgh for
screening art pix.

Oscar Rabin and Harry Davis,
playing Playhouse ballroom, Glas-,
gow, celebrate 25th anniversary of
their partnership soon.

Richard Murdoch, Kenneth
Horne and Sam Costa play Glas-
gow and Edinburgh soon in stage
version of "Much Binding in the
Marsh."

Allan Jones tops variety in Glas-
gow May 16. Larry Adler heads
roadshow May 9, George and Bert
Bernard, mime experts, play Glas-
gow May 23.

Dublin
By Maxwell Sweeney

'

Abbey offering $500 prize for
new Irish play.
Tenor Patrick Griffin to Scot-

land for concert tour. :.

Ian Whyte and BBC Scottish
orch skedded for Belfast next
month.. .

. Joe Vegoda, RKO sales manager,
here for talks with local office and
cxhlbs.
Warbler Maureen Hart back in

town after three-month season at
Belfast Hippodrome.
Warbling accordionist Kay Ma-

loney, recently back from U. S.,
inked for BBC TV show at Easter.
Comedian Danny Cummins

named vaude producer for '49 sea-
son at Butlin's Mosney Holiday
Camp.
Frank Robbins, secretary of

Irish cinema and theatre workers
union, to U, S: on combo vacation-
study trip.

^ Henry Cooper, director for
Andrew Buchanan Productions,
back to London after mulling plans
lor making shorts here.

Madrid

Portland, Ore.
Wally Boag and Ivie Andcrsori

at Clover club.
Frankie Laine set for Jantzen

Beach Ballroom April 2.
Del Courtney orch to open danc-

ing season at Jantzen Beach Ball^
room. May 6.

.
Mickey Katz' "Borshlcapades"

signed by Portland B'nai Britli for
Mayfair, April 25.
Lenny Russel and Helen Harper

returned to Pacific Northwest af-
ter absence of two years; playing

, niteries.

Rome
By Helen McGill Tubbs

Louis Hayward's brother, John,
in from London.

I

Mikhail Basumny and wile. leave
! for New York' by plane the end of
I
March.

j

Moliere's "Don Giovanni" at the
Little Theatre of Rome in its

I sixth week.
Gregory Ratoff back in Rome

from London readying his next
film.to start soon in San Renio.
Melchior Lengyel, author of

"Ninotchka,;* spending several
months in Rome writing a film
script.

Rudy Salmson of the Ilya
'Lopert Distributing Co., has left
for Paris after several weeks in
Rome.
De Filippo Co. is in its seventh

week at the Elisco with "The Voice
from Within," by Edouardo De-
Flllppo.
Edward Killy is in Rome from

Hollywood, as Howard Hughes rep-
resentative during filming of Bei g-
man-Rossellini pic.

Gabriel Kohn, fonnerly at Para-
mount, Hollywood, as * set de-

By Geeno Garr
EI Chlcaro y Dolores planed to

Buenos Aires to click at El Maipol
nitery there.
Les Dunnelle Girls, French group

of dancers, appearing at J. Hay
nitery in Madrid.

Ballet Scala, group of Austrian
girl refugees,* made bow in Casai
blanca nitery in Madrid.
French chanteuse Nicole Blanch-

ery at the Passapoga nitery with a
group of Danish dancers.
Andrea Sabna and- Ana Maria

C.onzales, singing duo, planed for
Mexico City to fulfill contracts.
Carmen Caballero, femme lead

at Calderon theatre, is going to
South America with a Spanish folk
lore company.

Virginia Fabrega and her legit
company from Mexico have gone
to Barcelona and then will tour
provinces until June.

Latest legit success is "Crime
and Punishment," J. J. Alelxan-
dre's dramatization of Dosloycv-
sky's produced at the Maria
Guerrero theatre.

; Myriam Kleckova dancers; Les
Cincis, acrobats; Maese Cosmon,
and Diana Stein singers, head an in-
tei'national. variety show at the
Fontoria theatre, Madrid.

Pastora Imperlo, veteran singer
and dancer, making come back in
a Madrid theatre in a new musical,
"Pastora ha Vuelto" ("Pastora
Comes Back"), by Alcazar, Serrano
and Arroca.

Lillian Nicholson hospitalized it
ter a stroke.
Sammy Cahn out of hospital t>nA

recuperatmg from ulcers at hoZLouis B: Mayer returned to Holllywood alter four weeks in the

Betty Hutton in from Washlno
ton ^where she was a White House

John Ford's illness has cost 2nni

on^^-ST
Bing Crosby tossed a dinner af

Chasen's for his favorite ball chih
the Pirates.

Otto Preminger and phiim
Dunne returned from a three-week
trip to China.

J. Carrol Nalsh goes to London
in June. for a revival of "Mm^
chant of Venice."
George Nasser in from San Fran-

Cisco for production confabs with
his brother James.
Joergen Bagger and Helge Rob.

bert, Danish film directors, studv-
ing American technique at UI
Jack Segasture in from N Y

seeking talent for his forthcomine
Broadway production, "Thread of
Scarlet."
Hollywood Coordinating Com-

mittee is rounding up 50 film
names for veteran hospital tours
in May and June. ' r

Gus Schroeder broke a leg while
funcfioning as Samuel Goldwyn's
location manager with "Roseanna
McCoy" at Sonora.

India
By N. V. Eswar

Slated for early release at Bom-
bay is Par's "Paleface."
"Hamlet" entered third week of

a record run at the Globe, Madras.
Gemini Studios of Madras will

make a Tamil film version of "Cor-
sican Bros;"
A film, "Romeo and Juliet," has

been produced in Hindi, with the
Nargis in lead as Juliet.

Indian press is agitated over
exhibition of "India Speaks" in

New York, claiming it generates
anti-Indian feelings abroad. '

Indian dancer, Uday Shan-kar
starting out on. a wodd tour in

October. Plans winter tour of

Europe, U. S. Mexico and South
Africa.

Goldwyn's "Song Is Born" did

swell business for two weeks each
at Calcutta and Bombay. Ryn Is;

something out of ordinary in re-

,

cent months.
Casino, Madras' key flrstrun

house, set a precedent in the coun-

try by double billing "Oklahoma
Raiders,". and "Law and Order" as

one program last week.

Germany

Vienna
Vienna Boys Choir returned

home after a tour in the U. S.
Second group left on same day for
South Amei'ica. -

Oscar Karlwels, after his Insel
theatre appearance in "Harvey,"
going to Bizonia, then to New York,
where his inked for "Collector's
Item."
Actor Ernst Deutsch off to

America; will return late this fall.
Raimund theatre signed con'

tracts with Oscar Straus' for fall
production of his latest operetta,

I 'Here Comesi the Waltz."

By Bernard Liebes
German director Karl Heint

Stroux was seriously injured in an,

automobile accident.
First film of Hans Domnlck Film

Productions, "Amico," released in

Hamburg, British Zone.
Dancer Marika Roeck is starring

in "Fregola," produced by Styria

Film Production Co. in Vienna.

Claire Waldoff, prewar German<

cabaret singer/ is in Braunschweig,

and then slated for an engagement
in Hamburg.
New German Film Co. has com-

pleted its - third film, "Secret

Rendezvous." Pic is scheduled for

April release. , .

IkaroS Films in Berlin is shoot-

ing an advertising short, "Free

German University," slated for r«-

lease in the states. ,

'

I

Jutta von Alpen, known for her

roles in "The Green Saloon' and

I

"Summer Nights," was hired by an

Indian film company. ,

Helmut Kaeutner, director of

"The Apple has Fallen," has been

named stage manager of the Kam-

inersplele in Hamburg. . . , . .

Hans Soehnker, after finishing;

the film "Hello Frauleln," in which

he had the lead, is appearing at

the Schlosspark theatre in Berlin^

Bcrolina Film Co. has started

"Chance or Not" in the Geiselgas-

teig studios near Munich. .Direcu

ing is E. W. Emo. Theo Lingennas

the leading role. . . „.
Zarah. Leander. Swedish singcf

and film star who appeared «!

many German pix before and ow-

ing the war, recently gave a con-

cert in Darmstadt „!,

The bomb-damaged TulbecK
Street theatre in Munich Is being,

remodeled into a film studio. Vm-.
nix Film Co. will film "The Three

Village Saints" there.
Hilde Krahl, now in Vienna, wUl

return to Germany for the }'eie»,=*

ing of "Liebes 1947" ("Love 1947

In which she has the lead. Wou
gang Libeneiner directed it.

Fortuna Film Co. has a working

agreement with an Italian film nnu

to co-produce three Italian muw
cals in Germany. Tenor Bemam no

Gigli will star in two—"Attention

Shootings" and "1 Love Only You..

The third film will star youtW"'

Francesco Albanese from 'he

ScaU in Milan, "Sing but Soft.
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OBITUARIES
JACK KAPP

»" i, TfnoD. 47, president of

. /!l?Records' Inc., Aed suddenly

TfSral hemorrhage Friday;

'^,.t tVi) on his way from the

i'^l ha on West 57th street to

P*hnme at 131 East 64th street,

l;'„*Voric He is survived by his

"f-S Frieda (Fritzi) Lutz Kapp;
? .Biifpr Mvra, 17; son, Jonathan,

rtrothe?s 'Dave, veepee of

JS-Va and Paul Kapp,^ a talent

and a sister, Mrs. Joe Davis,

^e"V the music publisher.

DeSils in Music section.

FELIX BKESSART
Fflix Pressart, 67, character ac-

tor on stage and screen, dlea

Matcii 17 in Los Angeles, a victim

ff leukemia. His outstanding role

m the screen was in "Ninotchka."

His death will cause changes in

the script of the Hal Wallis pro-

duction, "My Friend Irma," which

Is still in worlc at Paramount. The
sequences in which he toolc part

will be . eliminated.

Other films in which Bressart

uDoeared were "Crossroads,"

Tomrade X," "The Seventh
Cross," "Without Love," "I'll Al-

ways Love You," "Greenwich Vil-

lage." "Above Suspicion," "Ice-

land," "Mr. and' Mrs. North,"

"Blossom in the Dust," "Bitter

Sweet," "It All- Came True," and
"A Song Is Born."

In January, 1947, he made his

debut on the American stage in

"The Big Two" at the Booth the^-

atre, N. Y.

RALPH M. NVNBERG
Balpb M. Nunberg, 45, former

editor of newspapers in Berlin
prior to the war, and husband of
singer Maria Avellis, of the Metro-^
politan> Opera, died, at his home
in New York, March 25.
> He bad been associated with the

Stair &: Havlin circuit. She later
appeared in George Tyler's pro-i
duction of "Clarence."

EMERSON LATTO
Emerson E. Latto, 80, pioneer

theatre operator in western Penn^
sylvania, died March 11 at his
home in Beaver Falls, Pa.'

In 1910, he and the late L. B.
Roney opened the Comet, a fllm
house, in that city and shortly
after opened . two other theatres,
the Queen in Beaver Falls and the
Lyric in. New Brighton. After dis-
posing of these interests, Latto
took over the Central hotel in
Beaver Falls and later Went into
the laundry business.
He leaves his wife, two sons and

two daughters.

prior to their retirement in 1927.
Survived by son. a sister and

two brothers.

MRS. HOMER A. GRAVES
Mrs. Homer Allard Graves, 81,

it announces its first quarterly net.
Twentieth surprised the industry
during the week by showing a
strong net of $12,300,000 for fiscal
'48, ended Dec. 31.

By so doing, 20th nosed out

Mayer Renewal
Continued from page

who was associated with her bus- ' Warner Bros, lor second position
I *f
™^

^J*®
band, the late Homer A. Graves, ' in the 1948 earnings derby, coming '

^}^^^^ , Metro legal
in the operation of picture theatres

i only after Paramount Warners' !
department has not yet been given

in Massachusetts, Vermont and
New Hampshire, died in Lancaster,
N. H., March 25,

Survived by two sons;

take was $11,837,000. Twentieth's!*''*' taslc of setting it down on

profit compares with $14,003,640 in P^P?''- Terms could not be leam-

547, or a dip of 10%. Its gross beyond Mayer's remark: to a

amounted to $163,400,000 against friend that he could makp. more
1947's $174,375,241. After deduct- 1

"'"ney by retiring."

ing dividends for preferred slock, |

Although the vet exec undoubt-

equivalent common stock earnings '

edly took a slash in income, the

MORGAN H. SEXTON
Morgan H. Sexton, general man-

, „ „ ,

ager of radio station KROS, Clin-
1 equalled $4.29 per share cOtiipsired ' retirement crack . was, . of , course^

ton, Iowa, died in that city, March ' with $4 81 last semester i
kidding. Under the Metro retire-

.„ . „. , , ,
i That the improvement is in the ' m«nt plan, which became partially

hnH ^J^^3 H°
C^nt""' j?* important distrib wing rather than eifecUve this month, Mayer would

stalionffn Mhanr^- nnii« Rn.{r"t° ' ^n theatres was demonstrated with receive only about $20,000 a year
stations 'n M»nn^;iP«lis. «ock Is- Columbia's second-quarter returns, if be quit now. Plan doesn't be-
land, 111., jnd Uavenprnt, la.

announced this week. Col, operat- come fully effective until March

JACK FLYNN
.lack Flynn, 59, midwest district

!

manager tor Metro until his retire- :

ment in 1947, died at his home in i

St. Joseph, Mich., March 27.
After leaving Metro he was for a

time with James FitzPatrick Trav-
elogs:.

Flynn entered the industry in
1914 with General Film, later join^
ing the Goldwyn Co., which in 1924
consolidated with M-G-M.

Survived by wife, two sisters and
two brothers.

ing no theatres, reports $171,000 1954, when it is in force 10 years,

net for the 13 Weeks ended Dec. i At that time Mayer will be entitled

. .. ^, -. ., .
- 25, which pulls the company out to $49,000 a year. Pensions are

music teacher, died in New York,
j
of the red. It had come through subject to regular income tax un-

i;?hJ^.. f A? J n the first quarter with a loss of less the recipient exercises the op-

nnHpr ivrfn ^L^L o,?^t" $23,000. ,
tion of taking a lump sum, inunder >ino Rappe trom 1932 to

;

* ' ^ g,^^^ I ^^ich case he pays only a capital

Adding its weight is Universal gains rap.

with the: company also operating! Hewrite of jklayer's deal follows'
again in the black. U showed a considerable lessening of his irCr

loss of $717,535 during its first Sponsibilities since Dore Schary .

quarter but the company is now .
came in as production chief; May-

riding on its less costly product' er's current compensation;^
and its; rentals are /covering costs fcnrycarsr^has -'been-t

plusi Only the necessity of ab-
'
close to the highest in the inidys-/

sorbing losses: frorn'riweak ~ pix--tig)t-lsTi(i2,50^ Weekly; plus> 6^^^

of early '48 has prevented it from of the net profits after <;ertiiih deT
ductions. He also gets 10% of

MAX HERZBERG
Max Herzberg, 67 pianist and

1945. Later he became accompan-

1

ist for concert artists.

Survived by a son.

LOUIS P. KLEIN
Louis P. Klein, 66, trumpet

player who had been a member of
various symphony orchestras and
Ziyara Shrine Temple band, died
March 24 at his home in Utica,
N. Y.

Survivors are wife and- a sister. ]

announcing profits.

LUKE G. THOMAS
Luke Garrison Thomas, 54, short

story writer and son of the late
Augustus ThomaSj playwright, died
at St. Albans Naval hospital, St. i

Albans, L. I., March 24.

In addition to his own writing
chores, he had often collaborated
with his father in the writing of
several of the latier's plays.

MRS. CLEM McCarthy
Mrs. Clem McCarthy, 54, former

actress and wife of Clem McCarthy,

IN FOKD MEMORY OF
OUR BELOVED FRIEND

JACK and IRVING MILLS

Deutches Theatre, Berlin, before
engaging in newspaper work there,

: tnd' also had written several books,
including one on the eareer of
Max Schmeling, "Lindbergh,
Hauptman and America^" and "The
Fighting Jew."
Nunberg came to the U.S. in

1932 and for a time>was editor of
tlie .Hollywood Tribune.

• Surviving, besides his. wife, are
his parents and a sister.

WILLIAM S. BROWN
William S. Brown, 26, manager

of WMTW, Yankee Network out-
let at Portland, Me., died there
March 21.
Born in Portland, Brown had his

college career interrupted by 38
months of Army service, from
wliich he emerged with a battle-
field commission and a severe dis-
ability which led to his death. He
received the Bronze Star and
Purple Heart while on duty in
Europe. After taking a belated
flegree from the Univ. of Maine in
1947, Brown went to Yankee as
«nnouncer, assuming the Portland
managership in 1948.
Survived by wife and a

oaughter.

M

FRED MEEK
Fred Meek, 87, former theatri-

cal exec, died in the Actors Fund
Home, Englewood, N. J., March 28.
He was the son of Kate Meek, a
***ding actress in her era.
Meek -was an actor in his youth

out later turned to the business
ena of the theatre. For many
ears he was company manager for
'lontgoraery & Stone, Jefferson de
Angehs, William Collier and
5*5fy Miller.

. Also for Charles
i'Sf'wian, Klaw & Erlanger and
awry W, Savage.

" member of The Lambs
??° one of the last three surviving
members of the Hot Air Club.

tILEANOR MONTELL
sf.r,^'""'!.

Montell, 61, retired

2? u • tn Ifew York, March
>. Her last Broadway appearance
was some years ago with George

Tavern"" " revival of "The

thf^i subsequently retired from
mothiS^'^r.'*"^'^

the death of her

S«' ^"genie Blair, also an

.«^Sn!'fct<^:^'^
'''''''' ^""'^^

and'i^oi'f'* appeared in stock
legit road shows on the old

radio sportscaster, died at her
home in New York, March 22.

Before her marriage 20 years
ago, she appeared in vaude and
musicomedies under, her maiden
name of Vina Smith. Among the
productions in which she appeared
were "Bombo" and "Sinbad," Al
Jolson starrers, and several Ed
Wynn musicals.

LON T. FIDLER
Lon T. Fidler, 58, owner of

Monogram franchises In Denver,
Salt Lake City and Kansas City,
died last week in Denver.

Fidler had been in distribution
for 30 years, was instrumental in
founding Monogram Pictures, in
which he: continued to :be a stock-
holder.

Survived .;by wife,- a sister and
brothef.

FRANK SHERMAN
Frank Sherman, 61, former sing-

er and nitery operator, died in Chi-
cago, March 21. He had operated
his own club in Chi for past - 20
years.

Survived by wife and-4wo sons;

HARRY MCCARTHY
Harry McCarthy, 63, well-known

concert violinist and first leader of
Abbey theatre orch, died in Water-
ford, -Ireland, March 21, :

United Artists, third of the Lit-
]
reissue profits after he leaves aG^

tie Three, is also looking up lately. 1
five service for the company.

UA is now a.ssured of a fairly con- I 'Mayer, liowever, agreed in 1944,
sistent supply of product, and its when the retirement plan started,
rentals ^have been large enough to that his total eompehsation from
meet distrib overhead and still salary and bonus should not ex-
turn in a profit

I

ceed $500,000 yearly. He got a
combined total of $417,263 last
year.

BURTON E. GEAR
Berton Eugene Gear, 74, legit ac-

tor, died March 23 in Hollywood
after a long illness.

At various times in liis career he
appeared in productions of George
M. Cohan, . Woodie Van Dyke, Rose
Melville and others.

LILLIAN MILLS
Lillian Mills, 79, retired legit

actress, died March 24 in Los
Angelesj where she ' had . lived for
the last 26 years.

TV Fufltime Job
Si Continued from page 1 s:

Business for both Paramount
and Warner Bros, has held firmly

although no figures for the recent
months have yet come to light.

Since each is also in the position

to cash in oh lower production
costs, industryites believe their re-

ports will also register the upbeat.

BKO is in an uncertain position.
| the star of a show, inasmuch as

Its theatres, are still earning sub-
1 the success of the videocast fre-

stantial sums although the chain's quently depends on what the star
profits are down some 20% frotrfl puts into it. Many just haven't
last year while its general business

,

enough to go around; consequently
is off 10%. Much will depend on the high fatality when doubling is
what -product controlling stock-

1 inVolvedt
holder Howard Hughes can steer

, its expected that later on the
to the company during the balance strain of the tele show leads will
of the year.

Oscared 'Buttons'
SB Continwea from patrc 1: siss

prots*^^o'nal'''m^L,g^;/^"of i^^oo fo^'* h^'^ittMh'rh ?heMusic, died in New York, March !

?J<»e»s ^\"'«'''

27. She leaves another son, Jules, 3ob seemed hopeless at times^since

asst. musical director of Capitol
theatre, Waisfaington, and a
daughter.

HARRY BENNETT
,

Harry Bennett, 71. former vaude-
ville actor and oreh leader, died
in New York, March 21.

He had ' done a song and
pianolog in vaude for several
years, and later became musical di-

rector in N. Y. vaude theatres, in-

cluding Tony Pastor's, Keith's
Union Square and Proctor's 125th
Street theatres.
Survived by four sons.

Mrs. Dorothy B. Akers, 31, sec^
retary to Leslie Atla.ss, owner of i

, ., i , ,

WBBM, Chicago, died March 22 at that it was neglected when the
I. L.-. j.^ Al..... c-

—

•...T'l. filiw, .**nnrt Worth Hiu crarrincf

many film titles ("Blaze of Noon
for example) simply don't lend,

themselves as song titles or ideas.

"To Each" was one of those rou-

tine jobs, and Famous Music Co.,

Par subsid, thought so little of it

her home in that city. Survived by
husband Arthur Akers, servi(£e

manager for Admiral Radio Corp.

film "To Each His Own," starring

Olivia De Havilland, was released
early in 1946. Miss De Havilland
won an Oscar for her performance

48 |
in the film, but the tune remained

diminish and additional chores
may be taken on without fear of
toppling under the load. Current-
ly, those working television are ap-.

proaching the medium with the
same fervor as a small-time act try-
ing to make Broadway: A great
part of the mental burden comes
from format experimentation,
which will be ended once it's de-
termined what constitutes top fare
-for television and - necessity for,
long rehearsal periods is elimi-'
nated.

BIRTHS
Mr. and .Mrs. Peter Marshall,

daughter, Santa Monica, March 21.
Father is an actor.

Mr^ and Mrs. Ricardo Montal-
ban, daughter, Hollywood, March
22. Mother is the former Georgia

Elinor O'Reilly Zynda, ,„ „

former casting director and talent I
on the shelf for months. When

agent, died March 8 iti Culver I
Famous finally got around to plug- anna Young, screen player; fathi^S

City,' Cal. ' ging it, it was too late to do the '- - — * nc-^—

film any good but the tune quickly
Eddy' Howard cata" William Hcerlein Westerman, 73;

studio film processor, died March
23 in Hollywood,

Father, 75, of fan dancer Sally
i Rand, died in Phoenix, Arizona;
March 22.

TAYLOR CAVEN
Taylor Caven. 51, screen writer;

died March 23 in Hollywood after
l a heart attack. He had worked at

I

various studios since 1929.
Prominent among his screen-

' plays were "China Passage,"
"Should Husb.-mds Work," "Money
to Burn," . "The Gay Vagabond''
and "Petticoat Politics.''

Mother, ^S, of Carlisle Jones,
Warner Bros, flack, died in Hem-
ingford, Neb., March 22.

eaught on.

pulted it. nationally and it wound
up the top commercial song of the
year with a total platter sale of
3,200,000 copies and sheet music
sales reaching the 990>0Q0 mark.
Evans and Livingston got $40,000
each from the song^r-^plus the break
they had been waiting for.

Success of "Each" made the
I studio realize that the team could
I be: used for more than routine
stuff. They were given a situation

to point up with melody in "The
Palefacte,'' Bob iHppe Starrer:

Out , of that assignment came
I "Buttons and Bows" -r- ironically,

'

up vith a disappointing $5,309,659 ^ only Academy Award winner
]

screen actor."

net during '48 (period ended Aug. Paramount had for the year. I

j,nd Mrs. Milton Kleinberg,
' son, Hollywood, March 22. Father

Higher Pic Profits
Continued from page 1

is a star contractee at Metro,
Mr, and Mrs. James A. Mahon,

daughter, Hollywood, -March 19.
Father is real estate manager for
Fox West Coast.

Mr. and Mrs. Sidney James
Paine, son, Brookline, Mass., March
12. Father is producer at WVOM
in that city.

Mr. and Mrs. Boris. C. Jesenof,:
daughter, Brussels, March 17.
Father Is with Columbia Pictures
there.

Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Jackson, son,
in Chicago, March 7. Father Is
booker at Billboard Attractions,

:

Chi.

Mr. and Mrs. Wendell Corey,
daughter, March 22; Father is a

RALPH MUNGELLO
Ralph Mungello; •former theatre

owner in Pitt.sburgh, died March 13

in Los Angeles. His sons, Don and
Tony, own and operate the Mary
Ann theatre, Burgettstown, Pa.,

which was named for their late

mother, who with their father op-
erated picture houses in western
Pennsylvania for years,

31), has already piled up' a solid
$4,000,000 for the first half of '49.

Total was revealed by J. Robert
Rubin, M'-G's veepee and general
counsel, during la.st week's stock-
holders meet. Of that amount,
$3,000,000 was earned in the sec-

i
ond quarter, when 60c. per share

i.was accumulated against 49c. in

I

the comparative period of '48.

I For the first three months; 'the

I

company scratched the surface with
20c earnings against 26c. last year,

j
Against the $4,000,000 earned this

MARRIAGES
I Doris Selick to Samuel Mendel-
' son, St.' John, N. B., recently. The
bride was on stail of Metro film ex-
change therie.

! Mary Josephine Dowle to : Mast
Newton, Montreal, March 12. He's

is a: film editor.

Mr. and Mrs. George Keane. 'ion,

Philadelphia, March 21. Fat'.ier is

an exec with RCA Victor Eecords
in Camden, :N. J.

Mr. and Mrs. Gerry Graff,
daughter, New York, Feb. 28.
Father is member of Johnny
Long's vocal group, "Tlie Beach-

MRS. ARTHUR L. VOUNG
Mrs. Nettie E. Young; 81, retired

vaude performer, died at her home
in Emmons, N. Y.. March 22.

Mrs. Young and her late husr
band, Arthut' L. Young, had done

'a musical aet in vaude for years

Variety mugg there,

. Patricia Bevveirto Alex Jackson, i combers."
Calgarv. Alia.: Feb. 25. Both are 1

Mr. apd Mrs. Charles Ch- |i<.ii.

skaters with "Ice-Cycles Of 1949." daughter, Santa Moriica, Mar,;-i: 2:j

,

Selma Mary Kleinfeld to Arnold ^f^^hfr comedian-^^^^^^^

year for six months, Metro took in "fa^-^-ji^^A ^iastS' Jlnfr^i
i

^S^ '^S^'Au Sene:
$3,886,745 last year.

, ^fp/s „e„ of RKO theatres O'Neill-

20th Tax Rise I

^ ™ , . ^"^^f ti, „ u Mr. and Mrs. Reginald N. H.*«m idx jvise
I ojjyg Gough to Harold Holt, Beach son Ottawa IVarch 14.

Sensational rise in business has
[ London, March 24. He's a concert Father is publicity director of sta-

also been scored by 20th-Fox for
; manager. '

tion CKCO in that city,
the first few months of '49. Film

\ Ray Nelson to Lyle Wheeler, Co- ' Mr. and Mrs. John Crosby,
I rentals have improved 25% over vina, Cal,', March 27. Bride is cos- i daughter, New York, March 24.

I

the past year and 20th is expected
j
tume designer at 20th-Fox; he's

|
Father is N. Y. Herald Tribune

{ to shoiv that gain in spades when
i studio's art director. I radio critic.
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•Tht MODERNAIRiES at the Cocoanut

Grove despite Lent, income tax time

and all, have really taken the place

by storm ."

WALT TALIAFERRO, LA. OAILY NEWS

ON RECORDS
for COLUMBIA

TRIBUTES IN TEMPO"

also

Current Singid Release

•JOHNNY GET YOUR GIRL' I

''BUSY DOING NOTHING"

PUBLICITY

JERRY \U^%^^i^Moew^

ACT/

Recommended: The MODERNAIRES

Qj the Cocoanut Grove. You've heard

them on the air and on records. In

person, they're SHOW-STOPPERS .'

ERSKIN5 JOHNSQN, L. A. [>A\\^ NEWS

ON THE AIR

THE LOS ANGELES AMBASSADOR

llwoh X5, 1949 ;

Mr. Ih«Ba» p. Sheila
6000 Sunset Boulsrard
Holljmood gB,' C4lifoEai»

Dear llr. Shells:

t Irish to comnend The ModBimlres for their nonderful
perfoimmeea in the Cocoonut Grove. Ihelj iippeawmce
hero, with the exceUent orchestra of- QawenTcaTOlUtoi
has beto the subject of uost praise-Kopthy comeats.
»od this Bhoif has enabled us to adhere to our strtct
^^^ "f^P"**"'*^ ""'^ ^* finest" entertain-
nent in the world, in the norld famous Ooconttit Gro»e,

I trust their future *1U be filled with eren greatej
wqcesses, and with kindest regards_»j a» .

JEB*li

Coast to Coast Every

Tuesday and Thursday

BOB CROSBY'S

XLUB 15"

for the

PERSONAL MANAGEMENT

DIRECTION
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